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JEANETT
DON

The

Amazing Story

of

Maurice Chevalier

f^^ak diets

—

A recommendation from
in the leadinq stores

—

ofJimerica^

baby woolens. Ivory is so pure that it
keeps them nice and soft. A stronger
soap hardens and harms the wool."

Even the briefest shopping hst these
days means a considerable expenditure of time and money. One hke this,

"To be safe-

for instance

and -wool shirts for Bunny
LinGolf sweater for Will
Sport
gerie for new evening dress
."
frock for Country Club
Why, these things may cost you

salespeople

And

your

own

"Silk-

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

pastel-tinted

wash

.

—

as well as three or
$100, or more
four hours of hard shopping. And

how

fine things

with Ivory"

very costly they are, if they are

quickly ruined by a disastrous washing. Or even if a "nearly-safe" soap
destroys the freshness of their color

and

We

—

te.xture.

To make washing

Nice things needn't be
an extravagance

safe

for golf sweaters

"Ivory Soap

But // these things wear and ueur,
and keep their good looks, their cost
is unimportant in the long run even
if you've paid a lot for them. And
here is where the advice of salespeople can help you.

What

underwear

"Ivory is the only soap we advise for
fine underwear," said the head of the
lingerie department in one of New
York's famous stores. "Other soaps
are likely to be a little harsh.
have
found from experience that Ivory is a
mild soap which cleanses delicate
fabrics perfectly
and yet will not
fade the colors."

is

the best thing to use

for sweaters," said a salesman in a

leading Philadelphia store to a customer recently. "Other soaps are almost
always too strong. They fade colors

and then we have

lots

of customers

coming back with complaints. Ivory
is pure.
We have used it in cui

these much-traveled

household for 27 years for everything

—

shoppers found

always safe."

it's

Salespeople have very definite ideas

The

about the safe way to wash fine fabrics.

When

several

young women

your

re-

all

city will tell

you that

if

you

—

.

—

.

.

simple way to make your clothesbudget go farther!

cially for finer things.

For those

own

use Ivory, lukewarm water, and reasonyour silks will wear
able care
longer, woolens will be softer, colors
will stay fresher
Certainly it's a

over the countt)-,
shopping everywhere in the leading
stores, they discovered that an overwhelming majority of salespeople
espewere recommending Ivory
cently traveled

salespeople in the fine stores of

Free
little

—A—

little

book, "Thistledown

"Always

and care,"
gives specific directions for washing
silks, woolens, rayons. Send a post
card to Catherine Catr Lewis, Dept.

use Ivory and tepid water to wash

VV-70, Box 1801, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Treasures,

silk-and-wool shins

As the saleswoman in one of Chicago's
finest

department stores

- kinc/

said,

to everything it touches

qq "^ViooX pure

their selection

!

.
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Pink tooth brush" at my age
.

.

.

not socfoocl. not so good. not so good.
. .

may be tender
YOUR gums
and healthy
or firm

at

. .

.

twenty

at fifty-five.

They

may be soft and flabby, or firm and heal thy,
and their health depends directly on the
you give them.

care that

"Pink tooth brush"
trouble in

itself.

Often,

is

not a serious

it is

true,

the

it is

forerunner of worse disease, and from neglect of soft

and flabby gums,

gingivitis,

Vincent's disease and even pyorrhea

may

follow.

But to prevent "pink tooth brush"
with massage and Ipana Tooth Paste, is
a simple and a wise precaution.

A tinge of "pink", however slight, upon
your tooth brush, is a sign the gum structure is weak and that your gums are not
getting exercise that vigorous chewing of

harder foods vfould give them.

The

soft foods

we

eat today are the

gums and sound
and massage afford you
sure protection. Dentists recommend Ipana
great enemies of healthy
teeth, but Ipana

to thousands of patients because
tains ziratol, a hemostatic

it

con-

and antiseptic

long used by the profession in treating

gum

disorders!

So bring Ipana to the aid of your gums
when and while you clean your teeth!
Simply brush your gums; or massage them
with your fingers, lightly at first, then
harder. Ipana's ziratol content speeds the

blood

!

Wastes and poisons are swept from
Soon

the tiny capillaries of the gums!

they regain their normal hardness and
firmness!

And while Ipana
health,

it

keeps your

gums

in

cleans the teeth to sparkling,

flashing whiteness!

Its taste is delight-

fully refreshing

and

it

gives an instant

fecling of cleanliness to the

whole mouth!

large-size tube
pie.

—don't

wait for the sam-

Tonight, begin the

full

month's

test.

.\nd forget your dental cares!

A

good

dentist

and a good tooth paite

are not luxuries

_
u tooth
u
the
From now on, make IIpana
^
1

*

of your family and yourself!

^

bristol-myers co..

It

paste
^
cost

may

few cents more, but its formula is modern and scientific its double protection
well worth the slight difference in price!

73

West

.,.

,,

Street,
.

Kifidly send

New
mc

Dcp...-7o

York. N.Y.

u of
t idikh
IPANA T/->rvrxi
a trial, tube
« two-cent stamp to cover partly

paste. Enclosed is
''"= '"" "f P'^*^"«

TOOTH

•

»"''

"^"°«-

.1

—

Stop bv at vour druEu'ist's and cct the

^'"'•'

i"wr
Ciii

J'""

WK^K. Tooth Paste
.1

wrlle to advcnlsers ilcase mcnilon

PIIOTOrL.\y MA0.\Z1.\B.
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THE §IGX OF GOOD TIMES

**

Keep

in

touch with your

etars and forthroming
Paramount Pictures by listening

£aTorite

to the Pariimount-Publix Riidio

Hour, ea. h Saturday Evening
10—11 P.M. EaMrm Daylight
Time over the Columbia

Saving

Broadcasting System.

T

II

E

II

ALWAYS FAI

E

II

WEATHER

an d
"WITH BYRD at the
SOUTH POLE"

GREAT EXTERTAINMEXT
SHOW

AT THEATRES WHICH
P A R A
^ No more

M

O U

delightful

way

or evening than at the

Paramount

to spend a

and

summer

nearest

theatre

Pictures. You'll always find

fortable inside

the best

PICTURES

T

3i

•

it

you'll always find a great

you

afternoon
that

plays

cool and com-

show — some of

Paramount Pictures ever are being released now

and right through the summer.

A partial list is at the right. The
know about them because

they're all Paramount. Winter time,

summer time, any time —

"Jfit'ta

Paramount Picture
it's

bell

the

show in town!"

Q^fuyimqunt
Eurj

aUicrtlsiniinl In

H

rllOTOI'L-W M-VQAZLNE

Is

cuarantctd.

•

in

"THE DEVIL'S HOLIDAY"
• • •
CLARA BOW in
"TRLE TO THE NA^Y•"
• • •
JACK OAKIE in

"THE SOCIAL LION" and
"THE SAP FROM
SYRACUSE"
• • •
WILLIAM POWELL in
"SHADOW OF THE LAW"
• • •
"THE BORDER LEGION"
• • •

GEORGE BANCROFT
"THE CAVEMAN"
•

cover everything you need to

titles

•

NANCY CARROLL

•

in

•

"DANGEROUS NAN
McGHEW"

G>U;ture^

OTOPMY
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Brief Reviews of

Current Pictures
AH

ated are

•^Indicates that photoplay was
of the six best

with a real punch.
ever.

Sara Hardy

is

more amusing than

upon

BISHOP MURDER CASE,

ACQUITTED—Columbia.—Underworld drama

Murder

a

la

THE— M-G-M.

with Basil Rathbon
Plenty of thrills. {Feb.)

CAUGHT SHORT—M-G-M—Marie

and Polly Moran,

AFTER THE FOG— Beacon Prod.—If
drama about

wives, youll like this.

cruel husbands
{Jan.)

you like
and martjTed

ALIAS FRENCH GERTIE— Radio Pictures.—
Bebe Daniels and Ben Lyon in crook picture made
from Veiller's play, "Chatterbox." A comeback for
Ben, and Bebe at her best. {June)

BLAZE

O'

GLORY— Sono

—

Art— World Wide.—

Moran-Dressler comedy team.

BROADWAY HOOFER, THE— Columbia
You'll like Marie Saxon, musical
talkie.

.A

stimulating

comedy

back

star, in her

stage

comedy.

BROADWAY SCANDALS— Columbia.—Version

Great

{Jan.)

worth

BURNING
some

UP— Paramount.—Your

money's

A

in entertainment.
neat little comedy with
thrilling racing sequences and that admirably

natural actor, Dick Arlen.

WAR— P;

{March)

{June)

—

Do Not

THE— Warners.— Edward

Miss These
Recent Pictures
"Anna Christie"
"The Rogue Song"

Everett

Horlon

is afraid of anything tliat goes up.
Patsy
Miller is the hero-worshipping girl friend. Need
a few laughs? {April)

Ruth

•

"Sarah and Son"
"Song o' My Heart"
"The Love Parade"
"Such Men Are Dangerous"
"The Vagabond King"

BAD ONE, THE— United

Artists.— Dolores
Del Rio as a cafe singer and dancer, teamed
with Eddie Lowe, who also sings delightfully.
Adventurous, romantic story that you'll like.
{June)

BARNUM WAS RIGHT—Universal.—Miss
one unless you're one
talking about.

of those people old P. T.

this

was

a service to its readers, Photoplay Magazine presents liricf critical
comments on all photoplays of the
preceding six months. By consulting
this valuable guide, you can determine at a glance whether or not your
promised evening's entertainment is
worth while.
Photoplay's rc\iens
have always been the most authoritative published.
And its tabloid
reviews show you accurately and concisely how to save your motion picture
time and money. The month at the
end of each review indicates the issue
of PHoroi'i.AY in which the original
review appeared.
.^s

{Feb.)

THE—

BATTLE OF PARIS,
Paramount.— Gertrude Lawrence, stage favorite, doing none too well in
a trite musical comedy.
Snap into it, Gertie, and
show 'cm what you can do when you try
{.\tarcli)
I

BEAU BANDIT— Radio

Pictures.- Yeh,

Rod La

Rocque with a Spanish accent again. Doris Kenvon
singa beautifully. Old-fashioned Western. {April)

BE YOURSELF— United Artists.— Fanny Brice
for a boxer who falls lor a gold-digger. Another
"My Man" plot. Only fair. {April)

falls

BECAUSE

LOVED YOU— Aafa

Tobis.— Interesting because lirst made-in-Germany talker shown
in America; 55 per cent dialogue, German, of course.
Part Talkie.

I

Sec

it.

CAMEO KIRB Y —Fox. —The famous old romance
gambler revived gracefully but not excitedly.
Harold Murray sings well and Stepin Fetchit sings.

of a river
}

.

CAPTAIN OF THE GUARD— Universal— John
Prod.

—Pistols track, and Jack Perrin r.^rues the gal from
the Mexican joint. An<l bye and bye it ends. Allaction and all-talkie, but why? {.May)

BIG PARTY,
but they handed

some

true love

THE— Fox.— A
it

and

to Dixie Lee.
villainy,

—

— The recent stock
It's

Sue Carol pictun
Heaps of comedi

{.{pril)

market debacle

a comedy.

Holes and Laura La Plante in a story of the birth of
Marseillaise (hat just misises being a thrilling
picture. John sings superbly.
{Junet

tile

•

CASE OF SERGEANT GRI.SCHA, THE-

Radio Pictures.— Stark, compelling drama wit!
a war background. An important picture, althougl
too drab to appeal universally, Chester Morris is a
magnificent Cri^cha.
{.March)

Small

material

is

{April)

COCKO'THEWALK— Sono Art—World Wide.—
Pretty sad

alTair. in

his worst.

Myrna Loy

which Joseph Schildkraut does
attractive.

COHENS AND KELLYS

—

{June)

SCOTLAND—

IN

Universal.
When, and if you see this, you'll know
where to send them on their next trip one wayl
{May)

—

•

CONDEMNED-United Artists.— A beautiful and thrilling story, crammed with action
and romance. You'll like Ronald Colmans sophisticaicd yet aiipealing portrayal. .\nd Dudley Digges,
Ann Harding and Louis Wolhcim are grand. {Jan.)
COURAGE—Warners. —Charming

picture about

seven interesting youngsters and their extravagant
mother, well played by Belle Bennett. Leon Janney
youngest.
{June)

fine as Bill, the

COURTIN' WILDCATS— Universal.— "Hoot"
Gibson tames a Wild West shrew, modern version.
Mildly entertaining.

(.March)

CRAZY THAT WAY— Fox.— Bubbling
about two lads
another.

Joan

beautifully.

in

wears

comedy

who

love with a blonde

Bennett

loves
clothes

beautiful

{.May)

CUCKOOS, THE— Radio Pictures.— Nonsensical
musical comedy featuring comedians Bert Wheeler
and Robert Woolsey. Check your critical goggles and
prepare to laugh uproariously.

t.Jtinf)

CZAR OF BROADWAY- Univer.'sal.- A

DAMES AHOY—

not-so-

Chance."
(June)

—

Universal,
Glenn Tryon in a
smart-cracking sailor rdle. But the dialogue writer
didn't feel funny that day, (.ipril)

as detective I'hilo Vance, gets his man.
(A/oy)

ROMANCE OF THE WEST-Hammond

face.

CITY GIRL Fox. Originally begun as a silent
picture ("Our Daily Bread") by Director F. W. Murnau. Gets otf to a powerful start, but turns talkie and
collapses. Charlie Farrell and Mary Duncan are fine.
Part Talkie.
{.March)

irood imitation of that tine picture, "Street of
Not bad, if you haven't seen the original,

{April)

BENSON MURDER CASE, THE—Paramount.
—Another
elegant \'an Dine murder mysteiv. Suave
Powell,
Bill

new screen

Gibson, a

—

Prod.

APPLAUSE Paramount. When this is good, it's
very, very good and when it's bad it's— you know.
Helen Morgan, in a r6le wliich does not take advantage of her unique talents, does some brilliant work
none the less. {Jan.)
AVIATOR,

Wynne

of

CHINA EXPRESS, THE -Sovkino.- Foreign
rough stuff, but tremendously exciting.
.\ction
occurs on a fast train in China. Silent. {.May)

for gags.

—

{May)

PLEASURE—M-G-M.—All

CLANCY IN WALL STREET— Edward

Black Crows join the army,
results.

work

—

directed

ANYBODY'S

OF

about a song-wTiter's sorrows. Noteworth>- only for
La«Tence Gray's singing of two hit numbers and the
swell

No. OiW of Love Behind the Scenes^with music. A
new lad named Jack Egan looks like Buddy Rogers
ana sings nicely. Carmel Myers glitters as the vamp.

Garbo talks and remains great! A faultlessly
picture with superb characterizations by
Garbo. Charles Bickford, Marie Dressier and George
Marion. {March)

—

CHILDREN
{May)

— Universal. — Remarque's

ANNA CHRISTIE— M-G-M.— The

RAINBOWS—

(March)

ALL QUIET ON THE WESTERN FRONT

•

who

Anita Page and Charles
Good, rough fun. {June)

lovers.

CHASING
M-G-M.—This ninetyninth carbon copy of "The Broadwav Melody" is
pleasant enough. Bessie Love. Cliarles King, and the

{March)

sensationnl
war
book, made into one of tile outstanding pictures of
the year. Powerful drama of war as it really is. {June)

young

of those leopard pictures
Some of
it's spotty.
the spots are good and some are bad, Eddie Dowling
shows a nice personality and a good singing voice.

One

first

•

are

Dressier

rival boarding house keepers

play the stock market.

Morton

relentless

Talkii

as one

month of review

.Mother Goose,

PliiloVancing this lime.

{Feb.)

its

named

—

—

DANCE HALL Radio Picturcj. Arthur Lake is
grand as the youngster who haunts the local dance hall
where Olive Borden, in a blonde ^'ig, is a hostess.
Amusing, (Feb.)

FEMALES— Paramount-Christie.
— DANGEROUS
hilariously funny two-reeler. .Vnd why not, with
.\

both Marie Dressier and Polly
their best

manner?
I

Moran

cavorting in

{Feb.)

PLEASE TURN TO PACE 14

]
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HE SCREENS MOST

LOVABLE BANDIT

CONTINUES HIS

ADVENTURES
IN

OLD

ARIZONA
THIS

IN^

GREAT

OUTDOOR

(

MOVIETONE

ROMANCE

THEARIZOIVIAKIDm^
Warner Baxter
AND

MoNA Maris
Greater than "In Old Arizona" and
two
of the Rio Grande"

—

"Romance

pictures that established

as the

supreme lover

in

Warner Baxter
outdoor

roles.

An ALFRED SANTELL production

FIIM

CORPORATION

Harley

L.

Clarke

WUcn

jou write

10 advertisers please

mention

rllOTOPLAY MAGAZINE.

^

Brickbats

Bouquets

You Fans Are the
Real Critics
Photoplay Gives Twenty-Five,
Ten and Five Dollar

Prizes for the

Best Letters

Just plain spiteful letters won't be printed, for we want
be helpful when we can. Don't write more than 200
if you are not willing to have your name
and city of residence attached, please don't write.
Address Brickbats & Bouquets, Photoplay, 221 "West
57th Street, New York City. 'We reserve the right
to cut letters to suit our space limitations. Come on in
to

words, and

and speak your mind!

The

S5 Letter

.\sther,

Come Back

Louisville, Ky.

nPHERE'S
•*•

one

fault to be

screen today, and that

found with the

is, it

depicts

women

of tarnished character too alluringly, particularly so for young people.
Frequently the young and beautiful heroine, after years of riotous living, is pictured
beautiful as ever. The handsome
hero comes along, takes her away from "that
kind of life," and they live happily ever
as

just

The

$25 Letter
Narberth, Pa.

pVERY

salesman in the world ought to
his stuff in "Dis-

•^see George Arliss do
His poise!

raeli."

we

His self-control

!

When

can pull that ourselves, our sales will
jump and the pay gold with it.

—

But

didn't go to see "Disraeli
expectbe educational. I'm a home lover,
and when I'm on the road there is no favorite easy chair for me after supper.
But the
next best bet is a good talkie, and my favor-

ing

ite

stars

show
and

"

I

to

it

make me

lasts.

I

feel

can't see

colt every night, but

home while the
my own little wife
my favorites cheer
at

me up

and give me the pep to hit the road
morning.
bless cm. They're the finest, best
neighbors in the world to a man who has to
in the

God

travel.

D. G. FoLTS.

The

810 L«tler
Quincy, Mass.

COME

pictures are indecent,

if

viewed that

'-'way. So is Life. People fear that Youth
will be corrupted,
"^'oungsiers knowing
nothing of hfc cannot possibly put an immoral interpretation upon a picture; such
would indicate an alrcidy corrupted mind.
Before long, the motion picture industry
should stand accredited for helping to banish hypocrisy from the general attitude towards life, and enabling the youngsters to
cope with it, refute the evil, and profit by a
forewarning of pitfalls.
Having a conscience, few of us need interpreters to safeguard our morals. Obscenity in pictures causes most of us to avoid
parallel experiences.

M. K. Collins.

8

after.

to Us!

Duncan, Okla.

TF

any man equals Greta Garbo in attracit is Nils Asther.
They are of the
same unusual quality. How I would love to
see, and he.ir, them play together!

•lion,

The loyalty of old friends is yours. Nils.
^
Keep on studying English. 1 am sure there
are many others besides myself who are
wishing you luck and hoping for your
appearance soon.

that happens once in a while, but
not often. The picture people so often howl

JANELL ClFERS.

about not being able to show "life as it
really is.
Well, if they would show the re-

Those Talkie Talkers Again

Now

re-

"

sults of life as they really are, they

would

be getting closer to realism. Faces do reveal
so much
One can't live, as lots of people
do live, and not show it.
!

Peggy ADller.

NOVARRO
RAMON
month, and Ruth

is

head man
Chatterton

this

head girl.
She outdistances
Garbo by a few laps, but only a few!
is

Ramon

has scored

with his voice.

"Son of the Gods" proved

New York

agree with E. A. Adler in
the May Photoplay. Can't something
be done to stop giggling girlies from discussing what "he said" and then what "I
said" at the most dramatic moment in a picture? And can't they be m.ide to park their
jaw-breakers and peanuts with the tickettaker before they go in ? Can't somebody do

*•

something

.•"

Disgusted Dan.

Dick
a "favorite son" and
that

Barthelmess is still
he follows closely on Ramon's heels.
What a stir and storm the GaynorFarrell singing and dancing team has
started! Many letter writers are clamoring for the old Charles and Janet of
"Seventh Heaven" and "Street Angel,"
but pictures like that can't be found
very often.
If you think his fans are forgetting Nils
Asther, well, v"u don't know the depth
of their loyalty.
They want him to
overcome his accent, but accent or not,
silent or talking, they want him.

Joan

Crawford,

Mary

Brian

and

Nancy

Carroll rank high.
William
Powell, Billy Haines, John Boles, Al
Jolson, Maurice Chevalier, El Brendel,
and Philippe De Lacy, for his fine acting in "Sarah and Son," are way up
among the popular hoys.
The voice of "Anna Christie" still
reverberates through our mail. "Sarah

and Son," "The Rogue Song," "Montana
Moon" and "Seven Days' Leave" are
the other most talked about pictures
this month.

Ciry.

T CERTAINLY

They're Not Working for the

Same Company
Arlington, Tex.

W!

"HY

should beautiful 'Vilma Hanky be
exiled because of her Hungarian accent, and incomparable Emil Jannings returned to Germany because of his "accent, and
handsome and talented Nils Asther refused
a contract because he has an accent? And
then they take an actress like Ruth Chatterton, with her marvelous voice and beautiful
enunciation, and give her a role in "Sarah
and Son where .she has to affect a foreign
"

accent!

Certainly

it

is

beyond me!
M. H. Shryock.

Sarah Takes a

Bow

Webster, Mass.

TT

was not Ruth Chatterton

the world-

1

was

witness-

and Son," but Sarah Storm,
[please turn to page 142]

•'ing in "Sarah
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Let

this thrift dentifrice

q

buy your

cold

cream

many things you can
buy with that $i you save
by using Listerine Tooth
So

Paste instead of 50 cent
dentifrices.

Cold Cream,

for example.
Handkerchiefs.

Talcum.
Hose.

One
convinces you of its

trial

exhilarating after
You

probably know that wonder-

of mouth cleanliness
and exhilaration that follows the use
ful feeling

of Listerine.

Now

that delightful sensation is
brought to you by Listerine Tooth
Paste— 25 cents the large tube.

Try
it

it

one week. Note how quickly
How it removes all traces

cleans.

of discoloration and leaves teeth

ejfect\

How

it invigorates the enMillions, finding that
Listerine Tooth Paste gives such
pleasant results, have rejected older

gleaming.

tire oral tract.

and

costlier favorites.

saving

is

The average

33 per year per person.

We'll wager that once you try
you too, will be convinced of
merit.

Listerine

its

Lambert Pharmacal Company,

St. Louis,

Mo., U.

S.

A.

Wlicn you write to advertisers please monllon

Tooth

it,

rllOTOrLAT MAGAZINK

Paste

The Girl on the
JEANETTE MacDONALD

says
she has an Irish temper, Scotch

and

"I used to think that I would have
one of those overnight successes if I
only got my chance," she said. "It
was lucky for me that the chance
never arrived.
I was still in my
'teens, and the star role was that of
a sophisticated married woman. I
vvould have looked too ridiculous."

as absent-minded as
the professor that kissed the cat
good night and put his wife out the
front door!
Most beautiful stars will admit
they have the dispositions of angels.
Maybe, oh, just maybe, they will
confess to an "eentsie-teentsie" bit
of
temperament just :e grande
artiste coming to the surface, you
thrift,

is

the driving ambition,
BUT
grim determination

—

her early, lean stage days. She had
reached stardom on Broadway when
she was lured to Hollywood with a
lucrative picture contract. She had
appeared in a long succession of
musical stage hits among them
"Marjolaine," "Oh, Kay," "TipToes," "Boom-Boom," and "Yes,
Yes, Yvette."
Now that she has become a motion
picture star she is not content to
coast along, but she plans to win

But Jeanette, of the red-gold hair
and the sea-green eyes, has an indestructible sense of humor and she
knows she isn't an Elsie Dinsmore.

—

All of tlie lucky stars in the skies
must have been clustered directly
over her during the making of "The
Love Parade," her debut in the
talkies.
She was guided through
the first intricacies of the cinema by
no less a master than Ernst Lubitsch.

TEANETTE

was born

in Philadel-

/phia, of Scotch, Irish and English
ancestry.
She thinks there is no
thrill in the world like returning to
the home town, important and successful.

She began her stage career in the
She is proud of beginning

chorus.

there, for she knows now just how
necessary each minor member of a
big troupe can be.
She "crashed"
the footlights during the last, fading
days of the statuesque "lady of
the ensemble," the tall but attractive
girls
who could not dance, but
could wear clothes beautifully and
drove down Riverside Drive in their
own Rolls Royces.
Jeanette says she wUl never forget
her embarrassment at displaying her
own humble undergarments in the
dressing room before these gilded
lilies.
Bloomers and cotton vests
were all she could afford, and she
always explained to the girls that
she had just rushed over from her

gymnasium class!
With her first salary check she
bought some grand silk underwear,
and undressed with a flourish!
In her very first show she understudied the prima donna, and used to
pray every night that the lady would
come down with a bad cold - nothing
serious like pneumonia, just bad
enough to keep her out of the theater
for a few nights!
But the star was
healthy, and never missed a performance.

10

the

to "get somewhere," was never dampened through

know.

"The Vagabond King" followed.
"Let's Go Native," and "Bride 66,"
the Hammerstein production for
United Artists, claimed her talents
in rapid succession.
Now she is working with Lubitsch
again in another light opera. Jack
Buchanan, the English stage star, is
her leading man. You saw him on the
screen with Irene Bordoni in "Paris."

Covcr

new

laurels.

Jeanette believes that a star, to

Confesses

Laughs

at

Her

Her

Faults

Own

and

Shortcomings

remain successful in talkies, should
know at least two foreign languages.
Spanish is particularly advisable,
she thinks, since there are so many
theaters wired for sound in the Latin
.\mericas and Spain.
So she is
diligently studying Spanish.

Last Minute

News

"Td'able David," Dick Barthelmess'
famous silent picture, will be made into
a talkie by Columbia. They're now
searching for a young actor to play the
lead.

Roy D'Arcy, the villainous and dental
"The Merry Widow," has
been divorced for the second time by
Mrs. Laura Rhinock Guisti.
prince of

Lowell Sherman will direct himself

and Bebe Daniels in "Lawful Larceny."
was Sherman's greatest stage success on Broadway some years ago.
It

It will

probably be Mrs. Ben Lyon by

the time you read this. Bebe Daniels
chose June 14 for her wedding to Ben,
after an engagement of over a year.

Paramount is not exercising its
option on Dermis King, star of "The
Vagabond King." He got $8,500 a
week for that job, and is now playing
the same role on the London stage.
"Lihom," the play which made Eva
Le Gallienne and Joseph Schildkraut
famous in the American theater, will be
"Devil With Women" on the screen
by Fox. CharUe Farrell and Rose Hobart Urom the stage) have the leads.

The strain of making his first talkie,
"The Unholy Three," was too much for
Lon Chaney. He's taking a twomonths' hoUday before starting his

—

BUT,

returning to the faults and
the faults of a beautiful lady are
more interesting than her
virtues
she teUs an amusing story
about her forgetfulness.
One of the boys from the set told
her that she would have to work late
that night.
Jeanette, just coming
from the projection room where she
had been listening to playbacks,
nodded. Her mind was on the playbacks and not on the boy.
That night she was furious when
she was reminded that she would
have to return to the studio. It was
outrageous, she said, that she should

always

have

—

to

notice.

work late without any
Things reached a deadlock.

The boy swore

that he

had

told her,

and Jeanette was just as positive
that he hadn't.
No one on the set
could figure which one was doing the
fibbing!

.\nd she holds grudges!
She admits she can't help but gloat over the
very grand stage actress who ritzed
her consistently during her early days
in the theater
and who is now, in
Hollywood, glad to play any kind of

—

role.

But her faults, which are not so
heinous after all, are more than
counterbalanced by a gorgeous sense
of

humor.

next picture.
Otis Skinner is to make his great
stage success, "Kismet," as a First
National talkie.

JE.\NETTE

is unmarried, and lives
with her mother. But there is a
very much in the picture.
She vow-s she will not "go Holly-

fiance,

wood."

Threesome
Perhaps joull
in-one.

Most

nt-M-r

jrolfers

make

a lujle-

doirt.

(It's

one of several things they have in

common.) But
more

tliere's

another,

delightful tie that hinds

.

.

.

the universal appreciation of what
a

good cigarette can add

to

the

pleasure and enjoyment of the

game. Camels are fragrant, refreshing,

to

mellow ...

the

a

welcome third

most thrilling twosome.
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Pep

for

FLAVOR
Bran for

HEALTH
in

these

PLUNGE

into work or play with zest.
Keep fit and healthy with Kellogg's
Pep Bran Flakes.

Just taste these better bran Hakes.
marvelous combination. All the
glorious flavor of PEP. All the food-

A

strength of whole wheat. And the
healthful properties of bran. There's
just enough to be mildly laxative to
help keep you fit and regular.

—

Ideal

for

summer-time breakfasts.

Cooling for lunches in the heat of the
day. With milk or cream a wonderfully balanced food for the children's
supper. Their marvelous flavor makes

them

a taste-treat.

Any

time.

Any-

where. You'll say Kellogg's Pep Bran
Flakes are the best bran flakes you
ever ate.

Sold in the red-and-green package.

At

all grocers.
Battle Creek.

Made by Kellogg

in

IP
BRAM! FLAKES

Important — Kellogg Pep Bran Flakes are mildly
laxative. All-Bran — another Kellogg product
s

is

all

bran and guaranteed to relieve both temporary
and recurring constipation.

Wm OTHER PARTS

%

OF

WHEAT

PEP

BRAN FLAKES

!

jKuffins
Nut Sticks
and

Cookies
Just right

serve

to

with salads^ cold meats
and iced drinks
BEFORE

I give you this month's recipes I want to tell you a
story that may make you laugh a bit, as it did me.
The story appeared' in a London paper, "Tid-Bits," but
it's very like the sort of thing they tell on young American
brides whose acquaintance with kitchens before marriage is
often limited to the making of an occasional pan of fudge.
A bride had propped open her cook book next to the stove,
and followed directions carefully, but in spite of her zeal she
had been unsuccessful. Sobbing, she went to her mother for
comfort. "I can't understand it," she wailed. '"The recipe
clearly said: 'Bring to a boil on brisk fire, stirring for two
and when I came
minutes. Then heal it for ten minutes'
back it was all burned to a cinder!"'
Now that I've warned you not to follow any recipe too
Freshly
literally, I want to give you two new muffin recipes.
baked muffins do add so much to the cold supper or the salad

little

.

.

.

lunch.

The first one is for pecan muffins, and is Sally Blane's contribution. As you know, Sally is a Radio Pictures player, and is
the sister of Polly Ann and Loretta Young. You saw Sally not
so long ago with Rudy Vallee in "The Vagabond Lover."

Try Grandma Sally Blane's muffins.
They're delicious

together flour, baking powder, sugar and salt. Add milk,
well-beaten eggs and melted shortening. Mix well, and half
fill greased mufiin tin.
Bake in warm oven twenty to twentyfive minutes.
Sift

Corinne

Griffith's

Nut

Sticks

Work

into a pint of flour, one-half teaspoon butter.
Add
rounding teaspoon baking powder and half teaspoon salt. Mix
thoroughly, and add enough sweet milk to roll into a light
dough. Roll out the mass until about one-quarter inch thick.
Brush lightly with milk, and spread with chopped hickory nuts
or almond kernels, pressing nut meats into the dough by rolling
on kneading-board. Mold strips of the dough into thin sticks,
lay in greased shallow pan, and bake to delicate brown.
Junior Coghlan loves fruit cookies, and this is the recipe his
mother sent me so that other children may enjoy them, too.

Fruit Cookies
Sally

Blane Muffi

cup white flour
cup graham flour
J/^ cup chopped pecan meats
1

1

14 teaspoon salt

2 teaspoons

1}/^

baking powder

ji cup milk
2 eggs
1 heaping tablespoon butter

1/2

cups brown sugar

1

a

oven and bake twenty minrecipe

is

Photoplay M.-vgazine
750 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago,

me a copy of PHOTOPLAYS Famous
Cook Book, containing 1.50 favorite recipes of the
stars.
I am enclosing twenty-five cents.
Please send

fur

1

1

tablespoon sugar
teaspoon salt

2 eggs
2 tablespoons shortenmg

teaspoon allspice

other ingredients, and add

flour to make a stiff
dough. Drop with teaspoon
on greased pan, being careful not to drop cookies too
closely together. Bake in a
moderate oven.
Even people with healthy
appetites grow just a little
critical of food during warm

enough

The palate demands

a fillip.
going
to

powder

cup milk

cup currants
cup raisins
cup chopped nut meats

weather.

Carmel Myers Muffins

}/2

1

in
111.

plain muffins:

2 cups flour
3 teaspoons baking

1

Cream sugar and butter,
and add the eggs. Then mix

utes.

The second

1

scant teaspoon soda in
little hot water

Mix the chopped nuts with

Add
the dry ingredients.
Beat eggs well, and
milk.
add to mixture. Melt the
butter and stir in last. Half
fill muflin tin, place in warm

1

cup butter

3 eggs

Be

sure to write name and address plainly.
You may send either stamps or c»in*

Next month
tell

you

I'.ni

about

other templing dishes to
help you plan your summer

menus.

C.\ROLY\ VAN

WYCK
13

A
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Reviews

Brief

[

DANGEROUS PARADISE—Paramount—

Wh.te

snappy
snappiest.

•

MAY CARE—M-G-M.—A

DEVIL

1

FROM WOOLWORTHS, THE— Fir=t
National.-That

I-^l"Jf°".C-5-'i:tSouU,J^a_varn ••yictory.-^Be.
and Nancy Car-

comes through .-Hh; a

gir,

time and

this

Watch Rita Flynn, a newcomer.

charming little backstage stor>-, which, for a wonder,
isn't punctuated by theme songs and huge stage shots'
(Feb.)

M-G-M—

DIVORCEE.THE—
Dont miss this.
Norma Shearer great. Chester Morris gives
performance.
Fine direction, gorgeous clothes.

ROADS—

DOUBLE

CROSS
Fox.—A gang of
thieves and a mess of machine guns.
But Robert
Ames as the boy and Lila Lee as the girl decide to go
straight. Entertaining, at that, (May)

DUDE WRANGLER. THE—Mrs.
Prod.

—

Wallace Reid
bang-up Western comedy done magno cum

-A

Children can safely take their parents.

guslo.

Nevertheless you'll enjoy Sally D'Neirs
formance. (March)

—

Tom Santschi ^remember him?
a real he-man actor. (Jan.)

—proves

he

i

GIRL SAID NO, THE— M-G-M.—Whizzes along

Maynard
Ridin'.

scores as an outlaw who follows his better
Dorothy Dwan pro\-ides the romance.

—

THE—

CALF,
Fox.— Mediocre. Sue
Carol, as an efficient but unattractive secretar\- who
makes herself over into a belle, redeems it a little. So
does El Brendel's comedy. (May)

(May)

THE—

PASS.
First National.—
bright, entertaining film, well acted bv Loretta Voung,
Fairbanks the Younger. Guinn Wilhams and Peanuts Byron. Doug is one movie football hero who
doesn't bring on blind sUggers. (Feb.)

FRAMED— Radio

Pictures.

— Evelyn

underworld story that gets across.
See it, (April)

*

K^^ton's^'JIJ

Good

Brent in an
trick climax.

DIVIDE.

,i

National.— Made
from the grand old play. Dorothy Mackaill oveiacts
as a flip societ\- lass, and Ian Keith is hammv as her
reformer. (May)

GREEN GODDESS, THE—Warners.—George

Arhss is great as the sleek Rajah. The producers
didn t make the most of tliis. (.V/ay)

GUILTS'

HELL

HARBOR— United

Velez in a role that

fits like

Artists.— Lupe

a Sennett bathing

(.April)

HELLO. SISTER—James Cruze Prod.—Sentimental, but sprinkled mth humor. Olive Borden is
the flapper who reforms for a million dollars.
Lloyd
Hughes IS the nice boy who loves her. (May)

HELL'S HEROES^Universal.— Peter B. Kyne
fathered this gritty tale of the desert and Charles
Bickford does more than right by the leading rdle.
(March)

HER UNBORN CHILD—Windsor Picture Plays,

Inc.

— Grimmer

side of sex.
Sad faces, sad scenes!
(April)

Excuse us for yawning.

bfAVLir A;^^zin7comed;

takes ynu to a big sound studio. With Anita
Page and Robert Montgomery to ser\-e the romance.
how could you go WTong on this one? (.May)

GAY MADRID—

M-G-M.—College whoopee in
Spain, played with duels and guitars.
How that
Ramon Novarro s\\ashbuckles and singsl .Again he
serenades Dorothy Jordan. (.May)

GENERAL CRACK—Warners.—John

Barrymore's famous voice is heard from the screen
first time in this highly-colored and very
entertaining costume drama. John is fine and Marian
Nixon heads an excellent supporting cast.
(Jan.)
for the

TRUMPED HER ACE—Sennett-Educational.
—HE
Howhngshort comedy about bridge-maniacs. (.May)
HIDEOUT—Universal. —James

Kathpn Crawford
on.

sings nicely.

Murray

It's

(.Way)

gloweis.

kinder not to go

HIGH TREASON—Tiffany-Gaumont.— British-

melodrama

of

John

V'alli.

(June)

"^LF WAY TO HEAVEN-Paramount.-This
^ carnival background is one of
o°"ij"''n ^'""i
best and^ Buddy crashes through with
'*"?dV Rogers^ l""^
rile performance.
(Jan.)

•

HAPPY DAYS—Fox.—A

corking

(.\Iay)

HARMONY

COMMAND—

HIS FIRST
Pathe— A pretty
sorry affair with the exception of some spectacular
parade-ground shots and William Boyd's new and
pleasing talkie personality.
(Jan.)

NIGHT— M-G-M.—All

and no play makes Jack

—

HOLD

—

EVERYTHING
Warners.
Joe E.
Brown is great. Georges Carpentier looks good in the
boxing nng. Winnie Lightner has some snappy songs.
But it could have been better, (June)

HOME—

AT
Fox.—Want a good
hearty laugh? See this comedy of family life. Wm."
Collier, Sr., long-time stage favorite, makes an elegant
The girls will go for Rex Bell in a big
way. (March)
screen debut.

HOLD YOUR MAN—Universal.—Tseh,

and

just when Laura LaPlante was
nicely, too.
Miss this one. (Jan.)

HOLLYWOOD

STAR,

tsch—

coming along so

A—Educational-Sennett.

—-Two reels of hilarious satire about a Western star
who makes a personal appearance at a small town
theater.

bull's-eye.

.A
[

(Jan.)

PLEASE TtTtX TO PACE
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Photoplays Reviewed in the Shadow Stage This Issue
Save

this

magazine-refer

to the criticisms before

—

.\rizona Kid. The
Fox
Hi.g Fight, The
Sono Art-James

—

.S.S

Cruze
Big Pond. The— Paramount
Herder Legion, The— Paramount
Porn Reckless P'ox

—

102
.S4

—

Cheer Up and SmUe Fox
Dancing Sweeties Warners
Devil's Holiday, The
Paramount.
Fall Guy, The
Radio Pictures

—

—

Florodora Girl,

—

—

The

.

.

He Knew Women— Radio

— Fox

Pictures

.i.S

^(y

.

IWO —Fox

Follies of
First National

High Society Blues

u

.

The— .M-G-M

Fox Movietone
Furies,

102
102
102
102

Ladies of Leisure Columbia..
Lady of Scandal, The— .M-G-M
Let's Go Native
Paramount
Matrimonial Bed. The Warners

—

— Fox
Old and New — Sovkino
Once a Gentleman — Sono
Cruze
Redemption — M-G-M
Not Damaged

Return

of Dr.

Make

this

your reference

Page
55

Silent Enemy, The— Paramount
Social Lion, The
Paramount

Song

104
102
57

.\rt- James

Fu Manchu,

102
56

The— Para-

list.

Page

56

,';4

—
—

102
56

—Tiffany Productions
Swing High — Pathe
Texan, The— Paramount
True to the Navy— Paramount
Under Western Skies — First National.

102
102

of the

Flame

First National
Strictly Modern— First National

56

Swellhcad

56
56
56
.

104

Wedding Rings— First National
102
White Hall of Pifz Palu— Universal.
55
Women
Everywhere
102
Fox
102
Second Floor Mystery, The Warners. 57
Young Man of Manhattan
Para.S6
Shadow of the Law Paramount
104
mount
102
Short Subjects of the Month
129
,S4

.

you pick out your evenings entertainment.

—
—

102
102
102

mount

Man
M-G-M

Richest

102

in

the

—

World,

—

talk

a dull bov.
Due largely to
the fact that he is required to chatter continually.
John Gilbert s first talkie appearance is disappointing.
(Jan.)

rerie%v.

starring the pick of the Fox lot. .A bunch of
entertainers help an old showman save his troupe
That's the ston'. told with singing, dancing, coraedv

and romance.

film about a hypothetical next World War.
politics and inventions of year 1940 are ingeniously envisioned. Interesting,
(June)

HIS GLORIOUS

—Columbia. — Mediocre

The—

.

Grand melodrama peopled with descendants of
Spamsh pirates and an .American sailor to rescue the

World

THE— First

circumstantial evidence.
But Virginia
bainpohs, and John Holland are good.

tliat

•

j

r-

made

GREAT

FORWARD

THE—

PARADE,
Pathe.— A sad little
yarn about a boarding house slavey who loves a minstrel man who loves a burlesque queen. Helen Twelvetrees out-Gishes Lillian as the heroine.
(Feb.)

Worth your money.

and comedy.

fightin'

•

Verj- real.

—

w.™„,

suit.

GLORIFYING THE AMERICAN GIRL— Par-

amount. Everyone except ex-president Coolidge had
a hand m the making of this and it shows. But big
names aren't enough and even an Eddie Cantor comedy bit can't save this feeble effort. (Jan.)

GRAND

FIGHTING LEGION. THE—Universal —Ken

impulses.

per-

slick

at breakneck speed. Wild Willie Haines kidnaps the
girl he loves, and Marie Dressier becomes amiably
spifflicated. as usual,
(.ipril)

GOLDEN

But

Pictures.—

FVII F

(Feb.)

EMPIRE BUILDERS. THE—Carlsbad Prod.An unintentional burlesque on "TheCovered Wagon.'
still

HE\RTS IN

sne^fs'u^on u^D^okfcos^iZ^^^^yt^^u^'shl
i not an actress,
A poor picture, (Feb.)

girl.

GIRL OF THE PORT. THE— Radio

I

(March)

GIRL IN THE SHOW, THE— M-G-M—

moving

picture that both moves and talks. Swift and
colorful romance, with Novarro giving one of the finest performances of his career and Dorothy Jordan
and Marion Harris scoring heavily. Some swell vocalizing.
(Feb.)

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 6

GIRL

roll

gins well but goes astray. Dick Arlen
good, as always.
(Feb.)

Current Pictures

of

—

.

—

.
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The Perfect Comedy Team

Marie DRESSIER
and

Polly

MORAN

From wash-boards

to

Wall

Street

— from

cleaning up in the kitchen to cleaning up

—

market! What a riot what a
panic of laughs are these
two rollicking comedians as they romp their
way through the merriest, maddest picture
you ever saw. How they put on the ritz
in the stock

with

scream

ANITA

PAGE
Dialogue bv

—

— what a

wiLLARD MACK while the money rolls in! Then came the
Directed by
CHARLES F.
dawn and back to the soap suds with

—

suggeited by

EDDIE

Marie and Polly.
.

CANTOR'S

.

miss seemg

,.^

Don't, don't,

£,,
Caught hhort
,

DON'T

,,
,

METRO-GOLDWYN-IVIAYER
"More

When jou

KTlto 10 adTcrtlsers pleisc mention

Stars

PIIOTOrLAY MAG.VZIXE.

Than There Are

in

Heaven"

—

A

Reviews of Current Pictures

Brief
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HO>fEY — Paramount. — "Come Out

of the Kitchen," stage play and silent movie, made into a talkie.
Light comedy, pleasing songs.
Nancy Carroll and
amazing little Mitzi Green. {April)

HOT DOGS— M-G-M.—A
short subject, with an

all

distinct novelty, this

dog cast, which makes

it

the

(March)

first all-barkie.

—

HOT FOR

PARIS— Fojc. Good, rough fun, concocted bv Raoul Walsh in his best Cock Eved U'orld
manner. Vic McLaglen, El Brendpl and Fifi Dorsay—
all

elegant.

—

I

LOCKED DOOR, THE—United Artists.—An ex-

citing melodrama ruined by weak dialogue.
Noteworthy only because it brings Barbara Stanwyck to

the talking screen.

MAN HUNTER. THE—Warners.—A

combing melodrama, that
Rin-Tin-Tin

is

the star,

totters to a

beach-

feeble end,

(June)

(Feb.)

LONE STAR RANGER, THE—Fox.—A

Grey

Zane

epic garnished with theme songs.
George
O'Brien as the picturesque ranger hero and Sue Carol
the pretty heroine.
(Jan.)

LONG, LONG TRAIL, THE—Universal.— Fast

moving Western drama.
in his first all-dialogue.

(Feb.)

HURRICANE Columbia.— This old-fashioned
sea yarn seems new and stimulating midst the present
crop of talkie-dancie-croonies. It's a clean cut and
convincing thriller and Hobart Bosworth is just elegant.

A

Hoot Gibson goes over big
(Jan.)

LOOSE ANKLES—First

National.—So

farcical

that it goes a little lame. Loretta Young and Doug
Fairbanks, Jr.. are the principals, but the comics run

away with the honors.

(May)

•
Its

MARRIAGE PLAYGROUND, THE—Para-

mount. .\ fine, wholesome picture in spite of
sophisticated theme.
Marv Brian and Frederic
are admirably cast. (Jan.)

March

MATCH PLAY — Sennett- Educational. —Giggles

forgolfers. Walter Hagen. British "champeen," and
Leo Diegel, .American "champeen. are featured.
They're not actors, but no one expects that. (April)
"

MELODY

THE—

MAN,
Columbia.— Pleasantly
sentimental story about the conflict of south and old
age. Wilham Collier, Jr.. Alice Day. and a good per-

formance by John

Sainpolis.

(May)

(Jan.)

ROOM— First

THE NEXT

IN

murder mystery that

LORD BYRON OF BROADWAY—M-G-M.—
National.—

Jack Mulhall. Alice
play the leads. (June)

thrills.

Day and Robert O'Connor

IS EVERYBODY HAPPY>— Warners— The answer is emphatically "No!" .As an actor "Ted Lewis is a
fine saxophone player.
(Jan.)

Light, but you'll like it. .Another song-writer story,
with Technicolor review scenes, theme songs and wisecracks.

(April)

the horrible death of a group of men
trapped in a submarine. Gruesome, but stunningly
Ace performances bv Kenneth McKenna
and Frank Albertson. (March)
realistic

LOST ZEPPELIN,
Tiffany- Stahl.— This
has lots of good points, but plot isn't one of them.

THE—

Some

Conwav

fascinating scenic effects.

Ricardo Cortez and

ISLE OF ESCAPE— Warners.— Monte Blue,
Betty Compson and Noah Beery do their best to
breathe life into a melodramatic hodge-podge, with
negligible results. (June)

•

MEN WITHOUT WOMEN—Fox.—Dealing
wnth

triangle formation.

V'irginia \'alli line
(Feb.)

up

Tearle.

in the old

MEXICALI ROSE— Columbia.— Barbara Stanwyck's second film appearance. Mexican border melodrama, and pretty good entertainment, (April)

•

MONTANA MOON- M-G-M.—Joan

Craw-

ford, still untamed, on a ranch.
And what a
tango she does with Ricardo Cortez
Johnny Mack
I

ISLE

OF LOST SHIPS, THE— First

Get Your June

National.—

Scenically this fantastic melodrama is a triumph;
conversationally, not so hot.
Noah Beer\-, Jason
Robards and VirginiaVaUi handle the leads well, (yan.)

•

A GREAT LIFE— M-G-M.— A

IT'S

Puzzle Pictures!

riotous

comedy of the life of a vaudeville sister team as
portrayed by the Duncan sisters who ought to know.
Rosetta and Vi\nan deliver snappily and Larry Gray
clicks again.

S.MX

haven't the June copy
that needn't
prevent your entering the
great $5,000 prire contest.
If '>'Ou

of

(Jan.)

HEAVEN— Radio

Pictures.— If vour relow you may be touched by lliis sentimental little tale about a song writer and the girl who
helps him make good. Pathos by John Mack Brown
and Sally O'Neil and comedy by Joseph Cawthorne.
sistance

is

A

Photoplay

set of

the June Cut Puzzle
the

Pictures, together with
will be mailed
free, on request.

(Jan.)

rules,

•

JOURNEY'S

END—

Tiffany Productions.Unforgetable war story, from play of same
name. Grim happenings in a front line dugout under
bombardment, relieved by carefully planned humor.
E.xccllent cast.
(June)

•

Just

drop a postcard

you

Photoplay Magazine,
919 N. Michigan Ave.,
Chicago,

(June)

111.

LADY TO LOVE, A— M-G-M.—The stage plav.
"They Knew What Thev Wanted," made censorproof.
Vilma Banky, Edward G. Robinson, and
Robert Ames form the triangle. Some splendid acting.

(.April)

modern

THE— Audible

dress.

Pictures.— CinQuickie (not verv goodie)

about a taxi-dancer's rise to fortune. Distinguished
by Vera Reynold's grand voice and acting. (March)

•

LAUGHING LADY, THE— Paramount —

Ciiatterton and Brook, now and forever! What
a team! .\ vital, brilliantly directed ston- with superb
work by the aforementioned pair. (March)

LET'S

GO PLACES—Fox.—Our old

friend.

Mi-

taken Identity Plot. Punny as the dickens, and at
least two songs will keep you humming.
(May)

•

LIGHT OF WESTERN STARS, THE—

•

LILIES

—

Paramount. Horse opera, but dressed up in
snappy dialogue and played convincingly by Dick
Arlen, Mar>' Brian, Haro' Green. Regis Toomcy and
Fred Kohlcr, 'Vou'll like it, (May)

OF THE FIELD— First

National.—

Corinne (Orchid) Griffith

lap dancci

Her

Comedy, pathos

in tights and doing a
sprightliest film since "Classified."
and some good modern music, (feb.)

LITTLE JOHNNY JONES— First National.—
Eddie Buzzell, musical comedy star, and George M.
Cohan music redeem this. Otherwise just another
racetrack yarn.

16

girl's

thriUing voice,

LOVE, LIVE
York to the
way.

(Feb.)

AND LAUGH— Fox.— From New

battlefields with a tear every step of the
Jessel scores as the little Italian hero.

George

(Jan.)

LAST DANCE,
derella in

ALONG—

LOVE COMES
Radio Pictures.— Too
bad to hand Belie tliis after " Rio Rita. " Life on the
Mexican water front, made more endurable by that
Daniels

(.Ipril)

MOUNTED

THE—

STRANGER,
Universal.—
Hoot Gibson, Ihe Riding Kid, avenges a murder and
meets romance. (.April)

MURDER ON THE ROOF—Columbia.—A wellcast thriller.
(April)

Crime high up among the pent-houses.

MURDER WILL
First National.—Thrills
and mysters- against high society background. Good
Elaborate settings. Jack Mulhall. Lila Lee
(May)

OUT—

acting.

and Noah Beery.

as a fresh gob who steals Anita
home. (Jan.)

Haines is a scream
Page from her happy

NIGHT RIDE— Universal.—Yam about a hardand a harder-boiled reporter, with
Joseph Schildkraut and Edward Robinson leering at
one another for dear life. (March)
boiled gangster

NIX
Fox.— Cross-section of life in
a theatrical boarding house.
See 'em eat, sleep,
shave and love. Most of the players are from the
stage and they're real troupers.
(Jan.)

•

NO, NO,

NANETTE- First

NaUonal.—

good girl-and-music picture with fine Technicolor trimmings, but nouble chiefly for its rapid fire
succession of laughs.
Alexander Gray and Bernice
Claire sing the leads.
(.March)

NOTORIOUS AFFAIR, A— First

National.—

who burst into song? Then you may
Dove in gorgeous clothes. Basil
faithless husband, and Kay Francis a

Tired of players

Pictures.—Clapnice to see Richard Dix and Lois

trap farce, but it's
\\ ilson together again as screen billers-and-cooers.
(.tlay)

LUMMOX- United
over

holds up a

is

superb

somewhat

ArtisU.—Winifred WestFannv Hurst tale. She

in this

jerky, maudlin film.

(April)

MAID TO ORDER—Jessie Weil Prod.—Come
we knew you all the timel The
famous female impersonator grown matronly, in a
out, Julian Eltinge,

badly put together production.

(March)

MAMBA—

Tiffanj- Prod.—Advertised as thf first
all-Technicolor drama.
War between British and
German troops, and an East African native revolt.
Jean Hcrsholt docs brilliant work. (May)

MAMMY —Warners. — Al
story

MOUNTAIN JUSTICE—Universal.— (Reviewed
under the title "Kettle Creek." That Ken Mavnard
can ridel The rest is negligible. (May)

like this.

LOVIN* THE LADIES— Radio

•

(April)

ON DAMES—

LADIES LOVE BRUTES— Paramount.—Good
entertainment. George Bancroft is a crude but wealthy
builder who goes in for culture, under Mary Astor's
inspiration. There's a thrilling fight.
(June)

Frolicsome.

NAVY BLUES— M-G-M.— Bill

to

Cut Picture Puzzle Contest

KING OF JAZZ—

Universal.— Pretentious.
all-Technicolor. Paul Whiteman revue.
Unusual color and lighting effects, splendid choruses.
John Boles, Jeanette Loff, and the Whiteman Band.

Brown, the boy.

Jolson rises above his
and makes an entertaining movie. A minstrel
Moran, Lowell Sherman and Louise

piece, with Lois

Dresser.

Irving Berlin tunes.

MAN FROM

(June)

BLANKLEY'S.

THE—Warners —

The Barrymorc profile in slapstick
He's a good
farceur in this ridiculous story of an English lord who
attended the wrong dinner party. Loretta Young
provides love interest. (June)
1

Billie

Rathbone the
vamp, (June)

•

NOT SO DUMB—M-G-M.— (Reviewed under

the title "Dulcy.") This was a swell play, a
silent picture
and now it's a swell talkie.
is at her sparkling best.
And you
oughtn't to miss Donald Ogden Stewart's talkie
d^but. (Jan.)
swell

Marion Davies

—

OFFICER O'BRIEN— Pathe.—Glorifying

the

American cop as impersonated by William Boyd.
Mildly exciting entertainment.

•

(Feb,)

ONE ROMANTIC NIGHT—
—

United Artists.
Lillian Gish in her first phonoplay. ablv
aided by O. P. Heggie and Marie Dressier. The love
story of a young princess and her tutor.
(June)

ON THE BORDER—Warners.— Armida

sings.

Rin-Tin-Tin acts with intelligence. Smuggling Chinese across the Mexican border. Forget it. (April)

ON THE LEVEL—Fox.—Gussty. lusty melodrama, with laughs and thrills. Victor McLaglen fine
in usual he-man r6lc.
Lih'an Tashman a gorgeous
lad>--crook. (May)
[
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What
No, not

Not

sex.

a little

booklet

out by mamma to little
daughter, behind the drawn blinds of

ladeled

the old family parlor-

What

every modern

girl

should

how to be herself.
Do you know how to be yourself?
Do you really?
Do you know how to buy the lat'
know

est,

is

smartest clothes on a budget

in'

come?

Do you know the best and most
becoming way to do your hair?
Do you know what jierfumes
Avenue

is

Park
using and the latest shade

Can you cook a mean beefsteak,
when you want to, and get it to the
table

with

shortcakes

minutes

a

fevv

on the

and
twenty

vegetables
side,

in

flat?

Can you walk

Arc you acquainted with the right
end of asparagus and do you know
when to invite him in and when to
put him out?
In other words, do you know all
the things the new Smart Set can
teach you?

The new Smart Set is the one
magazine, the only magazine, planned
and edited for the modern girl.
Gone are the patterns. Gone are
the stuffy handcrafts, the care and
feeding of babies. Gone are all the
things that appeal to older, settled
women.

polishes?

nail

in

Know

Every Girl Should

any party and
be the belle of the ball? And can you
run the party if need be?
into

The new Smart
youth
Eager

— written
girls.

Set

is

a

magazine of

by girls for
Ambitious girls.

girls.

Girls
mantic, spending girls.
now are thinking chiefly of

Ro-

who

boy
who, some day,
will find the only boy, and marry,
and be the mothers of tomorrow.
friends and jobs but

Set brings you stories of girls like yourself. Aid
problems. Humor and romance and pictures. Plus, also,
the best fiction of the month, love stories of youth and romance.

The new Smart
on

girls'

BUY THE CURRENT SMART SET
SHOOT A QUARTER AND BECOME THE SMARTEST

The

GIRL IN

TOWN

NEW

MART
The Young

Woman

s

Magazine
ON

When

SALE

jou mlto to «dvcrtlscr« rlfa«- rorntlon rlKITOI-l.AT

NOW!

MAGAZINE.

—

hall

Tan?

I

DON'T believe anybody really knows just what started
the frenzy for sun tan that reached its height last summer.
I have been told that as early as 1926 one of the
prominent
cosmeticians was asked by a famous actress to blend a
new make-up that would set her apart from other women and
make her more attractive and alluring.
After much mi.xing and e.xperimenting, a sun tan make-up
was evolved, with such flattering results that the cosmetician
was asked to create similar make-up blends for many of her
other customers.
That was the first faint rustle of a vogue that has threatened
to turn a large part of the feminine (and even masculine)
population into dusky-skinned sun-worshipers.
Sun tan cosmetics
were first put on the French market and then introduced in

own

skin can stand a great deal of coarsening and that a deep
tan would be unbecoming, you are going to protect yourself
before you go into the sun and wind by applying some of the
excellent preparations created for that purpose, by generous
applications of powder, and by systematic after-treatment to
prevent discomfort and injury to the skin.

I

THERE

is a glow that comes from air and sun and healthy,
outdoor living that appeals to us all and beautifies as nothing that comes out of a beauty salon can do.
But it can't be
acquired in a day. Don't make the mistake of confusing sun-

burn and sun Inn.

American beauty salons. Many of them were designed to
simulate a tan, but preparations were rapidly added to supplement a natural sun tan and make the process of tanning a safe

Whether or not one acquires a tan is entirely a matter of
preference.
We are going to be more sane about this whole
sun tan business this summer. We are not going to make the
fetish of

that it threatened to beseason.
to feel out of the
is as fair as the
proverbial lily. A fine-grained, pearlpale complexion can never be anything but beautiful, and the girl who
possesses such a skin will always be
among the fortunate ones.
Neither are you going to think it
necessary to bronze your skin until
it becomes coarse and harsh, just beit

you love outdoor

dom

of

know

free-

you

life

you must

ac-

some degree of tan. If, also
me, you don't believe that your

quire
like

and the

going without a hat,

that inevitably

IH

always ugly and uncomfortable,

process gives the best results with the
least injury to the skin.
The use of

last

You won't need
mode if your skin

cause Miss Smith has decided that
is the thing for her to do.
I am sure that this year each of us
is going to decide what is most becoming and best for herself, and be
guided by that alone. If, like me,

is

emerging from your winter cocoon of layers of clothing, be
careful before you expose yourself to the sun for long periods.
Ordinarily, five or ten minutes a day, for the first week or ten
days, is long enough to remain in the direct rays of the sun,
until your skin is more used to exposure. This gradual tanning

and painless one.

come

Sunburn

and frequently dangerous. The faint flush that quickly fades
into a tan is one thing; the deep burn that blisters and'injures
the skin and upsets the whole system is quite another.
If you are not used to much outdoor life, if you are just

protective preparations, creams and
unguents and oils, reduces the danger
and damage from too much exposure

Friendly Advice on
Girls'

Problems

to the sun's rays. But it is wise to
acquire one's tan rather slowly, in

A STAMPED, self-addressed envelope will
bring you my reducing booklet, or my
leaflet

for
if

on general care of the skin and treatment

blackheads and acne.

You may have

both,

you need them! There is no charge. Write
about your problems, but don't forget to

me

enclose a stamped envelope

if you want a perNeedless to say, all correspondence will be held in strict confidence. Address

sonal reply.

me at PHOTOPLAY,
New York City.

221 West 57th Street,

CAROLYN VAN WYCK

any case. Over-exposure to glare
often affects the eyes, and hair that
is sunned too suddenly and rashly is
apt to become faded and brittle.
This whole matter of tanning is
not nearly so complex as it may
sound. It's really just the old, old
story that I have stressed so often
that while a little of anything may be
very helpful in achieving beauty and
charm and health, too much of that
same thing may be ruinous.
In connection with this fascinating
quest for beauty that we all follow,
I often think of a little boy I knew.
TURN TO PAGE 130 ]
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Blonde, Brunette, Redhead,
orBrowiiettd

Do

Toil

Know

Your Color

Harmony

M ake-Up

.Imin Pagf

.\tGM Sur

as all Hollyzvood Screen Stars Dol

Permit Filmland s Mail -l-p Genius,
Max Factor, to Reveal t 1 You Hollj-

Make- Up

the One
Secret
Double Your Beauty and
Vividly Emphasize Your Personality.

ivood's

If^ay

.

.

.

to

TN HOLLYWOOD, to

please the screen stars.

kind of make-up has been perfected
for day and evening use. A new magic to emphasize beauty, allure and personality.
.And now it is offered to you.
A Society make-up... powder, rouge, lipstick

and other essentials, created in varied color harmonies to blend perfectly with every variation of
comple.xion coloring.
Now, like the screen stars, you may emphasize
your own personality and individuality by having
and .Ma.v
your own color harinony in make-up
Factor, Hollywood's King of .Make-Up, will
analyze your comple.xion and chart your make-up
.

color

harmony

y4n

.

.

.

.

Discovery

~—

In his Studio work, under the blazing "Kleig"
lights, .Ma.v Factor discovered

^^^^^^

^^^^^^^^^ythc

secret of perfect makeup.
Cosmetics must be in perfect

^^^^^HRHb

if

.

.

.

.»

Factor produced Society Make-Up
day and evening wear. Powders,
rouges, lipsticks and other essent-

I
\

for

i

correct color harmonies tor
every variation of type in blonde,
ials in

brunette, redhead and browneite.

Society

Make-Up

created a sensation in Hollystars and
adopted it.

wood. .Mmost instantaneously leading

women

thousands of other bcautitui

Learn Hollyxiood' s Make-Up

Secret

Now

you may learn what Hollywood knows
about make-up. .Max Factor will reveal to you
this

new

secret of beauty.

He

.\fC.M

beauty,

charm and

personality.

To gain

yot Every Blonde
mony
i^ 0/

A'ot

Now

.

complimentary copy of Max Factor's book, "The

New

M-G-M

Star, anJ
Tirrn.
Facltr, HollyxntSj Makt-Vp
King apprtrfiag the correct color harFaiur't hfiiui.
mony loiu in

I

Every Redhead

.

. .

MAJLFOR'yWR'cbmV^UofrANALYm' "I

I
I

.

.

should dare to use the rouge and
powder of her blonde sister.

Fill in

coupon, mail today.

Max

make-up.

A'ot Every Brownctte

Art of Society

Make-Up".

in

Every Brunette

should risk beauty lo hap-hazard
selection of colors in cosmetics.

a beauty secret prized by stars of the screen.
and you will also receive a
Free .
it is yours.

Max

.

should use the same colors in
rouge, powder and lipstick.

quire slight changes in make-up color harmony.
What a wonderful opportunity! ... to secure
personally from Filmland's genius of make-up,

Rapul

.

should use the same color bar-

the greatest

beauty, you must individualize your make-up.
Even similar types ... for example, Dorothy
Mackaill and Phyllis Haver, both blondes, re-

.

Star

Brou:nette

will analyze your

complexion and suggest the one color harmony
in make-up that will magically emphasize your

Iree.

.

Amazing

odd, grotesque effects result
and beauty is marred. So today,
in all the motion picture productions, faultless beauty is insured by
.Max Factor's .Make-Up.
Based on this same principle
of cosmetic color harmony, ^Iax

Mt Mu Fkot— Mu Fjoor Soidk* HoDywoi CiLt
Dor Sa Sold mt i cooiplmKnarr cofj of rour 4*-pV

I

cfScexry

I

cKjrt.

I

MakrUf", pcnocol mmplrnnti
endote lo ccna CB

1-''»»*-

"^ '*»

aiulyMi Mad make-up tnfar

00LO*m5

com

of postage and handliftg.

OOUMIASHD a.
00(j0«

Max

FACTOR'S

Soc/ety

"Cosmetics of the Stars"'.

•q5%

of

all

.

.

MAKE-UP
ISut.

HOLLYWOOD

make-up used by Hollywood Screen

When

you write to

Stars

hah

1

and Studios

ftdTertiserB

is

M

plewc menUon

Factor's. {'Los yingeUs
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Chamber

«/
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F
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CELEBRATING DAGGETT & RAMSDELL'S
S^orllell Jp

(Ainniversarv

THE MODEL LAKEWOOD THEATRE AT SKOWHEGAN, MAINE
EQUIPS ITS DRESSING ROOMS WITH THESE FAMOUS
CREAMS AND LOTION
w^ ^
r
-.

Cyetjeci K^old Korean
d/erjeci ^i/amsliino

Ore

Cyetjeci K^leausmo Orei

^lytvatone

pvAGGEIT AND Ramsdell-S Perfect Cold
J--' Cream has been used
for forty years
by famous sUge stars. The constant application of grease-paint and make-up necesby their profession, makes the use
of a pure emollient afterwards au absolute
essential to keep the skin fresh and fair
and free from clogging.
sitated

Actressesare notable fortheirlovelyskins
...constant care with fine, pure products

does it . . will do it for you, too. Now
that the Daggett and Ramsdell family has
to four equally lovely products, any
.

grown

woman can give her skin correct moidem
care easily and quickly at home. Follow
these directions:

&

Claiborne Foster, bright particular star of the
Lakewood Theatre, is well-known to Broadway
for her outstanding performances in "The Patsy,"
"Other Men's Wives," etc.

The Lakewood Theatre

is one of the conspicuous
successes in the Little Theatre Movement. The
charming colonial building (shown above) is
thronged each night with smart theatre lovers from
the fa»hionable IVew England coast resorts. The
season is from May to October . . . new plays are

given each week starring well loved Broadway
players ... if you're touring New England this
summer don't miss this unique and lovely spot.

50 CENT TRIAL OFFER
Send 50 cents direct to Daggett & Ramsdell, 2 Park Avenue, New York, for this
smart Utile kit. Contains regular sizes
oj all four lovely products .
enough
for several complete facials described on
this page. Read the new beauty book in
tlickil. Itwillhclpyou to have the dainty
cleanliness, the smooth skin that makes
any woman more alluring. Send the coupon right now, while you think of it.
.

Daily night massage: apply Daggett
Ramsdell's Perfect Cold Cream generously
and massage the skin of face, neck and
shoulders thoroughly with a rotary motion.
Wipe off with tissues. If the tissues look
dirty, apply the cream again and wipe it off.

Daytime care:

in the morning a quick application of the dainty new Perfect Cleans-

ing Cream. It liquefies instantly, cleanses
Bootlies. Wipe off and apply a pad
saturated in Vivatone. Let the Vivatone
dry, and applya whisk of Perfect Vanishing

and

Cream. Then your powder and make-up
be delighted with the velvetyness of
your skin after even one such treatment!
you'll

All Daggett and Ramsdell products in the
smart new 1930 packages you see in the
be obtained anywhere at the
same prices you have always paid.
picture, can

DAGGETT & RAMSDELL,
2 Park Avenue,

New York

Enclosedfind SOcentsforThe Debu tarue Kit

.

Every adrcrtUemcnt In PIIOTOPI.AT MAC!A7.rN"E

Is

ciuiraDtemL

Dept. G-7

City

Name
(Print)

Street

City
State

_

THE

blonde me-

teor of the talk-

ing screen, lovely

Joan Bennett, has
broken records in her
rush to stardom. The
youngest ot the three

handsome and
talented daughters of
Richard Bennett, she

was an instmtineous
hit in "Bulldog

Drummond."

Since

then she has been

bombarded with
roles.

But on

this

page she decides to
take

a day
some tennis

off

for

C^

^
Joan Bennett was bom
in

Palisades,

N.

J.,

Feb. 27, 1911. She is
5 feet, 5 inches tall;
weighs 108 pounds;
has blonde
blue eyes.

and
She has

hair

been married and

divorced; has

a

daughter

Preston

Duncan

1

Clara Ciordon
in

Brooklyn.

190";

She

inchff

tall

pounds,

has

hrown eyes

Bow waf

N
1!.

,

horn

Y., July 2^,
5

feet,

weigh-rei)

hair

J'^
1

10

an J

She's unmnrruTki

TTAPPY
^

over her

-old Paramount

new

slenderness and busv on the good

Bow decides to call it a day ami
few gallons of the famous California sunshine
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June CoUyer wfears an evening gown
of white taffeta, lined with silver
cloth and embroidered with crystals.

Note the contrasting shoulders.
That's the subtle and Hollywood
touch

—

—
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at from the front, Sally
party dress is a very innowhite organdie scattered

with pastel flowers.
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—two

piece dress with tuck-in blouse, detachLocal
able cape and tiny, tight hat.
color is added by Bessie's red raffia
parasol

Nothing staggers

a stag line

more than

a

pnn

of clinging chiffon, in dusty pink,
with floating panels instead of sleeves and a
skirt hung with chiffon squares in softest

cess

gown

pastels.

Olive Borden

a print dress of black,
orange and white, Marion Shil
ling places a bolero of orange
velveteen, tops it with an orangtjersey turban and adds bag,

Over

gloves and

pumps

Smart

gal.

of beige kid.

Marion
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inside

EuECnc Rolxrt

Kii he.

Fay Wray was born

in
Alberta, Can., Sept. IS, 1907.

She 19 5 feet, 3 inches tall;
weighs 114; has brown hair
and blue eyes.
Marned to
John Monk Saunders

A

DOLOROUS

senorita, minus the verve and vivacity we connect with the true tropical type. This is the way Fay Wray
opposite Gary Cooper in "The Texan."
Perhaps Big Gary has changed his type :ind like.s thetn a bit sad

looks in her latest role
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romantic-like'
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Dorothy Dix

i\em VruJJi cwaui

V/ie

"^M/ss "Dix, what IS
no prettier than I

am

the secret of charm? Girls

are happily married, with

dear little homes of their own.
."
me

ever fall in love with

HERE

is

.

.

Won 't the right man
E VELY N S

the real truth, Evelyn. It

ninity in a girl that arouses a

is

femi-

man's desire

to take care of her, marry her.

But

first

new — washing

own

dainty,

some of the

always

others.

colors vibrantly alive,

Confidence of

Charm

wardrobe,

in

Lux.

Lux

—

especially

—

orful table linens, all

so utterly feminine.
And because you have

part of

the

magic

confidence in yourself, you impress

when

others— /or

lovely with Lux.

But

girls

difficult

is

sometimes

keep

Lace-irimmed LioKcrie
1 2 Lux washings

after

every thread in place, silk
and lace fibres intact,
color intact. Reuins the
charm of new!

but your surroundings can
help you! Pretty curtains,
slip covers, cushions, col-

feel

confidence

to

YOUR

Lovely, soft, colorful underthings
sheer, delicate hosiery
they

•Irresistible!

made

SURROUNDINGS, too! Not only
can dainty, colorful lingerie bring you confidence of feminine charm,

her lingerie, negligees, hosiery.

make you

is

to preserve the soft, dainty

texture of sheer fabrics.

Clothes can help to give a girl this happy confidence of charm. Especially all the dainty, most
girl's

away color and charm."

true that just ordinary

take out

of all, you must feel your

takes

"good" soaps do
color along with the dirt.
But this will never be the case if you wash them
It is

captivating femininity before you can impress

feminine pan of a

telL^

contagious.

form
spell,

they are kept ever

Similar linicerie after 1 2
washiniES with an ordinar>- "icood" soap
silk
fibres out of place, lace

—

damajced. lustre im-

Dorothy Dix

so
to keep lovely underthings
say,

"It is

looking wonderful, colorful

as

\fifs Safe in water

it's

Safe in

paired, color

off.
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PIOTOPLAY
"F you see a picture advertised in your newspaper
-as "the most sensational
film ever made," and "come
and see wild women
con-

was hack

I!

.

.

S /7///y
^"^

up with

O^Lo^

illustrations of go-

^'^'''

day, when Evelyn and Holden
and Director (leorge Archainbaud held a horrible truth

.

sorting with gorillas," spiced

in tl„. „ld <iavs at

^ ^- ^' •'" ^••"I'e
out on the RKO lot the other
^''"'^

rillas sitting with

nude African
women, don't encourage the

party.

producers of this picture. It
is called "Ingagi."
Remember the name.

g\ad—glad,

"I remember when
1

In other phases of their advertising,
the
this film use a hodge-podge
of
jungle shots made in Africa years ago,

made

cal

it

The
skin.

gorilla is a fake.

And

negress.

the "wild

Just a studio bearis a Hollywood
respect for the

intelligence of its patrons

would run this picture and
use the nasty advertising suggestions
of its producers.
To the credit of most of the great theater
groups, in-

sign a starring contract for
$o
a day," Evelyn confessed.
" Ij'b huh," grunted

^"Day.'" chorused the other two,
aghast.
"No," roared Archainbaud. "Week!"

woman"

No theater with any

was

Holden,

in "deepest Holly-

wood." They have the colossal nerve
to
"a great educational feature."

I

you!— to

fare

and

later ones

tell

"and I remember when I Ijorrowed ferry
and car fare to get across to Fort Lee
so
I could work for $.3 a day."
"And I," crowed Archainbaud, "was satisfied that I had achieved the
pinnacle of success when I signed up to direct,
for $.50 per!"

owners of

some

RK

I

"KTOTE
1 N miles

for statistic hounds:

RKO,

Every day 25,000
run through projection iiiachines
in the theaters of the United
States, enough to encircle
the
oh, figure it out for yourself.

'T'TFIERE

censor stunt of the past few months:
In a
J- recent Western picture, the ranch owner's
wife

cluding

Pubhx, Fox, Loew, Warner-Stanley
and
they refused to run the picture when
they found
out the truth about it.
is running just off Broadway
in New York
J. another picture that is fit for
nothing but the ash
can. It is called " Unguarded
Girls" and it adxertises

"hving models" as additional
poor

bait for

smutty-minded

fish.

It's

much more

chase of a good rough raU to be
used in the good
old-fashioned manner.

BRENT, star, $.5 a day!
William Holden, juvenile lead, $f5 a day!
Believe it or not, but that's heaven's
trutli.
But
not in 1930, dears; not in 1930 and
Hollywood. That
I

.

was

about to become a mother. One of the cowboys
said:
"We must be good to Mary. She's going to have a
baby."

The

sensitive censors

changed
must be good to IMary.

it

to:

She

is

expecting a

sacred event."

it.

If any theater owner in
your town dares to run this,
write to Photopl.^' and we will conf
riljute to the pur-

PVELYN

is

pRIZE

"We
respectable to be seen going into the

speakeasy a few doors away from

J—

.

.

of film

SPECIAL matinees for the women of the Beyrouth
harems have been established as a regular
by the management of the Empire.
nickel to a doughnut there is troul)le in
store for

Syria,

policy

A

those

Mohammedan

papas.

T GET

so sick and tired of reading these sensational
-L love yarns in the newspapers aiul having
the siren
end of the act tacked on to Miss So-and-So,
"screen

29

:

actress" or "screen star."

I noted eight of these hbels
on the screen in the past two weeks, and in not one
single case have I been able to get a record from any
studio that the dame was e\er inside a studio, even as
an extra.

The

screen folks can,

enough trouble

for

as

human

beings,

create

themselves without the assist-

ance of these phonies and bolonies.

CECIL DE MILLE stands out

as the one director

All except De Mille. He
splendor as ever.
The speeches he makes before filming a scene take
longer to deliver than the scene. They go something

much

like this

"I want ab.solute quiet on this set. I don't want a
word spoken. I don't want any shuffling of feet at all.
If you lia\-e any moving about to be done, do it now,
before the cameras begin; and this applies to everybody ^stars, extras, electricians, grips, prop men,

—

Did you

all

hear

me?

Abso-

lute quiet."

And

after that you're too

your throat

is

so dry

weak

to

make a

you couldn't speak

and
you wanted

if

noise

have heard the
YOU
the
and
street car

who

story of the actor

Bromficld will probably return to New York and
write snippy pieces about uncouth Westerners.
l)een many years since Bill Powell was
extra parts, and he swears this happened to

hasn't
IT
playing

verification

insisted

of

this

came home

to

Edward

Chandler who, eighteen years ago, was assistant to
Mack Sennctt, when a young girl asked him for work.
He had notliing for her but he was exceptionally kind
about it. Bebe Daniels never forgot the kindness, and

month she was instrumental

in

securing for

Chandler the very best part he has had

ANOTHER
just

what

new

picture.

one of those stories that show you

sort of place

Hollywood

is.

Mary

Pickford wanted to borrow a director from a
certain company. Her representative approached
the
high executive of the company.

"No,"

said the high executive, "I'm not going to
her have the director. Wiy, she's never invited
my wife up to Pickfair to tea!"
let

same H.
THE
He suddenly

E.
rose

was having a story conference.
and said, " Well, boys, I've got

You jump in the car with me and
down to the place and we'll talk on the way."
They did. The executi^•e went in. The others

to go to a funeral.

He

jumped
and said, 'Well, now about that scene
lietween the boy and the girl, I think

—

LIFE

in Hollywood is all, all too complicated!
Consider the Chinese restaurant which ser\es chop
suey and chow mein, of course, and also: Mexican chili

con carne, Danish pastry, French fried potatoes,
sauerkraut and wienies on special days, spaghetti, and

ham

an' eggs!

LITTLE

Green, whose jncture appears elsemagazine, pulled a hot one on your
dailing, Rudy Vallee. Mitzi, as you probably know,
is a natural born mimic, a baby Elsie
Janis.
Her

where

doesn't
ITBreakfast

hurried out after the ceremony,

into the car

in talking

pictures.

pay to put on airs with the Los Angeles
Club. Tliis famous organization of ham

JMit/.i

in this

and eggers has entertained almost every celebrity in
as well as a smattering of European
notables, at its eight o'clock in the morning
feeds. In
almost every case the guests have been on time
to the
very dot. And among those who have been
on time
are Calvin Coolidgc, Mayor Jimmy Walker
of New
York, Mary Pickford and Douglas Fairlianks,
and
Madam Scluunann-Heink.
Louis Bromficld, eminent author out on the
Coast lo
write for Samuel Goldwyn, was invited to
a breakfast.
He arrived at nine, one hour late, and attempted a

Rogers.

rather lordly explanation.

read the script?"

the nation,

"Last night

I

slipped a note under

door," he explained.

" I told

him to

he didn't find the note."
Then the razzberries began.

30

He was

walking to the studio and
He passed in front
of "Poverty Row" and heard a loud voice
call: "Hey,
you actors, hurry up and get on this bus if you are
goin' on this location." Before he knew what he
was
doing Bill had climbed into the bus and was all but
carried away. Just "force of habit," he explained.

>vaited.

got off

on shaking hand.s with
the conductor, explaining that the man might be his
director tomorrow.

this

hili-

di-ive

to.

A

(

"Ho, Ho, Ho!"

liim last week.

"ye.ss-ed" nor worshipped.

assistants— everybody.

"Butler!" roared the assembled Breakfast
bers.

thinking only of his

who still surrounds himself with glamor. There
was a time when every megaphoner was the great god
on the set. But dialogue has changed all that. The
director now is just one of several.
He is neither
has as

"

:

call

my butler's
me early, but

imitation of Chevalier was one of the high spots of

"Paramount on Parade."
Mitzi had seen and heard
add the crooning favorite
i)ersonations.

"What

THE

is

She

^'a]lce

and was invited to

to her repertoire of im-

replied, helplessly

there to imitate?"

studio executives gave Will Rogers a script to

read.

Many
At

la.st

days passed and no word came from

they called him and said,

"Sure," said Will.
"Well, what are you waiting for?"

"The laugh," answered Will.
They didn't use that script.

"Have you

Pop, but you bore ine frightfully," says
the infant Dolores Barrymore to her gurglinsi papa,
the famous John. "Of course I'll be a famous star!
Run away, Pater,
1 not a Barrymore, plus a Costello?
and sail your new boat! I'll get along."
Dolores says nothing. She doesn't ha\e to. Did you
ever sec a more eloquent lieam?

SORRY,

"You Bore Me,
Pop!"

Am

Mamma
31

Just a Couple of Strange Episodes

Which Could

She
Used
to

Pray
for

Sinners

WHEN

you see her playing a somewhat gay lady in
a snappy cafe scene, you'd never think she is
Captain Alyce McCormick.

a far cry from
Salvation lassie to screen player, and what is even
more remarkable, Alyce made the transition via the Follies!
Hollywood fairly reeks with unpublished romances, but the
case of Alyce McCormick is one of the most interesting.
It's

Designating her as a Salvation lassie, however, is employing
because Alyce was an officer in the Volunteers of
America rather than the Salvation Army. But it's the same
thing to most of us.
Miss McCormick's name may not be as familiar as a great
many others, but you may recall seeing Alvce in "Mother
Knows Best," the first Fox "part talkie," in which she plaved
the girl friend of Madge Bellamy who got married. And she
license,

has just finished a nice part in "Reno" with Ruth Roland.
The remarkable part of Miss McCormick's career is that she
still retains her rank as Captain and is very proud of a commission which bears the signature of General Maud Ballington
Booth. She still makes her home with her parents, both of

whom

are lieutenant colonels in the Volunteers, stationed in
And every once in a while Alyce dons the bonnet

Los Angeles.

of the Volunteers and with guitar in hand sings at the meetings.
She is a tremendous favorite with the officers and privates, and

from General Booth down, they are watching her career with
great interest.

Alyce hails from Omaha, and back in the Nebraska metrop-
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they still remember the pretty little red-haired girl who
stood in the blue-clad circle on the street corners and sang to her
guitar accompaniment in a sweet soprano. They also remember
her in other sections of the middle West where she travelled
with her parents.
Alyce's first memories are of the Volunteers, for she was virtually born in the service.
General Maud Ballington Booth
not only performed the marriage ceremony which united her
parents but she also baptized little Alyce and became her
olis,

godmother.
W hen she was in her middle teens some one nominated Alyce
in a beauty contest and the first thing she knew she was "Miss
Omaha." Her beauty attracted much attention in New York
and she was offered a part in a Shubert musical show. Then

came the

Follies

and the inevitable movies.

WHAT

a romantic story! It could only happen in the
weird and wonderful town of Hollywood, Bagdad-by-thePacific, where the stories of a million and one nights can be told.
You'll see "Reno," Ruth Roland's first talkie, and her first
picture in years. You'll see and hear little Alyce McCormick
playing a smart role therein.
And when you do, you can hear the thumping of the big bass
drum of salvation on a city street-corner, and hear the cries of
hallelujah, even as the projector grinds out the story of Nevada
scandal.

That's Hollywood!

Happen Only

'D rather do

it

for nothing

in

the

Strange City of Hollywood

than cut

useless to tell

my salary."

actor really worked for nothing.
Raymond Griffith, erstwhile Sennett
comedian, was sent for by Universal to
play the part of the French poilu who
dies at the hands of Paid in "All Quiet
on the Western Front." It was just a
"bit" and the company felt it couldn't
afford to pay anything like the customary Griffith salary. Ray
was asked to reduce it, but he countered with the famous
Hollywood speech. So Universal let him do it.
Director Milestone and Griffith have been friends for years
and "Millie" had told Ray about the part one Sunday afternoon at Jimmie Gleason's house. Of course, Ray had read the
book, and was immediately crazy to do the part. He saw in
it not only a chance to do a great piece of work, but being
violently opposed to war, he also saw an opportunity of helping
to make the picture a great anti-war document.
So Ray told Junior Laemmle that he would play the part for
nothing and forthwith started raising a beard. In all, it took
about a month of his time and if you have seen "All Quiet" it is

you what a great job the
did. Hollywood is still

quondam comic

That's a favorite speech in
"Hollywood. For years actors and
actresses have spoken the line to casting directors, but it has just been
actually done for the first time.
An

talking about it.
Vou have probably seen

by

this time,

".\11

Quiet"

and are talking about

it

loo.

In fact, this brief scene, played in a
muddy shell-hole, is probably the best
played and certainly the most harrowIn it Lew
ing in the entire picture.
Ayres, as the young German soldier,
shows his greatest promise while Griffith's piece of pantomime is simply superb. If the tears haven't flowed up to

—

they gush freely when Ayres wounds his enemy,
then shrieks his grief as he watches the French soldier die.
In that one bit is all the tragedy, futility and hopelessness of
war. Besides being a little artistic triumph, it is as blasting a
To
piece of anti-war propaganda as the screen has ever seen.
And the word "art"
all this, Ray Griffith contributed his art.
work.
He
this
actor's
in
describing
is used in its proper sense
has been knocked about in Hollywood, partly becau.-^e of his
this point,

But .some day Griffith
as a business man.
going to get a real chance, and another great star will be on

own bad judgment
is

his way.
Universal generously provided
P. S.

uniform without any charge whatever.

Ray

with the French

—

Cy
in

a

r

b o

Curls/

'HpHE

Greta Garbo we'll see in "Romance"
great opera singer, enmeshed in a
romance that lasts through the years in the heart
of a man. Watch some smart hat manufacturer
put out a new bonnet on this old idea. Anything
to look like Garbo!
Note to hairdressers: Get
out your old curling irons!
--

the

—

e>^dolphe
Comes

Home/
Sick of Paris, and

over his peeve,
Menjou the Magnificent gets

back

on the job

ADOLPHE
Adolphe Menjou

the suave, Adolphe the boulevardier
is sick to death of Paris!
has come back to the Hollywood he left in high
dudgeon about a year ago. He is over his peeve and
his pet, and he's ready to be a good boy and make moving

He

pictures in America again.
There are certain roles in which

And

Menjou

couldn't possibly

no reason now why Adolphe
shouldn't play them now that all the nose-thumbing is over
with, and Adolphe is ready to play in our yard again.
He admits he's been peevish, this fellow of the crafty eyebrows and the worldwise mein. He once admitted to a writer
that he reaUy didn't know anything about women at all
"I only have a face that looks as though it ought to knowabout 'em." Well, he didn't know any more about producers,
be out-Menjoued.

it

—

there's

admits that he was a bad boy, that he was
much money, that he had the
temperamental vapors. Now 'Dolphe Menjou wants to make some good talkies for us
getting too

was getting too big a

salary, then.

seems.

"Matter

He

Mv pictures were popular abroad, it is true, but in the States

sailed off to Paris in pique and resentment because
American producers didn't fall all over themselves with big,
He admits
fat offers when his original contract had expired.
that he made the mistake of his life in doing so. He admits

believe

it

or not!

— that he was getting too much money, any-

way.

—

—

"T JUST

didn't get an offer," he explained, bewildercdly, at
the time he sailed.
He had waited for a while, in vain. The news was permitted
to trickle to him, he now confesses, that he could get another
JL

But nothing was done
if he'd take less money.
about it, from either side, officially, it seems. So after waiting
a while and getting asked to take a big salary by no producer,
Adolphe got mad. He packed up baggage and wife, and sailed
contract

off to Paris.

"And wasn't there considerable of pique
and resentment
asked, now.

of fact,

—

in

your going?" he

is

"There was and it was a great mistake
made. I was wrong," he says simply.

I

realize I

the Midwest particularly— they weren't
to warrant the salary I was getting.

box-office

I

it

-

draw enough

wasn't my fault was being paid so much.
YET
was forced on me."
asked
it.

That was about a year ago, you may recall, when his contract
with Paramount expired. He had just made some splendid
"Fashions in Love" was particupictures, and his last one
What amazement, then, when Paramount didn't
larly good.
renew the contract!

I

He

I

never

It

In Paris, Menjou made a gesture. He contracted to act for
He made a film, ".I/oh Gosh- dc
the I'rcnch Pathe pictures.
He says it was good. Hut
I'crc." in French and in English.
working in Paris was not. "The French studios are far, far
you.
"I am sick of Europe."
tells
he
behind Hollywood,"
And so, having made his picture, he hastened back to Holly-

wood.
There was no tumbling of producers with dollar-sticky
Oh, he had a score or so of propositions, he says -but
when he finaUy did go to work after his return, it was only on a
short contract with Paramount, to make the French and
Spanish versions of "Slightly Scarlet."
Nothing at all in English, mind you.
The French-Spanish job paid him a fair salary. After that,
he did nothing. He had to wait until
June, there being a French option hanging over him. "I hope they don't take it
up," he said then. "I don't want to go
back."

offers.

By

Harry Lang

"My plans?
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Being the Romantic

and Exciting Lije
Story of Maurice
Chevalier

Soldier

— Man,

,

Part

Artist
I

feller," one of them revealed in a burst
of confidence, "like a lot o" these ninnies
in pictures.
Why, we was shootin' fer

two days

in the cliewin'

gum factory,

an'

hobnobs with them workin'
like he was snootin' 'em,
y'understand, but like he likes 'em. An'
believe me, sister, they like him too.
An' fer a fact," he concluded thoughtfully, "I like him myself."
"He's a good sport," said a publicity
".\ society of French
man.
War
Veterans wanted to present him with a
testimonial, and I dragged him down to
City Hall for the ceremony. He was
tired out from the French and English
versions of 'The Big Pond,' and he was
leaving for Hollywood ne.xt day.
this bird

men, not

HE'D

been making

trailers for

me

all morning, and he had plenty of
other things to do, but he shifted his

arrangements when I said it was important, and came.
"Well, when we got there we found
that someone had gummed the works,
and the Mayor wasn't there, and the
whole thing was off. I wouldn't have
blamed him if he'd lit into me. But
when I got into the taxi with him, feeling like a prize jackass, all he said was:
" Don't worry about it
it's just one
of those things that can't be helped.
When I get back from California, you
arrange the details yourself and we'll get

—

The smile

that won the screen world's heart!
candle-power, full-faced, infectious grin that lights
of

The

up the face
Maurice Chevalier and makes every beholder feel good
all over.
The best cure for That Down Feeling!

the crowded lunchroom of the New York Paramount
Studios, a group of
obviously hard-headed customers, to whom the wonderland of millions was onlv a
place where they earned their living— sat at a table near the
cashier's desk over their coflce and cigars.

IN

men—

The door opened to admit a smooth-haired man, a little over
medium height, one hand thrust deep into his trousers pocket,
his eyes startlingly blue in a dark-skinned face that was rather
stern in repose.
But, catching sight of an acquaintance, he
flashed him a sudden grin that was like a glimpse of the sun
after a forty-day deluge!
One of the men at the table looked after him, shifted his cigar
to a corner of his mouth and out of the other corner pronounced
judgment: "Slicvallyl" he informed his companions.
" 'S a
regalar guy!"
It is an opinion shared by all Maurice Chevalier's associates,
from Jesse L. Lasky, who hired him, to the cameramen who
shoot his scenes. '"Say, there's nothin' high-hat about that

36

million

done!'"
These tributes will surprise no one
even casually acquainted with the temperament and career of this Frenchman
who, presented to American audiences for the first time in as
soppy a picture as ever came out of Hollywood, rose superior to
its trumpery story, took the hearts of' American fandom
bv
storm, hung up bo.x-ofiice records all over the country, and
magnificently justified Jesse Lasky's faith in him— all through
the sheer pull of a vital and engaging personality.

THERE

it

may be many reasons why Maurice Chevalier has
neither a high hat nor a swelled head, and the principal
is probably that he was born that way.
He is naturally simple and genuine, blessed with humor and
common sense, with a knowledge of his own value both as man
and entertainer, but no exaggerated ideas of his own importance.
In addition, the circumstances of his life have been such as to
keep his feet on the ground. His has been no overnight triumph,
no sudden bewildering leap into fame and fortune.
Step by step, since he was twelve, he has fought to the top.
one

A

Chevalier

^^RANCE.

f

of
By

Ida Zeitlin
has struggled against poverty, family
opposition, public indifference; against
the havoc of war in his private and professional life; against the ill health produced by a shrapnel bullet in his lung.
He has overcome all these handicaps and
achieved such success in his work as
comes to few.
.411 France adores him and .\merica bids
fair to follow in her wake. But Chevalier's

He

eves are not dazzled and his head is not
turned. He is pleased by the warmth of
his reception, as who wouldn't be?
But he doesn't bask in the sunlight of
He is proud of his
his own admiration.
success, and humble at the same time.
He knows that popular favor is fickle
and that he can hold the heights he has
scaled only by the same persistent, intelligent effort that got him there.

whether he is doing it for the
SO,
time or the tenth, he puts into every

first

scene he plays, into every song he sings,
the same energy and abandon that drew
the delighted applause of his first audience
when he appeared before them, an eager,
green youngster of twelve, in a Parisian

on amateur night.
perhaps the same sense of responsibility— toward his family, toward his employers, toward his work and his fellowmusic

hall

It is

toward all his obligations,
whatever their nature that is the cornerstone of Maurice Chevalier's character.
He came of a family
It was laid early.
of laborers, which may partly account for
gum workers.
chewing
the
interest
in
his
He was born, the youngest of three sons,
in Menilmontant, one of the poorer and
rowdier outlying districts of Paris "a bit
of an Apache neighborhood," as he himworkers,

—

—

self

describes

it.

His father died when he was ten, and
his brothers were fifteen and twenty-

when

four respectively.

The eldest was earning a tradesman's
wage of less than two dollars a day, the
second was still an apprentice, and Maurice
was at school. He finished his schooling,
all
French boys of the
classes in those days, at twelve,

like

laboring

when

he,

group worthy of the genius of a Whistler. Chevalier,
and his mother the little Madame Chevalier of
Menilmontant who encouraged her young son in his earliest
when the rest of his family wanted the boy
efforts
stage
It is one of Maurice's greatest
to learn a good trade.
sorrows that she passed away before his American triumphs

A family
his wife

37

Chevalier
too,

—from the music hall amateur to the pet oj Paris!

was apprenticed

to a carpenter. But his soul was elsewhere.
was no bed of roses for Maurice, but he
nevertheless, as children do.
He plaved with his

It is true that life

enjoyed

own

it,

gang, and avoided the others whose activities didn't appeal
He has been blessed with a merry heart, and two

to him.

treasures besides.

One

them was

his mother. He does not sav, like so manv
he owes all he is today to his mother. He knows
very well that he owes most of it to his own talent,
ambition and toil.
But everything that a
mother can give her son in the way of sym
pathy, support and morale, his mother
gave him.
She fought for him against his
of

stars, that

eldest brother's opposition to his

stage career. She worked at
night in a lace-making establishment to eke out the family
income, for by the time
Maurice was earning a tiny
wage, one brother was married, and by the time he

was doing them

and one day he went into solemn

in earnest,

conference with his seventeen-year-old brother.

'"PHEY

decided to put on an acrobatic brother-act. Some-L where they found an appropriate
poster, at the top of which
they pasted in large letters the words, CHEVALIER BROS.—
because all good acrobats were English, and all good acrobats
advertised themselves as "BROS."
Once that important
detail was attended to, they began practising.

There

is no doubt that Maurice went into acrobatics with his characteristic fervor.
So
vigorously did he practice that it wasn't
long before he fell and hurt his leg badlv
enough to keep him in bed for a week.

y

Madame

Chevalier, who up to
had watched her sons'
antics with indulgent amuse-

/

then

ment, grew a little uneasy.
But Maurice reassured her.
"Just a little accident,
maman. It might happen
to anyone, even a verv
good acrobat.
But it
won't happen to me

/

was making a dollar a
day, he and his mother
were alone.

again."

and

of acrobats compete
with the singing Chevaher? it did happen
again.
"Instead," he
says, "of turning one.

comforted him when
things went badly.
Never once, during
those dark days when
they didn't

—

know where

somersault,

tomorrow's food was
coming from, did she
utter a sound of com-

formed, during the lean
years, of waiting up for
him at night to hear what

tenance, to

at the

his

theater, she kept during the
years of plenty; and she was

clamor.

She had the joy of living to see
her son hailed as the idol of the
Parisian stage; and he had the joy of
providing rest for her toilworn hands
and peace for her an.xious heart. She
died while he was making his first
picture in America.
"It will always be a great sorrow to
me," he said simply, "that she couldn't
know about all this that is happening

now."

—a

Evidently the wine is just terrible.
At
any rate, Maurice Chevalier, aged twelve
and a half, is making faces at it. This
picture was taken during one of his first
professional appearances

treasure

dream in which he
and which was nourished and renewed every Sunday night, when he went with his
mother or brother to the suburban music hall near their home.
He longed for Sunday night as a sculptor might long for the feel
of clay under his fingers. It turned mere living into a thrilling
lived constantly

adventure.

A LL

the color and wonder of existence were for him coni Vccntrated on the stage of that shabby music hall.
The
acrobats and singers were gods, and the world they lived in was

a

fairy tale.
It is no wonder, then, that

he mooned on his bench at the
and when he was sent on an errand, forgot to
For the carpenter and all his works were shadows
to him, and his real life was going on inside his head,
where he
was tumbling with the jugglers and singing over and over the
comic songs of the current music hall favorite.
From doing them in his head, it didn't take long before he
carpenter's shop,

come back.

tell

him that

tumbling career was at

an end.

never happier than when
Maurice and his friends were
filling the house with their

Young Maurice's second

turned

feet, I landed on mv
face." It didn't need
his mother's frightened
protests, when she saw his
green and purple coun-

The habit that she

was a dream

I

one-and-a-half, and instead of landing on my

plaint or reproach.

had happened

—

Fortunately
for how
could even the prince

beamed over his
SHE
smaU triumphs

He

faced the fact
that he wasn't cut out for an
acrobat.
But he wasted no time in
lamentation. If one road was
barred to him, he could concentrate all his energies on the other.
He followed the whole show on Sunday night with his usual absorbed attention, but he kept his eyes and ears
glued on the singer, drinking in his
songs, eating up his pantomime, and
going home to imitate them to his appreciative audience of two.
At last he felt he was ready to present himself at one of the Saturday
night tryouts for amateurs. He tied
around his middle a pair of trousers
many times too large for him; he

whitened his face and reddened

his

nose and pushed his cap down from behind to a devilish
With eyes blazing and heart pounding with excitement, he walked out on the stage.
angle.

VXTHEN

W

they saw him, they laughed and applauded. The
boy was so small and the make-up was so grotesque! He
was enchanted with the applause. He grinned at them— the
same whole-souled grin through his make-up that warms the
hearts of his audiences today. The applause grew louder.
Still smiling, he launched into a song.
It was a rowdy song,
whose double meanings were apparently not very clear to the

This tickled his hearers, to begin with. Besides, he
with such gusto and good-will, with such smiles and
gestures, with such a thrill of excited happiness quivering
through all his body that it communicated itself to the whole
singer.

sang

it

house.

When

he had finished, they

[
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If

there's one thing that Clara Bow likes more than another, it's roller-skating up and down the concrete driveway outside her modest home. But when the crowd gets too thick she just retires

That Awful "IT"/
Clara

Bow

By

detests the little

word that made her famous
CLARA BOW'S
hue

hair is red and so are her fingernails.
nature's.
The hair was a sort of red to begin with, but Clara had
varying ideas on the matter from time to time. So it's
been everything from blonde to brunette.
Now it's such a red that even Katherine .\lbert, with all her
wizardry of words, couldn't call it anything but '"red red"
when she tried to describe it. As for her fingernails, Clara used
to polish 'em pink, but since Paris has gone in for real color,
"pink" isn't the adequate word. "Red" is nearer.

Neither

is

Michael

Same way with

Woodward

portrait gallery appointments.

She dodges

to the utmost, but once she's in for a sitting, she works
hours at a stretch, and is the photographer's delight, because
she can take and make poses easier and faster than any other

them

professional camera-subject in or out of the movies.
.Appointments are precarious affairs, for quite often she
simply doesn't keep them. That's made more interviewers
mad! Her idea of Heaven is a place where she wouldn't have
to go to work until about one p. m. She hates mornings. E.\cept for sleeping. Noon's the time for breakfast, not lunch,

she says.
She's a great traveler on paper or imagination. She was
seventeen before she took her first train ride, and now she
spends much of her time planning trips she never takes. The
favorite places she intends to go, but never does, are Texas,

—

the Dakota Black Hills and Europe.
She simply adores Texas and people that come from that
state but if you ask her why, she tells you she hasn't the
She insists she's going to Europe in a few
slightest idea.
months, but she's been insisting that for a long time now.
She doesn't care for airplane riding yet when she did go up
ti'rn to page 133 )
1 please
once, at Catalina in a seaplane,
Clara gets seasick

but she loves the Navy!

Clara gestures with her eyebrows, yet she hasn't any. That's
one of a thousand-and-one paradoxes that make up the
Uow. Her eyebrows are either shaved or plucked to a virtual
nothingness. Where they once were, she wears heavy makeup—almost as heavy for street wear as for the camera.
When she talks, she emphasizes her ideas with eyebrowmovings that go even Adolphe Menjou one better, rather than

just

gesturing with her hands.
Time and clocks are just one of the many things that make
She's never on time at the studio.
life so complicated for her.
But when she once gets to work, she's a hound for keeping at
it!
It's more of a job stopping her than starting her.

La Bow is crazy for perfumes and parlor games
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The Nezv 1930 Models

Would you
would go

think as sweet a kid as Loretta
in for double-crossing?

Still,

Young

when

she's as well suited as here who could blame
her? The suit is of palest yellow and the line
forms at the right. Yes, there's water in the
pool in the background

^

of

Bathing

Well, if you've been wondering what on earth
to do with those old window curtains, here's
thrift that's simply thrilling. Dorothy Sebastian
took a plain jersey blouse, trimmed it with

cretonne

and added some cretonne panties.
Dandy for camera swims

Togs

Caught by Photoplay's

Camera

rtf •fcjf.'W

you feel that Fourth of July impulse
coming on, take a patriotic tip from Josephine
Duim, for this blonde water baby wears a white
jersey with snappy blue trunks and tops off
with a red and white beach coat. Jo's suit is all
wool but not a yard wide

When

_.

jfi?*3!aP

tell a great deal about a girl from her
bathing suit. No, no, not that. Let us illustrate.
For all her exotic beauty, Vilma Banky's a conProof— her favorite swim suit is of
servative.
gray and black wool, striped 'cross the chest
and down the trousers

You can

;/

She Met the

M icrophone

and

It Is

Hers

Gene Robert Richee

—

Chatterton
THE Ruthfame

of today
secure in her
greatest
after a career of fate-defyinij,.
She was a stage star at eighteen In a forthcoming
!

Photoplay
43

Adele Whitely Fletcher
more of Ruth's beginnings
series,

will tell

Destiny Fighter
By
A Ruth Chatterton her
stage public never thought

Leonard

emotional star in a
vivid scene from her first
motion picture, "Sins of
the

Hall

the Fathers"

miss a sip of orange juice.
It would just be Ruthie
defying her destiny again.
Ten to one she'd fall into
the Pacific and come up
with a mouthful of pearls!
She began this business
of fate-defying and "mistake"-making very early in

\ou had swept the
whole American theater

IFwith a spyghiss a couple
of

Emil Jannings and

to see.

years ago, you

have sighted a
with less
actress
chance of becoming a great
screen figure than Miss Ruth
wouldn't
single

life.

In her middle 'teens
Chatterton was a nice girl
a good Xew York family
who had attended Miss
llazen's School at Pelham
Manor, \. Y.

Chatterton.
She had crossed the Great
Divide of the middle thirties.
About her was that faint
odor of intellectuality that
may be caviar to the few
but is a loud and ringing
curse on an artist who aspires
to entertain the millions.
Which she didn't! And she
hadn't a bit of what writers

iif

Her path seemed as
smooth as your old millpond. After she had been
carefully

call "'color."

More serious still, she appeared to look down the
nose, with a tilted lorgnette,
on the motion picture. For
years there had been rumors
that she would make movies
but always Ruth balked
at the celluloid hurdle at the
last moment, and nothing

"come

came

later,

out" she would
marry a nice boy. Then
would
give tea parties.
she

Then for the first time
she bucked the line of greatest resistance. On a schoolgirl dare she chiselled into
the chorus of a musical show

—

of

Washington.
.\
year
determined to
still
swap the tea-wagon for the
theater, she went into a
in

it.

.\s a picture bet, a casehardened bookmaker would
have called Chatterton a
long 150 to one shot, with
no takers.
Well, look at her now!
A thousand marquees

spatter her

smoothed and

"finished," she would "come
And after she had

out."

name

A

nightly.

Chatterton picture pulls
us in— the 120,000,000 of us
who never entered far into
her scheme of things. She

Always chidleuging Jate,

stock company that was
also training Pauline Lord,
Lowell Sherman, Lenore

Ruth Chatterton, at the
height oj her power s^,
has come tli rough

weeps and we blubber— she puts that trick trill of hers at the
end of a sentence and we roll over and play dead. She is one of
the outstanding emotional actresses of the audible screen.

CHATTERTOX'Senormoussuccess isn't a miracle, either.

It

the fact that the microphone met and married
a trickv, resourceful, thoroughly trained artist of the stage.
It's just the fact that Ruth Chatterton is doing what she has
done all her life— defying what seemed to be her manifest
destiny.
There have been few artists in all theater history
who have made more of what seemed to be colossal mistakes
than Chatterton. She has often iost— and yet at her next
isn't entirely

challenge to her fate she wins a bigger bet than ever.
There's never any figuring Ruth Chatterton. If you were
to tell me tomorrow morning that she had signed to go to
Australia as wardrobe mistress of a burlesque troupe, I shouldn't

Ulric.

Then, too, the family
fortunes went on the rocks
and the financial situation
became acute, as the Wall
it.
reporters put
Street
Those were tragic times for
the Chattertons. Many were the weary flights of stairs that
Ruth Chatterton climbed to the guarded ofikes of Broadway

managers.
She was game. A "no" was never final to Ruth Chatterton.
She always came back for more, until there was a "yes."
Then came her greatest break. She began the now historic
professional association with the late Henry Miller that was to
bring her stardom at eighteen.

0['but good copy.

She was always a lot on the Maude .VdamsGreta Garbo order, seldom seen and little known away from
But her lovely voice brought her thousands
the footlights.

of school-girl crushes.
doors.

Mooning maidens besieged

This association with Henry

(

the stage

please turn to pace 88
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"
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^JXyrlTand

THE

rose

and amber

light of a California

morning

filtered

through the Venetian blinds and rested upon something
that had not been fashioned under the dreary surmise

that a straight line is the shortest distance between two
pomts. Five feet, three, of curving loveliness stirred sleepily
beneath the lavender sheets, and the lustrous person of Miss

Hope Galaday struggled into view.
Reeling to the center of the room she indulged in a series of
lackluster exercises.
There followed much squealing in a
needle shower, and in twenty minutes a dewy damsel scampered downstairs and out onto the lawn.
Beneath a pepper tree gleamed a small breakfast table with
_

Us burden

of pewter and linen, and after one ecstatic sniflf at
the fragrance of coffee. Miss Galadav hung coyly over
the
hedge in a blue-eyed search for romance.
It came, in the guise of Mr. Lancelot
Leake, rolling up the
avenue in a roadster befitting the screen's most famous man

of the world.
Large, impressivelv handsome and a shrine in
the hearts of the nation's irritated wives, this dailv
bestowal of
his rakish presence upon his best girl's
table tickled his fancy;
besides the coffee was excellent.
Mr. Leake beamed and
kissed Miss Galaday with utter disregard for camera
angles.
Then, having successfully mangled a couple of avocados, he
lapsed into that state of awkwardness peculiar to the
male
species when their minds are encumbered with something
unpleasant.

"Hum!"
by

remarked Mr. Leake

lesser Lotharios the

in the insinuating tone envied

world over, as Miss Claladav helped herbacon. "I dislike to mention it, but it
seems to me, Hope, that \ ou're getting fat.
self to five rashers of

The assailed lady's landscaped eyebrows slanted like a penthouse roof. "Has the fan mail gone to your head, or something? " she demanded icily.
"Fat's dangerous, my dear." said Lancelot brightly. "Degeneration of the heart and liver, dropsy, elephantiasis, and
what-not.
I'm sound, you idiot, " flashed Hope.
BUT
six holes of golf
could do
apples!"

it.

" I played thirtyyesterday, and not another girl at the club
They and their lettuce sandwiches and pine-

Mr. Leake reached for the Times, unfolded it with exasperating dexterity and managed to convey his insulting opinion of
golf by the very tilt of his immaculate head.
Miss Galaday's cornflower eyes assumed a stubborn glaze.
" Furthermore, I'm exactly the right weight for
my height, and
I refuse to take off a sixteenth of an ounce.
I went hungry
live years ago when I was an extra, and now that I'm a
featured player I'd be crazy to foUow the same diet. "
' But look at the
models for the underwear ads, and Rosie
Redpath!"
"Oh, chase yourself!" said Hope inelegantly. "Really,
Lancelot, sometimes I wonder why I'm so fond of you. All
right, look at them. They probably haven't had a decent meal
el.se they're naturally slim.
And I'd like to see
that Redpath creature try to follow me over the links. She and
her swimlcss bathing suit!''
Lancelot gazed thoughtfully at a passing cloud. "The silhouette of >»uth is more attractive than the streamline of age,
he obscrxed.

for days, or

"

"

"

IlluilraifJ

h y

Everett Shinn

Lancelot Leake

them thin.
Or thought he
liked

You'll get

did.

a

great laugh

out of this little
tale of diet in

Hollywood

By
Stewart

Robertson

climbing into the roadster, and all
the way to Culver City both parties maintained a sulky silence.
"See you at lunch," said Lancelot cuttingly, as they left the car.
"I suppose you'll be hungry
again.

''

Hope watched him lounge

casually over to the make-up expert's cubicle, and smiled to herself at the veneer of worldly wis-

dom

in the script and the sounds
A luscious
were entirely extemporaneous.
cocoanut marshmallow cake, dexterously aimed,
had saved the picture

The scene wasn't

with which he invested every

movement, for, among her secrets was the information that
Lancelot had once been timekeeper for a construction company
at Sleepy Eye, Minnesota.

Then she ran quickly upstairs and surveyed
pier glass

A sudden spark of jealousy gave Miss Galaday the sensitiveness of a seismograph.
^^
"So vou were at that Fairfa.x woman's reception yesterday,
she declared. "It's a wonder you wouldn't have a little more
pride than to fawn on these Broadway gaspers who came to
Hollvwood to Uke the bread out of our mouths."
Mr. Leake rewarded her with a lopsided smile. "Not only
bread, " he taunted. " Don't forget your stack of wheat cakes,
two pears, a pound of bacon and three gobs of marmalade, not
to mention enough coffee to float a battleship. What if I did
I've been
call on Miss Fairfa.\— isn't it only a courtesy after

selected to play opposite her in her first picture? An elusive
''
personalitv, if vou know what I mean.
" Elusive! l' notice Abe Zoop had no trouble in signing her.
No wonder she's skinny, with the legitimate road all shot to
bits.

" said the actor, rising from the Uble, "
unreasonable. You should be ... "

WELL,

mv

I

call

you

and there I stay.
"The
"This is a man's world. Mr. Leake reminded her with inproves
tense irritation. " Anv 'Advice to the Lovelorn' column
a gentlethat. It's up to you to reduce when I ask you like
man."
.,
"Not if >ou got on your bended knees, snapped Hope,
right weight for

"

height,

herself in the

on her wardrobe door.

Her figure, in its jaunty sports costume of ocean green, hail
both strength and suppleness; her limbs were shapely. Her
face glowed rosily under a layer of healthy tan.
"Since when have calves and hips been outside the law, I'd
"One hundred and twenty
like to know," she said aloud.
pounds, and I never felt better in my life. Lancelot's perfectly
idiotic,

and yet

—

of Passion '' was very much like
for "
in the foreground, summonto hide her private opinion
order
in
ability
ing all her histrionic
a.m. The set
of this business of starting work at eight-thirty
was in Hollvwood, but not of it, being a hold-over from the
of
its star, who
request
special
the
at
original stage production
if not
figured it would bring her luck. It, too, had seen better,

Pawns
scenery
THE
Miss Yolanda Fairfax, who sat
set of

so prosperous, davs.
.
Miss Fairfax was tiny, vivacious, highly charged with importance, and inclined to blow out a fuse if anyone crossed her.
now
Facially unfit for the screen in its silent days, she proposed
as the bells in
to stagger the multitudes with a voice as silvery
the fact
from
attention
divert
thereby
and
Cathedral,
Bruges
Specializing in tepid
that her profile was on the retreat.
she bansociety comcdv-dramas, wherein, over the teacups,
own, she had
died the author's wisecracks as if they were her
become one of Broadwav's petted clothes-horses, glittering like

"

"

"

"

afternoon sun on the Pacific and Just about as hard on the eyes.
She put across her most devastating smile as Lancelot Leake
barged onto the set in what he imagined to be a military' manner, looking carefully everywhere but at her.
" Come and sit beside me, you handsome
dog, " she ordered,
and commenced to trill a song in her most dovelike tones.
It had been Mr. Leake's intention to appear overwhelmed
liy surprise, and he wheeled suddenly, only to
meet the curious stare of Director Adams.

"

" Why do you have to be so brutal? "
flattered Yolanda
show business I never started a battle until at least
the

" I always put over the first waUop,
" said Adams. " It saves
trouble later on."
"My contract says the supporting women mustn't conflict
with my type, reminded Miss Fairfax.

"Don't worry. What
I want as an offset to
you is a strong, wholesome, wind-blown personality, and I've put

" M-Morning, Joe," he said lamely. "
How's
your margin?"
"Narrow as a censor's mind," snapped the
director. " Listen, I want to talk to you about

some shadow

in a requisition for

stuff."

"Splendid," murmured that gentleman
without enthusiasm.
Then, perking up as

THE
eye roved

director's eagle

to where
Miss Fairfax was chatting with Carlos CabriUo, the romantic lead.
''
So that's it, " he

^liss Fairfax crooked a
beckoning finger, he
cantered over to where
she stood partially concealed by a velvet cur-

said acridly. "All in a
rash over that gasper,
are you? All I had in
mind was to play that

lain.

' Suppose

your very name
trigues

surveyed
SHE
through

" Youth " scoffed

lids, in

!

Lancelot, with

all

water

the

wisdom of his twentysi .x years.
"Any
gawky girl's got that.

"Lancelot, eh? I wonif beneath that unruffled exterior there
isn't a touch of Luci-

Mr. Adams snapped
and walked
over to the Fairfax

fer.

heart was a simple
creature, blushed from
the depths of his timekeeper's soul.

star, sur-

"Byron would have

roguishly.

looked like you if he'd
worn a moustache,"
throbbed Yolanda, undulating toward him.

man,"
she pouted, "not to
come to my tea yesterhorrid

day."
" No entangling alliances for me," returned

When you work

for

me, vou work

for a Simon Legree
—and the result is a box office wow. You can't fraternize
with
me, baby.
Miss Fairfax's nose wrinUed as though in dose
prcximity to
a tannery, but she allowed her eves to speak for
her
/'And remember," advised Adams, reading their
signals
with inward amusement, "that in the movies
you're simply
another actress. Forget that vou ever were Yolanda
"
Fairfa.x
But that s the very reason I was signed, " said the
lady. " I
lail to follow you, director."
"I expected that," admitted her mentor, "but
just remember / didn t sign you. The business office
did that. Here's
something all you Broadway people have to
realize— vour rep
doesn t mean a thing in what you're pleased to
call 'the sticks '"
1 should hope not!
I played a year in New York,
sixteen
weeks in Chicago, eight in—

•"THE

director waved her to silence. " Listen,
sweetness, " he
said bitterly,
this game the big cities are just
window

m

dressing^ A picture makes its profit in
the hundreds of smaller
towns. \ ou click or (lop exactly in
proportion to what the
fans

them think of you. 1 hat's why we've given
you a swell
cast-Carlos, Lancelot, old man Hoople,
Joyce Cleary, because
their names are worth something at
the ticket window.
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"Or perhaps

"I'd like to come in," Lancelot timidly
ventured. "Can
stop you?" parried Hope, ready to swoon
from joy and
lack of nourishing food

Shelley.

I

the director. "This alllittle - pals - together
stuff never made a good

in

"

Mr. Leake, who at

rounded by most of the
small cast, looked up at

X

had once

der,

his fingers

picture.

critic

referred to as "the epit-

ijiioi.

The

him

half-closed
what a fresh

ome of sophistication."

Miss Fairfax has that
spark ol je nc sa is

"You

in-

me.

because Yo-

landa's not so forle on
the youthful looks.

him

re-

"You know,

lady.

big kissing scene

throne.

we

hearse a bit, " cooed the

against a window
shade. Subtlety in outsee,

Hope

Galaday. How's that,
Lancelot?"

"Silhouettes?" queried Jlr. Leake, smiling
dreamily across the set. " There's a silhouette
worth looking at."

line,

" In
third

week.

anyway

it's

But
— kiss-s-s-s

I forget.

muh!"

Abe Zoop, president
of Stupefaction Pictures, faced Miss Galadav with timid
desperation
"The
public thinks you're getting fat," he blurted.
"The public can go sit on a tack. And vou, too."
'Not me, not me," declined Abe. "Speaking personal,
Hope
1 think your measurements are like Venus.
You're not like
these other scarecrows working for me. But it's
the fans that's
squawking. In their letters they say you ain't fashionable."
\Vell, the fans made me.
I've got sense enough to know
that,
said Miss Galaday.
"But I refuse to worry. I've
saved up pretty close to ninety thousand, Abe, and
I can live
off the interest, if necessary.
You know darn well I've never

gone Hollywood.

A

BE produced a hollow chuckle. "You're too smart for
*''''.*'" ^^ wheezed, "and likewise, too brainy
not to diet like
u
the
advisory committee says you must."
"And lose my health? You're crazy!"
"Would I be in this business if I wasn't?" moaned the
president.
"Be nice, now. Cut down the calories and start
nibbling dry toast and carrots to please vour Uncle Abe."
"I won't look like a flagpole for anybody. Whv, I
can take
you down to the Public Library and prove that Cleopatra
weighed almost a hundred and fifty, and she always had her

date book

filled."

[

"please

turn to page 126

1

Helen Twelvetrees wonders whether to play the
deuce or ace, while Sue
Carol, Mark Busby
and Nick Stuart
look on

Helen

n (^veiling
play bridge in

they do
YES,
IloUywood, although

it

By Marquis Busby

is

among

the less publicized
cinematic sports. It is always a nice, quiet way of
spending the evening. You don't have to think up new places
Everyto go, and you can wear your most comfortable clothes.
thing is calm and peaceful, unless you trump your partner's
shoot
they
Chicago
In
begins.
fun
Then, of course, the
ace.
people for that.
In mv other excursions into Hollywood night life I had
escaped bridge. I did play hearts with Anita Page, and Lupe
But never bridge. Then I
\'elez showed me her card tricks.
met Helen Twelvetrees, and I learned about bridge from her.
Helen, so they tell me, is the young Lillian Gish of the screen.
That should be enough to scare any
man into grey hair. However, I
happen to know that Lillian Gish is
an exceptionally good scout even if
she does suffer from a highbrow repuConsequently, there should
tation.
be nothing wrong with a young LilYou couldn't say that Jetta
lian.
Goudal, Margaret Livingston and
Polly Moran, among my previous
dating souvenirs, were Gish types.
Helen would be something new in the
date line.
We had made four dates before one finally took. Helen was
sorrv, but each night she had to work. Being a young man who
was taught stick-to-itiveness in school I didn't give up. Toward
the end I did begin to think that she was just an iUusion— that
there wasn't any such person at all. But there is, and I might
sav that a pleasant thing it is, too. In fact, I will say it
We finally set the date for a Tuesday evening. Sue Carol
and Nick Stuart, those two old married folks, were invited in
It was really sort of approlater to make up the foursome.
priate, for it was at Sue's house that I first met Helen.
Helen and I were to have dinner first. It couldn't be at her
house since she had just moved in, and there wasn't furniture in the dining room, or pots and pans in the kitchen, or

on the heights. It's worse than a cross-word puzzle.
I parked my car on a precipice, breathed a prayer for my
brakes, and knocked at 'the door. A maid ushered me into the
Helen wore a
hall just as Helen was coming down the stairs.
flowing gown that suited her delicate beauty. She is wearing
grown
up with
her hair in a long, loose bob. She looks quite

new hairdress.
The Twelvetrees

the

living room is distinctly modern— black
chairs and gold and black divans. A very tiny grand
two octaves less than the standard
keyboard
a
with
piano,
instrument, is in a corner of the room.
We had dinner at the Ambassador.
Although Helen is slender she kept a
watchful eye on the diet. She had a
tomato juice cocktail, two lamb chops

and gold

"Casanova" Busby
has some cards and

conversation with Miss

I

started in time to arrive at her house by seven o'clock.

It

and

coliee.

No

one cares about

figure so I ordered a fiicl

my

viiaiiflii,

mushrooms.

potatoes and broiled
That's a good diet, too.

the coffee Helen told me
OVER
some of her amazing experi-

Twelvetrees

something.

was a good thing. Helen lives on a
hill, and the streets all get confused
and just stop for a good cry up there

of

ences in pictures.

She was brought to Hollywood following a stage appearance in "Elmer Gantry." She made her
screen debut in "The Ghost Talks."
"That picture almost ruined me as far as a screen career
was concerned," she told me. "I had to lisp, and people
thought it was a natural defect in my speech. 'Blue Skies'
helped some. Then in 'Words and Music' all I had to do was
peep in windows and run and tell teacher. Mayme Glutz
to

could have done

it

just as well."

.

.

i,

j

>>

Pathe uncovered a new personality in "The Grand Parade.
Helen was revealed as an excellent emotional actress. PractiLillian Gish in
cally every critic commented on her likeness to
strength
that. She won a long term contract with Pathe on the
she
"I've alwavs been told that I look like Lillian Gish,"
pleask turn to pack 90
"They' told me that when

said.

[

1

News! -Views!
tars

Our Monthly Who's-It Contest. This one is
The Lady in the Cheaters. If she took

entitled
off
it

the goggles and curled the hair, you'd find
Behind her is Bill Hart, entertaining a rodeo box party

was Clara Bow

V/TEANWniLE,
A new

stage star

outshining the million lights
Gish,
with Walter Connolly, in a scene from Jed
Harris' stage production of Tchekov's "Uncle
Vanya." The critics raved!
of

Broadway!

is

And here she is— Lillian

GILBERT and Ina
JACK
plate glass windows in

Claire are cooing again, and many
Beverly Hills have been shattered by

the gladsome tidings!
It happened thus.
When Ina's contract blew up at Pathc
and she thundered off to her beloved New York, where she is a
queen in her own right, everyone said that was the end of the
TEMPORARY separation between Ina and Jack. They were
right!
Jack and Ina found they couldn't be separatcd'at all!
From the minute she left, poor Jack was in the pouts, doldrums and blue funks. He long-distanced her everv dav.
Now they're back in the old C.ilbert home on the hilltop, with

apparently a sportier chance for happiness than ever before.
And that's news! Good news!

!

the

millions

of

Gilbert

fans,

loyal

to

Romantic John" during all the controversy raging about
dubious future in pictures, can take new hope.
John, who has been working hard at voice training since
" His Glorious Night," which wasn't half so glorious
as it might
have been, will soon start back to work in "Way For a Sailor."
The star will be a swashbuckling sailor lad, and the M-G-M
company will visit many ports, including Honolulu and, perhaps, Alaska and the harbor of Havana.
.

his

that Gary Cooper and Lupe Velez are
THE
and Mrs. Cooper gaining ground
Hollywood,
belief

reallv

Mr.

is
in
despite all
denials to the contrary.
.'\ close friend of the Gentleman
from Montana says that thcv
have been married for a year. There is another persistent
belief that Gary and Lupe bought together the big Spanish

mansion which she occupies in Beverly Hills. At any rate, Garv
worries about Lupe eating too many rare beefsteaks, and Lupe
trying to put some more pounds on Gary's lean frame.
Gary is at Lupc's every evening, and even goes down to
Florida when location work calls her there. And Lupe— well,

is

Gossip!

By

Cal York

and Studios

Hollywood's famous rumorites and gossipettes
can be believed, this fresh-faced and smiling
youth is the new boy-friend of the goggled lady
on the left. Rex Bell, Fox Western actor, looking extremely happy

If

the

little

senorita hasn't even looked at another man in more
Once in a while two and two make four, even in

than a year.
Hollywood.

SOMEONE asked Ben

Turpin

Eyed World."
"Have I?" answered Ben.
been seeing

it

if

he had seen "The Cock

"It's

the only

way

I

Pauline Frederick, adPolly and her fourth.
mired star of the stage and screen for years,
with the new husband, Hugh C. Leighton. Miss
Frederick is said to be returning to the stage,
not caring for the talkie angle

have

for fifty-three years!"

ONE
return

of the strangest gestures made in Hollywood is the
of Lina Basquette. It doesn't take any magnifying
glass nor a Sherlock Holmes mind to discover what has happened to Lina.
Before she left the cinema city she was a nice enough kid,

rather plump, rather prone to gush a bit conversationally and,
at one time in her career, given to wearing the high hat. She
married Peverell Marley, C. B. Dc Mille's pet cameraman, and
shortly afterwards had a big offer to go in vaudeville. Because
she and Pev adored each other and would not be separated, Pev
gave up his grinding and went into the act with Lina, although
he had never been on the stage before.

Now Lina is back. She is slim as a willow tree and there is
something in her face that was never there before, a strange,
happy beauty. She is interested in a variety of things. She is
utterly contented with the companionship that Pev gives her.
She has, in short, become a poised and delightful woman, a
vivid asset to any gathering.
press-jamming news
THE
a new bov-friend.

of the

month

is

that Clara

Bow

has

The much-blotted chapter of her life story headed " Harry
Richman" seems to have Finis written at its end. The spotlight man will please focus on Rex Bell, the handsome young
actor who rides bucking cayuses for Fox!
ha

—

International

A

girl you've no doubt been curious about.
This
the young New York girl who was Rudy Vallee's
wife for a few months in 1928. This picture shows
her with her new husband, Lieut. Howard Coulter.
The lieutenant is a Navy airman
is

Why,

says Hollywood, Clara has even re-bobbed her hair at
And if that isn't love, then things have come to

his suggestion.

a pretty how-have-you-been!

To

ail

of

which we can only say ho! and add the conventional

hum!
came back from New York
AND
pounds on
Clara

The famous Eddie Cantor with a very lucky

morning at Paramount. Their
from Molly O'Day's fate.

bo.x-office

is Eleanor Hunt, the red-headed lady of the
ensemble who was taken from the chorus to play
the ingenue lead in the Ziegfeld-Goldwyn-Cantor

more malted

milks.

P^DDIE CANTOR
"How

do you

was speaking

into the radio.

someone asked.

like California?"

"Ah, California," said Eddie,

ecstatically,

"all

other

beautiful places are just California on a bad day."
"How do your three children like it?"
"Four children," corrected Eddie.

"Four?" came the surprised answer.
when you left New York."
"Ah, California!" breathed Eddie.

film

"Whoopee"

panic has been saved

Clara attacked "True to the Navy," her first picture after
a long rest, with old-time vigor. She was on the set at 8:30. It
used to be noon before she got around to emoting.
Everyone is pleased but Clara's maid. The maid is worried
about the loss of weight, and is trying to persuade her to go in
for

girl.

This

weighing just 110

the hoof. After a year's struggle with old man
.\voirdupois the fighting red-head has him on the run. She has
never looked better in her life. Paens of joy are sung every

"There were only

three

THE one

refined and reticent Mr. Ronald Colman pulled another
recently. Crossing his studio maties, Mr. Ronald,
advertised to holiday in Honolulu, dashed for old England
instead.
fast

Not even Sam Ooldwyn's New York oflice knew where Mr.
Ronald was during his metropolitan stay, and WERE they in a
pet! My word, and a couple of bailies! Ronnie was there, and
vet he wasn't there, what, what? It was all so much in character.
Ronald the Reticent was hiding out. Plaving hi-spy
with the reporters and giving press agents the vapors.
A rumor was rife and rampant that Mr. Ronald intends

—

who has been his wife for some years in
While he has been laboring like a refined
Hollywood, she's been sojourning in England.
You may remember that the lady turned up suddenly in Hollywood, some time ago, much to the consternation of those who
thought IMr. Ronald a particularly fetching bachelor.
Then Colman denied all thought of a divorce. He is now
said to have changed his mind. Could the booful Kav Francis
have anything to do with it? He is said to have looked at her
with anything hut the conventional British boredom while thev
divorcing the lady

absentia, so to speak.

dockhand

in

toiled together in "Raffles."

very
warning. Jack Oakic descended on New
WITH
York
mid-spring
"The Sap from
little

in

and Oakie

to film

Syracuse''

playing Syracuse!
all Jack's rusty old sweat shirt became familiar
along Broadway and all its alleys. It was his pleasure to eat at
all the tiny beaneries where he had his Java when he was a
chorus boy only four years ago.
.\lways gagging, alwavs
tying up traflic in the Paramount Building, always using his
pet line
" Keep in Touch With Me! "
Jack had a grand lime
in the old town until infected tonsils laid him low just as shootisn't

In no time at

—

—

ing

was

—

to start.

'
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PR.OBABLY

the best story about Oakie and Broadway was
his meeting with Helen Eord— the star of "Peggy Ann," the
musical hit of some years ago from which Jack was cased for
being too playful.

Laura Lee shivering
is all for Art's sake!
nice chilly water during the making of "Top
The mike hangs out to listen to her chatRear, a
Left, the camera booth.
tering teeth.
wall which hides unwanted sights
This
in

Speed."

talking picture, because without that picture ".Ml Quiet" mij^ht
never have been made b\- Universal!
I'd hate to have to hold my breath until Jolson is asked to
officiate at

suffer from galloping sunburn, sleepless
nights, spots before the eyes? Here's a beach trick
demonstrated by June Clyde of Radio Pictures.
It's called the Arab neckshade, a dingus designed
to protect delicate necks

Caesar leaned over his shoulder and stage-whispered: "Uon't
Universal City."

forget to put your address, Al

Jackie Coogan is coming back to the screen. He will
be quite a dilTerent Jackie from "The Kid." He's a sporty

Jack was a chorus man in that piece, and Ford was the star.
her on Broadway not long ago.
"Well, Oakie," said Helen, "here \ou are, a big shot in the
talkies.
.Xndl can't even get a good tryout in the darn things."
Oakie, the bounced chorus boy, looked solemn.
"It's tough. Ford," he said. "I tell you what FU do. Fll
give you a letter to somebody or other!"
And chorus boy and star went their ways!

A ND

did you hear about the extra girl who got insulted
•'^when the casting director asked her if she was a
linguist?

learn not
come when the Warner Brothers
day
THE
own openings. The
to
Al Jolson make speeches at
will

will

his

let

by stating that
no movie was worth five dollars and that went for his own
Now, a Hollywood premiere is like an oldpictures, too.
fashioned glory meeting. Everyone is e.xpected to shout loud
praises— and Heaven help the dissenting voice.
Al was spanked by Darryl Zanuck and each of the Warner
Brothers in turn and sent to bed without his supper the last
time he spoke his piece. Vet when " Mammy" opened in Los
time Al mounted the stump he started

off

Angeles who should be called upon to address the folks but

Bov

Jolson!

W

Bad

devoted his entire speech to praise of "All Quiet
this time
Warner
the Western Front"— a Universal picture.
Brothers, he said, deserved much credit for making the first

on

—

NOW

He met

last

another Warner opening.

On the way out of the theater an autograph fiend rushed up
As Al was signing his name in the book, Arthur
to Jolson.

Do you

young gentleman now, and wears derby hats to premieres.
It is more than likely that he will return in the Paramount
talking version of

Mark Twain's immortal "Tom Sawyer."

silent Tom, several years ago.
several tests for the role, and Paramount
would
be considerable of a toup to bring this
it
favorite child star back in one of America's beloved fictional

Jack Pickford was the
Jackie has
believes that

made

characters.

TT

seems to me that MoUie Merrick, the syndicate chatter
^writer, should get some kind of cup or placque for this
yam. A big studio hired a famous New York playwright to
write dialogue, and set him to work on a story. Seven days
and seven nights he labored on the picture treatment.
The morning of the eighth day, with the script about
ready, a studio assistant burst breathlessly into the room.
"Hey, you," he roared at the great author, "the boss says
don't own it!"
to quit working on that story.

We

T was Hollywood's Big Mystery Man
GEORGE BAXCROFhail
the whole town winging with his
of the spring.

tactics.

He

You'd never take Big George

for the

temperamental

kind, but one never knows.

The woe began when "The Caveman" was

indefinitely post-

poned. Bancroft seemed to like the story, but before you could
say Gustav Von Seyffertitz, the deal was off, and the star was
reported seriously ill with laryngitis. His doctor confirmed the
answered
report. Bancroft retired to his Santa Monica home—
" The please tikk to p.\GE 94
no calls, received no callers.
I

1
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^hey DON'T
To Be

Want

Stars/

By
Robert Fender
used to be "If a

can tuck
ITBut now youHollywood,

—

Man Bites a Dog That's News!"
that one away with the lavender and
birthplace of most new things, has

old lace.
delivered a bouncing, brand-new definition of that word.
Suppose you read further.
Out here in this country of manly chests and feminine
little industry called the movies.
A
it is, which makes princes out of poor men and
lady princes out of poor gals over night. Everyone in town today is eligible to be a star tomorrow. No effort. No nothing.
All we do out here is take sun baths and play black-jack
until that best guy in the wide, wide world. The Producer,
says: 'T want you to be a star for my company at seven
thousand a week." Then we catch up on our eating and place
an order for that blue Rolls we've had our eye on for so long.
It's really very exciting.
None of us knows when the good

twitters,

they have a

magic business

news

coming to us.
minus furbelows, is that everyone in Hollvwood
considers himself good movie material. Star material, in fact,
and =s just waiting around, doing this and that, until the great
day when the casting directors will come to their senses and
realize it, too.
Scratch a truck driver here and vou'll find a
is

The

point,

Johnny Engstead bangs out

publicity about the

Paramount stars. Honestly, now, isn't he as
handsome as any juvenile on the lot? But Johnny
prefers his trusty old typewriter

bozo who'll confide that he can do everything Karl
Dane does (wasn't he a truck driver once?). ]\Iake a
pal of the soft drink engineer at the nearest drug store
and he'll confess that everyone tells him he's funnier
than Jack Oakie and would screen better.
Get the confidence of your landlady and the poor
dear will let you in on the way she would play Marie
Dressier roles if she ever got the chance. Tell your
postman he's a good guy and he'll come right back
with: "Do you think I'd make good in the movies?"
The situation, in short, is that Hollywood's population
may be classed as: 1 Those already in the movies,

and

2

—
— Those waiting to get

in.

What a job, then, to find someone in
who could act in the movies if he wanted to

Charles

man,

Welbom,

a dashing yotrng studio

fights off picture chances.
is

62

still

camera-

"My end of the camera

best," says he

the hamlet
but doesn't
want to! Not someone who thinks he has a chance
before the cameras but one who's actually had the
chance, chances in fact, and has openly sneered at the
idea.

Many

of Hollywood's swart and handsome boys and
girls prefer to work hack of the can/era, thank yoii
That's the little assignment I gave myself the other day, a
assignment that would make Jason give up all ideas of
winning the Golden Fleece and go back to his old Greek tumbling act. None too anxious to start the job, I strolled around
one of the studios lately in search of a pleasanter subject.
And there, on a movie lot, of all places, came my first lead.
A young man was needed to do a "bit" in a certain picture.
The director, happening to be short a player, turned to a

little

course and sailors at sea were battling sudden
head whirled. I found a cot and lay down.
The shock of seeing and hearing someone actually turn down
a chance to be in the movies nearly proved fatal. Next day,
feeling stronger, I hunted up this "Scotty" person. I wanted to
talk with him. If possible, I wanted to touch him.
His name, I learned, is Charles Welborn and he has photographed almost every important person in the world, not excluding Calvin Coolidge and Douglas Fairbanks. He is convinced that he has the best job in the world and the best
mother (he lives with her) and the best motorboat. Known
about the studio as the best looking guy out of pictures,

stopped in
storms.

its

My

"Scotty," nevertheless, is firm in his resolve never to turn
romantic screen lover.
"Once, between pictures," he told me, "I was out of work
for six months and plenty broke. They offered me a job doing
dance routines and playing around in a big revue, but 1 told
'em I'd rather go hungry. I've had other chances to act,
too, but why get started in that stuff? Give me a job where I
can earn my dough!"

CHEERED

by "Scotty's" confession I knocked around at
other studios in search of a boy or girl who, although eligible
for the screen, will have none of it. At Fox I found beautiful
Noreen Phillips, private secretary to E. W. Butcher of that lot.
Miss Phillips knows all about acting in the movies for the very
good reason that she has acted in 'em. No sooner had she taken
her job as secretary when she was besieged with requests to
take a film test.
\ictor Schertzinger finally turned the trick, and for two
years Noreen played this part and that. She got along swimmingly and was even given an important role as sister to Olive
Borden in "The Secret Studio," when she asked for her old job
back. She's private secretarying again and tickled to death to
be awav from the cameras.
"To mv mind," she told me, "acting in films is sure death.
There's nothing real about it, nothing genuine. The waiting
and constant dillv-dallving kills all incentive. You begin to
please turn to p.ace 125 j
drift and lose all sense of security.
(

Margery

F>revost,

Marie's

sister,

came from the
more

"Follies" to try picture acting. But she was
interested in interior decorating and found
happiness in a studio art department

true

camerman by his side. "Jump in
and do it," he said. I drew closer to see
how "Scotty" would take it. This was the way stars
were made and I wanted a ringside seat to witness
"Scottv's" opportunity. This was the stuff dreams,
Hollvwood dreams, were made of. "Scotty," whoever
he was, now had his chance. What, I wondered, would

good looking

"still"

there, Scotty,

he do with it?
I looked at "Scotty."
•

He was smihng a dry smile.
"Do you mean to say," he drawled,
you want me to get out there in front of the

He was
"that

speaking.

The director assured him that that was
what he meant to say. "Scotty" laughed.
"And be a movie actor?" he snorted. ."Sure!" came the

camera?"
exactly

"Why not?" Then "Scotty" howled. "Oh,
awfully
no!" he managed between chuckles. _^ "I'm
sorrv," he continued, "but no, thanks!"
would
felt,
I
Aiy throat grew dry. The studio walls,
had
topple down any minute now. The sun, I was sure,

reply,

Noreen Phillips knows all about
She did it for two years. But she s
much happier as a secretary on the Fox lot

Oh what

a blonde!

picture acting.
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The

Shadow
Stage
THE FLORODORA GIRL—M-G-M

MAKING

NEVER

this picture could
have been work.
With all those "gay nineties" gags, Marion and Lawrence and the other boys and girls must have had more fun!
It's a rollicking tale of the love tribulations of one of the
original Florodora girls and a gay young blood.
Marion
Davies as the tomboyish chorus girl and Larry Gray as the
youth whose flirtation develops into love, are delightful.
What makes the picture extra-delicious is the atmospheric
stuff evolved.
The bathing beach, the horseless carriage
ride, the leg-o'-mutton sleeves and the rest of the gad-awful
fashions for ladies, are too precious!
And of course, the Florodora number, done in Technicolor, is the beauty high-Hght. If you take mama and papa,
don't be surprised if they break into their reminiscences.

A

Review of the

New

Pictures

Columbia

THIS

a really fine picture. And it is a really fine picture
because of the astonishing performance of a little tapdancing beauty who has in her the spirit of a great artist.
is

Her name

Barbara Stanwyck.
is one of those occasional wonderthe coming together of a goodenough story, some keen dialogue, a first rate director and a
young actress just ripe for the performance of her life.
These things do happen even in the movies!
Barbara Stanwyck plays a rather loose-living little partv
girl who poses for a young artist, falls in love with him, anil
gets him, despite his family's opposition and the pawing of
an amiable bounder who takes his girls where he finds them.
Yes, the yarn is as old as that, and it is supposed to be
is

"Ladies of Leisure"

moments

/^HEVALIER

clicks again! This time, in a new field—
V-^straight romantic comedy, with just a dash of song.
"The Big Pond" tells the story of a flashing but cmptv-

pocketed young Frenchman who makes good in the American chewing gum business so that he can marry the daughter
of his boss. It has pace and humor, and Maurice
gets several
chances to sing. Listen for "You Brought a New Kind of
to

Me."

A Broadway
already

cast, new to pictures, helps out well.
know Claudette Colbert, opposite the star.

You
She's

Another medal for Director Hobart Henley.
Paramount is mixing them up well for their new" ace the
romantic panic. This is a pleasant change from the costume
thmgs. Slfll another slant on the fascinating Parisian.
fine.

64

pictures

—

—

THE BIG POND— Pa

Love

in

remotely related to a Belasco stage production called
"Ladies of the Evening."
But Jo Swerling gave the film snapping talk, and Frank
Capra— getting better every picture— directed brilliantly,
.^dd the almost miraculous work of the beautiful Stanwyck

and you have som'ething to cable the pater about. Take
and wear your best admiration suit.
Ralph Graves and Lowell Sherman, heading the support,

girl,

six spare hankies,

are both good.

But go and be amazed by this Barbara girl. Is this the
beginning of a great career, or a flash? Wait and hope!

SAVES YOUR PICTURE TIME

AND MONEY

The Best Pictures of tlie Month
THE DEVILS HOLIDAY
LADIES OF LEISURE
THE BIG POND
THE FLORODORA GIRL
THE LADY OF SCANDAL
WHITE HELL OF PITZ PALU

The Best Performances of the Month
Barbara Stanwyck in "Lidies of Leisure"
Nanc)' Carroll in "The Devil's Holiday"
Phillips Holmes in "The Devil's Holiday"
Marion Davies in "The Florodora Girl"
Maurice Chevalier in "The Big Pond"
Claudette Colbert in "The Big Pond"
Ruth Chatterton in "The Lady of Scandal"
Basil Rathbone in "The Lady of Scandal
'

"Redemption"
"VC^arner Baxter in "The Arizona Kid"
Jack Oakie in "The Social Lion"
Helen Twelvetrees in "Swing High"
Clara Bow in "True to the Navy"
Gary Cooper in "The Texan"
Warner Oland in "The Return of Dr. Fu Manchu"

John Gilbert

in

THE L.\D\ OF SCANDAI^M-G-M

AT

last Ruth Chatterton is delivered from the bondage of
and given a chance at high comedy!
pleasant change, and one that gives the magnificent
Ruth opportunity for the lighter touch.
Metro-Goldwyn-Maycr borrowed her from Paramount
and gave her this script, made from Frederick Lonsdale's
play called "The High Road." It's high-tea British gayety.
The story hangs on the marriage of an actress to a peer, and
what happens through her association with his family.
Ruth plays it right up to the hilt. You'll enjoy seeing her
in a theater sequence. Her good support consists of Ralph
(Husband) Forbes, Basil Rathbone, Nance O'Ncil, FredYou'll see this picture because it's
crick Kerr, and others.
a chance to see Reigning Ruth in high comedy.

tears

A

Gists of all photopla)S reiieued iiill be

found on page 140

THE DEVIL'S HOLIDAY— Paramount

HERE'S

hot news for any month. Nancy Carroll, after
the whipped cream of such frothy desserts as "Sweetie"
and "Honey," gets a solid, emotional role into which she
can sink her pearly molars with some artistic zest.
In it she gives the best performance of her career!
In fact, "The Devil's Holiday" is one of those all-round
fme pictures that push and haul us into talkie theaters. An
exciting respite from the shushing of mystery stuff and
musical ha-cha-cha.
The picture is a powerful, emotion-twisting piece of work,
and in it Nancy is grander than grand and sweeter than
"Sweetie." Her part demands as much subtlety of interpretation and emotional power as could be asked of any
veteran trouper, and Nancy comes through.
Right beside her in the triumph is a lad who so far has
had faint chances in unimpressive parts young Phillips
Holmes. He does such splendid things with an uncommonly
difficult character that picture-goers will wait anxiously for
succeeding work. Others in the big cast are Hobart Bosworth, James Kirkwood, Ned Sparks, Morgan Farley, Paul
Lukas, ZaSu Pitts and Morton Downey. What a cast!
Edmund Goulding, creator of "The Trespasser," wrote
and directed most creditably. He seems to be the one-man
studio of Hollywood. He writes songs and acts, too. Maybe
he tap-dances. But see Nancy's newest!

—

^

WHITE HELL OF PITZ PALU

Universal

by a German company.
Dialogue would
It is silent with synchronized score.
have been useless and unnecessary.
trapped in the
people
Three
spectacle.
amazing
an
It's
A night search party of
impassable mountain of Palu.
hundreds of villagers with blazing torches. Tremendous

THIS

was made

in Switzerland

Breath-taking airplane stunts by the German
slides.
Pictures, grim and
aviator, Ernst Udet. White coldness.
Camera angles uttcriy
vital, that you'll never forget.
There is a preAlps.
of
the
beauty
majestic
different. The
triangle
tense at story and you think there is to be a love
you soon discover it's not passion at all, only the way

snow

but

too
people look at each other in Switzerland. It's much
Sound.
cold for romance, but you mustn't miss this picture.

Here's Your
LET'S

Monthly Shopping

GO

HIGH

NATIVE—

SOCIETY

Paramount

THIS

is

List!
BLUES— Fox

madness— weird, wonderful madness

1

Every gag

up somewhere in this insane hash of song,
There's a wonderful burlesque of the old
shipwreck, desert island theme. Skeets Gallagher is king of
the isle, and Jack Oakie, Jeanette MacDonald, James Hall,
Kay Francis and William .\ustin are the castaways. Terrific
nonsense and how vou'll scream!
in history turns

dance and story.

—

personal
THE
Farrell

popularity of Janet Gavnor and Charlie
carries this little musical romance to what success
and worth it achieves. They look adoringlv at each other, and
do some more of what is so naively and hopefuUv labeled singing. Plot— Charlie's folks try to chisel into high society, meaning the old Boston Gaynors.
Some laughs, some songs, and

even a

little

acting.

REDEMPTION

THE

—M-G-M

ARIZONA

KID—Fox

THIS

is the first talkie John Gilbert made.
It was shelved,
then largely remade. As released, after a vear of fussing,
a creditable job.
Gilbert does tremendous work in the
final scenes of a very Russian and tragic story by Tolstoi, in
which Gilbert plays dead to further his wife's happiness. Far
from a great film, it proves what needed no proof— that Jack
it

is

can act!

npniS

is Warner Baxter's follow on his first smash talkie,
J- "In Old Arizona," and he's just as fine and fascinating
as
ever.
Mona Maris, opposite, is a delightful Spanish sweetheart.
great treat for Ba.xter fans. Scenerv, Utah brand,
is elegant, being designed and built by an Expert.
Wilfred

A

Lucas and Carol Lombard do well with disagreeable
This is good stuff— and oh, WARNER!

THE FALL

SONG OF
THE FLAME—

GUY— Radio
Pictures

A

VV

HILE

First National

ago

this

i V of Its charm on
rhyme and as natural
and Mae Clarke

was a popular stage play. It loses none
the screen.
It is as simple as a nursery
as bacon and beans, with Jack Mulha'U

e.xactly like people you've known. The yarn,
which concerns a husband out of work, grows melodramatic
toward the end, but there must be a plot. You'll find this

entertaining.

56

roles

AN

operetta version of the Russian Revolution.
Russia
Claire, soprano, and Noah Beery,

was freed by Bernice

who

sings a bass solo surprisingly! All-Technicolor, with sonic
beautiful and stirring music, some very ham acting, some able
singing and a few fine scenes. A large and elaborate picture, but
it does get boring, for most of the music is familiar, and comicopera bolshevists are silly.

The

First and Best Talkie Reviews!
¥

THE SOCIAL
LION-

JH.et

;

.S|)7,\Y;

HK.II

Paramount

HOP

and go see Jack Oakie in this! You'll be
unpretentious but hilarious. Jack is the
bashful village braggart. He's taken up by the country club
and you
set because he can play polo, and he goes social
know how this boy can go! Skcets Gallagher is an able foil.
Mary Brian is the girl who loves Jack and Olive Borden is
into the flivver

in stitches.

It's

—

the one

who

doesn't.

entertainment, tiiis story of love and intrigue
the players in an old time wagon circus. Director
Santley hasn't overlooked chances for color and action. Fred
Scott sings a couple of numbers that seem headed for popular
hits, while a negro chorus offers a rollicking song, "Chasing the
Hoodoo Away." Helen Twelvetrecs is quite Gish-Iikc as the
heroine who saves her lover from the vamp.

PLEAS.\.\T
among

OLD AND

TRUE TO
THE NAVY—

Sovkino

Paratuount

NEW—

should see Clara Bow— she's thin as boarding house
rural Russia comes a powerful silent picture telling the
YOU
FROM
"True to
Clara goes spirituclle we can't bear
soup.
world by way of cloud masses, cream separators and tractors,
If

the peasantry. This picture
was co-directed by Eisenstein, great director of "Potemkin,"
and tells for propaganda purposes of the wonders of Communism among the villagers. No "story"— but if you love sheer
beauty in films, don't miss! Silent.
of the glory of ISIew

Russia

among

it!

the Navy," the red-head's first picture in ages, concerns a girl
who had a sweetie on every ship. Then the whole fleet came
in! Whoops! Entertaining, and Clara sings a hotsy song with
Frederic March seems awfully
the correct blues inflection.
upset about being a sailor.

THE TEXAN

— Parauiount

THE SECOND
FLOOR

MYSTERY—
Warners

Agony Column," you are headed for
there
if you know what's coming,
makes for good entertamment.
that
novelty
of
is an element
What starts out to be a series of letters to intrigue a young
lady becomes a thrilling mvstery comedy. Loretta Young and

vou haven't read "The
IF
a nice surprise here. Even

Grant Withers, the newlyweds, are the people most concerned.

You will like

AXOTHER of O.

Henry's colorful stories of the Southwest
proves lirst-ratc grist for the talkie mill. "The Texan," a
picturesque varn, makes an excellent vehicle for (iary Cooper's
Fay Wrav, all done up in black hair and a
taciturn charm.
Spanish accent fand nice, too) is the girl. James Marcus,
grand characas a Bible-quoting Texas sheriff, turns in a
PLEASE TLRN TO PAGE 102 ]
terization.
I

it.
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Hollywood Stars

Quit

Those Freak Diets
They're

still

keeping

their schoolgirl figures, but sanity super-

sedes starvation and
trick

methods

By
Katherine Albert

THE

eighteen-day diet has about as much
chance at popularity as a Democratic
candidate in Illinois.
You'd as soon think of getting out the
old abandoned mah jong set as of eating lamb
chops and pineapple.
Joan Crawford's crackers and mustard are
lonely

and apart, relegated to a dusty,

silent cor-

ner.

You

aren't whisked away to some confidential alcove any more, to be shown little sheets of
onion skin paper upon which weird menus are
written.

The trick diets are gone from Hollywood!
They're as dead as last year's sparrow. Sanity
once more rules the film colony.
It is not because voluptuous, Turkish curves
are coming in.
The need for reduction is as
great as it ever was. By a strange optical illusion the camera still adds ten to lifteen pounds
to the human subject being photographed.
The necessity for being slender is as vital now
to the screen actresses as it was a year ago or
five years ago. In fact, one of the latest fads in
Hollywood house construction is built-in scales
in bathrooms.
It is only the freak, trick, starvation diets
that have made their welcome exits. The film
have seen how these brutal methods of
taking off weight have ravished beauty. They
have watched their friends lying ill because of
stars

too strenuous a diet.
They know that some
in that quest for willow-slimness. .At
they are afraid. At last they are willing to

have died
last

to words of wisdom from doctors who
have pleaded with them to stop the murder of
listen

their bodies.

Moylan, former "FoUies" girl now playing in
£f
^^!l!,",®
M-O-M
s
Our Blushing Brides," reduces under the scientific
guidance of Dr. J. E. Brady, popular Hollywood reducing
expert.
Dr. Brady combines cabinet baths and other treat-

There is much talk of diet and much dieting
in Hollywood, but not one iinporUinl sUir or
player in the town is indulging in a mad, starva-

.

ment with

68

corrective diet

tion diet!

Clara

Bow became

sylph-like, after being ac-

tually fat, in a few months.
It was noised
about that she had some mysterious secret, that

Dr. H. V. Boling thoroughly examines

she had found a magic potion, some
strange elixir that had brought back her
lithe slimness again.

But Clara's reduction method is no
secret. And you're welcome to try it if
you like. She simply had a major operation and was ill afterwards for many,

many

She

weeks.

pitals will pull

is

each patient and suits diet and treat-

ment

He

to the individual.

is

He

shown

diet.

not yet entirely recovered. A
It brought Clara to

less

than

patients.

Every

He

most

first

ills

respond to

discovers the cause

weight and is guided in his
treatment by these discoveries. It was
he who reduced Mary Miles Minter re-

of surplus

cently,
months.
siege of hos-

anybody down.

believes that

proper

Gwen

Lee's blood pressure.
A star's work is too strenuous
to permit of lowered vitality

here testing

some forty pounds
Louise Fazenda

is

in

two

one of his

There are many more.
diet

is

different, since the

needs of every patient are
lists than the girls

more on the menu

a hundred pounds.

different,

and yet there

She is dieting now, but not to get thin. In fact, she really
needs a few more pounds. You probably noticed that in " Par" Her purpose is to regain her health and

can

He insists upon three meals a day, and generous meals
He also believes that no diet should be lacking in

amount On Parade.
keep her strength.

eat.

at that.
sugar, as that is needed for energy. Olive oil, he says, is not
necessary to the system, but a certain amount of butter is. But
since each diet suits the individual they must not be passed

drinks no tea or coffee, has fruit at everv meal and some
SHE
sort of fruit or fruit juice between each meal. Lots of salads

about from

and green vegetables, nothing fried, no heavy meats, just fowl,
It's a trifle different from the faddist
lish and lamb chops.
menus of six months ago, isn't it?
only
one who has come to her senses. The
\or is Clara the
girls have all decided that those little charts which, if followed,
are guaranteed to take off just so many pounds in just so many
days, passed around from one person to another, copied off the
backs of old envelopes and calling cards, are perhaps perfectly

He uses
No diet

all right for

one person but not

for

everybody.

woman

to

woman,

E. Brady, of Hollywood, is a popular reducmg expert.
not only diet, but cabinet baths and electric massages.
that he gives smacks of freakishness. When there is a
thvroid condition he works on that. He does not believe in
taking off more than ten pounds a month, for the tissues must
be built up as the flesh is lost, else the face and neck appear
scrawny. There are three causes for fat, he says— a thyroid
condition, not enough exercise, and too much rich food. Many

Dr.

J.

stars are under his care.

They havt

realized that these freak methods
What, then, has taken the place of the freak diets? What
are the stars doing to gain and keep a lovely figure? The answer is as surprising as it is sane. They are going to reputable
doctors who give them thorough physical examinations first
and treat each case as it should be treated.

are suicidal.

is

is

The cottage hospital of Dr. W. D. Sansum in Santa Barbara
a Mecca for many of the Hollywood celebs. Before he pre-

scribes a diet he gives a thorough physical e.xamination in his
perfectly equipped clinic. He is not alone a reduction specialist.

another popular reducing estabH. V. Boling
THE
lishment. Dr. Boling prescribes baths, massage and
Clinic

is

diet,

but each patient is thoroughly examined before taking the treatments and each diet is different. Knowing the stars as he does,
he makes sure that they have enough energy to carry them
through the nerve-racking work they do. Their diet must be
well balanced and have all the necessan.- elements.
There are other reducing doctors, too numerous to name.
.Mmost everv plaver has her favorite under whose care she is.
Health is the watchword now! [ ple.ase tuks to p.\r,E 123 ]
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Readers

must JVin

Gold/
complete address is written on, or attached to.
your entry; that your entry is securely packed
to guard against damage in transit; and that it
carries sufhcient postage to avoid delay.

I he rvules Are
uimple
Seventy cash prizes

I

will

"• Photoplay Magazine,
First Prize
Second Prize
Third Prize
Fourth Prize
Fifth Prize

be

paid

by

as follows:

$1,000.00
750.00
500.00
300.00
200.00

Twentv-five Prizes of $50
each
1,250.00
Forty Prizes of $25 each 1,000.00

9

^*

In four issues (the June, July, .August

and .September numbers) Photoplay
Magazi.ve is publishing cut puzzle pictures of
well-known motion picture actors and actresses.

A

Contestants can obtain help in solving
•• the cut puzzle pictures by carefully
studying the poems appearing below the
pictures in each issue.
Each eight-line verse
refers to the two sets of cut puzzle pictures appearing directly above it. The six-line verse
applies generally to the four sets

Bear

in

mind that

it

on that page.
costs absolutely nothing to

enter this contest.
Indeed, the contest is
purely an amusement. You do not need to be
a subscriber or reader of Photoplay Magazine
to compete. You do not have to buy a single
issue.
You may copy or trace the pictures
from the originals in Photoplay Magazine
and assemble the pictures from the copies.
Copies of Photoplay Magazine mav be examined at the New York and Chicago offices of

Eight complete cut puzzle pictures appear in
each issue. Each cut puzzle picture will consist of the lower face and shoulders of one
player, the nose and eyes of another, and the
upper face of a third. When cut apart and
properly assembled, eight complete portraits
may be produced. S.S,000.00 in prizes, as
specified in rule No. 1, will be paid to the persons sending in the nearest correctly named and
most neatly arranged set of thirty-two por-

assembling and
* identifying cut puzzle pictures, neatness
in contestants' methods of submitting solutions will be considered in awarding prizes.

traits.

The

the publication, or at public libraries, free of
charge.

3

Do

until after the fourth set of cut puzzle

not submit any solutions or answers

pictures has appeared in the September issue.
Assembled puzzle pictures must be submitted
in sets of thirty-two only.
Identifying names
should be written or tN^pewritten below each
assembled portrait. At the conclusion of the
contest all pictures should be sent to

CUT

PICTURE PUZZLE EDITORS, Photoplay

Macazin-e, 750 North Michigan Avenue,
Chicago, 111. Be sure that your full name and

60

O The contest will close at midnight on
'-'*
September 20th. .-Ml solutions received
from the time the fourth set of pictures appears
to the moment of midnight on September 20th
will be considered by the judges. No responsibiUty in the matter of mail delays or losses will
rest with Photoplay M.\o.\zin-e.
Send your
answers as soon as possible after the last set of
cut puzzle pictures appears in the September
issue, which will be for sale on the newsstands
on or about .\ugust 15th. The prize winners
will be announced in the January, 1931, issue
of

Photoplay.

Q
-^*

Because of the time and labor required
re-pack and re-ship thousands of
it will be impossible to return any of
them.
They will be sent to hospitals and
orphanages to gladden the hearts of sick and
homeless children.
to

entries,

OC',UggeSttOnS
.

e

.\side

from accuracy

in

thirty-two cut puzzle pictures, or their

drawn duplicates, must be cut apart, assembled
and pasted or pinned together, with the name
"-'•

n

In the case of ties for any of the prizes
' * offered the full amount of the prize
tied
for will be given to each tying contestant,

of the player written or typewritten below.

£.

The judges will be a committee of members of Photoplay Magazine'.s staff.

will be final.
No relatives or
the household of anyone connected
with this publication can submit solutions.
Otherwise, the contest is open to everyone

Their decision

members of

everywhere.

•

Contestants should

study the poems appearing in connection with the cut puzzle pictures.
These are the indicators for identifying the
contest puzzle pictures and winning prizes.
It is suggested that contestants merely pin
their solutions together until the four sets of
pictures are complete.
This will permit the
shifting and changing about of pictures as the
contest progresses and will give time for
lengthy consideration and study.
Each cut puzzle picture is a portrait of a
well-known motion picture actor or actress.

—

Follow

the

A)

and fade from the Hollywood sky, but Dick Barthelmess
performances— year in, year out; hot or cold; sound or
ye;ir
The indefatigable and excellent Richard has long holidays, now, hut twice a
silent.
he can be depended on to give his fans a good, well-made picture

STARS

rise,

pop

faintly,

goes on giving his true,

This

Way

to

fine

Cut Puzzle

Turn Over

—

,

Photoplay Magazine's

New

$5,000 Cut Puzzle Contest

UPPER

UPPER

The hair went to convent, and then to the stage
The eyes also were convent raised
The mouth (it's a system!) was convent trained
And her loveliness is warmly praised.

The hair was directed bv L. Barrvmorc.
The eyes played Lord Nelson s girl friend:
The mouth lisps a trifle, and docs costume
She has beauty and charm without end.

LOWER
The hair played in comedy with Harold Lloyd.
The eyes did their stuff m "Oh. Boy'"—
The mouth is a recent recruit from the staire
And her talkies are really a joy.

The hair won a contest in quaint New Orleans.
The eyes arc a Paramount star.
pie mouth first appeared on the stage when a babe

And

RESUME

—

7 uv oj them are married luv oj them are
And one of the four was divorce.
And one ix so of^en reported engaged

That

rxol

—

like

—

u-ell netrr helieir her heart /„.«'
One's dark as the night, and one's /air as the day
the two that are le/l can be called just miduiay'

And

plays.

LO'iCER

—

few prodigies

—has gone

farl

—

Complete Rules

Competition Appear on Pag^e 60

for

«^
^^ %

J

t

UPPER

UPPER

The hair struck his stride in a (ilm t>f the war.
The eyes, for his health, once punched cows;
The mouth, without any real trouping. was trained

The hairs from a state where, once, witches were hanged.
The eyes are unmarried, as vet
The mouth is rcp<jrted enKaged to L. V..
But some say the

report

is

f^or

ah wet.

LOWER

twenty-eight years

is

his

the screen

—this

fate

seldom allows?

LOVER

M

ITie hair has a very real talent for art.
Tile eves with J. Ga>Th>r co-starred.
The mouth was the rage in the n<»i-talking filim.
f^or the talkies his great charm was marred'

A
The hair went to .school at old Staunton
The eyes wed a star of the stage
The mouth is six-two, as to height; and brunette —
And

/%

.

age

RESUME
Three of them unmarried, and one iiuirried ihrtce.
Three dark-e\ed. and one ui(/i Wue eyri:
And one, when List wed.
All of them huie dark hair
Filled the whole rnoiie world with surhnse
They re all of them tail, and iirll built, and well bred.
And what the girU think o/ them we'll leat-e uruatd'

you could see the way the fan mail about this handsome chap and first-rate actor
IFrolls
into this office, you'd rush a good-looking picture into the magazine, too.
Not
content with his first fine talkie performance
"In Old Arizona," Warner Baxter has
gone right on consolidating his new and very thrilling success

m

"That's not real
money," she said.
"It's counterfeit

!"

^

Ten-Dollar

As told

to

Another True Short

Walter Ramsey

Story About a BigHearted Star

was two-thirty in the afternoon, and the solitary figure,
sat near one of the many French windows that lined the
front of the /../ Cazar, was the last of the luncheon crowd.

ITwho

He was immaculately

dressed in the accepted mode, and

his surroundings with his own air of genwas being served as he
or rather dcmi-lassc
tapped an imported cigarette on the flat side of a gold case.
Soon he was nonchalantly brushing the napkin to his lips in

permeate

seemed

to

tility.

Coffee

—

—

and with a last glance through the partly
open window, walked slowly toward the cashier's cage.
.\s he stood there, cane in hand, waiting for the change from
the ten-dollar bill, he chanced to look up at the wall behind the
an old ten-dollar
cashier. What he saw was not so surprising
bill mounted on linen-board, and encased in a beautiful frame.
He had seen the same thing before, but it had invariably been
a one-dollar bill. Maybe it was because he, himself, had just
a finishing gesture,

—

passed a ten-spot over the counter that he questioned the girl.
" What, may I ask, is the reason for keeping part of the day's
receipts in a picture frame?' he queried, drawing on his left
glove.

Bill

"Oh? That?" she answered, turning to look at it herself.
"That's a long story. It's not real money -it's counterfeit.
Not worth a plugged nickel as far as real dough is concerned,
but the Boss says it's been worth a million to him. We've got
orders to tell the story to anyone who asks. Want 'a hear
it?"

"I
"Most assuredly!" came the well-modulated reply
would be very interested indeed."
"Well, voii see, it was something like this: The Boss was
once stringing himself with the idea that he was going to be a
great actor. And I guess he did have one or two jobs -right
here in Frisco, at the old Altazar. But they soon found him
out, I guess, 'cause it wasn't no time 'til they gives him the
gate
"

— see?

But while

he's

on the stage doing the atmosphere, he

falls in

i;r,

The story of a ten-spot that was framed for good luck
with another actor who's doing small parts. Can't ever remember the other fellow's name, although the Boss mentions it at
least once a week. Anyway, they became good pals while they

was working together and so when this guy, whatever his name
finds the Boss walking the street without a job, he feels sorta'
sorry for him.
"Now as I remember it, Santa Claus feels so sorry for the
Boss that he takes out his pay envelope, looks at the three tens
he just got for the last week's work, and then with some
crack to the effect that, 'This ain't much but it's all I can
spare.' the guy hands the Boss one of the ten-spots and tells
him to go and get himself a real meal and keep the change.
Then they go through the hand-shaking racket and part company for good.
"O' course the Boss is all hot 'n' bothered about the dough
'cause he hasn't eaten for a couple o' days, so he heads for a
restaurant right off the bat.
After he'd eaten about three
dollars' worth, he goes up to the cashier and hands over the tenspot. But the gal was sorta' crafty. She gives the bill a close
going over and then tells him that it's phony. Then, when he
explains that it's all the dough he has. she calls the head man of
the place. And the head man calls a policeman.
"It was a pretty tough spot for the Boss, all right. He tells
'era that a friend just gave it to him, but he won't tell the cop
who the friend was. Finally the owner of the place offers to let
him work it out washing dishes. It seems that their dishwasher had just cut loose for parts unknown. So the Boss sets
to work in the kitchen. And boy, what / mean, that's work!
" Well, according to the Boss, it wasn't no time 'til he was
on
the job regular. And from //;.;/ he graduates to the job of
waiter. About a year of that and they make him head-waiter.
See? The Boss was a striving soul, if you catch what I mean.
" Then he starts to save some of the money he earns. .\nd
he
saves, and saves and slill saves. 'Til one bright and cheerv day
(as the Boss tells it), he gets the chance to buy out the business.
And he's got so much dough saved by now that he jumps at the
is,

—

—

—

chance. Say, if this gets on your nerves, IcU me!
Cinderella stories much, myself."

"By

no means!

—

_

sooner had he
XJO
LN
girl

disappeared from view, than Mollv (the
at the cigar counter across the aisle from the cashier's

came bouncing over and asked, " Sav, didn't that guy look
familiar.-Seems to me I saw him in What Price Glorv?'' and
the same guy played in 'The Cock Eyed World.' "
" Xaw, I never go to the movies. Me
for the Rose Room and
cage

)

'

a lot of steady dancing every evening.

."
Say
"Hurray!" interrupted the movie fan. "j remember his
It's Eddie Lowe! Remember him now? Why,
he's
a big shot, down in Hollywood, and ..."
"Eddie Lowe? £(Wi'c iouf?" gasped the cashier. "Whv.
that s the guy who gave the Boss the phonv ten-spot.
Wait'a
minute whoa!— well, ain't I a sap now?"'
.

.

name now.

—

of Japan s leadmg film stars, who delight the young sheiks
and shebas of the Flowerv
Kmgdom. At the left, Miss Kinuyo Tanaka, a Ught of the Shichiku Company.
Right, the
beautiful Fujiko Hamaguchi, of Nikatsu.
Center, Mr. Demei Suzuki.
He may just be
playmg a soldier with a saxophone complex. Or he may be Hon. Rudi
Valleeki!

G6

don't like

you don't believe that fairy tale, do you?"'
"Why " hesitated her listener as he turned to leave, "I am
incKned to say that it was true. Of course I am no one to
judge." And with that he walked slowlv to the entrance and
out into the whirl of the mid-afternoon traffic.

Those Honorable Japanese

Three

I

am

very interested. Please go on! It's a
very touching little yarn. I almost believe it."
" Well, there ain't much left. The Boss
iust goes on making
money and saving it until he gets the idea that he wants a
bigger place. So he goes out and finds this place and spends
a
lot o' dough remodeling the whole thing until it
looks like a
swanky cafe. Pretty soon it comes to be known as l/ic place to go
for good food and high-powered atmosphere. The Boss
still keeps
this same place and he blames all his good luck on the
phony
ten-spot. See? Kinda' got him started in the racket.
See?"
"A most interesting yarn." commented the immaculately
dressed man who had been listening intentlv to the story. " By
the way, is it that man standing over there with his back to
us?"
" Xaw, he ain't here now. He spends four
months out of each
year travelmg in Europe," came the snappv rejoinder. "Sav
I

Stars

'

^ORN/. Sing/
By
Marquis

Alexander Gray and Bernice

Claire

playing

a

scene together. Talk
of a romance be-

them is
very trying,

tween

Busbj

they say

rumored an engagement.

Alexander

Gray

not particularly
is
pleased with the gossip that

Gray gave up
the gadgets
of

links their names.
friend,
is

"Bernice

engineering

for the

High C's

GRAY comes from a long
ALEXANDER
Pennsylvania Scotch Presbyterians, pretty

line oi
stern, un-

compromising folk.
But by every right Alexander Gray should be a confirmed fatalist. Fate lias ruled his professional career, first on
the stage and now in Hollywood.
It has been a long chain of circumstances that has brought
him to Hollywood, each one linked to the other, and every
one related.

Marilyn Miller, the graceful little prima donna of the
/.iegfeld pageants of pulchritude, liked Alexander Gray better
than any of her leading men. \\hen she came West to make the
\'itaphone production of "Sally" she requested that Gray
sing opposite her.
He had appeared with her in the stage
production.
Gray made his test in New York, and because he didn't
want to work alone, he persuaded Bernice Claire to appear
with him. Bernice and he had appeared together as Mtiri^ol
and the Rtul Shadow in "The Desert Song." Bernice had no
thoughts of a picture career, but she won a contract on the
strength of her appearance in Gray's test.
Now, because they do not have many friends in Hollywood,
Not in the
Bernice and he are occasionally seen together.
night clubs and theaters, but at quiet restaurants. Accordingly, Hollywood, running true to time-hallowed tradition, has
begun to scent a romance. Some of the hardier have even

my

one of

my

best friends," he said. "Fate threw
us together at a very trying time for
both of us. She came into the cast of
'The Desert Song' while we were playing
on the road. It was her first important stage
appearance, and she was facing a terrific test. The
rest of the cast had been playing together for many
months, and they weren't an.xious to rehearse with a
newcomer. I tried to help her. I knew what she was up
against.
I went into the production of 'Sally' under the
same circumstances. I don't mean that my assistance meant
much to Bernice. She worked thiaigs out for herself.
"Bernice, her brother, my wife and I became very good
friends. After a long engagement in Chicago, the company
wife decided to
was going on to Pittsburgh for a run.
Bernice and 1 had to travel with the
drive my car East.
troupe. I persuaded her brother to accompany my wife and

My

relieve her at the wheel.

we finished a matinee, word came of the
wife had been
Ohio town.
We left
Bernice's brother was very badly injured.
in a few hours in a taxicab for Ohio, the only transportation
was
ahead
what
we could get. It was a ghastly ride. I knew
Bernice didn't know whether she would find her
of me.
brother alive or not.
"People who are together at times like that usually become
close friends. There is a bond of sympathy and understanding.
We have worked together in 'No, No, Nanette' out here.
Sometimes we go out together. Never to dancing places. I
used to like to dance, but not since my wife has gone.
"I'm not particularly pleased that people are suggesring
it has only been a
that I could have another romance so soon
Utile more than a year. I don't believe that I shall ever marry
again. I suppose that these rumors of an engagement do not
actuallv harm either of us, but we don't like them."
Gray is not the easiest person to [ please iurn to pace 1 16
"One

afternoon, as

terrible accident in a little

My

killed.

1
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J{ow I'd
But you'll notice

dumb
as an oyster on
how he "manages"
his own wife,
Lilyan Tashman
that Eddie

is

should simply be the little house slipper chaser for
her husband. I'm awfuUy bored, if you don't mind."
"No," said Eddie, emphatically. "I'm not going
to tell j'ou anything of the sort.
Civilization has
changed a lot of things. It has, on the surface,

changed man's relationship to woman.
our lives more complex, but

it is

stiU

It's

made

woman's province

to manage. It is her job, after all, to hold a husband.
You don't hear much about a man's holding a wife,
now, do you?"
I'm always just a little petulant when I'm forced to
admit anything. .\nd I was, of course, forced to
admit that. So I sat gnawing my fingers and trying
to think of something clever to say while Eddie devoured a salad as if that were all he had to do in the

world.

"The
A?TConstance Bennett
and

other day I was talking to
she said you had to manThat there were certain
generalizations about them all but that each one required individual thought and attention, if you know
last I said:

age each

what

I

man

differently.

mean."

women are differBut you treat them all more or less like
children and you get the idea of managing them out
of your head, for they're smart enough to know when
they're being handled.
"You simply have to be natural. You can't play a
game. In the first place they know' you're playing a
game. And in the second place all games come to an
end and love doesn't end.
"Oh >es, I believe in love, and you have to be
natural and spontaneous about it. For love is like a
prince with a retinue, in which are three important
servants.
They are honesty, unselfishness and
jealous\-.
Yes, I said jealousy.
No love is really
complete without it, but it has to be controlled. But I don't
know a single love where jealousy doesn't enter into it. If it
doesn't, the love is not much good.
"Certainly," said Eddie, "and aU

ent, too.

This debonair and fastidious gentleman, Mr. Edmund Lowe, has long been known as one of the most
successful husbands in all filmland.
His married
life with Lilyan Tashman has been held up as an
example to all lesser halves. For this reason our
Miss Albert approached him with some very pertinent
questions on the ever live and interesting subject
of

BUT
si.\

"Wife Management."

Hear Mr. Lowe

I wouldn't," said Eddie Lowe, "nut if
hundred wives, singly or collectively!

manage them. They'd manage me. And

had

I

six or

wouldn't
that would be
I

"^'^''
.

always been woman's job to manage.
She's the one
is the comfort and wise helper.
It all began before
civilization began.
It's as fundamental as plane geometry,
but better understood.
"In the pioneer days, didn't man go out and till fields and
fight wolves while woman stayed at home and kept the house
going smoothly and saw to man's comfort when he came back
all tired out?"
"Oh, so you're one of those!" I exclaimed pertly.
"You're
going to tell me that woman's place is in the home and that she
"It's

who

6S

"Honesty

is

most important

of

all.

Women know when

you're not honest. You have to be yourself. You simply can't
play a game. That's the most important of all."

you wouldn't," began, believing myself to be very
THEN
cute to think of
"manage Dolores Del Rio, for instance,
I

it,

from the way you'd manage Billie Dove?"
"Oh yes, I would. I'd just do it instinctively without sitting
back and trying to figure it out. If 1 were in love I'd know the

any

differently

right

and wrong things to do."
"go ahead. Tick

".\11 right," I said,

six

women you know and

—

Manage Six Famous

IF IVES
As told by
to

Edmund Lowe

Katherine Albert

BILLIE

"Billie

DOVE

Dove

so beautiful," says
wouldn't bother about
I think I'd be content
eyes on her !"

Eddie, "that

is

I

managing her.
to feast

LOIS

MORAN

"I'd keep surprising Lois," says our
hero. "She has to have new interests.

She has
then

DOLORES
DEL RIO

CON-

STANCE
BENNETT
COLLEEN

MOORE

my

to

made

be told what she wants, and
to understand it"

Mr. Lowe opines that Dolores
temperament,

ject to flares of

is

sub-

like all

Latins. "The only thing to do then
kid her out of them"

is

"I'd try to get under Connie's sophistication," says Eddie. "I'd want to get
at that true simplicity that I am sure
is the real Constance!"

"I'd be a kid with Colleen," according
Mr. Lowe. "I'd have to enter into
that marvelous play spirit of hers in
to

order to really hold her"

LILYAN

TASHMAN

About his beautiful wife, Mr. Lowe let
smoke drift upward. "Why, er,
he said, "well, she's all there is
there isn't any more!"
the

Lil,"

tell mc how you'd manage them, how you'd be natural and
spontaneous and not play games with them."
'"I will." said Eddie, settling that determined jaw, and beginning with

Dolores Del Rio
the e.xotic type," he said. "She is a lady and
loves beauty. She adores having gorgeous things around her.
I'd certainly cater to her by taking an interest in good books

"Dolores

is

and good music and good paintings.
"But Dolores has another side. Don't forget that she's a
Latin and as fiery as all Latins are. She is subject to a million
changes of mood, and much temperament which is part of her
charm. The only thing to do when she gets into one of these

Now don't get that confused
to kid her out of it.
with patronizing. No woman can stand to be patronized and
certainly not Dolores. You simply [ please turn to pace 116 ]

moods

is

half of the successful marital team of
Tashman and Edmund Lowe. The fascinatMiss Tashman is one of the most able of Holly-

The feminine
Lilyan
ing

wood's actresses, is noted for her excellent taste in
dress, and her marriage to Eddie Lowe has been
successful to the Nth degree. As you will find, he
has little to say on "managing" Miss Tashman.
They probably manage each other
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Mulligan Spmt!

By
//

Robert
Cr an ford

lured and

drove Lola Lane

from Indianola,
SALLY:
DEAR
— or Jenny, or Louise, or

Iowa,

whatever your name is:
Did you ever feel like getting

stardom

in sheer rebellion?

And do you ever feel like taking your seventeen-dollar-aweek job and throwing it in the
manager's face, because you felt
it wasn't getting you anywhere,
and never would?
In short, don't you feel like
being yourself instead of what
people or circumstances want to
make you be?
WelJ, then, read the fable of
Dot Mulligan, the Small-Town
who was

thumping piano keys for seven
dollars a week, when right before me I see girls on the screen
who are making much more?"
she said to herself.
So she went to the manager
and quit! Quit a good job for
no reason that anybody could

herself, and, as a

many dollars a
a growing spot in the
limelight!

result, is getting

understand

month and

knew

Hollywood

the

threshold of film

out in front of the congregation
and dancing a Charleston, just

Girl

to

— e.xcept herself, who

that she wasn't being herself staying there.
"I don't want to be a smaUtown girl,"' said Dorothv to herself.

MULLIGAN
DOROTHY
began by being born

So her mother let her go to
Des iloines, which was a big
a town called Indianola,
town
to her.
"I didn't know
Dot Mulligan found that she wasn't getting
which is in Iowa, and has
what I wanted to do," says the
anywhere in particular in her home town of
about three thousand inhabitgirl
who
was
that Dorothy
Indianola, la.
So she bustled her way to
ants.
Lots of other girls were
Mulligan, now, "but I knew I
the screen as Lola Lane.
See that old
born there, and are still there
Mulligan spirit in her eyes?
didn't want
to stay in
not so much because they want to
Indianola."
be, thinks Dorothy Mulligan,
She went to an employment
but because they just didn't have the courage to cash out.
agency and sat down. The manager bawled: "Who wants a
Dorothy decided early in life, although she couldn't have
job in an ice-cream factory?'' Everybody jumped up, but
expressed it so succinctly then, to be her own woman.
Dorothy ^Mulligan jumped the fastest. She got the job.
Maybe that's why it was that she scandalized the town one
Fifteen a week.
Here was success! she learned how to
Sunday by waiting until church was letting out and getting
make ice cream and cardboard boxes, and to sweep floors.
out in front of the horrified townspeople and dancing a particBut she knew darned well that this wasn't what she wanted.
ularly violent Charleston (which was what they were dancing
Maybe some other girl might have stuck there, and become
at the time this happened).
the Ice-Cream Queen of the country, with a chain of ice-cream
"There's that IMulligan kid again," they said. "She'll never
factories or something.
But it wasn't Dorothy's field. So
amount to anything." (As a matter of fact, Dorothy Mulligan
she quit, with only forty cents in her pocket. She spent twentyis going back to Indianola this summer
and the townspeople
five of it for a sundae, and went back to the employment
are going to pay the unheard-of sum of five dollars apiece to
agency.
in

—

—

—

see

and compliment

But

on in the story.)
In her early 'teens, the Mulligan kid knew she wanted to be
something besides maybe a nice Indianola housewife and
sewing circle member, or maybe a farmer's wife. She didn't
know just what she wanted to be, but she didn't want to be
what her mama and her townsfolk thought a properly-raised
Indianola girl ought to be.
So she got a job in the movie house, playing the piano.
For seven dollars a week. "So the MuUigan'girl has settled
down," they said. "Now maybe she'll marry a nice Indianola
boy, and she could give piano lessons, too."
But in a little while, Dorothy Mulligan knew this was not
what she wanted.
"Isn't it foolish to sit here ten or eleven hours a day,
her.

that's later

THIS time she got a job in a little notions store.

It paid her
seventeen dollars a week. Maybe, said Dorothy to herself,
was the beginning of a great commercial career. \\ ho
could tell? She would try it. She did for four weeks. At
the end of that time, she had saved enough to buy a new pair
of shoes; had decided that commerce was not her inciicr, and
had made up her mind to stay a couple of weeks longer before
quitting, in order to save enough for a pair of stockings.
But the owner of the store came to her and said he had to

this

let

—

her go.

"Why?" demanded Dorothy.

"My

wife," said the owner.
"She is jealous of you. For
four weeks she has been looking ( please turn to p.\ge 118 1

The Story of a Girl Who Just Wouldn't Settle
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Down!

horus Crirls^
arc three
THERE
dred chorus

hun-

girls

Hollywood who:

in

When

cream
wagon comes around
they all quit work
the ice

— never appear in public
without their mothers
— have never smoked a
cigarette
their
— have never
known the taste of liquor or gone to wild parties
— are in bed every night at eight-thirty or even before that
— have never been inside a night club or speakeasy
— have never had their pictures the Sunday supplements
— wouldn't know a butter and egg man even they saw one
— have never been mixed up in any sort of nasty scandal
all

lives

a

in

if

And, what's more, the>'re all young and beautiful!
Ah-ha, you doubt it! \ery well, you old cynic! These little
paragons of virtue are the Meglin Kiddies, who turn out dancing
and singing revues. The babes have alreadv made three tworeelers, "The Big Revue," "Kiddie Kabaret," and "Hello,
Sunshine." They're going to make a lot more, for they sing,
they dance, they play musical instruments and they even
master the ceremonies.
Ethel Meglin started it some years ago by sending out kid
vaudeville acts, and a few months ago Jules Burnstein saw the
possibility of film material and signed them all up.
No child is over twelve. The youngest ones are four, and in
that line of capering kids there are. no doubt, many stars of the

future.

WHEN

there are two hundred children on the set there are
twenty teachers who instruct them in the more prosaic
reading, writing and arithmetic between waltz clogs and Ilip
They would work until they dropped— these kids— but
flops.
they're only allowed to dance for four hours at a time. Then
they must rest for two. If you think they can't do anything the
grown-ups can do, you should see the way they dash off cart-

wheels and nip-ups.
Because it is everybody's aim to keep them as natural and
unspoiled as possible they are allowed the liberty of the lot.

But when Director Dallas Fitzgerald wants
them together he has the orchestra start
playing their numbers. They come quickly
enough then. They're afraid of missing

something.
The other day, right in the midst of a
scene, they heard the tinkle of an ice cream
Two seconds later the set was
wagon.
deserted and until every chocolate and strawberry cone was
Real chorus
finished they could not be persuaded to return.
girls are lured by pale dc fair gras and Lobster Newburgh. A
nice gumdrop will work havoc with the Mcglin kiddies.
Director Fitzgerald says: "I never want to direct another
grown-up. These kids are so easy to handle. They don't get
moody or cross, and I've only had one case of temperament.
We took two kids out and gave them a specialty. They
thought they were prima donnas and didn't want to work in
the line. But we fixed that up all right. You can t spank a
temperamental adult star, you see.
"I keep the kids from being spoiled by keeping them at their
distance, by not making too much of them. Kids are smarter
than you think and they're quick to catch on. They know just
by a look in my eye when they're getting too fresh."

MEGLIN declares that takes about three months to
MRS.
bright and quick ready for the most
get a youngster who
it

is

chorus work. In two weeks she can tell whether or not
the child has ability.
The mothers are not allowed in the rehearsal hall, but they
(lock on the set to watch their offspring go through their paces.
The mamas are as appreciative of talent as the old-fashioned
bald-headed row at the "Follies."
And these babies can do anything, from the most difficult
toe work to the peppiest jazz numbers.
Here are the potential tlarbos, the Chattertons, the Bows of
1940 and l'>.^(). Their dancing feet can't get too far off the ground
difficult

with Director Fitzgerald to keep them in place. But their bright
eyes are already focused on the stars and they mean to be numbered among them, someday when they, too, are grown-up ladies.

—
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Those Two Goofy Guys
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Now, now, now Here's Mr. Stan Laurel
about to begin his famous whimper because Mr. Oliver Hardy has criticized
his use of the pickle-fork. Please lend
Stan a hankie

The

!

By

Dorothy Spensley

comedy

He

has

Center, the comical boys
playing straight

and a half years ago
Stan Laurel and Oliver " Babe"
Hardy were just a couple of
bright boys knocking about Mr.
Hal Roach's studio. Today the world
is_ laughing at them.
They are billed over feature pictures
withse.x appeal heroines in theater electrics. They are inserted
in initial talkies of grand opera baritones. This, to their regret.
are the

Mr. Oliver Hardy.

about to spank.

THREE

They

stern

just detected Mr. Laurel on the point of
picking his teeth in the ballroom, and is

sensations of the season.

And all

because they have learned, by a lucky stroke, that the
public likes to see itself caricatured on the screen; that the
public can laugh at the maunderings of a fat man who shakes a
warnmg pudgy forefinger at a sensitive simpleton who is prone
to weep.
They must be a success because they are waylaid for autographs. They are asked to talk over the radio. P^stive nights
are given for them at leading hotels. Fans, loitering in preview
theater lobbies, sidle up and ask Stan to cry. Crv like he does

crescents his brows, blinks his eyes,
gulps, draws his lips into a quivering,

wounded slit, and weeps. He is the
underdog with the lachrymose pan.
To us, he will always be Whimpering

Stan. Everywhere he goes they ask him to weep. That's why
he doesn't like to cry. Even when he goes home at night, Lois,
his four-year-old, meets him at the gate with a request for dadd\to weep. His wife has laughed at his whining pan for si.x years.
Oliver drives a sportive coupe, and Stan a Ford. But'when
Stan takes the family out on a Sunday it's in a Tierce-Arrow.
Who thinks of the gags?

"We
"We

both do," says Whimpering Stan, grinning.
both do," says Punctilious Oliver, soberly.

men to make the Laurel and Hardy comedies.
Stan writes the skeleton story and takes it to the set where Jim
Parrot, director, brother of Charlie Chase, another Roach
comedian, and Oliver, go into a huddle.
It takes three

in pictures.

"And I don't like to cry," said Stan, wrinkling his nose over
the baked barracuda.
"There, there! You won't have to cr\-."
Habe looked relieved, because he was in on

the barracuda.

And you won't have to, or we'll know the reason why, won't
But Oliver was folding the rich yellow blobs of a
pitcher of cream into the dark loam of the' ice cream.
He
we, Oliver?

fifty,

and

his

middle name

is

Norvell. He was reared to be an attorney, in Atlanta, Georgia.
.And he's married.
Oliver is the punctilious gentleman of the comedies; the
dainty, particular dear who is social mentor for Stan. You've
noticed it in their thirty-two comedies.
He is the one who
gently chides Stan when Stan does the wrong thing. He is
the
exasperated darling who puffs his cheeks and looks long and

hard at Stan when, say, he drops the eclair down the hostess'
back.
But Stan is the one who whimpers. He is the one who
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shoot.

It

seventyThat's what
they call "clocking" a comedy. If it "clocks" less than that,
something is wrong. One comedy brought one hundred and
twenty laughs. \ record. The comedies are usually two-reels.
H they sustain the laugh interest, they are allowed to run two
and a half or three.
What does the public laugh at? Homely situations, mostl\-.
Everyday occurrences. Consider ".\ Perfect Day." It's built
on the simple situation of a family preparing for a picnic, packing thebasket, assisting gouty uncle to the balky Ford. " Night
Owls" is not built so much on the antics of thieves, but rather
the utter idiocy of two humans trying to enter a house without
a key. Ordinary stuff. Iweryday situations, but etched by
comedy hands; seen through the merry squint of comedy eyes.
Whimpering Stan has more to do with the comedies than he
reticently admits, it is said.
It is he who plants the seed of the
story and watches it bloom into something funny. A man of
about forty, with blond hair and live blue eyes, he has seen
plenty of stage experience.
[ i'Lii..\SE turn to page 136 ]
elicit

five laughs.

this, too.
He had
laryngitis, and was eating chocolate ice cream for it.
" I don't like to cry," said Stan,
smiling bravely as he forked

weighs well over two hundred and

laugh-getting gags are worked out as they
THE
takes seven days to make a comedy that must

They count the laughs

at previews.

and

*•

%
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A

clear-cut etching of that beautiful
Daniels girl, whose voice has brought
her new fame and fortune

THE

things Bebe Daniels loves
most are beefsteak, bridge, Ben
Lyon, buying antiques and being
busy on the set.

ij

15 y

T
Y
L,ang
Harry
y

dislikes kibitzers, eggs, poseurs, hats and French novels.
She's never been married, and she and Ben Lyon have been
talking a long time, now, about getting that way. They say
the onlv reason thev're not married is because they've never
found time to be. But they've bought a Rolls-Royce on a
fifty-fifty basis, and that's a step. They're a great bridge team,
too, and clean up at every bridge party where they're playing

She

together.

She has lots of others,
is Bebe's main hobby now.
though— collecting elephants and swords and antiques, for
instance. As for bridge, although she's a keen player herself,
she doesn't blister her partners with hot words for misplays.
Bridge

"Life's too short," she .savs.
When she's not pla\ ing herself, she loves to watch other
people plav bridge. But she doesn't kibitz. And she won t
tolerate a kibitzer behind her own chair, either. She can give
a grand burlesque of a bridge kibitzer, though. And also of
affected asses.
Food is no problem at all in the Daniels' scheme. She s one of
her
the few lucky picture girls who doesn't have to diet to keep

Bebe, Mother and Grandma,
who is the champion fortune teller
of

Malibu Beach.

"Bebe," asks

the soothsayer, "can this ace of
hearts be that flying boy of
yours that you call Ben?"

weight down. Contrariwise, she sometimes has to go to a "mllk farm" between pictures to build her weight up.
Beefsteaks and lamb chops are pet
Rare, medium or well-done? Doesn't matter.

foods for Bebe.
And she loves spicy sauces.
Her tastes in food are wide. She has no extreme likes or
Whv, she even likes spinach. She made herself like
dislikes.
ought to eat it. Now she
it because the doctor told her she
two or
misses it and scolds the cook when there isn't spinach
They are not food to
out.
Eggs are
three times a week.
She swallows one
N'oice medicine.
thev're medicine.

Bebe;

music master
raw, right after a heavy singing session. Her
them that way.
told her it's good for her throat, so she takes
to her.
Breakfast to Bebe is a tray in bed. Hilda brings it
six years.
Hilda's her personal maid; been with her nearly
the
drinks
Bebe
why
understand
Hilda is English, and she can't
"We EngUsh," says Hilda, "hke our tea
"slop" she calls tea.
it
that
weak
tM. But Miss Daniels-why, she likes it so
barelv colors the 'ot water."
Bebe
Tea weak— and coffee double strong, as a contrast.
then as soon as she
sticks to the weak tea for breakfast, an.l
cup
another
has
she
studio,
reaches her dressing room at the
then on, she drinks hot, black, e.xtra strong
of

it

But from
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a

coffee all

quarters,

day long. There's a little kitchenette in her dressing
and Hilda keeps the coffee going all the time.

Bebe's own hobbies are numerous. One is collecting knives,
swords, blades of all kinds.
She's a great fencer herself!
and foils form an important part of the cutlery collection'
Elephants are another subject— she has more than two hundred of them, ranging from tiny hand-carved ivory ones
to
big fellows standing three feet high.
Houses and antiques are another hobby. She's built three
houses and furnished them— mostly with veritable antiques
of her own choosing.
She loves gold furnishings, too. Her
dressing room is a symphony in gold.
Contrasting with her
love for the antique motif in her homes is her dressing
room

"She's a lovely woman," says Hilda of Bebe. "When one
works as intimately with a person as I have with Miss Daniels
for more than five years, and still loves and likes her, that
Derson has to be someone real."
Hilda's going back 'ome to England this year.
She says
she doesn't know how she'll get along without Bebe or how
Bebe'll get along without her.
Incidentally, getting back to the food topic, Bebe begins
and finishes the day with a tray in bed. Hilda brings her
breakfast, as I started to say
weak tea, melba toast, a bit
of fruit.
When Bebe goes to bed at night, no matter what
the hour may be, Hilda has to bring her another tray. "A
bit o' lettuce, with maybe a chicken leg or so."

—

—

ultra

tarns

is one thing Bebe is particular about.
She works
hard. She knows she needs a certain amount of sleep. She
loves parties, and her house is almost always the scene of a
gathering of friends. But love hoopla though she does, Bebe
will leave the party no later than eleven o'clock and go upstairs and to bed so she'll be fresh for the cameras by morning.

The party can keep on going.
Her talkie-discovered singing voice is a treasure she guards
jealously. At least one hour each day and every day
Sundays

—

not

Anyway, she

can't because she can't play the piano.
She plays well the ukulele, guitar and victrola.
She believes people can't enjoy life to the fullest without
having a hobby or two. Her grandma, who's eighty-three,
didn't have any hobbies at all.
That worried Bebe. She
decided grandma ought to go in for collecting dolls. So Bebe
to.

began buying dolls for her until grandma's house is
cluttered up with them. The biggest is four feet tall.
smallest is a dead flea, dressed up in evening clothes.

grandma weighs
and holds her on her lap.
cidentally,

ninety-si.x.

Bebe

calls her

now
The
In-

"Baby,"

'

in line.

her favorite possessions are two frames.

an autographed photo

of

One conThomas Alva Edison— and

she hates bright lights and has all her electric bulbs heavily
shaded. The other is a frame enclosing a picture of her and
the airmail pilot with whom she flew across the continent,
together with several notes that were passed between them
when the motor of the plane went bad.
"If this damned motor gets worse we'll have to make a
forced landing," reads one note in the pilot's scrawl.
Beside it is the note which Bebe passed to him a few
minutes
later: "How's the damned motor now?"
The damned motor
lasted all right, and there wasn't any forced landing.

SLEEP

included— goes to her voice. And always with the professor
by her side. She never practices alone, the professor told her

modern

Among

TJEBE'S an

aviation enthusiast. She has a student pilot's
to be a full-fledged transport pilot soon.
teaching her. Her fearlessness helps her. Physical
injury doesn't worry her at all. During her picture career,' she's
had twenty bones broken at various times.
Everybody knows what a sportswoman she is. Archery,
fencing, swimming, riding, flying, driving, tennis— all these
are among her accomplishments.
She loves to drive
her own car and steps on it for all it's worth. Speed is her
mania. She says the speed of an airplane helps her to think
fast.
When she's working out a new role, she likes to plan
it while fixing.
No horse is too wild for her. And she swims
like a mermaid.
[ please turn to p.\ge
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Ben Lyon

and hopes

is

1

A New Star
LADIES

OF LEISURE,"

Only a few years ago, Barbara
Stanwyck was just one of Texas

the Columbia picture of a

little

trampish

girl in love,

Guinan's pretty children who get
"a great big hand" for their sing-

was unrolling.
Halfway through, the audience
choked up.
Something was happening. Silence was broken by a

and dancing. Into her lap
tumbled the fine leading role in
"Burlesque," and she caught New
York's heart and fancy.
When her husband, Frank Fay,
the comic, went West for films,
Barbara sort of went along.
As he caught on with Warners,
ing

buzz.

There was a new sensation in
the world of pictures!
Not just a cry of "Wolf!"

—

beautiful, thrilling wonder
had been born.
It was Barbara Stanwyck, whose
real,

she

fell

into a film job or two.

riayed in "The Locked Door."
Did the lead in "Mexicali Rose."
And then came this role in "Ladies of Leisure,"
and her work
that any star in the history of
pictures would be proud to have

performance in "Ladies of Leisure"
is one of the greatest yet given in
the adolescent talkies.

Rises.'

—

It is truly

A star's been born, and
we are proud to cry her welcome.
Some were prepared for what the
lovely Stanwyck girl had to offer.
They had seen her as Bonnie
thrilling.

done.

We're rushing this piece into
the magazine to reach out our
opposite Hal Skelly's Skid in that
hands to the new star and say
great play, "Burlesque."
They
"Welcome!" With the help of
had heard her sing "Love's Old
Frank Capra's magnificent direcSweet Song" as its second act
tion and Jo Swcrling's air-tight
She
of Texas
drew to a close and seen the ushdialogue, Barbara Stanwyck is
ers running down the aisle with
Guinan's Little Girls
among the elect.
mops to take up buckets of spilled
So good luck, Barbara! You're
tears. But the other millions— they hadn't known. The great
in a fair way to be one of the truly greats.
Keep your head!
body of fans, perhaps, had not even heard of this beautiful
And you, Columbia, you have a gem. Treat and feed her
young girl who possesses emotional power and acting talent
well, give her good parts.
You'll be happy, Barbara will be
that are really amazing.
They will now!
happy. And so will we, the fans!

—
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Was One

I

jB'-i.^r^

CHE came to li^ht in "The Marriaiie Playground She
in
'^was a hit in "Honey," with her grand clownniij. And
down
"Paramount on Parade" she brings houses tumbhng
with her Chevalier impersonation.
just nine, in her

own

And

here

lI(illywo(Kl

is

Mitzi Green,

garden
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/nside

By
Elaine

Monitor

Ogden

Room

a little room perched
high
the
stage,

sound
INawayabove
from the tempera-

ment and excitement and
petty chatter of the set, overlooking the beauty and glamour
of the studio world, sits a solitary man anxiously toying with
what appear to be four or five
radio dials.

Technically, he

is

known

as

a "mixer."

They

him God around
the studios and a god indeed he
is,

call

since he controls the destifamous ones of film-

nies of the

dom.

All the strange

and

beautiful favorites who delight
you are in his power. He is the
Jove of Hollywood, the U'oliiii
of the screen world.
He sits
high above the stars and looks

down upon them.
This little room, which cononly him and a loud
speaker, is called a monitor
room.
It is, really, Mount
tains

Olympus and Valhalla. He sits
before his row of dials. He turns
slightly. He turns
another. The voices from the
stage below thunder out at
him.
He can make or break
the stars.
I don't pretend to know how
it's done, but I do know that
that little room is more dramatic and exciting than the
satin-draped dressing rooms of
the stars, or the mahoganypaneled conference chambers
of the executives.
Fate and
the mixer enact their roles.

one ever so

THIS

man

mixer
of the

fellow

is

the

moment.

go into technicalities.
The elTort I made to understand and untangle the maze of
such scientitic phrases as "high
I can't

and low frequency," "controls," "re-recording" and the
rest would give me a worse

headache than Hollywood

gin.

I can't tell >'ou why the mixer
controls the voice fate of the

And, although the sound engineers are verv
fussv about
haying their deeds reported correctly, I can
make no attempt

stars.

I

know only

this,

that I've sat breathless in that

little

monitor

room (approached by a llight of steep stairs, barren
except for
the oud speaker) and felt as if I were in
the presence of Fate
When you re clown on the set below vou mav glance up and
see the mixer silting there, an ordinary enough
looking worker
behind his double plate glass window. But when
you're there
with him, looking down upon that same
set, hearing the voices
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Here he sits, fussing with his gadgets high above the set—
the all-powerful Man in the Monitor Room, who sees that
the voices of the players come out of the horn just as
sweetly as they went into the microphone. He is the uncrowned ruler of the studios, these talkie days
of the great ones below, you roalize the power,
drama and
strange beauty— beautiful because of its very force of the
monitor room. You know that by a touch the mixer can make
them. By another touch he can break them. He has more
power than the camera man ever had.

—

Meet

the

new god of

the stnclios.

1J\'

//nhek the (hor of the

mystery room of the talkie stages ami shoiv yon the njan Diside

—

the

magician who can make or break the voices of the

stars

has superseded the face. It is that lillle man who photographs
he voice, the mi.\er, who is the big shot at llie studios now.
In the old days the stars used to insist on heir favorite cameraI

I

man. Now they struggle
has Ralph Shugart mix all

for the best mi.\er.

his talking pictures.

Ramon

Ramon Novarro
He will have no

an artisi,
he works hand and hand with his mi.xer, and seeks him out for

other.

.\nd, because

is

a technician as well as

words of wisdom.
Like the once all-powerful cameraman, the mixer has no illuHe knows what he can and can't do with the voices in
his power.
He knows all the little speech foibles and vanities
He knows that he controls their destinies and
of the stars.
could, if he chose, ruin any scene for them.
his

sions.

a hard-boiled guy, this god of the high places.
HF'SWith
very few exceptions, the mixer likes a natural voice.

the horde of new stage folk with open
a rule they are, to the mi.xer, just another monkey

Ma\be you've welcomed
arms.

.-Xs

wrench in the machinery.
These "legit" people are always talking to that slightly deaf
old gentleman in the last row of the gallery. They have been
taught for years to throw their voices, to give volume. That's
bad on the sensitive ears of the microphone. The mixer will
give them all the volume they need if they'll let him. That's
his little job.

As a

rule,

the stage people are arbitrary.

They

feel

that they

have nothing to learn. And, as a matter of fact, they have more
to overcome than the screen folk. They must forget entirely
the old technique. The sons and daughters of Hollywood are
natural. They don't go tossing their voices all over the place.
Ihe great stage stars, the ones who have carved their particular niches in celluloid, are the ones who have worked with
the mixers and have taken their sound advice (.no pun, either,
there you!).
Paul Neil

was the recording man on Lawrence Tibbett's
"The Rogue Song." The volume of the baritone's notes
shattered many a sensitive tube. Nothing, apparently, could
be done about it, until at last Neil hit ujKm this simple and
efficacious

method.

" I put
I could," he said.
the dials at what I thought the proper place. Then I went to
the other side of the room, stopped up my ears and trusted to
God. That's all you can do with Tibbett." And that you may
take with a grain of salt, because Neil did a careful and superb

Il'L.XCED my microphones as best

job with "The Rogue Song."
Franklin Hansen, now head mixer at Paramount, who was
responsible for the sound in "The \'agabond King," had like
trouble with Dennis King. King is, by far, the most dramatic
actor on the lot. Sometimes in just one scene his voice ranges
from the lowest whisper to the highest shout, and if he were
held down, if he were told to be more careful, the beaiitv and
dramatic power of his performance would be gone. So it is the
mixer's job to follow him and record him jiroperly. The mixer
must catch the low whisper as well as the high notes.
During rehearsals the mixer saw about what was expected
in these trying
the stars brought large red apples daily
Little
then.
master
was
He
to their favorite cameraman.

For the voice

(lavs.

is

more important than the face

Time was when

begged for his advice about make-up and angles.
Great actresses sought him out for consultations.
For he— this cameraman— could photograph a mediocre face
and make it look like an angel's. By a simple twist of the lights
he could turn the divine profile of a Helen of Troy into a hateful

e.xtra girls

caricature.

The cameraman

still

has his place, of course, but the voice

dials accordingly, but King is an artist, an
emotional artist, and he never did the scene twice alike. The
mixer had to be just one jump ahead of him and try to figure
out his next vocal move.
Maurice Chevalier, too, was dilTicult. He spoke his lines
very low and quictlv. He sang his songs loudly. But Krnst
Lubitsch, who directed "The Love Parade," is a careful work-

and worked the

man. He demanded absolute perfection. He insisted that
every word be sharp and distinct and nothing was too dillicult
n kase tvrs to r.\<;K KW 1
for liim to attempt.
I

Duty

/ is the
of

Every Lover

Good

of

Pictures

To Vote

for the

Best of

the

Year

Every Vote Counts.
Send
"-WE you

H;

cast

in

So
Your Vote Today
Winners o/
Photoplay Medal

your vote

for the best
[pictureof 1929?
Better get busy!
Remember, the annual award of the Photo
PLAV go Id medal ,s the highest honor in the world of
motion pictures. Moreover 1
is the only award going d.rect from the
mQhons of film fans to the
Remember too. the high standards of previous awards. The makers of pictures
Photopla?
,

,

1920

"Humoresque"

.

1921

Medai

'" ''" ?™'^^«'
Sv'
TrHnf'I"
r ' ' and
"""T't
stor\, acting,
direction
photography.

o
ot

"Tol'able David"

'"^'^'"8 ^^^ best picture in points

1922

Photoplay
picture

s

also wishes voters to consider the ideals
and motives *
governing
v-iuiug the
mt
production.

Remember all

this

"Robin Hood"

W

when you

cast your vote and remember, as well, the
great arrav
of previous gold medal winners. These nine winners
of gold medals present a
able panorama of motion picture progress over the
years
Two things make the 1929 award notable. Firsi. it is the tenth
annual presentalon of the medal. Second it will probably go for
the first time to a talking picture^
""^"^ ''' "'^"^'^ ^"" ^^^^^"P'"^'^'
^^^

£
A

^^ --'

Ten^rawardeJ.'^

1923
'

1924

-"

"Abraham Lincoln"

of fifty

important pictures released during 1929 is appended
to this page
not necessary, of course, for you to select one of
these pictures. You mav vote
any picture released during the twelve months of last
vear
If you want pictures to continue their upward
trend in qualitx-, here is vour chance
to do your share by expressing your opinion
through this ballot
list

The Covered Wagon'

1925

It IS

"The Big Parade"

for

°^

producers

''

''^ '" "''' ''"^'"^' ''''"''' ''"'"''^'

The Photoplay Medal

of

Honor

is

"'"

'""

1926

"Beau Geste"

^^^"^ '° ^""^^ "^ ^^^ " '""'"8

1927

of solid gold, weighing 1231.;
pennyweights

"7th Heaven"

""'"^"'^
^"'^'^ "^'^^"^ '^ designed and made
Tiff.nv
nnd' r
V '' York.
^'f"^^''''
liHany and
Company off" New
In view of the great developments in pictures, we
feel that it is vour pleasant dulNand real privilege to send us > our ballot for the best
picture released in 1929!

't

\

Fifty Pictures Released in 1929

Photoplay Medal of Honor Ballot
Mi hi

Editor Photoplay Magazine
221

W.

57th Street,

New

In my opinion the picture named below is the
best motion picture production released in 1929.

NAME OF PICTURE

Address-

Gold Diggers of Bro<uiwa
'
Hallelujah

y Saturday Night Kid, The
Shopworn A ngel, The
Hollywood Revile of J929
SlioTV Boat
In Old Arizona
Sins of tlic Fathers
/hilldog Driinimond
Iron Mask, The
Sunny
Side Up
Canary Murder Case, The Kiss, The
Sweetie
Case of Lena Smith, The
Lady Lies, The
Taming of the Shrew
Close Harmony
Last of Mrs. Cheyney, The
Tluy Had to Sec Paris
Cork Eyed World, Tlic
Letter, The
Coqnelle
ThunderlwU
Love Parade, The
Dance of Life, The
Trespasser, The
Madame
Desert Song, The
Triul of .Mary Dugan, The
Marianne

hhukmail

York City

Brotidu-ay
liroiidway Melody, The

X

Disraeli
Dorlor's Secret,

On
The

Dynamite
Fashions in Ijme

Four

7S

1928

"Four Sons"

Featlitrs,

The

7vilh the

Show

Virginian, Tlie

Our Modern Maidens

Weary River

Pagan, The

Wild Orchids

Paris Bound
Rio Rita

Woman

of .Affairs,

Young Now/icres

A

^
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Miss Elizabeth Altemus of Philadelphia

A FAVORITE IN SOCIETY. SHE

I

S

AN EXPERT HORSEWOMAN AND A DASHINt.

heauty, reflected in a modern mirror ... a flawless profile, the
perfect oval of a face that Phidias might
have chiseled in an .Athenian frieze
the silky chestnut hair is parted in the

The Cleansing Tissues

Grecian manner, the firm young skin
fine and lustrous as Attic marble.

evening."

CLASSIC

.

.

.

is

of an old Philadelphia family prominent
since before the Revolution ... an expert
horsewoman and dashing gentlewoman
jockey who rides her colors, purple and

To

many

a

hard-won

take the cream

ofl^

and completely.

"The Skin Freshener is well named!
.And the Vanishing Cream makes a wonderful

powder base,

especially

good

for

too, should follow the four steps
of Pond's swift, sure Method:

You,

Yet this classic beauty is a debonair
young modern, Miss Elizabeth Altemus

fuchsia, in

easily

During

the

day—

first,

for

<j

K N

T 1- 1 U

OM AN JOCKEY

cleansing, apply Pond's Cold
face and neck, several times
after exposure.

Wait

Cream over
and always

to let the fine oils

sink into the pores.
6'ff0W(/— wipe away with Pond's Cleansing Tissues, silken-soft, absorbent.

Third— hr\sV.\y dab with Pond's Skin
banish oiliness, close and
reduce pores, keep contours young.
l-'reshener to

thorough
/,rt.(/_smooth

Cream

for

on

Pond's Vanishing

powder base and protection.

At bedtime— c\e.\n&e thoroughly with
Cold Cream and wipe away with Tissues.

race.

live so actively in the

open, yet

to keep one's skin so radiantly
and fine means taking pains!

\ot for Pond's 4

Send

smooth

Preparations

Pond's Extract Company, Dcpt.

Like
114

other lovely society women,
Miss .Altemus has discovered the most

many

Hudson

Street

....

G

New York

City

satisfactory complexion care.
"

have found the perfect protectionPond's," she says. "The Cold Cream
cleanses perfectly. I never use any other.

Street-

I

When

Cit)_

PONDS FOUR FAMOUS PRODUCTS
you write

,

advertL-cm

dImm mcnilon PUOTOI'LAT MAGA2INB.

State—
Copyri(ht 1930. Pond's Extract

CompaM

8o
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H ow

As

told to

A

GIRL may

Katherine Albert

be appealing

tor

ever

so

are

many reasons," says Evelyn Brent, the
whose own magnetism has proved so irresistible on the screen. "But the most compelling charm of all is smooth, soft skin.

our skin!
"I can't remember who began it," this
charming star goes on, "but now almost
every girl in Hollywood uses the same method
I do
regular cleansing with Lux Toilet Soap.
We find it most refreshing. Indeed it is Hollywood's favorite soap.

somehow, is aland holds attention

exquisite complexion,

•xays alluring. It attracts

more close-ups to face than ever, so you
be sure we all take mighty good care of

may

star

"An

hy

Il-vT^

—

as nothing else will.

"Long ago the directors in Hollywood
found out that no girl could hope to win out

"So naturally when girls write to ask me
the secret of being attractive, I'd like to say
to every one: Keep your skin really lovely

on the screen unless she has the kind of skin
that makes you fairly gasp with admiration.
The close-ups, you know, are taken under
glaring lights that would show up mercilessly

—

smooth andflawless.

we screen

You can

do

it just

the ivay

stars do."

even a tiny blemish.

"And now

Hollywooc'

that the talkies are here, there

— Broadway — Europe

9 out of ID lovely stars use

Lux Toilet Soap

^^-

r^

Of the

521 important actresses in Hollywood,
including all stars, 511 are devoted to Lux

Toilet Soap.

On Broadway the stage stars
And even in the

are equally enthusiastic.

European capitals the screen stars are nowusing this fragrant white soap.
l^o« will be delighted with the fresh
ness it gives _vo/(r skin!

t

»<.v

I

smooth-

(Photo by Otto Ryar, HollywocHl)

{Above)

Mary

Brian, exquisite Paramount star, in the
liy a well-known New York artist
and built for her in Hollywood. She says: "A star just
must have a smooth skin if she is to face those cruel

R.ivishingly lovely

close-up lights successfully.
very pleasing and .soothin^r.

EvELVN Brent!

Ixithrooin dcsignetl

I
I

find l.ux Toilet

Soap so

wouldn't he without

In

it!"
In

IMIOTOI'LAY MAOAZLNli

the close-up

is
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Attract

Acnes Ayres is one of <il charming HollywofKl
actresses who use Lux Toilet Soap for smooth skin.
"It's so soothing and refreshing to the skin," she
says. "I am certainly delighted with it.
"

Moran, adorable young Fox star, has
creamy skin which is so necessary to
Like hundreds of other lovely stars, she
cares for her complexion regularly with Lux Toilet
Soap, and says: "Nice skin is really essential to a
(Belou;)

Lois

the exquisite,

stardom.

star's success.
I

depend on

Lux Toilet Soap

it

to keep

my

is

skin

really a lovely soap.

smooth and

clear."

(Photo by CUrcncc Hewitt, Hotlymxxl)

(Photo by Otto Dj-ar. Hollj-wood)

{Above)

Evelyn Brent,

beautiful

Columbia

star,

has a skin so exquisite she faces the glaring closeup lights with the utmost confidence. Not only in
her own luxurious bathroom, but on location as
well, she uses Lux Toilet Soap, for this daintily fragrant soap is o^c/a/i nail the great film studios. "The
most compelling charm ot all," she says,"is smooth,
soft skin. Vou can keep your skin lovely just as we
screen stars do, by using Lux Toilet Soap regularly."

L UX

Toilet Oo^

First SuYifiiiii; Holly woo J

WTiin !ou write to adrertlscrs clease mention

,;«</

—

now the

tlu-ii

Bro.iJn.iy

Eiiropi-iiii

pnOTOPLAT MAGAZINE.

—
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Movie usher in one of these "intimate"
theaters: "Sorry, gentlemen!
The
feature is over, and we've got to close
the theater!"

^^eling Around
with
Dedication for a New
Talkie Theater
Within

this temple of the talkie art

You'll get free coffee,
You'll find

And

an

and a

cherry

tart.

art exhibit in the lobby,

play some ping-pong,

if

Gag

Leonard Hall

such

is

your hobby.

The ushers have been drilled by a Marine.
Smoking's permitted in the mezzanine.
You're welcome,

A nd

too, to dance to raddio,
watch the ermine-coated come and go.

And when you've had your fun, with
You may [though we don't promise!)

Month Club

of the

This month's prize, a rubber
shoe horn, is awarded to Miss
Frances McCoy, Broadway actress, now a babe in the Hollywoods.
On the way out she stopped for a look at the Grand
Canyon. Frances gazed in silence at the colorful gulch for
several minutes.
She spoke.
"Oh boy, oh boy!" said La McCoy. "They certainly do
make everything in Technicolor out here!"

Getting Personal

A

never a stricture.
see a picture.'

police station has been built on the site of Mary Pickford's
Toronto birthplace.
Incidentally, there are thirty-seven
.

.

.

speaking parts in Mary's new film, "Forever Yours."
Harry Richman, whose name seems to have been mentioned
somewhere in connection with Clara Bow's, has been escorting
Marion Roberts, show girl, about Broadway.
For the first
time in five years, William PoweU is appearing in a picture
without his habitual moustache.
Sally O'Neil played in
twelve talkies in a year.
Maurice Chevalier's favorite
noon snack is Swiss cheese on rye, while Helen Morgan goes for
a double portion of breast of chicken.
Paris will soon take
the honor of having the world's largest picture house away from
New York's Ro.xy. The Gaumont Palace is being remade to
seat 8,000. Roxv's seats 6,000. ... In Great Britain a film
company is making comedy and singing shorts to be shown in
saloons.
Would .\merica need that bait? ... In mid-April
"Gold Diggers of Broadway" had grossed $2,400,000, with
plenty of country precincts yet to be heard from.
Though
happily married to Maurice Cleary, May Mc^^voy is studying
voice, French and Spanish with an eye on a film return.
Hollywood was making si.x pictures at once, recently, each
.

.

Good Mean Fun

.

The census is reported to have played havoc in Hollywood.
The Motion Picture news says one star tried to cancel her contract when she found that she would be counted as only one
inhabitant of the United States.
Another motion picture
publication says, of the new Paramount leading woman, that
" Marlene Dietrich resembles Greta Garbo and the
late Jeanne
Eagels, and speaks perfect English." Now if she can grin like
Chevalier and sing like Tibbett, I concede her a faint chance in
.

.

.

Hollywood.
Edna Ferber's famous story, "So Big," was
a six-reel silent picture in the old days. It is to be made a two.

.

.

The new title, I suspect, is "Not So Big."
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer started it with its now-famous line,
" Garbo Talks." Paramount is reported chiming
in with "Clara
Bow Sings." And that's just when the argument begins.
A horse named " Greta Garbo," owned by M. Lewis Chanler of
France, will probably be entered in the famous Epsom
Derby
reel talkie.

(pronounced "darby," as in "hat"). A chance for us Garbomaniacs to win some dough. She'll win by a slouch!

82

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

New York

.

.

pent-houses. Paramount started
it with "The Lady Lies," with its advertising "Pent-up Penthouse Love."
.Although C. B. De Mille has always been
kidded as "The Bath Tub King," he has used tubs in only
seven of his fifty-si.x pictures.
The Rialto Theater, Hamilton, O., made a tie-up with the street railway of the town by
which transfers are honored for ten cents at the week-day
matinees.
featuring scenes in
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

,
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30

iromen are

some

4-0

(irr

/jiilsojue e/re c/enui/ /

Many a

young-looking

woman

of forty praises salines for the
beauty they bring her!

method

do some women age more
rapidly than others? The creams
they use? The skill with which they use
them?
Very probably not! For nearly

is

approved by phy-

Across the

women who

value

their

sea,

beauty

their

doaors' advice,

drink daily of these health-giving waters.

When

the course

is

completed

complexions are freshened

improved

their

Oal Hepatica
lent

— but, sad to

relate,

not

women pay half enough attention to

in spirits

are eternally

it is

It

so

gets at die source by elimi-

good

prompt in

all

its

Get

stipation threatens

etc.
is

minrites.

Whenever con-

yourcomplexion with

blemishes and "broken out" spots, take

free booklet,

And
"To

youth", telling
relieve

send the coupon for

Clarice in quest of her

how

Sal Hepatica helps

many common

ills.

inter-

— Sal Hepatica.

body young and

30

a bottle today.

Sal Hepatica.

the

why

action. Rarely, indeed, does it

They keep themselves internally clean. And, to this end,
they use the saline laxative whose comfamous

is

for headaches, colds, rheu-

fail to uork within

the

but from within.

To keep

clearing

helps your com-

Sal Hepatica, taken before breakfast,

and appearance are those who
from uith-

nationally

By

spas.

it

matism, auto-intoxication,

all

young

plexion-improving qualities are

the American equiva-

nating poisons and acidity. That

care for themselves not only
otit,

is

of the European

plexion.

day-by-day state of their well-being.

The women who

— their heahh

joy of life increased.

your bloodstream,

today are skilled in the use of

beauty aids

— their

visit

regularly the wonderful saline springs

and spas and, on

WHY
women

the saline

sicians everywhere.

CO. 71 West St., N. Y.
Kindly send mc ihe free booklet. "To Cluicc in quest
of het yuutli". which cxpUins the many benefits of
Bristol-Mvers Co., Dept.

health)

Sal Hepatica.

Kamt

.

2al |-|cpatica
Cily.

When

rou

TCTlre lo advertLicrs

piraw menrlon PI10T0PL.\T

MAOAZINX.

.Slalt

—

""WO portraits of quite a batch of young ladies. The girl
on the left is a lot like the late lamented Jeanne Eagels,
about the nose and brow, and there's a hint of Phyllis Haver.
The lady on the right is very much Garbo. Both are
Marlene Dietrich, new Paramount player from Germany.
'

I

*-

Now

if

she can act like hor features

)
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Bubbles wash Impurities from

Between

the Teeth

Colgate's not only polishes the

smooth outer surfaces

washes out the

.

but also

.

.

tiny crevices

where

ordinary brushing can't reach.
Thus,

it

MERE

cleans teeth completely.

surface polishing of teeth

Danger

cleansing.
teeth;

in

only Jia//

is

between

lurks in the spaces

where food

the tiny fissures

particles collect

and where decay may begin.
Colgate's cleanses these hard-to-reach places.
sparkling foam penetrates the

bling,

the deposits and flushes

them away

Its

bub-

crevices; softens

in a

hygienic wave

of complete cleanliness.

This Colgate foam
it

unique.

is

has the highest penetrating

ing toothpastes.

paste

washing action

Its

.

.

c/;//

.

amazingly thor-

is

because

it

is

clean

...

no other tooth-

as

clean.

Colgate's polishes teeth brilliantly
chalk

prove that

of the lead-

After brushing with Colgate's, your mouth/>r/i

ough.
clean

Scientific tests

power of any

powder which

.

.

using the soft,

.

dentists use for this purpose.

all

But any good toothpaste will polish the teeth. Colgate's,
in adJilion to polishing, gives the extra protection of a

which makes the cleansing

thorough washing action
operation comp/ele.

economy have made Col-

Superiority in cleansing and

gate's the most popular toothpaste

on earth

more people and recommended by more

.

.

.

used by

dentists than

any other dentifrice made.
// you preftr powder, ask for
It
Colgate's Dental I'owder.

has the same superior cleansing

power as

the cream.

How Colgate's Cleans Crevices
W here Toolh Decay Moy Start

Colgate's Ribbon Dental

Cream

Largest Selling Toothpaste in the

is

the

World
ordinnry. tuKniffh
Kxilhpaiit)! (huvinK
hinh "Burface-teni<ion") fails to penitr«l« dc«p down
v.hrrc Ihc-rauan or
d(<*ny

FREE COLOATE.

PIIOTOPLAT M.^CAZINE.

Dcpt

M

may

'-"I

lark.

P. 0.

Dot

"lurfBCr-lcnwon"
pcnetr«l<!» <l««p

down

the

Into

crevicM, clcanalns
them coniplrtcl;
wliiro the toothbriuti cannot reach.

!'75.

Clmnd Cmiiil

P.

Kibliuo

keep I'ectb

ajid

Muutb

'"T^HR

-

Girls

and the Big Bull Fiddle

—one

of the

numbers

remarkable chorus

in ]\Ietro-Gold\vyn- A layer's old-timers' revue called, during its production, "The March of Time." With the dancing girls on
the bridge in the center, and the violin chorus below, it's a thrilling

bit of

86

music

in

motion

!
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The facade of
ionable

Tejero's salon on the fash-

thoroughfare

Barcelona, Spain,

is

Cortes

shown at

Street,

in

the right.

Tejero's reputation as a
added weight to his endorsement of
Palmolive Soap, which he considers the
best and the simp tut way to care for the

skin sp-cialist

gives

skin at home.

"HoAV dare you
mistreat your complexion
when

it

is

so easy to use

PalmoHve

this

asks

TEJERO

daily care?''

of Barcelona,

distinguished beauty specialist

— —
—

"TF

soap irritates your face, that means
you are using the wrong kind. You
the vegetable oil
should use PalmoHve
soap that is pure and harmless to even the
most delicate skin." That is the opinion
whose beauty
of Tejero, of Barcelona
salon is visited by many of the most impor-

into the skin
so
rinse it off with refreshing clear water
to icy-cold temperature.
A bit of my Epidermic Tejero is then re-

J.

.

.

.

freshing. If you do this you will have a
complexion smooth and naturally fresh."

—

tant

women

"Use Palmolive Soap— twice a day

—and
tect

see

how

simple

it is

"If soap irritates your facp that
means that you are using the
wrong kind. You should use Palmolive
the vegetable oil soap
that is pure and harmless to even
the most delicate skin."
.

.

.

ig,8ij experts will tell you this

to pro-

your facial beauty.

—
—

Tejero knows as do the great experts
how much your skin
all over the world
needs soap and water. There are some accumulations in the pores that can only be
reached by a lather such as Palmolive gives.

And

if

"Use Palmolive Soap
day," says Tejero,
it is

—

twice a

"and see how sim-

to protect your facial beauty.

Massage

product

cn-er

bad

.f licit
trcmcudou.i professional approval
beauty
19, SIS
.•I

hops

advise

Palmolive Soap !

a fine lather of Palmolive

write to odvtrtlsem ple«.se m>-ntlon

of specialists

Use Palmolive

No

p. m..
PALMOLIVE RADIO HOUR— Broadcajt every Wednesday night— from 8:30 to 9:30
Eastern time; 7;30to8:30p.m .C>ntniltimc;6:30 eo 7:30 p.m. .Mountain time; 5:30 to 6:X) p. m. PjciSc
Coast time—over WEAf and 3P juticnj aMoculcd with The Nationjl Broa4.-.»»tinB Company.

Wben you

choice

these impurities are not

routed out, they soon form into tiny,
hard masses which develop into blackheads and pimples, causing enlarged
pores and other blemishes to beauty.

ple

The

Palmolive is the choice of professional
beauty experts because it is made of nature's finest cosmetic oils. Its color is that
of the palm and olive oils alone. Their
natural odor makes the addition of hca\y
perfumes unnecessary. Since the days of
Cleopatra these vegetable oils have been
considered best for facial care.

of Spain.

rilOT0rL.*T MACAZINB.

f^ce

and bath.

for

Trv

itscffectsforyourself.

Begin right away.

—

The

Destiny Fighter
[

Miller, then an ageing matinee idol, taught her,
trained her, gave her every trick of showmanship and artistry known to that able man of
the theater.
She translated a beautiful play
called "La Toidrcssc," by BataUle, and played
No
opposite her mentor with great effect.
one who saw and heard lier in Barrie's "Mary
Rose" will ever forget that thrilling experience.
Suddenh' she flung herself headlong
at fate again.
She terminated her long association with Miller.
Then began a period of floundering that was
liorrible to behold.
She allied herself with
another management. .\t that time I was a
practicing dramatic critic on a daily newspaper, and it was my ghastly and ghoulish
duty to sit before no less than three plays she
did for them in one soUtary season.

In one of those
three terrific failures the great Chatterton
came in from puttering in her flower garden
wearing spotless blue silk overalls! Somehow,
those overalls made a lasting impression. They
very nearly drove me outof dramatic criticism
into a monastery. I was sorely tempted to let
the whole matter drop.
But Chatterton had still more fate-defying
to do before she came into her kingdom.
She decided to star in a musical comedy!
Imagine Garbo doing a tap-dance on top of a
piano and you have some notion of what that
meant in the theater. But she did it in
spite of snickers, fears and wailing. The great
dramatic star appeared in a musical version

ISFL\LL never forget that year.

—

Was
T7XACTLY
l^^ties

is it

in

quali-

women

that

I

of one of her comedy successes, "Come Out of
the Kitchen."
You recently saw Nancy
Carroll in the same piece.
It was called
"Honey" for the talkies.
It was another night to wish for sudden
death.
Ruth was pretty and charming, of
course but it was just all wrong. It didn't
work. Ruth fell down dancing off on one of
her exits and we all went into the night
shaking our heads.
Poor Chatterton! This, obviously, was the

had arrived a grand, tricky, emotional actress
who would take full cliarge of the talkie situation, as she had in the brave days of old.
She
did, and her tremendous success and great lilm

last of her.

following are

—

—

It was in this sad business that Chatterton
met and fell in love with Ralph Forbes, a
handsome young EngUsh juvenile who had
appeared briefly on the New York stage in a
British war play called "Havoc."
Chatterton had carried her destiny-daring
up to the hilt, by this time. There didn't seem
to be a single spot where she could arise and
shine, after the horrors of the past two seasons.

So she married Forbes, and when he went
West for pictures, she went along, a faitliful
and loving wife.
As you remember, Forbes did well in films
for a time.

—

Trouble broke out at home

at

any rate, there was a situation, and a separation.
Ruth went back to the stage, on the
West Coast she did "The Green Hat" and
"The Devil's Plum Tree."
Emil Jannings, at that time the Paramount
toast, saw her in the latter, and wanted her for
a part in "Sins of the Fathers." That broke
down Chatterton's sales resistance.
She
might still have scowled down a producer, but

it T
what

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 43

—

she respected and admired Jannings as an
and he prevailed where tie cash registers
had flopped. Face the camera she did, and to
great effect.
artist,

The microphone enters, stealthily. The
cheer-leaders who saw Chatterton in
"The Doctor's Secret" knew that a new star

early

—

now

a part of screen history.

She and Forbes made it up, and since then
has been quiet on the '(Vestem front.
And there you have her today. Ruth
Chatterton is in her late thirties. A trouper
since early girlhood, her career has had more
phases than a chameleon has colors.
all

She's a sensational success, and deservedly.
Surely no fan in his right senses would miss a
Chatterton picture.
I fall into the theater
when they open the doors.

TS she through making faces at fate ? Is she
•'going to make any more of those things that
look so much like fatal errors?
Probably not. Known to and admired by
millions, what more can there be for Ruth,
now at the height of her powers?
And yet. I shouldn't like to lay any heavy
wagers on the line. You can never tell about
Ruth Chatterton. She may work her way to
Europe as a cabin-stewardess yet and find
a million dollars in gold on the dock at Cher-

—

bourg!
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Baggy underwear
action

and

distorts the figure

and wears out

a full

to the

expanding

body

full size

and

back— anatomical

in every position,

is

ugly always.

By means of an

quickly.

without distressing bagginess.

one

tuck

hails a clever

Tight underwear

easeful tuck, giving a short front

rightness— the Kickemick clings coolly

and yet allows the utmost freedom of
It's

fetters

movement—

the underdress you are unconscious of. Order

smaller than usual from your better dealer and learn something

about comfort, durability, beauty, in intimate garments.

new

Superbly made, in

all

Minneapolis.
modish models and materials-by the Winget Kickernick Company,

Popular in

Send

price.

The women

of America hail

it

as

the garment of the hour.

for booklet today.

Kickernick^
PATENTED UNDERDRESS
When

jou write to advertisers ple.sc mention
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An

Evening With Helen
[

was a schoolgirl. I don't mind, for I admire
her very much. But I don't want to succeed
merely because I happen to resemble another

had

star."

Nick.

I

Helen is still black and blue from "Swing
High," which she has just completed. She
played a circus acrobat and she really learned
the stunts.
Doubles were used only when
scenes were taken at the very top of the big
lent.

COXTI.NUED FROM PAGE 47

new house

talked about the

]

that Nick and she

just purchased.

Helen and

We won

I

played together against Sue and

the

first

rubber and Helen duly

it on the score pad.
Sue won the next two hands.

—

A

"Who

cares?" asked Helen.

And

that was

that.

There was time

for just

one dance before

we returned

to Helen's house.
hostess should really be home to receive
her guests," she explained. "At least that's
what my etiquette book says."
The Ambassador dinner bill was $5.50. It
took another S1..>0 to tip the waiter, buy back
the hat, and get the car out of "hock" at the

"A

parking station.
We beat Sue Carol and Nick Stuart to the
house by about thirty seconds.
"I'm the worst bridge player in the world,"
began Nick, after alighting from his car, just
to let us know where we stood.
"Oh, no, you're not," contradicted Helen.
"I stand absolutely alone."
When there seemed no possible chance of
settUng the argument without resorting to
swords, Sue tactfully changed the subject and

"Now
Helen didn't

record that.

"Say," complained Sue, "that's no way to
your guests. I'm going home."
Helen and I continued to lose, so we didn't
suggest playing for money. It was agreeable
with Sue and Nick. They were winning at the
time, but they didn't know when their luck
might change.
"We're furnishing a house and we can't

money at bridge," said Sue.
The evening was brightened by the arrival

afford to lose

You all know a kibitzer. He's the chap that
looks over your shoulder and tells you what
card to play.
He's always wrong.
You find out later that he thought you were
playing pinochle anyway.
The kibitzer circled the table and looked in
everyone's hands.
Everyone sort of lost heart
in the bridge game.
"Nick," said Sue, "show the nice people
how well you can imitate a trained seal."
He obliged by rolhng over on the floor,
making a sound which he fondly believed to be
the roar of a seal, clapping his hands and
waving

TT
-'•is

his feet.

is

The

kibitzer saw his golden opportunity.
took Nick's place at the table and clung
onto it for dear life. Dynamite couldn't have
dislodged him.
From that time on he overbid everyone,
whether he had the cards or not.
Sue, always having the dummy hand with

He

ravenous.
I don't think he had eaten any lunch either.
began with ham and cheese sandwiches,
ran out of that into chicken, and finally had to
resort to just plain bread and butter.

We

"TX 7HEN

you come up to my house," Sue
informed us, "I'll barbecue a whole
It will be easier."
She had begun to announce her departure
at ten-thirty. .\t eleven-thirty she got under
way. We were all invited up to her house,

*'

steer.

that

is,

if

ready.

latest

didn't

mind the

smell of fresh

I thanked Helen for a pleasant evening.
was fun, although it wasn't bridge. Anyone who took the game seriously would have
been led out of the room, foaming at the
mouth.
However, all of us, excepting the kibitzer,
were content to be merely conversational
players much frowned upon by people with a

It

purpose.
It

would have been nice to have had a longer

She has an easy, quiet way of conversing on
interesting topics. But then, I was invited to
call again, so I won't have to read those ads
about "He wondered why he was never invited
back."
By a magnificent stroke of luck I found the
road that led dorfn from the hill.

Send your order

NOW

edition of portraits

now

we

paint.

Photoplay

the

new

more than 250 of the very
traits

I Blue?' " said Helen, after

talk with Helen.

his feelings.

of famous motion picture stars prepared by

Photoplay Magazine,

'Am

—

wasn't so good, but we all laughed. Nick
such a nice boy. You don't want to hurt

STARS OF THE PHOTOPLAY,

the beautiful and artistic

play

Nick had completed his one-song concert.
Everyone was suddenly taken with hunger
about this time and Helen ordered food, adding
that it might be nice to have some raw fish for
the trained seal. There must have been dozens
of sandwiches. Mr. Kibitzer, it seems, hadn't
eaten any dinner and consequently was

of a kibitzer.

Stars of
Your copy of

optimist.

recorded

treat

TT is another rather general impression that
-••Twelvetrees is an assumed name. But it is
real and she's fought hard to keep it.
She
has been told that it is too long for electric
lights, but, at least, she is pretty certain that
she will be the only Twelvetrees in motion
pictures.
There is one subject that Helen doesn't
discuss her recent divorce.
friend is said to have told her in a sorrowful
voice that she couldn't be married again for a
year.

such an ambitious partner, began to talk.
Nick, out of it, drifted over to the piano and
played "Am I Blue? " with two fingers.
"Use two hands," requested Sue, the

It

for the limited

contains

first

edition

and best por'

and short biographical sketches of favorite
screen players.

Stars of Photoplay Dept.,

Photoplay Magazine,
7.W North Michigan Avenue,
Chicago, 111.
Please send me my copy of the new, 1930 numher of
Stars ot the Photoplay, for which I cnelose $1.75.

of
STARS
gravure

the Photoplay is printed in rotoon special paper and very handsomely
bound in a red and gold cover. You will be
proud to own this beautiful book and will want it for
your library.
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Name
Address

Sutc

City

(Remittance should be made by chcclc.ot postal orex'
presjs

money

order.)
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I^k

out,

Europe,
here she conies!
—

T

J.his

is

Mildred on her waf

to Europe attractive, capable, the secretary of
a well-known business man in Albany.
She has forgotten the sacrifices necessary to
make this trip possible; the lunches she didn't
eat; the little things she went without. They
are all behind

now.

Europe and romance

lie

ahead.

There %vill be nice men on the boat who will
dance with her again and again so she thinks.
But she is mistaken. Thry uill only dance once.
There will be gay little bridge parties bright
with badinage and the exchange of wit. Sure

—

there uill

—but she uon't be included.

Perhaps some attractive man will walk the
moonlit decks with her and, recognizing the
qualities that make her one woman out of a
hundred, will ask her to marry him. Perhaps

he will hut the chances are against it.
If you have ever come face to face with a
case of halitosis (unpleasant breath)

real

you can

how it might well be an obstacle to
pleasant business, professional, and social relations. It is the unforgivable social fault.
The insidious thing about halitosis is that
understand

you never know when you have it. It docs not
announce itself to the victim. Important to
remember, also, is the fact that few people escape it entirely. That is because every day in
any normal mouth, conditions capable of causing halitosis are likely to arise.

Common causes are: stomach derangements
due to excesses of eating or drinking, fermenting
food particles in the mouth, defective or decaying teeth, pyorrhea, catarrh, and infections of
the nose, mouth or throat.
The pleasant way to put your breath beyond
suspicion, is to rinse the mouth with full
strength Listerine, the safe antiseptic. Every
morning. Every night. And between times before meeting others.
Since it is antiseptic, full strength Listerine
checks food fermentation. It is also a remarkable
germicide* which attacks infection from which

odors spring.

Finally,

being a deodorant,

it

destroys the odors themselves, leaving both
mouth and breath fresh, sweet, and clean.
Keep Listerine handy in home and olfice, and
drop a bottle in your bag when travelling. It
puts you on the safe side; makes you acceptable to others.
St.

Lambert Pharmacal Gampany,

Louis, Mo., U. S. A.

Though s«fi; to use in •ny body civiiy. full ilrcnicth
Listerine kill? e»en the rcsistmni Stiphylococcui Aureus
(pus) and Bacillus Tsphosus (typhoid) (iernu in counts
nnsing to 200.000.000 in 15 seconds. (Fssltst time
science has accurately recorded.)
When

you write to advertlscia

pleas*

PIIOTOPI.-\T M.VGAZL.VK.

"

QUESTIONS
Read This

ANSWERS

£3-

Before

Casts and Addresses

Asking Questions
You do

As these often take up much
space and are not always of interest to others than the in-

have to be a
reader of Photoplay to have
questions answered in this Denot

quirer, we have found it necessary to treat such subjects in a
different way than other questions. For this kind of informa-

partment.

It is only necessary
that you avoid questions that
would cali for unduly long answers, such as synopses of plays
or casts. Do not inquire concerning relipion, scenario writ-

ing, or studio employment.
Write on only one side of the
paper. Sign your full name and
address; only initials will be
published if requested.

to Questions and Answers,
Photoplay Magazine, 221 W.
St., New York City.

57th

Pe.\rl Horxbuckle, B.vkersFiELD, Calif.— Did you know that
Lawrence Tibbett, Metropolilan Opera star, is from your home town?
Armida, a bit of Old Mexico, played
the part of the Gypsy girl in "General Crack. "
She was born in Sonora, Me.xico. She also played with

—

pHOTOPLAY

Je.\x Kili.^x, Chicago, III.
fits a gentleman

in "Under a Te.xas
Helen Kane has at last
confessed that she was born on Au-

is

In writing to the

"

Photoplay

gust 4th, 1908, in the Bron.v, New
York City. Now that that's settled
I expect to spend a quiet summer.
Helen's real name is Schodcr and she
is 5 feet 2, weighs 117 and has brown
hair and eyes. She has appeared in
"Pointed Heels," "Sweetie," and
her next will be "Dangerous Nan

The

Lois P.ALFREV, Hope, N.
^°'"'

t,°""

''"P.'^S for?

D.— Just

Maybe

what

is

f„r a fellow like

^''"'^ ^"^ ^'" ^'^
"' 1'"'''= "Pu
Z'
n
Jthere.
Gettmg
down to business, Clara Bow
^'^^

LaRocque-Vilma'Banky nuptials? Tsh, Tsh!
I thought everyone read about that.
It was
one of the most brilliant weddings in the flicker
colony. Al Jolson was married to Ruby Keeler,

has red hair.

dancer, on September 21, 1928.
third wife.

the Navy. "
Joan Crawford played the
leading feminine nSle in ".\cross to Singapore. "
Jeanette Lotl's latest is "King of Jazz. " Little
Mitzi Green is just nine years old.

is

Al's

Mary Ramsey, Hoxolulu,

T. H.— If I
could only play a ukulele I would spend my
vacation in Honolulu. It w.is H. B. Warner
you saw in both pictures. He played the part
, ^"l-^''/'/""
%
ir !"«
"'Tc"^ V"«f
5<)r/-r«in".SorrellandSon."
Half of
the movie
public thought it was Lewis Stone. Bet you
did too

'

T),

announrer i'n lie "Shn
^^°^
-"".""r..^!; '"„'^.f
other
than Frank Fay, well-known vaudeville
actor and husband of Barbara Stanwyck.

—

Lodge, Bloomtxgdale, O. Mary Brian
her movie debut in "Peter Pan." She
.,
recently bobbed her hair and changed her type,
S.

,

,

,

,

,

,

.

,

,

-

''"^
kdv''
V
r""*^
laay.
Vilma Banky
was K
born in x^'^
Nagydorog,
near Budapest, Hungary, on January 9, 190,?
Now you figure ou her age. Jason Robards
was born on December ,?1, 1892. He is 5 feet,
lOj 2 inches tall and weighs 170 pounds.

vLTu

J.

M.

G.,

QuANTico,

is

not married to

Her new boy friend is Rex
name for himself in Westerns.
him in Clara's new picture "True

Bell,

who made

You

will see

a

to

Virginia Helm, San Francisco, Calif.—
I agree wi h you, Wally Albright certainly is a
^"te httle lad. He was born in Burbank, Calif.,
September,?, 192.S. In private life he is Walton
Albright, Jr.
\i this writing he is 40 inches
tall, weighs
pounds and has blond hair and
l?'"*^ f^^s,
^ ou can get a photo of him by ad'"'" ^' ^"'''" ^"^' ^^''^
"""^'"''"S
'->-''"-,^v,
2.1C with your request.

M

'

,„

LoL'is.v MuxDT, T.\MPA, Fla.— You're all
wrong, Louisa, Charies I'arrell isn't sometimes
called Charies Morton.
Farrell and Morton
are two separate and distinct young men.
Charles Farrell hails from Onset Bay, Mass.
'',°''"
^^ '^ '' f«'' 2
"''u"' '"'^iiT'
'"i'*?"^inches
tall, has brown hair and eyes, and uses
his own name at all times. Charies Morton is
a native of Vallejo, Calif., where he was born
24 years ago. He is two inches shorter than
Farrell and his real name is Carl Mudge. He
is married, while Charles Farrell is still single.

Va.— Ben Lyon was

born in Atlanta, Ga., February Cth, 1901, and
educated in the Park School and Baltimore
City College. Ben entered pictures in 192,?.
For the past two years he has been working in
"Hell's Angels," Howard Hughes' epic of the
air.
In the meantime he managed to appear
with his fiancCe, Bebe Daniels, in "Alias
French Gertie.
Charies Bickford, big he-man
of stage fame, was born in Cambridge, Mass.,
and was on the stage for 16 years, 11 years
of that time spent in various parts of the country and the last .S years spent on Broadway.

92

Indeed she

Harry Richman.

.

.1

''""^^ ^
'^'
o^'^,
?'^°"'^
^''\ "°n«
°l

made

—

Chevalier's goes something
—
"Shc-vahl-yay, " emphasis on the

like this

The hero

syllable.

of the
hour, John Boles, was born in Green-

W

Wrrrmpr^PT

RosEJi.ARY French, Cedar R.-\pTry these on your pianola.
Bebe Daniels' first name is pronounced " Bee-bee. " Maurice
IDS, Ia.

who

middle

,,
„,
„,^
Phyllis Pierce,
''''
;'''-~^^¥"'
un-?"^-'^
have you been sin
"!
,^^^
T?n
f Vk ^
^'f
all the papers in June
of that year of the Rod
_

Doris S

Elmer

'

photographs

receive hundreds of
such requests, cannot afford to comply with
them unless you do your share.
stars,

in real life

Brendel. He played the part of Eric
in "Sunny Side Up."
Frank Richardson portrayed Ed in the same picture.
El has also appeared in "The
Cock Eyed World, "Happy Days,"
and the "Fox Follies of 1930."

advises you to enclose twentycover the cost of the picture and

five cents, to

postage.

for

stars

McGrew.

Ruby

Your description
known as "El,"

printing a list of studio
• addresses with the names of the stars
located at each one.
Don't forget to read over the list on page 132
before writing to this department.

Frank Fay

Moon.

stamped, addressed

tion, a

envelope must be sent. It is
imperative that these rules be
complied with in order to insure
your receiving the information
you want. Address a// inquiries

of Photoplay,

lillle older, I

am

Conn.—When

sure you will be

al-

Now

for

lowed to go to he movies more often.
I

the altitude records. Gary Cooper and Charies
Farrell arc standing on top of the worid al 6
feet, 2 inches.

Johnny MackBrown

aiid ,\lex-

ander Gray come next. They arc just two
inches shorter than Gary and Charies
Ruth
Chatterton follows with .S feet, 4' inches; next
comes Constance Bennett, .S feet'4; then Fay
-i

Wray

at

next Bcrnice Claire
2'^, and lastly Mary Brian at 5 feet 2.'
.S

and

Ramon Novarro

M.

are

still

feet

.?;

.=;

feet

bachelors.

Calif.— I am
know that Bull
Lon Chaney, has been accused of

H., S.«r Francisco,
amazed at the accusation. I

Montana,

like

being almost everything on the map but this is
the first time I heard of his being Louis Wol.-Vlthough Bull w.as christened Louis
Montana, he is notTn any way r ated o o

heim.

Maybe

Wolheim

it

was

that confused your friend

his pugilistic
le
P"^""'"' prof
P'""""

M

Billie Morton, Sw VMp.'icoTT
\ss —Yes
Ricardo Cortez and .\dolphe Menjou did .appear in a picture together. It was called "The
Sorrows of Satan. " Charles Morton is 6 feet
tall, weighs 170 pounds and is 24 years old,

Mickey Nolan, Newark, N. J.— Greta
Garbo wasborn in Stockholm,Sweden,Septem18, 1905.
Her new leading man in " Romance," is Gavin Gordon recruit from the
stage. Gavin was born in Chicora, Mississippi,
on April 7, 1901
He is 6 feet 2 inches tall
weighs 17.S pounds and has dark hair and grey
eyes. His great, great grandmother
a sis'"
*'""""'"'"" was ''
ber

ter to

Robert E. Lee

A French Girl From

Illinois.— Cowwch/

Iroiiviz-voiis lis Mtols-Ciiis.'

A Reader
you are a

ville, Te.xas. on October 27, 1899. He
is married to Marcelite Dobbs and
has two small daughters. Warner B.axter shares
his marital bliss with Winifred Bryson. John
^'^'"'^ ^^o^" 's "'^'•'•:«1 '« !=>"£ Harriet Brown
and there's a Jane Junior. Bebe Daniels is en:aged to Ben Lyon, and maybe they'll be married by the time this appears
Gary Cooper

began her very interesting
24th, 189.?, in

New York

Ruth Chatterton
on December

life

She is married
Ralph I'"orbes who has made a name for him
on the stage as well as on the silent and
talking screen.
Is it possible that you are
City.

to

self

referring

to

a picture ni.adc in

1919 called

"Sahara"? If so, the cast included Louise
Glaum, Matt Moore and Edwin Stevens. Mrs.
Douglas I"airi)anks, Jr., formeriy Joan Crawford, was born on March 2,?, 1908, is
feet,
4 inches tall and weighs 110 pounds.
PLE.\SE TURN TO PAGE 134
."i

I
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sjivlftlu " in

places your skin

grows
^

93

lovelier

THE FOREHEAD — To guard against lines
and urinkles here, apply Milkueed Cream,
stroking with fingertips,

outward from

the

center of your brow.

,
'

THE E\r.S—Jfyott would avoid aging crows'
with

smooth Ingram's about the eyes, stroke
a feather touch outward, beneath eyes

and

over eyelids.

feet,

^

THE MOUTH — Drooping

lines

are easily de-

my cream
and sliding them upward over the mouth and

feated by filming the fingertips with

'

then

outward toward the

ears,

starting at

the middle of the chin.

THE THROAT
and

— To

smooth gently

rotary

keep your throat from
a film of Milkweed
downward, ending with

cover with

X fiabbiness,

movement at base of neck.

— To prevent a sagging chin and
a lined neck, stroke with fingertips covered
Milkweed
from middle of chin toward
with
THE NECK

r

the ears

jaw

and

patting firmly all along the

contours.

THE SHOULDERS — To have shoulders that
blemish-free and firmly smooth, cleanse
with Milkweed Cream and massage with
palm of hand in rotary motion.

X are

BY

Jraiicea d/narani

PICTIRE YOCBSEJLF AS MY NAIMVEQUIIM

SMOOTH as a bride's satin —
ously fresh and clear.

my Milkweed Cream

more than keep the

does

much

texture soft and

It

skin can

H¥

OnJif n heal111 If .skin ca)i .s/au uoinKj

glori-

keeps the skin free from impurities. It guards against blemishes and
wards off wrinkles. It gives to your skin
petal-like smoothness that only a healthy
fine.

\»

That can be

yotir skin.

For

A!M» I.EAR>

know.

Smdy, on

my

six starred spots

feaions

first

mannequin above, the
where lines and imper-

same

will realize

why

six places.

own

Then you

Tiny wrinkles disappear. Your skin be-

the extra help toward

a hc-althy skin that

my Milkweed Cream

is so vitally important in retaining the appearance of youth.
You may be older than my mannequin or your birthdays may be as few,

brings

but

remember this— no matter how

old

your skin is kept healthy it is
no matter how
bound to look young
young you arc, lines and defects begin
to stamp your skin as though with years.

you

are, if

—

Guard well, then, the six starred places
—the column above tells how— and your
skin will respond swiftly with

With

its

When

new charm.

comes

soft, clear,

altogether lovely.

All drug or department stores have
Milkweed Cream 30^, $1 and $1.75.

—

If you

have any special beauty questions,

send for my booklet, "Why Only a
Healthy Skin Can Stay Young," or tune
in on "Through the Looking Ghiss with
Frances Ingram", Tuesdays 10:15 A.M.
and Associated Stations.
(E.D.T.)

WJZ

Frances Ingrim. Dcpt. A-^0
108 Wishinglon St., N. Y. C.
Please send me youl free booklet •Why Only «
Healthy Skin Can Stay YounK". whi h tells in cotnthe
plete detail how to care foi the skin nd to guoid
SIX viul spots of youth.
i

protective and pure ingre-

dients, Ingram's

In GRAMS

no other cream

possibly can. It cleanses splendidly and
smooths away roughness and blemishes.

appear. Scmtinize your

skin at the

care for your skin as

Milkweed Cream

will

Milkweed Crecun ^

sou wrlle to advertl-ors plia^ mcmlon
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of Stars and

!

CONTINUED FEOil PAGE 51

Studios

)

Caveman" was

tossed out, and Gary Cooper
role intended for George in
Spoilers."
It is well known that Bancroft has not been
happy lately. He seemed to want a little more
money, and is said to have been irked and

was given the

"The

chivvied by the enormous salary Paramount
has been pajdng Chevalier.
Whatever the cause, George just stepped
out of the picture and the frame too, leaving
the studio holding the sack. He is scheduled
to start another picture July 28, of which we'll
hear more later. He's one of his company's
biggest box-ofQce bets, and his contract nms
till fall.

In the meantime, it would take a couple of
Powells as Philo Vance to find out just
what it's all about.

Bill

e.icactly

T ILLIAN GISH has just scored the greatest
-"personal success of tie New York theatrical
season now closing.
Jed Harris, the young manager who produced "Broadway," decided to stage "Uncle
Vanya," a Russian play by Tchekov. He persuaded Lillian to play a leading role. She was
not to be starred, and her salary was to be a
minor consideration compared with Hollywood
styles.

A great day in the life of a great actor. This picture was taken on
and it was the day he faced
the talkie microphone for the first time. Director Conway, Harry
Earles and Lon himself!
Lon Chaney's forty-seventh birthday

She had not been on the stage
was si.'cteen. Day after
day Harris rehearsed her alone.
since she

—

Lillian

is

talent,

and a potential

P. S.

settled as a stage actress of enormous
star of the theater.

The

wise-crackers around

then with the troupe.

began gi\ing .Amos

Heropeningnightwasa triumph.
Ethel Barrj'more was a member of
the most brilliant premiere audience in years.
Lillian gave a
magnificent performance.
Next
day the critics raved and went into
hysterics.
She has never looked
more beautiful.
.Already she is

by

talked of as the Dadcmona of a
Harris production of "Othello."

Although
setting in,

warm weather was
"Uncle Vanj'a'' drew

capacity audiences for weeks. .Vnd

Helen Kaiser shows you a
smart and novel suit of
blue tweed.
The jacket is
trimmed with black and

white yarn embroidery.
The white blouse has piping
ties of matching

and looped
blue

silk.

Fetching?

sa>'ing

Broadway

Andy a Russian

tinge

AL COHN'S
the
of

favorite is the story
fellow with the inferiority

complex who came to the Brown
Derby every day and ate Napoleons.

J.\XET GAVNOR

is pouting and manages to
up more excitement for her size than any
Wagnerian prima donnas. At present she
very much disturbed over "High Society

stir

ten
is

Blues," her latest picture.
feels, that her popularity is suffering
pictures like "Sunny Side Up."
"Happy Days" and "High Society Blues."
Her roles in these three musicals have been a
radical departure from the wistful, pathetic
type of characterization which made her
famous.— and Janet feels that she should stick
to what she has proved she can do.
Fox, on the other hand, maintains that she
cannot play "Seventh Heaven'' for every picture.
PLE.VSE TURN TO P.\CE 96

Janet
through

I

9-J

'n'

"Tchekov and double-Tchekov."

)
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Hours

Kodak

the pictures

to

... in sparkling pictures.
Snapshots, captured by this conjurer of
memories . . your KoiJak!

alive forever

.

what Kodak is to those who
use it. A means of preserving memories,
keeping places, moments, people, alive in
black and white. In snapshots, adventures
romance never fades.
go on forever
that's

.

.

.

.

.

.

Kodaks

Petite

.

.

.

the nearest Kodak dealer
there's one not far from

flick

of

a shutter!

Get out your camera
all

.

.

.

but

you, wherever you are and see the remarkably fine, surprisingly inexpensive
Eastman cameras he has to show you.
He'll supply you, also, with the always
in the familiar
yellow box. It gets the picture . clear,

it

it

When

.

guard against both
under- and over-exposure.

that
.'TI.

^

Try

...

it

in a

modern

and see how
picture opportunities
(here arc that you'll be glad
\ou didn't miss. Eastman

Kodak

.

.

.

many

KodakCo.,Rochester,N.Y.
Thcc«incr»iit iheUlt
the Pocki-I Kodak J c.

la

No. I. (or
."4 • i't plctiifcu. !>; with caie.
Jll. No. lA. (or i'i i4'4 pli-luri-«.
$10: with ca>c. II 2. SO. A>sll>ble
In blue. bitiwD, black and ftrc«a.

—

you write .0 .d.ert.»er. plea* n.en.lon

.

crisp, sparkling prints that make the most
of every subject. This film is really snapshot insurance because of special features

smart,

compact, colorful little
cameras with a touch of
Paris about them are
priced atS7. 50, with case.

should! Or, better ... get one of the
new, mudero Kodaks that make it so

.

make

.

easy to take the kind of picture you want.
genuine Eastman cameras
Brownies
cost as little as $2. Kodaks, themAnd
selves, may be bought for $5.

mean

.

through the simple

.

keep forever

Decide today to catch
those flying moments
that some day you'll want
to call back again. Visit

.

All this

.

dependable Kodak Film

fleeting

all

their course

you are yours

gives

YOUTH! Keep romance. Keep
KEEPthese
moments
precious,

For

run

pass, days end, streams

PUOTOl'LAY MAGAZINE.
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and Studios

I

—

Good old Pete is dead old Pete, with
the ring aroimd his right eye, who had
frisked with the kids of "Our Gang" for
years. He was poisoned, and the theory
is that someone had a grudge against his
master, Harry Lucenay. Our Gangsters
are inconsolable

Janet

is

quietly but very, very firmly in-

sisting that she will make no more pictures for
Fox until she is given what she feels is a suitable
role

— and meanwhile Fox has brought out from

New York Rose Hobart, stage actress who
scored heavily in "Death Takes a Holiday," a
recent Broadway production.
It is worth
while noting that little Miss Hobart is the
wistful, pathetic type, too.
At present it's hard to tell who will do what
to whom and who will pay.

X/TILTON SILLS is not only coming back to
""•the screen with a fat, long-term contract
with Fox, but his first picture under the new
contract will be a talking version of one of the
most famous

silents!

Sills will star in

"The Sea Wolf."

scored a decided success in his first picture.
"A Very Practical Joker," recently completed
by Fox.
His contract was awarded on the strength of
that feature.

pRANCES LEE
* picture recently
One
listen

girls

was making a
in which several
were supporting her.

them positively refused to
to direction and, thinking to

of

be

of help, Frances inquired:
girls go?"
"Yes," replied the tot, "my big
sister says they go places."

"Do you know where bad

eastbound rattler, said, "go have
good time in New York,
baby.
Eat anything you want.
Sylvia will pound it off you when you
get back!"

——

'T'HE Cruzes James, and Betty
Compson have at last come ti)
the parting of the ways. Betty has
been granted a divorce. They came
to the parting of the ways a year ago,
too, but their roads joined again. You
can't tell a thing about roads in Cali-

Here today and gone tomorrow.
Hetty and Jim, Hollywood's most
fornia.

prolific

home

entertainers, are parting

the best of friends. Betty will live in
Hollywood, and Jim will continue to
preside over the house with the open
front door in Flintridge.
Their ditliculty became acute last
year when, Jim insisted, according to
Betty, on having swarms of friends at
his house every evening.
Betty never
had a chance to learn her lines for
talking pictures.
[

9G

Hollywood's

yourself a

-'-

Do you

remember what a hair-raising thriller it was
with Hobart Bosworth as The Wolf?
Though he was out of films for more than
a year on account of a serious illness. Sills

very small

CYLVIA ULBECK,

"-^beauty sculptor, who rated a big
story in last month's PnoTOPL.4Y, believes in a little play, too.
When she had taken no less than
thirty pounds from the buxom Man.Lewis, opera star gone talkie, Mary
started for a holiday in New York.
Sylvia, putting I\iiss Lewis on the

PLEASE TURN TO PAGE 98

]

What Hollywood's

best-dressed girls are
wearing for rehearsal these sizzling days.
Sharon Lynn of Fox is wearing this
dance-practice affair. Black satin, with
egg-shell satin trimming; black and
white tie, black satin slippers and a
white beret

:
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compiete^

protection

just three simple gestures
and CdOROXO Keefs
No

MORE

i'ear

of

perspiration

odor! No more summer dresses
ruined by perspiration stains!

Odorono keeps your underarm dry
and sweet tliroughout the hottest days.
It is so simple to use and so sure. .\
physician

made

it

for his

own

use.

The

clear antiseptic liquid leaves no greasiness to rub ofY on delica'e dresses, no

stickiness

on the underarm. Just use

it

this easy

1

• P.\T

way

Ox —After washing underarm

i/ou safe -fronh ^ers^tratiorL

damp clotli when the Odorono
quite dry. If using at night, rinse off

with clear water and drying, pat on
Odorono with yourfingcrs orabit of cot-

with a

pat—don't rub. Omit use for
24 hours after shaving or a depilatory.

next morning.

ton. Just

is

jr7jj

2, Let Dry —Let

the underarm dry
thoroughly before clothing touches it.

Any

slight tingling will sot)n pass

—just

smooth over with cold cream or dust
with talcum. If using Odorono Mild,
let

dry at least

fifteen minutes. If using

Odorono Regular Strength,
and dry overnight.

let

stay on

—

Two

There Are

Odnronos
The

familiar

ruby colored Odorono

Regular Slrengtli is for use twice a
week on normal skins. The Odorono
Mihl is made especially for .sensitive
every day
skins and for fre<iuent use
or every other day and for emergency

—

3. Rin.se Off If you are putting on
a dress, wipe the underarm tliorouglJx'

odor

use any time you want.

—

.\l toilet -goods

counters, 3.V, C0(? and $l.(tO.

Mail roupon anil 10 if for I'lulrrarm ToUrtlc Set

ODORODO
ene/f perspiration

annoi/ance and odor

\E:W

jou »Tlte lo advcrllscr, ple.M

mcnUon

PHOTOPWT

OKFKIl; Mnil coupon

nn.l lOr (or .ninplc-s of

rHK ODORONO COMPANY. Inc..
Iludwn SU«t. New York. N. Y.

l!il

no RreuUr Str

When

Kit

Hogular Slri-iiKtli. Odorono Mil.l and < rfniiOdorono. (In Cnnadn. nd.lrcM P. O. B.>i 4054, MonlreiU.)

(l.lc.ri.iio

MACAZI.NI

I>ept.

QO-T

News -Views!- Gossip !-o/ Stars
!

1

"I thought conditions would change when
we separated last year," said Betty, "but it
didn't help matters much.
I guess it's just
because we don't have much in common."

Jim and Betty were married

in 1925.

p ONALD COLMAN
much

a seriousAn. minded fellow,
of the time,
but he is an able wit when the occasion offers.
is

HewastalkingwithDougFairbanks
one day, when the subject of baby
stars arose.

When

it

came

to the

matter of definition, Colman provided
one.

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 96

New York

and Studios

1

is Mr. Bert
Lahr. This year he is a riot
in a musical comedy, "Flying
High." Last season he mowed
down the yeomanry in "Hold
Everything" on the stage.
Comes Mr. Joe E. Brown
playing the same part in the
talkie version of the same show.
Mr. Lahr charges, with some
show of justice, that Mr. Brown
has lifted many of his manner-

isms,

stage

"unique

expressions"
This imsays Mr. Lahr, his
future in the talkies, as film
fans who do not yet know
would say, after seeing "Hold
Everything" on the screen,
that he is just copying the
^

and

bits of business.

perils,

"A baby star," said he, "is one
who has burned her cradles behind
her."

T\7.^R broke out between two famous
^V dians not long ago. So far no

comepeace

treaty has been signed, and a smack on the nose
may come any day.
One of the most noted low comics on the

methods of Mr. Brown.
So there's a big mad on, and
I'd like to be around when they
meet. Mr. Lahr is one of the

Smart again, after a retirement of twelve
years!
Jean Arthur wearing black suede
gauntlets, again sported by the style-conscious. Not since war-time have black gloves
been worn by those really in the know
funniest men in America.
strict training for his meeting

And

I have a hunch he is
up with Mr. Brown.

in

TT'S not all idle vocabulary when an actor or actress
•protests loudly against being "typed." There's a very
definite danger in being associated too closely with
one
role or kind of rule. ZaSu Pitts had a bad break
recently
because of that fact.
ZaSu was cast as Lew Ayres' mother in "All Quiet on
the Western Eront." The part was a serious characterization, and ZaSu, being one of the ablest character
actresses in the business, seemed admirable for it.
But
there was a hitch which no one
not even young Massa
I^acmmlc

— foresaw.

—

When

Just to tantalize you
Fay Wray is all set for a real snowball scrap with anyone who heads her way.
Fay ran into
the drifts while on location in the High Sierras with
the
!

Paramount

"The Border Legion," the piece
by Mr. Zane Grey

unit filming

the picture was previewed before an audience
for the first time, Junior sat chewing his finger nails
and
doing a Ben Turpin, with one eye on the screen and the
other on the audience. Enter ZaSu— on the screen— in
her best serious manner. Loud and totally unwarranted
guffaws from the aforesaid audience.
They gave Junior a heart attack. ZaSu hadn't done a
single thing that even a master of ceremonies could call

funny, but because she had been playing

comedy

rules

fur some time her mere appearance on the screen
was the
signal for loud mirth.
[ please turn to page
109
]
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YOUR
ROUGE shades
NEW,

this

fascinating way
Forget

your

to

about

all

and

skin

matching

select shades

match your costume
THE SPIRIT, the
CATCH
this beautiful new fashion

The

joyous freedom, of
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Marvelous

.

New

.

come from within the

—

blonde one who has thought she simply could not
wear bright red— is beautiful in flaming colors
through use of Vivid or Squaw to set the right color
note in the cheeks. For gowns of purple, violet,
you
blue, use Squaw, Theatre or Medium. When
wear yellow, orange, green, your cheeks are wonsoft
derful with Princess Pat English Tint. With
pastel costumes, achieve the
comi'lexion note of cool, delicious
Bcrenity with Princess Pat Medium or Theatre. For tan effect,
use Princess Pat Summer-tan.
For evening wear, use Princess
Pat Nile. This indeed is a marvelous shade, since it resiwnds aa

skin.

Different

of

learned how all shades of Princess Pat
match every skin, why the effect is invariably natural and beautiful. »ut there is another rcnuiremii
Evcrv costume vou wear has a certain rotor vtii
You recognize this when you match dress, h'harmoniou.s.
shoes, hats, so that the etisemble is

You have

even more vitally important to recognize

Beaulu If You Follow These Hints
For Choosing Rouge.

of all red shades, select Princess Pat
Vivid, or Princess Pat Squaw. Even the palest

Costume Absolutely
WHY Differritt Colors ofSluides
Rouge

Demand

this:

For gowns

—

—

when you

—

—

—

It is

great mistake with rouge has been

you had just one shade say medium. To secure
more, or less, color you used more, or less, rouge.
But the shade remained the same. You couldn't use
o(/icr shades for only one would match your skin.
So your rouge that might have looked well with
delicate pastel dresses, was less than ineffectual with
and so on through the range
brilliant red costumes
of color combinations of costume and complexion.

roujie to har-

monize with your every costume. The charm
and the difference that
the inditi'duaUlij
of it
must exist when all rouge shades match your skin
match automatically, without your giving a thought
to it. Well you know that usual rouge does not have
this characteristic. Instead you have memories of
dire disappointment, times when you felt "horrid"
because off color make-up simply spoiled the glory
of your gown.
how can you vary
Now what has happened?
and select rouge shades to match
the old idea
costume, not troublir.3 to match j'our skin? Just
this: Princess Pat Rouge does not blot out the skin.
The natural color is caused by the blood showing
through the skin because the skin is transparent
and has scarcely any color of its own. Princess Pat
Rouge is sympathetic to skin tones. Thus whatever
and everyone has some color
color your skin shows
To
is r'etained when you use Princess Pat Rouge.
this natural color. P'rincesa Pat adds. Thus the beauseem
to
Rouge
Pat
Princess
by
imparted
tints
tiful

gloriou3l.\' to artificial light

most

it

i>erfect

as

T^T-k 1-1 "T^ PHlNCt-SS

PRINCESS PAT
PR
Prinre-^s

INCESS PAT,

LTD.,

CHICAGO,

Pat Lip Rouge a new sensation— nothing

leas.

U.S.A.
For

it

docs what no

colors that .iisid.- n,oi.t
ftberim rouge hks ever done. Princess Pat Lip Hougc
keeps hps soft
»iXce^niD3 a" well as outside. You'll love this new beauty,

r^

free

orehapanr dimness.

Permanent.

0">

U

D

IM^l.ISIl

TINT

VIVID

D

DNamo

,

(J

MEDIUM

.

D

mjt-AW

D TBBiTIUI

(Print)

Addreaa

Dainty enameled meta"! box.

you write to Klverttaers plcmse mention

PAT, LTD

Sou Ih Wells Su Chicago

Will.dut cost or obligalion picaso send ino a
chocked.
fr.^.- s;,.„i.le of Pri; ir<'!<s l':it roMRc. ns

5ut«..

City

One sample

When

tlio

daytime rouge doee

to sunlight.

select rouge shades.
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Inside the Monitor
_

Greta Garbo has an almost perfect microphone voice if there is such a thing. Her
pitch is low, her diction clear. The mbcer on
her set has a Roman holiday.
She speaks
slowly, too, which is a great help.

—

TN fact, the bit players and extras with a line to
give more trouble than the stars. These
folk are usually nervous and tense, eager to
make a good impression on the director. They
speak too loudly, they hurry over their lines.
The great emotional actors and actresses
those volatile, intense ones are also difficult.
.Although Renee .\doree's voice, in the last
picture she did before she went to the sanitarium, is clear and distinct, she is such an
arlislc, she throws herself so completely into
her role, that she forgets the mike, and the
mixer must be continually on the alert to
record her correctly. But many little tricks can
be done. In a small nay you've done themyour-••read

—

self on your own radio.
You know how you
can increase and decrease the volume and tune
out other sounds. That is the mixer's job.
Ruth Chatterton came to the studio one day
with a bad cold. She could hardly speak above
a whisper. It was the mker's task to give her

the volume she lacked. He did.
When Billy Haines began to talk on the
screen it was discovered that his voice recorded
a couple of tones lower than it actually was.
The mLxer had to bring that up.

When Buster Keaton worked in a Spanish
version sometimes his accent was not perfect,
so the mixer slurred it a trifle, as a cameraman
soft focuses a wrinkled face and makes it look
beautiful.

COXTIXUED FROM PAGE

Room

77

Clara Bow, by the way, gives the mixers
very little trouble, as she speaks plainly and
naturally.

You might imagine that the people who have
good radio voices also have fine screen tones.

will not photograph.
One voice of a beautiful
blonde star could not be helped with any
amount of skilful mixing.
The position of the mike on the set is of
utmost importance, as is the volume control.
\yell, then, from whence come these lords of

Not necessarily! .\t the radio station you talk
directly into the microphone.
At the studio
the httle instrument of torture is many feet

do they get

Morton Downey, who has a leading

bination of

away.
role in

Eddie Goulding's picture, "The Devil's

Holiday," came through much better when his
mouth was directly in front of the mike than
when it was farther away, but since he must
be photographed as well as heard, the microphone had to be in its proper place.
Helen Kane, the boop-oop-a-doop girl, suffered in like fashion. Her voice is not loud and
her radio and phonograph recording training
did not help her on the sound stages.
The mker, or, as some studios call him, the
recordist (he's still just a mixer to you) must
please a much more discriminating audience
than the cameraman. .-Vfter all, the public is
sound-wise. You know a good tone when you
get it on your radio. You've been educated up
to recording, whereas, with the exception of a

few amateur photographers, the public does
not pay a lot of attention to good and bad
camera work.
As a rule, any voice that is pleasing to the
ear is pleasing to the microphone. A very bad
voice will record badly no matter how skilled
the mixer may be. The god of the high place is
not a wizard after all. He can only ruin a good
voice or make an ordinarj' one better. Several
famous actors and actresses have failed before
the microphone, just as many beautiful women

destiny?

What

are their requirements?

like that?

many

How

Theirs must be a com-

talents.

First of all, they must have a basic knowledge of sound technique, and after that they
must have good taste and a knowledge of
dramatics. They must know the hnes and the
music of a film as well as the players do, for it is
their duty to follow everj' word and to pick up
every cue from the various microphones placed
about the set. And they must also give life
and color to the recording.
A man's voice is deeper than a woman's. If
a mixer recorded the two the same, the effect
would be wrong. It is his job to know what is
expected from each scene.

COME

mixers have worked up from other
'-'studio jobs.
You'll find among them excameramen, "still" men and actors. But, for
the most part, they have been connected with
radio broadcasting.
This is good training if
they bring along artistic ability.
So all those boxes of candy in the stars'
dressing rooms and all those Christmas ties are
little gifts to be taken t^o the gods. The cameraman is still on the set, but his nose is out of
joint.

The

red

and

apples,

these days, are for

man who sits above the set all
listens to the voices of the great.

mixer

the

day long

Your Uncle Sam Says No/

No

longer can fans with a droll sense
of humor send gay but irregular
envelopes like these to their favorites
in the films!
Though the government
maintains a staff of experts to decipher
trick addresses, the post office department has now ruled that all letters
sent to the stars must have full and
complete addresses or they will not be

These three were sent
two Paramount favorites

delivered.
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'NOW.

.

.

can stand the Public Gaze".

I

.

.

Can You?

% <

s UMMER
LEGS"''''''
require the observance of

refinement

this rule of
Bronzed ... or white
when they are free

only

.

.

lithe feminine legs are lovely

.

of fuzzy hair-growtli.

Shapeliness of limbs cannot diminish the ugliness of
The informality of the bareleg vogue

superfluous hair.
can't excuse

That's

why

it.

Gossamer chiffon hose cannot conceal

dainty,

modem women

Cream. There's nothing

else like

it,

for Del-a-tone

perfected through our e.xclusive formula,
fragrant cream hair-remover.

Can You Stand
If j'our

skin

is

it.

turn to Del-a-tone
is

Cream,
June Clyde anti Arthur

the only a'/;//^,

Lake, supported by u

deter chorus.proiehow
appropriate is the title
of that sparkling Radio
Picture, "Tanned Legs"

the Public Gaze?

smooth and

free of hair

— you

can meet curious eyes with poise and selfconfidence. Confirm your own personal

by using Del-a-tone before going
barelegged, putting on sheer, all-revealing silk
hose, or exposing your arms in a fluttery

daintiness

evening gowTi.
Faintly fragrant... snow-white, Del-a-tone
3 minutes or less.

Cream removes hair sajely in

ID IE ILThe Only

V
A-TO N E

llVii/c Crrniii Halr-reiiiovcr

Del-a-tone has been used and rec-

ommended by

physicians and beauty

specialists for

almost a quarter of a

century.
Sales of Del-a-tone

Cream during

1929 reached a record volume
four times greater than any pre\i-

ous year. Superiority that's why.
;

TRIAL

Dil-a-toiie Cri'am and 1'owili.r on .talc at
drug and department stores. Or sent prepaid in U. S. in plain wrapper, SI. Money
back if desired. (Trial tube. lOe. Seico«|H)ii
below.) Address Misa Mildred Hadley, The
Delatone Co. (Established 1908). Dcpt. 87,
23i E. Ontario Street.

Chicago.

Re

al of under- a\

em tlerfl)irutio»

OFFER

Miss MUdrcd Hadley. The Dclalonc Company
Dcpt. 87. Delatone BIdg.. Hi E. Ontario Strctt. Chicago, 111.
Please send me in plain wrapper prepaid, generous trial tube of Dei-:
enclose 10c.

Easy

to use as cold croain

.

.

Del-a-tono

Cream

the most pleasant modern way to remove
superfluous hair from the legs as well as from
under-arm, fore-arm, back of neck and face.

is

When

Name.
Street.

Cily...

rou wrlle to advertise™ ple»»o mcnilon
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The Shadow
[

THE RETURN OF DR. FU MANCHU—
*^ made us

Dr. Fu

think of

"The

Manchu comes back

]

NOT DAMAGED—Fox

on the stage.

Paramount

and

V\7E got all choked and tearful over this.

COXTIXtJED FRO-M PAGE 57

Stage

It concerns a champion boxer
his refusal to throw the light. This blonde

baby, Lola Lane, does a really swell job. The
really big news of the picture is Stepin
Fetchit's return. Somehow, when he's before
the camera nothing else matters.

It

Perils of Pauline."
to life and makes

things pretty tough again for Xeil Hamilton
and Jean Arthur. It's grand melodramatic
hokum. You'll sit pop-eyed most of the time.
Warner Oland is a swell ilanchu, but we hope
he's really dead this time.

CHEER UP AND SMILE—Fox

A LL

about a Uttle department store girl
•who has no faith in men with money and
grand pianos even when they're Walter
Byron. Lois Moran as the suspicious maiden
proves she should not be cast in comedy.
Robert .\mes, her jealous boy friend, does as

—

\yell
'

I
-•-

'riE heartaches and love affairs of youth
are beautifully portrayed by Arthur Lake

and DLxie Lee in

BORN RECKLESS—Fox

this

comedy drama. There

as his uns.vmpathetic part permits.

You'll

Inez Courtney and George Corcoran, a
new laugh-and-dance-team.
like

are

DANCING SWEETIES— Warners

"T GUIS BERETTI" was

a best seller, and
the directorial hands of John Ford we
expected something superfine, but it looks like
they were scared of censorship. Even Eddie
Lowe in the role of the East Side gangster fails
to lift the picture into the e.xciting class. Lee
Tracy makes the part of the reporter very real,
and Catherine Dale Owen looks beautiful.

V\7INNnXG a dancing cup, and

-'-'in

then marrj'** ing the prettiest girl in town, may be some
accoiiiplishment, but it's nothing compared to
learning how to meet the problems of the first
\-ear of married hfe.
Bill CU-jvcr, played by
Grant Withers, had to be hit pretty hard before
he could see. Sue Carol, as the wife, even had
to present him with twins.
Edna Murphy
and Eddie Phillips play the other couple.

YOUNG MAN OF MANHATTAN—
Paramount

TTHE human

ONCE A GENTLEMAN

—

newspaper business
*• young sports writer and his
movie-critic
bride struggling with everj-thing that besets
side of

Sono Art

TF

—

young

folks
love, liquor, misunderstanding,
ambition defeated by laziness. Well directed
Bell, and with beautiful performances by Claudette Colbert and Xorman
Foster, with a few laughs from Charlie Ruggles.

THE FURIES— First

National

—

smart set particularly the
'^'•dastardly and mysterious taking-off of
John Sands is the theme of this rather heavy
and wordy photographed play by Zoe .\kins.
Four people wanted to get rid of Mr. Sands,
which makes the story. It's weighty stuff, but
in

—

SWELLHEAD— Tiffany

One of the great directors of the
world, now sought by Doug Fairbanks to make a picture in America. S. M. Eisenstein, the Russian
director of "Potemkin" and other

TpHIS Zane Grey

picture opens with several
-• bangs.
One killing right after another
nearly lifts you out of your seat.
This is
followed by plenty of romance and adventure,
in which Jack Holt, Dick .\rlen and Fay Wray
have much excitement. Eugene Pailette gives
a splendid account of himself, too.

ruins, and you'll shout for joy when everything turns out all right. The yarn is as human
as sentiment.
Elliott Nugent, Robert Mont-

gomery, Frances X. Bushman, Jr.,
and Leila Hyaras, are grand.

pictures.

get plenty of Sophisticated chuckles
if you do realize that
not a movie but simply the play, "The
Second Man," photographed. The dialogue is
charming, brilliant and breezy, with Lowell
Sherman as the amusing roiii. There are but
three others in the cast, .'\lice Joyce, David
Manners and Frances Dade. You'll enjoy it.
•••out of this one, even

it is

number

of

Sono Art— James Cruze

AN amusing enough

little picture with Lola
••Lane and Guinn Williams doing the roles
that Estclle Taylor and Jack Dempsey created

J(>2

unexpected twists to the

storj-

and young people will adore it. Baclanova
returns as an alluring vamp, trying to steal
.\rthur away from that blonde cutie, Dixie.
It's lucky .\rthur lost no more than his voice,
but you will lose a pound laughing at him.

WOMEN EVERYWHERE— Fox
T

H-XROLD

MURRAY has a voice that can't

charm j-ou. This story deals with
him as a Yankee sailor, rescued from death
for gun-running by a French girl singer. Fifi
Dorsay. Scenes are laid in North Africa.
Murray is worth going to see and hear and
fail

Fifi is

to

always entertaining.

STRICTLY MODERN— First National
A D.\PTED from the stage play, "Cousin
-^

'Kate."

story about

THE BIG FIGHT—

worked for
company sub-

sidized by the Soviet RepubUc. He
the co-director of "Old and
New," reviewed in this issue

J

HE KNEW WOMEN— Radio Pictures

has

"Sovkino," the film

Mary Doran

YOU'LL

He

is

a

he

•-^^goes a bit Emil Jannings in a nice way.
You'll break down in sobs when Mann, as the
father of an ungrateful family, sees his life in

Productions

entertaining story of a third

* rate pugilist gone Tunney.
It almost
costs him the championship and the girl, but
love triumphs after he takes the count of nine
and he \yins by a knockout. It never happens
-'

THE BORDER LEGION— Paramount

13

like

A MILDLY

manages to be fairly interesting. The leads are
played by H. B. Warner, Lois Wilson, Natalie
Moorehead and Jane Winton.

THE RICHEST MAN IN THE
WORLD— M-G-M
EMEMBER Louis Mann? In this,

—James Cruze

a gorgeous dish of high comed\-,
-•with just enough seasoning of the serious io
make it more worthwhile, don't miss this. It's
one of Eddie Horton's finest performances. That,
plus Cruze's direction, makes a mighty fine
film.
Tells of a butler who is thrust mto a
masquerade as a "gentleman." Laughs range
from uproar to giggles, with fine touches of
pathos. Splendid supporting cast.

by Monta

'K^'URDER

you'd

Pretty obvious

humor and

a thin

a sophisticated young novelist

who attempts to bolster up a drooping romance ami thereby finds her own.
But
Dorothy .Mackaill plays Kale with a deft, light
touch, and Julannc Johnston is a good foil as
the jilted Amy.
Sidney Blackmer, from the
stage, is the handsome jilter.

in real fights, but who cares?
.\nd, anywa\-,
the big fight scene is too nose-protectingly
.s>-nthetic to be convincing.
The supporting

cast does fine work.

FOX MOVIETONE FOLLIES OF 1930—
Fox
"D Y 19,?0 the Fox Follies is just another revue.
'-'Good enough as such things go, but there
have been so many. However, if you like
revues you'll enjoy this.
Some fair songs;
plenty of high-light comedy by Marjorie White
and El Brendel; some love story provided by
\\ illiara Collier, Jr.,

and Miriam Seegar, and

a series of big spectacular scenes.

WEDDING RINGS-First National
A X intriguing name, but the film doesn't live
-*
*-up to it.
"The Dark Swan," Pascal's
novel about two sisters, totally
opposite in tj^pe. who wanted to marry the
same man, has lost much besides its original
title in its transfer to the talking screen.
Lois
Wilson, Olive Borden and H. B. X\'arner do
as weU as the picture deserves.

problem

THE SILENT ENEMY— Paramount
V\r DOUGLAS BURDEN, hunter and ex^'^ ' plorer, produced this tale of bravery
and treachery, played by real Indians. .\ stop,'
of the primitive Ojibway Indians' fight for food
(luring a winter when famine threatened.
.Vmazing animal scenes.
Sound effects and
specially arranged Indian music.
Beautiful
piclorially, educational, and fair entertainment.
[

PLE.'VSE
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Co. Beach accessoCotton rompers by Best
ries by Saks
Fifth Avenue. Complexion by
Armand. Admiration by gentlemen!

—

Boys

will

be boys,

as usual, but

again
How
and

CAY

Armanrl Cold Cream Potcder, in becoming
Armand Cleansing Cream, 50c and $1^5.

summer!

this
.

.

.

and flowered prints

dresses with shoulder-straps!

new "feminine fashions"
shades, $1.

.

.

back into gingham

to get

little-girl

.

Ask

anj-

Exit

aren't alluring!

man

if

.

.

.

these

The Maiden's

Prayer and enter her Big Opportunity!

Fashion demands more feminine allure—
and this includes your face!
Tliere's a

new

skin-tone in vogue today

pearls or exquisite ivory velvet.
flattering, even, because

alluringly alive!

it

You can

It's

makes the
give

—a

creamy tone

like

becoming to everybody
flesh

your skin

seem more

—

vividly,

this caressing quality

by the simple use of two companion Armand products. They're
magical! And so fine and refrci-hing to use!

Armand Cleansing Cream, the basis of the new beauty.
purges the pores, softens and refines the skin texture, preparthe real
ing it for Armand Cold Cream Powder. And here's
rich, mellow
secret of tbe new creamy-toned complexion. A
First,

It

flirmmiD

COLD CREAM
CREAM © 1930 by The Armand Co., Inc. POWDER
CLEANSING

When you

just
powder that you apply more evenly and smoothly—never
conservthere—
staying
by
you
rewards
it
Then
on!
it
dabbing

ing the fair freshness of your ekin.

Now,

write lo .dvertbers

as you're planning

new clothes— think

and ask for Armand products
piMM

mention

PnOTOrLAT MACAZLVE.

of the

at the

new complexion demands.

beauty counter.

—
I04
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Who

The Shadow

will tell the

[

young wife

SHADOW OF THE LAW—Paramount
I

I

I

!

Stage

CON-TIXUED FROM PAGE 102

)

UNDER WESTERN SKIES—

TN

a rambling hodge podge of story \\'illiam
-•Ponell emerges with his usual laurel wreath
for a good performance.
Vou expect him to
turn Pliilo Vaitcc any minute but, instead, he

commits

his

own murder and

own detective and solve
Powell, as usual, is delightful.

his

j

head

is

sufficiently fair

and

proceeds to play
it

for himself.

XataUe Moore-

foul.

THE MATRIMONIAL BED— Warners

First National

T'AKE

We

the whiskers.
know you.
Vou're just another version of "The Great
Divide." It seems they're going to use you
more than once. "Under Western Skies" is
pretty awful.
Xot even beautiful desert
scenery in Technicolor and a splendid cast can
carry this pot-boiler very far.
Lila Lee is
beautiful and gives a fine performance.
off

^

j

WE'RE SORRY

nrHIS

is farce run rampant.
Vou won't beit, but it concerns an amnesia victim
thought dead by his wife who marries
another man. The first husband returns, and
from then on there's more darn fun, if you can
sit through it.
Frank Fay should stick to
ceremony mastering. A good cast is wasted
on a poor picture.
-'-

lieve

who

;

is

I

tfie

truth

In Ihe
"Beyond

May

Shadoio Slage the

a review.

Four.

No

hard feelings, boys

f

about

FEMININE HYGIENE
EVEN the young wife who thinks she knows

is

likely to be wrong, especially if she has obtained her information from an older woman.
Until recently there was little definite knowledge

about feminine hygiene and the accompanying
were too great for anyone's peace of mind.
Why not learn the complete facts for yourself?

risks

What physicians and nurses object to is the use
of poisonous antiseptics for this purpose. And
until recently, a woman usually had her choice
between bichloride of mercurv and the compounds of carbolic acid both dtad'.i poismu.
Zonite ends such risks
The germicide and antiseptic of toJjy is Zonite.
For Zonite offers great germ-killing strength
with perfect safety to the user. There is "no
danger of hardening delicate tissues or leaving
areas of scar-tissue. Zonite is non-caustic and
absolutely non-poisonous. Stilt it h fjrmorc towcrjul than any dilution oj carbolic acid that may be
allowed on the body.

Booklet Jor women
The modern-minded woman wants to know the
facts. Then she can use her own judgment. So
send for this authoritative booklet. Read it.
Pass it along to friends. In the meantime, you
will find full directions with everv bottle of
Zonite at your drug store. Zonite Products Corporation, Chrysler Building, New York, N. Y.

Use Zonite Ointment for burns, abrasions, sunburn or
Also as an effective deodorant in
(,reaseless cream jorm. Large tube 50c.

skin irritations.

Both

m

U.

S.

A.

and Canada

ZONITE PRODUCTS CORPORATION
Chrysler Building, New York, N. y.
Please send roe free

ph

o7

copy of ihe Zonirc boolelei or boolclc

checked below.

n

The Newer Knowledge of Feminine Hygiene
LJ Use of Antiseptics in the Home

Name
(P/fAT* print nsmi)

Address
City

Slate

(In

Canada: 165 DuiTcrin

St..

Toronto)

They aren't going to make a type player of Gloria Swanson— not if she
knows it. In her new picture, "What a Widow!" she's right back in an
almost slapstick role. The young man tempting her with the cocktails is
Lew Cody. It's good to see him back, after his long illness
»mi-iil

In

IMIOTOI'I.AV M.UIAZIXK

Is

siLiraiu.

,,1.

title

Rio Grande" appeared over
The picture actually reviewed
was "Romance of Ihe West," a Hammond
Production.
"Beyond the Rio Grande"
is tlie title of a picture produced by Big
Ihe
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STARS OF THE PHOTOPLAY

250

BEAUTIFUL REPRODUCTIONS

A

WITH

IN

ROTOGRAVURE

250

BIOGRAPHY BELOW THE PORTRAIT OF EACH STAR

BRIEF

This new de luxe edition of the "Stars of the Photoplay"
represents the very finest collection of beautiful art por'
traits of screen celebrities ever assembled under one cover.
Photoplay Magazine's

close per-

sonal contact with the stars of the
industry has enabled us to procure
not only the latest but the most
attractive portraits of all the screen

NEW

EDITION OF THE

STARS

hundred and

fifty

photo

graphs have been carefully selected
and reproduced by rotogravure proc-

of

THE

PHOTOPLAY

This process retains the soft,
deep tones and highlights, and has

BOUND IN EMBOSSED
RED ART FABRIKOID

WITH

GOLD

LETTER-

ING

Only

resulted in exceptional reproductions

of the original photographs.
portraits, for convenient reference,

have

been arranged in alphabetical order according to
the names of the stars, and below each portrait
you will find a brief biography which gives a clear
and comprehensive sketch of the star's career, including such information as weight, height, complexion, age, etc.

sketch of the particular star
featured on that page.
You will also find "Stars ot the
Photoplay" an invaluable help in the
solution of moving picture star puzThe new $5,000.00 Cut Picture
zles.
cal

Puzzle Contest started with the June,

ess.

The

of each individual portrait is
5} 2 X 7^2 inches, the balance of the
page being devoted to the biographi
size

DE LUXE

HANDSOMELY

favorites.

Two

THIS

Photoplay.
your copy of the
"Stars of the Photoplay" now. Use
the coupon below tor your convenience.

S1.75

issue

1930,

Write

Photoplay, Dept. PH. 7-30, Photoplay Maaailne,
919 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago, III.

Stars of

Ple.ise

send

mc my

c<ipy ot the

new 1030

edition of Stars

of the Photoplay, for which 1 enclose DCheck
order for $1.75. Send to the following address:

Just the type of information

that you want.

This wonderful collection is printed on a choice
grade of white super paper. The outside measurex 10} 2 inches, and the
ment of the book is

oi'

for

J^amc.

7M

City
ion I'llOTlirl.AY

M.\0.*ZINE.

QMoney

—
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CLLll/tLLIo have
i|OU r.i..v...u

The Best Records
New

^^^'^

Mum

lime to use

Pictures

By Maurice Fenton

A
Time

DISC

of the

month

that

is

own

recording of

to Fall in Love," his song hit

Lillian

bound

to

is Buddy Rogers'
"Any Time's The

attract picture fans

Roth

in

sung with

On

"Paramount on Parade."

the other side he sings the Chevalier flash finale
song.
Beside the Rogers record, a slew of other
excellent numbers from that picture have hit
the wax, including two by the great ChevaUer.

The '"Paramount on Parade"

list

follows:

Any Time's The
Time to Fall in

Buddy Rogers

Love

Up On Top
a

of

Rainbow

Chevalier
Colonial Club
Orchestra

Buddy Rogers
All I

Just

Want
One

Columbia

Maurice

Brunswick
Columbia

Maurice

is

Chevalier

Gus Amheim
Orchestra

UM

applied

is

in a

Victor

Dancing to Save Gus Amheim
Your Sole
Orchestra

moment!

Buddy Rogers

Sings

for the Records!

KING OF JAZZ
Its

protection

hours.

lasts for

A dab of snowy cream
- -

or

anywhere

against

No

beneath the arms

need

there's

body odor

to go!

- -

Nothing to dry.

doesn't even leave the

so

can't iniure fabrics.

Make

your

toilette.

and evening. Every day.
of

skin greasy,

the use of this dainty deodorant

a regular part of

Morning

Know

the joy

permanent protection!

And what

complete protection!

Mum

neutralizes every vestige of odor.

moment

Mum

is

applied,

is

this, try

on the sanitary napkin. This most

important use of
sure of herself at

Mum

The

odor

all

gone. For convincing proof of

Mum

brings

Mum
all

makes

a

woman

times.

comfort and security for

which most women would pay any
price. Yet it costs only 35c and 60c.

Mum

Mfg. Co., N. y.

of the numbers here listed, in addition
cordings by the others mentioned.
"King" lineup

to re-

The

to guard

and you're ready

waiting.

Mum
it

Paul Whiteman and his famous band, stars
of this glamorous Universal revue, play all six

Bench
Park

in the

By Whiteman
All
only.
Whiteman records

Ragamuffin Romeo
are by Columbia
Reisman's
I Like to Do
Things for You Orchestra

FOR JOLSON FANS
Here's a treat for those of you who go for
Al's records.
He sings the six numbers here
listed
all
for Brunswick.
Most of the
numbers are Irving Berlin hits from Jolson's
latest, "Mammy."
Other recordings are listed
here. But remember that Jolson also does the
lot on Brunswick wax, accompanied by .\bc
Lvman's line band.

—
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Dear Reader
As you

turn the pages of this magazine^ you

advertising of things you

equipment
0-0

to

.

.

.

all the necessities

make up

the fullness of

JUST consider how you rely upon these
advertisements as reliable guides to
the selection of worthy products.

Any product or service

that you see con-

and

worthy

his dishonesty.

Truth

...

its

in advertising

use

to the

in quality, honestly

And,

the seller

of an unworthy

product, advertising presents the quickest

and

surest road to failure.

To

the mis-

represented product, advertising brings a

sudden and

fatal storm of public disap-

To

the dishonest maker, advertis-

proval.

Xothing

else pays.

in addition, the publishers of

magazine make

For the very simple reason that

maker and

is

has come to stay

no longer dependent on the

integrity of the advertiser, but on his busi-

priced and truthfully presented.

Why?

living.

ing brings a constant public reminder of

ness ability.
is

luxuries that

modern

sistently advertised in the pages of this

publication

see the

Food^ clothings home

need.

these pages

any advertising that might

prove obicctionablc or unprofitable

way

your

every effort to disbar from

in

any

to its readers.

Read

the advertisements here.

They

you a dependable short cut to the
if
kind of merchandise you wouUl select

offer

you spent your day

niOTOrl^W MAOAZINE.

in

shojiping tor

it.
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These New Faces
Watch

This Each Month

for

i:Metro-Gold«-j-n-iIayer)
the screen's
S?^.P^-^^^^^
"^*'
the grand opera stage. Born in Jellico,
is

'"'"

church choirs

in

in her

home

state.

great loan from'
Tenn., Miss INIoore sang
Entering musical comedy,

she scored

tremendous successes in the great ''Music Box
Re\-ues" of In.ing Berlin. In 1928 she made her debut at the
Metropolitan as Mi mi in "La Boheme."

GAVIN GORDON

^ew! pejjuniei

("Romance," Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer) is Greta Garbo's
man. Born in Chicora, Miss., young Gordon
is sLs feet, two, with dark hair and
grey eyes. He had eight
years of stage e.xperience, playing many good roles, before
entering pictures for Pathe in 1929. The droU Ga^•in says
his favorite
pastime is "spending money."
latest leading

for

XATURAL
EYELASH
BEAUTY

JI

LLIAN SAND

(-Are You There:"' Fox) is a young English girl who was
brought over with the idea that she would go into a Will Rogers
picture, but was sent into the Bee Lillie film instead.
She played

on the stage

Her

^ HE new Cake ^'inx looks
it
I

had come straiokt from the

lonore in Paris ... so smart, so

cuted, so clever in

it

St.

so(>kisti-

slim metal

its

HENRY WADSWORTH

tox
i'^

This silvery comjjact can't treat or

tecome messy
ftitk

you

But

until

judge

its

.

.

.

anJ you can carry

you

use

Cake Winic you

Frenck

finesse:

dark, enticing teauty to eyes
I

hit

is

•S^'^

-*

it

^™

in an envelojje fiurse.

truly

.

.

can't

it

lends a

.a

teauty

absolutely natural— and so different

Irom tke

""

is

easy to

ajjfily. It

must

try

it

.

.

keefis eye-

Four Keltons. a family vaudeville turn. A natural comic
and mimic, Manager Charies Dillingham picked her out and
gave her a big role in "Sunny," in which she scored. Then she
was featured in "The Five O'clock Giri." And now she seems

^f-i

certain of

much

screen success.

.

Lic^uid ^'^inx

—

if

Many women prefer a

you

popular— by far— because

and is absolutely

243 West 17 tb

prefer..

PAUL CAVANAGH

liquid—particularly

for evening wear. Liquid

effect

You

("SaUy," First National) began in show business as one

of the

(>re|>aration5 give.

Cake Winx

(-slightly Scarlet." Paramount, is one of the
two clever youngsters uncovered by Helen Morgan's "Applause,"
the other being Joan Peers.
Henry is a Maysville, Ky., boy.
twenty-three years old. who went for the stage deliberately.
So. after touring in Chautauqua, he finally landed
on Broadway, from which pictures took him.

PERT KELTON

make-uf>" look tkat ordinary

lashes soft It never turns the eyes.

London, and made several pictures in England.
Gillian Sandlands, and she was born Feb '>'>

is

1908.

as

Rue

in

name

real

Winx

is

the most

it gives

a

soft

^^
^j^B

waterproof. Ross Co.,

Street,

New

York

(-strictly Unconventional," M-G-M) is an Englishman who made a stop in New York for just one play before
hitting Hollywood.
He was born in 1893, educated at Cambridge, played in the London theater and made his first
picture
in Great Britain in 1928.
He is about six feet tall, with brown
hair

and

gre\- eyes.

City.

...WINX
FOR LOVELY LASHES

ELISE B ARTLETT
"

is the former wife of Joseph Schildkraut.
She met
and married the orchidaceous Joseph while they were acting
together on the stage. Their marital career was stormy, and,

after their separation, Elise decided to go in for

pictures— in
which she had appeared intermittently during the Schildkrauts'

life

together.

BRAMWELL FLETCHER
lish

("Raffles," United

.Wts)

is

another Eng-

actor .American film audiences will meet for the

first

time

in this Colman talkie.
This is his first visit to our shores, after
a career in the English theater and some time spent in the
British film studios.
As you can see, Mr. Fletcher is verj'

Nordicall\- blond.
Id

rll0TOri..\Y .M.\(i.\ZIXE

Is

maramccd.

,
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News! Views! Gossip!
Stars and Studios!
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CONTLNUEU FROM

[
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)

public knew that she was apt to do somcthinK funny at any moment anil they weren't
to be cauj;ht without their laugh
muscles limbered up.
The upshot of it all was that poor Junior had
to rush back to the Universal lot, grab Keryl
Mercer, set the cameras grinding and retake all

The

•{oing

So
the scenes in which ZaSu had appeared.
heard that ZaSu I'itts was in ".Ml
if you
looks
like
if
she
surprised
be
don't
(,)uiet"
Beryl Mercer. It is Beryl Mercer and this is
why.
Colleen Moore's seven-year dream

LITTLE

of happiness is over.

In mid-May, shereceivedadivorcefrom John
McCormick, whom she married in 1923. I"or
long the marriage was believed one of HoUyw(x>d's happiest.

In her appeal for a decree Colleen charged

McCormick with cruelty, citing various occasions when he was in a surly mood, insulting to
her guests and ugly to her.
McCormick did not appear to contest the
Several weeks ago he disappeared, and
suit.
sailed for
it was later learned that he had

You

Honolulu.

So passes "a happy HoUysvood home."
Enters great sadness for Colleen and her
devoted friends, and the chance for more "I
told

you

so's"

from

And

critics of lilmland.

Bel-.\ir, so recently
I he big beautiful house in
completed, passes to other hands. Just like
".\
Cottage for Sale."
song,
popular
the new

We're

all

lasting protection

sorry, Colleen!

in the

I'VE discovered after all these months in
Hollywood," said .Ann Harding, she of the
mild manner, "that the only way to get things
The perin this business is to shout for them.
son with the best pair of lungs gets the most

softer,

Eddie Quillan's picture, "Night
ABIT
Work," requires the actor to give a group

called Aileen

RUDOLPH

world.

YOU want

VALENTINO

|

you want even more than
gives you more.
First of all,
d.iinty, fresh,

that

died

"just comfortably off," according
standards.
His net estate amounted to $331,693, according to a report filed by S.
George UUman, his manager, execu-

to

is

fit

gown
smart

and friend. $551,346 had been
used to pay funeral expenses and
heavy claims against the estate.

Kotex
hours

Ncwsreel—
in

.

.

.

.

.

.

Prevost asks the superior court to let her be
Miss Marie Prevost, dropping the name of
they were divorced
Mrs. Kenneth Harlan
Maryinjanuar>', 1929, and he's wed again
Pickford and Douglas Fairbanks pass their
tenth wedding anniversary, and Doug is taking
a golf vacation in I'^uropc this year while
Mar>' stay:; in Holl>^vood making pictures
Bert I-ylell marries Grace Menken in Phila.

.

.

.

.

deodorizes, keeps you
at times when

.

.

.

.

women

1

it

is

It is

women

fashioned

closest fitting

inconspicuous —

Once you

try

it,

over the

all

you, too, will

IN HOSPITALS

immaculate

Under the

dis-

change to this newer, smarter sanitary
method. Kotex Company, Chicago, III.

2

is soft

,

Not a deceptive soft-

.

.

soon packs into cha6nK hardBut a delicate, fleecy softness chmc
lasts for hours.

7.

Safe, secure

A

Deodorizes

^

usual sub,stance, known .is Cellucotton
(not cotton) absorbent wadding. This
by 857"
is the very same absorbent used
of our great hospitals today. It is not
which,
substance
cotton, but a cellulose
for sanitary purposes, performs the same

function as the softest cotton— with five
times the absorbency.
When you think it over, the fac that
great hospitals use Kotex is your most

important assurance that it is best for
with their high
personal use. Hospitals

.

.

.

keeps your mind ai

.

.

.

safely,

thorougbly. by

a special process.

stays soft, stays comfortable, after
of wear. It is made of a most un-

itlon l'IIOTOPI..\V

Kotex
ness.

are quick to appreciate.

—

851 of our leading hospitals use thcvcr>'
same absorbent of whicli Kotex is made.
ness, that

a fact that

Lasting softness

London, Maria Corda, who
played "Helen of Troy," says that she's willing
to remarry her ex-husband, who is .Alexander
but in
Korda and spells it with a K
Hollywood, Korda says it's a "bit too early"
Marie
to speak of anything like that

...

it

But

is

That alone has changed the

and Kotex

that,

doubly important.

securely.

tor

CUPID'S

a feeling of security and

safety in sanitary proteaion.

modem

don't forget that Kotex

posable.

hygienic habits of

phone.

"Miss Pringle isn't here," the maid said.
"Is she working today?" asked the friend.
"No, ma'am, I'll tell you. She went to a
funeral this afternoon and afterwards she said
she was going to a tea party."

And

comfort to sanitary protection.

on the

Pringle

^

medical .standards
arc careful to use
only the best, the most comfort-giving,
the most hygienic proteaion for patients.

is

more absorbent, and

thus adds both daintiness and

in

of children doses of castor oil. But the director
decide<l to do away with realism for once. They
used white molasses instead.

A FRIEND

new fitted, softer Kotex

Kotex deodorizes; Kotex

things!"

to

will find

Disposable,

Or

instantly, completely.

Regular Kotex — -tJc for 12
Kotex Super-Size — 65c for 12
in vending cabinets through

(tio;:ly

Wcsc

DisinfcctinK Co.

KOTEX BELT and
KOTEX SANITARY APRON at any
Ask to sec the
drug,

dr)'

goods or department

y I^-^ ^—
l^
X >-•J

.

I
I

I

The

M.V(!.\ZINr

New

Sanitary Pad

store.

^^ ^^
j(

I-—

V-^

XX

which deodorizes

—
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delphia

they had been engaged a year
and it's Bert's third marriage
Janet
GaynorreturnstoHolI>'wood still insisting that
all this talk of a rift between her and
Hubby
Lydell Peck is just so much blah
Al St.
John tells the judge he can't pay his wife the
alimony he owes her because he's not working,
so the judge gives him a httle more time to
find
a job
HolljTvood watching the
.

JlcC£Pt

.

.

.

.

From

RIGAUD

.

PARFUMEUR

.

Pav/itm

Used

at the

Million Dollar
Vdnderbilt

Wedding

.

.

.

.

.

alimony which she's been tr\'ing to collect ever
smce when
Georgette Cohan denies she's
.

.

.

going to marry Phil Plant, dispossessed exhubby of Connie Bennett.

TT

sounds

—

.

like

what happens

in

Western

— but
.

.

it

.!

A squad of police answered a riot call to a
certain Los Angeles address.
They found a
party in progress at which the guests were of
Los Angeles' best negro society. Out in the
back yard, tangled up in a lot of wire around
a chicken coop, lay Stepin Fetchit, and above
him stood a large ebony gentleman named
Simon P. Johnson. Johnson had a cudgel
in his hand with which he was earnestly
be-

know, by perTHAT you may
why Mrs. Vander-

rare Rigaitd odeur
wedding of her
daughter Consuelo, Rigatid-Paris
will send you a delightful purse
size flacon of Un Air Embaume.
The moment you remove the
stopper you will know why the
smartest women of New York and
Paris have adopted it for its ravishing appeal— and w^hy Rigaud has
been appointed Parfumeur to his
Majesty, King Alfonso XIII of
for use at the

"DEING

TWEATEST

sign of the

week and

server on the gate that leads to the
tennis courts of Mr. and Mrs. John
Gilbert's mountain aerie:
"Tennis
by appointment only."
And that means you, you great
big gate and bufifet-supper crasher!

by Royal Decree.
And when you touch Un Air
Embaume to your ears, neck and
fingertips, you -will at once sense
how it youthfully enhances your
charm and attractiveness.
Spain,

TF William S. Hart breaks out in one of these
-here new-fangled talkies before long we are
not going to be thji surprised.
Bill went over to M-G-M to call on Johnny
Mack Brown while Johnny was working on

merely to
cover cost of mailing, customs duty,
vi^ith 25ji

late for the studio,

Constance Ben-

the curb.

ANEW
viewed
It

but

picture was being prein an outlying town.
perfect artistic production,
looked like a perfect commer-

was a
it

cial flop.

As "The End" showed on the
screen, a deep bass voice in the rear
of the

"No

•-^ observed by our confidential ob-

house boomed
errors.

HE man

'

I
-*-

as

many

No

hits.

No runs!"

of a thousand faces may not have
voices, but he will do pretty well

in his first talking picture.

Lon Chaney speaks as five different persons in
"The Unholy Three," a talking version of oneof
the most successful of the old silents. Chaney
will be heard as an old woman, a ventriloquist
the ventriloquist's puppet, a side-show barker

and as a raucous-voiced parrot.
Opening scenes on Chaney's first picture in
a long, long time were shot on the star's
forty-seventh birthday.

nPHERE

are all sorts of ways to land movie
contracts, but Laura Lee found a new one.
wasn't
intentional,
It
but it worked.
•'

etc. Only one flacon to a person.

Vn Air Emba
Parfum is reasonably
priced at $1
$10. at smart shops everywhere; also Poud.^, ^
s. Rouge, Lipstick, Bath Salts, Tal<
RIGAUD, T^eit.

ror\Salon, 79 BedfordSt.,N. Y.

Please send me the purse-size flacon (about two
weeks supply). I enclose 25 cents, as per offer.
will purchase in future at
favorite shop.

my

I

Name..

FAIRYSTONE
Positively.

.

PREVENTS

SUNBURN

J.

roiects. soothes,

cools, preuentshiisterinei
ICj
Sunburn may mar your

delicate skin forever— don't

take chances
An application of this marvelous
cosmetic before exposure provides positive sunburn protection in the water or on the beach,
tveii after exposure, it kills the smart, cools
soothes and previ
bl
Easily applied
from novel Fairys
pkK. 50
!

—

^

cents irom leadinR beauty

shops, druK and department
stores, or direct. Try it today.

rAIRYSTONE DIST.
G2e Polk Building

CO.

Detroit, MichiKan

Send lOc
pins and mailinjc
for liberal trial
package.

Every

and

"Say," he said, indignantly, "didn't you see
that red light?"
"Oh, was it r((f.-'"innocentlyinquired Connie.
"Veah," pulling out his pad, "but this ticket
is pink.
Try and run past that."

tion himself.

Johnson was hauled away to jail.
"It was wuth it," he soliloquizeci.

his voice is all right,

-'-'nett was making time down the boulevard
when she ran by a stop signal. A traffic officer
immediately gave chase and headed her into

"What's all this about?" demanded Officers
Baggott and Hickey, arresting Johnson on
charges of assault and possession of a gun.
"Ah nevuh did lak dat Fetchit, nohow!"
was all the e.xplanation Johnson would give.
Fetchit wouldn't give any further explana-

sonal trial,
bilt selected this

But

mipassive face and steely glance that
are unchanged.
Bet he'd
be a big drawing card in a series of taUde
Westerns!

laboring Fetchit.

UN AIR EMBAUME

star.

the

made him famous

Octavus Roy

-•Cohen's famous black-life stories
really did happen to Stepin Fetchit

Send coupon

Bill interpreted some Indian sign language in
a deep, booming bass. He was a little bit
reminiscent of the old-fashioned Shakespearean
actor which is to be understood. BiU used to
play Shakespeare in his early days on the stage
before
he became America's best-loved

.

.

T/ic

.

progress of the Bill Boyd-Dorothy Sebastian
romance
and Nils Asther and Vivian
Duncan still going places together
Mrs.
Lloyd Hamilton still asking the court to make
Lloyd pay her that little item of $10,000 back
.

PARI

"Billy the Kid." Johnny took him right up
close to the microphone and when Bill found
it wouldn't bite he agreed to make a scene just
for fun. .A.nd liked it so well that they almost
had to hit hmi on the head to get him away
from the mike.
Not long after I saw a newsreel in which

.

_.

.

.

A domestic scene on the set. While Director Harry Beaumont rehearses
Robert Montgomery and Hedda Hopper in a bit for "Our Blushing
little hooking on a hooked rug

Brides," Joan Crawford, its star, does a
adicrllstminl In rilCTOrLAY MAUAZINE Is guaranteed.

—

!
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I I I

She was doing a bit at First Xational when
ft hit
one of the heavy microphones fell,
Laura on the head, knocked her out and cut
a gasli in her scalp.
Instead of going home, Laura insisted on
The studio
working after she came to.
appreciated it so much they gave her a contract.

ANOTHER

(L

example of studio gameness

"Rowas provided by Gavin (iordon.
mance" was l)eing shot at his studio. In the
middle of production. Cordon found liimself
with a broken collar bone in an automobile
crash.

His doctor advised him to wait imtil the
injury was healed before trying to act. Ciordon decided otherwise. He had a steel brace
fixed, which he removed while .ictually before
When the picture was finished,
the camera.
he went back to the hos|)ital to finish recoveri-.
Q. NILSSON
ANNA
walk without a cane

is able to
for the first

time in almost two years. Recently
she went swimming in the hospital
pool.

SUE

C.VROL

lias

a new job.

„«.vt«'""'"

Almost at the verj' instant her Tux
contract expired she was signed to a "bigger
and better" one with Radio Pictures. It is an
open secret that neither Fox nor Sue was too
happy under the old contract. She was dissatisfied with the roles given her, and Fox used
her services rather infrequently of late.
The "Chicago heiress" makes her first
Radio appearance opposite .Vrthur Lake in

r„, SA>'<«'"'^''

\.

"Tommy."
grand new home—
rcmemljer the two pages of pictures of the
almost ceased
Photoplay?
May
in
the
place
to be, not so long ago.
The rubbish incinerator in the back of the
house sprung a leak, or something. Anyway,

H.VROLD LLOYD'S

—

set fire to the place, and for two hours,
firemen chased smouldering flames around the
spaces between the Lloydian walls. Damage
it

remove cola cream
the Kleenex way

S4,000.

GET

out the family spectacles and look
sharp you may see a new ("olleen Moore
any day now. Since Colleen and First Xational came to a parting of the ways there have been
flocks of rumors concerning her future activi-

—

ties.

one has to do with Pathe
and more particularly with Laura Hope
Miss
Crewes, well-known stage actress.
Crewes rolled into Hollywood on the talkie tidal

The most

likely

wave and

rapidly established herself as a voice
coach. .At present she seems to be the httle
female Xapolcon of the Pathe lot.
It is more than likely that Colleen's future
pictures will be released under the Pathe
ba_nner and that Miss Crewes will replace
Jo'hn McCormick as Colleen's producer.

Old Cal was snooping around with his
platinum earphones and he overheard Hedda
Hopper and Julanne Johnston, two of Colleen's
pals, conferring with the resourceful Laura.
The upshot of it all was that the three of them
decided to remodel Colleen.
How v/ill you have your Moore this season
languorous and seductive in the Garbo manner
or full of that old Gallic something or other
Send in your requests now.
a /; FiU Dorsay?

DON'T fall

down

middle of
the floor and kick and scream,
but Karl Dane's bedroom is decorated in robin's egg blue.

Be safe when you remove cold cream.
Don't use a method that may stretch and
relax the skin

.

.

.

bent towels. Don't use unhygienic "cold
cream cloths," which usually carry bacteria

the pores instead of lifting

/t7to

impurities away.

Kleenex

is

recommend

it,

comes from the box pure,
absolutely free from the germs that

Kleenex
soft,

Great skin authorities
great beauties use it. Every

safe.

tissue

new leading lady, has
her own feminine reasons for remoiing cosmetics with Kleenex:
"Such lovely lints!

me

hate to tell you this. Somehow it upBut William Powell
sets a precedent.
was forced to shave off his moustache for prison

is

so very absorbent.
up the

delicate tissues simply blot

cream,' along with lingering
of dirt and cosmetics. No rubbing
needed.

surplus
bits
is

Kleenex tissues are becoming more
and more popular for h.indkcrchiefs.
They are so fresh, clean and solt
and do away with unpleasant h.ind.

—

//

puts

in the right

mood

a beauty
ment."

for

scenes in "Facing the Law."
He approached the gate at Paramount. The
gatenian looked up and No, no, you're all

—

when

When jou

there's

Think how

Ask for Kleenex at the toilet goods
counter of any drug or department store.
^

•v

Kleenex Cleansing Tlssucs
Kleenex Company, Lake-Michigan Bldg.,
Chicago, Illinois.
Please send a sample of Kleenex to:

treat-

JiptXt-^x,

.

much better to use a tissue, then discard
it, th.in a gcrm-filled handkerchief.

I

i<ame
Address..

City—

wrong

.

kerchief laundering.

Doctors advise Kleenex
el)

thoroughly

WE

And Kleenex
The

a cold, to avoid reinfection.

Helen Wright.
Univer sal's taletiled

Lot

Kleenex not only removes make-up and
cleansing cream very

in the

like coarse, unabsor-

arc so dangerous to complexion beauty.

HTlIc lo adverUmrs ulcase menlion i'llOTOI'L.VV il.iU.vZl-NE.

u-r
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"Good morning, Mr. Powell," said the
keeper of the portals, never batting an eye.

COJIE of the English critics complained about
'-'the scene in the inn in (drat those ins. iny-

"Bulldog Drummond."
The British
who should know all about such things,
no one ever sang in the tap rooms of the
jolly old Empire.
Samuel Gold«yn gets back at them in a
sly manner.
There is another English inn in

'T'.^LKIES have at last reached a "farthest
-* north." The Empress
Theater in .\nchorage,
Alaska, has been wired for sound. Cap'n Lath
rop, its owner, gave his public "The Cocoanuts," the Marx Brothers' musical comedy, as

wayi

critics,
sail!

\nA

"Rafi'.es."

in

this inn

very conspicuously displayed
Allowed."

there

— "Xo

a sign,

is

Singing

BROWN

Grow

Eyelashes and Eyebrows like this in 30 Days

YeSy

—

Marvelous new discovery! makfa eyelashes and eyebrows actuallij grow! Now as never before you can
have long, curling, silken lashes and beauti-

positively

wonderful eyebrows.
I say to you in plain English that no matter how scant
your eyelashes and browa, I will increase their length
and thickness in 30 days or not accept one penny.
ful,

No

—

—

"ands" or "ma\bps" you actually see
or no pay You be the judge.

"ifs",

Btarthng results

Over

—

!

Women

Prove It
a doubt that this astounding new
discovery fringes the ej-ea with lone, curling natural
sOtOOO

—^prove beyond

—

makes eyebrowa lovely, silken lines. Read
what they say sworn to under oath before a notary

lashes

—

public. From Mile. Hcffletinger. 240 W. "B" St.,
Carlisle, Pa.; "I certainly am, delighted ,,, people now
remark how long and silky
eyelashes appear.**

my

From Naomi Otstot, 5437 Westminster Ave., W.
Philadelphia, Pa.; "I am greatly pleased.
eyebrows and lashes are beautiful now." Frances Raviart
of Jeanette, Pa. saya: "Your Eyelash and Eyebrow
Beautifier is simply marvelous.'* Flora J. Corriveau,
Biddeford, Me., says "With your Method my eyelashes are growing long and luxurious."

My

Result* Evident In

—

One

IKTeelc

—
—
lashes and brows as beautiful aa any ever
Remember — guarantee you satisfactory
in
30 days —or your money refunded in
mean just
that — no quibble, no

In one week often in a day or so you see the lashes
become more beautiful, hke silken fringe! The darhng
httle upward curl shows itself and eyebrows become
sleek. It's the thrill of a lifetime
when you have
seen.
results

I

full,

strings.
strings.

Send today.
ductory

NOW!

Special Intro-

Price

I

y^

only

^^

—

Sent C. O. D.
Or tf money accompanics order postage will be prepaid.

Sand eyebrows. If not entirely satisfied, I'll
J In 30 (lays and you refund my money.
•
Price C. O. D. Is $1.95 plus tew cents postaee

-

Monday

—no candy.
—candy, but no sticky candy.

Tuesday

Z

St. Address.

\c\ty

WE

think that all persons with
artistic appreciation should
that Al Jolson has his initials
embroidered in red on his shorts.

know

—

"A. J." Just like that. On which
leg, our distinguished informer neglected to say.

"T~\AD" Spare is dead.
*—' He was eighty-four.

For more than

ten years, he had been one of those mighty
individuals %vho guard studio gates.
Wouldbe gate crashers were always a pain in the

.\nd so it was that just a week before his
death, this happened at the Radio Pictures
studio gate, where he presided.
.\ woman presented herself at his information desk.
"I'm Miss So-and-So." she said, identifying
herself as music critic for a certain newspaper.
"I have an appointment with Everett Marshall."

Xow

Everett Marshall is the famous Metrojjolitan opera singer who had recently joined
the Radio Pictures forces to sing the lead with
Bebe Daniels in "Dixiana."
"Dad" Spare glared at the woman critic.
".Vin't never heard o' no such person. Ain't
nobody in pictures by that name." he growled.
"But I tell you he's the famous opera singer
who's working here. I am to interview him.
I have an appointment, I tell you."
Hor vehemence convinced "Dad" that she
was just another gate crasher. Neither her
own name nor that of Everett Marshall meant
anything to him. Had she mentioned Bebe
Daniels, he would have okehed it, but in all
his eighty-four years, he had never heard of
any ICverett Marshall in pictures.
"Nope." he decided. "There ain't nobody

End

Summer
Itching!
Use cooling, antiseptic,

heal-

ing Zemo when mosquito
biles, prickly heal. ivy.
poisoning, toe-itch, summer
rash or sunburn cause itching torture. Zemo relic
i. soothes heat and
Sling. Apply 20 year famous
fa
Zemo for cuts.
abrasions, and alter shaving. Get Zemo today! Any druggist. 3 5«, CO)'. $1.00,

TTTTf
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/
'

\

is the only concrete buildini;
town of 1.800 souls. The cap'n
gives two shows an evening, though it's just
about as dark at noon, a lot of the time.

Moving southeast a few thousand miles,
those killing ilarx boys have been making
another picture at Paramount's New York
It's a talkie version of ".\nimal
Crackers." their latest musical comedy. There
some howls in it, believe Cal!

are

MARY
large

'--••the

Kvcry advertisement In PIIOTOI'LAT M.\0.*zrNE

Is

May-

masterpiece, "All Quiet on

Western Front," had a dandy

York premiere.
The Central,

its

theater,

all

New

and the

tiny,

is

had a hard time seating

office

the

first-

was on hand,
Uncle Carl and Junior who
celebrated his twenty-second birthday sick in
bed in a New York hotel! Mr. and Mrs. John
Boles were on hand for the start. John havinu'
just finished a round of personal appearances
with "Captain of the Cuard.''
But the handsomest man there was big
Tommy Meighan. tanned by the Florida sun.
When Cal saw him in the lobby, he was surrounded by a crowd of women, and why noV
He was almost too good-looking to be true!
nighters.

.\

big Universal party

—

by

A FEW

night slater "King of Jazz" opened
•^»- at the huge 6,000 seat Roxy, and police reserves were out by noon to handle thtmobs. The picture was well liked by most, but
the big thrill came when Whiteman himself

conducted George Gershwin's "Rhapsody in
Blue" 150 musicians going full tilt, and
George himself at the piano.
Some of the higher-hat music critics spoke
snootily about it, but it was plenty good
enough for your humble sers-ant and countless
thousands of other citizens.

—

A ND

the

Warner boys opened a new theater
and DID the so-called

Broadway,

-''^on

Main Stem go gala!
The street was jammed with shiny

cars,

and the house with celebrities. Flashlights
went puff and sidewalk gapers went oo-lookcel
\\'alker of New York made the openaddress, dedicating the theater to the
of the late Sam Warner.
The house, called the Hollywood, is small
for a picture theater, seating only about 1.700.
It is said to be the only theater so far designed
expressly for the showing of talkies. And it

Mayor
ing

memory

is

\ery gold-leafy.

"Hold Everything" was the opening picture,
and all the film stars in New York graced it
with their ermine and stiff shirts.
A big
night for
street

New York—still

the greatest hick

on earth.

JACK OAKIE
ture called

was playing in a pic"The Social Lion." In

one sequence he competed
game. The first day on the

in a polo

set Jack

took a look at the ponies.
They were high-steppers and unusually frisky. Jack found his direc-

"Say," he said, "let's
a skiing picture."
tor.

no such thing.

SKIN lRFJlTA-riON.sB

party of friends at

T TNIVERS.AL'S

here by that name."
.\nd he wouldn't pass her in. In fact, when
she demanded that he telephone in to announce
her, he put his foot down and told her he'd do
.\nd finally, she had to go outside the studio
and phone from a drugstore pay station so
lliat the publicity riepartment could send a
man out to escort her past the glaring "Dad.''

and Doug entertained a

on the tenth aimiversary of their
wedding.
Leon Errol, toast master
of the evening, proposed a toast to
them.
Everyone in the crowded baUroom
arose and drank to their health and
happiness with water, coffee, or whatever they brought with them.
fair

headed

neck to "Dad."
It used to be that he knew everybody in
pictures.
But talkies brought new faces and
new names, and life as a gateman was getting
awfully complicated for him toward the finish.
.\ man at eighty-four isn't as quick to grasp
new things as younger fellows.

Later «5.00.

NOW at low price.

inquiry revealed the fact that the fighter was
an eight-year old schoolmate with pugilistic
ambitions, but no manager.
Joe, Jr., aspired to the position. Joe, Sr.,
who learned about fighters from John L.
Sullivan with whom he appeared in vaudeville,
gave the kid a lot of information about the
care and feeding of boxers, and the Junior
Brown disappeared, apparently satisfied. The
next day he came back with an elaborate training chart on which, among others, this item
figured:

first talkie bill.

The Empress

studio.

TOE E.
told me this one about his
boldest son. aged eleven. Joe. Jr.. turned up
one afternoon and announced that he'd had an
offer to become a fight manager.
Paternal

Groii//

the

in that frosty

GRETA

G.\RBO'S

success

talkie set another beautiful
girl all a-twittcr.

miarantoed.

make
in

this

her

first

Scandinavian

Photoplay Magazine for
our old and beautiful friend, Greta
Nissen, who hails from over the line in NorIf a Swedish girl can go English so
way.
splendidly, so can she, for the honor of Good
Old Norway.
With that in view, Greta the Nissen is
bobbing around in vaudeville, hoping that
managers will figure her a good talkie bet.
When it comes to beauty, there are few who
can touch the Norwegian belle. Now for a

Jli.y,

»^3

19.50

It's

POOR

Cecil B.

De

Mille!

He

This subject

no longer

is

tal>oo

just has to sit

up nights thinking about elaborate touches
for his cinemas de lu.\c.
However, he's thought of a hot one for
"Madame Satan," in which Kay Johnson
It is a
and Reginald Denny will cavort.
costume ball on a Zeppelin, flying over a

When joy is at its height the
Zeppelin has a crack-up, or whatever it is
Zeppelins are troubled with. The whole party
descends in parachutes.
De Mille beUcves the Zeppelin Ball to be a
topper for his Cinderella ball in "Forbidden
Fruit" and the Candy ball in "The Golden
Bed." Certainly the screen has seen no more
lavish costuming in many a day.
metropolis.

LOUISE FAZENDA wrapped up
piece of

wedding cake

at

one

\

a
of

Hollywood's recent fashionable
"splices."

"I'm going home and dream on
she told her husband, Hal Wallis.
"If you do," he retorted, "I hope
you dream of a Sennett cop."
it,"

P.\ULINE FREDERICK, (remember when
she

was your favorite

actress?)

is

now

married to one Hugh C. Leighton, president
of the Interstate Company of New York.
This is Frederick'' fourth marital venture.
She has been married to an architect, a playwright and a doctor at various times during
her career. Willard Mack, you know, was the
author fellow.

HOETA'WOOD

is filling up with opera stars
who have broken into the talkies.
But there's only one talkie player who has
done the reverse. He's Fred Scott, former
radio singer, who stepped from the broadcasting
mike onto the Pathe sound stages, and then was
engaged to sing the tenor role in "Salome,"
opposite Maria Jeritza, with the Los Angeles
Opera Company.

YOU'D

think that the waitresses in studio
lunchrooms would get hard-boiled about

actors and actresses.
Well, the other day, Mary Pickford visited
Bebe Daniels at the Radio Pictures lot, and
had lunch with her in the big dining room
there.

Today feminine hygiene

used to be that feminine hygiene

ITwas

not

discus.sed. It

director,
ment to

,

has announced her engage-

Holmes Herbert.

the terms of the will of her late
husband, Mrs. Ince forfeits her principal of the $2,000,000 estate and receives only the interest if she marries
before 1931, seven years following
the death of the late producer.

By

.

.

.

But, for this vital purpose, do not
Do not be misled by the
extravagant claims of so-called "nonDisinfectant

I

90%

or

more

It has

aljout the regulars

THOMAS H. INGE, widow
MRS.
of the pioneer film producer and

which are

of

tinued youthfulness and charm

and very often to happiness.

poisonous" preparations.
it.self

is

"Lysol"

7ion-pobonoii.i

when used in properdilution."Lysor'
is a concentrated germicide, and
therefore gives you many times more
for your money than do so-called

some

"non-poi.sonous" preparations,

when you buy them.
The u.se of the wrong

.\nd afterward, all the regular lunchers there
a petition asking Mary never to come
noon hour, because the waitresses
were so busy staring at Marj' that they forgot

a'jain at the

frankly iliacnssrd

in this enlightened age, it is
recognized as a safeguard of modern
science to woman's good health, con-

But

experiment.

si','ned

was taboo.

is

of water

antiseptic

may cause serious harm. Use"Lysol."
vears

been rehed upon for 40
by doctors and hospitals at

—

the most critical time of all childbirth. Buy a bottle today— the directions with each bottle give simple,

easy rules to follow.

A

prominent

gives

below. It

I

for

the booklet offered

once in a while, "Fatty" .Vrbucklc
head out of the silences, makes a
show he's still got a sense of
humor, and then subsides again
The last time was when they were discussing
the Paul Whiteman picture Universal had just

VMS k FINK,

Tnc. I>«U DttlribulorM.

tmd me. free, your hooklH
FucU about Feminine U^'giene

Plrnte
••Tlic

Name
Street

finished.

must have cost a fortune," said .\rbuckle.
"About two millions, altogether," someone

Cit.v

said.
mention rnOT01T..*Y M.u;.\ZINK.

DcpL 425

.\. J.

addn-M Ix-hn ti Fink (C.an»d») Umiled
U Davica Ave, Toronto

bright crack to

"It

is free.

your copy today.

Uloomlicld,

raises his

Be sure.

physician

enlightening. It

is

,„.l.-i.

EVERY

safe.

you professional advice and

specific niles in

Send

Be

woman

.
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"Hmph," grunted .\rbuckle; "I'll bet
Laemmle wonders whether it won't be a

/"^OULD you

rhapsody

around

FVeckles MAY

in red!'-

is the Mexican national holiday.
the end of .\pril, Dolores Del Rio
had received twenty-sLx different requests
from Jlexican cities, concerns, clubs and organizations of all kinds, to participate in the
celebration of the day
by doing things like
laying cornerstones, making speeches, attending functions or what have you?
She decided that she couldn't accept any
one of these invitations without offending all
the others. So she accepted none.
Instead,
she made a radio speech of her own over a
Los .Angeles station, calling attention to the
signiiicance of the day to her fellow-nationals.

5

By

Vanis>-'

—

/^UT-BACKS

on the HoIly\vood Premiere of
'—'"AH Quiet on the Western Front."
Raymond Hatton and Wall)' Beery
forgot their tickets
and had to stall
around the lobby until somebody found where
to put 'em
Lupe Velez and Garj' Cooper,
.

.

.

.

.

.

to

Rid Your
These Ugly,

.

Rusty-Broiin Spots
If

you freckle easily,

yet find

these

blemishes hard to remove, read what
thousands of women do to fade out
every last freckle and gain a clear, beautiful complexion. They use Oihine and
no longer dread the summer sun and
winds.
too, will find that after a few
nights' use of this dainty white cream
even the worst freckles have begun to

You,

disappear, while the lighter ones have

vanished entirelj'. It is seldom that more
than an ounce of Othine is needed to
clear the skin of these ugly blotches.

—

always sold with guarantee of
money back if it does not remove even

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

DEAD

that they're really
that's a real tribute to the
.

.

.

.

makers

And

'.!

of

milk-white complexion.

OTHINE
DOUBLE STRENGTH

because the latter has attempted something
more daring in the way of a bath tub.
Lubitsch has had built a circular bath room,
done in silver and black marble, with a black
marble tub carved to fit the wall. Heretofore
innovations of this character have been the
prerogative of C. B.. though I must say right
here that the Crane Company has never recognized what De Mille has done for their business.
But, to get back to my subject, you will
have to see "Monte Carlo" and "Aladame
Satan" to judge which director has had the
finest imagination in the way of a bath tub.

present.

contract.

studio got

him

for

THIS one belongs to Eddie Cantor.

a very small

because he

was not well
Just recently he has been

Says he
"A year ago the song
writers were searching for a second
verse and a chorus now they're
looking for tile swimming pools and
:

—

loaned to Fox for one picture for
something like $20,000.

SWEETER

butlers."

/^WEN

-than

D.\VIS

^--'playwright.

SWEET

work

'T'HEY do say there is real war on between
* C. B. De MiUe and director Lubitsch, all

T last the secret is out as to why Dorothy
*-Dwan refused to do any more pictures,
even though her talking test was so excellent
that she had three offers immediately.
She was preparing for another matrimonial
step and by the time this reaches you she
will be married to Paul N. Boggs, Jr.
Mr. Boggs' parents presented them with a
beautiful home in Beverly Hills for a wedding

THE

salary

When

There is a dark and sinister reason
for all this. The star attended a tea,
recently, and asked for tea.

A

known.

is

the nation's most prolific

Of course, he

is

in

STEIXER, who arranges orchestraM.\X
tions,
up in arms. He says he
asked

home.

to be a tailor as well as a musician. The complaint arises out of a request of Luther Reed's
that Steiner give him "six more yards" when
a theme song ran out before the actors finished
their lines.
"Six more yards, something we
can chop off anywhere to make it fit." He
meant six yards of film, of course.

now

Hollywood.

The other day

is

the

phone rang

at his

A servant answered.
"Is Owen Davis in?" came

1

a voice.
"Sorry, but he cawn't be disturbed. He's
writing a play."
".\11 right," was the rejoinder, "I'll hold the
wire till he's done."

W

UUflLTZ

parties.

-^

value of a screen player jumps
almost overnight when he makes
one big picture. Take that kid Lew
Ayres, for instance.
He played the lead in one Garbo
picture and then he was cast by Universal for "All Quiet on the 'Westem
Front" and put under a long term

The

BLUE

.

this

film.

It's

the worst freckles and give you a lovely,

star has become a
outcast in Hollywood.
she walks down the street
mothers draw their little innocent
babies away from her. Old men cast
reproving glances in her direction.
She is not invited to the really nice

.

.

CERTAIN

social

When

.

.

.

A

.

.

.

.

.

.

Be sure to ask at any drug or department store forOthine double strength.

.

.

.

.

—

.

.

How

Would you recognize Lillian Bohny as Billie
Dove, Ernest Brimmer as Richard DLx, and
Langhanke as Jlary Astor? And if
you saw LoUta Dolores Asunsolo de Martinez
written down would you nonchalantly light
a ilurad and murmur "Dolores Del Rio," or
would you head for the great open spaces
where a man's a man and his name's his own?
Lucille

.

during the intermission, trj-ing in vain to get
to the coca cola stand
and being mobbed
by a horde of autograph-hounds
must
have gotten writer's cramp, they signed that
many autograph albums
Betty Bronson
left the theater in the middle of the war stuff
said she "couldn't stand it!"
Lucille Gleason stayed through it and said, redeyed, that she felt as though she'd been run
over by a steam roller
Lew Ayres, introduced from the stage
after the picture, blushing and refusing to make
a speech
Wolheim, however, makes one
and says that after playing in "All Quiet,"
he's at last convinced he's working in a respectable business
what did he mean,
anyway?
Lew Cody there, looking as
though he's putting on weight again
the strange feeling, when the lads who
played the various soldiers in the picture are
introduced from the stage after the show's
over, that they really haven't any right to be
standing there, all dressed up in evening clothes
.

Tells

whereabouts, and why, have a tougher time
it in the film capital than anywhere else.
For instance, if you were a census-taker
would you translate EveljTi Lederer Kiefer into the better known iwni de cinema, Sue
Carol? Would you know that a young man
by the name of Niculae Pratza, Uving at the
same address, had every right to be there
because he is also Nick Stuart and Mr. Sue
Carol?
of

.

.

Complexioti of

.

qualify for a job as ccnsus''-'taker in Hollywood?
The boys who go
finding out who lives with whom,

is

you dance, play or
your lovclieitt

— be

-use BLUE WALTZ,
youth's enchanting

fume!
$1.00

pen

Popular 50c and
drug and

[

CO.NTINUED

FRO.\I I'.VCE

74

sizes at

dcparlmcnt stores

leUDCCT

.

€IC,

.

.

Inc., 71

—

Fifth Ave..

N. Y.C,

She's crazy about the water, anyway
even
though she does get seasick on boats.
Much as she loves sports. Hebe has recently
turned to more quiet pastimes. She doesn't
want to play sports roles anymore, and fears
Eicry ndvcrth cmcm In PlIOTOl'LAY

MAGAZINE

is

what

]

if she indulges too
much in athletics. So she rc.ids a lot, now, and
studies languages for the talkies. Xon-fiction
biographies are her favorite books, and
stuff
she thinks sexy French style novels arc just a

that's

euaranliod.

—

they'll give her

—

"5
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n;isle of
in

time and paper.

She prefers reading

bed.

Hebe is one of the best-dressed women in
She has an uncanny sense of
Hollywood.
on a matching color
She hates hats ami
doesn't wear one if she can avoid it. She preShe owns fortyfers to carry it in her hand.

iJam/f fi/nayf Lovidy

color values, and insists
scheme in her attire.

on udA

seven hats at this writing.
Her favorite colors in dress arc white and
She dislikes black.
And
pastel shades.
no frills or llounces.
Shoes
straight lines
she even designs them herself
arc a hobby
and has them custom made according to her

y ynilnule)

tlidii

a a an

—

—

own

sketches.

are a passion with her, and her
rooms are full of them. Red roses, cameland spring bouquets of old-fashioned

FI.O^VERS
lias

posies are her favorites.

She has black hair, dark brown eyes, olive
skin and a nose that's been to the plastic surgeon's twice and isn't quite what she wants yet.
She's careful about ha\ing that nose photoSharp profiles are "out" for this
graphed.
reason. Three-quarter faces, so that the curve
of the cheek forms a background for the nose
are as far as she cares to turn from the lens.
She, like most other stars, has a good side and
a bad side for the camera. The bad side is
if ever, photographed.
She takes her work very

rarely,

seriously.

So

much

so, that for the first few days, she's
afraid to look at the "rushes," for fear she's
Finally she forces herself to
fallen down.
watch, and from then on she's lost her nervousness. On the set, she's popular with her fellow
workers. Prop-boys tight for the privilege of

bringing her a chair.
She is ultra-generous. Giving presents is
one of her greatest delights. She will forego

purchases for herself in
order to devote the time to buying gifts for
her friends.
\t Christmas she spends about 820,000 for
presents for her relatives, friends and acquaintances.
About the studio, to prop-boys and
minor workers, she hands out currency for
Christmas gifts.
She appears with a great
sheaf of greenbacks, and starts passing them
out indiscriminately. Several smart boys grab
a dollar bill on one side, then scurry around
to the other side of the group and get another
one, because Bebe doesn't remember whom
she's given one to and whom she hasn't!
She goes to church every Sunday, and is
genuinely and sincerely religious. She likes to
see moving pictures, either in a theater or in
She
the big projection room in her own home.
likes music, but very little jazz.
Blues singers
and mammy shouters are off her list, too.

making

(jJii^if

wonien

fijui

cnanudaaea in

tlie

lien; ^^^^u/MidZ/albli

necessarj'

She takes sudden likes and dislikes to
persons. If she likes a person, she's likely to
give too much of her trust to that individual.
But if she finds out her confidence has been
violated, she never forgives the violator.

"^TO \YOMAN knows better than the
X^ smart Parisienne what a lovely asset
her hands can be!

With her unerring

garnet— clear and sparkling as red wine!

"With an

instinct

charm, she was quick to appreciate the
tering brilliance of the

new

First,

it

is

flat-

utes' care

in this de-

so easy to

apply that it saves much precious time. Second, just one application keeps the finger tips
sparkling for days and days. Third, it does
not peel or discolor. Fourth, it will not make

for the under-nail tip."

The Manicure Method tvomen
with famous hands are using

the nails brittle.

perfumed, the colors range
from colorless through the pinks and reds to
"Delicately

1.

Nail Cleanser

Pass cotton-wrapped
orange stick, saturated with Cutex Cuticle Remover & Nail Cleanser, around the base of each
nail to remove dead cuticle. Then use fresh cotton
toclcanse under each nail tip.
freshly saturated
Dry and cleanse with dry cotton. Rinse fingers.

likes Oriental perfumes by night; light,
perfumes by day.
She handles her own investments, and boasts
that she had one of the biggest existing collections of bad stocks.
Yet she's a millionairess.
She loves animals, and has only one
pet.
That one is "Snippy," a little wire-

Naturally, she's gratefully careful of the
voice that's done this for her. But she's still
unconvinced as to its worth. One day, Tito
Schipa, visiting the studio, told her that he
believed hers to be the "loveliest feminine voice
on the screen." Her eyes were wet with tears
in appreciation of the compliment. But afterward, she told a very dear friend: "I don't

&

— to mould the cuticle and cleanse the nail
Scrub the

2.

nails.

—

—

•'-'springy

new phonoplay.

Cutex Cuticle Remover

tips.

P^EBE

haired fox terrier.
The thing that's made her happiest in recent
times is what the advent of talkies has done
for her. A falling star before sound burst into
Holly^vood, she emerged from the battle with
the mike as one of the biggest stars of the

groomed with

less than five mineach day. Just scrub your nails in
warm soapy water. Then, with an orange
stick wrapped in cotton and saturated with
cuticle remover, soften and shape the cuticle.
A good cuticle remover is also a fine cleanser

beautifully

liquid polish.

"I find four decided advantages
lightful liquid polish.

application of liquid polish at

the weekly manicure, the nails can be kept

for all the little artifices that accentuate her

Cutex Liquid Polish protects and flatters
Remove all old polish with Cutex

the nails.

Polish Remover. Apply Cutex Liquid
Polish, from half-moon toward finger tip. Then
use a tiny bit of Cutex Cuticle Cream or Oil to

Liquid

keep the cuticle soft, and a touch of Nail White
under the nail tip.

A

generous size bottle of the new Cutex

SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY OFFER — 12ji

Perfumed Liquid Polish in six smart shades,
or Perfumed Polish Remover, 35(f. Perfumed Polish and Polish Remover to-

I enclose 12^ for the Cutex Manicure Set containing sufficient preparations for six complete

manicures.

gether, 5o(- (Natural, Colorless or Rose).

(In

Cutex Cuticle Remover & Nail Cleanser,
35^.The other Cutex preparations, 35^. On

Canida address Post OfRce Box 2054. Montreal)

NoRTHAM Warren,

Dept.

191

Hudson

Street,

New

it

co-il/i

crnlq

''f^

OQ7

York, N. Y.

sale at toilet-goods counters everywhere.

NoRTHAM Warren

New

York, London, Paris

believe him."

Oh, yes.

She meant it.
She sings in the bathroom.

So mani|
you write

AinoTil

uromcn uie

10 adtcnlsers pltaic

il

that

monUon rUOTOI'LAY MAGAZI.NE.
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How

I'd

Manage

CONTINUED FROM PACE 69

I

couldn't 'there, there, little woman' her and
get away with it.
'"By kidding her out of her moods, I mean
Rather let
just not taking them seriously.
her know that if these moods get too serious
you'll take drastic steps.
I wouldn't let her
know what steps I'd take. I wouldn't know
them myself. Anyhow, I'd never take them,
liut I'd let her think I would.
.\nd that
wouldn't be a game, either. I'd do it honestly.
it

would be

exciting.

But there

Eventually I'd get a glimpse of that simplicity
it would be perfect.
It wouldn't be
a game, a studied play by play move on my
part. Love would play the game. If I did it
skilfully and if I were truly in love with her I
could complete the gesture. The sophistication
would be there for the rest of the world, but
not for me. Now, certainly there is verj- Uttle
sophistication about

COLLEEN JMOGRE

is

"In order to hold Colleen's love I'd be a kid
with her. I'd have to enter into that mar-

BILLIE DO\-E

Keeps Dresses Spotless

WHY

get angry over a spot on that
pretty dress? Just moisten a clean
cloth with a little Energine. Place another cloth or a blotter under spot to
be cleaned. Then, a quick gentle rub or
two and instantly the spot disappears.

—

be surprised how easily and
thoroughly Energine removes spots from

You

will

—

the sheerest silk or satin
rayon, wool,
hnen or cotton. Energine dries instantly.

You soon become an expert
^'
in removing spots with Ener- Druggists
gine by following the simple
^=^
directions on every label, r* ^^™l
Energine cleans a virorld of ^ V"""* p
things. And a little goes a
long way. Large can 35c.
Give Energine a trial
and,
"11

—

be without

is like

all

makes her

LOIS

Annual
Picture Pu^^le

Contest

moment, she

".\t the

for the fine things

dissipates her energies.

She is a little arty. She has a number of
divergent interests and right now she doesn't
know what she wants. I'd keep constantly
surprising her, for Lois has to have new interests.
She has to be told what she wants
and made to understand it. She is like many
young girls with brilliant minds, she is still
somewhat floundering and looking for a definite
philosophy which she hasn't.
"I'd try to make that philosophy something
worth while by continually changing my own
moods, by not letting her become tired of me,
by keeping abreast of her active mind. She
would respond for she has a great generosity
and a great capacity for affection.
"Now I've been specific, haven't I?"
There was nothing for me to do but admit
it.
"But," I added, "you've been talking
about women you don't know as well as you
know your wife. What about Lilyan Tashman? What sort of a person is she? How do
you manage her or, rather, how would you
manage her if you did?"

He

"I'd find the real her under the externals.

The

thought for a long, long time.

cigarette

— Well,
Lord! —

were alone.

MONEY FOR YOU!

MORAN

young but she has a good

in the world.

to light a cigarette and I kept
thinking of the things Connie had said about
how she'd manage Eddie. She had told me
he liked sophisticated women and that he
wouldn't have a little sit-by-the-fire for a wife.
She also added that if she were married to
Eddie she'd try to be witty and interesting
and worldly. I wonder how Eddie would feel
about her. He got off to a grand start.
"Connie," he said, "is one of the most
sophisticated girls I know, but behind all this
brilliance she is simple and honest, and almost
naive. No man likes utter sophistication in a
woman. He admires it, he enjoys seeing it,
but he wants to know that in his wife it's a
l)it of a pose.
He wants a woman to drop her
I'd try to get under
worldliness for him.
Connie's sophistication.
Oh, I'd want the
world to sec her brilliant and witty and amusing, but I'd break down that barrier when we

Photoplay's

is

mind and a great capacity

CONSTAXCE BENNETT

THE PERFECT CLEANING FLUID

so charming."

Moran

"Lois

He paused

ii'M; H

to amuse her.
Behind it
there's real intelligence, and that's what

always with which

it.

World's Largest Seller

Cut

is

—

like millions of others,
you'll never

velous play spirit in order to hold her.
I'd
treat her like the little girl she is, for Colleen
her name.
"She's a fresh spring breeze. Look at the
enthusiasm she gave to having that doll's
house built on her place. Nothing was too
much trouble. She's a child, at heart, and
I'd love that in her and encourage it.
"I'd be a kid, too, and try to find new things

so beautiful that I wouldn't bother
about managing her. I'd just feast my eyes
upon her. She's always so calm and so poised
and so restful. If you came in tired she'd saj',
'Now don't worry about that income tax,
darling, I know it will come out all right'
and you'd believe her.
"But, you see, there I'm talking about this
You see,
thing from the man's viewpoint.
I'm thinking about how she'd manage me, not
how I'd manage her.
It's that fundamental
thing again.
Our pioneer ancestors.
It's
woman's job to keep a husband.
"But one thing I know about Billie. I'd
never do anything to ruffle her lovely poise
and charm. I'd try to make life as happy and
as peaceful for her as possible, fearful lest I
lose some of the great capacity for rest and
quiet that she has. I'd try to be completely unselfish, do anything I could to please her.
Life
would not be so peaceful if I were married to
"Billie

1

and then

with Dolores wouldn't always be calm

i.i\ing

jut

Famous Wives

Six

smoke curled aliout his head.
would 1 mean I do she's

I

Lil,

there isn't

—
why — she's

—

just all there

"Lil?

— Oh.

is

and

any more."

CASH

5,000
A

Born

PRIZES

simple pu2,2,le con'
open to everyone.

test

1

—

to Sing!

CONTI.NUEI)

friendly with. He is a quiet, extremely
reserved per.son. There is tragedy still in his
His natural reserve is
blue eyes.
augmented by shyness.
He will not forget in a hurry a scene he had

become

Turn
issue

to page 60 of this
for conditions of

serious,

contest.

Kill

The Hair Root

My

mrthnci prevents hnlr from crnwInB acaln; use It privately III your own home. Hooklet tree. Write today, enoloslot; 3 red eianipn.
We teaob beauty culture. 26

2i>7-C

MahUr

D. J.
Park,

MA HLER.

to play in "Viennese Nights," his forthcoming
operetta with Vivienne Segal. He bad to walk
into a crowded cafe, down a long flight of
He had to
stairs, with a woman of the streets.
art very drunken and make a spectacle of himself before the woman he loves.
"When we rehearsed the scene I had to go
through it with the set crowded with extras,
property men and visitors. At first I didn't

Ercry aavwtlsemenl Id

PUOTOPLAY MAa.\ZIM£

is

FKOM

I'.\CE

6"
]

think 1 couhl do it, but I gritted my leeth and
started in. I'm glad that I didn't ask everybodj' to leave. It was good experience for mo.
and it was easier when it came to filming Ihi
scene."
.•\gain that Scotch Presbyterian training was
the shadow in the background. As a child hi
had seen little demonstrative affection in his
home. His father and mother were ideally
happy, but the affectionate display of many
families was missing. He grew up to hide his

own

feelings.

In "Viennese Nights" he is wearing a blond.
curlv wig. The blond hair is more becominu'

guaranteed.

—
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his own darker brown shade, but
very foolish about it.
"Why don't you adopt blond hair permanently?" someone asked him. "Women never
hesitate to take the shade of hair that is most
becominK to them. Why shouldn't a man do
to

him than

he

feels

the

same?"

"I'm afraid that I spent too
an enKineer," he answered.

many

years as

may

not be the
best experience in the world as preparation for
singing tender love ballads in the shell-pink
ear of a prima donna.
.\nd, after all, engineering

HE

never thought of the stage when he

enrolled in

Penn State

College.

During

his

first year he tended furnaces and waited on
tables to pay his expenses. In his second year
It imhe joined Delta Upsilon fraternity.
mediately became apparent that a fraternity
man would have to adopt some more dignified
labor than nursing turnaccs and passing the
boarding house hash. So he sold aluminum

ware.

"How I hated it." he confessed.
terribly bashful to begin with, and
killed

me

to

"I was
it

almost

have some indignant housewife

slam the door in

my

face."

That part of Pennsylvania must be full of
indignant housewives who are paying gooil
money to see .\le.\ander Gray on the screen,
never dreaming that they once slammed their
own doors in his face.
He began to sing in college. He joined the
glee club, and took part in musical shows. He
never had a vocal lesson until after he had
gone in business. In Chicago he worked for
several years as an advertising man for motor
trucks.

Then

in his

spare time he began to train

facts
every

woman should

his voice.

A

T first there was Utile thought of the stage.
-'^•He wanted to do concert work. He took up
tlie stage as a last resort because it offered him
a living, and time to continue liis study of

know about

music.

beauty bath

His

first

work

of

any importance was

in

shows.
He was at first merely a
singer, never having any lines to speak.
He
came to serious attention in "Sally," and won
his greatest popularity during the several
seasons he sang the lead role in "The Desert
Song."

the UNIT

^"-^

j^ )

Ziegfeld

and

its

instant results
Here

way women

the

is

every-

where are using the new

Linit

Dunedin, New Zealand
I want to hand the photoplays a large
and fragrant bouquet. Don't think I

Beauty Bath for a soft, smooth skin:
they merely dissolve half a package
of Linit in the bath and bathe as usual,
using their favorite soap. Then

am exaggerating when I
my husband and home

your skin after a

say

I

owe

directly to

Velvet couldn't be smoother than
Linit

Beauty Bath.

their influence.

My parents used to be most unreasonably strict and they never
allowed me to join in youthful jollifications, under the firm impression
that the "flesh

and the devil" lay

around the comer. Some few
years ago, however, a friend induced
them to attend the movies. Gradually it became a habit, and it
changed their whole outlook on
youth.
They realized that having fun and
dancing does not necessarily unfit a
just

This

soft,

satiny

you enjoy

feel

comes from an invisibly thin "layer"
of Linit — left on the skin after the bath.
This porous coating of powder is
evenly spread
spots that
the pores

it

— not

may

— but

in

clog
thinly

the most astonishing thing
new Linit Beauty Bath is not
only its low cost, but that the results
this

are immediate. You need not wait
weeks for some sign of improvement
— instantly you sense the refreshing
difference

in

your

skin.

Pure starch from corn Is the basic
ingredient of Linit. Being a vegetable
product, it contains no mineral properties to irritate the skin. Doctors
who specialize in the treatment of the
skin, regard the purity
of starch from corn so
_
MMtf
highly that they generally recommend it
for the tender skin of
young babies.

I

and evenly distributed
over all parts of the
body.

the serious side of life. So I
went to dances with friends, and in
due course met the boy I afterwards

And

about

girl for

married.
Blessings on the movies.

gave

me

life.

Mrs. M.

LINIT

is

sold by your

GROCER

They

M.D.

the
When >ou

bathway

write to advert Lst-rs
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,
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o

soft,
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smooth

skin
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His sister presides over his home and take*
a motherly interest in his small daughter, who
is developing ijito quite a definite personality.
His sister sings, too. Music has been a family
inheritance. Their father and mother live in
Pliiladelphia when they are not visiting in
HoUjTvood.

Gray lives in a tiny cottage in the rear of the
house. He has it fitted up with a small grand
piano, a lovely desk made from an old spinet
piano, and a cot that could not possibly be
dignified by any other word than just that.
There is an elaborate system of buzzers from
main house to cottage. One buzz means come
in, and two buzzes mean stay out, for the love
of Mike, or something Uke that.

Adolphe Comes

Outdoor Life on the South Grounds of the Ambassador, Las ^otgeta

Home!

No

Hotel in the World offers
Such Varied Attractions as the

[
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haven't any definitely," he says. "I've got
all the money I want, and I'm interested only
in keeping what I've got
and making the
I

—

best pictures I can.
"I won't sign for anything unless I can get a

LOS ANGELES

good stor>'. a good cast, good production and
a good director.
"I'm not ijiterested in being a star," he con-

"The Great Hotel that Seems Like Home"

CONTINUOUS program of outdoor and

tinues.
"I'd rather not. .\ star's salary gets
so big that they can't afford to spend what

indoor

diversion. 2 7- acre park, playgrounds, open air
plunges, tennis courts, 18-hole miniature golf course,
archery and fencing, flowered pergola walks, cac-

they should on productions.
"I'm not a fool.
"I know I made a mistake by acting as
in going to Paris.
"But I'm back."

tus gardens, ping pong tables, all -talking motion
picture theatre, world-famous Cocoanut Grove for
dancing parties, riding, bunting, and all sports. Beautifully redecorated lobby. 35 smart shops.

I

did

Ambassador convention auditorium seats 7000. Guests
have privilege of championship 18-hole Rancho
Golf Club.
I

Most Attractive Summer and Fall %ates
OUTSIDE ROOMS with BATH as low as * ^ per day
Write for Chef's Booklet of California Recipes

CONTINUED FROM
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through a hole in the back wall of the store,
thinking there was something between us."
"Oh ho!" said Dorothy. "Then I quit."
Dot Mulligan had discovered, anj^vay, that
she wasn't cut out to be a business woman.
Then came the first ray of light. She met a
woman through whom she got a chance to go
on the Chautauqua circuit singing and playing piano. She liked it! Here was something
in her line, it seemed.
Dorothy Mulligan was beginning to find
herself.
.\nd besides, there was the queenly
salar>' of forty dollars a week!

and Information^

THE AMBASSADOR HOTELS SYSTEM
THE AMBASSADOR NEW YORK
THE AMBASSADOR. PALM BEACH
THE AMBASSADOR ATLANTIC CITY

THE A.MBA5SADOR LOS ANGELES
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But week after week of the Chautauqua,
and Dorothy Mulligan once again felt the

This special offer is made to avoid disappointment. Many
of our readers complained last year because the newsstands
were sold out and in many instances we were unable to
supply back copies. Take advantage of our Special Six Months' Contest rate.
send $1.2.'; (Canada $1.50; Foreign $1.75) we will enter your subscription for
6 months, starting with the August issue, and send you the first set of Cut pictures, which appeared in June PHOTOPLAY.
Use the convenient blank on page

walls of limitation.
.\gain she quit! Quit a job she really liked,
because she knew she couldn't be herself by
staying in it forever. Call it ambition, call it
determination, call it whatever you wish, but
Dorothy Mulligan quit the Chautauqua job
to be herself.
Her mother insisted that she come back
home and finish college. Dorothy knew that
she didn't want to be a college girl above all,
but one ought to please one's mother. So
she found a compromise
"I went back home with the determination
to show mother that I didn't want to be a
college girl."
She went to school late. She raised heck
in the dorms.
She cut classes and got other
girls to do the same.
She calculated ways to
be called onto the carpet before the principal
And finally she was exfor a bawling out.

134, this issue.

pelled.

Special Six Months^
Subscription Offer
So that our readers need not miss a single issue of Photoplay during the $5000.00

Cut Picture Puzzle Contest we
(See pa%e

60 for

are

full purticulars

making a

special six

month

rate of

^

—

regarding Contest)

—
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"Oh, how I loved it," she says.
Now she made up her mind that there must
She
be something for her in New York.
began
field.

ml

In I'UCITOI'I.W .\1M).\ZINI;

Is

Kuar;

have an idea that stage life was her
She wrote to Gus Edwards, a perfect

to

—

—
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him that he had to see
her! Then she borrowed two hundred dollars
York
and to Gus ICdwards'
New
and went to
stranger,

and

told

house.

She must have had talent. For she became
one of Gus Edwards' prot^g^es! On the stage,
Dorothy knew that now she had found what
she wanted to be!
And when a four hundred and fifty dollar a
week vaudeville contract came along, she was
more than ever sure of it. But the vaudeville
tour took her to California and in Los
Angeles she was offered a screen test.
"The moment I saw the inside of the studio,
I knew that that was what I wanted."
From that moment on, Dorothy was unhappy on the stage. She wasn't being herself,
once again. She had her eye always on the
And at last, the break came they
pictures.
needed a leading lady for "Speakeasy," and

—

—

Ben

Stolo£f

was

in

New York making

talkie

tests of actresses there.

the manager of the show in which
Dorothy Mulligan was playing stepped into
her dressing room and said
"There's a big movie director downstairs."
That was all he had to say. Dorothy Mulligan was herself on the instant by rushing
Stoloff gave
to meet the big movie director.
her a test and she made good. Since then

One day,

—

—

The
know who Lola Lane
WELL, you
JamesCruze's"ThcBig Fight," and
is!

starof
the girl who is headed for one of the foremost
places in filmdom, if the unanimous opinion
of executives, directors and critics is any

Manage THESE
they ^11 manage
g' you!

criterion.

Well, Lola Lane is Dorothy Mulligan.
She believes that every girl who has any
spark of talent at all can only develop it by
being herself everlastingly and always. When
she goes back to Indianola this summer, to
be the big attraction at a church bazaar for
which they're going to charge the unprecedented admission of five dollars a person,
she's going to advise any Indianola girl who
asks her how to succeed, to be herself.
"If being yourself is being happily married
to a farmer boy, then be yourself that way,"
"If you
Lola Lane Mulligan will tell her.
feel that being yourself is something else,
then don't marry him. Try always to be
yourself, no matter what the cost in courage
to

do

it."

—

Lola Lane wants to tell every girl not
alone the girls back in Indianola, but the
girls in all the Indianolas in the country, and
in all the New Yorks and Chicagos and other
places, too
to be themselves!

—

or

THERE'S no question about \t,miIlions
of women need help! With all our
new devices, they still are being bullied
by dirt. Day after day, they are workwithout getting
ing too long hours
much of anywhere.
Yet other millions of wives and
mothers present such a different picture. Their homes sparkle. They make
.

Cincinnati, Ohio

.

And they have,
every day, some time for themselves
... to read or ride or rest in ... to walk,
or visit, or go to the movies ... to keep
cleaning seem easy.

as

Our hearts ache for the deaf, but
there are many afflicted by the
tragedy of blindness to whom talking pictures come as a heaven-sent
boon.
In my family there are one totally
blind person and another, partially
blind, who have not gone into a
theater for eight or nine years. They
could not afford the prices asked for
legitimate plays and were unable to
see pictures. But since the advent
of talkies, while they do not see the
actors, thanks to the sounds and the
talk they are able to follow the action
of the story.
And best of all, they
hear the superb music.
How can any innovation be a failure that brings this blessed joy to
these most tried of all unfortunates?
Sympathetic

.

young

as their families.

Nevertheless, now-a-days there is
something wrong when "a woman's
work ... is never done." Two things, in

and curtains and porcelain and glass get
dingy, home happiness, too, may become
less bright. And we can no more get
along without fresh towels and sheets, and
spotless table linen than we can put up
with dirty clothing or unwashed bodies.

to guess:

First, the

lack of a definite cleaning plan. Second,

probably an incomplete understanding
of the

many

soap,

the

ways in which
and cheapest of
cleansers, can be called upon to save
backs and long hours.

Send for

surprising

simplest

this

extraordinary book

—it's
If,

Of course our homes must be spicand-span. That's what homes are for.
Everyone knows that when woodwork

we venture

fact,

FREE!

you, too, have days

when work

piles up,

then we urge you earnestly to send for our
book,"A Cleaner House
by 12 O'clock." For
here are many valuable
cleaning methods given
in detail. And simple
instructions, if you

want

them, for making your

own
]iijn

cleaning

efficient

scheilule.

Use the cou-

but mail

it

promptly.

CLEANLINESS INSTITUTE
Established to promote public welfare by leaching the value of cleanliness

45

E.\ST

in "The
Book .bout B.lh.". or "TLe
Duy LovelincsB Test".

woulJ be inlorfsK-d
Thirty

These, too. arc free ... a part
of the wide >ervic< of Cleanliiieas Institute.

street. NEW

17th

Important: Perhaps you also

IXEANLINESS INSTmjTE.

YORK.

iS East 17th Street.

Ne

i

Please send

me

free of all cost. " A

Geaner Houi

N.

Y.
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SOOTHES
EYES AFTER
OUTDOOR SPORTS

A

Chevalier of France!
[

CONTINUED FROM

thundered their approval and shouted for more.
It didn't matter that his voice wasn't good
and that he couldn't keep the pitch. It didn't
matter that he couldn't follow the piano and
that the piano had to follow him. He swept
them away on the wave of his own joyous
friendliness, and they laughed at everything,
especially his mistakes.

TT

was

his first big night,

and when

it

was

'over, Heaven opened before him. The manager asked him to come back.
Of course he
couldn't pay him anything, but he generously
offered MaiLrice the freedom of his stage,

where someone was bound to see him eventuaUy
and gi\'e him an engagement.
Which was e.xactly what happened. It was
a small-time artist who saw him and his possibihties, and talked to him after the show and
said he thought he could get him work.
Maurice ran home to his mother with the
news.

Why

suffer with heavy, burning,
bloodshot eyes after tennis, golf,
motoring and other outdoor activities? It's needless

when a few

drops of harmless Murine will
instantly end the irritation
and soon make your eyes clear

and fresh again.

A bottle of .1/ijrinc,oomplete
with eye dropper, costs but
60c at drug and department
stores. Keep one always
handy for quick relief from
eye irritation and strain.

fl

f OR

By that time he had been thrown out of
several trades by various disgusted employers,
whose time he had wasted and whose tools he
couldn't handle. He told his mother that the
man had said he could make twelve francs a
week (about S2.50I. That was more than he
could earn as an apprentice, even if he succeeded in sticking to a job, which w'as doubtful.
It was a serious decision he was asking his
mother to make, iladame Chevalier called into consultation her eldest son. who stood in a
father's place to the little family. Without an
instant's hesitation, he said no!
\\'ho had ever heard of an actor in the family?

They had

all

earned their bread with

and IMaurice could do the same.
mother know what it meant to be an
It meant a wicked life
it meant keep-

their hands,

Did

his

—

actor?
ing company with a set of good-for-nothing
loafers who had neither money nor morals,

P.\GE 38

j

who were a
family.

disgrace to

any

self-respecting

Let Maurice put that

his head and buckle
rest of them!

down

folly out of
to %vork like the

Madame Chex'alier looked from the stormy
face of her big son into the pleading eyes of
her little one. It must have been as difiicult
to resist his appeal then as it is now. Womanlike, having sought advice, she decided not
to take it.
"Pie's a good boy," she said. '"Let him try
it, since his heart is set on it.
If he fails, he
always has time to be a carpenter." (It may
be interesting to note in passing that before
many years had gone by, this same stern
brother's proudest boast was: "I am the
brother of Chevaher!")
So Maurice tried

it.

It

would be pleasant

to record that his success was immediate and
startUng.
It was neither.
In his clownish
make-up he scored a small hit, but the sensation of his amateur night was not repeated.
However, there was no more talk of returning
to a trade.
It was understood between him
and his mother that he was to be an actor, and
that whatever tlifiicukies had to be faced
would be faced together.

"LJE went from

one small engagement to
-'another. Therewere weeks when he worked
and weeks when he didn't. But, little by
little, the two-and-a-half dollars grew to fourand-a-half, and one day he went over so big

*

with the patrons of a certain music hall that
its manager not only offered him a weekly
salary of seven dollars, but billed him week
after week in response to the demands of liis
admirers.
It was then that his second brother, whose
earnings had helped support the household,
married, so that even the fine sum of seven
dollars was hardly enough to keep Madame

\^UR

New!
MANICURE COMPACT
Cleanses
Softens Cuticle

Corrective tor
Brittle Nails

Non-Acid
Aids

in

Removins

Cigarette Stains
Delicately Perfumed

NAIL BATH
The Cu-Vel Ndil Bath permits

dressing one
is being bathed — no
soapy water needed. Cu-Vel Nail
Liquid needs no accessory such as cuticle
finger

while another

bowl

of

softener,nail whitener,etc.lt prepares the
nails for buffing to a natural sheen. Ideal
for traveling; handy, quick, easy to use.
Attractive compact in black and gold.

A PERFECT
BRIDGE PRIZE
$1.50

POSTPAID

CU-VEL
Dtpi

X. 3527

COMPANY
LANCASTER AVE.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Monte

Blue's beautiful family. His wife, holding Richard Blue, and her
mother, Bodil Rosing, the screen actress, with Barbara Ann Blue
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Chevalier from lace-makint; or their minds
And though the seven-dollar
from worry.
engagement was a long one, running for several

months, it came to an end at last.
There followed the most miserable period of

was a hot summer
after day he
and disheartened,
The
hunting in vain for a job any job.
depths of his wretchedness may be measured
by the fact that he was ready to take what
offered, even if it landed him in a carpenter's
shop. The stage had been his vision of Paramother,
disc, but as between his vision and his
llie vision would have to go.
Chevalier's existence.

and work was
tramped baking

It

Day

scarce.

streets, tired

—

wouldn't have mattered.
himself,
FOR could
have lived happily on hot dogs and
it

Me

to
beer, and a man can always tind a place
It might even have been rather rosleep.
mantic, a picturesque chapter in an actor's
But w^hat would have been fun for
career.
himself
himself alone, was less than fun for
and his mother together. His heart ached over

her very cheerfulness in the face of privation.
probably have
If she had grumbled, he would

borne

it

better.

During those days he vowed a private vow

Whatever money he
that he ne\er broke.
earned in the future, no matter how little, no
matter how much, he would live on half of
The other half he would put aside, so that
it.
he could be safe in the knowledge that his dependents would have something to depend
upon.

The time came when there was no money m
the house, and he did something that to this
day he hates to talk or think about. lie asked
permission of a cafe owner to sing in the cafe
and to pass the hat. Though he was still
hardly more than a child, and was doing out
of desperate necessity what many boys of his
age might have done as a lark, the experience
so wounded his self-respect as to leave a

disfiguring hair growths

not only removed,—
destroyed under the skin

scar that never disappeared.
But he had lived through his darkest hour.
At the end of the summer he was engaged as a
sort of chorus boy for a big musical show called
Li PiirishiiKi. His special talents soon be-

came apparent

That was how it
happened that young Maurice, in the same
so popular with
been
had
that
buffoon's rig
to experiment with him.

his less sophisticated audiences, appeared one
night on the stage of a fashionable Parisian
theater, and sang and gave his imitations of
well-known stars with such success that his

was promptly

salarv
lars

raised to fourteen dol-

a week.

He had the satisfaction of knowing that he
was earning more money at his "disreputable"
calling

The undergrowth must also be removed
in order to prevent a bristly re growth

manager, who decided

to the

than cither of his big brothers at their

highly respectaUe ones.

No longer need you fuss about superfluous hair every week. It was
growths. Since then hundreds of thousands of women have been using it
with amazing success. It is a favorite
with stage and screen stars as well as
Beauty Specialists for face, arms, legs.

body and underarms.

ZIP

HEfewwas

"I think the next
then si.xteen,
years of my life are not so interesting for
people to read about; though," he adds with a
reminiscent smile, "they were very interesting
for me to live. I did not have much trouble to
I played in Paris and
secure engagements.
also in the provinces, and since there was not
the great worry about money, I worried instead about my work.
"Xot worried exactly either, you understand but I tried always to think how I
could make the people out there like me more.
I was never one to run after flattery when I
He spoke with the simleft the theater."
"It seemed to
plicity that carries conviction.
me always a waste of time and emotion. But
as an actor, I did all in my power to please

ZIP

proved many years ago that

effectively destroys hair

ZIP

Is

Harmless

is

There are many ways to remove hair
merely from the surface, but ZIP
the

way

to

destroy

it.

—

After years

no other

Epilatoi.

leaves no trace of hair above
the skin; no prickly stubbie; no dark
Only by reshadow under the skin.
moving the cause, can you be free of
unsightly growths.

Lasting Results
^ harmless, fragrant compound,
and pleasant to use. Moreover, there
are no disagreeable fumes, no discol-^

oring of porcelain and tile. ZIP acts
immediately and brings lasting results.
You will be delighted and you risk
nothing, for Z/P is sold on a money-

back guarantee

basis.

on/y

«,

n,y

Salon

Entrance on 46th Street

mM^^K^ Madame

Berthe,

FIFTH AVE.,

Specialist

NEW YORK

moil, in plain envelope, tell me
about Z/P and how to be entirely free
ofhair. Also send "Beauty's Greatest

By

"I tried to think what I would enjoy if I
in the audience and the other
I wanted them to
fellow was on the stage.
not from a
feel that I was one of them
different world because the footlights came

were sitting

\
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Secret" without charge.
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— but just an ordinary fellow,

is

safe

Remember,

Z/P

C

562

make them laugh and have a good time."
of the things he did to "make the people
out there like him more" was to add dancing

there

^ Spec.a/.Jt
562 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK
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product was created.
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destroys the growth.
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Why

the Stars Quit

Those Freak Diets
I

CONTlNttU FROM PAGE 59

]

During the period of the insane craze

for

trick diets the restaurants alon;; the boulevard
specialized in the faddish

and at the studios

menus. Vou could, for instance, go into any
one of them and say, "I want the luncheon on
the fourth day" and have your lettuce leaf ami
pair of olives set before you. But those days
are gone forever.
Frances Edwards, in charge of the commissary at M-G-M, has lived through all the fads.
She has knit her brow over the demands of the
She has fought her way
eighteen-day era.
through carloads of lamb chops and pineapple.
that not one of the girls
reports
And now she
who lunch in the commissary are on any sort
all eat enough now.
They
of absurd diet.

TKO^I THIS O^E MPSTICK

has found
Ni )RM.\ SIIE.VKEK
problem byhavingherbigthe solution

to her particular

noon (vegetables, fruits, a little
meat perhaps) but in the evening she dines
on breakfast foods.
Anita Page has reduced considerably simply
by leaving off the rich pies and pastries and
cream puddings that girls of her age usually
Eeila Hyams has given up desserts and
relish.
bread and butter. She eats everj-thing else.
Joan Crawford, who used to be one of the
most ardent faddists, lunches on cottage cheese
and fig salad and several vegetables. At night
she eats an ordinary dinner, leaving off only
potatoes, sweets, bread and butter.
Garbo leaves off rich des-erts, creamed dishes
and butter. She usually has, at noon, a vegegcst meal at

table or fruit salad. Russian
tables, a slice of cheese

rj^e toast,

and stewed

How

cJemure Tangee looks in

gunmetal

case!

to your lips,
.

.

.

How

modest

its

innocent! But touch

it

you Blonde one of great fame

you Beauty of the

hair

titian

.

.

.

you

sparkling eyed Brunette!

vege-

fruit.

Jeanette MacDonald has a diet that might
be called faddish e.xcept that no diet is really
wrong if one gets enough to eat and a great
enough variety of food to satisfy all the needs
of the body.

Look for

name

the

the package,

TANGEE

that gives you luhat you ask for.

is a fruit meal, consisting of
diHerent kinds of fruit and a glass of
milk. Luncheon is the starch meal. She has
potatoes, bread and butter, vegetables, raw or
cooked, tea, milk or coffee. She uses no granuEven in coffee she uses
lated sugar at all.
honey. .\t dinner she has a protein meal, consisting of eggs, cheese or baked beans, meat,
fowl, fish, etc.; no potatoes or bread. She may

At

on

and patronize the store

nothing seems to happen. Then

first

slowly, into your lips begins to creep the

rose-blush color that

is

Nature's

own

... a

Her breakfast

glow of

many

have a salad and soup with this dinner. She
eats no dessert, e.xcept ice cream occasionally.
And while this may be good for Jeanette
(she got it from a famous specialist), it might
work havoc with you or me.
Alice White has lost considerable weight and
she says it is because she has exercised. Most
of the doctors prescribe a certain amount of
exercise, but not too much.
Lina Basquette, who has reduced to a mere
shadow of her former self, declares that it is
only hard work that has done it.
the girls want to put on weight
rather than take it oS. June Collyer, for
and a half of milk
every day. This she takes between meals and
before she goes to bed at night.
There have been, in the last six months, no
Before ah,
disastrous results from dieting.
what a toll was taken for beauty's sake! But
the little girls are slowly getting on to themselves. Their eyes are being opened.
Health is the vital requisite now. Health is
what the studios demand of their stars. Health
is what the stars themselves want and they
have found that they may be healthy and slim
at the same time. They go to masseuses to be
reduced "in spots."
And so, instead of subscribing to the dictates

M.\XY of

instance, drinks a quart

Tangee

Lipstick, Si.

Compact,

75?

.

.

... of lovely youth.

Also the same

marvelous color principle in Rouge
.

perfect health

Crime Rouge, $1.

For this
first

it

is

the magic of Tangee

seems quite

colorless,

.

.

.

that at

but presently

shade of color

Face Powder, blended to match the

takes

natural skin tones, $1. Night Cream,

required for your individual complexion.

both cleanses and nourishes,

on

just that exquisite

SI.

Tangee never gives an
Day

Cream,

protects

new

a

foundation

the skin, $1.

Cosmetic,

a

"mascara," will not smart, $1.

All prices

25(!

greasy,

artificial,

cream,

more in Canada.

make-up look.

It

never rubs

off.

And Tangee

has a solidified cream base, so that

only beautifies but actually soothes

and

it

not

heals.

sT>1N<3^^

—

SEND 20f FOR TANGEE BEAUTY SET
tSix items in mxniaiuxc

117 Fifth Avenue

of the mad diets, they have put themselves in
the hands of reputable physicians who are wise
enough to guide them to real beauty!

When

and "Art of Makc-Up.")

The George W. Luft
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Ten Years Ago

i

Photoplay

in

j

month of July, 1920, the month of
THIS
"Humoresque,"' the Cosmopolitan Prois

duction destined to be the first winner of
the Photoi'l.^y Gold Medal of Honor for the
best production of its year.
That verj' sentimental storj' of a little
Jewish boy who grew to be a great artist on
the fiddle pushed Alma Rubens to screen fame.
Bobby Connelh- played the child, and Gaston
Glass the violinist grown up.
.\nd Vera
Gordon won all hearts by her playing of the

All'talkingl

mother.

All'singingl

Burns Mantle, our boss
excellent piece about it.

All'Colorsl

A ND

— about Po-Go
AU singing — in praise

All talking

Rouge!
of

its

this

the

is

writes

critic,

an

Po-Go has just the shade to
make your cheeks sing with
Parisian loveliness. Smooth to
apply, easy to blend, long to
Po-Go is made of finest
French ingredients and only

and

directing

left

He is the human prey for
arch-temptress of the Ince lot.

WE'VE

finished one of our ringing

just
contests.
was called

It

back acting.
Louise Glaum,
is

"The Twelve Best

Pictures
I've Seen."
Miss \\'anda X. Orton, of Minneapolis, won
the S25 first prize.
Here is her list of the
twelve best pictures she's seen up to the
summer of 1920. How manv do you remember?
"The Miracle Man," "C'abiria," "The Birth

—

Nation," "Carmen," "Ramona."
"Mickey," "Daddy Long-Legs," "The

of a

month that we sadly

-'^chronicle the death of little Clarine Seymour, the nineteen-year-old girl picked for
certain stardom by Griffith, star-maker.
Clarine was a Brooklyn girl who first appeared in public at church entertainments.
.\t sixteen she broke in doing extra work for
old Thanhouser at its New Rochelle studio.

splendid French colors!

Kirkwood has

"Shoulder .\rms," "Broken Blos-

Spoilers,"

soms," "Revelation," and "Neptune's
Daughter."
That's an excellent

and

list

—

meraorj-

if

is

T_rOT weather pictures
"The Devil's
* -'-Pass-Key,"of Universal, is an early creation
.

.

,

of Eric von Stroheim, and is strong
to get a long and laudator}' review.

last,

—

sharp

clear in 1930.

enough

.

.

Bill

.

50c (U. S. or Canada).

Hart makes "The Toll Gate"

Choose your right shade in
Po-Go. You'll have him and
everyone talking about the
smartness of your make-up.
Sing out "Po-Go" at the rouge
counter — or by mail from us!

release.

Qu\T.Gibson,Inc.,S65-SthAi:,N.Y.C.

"Don't Ever Marry."
TommyMeighan's
new one is "The Prince Chap," and Connie
Talmadge breaks out in "The Love E.xpert,"
with some of Anita Loos' smarty titles.

M

.

.

.

.

.

this

tint,

We

natural. Ronce, raspberry. Vi/,

.

.

.

.

GEORGE FAWCETT

xtremely bright,

blonde

the suffering lady
directed by Fred

is

.

.

.

lightest

Paramount

the case.
"Se.x,"
Niblo, is pretty hot stuff, too. Louise Glaum
is the star, and Irving Cummings is villainous.
Geraldine Farrar and her Lou Tellegen
are in "The Woman and the Puppet."
Mickey Neilan makes a wild farce called
in

9 ROUGE

e,

.\nna Q. Nilsson

for

rates a long story

month.

him "The Grand Young

call

Man of

the

Screen."

Laws

And TKeyT)mi9kt He'd
Never Plarn
So many charming girlg
had failed to attract him,
that people thought he'd
,,
never marry. Then he />•_ f*'
>i
met this girl. She had
,

bookletoutlining the contents of this wonderful book
and in it telling much interesting information you
would like to know. If you want it write name and
address on margin and mail with 10 cents to

THE PSYCHOLOGY PRESS

to banish

simple, eafe

them

home

treat

mem — Iti years' success in

uij

Moles (alec Bij;
Growths) dry up and droj)
ofT.
Write for free Booklei
practice.

WM.

DAVIS, M.

D.,

124-D Grove Avt., Woodbrldge. N.J.

R A IMI^H
'-'f^i^M-'Jt*.
irnniiles.s.

Stan**

and

I'nlijles.^:

^'k'v h:iir!

cream'
softly

otlitT relel>rltiefl

Colette hair blnach

makes

hair invisible.
Famous Screen
u-e f'OI.KTTK. once

blearliES.

now

alwiiys u.se<I. .'^atisractlon euarunteci).
larKO trial package. COLETTE, 1041-B

tried,

Send

tor

46th St.,

Brooklyn, Naiw York.

by the way, cracks out in a
her own.
asks "Why Bob Your Hair?" and
Corinne discourses learneflly on the wisdom
or dumbness of snipping off the lengthy locks.
Imagine anyone getting e.xcited over that!
story

J-'ic

all

Its title

She was a gay and beautiful child, and ultimately Griffith picked her up and gave her

nPHIS month

leading roles.

Selznick

Her last appearance was in "The Idol
Dancer." Then, at nineteen, exquisitely
beautiful and tabbed for fame, she was taken
ill, and died in three days' time.

kidded because he plays in a picture called
"Don't Ever Marrj'," and he's the bachelor
Moore boy. Sure— and he still is!
The
students at Princeton vote Norma Talmadge
their favorite star this year.
Bcbe
Daniels, not long ago just Harold Lloyd's
pretty foil, is sure for stardom, says Cecil
De ^iille, her director.
,\dolph Zukor has
bought "Peter Pan" for Paramount to film.
Now who will play Peter, we ask.
The

••-

settled

Martha Mansfield has
down to steady screen work for the
Company.
Matt Moore gets
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Hot and dr>-, in ProhibiJULY, 1920
Jtion's first long summer.
Lillian Gish
is laboring away in "Way Down East."
I'lioToi'L.w discovers the first Champion Fan,
Mr. Jack Jordan, of Covington, Ky., who has
averaged seven picture shows a week for ten
His favorite actor is Tom Mi.x.
years.
Charlie Chaplin is planning a six reel picture,
and fandoni is getting agog.
say, "The
title, if report be true, is 'The Kid.' "
And
was the report true? Oh dear, and liov!
.

.

.

Wales

How

CORINNE,

In July, 1920, Betty Blythe was marrying Director Paul Scardon. Here's
the way the noted siren looked in
those days

.

1814 Franklin Ave., St. Louis. Mo., Dcpt, 4-C;

—

sob-sister.

V?\

read "Fascinatine Woman- '•l \v-f.^,
-V"'^\l
hood," a remarkable new book
which Bbow3 how any woman can multiply her attractiveness by using the simple laws of man's
psychology and human nature. She could just as
easily have fascinated any other man. You, too, can
have this book; you, too, can enjoy the worship and
admiration of men, and be the radiant bride of the
man of your choice. We have prepared a 28-page

A

mercy! In 19,TO he's even grander
and younger turned seventy now, but still
working every day he wants to for any company lucky enough to get him.
In 1920, when he was a slip of a lad of sixty,
with heaven knows how many years on the
stage behind him, he turned to directing, and
is shown putting Corinne Griffith over the
jumps in an old Vitagraph called "Deadline
at Eleven."
Corinne played a newspaper
a'

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

We

.

.

.

William Desmond, one of our handsomest hemen, is a proud papa. His wife, Mary Mclvor,
has just had a little daughter.
Sessuc
Hayakawa says he is going to form his own
film company.
Betty Blythe, the great
vamp when \amping vas vamping, has just
married Paul Scardon, the director.
James
.

.

.

.

.

.

Every advcrtlsemeot In

.

PUOTOPLAT

.

M.\aAZINi;

.

Is

.

.

.

.

,

,

.

.

news

is

out.

.

Wheeler Oakman and

.

.

Pri.scilla

Dean have been secretly wed for some months.
Mae Murray now has her own company,
.

.

.

and husband Robert
direct

n

Z.

Leonard

is

going to

lier.

OSCOE F.VTTV ARHUCKLE

has

made

'^his first long starring picture!
It's "The Round-L!p," made from thefamous
stage play in which Maclyn .Vrbuckle starred
for some years.
Tom Forman, Mabel Julienne Scott, Irving
Cummings and Wallace Beery are in the cast.

guaranteed.
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Nothing

They Don't Want
to

Jli.v.

else stops

Stars!

CONTINL'ED rROM rACE 53

sunburn pain so quickly

]

hated it and wouldn't return to it for anything!"
I'araniount has a good looking lad, Johnny
Kngstead. who is of the same opinion. Johnny
works in the publicity department, but he has
There
all the qualifications of a Gary Cooper.
is a genuineness about him that has endeared
him to fellow workers. It is generally felt at
Paramount that Johnny has loads of stulT to
offer on the screen.
"I'm in
But Johnny can't be bothered.
the best of all departments now," says Johnny,

I

I

because Unguentine goes as deep as the burn
UNCI ENTINE acts the instant
spread
it

"and I happen to know it. Maybe I'd make
more money in front of the camera, but what
I'm learning
about ten years from now?
something where I am. I've seen several quit
their good jobs in the studios to act, but in the
end they all want their jobs back. I'm plenty

it

banishes the fiery pain. Safe, natural

healing begins.

Unguentine does far more than mere
and toilet creams which only

lotions

reach the outer surface of the skin. Un-

guentine goes as deep as the burn

satisfied!"

penetrates right

OUTatM-G-M

you will find stunning Margery Prevost, sister of the famous Marie,
working in the modern settings deMargery is another one who
partment.
Fresh from
could (did, in fact) but won't.
Ziegfeld's •'Follies," Margery arrived in Hollywood a few years ago all ready to get famous
in a movie way.
Her sister backed her and the parts began

smarting

in.

But Margery's

interest

down

ti.ssues in

—

it

to the inflamed,

the dermis, or inner

layer of the skin.

busily

rolling

yen

on. Softly, soothingly,

Here

waned.

.\cting lost its appeal and in its place came an
intense interest in interior decorating and set
.\gainst the advice of all those indressing,
terested in her film career, she quit the studio
cold and got a job in the interior decorating

Now

she

is

the chief, Cedric Gibbons, and
ever with the make-up box.

is

it

it is

— takes

antiseptic,

guards against the dangerous infection

may develop.

out of lo hospitals use Unguentine
for burns. Sunburn is not different from
any other burn and should be treated
8

—

assistant to

through

eases the inflammation

which any burn

department of a large Los Angeles store. Her
ingenuity at the work became known and soon
the studio called her back as an authority on
interior decorating.

it

out the sting. And, since

in

the

same

careful, scientific

way.

for-

Apply Unguentine liberally, and turn
the raw red into a glorious, healthful
tan. Only 50 cents for the long-lasting
tube. At your druggist's. Use Unguentine for burns and scalds, too, and for

"We all knock around a bit before we find
what we want," Margery told me, "and that's
what I was doing when I was in front of the
camera. But why anyone should want to be
in the movies when they could have such
fascinating work as I now have is beyond me.
Let 'em have their big salaries and fame and
let me go right on learning to be the best
No more movies
decorator in the world.
for me!"
Radio has a youth in Kenny Wesson whom
any casting director would welcome. Kenny
works in the sound department, but strictly of
his own choice. He could as easily be working
in front of the mikes, because the boy has all

cuts, scratches, insect bites, etc.
it

along with you on your vacation

Always be prepared

Take
trips.

for sudden cmcr-

the earmarks of a born actor.
Clever he is, and easy to look at, with a surefire personality and an irresistible boyishness.

He

sings, too.

.\nd does things with his feet!

Kenny, in his own words,
BUT
rather go to work any day than act!

"would
W'ork-

ing where I do," he continued, "I see how they
make it. I've watched actors come and go
(mostly go) for nearly ten years now, and it
just makes me like my job more.
And now,
if you'll excuse me, I'll get bach to it."
I

hope reformers read

of reformers

who say

—

this article
the kind
.\merican youth is jazz-

Unguentine

mad.

^oes as deep

It was my impression, in talking with these
young men and women, that they are any-

Q

as the burn

thing but that.
On the contrary, they are almost too serious
for their years.

More power

to 'em for keeping their heads
land of make-believe and phony glory.
to 'em for upsetting the ancient
Hollywood theory of: "Scratch a milkman and
find a movie actor."

'y

epidermis, or upper skin.

in this

More power

When

derm is, or

in ner layer of shin,

where s unhurndoes itsdamage
and where Unguentine roes.
vnii

wTlle to •dvcrtisers please menllon
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Warner

in

Bros.'

"Show

of Shows,"
It With

"Say^

[

Songs," and "In
The Headlines."

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 46

"Well, slender you'll get, Hope, or you're
through, and we'll both lose money.
"What about this last picture?" demanded
Miss Galaday, nearer to tears than she dared
show. "Wasn't I suitable?"
"Ves, but you was a piece of human flotsam!" shrieked Abe, becoming irritated. "Boxcar Annie could be a trifle plump, because once
in a career you can have a part where your costume is an oatsack. From now on only forsaken wives can be plump, and you ain't the
type. Roll off the weight or out of the business.

"

"Not an ounce,"

gritted

Hope.

Mr. Zoop sternly, " I've got
to tell you.
At half past eleven this
morning Adams put in a bid for you to play in
'Pawns of Passion,' but the advisory committee
turned him down."

THEN, " said

'Vf Course

Use Lipsticks

but only once aday
— Marion Nixon, radiant film

star, frankly

admitted.

"But I won't be annoyed with a lipstick
that keeps coming oil'. That's why I'm so
strong for Kissproof. When I put it on my
lips of mornings, I'm through with them. I
know Kiss|)roof will keep them looking their
best all day."
MissNixonisjustanotheroftheHollywood
stars who have found that Kissproof alone
combines immediate with lasting charm,
subtle sophistication with naliu'al beauty.
This modern lasting waterproof lipstick
is

" "

Weight and Hope

Kissproof Lips

I

"

"

Marion Nixon's

See

—

"

"
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available at toilet counters everywhere.
Case, 50c; Swivel Case, 75c,

Mack and Gold

"I'd be opposite Lancelot?''
"You certainly would, and from what I hear
that wouldn't be any too close, judging by the
way this here Fairfa.x has him snagged. And
she's got a shape like the stick on a skyrocket."
" You mean he's liable to stray? Oh, Abe,
he was saying something about my weight at
breakfast, but I never really thought there was
another woman behind it. I'd give up pictures,
but not my Lancelot. Why, the insipid little
brat. I'll scratch her eyes out!"
Mr. Zoop smirked inwardly. "Wait until
the picture's finished," he begged. "You can
stay on the set while it's in production, but
that's the best I can do.
"But can't you make the committee change
its

mind?

"No,"

"

said

Abe

warily,

"I

can't.

I

had to

because I was getting too kindLike now. I'd weaken enough to
let Adams have you, if it wasn't for them.
They save me money, baby, and they've made

organize
hearted.

it

I'm positive it's negative.
"How much do I have to take off?" asked
the despairing starlet.
"Only twelve pounds," beamed Mr. Zoop,
"and now that you're doing it for love, ain't it
pleasurable? Of course, it serves you right for
being soft on one of these Hollywood Hamlets,
because they're harder to hold than easy
their decision.

Toss proof
PHOTOS

ENLARGED
size

money.

16x20 Inches

Samo

prico for full
lenifrhor bunt form,

Hope scrubbed off her make-up, ran to the
parking area and nonchalantly asked for one
of the studio limousines to take her home.
"Sure thing. Miss," grinned a chauffeur.
"Seems queer to sec you alone, but then, Mr.
Leake drove away with that new Broadway
headache about half an hour ago. " He paused
hopefully, waiting for an outburst that would
provide gossip.
"Y-Yes, isn't she a darling?" cooed Miss
Galaday, her heart going numb. "I wanted

98

&. Saf«Qboto puaranio'a.
SENDpbotoo
NO MONEY
oriirlnal

JuBtroail
sizu)an(lwitbin a
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UNITED PORTRAIT COMPANY
900 W. Lake

Dept.H-130.

St.,

Chicago,

III.

DANDRUFF
FALLING HAIR — MilLucky Tiger for hair
— a provtn ncrmicide.

iulitfullvperfumed— a wonderful

|

drt-KsinK.
World's larRc
seller at Barbers and DruKK'^ts-

1

hair

LUCKY TIGERI

Coinbiiiiition
colorful

hat brush and .stiiinl.
brush forms blosi

and stem.

The

The

standard.

Postpaid

Choice

leaves

of pink, blue

Smd/nr

Dept.

U

R.

"I've known you for five years," he remarked, "and this is the first time you've been
other than sensible.
Miss Cialaday exhibited the ire of any beautiful woman attributed with that unnecessary

i

" Isn't it sensible to try to hold your best boy
friend's interest?" she flared.
"I'm concerned only with your health, and
"
advice is to stay the way you are.
"But only twelve pounds; that isn't much."
"Not for a starter, but then you'll want an-

my

Evory advertlscnicnt In

other two or three, and so on. I know how it
goes.
Good heavens, girl, there are as many
cases of malnutrition right here on Canyon
Drive as on any street in the slums.
"Verj' well,'' said Hope, rising. "Then I'll
have to try some quack. Do you want that
responsibility?"

The doctor shrugged

resignedly and reached
"It won't be easy,"
but you can trj- this. Here's
a restricted food list.
You're a pretty fine
specimen, Miss Galaday, and you can tell this
Leake person, with my compliments, that he's
a blamed idiot.
Hostilities commenced next morning at that
popular battlefield, the breakfast table. The
brazen Lancelot, his mouth half full of the
Galaday waffles, offered a little high explosive
to the effect that a certain party was superb
and intriguing. Hope countered with machine
gun fire that no woman achieved those charms
until she had passed thirty-five.
Mr. Leake, undaunted, put over a creeping
barrage asserting that slimness and sophistication were preferable to youth and corpulence. Whereupon Miss Galaday charged with
the fixed bayonets of a scorned woman, routing
him both from the lawn and her life.
for his prescription pad.

he

said, writing, "

'T~'HE week that followed saw the loss of two
•'pounds and most of her good disposition. Eschewing golf and tennis on account of the appetite they created, masticating a flavorless diet
powdered nuts, apricots and spinach, slinking past the luscious caramels in the confectioner's window, spending hours in the nerv'ous
embrace of a reducing machine, the days
dragged achingly by. Thirty additional ounces
vanished during the second week and Miss
Galaday, afraid she was resembling an artist's
model for Famine, retired to the solitude of
Palm Springs.
The sprightly Lancelot, playing his customary glossy knave, lounged through the
drawing room comedy, but once clear of the
studio he became just another moth at the
Fairfax flame. That shrewd lady, sensing the
by-no-means latent dislike of established picture stars for the trespassers from the stage,
was satisfied with this one conquest, and
flaunted her captive wherever it was smart to

of

be seen.

And Mr. Leake, at first intending to uscYolanda to pique Miss Galaday's complacence,
found himself gradually mesmerized by the
high and expensive Broadway polish.
But Yolanda never mentioned love, and
Lancelot continued in the role of an admiring
serf, kneeling at her tiny and inadequate feet
with the faithful gaze of a hungry Saint Bernard.
"You're like a rare pearl," he whispered, as
they ended a snappy seejuence in the picture,
of
"against a background of
"Proceed," encouraged Miss Fairfax, as a
princess to one of the peasants.
"Of oysters," finished Mr. Leake, whose

— —

mental equipment was limited.
Yolanda's nostrils quivered with what Director Adams had come to diagnose as seething
fury, but she turned a tensely smiling mask
upon the Wives' Delight.
"T

TOW

sweet, " she said with dangerous soft-^^ncss, "I'm resting up tonight but tomorI will bring you something much sweeter

row

in return."

this!" cried the wounded Lancelot.
I can't see you this evening?"
I believe." drawled Miss
Fairfax, floating regally from the set, while
Mr. Leake tugged at his willow leaf moustache.
The saturnine director watched this maneuver with secret satisfaction, and then de-

"What's

virtue.

i

CilUlloq

POHLSON, Pawtucket,
Est. 1895

^

are
and .vt'll

t'i.

the car at her physician's
Ten minutes
she marched inside.
the doctor removed his eyeglasses and
regarded her with the pitying smile he reserved
for the mildly insane.
later

alp

Hat Stand

DISMISSING
ollice,

use

New

him to show her some of the sights. " .And all
the way to Beverly Hillsshe caroled as blithely
as an opera singer on pay day, much to the
chauffeur's disgust.

]
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"You mean

guaranteed.

"I speak English,

"

—

"

"
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parted for Mr. Zoop's private rcfiiKe. Fifteen
minutes of high-powered conversation brought
a jovial glow to the president's circular visage.
"So you want to rough up the picture, hey?
he beamed. ".\ head you've got, Joe, and it
ain't sliaped like a carrot for nothing.
"Say," grinned .\dams, "the tintj-pe can't
get by without at least one good laugh, and
from what I saw just now the time's ripe to

Here

Yolanda won't
it so it won't seem forced.
dare object if we change the denouement a little,
because for all her yelps about dear old New
York, she'll do anything to stay in Hollj'wood
We'll make the closing scenes tomorrow, an^l
You don't
I'll have her and Carlos lined up.

pull

mind?

curves have come back, so Galaday's figure
''
goes back on the market.

the linal day's

magnet engaged

in

a

01

Jvemoving

Way

and Leg Hair

So ^^any Vvomen Are AsKing
A New

Discovery That

Not

Only Removes Hair

In-

stantly,

up
M][R. LF..\KE, steaming
work, found

Xnat ^ew^

Arm

"

"Mind!" chortled .Vbe. "Mind a director
getting broke out with brains! .\nd say, Joe,
you can have Galaday for your next picture.
I just got a letter from my cousin who runs one
of them Fifth Avenue gown shops, and what
does he tell me but that with the long skirts

s

I

Ji.aout

But Utterly Avoids

trifle late for

his magnilicent

Fostering Bristly Re-growth

animated conversation with

a vapid vouth.

"Morning, Leaky, old thing," greeted Miss

"
" May I introduce my fiance?
Lancelot registered a superior class of amazement and wondered why he didn't feel more
" he began.
blighted. "So this is
Fairfax.

—

Yolanda drew

closer.

"Don't you

spoil

"He's one of the famous
this," she hissed.
Bleeches of Boston, and I've been working on
him for a year. \Vhen I grab hini I'll be
through pouring tea for a living his people

—

have millions!"
"Really?" drawled Mr. Leake. "And he's
got adenoids in the bargain, from what I can
sec.

"Why, you

overstuiled egg," squeaked Yo-

landa, and Lancelot suddenly became aware
she was merely a shrill and toothy shrew. " Did
you think I was trying to lasso you for a nnal
.K\\ I wanted was an escort, so wh\ticket?

not Satan's stepson himself?"
Lancelot turned haughtily away.
.\nd in that moment he wondered

if

That is all. Even' vestige of hair is gone; so
completely that even by running your hand
across the skin not the slightest trace of stubble can be felt

HopL

would

And

the set, please!" barked the director's
assistant, and the day commenced with a
salvo of the deft repartee in which the upper
classes are supposed to indulge.
Never had l.ancelot been more urbane or
He foresaw the tumult in the
devastating.

"On

/\

of

X

many cross-marked mounds
and place a single flower on the one
which marked her lover.
I went home strangely comforted.
You see, I had been that woman.
Another time I was the girl who
midst of

A- every vestige of hair instantly, but
that banishes the stimulated hair growth
thousands of women are charging to less
modern ways. A way that not only removes
hair but delays its reappearance remarkably
changing previous conceptions of cosmeticians about hair removing. Women are
flocking to its use. The discovery of R. C.
Lawry, noted beauty scientist, it is different
from any other hair remover known.
It is

WHAT IT IS
resembling .t
It is an exquisite toilet crcme,
superior beauty clay in texture. You simply
spread it on where the hair is to be removed.
Then rinse off with water.

fed hungrj' soldiers in France. And
I have also been the woman whose
man came home at last, after years
of shell-shock.
if anyone knows just how
boon moving pictures are
I
to us who must carry on alone.
am most grateful to be allowed the
wonderful solace of good pictures.

I

wonder

much

of a

Ann

the

reappearance of that hair

When re-growth finally does come,

delayed

is

utterly
imlike the re-growth following old ways. You
No sharp stubble.
feel the difference.

T.

When lou

Freckles

Stillman'sFreckleCreambleaches them out while
you sleep. Leaves the skin soft and white- the
complexion fresh, clear and natural. For 37
years thousands of users have endorsed it. So
easy to use. The first jar proves its magic worth.
If you use
Bleach Cream
you need no other product than Stillman's
Freckle Cream. The most wonderful Bleach
science can produce. At all druK stores, 50c
Write for free booklet. Tells "Why you
the
Ho
ckle
hav
111.
Box 32, STILLMAN CO.. Au

growth.

The skin, too, is left soft as a child's. No skin
roughness, no enlarged pores. You feel freer
than probably ever before in your life of annoying hair growth.

WHERE TO OBTAIN
Neet— a preparation long on the
market, but recently changed in compoundembody the new Lawry discovery.
It is called

ing to

on sale at practically all drug and department stores and in beauty parlors. In both
and 60c sizes. The $1 size contains 3 times
It is

SI

the quantity of the 60c

^«

size.

Cream

,

CCL Hair Remoter
LEARN TO WRITE
SHORT STORIES
Jack London uid:
rnnli'.
iciuliler

illnet.

method

pi

feel lu^ill

slralKht-frnm-tlieiit

prwenllni! the

lurae U excellently comprehensive
..I
npB.,tiMil "
H«* pnflorsed no

.nd .ii-r.
'

r'"'r

"-

Ll'VA^'oMT^^U. oo.rVvi,ii^.^

,

write to adtcrUsere please mention

it is

can

No coarsened
removing arm and leg hair
has been found that not only removes

A NEW way

San Diego, Calif.
My husband sleeps "somewhere
in France," and I have never known
that small comfort which comes from
placing a wreath on his grave. But
the other night, in a small movie
house, I saw a woman kneel in the

—

surprisingly!

Nol only is sliglilesl fear of hrislly regrowth banished, but reappearance oj hair
is slowed amazingly.

PllOTOrLAT MAOAZINE.

™.
1=

Er,.li.b.

HOOSIER INSTITUTE

N. .bU..U«.

Short Story D.pt. 1727 Fort Wayne, Indiana

"
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BANISH
FRECKLES

— make
smooth

.

your skin clear
and blossom-white
.

.

.

.

.

No need to endure freckles, even in mid-summer. A thin, fragrant film of Golden Peacock
Bleach Creme tonight will start their disappearance ... a few more simple treatments
and they will fade awajr entirely. And
with them will go ail annoying skin blem-

—

ishes

and

Only a

discolorations.

soft, clear,

blossom-white complexion will remain.

Golden Peacock, a true bleach, acts where
ordinarj- creams are powerless. Designed
solel V to whi ten skin, it does its work dehcately
and effectively. There is nothing else like it.
It cannot harm. Even the tenderest skins
respond to its charm without the slightest
irritation. Thousands of women use it nightly
... on face, neck, shoulders, arms and hands.
\^'in

the charm of youth, the clear, fresh,
men admire and women envy. At

wliite skin

all toiletry

coimters.

hearts of lonesome ladies, and flattered himself that he was stealing the picture.

"Here comes the blowoff," announced
Adams, as the final scene was reached. "Now,
Yolanda, you're seated at the tea wagon between Carlos and Lancelot. By this time the
audience knows that Lancelot has trifled with
you in order to steal your pearls, and that he
Lancelot
intends to elope with your maid.
doesn't know that he's pinched only the
Carlos
imitations, but everj-one else does.
denounces him, Lancelot shrugs and watches
clinch."
the
others
go
into
the
"Remember to give me some footage for
my moustache tickling," warned Mr. Leake.
"That suave criminal stuff alwaj'S gets 'em."
"You'll get yours," snapped Adams. "Now,
everyone do as well as you can." He spoke
sharply into a mouthpiece connected with the
recording room. "Interlock!"
action flowed smoothly by. Yolanda.
THE
juggling the tea things so that her famous
to their best advantage, divided
her eyelash fluttering between the deluded
Lancelot and his noble Nemesis. The scene
grew thick with suspense and Pall Mall accents
as Mr. Leake leered through his monocle.
"How I long for the pawst," he remarked,
Life and love, you
"in dear old BelgraWa.
know, and neither cost very much in those
days."
"Perhaps this will recall it," sneered Carlos,
handing him a small photograph, and Mr.
Leake registered demoniacal frustration as he
recognized himself in the unpopular uniform
of Sing Sing.
"Damn you!" he fumed, "and then, as
Yolanda sprang like a startled faun into the
arms of Carlos, he plucked at the ever-ready
moustache, indulged in several spine curling
laughs and made preparations for a debonair
withdrawal.
"My best wishes. Lady Gwyneth," he said
jauntily, "and may all your children be
acrobats!"
Pausing for a second to let his features
register fully, he eyed the pair with an insolent
triumph that turned to sudden confusion as
Mr. CabriUo's athletic arm swept toward the

BLEACH CREME

GROW
Eyelashes!

—

In one graceful arc it picked up a large
sailed it straight into
Lancelot's astounded countenance.
Down went the exquisite menace after
skittering wildly for his balance, and Miss
Fairfax plunged hurriedly into her lover's
lapels while the microphone picked up sounds
not originally intended for it, but never-

marshmallow cake and

theless quite suitable.

Mr. Leake, thinking the world had gone
mad, lay where he had fallen, bellowing
through his shroud of marshmallow and cocoanut until the director signalled the monitor
man to cut.

Spanish Secret
Adorable appealing
eyelashes with thnl
long eilkea lustre.

Spanish
have used

Beautiful

Women

this old secret

for

ages.

Now you

dare you!" roared Lancelot, rushing
-tJ-at Carlos.
"I'U take you up a dusty
"
I'll—

road.

"Lay

off,"

grinned Mr. Cabrillo.

obeyed orders.

too can have this wonderful

all

Women.
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

!

man

fall."

Mr. Leake ceased scraping the goo from
his face, feeling his final vertebra snap under
this verbal straw.

"Fat!"

you mean,
and

—

he almost screamed.
"^Miat do
fat?
I'm a big, healthy six-footer

"Compared to my fiance, you're an
elephant," tinkled Miss Fairfax, preparing to
retreat.
"Yes, dearie, that's what I said.
F-.\-T fat, because no matter how tightly
you button that double-breasted jacket you're
still suffering from obesity."

—

"KTEXT morning, before the news of his down'-^ fall could be spread and exaggerated, Mr.
Leake drove swiftly up to the Galaday bungalow and peered wistfully over the hedge
at the lonesome and lovely diner.
"I'd like to come in," he ventured timidly.
Miss Galaday popped out from behind the
Times, and tried to conceal the fact that she
felt like swooning, both from delight and the
lack of nourishment in her attenuated breakfast.

"Can I stop you?" she said coyly, then sent
a musical hail after the tablemaid. "Here's
Mr. Leake hurry up with all the things we

—

used to have!"
They faced one another with the sudden
awkwardness that precedes reconciliation.
"I I see by the papers," remarked Hope,
"that Glenna CoUett has won another golf
tournament."
"Splendid," said Mr. Leake with gusto.
".\ fine, upstanding young woman!
There
should be more like her."
Miss Galaday stopped suddenly in the act
of spooning a measure of greyish substance
from a small tin, her mouth rounded in
astonishment.
"Good heavens, Lancelot, have you changed
your opinion on fat since I saw you?"

—

"TAON'T call it fat," evaded the master mind.
i-^"l dislike the word. I've been giving the
matter some thought, and I've decided I was
.\ little extra poundage is like a
wrong.
balance in the bank. Gives one dignity and
good humor. Why, my dear, aside from looking a trifle peaked, from worry, I suppose,

—

well,
you're like a rare pearl against a
aside from that, consider your heel on my
neck."

really like me to be
my height?"
"Particnot?" beamed Lancelot.
ularly as I've discovered from the scales that
It gives a man
it's just the same with me.
some comfort to know he's not a skeleton.
By the way, Hope, what's that stuff you were
about to put in your coffee?"
"Nothing, dariing," sighed Miss Galaday
thankfully, as she dropped the spoon and
reached for the cream jug. ".\bsohitcly noth-

"Do you mean you

the right weight for

""LJOW

Besides,

make

it'll

"I only
j'ou

seem

to the audiences, and they'll like you
the better for putting some life into a

human

tiresome play."

old secret of Spain's Beautiful

it's a knockout, positively."
Yolanda, who had been screaming hysteron the Bleech's narrow shoulder, came
up for air with a choking gasp.
"And the way he flopped!" she shrieked.
"I'll die e\er>' time I think of it! Ever see a
hippopotamus going into the water? Flu-uu-mp-p-p-pp I certainly do love to see a fat

ically

arms showed

tea wagon.

Golden Peacock

"OOy!" came Abe's voice from beyond the
"You took the slap like a hero,

ring of lights.

Lancelot, and

"I'll crumple that profile of yours," threatened the victim, "and vours. too. .Adams."

"Why

ing at all."

By Mail

$1.00 the Bottle
Umporlnl)

SPANISH AMERICAIV

COSMETIC PRODCCEUS
1020 l.afayrtto liiiildinR
ATp,,. Y„rl;

-

Itrlruit,

Madrid

-,

Michigan

Did You Miss the First Cut Puzzle Pictures ?

Paris

^

Never you mind
Puzzle Contest,

Chicago,
from

.sfiil

eii.crienro.

'rilr for Frr>-

apitol

homo

rcqulrli

Nrw II clhojs tauchr*
by merchant 35 years' suc-

cash.

10

by mail)

Candy

Wo

tumlsh

tools.

!

Send a postcard request

School,

Dept.
D. C.

Cut Picture
Ave.,

111.

You'll get the June Cut Pictures, with the Rules, FREE.
So come on in and cut yourself a piece of the $5,000 cash prizes!

Book.

Washingtoi

to the
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Ever, advertisement In
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Short Subjects
of the Month
RADIO

Pictures offer a novelty in short subjects this

month. They are called "Humanettes," and we review
first one below.
There is news in the fact that a new Sennett-Educational
called "Fat Wives for Thin," is a little more sophisticated
than most of the Old Pie-Master's product.
the

HUMANETTES,

NO.

COHEN ON THE TELEPHONE

1

Radio Pklurcs

Universal

decided novelty.
A glorified puppetshow, with your favorite's head on the puppet's
neck. The first one has Benny Rubin as star
of a sort of revue, with a row of snappy
black-outs. Benny is a dancing doll, and June
Clyde and Raymond Maurel, singer, are in it.
These should click.

Fifteen years ago this was the greatest seller
in the history of the phonograph.
What
records it sold, and broke!
Now George

A

Sidney does it for a short talkie, and the old
chatter is funny, with Sidney's mugging helping out.
Which shows that good
comedy never dies.

comedy

FAT WIVES FOR THIN

ARIA FROM AID A
Warners

Sennelt-Ediicational

More

sophistication and less slapstick than
you'd expect from Mr. Sennett, the master
of hurled pies in the old days.
It's ribticklingly funny.
Never has so much eating
been crammed into a film, even a five-reeler.
It's a roaring travesty on what non-dieting

does to love.

who made

Martinelli

which was on the
ever shown.
grand.

the

funny. This

itself with the horseplay of some
college fellers, faculty members and a pretty
girl or two.
And there's one howling gag you
can try in your own home if you have a party,
a pretty girl, some eggs, balloons and apples!

—

This

Daphne

is

of the first of the promised Pathe twoWestern talkies, with the old silent star,
Tom Tyler, coming back as the hero. A high
spot is the amazing trick riding of two kids,
Hank and Tom MacFarlanc. One's twelve,

there's a thrilling race, too.

While this short was probably designed for
the opening of the new Warner Hollywood
Theater in New York, it should be most inIt carries the history
to the biggest
Vitaphone of today. Shots of Maurice Costello, Mary Pickford, and others.
earliest

Palhe

is the first of "The Potters" family
with the clever Lucien Littlefield excellent as Pa Potter.
This series holds great
promise of fme family comedy, a good programbalancer. Lots of humor and some sentiment
in Pa's attempts to chisel a raise from his boss.

This

series,

musical comedy squeezed into two reels.
Nat Carr is the leading comic and Charles
Kaley the handsome juvenile, and a chorus
of pretty girls disport leggily. It moves fast,
has a pretty song or two, and a few laughs.
Just an in-and-outer.

BELIEVE IT OR NOT

Hal Roach— M-G-M
McGowan's wonder

Warner Brothers

kids always
This time they're

the cellar of a haunted
house. Mac is making another Farina out of a
tiny colored child. The age of the kids makes
dialogue a problem, but they are marvelously

Finger woving that you thought so difficult is at
made easy so easy, that you con now do it

last

—

—

yourself
thanks to
hair waving fluid.

VANKAI, a marvelous new

Simply moisten your hair with VANKAI. Then pull
and press waves into shape with fingers ond
comb. Let your hair dry and waves will be firmly
set. You now have a head of light, fluffy, lustrous
curls that stay put exactly as you wont them, that
combing or damp weother won't remove. VANKAI
gives you truly professional results. Ideal for
resetting permonents, too.

— Vilaphone

Robert L. Ripley, the cartoonist

of "Believe

Not" fame, offers the first of his Vitaphoned short subjects along the line of his
it

VANKAI
sticky

contains

or

—
THE SHRIMP
Roach— M-G-M

Palhe

Richard Carle, old-time star of the legitimate
Harry Langdon hits again, with his talking
stage, tries hard for a talkie come-back in this
return to the slapstick type of thing in this
comedy. It's another repetition of the weary two-reel comedy. In this, pathetic Harry is
old plot where Uncle visits the newlyweds,
the butt and patsy of a rough boarding house
and Husband gets mixed up with somebody
and a lot of fun is extracted from everything
else, and all sorts of that timeworn business.
to good old plate-heaving.

—

\Vlien you write 10 advertisers please mention

look.

well set
is

It

fast

It

is

not

wove without thot
drying and leaves

no residue in the scalp. Nor does it discolor
blonde or groy hair. Used by over 30,000 leading Beauty Shops. A single trial will convince

^^

Get VANKAI ot ony toilet
goods counter
6oc for 8 oz. bottle. Or send coupon and 15c for a

—

#4.

large sized trial bottle. Briar
Products Co., Chicago, Illinois.

lARo ROS

E

V/ifM IK All
WAV

It presents Rip
daily newspaper feature.
himself, who explains the stuff as the picture
runs along. Runs ten minutes enough.

RICH UNCLES

no wax or grease.

and produces a
artificial

stiff,

you.

A

GROAN, INC.

handled.

from the

THE REDHEADS

Warners— Vilaphone

in

Finger Tips

teresting everywhere.

of pictures

GETTING A RAISE

hunting treasure

Pollard's famous and

—

Palhe

One

do pleasing, funny work.

your

at

is

EVOLUTION
Warners — Vilaphone

reel

Director

aria

furiously foolish vaudeville act inflated into
an uproarious two-reelcr. Daphne is the Cockney woman who finally gets into America on
her seventh try but how! She's great, and
so is Dick Stuart as the immigration inspector.

HALF PINT POLLY

MOAN AND

new "Aida"

HAI

Palhe

one concerns

And

WAVY

"Pagliacci" short

Vitaphone program

first

And

Darmoiir-Radio Pictures

the other ten.

the

AMERICA OR BUST

CASH AND MARRY
More Witwer humor, and very

— Vilaphone

This short operatic number is reviewed here
because it is the eleventh recorded by the
great Martinelli of the Metropolitan! It was

I

N G

WAVy

FLUID

HAIR FOR

15c!

Briar Products Companv, D«pt.P- M. 7
4 W. 63rd St., Chicago, Illinois
161

M

Gentlemen:

Please lend

VANKAI WAVING
pay cost

FLUID

me a TRIAL SIZE
(or

Name

---

Address

Oty

I'lTOTOPLAY SIAG.\ZIM:

which

of mailing.

-

I

bottle of

encloie 15c to

!
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Gray Hair

[

The Sad Tragedy

His mother was

ill, and he was pla>'ing nurse
The doctor had left some medicine
and had prescribed the dose very carefully to
the youngster. But when the time came, someone noticed him pouring most of the medicine
bottle into his mother's glass. ^\ hen he was
asked why he was not following the doctor's
instructions he answered that if just a spoonful would help to make her well, he thought
the whole bottle would do the job more
quickly, and he did want her to get well in a

for her.

hurrj'

That's just what most of us do to ourselves.
are so eager to see results, that we throw

We

judgment and common sense

This Easy

]

Gray

Way

"TT THY tolerate the needless sorrow of Gray Hair?

anaemia among Barnard freshmen." But she
also said: "Certainly there can be an exce,-s of
sunburn or of windburn that will dry the skin.
Of the two, windburn can be more harmful
than sun."
And she also emphasizes that
while sun tanning is often both beneficial and
beautifying, sunburning is the very opposite.
Most men admire delicately tinted, fine
complexions, probably because they suggest
femininity in contrast to the deeper-toned,
coarser skin of the average man. And many,
many men do not like to see their women-folk
emerge from the summer many shades darker
So remember that,
than Nature intended.

you

aside.

A

Now Comb Away

Tan.?

of

Youth

Passing

I

coxtixlt;d from page 18

correspondent of the "Xew York Times"
said in one of his articles last season, commenting on his visit to the beach at Cannes:
"I believe the sun is actually burning up the
brains of many of the people who are offering
themselves, like human sacrifices, before it."
If it didn't burn up their brains, it certainly
sent many of them away with skins like
leather, hair like straw, and debilitated systems. That is hardly the formula for the beauty
and health seeker to follow.
Dr. Alsop, of Barnard College, is quoted in
the "New York Sun" as having said last fall
that "the tanning of the body is one reason for
the exceptionally high vitality and lack of

girls

who want

to

remain attractive to

boys.

And remember,

day of reckoning will come next fall. You can't be a nutbrown maid all summer, and hope to don a
also, that the

skin in the fall along with your first
evening gorni of the winter season. Of course,
if you stay in a Northern climate, you are
bound to bleach out gradually to a great extent during the winter, and the bleaching and
refining process can be hastened with corrective
But
beauty treatments and preparations.
even the cosmeticians, modem magicians
though they may be, can't undo what you
have deliberately brought about by hours of

fair, fine

exposure.

a simple, easy way is found. Already
y' y' Now
hundreds of thousands of women and men
have used it. Just comb Kolor-Bak through your

hair and watch the beautiful color come. Kolor-Bak
is a clean, colorless liquid that leaves the beautiful
luster of your hair unchanged. The one bottle does
for blonde, auburn, brown or black.

Accept This Test Offer
Get Kolor-Bak from any drug or department store
now. Use it. If it doesn't make you look ten years
younger, your money will be refunded any time.

Kolor-Bak
Imparts Color

Gray Hair

to

PRRTTY ANKLES $^.T^
AND CALVESr

>e^-p«^

WALTKirS Spechd extra
DR.
stronK Ankle Bands of live flesh
colored Para Rvibber will evipport
and ehape the ankle and ralf while
reducing thorn. Madeof pvirePara
rubber. They fltllkea kIovc. Cnn be
wornunderany kind of hose. Rellrvra
HwelliriR

and varicose

veins.

You

can note the difference in shape of
ankle at once. Can be wnrn at
nielit and reduce wlille you sleep.
or durinK the day deriving then extra beneflt of the support.
for Pr._WBltfr'» Spectal

AnkI

•

/by

t3.'.

Stnd AnJctf and Calf

389

DR. JEANNE
Aveoae

P. H.

Flitb

WALTER
New York

DARKENS and BEAUTIFIES
EYELASHES and BROWS
INST ANTLV.mnkia them app'

iir

ri.//i/dark.lo

ONELY
l£

vlth Instnirtlona ip(
42. Detroit, Mlob.

UOW

to uso,

IKEE. LovUtono

Co.

More protection for the delicate bathing girl. A
the eyes, ears and forehead when not in the water.
it

can be turned up when swimming. Leila
it here

.idvertlscmpiit In IMIOTOI"I..\Y

M.iC.VZIXE

Is

suaranteed.

mask which

Hyams

protects

Attached to the cap,
is concealed behind
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So, before you go 'i for I'liil ricU tan, be
sure that you won't be sorry for it when (lie
1
first dance invitation arrives in tlie fall.
don't think you need worry a bit about a linht
The trend for several years has been
tan.
toward natural skin tones, and many women
who used to try to bleach out their necks to
match their faces arc now using darker tinted
powders to blend the face anti neck tones.
Kven the era of more romantic fashions in dress
has not, so far, interfered with this movement
toward healthy, natural tinted skins.
What the next season may bring forth, who
knows? But who cares, with sanity and the
sun and wind to blend this summer into a

'NOT A

COUGH

CARLOAD"

IN A

season of health and beauty.
Oi.ivK S.:

The ordinary skin eruption responds quickly
to scrupulous cleanliness and simple diet, free
from too many fats, starches and sugar. Wash
your forehead several times a day with soap
and warm water. If you use cold cream, wipe
Keep your hair
it off with an antiseptic lotion.
brushed back for a time, as it is healing and
may spread infection. Then, if the condition

does not yield, seek the advice of your physician. Perhaps the fact that you are somewhat
underweight and a little run down is at the root
of this trouble.

Grayce:
If your skin is fair, you can wear black well.
White, especially if brightened by a bit of
colored trimming or a string of bright beads,
should be flattering. You can also wear golden
brown, most shades of blue, blue-grey, flesh
pink and soft rose but not deep pink or coral,
and most shades of green. If your skin is
sallow, you will have to avoid the yellow

Use a

greens.

powder, a medium
shade of lipstick.

Kkttie

or champagne
rouge and corresponding

light

J.:

is so becoming to you, by all means
again this summer. Just use a little
discretion in acquiring it. I do feel that some
words of warning are in order, having once
been so zealous in acquiring a tan myself
that I was most uncomfortable for some days!

If

go

sun tan

in for

OLD GOLD

rachel

it

Perplexed:
At your age, your height requires a weight of
about 120 pounds. That means you arc not a
bit overweight. If your hips are large, I have
some special hip-reducing exercises that will

Send me a stamped, selfaddressed envelope and repeat your request
and I'll forward the reducing booklet promptly
and mark the exercises you should follow.

improve them.

Why

shouldn't milady's favorite cigarette be pack-

aged as charmingly as her face creams ... or her

personal stationery?

GOLD

called the

in golden velour paper

protect

at all.

table.

pa.<.sed to

OLD

...

to

your guests

.

.

.

or just to keep on

At your nearest

diW"

So

"O. G.s"

— Cellophane-wrapped

To be

to use as a bridge prize

your dressing

fifty

dealer's.

P. Lorillur.J Co.. ll'l\C.

BeThe Man Behind The Camera
''Madonna"

t>-pe

popular

would

with your clear, fair skin.
Don't wear such plain, straight-line clothes.
Choose styles that are a bit more "snappy" and
colorful. Then, when you have done all this,
you will be ready to decide whether you want to
remain a "young modem" or go back to the
"Madonna" type. They're both mighty nice
girls.

M.:

are the olive-skinned, brunette type
and can wear the following colors; ivory and
cream white, mahogany and dark Ijrown,
darkest blue, dark green, warm, dark reds,
terra cotta, buff and apricot, palest pink.
Avoid purple and grey. Black may be becoming, if relieved with white or cream at the
throat or trimmed with a color.

---BIG Pay---

Fascinating Work
XPF.RT

.Moiinii picture
ciin>crnin<-n earn from
w«k. IniTCttninK
world-wide demand for motion pictures inRiircs citcep-

ban*! instrument. Be popular. Ifs
easy. Learn quicker and e^in i^cater

any

'/ by Sou
'

I

Conn. Endorsed

tionaf opportunities.

BOOK

of

FREK

you how you can
qualify for

eiiwily

opportunities as
Cumcnimun

uiiu.vuul

n

^rl.tll.n

D

I'liot.i

ricturc

n Mnflou Picture Projectionist
n sun I'lioioeraplicr

r

"

Flnl.shcr

Write- no... /or full ^,.rlu i.lor.

DEPT. 0-1235.

ritl

telln

quickly and

New York

W ARTS

MO

to $1'50 a

E^isiest to play la pcrfc
cxdusivcleatures. Yctll.ij

WHtB for Ffo Book
Free Trial— Easy Payiuei.is
on any Conn. Wrilc for
special ofTtrr and free bookMention instrument.
C. G. CONN, Ltd.
728 CoimDUl2.HU;h.irt,lnd.

Get
You

beauty.

its

seem like a great compliment, to my way of
thinking. But if you feel you want to be put
in a more "jazzy" classification, here arc some
suggestions: Change your hair from a middle
Instead of tucking it
part to a side part.
back in a knot, curl up the ends and wear it
in a fluffy long bob. Use a bit of lipstick, not
enough to be conspicuous, but just to emphaYou won't need rouge,
size the color a little.

Mary

No reason

presents this lovely box of

MissH.T.:

To be

ve

a slunnino

111

on hands or face?
them with

M IR K L

Sent p<wtpaid anywhere for .V)c. Satisfacti'.-n
guaranteed or money back.
MIRKL CO., fiot Inc.. 4407 N. Clark St., CHICAGO

m

Institute of Photography
WEST 33rd ST.. NEW YORK CITY

10

NURSING
'WEEKS

LEARN
AT HOME IN

PRACTICAL

la

WMILI LTlRNINa. W.

NOT TOO LATE to Enter PHOTOPLAY'S $5000 Cut
See Page 134 for Special 6 Months
Picture Puzzle Contest.
Contest Subscription Rate and Handy Blank.
It is

Hlon I'IIOTOri..\T

SHG.\ZINE.

.

'

.
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Addresses of the Stars
At Paramount Publix Studios, Hollywood,

At Radio Picttires Studios, 780
Street, Hollywood, Calif.
Buzz Barton
Frankie Darro
SaUv- Blane
Richard Dix
Olive Borden
Bob Steele

Calif.

BENNETT

JOAN'

Richard .-Xrlen
Jean .'\rthur
WilUam Austin
George Bancroft
Clara Bow
Alarj" Brian

O. P. Heggie

Doris Hill

CUve Brook
Xancj' Carroll
Robert Castle

Hidden Gold
in

your hair too!
{Rediscover

tonight

it

in one shampooing}

A

treasure hunt

— in

your hair!

something precious! Loveliness undreamed of; a sparkling radiance that is youth;
key to popularity, romance, happiness!

You

can revive this charm tonight. Just one
Golden Ghat Shampoo will show you the way.

No other shampoo like Golden Glint ShamDoes more than merely f/f<«««.

It gives

N'ewell

FREE

600 Rainier Ave.. Dept. G
Seattle. Wash. • • • • Pltamend afnesampU.

Address

At Warner Brothers Studios, 5842 Sunset
Blvd., Hollywood, Calif.
John Barry-more
Al Jolson

Oliver

\Mlliam Powell
Cliarles Rogers
LilUan Roth

HarTA' Green
James Hall
Neil Hamilton

Fay Wra>-

Toomey

Regis

Nils Asther

Wallace Beeri'
Jack Benny

Ednina Booth
John Mack Brown
Lon Clianey
Joan Crawford
Karl

Marion Da\ies
Mar\- Doran

Duncan

Dunn

Greta Gar bo

Duncan Renaldo

John Gilbert
LauTcnce Gray
Ka\-mond Hackett

Dorothy Sebastian
Sally Starr

WiUiam Haines

Lewis Stone

Marion Harris
Leila Hyaras

Lawrence Tibbett

Norma

Kay Johnson
Dorothy Jordan

Roland Young

At Fox Studios,
Avenue, Hollywood,

1401

my

hair

¥®ICE
Now

Lola Lane
Dixie Lee

Ben Bard
Warner Baxter
Rex Bell

Edmund Lowe

Guaranteed
Send today for free Voice Book telling: about amazNew SILENT Method of Voice Training. lD<n%ase your

Sharon Lynn

Norma Talraadge

Douglas Fairbanks
Lillian Gish

Constance Talmadge

Lupe Velez
Louis Wolheim

At Columbia Studios, 1438 Gower Street,
Hollywood, Calif.
Ralph Ince
Margaret Li\-ingston
Ben L\on

Jr.

Shirley

Mason

Sam Hardy

Dorothy Re\-ier
Marie Saxon

Jack Holt

Johnnie Walker

Mona Maris
Kenneth McKenna

Sue Carol
Helen Chandler
Marguerite Churchill
Mae Clark

Victor McLaglen
Don Jose Mojica
Lois Moran
Charles Morton

Fifi

Paul

At Hal Roach Studios, Culver
Charle\- Chase
Oliver Hard\

1x)uise Dresser

politan Studios, 1040 N.

HoU3rwood,

Patricola
Sally Phipps
David Rollins

Arthur Stone
Nick Stuart

BAOish buskioeas and boaraenesa.
100 o/o improTemeot e«arOnlttd-OT raoDey back. Write today for free booklet—one of
tbe ETeatest bookleta OD Voice traiDias ever wrltteo.
your tone

Marjorie White

»a*».

PERFECT VOICE INSTITUTE.
1922 Sunnysid*

Oapt. B-125

Ave.» Chlcaso

At

First

National

Richard Barthelmcss

liilliu

Happy

w.uii. Thousands successful. Sample
outfit free. Start at once. Write today.

CARLTON MILLS,

79

Fctlh Ave..Ne»»

York,

INC.
w .r.

Dorothv Alackaill
Marilyn Miller
Colleen

Dove

Douglas Fairbanks,
Jr.

Gower

Street,

New York

City.

Moore

William

Hart, Horseshoe Ranch,

S.

New-

CaUf.

hall,

Milton

Lloyd Hughes, 616 Taft Building, Hollywood, Calif.

Sills

White

Studios,

Young

Universal

City,

Harold Lloyd, 6640 Santa Monica Blvd.,
Hollywood, Calif.

Calif.

Bert LyteU, P. O. Box 235, Hollywood, CaUf.

I.iw A\Tes

Allen Lane
Laura La Plante

r.lhlyn Claire

Kathr>-n Crawford
Lorajne DuVal
Robert Ellis
Moot Gibson
Dorothy Gulliver
Otis Harlan

Patsy
Beverly

Jeanette \j3H
Fred Mackaye

Pat

Ken Maynard
James Murray
Mary Nolan
Mary Pliilbin

Moriia Kennedy
Barbara Kent

Sisters

Turn to Page 60 Now, This Issue

Scott Kolk
Natalie Kingston

Paul

Ruth

1832

808

Crescent Drive,

Taft

Avenue,

Los

Herbert Rawlinson, 1735 Highland Street,

Los

.Angeles, Calif.

Ruth Roland, 3828

G

Glenn Tryon

Wilshire

Blvd.,

Los

Angeles, Calif.

Whiteman

EsteUe Taylor, 5254 Los Feliz Blvd., Los

Barbara Worth

Beth Laemmlc

Angeles, Calif.

PHOrOPLAT MAOAZDiE

Miller,

Hills, Calif.

O'Malley,

Angeles, Calif.

Eddie Phillips
Joseph Schildkraut

MONEY FOR YOU

Every advertUemeot In

Faire, 1212

Calif.

Donald Kced
Loretta

At Universal

Ra>mond Koane

Brown

Gilda Gray, 22 East 60th Street,

Antonio Moreno
Jack Mulliall
Alice

John BoKs

Irwin, Aivlen

-Angeles, Calif.

\'irginia

Hollywood,

Alexander Gray
Corinnc Griffitli
Doris Ken>'on
...

Burbank,

Calif.
H.rnice Claire
Ddris Dawson

M9FM?JJ5rB!^

Studios,

Ruth Roland

Jackie Coogan, 673 South Oxford Avenue,

Los

qualitjefl.

arraUr

Jacqueline Logan

Robert .Agnew, 6357 La Mirada Avenue,
Hollywood, Calif.

Norma Terris
Don Terry

fDir

to eintr with

Las Palmas Street,

Calif.

Reginald Denny
Eddie Dowling

Tom

Nanc\' Drexel
Charles Eaton
Stuart Er^vin
Charles Farrell
Stepin Fctchit
John Garrick
Janet Gaynor
William Harrigan
Richard Kcene

Our Gang
Thehna Todd

At Sono Art-World Wide, care of Metro-

J.

Dorsay

City, Calif.

Stan Laurel

Harry Langdon

Muni

Harold Murray
Barry Norton
George O'Brien
Paul Page

Sr.

Blvd., Hollywood, Calif.
\ilma Banky
Ronald Colman
\\ alter B\Ton
Lilj- Damita

Rita Carewe

MacDonald

Farrell

Warren Burke

have the

Improvement

M

Gilbert Roland
Gloria Swanson

In care of the Edwin Carewe Productions,
Tec-Art Studios, Hollywood, Calif.
Roland Drew
LeRo\- Mason

Ivan Linow

El Brendel

William Collier.
Joyce Complon

ioo%

Calif.

Robert Ames
Mar\- Astor

Sammy Cohen

you want

DEI>T.

Harry itichman

Fannie Brice

In care of Samuel Goldwyn, 7210 Santa

Western

No.

Frank AlberUon

you can

VOICE

592

Joan Bennett

Belle Baker
Evelvn Brent
William Collier,
Jack Egan
Ralph Graves

Shearer

Ernest Torrence
Raquel Torres

No.

Calif.

Pickford

Chester Morris

Rathbone

Basil

Mary

John Holland

Owen

Catherine Dale
Anita Page

Sisters

Edwards

1041

Studios,

Artists

Charles Chaplii
Dolores Del Rio

Moran

Polly

Ferris

United

Don -Mvarado

Conrad Nagel
Ramon Novarro
Edward Nugent
Elliott Nugent

Dane

Grant Withers

Mc.'^voy

Edna Murphy
Lois Wilson

Formosa Avenue, Hollywood,

Bessie Love
Nina Mae McKinney
John Miljan
Robert Montgomery'

Charles Bickford

May

Louise Fazcnda

At

Buster Keaton
Charles King
Carlotta King
Gu-en Lee

Lionel Barrj'more

Myrna Lov

Betty Bronson
William Collier, Jr.
Dolores Costello

Audrey

ver City, Calif.
Rcnee Adoree

Monte Blue

Monica

Color of

Leam

Carol Lombard
Eddie Quillan

Guy

Richard "Skeets"
Gallagher

City

ranice,

Ann Harding

Ina Claire

Cliflf

W. KOBI CO,

City, Calif.
Alan Hale

Robert .Armstrong
Constance Bennett
William Boyd

MacDonald
March

Jack Oakie
Warner Oland

Josephine

zree tittle

Tyler

Gar\* Cooper
Kay Francis

for free sample.

J.

DaWd

Tom

Compson

At Pathe Studios, Culver

Chester Conklin

bit—not much—
hardly perceptible. But what a difference it makes in
one's appearance. Only 25c at your dealers', or send
your hair a "tiny-tint"— ^z

Jeanette
Frederic

Lane Chandler
Ruth Chatterton
Maurice Chevalier

Betty

Bebe Daniels

At Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studios, Cul-

Hidden

there is

poo.

Holmes

Phillips

Helen Kane
Dennis King
Jack Luden
Paul Lukas
John Loder

Gower

Is

giuranteed.
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That Awful "IT"
1

CONTINUED FROM PACE 39

with Harry Richnian, she got as much kick
out of it as a kid with a beanshooter. But she's
not hot about Roing up again. She has two
automobiles a limousine and a sports touring
car and {at this writiiiu) no chaulTeur. Yet
she doesn't like to drive her own. IJut when
she does, she goes like a bad word.

—

loves boats.

Sailors, too.

she's

in

—

a

picture about the navy, with a lot of sailors in
In "Paramount on Parade." she sings
it.
"True to the Navy." She's a good sailor herself and doesn't get seasick even in rough

weather.

Maybe

it's this

alTmity for things nautical

that makes her Malibu beach cottage her
fa\orile place. She spends most of her spare
time there, enjoying the ocean and such
they are doesn't
friends as she invites.
She
in Pictures."
read like "Who's

Who
Who

for

doesn't pal around much with the stars. Her
closest acciuaintances are likely to be extra
girls

and prop-boys and ordinary

color likes or

h;

She's very fond of exotic perfumes, and has a
great collection of them. She also h.is quite a
collection of parlor games and likes to play
them things like throwing darts at a target,
or rolling balls into holes, or shooting things
from popguns al marks, or the sort of things
one plays on boards, like parcheesi and checkers.
She doesn't like bridge.
Her voice is low, and when she's not excited she talks thmatily and pleasingly.
But
let her get excited, and up goes her voice into
the shrill register.
She can croon songs like
nobody's business, but if she tries to sing them
in an arty fashion, it's not so hot.
She's
shrill on the high notes, but she can break
your heart with a low-moaned blues soni
She never thought she could sing and d:ini r
until they talked her into doing a spcciall\

She's

working

She

dislikes.

—

ND she
AlWvcr
happier than when

\

her favorite attire.

"Paramount on Parade," and now

shc'>

delighted to find she can. Her conversation
well, peppy.
is unusually rapid and

—

folk like that.

much. She doesn't
SHE doesn't go tothepictures
premieres of her own pic-

Strange, but Clara, who's one of the most
popular girls in the history of the screen, is one

like to attend
tures; prefers to wait a r«onlh or so and then go
incognito to watch them at a neighborhouil
movie house some place. When she does see a
picture she likes, she sees it several times. In
Hollywood, she hardly ever goes to the legiti
mate theater, but when she's in New York, she

of the loneliest in Hollywood.

She doesn't go "out" much.

Prefers to
stay at home for her fun. Trouble is thSt every
.\nd
fans.
place she goes, she's mobbed by
she doesn't like it. She usually resorts to disdodge
and
wigs
to
guises like dark sunglasses

crowds.
She doesn't like the radio, but buys nearly
every new dance record that's put out for her
phonographs. She has three of them—-a combination radio-phonograph at her in-town
Jiome, another at her beach place, and a
portai)le phonograph in her dressing room. She
rarely turns on the radio, but the phonograph
.^nd she likes it loud! "I've
is rarely still,
never seen a Red Seal record on her phonograph," says a friend who knows her well.
Baritone recordings of popular songs seem
Leo Reisman's
to be her prime favorites.
orchestra is her current favorite dance band.
Her greatest hero is still Charles .Augustus
Lindbergh, and Rudolph Valentino, in her
estimation, was the greatest actor, bar none,
Her living favorite actor is
that ever lived.
Lawrence Tibbett.

HER

favorite sports are roller-skating and
football. She does the former up and down
the driveway beside her house until the crowd of
hen
watchers gets too big. Then she goes in.
football season is on, she goes to every game
enteryear,
she
every
and
she can get to
tains the whole University of Southern California team en mjsse at her home. Now and
Football
then, a few of them individually.
coaches don't approve.
She's wild about dogs, but can't keep them.
They either run away, get stolen or die. She's
had about one hundred and fifty altogether at
various times all kinds. She has four now.
Xo other pets, although she once owned one of
those .Australian honey-bears that feed on
She got tired of it and
eucal_vi)tus leaves.
didn't know how to get rid of it. So she gave
it to a rnaid she didn't like and then tired the
maid and made her take the honey-bear with

W

—

—

her.

Her income is up in the thousand a week,
yet she lives in a house a SlOO-a-week wageShe has three servearner could maintain.
ants^two maids and her secretary, Daisy
Devoe. Sometimes she has a chaulTeur. She
doesn't like many people about her in her home,
and rarely gives parties or attends them.
She has little or no taste in clothes, and she
•has a roomful of them. The room is fitted up
like the interior of a women's clothing store,
with glass cases to hold all her dresses. Skirt,
that's
scarf, sweater, low-heeled sports shoes

—

1

goes often.
She has no library to speak of at her home,
yet she always seems to manage to have reail
the book that's being currently talked about.
Probably the reason she hasn't a book collection is beaiuse she gives them away after
reading them. She's generous to a fault, but
hates to be thanked or complimented for it.
It embarrasses her, and she doesn't know how
to take it gracefully.
She likes sincere praise, though, but thinks
flatterers are saps.
She gets an annual case of sunburn. She
doesn't do anything to avoid it, because each
year she figures: This year I'll tan, not burn!
She loves the sunlight, but dislikes bright
All the lights in her home are
electric lights.
soft and shaded.
Her likes and dislikes in food and drink are
She likes chop suey. And she has tea
feiv.
for breakfast instead of coffee.
She dislikes personal appearances and interviewers, and would rather be a featured player
than a star, because she thinks featured players
can win praise by good performances, whereas
a star is only talked about when she flops.
She's always very nervous when starting a new
production, and then draws heavily on the
stock of sedatives that are always by her
bedside.

SHE
wishes
is

heartily sick of the

word "IT" and

people would quit asking her wh.it
because she doesn't know, herself.
She gets thousands of fan letters a week and
Nevertheless,
rarely answers any of them.
she attaches great importance to the sentiments and opinions therein.
She hates artificiality and poseurs, and is
herself one of the most unaffected persons in

"IT"

is,

and is unquestionably
one of the most gossipcd-about women in
Hollywood.
She admits having been madly in love with

men— Gilbert

Roland, Victor Fleming.

Gary Cooper and Harry Richman.
this is being written) she

to

still

And

insists she's

—

costly

tell-tale

new

moisture spots on a

frock, blighting a dainty

atmosphere of feminine loveliness!
f

t

Every

t

t

woman knows how

quickly excessive

perspiration can ruin a treasured garment,
how suddenly it can defeat the lovely impression she hopes to make.

Ever-increasing thousands have found

DEW

the happy remedy. They prize it because they
can use it as often as needed and at any time
even while dressing.
of day

—

DEW will not irritate a sensitive skin or harm
the most fragile dress
tions are followed.

when

the simple direc

This crystal-pure deodorant and instant nonperspirant stops perspiration at once.
colorless,
ful,

It is

unscented and offered in a beauti-

spill-proof flask.

DEW

instantly and

completely deodoria:s sanitary pads.

At

all

Three si:es;
drug and department stores.
25 cents, 50 cents, and tl.e larv;e economy

W)WM
CRY

A L

S r

INSTANT

But since it was written Rex
P. S.
Bell seems to be the heavy boy friend.
Oh, the Bow and the weather!
adfortlsaa rlcasc mcDtlon

(as

going

marry Richman.

jt)u wllto to

Ruinous,

sise $1.00.

pictures.
She dislikes gossip

four

Most hnportant Thing
SHE DOESN'T SEE

P

I

DEODORANT

R E

NON

-

!•
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I
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NOT Too

It is

Late

Questions and Answers

to Enter Photoplay's

:

COXTIXUED FKOM PAGE 92

PirrsFiE LD, Mass.— Conrad Nagel hails
Irom Keokuk, Iowa, where he was
bom on
-March 16, 1897. He \~ married to Ruth
Hehns
a non-professional and has one daughter.
il..

5,000

geance, "
.\fnca.

Puzzle Contest
(Seepage 60 for fiill parliculars regarding Contest)

So that our readers need not miss a
single issue of Photoplay during this
contest we are making a special six
month rate of $1^$.

you haven't a copy of June Photoplay, the coupon below will bring
you the first set of cut pictures which
appear in that number. Or take advantage of our Special Six Months'
Contest rate, fill out the coupon below
and send $1.25 (Canada $1.50; For
eign $1.75)
we will enter your sub
scription for 6 months, starting with
the August issue, and send you th(
cut pictures from June issue.
If

Mouse Cartoon, was

originally written

W. Stallings and played by his
Among the many bars played, you

was filmed

in the darkest jungle

You were many

of

miles from home if
picture was made just
a few miles outside of Hollywood and
the players were not real man-eating
natives as pictured, but just a bunch of the boys
with a good
ol sun-tan. Jack Holt is a
native of Winchester, Va., where he was born
on May 13, 18S8
He IS 6 feet tall, weighs 172 pounds and has
brown hair and eyes. Married and has two

you thought

that.

The

L. B., In-dl\n'apolis, Lvd.— I have
never
taken time to count all the brick-tops in
Hollywood. However, here are a few,— Clara Bow
.\ancy Carroll. Doris Dawson, Zelma

Myma Loy and Joan Crawford.

daughters and one son.

of

John Fraikin.Rio DeJaxeiro.— Fay Wray

Eleanor Smith, Wilkes-Barre. Pa.— .\fter calling

up all the jazz bands and

played in

"The Haunted House," a Mickey

stringed ensembles in town, I find that most of the music

the wife of John Monk Saunders.
S'he was
Septcm'jer 15, 1907. and has light brown
and blue eyes. Little Sally Starr hails
from Pittsburgh. Pa., but I haven't been
able
to make her confess her age
yet.
Gertrude
is

bom

hair

Fascinating pictures of photoplavers
illustrations of their work and

and

pastime.

Scores of
the people

interesting articles about
}ou see on the screen.
Splendidly written short stories, some
of ^yhich you will see acted at your

picture theater.

The Irulh, and nothing but the Irul/i, about
molion pictures, the stars, and the industry,
lou have read this issue of Photoi>lav so
there IS no necessity for tellinK jou that
it is
one ot the most superbly illustrated, the best
written and the most attraciiyelv printed
magazines published today— and alone in its
held 01 motion pictures.

to

PHOTOPLAY

MAGAZINE

Dcpt. CP.7-30, 919 N. Michigan Ave.

CHICAGO
The

belo

'

lyour convenience

PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE,
Dept. CP-7-30,
Chicago.

919

N. Michigan

Ave..

Gentlemen:

D

I

eign,

enclose S1.25 (Canada, *1.50; ForSI. 75), for which you will kindly

'"' PHOTOPLAY
maAa'^^mc'"/"''"'""
MAGAZINE
for SIX monlhs, elieclive with

Augu,, ,„ue

Also

mail

cut pictures from June

D Send

me

the

appeared in June

set

me

Street

set

of

of cut pictures which

PHOTOPLAY.

Name

City

the

PHOTOPLAY.

A new gang

of youngsters for the screen! Hal Roach,
of "Our Gang"
Friends." At the base of the pUe are David
^ ^'^ '^"y
Q^f ^' PlSf-^f'
bharpe,
Mickey Daniels (you remember Mick and his freckles!)
andGradv

w

Address
.s,^„

*°P IS grown-up Gertrude Messinger, former chUd actress.
1
"i
below
Just K
her are Mary Komman (once the beautiful chUd
of
Our Gang") and Dorothy Granger. They'U make talkies the original
of the doings
and didoes of today's young folks
Erery adi erlisemeol In IMIOTOI'LAY .MAGAZI.VE

O'Xeal'

Some of them
them by choice. .\nn Harding IS married to Harry Bannister,
stage and
screen actor. They have one daughter,
Jane
about eight months old.
by nature, some

What a Subscription
to Photoplay
Will Bring You

Send money order or check

J.

christened.

—

moving

by

orchestra

heard one
verse of "Old Black Joe," and 12
measures of
Nazeltof " The rest of the selection was
not
.

H. E. T., Lewistox, Maint;.— Bet vou
thought that Jack Holt's picture,
"Ven-

Cut Picture

1

Is

euaranteed.

"I

Photopl.ay M.acazine for July, 1950
Astor is another youns lady who keeps her age
a secret. Well. I s'pose 1 shouldn't complain.
I never tell my age, either.

—

CmcKiE Radjinske, Evanston, III. Robert Agnew's latest picture is "The Woman
Racket." He appears in it with Sally Starr
and Blanche Sweet. Bob was born
is still

in 1899

and

single.

Madelyne Demico, Pocatello, Idaho.

—

hear from newcomers. Now
on a little secret. These many
have been saying that Robert Montis single, and now he comes forth and
tells me that he has been married to Elizabeth
Allen, a non-professional, for two years. Honestly, I had to take an aspirin when I got the
news. Bob was born in Beacon, New York, on
May 21, 1904. Joan Crawford has dark red
hair and Gloria Swanson's locks are brown.
Olive Borden was born in Richmond, Va., in
1907. Her latest release is "Hello Sister," and
her next will be "The Social Lion," in which
she appears with Mary Brian and Jack Oakie.

always

I'll

like to

you
months
gomery

in

let

I

—
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KEEPS TEETH
WHITE
The
is

roa<l to friend.sliip

paved with winning

smiles.

For everybody loves a
smile that sparkles with
pearly WHITE teeth.

So chew the richly

fla-

Carolyn Carter, Atlaxta, Ga. What
d'ya mean by writing to Cal York and giving

vored

gum

that keeps

me the go-by? Cal gave your letter to me,
I thought everyone knew Winifred
Westovcr. She was the former Mrs. William
S. Hart, who retired from the screen about
eight years ago. Miss Westover was born in
San Francisco and has blonde hair and blue
eyes. She is 5 feet, 3 inches tall, but I can't
give you her weight. She had to put on a lot

teeth clean

and gleam-

anyway.

poundage

of excess

in order to play the role of

Bcrlha in " Lummox. " Photoplay ran a story
Dolores Costello is
of her in October, 1929.
5 feet, 4 inches tall and is about 25 years old.
Since the advent of the talkies. Thelma Todd
has been in great demand in Hal Roach comedies, playing opposite Charles Chase. However,
she will be seen in a new Nancy Carroll-Buddy
Rogers picture soon.
.•\jraA

ing white.

Every day chew Dentyne

— the

highest

gum on

quality

the market.

—

Ragoza, New Haven, Coxn. For an
young lady you sure can think
and furious. In order to give the

eleven-year-old

'em up

fast

other fans a chance I'll just answer a few of
you r multitude of questions. The leading players in the "Hungarian Rhapsody" were Lil
Dagover and Willy Fritsch. Joan Crawford
and Kathryn Crawford are not related. Joan's
real name is Lucille LeSueur. Y'our girl friend
Myrna Loy is not an Indian, she
is all wrong.
is of Welsh descent and hails from Helena.
Sue
Cooper's home town.
Gary
Montana,
Carol wcis born in Chicago, 111., October 13,
questions
in
on
other
send
your
Better
1<X)8.
the installment plan.

—

There are
P. D. McG., Lexington', Ky.
Mary
several Kentuckyites in the movies.
Nolan from Louisville; Alberta Vaughn from
Ashland; Sally Rand from Winchester; Robert
Agnevv from Dayton; and Arthur Lake from
Corbin. Bernice Claire was born in Oakland,
She is 5 feet, Z^i
Calif., March 22, 1909.
inches tall, weighs 116 and has dark brown hair

and blue

^'^IMENTYNE
J

J

.

.

and smile!

Massage Your Owii

'AN ADDRESS OF DISTINCTION'

Face- Scalp- Body
With
Oreafest

Ease

EXCEPTIONAL

eyes.

—

Lillian King, Lenox Dale, Mass. I always try to answer all questions lired at me,
providing they don't contain any high exploAlma Rubens played the part of Julie
sives.
She is now appearing in
in "Show Boat."

and making quite a success of it.
Dolores Del Rio, who was born August 3,
1905, divorced her husband, Jaime Del Rio, in
June 1928. He died six months later in Eu-

SUMMER ADVANTAGES

^etVioC
ot

Overlooking Lake Michi-

'*''

gan
Si>^'

vaudeville

rope. Buddy Rogers is still fancy-free
his own name in all instances.
J.
little

C, Yoi^NCSTowN,
stars

mixed up.

It

O.

—You

and

have

u>r-,

O'Neil

Boyd

in

I'm not such a bad old
eh?

.

.

with parklands
.
and britlle path
.

.

,<\e>i

>.\i"i!

oW"'

Special Discounts.

T

n

who played opposite
"The Skyscraper." "Jazz Heaven
was the name of the picture you described. It
featured Sally O'Neil and Johnny Mack Brown.

Sally

.roVc'

yi

was Sue Carol and

.

beaches

li

E

i^mmm^^

Williai

mind reader

after

alt,

3

pep*-

A

-j^

Applicators

and

.

close at hand . . . Restfully
quiet . . . yet within a few
minutes of the Loop stores
. . . and theatres. Rooms are
light ... airy .. foods tempt
the lagging summer aplx^tite. Rales bef,in at $5.00 per
day. Permanent Suites at

ftotfy

liKITIirl, \V MAi:

AZI.-'

tlOTEL,

rill
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Those Two Goofy Guys
[

CONTINUED FROM PACE

He's a Lancashire lad, bom in Ulverston,
England, of professional parents. His childhood «^as spent in the music halls. In 1910 he
came to America with Fred Kamo's London
Comedians. Charles Chaplin was in the troupe.
Stan understudied him, and when Charlie left
to go into pictures, Stan stepped into his oversized shoes. Like Chaplin, he realizes that a
laugh is close to a tear, and he sprinkles his
stories with the faintest suggestion of pathos.

That

bristling

pompadour

of

Whimpering

He had
Stan was arrived at by accident.
played in a convict picture and so had Babe.

72

1

Both had shaved

their heads.
.\t the end of
the picture Stan sailed for England and Oliver
went vacationing.
When Stan returned his
hair covered his head like a porcupine's thatch.
Roach saw it and that was the beginning of
Stan's stylish bob.
They roister about the lot, Babe and Stan,

sometimes clowning for favored
sings, and Stan plays the piano.

Babe
They have no

visitors.

desire to make feature length pictures unless
they find a sure-fire story. They have seen too
many comedy teams hit the rocks in seven-reel
specials.

SMOOTH.WHITE SKIN

^
'^

quick^ safe
Nadinola
skin to

new beauty

your

—banish

freckles and unsightly tan.
Oiliness, roughness, muddy
sallow color they all dis-

—

—

appear they cannot resist
this wonder-working bleach.
Nadinola brings velvetywhiteness up from underneath your skin's darkened
wealhcr-roughcned surface.
Positive and quick in its
action yet so gentle it cannot harm the most delicate

—

skin.

No

way!

will bleach

—

tiresome waiting for results no complicated
treatments. Simple directions and money-back guarantee in every package. At toilet counters, extra large
size, $1, regular size 50c If you can't buy Nadinola
where you live wrile direct to Dcpt.P-7, National
Toilet Company, Paris, Tenn.

cSbudiintAa^kachmgCream
Whitens, Clears, Beautifies the Skin

To Valentino's memory! The only statue ever erected to honor a motion
picture actor. This shows the unveiling of the memorial by Dolores Del
Rio, with Roger Bumham, the sculptor, at the right. The figure, representing "Aspiration," was given by the late star's admirers all over the
country. City officials grudgingly gave it space in De Longpre Park, Los
Angeles. They stipulated that it must not be a statue of the late star!
Not a single great screen figure of Valentino's halcyon days attended the
unveiling
No art critics have yet gone on record praising it
!

Every adtertl.s«ncn( Id

PIIOTOPLAT MAGAZDvE

Is

guaricteed.

—

Aa
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Brief Reviews of Current Pictures
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ROUGH ROMANCE—

""y^

Gary

lirian

War

Coopt-'r

Good

B.

cward

Fox— .\11 alwut the
Helen Cliundler gm-s
goings-on of lumberjacks.
Gish.
G<-orge OHrien and .Antonio Moreno don't
help much. Neither do the chorus routines. iJunt)

Civil

(or valor.

nuch romance, pretty

acting.

(.IPriV)

costu

PAINTED ANGEL, THE— First
Hoopla!
Billio

Hillio

you Deutach
sprechen you'll like this. The fust full-length Ulking
picture in German, with Alexander Moisfti and Ca-

National.—
dove in tights, singing and dancitin.
Queen of the Night Clubs and Eddie
manners lo be her sweetheart.

till-

plays the

milla Horn.

his Quirt

Lowe drops

pats Beauty

ROYAL BOX. THE—Warners.- If

(Match)

into the

(.l/arcA)

skin

ROYAL ROMANCE, A—Columbia.— Romance

PAINTED FACES— Tiffany-Suhl.— Good

and adventure in a mythical kingdom. Buster CoUirr
gives good performance and Pauline Starke Is
devastatingly beautiful. (May)

news

something diflerfor the fans whove been cryinR for
story with a lUO'ent. A tense, refresliingly orjiiiiial
Brown.
rooni locale, and that grand comic. Joe t.
(Ftb.)

RUNAWAY BRIDE— Radio
thieves,

P\NDORA'S BOX— Nero.— In

drama

case you've been

wonderins what happened to Louise Brooks, here she
naughty, in what was probis biK as life and twice as
operably a good German picture before the censors
ated on it. Silent. (Feb.)

s

Pictures.- Murders,
Clap-trap meloBut Mar>' Astor

and a string of pearls.
trying to Ix' light comedy.

char

<Jti„r)

ling.

SACRED FLAME, THE—Warners.—On

the
was strong and intensely tragic drama, but
has been pretty well watered for the screen. A
headed by Conrad Nagcl, Lila Lee, and
Pauline Frederick. (Feb.)

stage this
it

PARADE OF THE WEST,

THE— Universal.—

will
The riding scenes in tliis Ken Maynard picture
make your hair stand on end. So will the stor>'. but
Not so good as Ken s last.
for a different reason.
(\larch)

PARAMOUNT ON PARADE— Paramount.—

k

i*aramour goes revue, using its best talent,
lecnnicoiot. sim'ing music. lovely voices, satire,
burlesque, roniancel Clievalier. Chatterlon. Oakie.
and lots more. Take the family. (May)

•

—

PARIS — First

Irene
National. Ooh zal
And you'll love
You'll love her.
Bordonil
Jack Buchanan and Louise Closser Hale and the
(Jan.)
picture.
the
whole
fact
Technicolor effects in

—

—

PARTY GIRL—

Tiff any-Stahl.—.\ would-be sensational storv with a moral ending obviou.sly thrown
Some good acting, howin as a sop to the censors.
Loft.
ever, by the junior Fairbanks and Jeanettc

(March)

—

ALLEY Tiffany Productions. Inc.—
Mae Murray in talking version of her once glorious
She shouldn't have done iu But she
silent film.

PEACOCK

dances

(.iprit)

well,

PHANTOM

IN

THE HOUSE, THE—Continenfails

to provide an

alibi for

(.March)

old sliocker partly

remade

and sound. I.on Chancy
Part Talkie. (.Ipril)

talk

Billy

silent,

still

AROUND— First

PLAYING
White.

however.

National.— Alice
Trite

Bakewell and Chester Morris.
(June)

story, fair acting, fair entertainment.

is

sure-fire.

(Feb.)

ON THE RITZ— United

PUTTIN'

•

SARAH AND SON— Paramount.—What

I

a

.And
characterization by Ruth Chatlerton!
what a restrained and dignified performance by
Frederic MarchI A picture you simply can't miss.
(May)

At last— II Is all pleasure and no work
lo take the best o( care of your com-

SECOND CHOICE—Warners. —You

won't even
make this third choice. A mediocre phonoplay with
Dolores Coslello, Chester Morris and Edna Murphy.
(March)

plexion.

The Valvettkin Poller brings a tireless
right into your home.

beauty expert

—

Its

SECOND WIFE Radio Pictures.— Interesting
domestic drama from stage play ".All the King's
Lila Lee. Conrad Nagel. Hugh Huntley.
Men.
(.ipri!)
Little Freddie Burke Frederick is perfect,
SETTING SON, THE— Darmour-Radio

•

.Artists.-

Pic-

Harry Richman warbles well in his first talkie. Harry
and Jimmy Gleason play two actors. Joan Bennett

Good

Lilyan Tashman amusing.
at her sweetest.
Irving Berlin music. (.IpriVt

RAMPANT

THE—Trem

Carr.— A rumor

that the younger generation is jazz-mad seems to have
leaked through into film circles. Hackneyed story
rendered amusing by lively dialogue and acting.

(March)

the

—

Just push a button and the Velvelikln
Poller lops the skin gently, lirmly and
ten times as rapidly as human fingers

(Feb.)

could possibly move.

in one picture!
"best performances
tainment with a novel twist. (Jan.)
"

is nol a "vibrator"— It does Jurt
It
It
what beauty experts recommend
it does not rub, stretch pores or

gives seven
enter-

—

Good

pats

SEVEN KEYS TO BALDP.ATE— Radio P

—

pull the skin.

—

old
c
.A fine phonoplay version of the
turcs.
laughter-and-thrill-provoking favorite. Richard Dix
again battles the microphone to a knockout finish.

See this marvelous little aid to
beauty next time you go shopping.
Look tor it at Beauty Shops, Deportment Stores, Drug Stores or Electrlcol
Stores. I( you don't see II, mall the
coupon tor the Beauty Book or enclose
$5.00 for the VeUltkln Poller. II you

(Feb.)

SHANGHAI LADY—

Universal.— A fiUe dt joie
be a
fall in love and each pretends to
But it s ( hina and
"swell" for the other's benefit.
Mary Nolan is so beautiful it
there's a menace.

huru.

pat

The VelrvtMkin Patter

and a crook

AGE,

lingers

ulole the circulation that brings health
and beauty to the skin.

ries fine plav. "The Old Lady Shows Her Medals," has been tenderly and effectively transferred to
the screen. Beryl Mercer and Gary Cooper are splen-

•

gentle

and oul of the pores- pat
and lines of lollgue
tone up the sagging muscles ond stlmIn

out the wrinkles

SEVEN DAYS' LEAVE— Paramount.— Bar-

did.

strong,

creams

ailing, takes the wrong
medicine. The family count chickens be'ore they re
hatched. Short comedy. (April)

SEVEN FACES— Fox. — Paul Muni

POINTED HEELS— Paramount.— With Helen
Kane, William Powell. Fay Wray. Phillips Holmes,
Skeets'Gallagher and Eugene Pallette in the cast, this
backstage story

—

SALLY First National.- The glorious, scintillating dancing of Marilyn Miller, lovely Ziegfeld star,
saves this from being merely a dull transcript of an
out-moded musical comedy. (.March)

tures.— Grandpap. rich and

Universal.
PHANTOM OF THE OPERA, THE—
with mixture of

Famous

NUMBERS—

Paramount.— PeachesSAFETY IN
an'-cream (or Buddy Rogers fans. He sings half a
dozen songs and plays an heir to big money whose
worldly-wise uncle puts him in care of three "Follies'
(June)
girls.

"

tal.— This murder story
existing.

brilliant cast,

(Jan.)

are not delighted with It In 30 days,
return It and receive your money back.

THE— UniverSHANNONS OF BROADWAY,
on or off Broadway

—There's not a comedy team
James and
that can hold a dimmer to the Gleasons—
Acting and dialogue are gorgeous in this
Lucille.

sal

THE-;RETURN OF SHERLOCK HOLMES,wouldn
t

Paramount.

— The greatest sleuth

of

them

all

recognize himself in this faint reincarnation. Clive
Brook has done bigger and belter things. (Jan.)

•

phonoplay.

SHE COULDN'T SAY

Lightner should have said NO when they cast her as
a broken-hearted night club hostess. (May)

ROGUE SONG, THE — M-G-M. — Law-

DraPsychological drammer but it went astray.
Louis Wolheim.
matic, but sometimes distasteful.
Conrad Nagel. Kay Johnson, the latter splendid.
(\pril)

•

rence Tibbett. grand opera star, flashes across
the phonoplay horizon, an inimitable and dashing
Taken from Lehar's "Gypsy Love,
personality.
this operetta is roistering, brilliant and dramatic
(March)
feast for the eye and ear.

—

•

ROMANCE OF RIO GRANDE— FoxRich and roaring melodran
..M.

I

,n his

Mexion

Duncan, and a new
.Maris.
'

(Jan.)

Two

suit again. Ton\
cause (or heartbu

swell songs.

What mo

SHIP

FROM SHANGHAI, THE— M-G.M.-

SHOW GIRL

•

do

yt

—

SHOW OF SHOWS—

—

n
dnys.

First

write to

admtlMn

please mantlon

!

Na-

—

I
I

Dealer's Name.

i

(Feb.)

When yoa

Electric Corp.
I Connecticut Telephone A
Conn.
to BrIUnnIa 8t., Merlden,

GcntleiiLn: I enelose fri.OO. Please send Wel»etikln |
Pattsr with priiiletfc of return (or refund within 30 I

Interesting studio

Warners.- You'll be too
busy enjoving yourself lo count all the celebs
77 of em.
but they're there
this suiJer-revuc
.And t>esides there are stunning stage effects and dance
routines, gorgeous Technicolor, and millions of laughs.

in
'.

HOLLYWOOD

IN

lional.— .Mice White's best talkie.
(June)
scenes.

T<>l«>|tli«tii«

EI«M"trl«' <"or|n»ralion
iDivition of Cmmrrciul ln.ln.mrnl (...q..)
>i«'rld<'n. 4'oniioc(lfU(

NO—Warners.-VVinnie

—
ROADHOUSE„ NICHTS- -Paramount.
with swell

of a melodrama, seasoned
pippir
.,,...
comedy.' Helen Morgan sings. Charles Ruggles and
Jimmy Durante. Broadway's current night club pet,
(March)
enormously.
score

ConnoeiiriK

ami

(Jan.)

PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE.

I

want

;

D Ja.Ie O iwn O Orehid
:

:

OPrimroae

I

A
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SI^IS OF THE CRADLE— Goodwill.— Cut your

—

throat before you see this celluloid crime
time.
Its perpetrators ought to be jailed.
(Jaw.)

it'll

save

Sound.

OUT—

Universal.— None other
SKI NNER STEPS
than "Skinner's Dress Suit" and still good. Glenn

Tryon puts

*SKV

it

over with a yip.

(Jan.)

HAWK, THE—

Fox.— Fine war stuff
witli a charming love interest. Thrilling shots
of a Zeppelin raid over London. John Garrick, a newcomer, and Helen Chandler are delightful as the young
lovers.

{Feb.)

SOUTH SEA ROSE— Fox.— You

—

wont

be-

this tale for a moment
but it's grand/J
entertainment.
Lenore Ulric
Iric does everything, i£j
eluding the hula. A fine upporting cast includinSJ^
Charles Bickford. (yon.)

SPRING IS HERE— First National.— Bernice
Claire and .Alexander Gray sing well. Ford Sterling
and Louise Fazenda are great. Just an average musical comedy story, but they make it good entertainment.

•

(June)

STREET OFCHANCE— Paramount.— Here's

a punchful racketeer picture that is going to
give rival producers jaundice until they get a carbon
in the can.
Bill Powell's finesse and Kay Frantn-w
sincere emoting would be iiigh-lights in any pio-"
ioS
ture.
(.March)

copy

SLIGHTLY SCARLET— Paramount.— Evelyn
Brent as society thief on the Riviera. Her best since
"Interference."
Hero. Clive Brook. Eugene Pal-

lettea"wow.

"

cis'

STRICTLY UNCONVENTIONAL— M-G-M.

(April)

The

SO LONG LETTY — Warners. — Two discontented

Charlotte Greenwood of the
long legs and boisterous antics is whole show. (April)

husbands swap wives.

SONG OF LOVE, THE—Columbia.— Carbon

of the varn used for everv vaudevillian who KOes
but Belle Baker rises above it. She's good
talkie
(Feb.)
is Ralph Graves. The songs aren't.

copv

—

•

HEART—Fox—John McCorO'
mack aims right at vour heart with his gorgeous
voice.
Hit pieces. "Little Boy Blue" and "I Hear
You Calling Me. " .-Vlice Joyce, and a sensational
Irish kid. Tommy Clifford. Don't miss John. (.April)
SONG

MY

SONG OF -THE WEST—Warners.—All-Technicclor outdoor operetta.

(May)

-Ambitious, but dull.

SUCH MEN ARE DANGEROUS— Fox—

famous financier disappeared during a riiiiht
ever the North Sea. and gave Elinor GIvn the ba^is
for this brilliantly made talkie.
Warner Ba.xtcr,
Catlierine Dale Owen. One of the best. (.April)

SUGAR PLUM PAPA— Sennett-Educational.—

and so

•

"The Circle," was subtle Engli
The phonoplay misses fire. (May)

original play,

comedy.

short feature directed by.Mack himself.
lard and the rest of the hilarious gang.

SUNNY SKIES— Tiffany
one

of

isn't.

Daphne

Pol-

(.April)

Productions.— Another

those movie versions of
(June)

college

as

life

it

TALK OF HOLLYWOOD, THE— Sono ArtWorld Wide.— This would be the talk of any townit's so bad.
Intended as comedy, it evolves a tragedv.
(.March)

SON OF THE GODS— First

National.— Richard

Bartlielmess as .Americanized Chinese

boy

TEMPLE TOWER— Fox.— More

in slow-

paced Rex Beach romance. Constance Bennett fine.
Far from best Barthelmess. (April)
stor>'.

Weak

SO THIS IS PARIS GREEN— Paramount-Christie.

—

.A

swell short subject burlesque of love

(.April)

THEIR

among

the apaches with Louise Fazenda as the world-weary
queen of the Paris sewers. (March)

Bulldog Dium-

mond, Willi Kenneth McKenna instead of Ronalil
Colman. Burlesque and good whether intentional
or not.

OWN DESIRE— M-G-M.— This

—

Mercollzed Wax
Keeps SkinYoung
1

.

3

dered saxoiite and 1 half

i

beautifully

To quickly

clc:

r

this face lotion: 1

ounc

At Drug

wiich hazel.

Short-Story and sample copy of

i

I'Hi

Monthly

free. Write today.
THE HOME CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOL

SorinEfield,

Mass,

PHOTOPLAY
MAGAZINE
the largest, most interesting and most intelligently edited magazine devoted to Moving Pictures.
is

A year's subscription to
PHOTOPLAY briiiRS you
pictures of movie stars and actual illustrations of their work,
500 reviews of current productions and 15 to 20 short stories.

Get the best your money can buy.

Sendinyour subscription

NOW!

$2»50 per Year

— Foreign $5.50
PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE
Canada $3.00

Pcpt. PM-7,

9W

One of the Grand Canyons of California. The cameraman shoots far
down to a set for "Dancing Sweeties." Those are Sue Carol and Grant
Withers waving

N. Michigan, Cli
Every advert Isemeut In

PHOTOPLAY

ilAOAZIN'K

Is

picture

reminds us of Paris on Bastille Day everyone
goes wild. Norma Shearer is miscast. (Feb.)

Buariinteed.

at

you

in

it
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WOMEN— M-G-M.
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"Tliey" being Van and
not about acting.
Schcnck. vaudevilk" hamiony duo. who sing bettor
than thL-y act. .-Vnd. believe it or not, Bessie Love is
{March)
•jtill being noble,

CHIROPRACTIC

•

TAKES ANOTHER STEP FORWARD

THEY LEARNED ABOUT

— But

LOVE— Pathc.—

THIS THING CALLED

comedy drama, well played by
Edmund Lowe (in a romantic

Delightful

Constance Bennett.

and ZaSu

r6Ie for once)

{Jan,)

Pitts.

THE—

Fox.— An Italian story, as
J SISTERS,
native as ravioli and as colorful as a Corsican sunset.
Louise Dresser gives a superb performance and is
{Jan.)
able cast.
an
unusually
by
surrounded

—

—

TIGER ROSE Warners. Lupe Velez plays the
but the picture is no rose. The stage play was
once popular, but no one seems to care any more
whether the Northwest Mounted get their man or
^March)
not.
tiger,

TROOPERS THREE— Tiffany

Productions. Inc.

—

-Concerns both kinds of troupers backstage and
rmy. Slim Summerville is funny. {April)

MOON—

UNDER

Warners.- Light
A TEXAS
^tire on old-fashioned Mexican border melodramas.
\ gay and dashing Technicolor single, with Frank
Fay and .Armida. {Junr)

UNDERTOW-^Universal.
drama

loRJcil

of

— Misguided

psycho-

Why

in a lonely lighthouse.

life

"Lighthouse Blues"? Mary Nolan.
John Mack Brown and Robert Ellis struggle agamst
{March)
odds.
didn

t

they

call it

CONGO— Sono

UP THE

like tliem you'll like

*V.\GABOND

{AprU)

it.

KING,

Flash and clang of sword play. Dennis Rins,
Francois Villon, sings and acts with operatic
Lilting Friml
Gorgeous Technicolor.
music. Jeanettc MacDonald and Lillian Roth help,
and O. P. Heggic is grand. {May)

THE—

Radio Pictures.LOVER,
Rudy goes through the whole gamut of emotions
without moving a muscle. But when he sings ah.
Vallee
{.\ better one, too.)
that's another story.
{Jan.)
fans will be pleased.

—

VENGEANCE—Columbia, —Melodrama

with
Jack H

.\nother .\frican native revolt.

and Dorothy ReWer.

{May)

VENUS—United .^rtist3. —Connie Talmadge made
this silent picture a year
Silent.
shouldn't have.

ago

in

Southern Europe. She

(Jan.)

WALL .STREET— Columbia.—Even if you've recovered enough to hear Wall Street mentioned without frothing at the mouth, you won't like this.
(teh.)

International.

—

In less than 25 years, the progress of Chiropractic has been almost a social miracle. Not
only has it impressed millions by personal experience with its benefits, but it has seen the

body of the thinking public adopt its
fundamental teaching that Nature heals and
Nature alone can heal.
By demonstrating that sickness is an accident
the result of interference
in Nature's plan
with Nature's actuating and intelligently di-

entire

—

recting ner%-e activity, Chiropractic has given
a logical explanation of the came of illness.
By locating that point of interference and corit, Chiropractic has obtained in hundreds of ailments the same natural healing results that everyone has long taken for granted
when bones are brokea or the flesh wounded.
Given complete freedom to work, the body
will repair any damage which is not beyond

recting

wasted footage,
unique personality flashes on the screen.
{March)

WEST OF THE ROCKIES—J.

— Bandits,

Cliarles

A

.-^nd

except when Anna May Wong's

Same

Silent,

Davis

fast riding heroes, pretty senoritas.
old Western plot. {AprU)

Further Step

Chiropractic now takes another forward step.
By means of an organization composed of

Education.nl Dept..

THE

competent and successful pranitioners in all
parts of the country, it is publishing an authoritative explanation of Chiropractic principles and practice through the great educating medium of the national magazines.

Information Offered

To any who

are interested in the proienion or
restoration of health, either for themselves or
others, The American Society of Chiropractois
offers detailed information on its work, with
statistics of recoveries obtained by Chiropractors in over 93,000 cases of specific ailment.
It further lists those practicing in each com-

munity
cietj'S

who

are authorized to display the So-

emblem and have demonstrated

their

success in this science.

you wish to know more about the human
body from an authoritative Chiropractic standpoint, write for this free booklet on the coupon below, addressed to the Education Committee. The American Society of Chiropractors, 390 East Broad Street, Columbus, Ohio.

If

A>n!nlC.\X SOCIETY OF ClUROPBACTORS.

390 East Broad Street. Columbus. Ohio.

Gentlemen:

WHAT

Who

—

repair.

WASTED LOVE— British

Prod.

health?

THE— Paramount.—

abandon.

VAGABOND

my

competent, successful Chiropractor for me to conLeaders of the Chiropractic profession no'w ansult.'"
swer these questions for millions of American families!
a

is

you

If

as

punch,

"Will Chiropractic preserve or restore

Art— World Wide.—

into Darkest .Africa,

One more expedition

Mail me.

free,

and without

obligation, the booklet, "nealih

Through Chlropracllc."

A MAN!— Sono

Art-World Wide.— (Re"His Dark Chapter.")
viewed under the
Reginald Denny's nice voice, and a trifling story
about a gentleman-crook who isn't a crook after all,
provide a pleasant enough evening, {May)
title

WHITE CARGO—W,

P.

Film

Co.— Banned by

Will Hays, but produced in London. Slow, badly
recorded. Wasn't worth bootlegging. {May)

WIDE OPEN —Warners. — Edward

Occasional
Blemishes

Everett Hor-

ton and Patsv Ruth Miller play this somewhat vulgar
but amusing comedy with a pace that keeps you

.Vlinost cvfi'yonc has t licin the way it ileanses
and liven.s the skin.
—that ugly pimple or bit
At all druggists.
Apply a little
rash!
f
Rcsinol Ointment and see FREE SAMPLE OFFER

WILD HEART OF AFRICA, THE— Supreme.—

glorified travelogue giving the lowdown on previously unheard-of Sudanese fiends in more or less

A

human form.

YOUNG

Silent.

{March)

DESIRE — Universal. — Conventional
treated

story of a circus girl who loves a rich boy. but
Pace, color and thrills,
unconventionally.
Nolan scores. {June)

Mar>*

ow cjuickly the soreness is
relieved and the blemish
disappears, Tok(>eptheskin
soft and lovely, nothing can exiel

Trial »iz. p.cWage of
Roinol So«p and Ointment, free. Write Reninol,
Dept. 6-C, Baltimore,

Md.

the daily use of Resinol Soap.

—

—

YOUNG EAGLES Paramount. Not another
"Wings." Buddy Rogers the fl>ing hero. Jean
Arthur his inspiration. Magnificent air photography,
and satisfactory enough stor}'. {May)
When

ry

it
i

mention

today, you'll lie sure to
(leaii tonic odor, also

PHOTOPLAT MACAZIXE.

Resinol

;

I
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Casts of Current Photoplays
Complete

Pin

•ARIZOX'AKID.THE"— Fox.— Fromthestor^by

Money
For Our
Readers
PHOTOPLAY
offers

opportunity
their

now

readers the

its

convert

to

spare time

into

money by becoming
subscription repre-

real
its

town or
in which

sentatives in the

community
they

live.

You,

reader of

a

as

will

be

realize

the
money-making possibilities this offer affords
to

you.

Your

friends

neighbors

—

in

— your
fact,

all

the homes in your communit\'
are prospective
subscribers for PHOTOPLAY. Who, today, is
not interested in moving
pictures
the chief recreation of the American

—

—

public?

Be the first in your
community to take advantage of

this offer,

and

get started at once. The
coupon or a post card
\\ill bring further de-

"BIG FIGHT.

THE"—Soso
W

"FURIES.
Art-James Cruze.

PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE,
Dept. RE.7-30, 919 No. Michigan Ave.,
Chicago, III.
iiiiercstrd

in

vour moncv-makiiiE
Send me the deiail!

City

Stale

i

,

,

|

,-•
li',

,lu

THE •—First

National.— From

the

KNEW WOMEN"—

"HIGH SOCIETY BLUES"— Fox.—From

the

Dana Burnet. .Adapted by Howard J
Green.
Directed by David Butler.
The ca^f
Fltanor Divine, Janet Gaynor; Eddie Granger Ch.u l,s
Fairell; Horace Divine. William Collier. Sr.: Urs.
Divine, Hedda Hopper; Pearl Granger, Joyce Ccnipton; Eli Granger, Lucien Littlefield; Mrs. Gr,n,.-,r
Louise Fazenda; Jcnrles, Brandon Hurst; Cu:iii<
story bv

"BORDER LEGION. THE"—PARA-Moimr.—

Prunier, Gregory Gaye.

Randall. Fay Wray; '^Bnnce" Davis. Eugene Pallette;
Hack Gulden, Stanley Fields; Judge Savin. E. H.
Calvert; George Randall, Ethan .-Vllcn; Shrimp, Sid

"LADIES OF LEISURE"— Columbia.—Fromthe plas- b>- Milton Herbert Cropper. Adapted by
Jo Swcrling. Directed by Frank Capra. The cast:
A'ov Arnold, Barbara Stanwyck; Jerry, Ralph Giaves;
Slandish. Lowell Sherman; Dot. Marie Pre^•ost• Mrs
Strong. Nance O'Neil; Mr. Strong, George Fawcelt
Charlie, Johnnie Walker; Claire. Juliette

Compton.

"LADY OF SCANDAL. THE"—M-G-M.— Fr

I
i

m

"The High Road" bv Frederick U.n-il ,1.
Adapted by Claudine West and Edwin Justus M,i
Directed by Sidney Franklin.
The cast- /'
Ruth Chatterton; Edward, Basil Rathbone; .An
Ralph Forbes; Lady Trench, .Nance O'.Neil: / /
the play

.

.

r

Trench. Frederick Kerr; Lord Crayle, Herbert l-imi.
ston; 5ir Reginald, Cyril Chadwick; Lady Mi::-,,
Effie Ellsler; Hilary, Robert Bolder; Alice,
n
Carroll; Ernest, Mackenzie Ward; Morion, El, r

M

"CHEER UP AND SMILE"—Fox.— From

the

by Richard Connell. Adapted bv Howard J.
<;reen.
Directed by Sidney Lanfield.
The cast:

ftorx-

Margie, Dixie Lee; F.ddie Fripp. Arthur Lake;
Yvonne. Olga Baclanova; "Whispering Jack" Smilh.

Himself: Andy, Johnny • .Arthur; Pierre. Charles
Judels; Tom, John Darrow; Paul, Sumner Getchell;
Professor, Franklin Pangborn; Donald, Buddy Messinger.

"DANCING SWEETIES"

— Warxers. — From

story "Three Flights Up" bN" Harry Fried.
Adapted by Gordon Rigby and Joseph .A. Jackson.
Directed by Ray Enright. The cast: Bill Cleaver.
Grant Withers; Molly OXeill, Sue Carol; Jazsbo
Cans, Edna Murphy; Mr. Cleaver, Tullv Marshall;
.Mrs. Cleaver. Kale Price; Emma 0-Xeill. Adamae
N'aughn; "Needles" Thotnpson, Eddie Phillips.
tlie

"DEVIL'S HOLIDAY, THE"— Paramovnt.From the stor>- by Edmund Colliding. Directed by
Edmund Colliding. The cast: Hallie Ilobarl, Nancy
Carroll; David Slone. Phillips Holmes: Mark Slone,
James Kirkwood; lizra Slone. Hobart Boswortli;
Charlie Thome. Ned Sparks; Monkey McConnell,
Morgan Farley; KenI Carr, Jed Proutv;7)r. Reynolds,
Paul Lukas; Ethel, ZaSu Pitts; Freddie, the' tenor,
.Morton

Downey; Hammond. Guy
House
Laura La

Jessie Princle;

Bernstein,

Oliver; .iuni Belly,
dileclive. Wade Boteler; .Madame
Varnie.

Pictures.- From
the iilay b>' George -Abbott and James Gleason.
Adapted by Tom Whelan. Directed bv Ix-slic Pearce.
The cast: Johnny Ouinlan, Jack Mulhall; Beriha
Quintan, Mac Clarke; Dan Walsh. Ned Sparks;
Neifton. Pat O'.Mallev; "Niflv" Herman,
Jackson; Lollie QuiiUan, Wynne Gibson; .Mrs.
.Ann Brodv; "Hulch," Elmer Ballard;
Detective Keefe, Alan Roscoe.

Charles

Tom

Gene Markev. Directed hv Hariy
Heaumont. The cast: Daisy. Marion Davics; Jack,
Lawrence Cray; DeBoer, Waltel Catlett; Hemingway.
Louis John Battles; Fanny, Ilka Ch.asc; Maud.
\'ivian Oakland: Old Man Dell. Jerl Prouty; Rumldesham, Claud .Allister; Fonlainr, Sam Hardy; Mrs.
\ibarl. .Nance ONeil; Commodore, Robert Bolder;
Constance, Jane Keithlv; Mn. Carauay. Maude
Turner Cordon; Grorgie Smith, George Chandler;
\'ibart

Children, .Anita Louise;

Every idvertlsemenl lo

Norton.

"LET'S

Man' Jane

PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE

Is

Irving.

GO N.ATIVE"— Par.\mouvt.

—

Fr.m

the stoiy by George Marion, Jr., an<J Peres- Hcah.
Directed bv- Leo McCarey. 'The cast: Joan l\'ood
Jeanette MacDonald; Vo/Iaire .UfCinni.s. Jack Oakie; i
Wally Wendell. James Hall; Jerrv, Skcets Gallagher; }
Basil Pistol. William .Austin; Constance Cooke. Kay
Francis; Chief Officer Williams. David Newell;
Wallace Wendell, Charles Scllon; Creditor's Man

Eugene

Pallette.

"MATRIMONIAL BED, THE"—Warners.—

From

the screen play by Harve\- Tliew. Directed by
Thecast -Irfc (^A<- Noblel, Frank Fay;
Leopold Trebel, Frank Fa>-: C'orimit-. Beryl Mercer;
Guslave Corlon, James Gleason; Juliet Corlon, Florence
Eldiidge; Sylvaine, Liljan Tashman; Dr. Fried.
Arthur Edmund Carew; Marieanne. Marion Byron;
I'o.iiM.
Flora Finch; August Chabonnier. James
Bradburj-. Sr.; Susan Trebel. \"ivian Oakland.

Michael Curtiz

:

"NOT DAMAGED"— Fox.— From

I

the storv bv

Richard Connell. .Adapted by Frank Gav. Directed
by Chandler Sprague. The cast: Cwen Slncarl. I-ois
Moran: Charlie Jones, Robert Ames; Kirk Randolph.
Walter Byron; .Maude Graham, Inez Courtney; Elmer,
George "Red" Corcoran; Peebles, Ernest Wood;

Rhoda

Jennie,

THE"—Radio

"FLORODORA GIRL. THE"—M-G-M.— From

Address

'

I

"HE
R.VDIO Pictures.-!
From the play by S. N. Behrman. Screen plav bj
William Jutte and Hugh Hertjert.
Directed b]
Hugh Herbert. The cast: Geofrev Clarke, Lowell
Sherman; Alice Frayne, Alice Joyce; Austin LmoS
David Maimers; Monica Grey, Frances Dado.

From the story by Zane Grey, .\dapted by Percy
Heath and Edward E. Pararaore, Jr. Directed by
Otto Brower and Edwin H. Knopf. The cast: Jim
Cine. Richard Arlen; Jack Kelts. Jack Holt; Joan

the storv by

Name

-

cast: Axel Sven-,.

ricks. Jr.

Elaine Koch.

ISercoitich.

fcr lo your readers.
once.

The

play by Zoe .Akin.
.Adapted bv Boris Halsew"
Directed by Alan Crosland. The' cast: Fifi San
Lois Wilson; Oliver Bedlou-, H. B. Warner- Oa
McDonald. Theodore V'on LItz; Caroline LeiA
Natalie Moorehead; Gwendolyn .Andrews. Jane Win
ton; Harvey Smilh. Tvler Brooke; Dr. Cummina
Alan Birmingham; DislricI .Attorney. Purnell PratJ
Alan Sand, Bjron Sage; Bedlcn-s butler, Ben Hend

"BIG PO\"D. THE"— PAR.\MOfN-T.— From the
by George Middleton and .\. E. Thomas.
Adapted by Robert Presnell and Garrett Fort.
Directed by Hobart Henley.
The cast: Pierre.
Maurice Chevalier; Barbara Billings. Claudette Colbert; Ronnie. Frank Lvon; Mr. Billings, George
Barbier; Mrs. Billings. Marion Ballou; Pat O'Day.
Xat Pendleton; Toinettc, Andree Cordav; Jennie,

"BORy RECKLESS"— Fox.—From the novel
"Louis Berelti" by Donald Henderson Clarke.
Screen play by Dudley Nichols. Directed bv John
Ford. The cast: Louis Berelli. Edmund Lowe; Joan
Sheldon. Catherine Dale Owen; Big Shol. Warren
Hj-nier; Rosa Berelli. Marguerite Churchill; Bill
(f'Brien. Lee Tracv; Good Xe^cs Brophy. William
Harrigan; Frank Sheldon. Frank .Mbertson; Bugs,
Eddie Gribbon; Rilzy Reilty. Paul Page; Joe Bergman.
Ben Bard; Fingy Moscorilz, Mike Donlin; District
Allorney, Farrcll MacDonald; Pa Berelli. Paul Porcasi; Ma Berelli. Ferike Boros; Needle Beer Grogan,
Joe Brown; The Duke, Pat Somerset.

Stoloff.

D'.A\Til.

play

"FALL GU^^

am

Benjamin

Brendel; Vera Fontaine. Marjorie White; u,
Randall, Frank Richardson: Gloria De Will
Francis; Conrad Sterling, William Collier, Jr
U
Mason, Miriam Seegar; Marvin Kingslev. Hi;
Gordon; Lee Hubert, Paul Nicholson; .Maid \

—From the play by .Max Marcin and Milton H.
Cropper. Adapted by
alter Woods.
Directed by
Walter Lang. The cast: Tiger. "Big Boy" Guinn
Williams; Shirley. Lola Lane; Spot. Stepin Fetchil;
Winnie. Edna Bennett; Steve, Wheeler Oakman;
Chuck. Ralph Ince; Lester. James Eagle; Referee,
Larrv- McGrath;
The Balller. Tony Stabeneau;
Berrelli. the barber. Frank Jonasson; Dctectiie, Robert
E. O'Connor.

tails.

I

"FOX MOVIETONE FOLLIES OF 1930"—
—
From the story bv William K. Wells. Dir
by

Ralph Block. Directed by .\lfred Santell. The cast:
'I'he Arizona
Kid. Warner Baxter; Lortta, Mona
Maris; Virginia Hoyl. Carol Lombard; Nick Hoy!.
Theodore Von Eltz; Snakebite Pele. Arthur Stone;
Pulga, Mrs. Jiminez; Sheriff .-Indre-J.;. Walter P.
Lewis; The Hohoken Hooker, Jack Herrick; His
Manager. Wilfred Lucas; Bartender Bill. Hank Mann;
.Molly. DeSacia Mooers; Homer Snook. Larrj- McGrath; S(agcdri:er, Jim Gibson.

Saylor.

Photoplay,
quick

for every picture reviewed in this issue

Cross.

"OLD AND
directed

The

NEW"—SovKixo.—Written

by S. AI. Eisenstein and G.
Martha Lapkina.

\V.

and

Alcxandrov.

cast:

"ONCE A GENTLEMAN"—Sovo Art—Jamfs
Cruze. From the stor>- by George S. Worts.
Adapted by Waller Woods. Directed by James

—

Cruze. The cast: Oliver. Edw-ard Everett Morton;
Mrs. Mallin. Lois Wilson; Dolly, Gertrude Short;
<7iwi. Eslelle Bradley; Ian Warner, King Baggot;
Bannister. Francis X. Bushman; Governor Ogelthorpe.
William J. Holmes; Junior. Emerson Tracx-; Jarvis.
Cyril Chadwick: Timson. Drew Demaresl; Charles
WaJ.'.-.iorlh,
Frederick Sullivan; Natalie. Evelyn
Pierce; Colonel Breen. George Fawcelt; Reeves,
William O'Brien; Wuggins, Charles Coleman.

"REDE.MPTION"— M-G-M.— From

the

play

"The Living Corpse" by Lyof Tolstoi. Screen plav
by Doroth>- Fariium. Directed by Fred Niblo. The

Euartntced.

I

—
cast: Fedya,

John Gilbert; Masha. Renic Adoroc:

Viclar. Conrad Nasil; Lisa. Klianor Boardman:
Anna Pavlovna. Claire McDowell; I'ftHshkov. Erville
Aldcrson; Arlimin; TuUy Marshall; Maeiilrale. Mack
Swain.

"RETURN OF DR. FU MANCHU. THK"—

—

Paramount. Kroni the story by Sax Roluner.
Screen play by Florence Ryerson and Lloyd Corrigan.
The cast: D/. Pu
Directed by Rowland V. Lee.
Manchii, Warner Oland; Nayland Smilh, O. P.
HcKRie; Lia EUham, Jean Arthur; Or. Jack I'etrit,
Neil Hamilton; Svlveiter Wadsworth, William Austin;
Fai Lu. Evelyn Selbie; Lady Agalha Barlley. Evelyn
Hall; l.ady Helen Barlley. Maruarel Kealv; Inspector
Harding. Shavie Gardner; Lawrence, David Dunbar;
Chans, Tet.'iu Komai; .\h Line. Toyo Fujita; Reporter, Ambrose Barker.

RICHE.ST

—

MAN

IN

THE WORLD, THE"—

M-G-M. From th,- storv by Elliott and J. C. Nuiient.
.\(IapteU by Sanuiel Ornitz. Directed by Sam Wooo.
Tlie cast: Louts M'agenkamps. Louis Mann;
IVagenkamps. Clara Blandick; Nick lliggtnson, RoU'rt
Montgomery; Johnnie, Elliott Nugent; Alma. Leila

Ma

Hyams; Laura. Mary Doran; Ludwig.

Francis X.
Mr. Higginson. Robert McWadc: Ted
Henderson; Tony. Henry Armetla;
Katherine. Jane Reed; Bi/Ji; 7"uy/or. James Donlan;
Jennifer Train, Jeane Wood; Ludwig. as a child.
Philippe De Lacy ;yoAtt«iV. as a child. Gordon Thorpe;
Katherine, as a child. Betsy .Ann Hisle; Alma, os a
child, Evelyn Mills; Billy, as a child, Edwin Mills;
Mr, Strauss, Lee Kohlmar.

Bushman.

Jr.;

Baldwin.

Dell
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"SWELLHEAD'— TiKFAXV PkonuciioNs.—
From the storv by .\, I*. Younger. Adanted U\
Directed by James Flood. Th.
Johnny Trump. James Glcason; Bill "Cyclone'
Uickey. Johnny Walker; Mamie Judd. Marion Shilling; Barbara Larkin. Natalie ICingslon; Mugsy. Paul
Huist; Clive Warren, F'reeman Wood.
Adeic Buffinglon.

cast:

"SWING HIGH"— Pathk.— From the storj- by
Joseph Santle>' and James Seymour. Adapted b>
James Seymour. Directed by Joser»h Sanllcv. The
cast: Maryan, Helen Twelvetrees; Carry, Fred Scott;
Trixie, Dorothy Burgess; Doc May, John Sheelian;
Mrs. May. Daphne Pollard; I'op Garner. George
Fawcett; Ringmaster. Bryant Washburn; Billy, Nick
Stuart; Rulh. Sally Starr; Major Tin\, Little Billy;
Babe, William Langan; .Sum. -Stepin W-ic\x\\.\ Sherig,
Chester Conklin; Bartender, Ben Turpin; Doctor,
RoU-rt Edeson; Mickey, Mickey Bennett.

—

"TEX.XN. THE"— Para.mou.vt. From the story
"A Double-Dyed Decx-iver" by (). Henry. Adapted
by Oliver H. P. Garrett. Directed by John CromThe cast: F.nrique "Quico," 7 he Llano Kid,
Gary Cooper; Consuello, Fay Wray; Senora Ibarra.
Emma Dunn; Thacker. Oscar Apfel; John Broifn.
Janres Marcus; Nick Ibarra, Donald Reed; The
Duenna, Soledad Jimenez; Mary {Nurse), Veda
Buckland; Fasquale, Cesar Vanoni; Henry, Edwin
J. Brady; Sixto, Enrique Acosta; Cabman, RomuaUlo
well.

Tirado.

Don't Worry!
you missed the first set of Cut Puzzle Pictures in
month's PHOTOPLAY, you can still start now and
win some of the $5,000 prize money!
If

/ook

last

your best

You can have June's Cut Pictures free, together with
the rules, by sending a postcard request to
The Cut Picture Puzzle Contest,
Photoplay Magazine, 919 N. Michigan
Chicago,

•SECOND FLOOR MVSTKRV, THE"

—-Froin

—

the novel "The -Agony Column"
Biggers.
Screen play by Joseph
Jackson. Directed by Roy Del Ruth. The cast:
Geoffrey West, Grant Withers; Marian Ferguson,
I-oretta Young; Inspector Bray. H. B. Warner; Aunt
Hatlie. Claire McDowell; Alfred. Sidney Bracy;
Captain Fraser. Crauford Kent; Lieutenant Norman
Fraser, John Loder; Enright, Claude King; Mystery
ll'omod, Judith Voselli.

W.\RNERS.

by Earle Derr

"SHADOW OF THE LAW"— PAR.A.MotJNT.—
From

"The Quarry" by John A. Moroso,
Directed by Louis
by John Farrow.
The cast: John Nelson. William Powell;

the story

Adapted
Gasnier.

Jim Montgomery. William

Powell; Edith Went-worth.

Marion Shilling; Ethel Barry. Natalie Moorehcad;
Tom. Regis Toomey; Pete, Paul Hurst; Colonel
IVentworth, George Irving; Mike Kearney. Frederic
Burt; Warden, James Durkin; Frank. Richard Tucker;

Captain of Guards, Walter James.

"SOCIAL

LION.

THE"— Par.\mount.— From

Roy Cohen. Screen play by
Directed bv \. Edward
Sutherland. The cast: Marco Perkins. Jack Oakie;
Cynthia Broten. Marv Brian; "Chick" Hathaway.
SkeeU Gallagher; Gloria Staunton. Olive Borden; Jim
Perkins. Charles Sellon; Ralph Williams. Cyril Ring;
Henderson. E. H. Calvert: Howard. James Gibson;
Smith. Henry Roquemore; Sckultz. William Bcchtel;
McGinnts, Richard Cummings; "Knockout" Johnson,
Jack Byron.

the story by Octavus

Joseph L. Mankiewicz.

'

"SONG OF THE FLAME"— FtRST

Nation-.\l.—
From the operetta by Otto Harbach, Oscar Hammerstein, II, George Gershwin and Herbert Stothart.
Adapted bv Gorulon Rigby. Directed by .Man Crosland.
The cast: Aniula. the Flame. Bernice Claire;
Prince Volodya. Alexander Gray; Konslanttn. Noah
Beery; Natasha. .Mice Gentle; Grusha, Inez Courtney;
Count Boris. Shcp Camp; Henchman. Ivan Linow.

"STRICTLY

MODERN"—First

National.—

Fi-om the play "Cousin Kate" by Hirbcrt Henry
Davies. Adapted by Ray Harris and Gene Towne.
The cast: Kate.
Directed by William A. Seitcr.
Dorothy Mackaill; Heath Desmond. Sidney Blackmer; Aimee, Julanne Johnston; Judge Bartlelt. Warner Richmond; Bobby Spencer, Mickey Bennett; Mrs.
Spencer. Katheiinc Claire Ward.

HOLD-BOBS— win

Ave.,

J

III.

.\dded Dialogue by

Herman Mankiewicz.

Directed

by Frank Tuttle. The cast: Ruby Nolan. Clara Bow;
Gunner McCoy, Frederic March; Solomon Bimberg,
Harry Green; Eddie. Rex Bell; Michael, Eddie
Fetherston; Albert, Eddie Dunn; Perti-ec. Ray Cooke;
Harn' Sweet; Maizie. .•\dele Windsor; Grogan.
Hall. Jed Prouty.

Artie,

Sam Hardy; Manager Dance

"UNDER WESTERN SKIES"— First National

From the
—
Directed

screen piav by Howard Estabrrok.
by Clarence Badger. The cast: Judith

Temph. Lila Lee; Geoffrey Brand. Sidney Blackmer;
Waal Kampen. Fred Kohler; Joao dcBiaga Ncr.-a.

Raymond Hatton; Leonard Temple. Kenneth ThomBtHy Temple. Olive Tell; Di Neil Cranford.
David Newell: "Buzzard" Wilkins. J. Farrell MacDonald; Sam Becman. Tom Dugan; "Heck," Otto

son;

.

Fries; Mrs. Temple.

JUMPING after a high one advancing to
the net— dashing back— all over the court
through game after game.
At the end — a smooth, perfect coiffure.
The answer- HOLD-BOBS.
Because of their flexible sides— one side
crimped — they easily shape to your head.
Because of their small, invisible heads and
their smooth, round ends — you can neither
see nor feel HOLD-BOBS in your hair. Yet you
don't need to worry about your coiffure
during the most strenuous tennis match. You
can keep your mind on the game.

No

oose, strasgly ends of hdir will blow in vour
eyes. You'll have a well-groomed, composed look
not a frowsy, flustered one.
I

Never mind about the score

THE

HUMP HAIR

1^8-36

"WEDDING RINGS"—First National.— From

"WHITE HELL OF PITZ PALU"—Univrrsal.
.Xdaptcd

Diri-cted
by
by Dr. Arnold Fanck and G. W. Pabst. The cast:
Gustav Diesel. Mitzi Goctzel. Otto Spring. Leni

Riefenstahl, Ernst Udet.

"WOMEN EVERYWHERE"—Fox.— From

the

story

Ralph Kellard.

"YOUNG MAN OF MANHATTAN"— Par.\-

—

novel by Katharine Brush.
Directed by Monla
Presnell.
The cast: Ann Vaughn. Claudette Colb<-rt;
McLean. Norman Foster; Puff Randolph.

MOUNT. From the
Adapted by Robert
Bill.

Toby
Ginger Rogers; Shorty Rost. Charles Ruggles; Duight
Kncnvles. Leslie Austin; Sherman Sisters.
Sisters; Doctor, H. Dudley Hawley.

Four Aalbu

Sol H. Goldberg, Preiidcnt
Avenue, Depl. 177. Chicago,

Prairie

the storv "The Dark Swan" by Ernest Pascal.
The cast: I.eK'fS
Directed bj- William Beaudine.
Dike. H. B. Warner; Cornelia Quinn. Lois Wilson;
Eve Quinn. Olive Borden; Wilfred Meadows. Hallam
Cooley; Tom Hazelton, James Ford; Agatha. Kathleen
Williams; Esther Quinn, Ailecn Manning.

by George Grossmith and Zolton Korda.
Continuity by Harlan Thompson and I.ajos Biro.
The cast: Charles
Directed by Alexander Korda.
Jackson. J. Harold Murrav; Z.i7i LaFleiir. Fifi Dorsay;
Aristide Braivn. George Grossmith; Zephyrine, Rose
Dione; Sam /oir«. Clyde Cook; Michel Kopulos.

PIN MFG. CO.

(Division of Chain Store Products Corcoration)

Blanche Friderici.

the story by Dr. .\rnold Fanck.
— From
Dr. Arnold Fanck and Ladislaus Vadja.

—

the "advantage" is
always yours with HOLD-BOBS.
Send 10 cents with couoon for a generous suoply for
your vacation, and booklet on Modern Hair Culture.

p •^— — —

III.
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Brickbats and Bouquets

Where Away
This Summer?

[

CONTINUED FROM PACE 8

weary German girl. Miss Chatterton was flawless, and I don't think any other star could
have played this role so perfectly.

Albert Manski.

Ann

Astonishes

have IT.

been a long time since I could sit
through a picture and not be aware of my
neighbor's elbow jamming into my side, the
little boy in back of me with a sack of hard
candy, or the chaps who have "frogs in their
throats," as I did during this picture.
C. Kr.\emer.

Brooklyn, N. Y.
Born with a love of the drama, I was kept
from the theater most of the time on account of
prohibitive prices charged for legitimate plays.
Suddenly everj'thing changed. For the price
of movie tickets I can see and hear the essence
of all that Broadway has to offer.
Ann Harding and Ruth Chatterton are two
of the most charming and accomplished
actresses. It is astonishing that Ann Harding
has not aroused more interest than she has. It
seems to me that this exquisite woman has
everything that should entrance the public.
Mrs. H. E. Knowles.

Ent

COME DOWN To

X. Y.

Buffalo,

Ruth Chatterton and
They ought to make

Charlotta Bittxer.

And No

Porters to Tip!

Brookville, Ohio.
.\lways I have wanted to travel an>Tvhere,
I have neither the time nor

—

everywhere!

But

I

can and do

going to the movies.
In a few minutes

Pontiac, Mich.
Here's a big hand for Dick Barthelmess in
".Son of the Gods," a star and a picture that

Enc

;!

What a great pair
Frederic March are!
more pictures together.

money.

That's IT, Dick

]

It's

fulfil

my dreams

New

Jefferson
M JJ OCEAN END

^

OF KENTUCKY AVE.
ATLANTIC CITY

Thoroughly Modern
175 Rooms with Baths
Sun Deck Overlooking

Beach and Boardwalk.
Telephone Service
Throughout.

AMERICAN PLAN
Ownership Management

FETTER & HOLLINGER

m
{t£.

Mothers
:

Can't

Stop

A Headache

For
to

)tct

clcantni to

do pbvful *houts

than a headache to make

KOHLE R
ANTIDOTE
>>br HEADACHE
''Tifmo]>es-not only relieves pain"'

The Great Mystery Man and Disappearing
in

#«€

|.f..r

*

r.w

froo book.

Mlohlaan Ah... Chic.

I2B-B,

MOI

Actor of Hollywood turns up
Washington, bobbing and nobbing with the lawmakers and consenting

to pose with mere statesmen! George Bancroft, tiffing with Paramount,
went into hiding in his California home, refusing to answer bells of any
sort. AU of a sudden he is discovered in the capital city. This is George
with Nick Longworth, Speaker of the House. George is the one smiling
Bcmeni

in

I'lIOTOI'l.AY .MAfiAZINK

is

by

find myself under the
starry skies of Western plains; in an Alaskan
lumber camp; in one of
York's popular
night clubs. Sometimes I am caught in a sandI

Kuarantffd.

—
I'lioTOi'LAY

Magazine ior July, 1930

storm while crossing the Sahara, shipwrecked
on a desert island, or chased by liters, lions and
savages in the jungle.
For a half-dollar, or less, and in a few hours
lime, I have visited strange scenes, seen and
heard the people of other lands, and experienced some very thrilling adventures.

Who's

^

M.\RTUA Je.vkins.

afraid of

Virginia Does Care
San Jose,

143

Calif.

SUNBURN?

wouldn't think of throwing a mere bouquet
Novarro. Indeed not! 1 want to
perpetually "Say it with flowers"!
Give us more pictures like "Devil May
Vou know, the kind that
Care," Ramon.
make us sit through performances and truly
forget to go home.
ViRGiN'iA Caprice.
I

Ramon

at

Wc

HERE'S a f;irl ulio knows the
best trick of all. Before
she goes swimming she covers
licr tender skin with Mentholaluni. Then she takes the sun
pradiially and gets a nice tan
instead of a red-lioi, scorching

Too

Like<! It,

North Berwick. Scotland.
.\lways sensible of the literary and artistic
I am now a fervent
originality and its human quality.
.Vlter a surfeit of "love life" stories in other
publications, I found inetTable charm and

merit of

I'lioTopLAV,

admirer of

its

sunhnrn. Try

it

yourself!

protect your skin

exquisite sincerity in the little story in your
April issue of Ramon Novarro's love for a little
old lady and of the little old lady's great love

ivith

for him.

Mlrikl H. Graham.

You

Said a Mouthful!

New

Orleans, La.

The talkies are great, but give us more outLet Bill
door scenery and more laughter.
Haines, Jack Oakie, El Brendel, and the others
make us laugh. And let John Boles. Gary
Cooper and their team mates give us a thrill.
.\s for slang,

what

It can't hurt, be-

of it?

cause the majoritv of us use

it,

anyhow.

R. Strauchan'.

For Children Only
Kansas City, Mo.
young man who accompanied his mother

.\

The

cleansing, healing service
of a Boap that's meant for you

Make $35— «00

afterwards told his father:
"I guess they thought that 'Turn on the Heat'

Cuticwra Soap

was

with a heritage of 50 years of
highest cummendation.

to

"Sunny

Side

number was
but

Up"

hot.

It

I did feel like

for I

just silly, of course,

a fool having mother there,

know she was embarrassed."

Let's have pictures that children can take

a

Week

No
an.l mlnlm.r...
FaJClnalltuj wort
required.
Prote«>h you at home.
fessional artist's outfit, employment scrrlee Jlven.
STUDIOS.
NATIONAL
Write tor trcf took.
Oept 470, 1008 North Dearborn Street, Clilcai*.
Send me your free twoklct. "Success In Art"
i.w,TlN.;

cirawlne

l.hr)l..<

tal«nt

Earn while leamlnB.

We

ART

Sold ETHywhere. So«p 25c. Oinlmcnt 25c. SOc.

their parents to see without regret!

LrcY K.

.\i)EL.

BLONDES

read how famous
movie stars keep their hair golden

He's Satisfied
Birmingham, .41a.
My favorites are Janet Gaynor and Charles
I should
Farrell. And do I like their voices?
say

I

"Sumiy

do!

Side

Up"

played here seven

big weeks.

"T DEPEND

that's all I ask.

James G. Eady.

,

How Could You!
Larchmont, N. Y.

Nolan, beautiful star, also withUniversaL

—

noticed, fans gentlemen fans, in
the talkies have spelled
triumph for the male star? I have on hand a
current New York newspaper and, glancing

Have you

particular

— that

on just one shampoo to

X. keep my hair soft and silky, gleaming
with golden lights, and that's Blondex,"
says Jeanette Loff lovely Universal star.
"Blondex quickly brings back the true
color and lustrous sheen to hght hair
that has faded or streaked," says Mary

Continue to co-star Janet and CharUe

Harry,

Don't let your blonde hair grow dark
and lustreless keep it bright and lovely

—

way

this easy

over the motion picture advertisements, I discover above the feature title such names as the
following: John Barrymore, .41 Jolson, George
.\rliss, John Boles, Lawrence Tibbett, Dennis

I

Blondex is sa/e/ Contains
no harmful dyes or chemiBrings out

all

the natural

Harry Richman, Monte Blue, John
McCormack, etc., while the magic name of
Garbb stands practically alone in defense of the

cals.

feminine honor.

hair

.•\h, where are the Negris, Swansons, Talmadges, I'ickfords and Gishes of yesterday!
Can it be that man has proved his superiority
in yet another line of endeavor?
J. Harry Shale, Jr.

enthusiastic users.

Try

TODAY

at all

King.

When

.

color and gloss of blonde hair.
Prevents darkening. Fine for

'

and

scalp.

I

good drug

Over a million

On

sale

it

stores.

you wrllo to adtcrlUers please mcolloa rilOTl

.

.

"fc>r'

v>(rashing:
THIS

is the story, and a picture, of a real talkie crash
that will never be seen and heard on the screen
Dick Grace probably has more wrecked planes and
shattered bones to his credit than any other living aviator.
He gets paid and paid well for cracking the planes;
the cracked bones he throws in for good measure. Dick, you
see, is a stunt llyer de luxe, and has had a hand in almost
every great air picture which has come out of Hollywood.
Thus, when the moment came to film a spectacular air crash
for "Young Eagles," Dick, doubling for Buddy Rogers, was
called to turn the trick. Undoubtedly it meant a few smashed
ribs, collar bones or legs
but that's all in his day's work.
Ten cameramen were in position. Their spot was even
tougher than Dick's. They stood b^.' their machines, barely
a city lot's distance from the place where Dick was to turn an
airplane into shattered limber and torn cloth. If he should
miss, there might no longer be ten cameramen.
Behind the grinders stood the matter-of-fact accessories to
the crash doctors and nurses, with operating instruments,
1

—

—

—

—

—

bandages and antiseptics ready for anything; ambulance, with
two motorcycle cops, waiting for a quick rush to a hospital, if
necessary. There was a fire engine, ready to drench the wreck.
Everything ready. Everyone waiting. The suspense was terrific.
Death, loo, stood by wailing. .\ bystander who could

—

not be ordered

off the set.

"Yep."
"Ready, everybody?"

"Ready, Dick?"

lalkies

for the

"All ready!"
Dick stepped toward his ship.

.\t

the last

moment a Para-

mount employee dashed up, hand e.xtended.
"Here's wishing you good luck, Dick!" came
It
"•

might have been a stab
-•

—

in the back.

Dick

the voice.
glared.

,"

he said; "that's the worst luck that
Superstition seized him. The bravest fliers
before it. He wanted to postpone the crash for a day, to
escape the jinx. But there were dollar signs on every passing
second; they prevailed on Dick to go. He muttered as he
,

could happen."

bow

climbed

in his ship.
in the semicircle
circled and circled. Sighted the spot
of cameras. Dipped his nose. Came screaming down for the
crash.
Crack! It was done. Dick crawled out of the
VVhe-e-e!
wreckage, two ribs cracked. A perfect stunt crash perfect,

—

He

—

but nowhere near the cameras!
the spot marked X.

It

was a

full field

distant from

—

"That so and so and so on good luck wisher! it's all his
Dick swore. He drew his thousand dollars for the stunt.
Twice more he diil it and each time it was perfect and within
camera range. For the well-wisher was some place else.
The two good crashes are in the picture. The bad one shown
above is in the ledgers for some few thousamls of dollars.
At Paramount they're trying to
.\nd here's the payoff!
charge up the cost of the n.g. crash against the department
which claims the good-hearted well-wisher!
fault,"

—

—

,

!

ower ^^merica stirlis aro
there never before ^%'as
any completion soap 90
Stentle as Camay

cli»co%'erius<

i^ll

REALLY,

I'm

.so

pka.-^rd

.'

jirovai

t

care of the skin.

from every part of the
country write me that tliey

gentle

I5ut

as

am,

I

ica

gratitude when
Camay's velvety soft

with

feel

latlier

The tilleof dermatologist properly
belongs only to registered plivsieiiins

who have been

practice medicine

stated in this advertisement.

cess

licensed to

get the least bit

Camay

logy (the care of the skin) as their

specud province.

The reputable

I

physician

is

the

only reliable authority for scientific advice upon the care and
treatment of the skin.

editor of

llie ottieial

malologi-ts of

Faf<>

llie

and cleansing action
Soap.

I

of

Camay

certify not only to the

CA.MAY

IS

let

journal of Uie dir-

United States.)

Vour World Wllh
— a free book-

l,ov«'lin«"s»
I have personally examined the
signed comments fnmi 73 leading
dermatologists of America who
have approved the composition

as

if

of its

by

my

7.'5

is

with adviie abiiut skin care

from 73 leading .American dermatologists. \Yritc to Helen Chase,
Dept.

YV

New York

A PnOCTER &

70, 500 riflh .Avenue,

City.

GAMBLE

try

I

week or
realize

can't believe

who

to

if

tiiere

i.sland!) oiKjItt to

try

to

Camay

is

received

it,

because

only comtiiat has ever

tiic

])lexion .soa])

SOAI* ClALI-KU

i)e

even on

there's

whole wide

doesn't

this time.

should be,

jtist litis

doesn't,

in this

Camay by

it.

want

for a .scant

you suddenly

country

al-

(I'm sure there can't

warm.

after you've used

anybody

aj)-

.Vnd every girl who
wants a good complexion
one who
a desert

(////

your skin fresh ami dear
and outdoor-looking.

of these great

had made
most every girl want

just

you've 7ieicr before found
anything like it to keep

announce-

unanimous

jiliysiciaiis
(The 7.1 leading dernialolot'isls who
approved Caiuay were selected l)y Dr.
Pusey wlio. tor 10 years, lias t)een lie

so,

dermatologiststhat started
Camay towards litis great
success? Of course, I don't
know. But it looks very

])roval

adopted the science of dermato-

oil tliat i)ores

And,

much

away dust

manufacturcwhcneveryoii

!

ment

and who have

cleanses

and make-up and the ex-

Was it the approval of
America's most eminent

high standing of these physicians,
but also to their approval, as

i

exi)Iains

redlli)

success. Tiic very first
time you use Camay, your
complexion knows that it
has found ;i friend antl
protector. It fairly purrs

has
changed in a few short
months from a name
known to only a few of you,
into tlie most talked-of
complexion soap in Amerthis

1

'

.self

its

niy.self

many of them
way that Camay

So

on the

have an idea that
o %' e y
s ow n

I

Ca may

of caring for complexions

a dermatoloCisI?

only really

(|ualified authorities

arc quite as cutiiusiastic
over Camay'.s gentle way

is

tiie

anything niicr
li;i II
to find yourself
agreed with by ])eoi)le
whom you rcspeet ? And
girls

Wlial

rrom

Is tliere

I

know
But,

have

to say: I'lea.se get

a cake at once

and

start

giving your complexion a
care tiiat is not only exgentle and fragrant, but absolutely

(luisitely

.scientific

as well. Isn't that

a wonderful combination?

unanimous ap-

<AI.AY

1.%

<A>AnA3-IOr

A

tAKE

'iisnKj©

"COMING EVENTS CAST
THEIB SHADOWS BEFORE"
^'Thomas CamJiheII.\m-\%^A\

AVOID THAT
FUTURE SHADOW
by refraining from overindulgence, if you would
maintain the modern
ure of fashion

fig-

We

do not represent that
smoking Lucky Strike Cigarettes will bring

modern

figures

or cause the reduction of flesh.
do declare that when tempt-

We

ed to do yourself too well,

you

if

"

"Reach for a Lucky
instead, you will thus avoid
will

over-indulgence in things that
cause excess weight and, by
avoidingover-indulgence,maintain a

Reach

modern, graceful form.

.::^

for a
lUCKX
\£f
IT*-

irLxieam
64

*f

It's

toasted

TOur Throat Profecf ion — against

loDsrco

irritation

— against

k,o.,

Mftnuiacturcrv

cough.

The National Guide

p

to

Motion Pictures

r

'^^
k.

y^^fig

low About

Mary & Doug?

Mu^t GaRBO Thinkfof Hollywood

They gave a/7^r
THAT'S

hri

I

WHY THEY COT THERE. ...SO QUICKLY

ELINOR SMITH
Eighteen years old
and she's risen
higher than any other tvoman in all
.

world history.

.

.

"Bom with wings," say

hard-boiledpilots."Thekid'sa'natural'
when you put her in a plane. "

But

there's another

that

same

OLD GOLD hopped
ago.

young ace with

story.
off just three years

In less than three months

zoomed

into favor.

it

In one short year

climbed to the

it

liad

it

holds the coast-to-coast record

ceiling.

Today,
.

.

.

as America's fastest grooving cigarette.

OLD GOLD, too, is a natural flyer.

For,

Jlade of better tobaccos.
nature ^dth a

from

irritants.

Endowed by
new taste-thrill. Free
More smoke pleasure.

Greater throat-ease.

'Please, Mister, c'n

'

I Jly

it

.-

On OCTOBEn

family
liid

slept,

"The Boys" used
headless pilot."
see

this

15-j ear-old
took forbidden flying lessons.
still

24, 1926, the

OLD COLDS

At the crack of dawn, while her

-

.

.

first

carload of

roarhcd the Pacific coast
endless trainloads have Leen goin"
e
with narj- a
.

.

.

to call her "the

She couldn't ovrn

over the edge of the cockpit.

B E T T F U

TOBACCOS

NOT

A

COUCH

I\

A

CARLOAD

'
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tooth brush"

is

a disquieting trouble

to face. For with it come visions of all
manner ofdrcad dental diseases that may follow.
Decisively, "pink tooth brush" does not
imply that you have pyorrhea. But it certainly docs mean that your gums have begun
to soften; that they have become so tender and

weak that they bleed

at the touch of the brush;

and that they need immediate protection if
they are to be rescued from the possible attack
of more serious troubles!

For this purpose thousands of dentists urge
massage and brushing with Ipana Tooth Paste.
Millions of people have found that Ipana guards
their

gums while

As any

it

refreshed!

dentist will tell you, soft foods arc

responsible

for

what amounts today to

veritable plague of

gum

a

disorders.

For this soft and creamy diet cheats the gums
The tissues grow weak and flabby,

'

j

keeps their teeth spark-

mouths clean and

ling white, their

Jl

of exercise.

y\ll

The gums bleed, at first,
And thus gingivitis, Vincent's

soft spots appear.

ever so slightly.

disease and pyorrhea get their start.

The remedy, your
>»

*

J'

A

^

m

^^

^

dentist

recommends,

is

massage faithfully done, and to this recommend.itionthousandsofdentistsadd— "withlpana".

^^^.
^

With Ipana and massage, you rouse the
You sweep wastes and
poisons from the tiny cells— you quickly restore to your gums their natural strength and

•

-^j^

languid circulation.

^

,

/

^'

>j>Il.^

hardness!

H^JL
#>-^

For Ipana contains ziratol, a stimuby the dental pro-

lating hemostatic long used

»." t

vSK-

'

^

y

fc*"

JK

fcssion in treating

X.

gum

disorders.

A good dentist and a good tooth paste
are not luxuries
Let Ipana keep your teeth sound and sparkling
—let it stimulate your gums to robust vigor.

^

j^^

-^^W*-

•^.-

\

Its

ingredients are the finest and costliest;

tube— don't wait

large
.

'^^
..

double protection.

"
'

V

P

Jf

|f

To-

"

'>|^^

%-

r/rl

for the sample.

begin the full month's test. Sec for
yourself how much healthier your gums can
Ipana's
be, how much whiter your teeth, with
night,

't^^,

"

its

formula modern and advanced. It may cost
a few cents more but its use is sound economy.
Stop at your druggist's today and get a

\j^,

/

CHECK
"PINK TOOTH BRUSH"
WITH

IPANA
TOOTHPASTE
„^^.,^.,^...^

/

^

"^1^^'

^'^

\
%^

^^

WJi^Kt '%
"*

BRISTOL-MYERS CO.. Dcrt. 1.80
7} W«. S.rcc.. Ncw York. N. Y.
Kindly send mc a trial tube of IPANA

TOOTH

PASTE

of
Enclosed is a two-cent stamp to cover partly the cost
packing and tnailiog.
t^ame

Siml
01,

When roa

write to «d»crtUeni pleaae mcnilon

pnOTOrL.*Y M.VOAZINF-

^W"

!
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COOD TIMES

NEWS FROM
PARAMOUNT!
INTERTAUSMENT news
I

will

thrill

millions!

that

The

GREATER New Show World
here! 70

is

Paramount Pictures

strong! Attimed to these changing times. In key with this fast

moving world, f Under

their

spell you're lost to the world. Liv-

ing the

stories.

Laughing at some

plots. Thrilled to the

others.

Charmed with

bone with
the tunes

in the musicals. Delighted tcith

q It's a GREATER
New Show World now.
And Paramount is lead-

everything!

ing

it.

Paramount — with

18 years of supremacy.

Paramount — with the
biggest stars.

Paramount

— with the keenest showmanship minds. Paramount — with the greatest

resources, organiza-

and man power in
motion pictures. Q Tell
tion,

your Theatre Alanager

now you want
these 70

Show World

PARAM.M NT PIULIX CORPORATION. ADOLPH
ZUKOR. '"^
PRE^ •'
•

[XKEXDCXEXJ
Ev«r .dtertlsemom

lo

to see all

GREATER New
Pictures

Cpictur&s
^^ ^^
^^W
^
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Hio-h-Lights of This Issue
Close-Ups and Long-Shots

Anna

James R. Quirk

Q. Nilsson

Gloria,

Connie and The Marquis

"Hoi 'wood She Cookoo"
Jackie's Coming Back

And Now Something New — A Movie
"Undie" Parade
Janet Goes to War!

Too Many Guests
Beauty, Brains or Luck?

How

About Mary and Doug?

Will

Norma

Let's

Drop

Shearer Retire?
in

and Gossip With Old

Cal York!

She

Is

the Daughter of a Beauty

Why Nils Did Not Want to Go Bad
Would You Like a New Nose?
70 Readers Must Win This Gold!
What Garbo Thinks of Hollywood
Give

Me

Moore!

Flashing in the

A

Pan

Chevalier of France

Valentino's

Memory

Reeling Around

Vote

Now
New

Gloria's

Coiffure

Photoplay's Famous Reviews
Brief Reviews of Current Pictures

The Shadow Stage
The Best Records from New
Short Subjects of the

Pictures

Month

Short Stories

The

Prince

Comes

Just a Cute Trick

to Cinderella

Grace

Mack

Eleanore Griffm
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ho made SUNNY

SIDE UP the

most popular

motion picture of the past year?
.

.

YOU

did

—with

the tickets

you bought at the box

'

over the country ....

offices all

Who made

WORLD the runYOU again — with

THE COCKEYED
ner-up?

your spontaneous approval, registered by cash paid for

box

were the year's favorite actor and actress?

Who

and Charles
popular

Farrell,

Tribune and the

New York Daily News, the

newspapers

their respective cities.

in

the coveted Photoplay Gold

years ?

.

.

.

FOX

— year before
....

Who

—

lost

Medal

.

.

Who won
two

year with John Ford's four SONS

last with

Nobody

SIXTY

two largest
.

for the past

Frank Borzage's 7th HEAVEN.

Gaynor and

cast the winning ballots for

Farrell ?

Gaynor

.... Janet

overwhelmingly voted the most

conducted by both the Chicogo

polls

in

tickets at the

rough and ready wit and humor of McLaglen and Lowe.

office, of the

YOU

but

decided what kind of pictures we

Who

has already

will

produce and

leading houses everywhere

,€iy^y^

during the coming year?
course
'

— because

.

.

.YOU, of

.

you have,

FOX has done

proval on what

post and told us what you like
it?

...

.

Look at

— another

sure-fire

in

.

.

the

.Will

of

way

to

their

you! .... Janet Gaynor and

a man!

.

this line-up

new productions now on

Farrell in oh, for

OTHERS

terms

in

be mistaken, placed your ap-

that can't

you get

feature

will

Charles

hit,

produced under the masterly direction of the

man who made SUNNY
McLaglen and
NATIONS

—

in

what

OF

ALL

— from

the story by Laurence

and Maxwell Anderson, authors of

price

What a

David Butler

the further rollicking adventures of

Flagg end Quirt
Stallings

SIDE UP,

Lowe chasing V\^OMEN

GLORY.

line-up!

Direction by Raoul Walsh.

Charlie Farrell

in

his

greatest part of

Etctt dtertisement In

all,

as Liliom,

PHOTOPLAT MAGAZINE

It

lutrantecd.

—
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WOMEN, from Franz Molnar's

DEVIL WITH

in

And

international stage success

AND

also entertain you

will

during the year

pictures

CAME BACK, with

AND

PRINCESS

— THE

man who

Huntington;

Louise

RIVER,

Medal winner, FOUR SONS,

Warden

MILLION

Lowes, and

— SONG

O"

own Photoploy Gold

rt m

MY

Medal

Borzage, Gold

give you four great

will

introducing

HEART,

SHE'S

UP THE

appears Cherie, daughter of

great cost of established

a

winner of the previous year,
pictures

In

kind of prison story, John Ford

this picture

in

favorites .... Frank

screen

new

a

striving to surposs his

is

and

Joyce Compton

with

GIRL,

THE

Moureen

with

THE PLUMBER,

O'Sullivan, the find of the year;

MY

Choriie

three other greet

in

'w^

i

^

the

to

screen the golden voice and vibrant personality of

the great

new

Charlie Forrell's

BACK and DEVIL WITH
in

pictures, THE

will

WITH YOU,

herself

insinuate

still

deeply into your affections.. ..The honor most

coveted by the motion picture octor

CANT

of

man who came

WOMEN — and ALONE

which Janet Gaynor

more

— two

McCormock

tenor, John

Irish

Warner Baxter

of Motion Pictures.

won by
Kid

TO

award

of the

Academy

OLD ARIZONA. Warner, lovable bandit and

idol of the

pictures

the annual

the latest recipient of this honor

magnificent characterization of the Cisco

his

in IN

is

is

heart, will give

feminine

....

If

you saw Will Rogers

SO

SEE PARIS, or

THIS

of two

announcement

IS

LONDON, you

more

you four big
in

THEY HAD

will

cheer the

pictures by America's

incomparable comic: A CONNECTICUT YANKEE,

WRONG

perhaps Mark Twain's funniest

— the

Henderson
our day

SUNNY

—

O'Sullivan

with

UP

SIDE

Gilbert

and

Sullivan

of

follow their smash success,

will

gay, tuneful

and

story,

.... DeSylva, Brown and

SEE AMERICA FIRST

JUST

and funny.

and

asked for them

El

IMAGINE,

The

you and

will

be headed

We mode

Brendel ....

— and

clever,

cast

sixty million

V%^
Wlieii roa write to adfertlsers please menilon

PIIOTOPLAT UAGAZIXB.

the

by Maureen

pictures

— but

YOU

others can't be wrong!

—

—

Brief Reviews of

Current Pictures
Photoplays not otherwise designated are All Talkie

-^Indicaies that photoplay was
of the six best upon

ACOUITTED—Columbia.—Underworld drama
Sam Hardy

with a real punch.
ever.

is

more amusing than

(Feb.)

—

ALIAS FRENCH GERTIE— Radio Pictures
Bebe Daniels and Ben Lyon in crook picture made
from V'eiller's play. "Chatterbox." A comeback for
(June)
Ben. and Bebe at her best.

•

war

sensational

•

ANNA CHRISTIE— M-G-M— The

—

(March)

Marion.

WAR— Paramount.— The

ANYBODY'S

Two

Black Croivs join the army, with mildly amusing
(June)

results.

Wray and Eugene

.Arlcn. Fav
(July)
thriller.

Pallette in a

BORN RECKLESS—

BROADWAY HOOFER, THE— Columbia
You'll like Marie Saxon, musical comedy star, in her
first
talkie.
A stimulating back stage comedy,

(March)

UP— Paramount.—Your

BURNING
worth

some

money's

A

in entertainment.
neat little comedy with
thrilling racing sequences and that admirably

natural actor. Dick Arlen,

(March)

CAMEO KIRBY—Fox.—The famous old romance
gambler revived gracefully but not excitedly.
Harold Murray sings well and Stepin Fetchit sings.

of a river
J.

(Feb.)

ARIZONA KID, THE— Fox.— Warner

Rnxter

follows "In Old .\rizona" with another fine performance and an excellent picture. (July)-

CAPTAIN OF THE

GUARD— Universal.—John

Boles and Laura La Plante in a story of the birth of
the Marseillaise that just misses being a thrilling
picture.
John sings superbly. (June)

Everett
afraid of anything that goes up.
Patsy

Horton is
Ruth Miller

is tlie

a few laughs?

•

liero-worshipping

girl friend.

Miss These
Recent Pictures

THE—

"Anna

BARNUM WAS RIGHT-Universal.—Miss this
one unless you're one of those people old P. T. was

"Song

(feb.)

trude Lawrence, stage favorite, doing none too well in
a trite musical comedy. Snap into it. Gertie, and
show 'em what you can do when you try! (March)

"The
Pictures.— Veh.

Rod La

Tobis.— Interesting because first made-in-Germany talker shown
in America; 65 per cent dialogue, German, of course.
Part Talkie.

it.

falls for

a boxer

who

BIG FIGHT,

gold-digger.
(April)

THE— Sono

Art- James

Another

BIG POND. THE— Paramount.— Chevalier
clicks again
See him as a poor but romantic
Frenchman trying to make good jn an American
chewing gum factory. Claudette Colbert, and some
I

(July)

BISHOP MURDER CASE,

THE—M-G-M —

Mother Goose, with Basil Rathbone
Plenty of thrills. (Feb.)

Philo Vancing this time.

BLAZE
One

O*

GLORY— Sono

—

Art— World Wide-

of those leopard pictures
Some of
it's spotty.
the spots are good and some are bad. Eddie Dowting
shows a nice personality and a good singing voice.

(March)

8

which Joseph Schildkraut does

affair, in

his worst.

Myrna Loy

{June)

attractive.

SCOTLAND—

IN

COURAGE— Warners —Charming

picture about
seven interesting youngsters and their extravagant
mother, well played by Belle Bennett. Leon Janney
fine as Bill, the youngest.
{June)

WAY—

beautifully.

Devil's Holiday"

{May)

CUCKOOS, THE— Radio Pictures.— Nonsensical
musical comedy featuring comedians Bert Wheeler
and Robert Woolsey. Check your critical goggles and
prepare to laugh uproariously.

published.
And its tabloid
reviews show you accurately and conhow to save your motion picture
time and money. The month at the
end of each review indicates the issue
of Photoplay in which the original
review appeared.

THE—

la

COCK O' THE WALK— Sono Art-World Wide.—
Pretty sad

{June)

CZAR OF BROADWAY— Un!ver«il.— A

DAMES AHOY— Universal.— Glenn
smart-cracking sailor

rdle.

didn't feel funny that day.

not-so-

Tryon

in a

But the dialogue writer
{.ipril)

—

—

itative

BIG PARTY,
Fox.— A Sue Carol picture,
but they handed it to Dixie Lee. Heaps of comedy,
some true love and villainy. (April)

Murder a

Small

material

is

CRAZY THAT
Fox.— Bubbling comedy
about two lads in love with a blonde who loves
another.
Joan Bennett wears beautiful clothes

cisely

(Jult/)

typical Chevalier songs.

recent stock market debacle
comedy. {April)

It's a

DANCE HALL Radio Pictures. .Arthur Lake is
grand as the youngster who haunts the local dance hall
where Olive Borden, in a blonde wig, is a hostess.
Amusing. {Feb.)

Cru:!e.—
Amusing enough. Loh Lane and Guinn Williams,
hut Stepin I-etchit almost ehuflles off with the show

•

— The

promised evening's entertainment is
worth while.
Photoplay's reviews
have always been the most author-

falls for a
fair.

Only

plot.

CLANCY IN WALL STREET— Edward
Prod.

for gags.

Artists.— Fanny Brice

{May)

"My Man"

GIRL—

CITY
Fox.— Originally begun as a silent
picture ("Our Daily Bread") by Director F. W. Murnau. Gets off to a powerful start, but turns talkie and
collapses. Charlie Farrell and Mary Duncan are fine.
Part Talkie.
{March)

man.

Powell, as detective Philo Vance, gets his

BE YOURSELF— United

THE—

CHINA EXPRESS,
Sovkino.—Foreign
stuff,
but tremendously exciting.
.Action
occurs on a fast train in China. Silent. {May)
rough

good imitation of that fine picture, "Street of Chance."
Not bad, if you haven't seen the original. {June)

-Anotiier

See

for

{May)

As a service to its readers, Photoplay Magazint; presents lirief critical
comments on all photoplays of the
preceding six months. By consulting
this valuable guide, you can determine at a glance whether or not your

lApril)

MURDER CASE. THE—Paramount.
—BENSONelegant
Van Dine murder mysterv. Suave
Bill

PLEASURE—M-G-M.—All

OF

COURTIN' WILDCATS— Universal.— "Hoot"
Gibson tames a Wild West shrew, modem version.
{March)
Mildly entertaining.

Heart*^

Front"

LOVED YOU—Aafa

I

Christie"

My

"All Quiet on the Western

Rocque with a Spanish accent again, Doris Kenyon
eings beautifully. Old-fashioned Western. (April)

BECAUSE

o'

"Journey's End"
"The Divorcee"
"Ladies of Leisure"

BATTLE OF PARIS, THE— Paramount.— Ger-

BEAU BANDIT— Radio

CHILDREN

about a song-wTiter's sorrows. Noteworthy only
LavTencc Gray's singing of two \
swell work of Wynne Gibson, _ -_

—

Do Not

ONE.
United Artists.— Dolores
Del Rio as a cafe singer and dancer, teamed
with Eddie Lowe, who also Fings delightfully.
Adventurous, romantic story that you'll like.
(June)

talking about,

comedy

Universal.— When, and ./ you see tliis. youll know
where to send them on their next tiip one wayl
(May)

Need

(April)

BAD

CHEER LT AND SMILE—Fox.—Good

drama, with .Arthur Lake, Dixie Lee and the vampish
Baclanova. {July)

COHENS AND KELLYS

THE—Warners.— Edward

AVIATOR,

as one

revietv

Fox.— Maybe the fear of
censorship took the thrill out of this gangster film,
made from the exciting best seller. "Louis Beretti."
Eddie Lowe Lee Tracy and Catherine Date Owen.
(July)

Great

talks
and remains great! A faultlessly
picture with superb characterizations by
Garbo. Charles Bickford, Marie Dressier and George

Garbo

directed

named

month of

BORDER LEGION. THE— Paramount— Jack
Holt. Dick
Zane Grey

ALL pUFET ON THE WESTERN FRONT

— L'niversal. — Remarque's

book, made into one of the outstanding pictures of
the year. Powerful drama of war as it really is. (June)

its

DANCING SWEETIES

—

Warners.

Withers and .Sue Carol in a story of that
cussed "first year" of marriage. {July)

—

Grant

much

dis-

DANGEROUS FEMALES— Paramount-Christie.

—A

hilariously funny Iwo-reel.r. And why not. with
both Marie Dressier and Polly Moran cavorting in

their best

manner?

{Feb.)

DANGEROUS PAR ADISE— Paramount.

•

CA.SE

OF SERGEANT GRISCHA, THE—

—

Radio Pictures. .Slark. compelling drama with
a war background. An important picture, althougli
too drab to appeal universally. Chester Morris is a
magniBcent Gri^ha. {March)

CAUGHT SHORT— M-G-M.— Marie
and Polly Moraii.

rival

Dressier

boarding house keepers who
Anita Page and Charles
Good, rough fun. Uu*if)

play the stock market.
Morton are young lovers.

RAINBOWS—

CHASING
M-G-M.—This ninetyninth carbon copy c.f "The Broadwav MeIod\ " is
pleasant enough. Bessie I-ove. Charles King, and the
Moran-Dreiisler comedy team. {May)

Taken from Conrad's South Sea yarn "Victory." Beand Nancv Car-

gins well but goes astrav. Dick .Arlen
{Feb.)
roll good, as always.

•

DEVIL

•

DEVIL'S HOLIDAY,

MAY CARE—M-G-M.—A

moving

picture that both moves and talks. Swift and
colorful romance, with Novarro giving one of the finest performances of hi.* carei-r and Dorothy Jordan
and Marion Harris scoring heavily. Some swell vocal{Feb.)
izing.

THE— Paramount

Nancy Carroll in emotional drama, giving the
Directed by Edmund
best performance of her career
Goulding, who made "The Trespasser." (July)
!

[
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No More Custard
tract

just

of his life again.

— well,

He's got grey hair, and the
avoirdupois that comes
age, and he goes by the name of

ah

—

with

Mack

—

But he's just a kid and
Sennett.
don't let him fool you. .\w, well, he
doesn't want to fool you.
"Kid?' he echoes. "Sure. Sure I
am. / am. .\nd I never want to

Christie, Franklin Pangborn, Ben
Bard, John Darrow these are just a
few of the recognized dramatic
pla>'ers who have played in modern
Sennett comedies.
And the plots! .\ fig for custard
pies!
The humor now is mental,
psychological not physical.

—

He's got a new toy, has Mack
He hates to go to sleep
nights, because then he can't play
with these new talkies that have
suddenly made life interesting for
him again.
And there has come to pass one of
Sennett.

—

THEY'\'E

the most remarkable metamorphoses

mad

got to act with this,"
says Sennett, tapping his forehead, "instead of with this," slapping
his hip pocket.
The old boy, eyes

business of mo\'iethe rebirth
making has ever seen
unspeakably
crude, custardof the
pie and slapstick Sennett comedies of
the bygone years, into the deliciously
sophisticated, delicately chucklesome
Sennett comedies of 1930.
In no other facet of the movies has
there been reflected such a change as
the Sennett comedies show. Feature
pictures have changed, of course, but
not nearly so much.
this

I

—

look
WHY,Take
an

sparkling, tells about his

The

Talkie

Is

—

His

New Toy

Last Minute News
"Man Trouble" — Fox —Milton

being a Marquise some day; when
Chaplin was just a "funny feller"
without even being known by name;
when Chester Conklin, Ford Sterling,
Louise Fazenda were people who put
on funny make-ups and went through

as the popular notion of a fearless
gangster, is sensational in this melodrama of love, newspaper business and
the underworld. Dorothy Mackaill
takes second honors.

—

was used for two purposes to
hang funny moustaches on. and to be
smeared with custard pie, plaster,
flour, mud, eggs or anything else that
the director could thinic of to have
thrown. Scripts were just something
that had never been thought of; all
they did was get the company together, throw things, have a chase
and cut it into one reel.
face

Sills,

Bom— to

Mr. and Mrs. King Vidor
Eleanor Boardmani a daughter, the
second girl in the family. Mr. and Mrs.
Vidor had hoped for a boy and are unf

prepared with a name for the
stranger as this is written.

on the

There's a scenario department
where a staff of writers works as long
and conscientiously over a plot as
they do for features in the other
studios.
Before shooting is begun,
every line, every gag, is down on
paper.
There's no more Sennett stock
company although the old fox does
keep one or two players under con-

10

Schumann-Heink,
performNew York,

one week, receiving $6,000
engagement.

for the

later

Sennett lot, e.xcept when one of the
electricians brings a slab for lunch.

—

Ernestine

at sixty-nine, sang at thirty
ances at the Roxy Theater,
in

now! — twenty years
BUT
there isn't a custard pie

little

Claire Windsor and nine others were
rescued when a power yacht rammed
and sank the "Lolita," cruiser owned
and sailed by Philip Plant, Claire's latA
est beau, in Long Island Sound.
Plant is
sailor was reported missing.
Constance
the divorced husband of
Beimett. Miss Windsor was a guest on
his boat for a week-end cruise.

Mme.

HoUjrwood was surprised to learn
that Helene Lubitsch is suing Ernst
Lubitsch, noted director, for divorce,
charging that he nagged her and insulted her guests.

"Ginger" Rogers, ingenue, in "Young
of Manhattan," was seen much in
company of Jack Oakie around
New York early in the summer. "Ginger's" new picture is "Queen High."
She is reported divorcing Jack Pepper,
master of ceremonies.

Man

the

new game:

"Talkies have brought sophistication to the two-reel comedy. Sophistication to the comedy because the
audiences have become more sophistalkies, the radio, magticated
azines.
And with sophistication
comes subtlety of comedy, instead of
a kick in the pants.

at the difference!
old Sennett comedy,
when
Swanson was just a
days
in the
bathing beauty and didn't dream of

the motions of the slapstick era.
In those days, the brain was the
least important part of an actor's
anatomy. The big idea was to be hit
with a slapstick or a No. 12 shoe with
a foot in it as often as possible. The

Nick Stuart, .Ann

great feature epic.

grow up!"

that

—

Marjorie Beebe, a true modern
comedienne, and .Andy Clyde, a
master of characterization who dons
grotesque make-ups rarely, and then
only to accentuate character, and not
just to look funny. As for the rest of
the cast
Sennett chooses his players
from the HoUywood freelances as
carefully as a producer casting a

out in HollyTHERE'S a little kid
having the time

wood who's

Pies!

"Slapstick, custard pies, bathing
with talkies. the>'reout. When
people talk, they become real, and
you don't expect "em to jump up and
grab seltzer bottles and start squirting at each other. Bathing girls are
out well, because there simply isn't
a place for them in my modern
comedies. When there is occasionnaturally I use them. But not
ally
merely for artificial sex appeal; rather
because they have a part in the story.
girls

—

—

—

—

HONESTLY,

though

— those

custard pies and bathing girls

were more of a gag than fact.
I
never used them so very, ver>- much.
It was just good trade-mark publicity, and we used it for that, but we
used 'em mighty little in pictures, as
a matter of fact.
" My ambition now is to make tworeel comedies as good as six-reel
features.

pensive

.\\

as

casts, .\1 sets

the

best

First-class stories.

story as well in

two

— as ex-

feature

sets.

want

to tell a

reels as

anybody

I

Twenty minutes is
in five.
to tell anything; why, you
can tell the history of the world in
twenty minutes. Why bore 'em wkh
more? Real casts, real stories, real
production give me a chance to use
what 1 never could in the old daysheart interest and romance.
"I'm happy again. A few years
ago just before the talkies came in
I didn't spend two days a week at
can

enough

—

—

I was sick and tired of
the studio.
making comedies, and I let the boys
make 'em. But now I spend eighteen
hours a day at the lot, and I love it."

j

a

Sic s

t

Sonielinies in the whirl of existonrp one likos
a

a

momont

apart

.

.

•

inoincnt of reflect ion and tran-

(juiHity

mood

.

.

.

siesta.

Camels

of introspection.

so fragrant

fit

this

They

are

and delightful; so

unobtrusive and so satisfying.

No

other cigarette,

gives quite so

at

much

any price,

of pleasure.

...And no other has
so

b e e i:

generously accepted by

smokers the whole world over.

(g,^lM®4!
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R.>
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C

moonliqht
alwaLjs
Peter had spent a restless night. He knew it
couldn't be true! No one could be so lovely
as Lois had seemed in the moonlight. He

dreaded meeting her
breakfast. He

at the

house-party

knew he had been rather ardent

— but her cool

beauty, her fragrance as he
held her close in the dance, had swept him
off his feet.

And then she appeared. The morning sun
bathed her face relentlessly
but it only enhanced the rose-tinted amber of her skin.
She faced the glare fearless of its revelations. Peter knew then, it would ALWAYS be
moonlight with Lois.

—

—

O

the secret that

is

no secret

Lois had not been born beautiful. For
years she had despaired of her sallow
skin, with its visibly enlarged pores.
Then she discovered that a film of Pompeian Beauty Powder in a luscious Natu-

Each color is an infinite number of living
shades as softly, subtly blended as the
tints of a magnolia petal.This rouge

comes off easily on the puff and flows
gently into the shading of the skin; it
clings with velvet tenacity —and the cake

relle shade.. .a

never crumbles.

in a

• and this little matter of expense
Have you puckered your brow over the
growing costliness of cosmetics? Sacrificed a frock, perhaps, because of your

touch of Pompeian Bloom
provocative Orange tint, would veil
her skin in golden, satin radiance.

•

it

isn't

hard to understand

only natural that millions of women
should prefer Pompeian Beauty Powder.
It is as fine a powder as money can buy.
It delicately perfumes. ..it spreads evenly
...it clings for hours but never cakes.The
colors are the result of years of experimenting with the blending of powders
on living models. Just as Nature combines many shades to produce each complexion, so does Pompeian call upon a
palette of colors to achieve five perfect
blends — one of which is a flawless match
for your skin.
It is

•

as for rouge colors
is Pompeian Bloom a

Nor

solid co\oi\

toiletry outlay.'

Then

you'll appreciate

what the wisest shoppers have learned:
That, because of the vast popularity of
Pompeian Beauty Powder, it is possible
to produce the purest, finest quality for
the amazingly small sum of 6()c.
Pompeian Bloom is also 60c, in dainty
metal case with mirror and long-life puff.

• do you

Icnow yourself?

send for ne^v art panel
you arc one of the entl iiastic
rejoice over the
1930 Pompeian Art Panel. Gorgeously painted by Clement Donshea.
Enclose 10c. You'll receive the
Art Panel — Mme.de Cordet's booklet—and samples of two other toilet
If

1

necessities

— Pompeian

Day Cream

and NiKht Cream.

•PRINI

jhJ atiJress

Your most potent charms? How locnh.'incc them?

Mmc.

—

Jcanctte dc Cordct skilled specialist
in feminine beauty— describes and prescribes for
2-i types in her elaborate booklet on making the
most of your looks. The coupon opposite tells
how to secure it.

P0MP6IAN
The Pompeian Company, Incorporated, NewVork,N.V.,EImira,N.Y.andToronto, Can... (Srf/«0^rcj;
Harold I'.Riichie & Co., Inc., Madison Ave. at 3(th St., New York and 10 McCauI St..Toronto,Can.)

Mnie. Jeanettc de Cordct,
Oept. 16-8, Pompeian Laboratories,
Elmira,N. Y.
I enclose 10c (coin) for the Art
Panel; the booklet "Your Type of
Beauty;" and samples of Pompeian
Day Cream and Night Cream.

Name-

l/n Caiuula.addrcsa lOMcCaul St. .Toraao)

—A

A

Reviews

Brief

Norma Shearer greal. Chester Morris gives
swcM performance. Fine direction, gorgeous clothes.

at

spifflicated, as usual,

DUDE WRANGLER, THE—Mrs.

\tuito.

THE— Radio

National.—
bright, entertaining film, well acted by Loretta Young.
iFairbanks the Younger. Guinn Williams and PeaDoug is one movie football hero who
Inuts Myron.
Idoetin'l liring on blind staggers. (Feb.)

FOX MOVIETONE FOLLIES OF

FRAMED— Radio
it.

Pictures.

— Evelyn

•

in

—

FREE AND EASY

M-G-M.

—

chuckles.

first

how could you go wrong on

one?

this

THE— First

GAY MADRID—M-G-M.—College

whoopee

Spain, plajcd with duels and guitars.
P^mon Novarro swa^libuckles and singsl
serenades Dorothy Jordan. (May)

•

HARBOR— United

HELL

ArtisU.- Lupe

LADIES LOVE BRUTES— Paramount —Good

in a r61e that fits like

entertainment. George Bancroft is a crude but wealth>
builder who goes in for culture, under Mary .^slor's
(June)
inspiration. There's a thrilling fight.

(April)

Hughes

How

that
Again he

•

is tlie

nice

boy who loves

her.

—

Very

(May)

•

(March)

real.

GIRL IN THE SHOW, THE— M-G-M—

— Grimmer

side of sex.

Excuse us for yawning.

Sad

LADY TO LOVE, A— M-G-M.— The stage play.
"They Knew Wliat They Wanted." made censorVilma Banky. Edward G. Robinson, and
proof.
Robert .^mes form the triangle. Some splendid act-

faces, sad scenes.

(April)

ing.

charming little backstage story, which, for a wonder,
isn't punctuated by theme songs and huge stage shots.

HE TRUMPED HER ACE—Sennett- Educational.

GIRL OF THE PORT,

THE— Radio

HIDEOUT—Universal.—James

Pictures.—

Kalhryn Crawford
(May)

Nevertheless you'll en)oy Sally O'Neil's slick per(March)
formance.

Murray

gloweis.
It's kinder not to go

sings nicely.

(April)

LAST DANCE,

^Howling short comedy about bridge-maniacs. (May)

(Feb.)

LADY OF SCANDAL, THE— M-G-M.—

Ruth Chattcrton in delicious light comedy.
from the Lonsdale play, "The High Road." (Jtily)

HER UNBORN CHILD— Windsor Picture Plays,
Inc.

bara Stanwyck grand as a little party girl who
serious young artist. Fine supporting cast.
miss it. (July)

You mustn't

HEROES—

That White girl comes through with a
National.
snappy number every time and this is one of the
(March)
snappiest. Watch Rita Flynn, a newcomer.

LADIES OF LEISURE— Columbia.— Bar-

falls for a

Universal.— Peter B. Kyne
HELL'S
fathered this gritty tale of the desert and Cliarles
Bickford does more than right by the leading r6le.

GIRL FROM WOOLWORTHS, THE— First

KING OF JAZZ— Universal.— Pretentious,

Unall-Technicolor. Paul Whiteman revue.
usual color and lighting eflfects. splendid choruses.
John Boles, Jeanette Loff. and the Whiteman Band.

HELLO. SISTER—James Cnize Prx>d.—Sentimental, but sprinkled with humor. Olive Borden is
the flapper who reforms for a million dollars. Lloyd

in

(June)

Excellent cast.

Pictures.- Lowell

(July)

Velez

girl.

(July)

END—

TifTany Productions.JOURNEY'S
Unforgetable war stor>'. from play of same
name. Grim happenings in a front line dugout under
bombardment, relieved by carefully planned humor.

a Sennett bathing
Grand melodrama peopled with descendants of
suit.
Spanish pirates and an American sailor to rescue the

National.— Murder in the
•marl set. Weighty and wordy, yet fairly interesting.
H. B. Warner, Lois Wilson and Natalie Moorehead.

FURIES.

Blue.

(June)

•

(May)

National—

OF ESCAPE— Warners.— Monte

•

it

Slierman and Alice Joyce in a photographed play.
"The Second Man." Good for some sophisticated

Buster

big talkie. A whizzing comedy
With Anita
that takes you to a big sound studio.
Pagi" and Robert Montgomery to serve the romance,
Iveaton's

WOMEN— Radio

HE KNEW

THE NEXT ROOM— First

ISLE

sneaks up on us Dolores Costetlo, lovely though she
A poor picture. (Feb.)
is, is not an actress.

an

distinct novelty, thia
cast, which makes it the

Betty Corapson and Noah Beery do their best to
breathe life into a melodramatic hodge-podge, with
negligible results. (June)

(March)

—

Brent

Good trick climax.

{April)

dog

(Feb.)

elegant.

IN

HOME—

HEARTS IN EXILE—Warners.— Gradually

underworld story that gets across.
See

way.

lost their
of a love

(July)

all

(March)

murder mystery that thrills. Jack Mullmll. .Alice
Day and Robert O'Connor play the leads. (June)

AT
Fox.— Want a good,
hearty laugh? See this comedy of family life. VVm.
Collier. Sr.. long-time stage favorite, makes an elegant
screen debut. The girls will go for Rex Bell in a big

1930— Fox.—

By now the singie-talkie revues have
Comedy, fair songs, and a bit

Btor>'.

HAPPY DAYS—

HARMONY

THE— Audible

Pictures.- Cin-

derella in modern dress. Quickie (not very goodie)
about a taxi-dancer's rise to fortune. Distinguished
by Vera Reynold's grand voice and acting. (March)

on.

I

PLEASE TURN TO PAGE

14.^

]

Pkotoplays Reviewed in the Shadow Stage This Issue
your
out your evenings entertainment. Ma\e
you
magazine —
Save
refer to the criticisms before

this

I

Back

Pay— I-'irst

'age

National

—

—

—

Bride of the Regiment
First National. 80
Bright Lights
56
First National
Di.xiana
Radio Pictures
57
Dumbbells in Ermine Warners
57
Girl of the Golden West -First

—

—

National

— Fox

Good

Intentions

Ck)od

News— M-G-M

Grumpy

— Paramount
—Caddo Productions. ...

Hell's Angels

Page

—

54

80

—

80

Man From Wyoming, The— Paramount

—

Midnight Mystery Radio Pictures.
Night Work— Pathe

——

reference

this

(}ic\

Pathe
Holida>
Hot Curves TifTany Pro<luctions
Ladies in Love Hollywood Pictures,
Inc
Let Us Be Gay— M-G-M

80

Bad Man, The— First National
80
Big House, The— M-(;-M
54
Border Romance Tiffany Productions. 80

.

56

80

Sea Bat, The— M-G-.\l
Weakness Radio Pictures.
She's
Columbia
Soldiers and Women

—
—
— Fo.x
— Warners

My

London

So This
Three Faces F.ast
Toast of the Legion, The
Is

—

57

tional

—

First

80
80

Top Speed

80

Other Tomorrow, The

57

57
57
55

Queen High

.56

The— M-G-M
Way Out West— M-G-M
Wild Company— Fo.x

56

Romance— .\I-G-M

I

E.

HOT FOR

Fox.— A corking review,
starring the pick of the Fox lot. A bunch of
entertainers help an old showman save his troupe.
That's the story, told with singing, dancing, comedy
and romance. (Slay)

THE— First

Joe

PARIS— Fox.— Good, rough fun. concocted by Riioul Walsh in his best Cock Eyed World
manner. Vic McLaglen, El B rend el and Fifi Dorsay

melodrama of
But Virginia Valll. John
and John Holland are good. (June)

all

•

I

[novelty.

first all-barkie.

circumstantial evidence.

NIarion Davies as one of the original Florodora
Gags, costumes and atmosphere of the Gay
(July)
this a riot of fun.

—

HOT DOGS— M-G-M.— A
short subject, with an

The producers

make

Sainpolis.

Warners.

great.

ring.

Kitchen." stage play and silent movie, made into a talkie.
Light comedy, pleasing songs.
Nancy Carroll and
amazing little Mitzi Green, (.ipril)

GUILTY— Columbia. — Mediocre

— M-G-M. —

^'s make

PASS,

great as the sleek Rajah.
the most of this. (May)

is

it

—

Georges Carpenlier Icwks good in the
Winnie Lightner lias iwime snappy sonss.
(June)
could have been better.
is

HONEY— Paramount.— "Come Out of the

GREEN GODDESS, THE—Warners.—George
Arliss
didn't

(Jiay)

FORWARD

But

National.— Made

grand old play. Dorothy Mackaill oveiacts
as a tlip societv lass, and Ian Keith is hammy as her
reformer. (May)

THE—

Girls.

THE— First

DIVIDE.

fr<)m the

Universal.— Ken
FIGHTING LEGION.
;Maynard scores as an outlaw who follows his better
Dorothy Dwan provides the romance.
Impulses.
Worth your money.
Rldin', fightin' and comedy.

THE

HOLD EVERYTHING
Brown
boxing

man who loves a

GREAT

Pictures.—Jack Mula simple little story about an

GIRL,

film about a hyptithetical next World War.
r«>litic8 and inventions of yciir 1940 arc in(June)
geniously envisioned. Interesting.

sad little
who loves a minburlesque queen. Helen Twelvetrees out-Gishes Lillian as the heroine.
(Feb.)

Children can aalely take their

FLORODORA

HIGH TREASON— Tlffany-Gaumont.— British-

yarn about a hoarding house slavey
strel

muBlcal

by the popular

World

efficient

GRAND PARADE, THE— Pathe.— A

Wallace Rcid

hal) and Mae Clarke in
oul-of-work husband. (Juiy)

•

an

a.-*

success
(July)

fair

made

Sue

but unattractive secretary who
makes herself over into a belle, redeems it a little. So
does El Brcndel's comedy. (May)
Carol,

magna cum
— A bang-up Western comedy done
parents. (Feb.)

FALL GUY.

romance, carried to
Gaynor-Farrell team.

(.-iprit)

GOLDEN CALF, THE— Fox.—Mediocre.

DOUBLE CROSS ROADS—Fox.—A

iProd.

HIGH SOCIETY BLUES— Fox.— A

breakneck speed. Wild Wilhe Haines kidna[M the
he loves, and Marie Dressier becomes amiably

girl

ithieves

I

|

GIRL SAID NO, THE— M-G-M.- Whizicsalong

DIVORCEE,THE—M-G-M.— Don't miss this.

gang of
and a mess of machine guns. But Robert
Ames as the boy and Lila Lee as the girl decide to go
Entertaining,
at
IhaU
(.May)
Istraiglit.
:

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 8
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Current Pictures

of

Numbered Men

— First

National

— First National.

— Paramount

— Warners

Recaptured Love
Right of

Way, The— First

Short Subjects of the

National.

...

80
80
55

Month

Na-

First National

— Universal

Trigger Tricks
Unholy Three,

With Byrd
mount
108

]

at the South

Pole— Para-

list.
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LION AoAi»
tlOM
ANNOUNCES THE GREATEST

Metro -Goldwyn-Mayer will again demonstrate that it is the greatest
producing organization in the industry. The company that has "more
the most
stars than there are in heaven"
the greatest directors
famous composers the most marvelous creative and technical resources
pledges itself to continue producing pictures as wonderful as THE
BIG PARADE, BEN HUR, THE BROADWAY MELODY, MADAME X,

—

HOLLYWOOD

—

REVUE,

—

—

OUR DANCING DAUGHTERS, THE

ROGUE SONG, ANNA

CHRISTIE, THE DIVORCEE— to mention
only a few of the great M-G-M pictures that have taken their
place in Filmdom's Hall of Fame. No wonder Leo roars his approval as he
looks forward to the greatest year Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer has ever had!

METRO-GOLD
•'More Stars Than

Every ad\ crtUcment In rilOTOI'LAY

MAQAZIKE

is

cuarantccd.

Photoplay Magazine for August, 1930
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METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
PRODUCTION SCHEDULE

19
Wollaca Beery

A few of the big pictures to come

"The Singer

John Mock Brown
Lenore Bushman
Horry Carey

Kid"

Rosalie

Howell

Joan

CRAWFORD

Greof Day"

Lon CHANEY

Hyams

Kay Johnson
Dorothy Jordan

The Bugle Sounds"

John GILBERT

Arnold Korff
Harriett Loke
Mory Lawlor
Gwen lee
Borbaro Leonard
Andre Luguet
George F. Morion
Dorothy McNulty
John Miljan
Robert Montgomery
Cotherine Moylon

"The March of
Time"
(With 'more jtorj than
there ore in heoven')

"Jenny Lind"
with

Grace Moore

Way

"Tha World's llludon"

Lawrence TIBBETT
The New Moon
William HAINES

The Graat

Maadow"

Naughty Marietta
Dance/ Fool, Dance"

'Remote Control"

"War Nurse"
"Good News"
"Trailer

Ellis

Joseph Fornhom
Edith Filigerold

Mortin Flovin

Becky Gardiner

Goldbeck

Willis

Cyril

Hume

Williom Hurlburt
John B Hymer
Lourence

E.

Jockson

Horn"

Whof

Muiic!

Hans Kraly
John Lowson
Philip J. Leddy
Charles MocArthur
Williord Mock
Fronces Marion
Gene Morkey
Soroh

Y.

Edwin

J.

Moson
Moyer

John Meehon
Bess Meredyth

James Montgomery

Ower

Rolhbone
Duncan Renoldo
Gilbert Roland
Benny Rubin
Dorothy Sebostion
Gus Shy

and many, many more outstanding productions.

Lucille

Williom DeMille
Jocques Feyder
Sidney Franklin
Nick Grind*

George

Hill

Rolond Young

Lionel

Fred Niblo
Horry Pollord
Chorles Riesner
Arthur Robinson
Wesley Ruggles

Borrymore

Mol

Harry Beaumont
Chorles Brobin
Clarence Brown
Jock Conwoy
Cecil B. DeMille

Newmork

Fred Niblo,

Sommy

DIRECTORS

Jack Neville
Jr.

C Nugent
George O'Horo
Samuel Orniti
Arthur Richmon
J.

Lewis Stone
Raquel Torres
Ernest Torrence

Leo
Robert Z Leonord

Edgar

St.

McGrogoi

J.

Clair

SONGWRITERS
Martin Broones
Dorothy Fields
Arthur Freed
Chffoid Grey

Howord Johnson
Jimmy McHugh
Joseph Meyers
Reggie Montgomery
Herbert Slothorl
Oscor Sirous

George Word
Horry Woods

Victor Seostrom

Edward Sedgwick
VonDyke
S.

WRITERS

W

Stuart Anlt\ony

King Vidor

Beoliice Bonyord
Allied Block

Sam Wood

WYN-MJ
in

Cummings
Cummings

Ruth

Eorle C Kenton

for a Sailor"

Basil

There are

John Colton

Robert Hopkins

"The Merry Widow"

Conrod Nogel
Edward Nugent
Elliott Nugent
J. C. Nugent

M"**

Fronk Butlei

Marion Jackson

Charles King

Cotherine Dole
Anita Page
Lucille Powers

A. Paul Moirker

Neil Brondl

Edith

(Directed b^ King VidorJ

Roymond Hocketl
Hedda Hopper
Leilo

"Billy the

Marion DAVIES

Gavin Gordon
Lawrence Gray

1

Mitzie

GARBO

Greta

Julio Foye

Lottice

(Directed by
S. DtMillt)

S.W»e"

"Red Dust"

Edwards

Cliff

of

"Madame Satan"
Cecil

Done

Mary Doron

3
Al Boosberg

Brondon

Ramon NOVARRO

Charles Bickford
Edwino Booth

HISTORY

ITS

^ 19

3

FEATURED
PLAYERS

Karl

IN

Heaven

*^

\

W.

L.

River

Madeleine Ruthven
Don Ryon
rry
uber
Richord E. Schoycr
Zeldo Sears

Samuel Shipmon
lowrence Slollings
Sylvia Tholberg

Wondo

Tuchock
Jim Tully
Dole Von Every
Cloudine West
Crone Wilbur
P G. Wodehouie
Miguel de Zorrobo

!

^ Brickbats & Bouquets
You Fans Are the
Real Critics
Photoplay Gives Twenty -Five,
Ten and Five Dollar

Prires for the

Best Letters

Just plain spiteful letters won't be printed, for we want
be helpfiU when we can. Don't write more than 200
if you are not willing to have your name
and city of residence attached, please don't write.
Address Brickbats & Bouquets, PHOTOPLAY, 221 West
reserve the right
57th Street, New York City.
to cut letters to suit our space limitations. Come on in
to

words, and

We

and speak your mind!

How- About a Democracy?

that magnificent Chaliapin.

—one King —Tibbett

So one throne

•

I

San Francisco, Calif.

Elsie E. Kersey.

TLJOVC' can one compare Chevalier and
-* -'-Tibbett-'
Their points of charm are so
entirely different.
Chevalier, with his marvelous personality, his humor, yet no voice
to speak of. Tibbett, with his glorious voice
and his splendid dramatic ability.
If there must be a throne, make it big

The

s2.)

Letter

enough

for

two

the

week previous

be in line with my own woes.
Seen at such an angle, I got an entirely different viewpoint on my troubles.
went
I
home in better spirits, and a day or so
later my luck changed.
I firmly believe that
my different mental attitude helped me to

pened

attain

to

my

The

of

the obstructions before them.
At last
some brainy person suggested flashing on
the screen, preceding the show
"Ladies,
kindly remove your hats."
Isn't it time to

—

pet out that warning slide again, with large
hats back in style?

Mrs. CH.\RLOTTr H. Tvcombly.

$0 Letter
Louisville, Ky.

us

more mushy

pictures, with plenty

—

''-'of lovemaking in them
young men who
promise in the moonlight to adore the girl
forever.
who have been married know
that it is not true, but we like to be fooled

We

just the same.

Mrs. Laura

16

L.

theater in

"The Love Parade

"

Calif.

in almost everj-

in

Los Angeles and

vicinit)'.

1

more about the transportation system
Hollywood and Los Angeles, following

WeU, BiU's a Nice Boy, Too

delightful, but Tibbett is
^^dynamic in personality. In the galaxy of
the world's most beautiful voices, "Tibbett is
is

King.
I have only heard two in my time
that could compare with him
Caruso and

—

Brandon, Man., Can.

"VXTHEN
'''

comes to a choice between
Chevalier and Tibbett, I choose Wilit

liam Haines for my favorite. To the di.scard
with the others, as far as I am concerned.
They can't hold a candle to Bill Haines.

M.

JOLLOW.

E.

article in June, discussin" the
relative acting merits of Maurice

reminded of the fashionable period
*• some years ago when large hats were in
vogue and audiences were obliged to forego
the pleasure of seeing the stage on account

C^ IVE

SA'VC'

-'

THE

$10 Letter

AM

The

Hollywood,

T

Atlanta, Ga.

r^HEVALIER

Mangold.

Laconia, N. H.

T

Elsie Settles It

goal.

M.\Rc.ARr.T

Do Educate!

Maurice Chevalier's picture around, than I
learned in all the ten years I have lived here.
Rosalie Victor.

my

seeing the
•*- Diesslei-Moran
team in "Caught Short"
1
had had a series of disheartening experiences, and I was unerly miserable.
The
comedy was uproariously funny, and it hapto

Pictures

learned

Rosemary Chester.

Omaha, Neb.

pOR

How

Harris.

Chevalier and Lawrence Tibbett,
under the title of "Two Kings
One
Throne," was a regular boomerang.
Whew! Imagine trying to settle such a

Norma

—

hot dispute in a midsummer issue! And
the joke of it is, we can't settle it, after
alL The odds are even, (or both. So
we're just printing a few ol the letters, to
prove that each has his loyal subjects.
And the carpenters, or maybe it's the
goldsmiths, are now at work on the
throne, making it wide enough for two.
No other male actor comes wiihin a
couple of florist shops of getting the
bouquets this month that these two have
had.
But Norma Shearer, for the girls, gets
How they rave about
all the orchids.
her in "The Divorcee."
Incidentally, that picture and "The
Big Pond" drew the highest praise in
this month's mail. But there is great interest in the splendid war pictures,
notably "Journey's End" and "All Quiet
on the Western Front," in spite of their

grim realism.

SteaLs the

Show

Chicago,

"LJERE'S

III.

bouquet for Norma Shearer for
'•her amazing performance in "The Divorcee.
Amazing, because in the face of
the stiffest opposition
what a grand supporting cast she had
she yet managed to
run away with all the acting honors without
a

•*•

"

!

—
—

being guilty of overacting.

Ella King.

Oh, These Fickle Fans!
Oblong,

^^

111.

one could possibly have been more
of a Garbo fan than I was
until I saw

"^JO

—

Norma

Shearer in "The Divorcee.
Since
then I've been busy hunting for pictures of
Norma to replace those I had framed of
Greta.
"

Magdelene Einert.
1

pli; ASE

tirn to

p.\ge 126

]
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I

a bathmi^ suit with

"^^

f;^

v'-

of

all

50

Cream,
i

thinps you can

'

'''>
,

I.istirinc

what you save

"We

many

y^"

f-i^^

^r

writes

Listerine

a

St.

Tooth Paste

— and

woman

Louis

devoted to
its very

because of

—

"=^'"8

I(K)tn Paste instt-ad

I'l-nt

Cold

diMtifria-s.

for ixaniplc.

larulkcrilmfs.

1

alcuin.

Hose.

agreed

that our teeth had improved - a/7d foimd
all used the same tooth paste"
So

buy

we

be deligined to find how swiftly but
it erases discoloration and tartar,

"\'ou will

how gently

its

wel-

come economy.
It is really amazing how wonderfully
Listerine Tooth Paste cleans teeth.

leaving the teeth snowy white and lustrous.
>'ou will like the refreshing feeling it imparts

well

to the

teeth are closely set, off color,

have

definite

If

your

apparent

results,

and

mouth and gums.
And you will welcome

that saving of

%}>

it

In every way, you will find it
the equal of dentifrices costing twice as much
accomplishes.

blemishes, and are particularly hard to whiten,
try a tube of this quality dentifrice for a week

or more.

or more.

Louis, Mo., U. S. A.

Lambert Pharmacal Company,

St.

Listerine Tooth Paste
•dvcrtlsers iilf«-p memloii

I'MOTOIM,

\

V m\i;\Z1m:.

What

'

Any Girl
Can Do
with

Make-Up
the

girl

followed the hairdresser's further sugges-

and bought a dashing suit with long, slender
lines, and a daring little hat.
That should have been the happy ending. She
had achieved an appearance that exactly matched
tions

Make-up must be
adds a touch

perfect to face the camera. Max Factor
out Loretta Young's beauty

to bring

the personality she

F you have ever gone to a portrait painting class, or seen a
painter at work, you know how fascinating it is to "watch
the likeness come." It's a matter of following bone construction, getting the right proportions, the e.xact curve of
the eye-sockets, the nose, the mouth, the set of the shoulders.
After that, such things as the line of the eyebrows and the tone
of the flesh become important.

I

'

"

'

'

Of course, there's very little we can do about changing the
bony structure of our faces and bodies or altering the proportions of our features, without resorting to surgery.

But, with

make-up, we can work some minor miracles and get a
we want to be. And what fun it is to
"watch it come."
skilful

likeness to the type

KNEW a petite, fluffy blonde whose fine hair was glossv and
I straight as a stick. In order to carrv out what she felt were

__

,

,

.

.

^

,

had become.
•

found her interesting because she sug*^^ "^^" ^
K^"^
-ygested sweet, old-fashioned femininity, in spite of her modem
viewpoint and ways, evidently decided she was just like the
other girls he knew. Even though he marvelled at the transformation, she was quick to note a subtle change in his manner.
And, because she loved him and didn't want to lose him, she
went right back to her old self, just as fast as her hair grew out
long enough to curl again.
Back to the unsophisticated
sweaters and skirts and jackets. Back to pink powder and
rouge, although she did decide that a bit of eyebrow pencil and
lipstick added something to her former make-up
something
that was very flattering.
But at least she was satisfied. She had found out what a girl
any girl can do to change her appearance with a new
coiffure, a different line in clothes, and, most important of all,
a new make-up scheme.

—

—

—

the requirements of her type, she kept it carefuUv marcelled.
She used a light rouge and the pink-toned powder that went
with her natural coloring.
like the girl whose story I have just told you, you'll
When she grew a bit older her hair darkened somewhat, and,
be glad to go back to being your old self. But if you're not
of course, her experience ripened. As a sophisticated, modern
sure you're satisfied, why don't you try a few changes in makeyoung woman she was tired of the role of demure little blonde.
up? Give yourself time to get used to them, and decide on the
But she felt she had been "typed " bv Nature, so she just went
merits after the newness has worn off.
along envymg taller, brown- and black-haired girls who conThe cosmetic makers recognize this desire of most women for
veyed by their appearance they were thoroughlv grown-up and
variety.
Just a few weeks ago a well known perfumer and
knew what they were about.
cosmetician told me about
A hairdresser to whom this
their new face powders.
Not
girl confided her grievances,
only have they a special blend
took her in hand one day. After
for each type, but powders that
the shampoo, she shingled the
so subtly alter the tone and tint
long bob into graceful lines
of the skin that colors we used
close around the head, but with
to think were taboo for us will
no hint of a curl. She accentuXil'Y reducing exercises and sane menus will help you
be made becoming.
ated the straight, light brows
That's something else we
improve your figure. My complexion leaflet gives
with a touch of brow n eyebrow
have learned from the painters.
general advice, and specific treatment for blackheads and
pencil. Ochre powder deepened
They
know that slight changes
acne.
A stamped, self-addressed envelope with your
the flesh tones and gave a bein tint can bring about perfect
request will bring you either, or both, or other advice on
coming pallor to the unrougcd
harmony of color to color.
personal problems.
cheeks. A dark lipstick brought
Address me care of PHOTOPLAY.
There's a definite reason for
out the curves of the mouth.
221 West 57th Street, New York City.
the rosier tinted cosmetics of
Delighted with her appearance,
116
1 PLE.\SE TURK TO P.\GE

M.WBE,

Friendly Advice on

Girls'

Problems

CAROLYN VAN WYCK

18

]

—

—

—
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Vlease

me

tell

...

Jean Carroll's
Page on Hair beauty

How

make

to

oily hair

Doctors approve the use of Packer's Tar
Soap, a standard treatment for years in
dandruff cases.
Use this tonic tar soap, and massage
the healthful piney lather well into the
it's pure, gentle and antiseptic.
scalp
(And dandruff germs hate pine tar.) Give
two latherings every time you shampoo,
with a couple of rinses after each lathering. Do this every day for three days just

behave

Dear Miss Carroll: My curly hair used to
be the envy of my permanent-waved, marcelled friends. But now it is oily and lifeless

— not

nicely straight, but simply in strings.

beautiful hair I've ever
Ebensburg, Pa.

U

seen!"— Mrs. H.

.

.

G.,

H. G. Please, please, don't adopt
close-fitting little hat you've

0that

as regularly as

threatened to wear. One of the
things your poor scalp probably
needs
is plenty of fresh air and
most
sunshine!
Don't get panicky. With patience and
the proper treatment, I'm sure you can
revive the true beauty of your hair. You
see, relaxed oil glands simply won't take
correction quickly. But this is the way
to help them reform
Wash your hair with Packer's Pine Tar
Shampoo, every time a glance at the mirror hurts your pride. Yes, even if at the
beginning this means a shampoo every
third or fourth day! For Packer's Pine
Tar Shampoo is a special shampoo for
fresh, healthful pine tar and
oily hair
vegetable oils are combined with an
antiseptic astringint which coaxes the
lazy oil glands to tighten up and behave
themselves!
And make your finger tips help too!
with light, lively massages that bring the
warm blood into your scalp. And perhaps

and

.

you should

—

.

.

discuss your diet with your
may be a bit too fond of

physician you
rich foods!

should neglect dandruff

Carroll: I am having trouble
hair
with
it is coming out in bunches,
truly. Looking through the hair, I can see
dandruff, lots of it, especially where
hair is heaviest. I have tried everything I can
think of.— Mrs. A. W. A.. Pittsburgh, Pa.

Dear Jean

my

if it

were a prescription

Then shampoo every four or

five days
once a week.
If eight or ten Packer shampoos don't
show a noticeable improvement, go to
your own physician for additional help.
.

.

.

later

it

works

for you?

JEAN CARROLL

— radio

on hair beauty by
Miss Carroll every Tuesday morning
for the East and Middle West over the
Columbia Broadcasting System's "National Radio Home-Makers' Club"

Tune

in

talks

period; for the Pacific Coast, as part of
the National Broadcasting Company's
"Women's Magazine of the Air" (see

Tuesday morning's newspapers

for

details).

"Used

to

wave

easily,

now

it's

you have any of the

If

too dry"

My

dear Miss Carroll: I've seen others
now here's my quesget help from you
tion. My hair used to wave easily when I
dampened it and pressed my fingers on it.
But now it's getting so dry and straight
and it's breaking off. What shall I do?

—

I've been a little afraid to use liquid shamsoap.
I usually use.
W. T., Belle Plaine, Iowa.

poos
Mrs.

difficulties de-

scribed above, one of the packer products
will help. If you have a special problem,
write Miss Carroll personally. The coupon below is for your convenience.

—

Send for Samples

.

.

.

No one

me how

tell

—

And I'm wondering whether I'm doomed to
wear a hat constantly. And why not
when I used to hear, "You've the most
.

can't promise that this treatment will
give you ringlets all over your head, but
I have had letters that tell me that it has
brought back a natural wave. Will you
I

—

my

I'm not going to tell you that the
soap you've been using has ruined
your hair that wouldn't be true,
because it is a good soap. But I

".^
^^>s\

—

t©];

P^j*

do know that you would do better to use
a shampoo especially prepared for dry hair
like yours. And I can tell you one that

any doctor would approve.
The Packer Company, makers of the
famous Packer's Tar Soap, have a golden
colored liquid shampoo especially for dry
hair— Packer's Olive Oil Shampoo. This
shampoo is made of pure vegetable oils
and, in addition, it contains soothing
glycerine. (You know how soft glycerine
and rose water leave your hands.) You'll
find that Packer's Olive Oil Shampoo
leaves your hair softer and silkier than
usual.

I don't want to alarm you, but
l^SSl something should be done at

I^,__J

once. Dandruff should be checked
before it becomes so serious a case. Dandruff is a germ disease and needs curing.

Then, I have another suggestion. Brush
your hair every day with a good strong
pull away from your scalp to stir up those
lazy oil glands (awfully good encouragement for a natural wave).

When rou write

to advertlsera plesse

mention rlIOTOrL.\T MAfi.VZlNE.

(lOc for one; 25c for

all 3)

JE.\N CARROLL,ThePackerMfg.Co., Inc.
Dept. 16-H, loi W. 31st Street, New York.
Please send mc your Packer Manual on
the Care of the Hair, and sample of the
Packer Shampoo I have checked.

enclose
not stamps— IOC for

cents (enclose coin,

I

n

i

sample; 15c for

Packer's Pine Tar

all

3)

Shampoo (Oilv

Hair)

n
a

Packer's Tar Soap (Dandruff)
Packer's Olive Oil

Hair)

Shampoo (Dry

20
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tuck that banishes ugliness
Smart

women

of a clever tuck.
a

snug

fie,

tions, that

now wearing

of America are

A

full

smaller size undergarments

expanding back gives to Kickemicks

without bagginess.

So

perfectly

do these models

clumsy reinforcements are not needed to

garments -garments you

workmanship.
distinguished

will be

unconscious

of.

liberty

fit

— because

of action and

the form in

relieve strain.

all

posi-

Long wearing

Beautiful garments of refined

Kickernick has revolutionized the art of underdress making.

American

ing especially attractive

success.

Complete

and comfortable

Don't buy until you have seen them.

lines at better stores

children's garments.

Made by Winget

A

everywhere, includ-

Popular in

price.

Kickernick Company,

Minneapolis, Minnesota-in smart models of modish materials.

Send

for booklet.

Kickernick^
PATENTED UNDERDRESS
Erery •drerlisemcnl In

PIIOTOPLAV MAGAZI.VE

I>

i

VrTHEN,
' '

a

years ago,

McMein,

the

few

Neysa
celc

brated portrait painter, selected Alice
Joyce as the most

beautiful of twelve

great beauties, she
said,

"When

I

go to

want to be
like her."
Her first
job was as a telephone
switchboard operheaven

ator.

I

She started her

work with
Company twenty years
picture

the old Kalem

ago

Alice Joyce was bom
October, 1890. in
Kansas City, Mo. She
is 5 feet 7. weighs 120
pounds, has brown
hair and hazel eyes.
Her first husband was
Tom Moore. She has
been Mrs. James Regan for about 10 years.
Has two daughters
in

Kenneth Alexand

Kay Francis was born in
Oklahoma City, but she
doesn't say what year. Ronald Colman was born in
England

in 1891.

black hair and

Both have

brown

comer,

IS

eyes,

and came to movies from the
stage

T F you

paid attention to the studio gossips you might take this

-* for a snapshot

Colman

from

real Ufe.

really posing in a scene

is

do say the

starred.

lad

is

Kay

is

Kay

newwhich Ronald

Francis, a successful

from "Raffles"

in

his first brunette leading lady,

quite smitten and vice versa

and they

JEANETTE MACDONALD
talkies

marched,

singing,

with "The Love Parade," and cHcked.
a

the

f)ermanent fixture in

on the stage for years, but looks
pictures. Here she is having a merry holiday
the desert outside Hollywood
like

into

She had been

at

Palm Springs on

JeanetCe

MacDonald

was

bom

Phibdelphia,

Pa.,

in

She is 5 feet,
5 inches tall; weighs 122; has
red-gold hair and greenish'

June

18, 1907.

blue eyes.

Unmamed

Maybe There's An IdeaFor You

In

What!

Just to be different, there's
only half a jacket
and therefore only

one sleeve

in this

yellow crepe
that Gloria

Swan-

son wears in
"WhataWidow!"

Hand-painted
flowers are outlined in tiny
crystals

Betty Compson, in summery white.
But she's prepared for chill
autumn winds to come.
Her

novelty tweed coat is Ught but
warm, and the detachable scarf
wraps snugly around the throat.
broad belt follows the natural

A

Her close-fitting hat
made of the same cloth

waistline.
is

Black chiffon, patterned in a leaf
design of pale yellow, with yoke of
flesh

chiffon

and

matching flesh

colored long
Worn

by

Ruth Roland

in

gloves.

her

new

talkie,

"Reno"

Xhey're Wearing On and Off

Alice

gown

White goes demure in
The
of black lace.

ground, and even the

like

afternoon
touches the
discreetly long

a long-sleeved

skirt

slip

is

fairly

summer wardrobe ennui'
bathing ensemble. One
Lillian Roth's, of yellow and lavender jersey

Do you

We

the Screen

suffer

from

prescribe a

late

new

Richard Arlen was

bom

m

Virginia in
1899: Jobyna
Ralston, his wife, in Tennessee in 1904. Dick weighs 155;
IS nearly 6 feet tall; has
brown
hair,

grey eyes

A
^

*

FRIENDLY

game,

friendly, because

all in

the family.

At

least,

we hope it's

we

wouldn't want any spats in the Arlen
family.
Dick stars for Paramount, Joby Elalston
keeps house,
and they both relax by playing "Doug" on this
court.
It's

tennis'hke

game Fairbanks invented

the

Lrs

POU

—

!

D OROTHY D
L7IX
Romance

aomnt

dmjA

amam

ae/mmza

(^nauriUqnt

Dorothy Dix, famous writer
mi romance

WHY

is

and marriage

it

SO

many

girls

think romance must wait

moment? That
moonlight, music, atmosphere
for just the right

are essential?

—

Romance is everywhere
afternoons at the beach, hiking in
the country
all

—

simple picnics
have their opportunities.

But you must always look
your charming best!

You

should

know above

Even

picnics

the significance of color in clothes. For

demands— too

you needn't wear expensive things

from

know

if you

this secret.

often take the loveliness

colors. If that

is

the case, you have

-

— as

the

&^

eye." Even on a picnic where old
clothes are called for, <»tw</ faded blouses,

'^

is

made

slogan

.

to

colorful as

men

—

love color.

Dorothy Dix

safeguard
"'If it's

— from

on the porch swing to the
the living room
is kept
new with Lux. Remember

the cushions

'''"'•

To play absolutely safe,

old saying goes, "Its color that takes a

mans

"'''^

dainty, feminine self, \i everything

curtains in

Ordinary "good "soaps are sometimes
n^t good enough
and some of the color

Color

respond quickly to color

color-dimmed

— and simple frocks their charm

probably been using the wrong soap.

Men Love
Men

hare their opportunities

all

"%

use Lux, which

colors.

Lux has

safe in water,

it's

a

safe

For the loss of in Lux.
And that's true.
garment means a corAT HOME, TOO, let the charm of
responding loss of allure.
color add glamour to you. Even the simTherefore, let me give you two simple plest home makes a lovely frame to your
prints.

original color in a

hints

—

FIRST: In even your simplest frocks,
choose the pretty colors that are most be-

coming

to you.

THE SECRET OF CLOTHES APPEAL
Sample after 12 Lux
washings
unfaded,

—

THEN: Guard

the charm of color always
from even slight fading— for there is a
magnetic appeal in vibrant fresh color.

When

Sample washed

bouitht. masnelism of color retained.

ably faded, the allure of
fresh color lost

when

—

say this, girls often reply that

washings

— which

daintiness

2

times with ordinary
"itood" soap undeni-

vibrani as

tf iVs safe in -water
I

frequent

I

it

live,

it's

safe in

.

.

LUX
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Close-Up S and
L ong- Sh o O

thepunips and are working seriously on the suggestion

tluit

I'rizefor

tlie

1)).'!0

hecanse

lie

Nohel Peafo

director, to

"All

for

B

James R.

rector

and the picture
Then the great di-

began to find

as adept at kissing a lady's

He

—

didn't like the

hand

Baxter gave up

in disgust after

The truth was

that Lubitscli

Monte Blue because he was
Laenmde'sUni\ ersalC'onithose blood-red war pictures

that were the box-office fashion in the early days of
our participation in the late conflict? the da.ys when
"The Beast of Berlin," "To Hell With the Kaiser"
and "On To Berlin" helped to send our boys to the

—

enlistment offices yelling for vengeance.

Not

a

as

Menjou.

way Warneroi)enedadoor.
threedays.

had

be<-n

told l)y the studio executives to substitute

didn't
of

fault.

Finally, he said Baxter couldn't photograph.

for a year or two.

I mistake me not
IFpany
produce one

"

He didn't like the lajR'ls on Baxter's coats.
He bawled the actor out because he was not

in

ceived the $3J,000 check that goes along
with the honor. Wilson got his for keeping

War

make

going to

Lubitscli,

—

us out of the

am

I

jNIarriage Circle.'

started.

Hollywood
I have no doubt. It is just that kind of an
if you know what I mean.
idea
Three Americans Theodore Roosevelt,
Elihu Root, and Woodrow Wilson have re-

—

me.

Baxter made the lest.
"Fine, fine," said Ilerr

Quirk

Uncle Carl's payroll.

But that the idea was born

Warner Baxter

he called him Box-car), "I
want you should make a test

'The

mate that the jolly idea originated with anyone even
remotely connected with

Ernst

German

(he couldn't say Baxter, so

I,

Quiet on the Western Front."
Far be it from me to inti-

.said

bubitsch, dot

A

he awarded him
produc-ed

BOX-CAH,"

1

Fl{L;icininle have manned

word about Remarque who actually wrote

(•(jiitract,

and

would save a

it

salary.

already under

That was

five

years ago.

RECENTLY,

Warner ]5axter was awarded he MoI

medal for the best acting
performance of the year. It was in "Old Arizona."
He met up with Lubitscli on the street a few weeks
tion Picture .\cadeniy

ng"-

the book which Director Louis Milestone translated
so faithfully into celluloid with camera and micro-

"Box-c-ar, lliat was good work you did in 'Old .\ri/ona,' " -said the director. "1 hope some day we make

phone.

a iiicture

At the next National Convention
party

I shall rise in

my

place and, with

elocpience, put into

nonunation

headed by Amos

Andy.

'n'

"What

of the Bull-Moo.se
all

my

usual

'"I

the

is

want to

tell

German word for /le//?"
you some place to go."

CLAU.V BOW

AND now

China bans an .Vmerican iihu liccausc,
it's "Christian propaganda."
They simply don't appreciate our new moNie code
they say,

of ethics.

But you should see how the .Japanese
suits.

said l$axler.

a presidential ticket

is

our new one-piece bathing

together."

girls

look in

serious.

we hope she
actress

who

is

ha- broken out again.

Clara
the

is

last, of

disregards

Thi> lime

it

prol)ably the last, or at U-ast

all

the type of motion picture

laws of convention, and

hopes to get away with it.
A .shopgirl who has i)een lifted, by mere pulchritude
and impish personality, from nowhere to worldwide
She has had no regard whatever for her
fame.

2d

And

responsibilities nor for the interest of her employers.

here's the point

Unmanageable, talented, reckless, hard-working, unselfish, tactless, it was inevitable that the time would
come when she would bring destruction upon herself.

the

THERE

AXD

is

a potential Clara

There are

America.

Bow

in

every

to\\-n in

girls just as beautiful, just as

adaptable to pictures, but the one essential ingredient
to continued success, to prolonged popularity, Clara
did not have a modicum of regard for public opinion.

—

She paid no attention to the modern adage: "If you
can't be good, be careful!"

we

Clara,

are afraid

heard this one, stop me. I got it from
one of the members of that night-owl firm of \\\nHellenger and Skolsky.

A man

I forget whicli.

walked up Hollywood Boulevard shouting

A cop, who had been following him,
shouting,

at

right

on

'yes

man' on

What's

my

vacation," he re-

plied.

Wien

good.

I

my two

get

"The change will do you

weeks I'm going to a

— he was a thousand times more handsomer and

better actor than I could ever hope to be."

wares to exhibitors for 1930-.S1:

"Forever Yours" will be a greater drawing card
than any j)roduction in which this famous star has
appeared."
blah,

l,lah,

".\n announcement that

will

be of tremendous

in-

terest all over the world."

owner who was going through
and who had
read that Mary Pickford had just called off the picture
that morning because it didn't work out, muttered
this

handsome

edition of sweet promises,

THESE

two pages

of

— well,

anyone

is

AXSWER

entitled to

own opinion — are being scribbled on the

his

"Golden State Limited" en route
Seated opposite

There

is

is

to Hollywood.

—and

.she's

She was

in-

Hollywood

going to listen to that

test again this trip.

John Darrow,

.spent

taking

as the

young German Zeppelin

it

officer,

down

them, "takes."

cannot

JUST

—

the results of that test any
more than she can stop looking out the car window at
resist listening to

Xew Mexico desert.
"Let bygones be bygones," she said, as she pounded
out another piece of literature. "Why rake up the
past? By the way, how do you spell veyetablcf"
Oh, yes, the lady's name is May .Vllison.
the Technicolor

of the

103 attempts,

or,

as

we camera

is

the third

artists call

before he began to fibn "Moby Dick" John
Barrymore had a permanent wave. This is not un-

common among

the male stars of Hollywood, but,

mind you, only when the
mands it. Very often, for
locks are

made

r61e

they are playing de-

picture purpo.ses, straight

curly.

John went into the beauty shop and naturally de-

manded
the otiicr night at the Hollywood Le-

over and over again.

the scene in the picture, as released,

Although she has given up the cinema for matrimonial and geographical reasons, and has no intention
of resuming her screen career and quitting wTiting for
Ray Long, of Cosmopolitan also a good editor she

hai)i)cned
IT
gion

Could Howard Hughes Have

That scene was shot exactly lO.S times before
Hughes decided it was right. Three whole days were

And

—

How

through the clouds.

veigled into a voice test on her last trip to

months ago

to:

Spent Four Million Dollars on "Hell's Angels"?
There's one scene, just a few seconds long, wherein
steps into the dirigible's observation car to be let

a beautiful blonde.

a haunted look in her eyes.

The word was: "Yeah?"

sani-

tarium to cure myself of the liquor habit."

six

certainly-

one word, and laid the book down.

" Yell away," said the cop.

—

it's

A Milwaukee theater

in," said the cop. "

the big idea?"

"I'm a studio

tino

Blah,

"Xo! Xo! Xo! Xo!"

"Quit that or Til pull you

!

something he's got,

of this

while I am telling you about Chevalier, I
might as well tell you what he thinks of being
compared with Valentino.
"Oh, non, non, non, non," says Chevalier. "Valen-

approached and

The man kept

asked: "AMiat's the matter?"

They stood up and cheered,
do it Whatever is

high-powered.

"No! Xol Xo! No!"

the top of his voice,

name

:

their seats to

"C'XCERPT from advertisement in United Artists'
J—'gorgeously printed year book, offering its celluloid

you are on a toboggan!

IF YOU'VE
chell,

and even climbed on

that he be completely alone, except for the

operator, while the

wave was

in progress.

It

would

be embarrassing for the great Barrymore to be caught
with his hair wrapped in curlers. But this was juvt

Stadium, where filmland goes to see its prize
fights when Tully and Gilbert are at peace.
The
crowds there have seen so many stars that film people

a dare to the other beauty experts in the shop, and

are no treat at

the

any more. But the other night,
between Iwuts, there was introduced from the ring,
one Maurice Chevalier.
30

all

girls,

along with a few dozen customers, dimbctl

upon chairs in the other booths and watched him
while he was oblivious of an audience.

cripples of the Children's
Q. NILSSON, young as the
ANNA
pictures and of
Hospital of Los Angeles, dreams of her busy years
little

in

returning to the screen next winter. Over two years ago, while on a
holiday, ^the kick of a horse broke her hip. At last health is returning.
The kick cost her a quarter of a million in money to say nothing of
untold suffering!

—

31

Connie

loria,

The
Marqui
uis
By

Wa

Ruth

t e

rh u ry

Connie had possessed one husband
got an annulment. Gloria had possessed
two husbands and had gotten divorces.
Connie swept into matrimony, triumphantly, glamorously. She positively detested
reporters who reminded her that once she had
been a dancer and that she had made a hit in
the film, ' Cytherea." .\11 that was behind her.
forgotten.
She was only nineteen, but her
career was past. She wanted nothing so much
as to be ^Irs. Philip Plant, young society
in love.

who

matron.

GLORIA swept into Hollywood.

That town

has seen many a triumph, but never did it
witness or stage such a triumph as Gloria's.
The little Marquise crowned it all over the
crowns and coats-of-arms on her staplace
tionery, crowns and coats-of-arms on her

—

calling cards.

There were many
liked to crown

who would have

in

Hollywood

her,

but they

grinned and forgave her.
their Gloria.

Many

of

.\fter all. she was
them had known her

from her early Essanay days, through her

De
She married the handsome
Marquis de la Coudray, but
she'll always be Gloria Swanson to her fan army
years ago Constance Bennett, a somewhat poor but
FIVE
distinguished looking young woman, married a very
rich

man.

He was

Philip Morgan Plant, Broadway's most fabulous playboy, heir to fifteen million dollars and more spoiled
than a new baby in a childless household.
.'\lso, five years ago, Henri dc Bailly de la Falaise, Marquis
de

Coudray, a somewhat poor but most distinguished young
man, married a very rich woman.
She was Gloria Swanson, Hollywood's greatest star, with a
salary that then was approximately a thousand dollars a day.
She was shortly to be offered a raise to 825,000 a week.
Supposedly, every one of those four people was to live happily
ever after.
Both marriages had been love marriages. Both
marriages had been most romantic. Both gentlemen w ere very
handsome, and what the one lacked in money he made up in
charm, and vice versa. Both the ladies were somewhat learned
la

Mille personality, during her marriages to

Wally Beery and Herb Somborn. She was one
of the movies' most successful stars. She was
sitting on top of the world.
Certainly no four people seemed more
widely separated than Mr. and Mrs. Philip
Morgan Plant, living luxuriously on the Continent, and the
Marquis and Marquise de la Coudray, living luxuriously in
Hollywood.
That was five years ago.
Today? Today Mr. Plant has been eliminated from the
picture, leaving Connie all alone, but with a million dollars.
Today the Marquis de la Coudray is in Europe, leaving Gloria
all alone but with her artistic career on new heights.
Miss
Bennett is no longer a young society matron but a rising and
increasingly important picture personage. And the whispers
run around Hollywood drawing rooms, tense, quick amused
little whispers, "But what about
Gloria, Connie and the
Marquis?"
In other words, it is Hollywood's most glittering triangle.
Triangles, of course, are common as palm trees in Hollywood.
You can find one on almost any lot. But this one is the most
elegant one ever originated.
Two of the most famous and

The

TThree Sides of Hollywood's

Most

Crllttering

Triangle

Gloria Swanson's Marquis de la

Coudray

— or

is

he Connie's?

glamorous women in the world and one of the
most charming men. The one woman selfmade; the other self-perfected; the man born
to culture and leisureh-living through generations.

Ask a question of any one of those three and
their oh-so-opaque glances will tell you that
is just one of those dear, quaint things

gossip

people will indulge in.
Surely, say their glances, there's nothing to
a titled husband sta\"s some
miles away from his stellar wife.
it if

RE.\LLY, murmur

si.x

thousand

their voices, it's ridicu-

lous to notice that Miss Bennett and the
Marquis got off the same train arriving at
Berlin, German)'.
How stupid, gesture their hands, to think
there's any meaning in Henri's and Connie's
staying at the same German hotel.
How innocent, shrug their shoulders. Hank's
being a witness to Connie's new Pathc contract.

for all that, Hollywood goes on talking.
goes on talking, largely because Gloria

But
It

them topics for their gossiping.
must have been Gloria who, uncon-

herself gives

For

it

sciously,

the

started

surmises

going

last

summer.
There was no Connie Bennett in Gloria's life
then, but everj-thing else was dead wrong.
Gloria was no longer the biggest star on the
Gold Coast not by a long shot or several
She used to be Mrs. Phil
Talkies had finally come in comclose-ups.
Plant, and she saw a good
pletely, unnerving all Hollywood. Gloria had
deal of the Marquis in Paris,
just dropped 87.50,000 on a comeback attempt
did Connie Bennett
with "Queen Kelly." The film was scrapped,
but even if it could be redeemed and pieced
.school.
Brought to Hollywood at the beginning of the talking
iknri
together, it would be Seena Owen's picture, aii\how.
menace to teach starlets to elocute, she had done a good job.
was in Europe and had been for many months. The future
But it wasn't spectacular enough.
looked drab as the desert. Gloria needed love and encourageShe didn't know enough producers, and the few she did know
ment but Henri wasn't there to give it and Hollywood has never
forgot about her. So, just at the time that Gloria struck her
been famous for aiding a slipping star.
low for the year, Laura Hope Crews was ready to repudiate her
If there hadn't been two other people out there at that time
who were in the same state of mind as Gloria, there would be no middle name and go home licked.
.\s for Eddie Goulding, you either like him enormously or
further story to tell. But it is one of the things that make the
dislike him just as much. But either way, you have to admit
little palm-fringed city the most romantic spot on earth that

—

three people getting together in desperation could turn failure
them into success for the trio.

for all of

a triangle within a triangle, only this was
romance but one of ambition. The other
one were Laura Hope Crews and Edmund

is, if you like,
IT
not a triangle of

two

sides of this

Goulding.
Miss Crews, as you know if you've been reading press notices,
was a distinguished star on Broadway when Gloria was a kid in

that he is one of Hollywood's nearest approaches to genius. He
either has fifty ideas a minute or none a month. He is either
earning a fortune or flat broke. And last summer was one of
his off-seasons. Laura Crews was about to go to Broadway and

Eddie was about to go crazy.
Three artistic souls swirling about in an ebb tide, he and
Gloria and Miss Crews came together. They talked over their
bad fortune. They discussed the bum breaks they had known,
while growing up, while struggling please turn to page 118 j
[
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Harry Lang
what the only two genuine savages
THAT'S
Hollywood say about the
in

place.

To you and a few million others who've
never been there, Hollywood is quite likely
the dream-place you hope to go to some lucky
day. And to those several thousands of us who
are here, it's still a darned swell place to be.
But to Mutia and Riano, two black-skinned
boys from the jungles, the studio city is just one
grand cumulative pain in the neck! They want
to go home, to Kenya, where they came from.
Mutia wants

to get

back to

his cattle

and

his

whom he's been faithful all the
time he's been in Hollywood.
And Riano, a fightin' fool especially when he's
ginned up, wants to get back to Njokinangu, his
three wives to

—

sweetie, to whom
and the truth shall be toldl—
he hasn't been faithful at all! New York has its

Harlem and Los Angeles has
and Riano's been there.

its

Central Avenue;

MUTIA and Riano, you know, are the two

.Afri-

cans who were brought to Hollywood to act
studio-made sequences of M-G-M's talkie
version of "Trader Horn." After six months of
life in the center of Hollywood's mad whirl,
Mutia and Riano decided:
in the

A — that Hollywood is kufanic,

talk and
crazy.

which

is

Swahili-

means something between wild and

—
—

B that male movie stars don't know the first
thing about what to wear or how.
C that Greta Garbo may be the prime rave of
Arnerica's movie fans, but to them, she's just a
white woman with a too-thin stomach.
that our other lovely ladies of the screen
are the same, if not worse. Mutia and Riano like
bulk, not chic.

D—

And—

—

E that the sooner they get back to Africa,
life is sane and reasonable and real, the
happier they'll be. Fooey and faugh for Hollywood say they, in Swahili.
It was toward the end of last year that these
where

two were persuaded to go to Hollywood to finish
the work they had started by playing some bits in
"Trader Horn" when Harry Carey and Edwina
Booth and Director Van Dyke were shooting it in

When the company returned, they found
retakes and additions were necessary, and since
Mutia had become an important character, he
had to be brought here.
The British
please turn to page 133
Africa.

Mutia and Riano dish up a little African slumgullion in their
cabin on the Metro-Goldwyn studio lot. The two ebony
boys do much of their own cooking and mending, and domestic
fowl are brought to them on the hoof

own
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Jackie's

Coming

J3 ACK
By

Miriam Hughes
a
THERE'S
see you.
to

little

Says

boy outside who wants
it's about buying some

space in his school Annual."
Mike Levee's secretary speaking.
Mike's a big shot at Paramount's Hollywood
>tiulio.

"Says he knows you well," continued the secre"Name's Coogan. Jack Coogan."
l.cvee saw Jack Coogan, and bought a page in
But the important thing
l.u'kie's school .Annual.

Uir\-.

f. ir

us fans

is

that this business interview led to

mnre important matters.

And

is being written, Jackie Coogan,
"uning on si.xteen," is re-immortalizing the
immortal Tom Sawyer of Mark Twain in a
I'uramount picture.
lis three years since Jackie last heard the
tamcra whir. "Buttons" was his last picture,

as this

awkward age.
Young Coogan, one of

shot at the

the richest

in the world, is five feet tall,

now

little

— but he's

boys
still

boy. His eyes are round and frank, and
he's very much like the wonder-baby of the old
Sensitive, facile, eager, undays, even now.
spoiled.
He's a sophomore at Loyola High
School, Los Angeles. And he must make "Tom
Sawyer" in vacation time, so he can go back and
be an upper-classman!
He
Puppy-love hasn't smitten Jackie yet.
hasn't had any time for girls, and anyway, all
his schools have been strictly boy affairs.

a

little

ABOUT

what he wants to do when his education is finished, Coogan is certain.
He's
always been surel
'T *ant to go right on in pictures.
That's all
I've ever wanted to do," he says. "I can't wait
Of course, everything is different
to get back.
now. You can't depend on pantomime you've
got to do things with your voice. And I think
I'm going to enjoy trying it even more than the

—

—

old silent days."

And running about the handsome Coogan home
a carbon copy of the Jackie who came to glory
in "The Kid." It's a little brother Robert
same
clear eyes, same round face and Dutch bob.
Maybe he'll try pictures, too. It would be staris

—

baby Jack live again in Robert!
Hundreds of thousands of fans will look for

tling to see

his

And whatever changes time has made,
they can be sure of one thing. They'll find in
Jackie the same grand little actor!
return.

What

the well dressed boy between the ages of fifteen will
This adolescent fashion plate is none
this summer.
other than Master Jack Coogan, who even now toils on his
comeback talkie, the immortal "Tom Sawyer"

wear

85

nd

Now Something New—
A

trousseau pa-

rade of lovely
motion picture
players in lacy
lingerie, led by

Joan Crawford,

new starring picture,
ni

her

"Our Blushing
Brides"

Norma Drew, one of the pretty paraders, sets off a step-in and
negligee set of chiffon and lace. The negligee is cleverly cut
to form a short, graceful train

Pastel shaded chiffon, lace and ribbon
trimmed. The robe is brocaded velvet, paneled in lace.

56

Claire

Dodd

is

the pretty model

Blonde

Gwen

Lee, in black chiffon and lace
make her look like a fairy

nightie and robe that
tale princess, and a

little

like

Mae Murray

I

A

Movie "Undie" Parade

FEMIXIXE

fripperies return

Interesting
screen.
news, even in these amazing
lars of 1929 and 19,M) when senthe

to

lional

Hollywood

comebacks

up thick and fast. Of
.'urse, there are still those who
refer the practical lounging pai.irna to the frothy and fetching
i\e lulled

1

negligee, the severely tailored,
easily tubbed undies to these delicate, cobwebby wisps.

— well,

you know^ how it is
and then you just
have to throw practicality to the
winds and go off on a spree of buying things you don"t really have to
have or things you need, but in
more extravagant versions than
>our purse usually allows.
But

vourself.

Now

—

The mode

is

with you,

season. That's your excuse,
here's your inspiration!

this

and

Joan Crawford's costume has quality, if not quantity. It's of
exquisite ivory satin, with bandeau, bandings and insets of
real lace. Simple lines, and simply elegant!

Walda Mansfield's

hair

is

the color glorified

So she chooses black, beautifully
patterned lace, combined with crepe de chine

by

Titian.

Right from Mr. Ziegfeld's stage productions,
Catherine Moylan took her place in the line of
models, in a typically Ziegfeldian costume
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Janet
Goes

to

WVR/
If the little

Craynor Girl
doesn't get the
parts she wants

— she

to play
just

won't play
at all!

By
What

Janet Hates

— In

Harriet

"Sunny Side Up"

AT

the height of her popularity, with two box-ofhce hits
just completed and fan letters pouring in like the

Tueblo

flood,

Janet Gaynor

may

leave the screen.
The Fox company, under whose auspices she developed from an obscure extra to one of the best-loved stars on
the screen, cannot seem to handle her any longer. There are

murmurs

of "temperament"
this industry.

As

and

"

bighead'"— familiar words

in

for Janet, she sits

calmly on the beach at Plava del Rev,
looks at the ocean, and waits for the studio to see things her
way.
And the high moguls of Fox sit behind their desks, look at the
production schedule for 1930-31, and wait for Janet to come to
her senses.

That production schedule includes two Janet Gavnor specials
but whether Janet will ever play in them or not remains to
be seen.
Janet says: "I will not make another film until I have the
assurance that I will never again be required to play in a
picture unsuited to my talents."
Fox say— unoflkially, of course— "If Miss Gaynor does not
come around to a saner point of view we mav have to find someone else to play the roles scheduled for her!"
It all boils down to the fact that Janet is
dissatisfied with the
pictures given her since the talkies became established.
When
the craze for singing-dancing pictures began, the studios
shoved
into musical comed\-, whether or not they
were suited for it. Janet, who up to that time had played

anyone and ever\-one

Parsons

What

Janet Loves"7th Heaven"

dramatic roles, was suddenly required to burst into song and
do a dance.
Well and good, Janet learned to sing and dance. She made

Sunny Side Up." It was a box-office hit. But when the
studio saw fit to cast her in another musical comedy,
"High
Society Blues," she decided it was time to call a halt!
She says: "I can't sing and I know it. I enjoved making
'Sunny Side Up' because it was something different and it was
fun. But it's not the sort of thing I do best and I
don't want to
go on doing it.
"I did 'High Society Blues' against

my better judgment,

be-

cause the only alternative offered me was a straight dramatic
r61e in a story so poor that I felt I couldn't afford
to do it."
The studio, however, was perfectly satisfied with "High
Society Blues" and with Janet's work in it.

jSyTOT so Janet. So she fled to Hawaii with her mother, leavL ing L\dell Peck to confront curious reporters and equally
curious friends.
There, lying on the beach, Janet thought things over, and
came to the conclusion that she would not make any more
pictures until she could make the kind she wanted. She was
happier in Hawaii, she says, than she has ever been before in her
life.
She stayed four weeks.
During these four weeks the studio called her frantically to
come back and play the feminine lead in "Liliom." It was a
grand part. Just the sort of thing Janet had been waiting for.
But she didn't come back.
[ please turn to page 119
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Too Many Guests
A Oollywood adventure
has ended

By
in hospitality that

and hostess

in disaster for the host

Do/ores
Foster

Betty Compson and Jim Cruze, famous for their "open house" hospitality. Along came the talkies, giving
Betty a new chance, but demanding in return hours of study and concentration, time for adequate rest.
And their romance ended in divorce

THE

long and happy married life of James Cruze and
is dead.
And too many guests killed it.
Remember the silly old song "too many parties and
Something of the sort finished off the
too many pals"?
Compson-Cruze love story that lasted seven long and happy

Betty Compson

—

gracious.

"What are you doing toIt's an old Hollywood custom.
night for dinner? Nothing? Great! Then come out to the
Cruzes with me."

vears.

That, and the talkies— the new deal in filmland that gave
Betty so much work that hours were needed for rest and study.
What an odd and tragic freak of fate— that Betty Compson's
brilliant come-back should be an indirect cause of the break-

up of her home!
But you can't understand the ending of this love story without knowing the people. Let me tell you of Jim and Betty and
their

been invited to dinner, to tea, to open house, even for weekOh, mind you, neither Miss Compson nor Mr. Cruze
knew my name. It was their very dear friends who were so

ends.

home

as

I

know them.

was introduced to James Cruze on a set. The press
who had brought us together, mumbled in his beard
sounds that almost resembled my name. Cruze was as busy
as only a motion picture director on a set can be. I registered
with him as a certain Miss Oompah and I have never seen
him again.
I knew Betty Compson so slightly that when, a few days ago,
I came to interview her, she began her apologies, for being late,
to another woman who happened to be standing by.
Vet I have, otT and on during the last few years, been invited
I have
to the Cruze-Compson home at least a dozen times.
I

agent,

"Where are you spending your
Let's run out to Flintridge
eight or ten hours."
silly!

Sunday? At home? How
and see Betty and Jim for

The Compson-Cruze estate, with its comparatively small
was the most popular night club in town. There were no

house,

In fact the hosts paid the guests. Literally. A
filled with small change was placed on a table
near the door where uninvited house guests might help themselves. Guests swarmed the house. They occupied the chairs,
the grounds, the rooms. They ordered the servants about and at
last some of the steady customers formed the guest association.
But a grim sort of joke.
It was a joke, of course.
For it was just these things that made Hollywood pause over
its toast melba, drip coffee and morning paper to say, "Betty
and Jim divorced. Too bad. Nice fellow. Nice girl. Shame.
Thought they were so happy."
Happy? Hollywood thought they were happy and it was
Hollywood that made it necessary for them to separate. It was
[ please turn to pace 100 ]
Hollywood that, in making the
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Beauty, Brains or Luck?
By

Amazing

Stories of

the Karly

Hardships

A dele Whitely

Fletcher

and Privations of
Ruth Chatterton,
Grish Girls,

the

Mary

Pickford, Gloria

Swan son, Norma
Shearer and Betty
C>ompson

"

When

got a lucky break.'"
^^ HEThey
say
of every
^^ the

on the screen, as if that told
whole story and there were no earlv histories of
y J struggles,
and even privations. Thev sav it without
regard for hardships and heartaches which would'have
broken
it

girl

the Gishes and the Pickfords lived together to save
in the old days, Mary was the household manager.
Pennies and nickels were counted closely in those days

money

^

less gallant spirits

completely.
In every field the battle goes to the strong and the race
to the
swift. .'Achievement has a way of being the fruit
of hard work
and an indomitable courage. And the screen is no e.xception.
Many of the girls in the movies had to get out and be the

man

of

forced

their family.

them

on,

Perhaps this extra spur of necessity

when

discour-

tried.
In such a fight for glory, riches, strangelv enough, are
a handicap and not an asset.
There is-ao hityiiif; your way.
And the uphill road becomes so steep and the going so rough
that it is natural enough to give up the struggle, provided
you
have any possible alternative. Necessity and a definite incentive
.

must be your

travelling companions.

And once you

agements otherwise might have
overtaken them. With mothers
and, in some instances, younger
brothers and sisters looking to

body or how weary your spirit
become.
Whatever your
'you must press onward or else yield your hard-won
place to one of the number
waiting for it, eager to take up
the struggle where you have

may

for clothes and food, they
couldn't afford to admit defeat.

inclination,

They might have married nice,
home-town boys and live com-

unknown

today, far

less colorful bits in the

American

left off.

mosaic.

Too much has been

But they are

doers; the stuff
of which successes are made. In

about the

Too
And

whatever role they found themselves, it is most probable they
would have attained some promare,

of course,

many

who never were called upon to
shoulder a man's load, but who
lived in dismal, furnished rooms
and cooked frugal meals on
Sterno lamps from choice, because they had the courage to
strike out for themselves and
forge their

There

dreams into

is,

40

stars' jewels

written

and

loves.

about their courage.

it is

NOTHING

realities.

however, not one

instance where a girl of wealth
has made the steep, starry grade,
although countless numbers have

little

a great pity to become
soabsorbed with them as spectacular personalities that we overlook them as gallant individuals.

inence.

There

begin the ascent

there is no turning back, no time
out, regardless of how tired your

them

paratively

.

When
broke,

her father fell ill and the family went
Betty Compson, at 14, became the
violinist in an orchestra

breadwinner as a

today.
Miss
Chatterton,'' the agents
along the Rialto used to say.
"Thank you, I'll be back tomorrow," Ruth Chatterton used
to answer.
Sometimes the pavement on
Broadway was soft under the
summer sun.
Broadway can
come close to being an inferno
in August.
And in the sleety
rains of

Tebruary

it

is

torture

Not One Instance Where
Wealth Has Made the Steep, Starry

There

a Crirl of

Is

Crrade in
Pictures Although C>ountless Numbers Have Tried!

Ruth Chatterton
duction of "The
of

in the

Man

stage pro-

With a Load

Ruth had to fight
Mischief."
every inch of the way to the top

to wait on the corner for the ceaseless traffic to
But in
pause, especially if your suit is too thin.
.\ugust and in February, in the rain and in the

sun,

Ruth Chatterton walked Broadway.

Norma Shearer
pictures.

in one of her first
At one time she, her

mother and

sister

lived

small furnished

in

one

room

how a totally inexperienced
without one drop of theatrical
blood in her veins, ever secured such
a part always will remain a mystery. Just how she convinced
herself that she could play
it an even greater mystery.
However, that was only a
The fight
few weeks' engagement.
Inch by
for glory was ahead of her.
The diflkult
inch she made her way.
Just

girl,

She was in her very early 'teens and
she had her mother to support!
Previously, the Chattertons had
accepted gracious living as a matter
of course. All branches of her family
were well to do. Their social status
Gloria Swanson in the de Mille "clotheshad been assured for generations.
Gloria,
experiences in New York followed.
horse" phase of her career.
Ruth played the piano beautifully
her apparent outstanding film
despite
If she ever was discouraged, no
and there had been plans for her to
success, has had to battle with financial
member of the family remembers it.
continue her studies in \ienna when
troubles all through her screen years
.Always she seemed to rise above
she was sixteen.
For instance, when she was
things.
The plans of mice and men ...
in
small
part
a Chicago stock company, a cousin
playing
a
in
living
were
mother
her
and
Ruth
Chatterton
At sixteen,
went to see her in her dressing room. Her head was high.
a third-rate hotel in the West I'orties in New York, where
Her voice was confident.
bottles of milk and covered dishes on window sills have had
"Within two years," she told him, "my name will be in the
adventurers.
greasepainted
saga
of
their part in many a
electric lights on Broadway."
At fourteen, she had faced the fact that her father had
It was!
proven unequal to his responsibilities and even her mother's
It took a good part of the money Ruth had been able to save
little fortune had been dissipated.
during that engagement to pay her fare and her mother's fare
Immediately following the crash, Ruth and Mrs. Chatterton
But she had decided that she had served a long
to New York.
went to visit relatives in Washington, until they could get
their bearings.
And while her aunts and mother sipped tea and diflkult apprenticeship. She felt the lime had come to
gamble. When her porter had deposited their bags in a taxi,
from fragile cups and decided what was to be done about
Ruth directed the chauffeur:
things, Ruth went out and secured an engagement as the
.\ctually for
the first act of "The Prince Chap."
that one act she was leading lady, the play's action spanning
so many years that a different actress was required to portray
the heroine in each of the three acts.
Imagine the amazement and the clatter of teacups when

little girl in

Ruth returned with her news!

"The Seymour."
She was through with third-rate hotels and shabby living.
She was going to stop at a hotel where she might reasonably
expect to meet people inlUiential in the world of the theater.
She would sink or swim. But Ruth Chatterton isn't the
[please turn to pace 111]
sinking kind.
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About the time Mary was stopping production
on "Forever Yours" in Hollywood, Doug was
congratulating nineteen-year-old Diana Fishwick on winning a British golf championship

How About

Mary /?«^ Doug?
DOUG FAIRBANKS
started

By

himself

Lj €

fl

it all!

One day

a royal bulletin
fired from the Palace at Pickfair.

was
It announced,
and understandable United States, that Mr. Fairbanks had decided to go to England and see himself some highpowered golf matches. And quite except for a couple of big
mashie and niblick men alone!
No mention of Queen Mary. No plans for another royal
progress like the many the famous globe-trotting team has made
during the ten years of their married life.
Doug was going away alone. Think of Damon without
Pythias— .'\mos without Andv and you get an idea of the
shock. Hollywood, home of the sly eye-wink and roguish leer,
pricked up its long ears.
Doug himself had tossed the first stone into the placid millpond of his married life with Mary Pickford!
in chaste

—

—

—

And

the ripples arc

still

spreading.

Wherever there's a fan who cherishes the memory of them
during the days of their picture greatness, one question is being
asked
How about Doug and Mary?
The complete answer hasn't been written yet. It can't be.
But you can bet \our last smooth dime that something is
happening at Pickfair— that modest, peaceful castle where Miss
Pickford and Mr. Fairbanks have ruled so urbanely for a
decade.
Something has happened. Change is in the air.
Of course, it would be easy to say

That Mary
went

didn't feel like traveling

to England.

when

the golf champions

a rd

Jri.

a1

That the pair felt a little marital
holiday would be in order, after ten
years of uninterrupted companionship.
It would be easy
but it wouldn't quite fill the bill.
Too many elements have entered into the personal and professional relationships of the Pickford-Fairbanks familv in the
recent past.

—

talking
THE
Mary.

picture

was a

direct challenge to

Doug and

For some years each had batted out a semi-occasional picture,
before the sound storm broke. The.\' and their work began to
be taken for granted, like the changing seasons, the milkman
and the sanctity of Caesar's wife.
Doug and Mary, little by little, ceased to be reallv vital
figures in the picture scene, and became symbolic of an earlier
and more spacious day in films.
Then came the assault of the maddening microphone!
It struck squarely at the royal family.
Once the first panic
had passed, the eyes of che film world turned to Pickfair.
The vassals and varlets in Hollywood, down below, were in a
frenzy. How about the king and queen?
Well, we all know.
Mary shingled her hair and made " Coquette" yes, and got
a modernistic statuette for her work from the Hollywood
"Academy."
It was a creditable first try, but few could be found who
would agree with the Academicians that it was last year's out-

—

standing labor before the microphone.
Then both members of the family had their

fling at

Shake-

a

What

is

happening

at

Rumors storm
the royal castle where
Pickfair?

two once -great

stars

have

ruled so long

pearean slapstick with ''Tlie Taming of tlie Shrew"
big thing they had hoped to make, but lively fun.

— not

the

In the onward march of pictures it didn't mean a thing. The
great industry they had adorned was performing miracles overand Doug Fairbanks ate an apple at his own wedding,
night
and Mary Pickford cracked a bull whip!

—

And up

to

now

— that's

all.

DOUG
of

says frankly that he doesn't want talkies, or any part
them. That he doesn't think he is fitted for the audible

screen.
If he never faces a movie camera again, no one will die of
shocked surprise.
Of course, he says he is hunting something called "tempo,"
and has talked considerably about the Russian director,
But Hollywood is full of all
Eisenstein, as a possible guide.
sorts of tempo, and some of it is elegant. There's a feeling that

Doug is fencing with a windmill.
Mary seems even more adrift.
\Vith preparations aU made for

filming "Forever Yours,"
suddenly the wheels stopped, and lights went out on the Picksay.
And we all might as well
"suspension,"
they
A
ford set.
face the music, even if we don't feel like dancing to it.
The sober fact is that, from the greatest of stars, Mary has
slipped gracefully and quieth- to the estate of just another
actress, gratefully and happily remembered by thousands.
So, while Doug was watching the golfing gentlemen in
England, back home in Hollywood Mary was stopping work on
a picture on which she banked more than we know. She is very
much disappointed about the picture and about her photography.
Mary has always said she'd retire from the screen before time
took the throne from beneath her.

that time come?
HASWill
she and Doug^separately

—

announce
or jointly
from the active scene?
Their
them!
already
retired
may
have
things
three
Well,
own weariness, a certain amount of public apathy, and an iconoclastic little dingus called a microphone.
And that isn't all that has been happeningat classic Pickfair!
Tempus fugits along for kings and queens as it does for comtheir passing

moners.

Time has been marching

relentlessly for

Doug and

Mary.

They can paraphrase Caesar's magnificent line, and say,
" You and I grow old, but the crowd on Hollywood Boulevard
is ever the same age!"

You can't whip the vital statistics.
Doug grins through the middle forties, and Mary is over the
half way peak of the thirties. They have been before the public

—

They're rich and here's a significant thing! They
have been bound to each other by a chain stronger than steel

so long!

for ten years

— the chain of public opinion!

AU eyes have been on them— the shining example of a happy
Marriages came and went but there
Hollywood family.
were Doug and Mary! A gold tish lives a private, sheltered life
compared to Mr. and Mrs. Fairbanks. How unutterably galling, sometimes! Ask your old family psychologist!
.\nd with the middle years comes a divine restlessness
powerful yearning for liberty that is the final kicking and
threshing of the youth that is passing.
And that may have come to the happy couple in the palace,
too, or to half of it. That feeling ple.ase tukn to page Ml

—

—

[

love scene that may never be seen on the
Mary Pickford and Kenneth McKenna as they appeared in "Forever Yours," Mary's new
talkie on which shooting came to a halt while Fairbanks was hobnobbing with golfers in England

A tender

silver screen!

]
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"3%? Prince

6;omes

race

There was a puzzled look in
his eyes, as he said, "Do you
know, you've changed a lot
since that night I met you in
Del Monte"

WHAT

were perhaps the prettiest legs in the Gra\l.ar
building walked unconcernedlv out of Elmer
Crane's private office and paused at a desk in the
outer office just long enough to permit their owner
to toss her notebook into the waste basket with a
gesture of
indifference. The legs belonged to Miss Joan Gordon,
who, up
to a few moments iirevious, had been a
stenographer in the
of Crane
Cox, contractors.

employ

&

'•\\

hen the boss calls you into his office and tells you vou're
be nonchalant. Powder your nose! " She tiippantly paraphrased the slogan of a popular cigarette as she swung open
the
door that hid the lavatory and took an enameled vanity
from
her bag.
fired,

The mirror reflected an independent young modern to whom
the loss of a job was of slight importance.
Nonchalantlv she
pulled on her hat, waved goodbve to the other
stenographers
and walked out of the office with her chin up. No one, watching

U

e.\it, would have guessed that beneath the cocky,
upturned
hat, that looked twenty-five dollars and had cost five, was a
brain that was plainly worried. Undoubtedly, Joan had missed

her

her vocation. She should have been an actress.
Outside the office, her pretended indifference quickly wilted.
Three weeks to get a job and one week to lose it," was the
disconcerting thought which passed through her mind as she
pressed the elevator button. "One week's salarv to pav three
weeks' e,xpenses. And it isn't that I'm such a poor stenog" It was those awful building specificarapher," she reflected.
tions.
A\'ords I never even heard of.
And the crazy way he
talked out of the window when he dictated, instead of sitting

—

to

"

Cinderella
But

in a

Limousine,

Not

a

Royal

Ooach

"In what way?" she asked.

But to herself, she said,
"Watch your step, Joanie.
The coach may turn into a
pumpkin any minute"

"What do you mean?" asked
"That

'is dfsk where he belonged."
up and couldn't read her notes.

a

I

No wonder

she got

all

mixed

she tried to assure herself philosophically, there were
ct iT jobs.
The trick was to know where to look for them.
It was glutted
i;\- this time she had reached Fifth Avenue.
v
Inc-o'clock traffic. She paused at the edge of the curbing,
tr\ IIImake up her mind whether she should be reckless and
gu L.J ,1 movie, or economical and take a bus ride.
-As it turned out, she did neither, for just as the green lights
merged to red, Fate, in a Rolls-Royce, stopped alongside her.
" Ronnie! " The young woman in the car was saying. " Do
you see what I see?'
I

1!

>h well,

!i

I

'

.V')/i/

—

her companion.
the impudent green hat."

— the one with

there
"Why she does
Joan. "But I can't
"
mc, Ronnie!
girl

look sort of familiar." Ronnie stared at
quite place her. It looks like

—

E.\actly the way I looked when I played
Don't you remember me in that
in 'His Office Wife.'

blue suit and the turncd-up hat?"
Ronnie didn't, but that was immaterial. He was one of those
young men who found it easier to say yes than to argue.
"Quick, Ronnie," she exclaimed excitedly. "Tell him to
stop." She referred to the chauffeur who had just received his
signal for a right turn. " I want to speak to that girl. I've got
a simply marvelous idea."
Joan had reached the safety zone in the middle of the street
by the time Ronnie caught up with her.
" I beg your pardon."
He touched her on the arm self-conRonnie was not in the habit of accosting strange
sciously.
little

4-5

—
young

ladies.

"

Miss Radia Benson would

like

very

much

to

speak to you."

Joan had often been told that she resembled the celebrated
screen star. This was the first time, however, that anybody
had attempted to use it as an opening line for a pick-up. She
opened her mouth to say "Run along, freshie," but the words
remained unspoken.
As she looked at society's playboy
with his fawn spats, chamois gloves, gardenia in the buttonhole
and eyebrow mustache, feminine intuition whispered that perhaps there was sorr^e truth in the old Santa Claus gag after all.

RADIA

BENSON?" The lips which had been ready to
squelch Ronnie curved into an amused smile. "Then you
must be Lon Chane.v in a new disguise," she kidded.
"No," replied Ronnie, who was slightly alHicted with an
arrested sense of humor, "I'm not. As a matter of fact, I'm
Mr. Loring, a friend of Miss Benson."
"Well, I'll say this for you, Galahad," laughed Joan, "you've
got a brand new approach and just because you're so original,

Where do we go from here?''
"Miss Benson's waiting in her car."
toward the curb.
Joan did not really believe this.
But what price convention? She
was only twenty-two, city-wise,
and her lovely, adventurous mouth
I'll bite.

—

Ronnie gestured

—

—

—

wear her clothes rioe in her car live here at this hotel?"
"This," thought Joan, "is just another one of those crazy
dreams. I'U wake up any minute now."

—

you're enough like me to get away with it," Miss
Benson was saj-ing, as though Joan had already consented.
"If your eyebrows were shaped in a more arched line,
your
hair waved in a short, curly bob like mine— and with
my
clothes and my make-up .vou could fool anybody, that is,
if
you're as intelligent as you look. What do you say?"
For a moment Joan couldn't say anything. The whole idea
seemed so utterly fantastic.
"Are you really serious. Miss Benson?" she asked breath-

'"Y'ES
J-

—

lessly.

"Serious? Of course I am. Do you think I would pick you
off the street and bring you here if I weren't serious.
Oh,
it must sound weird," she paused to light a gold-tipped
cigarette which she took from an onyx case, "but I'll be perfectly frank wath you.
I'm in New York between pictures.
It's supposed to be a holiday, but that's a joke.
The company
has kept me so busy trj'ing on costumes for my next picture and
attending asinine publicity luncheons and glad-handing everybody
that I haven't had a minute to
really enjoy myself."

up
I

know

Joan wondered just what the
screen star called enjoyment.
"I had my heart all set on a
lovely little yachting trip.
Then
one of those awful tabloids came
out with headlines about my

correctly classified her.

When Ronnie opened

the door
of the canary-colored limousine,
however, she suffered a momentary qualm.
" Heaven protect the poor working girl," was the thought that
shot through her mind.
"She's
certainly taking chances."
But, having started something,
Joan was not one to turn back.
She'd see it through, now. If she

rumored engagement to Ronnie
I mean Mr. Loring. The Company
simply threw a

You

fit.

have a 'no marriage' clause

see
in

I

my

contract," she explained. "Really,
you've no idea how difficult it is to
be always on parade to have no

—

were bound for trouble, at least
there would be some satisfaction
in having made the trip in a RollsRoyce. At the same time she was
relieved when she heard Ronnie

A New

direct the chauffeur to the Ritz.
She could keep straight on her

for

lifeof
little

yourownat

The poor
five-thousand-dollar-a-week
all."

star sighed w^istfuUy.

Author

Photoplay

"I can imagine,"
though, of course,

said

Joan,

she

really

couldn't.

"In the studio I always have a
double to 'stand in' for me," continued
Miss Benson. "So when I
is today one of the best
young woman, introduced
saw you standing at the curbing,
known short story writers
as Miss Benson, looked less like
looking enough like me to actually
and screen authors, knows
that much-photographed person
be me, I thought what a marvelHfe and knows Hollywood.
than did Joan herself. It was not
ous idea it would be to get you to
until they were alone in her exShe danced and sang her
double for me while I'm here in
pensive suite, and she had removed
way to
York in musical
New York. I'll pay you one hunthe dark glasses and the hat which
comedy and was with Ringdred dollars for a week. Will 30U
shaded her face that Joan suddo it?"
ling Brothers' circus for
denly realized that this actually
"I'd love to but do you think
three years.
Next month
was the screen star. Ronnie had
I can?" asked Joan feeling exPhotoplay starts a series
been dismissed at the door, with
actly as though she had been
of Hollywood short stories
instructions to telephone in an
asked to double for the Queen of
by her. The first one, in
hour.
Sheba.
the September issue, is
widened
unbelievJoan's eyes
''Of course. It wQl be perfectly
ingly as she w^atched the girl fluff
simple. You look exactly my size.
up her curly hair with a gesture
You'll merely keep my fitting
which she had often seen on the
appointments at the costumer's
screen.
"Why, you are Radia
and be seen going in and out of the
Benson!" she gasped.
hotel. My secretary is verv clever.
"Of course I am," laughed Radia. "Those dark glasses
She'll arrange everything and see that you arc protected from
fooled you. I wear them for protection, Until I got the glasses
telephone calls and meeting people and all that."
I had less privacy than a goldfish."
"I'll try anything once," said Joan recklessly.
"But it must be wonderful to know what a thrill people get
out of seeing you in person," sighed Joan. " Can't you just
an hour with a hairdresser who knew his busiimagine how they go home and say, 'Guess whom I saw to.L ness, a lesson in make-up, and pnslo cluiiigo,
the mirror reflecday?' "
ted lu'o Radia Bensons. Only the clever secretarv knew that one
Radia merely smiled. She seemed to be studying Joan.
of them, discreetly goggled and veiled, slipped quietly a wav on an
Finally, she said:
unpublicized yachting party,while the other remained at tlie Ritz.
"How would you like to try it for a week?"
The next morning Joan, exquisitely attired from the skin out
had
thought
Joan
that she was prepared for anything, but
and tremendously thrilled from the skin in, walked out of the
this was so breath-taking that she could only stare at the star
Ritz as casually as she had heretofore emerged from the subin bewilderment. She wondered if she had heard her correctly.
way station. Inwardly she was wondering what she would do
"Why I don't believe I understand what you mean," she if somebody stepped up to her and said: "Take off those
managed to stammer.
whiskers, Joan Gordon. Weknowyou." But,of course, nobody
"I mean, how would you like to be Radia Benson for a week
did.
[ PLE.\SE TURN TO PAGE 135 ]
geography, anyhow.
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Norma Shearer

Will

etire?
Read
in

Answer

the

This r ascinating

Story of

Who

Grirl

a

Found That

Love and

a (career

CAN

Mix!

THE

time has come \vhen the Norma Shearer
must be faced.
Coldly, the facts are these. A thoroughly
inexperienced little Canadian girl went to New
She was
"S'nrk some years ago, to go into pictures.
liaiuiicapped by a beautiful face which, she was told
photograph.
She had neither
would
not
authority,
on excellent
sta},'e nor screen experience and knew not one single soul in any
way connected with show business.
issue

Today she is one of the greatest actresses in talkingpictures.
Her latest film, " The Divorcee," has broken the records set at a
Los Angeles theater by "Anna Christie." And, before the
Now she has the
talkies, she had never read a dramatic line!
poise of the Ina Claire you knew on the stage and the dramatic

The

happy woman?

She has hewn to the
life has taken one direct course.
She has the most amazing energy of anybody in pictures.
line.
Recently her doctor said, "You know, you really don't have to
do everything all in one day. Why don't you learn that good
old Spanish word manaiia.^"
"But I must do things," Norma said to him. "Time is so
precious. I can't waste it."
Before she married she had definite ideas about love and a
career. She told me once that she must relinquish love for her
work, that the two did not go together. And, when she married,
ever>'body prophesied that Norma would retire.
It is a characteristic of Thalberg's race that the men do not
So before they were married
like to have their women work.
they discussed the all-important question of love and work.
" I think, Norma," said Irving, "that you should give up your

Her

'

,,.,

\\

hy won

star and her producer-husband, proud
^^^ ^appy in the dis-

..

t

covery that their married
But right now both she and
life and their careers
blend blissfully.
Irving are reading stories and
present Norma Shearer
will
film
she
first
the
discussing
and Irving Thalberg!
make after the baby is born.
And Norma has a reason for all
will
she
knows
why
She
this.
not retire.
" See here," she said, "there is so much talk about combining
marriage and a career, but I've a different idea about it. I
believe that one should take up a career for the sake of love.
Reallv I do.
"There is nothing so exciting as work. There is nothing so
thrilling and glamorous as accomplishment. It gives you something, working does. It makes you equipped for life. It gives
you strength with tenderness. I glory in women who have
accomplished things. I love the working girl because I am one
myself.

"npHERE is a certain type of successful woman I can't abide.
i That is the woman who has that chin-in-the-air attitude.

said, "I'll give

it

up any time you want me

to do

I'm better than most men.

myself!

That was three years ago. It has not been mentioned since,
and just as soon as she finishes one picture he has plans for her
for another. He is her boss, you know, as well as her husband.

man can do
me what to

going to leave the screen, now is her chance to do it.
She has everything she wants. She really loves Irving ThalIf she is

berg, there is no doubt about that,
and the child will add to her happi-

She has had her fame.

She

n

-O

.,

^

T7 II U
n
1^

H

Ii tt

say, either really or subconI've made a name for

sciously, 'I'm economically independent.

so."

ness.

,

That mental thing that makes her

career."

And Norma

,

We

ability a real star should have.
She is married to Irving Thalberg and, some time in August,
Will she now leave the
will become the mother of his child.

screen to play the role of a normal,

,

,

has had her glory.
she give it all up?

in a

business

way and

I

In fact, I can do anything a
won't have any man telling

do.'

"That I can't abide and, I really believe, I've never been
that sort of woman. Because when a man has ordered me about
I've usually obeyed, and if Irving had told me to give up
work because he wanted me to do so,

my

O.2

/

(J

I

€

Jl

would have given it up.
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Drop In

One old trouper "backs up" another. Norma Talmadge taLking to the veteran William Famum, with her in "Du Barry."
In the theater, "up staging" means one actor forcing the rest
to turn their backs to the audience to face him. In pictures
it's "backing up."
But Bill doesn't mind!

and
WE'VE been married message—Ina

a year
are still happy!"
That's the cheery
Claire gave the press
boys some time after the Gilberts had celebrated the
first anniversary of their wedding.
"Tell the wodd THAT!' she added.
"The papers keep
printing rumors to the effect that we're about to separate, but
nothing about our happiness!
A good point, Ina! Glad you brought it up!
John made no public statement.
A dozen times during the critical "first vear" the betting has
been Packards to kiddie-cars that the John Gilbert-Ina Claire
marriage was about to blow up with a terrific crash. Such
reports crossed on the cables while the Gilberts were on their
honeymoon. But here they are, after all the storms— married
a year and blithe about it.
Gilbert is making another talkie.
Ina is going on the stage in Los .\ngeles to be near him.

N

independent producer had a picture that needed
patching up, so he sent for Arthur Caesar to do the job.
Arthur is Hollywood's best little professional insulter.
The picture was run off for Caesar in the projection room.
When it was over the producer asked anxiously: "Well,
what do you think of it?"
"There's a fortune in that picture!" Caesar replied.
"How do you mean?" asked the producer.
"Cut up the film and sell it for mandolin picks!" was the
Caesarian crack.
yV

THE
Costello

long, bitter feud
is

between John Barrymore and Maurice

over!

John, the hatchet well buried, is now one of those trying to
rehabilitate the veteran star. Alreadv Maurice has been given
a role in "Never the Twain Shall Meet," Brother Lionel's production at Metro-Goldwyn.

48

Just Somebody's Grandma, the kind who
carries peppermint drops in her handbag for
the neighborhood kiddies. Sweet old thing
But look out! Don't push her under a taxi!
Because this is Lon Chaney himself in a
scene from "The Unholy Three"

The quarrel started, you remember, when John was courting
Dolores. Maurice objected strenuously— and it all ended bv
the elderiy actor's home being broken tip, Mrs. Costello siding
with her daughter.
It is believed that the birth of Maurice's first grandchiUl
the little daughter of Barrymore and Dolores— brought the

—

reconciliation.

VILM.\ B.A\KY

is apparently through in pictures for all
time. And she doesn't care! Here's why:
First, she's salted down about a half million good .American
doUarinos of her own.
She always rather thought of pictures
as a means of making much money fast.
She did. When

Samuel Goldwyn first brought her from Hungary, her salary
was S500, but it was whooped up after each growth in popularity when teamed with Ronald Colman.
.At the end of her Goldwyn agreement, she was getting
$6,000 every week

With

and Gossip

York/

A couple of Rogers

boys, loose in Hollywood for no bad reason.
The one on the right is
left, of course, is Bud.
younger brother, Bh., who is solemnly said to have no
him
— probably to prename but that. Paramount's signed
vent his falling into a rival's hands

The one on the
his

the stork!
a frenzied summer
WELL,
In addition to the Shearer-Thalberg baby
for

it's

another

famous infant is expected to arrive on Park Avenue, New York,
almost any time.
It's the newcomer to the lavish apartment of Florence A'idor

and Jascha

lleifetz,

noted

fiddler.

I'lorence lives elegantly these days, in a style befitting the
beautiful wife of one of the world's greatest violinists. She sees
hardly any of her old picture friends, and moves almost exclusively in society and circles of the higher fiddling.
And Eleanor Boardman and King \'idor are the parents of

A favorite star of other years returns to the
screen this time to give the world's fans
her beautiful voice. None other than Elsie
Ferguson, so well remembered, who is filming one of her stage plays, "Scarlet Pages,"
for First National

—

an eight pound daughter.

GLORL\

SVVANSON and Ronald Colman met

party in Hollywood
liked one another.

Untcamed, she was not so J orle, and the talkies hurt.
she tried to lick her thick accent, but anxonc who heard
"A Lady to Love" remembers that she had a long way
So listless was she during this film that Metro-Goldwyn
make a move to use her again.

True,
her in
to go.

didn't

at a dinner

one evening and discovered that they

Because they found many things to talk about they spent a
good part of the evening chatting.
But that was enough for old Dame Gossip— the lady with the
long ears and longer tongue. Before long Hollywood was fairly
buzzing with stories of the mad infatuation of two of its most
colorful figures.

ALL

with her accent, her heavy salary and her lack of
[picture ambition, the producers found no spots for her.
She wasn't angr\'.
She wrote a sincere letter of thanks to Samuel Goldwyn for
all he had done for her
settled down, and became Mrs. Rod
in all,

—

La Rocque

in earnest.

She and Rod are happy.

When

he finishes his pictures they
rush oS to their retreat at Arrowhead Lake, and enjoy themselves.

X'ilma, at heart, is a good Hungarian housewife.
the curtain on a rich picture career.

Vilma's happy!

Down

goes

Then Colman went to Europe suddenly and in his excitement
remember to say good-bye to Gloria. Gloria cheerfully admitted that he didn't even call her up before he deforgot to

parted.

Pop! went another Hollywood rumor!

Now

the town has

settled disappointedly back in its chair to wait for a
more satisfactory topic of converation!

new— and

—

MAESheMURRA'Y has

just lost another court bout.
896,000 damage suit she had brought against
L. Eccles and J. ^L Ferguson, real estate dealers.
Miss Murray charged misrepresentation.
lost a

The costume ball of the future, or Cecil de
Mille seein' things again!
This mechanical
is the fancy dress ball held on board
a
Zeppelin
the old Plumbing-Master's new
picture, "Madame Satan."
Yes, sir— looks
like a genuine old-time de Mille orgy!
marvel

m

The press agent

slipped this under the door as a gag,
a piece of advice now! Polly Moran is about
a hunk of forbidden pie while in a hospital
recently. But we insist that the nurse on the right
be signed for pictures!

but

it's

to inhale

TT'S always

a tremendous pleasure to record a generous
J-and gentle act performed by a star without the slightest
thought of personal gain.
This happened when John Boles was making a personal
appearance in Baltimore.
A bed-ridden old lady of
seventy-nine is an ardent admirer of John's. And there's
no chance of her ever seeing him on the screen again.
A friend plucked up courage and asked Boles if he would
mind calling on her. ' With pleasure," he said, and he did call,
bringing untold pleasure to the heart of his aged fan.
Not a word about this leaked out in Baltimore, nor has it
since.
But I can't resist telling you of John's generous, thought_

ful act.

'T^HERE

quite a definite rumor floating around that
Garbo's next picture will be "CamiUe."
Greta is alluringly thin and certainly could put over this
old war-horse of a story in a convincing manner.
is

JACQUELINE LOGAN

sends us a few notes on the activities
London.
making quite a hit in British pictures for the
Gainsborough Company, and her old journalistic training is
called into play in a scenario she has written for Sono Art.
Her
story is called "Sawdust and Satin."
Ronald Colman, says Miss Logan, tried to slip quietly into
London, but it was no go.
He's so tremendously popular in his homeland that, in order
to get a little peace and quiet, he had to announce that
he had
gone to France!
The star of the moment has been Marie Dressier. She made
a personal appearance at the London Empire, where " Caught
Short" was being shown, and was nearly bowled over by an
of our friends in
Jackie herself is

ovation.

Bobbies were needed to escort Marie through the

mob

of

fans.

Dennis King upset the fans in London, where he is playing in
"The Three Musketeers," by saying he was disappointed in his
picture, "The Vagabond King." He let this fall at its opening,
when he appeared in person.
And Douglas Fairbanks, during his English stay, said he
would like to live in England at least part of the tirne.
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TDEBE DANIELS,

previous to her recent marriage, was the
J-'most showered upon young woman in Hollywood.
Those
stunning pre-nuptial affairs on which the society
editors dote
just about wore Bebe down to her warp and
woof[

At the first shower Bebe found a lovely present from
Ben
She thanked him for it and thought it was rather sweet.
At the
next shower there was a present from Ben. That
evening she
said: "It was nice of you, dear, to send me
something, but vou
don t really have to."
Ben looked puzzled. "Really?" he said. "Why, I thought
the groom was always supposed to send presents
when the girls
gave showers for you."

CE\'ERAL years ago Bebe and Marion Davics decided that
go in for a little plain and fancy sewing and
agreed that they wouldn't buy a single dress, but would
make
all of each other's clothes.
Marion created a bright red moire
evening gown for Bebe. It didn't quite meet across one
side so
Marion attached a wreath of black velvet roses. The effect
was
spectacular, if nothing else.
A few nights later Marion asked Bebe to a dinner party.
".\nd I thought," said Marion, "that vou might wear your
new
Wthey would

red dress."

" Er— why— yes," said Bebe, "that would be fine.
\\\m are
you having at your party?"
Marion was amazed. "Why, you've never asked me that
before," she said.
"But I'm only having two other people
whom you know very well."
Bebe heaved a sigh of relief. "Oh, that's lovely." And she
wore the dress for the first and last time.
However, since then Marion has learned to sew and makes

perfectly beautiful dresses.
Some of (the loveliest things in Bebe's wardrobe have been

made by Marion.

"

picture we've ever found of
a first-line director moving hundreds of people
Raoul Walsh, with arm
in a big outdoor scene
raised, bossing an episode in his latest open air
At his right is Archie Buchanan,
spectacle.
always his chief assistant

The most dramatic

!

Two Ben Alexanders, both great. Left, at 19, in
the character he plays so magnificently in "All
Quiet on the Western Front." Right, at 5, as the
wonder-child in that other fine war film, Griffith's
"Hearts of the World"

you!''
By this time Rube was all worked up. He had
visions of lire, flood and earthquake.
"What is it? tell me the worst!"
"Oh h, jMr. Goldberg I'm so sorry they forgot to

—

fill

—

—

your fountain pen

this

—

morning!"

come and go, but the old master, D. W.
WELL, theyremains
an interesting and fascinating
Griffith,

EVERYBODY

expected that Colleen Moore's divorce from
John McCormick would hit her hard. Certainly the two
loved each other devotedly.
But Colleen has set up an atmosphere of brUliance about her
and is not letting the world know how she feels about the
matter.

She is entertaining regularly with luncheons, tennis parties
and buffets and is, to the casual observer, always the gayest of
the gay.

COLLEEN
she

may

has not yet made a new
be resting through the summer.

picture affiliation

and

The supposition is that there are few companies which know
how to pay a star twelve thousand five hundred a week and
still make money on the picture.
There are still rumors that Colleen may sign with United
Artists, where she takes her chance on the earnings.

of the making of "Abraham Lincoln"
aftermath.
On this picture Griffith worked like a fiend. He turned out
the job in twenty-nine shooting days, and with somewhat less
money than he had expected. He has no illusions. He somehow felt that this might be his last great job and he wanted
A fitting e.xit for the first of the
it to be a glorious one.

Hear the story

figure.

— and

its

—

giants!

When it was over, the Old Fox of Mamaroneck was ninetenths dead. He w^ent away to Texas to rest. No doubt, while
there, he thought of the rush and frenzy of making his talking
"Lincoln" and wondered what it would turn out to be. How
they'd like it. Whether or not it would satisfy him when he

—

saw

again.
Well— that's about
it

wanted

many stories are told about the raw treatment accorded
SONew
York celebrities when they report for work at Hollywood

studios that

example

we were delighted

Goldberg, nationally known cartoonist, arrived
on the Fox lot to aid in the making of his picture, "Soup to
Nuts," he was handed one of the only two vacant bungalows
at the Hollywood studio (Bee Lillie drew the other). There
was much bowing and scraping on the part of the studio yesmen, and Mr. Goldberg was made to feel that he was a person
of no small importance.
But the climax came when one of the underlings rushed up to
him with a terror-stricken countenance and wailed: '"Oh, Mr.

—

It said that
of L^nited Artists.
Griffith could work as long as he

to!

Who said you couldn't teach an old dog new stunts?
has probably whipped the microphone to death!
"\rOU

of solicitude.

—

Except that one morning a wire

Griffith

to discover the following

When Rube

—

your bungalow I'm so sorrv
''There, there," said Rube, "what's happened?''

Goldberg

all.

came from Joe Schenck, head
the picture was great, and that

"Oh, Mr. Goldberg— it'll never happen again

—

I

promise

probably won't believe

this,

and we wouldn't blame

^ you at all for that matter, but "Ginger" Rogers, Paramount's new discovery on view in "Young Man of Manhattan," is married to a feUow named Pepper.
We've restrained ourself from any reference to a "spicy
marriage" since "Ginger" gets awfully mad if anyone calls
her "Ginger" Pepper.

AN

all-star cast testified in Los Angeles municipal court the
other day against a Hindu "love seer" whose name was
Raw and whose actions, it is charged, were the same.
Raw, defending himself, asserted he was intimately acquainted with Mary Pickford and [ please turn to pace 86 1
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The girl who didn't want to be known just as the
daughter of a beauty! Leila Hyams and her
parents, John T. Hyams and Leila Mclntyre,
famous in the vaudeville world

Daughter

of a

Beauty

By
the daughter of one of the most beauSHE'Swomen
on the vaudeville stage — and
tiful

she's

one of the

leading

women

loveliest

and most promising

film role— the lead with
Kickofif."

first real

Robert

'The

in pictures.

But she got her start in public life by posing for
advertisements because she didn't want to capitalize on the name and fame of her mother, Leila
Mclntyre! That spunk and independence no doubt had a lot
to do with Leila Hyams' rapid rise in pictures
ix>r that, indeed,
is our heroine's name.
The talkies have only made her climb the faster and more

Cranford

—

interesting.

George Walsh

in

After that, it was all berries and cream for the
gorgeous blonde. Leila is a knockout, there's no

denying
ful_

that.

Even

blondes are just

in

Hollywood, where beautiwith light-colored hair,

girls

something to look at long, lingeringlv and
lovingly. Why, a noted portrait painter once called her""lhc
golden girl"— which is really a grand name for this doll wilh
the golden hair, the golden-cream complexion, and the goldin
lashes about those intriguing eyes of hers.
Leila

is

The role in "The Kickoff led to better and better things.
Her hrst real recognition came in reward for her work as leading
lady opposite William Haines in ".\lias Jimmy Valentine."
Leila is bound to make good, though.
Besides her beautv,
she's got acting ability. Inherited, a great deal of it, of course.
'

For good work in a long run of rather ordinary parts she was
given the ingenue lead in "The Big House"— that MetroGoldwyn-Mayer picture of prison life that bids fair to be something of a sensation.
For a girl of Leila's temperament, it was a tough break to be
born the daughter of important people. Her dad was John
Hyams, and Hyams-and-McIntyre is a name combination that
means a lot in vaudeville and stage life. But Leila didn't want
to cash in on being their daughter. She is the sort of girl who
wants to be something for herself.
She could have gotten a good job merely for the asking, from
friends of her parents. As a matter of fact, she didl William
Collier— father, not son— who knew Papa Hvams and Mama
Mclntyre-Hyams even before they married, gave daughter
Leila a role in his play, "Going "Crooked."
Leila knew he
handed her the part merely because she was her parents' child,
and it peeved her. So she started out for herself.

Xyf ODELING

was her entree into capitalizing on her inViheritcd beauty. Leila didn't want to cash in on her mother's
fame, but the mother's beauty was reflected in the daughter,
and she couldn't help cashing in on that. Modeling wasn't any
too lucrative, though, and Leila had to live in a cheap hotel
while she posed for pictures— and occasionally got a job as
an
extra in films. Her income was so small that she had to mend
and press her few dresses constantly to keep up appearances.
Then a call came to her from a studio — came without her
having to haunt casting olikcs to get it. And it resulted in her
J.

And then, when she was just a kid, she used to sit in the wings
and watch her parents and the other acts on the bill. .\nd.
being brought up in the theater, she absorbed the technique of
the actor naturally. She used to act in kid theatricals— she and
Fred Stone's daughter, Dorothy, and the Collier kid. Buster,
and Fred Niblo. They rigged up a theater in Dorothv's attic
in .^mityville, where they lived.
Leila used to get into Fred
Stone's scarecrow costume from "The Wizard of Oz."

T

EILA'S greatest pride, aside from her success, is the fact
-L-'that she made that success as herself, and not as "Leila
Mclntyre's kid."
And that's something to say in Hollywood, where two of the
favorite gods are "Pull" and' "Influence," according to which
side of the tracks you happen to come from!
By this time the whole world is familiar with the part that
"pull" has played in many a picture career. We've all seen the
wheels greased and the road rolled for manv an aspiring starlet.
None of this for lovely Leila! She's where she is— all on her
own!
Well, you never can tell!
Young Leila's parts keep getting
better and better, and her beauty is superb. I don't think Leila
Mclntyre will feel badly when someone says, some day, " Meet
Leila

Hyams" mother!"

!

Why

—

and the reason he didn't
go back to Sweden. If you
is, read the story.
Oh, read it anyway

Nils Asther

Nils Did
TV^/Want to Go Back

OXLY

than two years ago
Nils -Esther's future was the most brilliant in all Hollywood.
Rumor had it that he was being
groomed as a rival to the then ruling king, Jack
a

little less

want

to

don't

know who she

By
Janet
French

Gilbert.

Certainly he had already produced that cerbrand of hysteria that bespeaks the entrance of a new star.
Fan letters poured in by the hundreds of thousands.
Wherever Nils went he was recognized, until he was to be
found only in the most secluded and out of theway restaurants.
.Autograph seekers besieged him wherever he showed his face.
He bade fair to become one of the most glamorous of all the
male stars. In a day when democracy, bounding .\mericanism
and reg'lar fellers were at their peak (as they still are), Nils
stood out as the type of man who could inspire old-fashioned
tain

matinee idolatry.

He was exciting, mysterious, handsome, eccentric, romantic
and dramatic. His past was as colorful as a Mexican sunset.
Strange and vivid stories were whispered about him, and the
aloofness which he affected only added to his Nordic charm.
All the old prophets said that nothing could stop the boy,
that he would become as fantastically brilliant as the Latin
N'alcntino and would be adored in much the same way.
When these things were pointed out to Nils he merely
shrugged his shoulders. For, ever since his arrival in this
country, he had been as unhappy as a revolutionist in a drawing

room.
Nils complained of Hollywood.
He didn't like the hailfellow-well-met attitude he found everywhere. He was restless.
He couldn't discover friends who satisfied him, or work that
was interesting. Being classed as a great lover was torture.
The cut and driqd routine of American pictures bored him.
Nowhere could he find peace of mind. He had one great desire
to return to Sweden and be more or less contented again.
And then came the talkies. Nils was idle for months, and at
last things happened to his contract.
By mutual agreement it

—

was not renewed and he was free.
Everybody said that he would go back to Sweden. Now was
his chance. Now he would not be tempted by a large salary to

stay in a country that he could not understand
and that could not understand him.
And what happened? Nils did not go back.
Instead he remained and did what the hangerson of the film colony usually do. He made a
personal appearance tour! The great dramatic
actor appeared in American picture theaters and
clowned with the masters of ceremonies! And, upon his return
to Hollywood, he took a home at Malibu Beach and sat waiting
lor something to happen.
You expected something else of Nils Asther. You rather
thought that he would make some dramatic gesture with his
life.
Hurl some strange defiance in the teeth of the producers
declaim some famous last word and depart. Instead he sat,
waiting to work in American pictures! At least that is what he
appeared to be doing. But in order to understand his attitude
you must understand the infinite patience of the Swedes and
the artistic ideals of this strange man called Asther.
Now,
the sort of pest who is always going around reminding people of what they have once said. I've an appallingly
good memory, and if ever anybody remarks to me in 1924, "I
don't like sweet potatoes" and I discover the person eating them
in 19.^0. I'm sure to recall the fact brightly and ask for an

Tm

explanation.

REMEMBERED

that Nils had once confided to me that
he wanted to return to Sweden, that he was unhappy in
couldn't
let this pass unchallenged, when the
and I
.\merica
months dragged on and he did not return.
So, fixing him with my most steely gaze, I said, " Now, why
"
didn't you go back home?
He was ama/.ed. " But I am at home," he said, " I've got my
citizenship papers. This is my home."
"In Hollywood?" I questioned. "You're staying on in
Hollywood? You're waiting around for something to happen
like all the rest of the actors?"

I

—

" Yes,!' said Nils.

swell misery? What about all your
Don't tell me you've gone Pollyanna!"
ple.ase turn to p.\oe 100 1
"I'm happy now," said Nils.

"But what about your
unhappiness?

[

THE NATIONAL GUIDE TO MOTION PICTURES

The

Shadow
Stage
THE BIG HOUSE—M-G-M

nPHE Big House," based on the original story by Frances
X Marion, finds its inspiration in tlie prison riots which
have colored the daily press

recently.
a gripping presentation of the psychological drama
underlying prison breaks.
The three central figures are
Kent Marhncc, a boy jailed on a manslaughter charge as a
result of a drunken automobile crash (Robert Montgomery),
Biilch, a hardboiled killer with more brawn
than brain
It

A

Review of the

New

Pictures

is

(Wallace Beery), and Morgan (Chester Morris), forger and

gentleman crook, who falls in love with Marlowe's sister
goes straight and turns out the best man of the lot. The cast
includes Lewis Stone, George Marion,
J. C. Nugent, DeWitt
Jennings, Karl Dane and Leila Hyams.
The picture is masterly and intelligent entertainment.

WITH BYRD AT THE SOUTH POLE-Pm amount
something
HERE
picture writer
is

far greater in scope than any motion
can write for the screen.
Here is heroism, here is self-sacrifice, here is patriotism
here is adventure, with death hovering every
minute over
the devoted little band of Antarctic explorers that
followed
Commander Richard E. Bvrd literally to the end of the

earth.

^

HOLIDAY—Pathe

A NN HARDING,

Pathe's da/.zhng blonde from the
Vstage, after a couple of hopeful tries in
the talkie line, at
last comes into her own in this
e.xcellent picture.
They gave her a tremendous part, and she fills everv
inch
^""^'^ '^"'''""' daughter of the verv rich, whose
,-r
whole life
IS rebellion against the golden
bar's of her little
social world, Miss Harding does
brilliantly.
-^

u\

She is helped
by an unusually fine cast. In fact, Mary Astor,
as her soulvery nearly carries off the picture. Robert
Ames
Monroe Ows ey, William Holden and Edward
Everett

less sister,

llorton are

all

perfectly cast.

This is as fine a piece of high comedy,
with tragic overones as the talking screen has yet held.
Another iustification for the mike— and another
for the talented Harding.
64-

To call it thrilling would not only be inadequate. It
would be sdly. Two of Paramount's crack cameramen went
along with Byrd, one of them Hying with him over the Pole
itself.

When the picture shows the plane leaving Little America
the last camp, for the final dash, Floyd Gibbons'
voice
comes in to describe the action, and when you see Commander Byrd drop the American flag, laden with a stone
from Floyd Bennett's grave, onto the Pole, you are witnessing one of the most heroic achievements in history.
Another episode which will make you gasp ij that in which
the occupants of the plane face the seemingly impassable
barriers, jettison their only food supply, and dash
ice tops thousands oi" feet above
sea level.
Then the hazardous flight back. Food gone, wind risine
will the gas last?

mountain

through a crevice of jagged

It will

make you prcud

of

humanity.

—

SAVES YOUR PICTURE TIME

AND MONEY

Month
WITH BYRD AT THE SOUTH POLE
ROMANCE
THE BIG HOUSE
THE UNHOLY THREE
HOLIDAY
The

Best Pictures of

tlie

GRUMPY
The Best Performances

of the

Month

"Romance"
"Romance"
Robert Montgomery in "The Big House"
Chester Morris in "The Big House"
Bernice Claire in "The Toast of the Legion"
Ann Harding in "HoHday"
Greta Garbo in
Lewis Stone in

Mary Astor in "Holiday"
Lon Chaney in "The Unholy Three"
Norma Shearer in "Let Us Be Gay"

Edmund Lowe

"Good

in

Bebe Daniels
Cyril

Maude

in
in

Intentions"

THE UNHOLY THREE~M-G-M

"Dixiana"

"Grumpy"

Casts of all photoplays reviewed ivill be

thing about
THE
Lon Chaney's natural voice

found on page 140

finest
this picture is that it discloses
just exactly as it should be
deep, vibrant, and perfectly poised.
chaney followers have eagerly awaited his first talking
picture.
Besides this, the silent version of "The Unholy
Three" was one of Chaney's best, so this production was

warmly

anticipated.

In the role of the sinister ventriloquist, Chaney uses five
voices, those of the barker, the ventriloquist, the dummy,
the feminine voice of the old woman, and the imitation of
the parrot. He actually docs this, but the deeply satisfying

thing through it all is his own voice.
A splendid cast supports, but Lila Lee's work as the crook,
Rosie, is excellent. You'll get thrills a-plenty!

ROMANCE— M-G-M
sweet warmth
the word
THE
Garbo has caught
and made
of

rich,

"romance"

— Greta

the very essence of
as fine a characterization as she has ever done.
It makes no difference whether you're a Garbo fan or not,
you'll love Rila Cavallini, the worldly yet w'omanly singer,
as Garbo makes her live again in this phonoplay version of
the story so popular on the stage and silent screen.
Comparisons are called odious. Rather, they're foolish.
Whether Garbo is better in this than Doris Keane was, is,
None can say
after all, a matter of individual judgment.
that herein Garbo has not achieved magnificent heights of
portrayal without a single marring touch of histrionics. Her
Cavallini is as adorable a woman as the screen has known.
Lewis Stone, as her current protector, is a sophisticate and
a gentleman. .•\ less e.xperienced player might have brought
hatred to the character. Stone makes it finely sympathetic.
Such criticism as may be aimed at this picture will likely
find its mark in Gavin Gordon's conception of the character
of the young minister to whom Cavallini opens the doors of
greater understanding.
Gordon plays the role with much
harshness and with little humanity. It is hard to believe
that Cavallini would fall in love with a man whose soul holds
so little sweetness.
It is a grand picture.
A picture to stir the emotions
it ail,

deeply

it

— nothinghasbeen spared to make

it

pictorially perfect.

GRUMPY— Paramount
the screen
most lovable old crab takes
THE — and grouches
way into your heart as he did
to

stage's

last

his

at
in

the theater.
One could write a mess of pedantic twaddle about howmuch this sort of thing means to the screen. Of course it
does but equally important and vastly more pertinent is
the fact that here's a grand piece of entertainment. Too
many people misbelieve that "Grumpy" is just a sloppily
sentimental thing about an old man. Wrong! for in addition to the sheer delight of Cyril Maude's characterization,
the plot packs a kick like a mule.
Naturally, Maude gives one of the performances of screen
history. And there's no flaw in cast or production, with your
Phillips Holmes taking second honors.

—

—
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Here's Your

Monthly Shopping

HELL'S

List!
THE TOAST
OF THE
LEGION—

ANGELS—
Caddo

Productions

First National

HELL'S

ANGELS," which took three years and several
lives to make, is sorely handicapped. Only in spots is it
great, notably in the immensity and daring of its flving stuff.
Ben Lyon and James Hall, as the brothers, are splendid. Jean
Harlow, newcomer,

tries

hard with an unsympathetic

The

rest of the cast is fine.
Now. don't mistake.
Angels'' is worth seeing. But v$4,000,OnO worth?

role.

''Hell's

A

FTER twenty-five years of vigorous life, "Mile. Modiste,"
-^
»-\'ictor Herbert's famous operetta, conies to the
singing
screen under this name.
The great "Kiss Me Again" show
is a beauty in the new medium, all in
Technicolor, with good
voices singing the pretty tunes.
Bernice Claire scores heavily
the Fritzi Scheff role, and others are Walter Pidgeon,
June
Collyer and Edward Everett Horton.

m

QUEEN

SO THIS

HIGH—

A N

Fox

comedy—lots of laughs, pk'nt\- of pretty
and some nice tunes. This sort of thing is the screen's
the light musical line.
Charlie Ruggles and Frank
Morgan are responsible for the chuckles, and Ginger Rogers'
youth and charm are swell. Others who make this an unusually
happy film are Stanley Smith, Nina Olivette and Helen
Carrington.
i

ace musical

Vgirls

hope

in

WILL ROGERS

The

among

the English

droll Will

is

toffs, with sideat his funniest as the

about

this

mad

picture.

BRIGHT
LIGHTS—
First National

A NOTHER sophisticated drama
"The

Divorcee."

that mal.c.s

a

grand followShearer

How unattractive Norma

herself early in this picture

and how beautiful she becoinesl Mane Dressier gives another fine
characterization, and
Gilbert Emery and Rod La Rocquc plav important
parts
After this Norma need not fear that her fans will
forget her
while she is off the screen for the blessed event.

5G

loose

American who gets unhappily mixed up with a flock of antiAmerican Britons. There is a tender love storv, too, with
Frank Albertson and Maureen O'SuUivan. Other grand actors
arc Irene Rich and Lumsden Hare. Rogers fans will be mad

LET US
BE GAY—

""Pf'ir

is

splitting results.

M-G-M

makes

IS

LONDON—

Paramount

we know why Dorothy Mackaill spent so much time
was so she might out-hula the best of

N0\\'
in Honolulu.
H

them.
And she does it in "Bright Lights." This musical
extravaganza, with original music, is entirely Technicolor, and
gives both Dorothy and Frank Fay a fine opportunity. The
result is delightful. Even though Dorothy broke a rib in making this, we think it is worth it.

The
<;OOD

First and

Best Talkie Reviews!
MIDMGHT

NEWS

MYSrERY—

M-G-M

Radio Futures

THIS one,

like the

pardon from the governor, came too

late.

stolen so many limes that now it's
no longer news. But it is done in a sprightly manner and if
Varsity
Drag so often that you're bored,
the
seen
you haven't
It is college run rampant, with Bessie Love,
you'll love it.
Stanley Smith, Mary I.awlor, Lola Lane and Ukelele Ike

"Good News" has been

helping

it

run.

w;

ll.Rl'.IX a practical joker frames a fake murder to
cure his thrill-loving fianct'e of a mystery story complex.
The murder turns out to be real, and the fun-loving youth
almost kids his wa\- into the chair. The cast includes Betty
Compson.as a female combination of Edgar Wallace and Sherlock Holmes; Hugh Trevor, as her playful fiance, and Lowell
Sherman as the villain. Fair entertainment.

DIXIANA—

THE OTHER

TOMORROW

Radio Pictures

--First

National

is here involved in a triSouth, sah! The story is all
broken out with heavy drama, but Billie is so beautiful and
well-gowned and the supporting cast so serious and vigorous
that the end of entertainment is fairly well served. The two
gentlemen involved over Billie are Grant Withers and Kenneth

THIS

Thomson.

j-ou will

ever-gorgeous
THE
angular love

Billie

Dove

affair set in the

GOOD

screen operetta, for which Harry Ticrncy has written
delightful music, is a grand spectacle. And it doesn't stop

Everett Marshall, of Metropolitan fame, makes his
at that.
screen debut, and proves he has both voice and personality.
.\nd Bebe Daniels is at her best as a circus girl of old New
Orleans. With Mardi Gras in Technicolor and negro spirituals,

be charmed by

this.

DUMBBELLS
/.V ERMINE—

IN-

TENTIONS^

Warners

Fox

BLOOD-AN'-THUNDER

mellerdrammer

in

swell clothes!

another crook thriller, but so well
done that it's a fine piece of entertainment. Edmund Lowe
is great as the master-bandit who falls in love with the society
no, he does NOT reform! Instead, he and the story
girl and
come to a logical ending in an exciting climax with a bullet

"Good Intentions"

—

for

the final period.

is

KONG

again! The studios can't
as a prize fighter and
Jimmv Gleason as his trainer. The story concerns the more
amorous side of fisticuffs. The awfully nice little girl tries to be

ROBKRl"

.\RMS

forget "Is Zat

I

So?"

is

at

it

Hence Bob

bad and is aided by a modern grandmother. That's Beryl
Mercer and she's swell. It's a funny picture with gobs of
please turn' to p.^ge 80 ]
elegant lines.
I
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Would You Like
JSfew Nose?
How

By
Harry Lang

V

mg

a

Hollywood submits

to
the knife of the plastic surgeon
in the name of Beauty

IVIENNE SEGAL flashes across a Hollywood movie screen, and in the audience a man
whispers to his companion:
''
See her? Well, that's my nose she's wear-

.

Cryptic? Yes— until you understand that this man
Dr. Josif Ginsburg, one of the "Beauty-Makers of
Holl_vwood. " He is a young Russian, a' war-taught
is

plastic surgeon.
He isone of that limited group of practitioners who,
with knives, acids, and uncanny electrical and mechanical devices, have re-made the faces and even the figures of so many screen luminaries that you can no

longer be sure where God left off and the surgeon began his handiwork!
Dr. Ginsburg alone, in five years in Hollywood, has
operated on no fewer than si.x hundred movie people!
There are others of his profession among them most
notably, Drs. W. E. Balsinger, H. O. Barnes, T. Floyd
Brown, and R. B. Griffith— in movieland. Altogether,
figures show, these plastic operators have remodeled
more than two thousand faces for the screen.
Of course, it stands to reason that only a small percentage of these thousands are stars. But the stars
are among them. You'd be surprised at the famous
names whose screen beauty is synthetic; who have had

—

new chins, pinned-back ears, face
deep acid peels, fat removals, and other operahands of these specialists in putting beauty
where it isn't!
nose corrections,

lifts,

tions at the

A RE these people wrong?

By no means. They are

Vright. Their faces and their voices are their stock
in trade. They have as much right to try to
perfect
their faces for their business as they have to take
voice
culture.
-^

If we could look into the records, we would
probably find as many
York society women in the
plastic surgeons' consulting rooms.

New

^Among the women whose names stand out are Mollie
O'Day, Bebe Daniels, Fannie Brice, Ruth Tavlor,
Helen Ferguson, Lola Todd, \"irginia Brown Faire.

And

the

men go

for

it,

too!

Consider Georgic Price,

Paul Lukas, LeRoy Mason, Georges Carpentier'and
Jack
Dcmpsey.
Telling the actual names of all the stars who have been to
the
plastic surgeon is an impossible task.
They won't admit it
except in a few isolated instances. Time was when a visit
to the
plastic surgeon was considered as great a secret
as to get
married, in filmland. It's only lately that a few of
them are
beginning, not only to admit that' they've had
their faces
bettered, but to even go so far as publicly to announce
it.
And, of course, the surgeons themselves keep their operating
room secrets sacred. The ethics of the profession are strict.
In only two ways does knowledge of a plastic
operation ordinarily come to light. One is for the patient himself
to tell about

G8

It, or authorize the doctor to.
The other is when an operation
goes wrong, and a face-ruined patient seeks redress in the
courts. This story will deal with those cases as well
as those
where beauty has been found. But in all fairness to the surgeons, this must be borne in mind:
That for every court case of plastic scandal that receives
publicity, there have been hundreds of successful operations
which remain an inviolate secret between the surgeon and his
patient. It is not fair to condemn the plastic surgeons, whose
success could be attested by the biggest figures in lilmdom if
only they would admit it, because of the few cases that went
wrong.
What is the most frequent plastic operation in filmland?

Over 2,000 of our
faces shuffled

and

and

reassenjh/ed for the screen

"Correcting bad noses," face-doctors unhesitatingly answer.
The camera has a fiendishly keen eye. It catches and magniAnd here's
fies defects that the human eye does not notice.
another thing to remember that the average movie close-up
presents a star's face fourteen times magnified! There isn't a
facial blemish or mark that can well escape that treatment. A
slight bump on the nose assumes the proportions of Mount Everest. A button at the end of a nose, which might look merely pert
to the eye, looks like a jelly doughnut in the close-up. A tiptilted nose, instead of being cute, looks like a rain catcher.
Take Fannie Brice. On the stage, the nose God gave her got
by easily. But on the screen well, Fannie had it trimmed a bit.
Bebe Daniels took her nose to the surgeon, too. Bebe was
alwavs pretty, but since she's had the tiniest little revision at

—

—

the tip of her nose, she's prettier yet.

—

Here's another case or rather, a double case: The contrastBoth were
ing episodes of Belle Baker and \ivicnne Segal.
among the stage stars who heard the golden call of the talkies.
Up to then, the pictures needed only beauty, and could find
plentv of it. " But with the advent of the talkies," explains Dr.
Ginsburg, "the need arose for talented singers and dancers. The
screen found them on the stage— but found, too, that God had
given them talent but forgot about their faces."
Belle Baker and Vivienne Segal came to Hollywood. Both of
them had noses that didn't photograph well. Vivienne's was
too much of an incurve; Belle's was on the outcurve rnodel.
Both registered splendidly in their voice tests, but not in the
lens test.

had

stars

near-stars have

their

Baker thought it over, and decided to do nothing about
She's not in pictures any more. Vivienne Segal, on the
other hand, decided that no nose was going to cheat her out of
He took a piece of cartisuccess. She went to Dr. Ginsburg.
lage out of her ear, and put it where her nose was swaybacked.
Now she has contracts for five pictures ahead.
Do you remember Gloria Swanson's nose when she was a
Sennett bathing beauty? Recall how pronounced the up-tilt
was? There's no available record that she ever underwent a
plastic operation, and yet the nose looks different today. There
are other screen figures whose photographs show a difference
between now and then.
Harry J^ichman's nose, since he went into pictures, doesn't
look like it did. Dr. Balsinger removed a lump from Helen
Ferguson's nose. He gave Jack Dempsey the facial adornment
Belle

it.

which sports-writers call the mauler's putty nose, although it
isn't putty at all! Georges Carpentier, when he went into films,
had to have his glove-flattened nose made over, and Dr.
Ginsburg did it fur him.
X'irginia

Brown

Fairc had her nose straightened in 1927.

an extra girl who couldn't get work because
her nose looked "funny" on the screen, so she had it fixed and
Le Roy Mason, who had trouble
got more jobs afterward.
getting film jobs, finally had his pugilistic style nose rebuilt and
now works steadily. Paul Lukas had the tip of his nose narrowed and won a contract with Paramount for reward.
Richard Di.x's nose today isn't the same as it was when he
please turn to page 102 )
first began starring in pictures.

Marie

Wood was

[
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Readers

must U^in

Gold/
complete address is written on, or attached to.
your en ry; that your entry ,s securely packed
to guard against damage in transit; and that it

The Rules Are
Seventy cash prizes

be

will

Photophv Magazine,

paid

by

as follows:

First Prize

$1,000.00
750.00
500.00
300.00
200.00

Second Prize
Third Prize
Fourth Prize
Fifth Prize

Twenty-five Prizes of $50
1,250.00
^ each
Forty Prizes of $25 each 1,000.00

2•

In four issues

(tlie

June, July, .\ugust

and September numbers)

Mag\2Ine

Photoplay

publishing cut puzzle pictures of
well-known motion picture actors and actresses.
Eight complete cut puzzle pictures appear
in
each issue. Each cut puzzle picture will
consist of the lower face and
shoulders of one
player, the nose and eyes of another,
and the
upper face of a third. When cut apart
and
properly assembled, eight complete
portraits
may be produced. S.S.000.00 in prize= as
is

specilicd in rule

Xo.

1, will

be paid to the per-

sons sending in the nearest correctly
named and
most neatly arranged set of thirty-two
por^
traits

2 Do not submit any solutions or answers
* until after the fourth set
of cut puzzle
pictures has appeared in the September
issue
Assembled puzzle pictures must be submitted
sets of thirty-two only.
Identifying names
should be written or typewritten below
each
assembled portrait. .\t the conclusion of
the
contest all pictures should be sent to

m

PICTURE PUZZLE EDITORS,

Magvzi.ve
Chicago, lU.

7.S0

North

"

carries sufficient postage to avoid delay.

oimple
1

n

In the case of ties for any of the prizes
'
offered the full amount of the prize tied
for will be given to each tyin"
contestant

CUT

Phot<,pi vy

Michigan Avenue,
Be sure that your full name and

A^

Contestants can obtain help in solving
•• the cut puzzle pictures
by carefully
studying the poems appearing below the
pictures in each issue.
Each eight-line verse
refers to the two sets of cut puzzle pictures
appearing directly above it. The si.\-linc verse
applies generally to the four sets on
Bear in mind that it costs absolutely
enter this contest.
Indeed, the
purely an amusement. You do not

that page.
nothing"to
contest"

is

need to be
a subscriber or reader of Photoplay
Magazlve
to compete.
V'ou do not have to buy a single
issue.
Vou may copy or trace the pictures
from the originals in Photoplxy Magazine
and assemble the pictures from the copies.

Copies of Photoplay

amined at the

Magazine may be

New York and

Chicago

ex-

offices of

the publication, or at public libraries,
free of
charge.

5.*

:'^*"''^

^™"' accuracy in assembling and

identifying cut puzzle pictures, neatness
in contestants' methods of submitting
solutions will be considered in awarding
prizes.

The

thirty-two cut puzzle pictures, or their

drawn duplicates, must be cut apart, assembled
and paste<l or pinned together, with the name
of the player written or typewritten
below.

The contest will close at midnight on
8. September 20th.
\\\ solutions received
from the time the fourth set of pictures appears
to the moment of midnight on September
?Otli
will be considered by the judges.
No responsibility in the matter of mail delays
or losses will
rest with Photoplay Magazine.
Send your
answers as soon as possible after the last set

of

cut puzzle pictures appears in the
September
issue, which will be for sale on the
newsstands
on or about .August l.Sth. The prize winners
will be announced in the January,
1931, issue
of Photoplay.

Q•

Because of the time and labor require.!
re-pack and re-ship thousands oi

to

entries,

it

will

be impossible to return any of

them.
They will be sent to hospitals and
orphanages to gladden the hearts of sick and
homeless children

Sll(r0P(fint7f
liggeSttOnS
V

Contestants should

study the poems appearing in connection with the cut puzzle pictures.
These are the indicators for identifying the
contest puzzle pictures and winning prizes.
It is suggested that contestants merely
pin
their solutions together until the four sets of
pictures are complete.
This will permit the
shifting and changing about of pictures as the
contest progresses— and will give time for

lengthy consideration and study.
Each cut puzzle picture is a portrait of a

^^*

The judges will be a committee of members of Photoplay Magazine's staff.

well-known motion picture actor or actress.

Their decision

will be final.
No relatives or
members of the household of anyone connected
with this publication can submit
solutions.
Otherwise, the contest is open to everyone
everywhere.
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ALL

I

know

Johnson
If

you

you

This

Way

are old

in

IS

that you are in ray arms," sings Reginald

"Madame

Denny to Kay
De Mille.

Satan," in process of manufacture by C. B.

enough to remember Wallace Reid

m

"The Woman God Forgot"

will notice a striking resemblance

to

Cut Puzzle

I urn

Over

—

!

Photoplay Magazine's

New

$5,000 Cut Puzzle Contest

vra» ^^^'
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Upper

Upper

—

The hair is twice married and not twenty-two
The eyes own a dear little Rirl.

The

hair has a

Ihe eyes

rhc mouth's a New Yt>rker. her orbs arc deep blue.
her red hair shows many a curi

llie

And

She

in

mouth

child— though

she's just

one herself-

'Peter Pan made good,
in the town of the gangsters was

s safer in

"

calm Hollywood!

Lower

bom

Lower

The hair is from Texas, her height is five-two.
The eyes were a social success;
The mouth in the state of mosquitoes was bom
But they didn't dare bite her. we Ruess!

The hair in a family of actors was raised
The eyes did their bit on the boards.
The mouth is unmarried though suitors

—

In legions, battalions

KESUME
rhrer o/ ihem are married, and tun wrre divorced
one girl has never been hatured

—

And

\nd each has had sudden

And
And

.niccesx

on the

screen.

a courage thai never has /altered
are mothers, and tuxj haiv hrown hairone ij a blonde and that baby is there!

Two oj them

—

and hordes.

she has

Complete Rules

Competition Appear on Page 60

for

Upper

Upper

The

—

The

from old Eneland he's Bnr-ain's great gifr,
eyes are a present from France^
what
mouth has ctj-starred with Joan Crawford

We

would

i'he

hair's

The
i'he

m

call his

own

special

hair's a six-footer, he's iusl twenty-two,
made their hit with a Cish;

eyes

—

a darker he's Spanish, no
He's the flappers' most ronrwntic wish!

The mouth was

i

less.

Lower

The hair is of brown, and he's happily wed.
The eves to Rex Ingram owe much
The mouth saw war service and earned a wound
And his acting few others can touch!

The hair has a voice that will make opera yet.
The eyes have a most famous dad.
The mouth as a singer of gallant, gay songs
Has made many talkie fans glad.
Just one
JuM one
And one

man

RESUME
was born m our own

U. S. A.,

—u unmarried,
should please many ardent young Jans—
—
—
to date.

this

separate, now. from his mate.
Two are very dark wf mean both eyes and hairf
And one, while not blond, ts decidedly /air.
/.(

stripe.

/J
Ov

ARBO doing a warmish love scene
/^
VJ
which

is

reviewed

in this issue

in

the set, caused by the battery of lights,
Mississippi, a stage actor

who

the filming and sounding of "Romance"

of Photoplay.
is

The

104 degrees.

got a real break in this, his

and abetting, while Clarence Brown bosses

actual temperature on

Gavin Gordon, from
first

picture,

is

aiding

—

The two Greta Garbos
history.

business.

At the

She

that

make up one

left is a plain girl,

likes children,

Garbo— glittering,

of the

most romantic and

glittering figures in all screen
lives her own life and minds her own
crowd.
At the right is the other
is timid in a

with simple tastes,

and funny

mysterious, exotic.
magnet that she

stories,

and

who

of the screen whose allure is so powerful a
talked about by millions of fans

The Greta
is

Garbo Thinks
of Hollywood

W4iat

A

WISE man
it

isn't

in one of hLs profound moments said that
what people sav that matters it is what the)'

—

.\nd it's lucky that this is so. For the actions of
Greta Garbo, even without the speech that she withholds so
energetically, gives us the key to the strange mosaic that is this
stranger woman from over the Northern sea.
It has been said of Garbo that the story of her conquest of
America is that of the neurotic triumphant.
Don't misunderstand the word "neurotic." .\ neurotic person is not always one given to neurotic tremors or other obvious
symptoms. A neurosis may often find its outlet in moodiness
aloofness and an escape into a dream world.
Kn escape into a dream world Or a world of the screen?
Could Garbo love Hollywood? Does it fit into the dream
world where she finds rest for her spirit? Instead of courting it,
she avoids and shuns it.
She takes no part in its life. The
beauties of our Western land leave her unmoved. She was not
even impressed by the noble, majestic Vosemite. She ordered
her chauffeur to drive faster through its glories.
''Those mountains are pretty high," was her comment.
The obvious thing to say is that she is

—

1

two personalities rolled into one.
There is that person up there on the
screen. And then there is the Swedish

Greta who likes her native food and loves ancho\nes,
always cold, suffers from insomnia, wears bedroom slippers
loves jazz music but hates dancing, is five feet,
scenes,
between
6 inches tall, weighs 125 pounds and wears size seven double-A
shoes, likes solid substantial furniture and hates feminine geegaws, but adores children, has a big heart>- laugh, likes to hear
funny stories, invests her money wisely and is frugal as a
Scotchman, but is terrified of meeting strange people and is
actually timid and embarrassed in a crowd.
The "screen Garbo is somebody else, a vague, exotic mystery
girl called
is

woman.
It is not true that the publicity department has built up a
Garbo myth, but it is true that the busy press-agents at MetroGoldwyn-Mayer have helped the idea along. .And the fact that
she does not grant interviews and that she draws within herself
and keeps secluded is as good a stunt as sending a lion around
the world. However, Garbo really IS mysterious, although she

hates the legend about herself.
What goes on within her mind as she paces up and down the
She may be
set, back and forth, you nor I will ever know.
She may only be
thinking the most profound of thoughts.
wondering if her herring will be chopped
properly for dinner.
It is more amusing to believe that she is contemplating

By Katherine Albert

life

and cosmic

love.
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The first time I saw her was a month or so after she had
She was just another stock actress on the lot and she
was bewildered.
She lookedat me with those strange, sad eyes and said, "Oh,
arrived.

_

so beeg. In my poor leetle country the studios'
dey are not so beeg.
leetle country is a sad leetle country'
Here everyone says, Hello, you feel goot? Even the mothers
dey say to the leetle children, Darling, are you happv? When
I have children of my own I
will say to dem, 'Darling, are
you happy?' I like that."
But she didn't like Hollydis studio,

it is

My

'

'

'

'

So they clung to her while she spoke tenderly
of my "poor
country and could find no joy in the bright,
hot'davs of

leetle

and the teeming, happv life of the studio
But Garbo has remained in HoUywood. She
made but one
Sweden and returned. She is not ready to

California
trip to

there to hve. So how has she adjusted
herself?
Since one cannot talk to her one can
onlv surmise
feels by the gestures she makes. If
you believe your

|

Next Month —

Photoplay

begins a series of stories
Private Life of Greta
Garbo." It is the most intimate insight into the home life and friendships of this famous screen star ever
written. Do not miss it for it is full of
titled

activities.

Apparently Garbo didn't

like

"The

anything.
She was utterly
miserable and utterly lost. Because of the publicity that was
sent out about her, she began
receiving fan letters before she
appeared on the screen. Once
she said, "But who are dese
people who write to me? Dey
not know
„„ .,,^_
me Perhaps I am
J do ..„
'
""
" '
very bad girl
Perhaps
dey would not like to get letter from

—

—

'

"

me."

"And what do you do with the letters?" I asked.
"I throw dem all away." Thus she dispensed with a sacred
gesture of stardom.
She pined, in those days, for Sweden. "Here it is so beeg "
was her constant complaint. She begged to be allowed to go
back home never to return, but the studio was beginning
to
realize that they had in her a rare property that would,
perhaps
develop into one of the greatest personalities of the
screen.

how

she

copy book,

i

wood. She was bewildered by
it.
She would take to her heart
none of its people. The other
actresses tried to be nice to her.
She smiled her wan little smile
and kept away from all their

go back

— Surprises

these actions speak louder than
words.
Now the great Garbo walks
on the set. She is always on
time. They have no difficulty
with her and, although she has
been credited with the words,

time and time again, she has
never said, "I t'ank I go home."
There is always a great deal
of fuss about Garbo on the set.

There

is

a little flurry of excite-

ment when she comes among
the workers. When she does a
great emotional scene black
flats are set up around her to
^^ard off the prying eyes of the
electricians, prop bovs and

^others. The greatest o'f direc,,.
<,xtors says .1,
to her,
Now, Miss Garbo, are you comfortable? Do
you think this scene should be played like this or
do ^you feel it
another

way.-*

And when

these things happen, one look at
Garbo's face will
tell you what is going on in
her mind.
A little amused
whimsical smile plays across her features.
She looks at the
director, almost with disgust and with
a great deal of ironic
humor. She knows that only a few years ago
she was a little
nobody.

She is secretly amused at all the ballyhoo
about herself The
glamor that has been thrown up
[ ple.ase turn to p.^ge 120
J

^jch&rd Barthelmess is a star afraid to share his spotlight
with a couole of
f f^'^^^'
pals!
When Dick started "The Dawn Patrol," two good-looking leaZe
men Ne»
Hamilton and Doug Fairbanks, Jr., were engaged to support him.
And here they ^e?'

h.^rJZ
handsome
€6

By

Marqnis

It

was bound

to

happen!

'X>asanova"

Busby

iJusby goes
a blind

on

F

date with
Crrace Moore
— and falls

it was bouiui
happen sooner or

course

to

o:
I

This stepping
out with the beauties
of the film colony is risky busi'later!

hard!

any susceptible young
man. There's an awful chance
ness for

of developing serious trouble

under the

left ribs!

took a bUnd date to
Grace
Moore was all arranged through
a mutual friend. I had never
met her. I had never heard

And

do

it.

it

My evening with

her in opera. I had seen pictures
of her, but newspaper portraits
all

look aUke

—

it

might be the
it might

Roosevelt Dam and
be Miss America.

Now,

in

college,

I

I

always

oorei

steered clear of blind dates.
Your fraternity brother would
fix it up with a "keen number"
Your
of his acquaintance.
hopes would be all built up,
and the girl would turn out to
be a museum curiosity with
Don Juan's fatal moment! In spite of his cusIn fact, it looked as if the
squint eyes and gopher teeth.
tomary leer, our hero fell easy prey to the charms
Chic Sale Foundation had
I was quite sure that Grace
of Grace Moore, Metropolitan Opera star in
done some missionarj' work
Moore would be a lovely girl.
Hollywood to sing for the screen
You
in the neighborhood.
Picture contracts running 'way
leave the valley and start
up into five figures a month are
not handed out to girls that don't qualify as to pulchritude,
climbing a narrow, winding road, lined with spruce trees. There
police dogs loose."
but still it all was an intriguing uncertainty. Exciting, too.
are signs that read— "No trespassing
I had never spent an evening with a famous opera prima
Thafs enough to scare anybody away. A mile and a half up
donna. Oh, once I had lunch with Jeritza me and twenty
the road you drive through the great gates and you are in the
other people.
courtvard of the Moore Manse.
I was elected to be the village boy that showed the city gal
The house is one of those places where you come in upstairs
the HoUyvvood bright lights— and they're pretty bright.
and then go downstairs. A maid ushered me into the hallway
Hollywood is no town to hide its light under a bushel. Miss
where I was turned over to the Number Two Secretary. After
Moore had never been to Montmartre, the Ambassador,
a short period of waiting in a library, the Number One Secrethe Roosevelt, or any of the night clubs. In all of my other
tarv took me into the big living room. Both of the Secretaries
dates the girls knew the rounds as well as I, and probably
were charming. I had time to admire the view from the winbetter.
dows, glance at the pictures of opera stars on the open grand

—

—

In a way, stepping out with Grace Moore is a bit like dating
up the Queen of England. Only nicer, although in justice to
Mary I must say I've never been out with her.
No star in Hollywood lives in more regal splendor than Miss

piano and a well-worn score of "The Love of Three Kings"
There was a roaring fire on the hearth. It smoked a bit.
Whoever made that fire was a bum Camp-Fire Girl.

Moore.

met Grace Moore.
THEN
"I didn't mean to give you the smoke cure," she said by
I

Never having been known

to

have the

slightest sense of

expected to get lost trying to find her home.
She lives on a huge estate, a big hacienda on a hilltop, with
acres of grounds stretching away on either side.
But you
couldn't get lost. You can sec the lights of that house for five
miles.
I'll bet on a clear night you could lean from the seventieth floor of the Chrysler Building in New York and count
the candles on the dining room table.
As you approach the estate the landscape takes on a feudal
look. There is an unlighted country road, and tenant houses.

direction,

I

fully

wav

of greeting.

My breath
I said something incoherent and not too bright.
was taken away.
the grand
and
girth
bosoms,
to
stars
run
opera
most
Now
manner. Not Grace Moore. She is young, slender and lovely,
with dark blonde hair. She wore a white velvet dinner gown,
and a cloak of the same material trimmed with a band of
bronze ostrich plumes. And jewels, there must have been
§100,000 worth— a diamond and I pi.ii.^SE turn to page 117 ]

H

"AIL the new
"This

"A

girl

starl"

bears watching.''

brilliant

'T^lashin

personality' in

Why

"the tilm firmament."
"Here's star material or we never

saw

it."

movie reviewer without these old
stock phrases is about as effectual as a

heavens— and

romantic hero with a stutter.
You'll find_ these bright sallies set

up

in

did these glamor ous

youngsters rocket through the film

A

fail?

type in every self-respecting

newspaper and magazine oflice. When a critic can't lay his
hand on them he gives up journalism and goes in for some comparatively honest profession like safe-cracking.
So are the producers.
the little Cinderellas to
whom they belong are petted, feted and receive good salaries.
Then what happens? Where are some of the brilliant actors
and actresses who bear watching? You'll have to wear vour
specs to find them.
Great actors and actresses many of them are. Others not
so
good— just luck\-, or unluckv. enough to be cast in one out-

The public is eager for new stars.
The studios publicize new faces and

standmg film. And then—puff!— the httle light is out.
What has become of Dorothy Burgess, Ruth Taylor, Xils
Asther, Molly O'Day, Stepin Fetchit, Baclanova,
Cam'iUa Horn,

Gareth Hughes, Don Terry and more— manv, manv more
who
on the screen for such a little while? But. more important
why did they fail to keep faith with their public, with
their producers and with themselves?
«^?°^'-^'^^°°^ ^^* ^"- ^"*"'«^''- I' shrugs its shoulders and savs,
Oh, So and So was just a flash in the pan."
lived

still,

A flash in the pan. Why?

case of
THE
You know her

little

Ruth Ta\lor is an outstanding example.
You remem-

story.

ber the publicity ballyhoo, the elaborate personal appearance tour.
The
blazing headlines, "Unknown picked
for leading role in

Blondes.' "

The

'Gentlemen Prefer
interviews. The

spotlight.

You also
failed for a

remember the film. It
number of reasons. The

No more

Everyone predicted a
long and brilliant film
career for little Betty
Bronson, after her hit
in "Peter Pan." But,
like many others, she
turned out to be a
one-role star

beautiful girl than Camilla

Horn ever flashed

into Hollywood. But
after a picture or two, fate and the
talkies licked her

68

One of the greatest natural actors the
screen has seen, Stepin Fetchit just
couldn't be good!
Now he is exiled
to short

comedies

in the

Pan

book was too

well

known.

LoreJci Lee

found her way into too many trite
imitations before the picture was released. Yet Ruth came through. She

hatl

By

gave a good performance.
her fault that the picture

It was not
was unsuc-

cessful.

Ka

t

h e

r

n c

i

Albert

But, for this failure, Ruth took the
She was the fall guy. The po-

rap.

sank into photoplay oblivion through no fault of her own.
Now
York- -married and very happy.
tential star

she

is in

New

months ago all the old critic phrases were dusted
Dorothy Burgess. Well, here ii.\is a personality! Here
something brilliant come to the screen. Surely, oh surely,
the leading woman in "In Old Arizona" would rise to the pin-

SE\KR.\L
off for

a'ds

But she hasn't.
as strange and ironic as any ever told in the cinIt concerns a little Spanish girl, Maria Alba,
Dorothy Burgess and the picture, "fn Old Arizona." The film
played the heavy.
She played it for a couple of
ilaria was given the role.
weeks only to have the executives realize that her natural
nacle of fame.

The story is
ema capital.

An
Spanish accent could not be sufficiently understood.
.\mcrican stage actress, Dorothy Burgess, was given the role.
.And what of Maria? Hers was a heart-breaking task. It
was her duty to sit on the set and coach Dorothy in the SpanTo watch another girl do the role she loved. To
ish accent.
see another girl in her costumes, made especially for her, and
to look on while a hairdresser arranged for Dorothy the coifMaria had created for herself.
Maria did this job uncomplainingly and Dorothy contributed
screen
a flashing performance. Then what? Dorothy
to the
was a type. She was not pretty in the
It was
accepted Hollywood sense.
Ruth Taylor was fine
difficult to find parts that suited her.
in " Gentlemen Prefer
.\fter many hectic scenes (the comBlondes."
But the
pany says that Dorothy was unreasonfilm flopped at the
able, and she accuses them of pettibox-office, and, as
ness) her contract was allowed to
often happens to a
lapse.
She is now doing a part at
player, Ruthie didn't
Pathe and please turn to page 96 )
come back
fure that

-1-i^TOk.

[

Don Terry made
in

a brilliant beginning

"Me, Gangster," and he seemed

certain to succeed.

much

But he proved too

a type to land often

Baclanova, the Russian tigress who
flashed in the Hollywood jungles so
There's a chance, however,
briefly.
that she'll return to us

GO

Xhe

Big Broadway Star Wanted

to

Help Poor

Littl<
•-4SK

Eva retired to her make-up box and dabbed at her eyes.
She was so little and pitiful looking that Roger thought
she was crying, but Eva was really making some small
adjustment on her eyelashes.
There had been much publicity over the advent of
Roger Blake in talking pictures. He had been quite excited over his reception. Screen celebrities met him at thtstation.
He was driven to his hotel preceded by two
motorcycle policemen with sirens screaming, and over tinhotel entrance was a banner bearing the words, "Welconn.
Roger Blake."

HE

had been a sensation last season on Broadwav, and
had been brought to the Coast by one of the biggest com
panics for a picture. He was not exactly handsome, but
he had something a combination of pathos and humor
that had been found irresistible. Funny Httle mannerisms
that went straight to the heart.
He strolled over to Eva. "I'm awfully sorry. llr
shouldn't have talked to you that wav."
"Of course, he shouldn't, but he did, and he probablv
will again. I have to work," replied Eva. Then she sighc(i.
"They will be showing that part in the projection room

—

"Pst!" went the

Moore

herself!

the sports coat. "That's Eva
She'll be a sensation!
And that's
Didn't she steal his cake !"

girl in

Blake behind her.

EVA

was very

small, very blonde,

had huge blue eves and a

mouth that couldn't decide to be sullen or smiling!
The first time Roger Hlakc laid eyes on her, he said, ''Gee,
but she's cute." Eva wasan e.xtra then. In fact, she had just

been most effectively and profanely "bawled out" bv an irate assistant
director when she nonchalantly walked directly in front of the leading lady in a scene.
Roger was visiting the set.

70

tonight. I wish I dared to go. I've never seen myself on
the screen."
"I'm going. Do you want to come with me?"
"Oh, I'd love to."
In the projection room they saw Eva for a brief instant
obliterate the form and features of the leading lady and
then pause, dismayed.
,\gain Roger renewed his first
impression.
She was cute.
And with the peculiar

psychology of Hollywood, because Eva was there with

Roger Blake, the director and the assistant noticed that

Eva Moore was a cute little trick. "How about that
Moore girl for the manicurist in the barber shop scene tomorrow?" asked the director. "O. K.," agreed the assistant.

The next day Eva was moderate

in her gratitude,

if

not

Eva — She Was So

Pretty, and

Helpless, and Cute!

Trick
actually haughty, when her first bit was proffered. She
was going to dine with Roger Blake that evening, and she
saw to it that the director, the assistant and every last
extra on the set knew it. If the electricians had evinced
interest in anything but the prospects of overtime for
the week, they might have been included in the secret.
They dined that night at the Ambassador. Eva basked
serenely in the atmosphere of good food, music, and imEveryone knew Roger. Eva was presented
portance.
to countless celebrities, and hoped no one recognized her
fluffy pink evening outfit as a veteran of many ballroom
sets.

"You look like a little wild rose," Roger told her. "Wh.\"
have they passed you up so far, baby?"
Should she offer the e.xcuse offered by almost an\' girl in
Hollywood when someone inquires why success has not
singled her out, "Because I wouldn't let the producer, director, assistant, or casting director, respectively, make
love to me"? She decided that, for Roger, that was not
such a good answer, so she merely shrugged and dimpled
as at a bit of flattery.

news spread quickly on the
that
THE
blonde extra
had
hard
a

Roger Blake
no one had
but the executives were quite unprepared
lot

fallen

ever heard
for his

of,

demand

for

girl

little

that she be given the ingenue lead in his

Hands reached out to touch Eva — to shake her hand.
There was a demand for autographs. And Roger,

picture.

They pointed out

Roger that while he was an idol on
Broadway, he was an unknown, a beginner as far as the
.\nd pictures were shown in
screen was concerned.
thousands of places where Broadway was less than a street.
Undoubtedly, he had the personality to put over the
picture, but why take a needless risk? He must have a
to

The ingenue
Moore?

—

a cast with names.
part was important and w'ho was this Eva
Sure, she was cute
but could she be cute before

carefully selected supporting cast

the camera?
"I'll teach her.

—

Let

me

—

give her two weeks of coaching

standing in the background,

felt .small,

and out

of

it

and you won't know the kid. She's cute, she's clever and she's a
good little kid. You give her a chance, or I'll go back to New
York."
"Well
.\11 right, but if the picture's a flop you're through
Hollywood."
"I don't know anything about flops," said Roger Blake.
please turn to p.age 123 ]
Eva didn't know what work was
.

in

.

.
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Chevalier

—giving

Cji£valier

the world

By

both barrels of his tremendous personahty, his zest, his
charm! This is the strawhatted Maurice who stormed
and took America, also New
York

Ida Z e i 1 1 i n

-K/TAURICE CHEVAL'^^lER was born in Menilmontant,

sons

three

the

in

whose dogged, fighting refrom Mons kept the German
army from the Channel ports. The
army of France was larger, and it,
too, fought an equally courageous,
though losing fight, stretched far
across the Motherland from Belgium
tibles,"

treat

youngest

of
a family of
father died

His
when he was ten, and when he
had finished his schooling al
twelve, he was apprenticed
laborers.

to

a carpenter.

—

But

to the Swiss border.

We

his heart was elsewhere
on the stage of a small

music hall of his neighborhood.

made

There, at twelve, he
his debut as an ama-

teur!

Soon he was a poorly

masses until Papa JofTre could rallv
his strengthened forces an<i roll the

enemy back from the Marne.
But a \oung war poet wrote well of
this first French army
the flower of
the nation's youth, who first met the
enemy horde and made their country

paid comedian, touring the
halls.
A few years later he
adopted the conventional dress
and the straw hat tlial mark
his

alviost

—

—

work today and
overnight became the

stage

like a castle

"Their

toast

of the Folies Bergeres
and the pet of Paris. Then,
as success dawned, he entered
the

service

common
It

was

In this

soldier.

war rear

1914.
AUGUST,
boys

War burst over a horrified world, and the
read.v to embark on the adventure
arms and went forth on the great adventure

who were making

of death, instead.

To Maurice Chevalier the call came while he was serving
the
regular period of military duty required of
all young citizens of
r ranee.
The German
lo stem

tide rolled

Southward— mightv,

irresistible

Prance's standing armv was rushedto the
North
there to fight as long as might be while other
classes were called
to the colors and the full military might
of the Republic was
marshalled.

Much
72

the

bulwark,

and

moat."

first

army,

that

melted

away
ier

—1914!

of life took

—

breasts

their blood the

of France as a

the tragic

have not heard quite so much

of these gallant poilus, in the pitiful
blue coats and red trousers of peace
time, who stood against the ficld-gra_\-

It

has been written of Britain's

little

army

of

"Contemp-

like the snow of spring, Chevalserved as a private in a regiment

of infantry.
In those fearful, tragic early weeks
of war there were no set engagements,
with names that now have a place in history. It was one long
battle -never ending, day and night,
the French army
fought, and then retreated, still fighting— hurled backward by
the might of the great gray war machine from the North.
In one of those nameless battles of 1914 Chevalier fell,
wounded in the chest by shrapnel. His right lung was pierced!
The wound might well have been mortal.
In the da.\s of that terrible retreat warfare was still open
the retiring French had not even a protecting shadow between
their bodies and the terror of the shells.
When Chevalier's
company found a roadside ditch in their path, it was as though
God's arms had opened to receive them.
Dizzy and sick, Maurice managed to pick himself up and
tumble into the poor shelter with his comrades, dimly realizing

—

Maurice C-hevalier

of'^ranee

Croes to

War — and

C>omcs Back

to (cap-

ture X aris with

Part

His

Smile

2

that later he might drag himself to tiie dressing station farther
back.
But he soon saw that his presence with his friends was only a

He stumbled and fell in agonx-.
hindrance.
thought, would be better than this torture.

Anything, he

DELIRIOUS,

he climbed from the ditch and started back
fell, rose again, wavered a few steps, fell unconscious.
He did not know that bayonets were flashing in the shelter
he had just left, and that his comrades were killing and being
killed as the German wave rolled over them.
He lay like one dead, on that pitiful battlefield, his life saved
by the same freak of fate that had taken his fellow soldiers'

—

lives.

in wartime, after his return to Paris, when the well-known
piratical tendencies of Parisian taxi-drivers were uncontrolled.

particular robber, who had taken Chevalier and the lady
he was escorting to a popular cafe in the heart of an Apache
section, demanded something so grotesque in the way of fare
never a man to be bamboozled even by a
that his passenger
taxi-driver
laughed in his face and offered him what he considered a reasonable fee.
The taximan e>ed it, spat with great deliberation, and delivered himself of a stream of crackling language intended to
convey his excessively low opinion not only of Chevalier and all
his ancestors, but of the lady with him, who, he stated, was, in
point of fact, no lady.
Chevalier knocked him down, and an unsympathetic crowd

The

—

—

When Chevalier recovered consciousness, he
was in the field dressing station he had been trying so desperatel)' to reach.
But he didn't stay there long. Within a few
hours it was captured by the Germans, and the
wounded were placed on hospital trains and sent,
as prisoners of war, to the hospital in the city of
Magdeburg.
So ended Maurice Chevalier's active service
Great War.
No "hero," in the abused sense of the word,
He was a soldier of his
this smiling fellow.
He faced the
country when the call came.
enemy bravely, interposing his body between the
Northern host and his country's heart. In the
heat of battle, he fell, gravely wounded. Could
any man do more?
A brave man and a good soldier. Those two
titles belong to Maurice, and no man can ask for
for P"rance in the

better.

The German shrapnel that entered Chevalier's
lung more than fifteen years ago is still there
sometimes stationary, sometimes roving.

Some-

times troublesome, more often not.
The doctors at Magdeburg decided it would be
less dangerous to leave it where it was than to
operate.
When questioned as to whether he
thinks they were right, Chevalier shrugs his
shoulders.
Shrapnel in the lung is no unmi.\ed blessing,
but it might very well have been worse if they'd
tried to remove it.
It no longer bothers him
actively.
He is conscious of it on rainy days,
and it prevents him from dancing as energetically
as he once did.

BUT
put

j

what he probably regrets most is that it
an end to his bo.xing activities. He had
been one of the best amateur boxers in France,
and had kept in trim by sparring so vigorously
with professionals that he sometimes had trouble
repairing his damaged face sufficiently to present
to his audiences.
He is still an ardent fan, and may frequently
be seen at boxing matches, accompanied by a

it

young woman, whose glowing, dark
eyes follow an e.xciting bout with the intelligence
of a coinioissciir and an enthusiasm hardly less
than her husband's.
In connection with his bo.xing prowess, a story
is told, too good to be omitted here. It happened
slim, dainty

The young prisoner of war. Chevalier at the German prison
camp of Alten Grabow in 1916, after he had been wounded
and captured

in

one

of the 1914 battles
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time he beUowed

it,

Chevalier's nose,

"—that

crouching a little and thrusting his ugly jaw under
cats everybody!"
earlier, searching vainlv out of the tail of
his eve for a
pohceman. Chevalier hadn't the faintest notion how he
was going to
get his companion and himself out of this mess.
Now he stopped
thinking, and acted almost autoraaticaUv.
To a boxer that juttins
chin was a thing of beauty, "a gift," as he himself
described it later
'dropped straight from heaven."
His elbow jerked back, his fist shot forward, and the
next second

A moment

'

Zuzu lay sprawUng in the gutter among his stupefied admirers,
while an
elegant young gentleman and his girl went sprinting
down the street as
fast as their legs would carry them.

T\7HILE Chevalier lay in the hospital at Magdeburg, too sick to
VV know or care what was going on about him. the military authorfe

ties reported him as missing.
For three months his mother had n^
word from Lim— for three months Paris hummed with conflicting
rumors of his fate— he had been killed, he had been captured,
he had
lost his sight, his arms or his legs had been
amputated.
At the end of three months a letter to his mother got through,
putting
an end to conjecture and relieving her heart of its blackest
dread \nd
now, as never before, her son might rejoice in that early resolve
of his to
save half of whatever money he might earn— for it was thanks
to that
resolve that his mother was spared the miserv of want
while he was

gone.
From the hospital he was sent to a prison camp where, with fifteen
or twenty thousand fellow prisoners
[ please turn to pace 128
]

—

King

of the Paris

music halls!

Che-

valier during his early fame in the French
capital, when he was as much one of the
city's great sights as Montmartre and the
Eiffel

Tower

lIl.Hirkv

gathered— the taximan was one of their
own, and the stranger was far too well
dressed to take their fancy. As he tried to
force a lane through the jeering throng,
there loomed in his path a vaguely familiar
and unattractive face which he suddenly
recognized as that of a notorious bad man
who went by the appealing name of Ziizu
dcs Batigiiollcs.

Beginning at his patent leather shoes and
upward to his top hat, Zuzu took
Chevalier in, while the crowd held its
breath in gleeful expectancy. .At last his
narrowed eyes met those of his enemy.
"So you're the guy," he croaked, "that
traveling

Chccali Ji

casinJ

cats everybody."

Monsieur and

"No," answered Chevalier, "I don't.
But neither do I allow anyone to insult a

one

lady under

my

protection."

But Zuzu wasn't going to have his big
"So you're the guy—" this

scene ruined.
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Madame

Chevalier sitting before
of the mammoth
posters which heralded
the appearance of the star
at the far-famed Casino de
Paris

^Valentino's
WHILE

The

wood to commemoRudolph Valentino's birth-May 6, by the unveiling

itc

-

'i

a

memorial statue to
a symbolic piece

—

Valentino Associa-

preparations

were being made
this Spring in Holly-

l.iv,

Memory

his

tion
art

is

and

evidence that
his

kindness

memory.

his
still

survive

—

champion.

From the great correspondence that developed from this
chivalrous action, the Valentino
Association was formed, to protect and perpetuate his memory.

AS

the membership grew, the
Association dues were set
aside to create a \alentino Me-

morialFund. Theproblemof just
what to do with the fund began

the "Valentino Ward." A new
ultra-violet ray lamp for surgical
treatment was also bought, inscribed with the star's last
words:

"/

'a'liiit

llu

sunlighl

Id

The lady's interview proved
a complete alibi for Valentino as
to time and place.
After it had
appeared in the papers she, as
well as the editors, were surprised to find hundreds of letters
pouring in from every part of
Great Britain, the Dominions
over the seas and America. .Ml
were full of praise and thanks
for the action of Valentino's

mem-

of sculp<.ir\
ture called "Aspiration," which
does not bear any likeness to
Valentino personally the \'alentino Association commemorated his natal day in England
in a way they felt was characteristic of the real Valentino.
The sum of three hundred
pounds was collected and a
check for that amount presented
to the \'ice-Chairman of the
It
Italian Hospital in l/ondon.
will be used for the complete
renovation of the children's
ward, which is now re-christened

ed her publicity by defaming his

to puzzle the Association, and
that is how they learned about
asecret kindnessof the great star.
Remembering that Valentino
was an Italian by birth, the
lady, \\ho was now secretar>' of
the fund, looked in the telephone
book to see if there was an

turret

me.''

\"alentino's
after
Shortly
death, on August 2.3, 1926, an
actress gave a slanderous interview to the London press. Apparently, she thought she saw
a chance to get some lurid

Italian

hospital

in

London.

takes patients of all
nationalities and denominations.
By an odd coincidence, Valentino himself had once discovered
Thereis.

publicity.

it,

quite

It

by accident.

He was

Sheik"

searching for an address in that
part of London one day and
asking the way, was told it was
in the square "near the Italian

credit

hospital."

was more of a
IT
she reckoned for.

memoirs

sional

of

chance than

Her confesthe

"Great

were neither to her
nor to his.
Moreover,
they were not true.
But X'alentino's friends were
In a small town in
not dead.
England, there lived a lady who

knew

all

resented

about X'alentino.

He was alone at the time and
one of his sudden impulses to do
something generous came over
him.
He entered the door of the
hospital with eager steps.

She

the slanderous state-

ments made by the inventive

institution was run by an
THE
order of nuns, and one of the

actress.

So she took a train to London,
\'alentino's niche among the
immortals began to be carved
out. She confronted the actress
in her

apartment and asked her

to retract her false statements.

The

girl refused.

—

Up

to that time the lady had
life of retirement, but
she called in the reporters

lived a

now

and gave her first interview.
Her admiration for \'alcntino's
work and what she felt to be his
true nature went deeper than an
infatuation for the turn of his
lip, or the lobe of his ear.
Since
he could no longer speak for
himself, she would be his champion against any one who fatten-

asked him what he
wanted. Valentino was a little
He said it was
embarrassed.
Hearing Christmas and he wondered if he could help in any
way to make it happier for those
especially the
in the hospital
children's ward.
sadly and
sister
smiled
The
shook her head. The hospital
was very poor, she said. They
could not do anything for the
sick that Christmas, and as for
the children's ward, there was
none. The children all had beds
in the adult wards.
Valentino dashed out of the
[please TURK TO PAGE 115]
sisters

and

He is now remembered for other things
the turn of his

lip,

besides

the slumbrous eyes, the

handsome physique
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Hollywood's Beaches Flash With Color
This Season!

—

!

—

Dumb

and nervous
"Oh,
Miss Bow

interviewer:

— er

is

er

there anything
unusual I could
my public about
-

tell

you?"

Leon arc!

Reeling Around
Our French Pal
// gripes

my

So many

call

. I

II

of

honor

in

New

TC

York

Hall

th

t

at

a

movie tea party-

typical

crowds, chatter, gush, drivel, cocktails, sandwiches and 500
deadly bores.
"Mr. Eisenstein," drooled one woman, "I think what
Russians REALLY lack is a sense of humor!"
"Ah, yes," said the director, looking over the motley,
mewling mob. "Well, they'll laugh when I tell them about

innards when I hear

him "Shevaleer,"

J out they go into the alley
do no better than "Shevalley."

Who

this party."

And one gal set my
By speaking of our
So in a simple
Where few can

bangs

afire

"Shevaliar."

Getting Personal

case like this
click

The man who posed

and most must

jniss-

a character actor

Believe me, I am never sorry
That I just call the old boy "Morry!"

Anything for a Laugh

.

.

.

.

.

.

—

.

.

—

—

Mrs. Rose, have you anything for me today?" "NO!"
"But Mrs. Rose, do you think you will have anything for me
this week?" "NO!"
"But Mrs. Rose, you never have any"Oh, don't bother me!" "Oh, all right.
thing for me!"
Rosenberg!"
Goodbye, Mrs.

—

—

who

plays bits in pictures. He says he
"The Post." . . . Greta

Garbo and George Bancroft were chosen as their favorite screen
actress and actor bv the Class of ly.U) at Princeton. Good old
Nassau! "Disraeli" was voted the best of the year's pictures.
Joan Crawford's favorite fruit is rhubarb, either in pie or
Stunt fliers who used to get $50 a day in
in the nude.
.

.

screen actress, says the Town Crier, is suing her husband
He tried to make her
for divorce, charging extreme cruelty.
And did Earle Hampton tell you
learn the alphabet.
about the new Hollywood hit whose head bloated to the point
where she needed Grandeur double-width film for her closcups?
Ernest X'ilchez, signed to do Spanish versions in Hollywood, is said to be the "John Barrymore of Spain." All right,
.
At a benetit in Xew York not long
son, let's see your nose!
ago Warner Brothers contributed a new short, showing the
American Flag in Technicolor. And the program read ''The
Star-Spangled Banner Courtesy of the Warner Brothers."
.
Walter Winchcll says an e.\tra girl called up the head of a
The conversation ran like this "Oh,
casting department.
.

make-up expert with Gary Cooper
for May 24 was John McCallum,

recently co-starred with Cooper in

A

.

as the

on the Saturday Evening Post

—

.

.

.

.

order to keep within
microphone range they have to fly within -SOO feet of the ground
Over 17,500 extras arc
—so low as to be very dangerous.
now listed at the Central Casting Oflice in Hollywood, and now
them a chance to say
gives
it
least,
and then one gets work. At
"movie actress" when the police ask their business. . .
Merchants of
William S. Hart was once a mail clerk.
Stryker, O., are showing a talkie free each Wednesday night at
the' town's theater. This is to drum up trade from neighboring
Charlie Chaiilin gels over 5,000 press cuttings a
farmers.

now asking S20(). Reason— in

pictures are

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

month from his three cli|)ping bureaus. . . Earl Carroll, casting his new " Vanities" revue in New York, wired to Hollywood
for beautiful chorus giris! " It seems that all the beauty in the
The former Kaiser of
.
world has gone talkie," says Eari. .
Germanx- is anxious to have talkies shown at his Doom castle.
Installation costs S2,000, and the apparatus will be dilTicult to
.
. Winnie Lightner's
So he still sees silent pictures.
install.
sister, Theo, in vaudeviUe with Winnie as the Lightner Sisters,
Jetta
has opened an actors' agency in Hollywood. .
Goudal's favorite flower is the pink carnation. ... A small
for
his
made
which
he
voice,
\alentino's
of
phonograph record
own amusement in 1924, is to be offered for sale to the public.
.

.

.

.

Russian Wins Prize

—

Reeling Around's Gag of the Month Prize this month it
two quarts oi slightly used tempo goes for the first time
to a Russian!
The Lucky Man is Serge Mikhalovitch Ivan Eisenstein,
is

—

famous Muscovite director of "Potemkin," now in this
country to show Paramount some directing. He was guest

.

According to the State Industrial Commission of Caliwere sixteen fatal accidents during the making of
motion pictures in 1929. Nine persons were permanently disabled, and 1,272 men and women checked in at the doctor's
.

.

.

fornia, there

for this reason or that.
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OTE

No IV
PhotoPLAY

Balloting for the

is

IT

time to vote

(jrold

Medal

This

Ballot

is

Clip

on.

— Send

NOWl

in!

it

Winners o/

pleasant duty and real privilege of everv true lover of the motion picture
to help award the Photoplay Gold Medal of Honor to the best picture
released
during 1929.
It is the

Medal

^\\otoplay
1920

Thousands of ballots are pouring into the offices of this magazine. We urge you to
have your voice in this outstanding award in the film world. Literally millions of fans
have a voice in the choice.
So fill in the ballot printed on this page, clip it, send it along, and so do your share in
rewarding good work well done!

"Tol'able David"

Remember the high standards of previous awards. The Photopl.^y Medal was
designed as a reward to the producer making the best picture in points of story, acting,
and photography.

"Robin Hood"

Humoresque"
1921

1922

direction

Photoplay also wishes voters to consider the ideals
picture's production.

Remember all

this

when you

and motives governing the

1923

'The Covered Wagon"

your vote and remember, as well, the great array of
These nine winners of gold medals present a veritable

cast

previous gold medal winners.
panorama of motion picture progress.

Two

1924

"Abraham Lincoln"

make

the 1929 award notable. First, it is the tenth annual presentation
of the medal. Second, it will probably go for the first time to a talking
picture— that
amazing product of the newest art.

A

things

1925

"The Big Parade"

of fifty important pictures released during 1929 is printed on this
page.
It is not necessary, of course, for you to select one of these pictures.
You mav vote
for any picture released during last year.
list

you want pictures to continue their upward trend, here
share by expressing your opinion through this ballot.
If

In case of a tie in the voting, equal awards will be
ducers.

made

is

1926

"Beau Geste"

your chance to do vour

1927

to each of the

"7th Heaven"

winning pro-

The Photoplay Medal of Honor is of solid gold, weighing 123' pennyweights and is
two and one-half inches in diameter. Each medal is designed and"made'by Tiffany
and

1928

.>'

Company

of

New

Vhoto^la-^

Medal

o/

Honor

Fifty Pictures Released in 1929

Ballot
Mihi

Editor Photoplay Magazine
221

W.

57th Street,

New

/iliickmail

York City

In my opinion the picture named below is the
best motion picture production released in 1929.

NAME OF PICTURE
'Hfi.vn.e

Address-

Broadway
Hroadukiy Melody, The
HullJog Driiiiimond
Murder Case, The
Case of Lena Smith, The
Close Ifarntony
Cork Eyed World, The
Ciiiuirv

(

oquctle

Dance of

Cold Di[;^ers of Broadway Saturday Nighl Kid, The
Hallelujah
Shopworn Angel, The
Hollywood Revue of 1929
Show Boat
In Old Arizona
Sins of the Fathers
Iron Mask, The
Sunny Side Up
Kiss, The

Lady

Lies,

Sweetie

The

Last of Mrs. CheviKV, The
Letter,

The

Love Parade, The
Life,

The

Desert Song, The
Disraeli
Doelor's Secret, The

Dynamite
Fashions in Love

Four Feathers, The

78

"Four Sons"

York.

Madame

X

Taming

of the

They [Lid

to

Shrew

See Paris

Thunderbolt
Trespasser, The

Dugan, The

Marianne

Trill of .\fary

On with the Show
Our Modern Maidens

Virginian, The
\Vear\ River

Pagan, The
Paris Bound
Rio Rita

Wild'Orehids

Woman

of Affairs,

Young Nowhcres

A

Photoplay Magazine for August, 1930

\m/'\cidlumu

M

m/

7
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FASHIONS

for

E

LI N

your skin, to go

with the new fashions in frocks. When
fashions change, our faces must change, too!
"Yesterday the keynote was smartness. Toloveliness, romance, the
ciay it is charm
.

.

.

of the eternal feminine. White
shoulders gleaming in the ballroom . . . fair
faces shadowed under the new wide hats . . .
fascination

skin fine as silk, lustrous as pearls, delicately
tinted as flowers.

"Sun-tan? Yes, if you really
guard the fr.agile texture of your
skin with utmost care! For

must— but

sun-tan as a fad is passing.
From the smartest bath/i personage of captivat-

ing charm, Mrs. Adrian
Iselin

^b9j^

lU is the brilliant

leader of one of the most
exclusive coteries in New

York.

ing

beach

in

Europe,

Deauville, comes this dictum, 'Three things a beaiiti
Jul woman has which are white:
her skin, her teeth and her hands'
"Everyone returning from Paris

tells of the
extraordinary pains the Famous Forty, who
set the fashions, are taking to keep their skin
dazzlingly fine and fair. .And smart .American

women

are following the

lead of these chic Parisiennes. On the grass

UULcJrojtvL.
.^nd precious, too, to keep hands smooth

and white.

Piping
Rock; watching the
polo at Narragansett

courts

Pier;

at

taxi-ing

by

"To

air-

at

the

Cup Defender

trial

races—

everywhere one sees the importance given to
the protection of the skin.
" I always use Pond's four famous preparations because they provide in the simplest,
purest form these four essentials of home care.

Pond's Cold
"To keep the skin like silk
Cream, the lightest and most exquisite obtainseveral
times a
cleansing
immaculate
able, for
.

.

.

give

all

four! Follow

Pond's Method
to your

from today— and persevere! Here's
charm and your success!"

after exposure.

plane between New York and Newport, as they
all do constantly; at the Saratoga races; on the

yachts

"Try them,

day and always
that

alabaster look

/WolJuJUa^uui. -C

utter daintiness

Pond's Cleansing Tissues, softest,
absorbent for removing cream.

safest, super-

Se.nd

assure fresh natural color. Pond's Skin
Freshener, which banishes all oiliness and shine
and keeps the skin looking radiantly young.

"To

Pond's
peach-bloom finish
Vanishing Cream, so delicate that only the
and
powder
base
for
needed
is
film
daintiest
all-important protection from sun and wind.

When you

"To bestow

a

write to advertisers please mention

.

.

io<

l^<f^

cA5ei<i^

for Pond's 4 Preparations

H

Pond's Extract Company, Dept.
New York City
114 Hudson Street

——

—
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.

Street-

City-
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The Shadow
.

the silly title mislead you. This
is a bright Uttle yam about a married man
who revives his youth with a cabaret dancer.
The dialogue is sparkling, and Dorothy Burgess
gives a characterization so realbtic that you
feel as if you've known her all your life. John
Halliday is swell, too. You'll like this.

NUMBERED MEN—First National
nPHIS

from the pla)' "Jailbreak." Bernice
-'- Claire, Conrad Nagel, and
Raymond Hackett are excellent in the leading roles, and Ralph
Ince, the villain, and Ivan Linow, the heavy,

01

HOT CURVES— Tiffany Productions

RECAPTURED LOVE— Warners

DON'T let

COXTIXUED FROM PACE

Stage

'S/'OV

you

-'

will like
will

pathetic,

Benny Rubin

in this.

In fact,

cry with him, for he plays a symrole.
And it's not what

humorous

unless you know your baseball
vernacular. That cunning little comedienne,
Pert Kelton, plays opposite Benny, and Mary
Carr, Alice Day, Natalie Moorehead, John
Ince and Rex Lease help.

you think

it is,

SHE'S

nPHlS was
•*-

a great stage play.

silent stuff.

But now, in this
it comes out

festation a la talkie,

It was fine
latest maniverj- confus-

Fair entertainment.

MY WEAKNESS—

National

jML'SIC.AL comedy, with emphasis on the
•*^ comedy. Jack \\hiting, of the stage, is a
personable hero and Bernice Claire sings like
the proverbial lark. But to us the whole thing
is simply a framework for the antics of Joe E.

Brown and Frank McHugh.

The

highlight

is

a thrilhng speed-boat race.

WILD COMPANY—Fox

THREE FACES EAST— Warners

is

are exceptionally good.

TOP SPEED—First

A

nPHIS

would be just another one of those
-*• younger generation,
wayward son of a rich
father films, if it were not for the acting of
Frank .\lbertson. This eighteen-year-old high
school kid gives as clean-cut a performance as
jou'U see in many a moon. H. B. Warner, as
the father, is his usual suave self.

Radio Pictures

LADIES IN LOVE—Hollyu'ood Pictures,

/"^AX'T you imagine what .\rthur Lake does
^—'with this role of the youth with a virulent

Inc.

A

attack of adolescent love, compUcated with
meddlesome parents? It's made to order for
him. Sue Carol helps along splendidly, and
with the fine help of a well chosen cast, achieve

a phonoplay

that'll

make you happy.

•'•

a

GIRL OF THE GOLDEN

business of the hero outsmarting the bad man
girl in the last ten minutes of
play. Sally Eilers plays her real life role
that
of Hoot's girl friend
and plays it excellently.
And if dear old Jack Richardson isn't still
villaining as he did in the days of Warren
Kerrigan! The dialogue is a bit poky.

WEST— First National

—

—

TTHIS famous
-'-

Corinne Griffith

retiring,

old Belasco drama has been
good entertainment for many a year and

doesn't fail us now, though .\nn Harding
gives it its real zest.
However, a fine supporting cast
gamblers, cheaters, and Girl of
the Golden Wist match their wits in cheating,
but a strange destiny works a surprising finale.
Don't miss your old favorite.
it

—

BACK PAY—First National
VX 7ITH

this last

'' picture comes along to plague her exit
from the active photoplay scene. For, in spite

WAY OUT WEST—M-G-M

of Corinne's almost overpowering beauty, tliis
film just [isn't there. The story itself is weak

TLJERE'S
Pictures' latest Boy Wonder! Leon
Janney, who did such fine work in
"Courage" that Warner Brothers
signed him to a contract that will
bring him $300,000 in four years. He
will make a Tarkington "Penrod"
story into a talkie, for one

NIGHT WORK—Pathe
npHE latest

Eddie Quillan picture leaps froni
wild farce to melodrama to comedy drama
but if you don't mind this
kind of mental hop-scotch you'll find it good
entertainment. Most of the action takes place
in an orphanage and there's some kid stuff that
will make a hit with audiences.
.\ fat young••-

—

named George

Billings waddles

away with

THE RIGHT OF WAY—First

National

ster

several scenes.

npHEY'RE
dressing

They tried to make it ultra-mj-stifying
for the audience, apparently, but they got the
cast that way, too, it seems. It's too bad, but
things like that sometimes happen to pictures.
ing.

BORDER ROMANCE—

a cow-hand, wears woolly chaps and teases the
boss, who turns out to be
^guess what!
Leila
Hyams. It's one of the funniest Haines opi
in a long time and you'll enjoy it,

—

—

THE BAD MAN— First National
OCORE one more for Mister Walter Huston!
•^Swaggering

lustily

through

this sage-smelling

melodrama of tangled loves and intrigues, he
makes a well-worth-the-time picture out of
something that might have flopped but for his
presence in the cast.
You'll get a kick out of
this while Huston's Bud Man is on the screen
praise .\llah, that's most of the time.

and

Tiffany Productions
dusting off

the old ones and
words. Here's
your friend, "The Right of Way," with Conrad
Nagel in a fur cap and Loretta Voung as the
beautiful C:anadian girl. The story starts out
-*•

another Billy Haines picture the
of which lets you in on the big secret
that Billy is a smart city slicker who becomes
•* -^title

and frayed, and Corinne's voice is deadly uninteresting. Too bad. Let's forget it!

and back again

but at
plot centers

Alice Day, Johnny A\"alker
and James Burtis do what they can with it.

t>'pical

and getting the

The

plots, all flimsy.

Hoot Gibson Western with
a few new angles to brighten up the aged
is

the wrong moments.

about a radio broadcasting studio. A musician
composes a song which is crooned over the air
by a girl singer. They meet and fall in lo\-e.
That's the plot, but there are several counter-

TRIGGER TRICKS— Universal
T'TIIS

—

PICTLTiE that provokes laughter

•'»

THE SEA BAT—M-G-M

all

them up with

fine

with a flurry of interest, but something
happens to it along toward the end that makes
you wish you'd stayed home.

BRIDE OF THE REGIMENT—

nrillS

rather a jumble of cattle rustling,
love making beneath the Mexican moon,
love stricken heroes and shooting affrays on the
border, but one contribution does stand out
and shine that of little .\rmida, the dark-eyed
Mexican who has the leading role. Senor Don
Terry, the leading man, is quite amateurish,
and the story gallops all over the place in a
silly way, but this .Armida is a knockout.
is

•*

—

"KTOT

quite bad, but oh how much better it
•••^ could have been!
.\nother of these rawlifc-in-thc-tropics affairs, with a giant and ill-

tempered fish thrown in for added menace.
Charles Bickford does the best he can as an
escaped convict masquerading as a missionary.
Others in the cast arc Raquel Torres and Nils
Asthcr. It's just another talkie, ho hum!

First National
'HIS is another of First National's gor* geously dressed, sumptuously mounted and
very slow-paced operettas taken from the
theater. It positively glitters, and some of its
Technicolor is grand, but it is a ponderous
piece of business.
Viviennc Segal, Walter
Pidgeon, .Allan Prior and Myrna Loy sing the
leads, and Louise Fazenda and Ford Sterling
try hard for laughs. But the pace is funereal.

THE MAN FROM WYOMING—

'

Paramount

I

80

TTHERE is so much

real charm in some of the
scenes of this war picture with a Western
that it's a pity it falls short of its own
standard. But Gary Cooper has a quality of
tenderness and sincerity that grows with each
performance he gives, and June Collyer is
grand. Vou should see it.
*-

title

SOLDIERS AND WOMEN— Columbia
np.WGLED love affairs in .Xmerican military
•• circles in Haiti make this into a murder
mystery with a few dashes of humor. On the
stage it was British military circles in India.
Aileen Pringle, now the beautiful blonde, does
fine work as the selfish wife who commits murder and then kills herself, while Helen Johnson
and Grant Withers are good in support.

.

Illimitable ...juicy

...

an incomparable

flavor

rich villi
like

...

the fruit itself ... Lemon Life
Savers are winning a nation\vide popularity overnight.;,
the flavor actually flows from
these delectable drops.

Perfectly packaged
tightly
in the
...

for

famous

these

...

protection

sealed
...

now

Life Saver shape

little fruit rings

come

fresh
your approval
an
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tantalizing
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for
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taste sensation.

Lime and Grape.
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ow
This delicately perfumed cosmetic instantly makes the eyes appear larger
and intensely interesting.' It deepens the color and imparts a wonderful
brilliance that vivifies the expression, at the same time giving new
loveliness to all the tones of the complexion.
Applied lightly for daytime use and with somewhat deeper shading
in the evening, the four colors of Maybelline Eye Shadow are most
effectively used as follows: Blue is to be used for all shades of blue
and gray eyes; Brown for hazel and brown eyes; Black for dark
brown and violet eyes. Green may be used wMth eyes of all colors and
is especially effective for evening wear. If you would make the
most
of your appearance, a thrilling discovery awaits you in Maybelline Eye
Shadow. Incased in an adorably dainty gold-finished vanity at 75c.

MAYBELLINE
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Dark, luxuriant lashes are essential to feminine beauty and Maybelline
Eyelash Darkener is the choice of millions of women the world over.
A few simple brush strokes of either the Solid or Waterproof Liquid
form and the magic of Maybelline Eyelash Darkener is achieved instantly. This easily applied, perfectly harmless beauty aid, in Black or
Brown, will delight you, particularly when applied after Maybelline
Eye Shadow. Be sure to insist upon genuine Maybelline. Price 75c.
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loria's

Gloria has upset the hair
styles again!
It's an old

Swanson custom! This
time, however, Gloria's
change of coiffure fashion is
good news for lots of people.
to
For the hairdressers

—

New

Coiffure

Here's the way Gloria's new
hair dress is done.
First,
part the hair on the left (see
profile view).
The hair to
the left of the part is combed

toward the back and pinned
flat,

while the long hair to

the girls will flock to
have their locks put up "the
way Gloria wears hers in
'What a Widow!' " And for
the hairnet makers, whose
business was knocked to
bits by the bobbed hair

the right of the part is
brushed around the head
from left to right. This long
swirl, kept low Csee back
view), continues around to
the left to cover hair on left

mania which swept the

brushed over the part and is
held on the right side by the

whom

But only fairly long

world.
hair can be arranged this

of part.

The

swirl is then

ornament

way

Pictures by
Russell Ball
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Th e Way to
As

revealed

to

KATHERI^ ALBERT

EVERY

normal girl wants to be
captivating," says Lila Lee, the
girl whose dark fascination has made her
an adored favorite on the screen. "And
every girl can be if only she will keep her
skin always lovely.

"For smooth, soft skin has an irresistible charm — a charm which every screen
star, certainly, knows she must have.
"Hollywood directors discovered long
ago that only with ravishingly beautiful
can a L'irl uiii licr \\:iv into the

skin

be

of us do

— and

are delighted with

it!

"Its lather is so quick and gentle, and
it keeps the skin smoothly clear
with
that soft, glowing look that is so tempting.

—

public's heart,

and hold her popularity.

"When you face the glare of the great
close-up lights, you know that even the
tiniest flaw in the skin

see

why smooth,

is

So you

fatal!

fine-textured

skin

is

especially important to a star!
"

.\

using

few years ago some of us bee;an
Toilet Soap and now most all

Lux

"Naturally,

my

advice to the

wants to be winning is take
telligent care of your skin!"

girl

who

regular, in-

Hollywood — Broadway — European
Stars— use Lux Toilet Soap
Of the 521 important actresses in Hollywood, including
to

Lux

studios have

made

their dressing

The

all stars,

Toilet Soap,

lovely

it

511 are devoted
the great film

yf//

the

official

soap

for

rooms!

Broadway

stage stars, too,

have discovered that Lux Toilet Soap
gives their skin just the gentle care that
is

required to keep

it

exquisite.

And now

the European stars are using
this fragrant white soap! You, too, will

want to try it. Order several cakes

Aii.EEN Pringle, the star whose
says:

"Smooth,

exquisite skin

is

lii\elincss

wins hearts

a screen star's

most

iiy

the thousand,

priceless posses-

sion! Make-up is of little help under the great close-up lights. Her skin
must be genuinely lovely! Lux Toilet Soap keeps mine petal-smooth."

Laura La Plante,
who depend on this

lovely Universal star, is one of the alluring stars
fragrant white soap for complexion beauty: "Like

those very expensive French soaps, it gives my skin a marvelous softness."

Lux

Toilet Soap
Every advertisement In

PHOTOPLAY MAQvVZINE

Is

Ruaraoteed.

— today.
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Winning

Margaret

^''''';-.'|;'

luUct Soap

^^^^^^^^
l-ir

LiLA Lee,

irresistibly

Columbia

beautiful

favorite of the screen, in the luxuri-

ous liathroom designed for her by a
well-known artist and built in Hollywood. At home, as in her dressing
room on location, she cares for her
exquisite skin with Lux Toilet Soap,

ami says: "A screen star's skin must
be so smooth and flawless, it is not
stnnge we all use Lux Toilet Soap!"

hoty by LoiiKwoi

Luxtijy such as you have found only in fine

French soaps at

SO^z"

and $1.00
!

the cake

NOW 10{

mcnllon I'lIOTOrLAT >rAUAZINE.
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1

The girl who picked up the great leading role in "Liliom" when Janet Gaynor
pouted and laid it down. The beautiful
Rose Hobart, who was on the New
York stage in "Death Takes a Holiday" when signed for pictures

When Lila and Jim separated he made it
he would go to any lengths to prevent her
from getting custody of their child. .\nd he
refused absolutely to give her a divorce, even
when all chance for a reconciliation had gone
clear

glimmering.
At last he seems to have given in on the
divorce matter, and not long ago sued for a
decree, charging that Lila deserted both the
child and himself. .\nd Kirkwood further says
that a financial settlement has been made out
of court, and that Lila has agreed to let him

have the child.
Meanwhile, Miss Lee's attorney says she

will

a counter suit.
of those unhappy things that break out
in I'odunk as well as in Hollywood
only
oftcner, perhaps, in Podunk!
file

One

Do they mean it? Jack Gilbert and his old enemy, Jim Tully, hobo
author, shaking hands on the Metro lot and saying they're glad they'll
be in the same talkie. Friends now? Look at the way those two left
fists are cocked ready to throw.
Dear, dear!
Gloria

Swanson and Charles Chaplin.

So

Mary and

Gloria were haled into court and
and positively that Raw was
wronK and that they'd never even heard of him.
Chaplin evaded court process servers for four
days. And when he did linally take the stand,
he fjave the courtroom a laugh.
"Where do you live?" he was -asked.
testified briefly

"Beverly Hills."

"What's the address?''
"Er well I gucss I must have an address,
but I can't remember it."
Well, what's your phone number?''

—

86

—

VARIETY says a Los Angeles city

— —

uh I can't remember that, cither.''
He, too, said he'd never heard of Raw.
But here's the truth about Charlie's address
and phone number: It's not that the comedian
doesn't know them. He was merely protecting
himself by "forgetting" them on the stand, for
if they had Ijecn published, his phone and doorbell would have been clanging constantly,
thanks to cranks who pester movie folk.
".\h

editor sent a reporter to check up
on a Will Hays film conference. The
leg-man reported to his superior that
the confab was about adultery.
"Well, what did they say about
it?" asked the boss.
"Why," answered the reporter,
"they were against it."

A LICE WHITE is just plain sore. Her
•*-emotion is nothing so elegant as anger.
That girl is mad.
Here's the story.

Seems as how Alice bought herself a lot of new
among them a handsome black lace
gown. .'Mice paid a lot of money for the dress
and it looked awfully good.
[ PLEASE TtniN TO PACE 88 ]
clothes,

nrilE

—

Lila Lee-James Kirkwood unhappincss
-' broke into the
courts at last.
Sad and
also inevitable.

—
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Glory on the check..
Sparkle

in the eye...
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Health
Hou' a saline helps as much or

still

meet

as they

their mirrors with displeasure.

Blemishes mar
is

tlieir

beaut)'.

shadow of

acidosis.

It

ness and the sparkle of brilliant health.

may be to their
creams and cosmetics, many women

FAITHFUL

banishes the

brings, instead, a skin of flawless fine-

more than the finest creams

Charm

overcast.

Seeking loveliness by the saline
method is not new. For generations
physicians, both here and abroad, have
urged this natural means to beauty
and well-being. The famous saline spas

Yet it's folly to frown on beauty
jars and boxes when they bring no
loveliness that lasts. For the fault
likely lies in the failure to

keep

Carlsbad, Wiesbaden
regudraw the fashionable and distinguished people from the four corners

of the earth to "take the cure".

U nder the saline method, constipation,
colds and acidosis, rheumatism, headaches and auto-intoxication disappear.

Digestions are regulated. Sluggish
livers

For

stream,

inter-

body.

Keep

to the entire

Sal Hepatica today

internally clean for

one whole

how much better it makes
and how your complexion

week. See

—

you

Hepatica.

feel,

improves.

Yet not as a competitor does this
famous laxative enter the lists of beaut)'
as a

by purifying the blood-

do generous good

Get a bottle of

no complexion can approach perfection. And the way to it is safe and
simple
the saLne method with Sal

— but

respond. Complexions bloom.

salines,

most

nally clean. Without internal cleanliness

aids

—

— Vichy,

larly

booklet,

Send the coupon for

"To

youth", which

potent champion of

free

Clarice in quest of her
tells in detail

low tlie saline path

to health

how to

fol-

and beauty.

their effectiveness.
Sal Hepatica

sweeps av,'ay the poisons

that bring blemishes to the cheek.

Brjstol-Mvers Co., Dcpt. G80, 71 West St. N. Y.
Kindly send me the free booklec. "To Clarice in quest
of her youth," which explains the many beaefits of

It

Sal Hepatica.

Sal Hepatica
When

you write to advertlBers please mention
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Street
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China's greatest actor
listens to a playback of
his own voice under the
auspices of Mary Pickford!
This is Mei Lan

who made a three
months' tour of this
Fang,

country last winter at the
head of his own company. He will remain in
Hollywood awhile studying motion pictures, but

has no intention of working there himself

In the meantime it was learned that Constance Bennett spends a quarter of a million
dollars a year on bodily covering.
That makes Connie the best dressed woman
in pictures.

The Maj-fair party arrived. Alice wore the
black lace dress. Constance wore a white satin
gown.
.\ few

da>-s later an item appeared in one
of the gossip papers to the effect that the
most stunning and best gowned woman at tlic
MaWair was Constance Ijennett in a black lace

gown and a

long bob.

"Don't you sec?' Alice wailed. "That was
me. That was me in the black lace dress and
they thought it must be Constance because she
spends so much money. It isn't fair and I'll
make that paper retract that statement if it's
the last thing I ever do in this life!"

NEW

YORK

continues to run wild with
picture actors, as usual. If they are not
in the East, they're |)laying, or taking
a last look at Broadway before sailing for
foreign parts.
Owen Lee popped into town, and did a few
night clubs and saw the sights, but admitted
that she liked Hollywood a lot better. (Could
Jack Oakic's presence in New York have had
anything to do with Gwcn's flying trip ? Oh,

working
Isn't

Kenyon a

now?
happy

Milton
in his

big boy

Sills,

successful

comeback and new contract at Fox, with his son.

Master Kenyon,
course,

is

of

at least half

the property of Doris
Kenyon, Mrs. Sills. And
the lad surely looks Uke
his beautiful mother, of
the theater and screen!

88

tut, tut!)

A\'hy, in one night club these misty old eyes
saw .S;illy O'Neil and Rudy Vallfe at a table
and Rudy had more eyes for Sally than for the
I'LE.SSE TURN TO r.\CE 90
1

)

.
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Gives Your Teeth
Double Cleansing!

It

A

How

Colgate's Cleans

H'here

Tooth Decay

Crevices

May

Start

Colgate's penetrating foam sweeps into tiny crevices, washing out decaying
particles as well as polishing the surfaces. . . thus cleansing teeth completely.
to fool yourself
ITthateasy
you have really
is

cleaned your teeth,

after

vigorously scrubbing the
outer surfaces until they
sparkle.

But unless you use

a denti-

frice like Colgate's,

active

foam

whose

penetrates the

spaces between teeth, and

the tiny fissures \\here food
jxirticles collect,
t
(

and

icashcs out these hard-to-

you haven't done a complete job
if cleansing. Your teeth, though pearly white,
lean places,

are only ha/fcl^-An

Not

all

ircs

equalh' well.

!

dentifrices are able to clean these crevScientific tests

prove that

Colgate's has the highest penetrating

power

any leading toothpaste
hence, Colgate's
cleans best. Its lively, bubbling foam creates
a remarkable property which enables it to
of

.

.

.

penetrate into tiny spaces, softening the impurities

and

literally

flooding

them away

in a

w ave of cleanliness.
Tluis Colgate's cleanses the teeth completely
li'ashiHir out the crevices as well as polish.

.

.

ing the surfaces brilliantly.
teeth this double protection

Colgate's

is

It

?

the largest selling toothpaste in

the world today.
it

Why not give your

More

dentists

recommend

than any other.
Miupreferpowder.askforColgate'sDental Powder. .it
the same high cleansingabilit>' as Ribbon Dental Cream
.

lias

PRHF

COLGATE, Dept. M 004. P. o. Box 375. Grand Central Pom
Office. New York City. Please send me a frc« tube of Coleate's

Ritybolt Denial. Cream

with buuklet

Address
Ion 1>II0T0PI..\T

MAG.iZIXE.

"How

to

Keep Teeth and Moutb Healthy."
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vaudeville acts, circuses and musical comedies
at large in these United States. In addition
to which Harry Green introduced Frank Fay,
introduced Col. Roscoe Turner, who
introduced his pet lion, Gilmore. Turner, who
did some of the flying in ''Hell's Angels,"
arrived in Hollywood just in time for the
opening, after setting a new one-stop flight
record from New York.
Eventually they got around to showing the

who

picture.

And at 1:30 A. M. those who had not been
trampled to death during intermission were
able to go forth and say they had seen " Hell's
Angels."

— the

Note

airplane scenes in the picture

were wonderful; otherwise not so hot.

"DILL HART paid a visit to King Vidor
•'-'during the filming of " Billy the Kid." A
very gushing actress rushed up to him and
said:

"Why,

hello, there,

Mr. Hart.

When

I

saw you you were playing the title role in
such and such a Broadway production."
last

You've heard slangsters speak of "doggy" previews, but this
the first one you've really seen! "The DogviUe Murder
Mystery," one of those all-barkie dog comedies, is being
shown for the cast. In the first row, Charles Bickford, Karl
Dane and Anita Page with their pets
is

the revue. Buddy Rogers was at the
place
and being a very good boy, too.
they get away from the studios they
sure do like to have good, clean fun. And why
not?
girls in

—

same

When

•T^HE

elegant Constance Bennett
Pathe.

^ pouting at

is

reported

Her present salary is said to be $1,750, sloping up to $5,000 weekly at the end of the
contract.

That, thinks Connie, is not enough. Pathe
thinks it is, inasmuch as they have done a lot
for the girl with boosting and bonuses.
There have been rumors that Connie w-as
going a good deal uptown since she swept into
Hollywood like a queen with her servants,
her Paris clothes, and her alimony of about a
million. Maybe this is the result.

—

Kenneth Harlan tries
Ken and Miss

again.

Doris Hilda Booth, of
Somerville, Mass., as
they applied for a marriage license in Los
Angeles. He was formerly married to Flo
Hart, and later to

Marie Prevost. Harlan
is 34, Miss Booth 23

V\ TELL,

"Hell's Angels" finally opened
** and how it opened. Not in years has there
been such excitement along the Boulevard.

The day was made hideous by fleets of enormous trucks tearing up and down and depositing mammoth sun arcs on every available
inch of curbing.
Early in the afternoon the
professional onlookers began to foregather in
front of Grauman's Chinese, and Ijy evening
Hollywood's main street looked like Paris on
the first day of the Revolution. Grillith in his
palmiest and most spectacular days couldn't
have done a more thorough job.
Huge arc lights played across the sky in
moving lanes of light. Airplanes swooped
hither and yon, dropping flares and parachutes.
The boulevard was a solid mass of cars, moving
at about the speed of Howard Hughes directing
a picture. Mobs milled up and down the pavements. Whole families hung out of windows.
.90

Mothers told

"Remember

their first-born in
this night,

my

the stars began to draw

hushed voices:

son."

up

And when

in front of the

Chinese Theater in their limousines there was
a panic the like of which hasn't been seen since
the Chicago fire.
Women screamed, policemen bellowed,
children were trampled under foot, strong men
and a pleasant time was had by all.
fainted
Many of those attending the opening had to

—

abandon their cars several blocks from the
theater and tramp the rest of the way on foot,
only to find themselves blocked by the seething

mob of fans in

More

the forecourt of the Chinese.

fun!

'T'HE showing
*• a Grauman

of the picture was preceded by
super-prologue that was apparently achieved by laying end to end all the

" \\s,
Hart withered her with a look.
madame," he said. "And that was just
years and 10 months ago."

M

THEY notified Polly Moran that she shouM
take her twelve weeks

lay-off.

Polly went

into Mayer's olTice.

"Mr. Mayer," she began, "I wish you could
sec your way clear to lending me to another
company during my lay-off. My expenses are
pretty heavy and I need tlie money.''
Alayer looked stern. "Why should I lend
you to another company? We've built up your
name, given you good parts and good publicity
and now you want another company to cash in
on that. As a matter of fact, I just wrote you a
letter this

morning."
went pale and she began checkPLEASE TURN TO PACE 92 ]

Polly's face
[

-
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19.50

There is one item of

home treatment

my

ivhiili

never faries — the preliminary cleansing of
the skin ivilh

pure soup

and water at least twice
a Jay. For this purpose
I

always recommend

Palmolive Soap."

"The vegetable oils
of Palmolive Soap
leave the skin
says

soft,

refreshed, responsive"

ANTOINE

The natural odor of these oils
sary the addition of heavy perfumes.
oils.

And more

clients seem to think," says Antoine of
my treatment will give them a beaucomplexion with no more effort on their part
visit to my salon. 'You complioccasional
an
than
ment me too much, madame,' I say. 'It is necessary"
between visits to my salon.'
share
for you to do your
Antoine continues by stressing the need for soap
and he prescribes, for this
and water cleanliness
Palmolive."
purpose, "just one soap
"Its delicate yet penetrating lather," he says, "is
the most effective means of clearing away every trace
of dust and rouge and powder from the tiny pores

Never has any product, of any kind,
had such tremendous professional endorsement. This
and the only kind
is the kind of endorsement
which women can trust, because it is the recommendation of tliose who know.

Here

.

—

Massage a

always

famous treatment
Soap gently into

Palmolive Soap," says
Antoine. And his clients
it ideal for the bath,
as well. 'Vou will, too.

find

New

'Vork society', tlie better figures
world, form Antoines exclusive clientele. He is one of the most far-famed of all Parisian beauty specialists witfi a reputation which extends to both England and America.
Antoine has, of course, experimented with various home beaury
methods to determine which would be best. And he is convinced that
nothing is so satisfactory as Palmolive.
pure.

the

recommend

specialist to Paris society

in the theatrical

is

is

lather of Palmolive

the pores for two minutes. Then rinse it away with
warm water, till you can actually feel the pores being
freed of impurities, dirt, make-up. Then rinse widi
cold water. There! Isn't that refreshing?
"I

Palmolive

—

—

of the skin."

Paris society.

its

skin irritation.

Pans, "that

Beauty

than 23.720 beauty experts recognize

—

tiful

.

unnecer.-

contains no

special advantages. They find that it cleanses as other
that it removes impurities uilhout
soaps can not

"COME

.

It

other fats whatever.

celebrated beauty specialist of Paris

O

makes

Its

color

is

the natural color of olive and

Olive
oil in

oil,

as combined with palm

Palmolive Soap, produces a

lather which brings out natural
loveliness. It protects the
is

palm

PALMOLIVE RADIO HOUR-Bro»dcast every 'Wednesday nigbt-from

8:30 to 9:30 p. m.. Eastern time;

m.. Pacific Coast
7:30 to8:30p. m..Cen[riltime;6:}Olo7:30p. m., Mountaintimc; 5:30 to 6:30 p.
over 'WEAF and 39 stations associated with The National Broadcasting Company.

When jou

write to ad?crtl.'iers iilease mention

skin

.

safe, soothing, delicate.

I'llOTOrLAV

umc

.\!.\C.VZINE.

.

.

-|

Retail Price

/~\

i W<-^

—

Drop In

Let's

Gossip With Old Cal York!

and

[

ing up on option time.
Mayer rang for his
secretary and asked her to bring the letter he
had dictated to Miss Moran.

He handed it to Polly. It read: "Enclosed
please find check for SS.OOO, a bonus given
because of your very excellent work in Caught
'

Short.'

"

They

]

surviving brother into letting a plastic surgeon
try to remodel his nose so that it would be
acceptable to the camera. He went through
several such operations, until his nose was
ruined and his wallet, too. Poor Guglielmi He
should have stayed in his own sunny land,
working for King and Mussolini.
!

carried Polly out swooning!

CVEN GUSTAFSSON

^
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Which means

that

'

is

in

London.

Greta Garbo's

brother is in the British capital, and getting quite a lot of notice. He looks like
his famous sister, with the same coloring,
eyes and even the eyebrows.
He also
acts, both on stage and
screen, and he doesn't

vVO stars of another day have been appearing in a stage show around New York.
Agnes Ayres and Herbert Rawlinson ha\e

I
*•

care for parties or
mingling with new
His chief en-

wardrobe, and every time she appears in her
new invention traffic is stopped for miles
around.
Reading from top to bottom the
ensemble consists of a blue flannel jacket with
natty brass buttons, and a pair of jaunty
flannel trousers, cut fuller than a gentleman's
nether covering. The sky-piece is a gob's cap,
worn at a rakish angle.

DOVE

"DILLIE
is in a fortunate position at
'-'the moment. She has a number of pictures
yet to be released by First National through
the summer and fall months, so she does
not feel the necessity
of working during the
hot weather and she
is now taking the first
vacation that she has
had

people.

and his

can't be held against
him. Do we hear any
bidding in Hollywood

for the
Sven?

TN

the remaining pictures
there and she will begin her work with

handsome

Caddo in the early fall.
Howard Hughes, millionaire producer head
of Caddo, evidently

Gary Cooper's

-•new picture, "The
Man from Wyoming,"
June Collyer plays the
lead.
She also gives
one of the most ardent

thinks a lot of

beautiful
opera star now making
her first single for
Pathe, is just getting
over a big mad.

While she was making a quick trip abroad
to visit her family, fol-

are

prone to pass the
whole thing off like
"June and Gary

lowing the sudden
death of her foster

this:

admire eachothcr

father, someone

tremendously."
But
the fact remains that
Gary's eyes light up
when he sees her and
they were always chatting

started a story that
she had turned down
a chance to play the
lead in a French film

together on the

set.

called

"La

Helene

"'

Ildcitc

"r^OME home— all
^—'is forgiven"

words to that

or

effect.

Billie.

]yJARY LEWIS,

and sincere performances of her career and
they say that there's a
reason for this.

Some people

years.

tions purchased her
contract from First
National so that she
did not have to make

That

sister.

many

in

The Caddo Produc-

thusiasms are for languages, books, English
clothes, the theater

Belle

because

was

appear
wearing practically no
A|l of which

Just another phase of the world-wide results of motion pictures, showing
what Hollywood is doing to Tokio. It has been seventy-six years since

to

clothes!

was

news

to

Mary,

Admiral Perry made Japan safe for Americans. Now someone will have to
who hadn't even heard
Mi.x's
make Cherry Blossom land safe for the Mikados. Four little maids of
of such an offer. Pathe
divorced wife forgave
Japanese motion picture studios demonstrating the broadening influence
was
upset, as the
her eloping daughter,
of that grand old missionary, the Rev. Mack Sennett. Now a kimono
rumor got about that
is
Ruth, when the sevenjust another mother hubbard to these four little maids
her
contract
with them
teen-year-old girl marwas off.
ried Douglas Gilmore.
But
it blew over, and
Doug played the English army officer who been laboring in a piece called
"Jungle Love"
a slim and radiant Mary Lewis is preparing
treated Jean Harlow like she wanted to be
—no doubt one of the classics,
to sing merrily into the mike out at Culver
treated
"Hell's Angels." Ruth's mama obCity!
jected because Ruth was so young and had
show must go on" theory has been
a promismg career ahead of her.
J- rathered
So the
cheapened
by
many
maudlin nrillS .sort of thing is bound to happen in
.""'.....
t"J
'
......V
•-"
couple just upped and ran away to Arizona
movie plots, but there are many incidents to
• Hollywood. Colleen Moore, who has iust
prove that the ancient adage is true.
been divorced from John McCormick, gave a
LUBITSCH, the director of the
Mary .\stor, who has faced dreadful tragedy party one fine evening and among the guests
'-'most sophisticated films that ever came out
this year and bravely continued her career,
were Jack Pickford, Marilyn Miller, Ben Lyon
of Hollywood, has been sued for divorce by
fainted on the "Holiday" set at Pathe.
She and Bcbe Daniels. Jack was once married to
his wife, Helene.
She charges a lot of things.
refused to be sent home, or have undue fuss
Marilyn,
Lubitsch should know about marriage and
made about her.
Then he was engaged to Bebe. Ben was
tiivorce.
He's directed enough pictures conShe knew that every effort was being made engaged to Marilyn after she and
Jack
cerning them.
to linish the picture that day. In a few minutes
separated and now he is married to Bebe. Just
she went on with her scene, as if nothing had
one happy family!
we think sadly of the death of Rudolph happened at all
When Mary Pickford walked into Colleen's
^Valentino four years ago, let us give a
living room and saw the four together she burst
thought to his brother, Guglielmi, who is now
TJ Y this time we're getting worn down to the
into loud guffaws
if you can imagine Mary
lighting as best he can for something from
'-'warp and woof from saying that Clara Bow
guffawing and sai<l to Colleen, "Good Lord,
Rudy's estate. Guglielmi is a pleasant, simple isn't like other girls. But
it's still true.
It's a
you haven't got Owen Moore hidden in the
chap who left a comfortable government job in good thing,
for there is always something new
tjushes somewhere, have you?"
Owen was
Italy to come to Hollywood some years ago.
to say about the famous sorrel-top.
Mary's first husband.
After Rudy's passing someone talked the
Clara has created her own summer sports
110
1 PUC.VSE TURN TO P.\GE

Anyhow Tom

m
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1

Tloe

Goddess
who fell Pj^j^j^
called her one of Michigan's prettiest
At college they nicknamed her "'The Goddess."
Everybody predicted great things for her. Popularity.
A career. Successful marriage. But she didn't live up to
a single prediction. As the saying is, she "fell flat."
Of course she did! So would any girl with the same

The Detroit papers
girls.

and" frequent use of

yourself that you are always free of this
trouble. That is folly. Surveys show i person out of 3 is a victim— due to the fact that
the mouth is the constant scene of germ activities, many of which result in bad breath.

FOR HALITOSIS

full

themselves.
Listerine

handy and use

it

before any engagement,

appear at your best. Lambert
Pharmacal Company, St. Louis, Mo., U. S. A.

that you

realize that he

or she has halitosis (unpleasant breath) is the
victim. Social ostracism follows. Don't fool

free

Then being
Keep

trouble she had.

The only one who doesn't

of halitosis by the systematic
strength Listerine as a mouth
active
wash. Though safe and pleasant, Listerine is an
odors.
germicide* which immediately attacks the cause of
odors
a powerful deodorant, it destroys the

Keep yourself ever

may

SOc-quality
*Listerine kills the virulent Staphylococcus
Aureus (pus) and Bacillus Typhosus (typhoid) germs in counts ranging to

LISTERINE
Shaving Cream

Now

25*=

LISTERINE
>ou write 10 advcrtLscrs please mention

200,000,000 in 15 seconds. (Fastest killing time science has accurately recorded.)

..

.

THE SAFE ANTISEPTIC

rUOTOl'LAY SIAGAZIXE.

I

QUESTIONS
Read This

ef

ANSWERS

Before

Casts and Addresses

As\ing iluestions

As these often take up much
space and are not always of interest to others than the inquirer, we have found it necessary to treat such subjects in a
different way than other questions. For this kind of information, a stamped, addressed
envelope must be sent. It is
imperative that these rules be
complied with in order to insure
your receiving the information
you want. Address all inquiries

You do

not have to be a
reader of Photoplay to have
questions answered in this Department. It is only necessary
that you avoid questions that
would call for unduly long answers, such as synopses of plays
or casts. Do not inquire concerning religion, scenario writing, or studio employment
Write on only one side of the
paper. Sign your full name and
address: only initials will be
published if requested.

to Questions and Answers.

Photoplay Magazine, 221
New York City.

5, th St.,

W

—

Z. H. W., LoxDox, En-g.
Vour
favorite countryman, Ralph Forbes,
his entrance into the world
September 30, 1901. He reaches 6
feet
height, neighs 160 pounds

made

m

and has blond hair and blue
Before joining

the

flicker

eyes.

colony^

Ralph appeared on both the English
and American stages. He has been
married to Ruth Chatterton since

pHOTOPLAY

Photoplay

1924,

M. GoRSKi,

five cents, to

Xow

St. Louis, JIo.—
to hop back to the U. S. A.
That
cute little vest pocket edition, Dorothy Lee, is just 5 feet short and tips
the scales at 97 pounds.

il att,Orilli.\,W.ash.— You little
Of course Clara Bow wasn't
Duncan .Sisters' picture "It's

kidder.

printing a list of studio
- addresses with the names of the stars
located at each one.
Don't forget to read over the list on page 122
before writing to this department.
In writing to the stars for photographs

a Great Life."

Graciela,

stars,

who

Havana,

Cxtba.

—

Norma Talmadge and Joseph
Schenck were married October 20,
1917. Warner Oland is a native of
Sweden. (I'm not quoting Garbo
this trip.)
The following girls were

advises you to enclose twentycover the cost of the picture and

The

postage.

in the

is

Baby Wampas

receive hundreds of

Stars in 1924:

Jul-

anne Johnston, Dorothy Mackaill,

such requests, cannot afford to comply with
them unless you do your share.

Plleanor Fair,

Ricksen,

now

Ruth

Hiatt, Lucille
deceased, Clara Bow,

Marian Nixon, Margaret

^Morris,

Gloria

Grey, Hazel Keener, CarmeUta Geraghty, Blanche JSIehaffey
and .Alberta \'aughn.

Xew

E. A. K.,
H.\M!x, Coxx.—
the sudden interest in the marriage license bureau? Loretta Voung

Why

is marGrant Withers; Charles ilorton to Lgla
and James Murray to Lucille
McXames. Dorothy .Mackaill is divorced from
Lothar Mendes. Buddy Rogers and Catherine
Dale Owen are still single. Catherine hails
from Kentucky, where she was bom about 25
years ago. She is feet, 6'4 inches tall, weighs
128 and has blonde hair and blue eyes.

ned

to

Medona,

.S

bromide would

mMear.

F.\x, Brookli\-e, M.^ss.—
be good for a case like yours,

I never heard such raving.
Dennis
King, the target of your outburst, first saw
light
Warwickshire, England, in \ovembcr,
1897.
He is almost a si.x footer, weighs 1.S5
poitnds and has light brown hair and blue eyes.
This may quiet your nerves a little. He is
married to Edith Wright.
At this writing
Dennis is appearing on the stage again in

m

London.

M. McM., New York,— Sidney Blackmcr is
a native of North Carolina, where he was born
m 1894. He was married to Lenore Ulric in
July, 1929.
Buddy Rogers is 6 feet tall,
Aorman Kaiser is the real monicker of Xorman
Kerr>',

.^'^Jthe fifty

M.\RiE Bryd,\, W.vtertowx, Coxx.— You
have evidently come to the conclusion that
as long as Janet Gaynor is in a picture,
Charles
girls

must be part of the scenerv too. You
are wrong this time.
Charles .\Iorton and
Barry Norton were the two youths who
apFarrel!

A Dexxis Kixg
.-^

-AL^Rv Str,\uss, C.ALfMET, Micn.—
Little
Vera Reynolds was born in Richmond,
Va
25, 1905. She is 5 feet tall, weighs
90 pounds and has brown hair and blue eyes
She is married to Robert Ellis.

November

peared with Janet in "Four Devils."

J0.\X JORD.AX, RhLtDDL.\N, W.ALES.— YoU
Joan Bennett's address under "Addresses of the Stars," listed elsewhere
in this
issue.
Joan is a native of Palisades, Xew'
Jersey, where she was born February 27, 1911
She is 5 feet, 5, weighs 108 pounds and has
blonde hair and blue eyes.
She is divorced
will find

from John M. Fox and has one daughter,
.'\drienne.
Joan's two sisters, Constance and
Barbara, are also in pictures.
S.

1920,

Dudley, Br.\dextox, Fl.\.— Back in
Hope Hampton and Henrv Woodward
in "The Tiger Lady,"
Lupe Vclez'

appeared
C-, N'e\v.\rk,

X.

J— Before

you and

million other Photoi>i..\y readers,
I
salaam and beg forgiveness for saying that the
beautiful \ j'lma Banky was a native of Sweden

when she really comes from Xagydorog'
Hungary, If you fans would give me a lircak
and not rave so much about the Glorious
Garbo, I wouldn't be thinking of Sweden
when
my mind should be elsewhere. Greta Nisscn
hails from .\orway,
Emp, El Cextro, C.m.if,— ^'ou were right in
two instances. Gwen Lee and Lilyan Tashman
same height. They both reach .S feet, 7

are the

inches, while .Sally Blane stops at ,S feet
4
Gwen is about 24 years old. Ronald Colma'n is
separated from his wife, Thclma Rave, ^'ou
will soon see him in "Raffles"
w'ith
Kay
Francis. Ronny is 5 feet, 1 1 inches tall.

'

next picture will be "The Storm." Evelyn
Brent boasts of Tampa, Florida, as her home
town.

LOVELLA SCHMIT, DemAREST, N. J.—

simply can't disclose

my

real

name,

.\fter

these years, I am convinced that I
been christened "Gutta Work."
William Powell, the man of vour dreams, is a
native of Pittsburgh, where he made his world

slaving

must

all

hr.ve

entrance July 29, 1892.
Bill is 6 feet tall,
weighs 160 and has dark brown hair and gray
eyes.
He is divorced from ICilecn Wilson and
has one son. In 1922 he entered pictures after
spending several years on the stage. Leslie
Fenton, who deserted the screen about a year
a.go, is now enjoying a hiking expedition
which
will take in the principal cities of
Europe.
Maybe when he has wearied of the scenery, he
will

return to the screen.

Sum, Arapahoe, Nebr.—.As long as I communicated with your friend Diane last month I
will give you a break this time.
Lawrence
Gray was born in San Francisco, July 27, 1898.
He is 5 feet, 10; weighs 155 and has brown hair
and green eyes. He is still a bachelor. Tell
Diane that Ivan Lebedcff is a Lithuanian who

came

to .America in October,

He

is

6

1 inch tall, weighs 148 and has
black hair
and dark brown eyes. He speaks eight languages, which makes him a good bet for the

talkies,

T«o

JIo\-iesque Sophs,

CoLntBUs, Miss.
—What are the chances of my
getting an
in-

troduction to the fifteen hundred members of
the M. S. C. W. (Mississippi's Sweetest Collection of Women)? Although they are just
too
be-u-tee-ful to be true, Maurice Chevalier's
pearly grinders are his own. John Boles only
had to rely on a double for the German version
of "Rio Rita."
Jawn handled the English
version himself. I'm a firm believer that one
question brings on a hundred others. Beautiful
Billie Dove was Jack Holt's "Light
of the
Western Stars" in the silent days.

Mc—

Edythe Mortox, East St, Louis,
The theme song of "Hearts in Exile," was
"Like a Breath of Springtime."
Richard
.Arlen, whose family tag is Van Mattemore,
hails from Charlottesville, Va.
He is 5 feet.
1
2 inches tall; weighs 155 and has dark brown
1
hair and blue-gray eyes. He is about 50 years
old and is married to Jobyna Ralston.
J

C—

A, M. BtT^HRLE, Dayton,
Gosh, can't
you give the young folks a chance? Joan and
young Doug are one of the most devoted
couples in the movie colony. They have been
married for over a year and there is no such
thing as a separation between them.

Duoley Duxlop, Andover, Mass.— Ralf
Harolde played the part of Mike Pakllo in
"Ofiicer O'Hrien." Ralf seems to be a specialist in

that type of role.
[

94

1925.

feet,
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KEEP YOUR SKI^
HEALTHY
IX « VITAE PEACES

WATCH

I

Ixer

SAYS JmnceJ <Jn(jra»L

•

I

Learer,

GROW..

IT

\7'OUR skin can be so clear, so satiny
Y smooth and soft and young — if only
use my Milkweed Cream and my
method to keep your skin healthy!
For Milkw^eed Cream is a marvelous
corrective for the complexion. When you
use it, you will understand my enthusiasm you will see how its delicate oils
\,ui will
tLi.iI

>l

—

clcinse the skin exquisitely and how its
special toning ingredients help the health
ot skin as no other cream possibly can.

let

me show vou how Milkweed Cream

's

health and loveliness to your skin,

rst,

study carefully the six starred

—

on my famous mannequin the
first
s where lines and imperlections
_.ir to steal away your youth and
,s

.:|

,

b.,i iiry.
.It

[he

Then, scrutinize your

same

six spots.

[l,r,,iJ-like
til.

1

I

j

re?

Take

Is

skin

wrinkle here? A blemish
steps to banish them, now!

The Milkiveed Way to
First apply

own

there a tiny,

Loveliness

Milkweed Cream generously

upon your skin (preceded by bathing with
w.irm water and pure soap if your skin is
(mI\ "). Leave it on for a moment to penethe pores. Then carefully pat off
bit. Next, apply a fresh and lighter
film of Milkweed Cream and with upward
and outward strokes pat gently into the
ti.itc

'

I

every

I

I

skin at the six places starred on

my

mannequin.
All drug or department stores have
Milkweed Cream— SOfi, $1 and $1.75- If

you have any
care, send for

special questions

my

booklet,

on skin

"Why Only

a

OiiLf n liea/tliu skin ran

Healthy Skin Can Stay Young", or tune
in on "Through the Looking Glass with
Frances Ingram", Tuesday 10:15 A.M.,
(E.D.T.)on\VJZ and Associated Stations.

,
'

THE FOREHEAD — To guard against lines
and wrinkles here, apply Milkweed Cream,
stroking with fingertips, outward from the
center of your hrou:

THE EYES— Jf you would avoid aging crows'
'feet,

smooth Ingram's about the

with a feather touch
and over eyelids.

eyes, stroke

outivard, beneath eyes

THE THROAT

— To

and

rTHE NECK —

"to prevent a sagging chin and
a lined neck, stroke with fingertips covered
with Milkweed from middle of chin toward

Jaw

and

patting firmly all along the

contours.

rTHE SHOULDERS —

and

To have shoulders that
firmly smooth, cleanse

are blemish-free

then outward toward the ears, starting at

with Milkweed Cream

the middle of the chin.

palm of hand

and massage with

in rotary motion.

Trances Ingram, Dept. A-SO
108 Washington St.. N. Y. C.
Please send mc your free booklet, "Why Only a
in
Healthy Skin Can Stay Young", which tells
complete detail how to care for the skin and to
guard the six vital spots of youth.

jVjmr

Addn
write to adrenlsers please mention

from

keep your throat

cover with

and sliding them upuard over the mouth and

TrutkiD^jscU Cream
When jou

ijouncj

a film of Milkweed
smooth gently downward, ending with
rotary movement at base of neck.

X flahbiness,

the ears

THE tliavVR — Drooping lines are easily deit feated by filming the fingertips with my cream

INGRAM'S

.staij

PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE.
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Flashing
.

that studio holds an option on her sen'ices.
But Hollywood believes that Dorothy gave
when she played "Arizona."

her best

^ERTAIXLY

no one is to blame for the
''-'failure of Stepin Fetchit but the gentleman
of color himself
And here is a fme artist. I'm
not kidding.
He had what all great artists have, the
ability to be completely natural and utterly
.

simple on the screen.
But naturalness and simplicity were not the
gods of his private life. The boulevards rang
with Stepin Fetchit stories.
His fleet of cars, his two footmen in red
and green costumes, his disregard for speed

in

COXTIXL-ED FROM

the Pan
PAGI;.
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I

It wasn't right, thought Sue, so she broke her
contract with MacLean and signed with Fox.
But something that the psychologists can explain better than I made producers not half so
anxious for her when she was free as when she
had been bound to MacLean. Sue has passed
the peak, and rumor has it that Fox won't
renew her contract.

CEVERAL

months ago her husband, Nick
'^Stuart, was let out at the same studio. I may
I'll bet a couple of oranges and a
pineapple or two that the executives were hurt
be wrong, but

and liquor laws.
The boy could not conform. It seemed that
a stupid director insisted upon having his
actors on the set at nine A. it., at which hour

anybody.
to realize that he

was being paid to act. Stepin acted only
when inspired.
Sometimes he had to wait for inspiration

own

his

But

I feel sure that

particularly with

its

favorites.

As whimsical as Barrie himself is the fate of
the Barrie heroes and heroines. Little Betty
Bronson, who remains for me (and for you,
too, I imagine) Pclcr Pan, has never lived
up to her promise.
There's a reason for this.
Pelcr Pan was a foolproof role. It was tailormade for Betty, but she was not wise enough to
resist temperament, nor great enough as an
actress to play other parts convincingly. She,
too, is a one-role actress. And she has played
that role.
Esther Ralston ah, the charm of her in
"Peter Pan"! On the strength of it she was
starred by Paramount and they do say that
Esther might still be a star had it not been for
her husband, George Webb, who started to
manage her career.
With few exceptions, like John McCormick,
Colleen Moore's husband, and Walter Morosco,
Corinne Griflith's, this is not a successful comall

the Barrie players, perhaps,

brief

mo-

K/f.VRY BRIAN,

alone, seems to have surShe played Wendy in " Peter Pan"
"Sentimental Tommy," She is
still rated as a first-class leading woman.
Mar)' Duncan, she of "The Shanghai

There

and GrizcUe

fault.

actors

verj- badly.

that suits

and

them and then

Don

—no more.

Terrj', the brilliant

youngster
so typed that
only especially written roles suited him, and
he was not of sufficient box-office value to
merit them.
There is Karl Dane, a one-r61e actor. He
played the tobacco-chewing riveter in "The
Big Parade." He's been playing it ever since
in different costumes, but he doesn't fool anybody.
He had but one role to give to the screen.
He gave. Dane's star has set because he was
merely a type.
is

And

there

Mann,

who

the tragic story of Margaret
flashed into fame in "Four

is

Sons," selected by Piiotoplw readers as the
best picture of 1928.
She achieved her re-

markable success in middle life in a picture
exactly suited to her talents. And then there
were no more.
She was bewildered by this strange situation.
after

"Four Sons" was almost forgotten,

she used to find her way to the publicity department and inquire pitifully, "Doesn't any-

body want to talk to me? Doesn't anybody
want to use a picture of me? Isn't anybody
interested in me any more?"

They

didn't have the heart to tell so elderly
and so sweet a lady that she was merely a
flash in the pan— a t>'pe who happened to
strike her stride too late.
She is an extra

now.

A

LI, the old predictors got together on Sue
Carol's career.
She was the real thing.
She had everything.
And while she was under contract to Douglas
MacLean, there were more demands upon her
than she could meet.
She was drawing a small salary and being
loaned at an enormous one.

96

in

Gesture," came to the screen too late for the
technique she brought it. She insisted upon
wearing the absurd negligees of another era and
the symbol of great emotion to her was the
heaving bosom.
The picture public had long since grown
tired of Theda Bara.
The short career of Ruth Elder was an experiment. Her pretty face and her world-wide
publicity were not enough. And Molly O'Day,
the great actress of "The Patent Leather Kid,"
could not combat obesity.
Lina Basquette, the victim of too much publicity before she was ready for it, is now in
vaudeville with her husband, Pevcrell Marley,
one time camera man for Cecil De Millc. Eve
Southern, too tall and too much of a type,
found work only at a small studio after she
played in "The Gaucho."

actresses usually
in one role

They appear

"Me, Gangster" who was

woman

fickle,

^ '''vived.

'HE "type"

Long

is

But he lived on the screen for one
ment and then sank into obscurity.

sensation of "Hearts in Dixie" was,
I'm afraid, just a flash in the pan and it was

in

newer

public

Baclanova, in fact
lost.

world.

The

^ fare

The

Greatest of

seen.

I

again.

was Gareth Hughes. His Scntimailal Tommy
was one of the perfect gestures of the cinema

Fox decided to struggle along without JSIr.
Fetchit's services and now you can hear that
tired voice and see that sloping forehead only
in Hal Roach's comedies.
How long this
studio will put up with Step remains to be

all

work

bination.

for days.

'

all

—

the rare spark of Stepin's genius did not burst
into flame.
If it pleased him to wander off
the set and make personal appearances at a
local theater he did so without consulting

Nor could he be made

They may

has a role in a Fox picture.
the golden opportunity is

—

'T'HE

flash in the pan
it is a symbol of
Hollywood, a sudden, intense town that

-•

There's a trick to this black crepe
dress, worn by Betty Garde of "Queen
High." When the bolero jacket is removed there you have a smart informal dinner gown

—

!

because Nick and Sue married secretly without
telling their best friends.

Nor were

their pictures

made

together any

too successful.

They were too engrossed in young love
to give much thought to careers.
The talkies have taken some of the old
favorites.
They have also swept aside many
of the brilliant newcomers. Nils Asther leapt
into fame
a brilliant actor, a heart-throb
lover.

—

His fan mail was enormous. His following
rivaled John Gilbert's.
But his accent was bad.
He was a flash in
the pan.

Baclanova was another.

.Vnd Camilla Horn.

makes

brief, decisive gestures.

What

of the cinema now on the crest of the
fall heir to the title?

Winifred Westover?

children

wave

will

Will she find other

work now that "Lummox" is released? Or is
she merely a t>'pe?
And Raquel Torres, the brave little trouper
of "White Shadows in the South Seas"? After
months of inactivity she has been cast in "The
Sea Beast."
It is her crucial test.
Will IMwina Booth be able to stand her
ground after "Trader Horn"?
Had she remained at United Artists that
vivid child, Lupc Veicz, might have been a
flash in the pan.

But she has signed a five-year contract with
Universal and that studio is placing all their
hopes upon her.
But there will be other bright young people
who will rise and fall after one great picture and
the critics will continue to hail new stars and
insist that So and So "bears watching."

'

!

I

'

''

.
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In dining for the fashionable figure, be sure your diet

Beauty
thdt

is

envied

everywhere

LoRETTA Young
First Tsjational Pictures, Inc.

Strikingly smart sports costumes,
ing evening

—such

gowns

trail-

so alluringly feminine

fashions as these

were made

for

women. For women who posthat much-to-be-desired "rounded
slimness" of youth.
beautiflil

sess

Today, graceful curves and the radiant glow of health are necessary to look
well in the new modes.

And

most

women

fashionable figure

can achieve this

by wise

dieting.

.

.

.

But avoid strenuous, starvation menus.
They often destroy beauty. No doubt you

know

who complain of dizziness while
Of headaches, of listlessness. Often

girls

dieting.

they lose their color, the complexion belines of age appear.

comes sallow and tiny

The

is that most reducing
Without roughage, the

reason for this

diets lack roughage.

symptoms and

evils

of im-

proper elimination are
inevitable.

Yet they are easy to avoid.
Just add

two

tablespoonfuls

of Kellogg's All-Bran to the
diet daily. It is not fattening
yet it is guaranteed to relieve and to prevent all danger

—

of improper elimination.
In addition, Kellogg's Allhelps prevent dietary

Bran

anemia. It contains iron. This

is

;

uell balanced with

a regular supply of rougfiage

.A'a.^

1

Three

R ecipes
for Those

Who Like

VWEETS
sweetened and flavored, between and on top. Garnish
with candied cherries. As soon as cool, remove centers,
and fill with whipped cream, forcing the cream through
a pastry bag and tube.

Pineapple Pyramids
1
1

"I know a

all

secret, I

Paramount

picture,

so in the

"Honey"?

Well, I've discovered one of Mitzi Green's secrets. She has
are
a natural affinitv for sweet things. Her favorite dishes
Almond Tarts, Pineapple Pyramids, and Sweet Potato Waffles'.
ones
only
aren't the
I have found that nine-year-old prodigies
favorite
like sweets, so I asked Mitzi to send along her

And

.

as the radio announcer says in introducing
are."

Amos

salt

3 tablespoons granulated gelatine

H

Drain canned pineapple from the syrup. Chop fruit fine.
fruit pulp add pineapple juice, lemon juice, sugar, salt, and
gelatine which has soaked in water fifteen minutes.
Heat mi.xture until gelatine has dissolved. Remove from

To

stove, set in pan of cold water, and when mi.xture begins to
thicken, fold in cream, beaten until stiff, and currants. Turn
into slightly oiled mold and chill thoroughly.

Sweet Potato Waffles

who

recipes.

Pinch of

cup cold water
2 tablespoons lemon juice
1 pint cream
yi cup sugar
1 glass red Bar-le-Duc currants

'Thank goodness, I only have to think about dialogue
lines and not figure lines!" says little Mitzi Green

Mitzi Green and her chant of
REMEMBER
know a secret," which amused us

can sliced pineapple
cup pineapple juice

n

1

cup mashed sweet potatoes

1
'

Andy: "Here they

cup bread Hour
cup sugar
cup melted butter
1 egg
cup milk

2

? -2

1

Almond

Tarts

4 eggs
1 cup powdered sugar
cup grated chocolate
blanched Jordan al} 2 cup
monds, finely chopped
1 teaspoon baking powder
dust
'ji cup cracker
I

j

PnoTOPLAT Magazine
750 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago,
Please send

me

a copy of Photoplay's

Book, containing 150
I

am

Mi.x the potatoes, flour,
111.

Famous Cook

favorite recipes of the stars.

enclosing twenty-five cents.

The waffle iron should be
well heated on both sides and
Put a
thoroughly greased.
tablespoonful of mixture in

Beat yolks of eggs until
and lemon colored. Add

thick

sugar gradually, and fold in
whites of eggs beaten until
stiff

and dry.

.>\dd chocolate,

almonds, baking powder and
Hake in but
cracker dust.
tered round pan, cool, split,

and put whipped cream,

sugar, butter and milk, in the
order given. Add yolk of egg,
beaten until thick, and then
egg white, beaten until stiff.

to write name and address plainly.
Vou may send either stamps or coin.

Be sure

each compartment near center of iron, then cover, and
mixture will spread to just
Turn almost as soon as
fill.
Serve
and covered.
filled
with maple syrup.

CAROLYN VAX WVCK.
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—

Why

Not Want

Nils Did
I

my work. I was
"You see, I
thoroughly discontented with every part I was
I
given to do except "Sorrell and Son.'
I loathed being
hated being the great lover.
under contract and having to do whatever they
said I was to do. I know what I can do best,
and it is not what I was told to do. I'd rather
never work again never! than to be so
was miserable

in

—

—

—

miserable.

"V\ TORK means everything to me. I can't
** be happy when I'm untrue to what I bethe right sort of work for me. il-G-M
me the wrong kind of parts. They
wanted to make me a great lover. I was
handed scripts that were absurd.
"Just to finish out my contract I did a part
in 'The Sea Bat.' I hated it, but I wanted to
leave amicably, so I took it.
"But now I'm free. Now, I can do what
I choose!
"They wanted me to do a part in 'The Eyes
of the World.' 1 thought I would like it at
lieve

is

kept giving

first.

"I read the script. I thought it was bad.
was not my type of thing. I will never again
play a role I don't like!"
".\nd you mean to say that you'll wait right
It

here until you find just what you like?"
"Can't you see?" he went on. "Can't you
see that there is no happiness for me, just
misery, in doing a role that doesn't suit me?
I'd rather make a living digging ditches or running a grocery store in fact, I might open up

—

COXTIXt"ED FROM PAGE 53

—

best houses.

Musicians who would starve before they
would add popular selections to their programs.
Of this type is Xils Asther. The uncomproartist.

"But how

—

".\11 right," I said.

"You've answered me

that.
You've told me about taking out your
citizenship papers, but you haven't told me
why. You haven't told me the real reason that
you wait in .\merica for the roles that you want
to play to come along."
He started to answer, and just at that
moment we looked up, and there was Vivian

Duncan.
I had my answer!
She sat down at the table with us vivid,
laughing a complement to the restraint that
has always been a part of Xils .Esther.
A strange attachment this but one that
must go much deeper than the eye can penetrate. Over a year ago their first engagement
was announced and broken. Nils told me then
that she was the one girl in the world for him

—

—

—

[

Betty
FOR
than

knows more

of real hospitality

Jim.

Before they were married, she and her
mother maintained a large, comfortable home
Their friends
on Hollywood Boulevard.
knew that dropping-in time was from fivethirty to sbt. Promiscuous dinner invitations

were never extended. Betty entertained lavbut her parties were invitational and she
did the inviting. She knew her guests at least
ishly,

—

by sight.
There is, you must admit, a certain dignity
in this.
It is not strange that she found herself
wondering how much longer she could bear it
in the house that knew no quiet.
And it was
she who had to cope wilh it all. It was she who
had to order the food and pacify the servants

and

see that there

was money

in the

money

dom

CONTINfED FROM PAGE 39

It didn't matter so much when Betty was
making a young fortune in quickies. A quickie
means ten days chalked off your life and no

The picture people can play
the parts assigned to them by Poverty Row
while making the blindfold test.
But suddenly Betty staged a comeback. She
was called by one big studio after another and
had more real, vital parts than she could
handle.
The talkies presented new requirements. She had to study lines. Where was
she to concentrate? In a house that harbored
hundreds of roistering, idle guests?
Lines to memorize.
Scenes to be thought
out.
And always there were people, people,
people.
There was laughter at breakfast.
Jokes at luncheon. Gaiety at dinner. .\nd
every time Betty heard the purr of another car
turning into the driveway and ever>' time she
was called upon to smile and extend a gracious
hand to a new arrival, she felt she "just couldn't

effort required.

another minute."
They talked it over calmly, Betty and Jim.
At first Betty suggested a five or six months
temporary separation.
"Don't you see, Jim," she said, "it's the
only way. I can't stand this. I can't bear it.
You and I have a perfect understanding. We
know each other well. We admire and respect
each other, but this can't go on."
it

Jim didn't think much

And her pretty evening frocks hung dejectedly in her closet. Only sports clothes and
other unconventional attire is correct at I'lintridge. She did not go to theater parties. She
was never seen at a Alayfair dance. They sel-

100

to

mend

his ways.

of the idea.

He

tried

They began by stopping

their Sunday "at homes."
That was impossible. People came anyway. Might as well

down all Hollywood as put a "No
.Admittance" sign over the Cruze front door.
try to close

there

is,

between these two, a deep understand-

The mysterious Swede and the
can comedienne.

And

Xils

is

lively

Ameri-

happy.

—

T_rE wants but two things of life so he told
-* •'me two years ago
work that satisfies him
and a woman who is both sweetheart and
companion at the same time.
He has found the woman; and as for the

—

work, he has the patience of a great artist.
is sure, will come.
In the meantime he can fill in with a vaudeville sketch that
he is taking to Xew York shortly. .\nd he can
wait.
He can wait until he finds the great

That work, he

things that are right for

him

to do.

He

is

much

happier waiting than he is making a compromise with himself and doing roles that are
hateful to him. .\nd that is why he has stayed
in .\merica and that is why he is happy.
''But," I persisted, "when are you two going
to get married?"

Nils laughed. Vivian giggled.
"In 1940,"
she said, "so that people can say, 'Ah-ha, the

Asther-Duncan romance

is

on

again!'

"

1

attended an opening.

Cruze, in white
shirt open at his dark throat,
sat in his seething home waiting for parties to
come to him. Which they did!

bowl.

—

Guests

duck trousers and

bear

life had kept
them apart.
They met again and another engagement
was announced.
Vivian and Rosetta are hving at Malibu, too.
Apparent!)' Vivian has changed.
They ride
horseback together Xils and Vivian. They
swim together. They are not to be seen at the
various whoopee parties around town.
For

but that their viewpoints about

ing.

long will you wait?" I asked.
"Two years maybe. I'm financially able
to wait for two years and longer. I've turned
down a lot of offers because I couldn't bear the
stupid scripts."

Too Many
Flintridge home a road house, had put Betty
in the place where she "just couldn't bear it
any longer."
Days went by when she had not a moment
to herself. Hours and hours of her time were
spent in entertaining the guests that overran
the house.
Many of them were people she didn't know.
Jim marched to bed when they became too
numerous and too noisy.
And yet it was Jim's fault that they were
They are his life. Yet he always
there.
marched off to bed when he grew tired, leaving
Betty to smile and be charming.

1

one out at Malibu than in doing something in
which I'm not true to myself, not sincere."
It is the artist's attitude. I've known but a
few who had it. But I have known a few.
Writers who wouldn't change a comma in their
copy even to have their books published by the

mising

Go Back

to

That didn't work, and they talked of dialways calmly and sensibly. But it
seemed so wrong that these two, so compatible
in most ways, should separate permanently.
So Betty took an apartment in town for a
month.

—

vorce

"YOU
^

probably remember that episode,
over a year ago.

The newspapers jumped on

the story,

now
and

issued the usual form letter announcement
that James Cruze and Betty Compson had
separated. It wasn't so. Jimmy and Betty
remained on the most friendly terms saw
each other often soon were back together
again.
.\nd the world, following its usual habit,
forgot all about it.
But the damage had been done.
Every possible solution had been tried.
Every compromise that either could think of

—

—

had been attempted.
But Jim must have his friends and friendly
whoopee Betty must have her hours for rest
and study away from the unceasing grind of
the sound stages where she is so much in
demand.
.\nd so another home smashed into smithereens a home that was so solidly built with
understanding, tolerance and good cheer.
Cruel and unhappy things came out in court
the world
there were stories for a few days
and its talkies marched on.
But two wonderful people are going separate
ways who might have been together, save for
two reiisons. One too many guests at all

—

—

—

—

hours.
the invention of the thing
.\nd second
that allowed motion pictures to talk, and give
an actress new and greater famel

—
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Saw

I

Beauty

a Miracle of

^ Happen in Hollywood
She zvas just

a

like

dozen other girls^ but

A J(IX

Factor^ Hollywood's

Make- Up

irizard, by
touch

the flattering

of

nnike-up^ transformed her

a ravishing beauty

into

.... almost
As

told by

.

.

instantly.
.

LOVE

BESSIE
M-G-M
to

LOrE, M-G-M

an J

WE

Max

were

Factor, HoUyjjooJ's

Make-Up

star

in the casting director's office,

now shone forth radiantly and
emphasized and enhanced by the magic ol make-up by Max
the girl herself was vibrantly
electric
....
Factcr. The effect was
aware of her new magnetism.
"She's wonderful now", cried tlie casting director. To the girl he
grotesque application of cosmetics,

where we had stopped

Faces, one by one,
peered in inquisitively, apprehensively and hopefully, expressing mingled emotions as tliey were scrutinized by the casting
didirector. But not one paused lor more than a minute, tor the
rector, not satisfied waved them on.
for a

"What
King,

is

minute on the way

the part", inquired

who had come

"Oh!

it's

in a

Factor, Hollywood's

few moments

just a 'bit', but she

vividly,

to the set.

Max

alter

said,

To
.\nd

all

among them",

suggested

Max

Factor.

"Shall

to Stage

we

every

girl, to

Factor stepped into the lobby, and
with one of the girls.

in a

,

look"?

few minutes returned

Now

"Here's a young lady who looks like somebody else, not hersclt
you know what I mean; and if you can see through the "otf-color"'^
make-up. Now we'll clean it all off and see if I'm a good detective."
The magic make-up box of Max Factor tlew open, and in a lew
.

.

.

exclaimed

Like

MAX

allure

FACTOR'S

Factor.

Society

When

Finor— Mil

Dear

Smd mr

I

vfS^My M^kiVf",
if

Sir:

I

.

Max

make-up

!

'^'ou'll

Max
And

if

to accentuate

discover that the

Factor can perform
you mail the coupon
"The New Art

Factor's book,

FRLE.

a

Fictot Scudioj, Holl)->«ood. Calif.

compluntnury copy of youc 48-pagt book.
tomplmon ai>aly»u and mate up

pcnonal

endojc 10 c«nB to covet coit

poiCagc and handline.

MAKE
pli

offers to

your powder, rouge, lipstick and other
harmony with your complexion.

'

HOLLYWOOD
vou wrlic to advertl-sers

now

in color

Mr. M«i

'

had been transformed into a fascinatin
and personality, hidden belore by her o

"Cosmetics of the ^/<;r/'. ..

Factor

AM/TToR YOUR COMPLEXION ANALYSIS

J

a miracle, she

Her

why

must be

vou'll also receive

hart.

beautv.

Max

.

of Society .Make-Up

invitation.

herself,"

.

.

miracle of beauty for you, too.

now

Then he started all over. A little foundation, a few
touches of rouge; now powder, lipstick .... all blending
together beautifully with the natural colorings ot the girl.
Then to the eyes ... and how he brought them out. '1 hey
is

.

.

essentials

:3t\\ a

Here she

.

You'll discover how
your personality and magnetic attraction,
magic of Society .Make-Up as created by

and powder."

"Look!

.

to individualize your

seconds a cream deftly manipulated had removed every speck of "paint

Max

.

you'll discover

make-up

if

sparkled and danced with

to vou

.

I'ln pessimistic."

Max

2 at once."

Hollywood's Make-Up secret. Through the courtesy of this magalike a screen star, you will rezine you are offered a priceless gift
ceive your own complexion analysis, your make-up color harmony
chart, personally from .Max Factor, Hollywood's .Make-Up K-ing.
powder, rouge, lipstick and other makeIn Society Make-Up
Max Factor has produced an everyday make-up tor
up requisites
every woman based on his famous discovery of cosmetic color harmony,
which is the beauty magic in .Max Factor's Make-Up used cxclusivelv in every picture released from Hollywood.
.

"Okay! But

l

cverywoman,

tell

the

1 must
girls that answered the call this morning look the same to me.
have some one, too .... and quickly."
there's
a
perhaps
"A dozen girls are still waiting in the lobby;

possibility

"Report

Make-Up

me.

must have personality.

of how every girl may
Beauty and New Personality

New

obtain

King.

Florence Vondelle

a Secret

Revealing

M-G-M

"She's wonderful m'Jj", cried Frank Beers,
Cisling Director, to BESS/E

Star

mention I'lIOTOI'L.W

MAGAZINE.

^D

l-S-ii

"TV New
color

Ail

harmony

—

Would You Like
[

Perhaps you've noticed. But when you meet
DLx face to face, you can discern a slight scar
toward the end of the nose. He refers to it as
"my bum nose," and it's reported that he's
considering another operation.
Otto Lederer is beginning to thinlc he made a
mistake when he had his nose changed. Otto
had been getting a lot of Jewish comedy roles,
because his nose fitted the parts so well. But
Otto had aspirations toward "straight" roles,
and he felt that his nose was dooming him to

Hebrew comics forever.
So he took the nose to Dr. Ginsburg and
had it trimmed.
Soon afterward, Warner Brothers called him.
"Hurry over," they said, "we have a part for
plaj'

you."
Proudly, Otto presented his new nose to the

.\side

a

New

COXTINUED FROM PAGE 59

]

from nasal operations, those most
film people are the ones which

common among

have to do with remodeling

of the chin

and

ears.

"Flop ears" sent Rudy Valentino to the
Before the operation, they
stuck out like a mad elephant's. The surgeon
pinned them back, and Rudy became the great
sheik.
.After his death, his brother
.\lberto
Guglielmo had screen aspirations. He, too,
believed that plastic surgery might help his
looks, which weren't the par of Rudy's to begin
with. Alberto had Dr. Balsinger do a remodeling job on his face. That was in 1927, but as
yet .Alberto hasn't been any second Rudy, new
nose or not.
One of the most publicized cases of plastic
surgery in the movies, undoubtedly, is MoUie
plastic surgeon.

—

—

Nose?

molded with injected wax. so he looks
hke a he-man instead of one of those weakchinned individuab.
There are countless
players who have had their "sail ears" puUed
back out of the wind. .And the number of
facial lifts and deep peels are beyond all
similarly

calculation.

"THE

facial lift calls for the cutting away of
* tissue at the ear and the sewing together of
the wound, which, automatically, pulls up the
flabbiness of the face and removes years from
the looks.
"It's safe to say." admitted one of Hollywood's foremost plastic conjurers, "that the
majority of women over thirty in pictures have

had

forthwith howled in

facial adjustments of some sort."
By deep peel, the plastic surgeon doesn't
refer to that comparatively simple thing they

"What have you done? " he cried. " Now we
can't use you.
had another Jewish comedy
part, but your nose is out of character now!"
And the same sort of thing has happened too
many times since then for Otto to be any too

a "peel" in the beauty shops. The plastic
surgeon's peel uses carbolic acid to bum away
the skin on the entire face and usually the
shoulders, neck and back and down a way on
the chest. When this bum heals a new tissue
forms smooth, blemish-free, unscarred, un-

who

casting executive,
grief.

call

We

happy over

his

new

—

wrinkled and unmarked by freckles and dis-

face.

colorations.

0L.\ TODD, who was a Wampas Baby Star
'-'in 1925, had a nose correction performed by
Dr. Balsinger.
So did Duane Thompson, and Mrs. Harry
Langdon, among others. And so did scores of

T

It is called

It

extra girls and boys.
Here's another side of the picture. In 1914,
Mrs. Syd Chaplin Charlie's sister-in-law
went to Dr. Griflith for a nose correction. It
wasn't long afterward that the newspapers told
of the tiling of a SIOO.OOO suit against the
doctor. Mrs. Chaplin charged he had ruined
her nose completely, instead of making it look

"I can't

feci

That case, too, was settled out of court.
.\nd there's a persistent rumor, which has
seen print at times, that a Hollywood girl had
a tragi-comic sequel to her plastic surgery
quest for beauty. She went, so the story goes,
to a plastic surgeon to have dimples put in her
cheeks, but something went wrong, and when
the bandages were taken off, her face was set in
a horrible smile. It stayed with her forever
asleep or awake, sad or happy, no matter what
the circumstances, there was that everlasting
grin.

—

TT'S a sad story but in tell the tnith, no
-'public record can be found to shed a ray of
fact on it.
Plastic surgeons insist that no such thing
could have happened.

However, there are several other mishaps
that did.

In 1927, William Scott, actor, sued Dr.
Grillith for $100,000, charging that the surgeon
had cut away too much of his nose.
And in 1925, Lucille Woodward, actress, demanded S25,0(X1 from Dr. lialsinger, because,
she said, in removing superlluous tissue from

about her eyes, he had left her left eye with
no more expression than a dead halibut's
I

102

actually.

vary widely depending both on the nature
work and on the prominence and affluence of the patient. But certain it is that the
plastic surgeons are making dollars while the
screen shines.
And much of the work is in vain! Not that
it doesn't ordinarily accompHsh its object of
beautification
but because plastic surgery
cannot give a person talent.
"Many of our patients," confided one surgeon, "have what might be called the 'plastic
surgery complex.' They come for operations
again and again always a new operation, a
new change in appearance. Many of the
points they ask to have corrected are such infinitesimal blemishes that they really don't
matter at all. The truth is that these persons
have made of plastic surgery a subconscious
excuse or alibi for their failure in the films, for
their continuance of the effort to land in the
movies.
"Unfitted for pictures, they won't admit it
to themselves or to others. Instead, they offer
the excuse that they have some facial defect
that keeps them out and they go to have it

—

while,

She entered a unique defense.
kisses any more," she claimed.

it isn't

—

—

services.

— but

of the

it was her own fault
that
the operation had been a perfect success, but
that she had picked at the bandages and caused
the trouble of which she complained.
The
thing took up a lot of newspaper space for a

and then was settled out of court. It is
reported that Mrs. Chaplin collected some
$10,000 from an insurance company.
Then there was the case of Thais Valdcmar. She had a nose-and-lip remodeling operation done by Dr. Ginsburg.
Eventually, the doctor sued for $500 for his

a new skin

scar tissue.

—

—

better.
He replied that

is

The suffering that is undergone in Hollywood in this endless quest for greater beauty is
beyond estimation. So is the amount of money
that's spent on it. The prices of the operations

William Harrigan of Fox pictures.
But just twelve years ago he was
Capt. Bill Harrigan, commanding the
third battalion of New York's 307th
Infantry. It was Bill's battalion that
went to the rescue of "The Lost Battalion."
And one of his company

commanders was Capt. Eddie Grant,
baseman of the New York
Giants, who was killed during the
Argonne fighting. Think of this when
third

you see

Bill

the Actor

—

corrected.

"When

make the grade, they
pretend to discover a new, hitherto overlooked
blemish, and go to the surgeon again and
they

still

can't

again.

O'Day's effort to lose poundage. In 1928 she
announced she was going to have her appendix
out and added that she hoped the ordeal
would also take off some of the fat about which
producers were shaking their heads. She went
to the hospital, and people wondered.
A. little later, Mollie admitted to the world
that she had had pounds of excess tissue carved
from her hips and legs! This is one of the most
dilTicult and dangerous operations in plastic

—

surgery.

Many

of the best surgeons will not
undertake it, holding it non-effective as well as
l)erilous.
"The fat comes back almost immediately after this sort of operation," one explained.

The instances of facial remodeling wherein
names cannot be mentioned, in Hollywood, are
innumerable. There is, for instance, the handsome male leading light who has a nose built
up with paraflin! and another who has a chin

—

"TX THY,

directors have stopped telling as''^ pirants that it is because of a poor
nose, or bad chin that they can't use them.
They used to do that.

"Say

it

was a

girl,

too tender hearted

and the casting

to

tell

director,

was no
had a nose

her she

actress, told her instead that she

that wouldn't photograph.

"The same

girl would come back, two weeks
with a remodeled nose.
" 'I've spent lots of money, and suffered much
pain to have my nose corrected,' she'd say.
Now, where's my job?
That left the director in a tough spot.
" But even though the directors have stopped
using that excuse, I notice that the screen
aspirants themselves use mirror-analysis try
to find their facial shortcomings, and then come
to us and buy our services in the hope that,
beautified, they may attain screen fame."

later,

'

'

—
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VACATION
SPECIAL
This nexv TRAVEL PACKAGE

/^FREE

to

woman with the sensationally popular hAODESS COMPACT

acquaint every

AS you probably know, we anl\. nounced early in the year a
thinner Modess suitable for
sheer, closely fitting

gowns, but

containing six

You

box admirably suited to go in
your traveling case or week-end

— a real convenience for va-

having the same high absorbency as regular Modess. It is

bag

called Modess Compact. Three
Modess Compacts were packed

why we

in each

Modess Compacts.

will find this small, thin

cation or brief visits. That
call this

is

unusual offer

"Vacation Special."
These three packages, two box-

box of regular Modess.

This refinement has
been so appreciated and
the demand for Modess
Compactsooverwhelming that

ducing

silhouette

.

.

.

.

ingJulyandAugust,this

.for the snug

new

twenty-five-cent
box will be given abso-

of summer loear

Modess Compact was

lutely free to purchas-

especially created

ers

to assure the inconspicuousness so necessary with closely fitted afternoon and

Buy two boxes

Modess

es ot rcs^ul.ir

of regular

each, at the special price of 79
cents. You will receive free, the

with a
Compact for

for ordinary use,

smaller supply of Modess

'

Modess, value forty-five cents

that their

requirements are best satisfied by regular

of regular Modess.

OUR OFFER

evening gowns. The Compact is simply
regular Modess, gently compressed.

Most women have found

we are intronew Travel

Package containing six
Modess Compacts. Dur-

MODESS COMPACT
Thinner.

a

twenty-five-cent Travel Package

Modest-

Li'

—

ularly appreciated this summer.

woman who

promptly to learn at our expense
the convenience and desirability of
Modess and Modess Compact.
acts

NEW BRUNSWICK.
WorU's
I

largtsl malurs cf surgical

write to advertisers vXvix meotlon I'llOTOl'I.AY

J

fulTravel Package, will bepartic-

special occasions.

This offer enables every

:•.:.:_

by those who use it the finest,
most comfortable and efficient
and the useproduct available

(J

N. J

.

U S

A.

Jrasmts. handagts. Red

MACAZINK.

Cms absorbcnl cotton, etc.

—

w
.

—
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1
DODGE

Dont

^he Best Records

New

from

Pictures

Summer,, love it!

By
Maurice Fenton
The Best Sellers of the Month
"It
Happened in Monterey," from "The
:

King of Jazz," "Sweepin' the Clouds
Away," from ''Paramount on
Parade," and "The Moon is Low,"
from "Montana Moon."

HFXEX KAXE
pouting

fans will be glad to know
that the
baby singer has
crashed through with another doublefaced record for their delight.
Both songs are from Helen's new picture

DANGEROUS NAN McGREW
Dangerous Nan

McGrew
Owe You

I

Helen Kane
Helen Kane

Victor
Victor

Those who like to hear Buddy Rogers' young
voice give off a song or so and those who are
j'jst Rogers crushes and like a record of his
fcr company
can get two new ones.
This time .America's Boy Friend records
two of his songs from the picture

—

—

SAFETY IN NUMBERS
I'd

Like to Be ik

Bee

in

Your

Boudoir)
Future Just

Buddy Rogers

Passed

Buddy Rogers Columbia

Columbia

My

THAT "HONEY" SONG
Two new
You

"Sing,

recordings have been made of
Sinners,''
that
sensationally

effective spiritual that Lillian
in

Roth gave

off

"Honey."

The
Sing,

records are

You Siimers The Revellers

Victor

Belle Baker

The

Revellers' recording

is

Columbia

especially hnc.

THE KING OF JAZZ
It

MUCH ... to do
So outdoors
....

.

.

.

.

.

.

Jesse Crawford

Organ
Regent Club

Victor

Brunswick

Song of the Dawn Burnett's

.

3Sc.,50c.,81.
everywhere.
lOc.

.

lOc.

&

handy

size at 5
stores. Mail

orders

.

.

in

Orchestra

under summer skies!
So much to miss
if you're afraid of
water, wind, sun
on your face
your
neck
your hands!
.

Happened
Monterey

filled

by

The FrostiHa

Co..

D

—

e p t
6 8
Elmira, New York.

.

.

Ragamufiin

Romeo
I

Like

Things

to
for

Do
You

Biltmore
Orchestra
Brunswick
Paul Whiteman
and Band
Columbia
Paul Whiteman

and Band

Columbia

Play ... but play safe ... use Frostilla A fe
Here are some excellent recordings from the
fragrant drops
then dismiss all fears
Whiteman-Univcrsal picture.
Particularly
no wind -drying, or water - chapping, or those by the old master himself who begins
sun-burning.
where all other modern bandmasters leave off
Frostilla protects, guards
against all ex- in the matter of arrangements.
posure. Use it every summer's day
before
and when you come back!
you go out
UNDER A TEXAS
!

.

.

.

. .

—

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

MOON

.

FROSTILLA
SAVES YOUR SKIN

Under a Texas

Moon

Gene Austin
Victor

(vocal)

Nawahi's
Hawaiians
This record marks the

first

Columbia

use of Hawaiian

Helen Kane Records
Two More!
instruments in recording motion picture music
as we know it at present
via the talkies.
.\nd it's very effective.
The number, of
course, is the verj- sweet piece used all the
way through Frank Fay's first starring picture.

—

THE BIG POND
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EVERYONE
woman

knows

centers

in

that the real fascination

loS

of any charming

her possession of a pair of pretty

lips.

Keep

young and you keep them pretty. And here's just about
the easiest and most inexpensive way yet discovered. All there is
the
to it is to chew Wrigley's— oh, say, about ten minutes a day. Note
added elegance in texture and charm of contour that find their
lips

alluring way to your lips. It's all based on the simple theory that the
ordinary daily diet does not furnish a sufficient amount of chewing
and that Wrigley's supplies this need. Without this your lips become

dry and old, and heavy furrows creep about the mouth stealing your
Mint— it's a delicious new style peppermint.

youth. Enjoy Double

Chew WRIGLEY'S every day — FOR LOVELY
cm I'liuTuri.AV .\ia(:.\zim;.

LIPS

—
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"Now I

These New Faces

can

stand the
Public

Watch

INEZ

Gaze"

COURTNEY

peeped from the screen in a tiny role
Flame," and was immediately liked. She has had
and is to have more and better parts. Inez has long been known
as one of the very best of Broadway's dancing comediennes. She
did two comedy dances with Gus Shy in " Good News" that were
famous. Pictures were sure to get her.
in "

rsir/

rREL)

Each Month

for This

oCU 1

1

(First Xational)

Song

of the

("Swing High," Pathe) is a newcomer who'll go far, with
While he was studying with Bebe Daniels'
singing teacher, Bebe liked his voice and got him a small part in
' Rio Rita." On the strength of that, and tests, he got the lead
opposite Helen Twelvetrees in Pathe's big circus film. A good
contract was his reward for lliat.

his fine tenor voice.

Can
You?

FRANCES DADE

was a young stock actress
Samuel Goldwyn signed

— when

Colman picture. Regular Cinderella story.
She was picked from a class of over 300 girls. After finishing in
''Raffles," she went into "He Knew Women," Radio picture.

her up for the new

When you slip your
beach coat from
your shoulders and
your bathing suit
seems all too brief
.When you tee off
in front of a watchful gallery and the sunlight
glances on yourstocl;ingless
When you raise
legs
your arms to pin back a
stray lock and your dress is sleeveless
You can meet such moments with nonchalant poise if your skin shows no trace of
.

(-Raffles." United Artists)

twenty-two, blonde and pretty

Goldwyn then renewed her

contract.

.

.

.

DAVID MANNERS

.

.

that masterly TilTany, ''Journey's End."

David was

in 1902,

He was on

the

in

Nova

Scotia

some years.
a Honolulu honeymoon when hired for

to

Now

he's

made

in films.

Charm

I I's so easy to keep your underarm, fore-arm and legs free of
fuzzy growth when you use
faintly fragrant Del-a-tone

^

MARY LAWLOR

^^'

WfJf^^^^^

Cream. (Removal of under-nriii
hair lessens perspiration odor.)

(" Good News," M-G-M) is another Broadway musical
comedy lead to strike out for the Gold Coast to catch some of the
talkie money. She has for some time been in great demand for
girly plays in New York, and created the " Good News" lead she
You'll like Mar>
is now playing on the screen.
she is one of the
stage's prettiest and very best.

—

Perfected through our exclusive formula,
Del-a-lone has the distinction of being
the first and only white cream hair-remover

Easy to apply as cold cream, Del-a-tone
actually removes hair safely in 3 minutes or
less. When you see how smooth and clean
it leaves your skin you will understand why
actresses and society women, who are constantly in the public gaze, consider it an
indispensable aid to loveliness.

ROBERT WOOLSEY

("The Cuckoos," Radio

Pictures) has been teamed
Radio Picture appearances. They
Rio Rita," did "The Cuckoos," and will ne.xt be seen
c4icked in
in ' Dixiana." Bobby, like his partner, Bert, is a veteran young
comic of the Broadway stage. He has appeared in innumerable
musicals, last with Wheeler in '"Rio Rita."

with Bert Wheeler in

all his

''

IDlElhWONE
The Ouly U'htte Ci-rnm

Born

a successful stage juvenile for

way

'Journey's End."

Secret of

is one of the
done grand work in

Pictures)

.

ugly superfluous hair.

The

(-He Knew Women," Radio

screen's buddingest juvenile actors, having

.

Ilnir-rcniovcr

IRENE

DUNNE

desired. Address .Miss ^nId^cd

Uadlcy. The Ddalnnc Co.
{Rstabllshed 1908). Dfpartrn.int 88. 233 E. Ontario Street. Chicago.
19t9 Bale*

of Det-<i-tone

Cream rtachtd a

recttrd

volume-four lime*

(Radio Pictures) is slated for big parts at this studio. She is
mentioned for the feminine singing lead in "Babes in Toyland"
and ''Present .\rms." Irene is another of New York's favorite
musical comedy prima donnas. Golden haired and blue eyed,
she has had many Broadway successes. One of her first hits was
in "Sweetheart Time."

grenter than avy pri'

MUs Hndred Hadlrr. Thf

DcUi

-,^j^ Trial
"" "•
Offer,

"^pt.8'8.'D«l«U>'n'« Bidir.r233 E. Uiiuriu St.. Chic»B..,
Plaan* t<^nd ra« In plnfn wrapper prrpafd. ffvnemoa
of Dol-»-tuDa CrttaiD, <or wbico 1 «dc1o»« 10c.

trial

GUS SHY

("Good News," M-G-M) is another graduate of the stage production of "Good News." This seems to be their month in this
department. Gus has been clowning around for a long time, but
he scored sensationally

another

wow

operetta.
Ever; udieltlsemcut In rllOTOrL.VY

in

this success,

comedy role in
Then films nabbed him.
in the

MAGAZINE U

cuaranlocd.

"

and followed

New Moon,"

it

with

the beautiful
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PHILCO TONE-CONTROL
BRILUANT- BRIGHT- MKLLOW • DPEP
/«;/ turn this tnob 10 bring in pro-

grjmi your

uay—utlh any

ont of

thtie four torn •valutt. At last you
control station tone. You can tiittn to

shades oftone value.^

muiic as

you

iikt

it.

Sptich can bt

tnore distinct. Interferenctnoisti almost

^

vanish

hnlliant^hright<mellow<deep

(
,"

'

'TJAMOUS for its own perfect tone, Phiico now

tttif^hbtirhnnd.

In the new Phiico
Screen Grid Plus you have A/ttomalic Volume
Control, which counteracts fading so you
can not only get but hold and
tnjny out-of-town programs, near
and far. And Phiico has added a
ability are extraordinary.

r aJds perfection of tone from

the radio
station
subject to your fOH/ro/ simply by the
turn of a Icnob on the front of the set.

—

Now, with Phiico Tone-Control. you
can bring in music, great artists,
great speakers, )our way
with the

I

—

one quality jo»

And for stations

harsh in your
you can reduce stridency

TONE -CONTROL

PHILCO
i!

.

like best.

PHILCO SCREEN GRID

Yet further, you can turn the Phiico
Tone-Control to"mellow"andbtlni;
in J prelude played by the grc.it
Phiico Symphony Orchestra in
dreamy, luscious tones. Turn to
"brilliant," and jazz bands are crisp
and snappy, or turn to "deep," and
they croon and whisper at a touch
of your hand.

PLUS HIGHBOY
American butt and

pencil-striped ivalniit

enhcnce the disiRn of this exquisite ftirn i-

The

Grid Plus receittr
has 9 tubes, built-in aerial, automatic volume control, tone-control and station recordfure piece.

ing

diiil.

Screen

Great Pouer, distance

and glori-

ous Balanced-Unit Phiico lone. Price only

You cannot buy more in
matter how much more you pay.

$145.

Phiico Tone-Control is an nJJilion
to all the great features which gave Phiico
the leadership it still holds. Balanced Units
and the wonderful life-like tone they produce are retained. And Phiico also offers
its new, exclusive circuits producing that
marvelous selectivity which gives fine tuning
anj'where on the diaL Power and distance-

—

The two new

Phiico sets
Phiico Screen Grid
and Phiico Screen Grid Plus
are enclosed
in Consoles, Lowboys, Highboys and RadioI honographs
cabinets which will delight
your eye and satisfy your most exacting desire for beautiful furniture. See them today at
your nearest Phiico dealer's. He wants to put
one in your home for a free demonstration,
without obligation. All models have Phiico
Tone-Control. Operate it for yourself and
learn what radio's newest miracle means to
your greater home entertainment. Prices from
$95 to $198 (Radio-Phonograph), less tubes.
Easy terms, of course, when you decide to buy.

—

—

radio, no

higher in

Prices slightly

Available for

AC

or

DC

Canada,
current

All prices

less

Denver and West.

and also

in

a

batttry

set.

tubeu

PHILCO, PHILADELPHIA, PA.
Milkers of the famous

BALANCED -UNIT RADIO

Cars, Telephones,

Farm

Diamond Grid

Battery for Atotor

LiRhting, Motive Power, Auxiliary

Pouer,

etc.

In Canada: Philco Products. Ltd., Toronto

CHARLEY MACK

of

moran
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"ANYBODY'S WAR"

IN
When CHARLEY MACK, OF "THE
balanced units can only bring

on which you can permanently log your favorite stations.
Station Recording Dial

TWO BLACK

yoti the distorted

THE "TWO BLACK CROW \>
(A

CROWS,"

Paramount Picture)

you on the air, a radio set -a.ilh partially
approximation pictured at the left. With Phiko's exact balancing of
crimes to

all units, you get the true, clear, undistorted tone pictured at the right

When you

wrlle to adccrtlscn please mrallon
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Short Subjects
of the Month

Girls

TT

becoming more and more evident

that one of the
functions of the short subject in the talkies is to discover new talents for longer pictures chiefly comic.
This month Helen Broderick, comedienne, is "discovered" in a picture way, though she has long delighted
stage audiences.
is

-*-chief

—

rF

YOU

DRAW,

LIKE
here

is

TO

to

how much

talent you

Test

j'our natural
design, proportion,

have.
sense

of
perspective,

with
our simple scientific Art
Ability Questionnaire. Learn
if your talent is ivorth developing. You will be franklytold what your score is.

color,

W arncrs-V

out

opportunity

find

NILE GREEN

your

etc.,

Federal Students

Are Successful
Many Federal School stugirls as
onts and gr;iduates
^are making
well as
$2,000, $4,000, $.'),000,
In Commer.$6,000 yearly.

—
men —

Art work you can earn
mucli as a man of cqiml
ability.
Millions are p a i il
yearly for illustrations and
designs. Loarn at home in
spare time. The Federal
Course contains lessons by
the leading artists, gives you
I>crsonal criticisms, and leads
rapidly to practical work.

will like

This eight-minute comedy serves to show
that Helen Broderick, a tall comedienne who
gets off excruciating sarcasms from a solemn
face, is a great picture bet.
She's well known
in vaudeville and musical comedy. This short
concerns her adventures seeing Egypt with a
helpless guide.

THE CHUMPS
.\ laugh-crammed story of honeymooncrs
from the country who get square with city

who cheat them at cards. XIarjorie
Becbc, now Sennett's ace comedienne, is fine as
the bride, and Andy Clyde he'll kill you!

slickers

—

and Franklin Pangborn are
usually good recording.

fine.

And un-

Metro-Roach

One of the best two-reel talking comedies yet
turned out! Charlie Chase has a certain hit in
this baby. It is a rip-roaring, cleverly turned
comedy of mistaken identities, with Charlie
doing splendid work, and June jSlarlowe
opposite. This is a credit to Roach.

the

world— and maybe
they have a

they're right.

lot of grief

it.

RESOLUTIONS

At any

putting up a radio

aerial.

IIER

W

arncfs-V ita phone
This howling short was made from the best
comedy scene in the famous "Little Show,"
Broadway revue, and has the original leading
comedians, Fred .Mien and Clifton Webb. It's
silly piece of business, with all being nonchalant while the building burns. You'll enjoy

Laurel and Hardy, whatever other comics
do, keep up the old tradition of slapstick,
knockabout comedy with sound. To them, a
kick in the pants is still the funniest thing in
rate,

THE STILL ALARM

a

AY WIRE

II
Metro-Roach

cial

Paramount
The

BASHFUL BEAU

Hilly

PEACE AND HARMONY
Jack White-Educational

Questionnaire

cent who tries feebly to make love to his
sweetie in the face of papa's opposition.
Jealousy enters, and there is a big ruckus in an
If you like kid
ice cream parlor that is funny.
stuff, here it is.

The good old domestic squabble is trotted
out again to make laughter in this two-reeler.
Most of the way it is kitchen slapstick, with a
few good dialogue laughs by the plump little

—

all

means

get this free

—

Eddie Lambert. ICach member of the cast gets
at least one good sock in the nose.

A BA TTER Y OF SONGS

HEARTS AND HOOFS

Warners-Vita phone

Pathc

—

This is a Rodeo Comedy with less comedy,
and more attention paid to romance, song and
dance. Cornelius Kccfc, Mona Rico and Fred
Warren have the featured roles. Miss Rico, as
a gjpsy, gives oil a bit of singing and dancing
that pleases, but the short is not too good.

This
alities

Federal

Schools

BIdg.,

Desi^^

Minneapolis.

Minn.

man and

MICKEY THE ROMEO

PALOOKA FLYING SCHOOL

a chase

Etcry advert Iscmint In

it

turns out to be!

niCTOrLAY MAi^AZINE

—

this f.-ist-cracking lad for pictures!

—

What

Radio Pictures
Brown and keep an eye oi
Russ is
former member of the vaudeville team
"inyini
now
in
and
is
Whittaker,
Brown and
High," Broadway musical comedy. In this h
Presenting Russ

I'ietiires

The Toonerville Kids arc at it again. This
time, headed by Mickey McGuire, they indulge in the oldest of comedy situations the
chase.

HE

.\ fairly pleasant number in the Sunny Jin
featuring that awfully funny little kid
with the top-knot. Jim is forced to pretend
he's a girl because his visiting auntie likes little
He gets great ful
girls better than little boys.
out of the notion.

.Xndy Clyde round out a snappy and

Radio

:

series,

talented cast.

....

I

—

J. Fred Coots, composer
popular song hits at the piano. .\nd
the short is one Miss Questelle, a boop-adooper who won a prize imitating Helen Kane.

many

Universal

Xick Stuart, who's developing into a fulllledged Scnnctt comedian, collaborates with
Marjoric Hcebe to give much-needed medicine
F^unny, fast moving an<l
to the college bully.
Lincoln Steadnot offensively "collegiate."

..

interesting because of its two person
Hoyt, the Detroit basebal

SHE'S A

Scnnctt-Educalional

Of Cbminercial

is

—Waite

pitcher, singing

COLLEGE CRUSHES

Address

is

Send for Free Art
send now for your
and we will
Questionnaire
also send our book "Your Future" showing work of Federal Students and explaining
Please
the course in detail.
state age and occupation.

Age

comedy

Universal

test

Namo

star of this two-reel

House, the huge singing comic well known in
vaudeville. This picture has to do with adventures while trying to two-time his wilic on Xew
Year's Eve.
Billy is tremendously funny, and
if he sings too loudly stop your ears.

This is about the best of Arthur Lake's
comedies to date. .Arthur is a bashful adoles-

By

315

it.

FAST WORK

Scnnctl-Ediicational

and

fl.s'

'round and 'round an amusement park. Alit is not as funny as the last few, kids

though

ila phone

Is

Just

plays a comic instructor in a big flying school

eunrnntced.

.
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STARS S PHOTOPLAY

250

BEAUTIFUL REPRODUCTIONS

A

WITH

BRIEF

IN

ROTOGRAVURE

250

BIOGRAPHy BELOW THE PORTRAIT OF EACH STAR

This new de luxe edition of the "Stars of the Photoplay"
represents the \erj finest collection of beautiful art portraits of screen celebrities ever assembled under one cover.
Photoplay Magazine's

close per-

THIS

sonal contact with the stars of the

NEW

DE LUXE

EDITION OF THE

industry has enabled us to procure
not only the latest but the niost
attractive portraits of all the screen

STARS

oF

THE

PHOTOPLAY
HANDSOMELY

favorites.

Two hundred and fifty photographs have been carefully selected
and reproduced by rotogravure proc-

BOUND

IN

EMBOSSED

RED ART FABRIKOID
WITH GOLD LETTERING

This process retains the soft,
deep tones and highlights, and has
ess.

Only

resulted in exceptional reproductions
ot the original photographs.

The

portraits,

tor convenient reference,

have

$1.75

of each individual portrait is
2 inches, the balance of the
page being devoted to the biographical sketch of the particular star
featured on that page.
You will also find "Stars of the
size

5J2 X 73

Photoplay" an invaluable help in the

moving picture

star puz$5,000.00 Cut Picture
Puzzle Contest started with the June,
1930, issue of Photoplay.
Write for your copy of the

solution of
zles.

The new

"Stars of the Photoplay" 7ioii'.
the coupon below ibr your convenience.

Use

been arranged

in alphabetical order according to
the names of the stars, and below each portrait

you will find a brief biography which gives a clear
and comprehensive sketch of the star's career, including such information as weight, height, complexion, age, etc.
Just the type of information
that you want.
This wonderful collection is printed on a choice
grade of white super paper. The outside measurement of the book is 7/4 x lOl 2 inches, and the

Stars of Photoplay, Dept. PH. 8-30, Photoplay Magaiine,
919 N. Michiaan Ave., Chicago, III.

Please send

me my copy

of the Photoplay, for

I

new 1930 edition of Stars
QCheck QMoney

enclose

order for $1.75. Send to the following address:

Tvlame.

Cty.
[!, 10

of the

which

ailvtn;-ir» [.lease mention

rlIOTOPL.\Y SIAG.\ZIN"E.

.

State
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Drop In a/td Gossip With
Old Cal York!

Let's

[

TT

certainly paj's to have an idea of
-•nant to do before you start doing it

!

COXII.N'UED TROl!

what you

She is expected to annoimce her
engagement soon to a young New
York bond salesman.
During her Hollywood sojourn she

Edmund

Goulding's work directing Nancy Carroll in
"The Devil's Holiday" proves that all over
again.
He was just eighteen days shooting
that excellent talkie, and went only slightly
over the budgeted cost— 8250,000.
The first cut version was ready just two days
after the last scene was shot
and a final cutting only snipped 100 feet from that footage.

was seen places

wayites say about a lover
the cold.

Front."

But we hardly thought that a big he-man like
Grant A\'ithers would have to be led out gently
but firmly.
There is something to be said in extenuation
of Grant. He had been flying all afternoon
stunting with a friend. He had gotten home
late and did not have time to eat dinner before
going to the theater.

theater.

Ben Bernie's band, no less, provided the
The opening night had been set for a
Sunday evening, and film society arrived in
full evening regalia.
Emily Post could have
told them that it isn't quite the thing to wear
evening duds on a Sunday night, but Hollywood, the old insurgents, wore 'em anyhow.
music.

"NJEW YORK

musical hit, "Sons o' Guns," and go to Paris
hunt for her successor was started.
In Paris a beauteous young lady named Gino
Malo was found and signed for the Damita
for a rest, a

That is the basis on which
Mary Nolan and Universal made up.
Mary promised to be a better girl,
the story says. Deference to Junior
Laemmie, and no harsh kidding behind the backs of the bosses.
So
Universal opened its arms, and all
was merry and bright!

There's a pleasanler treatment for
corns than "grin and bear it."
There's a safer treatment than
"trim and pare it." There is, in
short, a proper treatment for corns

'

role.

When she arrived in New York, with great
trumpeting by the press agents, Broadway
watchdogs were greatly struck with her
resemblance to one Janet Flynn, who had been
an obscure New York show girl of a couple of

—

simple, efficacious 3-day treatment
that millions have used these thirty
years. Blue-jay's soft felt pad in-

He learned all of the dialogue and he talked
to all of his friends about it. One woman, who
has some connection with a fan club, conceived
the idea of having all of Barry's admirers write
to the director about casting him for the part.
This they did by the hundreds and the result
was that Barry was not even given a chance

stantly relieves thepressure-friction

for a test.

Blue-jay, of course

— the

that causes the throbbing pain. Its
mild medication soon softens and
loosens the corn.

^~-'it Ijut

.

•

Nriv York

•

COMPANY
.

Toronto

something

cLsc entirely.

woman

how.

all

robbed!

^~\F

•

/^UPID

has sneaked up on Cath^'erine Dale Owen, beautiful blonde
leading woman of "The
and other pictures.
In

idea.

Greta's supporting

"When Lights Are Red" attracted considerable attention on Main Street, Los Angeles,
where people are looking for sensations, any-

i.ih.illMii.iMi

in all sorts

sorts of fears and terrors into the
hearts of the heroes he menaces on
the screen, but to Hollywood burglars he's just another householder.
The other night, for the thu-d time
in a few months, his house was

in a picture

cast consists of Einar Hansen, the young actor
who met an accidental death in Hollywood
several years ago, and Werner Kraus. Garbo
was exotic in those days, too. but not the calm,
poised woman of the world she is today.
But the combination of Greta Garbo and

J

Malo

"heavy" make-up on, may throw
be surprised to hear

the leading

"When Lights Are Red," which isn't
nearly as exciting as its title.
S. .S. Millarde, a firm believing in pepping up
the screen, bought one of the Swedish star's
very old European pictures, originally titled

CORN PLASTKU

Chicago

is

called

Blue jaj
DIVISION OF THE KENDAIX

she

Belle

A NOTHER dream shattered!
^^ Fred Kohler, when he gets his

visitors.

r^RET.V GARBO may

La

Film luck hasn't been any too hot for her.
So she thought it over. She decided some
things were wrong.
So she dyed her hair and changed her name
to Joan .Vlden.
She figures the two changes
will change her luck.

T

think of anyone's enduring the
anguish of a corn a minute longer
than from here to the druggist's!
... 25 cents (in Canada, 35 cents).

tried to trap

V\ TILL persistence win?
** Blanche MehalTcy had an

ITTLE Renee Adoree is back
^-'home from the sanatorium where
she has been for the past few months.
She is still confined to her bed,
however, and sees only a very few

Blue- jay is so easy to apply, so comfortable to wear, that it is a pity to

BAUER & BLACK

They

ways and they all failed. She just rattled
French and looked imploringly for her manager
for relief from these impossible .Vmcricans!
Yet a large percentage of Broailway says
Gina Malo is the former Janet Flynn. Gina
Malo says she is Gina j\Ialo, Paris bom.
Her managers say nothing. But, oh, how
broadly they do grin!
of

picture.

dressings.
It is

seasons back.

COMETIMES an overzealous friend may ac>^complish more harm than good. When the
studio was getting ready to cast "Journey's
End," Barry Norton had a great yearning to
play the part of the young juvenile in that

provided for you by one of
the foremost producers of surgical

has been a few per cent agog

•^over the strange case of one Gina Male.
When Lily Damita decided to step out of the

T^O more wisecracks!

properly

out in

many of the more delicate ladies of
•filmdom were not able to sit through the
entire filming of "All Quiet on the ^\estern

TT^H.VT "bon homme," Maurice Chevalier,
^ had Hollywood standing on its ears during
his one man show in a Los Angeles downtown

fcornj

left

A GOOD

there were no retakes, nor added scenes.
That, friends, is some kind of a record!
Gus, will you kindly have some sort of medal
struck off for Eddie Goulding?
.\lso,

•*

often with Prince

Youcca Troubetskoy — who may now
be "carrymg a torch," as old Broad-

—

TREAT that

PAGE 92

course there is nothing unusual about a
'—'movie star wanting to take a trip around
the world.
It's quite a simple matter.
You just engage
the royal suite on the Berengaria and have
forty cameramen at the docks.
Claudctte Colbert and her husband. Norman
Foster, who has been playing in "June Moon"
in New York, are going about it in a different
way. No fuss and feathers about this trip.
They arc sailing on a freighter. Long, lazy
days on the water, plenty of time to rest and
think.

Rogue Song"

I'llOTOI'I.AY JIAflAZINE

Hollywood
informality!

Is

Buornntccd.

is

pretty

upset

over

such
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Beauty, Brains or

Luck?
1

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 41

]

Gilbert Miller, Henry Miller's son, was
stopping at the Seymour. He wired his father
he had found the actress to play the daughter
Henry Miller met Ruth and
in "Rainbow."

approved
If

his son's

judgment.

her part in that play was comparatively

small, it was, nevertheless, her voice and her
face and her little gestures that audiences
remembered after they had left the theater.

F.\ME

wooed

her.

She played

in

"Daddy

Long Legs." She playefl in "Come Out of
the Kitchen." The powerful bulbs that spelt
out her name over the ni.irquee of the theater
spilled their light on the dark pavements of
Broadway.
There were those who said Ruth Chattcron
was "upstage." They're likely to say that on
Broadway unless you qu.nlify as their idea of
a good sport. .\nd Ruth never did. While
she v.-as under the Jliller management, she
never was seen along Broadway or in any
public place.

Furthermore, she was busy. She studied
She continued with her music.
voice culture.
She translated many plays from the French
and helped rewrite many of her greatest
successes.
.\lso, having accumulated her fortune in the
One
theater, she helped finance some plays.
play, into which she put forty thousand dollars,
one
her
utter
ever
heard
one
But no
failed.
word of complaint. She is a thoroughbred.
her
richer
because
of
screen
is
And now the
coming, because of such brilliant portraits as
and
"Laughing
Lady,"
her
her "Madame X,"

Your poise and charm
are safe with this

deodorizing protection

her "Sarah Storm."
But perhaps, after all, they are right when
they say of Ruth Chatterton, "she got a lucky
break!" For it is a great deal to be bom vnih
such a high spirit that no matter what life
holds, you are not found wanting.
Costumes from Kasket

bogy-man of the Gish
THE
was the Gerry Society. In

childhood
the wings of
corridors
long,
dark
in
the
strange theaters,
of cheap hotels, Lillian and Dorothy looked
Gerry
Society
The
behind
them.
fearfully
would get them if they didn't watch out. It
have
easily
might
that
was a ver>' real bogy
interfered with earning their living.
difficult
have
been
would
Undoubtedly it
for Mrs. Gish to satisfy the authorities that
the lessons she taught her daughters between
matinee and evening performances and on
trains were enough.

&

!(

1

Kaskel Dunlap

girls'

would have been difficult for anyone to
believe that they could grow up as they have,
as intelligent and well informed as though
they had attended regular classes in the best
It

.

.

.

.

dreamed.

When Dorothy was only four she knew the
meaning of responsibility.
She stood alone on the drafty stage and the
She was
shadows made terrifying shapes.
homesick. And it was evident from the way
that
manager
pulled
at
his
braces
stage
the
she wasn't saying her lines to suit him.
Her hair was like spring sunshine and hurt
pride trembled at the corners of her baby

mouth.
"Please," she said, and her voice was a
whisper, "let me alone for a little while and
then I can do it."
She knew her mother hadn't let her go off
on tour with their roomer, who was leading
lady in this "East Lynne" company, because
she had any choice in the matter. And cer-

layers permit

free circu-

and carry moisture quickly auay
This method of absorption
important both to comfort and hygiene.

lation of air,

jrom the

.

is

surface.

Round, tapered corners keep Kotex always
inconspicuous. And you dispose of it as easily
Kotex Company, Chicago, Illinois.

as tissue.

poise and comfort.
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DON'T
one single day
tects

when

feminine charm
summer. Kotex pro-

your

sacrifice

in

daintiness

is

IN HOSPITALS

I
i

All through every Kotex pad a wonderful
deodorant is sprinkled. This deodorant is
.
.
your protection. It is safe and gentle
yet deodorizes as long as
soothing, even .
.

the pad

is

85< of our leading hospitals use the very
same absorbent of which Kotex is made.

I
1
g

especially difficult.
1

I
I

.

worn.

Meantime, Kotex gives a degree of comfort that seems almost miraculous. This is
largely due to its unique filler, Cellucotion
(not cotton) absorbent wadding.

Do you realize what this means? It means
your Kotex pad can be five times lighter than
any cotton pad, and give equal protection.
summer, when

Think of the difference
bulk and weight are so trying.
in

Kotex keeps its original delicacy an amazing time. It is made of sheer layers, laid
you write to advertisers please mcDtioa

g

^

a delicate, fleecy softness that

§
h
1
i

Jo//

ness that

1

ncss.

%

lasts for hours.

I
1
j

1
a

Preferred by hospitals
Cellucotton is used by 85"' of America's
leading hospitals because of its many advantages. It is not cotton, but a cellulose substance which absorbs five times as much as
an equal weight of finest cotton!

... not a deceptive soft-

soon packs into chafing hard-

2 Ko/fAfM

ii

.

schools of the country.
Even as verj' little girls, Lillian and Dorothy
dreamed of a future when they would be
leading ladies, able to keep their mother in a
gracious home. But they more than just

These

lengthwise.

Because Kotex deodorizes
.
stays light
is inconspicuous
and cool for hours ... it is
really necessary to your summer

1
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I
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But

Safe, secure
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keeps youi mind at
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special process.
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Disposable, insiandy, completely.

Regular Kotex- 45c for 12
Kotex Super-Size- 65c for 12
Also regular size singly in vending cabinets
through West Disinfecting Co.
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What $1.25
Win Bring You
Photoplay Magazine hundreds of unusual pictures of photoplayers
and illustrations of their
work and pa^ime.
In six issues of

Scores of interesting articles about the people

you see on the

screen.

Splendidly written
short stories, some of

which you will see
acted at your moving
picture theater.
Brief reviews of current pictures with full
casts of stars playing.

company.
Then sometimes Lillian .would be left somewhere in school for a few months. Or Dorothy
would be left behind in a classroom, depending
upon the plays in their repertoire.

but

truth

the

and nothing
about

truth,

motion pictures, the
stars, and the industry.

You have

read this issue
of Photoplay, so there is

no necessity for telling you
that it is one of the most

superbly

illustrated, the
best written and most attractively printed magazines published today
and alone in its field of

—

motion

TT

was when Lillian was in Ohio at school
-'and Mrs. Gish and Dorothy were on tour
together that Dorothy awoke one night to find
her mother raving in delirium. They took
Mrs. Gish to the hospital, very ill with intermittent fever. Late the following night the
company moved on to the next town. Dorothy
had to go, too.
There was no one

to play her part and, with

hospital expenses to be met, her salary was
doubly needed.
"Go back ... go back ... go back." the
wheels of the train seemed to roar that night.
Dorothy could not sleep. Fear laid cold fingers on her heart.
And she had to go on and
on, always further away from her mother. In
the weeks that elapsed, before Mrs. Gish
recovered sufiicicntly to join her, Dorothy
learned more about emotions than little girls
of nine are supposed to know.
The young poet, John V. .\. Weaver, has
written a poem about one of Dorothy's experiences, which has been included in his book of
verse, "To Youth."
For those who haven't

read

pictures.

Bowl-and-Pitcher Holiday
(For Dorothy Gish)
troupin' with kids for me, that's

No more

God knows
ways

.

.

the

life

is

tough enough, any-

— "Her First

little Dorothy, she's sLx years old,
.\nd talk about your troupers! There she is,
Sleepin' on day-coach seats, or in hotels
Cockro.iches wouldn't live in.
And for

This

dinner
Many's the time only one dry ham sandwich
.\nd maybe a couple of apples
and the
.

theaters!

.

.

.

.

.

Honest, the lousiest route of one-night stands
.Anywheres in the sticks
and Christmas
.

week
Twelve shows

Dcpl. H-8. 919 No. Michigan Av.,

and

receive

llie

CHICAGO

next issue

and

fire issues tliercafler.

PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE
Department H-8
919 No. Michigan Ave.,
Grnlhmen:

CHICAGO

cridnsf lurcivilh $1.25 (Cannila $1.50; Foreign $1.75), for which you will
kindly enter rnv subscription for Pjiotoi'I.ay
MACA/INIi for SIX inonlhs (six issues) effective
with the next issue.
I

Next

time,

~

by God, they got

to use a midget

.

.

.

says that whenever
-'-^household budgets are mentioned she remembers that summer, not so verj- long ago,
when the Gishes and the Pickfords (only in
those days the Pickfords were the Smiths)
lived together in order to reduce their overhead
and puU through the slack season on the little
they had been able to lay by.
Both Mrs. Pickford and Mrs. Gish used to
listen to Marj-'s advice.
For even when Mary
was ten years old it was evident she knew what
she was about. .V Httle pucker between her
eyes, the stump of a pencil grasped in her
stubby fingers. Mary would sit for hours over
the kitchen table, computing how much could
be spent on this and how much on that. Excellent training for a girl who v\as one day to be
one of the richest self-made women in all the
world.
.And, poor as they were that summer, Lillian
and Dorothy and Mar)' and Lottie managed to

sec

the

every

Mary's

kid.

never

Brother,

troupin',

that's

is!

supposed to be
Christmas, and the kid enters you rememin the last act, it's

—

Of course, we never carried a Christmas tree.
Hut she was supposetl to act like it was there.
Well, then, we get to Fond du Lac, Wisconsin,

Anil, bein' it's really Christmas, the rest of
the troupe

They

get a bright idea. They're goin' to
give
kid a celebration, to make her h.appy.
So then, Dorothy's goin' along, as usual,
Doin' her stuff real good. .\nd the third act.
She starts to gallop on in her big scene

The

And

there's a real tree standin' on the stage.
Lit up with candles, and hung with all the
fi.xin's!

She takes three steps

— and

her eyes starts

to pop.
Street Address,

She stops dead in her tracks, tries to go on
Sayin' her words and gives a couple of

City

.\n(l

—

gulps,

busts out cryin'.

.'\nd

she

cries,

and

cries,

Watchin' the

in

New

York.

and aggressiveness again
to

the

box-office

of

.

.

.

the

them blonde and one a
trifle taller than the others, and Mary, presenting her card, would ask if the management
theaters, all four of

recognized professionals.
Her card read:

GLADYS SMITH
Little Red Schoolhouse Company
Needless to say, if the house was crowded
to capacity that day the man in the bo.x-office
told them to come around another time.
.A native business sense, combined with the
personality Mary always has possessed plus
the responsibility she knew as man of the
family. Jack being considerably younger
might have been expected to bring her outstanding success even without her divine spark.
No wonder her name has a place in every
language and her image a place in many hearts.

—

tree.

And

the audience

all

^^not only because she is a great actress but
because she is the stuff of which big business
men are made, a streak of the gambler running
through her m.ake-up like the streak of lean in
bacon.
Years ago, with keen vision, Gloria realized
that she must stake her claim to continued
popularity on firmer ground than as a mannequin for bizarre costumes. It isn't exaggerating to say Gloria would have been all through
if she had failed in
her first dramatic role.
She risked her half loaf to prove herself an
artist.

.\nd she made good. Today her early
posturings have been obliterated by memories
of her Siih-u'jy Sadie, Madame Sans Gene, Sadie
Thompson, and her work in "The Trespasser."
It appeared Gloria was to be rewarded for
the chances she had taken to-make herself truly
Paramount offered her a new contract
great.

an enormous sum.
Gloria refused to sign that contract.
She
was ambitious to produce her own pictures.
She signed with United Artists, although

at

she received only a fraction of the sum Paramount would have paid her, plus a percentage
on her profits.
Almost everyone felt she had made a serious
mistake.
They said no woman could shoulder
a financial responsibility that would irk a high
financier, worry about the thousand and one
details of pro<luction and, at the same time,

do

laughin',
Eve-y advertlsemcat In

worthwhile play

efficiency

They would go

.

I!ut all the while

a )-ip

Now,

T>OROTH\^ GISH

(^ LORI.V SWANSON rcmainsa brilliantstar,
.

ber?

Photoplay Magazine

my

.

Finally, they have to ring the curtain down.
you, it ain't fair to have a little
Yellow-haired kid puttin' things in your
head,
Things you gave up many's the year ago.
You got to be hard-boiled to stand the gaff!

.

\o\\ see, I'm out with a turkey*
False .Step."

that

or cheek
lor $1.25 addressed to

.

I tell

follows:

it, it

Outa

Send a money order

.

*Third- or fourth-rate road company.

final.

The

.\nd me dried up, with lumps stuck in
throat

tainly she knew that, hard as her mother
worked as demonstrator in a department store,
leaving a darky to look after her and Lillian
and the flat in which they took roomers, there
never was enough money to pay all the bills.
Later. Mrs. Gish and Lillian and Dorothy
all travelled together, playing parts in the same

PIIOTOPLAT MAQ-^ZINE

la

gutranteed.

justice to herself as
Gloria, in the last

an artist.
few years, has worked

—

!
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She has conferred with her execuwearing her greasepaint between scenes, or over luncheon at her suite in
She has spent her week-ends at
the studios.
her country place with directors and authors
as house guests, and the talk lias been of the
picture in the making and the one to follow.
Immediately after "The Loves of Sunya,"
howlers were right.
it looked as if the calamity
unendingly.
tives while

still

Certainly the picture was not the expected
Rumor said Gloria was heavily in

success.

debt.
It was necessary
It was likely enough.
and
for her to maintain a high scale of living

her o\crhead was tremendous.
she is naturally extravagant.
She sold her country estate.
of her pent-house twenty odd
With dogs and
Fifth .\venue.
dren and servants, she departed

Furthermore,

She disposed
above

stories

baggage,

chil-

for California.

And her detail worry and financial responsinecessity
bility were exaggerated by the urgent
success
of her next picture being an unusual
and

a talkie.

you'\e seen "The Trespasser' you know
magniticentlv she has come through. .\nd
you may well marvel, as I do, that in spite of
made
the countless and ceaseless demands
upon her energy and time, not the least of
which have been her two children to whom she
If

how

devoted, Gloria somehow, some way, found
time to study singing.
There seems no limit to her prowess. Yet
she is small and softly spoken, and more often
is

than not a

little

wistful

and

sad.

-Canada, Norma Shearer must have spent
IN good
part of her time reading success artia
They always emphasize the importance
cles.
-And that's e.xactly
of grasping opportunity.
what Norma did when a post-war depression
sapped her father's business, and she and her
mother and sister, Athole, landed in New York

pave their own way to success.
All three lived in one small, furnished room
ever}' mouthful they ate brought them
nearer the end of their little bank account.
to

Uoull

en/at/

and

Norma haunted

agencies and earned

some

But she
for advertisements.
way carefully. There are as
unscrupulous agents as there are scru-

money posing
had

to pick her

many

pulous ones. Only a girl with a good head on
her shoulders runs this gamut unscathed. Some
in
of the agents insist the giris take lessons
modeling from them, and for these lessons
they charge a comparatively exorbitant sum.
Other agents are far too interested in the girls
personally.

Through the agent Norma had chosen as
decent and honest, she heard that a director
in one of the motion picture studios was to
With
pick twelve giris for a day's work.
.Mhole she hurried to this studio. As usual,

KLEENEX

makes

it

the Kleenex

way

remove

cream

so pleasant to care for

your skin the proper way! With this
smart box filled with exquisite tissues on your
dressing table, you'll never be tempted to use
a towel to wipe away cold cream You'll never
!

a call for a dozen girls found hundreds waiting.
Norma and .Athole stood lost In the shuffle.
The director began to make his selection,
pointing out one girl after another and count."
two . . . three
ing as he did so "one
.

.

.

.

.

Even hard rubbing can't remove all the
when you use an unabsorbent

impurities,

And this hard rubbing is injurious.
Stretches the skin. Relaxes it. And so induces large pores and premature wrinkles.
cloth.

.

.

coughed. Loudly.
NORMA
her
The director looked
in

Kleenex

It

blots

lifts

It's

up

impuri-

from the pores.
More and more people are using Kleenex

His

for handkerchiefs. It's especially v.iluable
Kleenex
for colds, to avoid reinfeaion.
comes in pure, lovely tints and white, at drug

Nor was

she satisfied with that coup, either. She convinced the director he needed Athole, too.
However, don't let any inspirational success
story tell you Norma Shearer coughed her way
Before she came to the day of signing
to fame.
her contract with Metro-Goldwyn-Jlayer she
needed every ounce of pluck, perseverance and
ambition she possessed.
Even after she had made her first success in
"The Stealers," Norma had plenty of hardHer agent, overestimating her success,
ships.
placed too high a price on her services.
"Thumbs down on Shearer," said the resentful producers. "She's holding out for a helluva
Who does she think she is?"
lot of money.

any way.

ties

finger shot out.

Norma

just can't irritate in

so soft, so readily absorbent.
ever}' bit of surplus cream, and

Deliberately.
direction.

"Twelve," he said.
grasped her opportunity.

think of rubbing your delicate skin with a
germ-laden "cold cream cloth."
And do you know how dangerous these
wrong methods can be? An unabsorbent
cloth or towel leaves part of the cold cream
in the pores, and with it tiny bits of dirt and
cosmetics. That's what starts pimples and

blackheads

and so on to "eleven"
And in that crowd he well might have chosen
twelve girls without even seeing the Shearers.
One chance remained.
.

cold

to

and dcpariinent

stores.

Kleenex Cleansing Tissues
TO REMOVE COl.D CREAM

'

•t

KLEENEX

"/ t/SH
for removing cold cream
because the tissues are so very absorbent that
rubbing is unnecessary."

Kleenex Company, Lake-Michigan BlJg..
Chicago. 111.
Please send a sample of Kleenex to;

^O-CUCC^UX,*!^^
AJdrtii—
itlon

I'lIOTOrL.lV 1I.\0.VZI>.E.

iu-»
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FRECKLES

To have success almost within your grasp
and then ha\e it elude you, leaving you in the
same haU bedroom and wearing the same little
tailored suit growinp: more and more shabby
at the seams and elbows, is an acidic test for
your metal. But Norma Shearer managed to
live through this experience and keep inviolate
her ela)i- and her fresh youth.

V\ THEN
**

Salt

Betty Compson was a little girl
Lake City the neighbors used

in
to

borrow her as often as her parents would let
them. There was something about her heartshaped face, her silver blonde curls, her bottomless blue eyes and her little girl hands upon
the bow of her violin, not to mention her
music, that made her the neighborhood darling.
Her days were happy and carefree. Her home
was t.vpical of thousands of comfortable homes
scattered all over the country. .Vnd Betty was
her parents' star of hope. They planned and
saved for the day when she would study at
the Conservatory.

Then Jlr. Compson fell ill.
money had been saved dwindled

Whate\-er
alarmingly.

Doctor hills and druggist bills. Betty watched
her mother grow old. There were no more
violin lessons.
And when Betty picked up her
violin, only the sad little tunes seemed to have

skin of these unsightly blotches.

survived
"You'll have to be brave," neighbors told
her the day she stood beside her mother in the
parlor, heavy and sweet from the funeral
flowers.
"You'll have to be the man of the
family now."
She
Betty only nodded.
couldn't get her voice over the great ache in
her throat.
Little did those well meaning neighbors
know how truly they spoke. At fourteen,
Betty was literally "the man of the family"
the breadwinner.
She was too young to leave school. Whatever she did she had to do after three o'clock.
So she played her violin in an orchestra. And
when acts that needed no accompaniment were
on she managed to do her homework.
The little money in the bank was almost
gone.
Every month, perforce, inroads had
been made upon it. Even Betty's musical
scores were scribbled with her frantic calculations.
So much for the butcher and grocer,

Be sure

so

A

Simple, Safe

Way

to

Get

Rid of These Ugly Spots
is no longer the slightest need cf
being ashamed of your freckles, since it
is now an easy matter to fade out these
homely, rusty-brown spots with Othine
and gain a clear, beautiful complexion.

There

a few nights' use of this dainty
cream you will find that even the
freckles have begun to disappear,
the lighter ones have vanished entirely.
It's seldom that more than an
ounce of Othine is needed to clear the

After
white
worst
while

any drug or department
store for Othine
double strength. Its
always sold with guarantee of money
b.K'k if it does not remove every last
freckle and give you a lovely, milk-white
complexion.
to ask at

—

OTHINE
DOUBLE STRENGTH

much

for rent, so

much

for light

and heat,

a mere pittance for clothes
but it wouldn't
prove.
As a child Betty had learned the old proverb,
"One door never closes hut another opens."
So she waited, and sharpened her eyes for the
opening of another door.
.\n act that had been booked at the theater
where she played failed to materialize. Betty
begged to go on in its place. It was her chance
to make more money.
It was the opening of
that other door she always had heard about.
Without enthusiasm the manager agreed.
.

.

.

"Y^ou'll have to fa yourself up with different
clothes," he said, looking over her httle black
dress, shabby these days even for the school-

room.
Fix herself up with different clothes! Of
course! But how? Her one other dress was
even shabbier. Ever since she had been playing in that theater Betty had envied the
actresses their sparkling gowns. And she had
hstened, down there in the orchestra pit, for
the swish of their fine silk skirts.
\Vord got about that Betty was to appear
in an act that night.
Betty's schoolmates
attended in an enthusiastic body. The "Standing Room Only" sign hung beside the bo.xoflice.
The manager rubbed his hands appreciatively.

Two page boys changed the
at the corners of the stage.
Violinist read the placards.

announcements
The Vagabond

The theater darkened. The curtain rose.
There, in a pool of golden light, stood Betty
in rags and tatters, a gay scarf tied about her
soft hair, lier violin beneath her chin. Without
benefit of silk or satin, without benefit of
jewels or paste, she had achieved a becoming
costume.
She smiled like a frightened doe. But her
fingers were firm on her bow.
Her violin san';
of her heartaches ... of her young wisdom
dreams.
... of her shining
And when she
had finished the applause boomed like the
waves of the sea.
She received a contract to go on tour, but
she was ine.xperienced about such things and
agreed to pay her own travelling expenses.
With her mother she sat up all night in day
coaches. They snatched what sleep tliey
could.
They cooked scanty meals in hotel
rooms except when there wasn't money for any
dinner at all. No sacrifice was too great if
they could continue together. But jumps
between towns became longer and engagements
became shorter. The little salary could not
Mrs. Compson had
be stretched any further.
to go back
travel on.

home.

And,

lonely,

Betty had to

Outside of the station
SHE reached Seattle. suddenly
revealed how
the bright sunshine

shabby her dress
from the dirt of

hail

become.

It

was

gritly

trains and there were Uttlc
threadbare spots where her valise and violin
case had been carried against it. However, a
new dress was out of the question. From her
last stop Betty had sent her mother a money
order and she wouldn't receive her money for

the Seattle engagement until the end of the
week. In the meantime she had to live.
Then, in a shop window, she saw a necklace
"They were the blue of the sea
of blue beads.
when it lies beneath azure skies. Without any
thought of the meals they would deny her,
Hetty went in the shop and bought then.
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How
fare

op(X)rtunitics everywhere in
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Betty Compson became a nursemaid to save up for her
home, and what happened when a rich man's son fell in

love with her. How Ann Harding quit the home of her army
colonel father and became an obscure typist, and how she broke
into pictures reading current novels to make extra money to live on.
How Clara Bow has fought to make up for the lean years, and had to
borrow clothes from her relatives. Mow Alice Joyce, now of Park
Avenue, supported herself from early girlhood. How Estelle Taylor
posed as a hat model so she wouldn't have to return to a small-town
home, and then got down to her last nickel, which she spent for an
apple and a bottle of milk.
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They did help her eyes. They did help her
What if her purse was lighter? It had
dress.
been a long, long time since she had owned a
trinket.

Whatever economies she had
until
It

practice

to

pay-day. she would practice willinsly.
was with a lighter step she proceeded

to the theater.

"Compson?" queried

the

doorman "Betty

Conipson?"
She nodded, elated. She was bcgmmn,',' to
be known.
He handed her a telegram.
She slashed at the terrifying yellow envelope.
They were
It was from the booking ollice.
sorry, but times were bad and they would be
obliged to cancel all lx)okings.
She stood alone in the maelstrom of that
There was nowhere she could
strange street.
The fare to Salt l.ake City was sixty
go.
dollars. .\nd. opening her purse, her trembling
fingers

counted three single

a dollar

in change.

.

Valentino's
(

CON tlM

bills

and

less

than

.

Ll>

IKOM

Memory
I'AOK

7.S
)

He cancelled his appointment and
hurried around London all afternoon.
Then trucks and wagons began to arri\e at
the hospital and unload bundles and boxes, the
drivers insisting to the bewildered sisters that

place.

Finally,
this was really meant for them.
Valentino himself arrived to assure them that
and
baskets
All
the
right.
all
ever>'thing was
He
crates and packages belonged there.
them.
sent
explained he had
It was a wonderful time, especialh' for the
Sheik who played Santa Claus for the children
and brought them toys. There were presents
all

for everjbody.

"Whom do we

thank for all this happiness?"
of the sisters asked.
"I would like to do all this without a name,"
the star said.
"But we want to pray for you," the nuns

one

A LADY anJ

are soon parte J

persisted.

Valentino smiled his gratitude but shook his
head.

THEN,

suddenly, a young nun recognized
his picture, which was on all the

IT

him from

doesn't take long for delicate skin to develop

He explained, earnestly,
get into the papers.
little sadly, that he was able to do so little as
a private person and that he would enjoy the
memory of all this so much more if it remained
just a personal thing.
It would have made a wonderful publicity

Gray Texture Lotion will keep your

a

textured, line and fresli.
large, Te.xtiire

But

what they could do in his memory.
the answer was easy. They created a
children's ward and dedicated it in honor of
Sl<\ Theresa de Lisieiix the little Carmelite
nun.
to see

-will

are already

gradually reduce tliem

si:e.

tliat isn't all.

Texture Lotion cleanses your

many

lujuid cleansers,

does not dry even a sensitive sUin. Icxture Lotion
picks ttp every imperceptible particle ol dust or
it

crease. It

\'alentino .\ssociation is now flourishing.
the more spiritual side of his
character, his generosity and kind-heartedness
In order to preserve his art and maintain his
vivid personality before the public, his pictures
arc shown every year under their auspices, and
great crowds flock to see them.
The lady who founded it with her gallant
defense of his name and reputation has a small
place in her house set apart in his memory.
There .she keeps the pale blue silk shirt and
sash he wore in one of his pictures. His makeup box is there, just as he left it the last day
on the set. with a bit of pipe tobacco still in

The

removes

tlie

last

suggestion ol stickiness

any sort of facial cream Las teen used, leaving
your skin exquisitely clean, gloriously cool,
after

stresses

When >ou

Lotion

skin delicately

And il the pores

skin tliorouglily, and, unlike

Now

These
the pouch in one of its compartments.
were bought at auction when the things he once
brought
fabulous
prices.
ovsned and used

normal

to tlieir

never appeared.

The Valentino .\ssociation heard about it for
the first time when they went to the hospital

It

enlarged pores

make tlie loveliest complexion look coarse, old.
But now it's easy to avoid enlarged pores. JJorolliy

Rodolpho Valentino," she cried.
Valentino looked dismayed and disappointed.
He begged them not to let any word of it
"It's

it

And

conspicuous pores.

large,

billboards in London.

story, but

BEAUTY

ker

refreshed, tingling witli Lie.

Ask

for

favorite

Dorotliy Gray Texture Lotion

drug or department

TLere

store.

at

are

your
two

$1.00 and $2.00.
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Girls'
[

Problems

COXTIXl-ED FKOII PACE 18

]

season.
So many of us are wearing
brighter colors and gayer patterns that our
slcins must be made to glow in harmony.
aren't willing to let our clothes pale us out
of
the picture.
this

We

But

nice to know that if we get tired of
glowing brightly, we can turn about and make
ourselves just as interestingly subdued as we
want to be.

Because we

make-up

girls of

1930 have waked up to

Barb-\r.\ Joax:
"iour blackhead treatment does not sound
ver>' effective. Send a stamped, self-addressed
envelope, repeating your request, and I'll for-

ward

my leaflet on treatment of blackheads and

For stubborn cases there are a number
blackhead preparations on the
The advertising columns o{ Ph( roPLAY are always your safe guide in selectin;'
acne.

of

e.xcellent

market.

.

'

preparations and cosmetics.
Pearl or light champagne face powder is
a
better choice for you than rachel. .\ metlium
carmine rouge, applied lightly, ought to strike
the right balance between the too-bright color
you dislike and the paler shades vou lind inadequate.
There is such a comprehenMv c
range of rouge shades that you will hii\e n.j
trouble in finding the right one.
toilet

When SUNBURNT
run for

Freddy:
I think you are making a mistake in refu^i]lL.•
invitations to go swimming. That is the \ cry
exercise you need to improve \our figurj

although judging by your height and weinhi it
seems to me you are e.'saggeraling this fault
Select a plain, dark bathing suit that will mHk,-

you look and feel inconspicuous. Then get
on the beach and have a good time.

••»[

JULEE G.:

It is

NOT TOO LATE

to Enter

PHOTOPLAY'S

$5000 Cut

Picture Puzzle Contest.
See Page 124 for Special 6 Months
Contest Subscription Rate and Handy Blank.

I can't advise you to go to Xew York wiii out suflicicnt money to tide you over the |jr-;
few months, in addition to railroad fare aii.i
tuition fees. .After you have become acquainted
with the city and properly established, \ou
could probably lind some part-time work, but
I doubt if you could earn enough in that
way to
pay for your entire maintenance. Since you
are alone and have no one to consider but yourself, you may be willing to take the chance
of
living on what you can earn in your free time
and of going back to stenography full time if
the need arises.
I like your courage and ambition, but
I want

to

i

it's

warn you

that, like all big cities,

Xew York

is a dLllicult place for a young girl
with inadequate means. I suggest you consult your

local Y. W. C. .V. or similar organizatioii for
advice on living quarters and cmplovraent

opjjortunities in
definite plans.

New York

before

making any

Unhappy:
There's no reason for you to remain unhappy. .\11 you want right now is a chance to
go to parties and dances, to mingle with young
people and make friends. Then you arc foolish

not to accept the invitations of this boy

who

you and wants you to meet his friends,
is a year younger than you are.'
You siiy that his friends are older, but you
hesitate to accept the attentions of a boy who
seems so young. I certainly don't think you
should overlook this opportunity to meet
young people who interest you. If there is no
likes

just because he

other reason for refusing this boy's invitations,
start right now to accept them.

E\i:lvn:
In addition to blues and green', thc^c colors
should be becoming to you: pale pink and rose,
clear yellows, orchid, black, white, black

and

white combinations, pale gray, bronze and dark
browns.

i

,
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water

professional

wave
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19,i0

occasionally,

Unchanging Beauty

aided by your own elTorts, should result in a
soft, natural ripple in hair that is already inclined 10 wave.

Alice M.:
don't have to "make conversation,
Let the boys do most of the talking.
They like to. as a rule! The reason you can't
forget yourself when you are with boys is because you are trying to be a ditTerent person,
one you think will appeal more to a boy. .\nd
on
of course, you have to keep concentrating
that girl you are trying to be.
the
seen,
have
Talk about the movies you
book you just finished, the tennis match ycni
Be natural, and then you will
are going to.
enjoy your "dates." .\nd, what is equally im-

Vou

for your Fingertips

Alice.

Just try

portant, so will the boy.

Ca.AZII IHII.ISIIKS,
vary their

thv

colors

S))icnti:.\l

u'Imhnever

yon can wear

—

thank goodness, women arc busy at sports and at work.
Hands are exposed to this and that. And Glazo, with
its unique virtue of looking as well in evening as in day,
helps the busy woman to guard her beauty and her time.

From your description. Joan, these arc the
colors you can wear: pale green, dark greens
that are not olive in tone, pale blue and all
clear blues, black of high lustre, rose taupe
dark brown, llesh pink, very pale yellow.
will

un

a less active generation, lovely nails and fingertips
INsignified
a woman with very little to do. Today,

it.

Jo.\.v T.:

White

toi/ts,

be most becoming when trimmed
worn with jewelry that adds the

with a color, or
color note.

Your proportions and measurements
splendid for a growing girl.

are

E.MILV N.:
Yes. pale blue is a favored color this season,
and one made-to-order for a blue-eyed
blonde like )-ourself. And why shouldn't you
wear all-white? .\s long as we have summer
weather the all-white costume will always be
popular. The white pique hat you describe i>
just the right one for a white crepe sports
dress.

It

sounds

like

The delicate sheath of Glazo
that gives your fingertips loveliness by

day

.

.

a most attractive en-

semble.

Give

Me

iNTINL

El)

Moore!

FROM

I'.VC

L 67

emerald necklace, and more bracelets than
Margaret Livingston wore the night we went
slumming in Los .\ngeles.
We had dinner at 8:30 in the rather baronial
Everything that is served in
dining room.
that house is raised right on the ranch. Grace
brought her own chef from Italy, and Hollywood has never tasted such food. There was
an avocado cocktail, a bortsch soup, squab,
peas and cscalloped egg-plant, cold asparagus
and coffee. \o dessert. Some concession has
to be made to diet, although the secret of the
Moore lissomeness is exercise and sun baths.
From the dining room we could see a circle
of lights, Los .\ngeles, Hollywood and Beverly

.

.

retains the same charming

.

tone hy evening light. Glazo

smart

colors

.

.

be constantly

OYER
early

life in

dollars.

I

the dinner table she told

me

made so, remains unaffected.
With Glazo on your nails, your fingertips will always

because scientifically

be lovelv, will always be admired.
Be sure to see Glazo's Lipstick Reds— Flame,

3
never vary with a change
of light. The beauty it brings
.

is

of her

Tennessee town, and
her boarding school days at Chevy Chase, in
Washington, and how she had run away from
school to go to Xew York.
"I couldn't imagine staying in Tennessee
and marrying one of the local beaux. So I left
Washington for New York with exactly ten

.

.

constant,

and

lasts

fnr

.1

week or more.

a little

went

to the

and a famous teacher

in

Geranium

and Crimson— three new nail polishes that harmonize
with the popular lipstick shades. With a "light" lipstick, use Glazo Flame. Use Geranium with a "medium."
.\nd with a "dark" lipstick, u.sc Glazo Crimson.
These Lipstick Reds, as well as the standard Glazo
shades, may be found at all toilet-goods counters.

GLAZO

Martha Washington

Hotel and from there to the apartment of a
,\11 the time they were searchhv^
girl I knew.
the town for me. In a short time I had a job
at seventy-five dollars a week."
Her first smashing triumph was at the Music
Box. She was the sensation of Xew York, but
she had her eyes on the Metropolitan. And
then her voice began to fail her because she
had sung the same songs in the same voice for
Dr. Marafioti, now at M-G-M to
so long.
train stellar throats,

smart

Glazo liquid nail polish, in a few moments' time, brings
to vour nails a lovely delicate sheen that lasts a week or
more. It never peels, and it never verges on artificiality.
And Glazo's smart colors never change their tone, regardless of varying lighting conditions. Other polishes,
pleasing by daylight, take on a different and disappointGlazo alone,
ing cast bv candlelight or electricity.

Hills.

"We're not in .\merica tonight," said Grace.
"Let's have a toast to Paris. That's Montmartre below us. and that lighted spire you see
is really the Eiffel Tower."
Well, a young lady with imagination!

Only with Glazo will your fingertips

's

.

Conpon

THE GLAZO COMPANY. Inc.. Dcpi. GQ80
191 Hudson Street, New York. N Y.
D Perfumed
D Plain
enclose six cents. Please send me Glazo samples (polish and
removeri. See check above. Also booklet. Lovely Eloquent
Hands."(If you live inCanada.addressP.O.Box 20^4. Montr eal.l
I

AJdral

©1930
you write

^

i'-^

10 »d»ertl.wra pliasf

—

Cily

mention ITIOTOIT.VT M.\C.\ZINE.
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Xew York, brought back her voice. She feels hour

ii8

IScl no

carr^a

more

that she owes

him a debt that can never be

lipstick.

than a hairbrush"

Then two years of study in Europe, and a
debut at the Opera Cowiiiuc, %vhere Mary
Garden had scintillated before. Garden, by
the way, is one of her closest friends. And both
believe that there is nothing like a sun bath to
keep a prima donna looking like a Follies
queen. Then, at last, the Metropolitan, the
night of nights when she sang Mimi in "La
Boheme."
to come to Hollywood.
She was to sing "Louise" in Paris this
spring.
She has a villa on the Riviera, but
she is practical, too.
not make a lot of
money? France is always there.

GR.\CE didn't want

Why

(jays
MYRNA LOy
"I don't have to carry a lipstick with me,"
explains the charming actress whose lovely
lips fascinate countless lilni fans. "Before
going on the lot or out for the evening, 1
simply make up my lips with Kissproof.
That's my assurance that they will look
and keep looking their best all
their best
day or evening long."
"See the Kissproof lips of Miss Loy in
"The Great Di\ ide," and remember that
she is but one of the 5,000,000 women who
have found that they can leave their lipfree themselves from consticks at home
stant "making up" if they use Kissproof.

—

—

—

—

Follow their example and you'll find that
this lasting waterproof lipstick will do more
than stay on it will flatter your lips tre-

—

mendously, making them glow with natural
beauty.

Kissproof is available at toilet counters
everywhere. Black and Gold Case, bOc;
Swivel Case, 75c.

Her first picture will be "Jenny Lind."
Then "The Xew Moon," with Lawrence Tibbett as her co-slar. After that, "The Merry
Widow." A whole basketful of talkie plums is

we became ver\' good friends. In fact, an
hour after I had first met the lady I felt as if
I had known her always.
.\t two o'clock Grace had to leave for her
cottage at Malibu. A photographer was coming down at ten in the morning, and a new star
in pictures can't meet the "birdie" with
circles under her eyes.
The bill was S5.50.
In other words the whole evening cost just

my car.

Metropolitan

wrap she wore an ermine
coat. I didn't like to mention it, but that was
a bit insulting. Most girls realize that it is a
sort of affront to a gentleman to lake two coats
Over her

— even

PEDODYNEthenewscientificsolvent
proceBSStojis the torturing pain of the
moBteensitivcbanion almost instant-

trimmer Bhoes with eaae and comfort.
'
THIS TEST AND PROVE IT!
Try Ped<idyne on your own
Joflt mail the coupon b<.'low
bunion and prove iho quiok, sure, amazint; results,

—

KAY LABORATORIES, Dept.342-H
N. Wacker Drive. Chicago,
1180"lw&uttotrrfoJuJ7D«."
XlieroutDoobliKttUon.
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Addro««~

Name
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I
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I Addren
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'

TURN YOUR SPARE OR FULL
TIME INTO MONEY
Christmas Boh Assortments which contain 21
Cnrdn ond Fuld«r« In duioty wutur <-olor doaltrna. buautiful rnimtvinic
*nd i<mbi>Halnir. tipp«d-on II uat ration n, parkllrtflr raiNod ffold mpUlllo
•lidctH, inHrvsloUB creatfonn In parchment snd decklo-ediied folders—
every card and folder with an artiKtlc hannonUlnR imvetopr. 8FI.LS
j

ftX>R

tt.OO-COSTd you &0c. WE PAY ALL SHIPPING CHARGES.
it you want to make money write Immediately

Does Your Mirror Reflect Rough
Pimply Skin?
Then
Use

CUTICIJRA
And
Have a Clear Skin!

rri.-.-L'.V. liirh,

Addrosfl

:

Kaini.l.-

a cold night.

New

York. By that time she was in a mood to
see the town.
paid something like S4.75
at Montmartre for something or other, and
started for George Olsen's Xight Club.
".\bout once a year I feel like this." she said.
"I want to go touring, and stay about half an

We

fr,-,..

"CuUcura." Drpt. SB, M&lden, M&gs.

S10.2S,

Now

anyone can afford

I

Now, when the average husband returns
home to the average wife, after a hard day at
the office, she has the house ready for him, his
slippers before the radiator and a good, hot
dinner steaming on the table. .Xfter dinner,
she takes time out to tell him how wonderful he
is and then, if possible, packs him off to bed
with the rest of the children.
Gloria, when she finished "The Trespasser,"
was, metaphorically, a man coming home from
a hard day at the ollice. She dashed for Ivurope

and Henri. She told the ship's news reporters,
"I'm going abroad to bring my husband back.
No more of these uncompanionatc marriages
want Hank to be with me, not
for me.
I
separated from me."
She was even more tired when she reached
But Henri
Paris. She needed rest and quiet.
was full of ideas for her entertainment. He
Dcauvillc.
was
the racing
trip
to
It
proposed a
sea.son.

They

ale dinner at

midnight

open "The Tresp.asser" in London and
that tiloria was to broadcast one of her songs.
to

Every adurllscmcnt In I'lIOTOI'L.VY 1I.\G-VZINK

Is

to step out with a

at

these

bargain

,V^

Marquis

]

Gloria just made the boat train and landed
exhausted. The ofiicials of her company s:iy
that they have never seen anyone in such a
state of nerves as Gloria after that B. B. C.
broadcast in London.
You know, of course, what "The Trespasser"
did, what an outstanding hit it still is at the
box-oflice. You know that Gloria was the first
of the genuine inade-in-Hollywood dramatic
stars to triumph in the new medium of sound.
Hut what did it all really matter? Gloria
came back from Europe without the thing she
had gone after Henri.
Which brings us down to what undoubtedly
created this triangle in the first place and to
a problem that confronts every working wife,
whether she works as a stenographer or as a

—

—

movie

star.

.\n idle w'ife can, as a rule, appreciate her
husband's tircilness. She can realize the expenditure of mental and physical energy even
the easiest day demands. She can subdue her
own energy to attune with her husband's
weariness.
But a man can't reverse that

situation.
.\n idle husband doesn't appreciate a weary
wife. He doesn't want a weary wife, no matter
how famous or beautiful or rich she may be.
He resents a tired wife. He wants an amusing,

feminine companion.

And

anil

From Dcauville they
l)reakfast at four p. M.
rushed back to Paris and Gloria endured days
of fittings.
Then word came that Patlie was

star

\^.\\TBE it isn't sporting to mention this,
^'•'but an operatic songbird is a most glamorous person. In fact the whole evening was
the most exciting I've had. With that I
apologi7.e to Sally, June, Anita, Lupe, Jetta,
Margaret, Polly and Helen.
Gosh, I didn't realize that I had been around
so much until that summing up. Pretty soon
I can write my memoirs and retire to a villa
at Tia Juana.

lOM'l.M T.U FROM TACE

It took just eight weeks from paper to cutting room. At the end of it. Gloria had lost
twenty pounds and was close to a mental and
physical wreck.

opera

Sometimes it's nice to live in Hollywood where pleasures are simple and jou
can have a big evening on a ten-spot.
rates.

Gloria, Connie and the

it.

ly, and rtdufos the enlarged, distigDrinjr (TTowth bo quickly you'll poon
have Hhani'ly feet and wear smaller,

MAKE

is

At Monlmartre we had a couple of dances to
Ben Bernic's marvelous music. Ben came over
and spoke to Grace. She had known him in

along.

QUICKLY/

i

if it

light

.Vnd as they talked, something began
developing. They called it "The Tresspasser."
ICddie wrote it. Laura Crews coached Gloria
for it, giving her the benefit of all a brilliant
stage career had taught her. Gloria starred in

GO

is

in her lap.
.\t ten o'clock we started for the Montmartre. We went in Grace's limousine, driven
by an imported French chauffeur who in some
uncanny way learned all the roads but can
speak no English. Another chaulleurfollowed,
driving my car. It was like leading a parade.
Grace was going on to Malibu Beach later on,
and didn't want to return to the ranch. She
couldn't ver)' well take me to ilalibu, and she
couldn't gracefully ask me to walk back for

showered

l^issproof
IBUNIOB^S

My

in each place.
chauffeur will think
driving me about Paris."
was nearly midnight when we reaclud
the Olsen Club.
The place was packed.
People w-ere almost hanging from the chandeliers.
It was an impressive entrance we had.
If the orchestra had just been tipped off I'm
sure it would have played "Pomp and Circumstance."
Grace was easily the most stunning woman
in the place. We ordered. I know you won't
believe this, but Grace ate an apple. A friend
of mine who has been places and seen things
says that this is quite the thing in Europe.
I had chicken salad, which I didn't want, liut
it was the tirst thing I thought of.
I don't like
apples, and two people at the same table eating
apples would have started a riot.
"I like this place," she confessed.
"It's
gay. It makes me think of New York."
Under the mellow'ing influence of a good
dinner, gay music, and, of course, the apple,

he

It

repaid.

to this rule

Henri dc Bailly de la Falaise,
be, is no exception.

Marquis though he may

Henri married the gay, debonaire Swanson of
He trailed the paths of her glory. He
V)25.
was her manager. He was her agent. He tried
being an actor, a dealer in manuscripts, even a

KU«rante«L

—
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writer.

Somehow, he and work never Rot

along.

He began finding out, too, how Gloria
worked how serious she is about her work
it excludes everything from her mind, save
her children when she is engaged in it. .\nd
so when things began being a little less delightful around the home, when (lloria's luck wasn't
holding out and she was forced to be more
serious, Henri began going more often to
France and returning less.

—

how

am

I

izrC^up^

—

not accusing Henri of shirking.

I

evciy

think

woman

was inevitable that he should act this way.
He had been brought up in an atmosphere of
It was natural that he
leisure and laughter.
should hate the atmosphere of stress and
struggle that is artistic creation in the most
fluctuating medium known.

s

liouldb e§in

it

to

watch

for.

that Gloria cannot
the tragedy of
YET
give up working, since her greatest piece of
it is

art

is

the creation she has

With Connie Bennett

it

made
is

of herself.

altogether differ-

Connie is acting. That's true enough.
But Connie started with much more than
Gloria and so the struggle will never be so
severe on her.
Connie was always a personality. She never
had to overcome shyness and plain features as
Gloria did. Connie was beautiful even as a
baby. Learning came easily to her and she had
a perfect background of it, schools on the ConWhen she was
tinent, finishing schools here.
sixteen she was so exquisite it stabbed you to
look at her and so sophisticated you couldn't
ent.

believe

it.

She eloped with a college kid that year. His
parents had it annulled. She went into ballroom dancing and met Phil Plant. He was a
ditTicult lad and got engaged and nearly married several times while Connie knew him
but Connie finally got her heart's desire and
became Mrs. Plant. .\ couple of blissful years
passed and then Connie came back from
Europe, with her divorce, her million, her Continental mind and the figure of a growing boy.
Hollywood held out open arms to her and that

(Zoarse

was that.
But Connie says, "Between working all the
time and drifting all the time, I'd far rather
work. But I'd give up either work or idling if
the right man came along, without waiting five
minutes to think it over and renounce fame for
a first choice at a home and romance. I believe
any kind of a career comes secondary to happiness in love.

This

is

as true for a

woman, as I see it."
That is the voice of

WHEN
home,

man

as for a

the romantic speaking.

Gloria talks, she mentions
her children, and her career.

her

And that is the voice of the artist.
What the end will be no one cares to forecast.
It may be that Gloria will discover Henri is
worth giving up

all

Qompiciioiis

her career

for.

It may be that Connie will start working
very, very hard.
At any rate, they will continue, for a while,
to provide Hollywood with its choicest gossip
Gloria, the glorious; Connie, the exotic, and the
charming and genial Marquis known as Hank.

The

SPELL

of a beautiful skin!

Almost every girl has it at eighteen
when the pores of her face are small
and tine!
This
for the

is the time to begin to watch
gradual coarsenmg that starts

right after eighteen
cially on nose, chin

To keep your
use

— and

shows espeand forehead.

pores small and

Woodbury's Facial Soap.

ally shrinks large pores to fineness,

Janet Goes to
[

CONTINLED IKUM

She says she refused

r.\<.i;

War
38

I

to return because she

had no definite assurance from the studio th.ii
they would not ask her to make another "Hivl
Society Blues" after "Liliom." Perhaps ^l.
thought that by holding up "Liliom" she con'
bring the studio to her point of view.
But "Liliom" was not held up. Fox ii
ported Rose Hobart, Broadway stage actn-.^
to play the part Janet was to have played. Tin
picture went into production.
And Janet came back without having won
her point. She came back, she says, becauM

fine,

It actu-

and

guards against big pores.

Formulated by

a skin specialist

who

spent a lifetime studying the skin and
its needs, WOodbury's keeps the face

pores small by freeing them of the
hardened fatty substance that causes

—

contracting them to
to enlarge
their natural size. The first time you
use Woodbury's you will notice its
astringent action on your skin.

them

Begin using Woodbury's today!
With each cake of Woodbury's comes
the booklet of the most famous skin
treatments in the world.
It will
fine skin

help you to keep the clear,
texture that is your right.

Woodbury's is 25 cents a cake at any
drug-store or toilet-goods counter. It
also comes in convenient 3-cake boxes.
Jnhnll.l}'oodbury,Inc..Cincinnati,Ohio

Send for the large-size

trial set

John H. Woodbury, Inc., 2215 Alfred St., Cincinniti,0
For the enclosed lOT-plcasc send me larce-si/e tru
cake of Woodburv's Facial Soap. Facial Cream an.
Powder, Cold Cream, treatment hooklel, ".4 .Sim Yo
Lovr To Touch." and instructions for the new complct
Woodbury "Facial." In Canada, The Andrew Jergcn
Co., Ltd., 2215 Sherbrooke Street, Perth, Ont.

A^»«
^JJrtu
fc/y
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she felt it was unfair to her husband, Lydell
Peck, to stay away any longer. They had been
married only five months.
On her return to HoUj'wood the battle took
on the aspect of a deadlock. She did not go
The publicity department
near the studio.
had great difficulty in reaching her and when
they did get her on the phone she was far from

ANTISE PTIC LiaUl D

confidential.

The

studio stopped her salary.
she been dependent on her weekly check
a living the battle would probably have
ended then and there. But Janet didn't turn
a hair.
She took a year's lease on a house at Playa
del Rey and with her husband moved down,
bag and baggage.

Had

for

(^TCHERE

is no excuse In aU
^--^ lowing armpit perspiration to discolor and ruin your
clothing, and its disagreeable
odor to humiliate and em-

barrass you.

More than

a

million

women

men and

keep their armpits dry
and odorless and protect their
clothing with NONSPI (an
antiseptic liquid) used, endorsed, and recommended by
physicians and nurses.

KOhJSPI destroys the odor and
dU-ms the uTtderarm perspiration
to parts of the body where there
is better evaporatiorx '^ and need

be used on an average of but
lu'O nights each week.

You,

too, can

have dry and

odorless armpits ana save
your clothing. Get a bottle of
NONSPI today. Use it tonight. Use NONSPI the year

—

around spring, summer,
and winter.

fall,

Your Toilet Goods Dealer
and Druggist has NONSPI at
50c (several months' supply)
or if you prefer

WENT

to see her the day she moved to the
beach.
She had not called the studio since
her return from Honolulu three weeks before,
nor had studio officials made any attempt to
get in touch with her. I asked her what she
was going to do.
"Nothing," she said calmly. She looked
healthier and happier than she had looked in
months.

I

move. They know exactly how
about the situation. They must come

'It's their
I feel

to

me now."

Her 'contract with Yox has four more years
Unless she comes to an agreement with
them or finds a legal means to dissolve her conto run.

must remain

tract she

screen for the

off the

next four years.
Lydell Peck is in sympathy with his wife's
attitude, but says he would not want to sec her
retire from the screen.
"Janet is emotional
she needs that outlet." But Mrs. Lydell Peck
says she is in no hurry to get back to work. If
it becomes neccssarj* to give up her tilm career
for the next few years she will turn her energies
to

something

else.

She wants to

And to

wTite.

travel.

Accept our 10c Trial Offer
(several weeks' supply).

.\nd for the time being she is quite content
lie on the sand, resting, reading, and doing a
mental house-cleaning.
It is hard to tell just what the Vox studio will
do about the situation. Their attitude is that
Janet Ga>Tior is getting too har to handle, and
that unless she comes around they will put
someone else in the pictures slated for her on
next year's program. There is so much talent
in the world, they feel, that no one individual
ii indispensable.
to

The Nonspi Company

For the enclosed toe (coin
or stamps) send me a trial
size bottle of NONSPI

2641 Walnut Street
Kansas City. Mo.

l^ame

little

I

,

Address

.

City

Much

time and

money have been spent by

Fox organization, which gave her her
order to build the name of Janet
ia>nor to its present drawing power. It is goII;; to take more time and more money to groom
nnieone for her place. The public adores Janet
l;olh in her wistful, emotional characteriza-

the
t

liance, in

(

i

orici'nml

photo

and in lighter musical comedy roles.
is no question about that.
Janet says: "Just because I am holding out
for what I know to be best, the studio thinks I
am getting arty. In 'High Society Blues' I
went back almost to the starting point of my
career.
I played an ingenue lead which any
beginner could have handled.
Surely I've
worked myself out of the beginner class by
tions

There

now."
Perhaps

clarify Janet's conception of a
know that she was eager to

it will

"suitable role" to

"Common

play the lead in

Clay."

The

role,

which

fell to Constance Bennett, was that of a
sophisticated young woman possessing obvious
sex attraction. But Janet says she would have
played her as a girl irresistible to men not
through any frankly sophisticated appeal, but
by virtue of her helplessness and ingenuous
,

charm.
certainly,

.\ t}-pe,

men both on and
"I know that
I've proved that

which attracts

big, strong

off the screen!

I

—

can play emotional roles.
and I feel that I have some-

thing a httle out of the ordinarj' to offer on the
screen. I'm at
best playing character roles
in foreign settings, as in '7th Heaven' and
'Christina'
not doing straight .\merican
leads.
'Sunny Side Up' every four or five
pictures would be fine
but not all the time."
Janet seems to forget that Fox offered her
''Liliom" after "High Society Blues" not

my

—

A

—

—

another musical comedy.
That is the chief flaw in an otherwise convincing argument.
While the Vox situation continues to become
more involved, rumors of domestic difficulties
in the Gajmor-Peck household grow increasingly persistent.

"KJOT

long ago Janet and Lydell quarreled
'-^ publicl}' at a large party. Lydell went
home, but Janet remained at the party. It
may have been only a spat.
In the face of all reports, however, Janet and

Lydell both maintain steadfastly that they are
happy, and that there is no possibility of a
split.

Certainly the fact that they have taken a
year's lease on a house bears out their state-

ment.

Still,

What

is

they look

her

can be broken.

to the point

is

the fact that

happy.

way you

.\ny
sitting

leases

more

on a keg

figure
of

own admission

it,

Janet Gaynor

dynamite

at present.

her professional

life is

is

By
in a

turmoil.

And, by the admission of those close to her,
her domestic life is in the same state. Either
or both may have blown up by the time this is
in print.

But then, maybe Janet

likes

dynamite!

.niaranteed.

SEND
NO MONEY
Juatnuil pfaotoorsosp.bot(uiT

What Garbo Thinks
i

Special Free Offer

al)0ut her strikes her as strangely funny.
she once read a very high-brow treatise

h»nd-tinlfJmiDir.Uir« r.-pro.
iirni. Tak- md-

duclmn of photo
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When

stories that arc

about

when she makes an appearance.

always circulated about her

a national magazine she closed the

book and said:
"But what does
She cannot, you

it all

SHE has, by now, acclimated

mean?"

sec, reconcile herself to the

illusions that people have about her. She does
not believe herself mysterious.
Hollywood. I think, amuses her ironically
more than anything in her life.
She will break out into a loud guffaw at
upset dignity.
One verj' jwmpous actor who played in a
picture of hers walked across the set one day,
tripped on a wire and fell sprawling. She could
not control her mirth.
She shows her feeling for the average Hollywo<kI party by not attending them. One of the
reasons is that she is truly terrified of people

en inassr.

And another

Erery •dvenlsel.icnt In

reason

is

that she

knows the

nlOTOI'LAY JIAGAZINE

la

herself to Cali-

fornia, a gesture that was difficult. -She adores
the sun
is, in reality, a sun worshipper and
loves to have it pour over her hthe, long body.
But she likes cold days best. Somehow the
driving heat of Hollywood enervates her and

—

always has.
.\nd. although she loves the ocean and lived
at the beach when she first came to California,
the constant roll of the ocean gets on her
nerves.

She has, however, decided to move back
to the beach. She lived for a time in a rented
house in Beverly Hills, but moved from there
to a house of Marie Prevost.
She discovered that the nois of the electric
cars passing close by annoyed her, so she is
leaving that place.

suaranlced.

—
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Certainly she must have a profound confor all of the exhibitionist qualities she

753^*;:

tempt

linds in

Hollywood

Greer, the dressmaker, says that she
the only star customer he has who insists
u[)on selecting her clothes in a closed fitting
room, away from the prying eyes of e\en the
people she knows.
tiarbo is not one to dissemble. She shows
plainly what she feels and is the most deeply

Howard

is

woman in Hollywood. That
not mean that she Hies into tantrums.
She has never been known to do that, but she is
subject to a thousand moods. Whai she is in
dark spirits she sits apart and will not inflict
She simply makes herlier misery on others.
She cither talks not at all or a
self miserable.

temperamental
.loes

^y

\

great deal.
of Hollywood.
the
has no place
SUE
\Vhen
She has never adapted herself to
in

life

it.

she thought she was in love with Jack Gilbert
she was more social than c\er before, because
Jack is such a social person. Then, she went out
occasionally, learned to play tennis and made
of the conventional
doesn't even do that now.

some

gestures.

But Hollvwood has been kind

to her

She

and

I

It has brought her
[link she appreciates this.
wealth and fame. The wealth doesn't mean a
i;reat deal to her, since she lives as simply as a
hermit, and I believe that she is afraid of the
fame. She feels that it is a Frankenstein that
will some day tlestroy her. She reads all of the
stories that are written about her and one day
she remarked to a friend:
"See, they say nice things about me now.
Hut if I some time make a bad picture and if I
am no longer popular you will see they will saj'
things
I am not a good actress, and other bad
I

as well."

She is like a caged lioness on the set, and before she does an emotional scene she walks up
and down the stage.
Between scenes she sits hunched over in a
chair with an old sweater thrown alwut her
shoulders, like a prize lighter ready to go into
the ring.
Garbo will continue to remain an enigma in

Hollywood.
Rut she is really no enigma at all.
She w^ill continue to go her way alone, for she is
essentially an alone person, an introvert and a
neurotic, a woman not at all amazing to herself
but amazing to those who watch her.
There is almost as much hysteria about her

Hollvwood as there is in the rest of the world
Stars beg to meet her. Hostesses try to lure
her to their parties. But Garbo does not like
in

parties.

Nobody is kidding Garbo. She does not
overlook the fact that the reason she is so
desired is because she is so inaccessible.
She may be bewildered over the men and
women who do not know her but who clamor
to add her to other social lions in their drawing
rooms.
But she understands it better now.
Kver the onlooker at life, she sits back and
smiles a sophisticated smile at the irony and
smallncss of it all.

ee

FOOT SAVER SHOES
rests the mind when the feet wear Foot Savers!
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the arch. Wilted muscles fling off fatigue. Cradled safely by
the pliant patented inbuilt construction of the shoes, grateful
steps swing free!
Then
feet relax into tranquil poisti

EASY

.

.

Spirits soar.

and Vienna? She does not
say much about her own Stockholm probably
because there she is not considered truly great,
lacking, as she docs, years of stage training in
her own land.
What part can Hollywood have save as a
gold mine— in Garbo's greatest dream? That
is the house she is going to build at Sallsgon
beautiful island-dotted lake near the Swedish
star in Berlin, I'aris

—
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capital.

There, on a clifT high above the blue water,
her castle, and from its doorway she
can look down upon the world.

she'll rear

Hollywood?
What more can

means

it be to Greta
to this cherished end?

Garbo than a
Wlicn you write
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and a

knack of shedding over the ankle an

Garbo de-

that in her heart
IT is probable
spises Hollywood.
How can it lit into her ambition to be a stage

IV ti
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Addresses of the Stars
At Paramount Publix Studios, Hollywood,
Richard Arlen
Jean Arthur
William Austin
George Bancroft
Clara Bow
Mar>* Brian
Clive Brook

Xancy

Neil Hamilton

Doris Hill
Phiiyps Holmes

Helen Kane
Dennis King
Jack Luden
Paul Lukas
John Loder

Carroll

Robert Castle

Jeanette
Frederic

Lane Chandler
Ruth Chatterton
Maurice Chevalier
June CoUyer

At Radio Pictures Studios, 780 Gov?er
Street, Hollywood, Calif.
Buzz Barton
Frankie Darro
Sally Blane
Richard Dix
Olive Borden
Jack Mulhall
Sue Carol
Bob Steele
Bett\- Comp.son
Tom Tjler
Bebe Daniels

Calif,

At Pathe Studios, Culver City,

MacDonald
March

David Newell
Barry Norton

Chester Conklin

Jack Oakie
Warner Oland

Garj" Cooi>er

Guy

Stuart Erwin
Kay Francis

William Powell
Charles Rogers

Richard "Skeets"
Gallagher

Lillian

Harr>' Green

Fa^•

Robert .Armstrong
Constance Bennett
William Boyd
Ina Claire
Alan Hale

Oliver

Calif.

.Ann Harding
Carol Lombard
Eddie Quillan

Helen Twelvetrees

At Warner Brothers Studios, 5842 Sunset
Blvd., Hollywood, Calif.
James Hall

Roth

John Barr\'more

Toomey
Wray

Regis

Monte Blue

Mitzi Green

At Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studios, Cul-

Al Jolson

Betty Bronson
William Collier, Jr.
Dolores Costello

M.xrna Loy

Louise Fazenda

Lois Wilson

Audrey

Grant Withers

May McAvoy
Edna Murphy

Ferris

ver City, Calif.
Buster Kealon
Charles King

Jack Benny

Bessie Love
John Miljan
Robert Montgomer>'

Gwen Lee

Charles Bickford

Ed\«na Booth
John Mack Brown

Polly

Lon Chaney

Dane
Marion Danes
Mar^' Doran
Duncan Sisters
Karl

Juscphine

Dorothy Sebastian

Norma

Lewis Stone
La\vTence Tibbett
Ernest Torrence
Raquel Torres

Hyams

Ka\' Johnson
Dorothy Jordan

W^^
^A
l^p-^
A»
X«^^^
.

^
^

'
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women ha\e
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ah! Where are
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pline<ISpar^tii,
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h

Sim-

Compton

Ix)uise Dresser

Harold Murray
George O'Brien
Paul Page

Tom

First

Milton

Sills

.•\rtluir

Stone

m:.

;,i,.,itioiiii.

niK pay. quick :iihMnceMient. fanclwork. Write (or Free Book.

CIIRord Lewis. Prei.

LEWIS HOTEL TRAINING SCHOOLS
ir:M-»'>4 Wii>hlni!ton,

11.

C.

Marjorie While

Photesra»hy, 0«pt. I2»-C, 3«OI

Harry Langdon

Tlj.lnia

Studios,

Virginia

Burbank,

Hollywood,

Bernice Claire
Doris Dawson

Dorothy Mackaill
Marilyn Miller

Dove

.Antonio

Douglas Fairbanks,
Alexander Gray

Studios,

\\'illiam S.

Universal

Allen

Laura La PlanU

Rolxrt

DuVal

Ellis

City,

Fred Mackaye

Pat

Ken Maynard
James Murray
Mary Nolan

Miller,

OMalley,

Barbara Kent

Glenn Tryon

Angeles, Calif.

Scott Kolk
Natalie Kingston

Lupe Velez
Paul Whileman
Barbara Worth
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HoUywood, CaUf.
Crescent Drive,

1832

Taft

Avenue,

Los

Herbert Rawlinson, 1735 Highland Street,
1ms, Angeles, Calif.

Beth Laemmlc

808

Angeles, Calif.

Philbin

Eddie Phillips
Jo-icph Schildkraut
Sisters C;

Eierr tdvcrtUmient In

New-

Calif.

M<'rna Kennedy

Raymond Keane

Street,

New York

Harold Lloyd, 6640 Santa Monica Blvd.,
Hollywood, Calif.
Patsy Ruth
Beverly Hills,

Jeanette Loff

Mary

Goner

Hart, Horseshoe Ranch,

Bert Lytell, P. O. Box 235,

Une

Lew A^Tes

1212

Lloyd Hughes, 616 Taft Building, Hollywood, Calif.

Calif.

John Boles
Ethlyn Claire
Kathryn Crawford

Faire,

Calif.

haU, CaUf.

Donald Reed
White
Loretta V'oung

Universal

Brown

City.

Moreno

Alice

Jr.

Lora>-ne

Todd

Gilda Gray, 22 East 60th Street,

Kenjon

Doris

Hoot Gibson
Dorothy Gulliver

City, Calif.

Jackie Coogan, 673 South Oxford Avenue,
Los Angeles, Calif.

National

Otis Harlan
UklnB piclurM. Phot

Our Gang

Robert Agnew, 6357 La Mirada Avenue,
Hollywood, Calif.

Norma Terris
Don Terry

Richard Barthelmess

At

Stan Laurel

Oliver Hard.v

Patricola
Sally Phipps
David Rollins

Calif.

Biliie

Charley Chase

At Bono Art-World Wide, care of Metropolitan Studios, 1040 N. Las Palmas Street,
Hollywood, Calif.

J.

Dors ay

:,||.

-.-itry.
..:[:,

nutliie

»*l

Moran

Charles Morton
Paul Muni

Nancy Drexel

At

At Hal Roach Studios, Culver

Direc..

II

flesyoii. Ptu•.te^l

We

Lois

MacDonald

Ma

steu-;irils. lIou.scKeepere.

Publicity Dlr.rt.r
tors.

Rita Carewe

Kenneth McKenna
V'iclor McLaglen
Don Jose Mojica

Farrell

Mo

Charles Eaton
Charles Farrell
Stepin Fetchit
John Garrick
Janet Gaynor
William Harrigan
Richard Keene
Lola Lane

cmV

.

In care of Samuel Goldwyn, 7210 Santa
Blvd., Hollywood, Calif.
\ilma Bank.v
Ronald Colman
Waltir Byron
Lilj Damita

Sharon L>nn

Fifi

.

Ben L\on
Dorothy Rener
Marie Sa.xon
Johnnie Walker

El Brendcl

Joyce

who follows my Instructions, loses
ten io tirtcen pounds a month
otherwise I
accept no money.

Sam Hardv
Jack Holt

Ben Bard
Warner Baxter
Rex Bell

W^illiam Collier. Sr.

In

Ralph Ince
Margaret Livingston

Jr.

In care of the Edwin Carewe Productions,
Tec-Art Studios, Hollywood, Calif.
Roland Drew
LeRoy Mason

Helen Chandler
Marguerite Churchill
Mae Clark

t'le

Norma Talmadge
Constance Talmadge
Louis Wolheira

Edmund Lowe

Warren Burke

But

beautiful faces.

Western

No.

1401

Robert Ames
Mari' A St or

REDUCE!

)

Gilbert Roland
Gloria Swanson

Calif.

Frank Albertson

Have Come From Paris
/m^
to Help You

No.

Monica

At Fox Studios,
Avenue, Hollywood,

**«-

Young

Ri.land

Charles Chaplin
Dolores Del Rio
Douglas Fairbanks
Lillian Gish
O. P. Heggie
John Holland

Evelvn Brent
William Collier,
Jack Egan
Ralph Graves

Shearer

Sally Starr

William Haines

United Artists Studios, 1041
Formosa Avenue, Hollywood, Calif.
Don Alvarado
Cht
Mo
Joan Bennett
Mary Pickford
Fannie Brice
Harrj' Rich man

At Columbia Studios, 1438 Gower Street,
Hollywood, Calif.

Rathbone

Basil

Duncan Renaldo

Marion Harris

ft

Owen

Catherine Dale
Anita Page

Dunn

Edwards
Greta Garbo
John Gilbert
LawTence Gray
Ra>'mond Hackett
Cliff

I^ila

Moran

Conrad Nagel
Ramon Novarro
Edward Nugent
Elliott Nugent

Joan Crawford.

I

At

Nils Asther
Lionel Barrj-more
Wallace Beery-

Ruth Roland, 3828

Wilshire

Estelle Taylor, 5254 \a>& Feliz
Angeles, Calif.
la

(uaranKML

Blvd.,

Los

Blvd., Los
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Just a Cute Trick
I

CON'TINl-EO

FROM

two weeks.

I'AGK 71

1

j^ueautu

From

eight to tin
Roger hired tlic
every' morning she danced.
best (lancing teacher in Hollywood, some said
in .\merica, at the rate of twenty-live dollars
an hour. I'-va had natural grace. Then from
ten to twelve there was the best dramatic
teacher the co<ony afforded, who taught Kva
to read and pronounce words all over again.
until the next

ohampoo

Then there was lunch with Roger. Alilk.
graham crackers, and vegetables, to which
Kva submitted with hungry zest. Then the
in which he
entire afternoon with Roger
taught her all he knew about putting oneself

—

iO"

over.

ROGER

wasn't conceited, but he told Eva
that he had never had a day's failure. His
career had been a steady climb upward, culminating in last season's triumph. He couldn't
remember a performance from his days touring
the sticks to these glorious later days when his

..#*
MiA

Sometimes it
audience hadn't been all his.
seemed rather futile to tell Eva his secrets of
when she was such a delicate, femisuccess
nine little person, and he so completely
masculine.
He was touched and flattered when she
begged him to do his numbers the numbers

—

—

that

had

brought

him

such

tremendous

—

ovations just for her.
.\nd Roger, being not so different from other
actors, performed with as much zest as if there
had been an audience of thousands, instead of
one small girl with a rapt expression on her
face.

The two weeks sped to a close, and the morning came on which the picture was scheduled to
begin. When Roger came on the set Eva was
already there, looking contented as a kitten,
snuggled in her chair; with Eva Moore in big,
black letters on the back. He stood there for
some moments watching her, until he became
conscious of the snickers of two burly electricians, the true cynics of any studio lot.
Roger himself couldn't get over it. But he
supposed this was what real love was. He had
known hundreds of beautiful women and
then this little blonde person walked into his

—

life,

and

everything

was

changed.

Per-

Quickly, Easily, at a few
you can have a

cents cost,

Real "Beauty Shampoo"
that will give Your Hair a
Loveliness, quiteunohtain-

able by Ordinary Washing.

Leaves Your

CAN SAVE TIME, expense
YOU
and inconvenience, by adopting

manently.
this simple method of "beauty shamThe cameras were lined up for the first scene. pooing," which gives truly professional
But before that there must be a rehearsal. The results at home.
director, Emil Dirk, looked at Roger with a
The beauty of your hair, its sparkle
triumphant, now-vve-shall-see expression. Of
depends, almost
i ts gloss and lustre
course, there had been voice tests and screen
entirely, upon the way you shampoo it.
tests of Eva
^but this was the real test.
Eva went through the scene with the poise of
thin, oily film, or coating, is cona veteran and a certain dainty charm. Roger
stantly forming on the hair. If allowed
was not in this scene. Just Eva, the heavy,
remain, it catches the dust and dirt
and a character woman.
Even Emil Dirk to
hides the life and lustre and the hair
could fmd no fault. ".\11 right, this is a take,"
then becomes dull and unattractive.
were his only words.
.

—

.

.

—

Eva fled to her make-up box, and dabbed at
Only thorough shampooing vill remove
She swished the long skirt of the this lilm and let the sparkle, and rich, natevening gown she was wearing, and the makeColor tones ... of the hair show.
ural
up woman powdered her neck and arms. " I'm
Ordinary washing fails to satisfactorily
scared to death, honey," she whispered to
Roger, and rewarded his, "Vou needn't be.
darling," with an affectionate little smile.
her nose.

.

.

.

riE door of the sound stage was locked, the
'I orders to " lock 'em up" were given, and the
picture had started. It was a long scene. .At
the close Emil Dirk said, "Very nice."
Eva
was evidently all right.

'

A

—

because

this film,

it

does not

clean the hair properly.

—

Besides the hair cannot stand the harsh
ordinary soaps. The free alkali,
in ordinary soaps, soon dries the scalp,
makes the hair brittle and ruins it.

effect of

is why women, by the thousands,
\alue beautiful hair, are now using
Mulsilied Cocoanut Oil .Shampoo.
Itcieansesso thoroughly; is so mild and
so pure, that it cannot possibly injure, no
mailer how often you u.se it

That

who

You

i

aplime

will notice the dilTerence in the
first

u>e Mulsilied, for it will feel so deliglitfully clean, and be so soft, silky, and
fresh-looking.

Try a Mulsified "Beauty Sham|K>o"
and just see liow quickly it is done. See
how easy your hair is to manage and liow

closed studio car called for her

coffee-colored Rolls-Royce.

remove

>iju

Blake's devotion. There was a property boy
always ready with her coat or robe after everj'

"take."

Vllurinir

pearance of )()ur hair the very

Eva lo\ed the respect and adulation she
commanded as the recognized object of Roger

whenever she was needed at the studio, if
Roger was unable to call himself or to send his

Lovely and

.

A

—

Hair

lo\ely

Two or three

tca«poonf\il« of Mulsified in a (flasa or

pitcher with a little warm water added, niaken an
He passed on her costumes, and scrutinized abundance of
which
soft. rich, creamy lather
her make-up before she stepped before the cleanses thorontfhiy ami rinnea out OHsily, rentovinK
with t every particle of duttt. dirt and dandr
.

.

.

i

When you

write to aavertlsers please mcnilon

.

.

.

new

it

life,

will look.

gloss

and

See

it

sparkle

— with

lustre.

^'(IU can get Mulsified Cocoanut Oil
Shampoo at any drug store, or toilet goods
counter . . . anywhere in the world.
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to Enter Photoplay's

5,000
Cut Picture
Puzzle Contest
(Seepage 60 for full particulars regarding Conlesi)

So that our readers need not miss a
single issue of Photoplay during this
contest we are making a special six
month rate of $1.25.

June and July
Photoplay, the coupon below will
bring you the first two sets of cut picIf vou haven't copies of

tures which appeared in those issues.
Or take advantage of our Special Six
Months' Contest rate, fill out the cou-

pon below and send $1.25 (Canada
we will enter
$1.50; Foreign $1.75)
your subscription for 6 months, starting with the September issue, and
send you the cut pictures from the

—

June and July

issues.
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of

see

stories,

some

acted at your

moving

picture theater.
and nothing but the /nilh, about
motion pictures, the stars, and the induslr\.
You have read this issue of HlioToi-LAV so

The
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Name
Street

City

Addres

camera, and was constantly paying her elaborate compliments, to the infinite disgust of Emil
Dirk. Roger Blake playing lady's maid to a
babyish little blonde whose only distinction
was to call one "honey" in dulcet tones oftener
than anyone else could manage to! Roger was
"honey." The electricians were "honeys."
(They could do wonders in lighting if they like
a

girl.)

The

"P

OGERand Eva lunched /f/c-a-/ftf everyday

the accompaniment of Eva's frantic ques"How did I look this morning?"
"Did I say that line about 'never wanting to
see you again' all right? " "Oh, Roger, do you
think I'll make good? What do you really
think, Roger?'"Shall I put on an all-new
••-»-to

tioning.

make-up?"

The picture unfolded. Who was this girl
Eva Moore? Eva with her pretty little niuuth
askew. Eva with one hand stroking her

all

head behind her

ear, one eyebrow arched. .\
quizzical, half-humorous, half-pathetic expres-

sion.

.\

taunting inflection in her voice.

I

Roger leaned forward in his chair. Wliatjl
had the child done? She was unconsciouslylj
using all his tricks. But in her they were en-f
\

trancingly feminine. They gave her a naive
sophistication that was charming.
Unique,
-\nd when she did her little song and dance
number, with the self-deprecatorj' little'
gestures, the house burst into long and loud
applause led by none other than Albert Cham-

i

berlain.

TTHEN Chamberlain's
—
•*-

boomed out

none too gentle voice

"Where

is this

fellow Blake's

negligible thing at best.

famous personality? That little girl takes the
picture right from under his nose. Have we
"
got her under contract?
E\a watched herself on the screen with nO'

fling

small

Such fretting was very amusing to Roger,
With a featured comedian, the girl's part was a
It was her first little
and he was glad she was getting such a
kick out of it.
.\fter the picture was finished they would be
married, and if Eva still wanted to play about
in the movies he was powerful enougli to get
her the rules.
But not a word of this to Eva. Her small
worries were very tender things to him, so he
contented her wdth fervent assurance that she
would be a knockout.
But sometimes the
tense expression on her face as she studied her
lines surprised him.
She was taking it seriously, that is, as seriously as anyone as little and young and cute
as Eva could.
.\t last the picture was finished, and to celebrate the return of .\lbert Chamberlain, president of the company, from a long European
trip, there was to be a special preview of the
picture at a neighborhood theater.
Eva was frantic with excitement. "Oh,
Roger, I can hardly wait. You know what pre-

views are! What if I should be terrible and
they would laugh at me?"
However, she recovered herself sufficiently
to make elaborate preparations for the occasion.

She purchased a very youthful sports dress
of soft white wool, a powder blue coat of nautical design, and a tiny white hat.
She liked
the respect of the salesladies in the smart
shops, but she liked better the substantial discount that professional people were accorded.
She spent the remainder of the afternoon in a
beauty parlor, and when Roger called to take
her to dinner she was dazzlingly pretty.
On the way to the restaurant lie told her to
close her eyes, and when she obediently held
them shut, he fastened something on her wrist,
and pressed a kiss on puckered red lips. He
lo\ed to kiss Eva even before the cameras.
She was so warm and fragrant and young
although almost distressingly matter-of-fact.
She would sigh with what he hoped and believed was ecstasy for a fraction of a second,
and then push him aside to return to her petty
discussions of the picture. It was cute in her,
though. She was just a kid.

—

—

amount

How

of satisfaction.

well she

photographed, and how neatly she got her lineS'
over.
Roger didn't look so well. She wondered how old he was. Why, on the screen he;

was

really quite mediocre. A\'hen the audienceji
laughed at her, and when they applauded her';
little song and dance, she could scarcely control the tears of pride

and

joy.

—

And she, with no previous experience why,
she really deserved all the praise and credit ia
the world!
The picture was over. Roger and Eva
picked their way through the crowd packed
tightly outside the theater. Eva was soon busy
books for children, and
everyone seemed to be crowding nearer for a
closer look. She was sweet and shyly gracious,
and acknowledged their compliments modestly.
Emil Dirk approached.
"Mr. Chamberlain is waiting to meet you,
Eva. Hello, Blake."
It was the first time Emil Dirk had called her
"Eva." He usually pretended to forget her
name completely, and addressed her as "you."
A few times he had been gracious enough to
signing autograph

remember she was "Miss Moore."

Eva approached the great man with her most
tremulous smile. "You're a wonderful little
Miss. Moore, and a great little actress. I
think we'll be having a little talk tomorrow."

girl.

Of course, that meant a con-

.\ little talk.

Roger had no contract. He had been
brought out from New York for one picture.
You had to be good to get a contract these
tract!

daj-s.

The

ride

home was very

they didn't laugh
parting.
Roger didn't see

at

quiet. "Well, Eva,
you," said Roger at

Eva until three o'clock the
She was in the publicity ottice
next day.
waiting to be interviewed.
"Well, Roger, I've a contract. .\nd, furthermore, I am to be co-starred with Paul Luvcrne
in his next picture, and I'm to have my name

Manhattan Manners.'
"
you doing next?

in the billing of

are

"/^H,

'

What

think I'll take a little trip to Xi w
I can't stay away from Broadway
I've a new show lintxi up."
maybe you're right, honey. ^ nu
know you don't photograph any too well. I'll
miss you an awful lot but I e.xpcct I'll be very
busy. When are you leaving?"
"Tonight. Will you have dinner with me?
I

^^\orK.

"pV.\ was emitting small shrieks of pleasure.
-'—'.V diamond bracelet, and
a gorgeous one,
encircled her wrist.
"It's to celebrate the picture, dear."
"Oh, the picturc^ now I'm frightened again.
How can you be so terribly calm, honey?"
"Oh, I've lived through a hundred moments
like this."
Eva loved the craning of necks as they entered the theater, and took their seats in the
section reserved for studio people. .\t last the
reguhir feature was over. "I'here was a buzz of
excitement. .\ feature preview will follow im-

—

mcdiatclv.
State

who had

raged at her on the
day she met Roger was also "honey," and once
she even " honeyed ",Eniil Dirk. But onh'once!
To please Eva. Roger insisted that they work
in the Httle dance she had learned, and she sang
or rather talked a delicately risque little song.
assistant

Thunderous applause greeted the first appearance of Roger Blake. Then Eva appeared.
Xo applause, but a buzz that sounded liki
"Isn't she cute?"

Then

— ROGER

MANH.\TTAN MANNERS.
his

BLAKE

in

Eva dutihed

arm.

Eicry advertlswnmt In IMIOTOI'L.VY M.\G

VZI.Nl-:

U

,:uaronle

very long.
"Well,

—

There is something I want to tell you."
"Oh, honey. I can't. I'm having dinner
with Mr. Dirk. You know he's going to dircit
my next picture, and can do so much for me.
wouldn't dare offend him.
Besides," dimpling prettily, "I just know I'd cry if I siuil
I

to you, Roger.
I always cr)' when I
say gootlbye. Here comes Mr. Smythe from
'The Times' to interview me so we'd better
say goodbye right now when there is no time

goodbye

—

.•

.
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It was perfectly sweet of
to be silly.
Roger, to give nie this lovely bracelet."

me

for

.'you.
I

I

I

for one farewell look. She was
greeting the long and lanky Mr. Smythe. She
was wearing the little powder blue coat that
had the nautical look.
.\nd his bracelet. He sighed as he went his

Roger turned

"Gee, but she's a cute

Norma

Shearer
Retire?

Will
1

trick!

CONTI.\li;i)

'But the point

FROM

I'AC.i;

47

1

that the very fact that I
that I have, in a small way,
is

have worked and
accomplished something, has made him love

me

more.

"Oh, I'm quite sure of that.
"He is so thrilled by what successes I have.
To him. I'm really surrounded by glamour because I have done a good job on a picture. It
is true that I thought for a moment that he
was going to be jealous of my work. And I
loved him for that. I loved him when he was
sometimes jealous of my leading men. But
that is only a little thing.

"The real point is that he glories in me for
the things I've done.
"The career has made our love bigger than
it would othenvise have been.
"When I'm between pictures I'm bothered
with a thousand petty details about the house,
about clothes, about servants. I get lines between niv eyebrows from worr>Tng over those
little things and I think, 'Why, I can't start a
picture now.
" How will all of these little things get done if
I'm not here to see that they do?'
"But when I start a picture they do get done
and tiiey get done well. too. .^nd I shut then
all out of my mind and plunge headlong into
m\- work,

"T

KXOW that I'm a niccrperson when I work

than when I don't. I always dread a newpicture. I dread the worry of it, the anxiet)',
and I sometimes wish that I were a secretarywho gets to the ofiice in the morning at nine
-'

o'clock

and

leaves

at live-thirty.

wouldn't have those haunting

good

in this picture?

\\'ill

my

Then

fears, 'Will I

1

be

scenes get over?

not be an absolute flop?'
while I'm waiting for the baby, I'm
I wish I
studying French and Spanish.
didn't have to do it. I wish I could just rest
and relax, but I must do these things. I cannot waste my precious time.
"I have so many interests when I work
Will

I

"\ow,

Any woman who works

does.
She is kept
and keen and ready for emergencies.
"Of course, I love fame; what man or woman
doesn't? But more important than the fame
and infinitely more beautiful, is the light of
appreciation that I see in Ir\'ing's eyes when
I've done a good job. .And that is why I say,
'Take up a career for the sake of love.'
"The other day a' friend of mine was talking
of his little girl and wondering where to send
her to college, which school would be best for
her, and I suddenly wondered how would it be
I
to have somebody plan your life for you.
sometimes miss a good education, but I'm glad
I didn't have it, if I had had to sacrifice the
work I've done for it."

alive

Norma

has never looked so lovely before
She has never been so radiant, so filled with
the joy of living.
And I feel very sure that if her own child is
a girl she will be taught the glory of a good
job well done.

meantime, there is no chance of
from the screen. .At least
many years to come. It's all
too glorious to have her love and her career
each so definitely a part of the other!
In

summer!
YET

YOUR POWDER CLINGS, ROUGE STAYS
AND YOU LOOK ALWAYS LOVELY

with old ocean beckoning
Summer
down the white sands
limpid lakes
.

.

.

.

mirroring forth joy

.

,

.

.

.

young bodies

slim

Summer.

(lashing into caressing waters.

calling

you

to a thousand activities

.

whispering of romance in night silence
thrilling

you with the joy oF

.

.

.

.

.

Ah, j'es! But there must be no pale
cheeks after the swim ... no overflushed
appearance of exertion 'neath the sun's
ardors ... no shiny nose. You must remain serenely, coolly beautiful under all
.

.

.

"Summer-Proof" Make-Up. Princess Pat
beauty aids, if used together, give a
summer-prnnf make-up. You can actually go in swimming and come out with
color perfect
or dance through the
evening secure in the knowledge that one

—

application of

make-up

is sufficient for

retiring

Now
is

in the Brilliant

Week End Set

This

sparkling, wonder-value "ac-

a

really

— enough of each preptwo weeks use — to

aration for

last

throughout your vacation. Also a perfectly wonderful beauty book of summer

make-up

secrets

and

special

summer

care

to keep the skin lovely. In the Week
End Set you will receive generous tubes
of Ice Astringent, Skin Cleanser (the
cold cream). Skin Food Cream,
almond base Powder, Rouge and Lip

modem

Rouge. The charge of 25c pays only for
packaging the set in its beautiful box,
and for postage. Consequently we desire
to sell only one set to a customer. And
we respectfully urge your promptness.

Be Your Most Beautiful "Summer Self."
all charmAll fragrant and beautiful
ing

—

—

all

be yo\ir

serenely perfect.

"summer

self."

That should

The Week End

Set will bring this loveliness unfailingly.

lasting beauty.

For make-up that vnil last under trj-ing
conditions you first apply Princess Pat
just as you w ould ordiIce Astringent
narj- vanishing cream. Only, you see,

—

Packed

iQ

a bcAuUluily decorated

Ice Astringent gives the skin lasting coolness, contracts the pores and makes the

skin of

fine,

beautiful texture. After lee

Astringent, apply Princess Pat rouge for

which moisture will not affect.
Princess Pat almond base
the softest, most clinging
powder
and one which
powder ever made
color

SPECIAL

Then use

—

—

the

Xorma's

not for many,

of
lip

rouge!

.

living every

summer

And
new

quaintance" set

golden hour intensely.

conditions to fully enjoy

gives beautiful, pearly lustre.
course Princess Pat's wonderful
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Brickbats and Bouquets
CONTINUED FROM

[

Sez Mr.

Graham!

Winnipeg, Man., Can.
I am a " Garbo-Maniac," tirst, last and always. .\nd how I would like to have Thomas
\. Willington here right now
Of all the rot I
ever read, his opinion of Garbo was the silliest.
"Flat-chested, anaemic, goldfish out of
water" indeed! Why, I've seen everj- picture
of Garbo's since "The Torrent," and she's the
most beautiful, fascinating, versatile, accomplished and gorgeous woman who ever appeared on the silver screen
.\ great, big bouquet to William Powell for

MILLIONS CALL IT
FREE/

fi/jlicctess sectet - a/id Hi
Imagine a discovery that transforms dull,
lifeless hair into lovely, radiant hair such as
only a few lucky girls are born with! Yet so
subtle is this new loveliness that it seems
only to accent the natural sheen of your hair!

Magic? Yes, the magic of just one Golden
Glint shampooing! For Golden Glint is far

more than
poo!

a cleansing, film-removing

sham-

imparts just the least touch of a tint

It

—ever so little— but how exquisitely it accents the natural beaut>- of your hair
other shampoo— anywhere
like it!
your dealers', or send for free sample.
!

No

FREE
W. KOBI

J.

Seattle,

Name

CO., 604 Ra

Wash.

. * * .

Ave.. Dept.H
nd a fue saml,U.

\

^

City

.!

my

Color of

have found someone who agrees
with me.
Irene Freeman, of Dallas, whose
letter was printed in the May Photoplay, is a
.\t last I

my own heart.
Christie" was a terrible disappointment not Garbo, but the picture. It was like
a slap in the face to hear that fascinating, enchanting voice uttering the coarse expressions
she was compelled to use. I'lease don't ever
let us see Greta in a saloon again.
C. Fegley.
lady after

"Anna

—

Telling It to Connie!

PERFECT VOICE INSTITUTE.
1922 Sunnyslde

about

1^
^

^^
•"

DAVIS, M.

Y

D,,

1

i»

2

much its physical aspects as its slow,
disintegrating mental torture.
If the motion picture can force on the general
public even a faint conception of what war
really means, without the drums and heroics,
they will have done a great service to humannot so

.M.\RCHErrE Cniri;.

ity.

Los Angeles,

—

A

Dopt. C-12S

Ave., Chicago

home

simple, eafe
Moli-a

But Sonic Like 'Em Light
Riverside. R.

"Men

t'lara Bow was getting too plump, Rudy
Vallee did not "click" so loud in Hollywood,
Gilbert's outlook in the talking
I)icture is not so rosy.
None of those bits of news rcllccts on the
character of these stars, and, personally, I
don't like to have our stars written up as
such gods and goddesses. It is more human
to know they are real people like you and me.
I'lease don't allow those protesting letters to
"cramp your style." and disintegrate into a

Ijcriodical full of

s«eet

little fairy stories.

Muriel Wuelan.

treat-

"lent— 16 years' Bucce;
practiee.

Henry Hinds.

nature!

You*rc Right

(iili

Growths) dry up and drop
Write for free Booklet.

We're Bo) tolled!

Without

\\

School Course
cnn
years
Mich
N

(111

ciiniiilcli'

simplified
School (foUFNe at Ikkiic
this

Omen

"

I.

made such an im-

pression upon my mind that I cannot seem to
forget it.
It certainly is a splendid piece of
work, both on the part of the director and the
actors, especially
Kenneth McKenna and

Frank

.\lbertson.

Let us have more of these stirring dramas
less meaningless revues which do not give
the players a chance to show what they really

and

Mary Louise

can do.

Cross.

\^'hat Price Laugliler?
Seneca Falls, X. Y.
Don't "cut the comedy." Life is short and
enough without having tragedy fed lo
you for an evening's entertainment. 1 would
willinglj' pay twice any admission price to
liiH'^h my troubles away.
cruel

Mrs. James F. McCarthy.

Less Bloodshed, More

Romance

Hillsboro, Ore.

Please cut out the wholesale killings, .\fter
a hard day at the ofiice I like a good laugh, a
new idea for my wardrobe, or better yet, a
palpitating romance.

Mildred McLeod.

off.

124-D Grove Avt., Woodbrldge, N.J.

Calif.

"All Quiet on the Western Front" will
receive its brickbats, for many will think it
too real, too horrible. In saying that, although
they may not realize it, they are condemning
nol the picture, but what it represents
llijr.'
stripped of its romance anil glory.

ELLiorr.

and John

i

Court N. J.
our club, and
making up this

Belle

Your magazine

ni^

of community picnic, composed largely of
young men with curly hair and engaging
smiles, while "Journey's End" made an honest
attempt to show the war as it was, emphasizing

because writers told the truth (and truth is
usually more interesting than syrupy fiction)
that Greta Garbo does not dress fashionably,

llhles
/*"*~>\ff
r-^ V-^

human

Santa Barbara, Calif.
have read every issue of your magazine
years.
I have always enjoyetl the
written about the various stars,
because they were chronicled in a newsy, sane
manner, and not full of the over-sweet drivel
that I note some of your readers seem to prefer.
I refer to the recent protests that came to you

Guaranteed
tellinf;:

is

I

100%
Send today for free Voice Book

But such

for ten
articles

Improvement

in

Lady

Life,

That Speak For Peace

Minneapolis, Minn.
"Young Eagles," although the photography
was good and the story entertaining, did leave
the impression that the Great War was a kind

Graham.

Geneva, N. Y.

Uh Huh,

VOICE

WM.

But That's

Mary Milion

you want

/

B.

the one she had.

you can
have the

^

Adele Gordon.

Talkies

"Street of Chance."

"How I Would Manage
Famous Husbands" strike you as funny?
With all that knowledge, surely she should
have been able to make a success of managing

Now

)^^TW/l^\jr»

I'll have to admit I fell a little myself
carried off the honor of the year
singing for Mrs. Hoover at her request.

.Six

¥iH
/

positively silly to older folks like myself.

But

when Rudy

his enjoyable villains, his perfect detectives,
and all his splendid, unforgetable acting in

Constance Bennett on

hair:

it's

I

;

Fort Lauderdale, Fla.
Didn't the article in June Photoplay by

Address

J

—

!

J^lir ^Mggic

P.\CE 16

\ania and they are going to broadcast the ban
there.
I looked over your articles and told
the girls )-ou printed some "grand" ones about
Vallee this month
but no use, thej're off
you for hfe. Really it is laughable. .\nd your
star slammer, Cal York, will be minus a scalp
if he ever happens this way.
How can an actor affect girls "that way"

any of the twenty-five girls
club found with one in her possession is fined
fifty cents (mere trifle, but I don't want to be
line<l).
So I "sneaked" 'round to a friend and
read this month's issue.
It's all because of
Cal ^ork's insulting remarks about Vallee,
that the girls refuse to buy Pikitoplay.
Of
course that's only twenty-five here, but ten
of my girls belong to larger clubs in Pennsj'l-

Kicry tdvcrllsement In

We Thank

shall not enter

niOTOI'LAT MAGAZINE

Is

You, Johnny

Your tribute to Mabel Normand was one of
the nicest, kindliest stories we have ever read.
I reach out and take your hand in appreciation for putting into words that which 1 am
certain thousands of your readers feel in their
hearts, even though we never knew Mabel
Normand e.\cept upon the screen.

ruarintrod.

Johnny Gruelle.
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And Heaven

Did!

Freeport L. I.
Rayest, gladdest, happiest news I've
years is that Marie Dressier is to
become a star in talkies. Goodness knows
she's been a star since I (irst laid eyes on her.
when she was liring apples, plucked from her
hat, at the musical director at Weber & I'ields'
Music Hall.
Bob H.\ll.

The

heard

in

\^ill

Starring Spoil 'Em?

Flushing, L. I.
I hear they are going to make Marie Dressier
a star. Oh Lordy, there's another great
character actress gone wrong! Why not let
her just go along with the line work she's
been doing? And this goes for George Bancroft, too.
FK.\NCi:S DtNTON.

Maybe

They'll

Laugh

at the

Law

La Cresccnta, Calif.
the hilarious comedy, "Caught
Short," recently but missed some of the best
parts of the dialogue, because of the resounding
laughs that tilled the theater after a wise-crack
from Marie Dressier or Polly Moran. Can't
we do something^?
Gladys D. Mveks.
I

saw

disfiguring hair growths

destroyed—
merely removed)

eflFectively

(not

The undergrowth must also be removed
in order to prevent a bristly re growth
Applied as easily as cold cream,

ZIP
way

gets at the cause,

and

in

this

effectively destroys hair
growths. So simple; so rapid; and so
pleasont to use since special provision
has been made in its preparation so

as to ovoid any semblance of pain or

After years of research this painless

and safe product was created. Re-

member, there

no other

is

Epila tor.

ZIP

leaves no trace of hair above

the skin; no prickly stubble later on;

discomfort. Ideal for face, arms, legs,

no dark shadow under the skin. Only
by removing the cause, can you be

body and underarms.

free of unsightly growths.

ZIP

is Harmless
Don't confuse ZIP with other products. It is a delightfully fragrant
balsam, easily spread on, and then
gently removed, thus eliminating the
Cause of the growth. Really marvelous
the

way

it

works. There are

many

Ways

to remove hair merely from the
surface, but Z/Pis the way to destroy it.

prove

this for

a harmless, fragrant

compound.

There are no disagreeable fumes, no

and tile. ZIP
and brings lasting
be delighted and you

discoloring of porcelain
acts immediately
results.

You

will

ZIP

nothing, for

risk

money-back guarantee

is

on a

sold

basis.
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) Sfecialist
(_
562 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK

York
Solon

Entrance on 46th Street

Laura La Plante, like many another
film star, found that a vacation spent
in New York City may be mentally

Madame

Berthe,

Specialist

562 FIFTH AVE., NEW YORK
By man, in plain envelope, tell me

stimulating but

it isn't exactly a rest.
to Battle Creek, Mich-

.

igan, to recuperate from her vacation.
Her visit to the Kellogg company at

Battle Creek demoralized the entire
working staff to the extent that production was a little below par that
day.
Laura finally went back to
Hollywood for a real rest

ZIP

Lasting Results
It is

Simply ask for ZIP
"t your favorite
Drug Store or Toilet

So she went

Let

you.

ZIP Bnd ho
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A

Chevalier of France
I

COXTINLED FROM

—

English. Russian and French he was destined
to
spend twenty-sLx long, disheartening

The

months.

discipline

was

Despite

rigid.

his discharge from the hospital he felt weak
and unsteady most of the time, and his phy-

aggravated the natural depression
induced by the months of dreary prison routine. But his captivity yielded him one priceless boon
the best piece of good fortune, he
says, that ever came his way.
That piece of
good fortune was a British prisoner who happened to be a school teacher. He and the
French actor agreed to exchange lessons in
their respective languages,
but Chevalier
maintains that it was a one-sided bargain.
"That fellow, he could Icac/i.'" he declares
admiringly, "ile I told him the French
sical state

—

—

—

—

—

word this is a table this is a chair this is
a music hall singer
but he could have found
it as well in the book without me."

—

'T'HOSE

lessons, providing him with a regular
^ task and gi%'ing his mind something to chew
upon, did more than anything else to bolster
his drooping spirits, and by the time he was
released he could speak and write English
correctl>' and easily
a knowledge that proved
invaluable in his brilliant post-war career.
Apart from his famil\-, the one person from
whom he heard regularly during those months
was an English performer named Tom Hearn,
whose Lilly Jiii';hr act had placed him at the
head of his profession, not only in England
and on the continent, but in America as well.
Their friendship had been born of a curious
accident.
For no good reason but simply
because he liked the sound of it. Heam's
brother had adopted the name of Chevalier

—

for professional purposes, and Hearn was interested to see that a man with the same name
was booked to play at the Folics Bcr^crcs
while he was playing there.
He made a point of looking the man up to
tell him of the coincidence, and they soon
found they had man\- things in common,
among them a love of sport and a distaste for
hard drinking. Hearn would go home with
Maurice after the show, to share the suppers
that his mother delighted in preparing for
them, and before long the two had formed a
fast friendship.
During the war, Hearn joined the air service,
and after eight weeks in France, was shot
down in his plane. Lying flat on a hospital
cot for si.x months, he still found the means of
sending to the German prison camp letters of
encouragement and packages of food and
cigarettes.

nPHE
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friendship, formed in lighthcartedness
and strengthened by adversity, endured

through

^
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the years during which the P'rench-

he turned, the drawling, genial EnglishIrishman who now receives so kindly the evergrowing mob of promoters, song-writers, interviewers, unrecognized geniuses and ordinary
pests

camping on Chevalier's

and turns
takes them

trail,

them away so courteously that it
a minute or two to realize that they haven't
got what they came for.
The war dragged on, the months stretched
into years, and the gray monotony of prison
life
unrelieved by a hint of what was going
on outside made each year a centurj'.
Chevalier suddenly resolved on a desperate
scheme. There was to be an exchange between France and Germany of imprisoned
Red Cross workers, and he decided to pose as

—

—

one of them.

He
R.

all

man rose to fame and the Lazy Juggler gave
up his juggling to become a producer. So that
when Chevalier needed a manager for his
.\merican undertaking, it was to Tom Hearn

w.as taking a long chance.

have to

falsify his

Evcry adverlLscment

In

He would

papers in the drst place,

I'IIOTOI-I..\Y

M.VCAZtXE

Is

r.\G£ 74

1

and then he would have
in

to pass an examination
something that he knew nothing whatever

about.

If

his trick

was discovered, the

life

he had led hitherto would be paradise compared with what would follow. Nevertheless,
he sent in his application. Nothing happened.
For weeks he n-aited in dread, not knowing
whether the next day would find him before a
court martial or in solitarj- confinement, when
suddenly there came the news that Red Cross
applicants for repatriation would be examined
the following morning.
\aA on the list
Chevalier's name appeared.
That night he didn't sleep. In twenty-four
hours he tried to stuff his head with as much
as it would hold of wounds and dressings, of
the position of the heart and the function of
the li\er, with the natural result that when he
faced the German ofl'icer next morning his
mind was so confused that if his life had
depended on it, he couldn't have told whether
his lungs were for breathing and his stomach
for digesting, or vice versa.
He stood in Une
in the same fatalistic mood in which he had
climbed out of the ditch, and steeled himself
to meet what the Lord would send.
The German examiner threw him a sharp
glance.
This face was familiar to him as the
face of a man who sang for the prisoners at
Sunday night concerts. He turned to the
French doctor standing beside him, who knew
exactly what Chevalier was trj'ing to do.

""DUT

this

one

isn't

a Red Cross man!" said

'-'the German, while the actor's dramatic talents deserted him, and he turned red and white
and red again, and wondered how long his
trembling legs would hold him.
The French doctor eyed him inscrutably.
"Oh, yes," he answered, "he is a Red Cross
man. He's been in the prison hospital and I

know him well."
The German slowly nodded his head, but
what the nod was intended to convey it would
have been impossible to guess. He examined
his list of questions, selected one and opened
his mouth to put it to the stony-faced applicant
who was praying for the earth to open and
swallow him up. \\'liat happened was hardly
less amazing.
\\'hether there was something
in Chevalier's expression that stirred his sympathy, whether the Sunday night performances
had inspired in him that benevolent glow that
it

is

Chevalier's peculiar gift

to

inspire

or

whether he was acting on a moment's impulse,
a matter for conjecture. The fact remains
that, with his mouth open to ask the question,
the olVicer suddenly changed his mind cried:
".Applicant passed!
Next!" and waved his
hand in a gesture that sent a shaky but happy
young man back to his own country.
is

.\rrived in France, Chevalier was given
three months' leave in which to recuperate.
There were two things he was bent on discovering
the truth about his physical condition
and the possibility of continuing his profes-

—

sional career.

The French doctors could give him
to operate now would be a

satisfaction

——

little

tick-

business "better let it sleep while it
sleeps," they advised him.
His loss of appetite and vitality, his constant fatigue and his
fits of dizziness might be due to the wound, or
they might as readily be due to the long confinement and the nervous strain he had
undergone. Time alone would show.
lish

T_TF. accepted an engagement. Hardly had
^ -'he opened his mouth to sing when he was
overwhelmed by such a wave of giddiness that
he had to stop. He made a fresh start, but
couldn't get any air into his lungs, and his
voice sounded choked and smothered, as if it
were struggling vainly to force its way beyond
the barrier of his own throat. Shaking uncon-

euiraoteed.

—
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somehow he

got to the end of the
song and walked off the stage and didn't go
trollably,

Quickest Relief

back again.
As far as the theater was concerned, it looked
as though he were through.
As far as the war

was concerned, he undoubtedly was. When
his leave was over and he reported for duty,
he was awarded tlie Croix df Giurrc and
discharged from the army as unfit for military

from sunburn pain

ser\ice.

He traveled on the advice of one doctor,
and rested on the advice of anotlier. He tried
mountain climates and he tried mineral baths,
he forced himself to eat, though all food tasted
like a dish of wooden shavings, but nothing
helped.
He returned to Paris where he met
a wise man who said to him: "Go back to
the theater,
\ever mind if you're rotten
never mind if they give you the razz. JIake
a fool of yourself once, twice, a dozen times

—

because Ungiientine goes as deep as the burn

\
l^j burning

necessary but the only way you'll ever lind
out if you can get back is to go back and the
sooner you go, the sooner you'll find out."
He followed his friend's advice literally. He
went back to the theater and he was rotten.
He went through his paces without enthusiasm
and he was received without enthusiasm. But
he stuck it out. Little by little, he improved.
His voice began to grow stronger and surer,
and with his voice came returning hope and
returning confidence.
if

—

it

skin.
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pain

— quicker
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than

And
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toilet
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Un-

the outer surface of the skin. But

down

guentine penetrates right

to the

inflamed tissue in the dermis, or inner

/^NE day he noticed that something he ate
^^hadthetasteof food again insleadof sawdust,
and it is that day that he marks as the turning
point in his illness.
Still it took him two years
to regain what he had lost, and it was his
newly acquired command of English that
helped him more than anything else to regain

layer of the skin.

Here Unguentine cases the inflammation

— takes out the
.And being
— guards against the dangersting.

anliseptic

it.

it

Paris was crowded just then with English
and American soldiers and war workers, and
Chevalier conceived the idea that it would be
a friendly gesture as well as a stroke of good

ous infection which any burn invites.

business to include in his repertoire songs thcjwould understand. His war audiences were
sympathetically disposed to begin with, for in
the program appeared a straightforward little
note to the effect that Mr. Chevalier had been
a soldier, had been wounded and honorably
discharged, and that if he was pla_ving while

kind of burn.

they were fighting,

it

Sunburn

is

no different from any other
It's just as

dangerous. So

be sure to use Unguentine, the famous

remedy used

out of 10 hospitals for

in 8

burns and scalds.

Unguentine

was because he had done

his job.

will

quickly change

smarting red sunburn to a glorious tan.

And when

he stood before them and, with
his endearing grin, his captivating accent, his
radiant friendliness and sly humor, sang to
those homesick boys that war classic: "How're
you goin' to keep 'em down on the farm?" the
ensuing riot was something to listen to. The
word was passed along, and among the few
indispensable forms of entertainment that
marked the Parisian sojourns of Tommy and
doughboy were the songs of JIaurice Cheva-

accents for the long-lasting tube,
druggist's.

Use Unguentine

for

.^t

your

any kind

of burn or scald, and for cuts, scratches,
insect-bites, etc.

Take

it

on your vaca-

tion trips.

lier.

At
guette

first

he played

— that

in revues with Mistinperennially youthful lady whose

illustrious legs still twinkle for the delight of
Parisian theater goers. To her Chevalier feels

he owes a debt of deep gratitude. Open-handed
and open-hearted, with a man's forthrightness
and a man's loyalty, she is affectionately

known

to the entire stage fraternity as the

"best of good sports," and to Chevalier she
proved herself a staunch friend.

VXTHILE

he was making his laborious climb
•^ to favor before the war, she was riding
the crest of the wave, and her recognition of his
unusual talents and her choice of him as her
dancing partner were in those days like a
royal seal of ratification upon his career.
When he returned, a very tired man, from
captivity, she not only helped him with advice
and encouragement but, as soon as he was
ready, made a place for him in her revue
lending him the support of her prestige until
he should feel steadier and surer of himself.
It was only after Chevalier's drawing power
grew too great for co-starring that this famous
theatrical partnership was terminated.
The success of his English songs turned his
thoughts, once the war was over, to .\merica.

it

safely!
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.\n .\merican triumph is to a European performer the crown of his career. It surrounds
him with the kind of glamour he can acquire
in no other way, by stamping him as an
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and though

his brief career trailed

clouds of glory, he did

So

Lucille

Suppose, with

turned down the numerous offers made
him to stay in England, and when he went
back to Paris, it was with the idea of giving
up his more ambitious plans and contenting
himself with the plaudits of his countrymen.
He still made occasional tours of the provinces, and there is a story of one of tliese tours
that he likes to tell on himself. His brother
the one who had formed the other half of the
acrobatic partnership of CHEV.\LIER BROS.
was ambitious to follow in Maurice's foot-

He

steps,

ir

r LUCILLE TOUNG. 568

it.

stake, he should feel the

—

my

beauty aids or
abaol\Uelu
just the ones you need most
'unthoitl riikinQ a jtennu. 1 want you to
make mo prove that I can take any degreo
of homeliness and impart beauty instead. . ,
or take >ome prettin>*s3 and ropart atunntng
good looks. I will send you eferything to try
my beauty aids/ulldz-o xreekt. There are no
try all of

—

happy doing

FREE TRIAL
Ton can

though he dreamed of trjing for the
prize, Chevalier was frankly afraid to take
especially after playing a London
the chance
engagement with Elsie Janis in 1919. Not
that the Londoners didn't respond to him
they did. But he didn't respond to them.
He didn't, to use a graphic e.xpression of his
own, "feel in his shoes." For once his work
was really work instead of fun and he wasn't

SO,

—

manage

some

to get

no
en-

gagements, largely one may be excused for
suspecting on the strength of the relationship.
It happened that the brothers were once
plajing the same town, and it also happened
that Maurice was K^ing one morning in a

—

barber's chair, lathered beyond recognition,
while two citizens, awaiting their turn, discussed the affairs of the day. Having e.\hausted
the weightier topics, one inquired of the other:
"Have you seen this fellow Chevalier that
they're all raving about?''
" Ves," answered his neighbor, " I've seen
him. And what's more, I've seen his brother
the one that's playing in the little theater at
the end of town and it's my opinion that
they're all crazy. The other's worth a dozen of
sings better, acts better, dances betthis one
ter. This Maurice has a reputation and that's
and he
all he's got! Mark my words, friend

—

—

"

wagged an emphatic

under
—
panion's nose "that bird won't
linger

—

com-

his

last

a

j-ear."

THERE

was nothing left for that bird to do
but gather up the shreds of his self-esteem
Swim, and sidle out of the shop to avoid the severe
motor, golf, ride expose yourself as much as you
gaze of his brother's admirer.
please, acquiring a healthy. bccominB tan without the
Among the applicants for tlie 1923 Chevalier
penalty of ugly, painful sunburn or freckles. Simply
apply Rose Laird's Special Lotion before exposure revue was a shy little dancer, with magnificent
and your skin won'r burn or freckle. Or apply it afternamed Yvonne Vallce. She had
ward and the sting and disfiguring redness vanish as if dark eyes,
by magic This soothing lotion, heretofore available begun dancing at the age of eight, not with the
only to the exclusive parrons of Rose Laird s Fifth idea of making it her profession, but because
Avenue salon, is a quick drying liquid that leaves a
and the doctor had
no dusting powder necessary. No she had been a frail child
protective powder
grcascoroiltoniatvourappearanceivrharmyourclothcs. told her mother it would do her good. But her
Send dollar bill for a full 4-ounce bottle talent had been so apparent that she had been
and Rose Laird's book on care of the skin.
encouraged to study for the stage with happy
^-^-^
Specify sh.idc—whnc llcsli Rachel, brunette,
results.
Not only was she engaged for Chepeach and Beach Tati
valier's show, but her dancing pleased him so
well that he chose her as his partner for an
important number.
785 FilUi Avenue. New Votk
she was
"I'he choice proved a popular one
so tiny beside his height and so demure that
small
charming
bird
gave
the
effect
of
a
she
and she danced like a
lluttcring about him
comedy
that
supshe
had
a
sense
of
fairy and

Don*t fear the sun
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this

summer. Rcvcl in

it
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CORN CURE
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'Rsmoy>es
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not only

reliei>es pain''

his

eyes look out on the world with a cnild's
and reserved at the same

friendliness, eager

time.

Beneath the gra\'ity of her expression, as she
talks to a stranger, lurks a hint of that sparkling vitality that is characteristically French,
and e\er>- now and then one corner of her
mouth quirks upward in an enchanting smile.
She apologizes for her English and promises
earnestly that she will soon improve.
She
thinks .\merica is a wonderland and gasps in
dismay at the thought of what she would have
if she hadn't come here.
like to dance on the stage again
a favorable opportunity offered since, she
hastens to add, Maurice has no objection but
that's a matter that will have to take care of
itself.
Her husband's career interests her far
more than her own, and she is his unofficial but
respected adviser in all things that concern
him. Except for the demands of his work, all
their time is spent together and it is only necessaPi' to see them, unobtrusively but serenely

missed

She would

—

if

—

in each other's company, to understand
their marriage has been called one of the

happy

why

most successful

in the theatrical world.

THEN

Mary Pickford and Douglas Fair'V banks made theirfirst trip toParis together,

VX

they went to see Chevalier's show, and were so
impressed that they made it their business to
meet the star and urge upon him the advisability of a visit to the United States.
They
took to each other at once, and became, as
Chevalier says, such "bif? friends" that when
he and his wife took their first trip to Hollywood, their natural stopping place was PkkJair.

On their return from France, Fairbanks told
Charles Dillingham, the producer, what he
thought of Chevalier, with the result that
Dillingham sent an agent to Paris to sign him
Chevalier, still timid, hut
up, sight unseen.
encouraged by his friends' enthusiasm, signed a
contract to appear in New York the following
fall in Dede
his current revue that had then
been running in Paris for two years.
That summer he went to New York for a
three weeks' \'isit.
He attended .Vmerican
revues, listened to .\merican songs, watched
.\merican singers, and each day his heart sank
lower.
Each day he grew more and more
firmly con\inced that Paris couldn't compete
with New York, and that Maurice Chevalier
wasn't good enough to cut any real figure
among the outstanding Broadway favorites.
He thought their songs were catchier, he knew
their voices were better, he even, by some
strange reasoning, came to the conclusion that
Having
their humor was funnier than his.
signed a contract, he'd have to go through with
coultl
already
taste
on
tongue
the
but
he
his
it,

—

bitterness of defeat.
Returning to Paris to wind up his season
there, he was stricken with appendicitis and intestinal trouble, and the run of D6di had to be
brought to an abrupt close. He came successfully through his operation, but whatever
fighting spirit he had managed to hang on to up
He
to then was left behind in the hospital.
makes no bones about it he was plainly and
simply frightened far too frightened to face
even the thought of a New York appearance
and the possible disaster in which it might end.
He asked Mr. Dillingham to release him, and
he has never forgotten the promi)t generosity
of Mr. Dillingham's response. "If you won't
be happy," he cabled, "don't come."

—

—

own.

following season she

became

his official

dancing partner, and the comradeship between
them developed into something warmer. They
might have married long before they were,
c.iicept that they had a feeling against combining the personal with the professional, and
Yvonne wasn't ready to give up her work. For
two more seasons they danced and played together, and then Chevalier's dancing partner
disappeared to make way for Chevalier's wife.
Her charm, quieter than his, is equally unmistakable.
She combines a woman's graciousness with a child's appeal, and her fine

Every «(Jiertisrinont In

PHOTOPLAY

M.VG.VZIXE

l.i

.April of this year Chevalier played a
IN
phenomenally successful New York engage-

ment

under

Dillingham's

management

in

partial fulfilment of that old contract, and he
has made the statement that Dillingham will
always have the first call on his services for any

future appearances, not only because he was
the first producer to invite him to this country,
but because he is the kind of gentleman with
whom business relations are a pleasure.
The following year Mary Pickford asked him
an
to play the male lead in one of her pictures
invitation he was obliged regretfully to decline

euartnteeiL

—
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He was now

French contracts.

because of his

emerRing as France's bright particular star,
and mounting steadily to a pinnacle occupied
by no one before him.
the popIt isn't enough to s;iy that he was
the people loved him. highbrow
ular favorite
ami
show,
own
his
had
He
alike.
lowbrow
and
matter
so long as he was in it. it di<ln't much
the
theater,
own
his
had
He
out.
left
what was
called it his,
Ciisiiio dc Peru—or at least people
e.\istcnce
for
reason
only
its
them
because to

er

ff

s

—

1000

was Maurice Chevalier— and it became the
of
Mecca for natives and foreigners in search
dish the
the most piquant and ingratiating
the
doing
was
He
olTer.
to
had
French stage
creating
thing he had been born to do, and in
pleasure for others, he was creating the maxi-

mum

amount

BeauWM

For

for himself.

of
"If by some impossible chance." said one

happen that Maurice
make money doing his stuff, he d
probably pay everything he has to be allourd
Else life wouldn't be worth hving
to do it.
.\nd so things might have continued indeli-

his friends, "it should

00

couldn't

Hoirl

come to change
if the talkies hadn't
industry
the whole face of the motion picture
through Europr
scurrying
leaders
its
and sent
art. Thai
in search of new material for the new
was how it happened that after the performs
ance one night a callboy knocked at Chevalier

nitely
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$250.00 and a portrait of the winner by Charles
womeri
B. Ross, famous painter of beautiful
SECOND PRIZE $100.00
10 Prizes $10.00 each
2 Prizes $50.00 each
5.00 each
70 Prizes
4 Prizes 25.00 each

dressing-room door to announce Mr. and Mrs.
Irving Thalberg of Hollywood!
(In Part HI, to appear in the Sepof PHOTOPLAY, Miss
Zeitlin tells of Chevalier's conquest
of the new world, and his swift climb
to the height he now occupies in the
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of your lovely hair— ils beautiful fingerbecoming arrangement? Of course you
arel And the beauty of your hair may mean real money
Think of iti You
to you in the Jo-cur Hair Beauty Contest.

ARE you proud

/\

of America.)

wave— its

for a whole new outfit— a trip— or
you have always wanted. One thousoj^d
beaut:fjl
dollars in prizes will be given in this search for
Why not?
hair. Will you be one of the fortunate winners?
Your chance is as good as anyone's. Read the simple rules

may win

How About Mary
and Doug?
1

CO.VTINTED FROM PAGE ii

luxury

that follow

— then

\

been wonderful, it has been beautihas been rich in happiness— but there is
do it
so much to do, and so little time to

ful

it

still

in!"
.\nd you

may

u
»
ask your psychologist about
1

,

that, too!

.

,

.

,

1

Ten years of close companionship— blessed
with wealth, friends, adulation and eternal sunOr is
Is that enough, lovely as it is?
shine.
little of
there so much more to do, and so
vigorous time left to do it in? I tell you, we do
have
not know what battles of the spirit may
been fought out at Pickfair!
Or have other personalities come into the
picture that is still unfinished? Time only will
tell

couple
It was just ten years ago that the
came out from under the passing cloud of their
favor
public
full
marriage into the sunshine of

Mary's millions

of fans

had been more

Nevada divorce

than a little shocked by her
from Owen Moore, and opinion had rather
veered to the first Mrs. Fairbanks.
But ten years ago, this very month, in the
pages of Photoplay, appeared a story saying
that fans everj-whcre had decided to smile on
the happy couple— to wish them joy, and a
warm welcome back to pictures and their admirers' hearts.

there seem
to be clouds in the Pickford-Fairbanks sky.
.\nd yet, surely they have their reward. Still
holding a place in the hearts of the people—
those millions who have paid nightly to see

Ten years have passed, and again

and to whom they have
brought so much of romance and beauty and
Their every word reported and
laughter.
quoted— their welfare still wished by so many

them on the

unknown

screen,

friends.

Whatever happens,
and Mary have won!

it

seems to

me

that

Doug

trate
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fmger-wave.
your

first

it

Waveset

in

hair

—

sets

is

to

liquid,

HERE ARE THE JUDGES
These experts
contest. Their

finger-waving liquid.

in

feminine hoir beauty

Alice White,

pick the lucky winners

in this

First

Notional Star, whose

BEAUTY AIDS

beautiful,
is

wavy

hair

the envy of millions.

disorders.

—

odds
Jo-cur Brilliontine
the finishing touch to the

Simple directions

for

shampooing and fingerwaving the hoir come with
each of the Jocur Beauty
If you wish lo use
Aids.
Jo-cur Shompoo Concen-

r

Jo-cur Waveset
in this contest, you will find
trial sizes at most 5-and-lO
regulor sizes
cent stores

and

—

to .dvertlseis ploasa

#

Hazel Kozlay, Editor
American Hairof
dresser Mogozine, on
outhority on beautiful

coiffure.

>ou wrlle

will

names guarantee Ihot the judgment will beloir ond impartial.

OTHER JO-CUR

trate

dressing your heir.

ory
cannot be returned and the right is reserved to publish
30th.
photograph submitted. The contest closes September

-

Jo-cur Hot Oil
irrecis sec

in

it.

hair.
regardless of the preparations used in dressing the
expensive photograph.
But, don't think you must submit an
A good, clear snapshot is all that is necessary. Photographs

waves
looking
quickly ond is beneficial to
Its use is
hoir and scalp.
simplicity itself. Millions of
women recognize Jo-cur
Woveset OS the one ideal
notoral

finger-waving

Judges will consider only the
beauty of your hair as shown in the photograph. In awardall contestants
ing prizes, equal consideration will be given

should be

thought

dressing.

original

That's all there

brings out the hidden gold
in your hair, and leaves it
soft, silky and easy to

at your drug store.

When

you need do to enter is shampoo and finger-wave
your hair attractively. Then send a photograph showin.:i
New
your hair, to Miss Jo-cur, Curran laboratories, Inc.,
York City. With the photograph, send a brief note telling
whether you used Jo-cur Shampoo and Jo-cur Waveset,
All

tions.

Jo-cur

us that.

Ten happy and fairly fruitful years ha\e
passed for Doug and Mary.

a<'ain.

You will be delighted to
see how easily and beautifully you can shampoo ond
Tnger-wave your own hair
with these famous preparaJo-cur

enter the contest.

CONDITIONS OF THE CONTEST

FOR BEST RESULTS
of "It has

money

the

some other

Charles

B. Ross,

famous

painter

of lovely

women.

Beauty Aids, we
your neorest 5-and 10 or drug store is out of Jo-cur
upon receipt of 50c in stamps.
lil you trial sizes of all four products

Remember
among the

1930. Be
the contest closes at midnight September 30,
enter your photograph in this nolion-wide search

first to

for beautiful hoir.

CURRAN LABORATORIES,
483

East 133rd Street,

mcmlon PIIOTOri^T UAGAZI.NE.

New

Inc.

York, N.Y.
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This Part
Of Skin

Questions and Answers
[

CONTINUED FROM PACE 94

—

R. .\. X., Cold Spring, ilix.v. Ten bucks
is a lot of money for a young ladj- to gamble
with, and what a heartbreak when you have to
kiss it goodbye. Al Jolson was born in Kovno,
Russia, a small town near St. Petersburg. He
spent his boyhood in Washington. D. C. -\1 is
not of the dark race. That's just a black makeup he Uses. In his ne.vt picture. ''Big Boy," he
will be a dusky hero all through the picture.

With Large Pores Full of Blackheads, Pimples, Freckles and
Other Blemishes Peeled
Right Off.

—

W. T. JoxE>, Jr. Here's hoping I make
100 per cent on the exam. Mae Murray appeared in the leading role in both the silent and
"Peacock Alley." The leading players in "The Golden Bed' were Lillian
Rich, Rod LaRocque. Vera Reynolds and
Theodore Kosloff. "The Crowded Hour" was
the name of the war picture Bebe Daniels
appeared in several years ago. The "punch in
the jaw" you described was a Richard Dbc
picture titled "The Sock Punch." Anita Page
and Laura La Plante both have hair of the
"preferred" shade, while Loretta Young's is of
a light brown hue.

J

Tony, Tom Mix's horse,
Whether you believe it or not, Tony
find that

TVrOW

over 20

—

"Show of Shows." The other httle fellow you
refer to was Sid Silvers.
Lon Chaney, whose
original tag is .\lonzo Chaney, is married and
has one son. H. B. Warner is 5,3 years old and
not related to the Warners of 'VVarner Bros.
Corporation.

is

—

Edith, G. \. For a long time. Bob Montjust wouldn't come across with the
truth.
Now he tells us that he has been
married to Elizabeth .\llen for two years.
William Janney played the part of George
O'Brien's younger brother in "Salute." Mary
Pickford was born April 8, 1893.

gomery

An" Interested Photoplay Reader,
Pacific, Mo.
Mona Maris, your latest favor5 inches tall; weighs 118 and has
black hair and brown eyes. Cliff Edwards is
the name of the little chap you keep raving
about. Ramon Novarro is a native of Durango,
Mexico, where he was born February 6, 1899.
He is 5 feet, 10; weighs 160 and is still single.
Thanx for including a bouquet for me. I'm

—

ite, is 5 feet,

you can have a new skin

'^ on any

if

you wish

"BEAUTIFUL NEW SKIN IN 3 D.WS"
which is being mailed to readers of this magazine
ABSOLUTELY FREE. Send no money, just
name and

address and you will receive it by reIf pleased, simply
turn mail, in plain wrapper.

tell your friends who may wish a clear, new,
spotless skin and youth-like complexion.
Address the author, William Witol, Dcpt. P-3L No.

1700 Broadway,

New

York, N. Y.

Katherive Fairbanks, Fillmore. Calif.
Just to show you what a good scout I am. I
got the low-down on Perry Askam for you. To

—
it.

part of face, neck, arms, hands or
b^dy, and a beautiful, clear, youth-like complexion, if you simply do as this expert instructs
you to do, at home. Suri>rise your friends wlm
called you "pimples," "freckles," and other uply
names beliind your back. Make them envy you^
Tliis new discovery actually peels them off
liarmlessly, and they're gone, not covered up as
with paint and powder. It's the most amazing,
yet simple, way of removing skin blemishes and
making yourself look years younger you ever
read of, and all explained in a new treatise called

Don't delay;

begin with, Pcrr\- was born in Seattle, Wash..
i\.
(I'll get the year later.)
He is 6
inches tall; weighs 18.^ pounds and has
brown hair and hazel eyes. In college he was a
gridiron star and attained distinction in tennis
and swimming as well as taking part in the
campus theater. After trying various occupations, among them ranching and prospecting
for gold in .\laska. he turned his attention to
singing and before long was trjing out for a
musical show. His first role was in "The Passing Show of 1921," which was followed by
" Blossom Time." "Castles in the Air." "Music
Bo.x Revue," and as star in "The Desert Song"

August
feet, 2

and "The Xew Moon." He will make
movie debut in "Sweet Kitty Bellairs."

"An Addrctt o( Djfnctoh"

Too
Light, airy and spacious
room?;, luxuriously appointed

tempting foods. Over-

4

looking the quiet shores of
quickly
Lake Aliriiigan
.

He

is still

a bachelor.

—

AL

Price, Freeport, X. ^V Roland
\'oung is a native of London, England, and is
married.
His latest release is "Her Private
Life." Jackie Coogan is coming back to the
v..

"Tom

Sawyer."

Dorothy

—

\. R. C, Ottawa, Caxada. .\nita Louise
was born in Xew \'ork City about 15 jears ago
and was christened .\nita Louise Freniault.
She has blonde hair and blue eyes. Both her
[jareiits were born in .Msace-Lorraine.
Her
grandparents on her mother's side are still
living there, .\nita is a gifted pianist and has
been awarded five cups for her plaving. She is
adept at tennis, fencing and riding and speaks

money in every detail of
service. Rates begin at $5 a
day. Permniieiit Suites ct
Special Discounts.

TH CI

cmcAGC

IllarlsMmi,-

to the

Mackaill heroined in "Shore Leave."

tivities. \'alue-for-your-

Under

hand you the "Key

Charles Bickford is a native of CamMass., and speaks with a tvpical
Boston accent. Gavin Gordon is Greta Garbo's
leading man in "Romance." In other words
the four "G's" will be featured. Get it? Leila
Hvams was born in Xew York Citv, Mav 1,
l<i().S.
She is 5 feet, ,i; weighs 118 and 'has
blonde hair and gray eyes.
Phil. J. Berg is her
husband. Ramon N'^o\arro, christened Ramon
Samaniegos, first saw light February 6, 1899,
irt Durango, Mexico.
He is 5 feel, 10; weighs
\H) and has dark broun hair and brown eyes.

talking screen in

accessible to vacation
pleasures and business ac-

ncTri.,

Mnna,ttmrnt

several languages, inckiding French,

German

and Spanish.

Tiffany Productions has just
signed this talented young lady to a five-year

NURSING

LEARN
AT HOME IN la WEEKS

PRACTICAL

—

Leonard Ba.vce, B.\ltimore, Mp. Cheer
up, Len, Mary Brian will be working herself
into a starring contract one of these days.
Mary began life as Louise Dantzler, 22 years
ago in Corsicana, Texas. She is 5 feet, 2 inches
tall; weighs 109 and has brown hair and blue
eyes.

—

Barbara C. .\mong the female stars reaching the altitude of 5 feet, 7 inches, we have:
Alice Joyce, Gwen Lee, Anna Q. Nilsson, .Alma
ancl Lilyan Tashman.
Gary Cooper is
29 years old and celebrates the event every

Rubens
I

bridge,

Greater Value

.

flattered.

May

7th.

City."

//^^

.

his

Peggy McDermott, Vamoixer. Canada.

—As a newcomer

i
^

sorrell.

is

Dimples, Albion, Neb. It was the handsome "Bool" Montana who sang "You Were
Meant for Me," with Winnie Lightner in the

talkie versions of

READ
FREE OFFER

is

years old.

Her first picture under their banner
be "Just Like Heaven."

contract.
will

—

CHICAGO.

ILL.

MAGAZINE U

the silent screen in serials. After deserting the
films for a time, she came back and made her
talking dC-but in "Reno." John Mack Brown
is married and has one small daughter. Corbin,
Kentucky, was the birthplace of .\rthur Lake,
about 25 years ago. Jack Oakie's next offering
will be "The Sap from Syracuse," but why
pick on Syracuse?

—

RfTH Leffingwell, Claremont, Calif.
In "The Man from Blankley's" Loretta Young
rendered a piano selection called "Just an Hour
of Love."
Jean

L.

Vanier, Valois, Canada.

—

I

am

busy, Jean, but never too busy to write to all
my friends. Huntley Gordon is a countr>'man
of yours. He was born in Montreal. N'ou will
see

him

"The Fox Movietone

in

Follies of

Wallace Reid died just seven years ago
January, the 18th to be e.xact.

19,!0,"
last

C.

Xew York

S.,

amends by

telling

City.

you

—

will try to make
Know about Ruth

^I

all I

Chatterton. To begin with, Ruth was born in
New York, December 24, 189.?. She is 5 feet,
4'
inches tall; weighs 112 and h.is brown hair
and grey eyes. She is the daughter of Walter
and i-illian Chatterton and is married to Ralph
Forbes. Ruth made her first stage appearance
She is very
in Wasliington, D. C, in 1909.
fond of music, riding, swimming and all out;i

door sports,

Mrs. J \MES ScHLLTZ, LiM \, O. After holding a consultation with my color chart, I

Every ndvcrtlscment In PIIOTOrl.AY

—

JI. G., Laurel Spri.vgs, N. J.
.\s far
back as 1911, Ruth Roland was appearing on
.\.

gifts

to

March

sunramoi'il.

1,

John Loder

is

one of London's

He was born
the talking screen.
1898, is 6 feet, 3 inches tall; weighs

!

Photoplay Magazine for August, 1930
ItkS
and has brown hair
I'lioToi'LAY ran three articles

They appeared

ton.

and July, 1930.

in

and hazel eyes,
on Ruth Chatter1929. February
on Clivc Brook ap-

May,

.\n article

pearcd in March, 1928. Vou can Rct back
issues by writinR to Photoplay Magazine, 919
No. .Michi;^an .\vcnue, Chicago, cnclosinj; 2.Sc
for each copy.

"HoFwood She Cookoo"
I

COXriNLEL) FROM

government, which controls the Kenya colony,
assigned one P. H. Kifkin, British agent at
Nairobi, to accompany them. Rifkin has been
acting as their interpreter, business agent, adviser and guardian.
The first trouble that entered the lives of
the two blacks was the matter of clothing.
"Too much. Feel much ashamed," they

complained when they had to don enough
clothes to satisfy their fellow-travellers' sense
of the proprieties.

They landed in New York.
"White things fall on us.

It

was snowing.

New York

too

They were
devils," they complained.
convinced that New York is a good place to get
away from. Those high buildings, they were

much

would

certain,

They breathed
started

fall

down on them any minute.
relief when they

great sighs of

\\'est.

Trains were not new to them. They'd seen
them and ridden in them in .Vfrica.
then Hollywood!
ANDEverything
they had

learned, they

had

to unlearn.
go in

"We

house and we are outside again,"
they complained. They meant the movie sets.
Now, even when they go downtown in Los
.\ngeles, they occasionally stop and punch a
wall or stamp on a floor to see whether they're
in a house or not.
It was on one of their first days at the
.\I-G-M lot that Mutia pulled the crack which
set all Hollywood agiggle. He and Riano were
shown a Greta Garbo picture. When it was
over Mutia was asked what he thought of the
great Garbo.
"Uh," grunted Mutia, "stomach too thin."
.\t least, that's how Rifkin translated it liter"Husband does not feed her enough,"
elaborated Mutia, five minutes later. They
talk that way. Long pauses between observa-

ally.

I'Allt:

34

I

"He makes

bg

fine

noise," they cxplaine<l.

"He opens mouth and waves arms and makes
good sound."
When
believe

they

heard talkies, they didn't

first

it.

AA^^ '"

'^'"'^

making sound with raiuimhi."

"Ciiiuiiiild" is the native
Then they took Mulia
the projection room and showed him
some rushes in which one of his wives appeared.
She wiggled a native dance, and then opened
her mouth and talked.

^''•tlK-y insisted.

term for gramophone.

into

Mutia's hands flew to his mouth. He clapped his palm over his lips and grunted " Uh
Uh! Uh!' Then he went to the cabin he lives
in and moped the rest of the day.
Homesick,

—

he confessed.

Mutia and Riano, both, have long since
ceased to be impressed with any of moviedom's
wonders. Surprise ceased after the first few
days.
They saw too much for their limited
mentalities to grasp. Now they'll believe anything. But when they go back to Africa, they
won't dare to tell anything of what they've
seen.

"Our

friends will not believe us.

think we are

kiifjnii.

They

They

will think

will

white

men's devils have stolen our minds." .\nd so
they will not tell their tribespeople of what
they have seen.
The biggest laugh they got was over Leo, the
famous M-G-M lion.
"Fur no good. Belly too fat. Too old. No
good teeth. In .\f rica, he would die of hunger"
was how they dismissed old Leo.
Mutia and Riano are lonely. They don't
mingle with the Los .\ngeles negro colony.
Not even with the negro extras who are working in "Trader Horn" with them. Mutia and
Riano call them "sliaizi." That's Swahili
again,

and Rifkin refused

to translate

it.

tions.

"What

do you think of Hollywood's
Mutia was asked, months later.
too much boss over man," he de" Have on loo many clothes. Stomach

women?

'

"Make

cided.
too thin."

The Swahili vocabulary is very limited.
There are only about two hundred words in it.
That's why Mutia and Riano are so blunt.
They haven't the wealth of words wherewith
we English-speakers commit euphemisms and
disguise our thoughts.

A

X'-G-M wanted the two to be happy. They
IVij^-ere sent to the wardrobe room to choose
their

own

clothes.

Everj'body e.xpected them to choose someIhing like Jack Gilbert would wear.
Instead,
hey returned wearing heavy shoes, no hosiery,
thorts instead of trousers, flannel shirts and
turbans.
"Why didn't you choose clothes like the
stars wear? " Rifkin asked them in Swahili and
I

feel

and introduces him to some of the
Of course, they'd rather meet Stepin
Fetchit, but Stepin is temperamental and important, and anyway, Riano is a movie star in

in a while,
girls.

a way, even if he can't talk much English.
But Rifkin sees to it that Riano gets no gin.
Riano likes it, but Rifkin isn't taking any
chances. One day, back in the compound in
.\frica, Riano got a load of gin.
He decided
that he wanted the compound to himself. So
he cleaned it out. The casualties were terrific.
Rifkin can't make Riano understand that
similar tactics aren't allowed in Los Angeles,
so he just keeps Riano and gin apart.
But even with these occasional expeditions.

Riano

sign-talk.
"Too hot.

Make

TD I.\NO, however, makes an occasional con•l^cession.
He has struck up a passing ac
quaintance with one of the colored bootblacks
at the studio.
Sometimes he sits there for two
hours at a stretch, letting the boy shine his shoes.
The boy gets paid for it, plenty. In return, he
takes Riano downtown to Central .\venue once

Too much. Cannot move arms.
ashamed to wear so much clothes,"

they criticized.
Rifkin has been taking Mutia and Riano out

show them Hollywood. At the Brown
Derby cafe, they punched the wall because
they thoughtit was a movie set. They thought
Grauman's Chinese Theater was the finest
to

building they had ever seen because it had so
colors and things.
Inside, they heard
I^wrence Tibbctt in "The Rogue .^ong." Now
Tibbett is, in their minds, Hollywood's most

many

wonderful actor.

Wh-n

is

lonely.

Mutia

is

even more

so, be-

cause he doesn't play. He just stays in the
shack they occupy on the lot, sewing. Sometimes, when they get very homesick, they
wander around the .\'rican set on the M-G-M
lot and try to imagine the tame alligators are
real crocodiles. Or they visit the monkey farm
down the road a way from the studio. They'd
rather watch the monkeys than Chaney or
Gilbert or Garbo or Crawford.
.\nd they wish Director Van Dyke would
hurry up and finish "Trader Horn." Because

Hollywood makes them feel luitchaka.
.\nd "naUhakii" means tired.
jou write to dTertlsers please muilloD

\Nnat kind
mil I take ? ?

J

"I've just read the most astonishing booklet
about baths! Imagine a book about baths
being so interesting, and so helpful!
"But when I think of all the sleepy, 'noaccount' mornings I have had; the evenings
spoiled by being inexcusably tired; and the
nights I've been too excited or ner\ous to
sleep! And then to learn (among lots of other
things) that the right kind of baths probably
would have saved many
of those precious hours
..

.

...well!...! can't tell you
how sorry I am this little
book wasn't published a
long time ago.

the same

"You'll feel

way about
when you

it,

I

am

sure,

get your free
copy of 'The Book About
coupon.
usethe
Baths'." So

CLEANLINESS INSTITUTE
lonranu<l,- puhlie urifarf by
tvarhing the Kl/uc o/ flt^rUin^ta

EsUblUkrd

I

'cLEANUNESS INSTITUTE. Drpl. f-1
45 E««l 17lh Street, New York. N. Y.
Please lend me /r«€ "The Book About Bathi.'

•

sound* inleresling.

;

i

Addreu

:

r'
i

\

It

|

Important : Perhaps yon also would b« intetosted in "A Qeaner
House by 12 O'Cloek", or "The Thirty Day LAvelinrss Test".
These, too, are free , . . a part of the wide service of Qeaoli*

PHOTOPLAY ilAUAZINE.
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Ten Years Ago

Freckles

Photoplay

in

TEN

years ago a rich and heart-tugging
love story had just come to' the screen,
and we reviewed it in Photoplay.
It was called "Romance"
the love storj- of
a young clergj-man and a great opera star. .\5
a play, it had caught the fancy of countless
thousands. It had run something like three
years in London, after a great Xew York

One of our extra-special stories is one on little
Lila Lee. She has, in 1920, just recovered from
a bad case of too much forcing and over-adver-

—

tising

The

A

which hurt her career as a young player.
of our storj' is "Happy Endings."'

title

STORYabout three-year-old Bobby Kelso,

••
»-a cunning kid who played in King Yidor's
famous picture of simple folk, "The Jack Knife
Man." They had to feed Bob jelly beans (his

triumph.

"Romance" furnished another proof that
audiences could never get enough of true love
through many years.
The screen \ersion starred the lady who
created the part of the opera singer and played
it in the theater for years
Doris Keane. Her
leading man was BasU Sidney, then her husband, and now married to the beautiful Mary

—

a

or

clear skin?

Slillman'sFreckleCream bleaches them out while
you sleep. LeavM the skin sod and while — the
complexion fresh, clear and natural. For 37
years thousands of users have endorsed it. So
easy to use. The first )ar proves its magic worth.
If you use

Bleach Cream
you need no other product than Stillman'a

^^SiiUntarVs
WHITEtMS

jh.

FRECKLIS T THE SttltM
FULL OZ. JAR
'^^^^'*--^-^-^-*--^-^-*--*--*--*^^^
STILLMAN COMPANY, Aurora, III., U. S. A.
32 Beauty Dept. Send free booklet-Telb

you have

freckles

—how to remove them.

why

Name

also

appeared

/^LORU SW.WSOX

HW^ Freckle Cream
REMOVES

Xorman Trevor

late

it.

This might not be worth going into at such
length if we were not. in 1930, intensely interested in a new "Romance," one fusing the arts
of the theater and the silent screen. This time
the star role will be played by a Swedish girl
named Greta Garbo.

Freckle Cream. The most wonderhil Bleach
science can produce. At all drug stores.

^~^Jor

The

Ellis.

in

breaks into the news
^-Jthis midsummer of 1920, .\s if she always
weren't worth some paragraphs!
But right now she is off the screen, as Mrs.
Herbert K. Sombom. Paramount claims to
have her under contractual lock and key until
1923.
Husband Sombom replies that the
document e.iqjires late in 1920. So the dispute
rages.

Gloria says nothing. But with the reticence
days of a decade
ago, Cal York
then a mere stripling of sixtyseven reports that she "is in private life
awaiting a most interesting domestic event."
.\nd that didn't mean renting a new house,

,

of the quaint, old-fashioned

Addreu

—

—

Slate

City

The TRUTH
aboutVOICE

ing

has just finished what

Bums Mantle calls his best picture. It
"Jes' Call Me Jim," and who should be his
leading woman but Irene Rich
thus proving
that what was grand in 1920 is even better in

Will as this

''»

is

—

No Money

1930.

Doinrn

If

cloaing aUrtlinff

about

VOICE FACTS

may save hundreds of dollars to every man or woma
eekins » Btrong. rich voice fn
that

VOICE'

it.

Bend only

Have Shapely Limbs . .»6.75
or Slender Ankles .... 5.00
swelling or varicose P^^]^""
veins and reduce your limbs
with Dr. Walters famous medi-

RELIEVE
.

ROBERTSOX-COLE is running a Lew Cody
Love Letter Contest.

Sl.^0

—

is

and

won by Maude H.

if

she

is still

Bell,

a reader of

remember TH.\T thrill.
mcl The title of Lew's
but gala career as a he-vamp

60S

CAN BE AVOIDED - Millit>ns ^™
Lucky Tiger for fallmti hair-a
ro\cn fiermicidc. A single apstops

World's

that

miserable

larficsl seller at

Barhers and DruKKists.

LUCKY TIGER

It

—

At

least

Hollywood thinks

Xyf IDSU.MMER
''•'are up

so.

report on

to.

Moreno

the Yukon."
Colleen Moore plays a Hindu girl in "The
Devil's Claim."
Pauline Starke in "The Courage of ^Iarge
Brj'ant Washburn and Wanda Hawley in
"Mrs. Temple's Telegram."
Leatrice Joy in "Just a Wife."
Buck Jones and Winifred Westover in " For-

bidden Trails."

TAMES HALLOCK REID,

is about to crash out in
XVi>-]|,(- Restless Sex," a picturization of the
W. Chambers novel.

Priscilla Dean, Mildred Davis, Madge Kennedy, .Mice Joyce, Renee .\dorce, Bert Lytell,
Doris May and Mary Miles Minter smile from
the rotogravure pages this month.
Stories on HeleneChadwick and .-Vnnc Luther

are prominent in this month's issue.
.\nd a very- big piece about Louise Huff, in
1920 an outstanding picture beauty.
In

I'liOTOi'LAV MAti.VZIXE

better known as
father of Wally, has just died at his home
The elder Reid was a prolific
Jersey.
playwright, and had appeared with his son in
Wallace's earliest film attempts for old Vitagraph.
Xorma Talmadge is getting ready to make
"Smilin' Through." She can't start the picture just yet because Jane Cowl is still coining
money from it on the stage.
in

then famous R.

tiir.v advertise

what the favorites

according to the .\nswer Man:
is writing his memoirs.
Elsie Ferguson is going to Japan.
Sylvia Breamer is playing in ".\thalie."
June Elvidge has the lead in "The Law of
.\ntonio

J Hal,

X^ARIOX D.WIES

BALDNESS

month.

next in his brief

was to be "The Butterfly Man"!

New York

this

I'liOTOi'LAV she must
.\nd, oh,
mercy

my

Dr. JEANNE P. H. VV.\LTER

plication
itchins.

—

Eirst prize

by check or money ordei
(no cash)—or pay postmi

St., Suite

the picture of that name.

of Greeley, Colo.,

Norma Talmadge's

O'Doone."

You may remember that in 1920 Lew was
hey-hey-day as "The Beloved Cheater"

in

written!

him to act on order.
third fashion article
is
called "Wear
.America First," and is an ardent plea for
.American styles as against the long domination
of Paris.
P. S.
TH.XT battle seems to be over now.
.

.

appears

—

in his

Sendankleand calf mean

Near 3eth

.

replaced him in the affections of his vast
public." .\nd again
".\s Chaplin's successor,
this bespectacled youth is striding forward in
seven-league boots." How about it, Charlie?

gum

rubber hose,
Wornnexttothepkintheyfitlikpaglove
and you can see the improv)
once. For over 25 years they have
helped thousands of people,andare
worn all over the world.

Fifth Ave.,

.

—

ISIO Wilson Av..,D.pt.e.t2SChlc.ga

389

.

.

J"

cated (Hesh coloredi

.

supporting chores.
.\ lad named Harold
Lloyd crashes through with a comedy called
'.\n Eastern Westerner." .\nd is he good! To
quote our review "If the only Charles
Chaplin does not hurry back to the job, he is
likely to find that the only Harold Lloyd has

either Binrinff or speakiiur. A REV
ELATION! Rem*mbcr-B<-Dt for 30
dajB FREE readinfr. Then, if you

keep

.

is

favorite dissipation) to get
.

Dorothy Dalton appears in "The
Dark Mirror" this month, and Wally Reid
offers his fans "The Dancin' Fool," with Bebc
Daniels as his feminine lead, and Raymond
Hatton and Tully Marshall helping with the

to Buy]

you act quickl— we will send
you postpaid— for 30 daya free
reading — n»w Voice Book dis-

is the way Irene Rich looked in
when she was Will Rogers' leadwoman. She's playing opposite

This
1920

either!

TX/ILL ROGERS

1»

Xew

Dick Harthelmcss

andMaiyHay deny

they

are engaged.
.\t any rate, Marj- is going to
play the ingenue role in Griffith's filming of
"Way Down East." The late Clarine Seymour was to have had the part.

BuarantwU.

!
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The

Prince

Comes

To Remove Arm and Leg

to Cinderella
[

CO.NTIM LU

i'RllM P.U.E
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The uniformed doornian bowed

•H

I

Hair Without Fostering

as thoiifih

and hurried to open the door of lier
As Joan sunk into the ridi upholstery,
car.
she was dclislitedly aware that several people
had turned to stare at her.
to royalty

Bristly

several enthusi-

the days that followed,
IX
astic fans were won o\er to

Radia Henson.

"Isn't she perfectly sweet?" said the k'^Is

at the costumer's when Joan had stood for
hours, without complaint, while cxpen.sive
satins and brocades were draped and pinned

she didn't like it.
"She's a knockout," enthused a bellhop to
generously promised an auto-

whom Joan had

"Nothing upstage about
picture.
dame."
it?" said one excited
imagine
"Can you
"I saw her just as she
flapper to another.
car and actually she
of
her
out
was getting
smiled at me when I snapped a picture.
her?"
darling
of
Wasn't that
B^ach day gave Joan new confidence in her
She
ability to impersonate Miss Benson.
began to crave a wider field for her talents.
conhad
she
gullible."
awfully
are
"People
graphed
that

"Nobody even suspects that I'm not
Radia Benson. I'll bet I could even go to a
where friends of Miss Benson were
present and get away with it."

cluded.

A New Discovery

That Not

Only Removes Hair

Instantly,

But Delays

and cut. She was pleased with everything.
which delishted the desi^nier, who had been
warned that Radia Benson was likely to throw
a temperamental lit and tear a gown to pieces
if

Re-Growth

Its

Reappearance

Rcmarhuhly
removing arm and
ANEW way
not
has been found
of

leg

only
that
removes every vestige of hair instantly, but that banishes the stimulated
hair growth thousands of women are
charging to less modern ways. A way that
not only removes hair but delays its reaphair

pearance remarkably
It is changing previous conceptions of cosmeticians about hair removing. Women
are flocking to its use. The discovery of
R. C. Lawry, noted beauty scientist, it is
different from any other hair remover

known.

party

But the

efticient

secretary-

saw

to

it

There

The

was skeptical of

this.

the slightest trace of stubble can be

And — llie reappearance

When

can feel the difference.
stubble. No coarsened growth.
wa\'s. Y'ou

WHERE TO OBTAIN

gone,

Joan

have an evening out," was her thought.
"Dinner and then the theater and dancing
Let me see what shall I wear.-"
after%vard.
That lovely little Rhapsody in I^ltu- or that
Marie " She gestured to an
red chilTon?
imaginary maid. "Will you lay out the blue
evening frock the one that just matches my
eyes and the ermine evening wrap."
"You wouldn't dare face an evening-clad
world in one of Miss Benson's gowns," an
to

—

—

—

By

a tolai

lack of stubble you

can feel the

covery.

difference between this aiui old ways,
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Hair Remover

SUBSCRIBE FOR

perfumes were
first used by the grcst Cleopatra in
captivating her lovers. Sho knew
their power and magic charm. Now
you have the same opportunity— for

Irrisistibloand alluring

—

inner voice challenged.
"Well, it won't do any harm just to look at
them," she argued back. "I've got to do

It is on sale at practically all drug and
department stores and in beauty parlors.
In both $1 and 60c sizes. The .'51 size con-

WINHIMioithMCIami,

—

—

Neet— a preparation long on
the market, but recently changed in compounding to embody the new Lawry disIt is called

"I

for Cinderella

is

skin, too, is left soft as a child's. No
skin roughness, no enlarged pores. You
feel freer than probably ever before in
your life of annoying hair growth.

T\ THEN

had

it

No sharp

The

That is all. Every vestige of hair is
gone; so completely that even by running your hand across the skin not

secretary

re-growth finally does come,

utterly unlike the re-growth following old

It is an exquisite toilet creme, resembling a
superior beauty clay in texture. You simply spread it on where hair is to be removed. Then rinse off with water.

the

felt.

of thai hair is

delayed surprisingly!

think it would be better for me to leave word
at the desk that Miss Benson does not wish
to be disturbed and ask them to cut off all
telephone calls until tomorrow. Then there
won't be any danger of complications."

»» breathed a sigh of relief.
"What a swell opportunity

true feminine allure in salin-sruooth

arms, hair-free as a child's.

to say."

secretary

is

that

Joan had no such opportunity. She selected
the gowns for her to wear each daj' and checked
She inswered
her in and out of the hotel.
all the telephone calls, explaining that Miss
in her bath.
or
or
resting,
shopping,
was
Benson
To the numerous invitations which came by
"Miss
regrets.
worded
carefully
mail she sent
Benson was so sorn,-, but there were so many
..."
her
time.
demands upon
"If only she'd give me a break and let me
go to one of those parties," thought Joan,
"avvlhiivi might happen."
And on Saturday, just when hope was wearing thin, something did happen.
The secretary received a message that her
sister who lived in Brooklyn was ill.
"I hate to leave you here alone." she told
Joan in a worried voice, "but I don't know
what else to do. I'm sure Miss Benson would
want me to go if she knew."
"Of course she would." insisted Joan. "I
can answer the 'phone and take any messages.
I've listened to you and know just the things

Subscription rates will be found
Use the convenient

on page 124.
coupon.

M.vci.\zi.si;.
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She turned the knob of the closet door. In
her eagerness to hurry to her sister, the secretarj' had forgotten to lock it.
For a moment
Joan's beauty-loving eyes feasted on the
exquisite frocks dangling from their sachetscented hangers. Her lingers caressed them
tenderly, sliding the hangers across the rod on
which they hung. Flame, orchid, sea-green,
peach, silver a veritable rainbow of enchanting color.
Did she dare to try one of them
on? There couldn't really be any harm in it,
if she was careful.
With true feminine instinct she selected one
with a Paris label, "ril just trj- this little old
satin rag
On the hanger it seemed simple
"
and girlish but on Joan it became a provocative, eye-teasing creation which embraced her

—

—
—

the South

No

body with an insidious softness, as though two
perfections had met and blended into one.
"It would certainly be a dumb girl who
couldn't get her man in an outfit like this,"
thought Joan as she stared at her reflection,
fascinated.

Grounds of the Ambassador, Los Angeles

Hotel in the World

offers

CHE

had just started to pantomime an
'-'imaginary scene when the telephone rang.
She stopped guiltily. Had the secretary forgotten to leave the order at the desk? Half
frightened, and wondering whether she ought
to answer it or not, she look the recei\-er off
the hook and said hello.
"Hello," answered a nice masculine voice.
"Is that really you. Miss Benson?"
Perhaps it was because she could still see
her reflection in the mirror. Anyhow, the
word "Ves" slipped out before she could
stop it.
"What luck!" continued the voice. "This

Such Varied Attractions as the

LOS ANGELES
"The Great Hotel that Seems Like Home"

CONTINUOUS program of outdoor and

indoor

diversion. 2 7- acre park, playgrounds, open air
plunges, tennis courts, 18-hole miniature golf course,
archery and fencing, flowered pergola walks, cactus gardens, ping pong tables, all -talking motion
picture theatre, world-famous Cocoanut Grove for
dancing parties, riding, hunting, and all sports. Beautifully redecorated lobby. 35 smart shops.

Duke Doran talking. Heard you were in
town and I've been trying for days to reach
you on the 'phone, but that secretary certainly
keeps you well policed."
is

"You don't know the half of it, dearie,"
said
to
herself.
Aloud, she replied:
"I've been awfully busy."
"I hope you haven't forgotten your prom-

Joan

Ambassador convention auditorium seats 7000. Guests
have privilege of championship 18-hole Raacho
Golf Club.

ise."

"My promise?" she asked uneasily, wondering just where this telephone game was leading

Most Attractive Summer and Fall %ates

her.
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Monte?"
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and

"Don't you remember that night at Del

per day

"Oh, of course," she
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outrageous to ask you at this late date,
you come if it's only for a
minutes." He might have added that
hundred dollars was bet against him that
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like this

"I'd love to," she said in her best Kadia
Benson manner, hoping she did not sound too

"What time?"
".\ny time after nine.

eager.

ENGELMFG.CO.

70H,

had not the slightest idea who Duke
Doran was. but she liked his voice. A chance
might never come again!

JOAN
^^

are on •&!• at I'hoto Biipply and
Albam couotara everywhere. They
are theoiilrQai<^k. Eamr, Artintic.
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she

I

:

Art Corners"! ^°'°^*

but
few
one

wouldn't.
"Will there be a crowd?" she asked shrewdly.
Nobody you know
"Just a few couples.
but they'd all love to know you."

eojor tfaem «IWB7*..

—

please won't

frt CornerY)inr'Rclures-Aibnni
5

lied glibly.

"Vou promised to let me see you when you
came to New York."
"Did I— really?"
"You certainly did. .\nd I'm giving a party
tonight just a buffet supper.
I know it's

Information^

4711 N. Cla.k 8t. ChlcMo

May

I call

for

you?"

this.
"I think you had better
I might be a little
the address.

She hedged at
just give
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With

excited fingers she wrote the address

apartment house in the East Sixties. It
was not until she had hung up the receiver
that she had an attack of cold feet.

of an

"fan I possibly get away with it?" she asked
her mirrored reflection.
"Can a duck swim?" the mirror seemed to
answer.

With her usual I'll-try-anything-oncc philosophy she tossed all possible consequences aside.
Her week of synthetic glory would soon be
over.
Accident had made it her evening.
Why not make the most of these last hours?
\\ hy not find out, first-hand, how the other
Buoruniicu.

—
alf of

1

the world lived?

—and

be a lark

nci

It couldn't help

matter what happened on

the morrow, Cinderella would have her bou-

^
i

quet of memories.
When the elevator shot her to a pent-house,
atop a smart apartment building, and she had
pressed the door button, a sudden impulse to
How could she have
retreat rushed over her.
been such a fool as to think—
But already the door had opened and a tall,
dark-haired man of about thirty was smiling
down at her. He was good-looking enough to
have been the leading man in a Radia Benson
picture.

"Miss Benson!" he was saying delightedly,
awfully nice of you to come."
"Well, at least I know which one my host
is," was Joan's thought as she acknowledged
his greeting and followed a colored maid who
directed her to a green and gold dressing room

"How

across the hall.

entered

drawing

room.

Duke Doran's

modernistic

The introductions
everj'one turned to look.
sounded to Joan like a page from the social
She felt giddy, as though she had
register.
Someaccidentally stumbled into fairyland.
one olTered her a cocktail.

She swallowed

it

ho;)ing it would give her courage.
She was self-consciously aware that all of the
eyes in the room had focused on her.
Those who had expected the glamorous
Benson of the screen were disappointed. The
She did not affect any
lioness did not roar.
hastily,

In the flesh,
of her well known screen tricks.
she was just a pretty, unaffected girl who
acknowledged introductions almost shyly.

"These screen stars are awfully over-rated
don't you think?" asked a bored, ash-blonde
"TK,>v'*r/i usually
.^( U..,. #..^mr,on,'r^n
II CI i:i
V just
ii ic t gaga
ffs crn
her companion, "They're
of
when you meet them in person."
It was soon apparent, however, that the
blonde's opinion was not shared by the men
In a few moments a quartette
of the party.
of admiring males had gone into a huddle
around Joan. Four lighters clicked simultaneously to furnish a flame for her cigarette
Four pairs of eyes chorused their unanimous
verdict that she was the prettiest girl in the
1 1

Joan heard their flattery as though in
It was not until supper was announced that she found herself alone with
room.

a dream.

Duke Doran.
"This

is

just a pick-up supper, folks," he

"Just a snack from the old icesaid jovially.
Choose your own partners."
box.
\ servant had distributed small lacquered
tables for two about the spacious drawing
Duke led Joan to a divan in a dimly
room.

me,

sort of had the idea that you were a
have to confess 1 was
I'll
upstage.
almost afraid of you. .\nd when you walked
out on the dance you promised me, I didn't
have the nerve to remind you of it."

but

I

"'T'HKN how
••-

did you happen to have ner\'e
to ask me to your party?"
reddened. "You won't get sore if I tell

enough

He

you?"
She shook her head.
"I guess I was bragging about knowing
you," he confessed with embarrassment, "and
a couple of the fellows bet me a hundred that
I didn't have nerve enough to ask you to my
party."

Joan made no reply.
"You're different tonight." he went on.
"You're not the Radia Benson I met at Del
Monte. You're like a sweet, shy little girl at
first

Joan

that Radia

arrived.

party."
felt

uncomfortably warm.

If

only he

knew how

truth.
sonesqiic to say, but couldn't
"I like you better— this way," he said in a

low voice, and something about the way he
looked at her made Joan feel giddy.
"That cheers me up a lot," she said with a
nervous laugh. It was, of course, the t>'pical

Joan Gordon comeback. She realized it as
soon as the words had slipped out, but it was
"Let's dance,''
too late then to retract them.
she said suddenly. "That music is gorgeous."
Someone had turned on the radio and a
dance orchestra was pla>'in_'; a haunting waltz
rhythm. Joan Melted into Duke Doran's
arms as though she belonged there. The dance
number ended. Breathless, partly from the
exercise and partly from the electricity of two
rlniipK' rnnt-Trtr-H
vnnnc bodies,
I^nHieS. they
thev Stet>ne<l
stepped
closely
contacted young
out on the narrow roof balcony which surrounded Duke's fashionable pent-house. For
a moment neither of them spoke.
"It's like being on top of the world, isn't
it?" said Duke.
"It's
heaven," Joan sighed rapturously,
closing her eyes to give the camera of memory
a chance to photo'-raph indelibly that enchantShe felt Duke's arms about her,
ing moment.

compelling her shoulders against him. Some
inner voice warned her to draw away, but,
Joan-like, she refused to hsten.

-^

have
fresh

was not hers

if

known

acid test."

"Comfortable?" he asked as he placed a
velvet cushion at her feet and adjusted pillows
at her back.

CHE

nodded, not quite daring to meet his
^eyes.
Just how well was she supposed to
He
this Duke Doran, she wondered.
was so unlike the men she knew. She waited
for him to direct the conversation, breathing
a prayer that she would be able to follow it

know

successfully.
"You certainly look sweet tonight," he said
with a boyish smile.
"It's sweet of you to say so," she parried.
"But do you know," he looked at her puzzled, "you've changed a lot since that night I

met you in Del Monte."
"In what way?" she asked daringly.
"Watch your
herself she was saying:
Joanie.
shell

The coach may turn

into a

pumpkin

hard to explain." He
studied her thoughtfully and Joan could feel
a flush creeping into her cheeks. "Of course
I was a bit cock-eyed after that polo game,"
it's

first,

to give.
striking of a clock

on an illuminated

tower a few blocks away brought her back to
earth with a sudden jolt. Its deep-toned gong
seemed to say: "Step on it, Cinderella—
before your satin gown turns into a muchbefore your fancy
pressed blue serge suit
limousine fades into a clicking t>pewriter—
"I must go," she said in a little breathless
voice, knowing full well that there would be
days and nights when she would walk past
that address, when she would look up at the
stars and try to imagine that she was standing
on that little balcony once again with a dark,
good-looking man whom she would never quite
succeed in forgetting. Her hand reached for

—

sort of
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Its

is

youth.

the door.

—

^^
His
"But darling you can't go now.
hand caught hers and held it. ".\ow that I've
go
so
let
you
think
I
can
found you—do you
^

quickly?"

To
step,

any minute now."

"W'ell,

hers, hesitatingly at

The

".\nd this," thought Joan, "is going to be
the well

IWomen, Famed for

'met or was ever likely to meet. His lips met

some

—

'This new wonderful face powder will not enlarge the
pores." says lovely Miss Dons Maye, Ziegfeld beauty, of
59.49 59th Street, Woodside, L. I. "It never causes ih«t
pasty, flaky look."
^
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X-TERE was the very nicest man she had ever

lighted corner.
"".Xt last," he said intimately, "I can

moments alone with you
somebody doesn't cut in."

Mello-glo stays on longer,** says beautiful Miss Wynn
Terry, musical comedy star, 25 W. 55th Street. New Yoric
"No more shiny noses with this new French process Face

close he had come to guessing the
She tried to think of something Bni-

then lingered in a
kiss so breath-taking, so intoxicating that Joan
forgot that it was Radia Benson he thought
he was kissing; forgot that she was cheating,
taking things which did not belong to her, and
giving lavishly, whole-heartedly, that which

a few
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little

her

had quickly passed about
WORD
When Joan
Benson had

—

"
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but
he continue<l, "and maybe my eyes fooled

Joan had the feeling of a swimmer, breasting
the waves a long way out, knowing the danger.
and yet unable to turn back. Radia Benson
had everything and she had so little.
"Please," he was pleading s<jftly "just one
more kiss so I'll know I haven't dreamed

—

—

this."

Joan hesitated, and

like that

you write to idrertLien please mention

other Cinder-

sVin will never have that pasty, flaky
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use
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ella, was lost.
\Mien they entered the drawing
room some minutes later, Duke's whispered
"/ love you" was singing in her ears. Sweet
music it was, even though deep in her heart
she knew that it had not been meant for her.
But the music of his words was all too quickly
drowned out by a sound which struck Joan
cold as a stone and sent her heart nose-di\ing
toward her stomach.

room. Duke reached out a hand to detain her
but she jerked away, not even daring to l(X)k
at him.
There was just one thought in her

mind:

To get her wrap and get out of that house
before she burst into tears.
She pressed the button for the elevator and
then impulsively decided not to wait for it
Blindly, she ran down the stairs, flight after
flight—and straight into the arms of Duke
Doran. who had caught the elevator, and was
waiting for her when she reached the bottom.
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radio was still turned on but no one
-'- was
dancing. They were all listening with
rapt attention to the voice of the announcer.
"What's up, folks?" asked Duke.
Someone gestured for him to keep quiet.
"The terrific gale which has been lashing the
Jersey coast for the past few hours sent Ronald
l.oring's yacht Firefly on the rocks early this

evenmg
It was

neighborhood

at this moment that Joan and Duke
had entered the room.
"Mr. Loring and Radia Benson, the celebrated screen star, who was his companion,
were rescued and taken ashore by fishermen,"

continued the announcer.
"Radia Benson!" exclaimed one of the men.

"Why, that's peculiar—
They

turned toward Joan whose face had
suddenly paled to the whiteness of her gown.
"Ves, isn't it odd?" said the ash-blonde in
a tone sweetly cutting.
"Wouldn't it be funny if Ronnie Loring was
out with -Miss Benson's double," suggested one
nf the

all

men.

"Or, funnier still, if her double—" The
blonde paused and looked toward Joan with a
meanmg that was unmistakable. For
moment the room was still, as they all stared
with sudden suspicion at the guilty girl.
"Only an act of God can save me now,"
thought Joan, mentally measuring the distance
from where she stood to the exit door.
"Of course," the blonde added with a shrug,
"one never really knows who is crashing the
gates these days."

nPHIS

remark could scarcely have been called
an "act of God," but it ser\ed as a lash to
what Joan often termed her "laughclown-laugh complex." Tears of humiliation
-*•

—says Jean Harlow

people ask me how I keep my hair so
bright and silky I tell them 'Blondex',"
says Jean Harlow, lovely starof" Hell's Angels".
"It not only prevents darkening, but brings
back true golden color to faded light hair. You
know what that means to a movie star those
Kleig lights just seem to bum out all the color."
Blondex leaves hair soft and silky, gleaming
•with golden lights. Over a million blondes have
found it fine for scalp. Try Blondex today. At
all leading drug and department stores.

•TTTHEN

VV

—

revive

were pressing against her eyes but she fought
them back and faced the blonde defiantly.
"That's because you're a crowd of celebrity
chasers," she said a little shrilly.
"Vou hang
out the welcome sign for anything from a prize
tighter to a tenor, so long as he's famous.
\ou even lay bets as to whether you can get

him

to

come

or not.

But

ju.st let

him

lose his

crown— just let the electric lights that spell
his name dim out
and you shrug your aristo-

—

cratic shoulders

Bolognry!

But

and say he craished the gate.
for that radio announcer you'd

have gone home bragging because you had
met a picture celebrity. Xow, you don't
to brag or not."
Small red patches like twin flags burned in
Joan's cheeks as she turned to rush out of the

know whether

—

'

going with you."
this time they were at the curb and thi
Bdo
loorman had whistled for a taxi. Suddenly
Joan's mind leaped ahead to the fact that he
doubtless intended to expose her to the real

Radia Benson.
"Please," she pleaded, "don't give me away.
you the truth— honestly I will. That

I'll tell

blonde was right. I'm just Miss Benson's
double.
Oh, I know it was crazy for me to
go
^„„_,„„.
to your party,
^„.,
but I didn't mean any harm,
I just wanted
little fun
and I was fool
enough to think I could get away with it
"My clear, you could get away with murder
and with his dying breath the victim would
probably give you a vote of thanks."
For the first time she looked up at him.
What she read in his eyes cheered her up

—

am

considerably.
"Of course, I

vSHORT STORY WRITING
icumrs of_ Dr. Citenwoin'a famous fortyin course tn writing and marketing of
the
t-Story and Rampic copy of TuE WEIlEH'a
llll.Y fni-.
Writ* today.

THE HOME CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOL

-

9S.

SorlnsftaU, Maaa.

wonder

and adventure.

We

I'llOroI'LAY

me

A ND before she could argue about it he did,
' »-much to the disgust of the taxi driver who
had just twisted his neck to see what they
were waiting for.
"By the way," said Duke when they finally
stepped into the cab, "what is your name?"
"Cinderella," she whispered softly.
"1930
edition."
"It's
favorite book-of-the-month," he
replied and proceeded to autograph it with

my

another

if

have pictures
Is

—

to kiss her again."

romance

MAGAZINE

wasn't honest for

—

the movie folks have any conception

• dtcrtlscmi-nl In

it

to

—

of the joy they give us. They take us
right out of our world of tragedy and

pain, to that other world of

know

you kiss me like that I mean it wasn't
Miss Benson." She said with some
embarrassment.
".And was it fair to let me kiss you and then
run away without even telling me your name?"
"I didn't think that made any difference
since it was Miss Benson you thought you
were kissing not me."
"I was kissing the sweetest giri in the
world and in less than two seconds I'm going
to let

a nurse in a sanatorium for
I

—

—

Milwaukee, Wis.
I

tubercular patients, and

theater.''

But the Joan who had stumbled intc hi
arms could only murmur: "It was swell
while it lasted.
Goodbye."
"But it isn't goodbye," he insisted.
Ini

fair

"Keeps Blonde Hair
from darkening"

customary to say good-night to \our

"It's

host," he said.
The Joan of a few minutes before would have
lifted her chin and said:
"Thanks for the
society set-up.
I was just rehearsing a scine
for my next picture.
Watch for it'

cuartntNd.

kiss.

twice weekly. Even those of us that
haven't been up and around for weeks

beg

to

be wheeled out so they can see
even though they may

their favorites,

Those that
shows get a
from reading
Photoplay Magazine.
Lee Reed
feel

it

is

for the last time.

are too

ill

world

of

to attend the

comfort
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If

women

talk

about
Feminine Hygiene
at

all

Some

say

THIS

Some
SOME

women

THAT

say

prefer to listen during discus-

sions about intimate matters. Perhaps from
delicacy. More often from fear of leading others
their own way when they themselves arc not
sure. Women certainly should know more about

feminine hygiene. Too
are held and expressed.

many

different opinions

In their desire for surgical cleanliness many of
them use and advise others to use caustic and
poisonous antiseptics that their doctors will not

—

—

condone. They mean well. But thev do not
know the dangers accompanving bichloride of
mercury and compounds of carbolic acid.

Zontte

is

safe to use regularly

Today

these old-fashioned antiseptics arc no
longer necessary. They are replaced by Zonite.
There can be no areas of scar tissue when Zonite
is the germicide. No interference with normal
secretions. No mercurial poisoning. Zonite is as
safe as pure water and far mort powtrful than any
JiUition of carbolic acta that may be aHowtd on
the body.

Actual jacts in

this booklet

Mail coupon and get this booklet. The whole
is covered in frank, honest words that
will not confuse anybody. It will tell you what
you want to know. In the meantime, buy a
bottle of Zonite at any drug store. Full directions come with it. Zonite Products Corporation,
Chrysler Building, New York, N. Y.
subject

Use Zoniti Ointmint for burns, abrasions, sunburn
or skin irritations.

Also as an

effective ileodorant in

greaseless cream form. Lar^e tube 50c.

ZdMlK I'KomCTS CORPORATION
Chrysler Building.

New

'i

'"

''»

ork. N. V.

send mc free copy of the Zonite booklet or
booklets checked below.
I'lease

BThc

Newer Knowledge of Feminine Hygiene

Use of

A

great director takes time out!
Ernst Lubitsch, one of the real old
masters who has not only survived but has forged ahead, getting a smoke
and a sunning at the massive gateway to a Paramount sound stage. Look
at the thickness of those triple walls! Lubitsch has just called a halt on
one of the scenes for "Monte Carlo"
.

pUv

ition

rnoTori.,xv

.\ntisepiics in the

Home

Name
(I'Uaje print name)

Address
City

State
(In

.M.vti.vzixi;.

Canada: 165

Duffcrin St.,Torom.>)

——

—

———

—

—
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Casts of Current Photoplays
for every picture reviewed in this issue

Complete

—

National. From the
ston- by Fannie Hurst. Adapted by Francis Edward
Faragoh. Directed bv William Seiter. The cast:
Gerald Smilh. Grant
Griffith;
Corinnc
Bet-ins.
//cs.'fr
Withers; Charles Wheeler. Montagu Love: Al Bloom.
Hallam Cooley; Kiily. \'ivian Oakland; Bahe, Geneva
Mitchell; Ed. William Bailey; Wheeler s Secretary.
\'irginia Sale; Aggie Simms. Dee Lorclta; Judge.

"BACK PAY"

First

James Marcus; Masseuse, I^uise Carver;

Hester's

Maid, Louise Beavers.

"BAD MAX. THE"—First

Natiox.al.— From

plav bv Porter Emerson Brown, .\daptcd by
Directed by Clarence Badger.
ard Estabrook.

th.-

—

HowThe

Lopez The Bad Man, Walter Huston; Rulh
Dorothy Rcvier; Morgan Pell, Sidney Blacki.ier; Gilherl Jones. James Rennie; Henry Smilh, O.
Heggic; Angela Hardy, Marion Byron; Red
P.
Giddings, Guinn Williams; Pedro, .Arthur Stone;
Flalbroke, Johnnv Arthur; Bradley, Edward Lynch;
i-t:

i'ell,

Jose, Harrj- Semels; Hardy, Er\i!le .Xndcrson.

BIG HOUSE.

Corner of main lobby

Introducing the

Oliver, Fletcher

moderate rate into
modern hotel luxury
Appreciation

is

moderate rates
The luxury of

Hotel Lexington.

pointments, the perfection of
cuisine, the

convenience of

its

at

the

its

ap-

"BORDER R0M.\NCE"

(tub

and shower),

I-

with a private both

"BRIGHT LIGHTS"

circulating ice water,

the

stoD'

Humphrey

mirror door.

Lexington Avenue at 48th Street, New York City
Phone MURroy Hill 7400
Frank Gregson, Mgr.

"DUMBBELLS

g^^

/);,;*

rtalie

Sidney

Dwrt

—

Bud Finney. Owen Da\-is. Jr.;
Gray. Pal Somerset; Charlie Hatrick. J. Carrol
Henry Kolker; Franklin Graham, Hale

c;eorgia Caine;

Niiish; Butler,

Heink;

"GOOD NEWS" — M-G-M. —From

the play by

awrence Schw.ib. 1..W Brown, Frank Mandel. B. G.
DiSjlva and Kav He ndirson. .Scenario by l''rancea
Directed by Nick Grinde and Edgar J.
Marion.
The cast: Connie, Mar>- Lawlor; Tom,

I

McGregor.

Eierj- advertisement In

PII0TOrL.4T

MAO\ZIXE U

— From

the stors'

by

Elliott,

Stephen Carr; Marryat. Pat Somerset;
\'on Brinken; Ion Schlieben,

Ion Richter. William
Hans Joby.

"HOLIDAY"—Pathe.—From

the play by Philip
Directed by

Adapted bv Horace Jackson.

Barn'.

The cast: Linda. Ann Harding;
Astor; Nick Potter. Edward Everett
Horton; Johnny Case. Robert Ames; Susan Potter,

Edward H.
Julia.

Griffith.

Mary

Hedda Hopper; Ned. Monroe Owsley; Edii-ard Seton,
William Holden; Laura. Elizabeth Forrester; Mary
Jessup. Mabel Forrest; Pf/e //frfiM, Creighton Hale;
Seton Cram, Hallam Cooley.
"HOT CURVES'" Tiffany Productions.
From the storj- by Frank Mortimer. Screen play by
Earle Snell. Directed by Norman Taurog. The cast:
Benny Goldberg, Benny Rubin; Jim Dolan, Rex

—

Lease; Elaine McGrex; Alice Daj-; Cookie, Pert
Kelton; Manager McGrm, John Ince; Grandma
Dolan, Mary Carr; Scout, Alike Donlin; Mazie,
Natalie Moorehead; Slug. Paul Hurst.

"L.\DIES IN

—

LOVE

"

Holl\-wood Pictures*

Based on the storj- by Charles Beahan.
Directed bv Edgar Lewis. The cast: Brenda LasInc.

Alice

Day;

7/arrj'

Ki>ig.

Johnny Walker; .U

.Mary Wood. Eleanor Flynn;
Dorotln- Gould; Ward Hampton,
Freman Wood; Mrs. Wood, Marj- Carr.
"LET I'S BE Gi\Y"— M-G-M.— From the play
by Rachel Cr(.thers. Continuity by Frances Marion.
Directed by Robert Z. Leonard. The cast: Kitty
Broii-n, Norma Shearer; Bob Brown, Rod La RocQUe;
Mrs. Bouccicaull, Marie Dressier; To-.i-nley. Gilbert
Emery; Madge Livingston, Hedda Hopper; Bruce,
Raymond Hackett; Diane, Sally Filers; Wallace,
Tvrrell Davis; Whitman, Wilfred Noy; Struthers,
William O'Brien; Perkins, Sybil Grove.

Pine..

James

Burtis;

Green.

"MAN FROM W^OMING. THE" — Para-

mount.—^torj' by Joseph Monture March and Low
Lipton.

Continuity and dialogue by John V. A.

Weaver and Albert Slielby LeVino. Directed by
Rowland V. Lee. Photography by Harrj- Dishbeck.
The cast: Jim Baker, Gary Cooper; Patricia Hunter,
June Collyer; Jersey, Regis Toomej-; General Hunter,
E. H. Calvert: Major in Nice. William B. Davidson;
Inspector. Marj- Foy.Sergeanl. Ed Dcrring; Lieutenant,
Dick Lee. Morgan Farlej-; French Mayor. Emil
Chautard; Orderly. Ben Hall; Captain in Dugout,
Parker McDonmll.
"MIDNIGHT MYSTERY" Radio Pictures.
From the plav "Hawk Island by Howard Irving
Young. Adapted by Beulah Marie Dix. Directed by
The cast: Sally Wayne. Betty
George B. S<ilz.

—

"

Compson; Gregory Sloane. Hugh Trevor; Tom Austen,
Lowell Sherman; Madeline .Xusien, Rita La Roy;
Mischa Kaicelin, Ivan Lebedeff; Paul Cooper, RayHarriet Cooper. Marcelle Corday;
Louise Holliiter. June Clyde; Barker, Sidney D'Albrook; Rogers, WilUam Presley Burt.
Pathe.— From the storj- by
"NIGHT
Walter DeUon. Directed h>- Russell Mack. The

mond Hatton;

WORK"—

Eddie Quillan; Mary. Sally Starr; Aggie.
Frances Upton; Callaii-ay. John T. Murray; Harvey
Vanderman. George Duryea: Pinkie. Ben Bard; Phil
Reisinan. Rolx-rt McWade; Oscar, Douglas Scott;
Trixie Addie McPhail; Squint, Kit Guard; .Mrs. Ten
Eyck. Georgia Caine; Buster, George Billings; Mr.
Vanderman, Charles Clary; Johnny Harris, Tom
Dugan; George Twining. Arthur Hoyl; Miss Broiin.
Billie Bennett; Flora, Tempe Pigott; .Miss Allenby,
Ruth Lyons; Arlene Ogalthorpe, Nora Lane; Cabaret
Singer, Babe Kane; Biff Miller, Jack Mack; Effi
natc Man, Arthur Lovejoy; Mrs. Morgan, Marian
Ballou; Mrs. McF.voy, Martha Mattox; Mr. Mcliroy,

cast: Willie.

James Donlin; Cab Driver, Harry Bowen; \ialel
Harris, Ruth Hiatt; Head Waiter, Vincent Barnell.
"NUMBERED MEN"— First National. From
the play " Jailbreak by Dwight Taylor. /Vdapted by
Directed by MervTn LeRoy. The cast:
Al Cohn.
Bertie Cray, Conrad Nagel; .Mary Dane, Bernice
Raymond Hackett; King
Claire; Bi«l Leonard,
Callahan, Ralph Ince; Lemuel Barnes, TuUy Marshall; Lou Rinaldo, Maurice Black; Warden Lansing,

—

"

llamillon.

iJiis issiu- f«ir
.^.>.(MM)

Stone;

—

lon.

IMiolopliiy's

cast:

Handsome

Arthur Housman;
Happy riolliday, Norman McNeil; Jake II allace,
Fred Warren; .Ashhy, Joe Girard; Pony Express
Newton House; Woiikle, Lou-Cha-Enya;
Rider
Bucking Billy,
Hilly' Jackrahhit, Chief Vowlachc;
*
Bert Roaclu
"GOOD INTENTIONS" Fox. From the story
by William K. Howard. Adapted by George Manker
The
Diricled by William K. Howard.
Watters.
cast- David Cresson. Edmund Lowe; Helen Rankin,
Marguerite Churchill; Richard Holt, Regis Toomey;
Eddie
Red.
Liberty
Foxe;
Earle
•Fla^h" Xorton.
Gribtjon; Cyrus Holt. Robert McWade; Miss Hutiling-

Arthur

I'ickiord.

The

Johnson. James Rennie;

li^inniiter;

SDramaDaiK^^

Cut Puzzle Contest

WEST"— First

.Minnie. .\nn Harding;
Jack Ranee. HarrjCharlie. Ben Hendricks. Jr.;
Sonora Slim. J. Farrell MacDonald; Trinidad Joe,
Walker;
Joe Castro,
Nick,
Johnny
George Cooper;

Francis Dillon.

on-hld-Ukr l>loM«>(n» of Tm|>l<-al C^rtu*'*'
iJw ntdhing rUr ia ihr iroHtl! A numhrr
fult-MM-. rxlr»«lrpn|rth 92.^0 boillf*.

You!

Sisters"

—

A frw drvpa U«l for ilat*. Thr r«nuUilr.
orirH. hHuntinfc odor »r th*- hr.uliful,

for

"Weak

"GIRL OF THE GOLDEN

la Ihe I'nlled SlafeN -

60 of

the plav

NvTioNAL. From the play by David Belasco.
Directed by John
\<laoied bv Waldemar Young.

>rver before available

|>iis:<-

ERMINE" — Warkers. —

IN

by L>nn Starling.
Directed b>- John
S<r<en plav bv Harvev Thew.
The cast: Jerry Malone. Robert Armstrong;
'.\dolfi.
Corey. Beryl
Grandma
Kent;
Faith Corey. Barbara
Mercer; .Mike. James Gleason; I'ncle Roger. Claude
Cillingwater; Mrs. Corey. Julia Swayne Gordon;
Siegfried Strong, .\rtliur Ho>t; .Mrs. Strong, Mar>'
Foy; Camilla, Charlotte Merriam.

From

Kincaid, President
J. Leslie

S.f

—

Herl Wheeler; Ginger. Robert Woolsey; Cornelius I an
Horn, Joseph Cawthorn; Mrs. Van Horn, Jobyna
Howland; Poppy, Dorothy Lee; Royal .Montague,
Ralf Haroldc; Blondell, Edward Chandler; The ConGeorge Herman; Cayetano, Raymond
tortionist,
Maurel; Colonel Porter, Bruce Covington; Specialty
Dancer, Bill Robinson; Cupid, Eugene Jackson.

Direction of American Hotels Corporation

Money

Breese.

Par.imoi-xt.

—

Palsy

"DIXI.\N.\" Radio Pictures. From the story
Adapted by Luther Reed.
bv .\nne Caldwell.
Directed bv Luther Reed. The cast: Dixiana. Bcbc
Daniels: Carl Van Horn. Everett Marshall; Peruee,

Lexington

"GRUMPY"

Dorothy

Tlie cast: Louanne.

Cliff

Horace Hodges and Thomas Wigney Percyval.
Adapted by Doris Anderson. Directed by George
Cukor and Cvril Gardner. The cast: "Grumpy"
Ern«/ Heron, Phillips
Bullivant. Cyril Maude;
Holmes; Jarvis. Paul Cavanagh; Virginia, Frances
Dade; Ruddock, Halliwell Hobhcs; Susan, Doris
Luray; KeMe, Olaf H\tten; Berci, Paul Lukas;
Mer/idru; Robert Bolder; Da-cson, Colin Kenny.
"HELL'S .\NGELS" Caddo Productions.
From the stor>- by Marshall Neilan and Joseph Mon.\dapled by Howard Estabrook and
cure March,
Harrv Bchn. Directed by Howard Hughes. The
cast: Monte Rulledge, Ben Lyon; Roy Rulledge, James
Hall; Helen, Jean Harlow; Karl Arnstedt, John
Darrow; Baron Von Kranz, Lucien Prival; Lieut. Von
Bruen, Frank Clarke; Baldy. Roy Wilson; Captain
Redfietd. Douglas Gilmore; Baroness Von Kranz. Jane
Winton; Lady Randolph. Evelyn Hall; Staff Major.
William B. Davidson; Squadron Commander R. F. C„
Wjndham Standing; Zeppelin Commander. Carl \'on
Haartman; First Officer of Zeppelin. F. Schumann-

celles.

.Yor/;i,

Edmund

Mmt

—From

Mackaill; Wally Dean. Frank Fay; Miguel Parada.
Noah Beery; -Windy" Jones. Eddie^Nugent_; Peggy
.Itrry. Daphne Pollard;
Inez Courti
Tom .IttTy. Tom Dugan; Connii
Murray; l/o/rt I'aii Dam. Jean nary; uarrts,

$5
$6
$7

Hotel

'^

First N.\tiox.al.

Kearney,

Edwards; Robbie, Gus Shy; Bat, Lola Lane; Coach,
Beef, Delmer Daves; Freshman,
Billv Taft; Professor Kenyan, Frank McGlynn; Flo,
Dorothy McNulty; Girls, Helyn Yirgil, Vera Marsh
and .\be Lyman and liis band.

Thomas Jackson;

Humphrey Pearson. .Adapted by
b\Pearson and Henrj- McCarty. Directed

by Michael Curtiz.

A\V\««^.

Prodix-

"BRIDE OF THE REGIMENT"—First Na-

French

341 wilh double beds. 1 person $4, two
229 with twin beds. Either 1 or 2 persons
231 with twin beds. Either 1 or 2 persons

— Titfaxv

]ioN-\L.— From the orwrctla "Tlie Lady in Ermine"
Rudolph Sclianz.r and Ernest Welisch. Screen
pla by Humphrey Pearson and Ray Harris. Directed
John Francis Dillon. The cast: Countess AnnaMarie, Vivienne Segal; Count .Adrian Beltrami, -Mian
Prior; Colonel I«//o!e. Walter Pidgeon; Teresa, the
Maid, Louise Fazenda; Sophie, M.vrna Loy; Sprotti,
Ballet .Master, Lupino Lane; Tangy, Silhouette-cutter,
iMird Sterling; Sgt. Doslal, Harr\- Cording; Capl.
Slogan. Claude Fleming; The Prince. Herbert Clark.

leave nothing else to be desired.

801 Rooms— each

—

Rnrales, William Coslello.

location

its

Norton.

From the story by John Francis Natteford.
The cast: Conchita
Directed by Ricliard Thorpe.
Cnrtez, .-Vrmida; Boh Hamlin, Don Terry; lie Hamlin,
Wesley Barry; Kina, Marjorie Kane; Slim, \'ictor
Piitel; Gloria, Nita Martan; Buck .Adams, J. Frank
Glendon; Capl. of Rurales, Harrj- von Meter; Lieut, of
TIONS.

complete when you learn

the extremely

THE"—M-G-M.—From the stors-

bv Frances Marion. Directed by George Hill. The
cat: Morgan, Chester Morris; Bulch. Wallace Beerj-;
Warden, Lewis Stone; Kent. Robert Montgomco';
Anne. Leila Hyams; Pop. George F. Marion; Mr.
Marlo-.ve. J. C. Nugent; Olsen, Karl Dane; Wallace,
DeWitt Jennings; Gopher, Mathcw Bctz: Mrs.
Marlme. Clain- McDowell; Donlin, Robert Emmett
O'Connor; V nde Jed. Tom Kennedy; Sandy. Tom
Wilson; Dopey. Eddie Foyer; Putnam, Roscoe .\tes;

Bessie Love;

Stanley Smith; Babe,

suarantccd.

I
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W'illiam TIolrlinR: Unpfiv HmL'ard, Ooorse Cooper;
A/r.,. Milter, Ulaiiclu- KriUirici; )'Matk. Ivan Linow.

"OTHER TOMORROW, THE'— Fikst

—

Na-

Kroni Ihi- story by Oclaviis Roy Cohen.
tional.
Screen version by I'rid Mjlon. Directed by Lloyd
Bacon. Tlie cast: lidilh Larrison, Billie Dove; Jim
Carter, Grant VVitlier.s; Nvrt Larrison, Kenneth Thomson; Dave Weaver, Frank .Slieri<lan; Teil Journel, Otto
Hoffman: Drum litlte, VVilHani Grainger; EJ Conmer,
Scolt Sealon.

"QUEEN HIGH"—

Paramount.— From the play
"A Pair o( Si.ws" by Edward Peplc. Adapted from
the musical comedy by Lawrence Schwab. Lewis
Gi'nsler and B. G. DeSylva.
Directed by Fred
Newmeyer.
The cast: T. Bogus Johns. Charles
RuKKles; Mr. Nettleton. Frank Morgan; Polly Roekwell. Ginger Rogers; Dick Jolins, Stanley Smith; Mrs.
Nellleton. Helen Carrington; Cyrus Vaniierliotl. Rudy
Cameron; Ftorence Cote, Betty Garde; Mrs. Rockscetl,
Theresa Maxivell Conover; Coddles, Nina Olivette;
Jimmy,

Tom

Brown.

"RECAPTURED LOVE" — Warners. — From

the plav "Misdeal" by Basil Woon.
.-\daiited by
Charles Kenynn. Directed by John .Xdolfi. The cast:
Helen I'arr. Belle Bennett; Brenluood Parr. John
Halli<la^•; Peuy Price. Dorothy Burgess: Ravlings,
Richard Tucker; Henry Parr. Junior Durkin; Crofis,
G<orKe Bickel; Pal, Brooks Benedict; Sisters "C,"
Sisters

"G."

"RIGHT OF WAY. THE"— First National.-

riii; .Sergeant Canton, Wade Boteler; Colonel Ritchie,
V-ay Largay; Doctor, William Colvin; Private Delehanty, Sam Nelson.

"SO TIMS

IS

LONDON"—Fox.—From

the play

by .^rthur Goodrich. Adapted by Owen Davis. Sr
Directed by John BIystone. The rast: Hiram Draper

Will Rogers; Mrs. Hiram Draper. Irene Rich; Junior
Ihaper. Frank Albertson; Elinor Worthing. Maureen
OSullivan; Lorrf Percy Worthing. Lumsden HareLady Worthing. Mary Forbes; Alfred Honevcutt,
Bramwell Fletcher; Lady Amy Ducksworth. Dorothy
Christy; Martha, Martha Lee Sparks; A Nurse, Ellen

Woodslon.

"THREE FACES EAST"—Warners.—From

the play by Anthony Paul Kelly. Adapted by Oliv.r
H. P. Garrett. Directed by Roy Del Ruth. Thicast: Prances Hatvtree, Constance Bennett; Valdar,
I'.ric Vnn Siroheim; Arthur Chamberlain, Anthony
Hnsh.ll; Mr. Yates. William Court.nay; General
lle-.ilell. Crauford Kent: Lady Chamberlain, Charlotte
Walker; Sir Winston Chamberlain, William Holden.

"TOAST OF THE LEGION. THE" —

First

National.— From

the operetta "Mile. Modiste" by
Adapted hv Julian Jowphson and
Paul Perez.
Directed by \Villiam A. S<-iter. The
cast: Mile. Fifi, Bernice Claire: Paul de St. Cyr.
\'ictor Herbert.

Walter Pidgeon; Rene. Edward Everett Hortdn;
Count de St. Cyr, Claude Gilling^vater; Francois,
Frank McHugh; .Mme. Cecile. Judith Vosselli; Marie.
June Colly.r; General de Villa/rance, Albert Gran;

"G."

From

the novel by Sir Gillxrt Parker. A.lapted by
Francis Edward Faragoh. Directed by Frank Lloyd.

Specialty Dancers, Sisters

The

comedy by Harry Ruby. Bert Kaimar and Guy
Bolton.
Adaptation and dialogue by Humphrey
Pearson and Henry McC'arly. Directed by Memn
LeRoy. Photography by Sid Hickox. The cast:

"Beauty" Steele, Conrad Nagel;
Rosalie Evantural, Lorelta Young; Josepit Portugas,
Fred Kohler; Billy Wantage, William Janney; Tlie
Cure, George Pearce; The Judge, Enimett King;
Kathleen, Olive Tell; Go^slin, Harn- Cording: Crmn
Attorney, Brandon Hurst; The Siegneur, Halliwell
Hobbes; Suzon, Yola D'A\Ti!; Louis Trudel, Snitz
Edwards,
cast: Cliarles

"ROMANCE"—M-G-M.— From the plav by
Edward .>iluhlon. Continuity by Bess Meredyth and
Edwin JustusMayer. Directed by Clarence Brown.
The cast; Ki/<j Cavallini, Greta Garbo Coriic/ins I on
;

Tuyl, Lewis Stone: 7om .Armstrong, Gavin Gordon;
Harry. Elliott Nugent; Susan Van Tuyl. Florence
Lake; .Miss Armstrong. Clara Blandick: Bf/)/)o. Henry
Armetta; Vannucci, Mathilde Comont; .Vi«o, Countess

Dc

Liguoro.

"SEA BAT. THE"— M-G-M.— From

the storj-

by

Dorothy Yost. Continuity by Bess Meredith and
John Howard Lawson. Directed by Wesley Ruggles.
The cast: Nina, Raquel Torres; Reverend Sims.
Charles Bickford; Carl, Nils .Esther; -In/one. George
F. Marion; Juan. John Miljan; Corsican. Boris KarlolT; Limey. Gibson Gowland; Maddocks. Edmund
Breesc; Mimba, Mathilde Comont; Dulchy. Mack
Swain.

"SHE'S MY WEAKNESS"— R.4Dto Pictures.—
From the play "TommvJBby Howard Lindsay and
Bertrand Robinson. AtHiitcd by J. Walter Ruben.
Directed by Melville Brown. The cast: Tommy Mills,
Arthur Lake; Marie Thitrber. Sue Carol;
Thurber. Lucien Litllefield; David Tullle.
Collier, Sr.; Mrs. Thurber. Helen Ware;
Norton. Alan Bunce; Mrs. Oberlander, Emily
Wilson, Walter Gilbert.

"SOLDIERS AND
From

the play by Paul

'Warren
William
Bernard
Filzroy;

WOMEN"—Coll-mbia.—
Hcrvey Fox and George

Continuity by Dorothy Howell. Directed
by Edward Sloman.
The cast: Brenda, .\ileen
Pringle; Clive Branch, Grant Withers; Helen, Helen
Johnson; Captain Arnold. Walter McGrail; General
Mitchell. Emmelt Corrigan; .Martha. Blanche FrideTilton.

"TOP

SPEED"— First

National.— Music-il

Elmer

Peters, Joe E. Brown; Virginia Rollins, Bernice
Claire; Gerald Brooks, Jack Whiting; Tad Jordan,

Frank McHugh; Babs Green, Laura Lee; Daisy, Rita
Flynn; Spencer Colgate, Edmund Breese; The Sheriff,

Wade

Boteler; Vincent Colgate, Cyril King; J.

Rollins,

Edwin Maxwell.

W.

"TRIGGER TRICKS"—Universal.—From

the
story by Reaves Eason. Directed by Reaves Eason.
The cast: Tim Brennon. Hoot Gibson; Betty Dawtrv.
Sally Filers; Thomas Kingston, Robert Homans; Joe
Dixon. Jack Richardson; Nick Dalgus. Monty Montague; Sheriff, Neal Hart; Ike, Walter Perry; Mike,
Max Asher.

"UNHOLY THREE. THE"—M-G-M.—From
the story by Clarence Aaron Robbins. Continuity bv
Directed by Jack
J. C. Nugent and Elliott Nugent.
Conway. The cast: Echo, Lou Clianey; Rosie, Lila
Lee; Hector, Elliott Nugent; .Midget, Harry Earles;
Prosecuting .Mtorney. John Miljan; Hercules, Ivan
Linow; Regan, Clarence Burton; Defense Attorney,

JriLuate

cori|eMijoao
a^RjeaclirriaLd
"Mais

Crauford Kent.

is

"WAY OUT WEST"—M-G-M.— From

the story
by Byron Morgan and .Alfred Block. Directed by
i'red Niblo.
The cast: Bill. William Haines; Molly.
Leila Hyams; Pansy, Pollv Moran;
Trilhy, ChfT
Edwards; .Steve. Francis X. Bushman, Jr.; La Bella
Rosa. Vera Marsh ;BHct. Charles Middleton; Jim, Jack
Pcnnick; Tex. Buddy Roosevelt; Hank, Jay Willsey.

Voila! There's safety in

Warner; Dolly, Sharon Lynn; .Mrs. Grayson. Claire
McDowell; Anita, Joyce Compton; Cora, Frances
McCoy; Dick. Richard Keene; Joe Hardy. Kenneth
Thomson; Natalie. Mildred Van Dorn; Felix Broivn,
Bcla Lugosi; Eddie,

Bobbv Callahan.

Smooth t

ant. 50///
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deodorant.
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tills

Ltixiiriotts

deodorant

light to use! It

white.

.Vmolin

can't seal pores."

It

COMPANY"—

"WILD
Fox.—Story by John
Stone and Bradley King. Adaptation and dialogue
by Bradlcj- King.
Directed by Leo McCarey.
Pliotograpliy by .W W. O'Connell. The cast: Larry
Grayson. Frank .Albcrlson; Henry Grayson. H. B.
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These, children, are

killer whales, poking their snouts through the fissures
in the Ross Ice Shelf in Commander Byrd's front yard at his Antarctic base.
Little America.
Once when he went too near they spouted and the commander had to
his clothes. After that he called them "Sea Skunks"

bum

r.
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Pin

Money
For Our
Readers
PHOTOPLAY
offers

its

opportunity
their

now

readers the

convert

to

spare time

into

money by becoming
subscription repre-

real
its

town or
which

sentatives in the

community

in

they live.

You, as a reader of
Photoplay, will be
quick

realize

to

money-making

affords

offer

this

ities

the

possibil-

you.

Your

friends

neighbors

—

homes

in

the

munity

—

in

— your
fact,

all

your com-

are prospective
subscribers for PllOTOPLAV. Who, today, is
not interested in moving
pictures
the chief recreation of the American

—

public?

Be the first in your
community to take advantage of

this offer,

and

get started at once. The
coupon or a post card
will bring further details.

PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE,
Depl. UI-K-iO, 919 No. MicliiBan Ave..
Chicago, in.
I am interested in your
fer to your readers. Send
once.

monev-making

me

of-

the dciails

WhUe Bemice Claire and Jack Whiting are busy facing the still camera,
the extra boys and girls in the background seize the moment for a little
innocent canoodling
as we called love-making in our neck of the woods.
And it's a studio forest, too. A scene from "Top Speed." Bemice has
been in great demand since her smashing success in First National's
"No, No, Nanette"
ndverllscmcnt In PIlOTOrLAT StAa.\ZINE
guaranteed.

—

Every

l.s

—

—"

A
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Brief Reviews of Current Pictures
CONTINUED FROM

1

13

I'M.i:

]

MOUNTAIN JUSTICE—Universal.— (Reviewed
A

vital, brilliantly directed

work by the aforementioned

story with superb

(March)

pair.

CO NATIVE— Paramount.— Wonderful

LET'S

nonsense" in lliis burlesque of the old shipwrcck-on-adescrt-island theme. Jeanette MacDonald and Jack

Oakie.

Hoot Gibson, Ihe RiJinf; Kid,
meets romance, (.iprit)

LIGHT OF WESTERN STARS, THE—

—

Paramount. Horse opera, but dressed up in
snappy dialouue and played convincingly by Dick
Arlen. Mary Brian. Ha^r^ Cireen. Regis Toomey and
Fred Kohler.

You'll Ukc

•

OF THE FIELD— First

LILIES

(.Uoy)

it.

Corinne (Orchid) Griflitii in tights
tap dance! Her sprightliest film since "Cl.nssified.

{I'eb.)

LITTLE JOHNNY JONES— First National.—
Eddie Uuzzell. musical comedy star, and George M.
Cohan music redeem this. Otherwise just another
racetrack yarn.

MURDER WILL OUT— First

National.-Thrills
and mystery against high society background, flood
acting.
Elaborate settings. Jack Mulhall, Lila Lee
(May)

and Noah Beery.

NIGHT RIDE— Universal.—Yarn

melodrama ruined by weak

dialogue.
Xoteworth\- only because it brings Barbara Stanwyck to
the talking screen.
(Fei
)

*

National.—So

farcical

LORD BYRON OF BROADWAY— M-G-M.—
Another song-writer story,
with Technicolor review scenes, theme songs and wiseit.

(April)

has lots of good points, but plot

isn't

Some

Tired of players

-

LOVE COMES ALONG— Radio Pictures.—Too
bad to liand Uebe this after "Rio Riu." Life on the
Mexican water front, made more endurable by that
girl's thrilling

High
—
Horton

The
in

a

(March)

Prod.— Advertised

as the

first

drama. War between British and
German troops, and an East African native revolt.
Jean Hersholt does brilliant work. (May)
all- Technicolor

Jolson rises above his

.\\

makes an entertaining movie. .\ minstrel
Moran, Lowell Sherman and Louise

Ir\'ing Berlin tunes.

(June)

BLANKLEY'S,

The Barrymore

THE—Warners

profile in slapstick!
He's a good
jarctur in this ridiculous story of an English lord who
attended the wrong dinner party. Lorctta Young
provides love interest.
(June)

MAN HUNTER, THE— Warners.-A

combing melodrama, that
Rin-Tin-Tin

is

the star.

beach-

totters to a feeble end.

(June)

MATCH PLAY— Sennett-Educational.— Giggles
for golfers. Walter Hagen, British "champeen, and
Leo Diegel, American "champeen," are featured.
They're not actors, but no one expects that. (April)
"

MATRIMONIAL BED, THE — Warners. — A

good

cast,

wasted on a poor picture.

(Julu)

MELODY MAN, THE—Columbia.— Pleasantly
sentimental story about tlie conflict of youth and old
age. William Colli,
Collier. Jr.. Alice Day, and a good pcr-

formance by John Sainpolis

•

(May)

MEN WITHOUT WOMEN— Fox.— Dealing

with the horrible death of a group of men
trapped in a submarine. Gruesome, but stunningly
realistic.
Ace performances by Kenneth McKenna
and Frank Albertson. (March)

MEXICALI ROSE— Columbia.— Barbara

Stansecond film appearance. Mexican border melodrama, and pretty good entertainment. (.Ipril)

wyck

Your Complexion

of

•

comedy, with a touch

pathos.

Eddie

ONE ROMANTIC NIGHT— United

Artists.

elegant.

is

of

Beauty experts ttie world over consistenlly advise, "Pat-pat-pat." Patting
works the cleansing creams In and out
of the pores, gently removing all
traces ol harmtui accumulotlons without distorting or abusing delicate skin

(Julit)

—

*

ONLY THE BRAVE— Paramount.— Mar\
Brian

is

Gary Cooper's reward

Good

setting.

acting,

for valor.

much romance,

tissues.

Civil

The electrically operated "fingers"
of the Velvatskin Patter impart a gen-

pretty

(.-Ipril)

ON THE BORDER—Warners.—Armida

potting that is scientiticolly correct,
doing thoroughly, rapidly and pleasantly what with human fingers would
tle

sings.

Rin-Tin-Tin acts with intelligence. Smuggling Chinese across the Mexican border. Forget it. (.April)

ON THE LEVEL— Fox. —Gustv.

lusty

be a tiresome

melo-

1;

PAINTED ANGEL, THE— First
Hoopla!
Billie

National.—

Billie the dove in tights, singing and dancing.
plays the Queen of the Night Clubs and Eddie
his Quirt manners to be her sweetheart,

s

a ranch.

CortezI
.

And what a
Johnny Mack

(.Ipri'O

(March)

PAINTED FACES— Tiffany-Stahl.— Good
locale,

The VvlvetHhin Patter

and that grand comic, Joe E. Brown.

(Feb.)

will

BOX—

PARADE OF THE WEST, THE— Universal.—

and Eleotrif

PARAMOUNT ON PARADE— Paramount.—
its

leading Department

it

ond your

Connoclic'ut Tcl«>plinne

(March)

Paramount goes revue, using

at

during a 30 day trial, return
money will be refunded,

The riding scenes in this Ken Maynard picture" will
make your hair stand on end. So will the story, but
for a different reason.
Not so good as Ken's last.

•

be on sole

Stores, Beauty Shops, Drug Stores and
Electrical Stores. It not, mall the coupon for the Beauty Book or enclose
$5.00 and we will send you a Velvetskin
Palter. II you are not delighted with It

PANDORA'S
Nero.— In case you've been
wondering what happened to Louise Brooks, here she
is. big as life and twice as naughty, in what was probably a good German picture before the censors operated on it. Silent. (Feb.)

4'or|»ornlion

(nivi,.ion of Conimrrcial

ln.lri,.,i..nt

Corp.)

Mfridon, <'oniii>rllfu(

best talent.

Technicolor, stirring music, lovely voices, satire,
burlesque, romance
Chevalier, Chatterton. Oakie.
and lots more. Take the family. (May)
I

Connecticut Telephone and

i

Electric Corporation.

PARTY GIRL— Tiffany-Stahl.—A

would-be sensational story with a moral ending obviously thrown
in as a sop to the censors.
Some good acting, however, by the junior Fairbanks and Jeanette Loff.
(March)

60 Britannia

|

St., IMerldon.

Gentlemen; Iciiclosc $5.00. IMeaso send

Conn,

silent film.
dances well.

d«ys.

— This

(April)

IN

THE HOUSE. THE—Continen-

murder story
(.March)

fails

to provide an

Dealer's

alibi for

^

you write to adrertiscrs please mention

PnOTOPLAT MAGAZINE.

I

30

I
I

Productions, Inc.—
once glorious
She shouldn't have done it
But she
in talking version of her

PHANTOM
tal,

|

Velvetsliln I

Patter with pririlegc of return for refund uilliin

PEACOCK ALLEY—Tiffany

Mae Murray

existing.

When

—

news

for the fans who've been crying for sometliing different. A tense, refreshingly original story with a jurv-

room

task.

Remove the telltale tracings of
creeping age. Prevent the lines of neglect. Bring back Ihe pink ol health and
beauty. Pat away that tired look. A
(ew minutes every day with the Vslvclsliln Palter will
make you feel and
look years younger and keep your skin
in wonderful condition. And Ihe prica
Is within the reach of all
$5.00.

drama, with
ghs and thrills. Victor McLaglen fine
in usual he-man r61e,
Lilyan Tashman a gorgeous
lady-crook. (May)

Lowe drops

piece, with Lois

MAN FROM

Com-

by Eisenstein

film, co-directed
Silent.
(Jnlij)

Lillian Gish in her first phonoplay, ablv
aided by O. P. Heggie and Marie Dressier. The love
a young princess and her tutor.
(June)

Weil Prod.— Come

we knew you all the timet
famous female impersonator grown matronly,
out, Julian Eltinge.

MAMMY —Warners.

PATTER
Briiiffs lifautff to

ONCEAGENTLEMAN— Sono Art—James Cruze.

LUMMOX-

United Artists.— Winifred Westover is superb in tliis Fanny Hurst Ule. She
holds up a somewhat jerky, maudlin film, (.-\pril)

Dresser.

E

the

(Feb.)

OLD AND NEW— Sovkinc— Powerful,

"Potemkin" fame.

costumes.

MAMBA—Tiffany

TH

Basil

0F;FICER O'BRIEN- Pathc.— Glorifying
Mildly exciting entertainment.

(May)

badly put together production.

clothes.

American cop as impersonated by William Boyd.

War

story and

who burst into song?
Dove in gorgeous

stori' of

voices {(Feb.)

MAID TO ORDER— Jessie

melo-

(Jul:/)

National.—
Then you mav

Billie

this.

LOVIN' THE LADIES— Radio Pictures.—Claptrap farce, but it's nice to see Richard Dix and Lcis
Wilson together again as screen billers-and-cooers.

•

like

supposed to be comedy.

Rathhone the faithless husband, and Kay Francis a
vamp. (June)

one of them.

fascinating scenic effects.
Conwav Tearle,
Ricardo Cortez and Virginia Valli line up in the old
triangle formation.
(Feb.)

Daniels

it's

NOTORIOUS AFFAIR, A— First

munism propaganda

LOST ZEPPELIN, THE— Tiflany-Ptahl.— Tlu's

National.—

NOT DAMAGED, FOX.— .^ounds
drama, but

like

that it goes a little lame. Lorelta Young and Doug
Fairbanks. Jr.. are the principals, but the comics run
honors. (.May)

NANETTE— First

NO, NO,

good girl-and-music picture with fine Technicolor trimmings, but notable chiefly for its rapid fire
succession of laughs.
Alexander Gray and Bernice
Claire sing the leads.
(March)

away with the

Light, but you'll like

about a hardand a harder-boiled reporter, with

Joseph Schildkraut and Edward Robinson leering at
one another fo dear life. (March)

(.l/>ri7)

LOCKED DOOR. THE— United Artists.— An exLOOSE ANKLES— First

Crime high up among the pent-houses.

cast thriller.
(April)

boiled gangster

National.—
and doing a

Comedy, pathos and some good modern music

cracks.

a'

MURDER ON THE ROOF—Columbia.—A well-

GO

citing

I

MOUNTED STRANGER,

(Vk/j/)

LET'S
PLACES—Fox.—Our old friend, Mistaken Identity Plot. Funny as the dickens, and at
least two songs will keep jou humming.
(;l/oi')

•

under the title "Kettle Creek.") That Ken Maynard
can ride
The rest is negligible. (May)

Name

nanl

:

O Jide Orocn D Orchid
;

:

DPrtmroso

—

a
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LIQUID

WAY

IS

SAFE

old shocker partly remade with mixture of
— Famoussound,
however.
Lon Chaney

thieves,

Part Talkie.

is

talk

FOR

CORNS
TRY

and

still

silent,

(April)

AROUND—

PLAYING

National.— Alice
First
White. Billy Bakewell and Chester Morris. Trite
story, fair acting, fair entertainment. [June)

POINTED HEELS— Paramount.— With Helen
Kane, William Powell. Fay Wrav. Phillips Holmes,
Skeets'Gallagher and Eugene Pallette in the cast, this
(Feb.)
backstage story is sure-fire.

IT!

PUTTIN'

ON THE RITZ— United

Artists.—

Harry Richman warbles well in liis first talkie. Harry
and jimmy Gleason play two actors. Joan Bennett

Good

Tashman amusing.

Lilyan
at her sweetest.
(April)
Ir\'ing Berlin music.

Pictures.— Murders,
Clap-trap meloBut Mary Aslor

and a string of pearls.
drama trying to be light comedy.
charming.

(June)

THE—

SACRED

FLAME,
Warners.- On the
stage this was strong and intensely tragic drama, but
it has been pretty well watered for the screen.
A
brilliant cast, headed by Conrad Nagel, Lila Lee, and
PauHne Frederick. (Feb.)

NUMBERS—

SAFETY IN
Paramount.— Peachesan'-cream for Buddy Rogers fans. He sings lialf a
dozen songs and plays an heir to big money whose
worldlv-wise uncle puts him in care of three "Follies"
gids.
(June)

SALLY— First

National.— The glorious,

scintillat-

ing dancing of Marilyn Miller, lovely Ziegfeld star,
saves this from being merely a dull transcript
out-moded musical comedy. (March)
i

RAMPANT

AGE,

THE—Trem

Carr.— A rumor

that the vounger generation is jazz-mad seems to have
Hackneyed story
Icaiced through into film circles.
rendered amusing by lively dialogue and acting,

(March)

(Aiay)

REDEMPTION—M-G-M.—John

Gilbert's first
before "His Glorious Night," but shelved
largely remade. .\ tragic story by Tolstoi
that proves John can act. (July)
talki.;.

made

and now

HERE

a

is

new and

totally different

RETURN OF DR. FU MANCHU, THE— Para-

way to remove a corn or a callus.
One drop deadens pain. Acts like a local
anaesthetic; really amazing. You wear

mount. Grand melodramatic hokum.
Oland is a swell Manchu. (Julu)

tight shoes, walk, dance.
The corn shrivels and loosens.
peel it off with your fingers. No

family.

—

kk

GETS -IT"

You
more

•

A good

cast

and happy ending.

SECOND CHOICE—Warners.—You won't even
this third choice. A mediocre phonoplay with
Dolores Costello, Chester Morris and Edna Murphy.
(March)

make

SECOND FLOOR MYSTERY, THE—Warners.
mvsterv-comedy, with Loretta Young and
Grant Withers. (July)

— Novel
{July)

ROADHOUSE NIGHTS— Paramount.-A

SECOND WIFE— Radio Pictures.— Interestii _
domestic drama from stage plav "All the King's
Men." Lila Lee. Conrad Nagel, Hugh Huntley.
(April)
Little Freddie Burke Frederick is perfect.

pippin of a melodrama, seasoned with swell

Helen Morgan sings. Charles Ruggles and
Jimmy Durante. Broadway's current night club pet,

SETTING SON, THE— Darmour-Radio

comedy.

score enormously.

•

World's

Way

Fastest

Warner

RICHEST MAN IN THE WORLD, THE—
M-G-M.— Louis Mann as the dad of an ungrateful

dangerous cutting.
Works alike on any corn or callus, no
matter how old or how painful.

•

SARAH AND SON— Paramount.—What a
characterization by Ruth Chatterton!
And
what a restrained and dignified performance by
Frederic March! A picture you simply can't miss,

(March)

ROGUE SONG. THE— M-G-M. — Law-

rence Tibbett, grand opera star, flashes across
the phonoplay horizon, an inimitable and dashing
Taken from Lehar's "Gypsy Love,"
personality.
lliis operetta is roistering, brilliant and dramatic
(March)
feast for the eye and ear.

—

Sunburn

ROMANCE OF THE WEST— Hammond

Pcrrin rescues
— Pistols crack, and Jack
And bye and bye

the Mexican joint.
action and all-talkie, but wliy?

Mosquito Bites

Prod.

gal

from

ends.

All-

tiie

it

(May)

—

•

SEVEN DAYS' LEAVE— Paramount.— Ba

•

SEVEN KEYS TO BALDPATE— Radio

ries fine play. "The Old Lady Shows Her Medals." has been tenderly and effectively transferred to
the screen. Beryl Mercer and Gary Cooper are splendid. (Feb.)

(Feb.)

ROYAL BOX, THE—Warners.— If

Skin

you Deutsch

The first full-length talking
like tliis.
picture in German, with Alexander Moissi and Ca(March)
milla Horn.
sprechen you'll

I

ROYAL ROMANCE, A—Columbia.— Romance

in^, antiseptic Zemo A
skin itching soothes w

—

and adventure in a mythical kingdom. Buster Collier
gives good perlorniance and Pauline Starke is
devastatingly beautiful. (May)

aui.inier rashes, insect biles,
|
prickly heat, ivy poisoning, i
toe-itch, sunburn. First ap- f
plicaiioa instantly relieves. T
i heals retards infection. Keep Zemo handy 1
f) for cuts, bruises, after shaving. It's safe, grease- (%
T less, invisible. Any druggist has 20 year j
35e, 60t, $1.00.

SHADOW OF THE LAW— Paramount —The
usual delightful William Powell performance, but the
story could be better. (July)

SHE COULDN^T SAY

NO—Warners.—Winnie

Lightner should have said NO when they cast her as
a broken-hearted night club hostess. (May)

SHIP

FROM SHANGHAI, THE— M-G-M —

DraPsychological drammer but it went astray.
Louis Wolheim,
matic, but sometimes distasteful.
latter splendid.
(April)

Conrad Nagel. Kay Johnson, the

—

BiiTOtiwrfansHraH

eauty
depends upon the

SHAPE
of your

NOSE
The

composed mostly of flesh and cartilage, can be molded to ."hapcly lines hy
wearing the Anita Nose Adjuster, while
nose,

It's the
asleep or durinfj; the day.
quick, safe, painless and inexpensive
method. Results are lasting!

Your aec doean't mutter. Ovor 78.000 users.
Doctors approve it. Small cost. Moneylmck
C.U.MIANTEE. Si-od for trial offiT and
FREE BOOKLET, "The Note and Its Shape."

ANITA INSTITUTE,

^gg.

^^^
\mI^
ffi^t|
l^^y
,,

T^^

,

W..,! iu-:i

828 Anila BIdg., Newark, N.

J.

mxmziEESi
t'i.m'i„it(M>K

w.rk

Mali* «35-*100

ART tCHOOL, D«^.480, 100«

Pic-

tures.
A fine phonoplay version of the old
laughter-and-thrilUprovoking favorite. Richard Di>
again battles the microphone to a knockout finish.

ROUGH ROMANCE—

Fox.— All about the
Helen Chandler goes
goings-on of lumberjacks.
Gish.
George O'Brien and Antonio Moreno don't
help much. Neither do the chorus routines. (June)

Itching

'

Pit

Grandpap, rich and ailing, takes the wrong
medicine. The family count chickens before they're
hatched. Short comedy. (April)

tures.

wMk.

N. D«ark«rii. Chleage

The Gypsy Turban is smart again this summer, and
So old it's new again
Fay Wray demonstrates it. This one is orange, brown and yellow. While
they are hats, they give the effect of a scarf tied round the head. That
makes it more intricate

Every advertisement In

!

PnOTOrLAT MAOAZIKE

Is

luaruiteed.

—A—

—
snow CrRL

IN

— AliCf While's

..nal.

HOLLVWOOD —
bt-st talkie.

—
Photoplay Magazine for August, 1930

First

Warnera.

— You'll be too

—

1

—

THE—

SKY HAWK,
Fox.— Fine war stuff
with a charming love interest. Thrilling shots
London. John Garrick. a newcomer, and Helen Chandler are delightful as the young

Inc.

(.ipril)

—

MY HEART— Fox—John

O'

mack aims

McCor-

right at vour heart with his gorgeous
Hit pieces. "Little Boy Blue
and "I Hear
"

Calling

Me.

Tommy

"

.Alice

Clifford.

Joyce, and a sensational
Don't miss John. (April)

SONG OF THE FLAME- -First
Bernice Claire, soprano, and Noa
free Russia from the revolutioni
operetta.

UNDERTOW—

Universal.— Misguided psvchodrama of life in a lonely lighthouse. Why
it "Lighthouse Blues"? Mary Nolaii,
John Mack Brown and Robert Ellis struggle against
logical

didn't they call

1
Its

National.
Beery, deep bass.
via Technicolor

(July)

Ambitious, but

(May)

dull.

SON OF THE GODS—First 'National.— Richard
Barlhclmess as .Americanized Chinese boy in slowpaced Rex Beach romance. Constance Bennett fine.
story. Far from best Barlhelmess. (April)

Weak

PARIS GREEN— Paramount-Chris-

.\ swell short subject burlesque of love among
the apaches with Louise Fazenda as the world-weary
queen of the Paris sewers. (March)

tie.

IS
First National.— Bcrnice
Claire and Alexander Gray sing well. Ford Sterling
and Louise Fazenda are great. Just an average musicil comedy story, but they make it good entertainment. (June)

Nalional
Neither beautiful Technicolor scencrv nor Lila Lee's
fine performance do much for tliis oiie.
(July)

UP THE CONGO— Sono Art—World Wide.—
One more expedition into Darkest .Africa. If vou
like them you'll hke it.
(April)

•

(March)

MODERN— First

National.— Pretty
obvious humor and thin story, but Dorothy Mackaill
is fine as a young sophisticate who finds romance
whore she least expects it. (July)

STRICTLY UNCONVENTIONAL—M-G-M.—
original play.
... "The Circle," was subtle English
_

.

The phonoplay

comedy.

(May)

misse-s fire.

SUCH MEN ARE DANGEROUS— Fox.—

famous financier disappeared during a flight
r the North Sea, and gave Elinor Glyn the basis
this brilliantly made talkie.
Warner Baxter,
lierine Dale Owen.
One of the best, (.ipril)

SUGAR PLUM PAPA— Sennett-Educational.—
short feature directed by Mack himself.
lard and the rest of the hilaric
gang.
I

Daphne

Pol-

(.April)

SUNNY SKIES— Tiffany Productions.—Another
one of those movie versions of college life as it
(June)

other prize-fight story.

Productions —Just

an-

(July)

HIGH— Pathe— Lov

'

and

intrigue in an

old-time wagon circus.
Color, a tion, peppy songs.
Pleasant entertainment. (July)

TALK OF HOLLYWOOD. THB-Sono

Art-

World Wide.— This would be the talk of any town
it s so bad.
Intended as comedy, it evolves a tragedy.

abandon.

VENGEANCE—Columbia.—Melodrama
punch.

.Another .African native revolt.

and Dorothj' Revier.

with

a

Jack Holt

(May)

WALL STREET— Columbia.— Even if vou've recovered enough to hear Wall Street mentioned without frotliing at the mouth, you won't like this
(Feb.)

WASTED LOVE— British International.- And
wasted footage, except when Anna Mav Wong's
unique personality flashes on the screen.
Silent
(March)

WEDDING RINGS— First

National.- Ernest
s novel. "The Dark Swan." lost its original
and a great deal more.
Lois Wilson, Olive
Borden and H. B. Warner. (July)

Pascal
title

WEST OF THE ROCKIES—J.
Prod.

Same

— Bandits,

(April)

WHAT

A MAN!— Sono Art-World Wide.-fReviewed under the title "His Dark Chapter ")
Reginald Denny's nice voice, and a trifling storjabout a gentleman-c;
3 crook after all,
pro\-ide a pleasant enough ev
(May)

CARGO—

,„^'?,''"^
W. P. Film Co.— Banned by
Will Hays, but produced in London.
Slow, badly

Wasn't worth bootlegging.

recorded.

•

(May)

WHITE HELL OF PITZ PALU— I

—

niversal.

Three people are trapped in the impassable
mountain of Palu. .A night search party sets out
Wonderful Swiss snow scenes and breath-taking airplane stunts.
Unusual and intensely interesting.
Sound. (July)

OPEN—

WIDE
Warners.— Edward Everett Horton and Patsy Ruth Miller play this somewhat vulgar
but amusing comedy with a. pace that keeps you
roaring.
(June)
A

WILD HEART OF AFRICA, THE— Supreme.—
glorified travelogue giving the lowdown on preof Sudanese fiends in more or le«s

Bulldog

Drum,

mond. with Kenneth McKenna instead of Ronald
Colman. Burlesque and good whether intentional
(April)

TEXAN, THE — Paramount. —Gary

Fay Wray

—

—

DESIRE
Universal.
Conventional
story of a circus girl who loves a rich boy. but treated
unconventionally.
Pace, color and thrills.
Mary
Nolan scores. (June)

Southwest.

in a

another

Wings."
Buddy Rogers the fl>-ing hero. Jean
Arthur his inspiration. Magnificent air photography,
nnd satisfactor>' enough story. (May)

YOUNG MAN OF MANHATTAN— Paramount

--Two young newspaper
Cooper and

picturesque O. Henry story of the

(July)

When

in

an

instant.

do any harm.

—

—

You can and should use this snowy,
soothing cream for every occasion.

Mum

permanent protection from
for it is something

offers

underarm offense,
you can always use.

Make
a daily

the use of this dainty deodorant

Morning and e\ening.
Never at a
disadvantage. No hour of the day or
night can ever be ruined by that archenemy of charm body odor.

Then

habit.

you're always safe.

—

Mum! The utter
You need not plan

That's the beauty of
simplicity of its use.

ahead, nor

make

elaborate preparations

Nor wait

for its application.

dry, or fear
fabrics.

you're

—

EVERYWHERE Fox. J. Harold
Murray's charming singing voice, plus that ooh-la-la
Ma'mselle, Fifi Dorsay. (July)

YOUNG

T'S applied

It can't

on

its effect

for

to

it

skin, or dainty

The moment you've used Mum,
ready

to

And

go!

absolutely

safeguarded against perspiration odors.

—

WOMEN

I

Charles Davis

fast riding heroes, pretty senoritas.

old Western plot,

YOUNG EAGLES—Paramount.— Not

TEMPLE TOWER— Fox.— More

or not.

takes to powder

VAGABOND KING, THE— Paramount

(March)

SWELLHEAD— Tiffany
SWI.NG

same time it

Flash and clang of sword pla>-. Dennis King,
Francois Villon, sings and acts with operatic
Gorgeous Technicolor.
Lilting Frinil
MacDonald and Lillian Roth help
is grand.
(May)

as

STREETOFCHANCE-

Paramount.— Here's
a punchful racketeer picture that is going to
give rival producers jaundice until they get a carbon
copy in the can. Bill Powell'^ finesse and Kay Francis' sincere emoting would be high-lights in any pic-

STRICTLY

—

UNDER WE.STERN SKIES— First

HERE—

SPRING

Q^ii the

(March)

odds.

SONG OF THE WEST—Warners.—All-Techm'-

IS

I

music. Jeanette
and O. P. Heggie

cclor outdoor operetta.

SO THIS

has a hoy on every ship. Then the
in
Can yimagine the fun! (^11/1,1

comes

on old-fashioned Mexican border melodramas.
A gay and dashing Technicolor single, with Frank
Fayand Armida. (June)

SONG OF LOVE, THE—Columbia.— Carbon
copy of the yarn used for every vaudevillian who Moes
talkit
but Helle Baker rises above it. She's good
and so is Ralph Graves. The songs aren't. (Feb.)

Irish kid.

who

satire

husbands swap wives. Charlotte Greenwood of the
long legs and boisterous antics is whole show. (April)

isn't.

funny,

UNDER A TEXAS MOON— Warners— Light

(.IpriV)

"

SONG

girl
fleet

whole

SO LONG LETTY— Warners.— Two discontented

.

is

TRUE TO THE NAVY— Paramount.—Clara Bow
the

IS

THE—

Tl

Velei plays the

of

SOCIAL LION,
Paramount.— Jack Oakie.
the village braggart who is "taken up by the country
club set. Mary Brian, the girl. Heaps of fun. (July)

ture.

(.March)

"

ktlca"wmv. "

•

being noble.

Summerville

SLIGHTLY SCARLET— Paramount.— Evelyn

Vou

in it

(Feb.)

TROOPERS THREE— Tiffany Productions,
—
Concerns both kinds
troupers— backstage and
army. Slim

Brent as society thief on the Riviera. Her best since
Hero. Clive Brook.
Eugene Pal-

voice.

miscast.

{Ffb.)

"Interferenci-.

•

is

picture

Day-^veryone

Bastille

Shearer

tiger, but the picture is no rose. The stage play wa
once popular, but no one seems to care any more
whether th Northwest Mounted get their man or
not.
(March)

of a Zeppelin raid over
lovers.

on

TIGER ROSE— Warners.-Lupe

THE— Paratnount.— Beauti-

struKglc
Indians.

•

Norma

Schenck, vaudeville harmony duo, who sing better
than they act. .And. believe it or not, Bessie Love i

photographed story of the Ojibway Indians'
fc.r foi>d in the far North, played by real
.Vniaring animal scenes. Sound. (July)

fully

of Paris

still

(/<(..)

SILENT ENEMY,

DESIRE -M-G-M.-This

reminds us
goes wild.

LEARNED ABOUT WOMEN— M-G-M.
— THEY
But not about acting. "They" being Van and

nt all the celebs
but they're there
77 of 'em.
besides there are stunning stnse effects and dance
nes, gorgeous Technicolor, and millions of laughs.

this super-revut

OWN

THEIR

Na-

Interesting studio

Omir)

-rics.

writers get married, and
then get tempi-ramental. Claudette Colbert and reallife husband. .N'orman Foster.
Charles Rugglea adds
hilarious comedy touches. (July)

vou write to advertisers ulesse mention

Mum is as bland as any face cream and
in fact, beneficial to skin.

is,

harmless to fabrics.

Its

Perfectly

only action

to neutralize those odors caused

is

by the

chemistry of the body.

Keep your jar of
table.

Use

it

Mum on your dressing

freely,

confident of yourself

and be serenely
all

the time.

All

toilet-goods counters 35c. Or nearly three
times the quantity for 60c. And you use
so little each time! There's no waste.

PIIOTOPLAT MAGAZINE.

Studio Rambles
By Harriet Parsons

ARE

you ready for another fast
around the studios?

ramble

You

are?

We

stroll

on the "Broken Dishes" set at
and watch Mervyn Le Roy
Young and O. P. Heggie in
Doesn't O. P. look domestic in
his pretty apron?

First National
direct Loretta

a scene.
Hold tight to mother's hand.
we're in Culver City, and inside the
beautiful old Colo'nial building that is the studio oflice of Pathe.
What's that music? A barn dance? Lead us to the set!

And

Abe Lyman's famous band,

—

all

togged out in cowboy

suits, is

furnishing the tunes and what good old tunes they are. Abe
can certainly put plenty of turkeys in the straw!
Here comes George Duryea, that coming juvenile, looking
like a Wild West Brummd in black and white silk shirt and
black chaps. It's a Western comedy they're making. Started
out as a short picture, but it looked so good in production the
bosses decided to make a feature out of it. That's odd. Most
features should be shorts!
Who's that colored boy in the pink hat and yellow shirt?
What? Say it again slowly. Stompin Sellit? The old Stepin
Fetchit influence.
Well, no harm in stealing Step's thunder.
He doesn't seem to have much to sell these days, being such a
bad boy.
Meet Harry Woods, the villain. Harry says he's played so
many Western villains that he leers in his sleep. But after
hours he designs gardens for the swells in Beverly Hills!

—

THEY'RE

finishing up " Holiday" out on the back lot.
It's
worth a look just to see Ann Harding, for instance. What ?
isn't working on this set?
Well, here's Mary Astor, and
Robert Ames, the leading man. The set's the front of a swanky
New York mansion. (Just out of camera range are some mangy
old pillars— all that remains of the great "King of Kings.")
Bob and Mary drive up in a ta.\i. Every time the cab stops
there is a terrific squalling of brakes that brings us right back to
New York.
The scene's done "in the can." Mary begins fussing with
her small movie camera. She's an amateur movie fan, and has
shot hundreds of feet of her pals on the lot.
Ames is a golf demon. Watch him practicing putting!
Director GrilVith says they can also act some when he manages

Ann

—

—

them

to get

off

their hobby-horses.

BOB. 'Bye, Mary. Let's shoot over to First National
open and beautiful lot in Burbank, over the hill
Hollywood.
Oh, boy, what a room this is! Looks like Aunt Mary's parlor

BYE,

— that

f.-.)m

1J,G

in Peoria

into!

— the one you had to die to get
here — what-not, goldfish

It's all

and family album.
That's Grant Withers

sitting

over

there.
Mrs. Withers, Loretta Young
that was and yet is, comes over and tickles him. That's family
fun
not in the script.
Grant and Loretta are co-starring in this one. It's called
"Broken Dishes." X'irginia Sale, Chic's sister, shows us the
The dishes a set of
dishes.
She's playing in the picture.
horrible blue atrocities
Glad they're to be
are in the sink.
broken in the picture!
There's Mervyn Le Roy, the half-pint kid director, calling
the folks on the set. They rehearse a scene where Grant comes
to call on Loretta.
Natural, eh?
Should be, since Grant
parked often in front of the old Young uujnsc while he was
courting Loretta.
But the Sale girl's getting us laughiii;.;.
Better bow out silently before we blow up a couple of higlipriced microphones!
What have we here on the next set? No one but Joe K.
Brown, the comic with the cavernous mouth. Hello, Joe!
Hardly knew you in the soup and fish!
It's a ritzy hotel set, and Joe is autographing books for a
bunch of beauteous e.xtra girls. It's in the story, called
"Goin' Wild."

—

—

—

Look at Joe's shirt front! Ever see a prettier shade of primrose yellow? We're used to seeing pink or blue shirts on even
the he'est of he-men, but this yellow is a new and dandy shade.
Look at Joe blush!
run over to United .Artists and see what they're
doing on Eddie Cantor's "Whoopee." Well, it's plenty.
They're shooting a scene in an Indian village in Technicolor,
with a blue backdrop and pink clouds. And the actors are

LET'S

—

Looks funny after the flat make-ups for
heavily rouged!
black and white film.
Here comes Eddie, the first Jewish Indian in American
history, probably.
Look at the fringed pants and red flannel yep it's an undershirt!
Hey, Eddie, if Broadway and your pals could see

—

you now!
Hungry?

—

All right, let's go back to town and see if Henry
can shake us up some avocado salad with a dash of Dutch
cheese.
Gee, I'm sorry we missed Ann Harding, aren't you?
Well, the good old Path6 lot is still there!

—

Yon

voally should

Mtxy

moralns^ mail

see

St^s full of o.^ciiinst siorios from
S(irl«» about ilioir €:om|»lc:%^ions
»uro to roati tliis lottor

Bo

This letter from a raiuli in
New Mexieo is just one of tlie
dozens of warni, frieiidiy letters I get every day from girls
read these Camay articles of mine. It's so r.sprriiilh/
interesting that I want to
read it to all of you.

who

"If any one ever

rhame

to try

has been I,"
clares.

"For

tlie

I

a
out it
writer <leha<l

Camay

was raised

in

the east where there are few
winds and only mild stnishine

and an abundance

of clear,

There!

charming
her

own

what

7.'5

You can imagine what <lifficulties this brought to a skin
that was, my correspondent
tells me, the fragile pink-andwhite kind.
She tried one soap after the
other, "often," shesays, "paying high prices for them. But
not one seemed to agree with

of tiiC

disco\'ered

is

just

most eminent
America
in

when

they

ex-

amined a chemical analysis of
Camay and made careful,
scientific tests of Camay's
effect on all the various types
of complexions.
If

you remember

you

water to contend

Canuiy and

com|;!cxi()n

dermatologists

"Six years ago I came out
here to live. I foinul higli
winds, continued smishine,
alkali

i)erson discovered

for luTself al))nt

Camay

with."

that a nice

And actually what this very

soft water.

and

Isn't

letter.^

my earlier

articles (and

I'm just

vain enough to think maybe
will!), you'll recall that
these physicians who have
specialized in skin care and
treatment are most enthusiastic in their scientific approval of Camay. They said,
in effect,

"Camay

gentle

is

and unusually mild. It is the
kind of soa|) we would i)re.scribe for even the most delicate complexions."
So, if a fragrant Camay
cleansing isn't already the

my skin. Someone advised me

most important item

to quit soap and use only
cleansing cream. I tried that,

daily routine, don't deprive
yourself for another minute
of the smoothest, creamiest,
gentlest care in the whole
complexion world.

but
"

ne\'er felt really clean.
I

was almost

in

your

'

in despair

when a friend gave me a cake
of Camay. I tried it and tiie
were wonderful. .Vimost at once my com])lexiiin
its former color and
results

regained

softness."

Faeo Your World Wilb
l.ov<>lin<'NN~is a free Ixidkabout skin care
from 73 leading American dermatolofjists. Write to Helen Cliase,
Dept. V V-80, 509 Fiftli Avenue,
Irl witli ailvioc

New York

City.

rako
What
The

I

it

Is

a

tlornialolotilNl?

U'()f(lerinat<)l<));i.st

l)cl()iigs

only to

properly

ro),'islere<l

phy-

who liave bc-cii liceiis«'d to
practice medicine and who have
adopted llie science of derniatolof;y (the care of the skin) as their
spniiil province.
'Ilii' re piilnMe pliysieian is the
only ri'liiii)li' authority for seientilic advice upon tlie care and
Iri'atnienI of the skin.
I have|«"rsonaIly exaniiued the
sicians

Camay

In

a Procter

A

Gamble Soap— (railed Colay

In t'onada]

signed

comments from

7:i

hading

dcrmalologisis nf

.\inii!c;i

who

liavi' approved the eoin|>osition
and cleansing action of Camay

Soap. I certify not only to the
hi^h staiidin^of tliese pliysicians,
bill also to their approval, as
stated in lliis advertisement.

M. D.
(Tlip

7»

leadinR

(lermnlnliiirist.s

approved C'lmiay wt-re sclwti'd by
Pujwy wlio, for 10 years. Iiu.s Imhmi

y
^^ho
I)r.
I

lie

editor of the ofTirifd journal of the dermatologiiiU of the United Slates.)

;

Q

n wings of song
and waves
of co/or^
L.AWRENCE
ed

\'i

TIBBETT! Never, you're tempt-

been turned over to

to say, has the screen

such a superb personality. To such a dy-

namic actor. To such a
able king of
of opera

brilliant, roguish, lov-

song.' In Technicolor, the Tibbett

fame appears before you

one

in

sv/eeping, indelible surge of reality! From
curtain-rise to finale,

sates

"The Rogue Song"

pul-

—

with

romance, drama

v^ith intrigue,

the sheer resplendence of
stars, Tibbett

at

it.

and

two

its

See

Technicolor!

Move through

it,

SOME

OF

Marvel

it.

by the en-

thrilled

chantment of natural color

irresistible

truly interpreted!

THE

TECHNICOLOR PRODUCTIONS
BRIDE

OF THE REGIMENT,

DIXIANA,
with

with

with Vivienne Segal (First National);

Bebe Doniels (Radio

Pictures);

GOLDEN DAWN,

Wolter Woolf and Vivienne Segal (Warner Eros.)

;

KING OF

JAZZ, starring Poul Whiteman (UniversoO; MLLE. MODISTE, wiih
Bernice Cloire, Walter Pidgeon ond Edward Everett Horton

National

)

;

PARAMOUNT ON PARADE,

SONG OF THE

LAWRENCE TIBBETT

(First

Notional);

Vivienne

Noted Metropolitan Opera
to

new

heights

Moyer's

in

THE ROGUE SONG, Metro-Goldwyn-

magnificent

^TECHNICOLOR

star raises the talking screen

IS

All

-Technicolor musical

drama.

^mgHg^l^

FLAME,

Segol

oll-stor cost

SONG OF

THE WEST,

Bros.);

with John

THE CUCKOOS,

Wheeler, Robert Woolsey and Dorothy Lee (Radio

THE MARCH OF TIME,
Technicolor Sequences;
King with Jeonette

oll-stor cost

THE

Boles

and

with

Ben

Pictures'

(Metro-Goldwyn-Moyer

VAGABOND

Mac
MacDonald

I

and Alexander Groy

with Bernice Claire

(Warner

(First

(Poromount

KING,

starring Denn,i

(Poromount).

NATURAL COLOR

>

lechn icoior

SEPTEMBEJi
25 CE

JOAN
BENNETT

//
I

Never Choose

Beautiful V\^omen
Says C, B, De Mille

Studio

Sweethearts

The

//

New

Hollywood Underworld

—

The
Most
Bea u

+

i

T

u

I

Woman
in

the South

Wouldn't you

like to

see her? Dix-

iana, star of Cayetano's Circus

"most

woman

beautiful

in

the

South!" Played by alluring Bebe

Daniels— brought
8EBE DANIELS in"DIXIANA"— with Everett Marsholl, Metropolitan Opera baritone,
Wheeler ond Woolsey, Dorothy Lee. Joe Cowlhorne ond Jobyno Howlond.

vivid

life

by the modern miracle

of Technicolor.

SOME OF THE TECHNICOLOR PRODUCTIONS
BRIDE

OF THE REGIMENT,

Dorothy Mockoill

THRU,

(First

with Charles

Walter Woolf and

with Vivienne

Nancy

Rogers and
Vivienne

Segal

(Caddo), Technicolor Sequences;
Carpentier and Joe
(Universal);THE
Everett

Norton

Alexander Gray

E.

Sequences; THE

(First

Notionol)

;

BRIGHT LIGHTS,

Bebe Daniels (Radio

Carroll (Poramouni);

with

FOLLOW
GOLDEN DAWN, with

(Warner Bros); HELL'S ANGELS,

oll-stor

her eyes and a flush

on her cheek

— has

given new

warmth and meaning

to her

glance and gesture.

All the stars

every

cost

HOLD EVERYTHING, with Winnie Lightner, Georges
Bros.); KING OF JAZZ, starring Poul Whiteman

TOASTOF THE LEGION, with Bernice Claire, Walter Pidgeon ond Edward
Notional); SONG OF THE FLAME, with Bernice Claire and
Notional);
starring

MARCH OF

WOMAN

in

Pictures);

(First

(First

put a light

Technicolor has

Brown (Warner

THE FLORADORA GIRL,

Sequences;

Segol

National); DIXIANA, with

to fascinating,

SWEET

KITTY BELLAIRS,

oll-stor cost

(Warner

Bros.);

Morion Dovies (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer), Technicolor

TIME, oN-stor cost (Metro-Goldwyn-Moyer), Technicolor

HUNGRY,

w,ih Sidney

Blockmer and

Lila

lee

(First

National).

shine brighter

in

Technicolor.

!
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The head
discovers
XM.iL. (Loudly, from

Know about

she:

the bathroom;

what do you know about that?

Well,

H E Come here a

what?

moment,

:

please.

she: What are you so excited about?

— "pink" on my

he: Look at

this

tooth brush!

she: Well?
he:

Isn't that enough to

make anybody sit up <inJ
had found it.

lake notice? You would, if you

she:

nothing to go into a panic over.

It's

he: Oh,

isn't it?

she: No. Perhaps you'll change your tooth
paste now. I've been asking you to for some
time. There's a fresh tube of Ipana in the

medicine cabinet. Massage your

some of it

right

he: I'd like

to

gums with

now.

know what Ipana has

to

do with

"pink tooth brush"

she:

It

to help

do

a

do with getting

has a lot to

he: Yes? How?

— How

is

condition like that?

a

is to see

dentist.

she: By

all

rid

of it!

tooth paste going

The thing for me to

I don 7 want

any of these gum

of getting

a

to

run the

risk

disorders.

means see the

dentist.

You

oughtn't to have to be told to do that! But
the chances are you haven't any real cause for

alarm

yet.

Evidently your

gums

are a bit

tender. If you kept up to date on these things
you would know that the soft foods we eat

these days don't give our

gums

a chance to

keep healthy. They need stimulation to keep
them alive and to invigorate them when they
commence to get tender. That's one of the
virtues of Ipana.

he: What

is?

she: The effea

it has on the gums. It conan antiseptic and hemostatic.
Dentists themselves use it in the treatment of

tains ziratol,

gum
best

disorders.

Ipana and massage are the

remedy you can

find for

gums

a tendency to bleed.

HE:

i

How

do you work

this

massage?

that have

19,50

of the family

"pink tooth brush"

—

!
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Greatest

ift^onder in

an age

of livonders!

Talking motion pictures !
Today's greatest value in entertainment! Screen stars, once but modng
shadows, you see and hear! The living
voices of famous stage stars come to
you Song hits of the day on the screen
!

New

personalities

bom. New

types of

entertainment created. Because the
world's foremost stars, authors, direc
tors,

composers are now concentrating

on the SCREEN! Go often
a Paramount Picture
"the best show in town!"
their talents

— as often as

it's

MAXSLArGHTER

<•?

CLAIJDETTE COLBERT and Fredrie March

teith

The gripping story of a spoiled darling
of society, who thought the world her
playground and almost proved it until
Fate took a hand, stripped her of her pride
and power, and threw her into prison to
fall in love with the man who jailed her!

JACK
OAKIE

Alice

Duer

Miller.

. .

"LET'S CO NATIVE'
A mad, merry musical farce with a hand
picked cast of Hollywood fun makers
including Skeets Gallagher, James Hall,

sound news

is Paramount!
it with any other for
news of the day, striking
personalities, showmanship — then ask
your Theatre Manager to make it a reg-

See

it

livcst

— compare

breezy, timely

ular part of his program.

Eugene Pallette, William
Austin. By George Marion, Jr., author
of "Sweetie" and "Safety in Numbers"
and Percy Heath. Directed by Leo

^'GRUMPY"
starring

Francis,

McCarey. Music by Richard A. Whiting.
Lyrics by George Marion, Jr.

With Claudette Colbert, Fredrie March,
Dunn, Natalie Moorhead, Hilda
Vaughn and Stanley Fields. Directed by
George Abbott. From the famous Saturday Evening Post serial and novel by

Emma

PARAMOUNT SOUND
NEWS twice ireekly

JEAXETTE

MacrDOXALD

The

Kay

On
Tune
in the

CYRIL HIArOE

Now Paramount presents on the talking

the Air!

screen the distinguished star Cyril

in on your favorite screen stars
Paramount Publix Radio Hour

each Saturday Night, 10-11 P. M. Eastern
Daylight Saving Time over the Columbia
Broadcasting System.

in his

most famous

role,

rurumount-Puhlii

<:<irp<irution, Adiilph

Zukor,

Treii.

Etcry advertlsMncnt In PIIOTOI'LAY

Paul Cavanagh. Directed by George
Cukor and Cyril Gardner. Fr«>m the play
by Horace Hodges and T. E. Percyval.

Ill

MAGAZINE

Is

(uaranteed.

Maude

"Grumpy." With

Philips Holmes, Paul Lukas, Francis Dade,

G>aramourU
^^^

^^

Huildini;,

Nrw York

!
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The New Hollywood Underworld

Katherine Albert

29

Rosalind Shaffer

30

Michael Woodward

32

"

I

Women "

Never Choose Beautiful

says Cecil

Sunny

De

Mille

Sally

So This

Is

Meet the

Gloria
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The Private

Life of Greta

A Great Come-Back
Who Said the Woman
Let's

Garbo

Pays?

Harry Lang

35

Leonard Hall

37
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Marquis Busby

41

Marquis Busby
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Drop In and Gossip with Old
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Two New

46

Cinderellas Find the Glass

Cal York

Slipper

Hollywood Sweethearts
70 Readers Must Win This Gold!
The Strange Case of Conrad Nag(

Beautv

—Brains —or Luck?

Dads' Boys!

A
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Watch 'Em Move
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The Best Records from New
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Pictures

—

—

—

The Girl on the

Cover

among the golden girls of
SCOUT
Hollywood — where golden girls

ulous about Joan's

grow wild and you'U fare far bevou come upon a wonder child as
amazing as the pretty little blonde
thing whose face adorns the cover of
this issue of Photoplay.
She's nineteen, this little Joan Ben-

netts.

—

—

And consider
She built the foundation of her
professional career in two stage plays,
the second being mad, bad " Jarnegan," in which she supported her
brilliant, erratic father, Richard Bennett.

haired Princess of Filmania, Joan has
played leads in no less than eight important pictures and no cripples
either, but mighty and highly-adThe great
iectived productions.
George .^rliss held up "Disraeli" for
eight weeks until Joan was available

LITTLE JOAN likes HoUywood—

—

and why not? But

romantic lead.

Youngest and Blondest
of the Bennetts

—

all this

of

But not

way.

if

smacks
it

does,

—

vigorous, talented Bennetts
beside them that other theatrical
family, the Barrymores, seems a tame

The

and stolid tribe.
As you undoubtedly know by now,
Joan is the youngest of the three
able and beautiful Bennett girls. Constance, the blonde sophisticate, married to and divorced from the millionAt home in Paris,
aire Phil Plant.
New York, Hollywood, the Riviera.
A picture queen in the grand manner.
Barbara, the brunette, wife of Morton Downey, the singer, and known
to stage and screen.
Joan.

News

father of
Schildkraut and famous on
stage and screen here and abroad,
died of heart disease in Hollywood at

Rudolph Schildkraut,

Joseph

sixty-five.

From
is

For to this family pulsing with
blood of the theater—all the truths
that happen to it put fiction to shame.

And

Last Minute

you know your

Bennetts!

all appearances, June Collyer
superseding the leaping Lupe in

Gary Cooper's

affections.

Josephine Velez, sister of Lupe,
makes her movie debut as a cafe cigarette girl in "Her Man," a Pathe picture.

Josephine

Lupe and enough

is

a year older than
her in size and

like

looks to be her twin.

Unless Janet Gaynor decides to be a
good girl and take the roles Fox hands
out to her, Maureen O'Sullivan will be
groomed to take her place.
Billy Haines has joined the dieters.
Cutting down on starches and passing
up lunches has made him twelve
pounds lighter.
It's pretty definitely set that Ronald
Colman will star on the New York
stage this winter. Colman last appeared
at the Henry Miller Theater in New
York with Ruth Chatterton in "La

HER
—

is

actors, and surely the most colorful,
with his harangues to his startled
audiences and his headlong attacks
on critics who seem to him to lack

understanding of the theater and
Her mother is
Richard Bennett.
Adricnne Morrison, also a distinstage.
American
the
guished figure of
So you see, there's nothing rairac-

Alice Day has formally and
said "I do" to Jack Cohn, business
legally

man

of Los Angeles.
Today's rumor says that all is well
between Norma Talmadge and husband Joe Schenck. But tomorrow's
rumors deny it. Nobody knows at this
moment, except the principals. And
maybe even they haven't decided.

I

nings.
limited,

—

Then, too, Joan has been called
"high hat" by some people who just
don't know. The truth is that she's
more than a little near-sighted, as is
Laura La Plante, and sometimes she
just doesn't see folks very well, though
she's more than willing.

Joan in fabuSOlousTHERE
California — young and beauis little

tiful

Tendresse."

Richard
certainly one of our best
father, of course,

herself puts it, "It isn't
don't like going out in the eveBut things to do here are
and in public people are
always peering at you, and seeming
picking
you to pieces."
to be
In some that might be a pose. But
not in a Bennett. For the whole life
of a Bennett is lived in the rocket's
red glare. .K Bennett has no more
chance of escaping detection than a
wart on a professor's nose. And then,
too, the life of a Bennett is nothing
but drama tragedy, comedy and romance marvelously mingled.

Joan

.'\s

that

but romantic marital experience.
And so, at an age when most young
things are prattling over teacups or
when they are
their first cocktails
obsessed with beaux, and country

in a

she's a pretty

quiet youngster. The conventional
" night life " sort of thing is absolutely
Hollywood prepoisonous to her.
mieres and cafes almost never see her.

At nineteen, she has been married
and divorced, and has a beautiful
two-year-old girl to show for her brief

may say that
YOUthe
miraculous — and

—

—

fair-

clubs and gaudy dreams of romance
or "good marriages"
Joan has been fiancee, wife, mother,
divorcee and the possessor of one of
the most solidly promising careers in
the mad lands beyond the Rockies.

For things
the Ben-

fast, to

tense, race-horse
people living in a tornado.

are

—

nett.

for its

They

people
Naturally, then. Joan takes all
She expects
these things in stride.
them, as her father's daughter not
so much because they are her right as
because they are her heritage.
.•\nd with it aU, young Joan is the
quietest, tenderest and gentlest of
the clan. And it is a clan. For like
all great families, it occasionaOy enjoys a tremendous fussing and squabbling within itself. But let any outto
sider step in and the Bennetts
a man and woman turn upon him
and rend him limb from limb.

fore

In eighteen months as the

affairs.

happen, and happen

and

money

successful,

in a

making

a lot of

very short space of time.

.\nd she's just on
all signs and portents

the verge, ac-

cording to

visible, of greater

and grander

now

things.

Which she will take in her stride,
fuss, as the gentlest of the
cyclonic Bennetts.
Her w-ork opposite Barrymore in
"Moby Dick" the role played by
Dolores Costello in the silent version,
"The Sea Beast" is sure to be
talked about.
"Smilin'
.^nd then real stardom
Through," in the role made famous
in the
Cowl
and
the
stage
by
Jane
on
Cersilents by Norma Talmadge.
tainly a career in itself, judged by
standards.
ordinary
But don't try to judge a Bennett
that way. Nobody know^s what glittering triumphs may still come to
Joan, youngest of the tribe. For no
Bennett lives by regulations or succeeds on form and past performances!
without

—

—

—

—
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METH ELM ESS

RICHARD

DAWN
PATROi;
GREATEST

Five thousancl feet up!
Forty whirring,
purring propellers singing a song of dcalli.
Forty roaring, streak-fast war-eagles making
a shambles of the sky. Forty youngsters
sporting with fate
for they must live
greatly, or not at all! . .
.

.

.

—
.

Forty famous stunt flyers helpc«l Diek
Barthelmess crowd "The Dawn Patrol" w Ith
more thrills than youM get in a dozen actual
flights. And the author of "Wings" has
packed the story with heart-throbs such as
only heroes know! "Take off "to "The Dawn
Patrol" the minute it conies to town.

A FIRST NATIONAL ^VITAPHONE PICTURE
Whea

you write

to advertisers pie;

ntion

rnOTOrLAT MAOAZIXB.

—

Brief Reviews of

Current Pictures
Photoplays not otherwise detignatcd are All Talkie

was named as one
month 0/ review

"JU-Indicates that photoplay

of the six best upon

ALIAS FRENCH GERTIE— Radio Pictures.—
Bebe Daniels and Ben Lyon in crook picture made
from Veiller's play. "Chatlerbox." .\ comeback for
(June)
Ben, and Bebe at her best.

•

ALL QUIET ON THE WESTERN FRONT

— Universal. — Remarque's

war

sensation.il

book, made into one of the outstanding pictures of
the year. Powerful drama of war as it really is. {June)

•

ANNA CHRISTIE— M-G-M.— The
Garbo talks—and remains

great!

A

Great

faultlessly

picture with superb characterizations by
Garbo. Charles Bickford, Marie Dressier and George
Marion. (March)

directed

WAR— Paramount.— The

ANYBODY'S

THE— Fox.—Warner

follows "In Old .\rizona" with another
ance and an excellent picture. (July)

fine

Baxter
perform-

Everett
Horton is afraid of anything that goes up. Patsy
Ruth Miller is the hero-worshipping girl friend. Need
a few laughs? (April)

BORN

•

BRIDE OF THE REGIMENT—First

You'll like Dorothy
extravaganza.
Mackaill and Frank Fay. (.\ug.)

color musical

CLANCY IN WALL STREET— Edward
Prod.

Do Not

Miss These
Recent Pictures
"Anna

—

"The

THE—Paramount.

See

m>-sterv. Suave
gets his man.

Powell, as detective

it.

(May)

BE YOURSELF— United Artists.— Fanny Brice
falls for a boxer who falls for a gold-digger. Another
"My Man" plot. Only fair. (April)
BIG FIGHT,

THE— Sono

Art— James Cruze.—

of

Lola Lane and Guinn Williams,
but .Stcpin Fetchit almost shuffles off with the show

Amusing enough.

Photoplay

in

which

I
>

BIG HOUSE,

THE— M-G-M.— Inspired

by

and IntclliKently
Chester Morris and Robert Montgomery

real life stories of prison riots

reduced.
utstanding.

(Aug.)

—

—

BIG PARTY, THE Fox. A Sue Carol picture,
but they handed it to Dixie Lee. Heaps of comedy,
some true love and villainy. (/Ipri7)

•

BIG POND,

THE— Paramount.—Chevalier

See him as a poor but romantic
to make good in an American
factory. Claudettc Colbert, and some
typical Chevalier songs. (July)
clicks again!

Frenchman trying
chewing

gum

BLAZE
One

O"

GLORY— Sono

Art— World Wide.pictures — it's spotty. Some of

of those leopard
the spots arc good and some are bad. Eddie Dowling
shows a nice personality and a good singing voice.

(March)

8

picture about

CRAZY THAT WAY —Fox. — Bubbling

comedy

love with a blonde who loves
wears beautiful clothes

Bennett

CUCKOOS, THE— Radio

Pictures.- Nonsensical
musioil comedy featuring comedians Bert Wheeler
and Robert Woc.Isey. Check your critical goggles and
(June)
prepare to laugh uproariously.

CZAR OF BROADWAY— Universal.—A
good imitation of that

Not bad,

fine picture. "Street of
original.

you haven't seen the

if

not-so^

Chance.'
(June)

DAMES AHOY—Universal.—Glenn
smart-cracking sailor

r4le.

didn't feel funny tliat day.

Tr>-on in a
But the dialogue writer
(April)

DANCING SWEETIES

—

Warners.
Withers and Sue Carol in a story of that
cussed "first year" of marriage. (July)

the original

UP— Paramount. —Your

in

(May)

beautifully.

review appeared.

BURNING

SCOTLAND—

—

about two lads
another.
Joan

(J\dy)

•

(June)

COURTIN' WILDCATS—Universal.— "Hoot"
Gibson tames a Wild West shrew, modem version.
Mildly entertaining. (.March)

HoUday"

preceding si.\ months. By consulting
this valuable guide, you can determine at a glance whether or not your
promised evening's entertainment is
worth while. Photoplay's reviews
have always been the most authorAnd its tabloid
itative published.
reviews show you accurately and concisely how to save your motion picture
time and money. The month at the
end of each review indicates the issue

(April)

IN

COURAGE—Warners. —Charming

Front"

MURDER CASE.
—BENSON
.Another elegant Van Dine murder
Fhilo Vance,

attractive.

seven interesting youngsters and their extravagant
mother, well plaved by Belle Bennett. Leon Janney
(June)
fine as Bill, the youngest.

As a sen-ice to its readers, Photoplay Magazine presents brief critical
comments on aU photoplays of the

LOVED YOU— Aafa

Myrna Loy

—

Heart"

"All Quiet on the Western

(April)

affair, in

When, and •/ you see this, you'll know
L'niversal.
where to send them on their next trip one wayl
(May)

Christie"

Devil's

Small

material

is

which Joseph Schildkraut does

Pretty sad
his worst.

COHENS AND KELLYS

My

o'

stock market debacle
a comedy. (.4pri()

It's

COCK O' THE WALK— Sono Art—World Wide.

"Journey's End"
"The Divorcee"
"Ladies of Leisure"

Tobis.— Intermade-in-Germany talker shown
America; 65 per cent dialogue, German, of course.

Bill

— The recent

for gags.

first

Part Talkie.

comedy.

(March)

BEAU BANDIT— Radio Pictures.—Yeh, Rod La
Rocque with a Spanish accent again. Doris Kenyon

in

—

—

CITY GIRL Fox. Originally begun as a silent
picture ("Our Dailv Bread ") by Director F. W. Murnau. Gets off to a powerful start, but turns talkie and
collapses. Charlie Farrell and Mary Duncan are fine.
(.March)
Part Talkie.

BROADWAY HOOFER, THE— Columbia.—
star, in her

I

I

THE—

Sovkino.— Foreign
CHINA EXPRESS,
Action
but tremendously exciting.
stuff,
occurs on a fast train in China. Silenl. (May)
rough

BRIGHT LIGHTS—First National.—All-Techni-

Paramount. GerBATTLE OF PARIS,
trude Lawrence, stage favorite, doing none too well in
a trite musical comedy. Snap into it, Gertie, and
(March)
show 'em what you can do when you try

BECAUSE

(May)

National.

(.4m^.)

You'll like Marie Saxon, musical comedy
talkie.
A stimulating back sUge
first

PLEASURE—M-G-M.—AU

OF

CHILDREN

about a song-wTiter's sorrows. Noteworthy only for
LawTence Gray's singing of two hit numbers and the
swell work of Wynne Gibson, a new screen face.

Technicolored operetta, but
— Sumptuouslylmounted.
*

Artists.— Dolores
Del Rio as a cafe singer and dancer, teamed
Adwith Eddie Lowe, who also sings delightfully.
(June)
venturous, romantic story that you'll like.

esting because

comedy

drama, with .Arthur Lake, Dixie Lee and the vampish
Baclanova. (July)

RECKLESS— Fox.—Maybe

"Song

Old-fashioned Western.

CHEER UP AND SMILE—Fox.—Good

(July)

BAD ONE. THE—United

sings beautifully.

Prod.—WorthMexican minx, .^rmida,

Eddie Lowe, Lee Tracy and Catherine Dale Owen.

National.—Walter Husmaking it good entertain-

THE—

little

the fear of
censorship took the thrill out of this gangster film,
made from the exciting best seller. "Louis Beretti.'

BAD MAN, THE—First
this,

(May)

Moran-Dressler comedy team.

(.iug.)

stars,

PAY First National. Too bad it doesn't
leave us with pleasanter memories to mark Corinne
Griffith's retirement from the screen. (Aug.)
ton swaggers through
ment. (Aug.)

RAINBOWS—

M-G-M.—This ninetyCHASING
ninth carbon copy of "The Broadwav Melody" is
pleasant enough. Bessie Love. Charles King, and the

Pallette

BORDER ROMANCE—Tiffany
while only because the

—

—

Wray and Eugene

.\rlen. Fav
'(July)
thriller.

Two

AVIATOR, THE — Warners. — Edward

BACK

BORDER LEGION, THE—Paramount.— Jack
in a

Holt. Dick
Zane Grey

slow-paced.

Black Crows join the army, with mildly amusing
(June)
results.

.ARIZONA KID,

its

•
money's

A neat little comedy with
in entertainment.
thrilling racing sequences and that admirably
(March)
natural actor, Dick Arlen.

worth

—

Grant

much

dis-

THE— Paramount.—

DEVIL'S HOLIDAY,

Nancv Carroll in emotional drama, giving the
Directed by Ejdmund
best performance of her career
(July)
Goulding, who made "The Trespasser.
!

some

CAPTAIN OF THE

GUARD— Universal.—John

a story of the birth of
Boles and Laura La Plantc
the Marseillaise that just misses being a thrilling
(June)
picture. John sings superbly.
in

•

CASE OF SERGEANT GRISCHA, THE—

—

Radio Pictures. Stark, compelling drama with
a war background. An important picture, although
too drab to appeal universally.
(.March)
magnificent Crischa.

Chester Morris

CAUGHT SHORT— M-G-M.— Marie

is

rival

Norma

Chester
Shearer great.
Fine direction, gorgeous clothes.

swell performance.

(June)

DIXIANA— Radio Pictures.— Everett Marshall
from the Metropolitan Opera adds voice and personBebe Daniels at her
ality to a charming operetta.
best. (A ug.)

a

Dressier

boarding house keepi-rs who
Anita Page and Charles
market.
Slay the stock
Good, rough fun. (June)
lorton arc young lovers.

and Polly Moran.

missthis.
*DIVORCEE,THE— M-G-M.— Don't
Morris gives

DOUBLE CROSS ROADS—

Fox.—A gang of
But Robert
thieves and a mess of machine guns.
Ames as the boy and Lila Lee as the girl decide to go
(.May)
straight. Entertaining, at that.
I

PLEASE TURN TO PAGE 10

]
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When

you

vn-lle to adtertlstre please

mention

PHOTOPLAY MAfiAZING.

—

—

—

Reviews

Brief

DUMBBELLS IN ERMINE—Warners.— Prizefights and love. Robert Armstrong. Jimmy Gleason,
and Beryl Mercer. Lots of fun. (Aug.)

GOOD N'EWS— M-G-M.—College
and

(.4

1

HIGH TREASON— Tiffany-Gauraont.— British-

run rampant,

Bessie Love. Stanley

set to music.

Lola Lane.

GREAT

THE—

Radio Pictures.— Jack MulFALL GUY.
hall and Mae Clarke in a simple little story about an
out-of-work husband. (July)

Current Pictures

of

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 8

1

A

made film about a hypothetical next World War.
politics and inventions of year 1940 are ingeniously envisioned. Interesting.
(June)

Smith and

World

ug.)

DIVIDE. THE~First National.— Made

HOLD EVERYTHING

from the grand old play. Dorothy Mackaill oveiacls
as a fiip societv lass, and Ian Keith is hammy as her
reformer. (May)

But

FIGHTING LEGION. THE—Universal.— Ken
Maynard

who

scores as an outlaw

GREEN GODDESS. THE—Warners.—George

follows his better

Dorothy Dwan pro\ides the romance.
and comedy. Worth your money.

impulses.

{May)

•

FLORODORA

THE — M-G-M.

GIRL,

Marion Davies as one

Girls.
Gags, costumes and
'90's make this a riot of fun.

is

didn't

make

•

GRUMPY- Paramount.— Grand entertain-

GUILTY—Columbia. — Mediocre

{Jitly)

Sainpolis.

the

revues

singie-talkie

and

novelty.
Comedy, fair songs,
story. {July)

FRAMED— Radio

Pictures.

have

lost their
a bit of a love

— Evelyn
Good

underworld story that gets across.
See it. {.April)

•

FREE AND EASY

Brent in an
trick climax.

GAY MADRID—M-G-M.—College

whoopee

swashbuckles and sings!

How

chuckles.

in

that

(A/ay)

Na-

Harding gives zest to the old Belasco
finale.
(A ug.)

Fine support and a surprise

THE—

THE

PORT,
Radio Pictures.—
GIRL OF
Nevertheless you'll enjoy Sally CNeil's slick performance. (March)

GIRL SAI D NO, THE— M-G-M.— Whizzes along
Wild Willie Haines kidnaps the
and Marie Dressier becomes amiably

at breakneck speed.

girl he loves,
spififlicated. as usual.

HOME—

(April)

GOLDEN CALF. THE— Fox —Mediocre.

Sue

Carol, as an efficient but unattractive secrctarv who
makes herself ovi-r into a belle, redeems it a little. So
does EI Brcndels comedy. (May)

GOOD INTENTIONS— Fox.— Crave

Prod.— Not what

excite-

ment? See Eddie Lowe as a master-crook in love with
a liigh-society lass. (.1"^'.)

all

dog

distinct novelty, this
cast, which makes it the

(March)

THE N'EXT ROOM— First

IN

National—

ISLE

HELL

girl.

(April)

•

ANGELS— Caddo

and S4.000.000 were invested in
but S4.000.000 worth? (Aug.)

•

(June)

LADIES LOVE BRL^TES— Paramount.—Good

Prod.— Three years
this. Worth seeing

entertainment. George Bancroft Is a crude but wealthy
builder who goes in for culture, under Mar>' .Aster's
(June)
inspiration. There's a thrilling fight.

LADIES IN LOVE— Holh-wood
Let's not talk about this one.

Pictures,

Inc.—

(A ug.)

(March)

— Grimmer

side of sex.
Sad faces, sad scenes.
(April)

•

nicely.

•

LADY TO LOVE, A— M-G-M.—The sUge play,
"They Knew What They Wanted." made censorVilma Banky, Edward G. Robinson, and
proof.
Robert .^mes form the triangle. Some splendid act-

(May)

HIGH SOCIETY BLUES— Fox.— A
romance, carried to

musical

ing.

by the popular

success
(Juhj)

fair

Gaynor-Farrell team.

LADY OF SCANDAL, THE— M-G-M.—

Ruth Chatterion in delicious light comedy,
from the Lonsdale play, "The High Road." (July)

not to go

It's

bara Stanw>-ck grand as a little party girl who
a serious young artist. Fine supporting cast.
miss it. (July)

Vou mustn't

HE TRUMPED HER ACE—Sen nett

-Educational.
— Howhng short comedy about bridge-maniacs.
(May)
HIDEOUT—Universal. —^James Murray glowers.
Kathr>-n Crawford sings
kinder

LADIES OF LEISURE—Columbia.— Bar-

falls for

Excuse us for yawning.

on.

KING OF J.\ZZ—Universal.— Pretentious.

all-Technicolor. Paul Whiteman rei'ue.
Unusual color and lighting effects, splendid choruses.
John Boles, Jeanette Loff, and the Whiteman Band.

Cruze Prod.—Senti-

HER UNBORN CHILD—Windsor Picture Plays,
Inc.

Productions.—

(June)

Excellent cast.

HEROES—

real.

END—Tiffany

JOURNEY'S

name.

HELL'S
Universal.— Peter B. Kyne
fathered this gritty tale of the desert and Charles
Bickford does more than right by the leading r6Ie.
Very

Blue.

Unforgetable war stor>', from play of same
Grim happenings in a front line dugout under
bombardment, relieved by carefully planned humor.

HARBOR—

mental, but sprinkled with humor. Olive Borden is
the flapper who reforms for a million dollars. Lloyd
Hughes is the nice boy who loves her. (May)

HELL'S

OF ESCAPE—Warners.— Monte

Betty Compson and Noah Beer\' do their best to
breathe lite into a melodramatic hodge-podge, with
negligible results. (June)

(April)
(
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Photoplays Reviewed in the Shado\v Stage This Issue
you
out your
entertainment, Mal^
magazine —
your
Save
refer to the criticisyrxs before

this

evening's

[)ic}{

—

117
Boy Warners
55
Broken Dishes First National
55
C'ommon Clay Fox
Conspiracy Radio Pictures
117
Dangerous Nan McGrew— Paramountll7

—

—
—

—
—
—
—
—
—
Lone Rider, The — Columbia

Dawn Patrol, The First National. 52
54
Paramount
Follow Thru
55
For The Defense Paramount
Radio Pictures. .117
Inside the Lines
Fo.\
117
Last of the Duanes
Lawful Larceny Radio Pictures.
54
Universal. ... 54
Little Accident, The
.

—

Love Among the Millionaires
Paramount

.

.

.

117
117

—
—

Manslaughter Paramount
Man Trouble Fo.x
Medicine Man, The Tiffany Productions

Oh

—

—

Behave Warners
Old English Warners
Sailor

One Night

—

at Susie's

Our Blushing Brides— M-G-M
Paradise Island
ductions

52

54
117
117
53

— Tiffany Pro-

Pardon My Gun— Pathe
Raffles- United Artists
Reno— Sono Art- World Wide

Month

55
53
52
117
117
53
117

list.

Page

—

Scarlet Pages
First National
Shooting Straight Radio Pic-

—

tures

— First Nationalll7

On the Make— Fox
On Your Back — Fox

Short Subjects of the

10

reference

this

Page

Page
Big

the

murder myster>' that thrills. Jack Mulhall. Alice
Day and Robert O'Connor play the leads. (June)

{July)

•

HELLO. SISTER—James

—

.-Vnn

perfect cast

HOT DOGS—M-G-M.—A

United
Artists.— Lupe
Velez in a r61e that fits like a Bennett bathing
suit.
Grand melodrama peopled with descendants of
Spanish pirates and an American sailor to rescue the

National.
That White girl comes through with a
snappy number every time and this is one of the
(March)
snappiest. Watch Rita Flynn, a newcomer.

—

and a

(.4 ug.)

short subject, with an

Again he

GIRL OF THE GOLDEN WEST— First

Harding as a poor

might indicate, unless you know your baseball

first all-barkie.

(May)

WOMEN—

GIRL FROM WOOLWORTHS. THE— First

tional.

HOT CURVES—Tiffany
vernacular.

HE KNEW
Radio Pictures.-Lowell
Sherman and Alice Joyce in a photographed play,
"The Second Man." Good for some sophisticated

THE—

Spain, played with duels and guitars.

corking

review.
starring the pick of the Fox lot. A bunch of
.entertainers help an old showman save his troupe.
That's the stor\', told with singing, dancing, comedy

and romance.

rich girl. Mar>* Astor
splendid picture, (Aug,)

little

en," stage play and silent movie, made into a talkie.
Light comedy, pleasing songs. Nancy Carroll and
amazing little Mitzi Green. (April)

title

•

HARMONY

(July)

drama.

of

But Virginia Valh. John
and John Holland are good. (June)

HAPPY DAYS—Fox.—A

HOLIDAY— Pathe.—Ann

screen debut.

First National.— Murder in the
FURIES,
smart set. Weighty and wordy, yet fairly interesting.
H. B. Warner, Lois Wilson and NataUe Moorehead.

serenades Dorothy Jordan.

melodrama

—

HONEY— Paramount.—"Come Out of the Kitch-

AT
Fox —Want a good.
hearty laugh? See this comedy of family life. Wm.
Collier. Sr., long-time stage favorite, makes an elegant
The girls will go for Rex Bell in a big
way. (March)

—

—

M-G-M.
Buster
Keaton's first big talkie. A whizzing comedy
that takes you to a big sound studio. With Anita
Page and Robert Montgomery to serve the romance,
how could you go wrong on this one? (May)

Ramon Novarro

•

circumstantial evidence.

FOX MOVIETONE FOLLIES OF 1930—Fox.—
By now

it

make a

ment. Cyril Maude's screen debut, in his fastage portrayal of a lovable old crab. (Aug.)

mous

of the original Florodora
atmosphere of the Gay

The producers

great as the sleek Rajah.
the most of this. (May)

Arliss

Ridin', fightin'

—

Warners.
Joe E.
is great.
Georges Carpentier looks good in the
Winnie Lightner has some snappy songs.
ring.
could have been better.
(June)

Brown
boxing

The— M-G-M

Singer of Seville,
Sisters

—

Columbia

—

55

55
54
118

Schochiko Film Co.ll7
of Tokyo
118
Mama First National
Sweethearts and Wives First
54
National

Slums
Sweet

—

—

—

Temptation Columbia
Those Who Dance Warners
Way of .\11 Men, The First
National

What Men Want
120

]

—

—

—Universal

117
117
117
117
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LAST DANCE, THE— Audible

Pictures.— Cin-

derella in modern dress. Quickie (not very- goodie)
about a taxi-dancer's rise to fortune. Distinguished
by Vera Reynold's grand voice and acting. (March)

•

LAUGHING LADY, THE— Paramount.—

Chatterton and Brook, now and forever! What
a team! .A vital, brilliantly directed story with superb
work by the aforementioned pair, {March)

LET'S

GO NATIVE— Paramount.— Wonderful

nonsense

in this burlesque of the old sliipwreck-on-a-

desert-island theme.

Oakie.

MacDonald and Jack

Jeanette

(.July)

GO PLACES—Fox.—Our old

LET'S

friend.

taken Identity Plot. Funny
least two songs will keep you humming.

Mis-

as the dickens, and at

{May)

LET US BE GAY— M-G-M.— Norma

Shearer in
another swell sophisticated drama, with Marie Dress{Aug.)
ier, Gilbert Emery and Rod La Rocque.

•

LIGHT OF WESTERN STARS, THE—

—

MIDNIGHT MYSTERY— Radio
practical joker starts

•

1

Pictures.—
Betty

finish.

MONTANA MOON—

Brown, the boy.

Frolicsome.

{April)

MOUNTAIN JUSTICE—Universal— (Reviewed
under the title "Kettle Creek.") That Ken Maynard
can ride! The rest is negligible. {May)

MOUNTED STRANGER, THE— Universal

MURDER ON THE ROOF— Columbia.—A wellCrime high up among the pent-houses.

cast thriller.
(April)

MURDER WILL OUT— First

National —Thrills
and mystery against high societj' background. Good
acting.'
Elaborate settings. Jack Mulhall. Lila Lee

{May)

Beerj'.

NIGHT RIDE—Universal.— Yarn

about a hardand a harder-boiled reporter, with
Joseph Schildkraut and Edward Robinson leering at
boiled gangster

{March)

life.

farcical

Dove

Billie

in the usual love triangle.

!

(March)

PARADE OF THE WEST, THE— Universal.—
The riding scenes in this Ken Maynard picture will
make your hair stand on end. So will the story, but
Not so good as Ken's last.
for a different reason.
(March)

•

PARAMOUNT ON PARADE— Paramount.—

Paramount goes revue, using its best talent.
Technicolor, stirring music, lovely voices, satire,
burlesque, romance! Chevalier, Chatterton, Oakie,
and lots more. Take the family. (May)

PARTY GIRL—

Dixie Willson

LORD BYRON OF BROADWAY— M-G-M

story writers

(AprU)

(March)

PEACOCK ALLEY— Tiffany
Mae Murray

one of the best known short

is

Another song-writer story,
Liiiht, but you'll like it.
witli Technicolor review scenes, theme songs and wise-

and screen

silent film.
dances well.

Pictures.- Claptrap farce, but it's nice to see Richard Dix and Lcis
Wilson together again as screen billers-and-cooers.

stories

{May)

'

(.4^ri7)

PHANTOM
tal.

IN

THE HOUSE, THE—Continen-

— This (March)
murder story

fails

to provide an alibi for

existing.

PHANTOM OF THE OPERA, THE—Universal.

by her

remade with mixture of
— Famous old shocker partly
however.
Chaney
and sound. Lon
Part Talkie. (AprU)

talk

—Winifred WestShe

LUMMOX-United

Artists.
in this Fanny

Hurst
over is superb
holds up a somewhat jerky, maudlin film.

MAID TO ORDER—Jessie

tale.

"AQueenGoes Fishing'

—

we knew you all the time! The
famous female impersonator grown matronly, in a
{March)

badly put together production.

brilliant

PUTTIN'

{May)

work.

Jolson rises above his
story and makes an entertaining movie. A minstrel
piece, with Lois Moran. Lowell Sherman and Louise
{June)
Dresser. Irving Berhn tunes.

BLANKLEY'S,

THE— Warners.—

The Barrymore profile in slapstick! He's a good
jarceur in this ridiculous stor>' of an English lord who
attended the wrong dinner party. Loretta Young
{June)
provides love interest.

MAN FROM WYOMING, THE— Paramount.—
Gary Cooper and June Collyer. both splendid in a war
picture with a Western title. (-4 ug.)
MAN HUNTER. THE— Warners.— A
combing melodrama, that
Rin-Tin-Tin

is

the star.

beach-

totters to a feeble end.

{June)

QUEEN HIGH— Paramount.— An
(.•1

WORK— Pathc— Eddie Quillan stars in

NIGHT

comedy drama

a nice

Walter Hagen, British "champeen," and
Leo Diegel, American "champeen," are featured.

forgolfTS.

They're not actors, but no one expects that.

{April)

MATRIMONIAL BED, THE — Warners.
cast,

wasted on a poor picture.

•

tliat

goes a bit melodramatic.

—A

{July)

NANETTE—

NO, NO,

First National.—
girl-and-miisic picture witli fine Teclmicolor trimmings, but notable cliiefly for its rapid fire
Ale-xander
Gray and Bernice
laughs.
of
succession
(March)
Claire sing the leads.

good

NOT DAMAGED— Fox.— Sounds
drama, but

it's

supposed to be comedy.

NOTORIOUS AFFAIR, A— First
this.

THE—

Columbia.— Pleasantly
MAN.
sentimental story about the conflict of youth and old
age. William Collier. Jr.. Alice Day, and a good performance by John Sainpolis.

•

{May)

MEN WITHOUT WOMEN— Fox.— Dealing

with the horrible death of a group of men
trapped in a submarine. Gruesome, but stunningly
realistic.
Ace performances by Kenneth McKenna
and Frank Albertson. {March)

MEXICALI ROSE— Columbia.— Barbara Stanwyck's second film appearance. Mexican border melodrama, and pretty good entertainment. {April)

12

laughs, lilting tunes

ace musical

and pretty

girls.

Rathbone the
vamp. (June)

National.—

who burst into song? Then you may
Dove in gorgeous clothes. Basil
faithless husband, and Kay Francis a

NUMBERED MEN— First National.— Fair entertainment.

From

the stage play, "Jailbrcak."

(.-1

OLD AND NEW — .Sovkino. — Powerful,
munism propaganda

film, co-directed
Silent.
(Julu)

ug.)

Com-

by Eisenstein of

ONCEAGENTLEMAN—Sono.\rt— James Cruze.

High
—
Horton

comedy, with a touch
is

elegant.

of

Eddie

pathos,

•

ONLY THE BRAVE— Paramount.-Man.'

Artists.

—Lillian Gish in her first phonoplay, ably
aided by O. P. Heggie and Marie Dressier. The love
(Juttf-)
story of a young princess and lier tutor.

Brian

is

setting.

Gary Cooper's reward

Good

(April)

acting,

by

RECAPTURED
little

picture.

lively

Carr.— A rumor

di.alogue

and

acting.

LOVE—Warners.— A

You'll probably like

it.

bright

(Aug.)
Gilbert's

first

before "His Glorious Night." but shelved
A tragic story by Tolstoi
that proves John can act. (July)

talkie,

made

largely remade.

RETURN OF DR. FU MANCHU, THE— Para-

— Grand

mount
Gland

is

melodramatic

a swell Manchu.

RICHEST MAN IN
M-G-M. — Louis Mann as
family.

Warner

hokum.

(Juhj)

THE WORLD, THE—

the dad of an ungrateful
good cast and happy ending. (July)

A

THE—

First National.— SUirts
RIGHT <JF way,
out will but toward the end you may wish you'd
stayed home. (Aug.)

•

ROADIIOUSE NIGHTS— Paramo«nt.—A
pippin of a melodrama, seasoned with swell

Helen Morgan sings. Charles Ruggles and
Jimmy Durante. Broadway's current night club pet,

ONE ROMANTIC NIGHT— United

War

THE— Trem

AGE,

rendered amusing
(March)

comedy.

(JuXij)

•

costumes.

RAMPANT

that the younger generation is jazz-mad seems to have
Hackneyed stor>leaked through into film circles.

and now

(July)

Billie

"Potemkin" fame.

MELODY

Good

ug.)

REDEMPTION— M-G-M.—John
melo-

like

Tired of players
like

MATCH PLAY— Sennett-Educational.— Giggles

good

Artists.—

.Al

(Aug.)

MAN FROM

ON THE RITZ— United

Trite

Lilyan Tashman amusing.
at her sweetest.
Irving Berlin music. (April)

"Baby Blue Eyes"

comedy with

MAMMY —Warners. —

National.— Alice

Harn.' Richman warbles well in his first talkie. Harry
and jimmy Gleason play two actors. Joan Bennett

MAMBA—

Tiffany Prod.— Advertised as the first
War between British and
all-Technicolor drama.
German troops, and an East .African native revolt.

Jean Hersholt does

silent,

White. Billy Bakewell and Chester Morris.
story, fair acting, fair entertainment. (June)

Next
appears in this issue.
month in the October
Photoplay— will be another

out. Julian Eltinge.

still

AROUND— First

PLAYING

(.4;>rj7)

Weil Prod.— Come

Productions. Inc.—
once glorious
it.
But she

in talking version of her

She shouldn't have done

au-

thors of today. The first of a
series of Hollywood short

LOVIN' THE LADIES— Radio

•

National.—

Billie the dove in tights, singing and dancing.
plays the Queen of the Night Clubs and Eddie
liis Qutrt manners to be her sweetheart.

Hoopla
Billie

Just

(Aug.)

Tiffany-Stahl.— .-V would-be sensational story with a moral ending obviously thrown
Some good acting, howin as a sop to the censors.
ever, bv the junior Fairbanks and Jeanette Lofif.

{April)

National.— So

OTHERTOMORROW, THE— First National.—
Gorgeous
so-so.

Lowe drops

one another for dear

LOOSE ANKLES—First

—

ON THE LEVEL—Fox. Gusty, lusty melodrama, with laughs and thrills. Victor McLaglen fine
Lilyan Tashman a gorgeous
in usual he-man role.
lady-crook. (May)

PAINTED ANGEL, THE— First

Hoot Gibson. Ihe Riding Kid, avenges a murder and
meets romance. {April)

LITTLE JOHNNY JONES— First National.—
Eddie Buzzell. musical comedy star, and George M.
Cohan music redeem this. Otherwise just another

that it goes a little lame. Loretta Young and Doug
Fairbanks. Jr.. arc the principals, but the comics run
away with the honors. {May)

—

BORDER—

ON

Warners. .^rmida sings.
THE
Rin-Tin-Tin acts with intelligence. Smuggling ChiForget it. (_April)

nese across the Mexican border.

{Aug.)

M-G-M.—Joan Craw.And what a
ford, still untamed, on a ranch.
tango she does with Ricardo Cortezl Johnny Mack

and Noah

cracks.

something he can't

Compson and Lowell Sherman.

Paramount. Horse opera, but dressed up in
snappy dialogue and played convincingly by Dick
Arlen. Mary Brian. Harry Green. Regis Toomey and
Fred Kohler. You'll like it. {May)

racetrack yarn.

a

for valor.

much romance,

Civil

pretty

score enormously.

•

(March)

ROGUE SONG, THE — M-G-M. — Law-

rence Tibbelt. grand opera star. Hashes across
the phonoplay horizon, an inimitable and dashing
Taken from Lehar's "Gypsy Love,"
personality.
this operetta is roistering, brilliant and dramatic
(March)
feast for the eye and car.

—

[
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TIME TO SAY.

Maybe
a new

it

seems

so,

but

it is

theatrical season,

tbe beginning of

and Educational

is wishing it may be the happiest year in
your picture going experience. To help

make

it

so,

Edueational, with

^^Ko^^^^''

vastly en-

producing for
your amusement the most pretentious group
of short comedies in motion picture history.
A year and a half of the talking comedy has
proved how much funnier and more entertaining the short comedies can be, and they
are a bigger and more vital part of screen
entertainment now than ever before. The thelarged studio

facilities,

is

atres that sincerely wish you a "happy new
year" in this entertainment will be planning
to show you the best of the short talking com-

good feature pictures. Ask the
manager of your favorite theatre now if Educational's Talking Comedies are on his
schedule of productions for the coming season.
edies as well as

Y^:

IMIOTOrLAT MAGAZINE.

!

&

Brickbats

Bouquets

You Fans Are the
Real Critics
Photoplay Gives Twenty-Five,
Ten and Five Dollar

Prizes for the

Best Letters

Just plain spiteful letters won't be printed, for we want
be helpful when we can. Don't write more than 200
words, and if you are not willing to have your name
and city of residence attached, please don't write.
Address Brickbats & Bouquets, Photoplay, 221 West
reserve the right
57th Street, New York City.
to cut letters to suit our space limitations. Come on in
to

We

and speak your mind!

whose hard-boiled

flapper,

The movie

decency, progress.

cleanliness,

tactics

are

not

always admirable, has nevertheless flung her
flaming message of the right to live and
choose for herself to millions of tradition
and man-enslaved girls.
I believe that movies are doing more to
bridge the differences between East and
West than any other agency.
G. L.

I have seen this year.
Chester Morris
at his best, and Wallace Beery was excellent as Butch.
I think one of the main

tures

was

reasons I liked this picture was because
Butch didn't stop shooting for a time and
sing a theme song!
D. Lesquier.

Fan Mail

for

Mick!

Baton Rouge, La.

The

The

$5 Letter

T ET

$25 Letter
Los Angeles,
Bedford, Pa.

"pROM a bread-and-butter viewpoint I have
•'- every
reason in the world to be antitalkie.
I earned a good living as organist
ir. a local theater, playing soft music as an
accompaniment to tender love scenes, thundering away when cowboys galloped over
the plains or armies fought silently, and
concocting weird melodies when Lon Chaney
donned one of his thousand faces.
AH that is past. My job is gone. Yet,
as I take my place back among the masses
and listen with strained e.irs to the dialogue
going on down there in front where I used
to sit in kingly state,

I

wish

I

I

decadent film aristocracy; the moving
ture industry has come into its own at

—The comedies

$10 Letter

America,
•-'it is impossible to grasp the tremendous
cultural importance of movies.
We, out in
the far corners of the world, see differently.
The native population here gets poor
newspapers. Few can afford magazines, but
they do see movies for a few centavos.
Would you could see these half-naked,
brown people gazing with uncomprehending eyes at revelations of well-clothed peocities,

—a

in comfortable, critical

inventions, beautiful modern
shot from their primitive

long

straw huts!

The movies

U

are

awakening desires for

2

pointed

come

if

Springfield, Mass.

Shadow Stage

House."

I

liked

the advice of
I
it

"hot

Photoplays

to see "The Big
best of all the big pic-

went

dog

am

"

I

disap-

the weenie itself doesn't suddenly
and give a weird cry of dismay.

Harris Downey.

You and Plenty Others!
Baltimore,

are great

What! No Tap Dancing?

*-

eat a

to life

VW'HAT

POLLOWING

to

pleasure

was

Md.

read your
praise of Barbara Stanwyck in July! I
saw "Ladies of Leisure" about three weeks
before, and I've been raving about Miss
Stanwyck ever since.
Now, I can say,
"Didnt I tell you so?" to everyone.
I
thought of writing you then, singing
her praises.
that you have beaten me
to it, I can only say "Ditto."
a

it

to

*»

Now

Margaret M.

Fiddis.

pic-

Philippine Islands.

homes

start

I

"

P. S.

WHATamonth!

Now They Have Mex-Appeal!

stack of John Boles praises

this

ple,

If

last.

Raymond Whetstone.

T IVING

floor

"

realize that this great

change has been for the best. The movies
have gained immeasurably in every way;
sound and talking have added a new dramatic power; stage and opera stars with
glorious voices have swelled the ranks of

The

we

could have our cowboys
^--'^back, chasing bands of sneaking rustlers
across the plains.
Course I'm only a kid,
but gee! half of America is kids, I bet.
We're tired of having these sheiks chasing
bands of painted dolls across the stage. Lets
have more "ki-yi-yippers and fewer "poopoop-a-doops!
Walter E.\ton.
r~^ EI;

the animated cartoons go on forever!
see a mouse run over the
without expecting it to stop a while
and dance or sing to the tunes of the radio.

now seldom

•'"'I

Calif.

They

threaten to

overflow into the Mickey Mouse
Yes'm, that little gloomchasinn rascal is ri(»ht up next to John in
the fan mail returns.
And wasn't Barbara Stanwyck a bip;
surprise to movie-goers! They loved her
in "Ladies of Leisure."
Nancy Carroll
was another surprise, as a drainatic actress. The fans are comparing her to

compartment!

Bernhardt and Duse now!
The Farrell-Oavnor drama-or-song-

and-dance argument goes on and on,
with .strong supporters on both sides.
"The Big House," "The Devil's Holiday," "With Bvrd at the South Pole,"
"The Divorcee" and "Ladies of Leisure"
are all getting their share of compliments.

Mexico, D.

PARAMOUNT

F.,

Mex.

sent us a fine, all-Spanish

phonoplay in "The Benson Murder Case."
Universal doubled voices in "Broadway"
and "Shanghai Lady" a very difficult work,
and both are perfect.
It's a kick to hear

•^

—

Mary Nolan

talking Spanish!

But you must hear Our Gang, Charley
Chase. Buster Keaton, and Messrs. Laurel
and Hardy. Just grand
How they suflfer,
the poor fellows!
What faces when they
spout these Spanish-things!
Of course,
Keaton Spanish is not that of Cervantes.
Neither was "Taming of the Shrew" English
exactly that of Shakespeare.
But who
cares?
All of them learned Spanish in
fifteen days!
Alejandro Aragon.
[please turn to page 122]
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"I'm only a bride, but

I've

'5

learned this—
It's folly

more

to pay

than 25^ for
tooth paste"
Vvhcn

you're married to a
starting out in the world
with a small salary, you certainly puncture a lot of
theories while attempting to make both ends meet.

young fellow who

is

"Theories about what should be spent for
For groceries. Even for tooth paste.
"Before marriage I used to think that unless a
dress cost $100 it wasn't fit to be worn. Now I
know better. I don't wear that kind any more. I
used to think that one had to pay absurd prices for
food, for meat, to get quality. But a few shojv
ping tours with the I-want-my-money's-worth
attitude convinced me that I was wrong about
clothes.

that, too.

"Finally I began to look at tooth paste with
the critical eye of the Budgcteer. I asked myself
'Is there any sense in paying 40tf or more for a
dentifrice?' After a little experimenting, I learned
that for 25(i I could buy the finest quality tooth
paste. At the outset I was a little skeptical but
time proved that my teeth were whiter, my gums
firmer, and my mouth healthier as a result of
using Listcrine Tooth Paste.
"Jim reported the same result. And it's a comfort to realize it saves us about $3 a year."

Won

leadership

on merit alone

In less than 5 years, Listerinc Tooth Paste has
won its way to leadership. More than 4,000,000
people have discarded costly dentifrices in favor

modern one at l^i.
Such success could never have been won unless

of this

LISTERINE
Shaving Cream
Noyv 25c'

tooth paste possessed outstanding quality
and achieved remarkable results.
this

a tube today. Note how swiftly but gently
cleans teeth, erasing tartar and discoloration.
note particularly the refreshing feeling it
imparts to mouth and gums the sensation you

Buy

it

And

—

associate with Listerinc itself. Lambert
Company, St. Louis, Mo., U. S. A.

Pharma-

cal

Buy slippers with
what you save
Lisierine Tooth Paste at 2 5

saves you
about $3 per year per person compared to dentifrices in the high-price
field.

Spend

Slippers

is

f^

that $3 as you please.
merely a suggestion.

LisTERiNE

Tooth
1

riioToi'L.\Y m.v(;azi.n'e.

Paste

A

gay scene from a recent
picture in which vivacious
Sally Starr is the little girl

who helps

to make
the party a big
success

^^^^

s

Your f^^^ust Pose?

gave a
RECENTLY
who has been abroad
I

T.,
of mutual friends

little

party for my friend Helen
few years, inviting a group
to renewing

for a

who were looking forward

old ties.
Helen is in her late twenties, not outstandingly pretty, but
blessed with the wholesome good looks and amiable disposition
that make actual beauty seem of lesser importance. jSIuch of
her charm is in her ability to make warm and enduring friendships with men and women of all ages. At mv party for her
there was a boy in his teens and a grandmother, both of them

her devoted friends.
I had always believed that another important reason for
Helen's great popularity was her exuberance. No other girl was
so light-hearted, so sparkling and witty. Wherever there was
the greatest e.xcitement and the gayest laughter, there Helen
was to be found— always the center of the group. She seemed
never to be tired, never depressed.
The hostess who invited Helen was assured of at least one
guest who would have a grand time herself and keep the whole
party alive, no matter what the moods of the others might be.
On the night of my party,
after the clamor of "Do you
remember's?"and "Tell me's"
had died down somewhat, it

began to dawn upon me that
this was a different Helen from
the girl we had known. Her
brown eyes still danced with
fun; and she appeared to be
thoroughly happy w ith her old
friends. But she certainly was
not the girl who had been "the
life of the party" just two years
before, when that phrase was
such a popular one.

One

whom

of
I

my

guests, a bachelor

had suspected

more than

of being
a little fond of Helen

in the old days and who had
eagerly looked forward to her
return, had been watching her
intently all evening.
Under
cover of the buzz of conversation, he whispered to me:
ifi

"I can't believe

up with Helen,

it,

Carolyn, but

Time seems

to

have caught

thought

it was just slow-footed, overcouldn't outrun what the poets call
'the fleet years.'
It doesn't seem possible that this gentle,
quiet-mannered girl is the Helen who made things hum wherever she went just a few years ago.

too.

weight fellows like

I

me who

""T^O you remember how we used to stand outside the door
-L-^and listen for sounds of merriment.^ If it was normally
quiet we knew, before we entered a house, that Helen hadn''t
arrived.
But if laughter and obvious signs of a partv in full
swing reached our ears, we knew PIclen was alreadv there.
"What has happened to her? I liked that hap'pv, carefree
girl she used to be.
Just remembering her these last few years
has kept me young! And, now, I'll have to get acquainted
with her all over again!"
I didn't have a chance to answer him, because
just then Mrs.
J., the grandmother, turned to Helen and said:
"Helen, absence has changed you. I loved all the vouth and jov of living
you

personified, but I can't regret the loss of that youthful
exuberance when in its place I
see such beautiful poise.
dear, you've found something
very precious in your travels. "
Helen blushed prettily, but

My

Friendly Advice on

Girls'

Problems

TTTOULDN'T you like to reduce to your normal weight
without jeopardizing your health or making yourself

uncomfortable?

I

don't believe in starvation methols.

instead of stammering her
thanks for the outspoken compliment as she would have in
the old days, she just laughed
a little, gave Mrs. J.'s hand an
affectionate squeeze, and deftly
turned the conversation

do believe in corrective exercise and sane diet. My
booklet of exercises and suggestions for simple but nour-

from

ishing menus is yours for the asking. So is my leaflet of
general advice on the care of the skin and particular advice on the cure of blackheads and acne. A stamped, self-

from me at a little table
crowded restaurant.

addressed envelope will bring you either, or both, or
other advice on personal problems. All letters will be
held in strict confidence. Address me care of PHOTO-

going,

I

PLAY, 221 West 57th

Street,

New

York

City.

CAROLYN VAN WYCK

.\

away

herself.

few days later

with Helen.

I

had lunch

She sat across

in a
All
around us waiters were moving
quickly, and people coming and

some

of

them old

ac-

quaintances who stopped at
our table to say a few words of
welcome to Helen. Looking at
124 ]
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AN OLD BEAUTY

J7

SECRET
MISS

BARBARA
KENT
Beautiful Star in
Universal Pictures.

When

jou wriiy to adTcnlMTs

pici

Hlon

I'MOTOPLAY MAGAZlNli.
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Ito decuon^ ClotAeL.
...but last

seasons Face?

now nmliif Deje^uxuTzaiLoit /lided t/ze true beaxdu ofco777Jj[£,xia7i^
...and how a^a/nmid flccial TreaJniejii correcij

tJzi} i/tr^uiIarLii/.

No

complexion can be truly beautiful without "Normal
Desquamation."

This

is Nature's process for removing dead cells which
accumulate on the surface of your skin and hide the new,

radiant complexion

beneath.

should be going on.

But often irregular habits hamper

Constantly this process

Nature.

^^oodbu^\'s Facial Soap will assist "Normal Desquamation." Whereas ordinary toilet soaps merely "wash"
the skin, this famous facial treatment gently removes the
of dead tissue. Its daily use keeps the new-born

mask

complexion fresh and

flawless.

To

gain and retain a beautiful complexion, start using
^^ oodbury's today. Millions of the loveliest complexions
are living testimony that

"The

Try

this for 10

Woodbury's
you love to touch."

skin

is

the secret of

days

and greet your new complexion

Bathe the face gently with warm
water.

Rub up

... in your hands

... a rich lather. Massage

it

into

your skin from the chin upward
toward your temples. Rinse with

warm
cells

water.

are

The

old dead skin

"washed away." So next

tone up your skin with

a

brisk,

splashing of cold water. Then...
for the final touch ... go over

face with a piece of ice

your

wrapped

in a soft towel.

hat good the silken

One little moment
. . .

.

(

and you've started

t

. .

... one little ten-cent piece
omplexion. Send the coupon.
1

texture of

^^
^W
Wf

fall's

newest Paris frock ...

V^
-^t^
^*'»'

JOHN
2J1
*

-^'°erja

if

^^
^r*

the texture of the face above

H.

WOODBURY.

fails to

be silken

tooi"

IXC.

Alfred Street, Cincinnati, Ohio

7

(/„ Canada)

JOHN

WOODBURY,

LTD., Perth, Ontario
Knclosed find I0< for trial cake of Woodbury's Facial Soap and
erous samples of the two Woodbury's Creams, Kace Powder
FreeBooklet, "A Skin You Love to Touch."
H.

I

Namt
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City
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THIS

is

entitled

"The

Hollywood Goes

Goldwyns
She

is

golden

taking a

at the studio.

Fresh from
the

Camera

to

girl, lies

little

Spirit of Santa

the

Beach."

Monica," or
Anita Page,

"Why
Metro-

on her tummy and soaks up sunshine.

breather after an unusually

She's marvelous in the

new "Our

heavy schedule
Blushing Brides"

Anita Page, real name Pomwas born at Flushing,
She is
L. 1., Aug. 4, 1910.
5 feet J; weighs 118; has
blonde hair and blue eyes.
She's unmarried

arcs,

Joan Crawford waa born in
San Antonio, Tex. She is 5
feet 4; weighs 110; has dark
red hair and blue eyes. Joan
was a Broadway showgirl before entering films in '25

TF the

wild waves are saying anything at all to Joan Crawford.
something exceedingly pleasant. For the sun of gooc
fortune showers down on this radiant girl!
happy married
J-

It

life

IS

with Young Doug

M-G-M —constant

—an

A

excellent

improvement

in

her

stornng
art.

contract

Lucky Joan

with

THE shadows
by
broken

have

fallen

on lovely

Lila

has been ordered to Arizona for a long rest.

sweetest
in

girls

Lee!

Her

he;»lth

overwork, dieting and domestic troubles, she

and best troupers, she worked

eighteen months!

Rest, Lila, and

One
in

of Hollywood's

seventeen pictures

come back

to us!

Lila Lee, or

was bom
in

1902.

in

Augusta Appel,
Union Hill, N. J.,

She

is

5

feet

3;

weighs HO; has black hair
and eyes. Lila entered pictures in her early

teens

You
if

can't conserve on yardage
you want smart, knife-pleated

pajamas,

Jeanette MacDonald
in "Monte Carlo."
Turquoise blue satin and lace
like

wears

What Mrs. Ben Lyon

(guess

who

she was!)

wear at her Sunday evenmg "at homes."
Gray chiffon with lace appliques outlined ir
silver thread.
With it is worn a strand ot
gray pearls with cameo pendant
will

hat

For shopping, take a hint from
Irene Rich.
She wears this
navy blue crepe in "On Your
Back," in which she plays a
New York modiste

fashionable

For her f>ersonal wardrobe.
Ann Harding chooses a con
servative full length coat of
sand colored Norma cloth,

trimmed with kolinskv

earing
This

Month

-

Another lovely hostess gown. Ann Harding
this in "HoUday." Aquamarine blue

Natalie Moorehead can make

wears

even black

Spanish lace is draped over a fitted slip of
the same color. If you're as blonde as Ann,
this is the perfect choice for you

sophisticated.

THESE

—the

ruffles seem
Note the mterest-

tulle

ing tucks on the bodice.
see this

gown

in

You'll

"Manslaughter"

are Hollywood fashions
clothes the stars are wear-

Some of them are bizarre, like
Hollywood itself, and that's what
makes them individual. If you want
to know what they're wearing in
Paris, buy another magazine. Photoplay is interested only m the gowns
ing.

included in the personal and professional wardrobes of the stars.
You'll notice the trend toward
longer street clothes.
You'll notice
the interestmg and plentiful use of
fvir.
You'll find the hostess gown,
languorous and graceful, is a necessity
in the smart woman's wardrobe. And
you'll also discover that you might as
well commit hara-kiri unless you own
at least one tailored suit. Navy blue
is a favorite street color
black for
formal evening wear.
You will find that, with the ex
ception of Alice Whites sports coat,
every costume on these pages is ultra
sophisticated.
Even the little ingenues in Hollywood are selecting
this type of wearing apparel.

—

Alice White appears at foot
ball games in this beige suede
three-quarter coat Imed and
collared with chipmunk.

and launtv

Snug

Marion Davies wears

a swagger suit of dark blue twill, de

signed by Howard Greer. The
white pique vestee buttons
over a linen blouse

-V)^?

J

«i
Gary Cooper, or Frank J.
Cooper, was born in Helena,
Mont.,
6 feet

May

7.

1901.

He

is

weighs 180; has
black hair and dark blue eyes.
Gary entered pictures in 1925
2;

'TT^HE
-i-

Big Boy from

Cooper!

Montana— long,

Between

dude

lanky and likable Gary

ranching

and squiring the
pretty gu-ls about, Gary finds time to be the ace youngster on
the Paramount lot. They've lined up some marvelous stories
for

him next season, and

just

watch Gary go!

Ride

'im,

cowboy!

THE NEWEST FASHIONS DECREE GREATER VARIETY IN

PO

\

I

S

E

P

O

U D

$1.00

R E S

Blanche

Rose No.

N.turcllt

Rose No. 9

Rjchel No. 9

Nacre'f

Ocre-Rose

Mauve

Ocre

Severosc

C

OM

P

A C

Plotinum-lone.

design

1

Cotytar

Sl.OO to $1 iC

T

Purse Editions ol

Pufl

Rachel No.

1

lES

fast

POUDRES COTV

c

Indion

Powde-

Nine Flesh tones

bo«

U

P S T
N D t 1 B 1 E
$1 OP
C
The finol. perfect touch for cimpleie
harmony of make-up. light. Medium, Oori^
I

I

I

It

BEAUTY

.

:

^.^ Wives

Envy

Business

the

Girl ?

Envy her

.

pretty white hands

that never say

Lux tends the hands whiU
It's

"DiSHPAN"?

So many soaps dry up the natural
the skin, leave

WI

VES often en vy

the clever

business girls

young

who

look

"With no housework
do

— of course

True, you'd never think

^'

so,

1

so dainty and charming.

dened.

k^^
.

•

y^t

'^^^

iH"*

they're clever
things

they can

.

.

.

dishfyan.

Itly-white hands!"

Yet here are the facts

New

York's largest

office building.

—75% said

m

Lux

8
the

keep their

did some housework

they washed dishes at home!

girls started

using Lux for stockings and
noticed
It

girl

To

left

how
their

fine things,

wonderfully soft and white
hands,

then

u.sed

it

for

dishes, as well.

Wives,

oils.

real

wot1{.

oils

too, are rapidly learning

how

of

roughened and red-

it

Lux never

dries these delicate

Gentle, pure Lux gives your hands

beauty care!

Yet Lux

for

all

your dishes

.

.

.

young

they wash

.

These
canvass was

Nearly every

.

hands nice!

Just the other day, a
girls in

.

out of ID use

havesmooth,

made of the

their

dishes a special way.

look fresh and well

groomed

judging from

pretty, white hands. But

to

they

so different from ordinary soap.

costs less than

U a day!
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to Motion Pictures
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ITKAUK MARK
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PIOTOPLAY
T

•HE

saddest sight tliese

old eyes have seen in

many

a

day was on a

Close- Ups

and

Long- O

^

location set I visited outside

my

recent

trip to the capital of

motion

Hollywood,

on

I

"L^

\^_J

_| J_

in

npORRID
-^ Thumb

yj L o

radio,

among

the

extra

B

men and women, working for

^

who was

No, no!

lists

of

the casting

If

fundamental
THE
few years ago

offices

go to the
If

the producers and studio executives are
is

putting the skids under box-

sit in

and Hollywood

solemn conclave in New
studios.
One producer

has even gone to three fortune

tellers

and two

a.strol-

elements which we enjoj'ed a

in silent pictures

we

will

continue to

enjoy today in the audible pictures.
was natural and understandable
It
ducers,

York

will

we want morbidity, we can visit the morgue.
we want singing we'll tune in on our radios or

directors,

that

the

sound should upset the proThe
technicians and actors.

tremendous problem

a trick stairway.

They

we

That would be unspeak-

registered

wondering what

art

switch on our phonograplis.

names that would recall old
pictures and one-time popularity and affluence.
That's one phase of Hollywood, where the ladder of

office receipts.

we want

If

picture galleries or the public libraries.

street scene.

AGAIN,

—we want entertainment— we want
—we want laughter— we even want

pathos.

agencies hold scores of

is

right in

suspen.se

living-atmosphere in the background of a

success

is

We want stories — we want love— we want

action

now merely

The

is

doldrums.

Patrol."

by one

cruelty.

blamed for the
But the answer

—

as an extra

Their names?

—

season

way, blistering in a wave of record-breaking
heat
"The Big House" and "The Dawn

ed by a staff of assistants and technical experts, stood a man in his early thirties
who, five years ago, was given his first job

able

vacation

front of their noses on Broad-

MEGAPHONE in hand, and surround-

Western

Tom

weather,

golf courses,

competition from churches

have the job, I recognized
three former directors whose
pay checks were once in four figures, and
two former leading women whose names were
once emblazoned in electric lights.

of the veterans

for

everything except increased

James R. OUIRK

day and glad to

five dollars a

much

that four-million-dollar flop.

pictures.

There,

doubt that Cal Coolidge,

person, could do

of

novelty drew millions of new fans into the theater,
and misled them. But the public has become sick and
tired of Broadway themes and of Broadway song
writers,

way

and may get fed up on most of the Broadand Broadway playwrights.

stars

ogers.

to

The theater owners are desperate, and are trying
whoop up attendance with "flesh," as they call the

performers in their stage presentations.

The endurance-flyers, the Hunter brothers, failed to
make the cash register sing in Chicago, but the Hollywood theater running "Hell's Angels" is going to try
to get them to put a little of their endurance quality
into its receipts. The result is problematical.

H.W'ING learned to misuse sound,

it is

now about

time i)roducers and writers learned to use the
priceless ingredient of silence.

In an editorial printed in these pages in

when the

May,

1021,

talking picture was an impractical idea,

about where television is today, we di.scussed the glory
its silence.
That editorial
of the motion picture
stands today as it was then written:

—

27

—

—

WE

talk of the worth, the service, the entertaining power, the community value, the recreative

force, the educational influence, the civilizing and
commercial possibilities of the motion picture.

"They've made a picture that was so bad they had
two reels of it before it was fit to be put on

to retake

the shelf."

And everyone
mention

its

has, singularly enough, neglected to
rarest and subtlest beauty:

WAS

walking through one of the studios recently
I noticed what once had been a beautifully
manicured lawn all torn up in spots.
"AVhat's the idea of the vandalism?" I asked a

I

Silence.

In its silence it more nearly approximates nature
than any art save painting and sculpture. The
greatest processes of the universe are those of
silence. All growth is silent. The majestic caravan of the stars is forever silent. The flaming
passion of sunset whispers nothing to the ear.
Half the beauty of a summer afternoon lies in its
languor, and ail the beauty of dawn is treasured in
the chalice of that breathless quiet before the
common clangor of full day. The deepest love is
most eloquent in that transcendent silence of the
communion of souls. The most heartfelt prayers
are never uttered.

'T'HE old proverb of the wood which could not be
'• seen for the trees, is applicable to life, much of
the charm of which is lost in the clatter and chatter
that men make of it. The mental and material
machinery which moves the modern world was
conceived in the silence of reflection. With good
hearing, Edison might never have been an in-

ventor.

No great thought ever came out of a
cabaret. No one expects wisdom from a parrot.
Man has learned to go to the quiet earth to renew his strength for further encounters with a
noisy world.

when

scenario writer.

"Just a cemetery for theme song writers," he said,

and laughed

NO

gleefully.

more do the motion picture

lots

resound with

the din of the song writers, pecking away at pianos.

Most of them have been shipped back to New York.
The lobby of the Roosevelt Hotel is deserted by
them, and the consumption of cigarettes and ginger
ale has dropped off amazingly.
Musical directors with big New York reputations
are borrowing car fare home and the Heaven of the
tin pan alley boys has turned out to be Hades.
You will probably never hear a song called,
"Hollywood, I love you."
What caused all this, you ask? You did, gentle
reader. You got fed up on musical junk and stayed
home.

Hollywood
ALL
Russian

watching Serge Eisenstein, the

is

who

director,

is

here to

make

a picture

Paramount.
The highbrows laud him as one wlin can teach our

for

stimulation to the
THE value of silence in art
imaginative quality
art's
is its

is
imagination, and the
The really excellent motion
highest appeal.
picture, the really great photoplay, are never mere
Continually they cause the bephotography.
holder to hear things which they suggest the
murmurs of the summer night, the pounding of the
surf, the sigh of the wind in the trees, the babel of
crowded streets, the whisperings of love.
The "talking picture" will be made practical,
but it will never supersede the motion picture
without sound. It will lack the subtlety and suggestion of vision that vision which, deprived of
voice to ears of flesh, intones undisturbed the symphonies of the soul.

—

—

directors a great deal.

Maybe so. The Germans, with "Variety" and
"The Last Laugh," gave us some valuable lessons,
but

I

am convinced that

Eisenstein

is

here to learn the

technique of sound and dialogue rather than to give

away any

of his

own

tricks.

Eisenstein starts out with a preconceived idea that

the American public

is an outfit of little, if any, inheard him venture statements to that
at a lecture given at Columbia University when

telligence.
effect

he

first

I

arrived.

The bulk

of his audience

was quite frank

in

its

appreciation of matters Soviet andequally depreciative

FEEL quite sure that

I

Chaplin will upset the entire
theory and practice of the use of dialogue and

forthcoming picture, "City Lights."
If there is one man in the entire art or industry,
whichever you choose to call it, who is entitled to lie
acclaimed by that much abu.sed word "genius," it
is Charles Spencer Chaplin.
He may use dialogue in parts, he will use sound

sound

in his

even he does not yet know to what extent.
But when that jiicture, which I have seen in the
making, comes forth from his studio those seven or
eight little cans of celluloid will he a text worth many
millions of dollars to other producers.

THE
dozen

best line of the

month

of the village wits

credited to half a

always pointed at a studio in which

originator.

It is

the

not on the jiayroU.

teller is

is

— no one knows the real
It is:

of

anything .\mcrican.

Mr. Eisenstein made no such cracks
There he
appeared as a witty and companionable fellow, (juite
modest, ready to help, if possible, sure he had much
But the

.smart

at his formal introduction to Hollywood.

to learn.

the higher intellectual
IX
which are as gullible and
intelligentsia
t)f

any

jilace else

circles of

the village

simple as the so-called

—he

has sung the praises

the Soviet with such good effect, that four different

writers and directors, who fell under his personal
charm, repeated to me, with great conviction, the
story of the promised land of the Soviet and the certainty of eventual world triumph.
One of the genllcnum's assistants on his trij) to
America is a famous Russian general, celebrated as a

great military strategist.

—

HOLLYWOOD

The Yeggs' Pineapple Brigade, armed with hand-grenades and neat bombs, detrains
imderworld. They have been preceded by the Second Stick-up Battalion,

The

New
fast

Hollywood's

new

nice boys

By Katherine Albert

becoming the cultural center of the world.

With the introduction

of the

art called talking pictures, the

cream

new art, that exciting
of Broadway made a

to the Gold Coast.
The best actors and actresses Ann Harding, Walter Huston,
Basil Rathbone, Frederic March, Chester Morris, Elliott
Nugent, Harry Bannister, Kay Francis; the best singers
Lawrence Tibbett, Grace Moore, Mary Lewis, Jeanette
MacDonald; the best musicians, the best stage directors,
writers, voice teachers and technicians are in Hollywood.
They have answered the husky voice of the microphone.
A Broadway wit, now in California (and aren't they all?)
recently said that when he got the urge to write a letter he
had to stille the craving, for there was nobody left on the
White Way to receive a message.
The Broadway invasion is no longer spoken of as such.
These people, talented, glamorous men and women, have become a definite part of Hollywood. They have made their
homes in the shaded canyons and high peaks of Beverly Hills.
They do their work in the studios. They are living their lives
on the silver beaches. They have become woven into the
bright pattern of Hollywood.
The best of Broadway has swelled the town's census and,
if the village doesn't look out, it will be a city before it knows
it.
Not so many months ag6
each Eastern train deposited
its quota of Broadway bright

white

all

Hollywood Underworld

as you've
HOLLYWOOD,
heard again and again,
is

to join

trail

minds.

But those same trains
brought along others. Those
same compartment cars have
deposited, along with the
brilliance that is Broadway, its
darker and more sinister side.
Gunmen, gangsters, gamblers,

diamond thieves and other

—

The

racketeers of all sorts are as thick
in Hollywood as song writers.
the city without an underworld, bids fair to
become a permanent abode for the spawn of the big town's
gangland. A few months ago the only shooting done in Hollywood was by a camera, the only racketeers pasted their waxed
moustaches on with theatrical glue, the only underworld
thrived in the brains of scenario writers.

And Hollywood,

B

the menace is not in the films.
When you stop to think of it, it is natural enough. You
can't have the best of Broadway without having the worst.
The underworld invariably is to be found where there is anything spectacular. It is attracted by big money, fame and the
dazzle of bright lights. As the best has come, so has the worst.
E. T. Taylor, detective lieutenant of the Hollywood police
He and his
force, realizes the ominousness of the situation.
staff know what is to be expected in the next few months. The

fun has already begun.
Not long ago the police "cleaned out" a notorious gang of
Their hide-away was in a pretty
thieves and stick-up men.
bungalow on one of the sunny streets. The story of the cleanTwo of the men died with
thriller.
ing out reads like a dime
their boots on.
A wcU organized gang of diamond thieves has been operating
with the shrewdness of their
Unlike the amateur,
kind.

Village

Now Has

Chance to See if Its
Gangster Pictures Are

a

TTechnically C-orrect

these

men know what

they're

going after before they attempt
to make the haul and they
pulled a neat little job not so
long ago.

A certain actress had entertained a group of friends at the
Mdiitmartre for dinner. They
returned to her apartment to
[ PLEASE TURN TO PAGE 131 J
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Only One

of

These

Julia Faye's "trimness and
swankiness" caught De Mille's
eye. She was "stimulating"

He Made F amous

Stars

De

in

Leatrice Joy was chosen for fame
by the Star-Maker because of her
innate "perfect ladyhood"

Mille gave Jetta Goudal her
big chance, and later on called her
"a cocktail of emotions"

Never

"y

Choose
Beautiful

omen
"*¥"
I
I

"^

HAVE

De

Mille speaking

film e.xtravaganzas that

their opulence

and

women

— Cecil

for leading roles in

my

the Star-Maker, director of

have outglittered

all

competitors with

flash.

No beautiful women? What a statement! Visions of Gloria Swanson,
Nita Naldi, Leatrice Joy, Agnes Ayres, Estellc Taylor rise before us.
De Mille, sitting on the patio of his Spanish bungalow on the Metro
lot, waits for me to get over my tremors of surprise.
"But," says Cecil and here is the very heart and meat of the matter
"all my leading women have had the ability to create the illusion of
beauty. Sarah Bernhardt and Duse are examples of what I mean by
this.
Neither was a beauty. Bernhardt, all her life, was scrawny, and
her features were anything but classic. But to the day of her death
poor, crippled old woman with a wooden leg and with her wrinkled face
rouged and powdered she could come on the stage and by the alchemy

—

Gloria Swanson in "Don't Change Your
Husband." De Mille chose this ex-Sennett girl for her vivid, dynamic emotion

never selected beautiful

pictures.
Cecil B.

—

—

—

!

His Pictures

Is

a

Real Oeauty, says C.

Katherine MacDonald, the only
real beauty

He

De MUle

used her

Cecil

in

ever cast.
but one film!

De

De Mille sensed the basic exoticism of Bebe Daniels, and gave
her her

first

Her

B.

De

beautiful feet

Nita Naldi her

Milh

and ankles got

first

big

vamp

part

from Cecil De Mille

dramatic role

Mille, the Star-

Maker, Tells You
lie Shuns

!

i erfect

Why

oeauty

for Ills Cjlittering Pictures

By Rosalind Ska ffe r
and charm produce the illusion of a young and beautiful
This power is far more precious than real beauty!
"Beauty is one of the cheapest things on the market today. It is so
cheap that it has little value. The sidewalks of Hollywood, the class
rooms, the restaurants, are full of beautiful girls.
of her talent

Camille.

My

objections to beauties as leading women are briefly summed up.
are too posey, too stilted, too unwilling to reflect emotion and thus
the beautiful calm of their classic features. This may be conscious
or unconscious, but it is always there in a really beautiful woman.
"She inclines to drape herself in classic poses. She moves with lack
of tire, she is aloof from emotion as the enemy of her perfection of countenance.
"Spoiled by life, she does not feel the urge to improve herself, to be
pleasing, to exhibit feeling.
"There is always someone who tells these beauties in their infancy
that worry and emotion destroy the fine fabric of beauty. They never
forget this, and this ruins them as actresses. An actress must be able to
feel every emotion, she must allow herself to be played upon.
Her reactions must be full of spontaneity and feeling. A beauty cannot do
this.
She has her armor on; at all cost she must protect that classic repose, that perfect calm.
"Every girl that I have selected I have chosen for some one thing
that distinguished her from other girls. Needless to say, she must be
agreeable to look at, but that does not mean being a beauty. These girls
have each represented something to me; there has always been some individual trait that they possessed. Some [ please titrn to page 114 |
"

They
ruffle

Cecil De Mille picked beautiful Florence
Vidor as a perfect type of aristocratic lady
and for her pretty ankles

—
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Marilyn Points
Her Toe!
32

A LO\'ELY girl who has brought dreams
-^*- of

youth and beauty into the dusty
hearts of miUions since she first burst upon
Marius in "The Passing Show of 1914"
lyn Miller.
And she's still as lithe and
young and beautiful!

—

!

UNN
ALL
This and That
About a Crirl
Crenuine C>harm
Marilyn Miller

of

—

By Michael Woodward
Smiling Marilyn,

ARILYN MILLER

now

intent'

on following her
big "Sally" film

one thing, sleep with

with an equally

it dawns at the unreasonable hour of about five, these Hollywood morn"ings.
So Marilyn has a folded black silk handkerchief on the table by her bedside.
When dawnlight wakes her, she simpl)' reaches over, lays the
hankie across her e_ves, and goes back to sleep until she's darned
good and ready to get up.

splendiferous"Sunny"

Mi

can't, for

light striking her eyelids,

and

She always makes a wish when she sees a load of hay,
knocks wood according to the best etiquette of superstition, and
insists on hooking little fingers and making a wish whenever she
and someone else say the same thing at the same time.
plague.

ANOTHER thing — she simply can't sleep in a messy room. SHE declines to learn card games because she doesn't
got to be as neat as a cat's idea of Paradise. She says
Besides, she's seen too many
cards are interesting.
It's

because she hates to wake up in the morning to be greeted
with a sight of disorder to begin the new day. So she folds her
clothes and puts them away as she undresses. And her dressing
table has to be all prettied and tidied up before she goes to bed.
And she doesn't like pajamas for sleeping. They're all right
for lounging, and she has dozens of pairs of 'em for that.
But
for sleeping, give Marilyn a good old nightie, please.
And she
has to have her sleep, too. She lets nothing interfere with
getting her full quota, and that's one reason she's the beauty she
is, even though she's thirty-two.
She's about the only thirtytwo-year-old beauty in Hollywood who says she's thirty-two.
it's

The others

try to reverse the digits.

AND—now

get out of her bedroom and consider breakfast
although, matter of fact, she takes it in bed. And
she likes, above any other breakfast dish, chicken hash in cream
She's fond of chicken in almost any fashion
particularly
fried, with hot biscuits on the side.
No, girls, she doesn't have
to worry about her figure; dancing keeps it like it is.
let's

—

pours
SHE
though

heavy cream over her baked potatoes, too, alshe doesn't like milk, which, to her, is only food for

calves.

Her favorite dinner is a pot roast, with dumplings and hot
biscuits, cooked by her ma.
With old fashioned strawberry
shortcake the biscuit-and-cream kind to top it oflf.
She
doesn't go much for ritzy dishes with fancy French names, but
does like salad, mi.xcd in a bowl at the table.

—

AND

—

she loves to ride through Central Park, in New York,
eating a hot dog.
She's superstitious. Hates parrots because she thinks they're
bad luck, and belongs to the theatrical clan who believe
whistling in a dressing room is worse than the seven-years'

tliink

argu-

table, and says it isn't worth fighting over,
to play. She can't play the piano, either,
wishes
she
could,
so she always talks about learning to do
but
it.
But doesn't. The only instrument she can play is the
She had to
zither, and she can play only one tune on that.

ments at the bridge
so she doesn't want

learn it for "Sunny." She's a wow with the drums, though. At
informal home dances, she not infrequently leaves the floor,
ousts the drummer from his place and takes the sticks and
traps.

She likes swimming, and splashes about the pool of her
Beverly Hills home every day. She takes sunbaths, too, but
not a la Garbo! she wears a bathing suit. The Beverly Hills
house she lives in is the one Lita Grey Chaplin owns, ftlarilyn
calls it her Lita Grey Home in the West!

—

loves wisecracking, too. Her idea of a grand time
SHE
playing bridge, but having a houseful of smart people

is

not

and

She likes people with a sense of
indulging in fast repartee.
She can see a joke
humor, and has a grand one of her own.
even when it's on herself. She's a great mimic her imitations
of Eddie Cantor and Evelyn Laye are Hollywood classics.
She's great fun on a party.
She has two maids, a butler, a chauffeur, a gardener, a secretary and a cook, and she likes to scramble eggs for her guests
herself. She runs her own house but not her cars, although she
has three a Rolls-Royce town car, a Chrysler sports roadster
and the inevitable Ford.

—

—

a good horsewoman and likes to ride, but can't take
the risk. She might be thrown or crushed and her legs be
which would be as bad for Marilyn as it would be for
Paderewski if he hit his thumb while hanging pictures. Her
adept legs, however, make her a first-rate tennis and badminton
player.
ple.\se turn to pace 118]

SHE'S
ruined

—

'
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"/^H

Stop///

fuzz!" says

^^WrJKht.

my

Merna Kennedy

Cop Helen

I'll still

wear

think you
modern girls are just so many LIZZIES! So pick up
your hoop and roll away
Helen says it with curves
!

'

'
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to

stop if 1 must, but
1890 bathing toggery, so there!
"I'll

I

So

Gloria/

This Is

SWAXSON has a
GLORIA
sixtecn-room house

A Flashing Pen Picture

in the

La

Belle Swanson,

swellest part of Beverly
Hills.
She has three very
expensive foreign automobiles and
rides in a Ford which she drives herself.
She has ten servants, two fullbred chow dogs, two ex-husbands
and one husband who's a French
marquis and spends most of his
time in Paris.
She used to get S35 a week and lived in a Hollywood bunga-

of

Who Fought Her Way
to

Wealth and rame

low court.
She has so many dresses and hats that she hasn't the slightest
idea what they total to. She has two hundred and twenty-five

and the only reason she knows the number is
because her size is one and a half. You see, they were taking
a shoe-shop scene once and the props department couldn't
supply enough shoes so small. So she sent her chauffeur home
for her own, and when he got back, they counted them on the
set.
She was more surprised than anyone else when they told
her the tally.
When she shared a Sennett studio dressing room with Mary
Thurman and Maude Wayne and a couple of other girls, she
But she couldn't,
didn't know a toot about how to dress.
even then, stand the touch of any material rougher than silk
next her skin.
So she used to wear long silk bloomers that came down
to the tops of her silk stockings, to prevent the rougher
material of her dress brushing her legs. The other girls used to
laugh at her because she looked so funny in the long panties.
In those days, when she had a half dozen
T T
outfits hanging in the family clothes closet,
-^ /
she thought she was lucky, and in her latest
pairs of shoes,

n

twenty-two

wears
she
changes of costume.
picture

!Most of her clothes she has designed and made abroad. She pays
thousands of francs for a dress with
a famous maker's label. Then she
redesigns it completely and has it
altered and the famous dressmaker
wouldn't recognize anything but
She never wears the
the goods.
same evening dress more than

—

and then in different cities.
When she travels, she changes her attire for each stop aloiig
the line. Sometimes she changes her clothes as many as six
times a dav.
She has' no favorite color, and no particular color is taboo
to her.
But whatever she wears, it must all match or hartwice

monize.
in short, are a very important factor in life to
Swanson. And food is just something that has to be done.
She eats just about anything that's set before her, and very
Often she forgets all about it and when she's
little of that.
working on a picture, she eats so carelessly and so irregularly that
time
she usually has to be doctored for a tummy-ache by the
chocolate
the picture's over. She eats few sweets, but loves

CLOTHES,

cream.
i_
her studio
She has two cooks one in her home, the other
Whatever they fix her, she eats. When she's
bungalow.
working on a picture nights, she brings her own lunchbox to
the set rather than eat the food provided by the studio. Then
she shares so much of it with her co-workers
that usually she hasn't enough left for herJ
^
ice

—

Harry Lang^

,

m
•

.

^cif.
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Gloria Married a Marquis and Lives Like
She won't drink coflEee or water that hasn't been boiled.
She's unreasonably afraid for her health.
Once, at night,
she broke out in a cold sweat when she realized she was walking
in a dark room in her bare feet and might step on a rusty tack.
Like many a military hero she's really a coward, but has a
great reputation for courage. She's afraid to be thought afraid.

ONCE, in a De Mille picture, she lay down unarmed and unprotected on the floor and let a full-grown healthy lion crawl
over her. Everybody praised her for her great bravery. Alone
in her dressing room afterward, she went into hysterics.
She was a Mack Sennett bathing girl and, to this day, she
can't swim a stroke. And once she dived twelve feet off a pier
into twenty feet of ocean water. She was afraid she'd lose the
role if she didn't. They fished her out half-drowned.
When she was Mrs. Wallace Beery they lived in one of those
tiny "California bungalows" where you couldn't help seeing
Wally's spare shoes under the bed, and they had one car
between them and no chauffeur.
Now she lives in her mansion with her girl friend, Virginia
Bowker, her daughter, Gloria, and her adopted son, Joseph,
her secretary, the children's governess, the first maid and the
second maid, the butler, the cook. She has two gardeners and
a chauffeur, a Lancia roadster, a Rolls-Royce town car and a
Rolls-Royce roadster, and that Ford. She prefers to drive
herself, letting the chauffeur ride beside her, and she's uncomfortable when they're going more than thirty. She lets
the secretary run the house.
She adores sunbaths and if you could get a peep into that
private upstairs porch you'd see more of Gloria than in either

the Sennett or De Mille era.
Swanson loves to dance. She likes social afTairs, but not
big ones. Her idea of a good party is about ten people. Never,
until a few weeks ago, did she give an affair solely for women.
She prefers the company of men to that of women. At a mixed
party, she's a perfect hostess but when she gave that all-female

The

a

Queen!

lunch party she was all at sea as to how to entertain them.
Her hobbies are her children, her work and herself. She will
not permit the children to pose for publicity photos. She sends
them to public school because she wants them to live a normal
child's life.
"I don't want to penalize them for being a star's
children," she says.

She works with fierce intensity. During production, she
less than six hours' sleep out of every twenty-four.
She gets up at seven, is on the set in make-up ready to begin
work sharp at nine. She forgets lunch time frequently. She
never finishes looking at rushes and planning the next day's
work until midnight. Often much later.
She has an hour's singing lesson daily and never misses it.
She foregoes lunch, rather. She can't play the piano or any
other musical instrument. In her dressing bungalow she has a
radio-phonograph combination but never plays the radio. She
prefers classical music to jazz but doesn't spurn the jazz entirely.
The world's astonishment at finding she could sing in
averages

"The Trespasser" astonishes her, in turn, because ever since
she was a child she could sing well.
used to stand
SHE
teeth when she

before a mirror and grieve over her big
was young. When she talked or laughed, she'd
cover them with her hand. She doesn't like that upturned nose
of hers and never did, but insists she's never had a plastic
operation to tone it down? Her skin is olive and her eyes blue.
She is much smaller than she looks on the screen and she wears
high heels and long dresses because she wants to be tall.
Her
hair is dark brown and when the sun shines on it there are red
gleams in it. She loves to wad it up under a beret and then
yanks the beret off and lets the hair fall about her shoulders.
It's not bobbed.
She thinks she could be a good sculptor and has made a bust
of her daughter. A noted sculptor praised it and Swanson says:
"When I have time, I'm going in for that."
She loves to travel and when
[ please turn to page 84
]

wistful little lady facing Mr. Charhe Farrell is Rose Hobart, a New York stage actress, who is playing the role in
"Liliom" that Janet Gaynor would have done had she been willing to work. Rose has the same spiritual appeal that
Janet has, but do you detect a little more grit and determination about the jaw? Notice how different your Charlie looks?
Is he pining for his little co-star? Wait until "Liliom" is released under the title "Devil With Women" and you'll see
that Charlie is just as realistic with Rose as he was with Janet.
This Hobart girl comes of an artistic family. Her father
was a 'cellist her mother a concert singer

—
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A set of

and fishy eyes are clamped on Mile. Tottie de Trifler, fresh
from the boat and hot for Hollywood, She is Meeting the Press!

cold, skeptical

Meet the Press!
By Leonard Hall

You

may have wondered what
happens when a beautiful film
actress from over the ocean,
hot for Hollywood and its golden streets, lands in New
York needing the good old ballyhoo.
Here she is young, helpless and alone, save for a couple of
hundred press agents, yes-men, jewel-bearers, assistant bundlecarriers and assorted swains.
She is beautiful, talented, witty and full of what have you?
but the 120,000,000 filmgoers of America don't know it. In her
own land she is a big shot, but in America, as of even date, she
is still a pinch of damp gunpowder.

—

What

to do?

Bow, Ciarbo, Madame Du
Peggy Joyce and the Seven Sutherland Sisters.

Barry, Polly Moran,

It won't hurt to hint that she has dangerously jiggled a couple
of Europe's less stable thrones, and knocked over at least a
platoon of the mere nobility.
Whatever the angle her backers take, she must be made
known, by name, face and figure, to the whole 120,000,000 of
us, so that when her first picture is released we will instinctively
gasp and say, "Ah, Tottie de Trifler! She's the bonnie lassie
who put a quart of peach icecream down the neck of the

Duke

Moronia!"
Thus we begin the preliminary
tub-thumping and drum-beating
before the main tent.
The little lady comes sailing
up the Bay, clutching a box
lunch and sniffling a little as she
thinks of that great ogre, Amerof

New

York.

the generalissimo
remains
ALL that
Meet the
have
arrange

of local press

for

is

She must immediately be exploded with a roar that will be
heard from the Statue of Liberty to the back table in Hollywood's Brown Derby. She must be sold as a merger of the best
features of

She is then snapped peeking
coyly through a life preserver, sitting
on the rail with her legs crossed way
up to here, standing on her hands and playing the cymbals with
her feet, and kissing the second engineer.
This completes the first phase.
More dead than alive, the little lady is tucked away in a
modest hundred dollar a day suite, as big as the local ball park,
on the sixty-fifth floor of the largest and swankiest hotel in
pose.

his starlet

to

to

The theory

is

that the

pieces should know her.
fashion, this will solve everything. For— as the old folk-song
says— to Know Her Is to Love Her— and to Love Her Is Grand!
Then comes the Meeting with the Press.

This is done in several ways.
There is the Semi-Private Meeting, for instance.
This is done by cutting an especially favored reporter out of
the milling herd, and dating him up for lunch with the star.
This may be called the Method by Direct Attack, as opposed
to the Mass Meeting— which can be called the Meeting by Absorption, Thought Transference and Propinquity.
My meeting with Lily Damita

How the Beautiful r oreign
Film Ladies, Hollywood
Bound, Are Introduced

to

photographers clamber aboard.
After cajoling and threatening
the hapless lass for several hours,
they finally get her consent to

was of the semi-private type.
Let me describe it briefly.
Largely a-twitter, I report, with
shined shoes, at the lady's hotel.
It is a hot, sunny Sunday, and
my collar (clean) is melting and
running down my back. At the
door of the Presidential Suite I
am met by the prcss-agent-in-

the

Great American
Ballyhoo

We

talk in hushed tones,
as though wc were meeting at
Roses
are everywhere.
vespers.

chief.

ica.

At Quarantine a few hundred

agents

Press.

young ladies and gentlemen who write
In some miraculous and instantaneous

At a pause. La Damita sweeps
and I swoon. She is just off
PLE.\SE TURN TO PAGE 86 ]
the

in,

[
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Greta in "Romance"
the past seven months Hollywood has caught fleeting glimpses
Greta Garbo accompanied by a tall, blond, handsome young
Swede.
"Who is he?" is being asked on all sides.
One persistent rumor says that he is a prince of Sweden, madly in
love with Greta, over here incognito. Others whisper that he is Garbo's
childhood sweetheart who followed her to Hollywood after meeting

FOR
of

her again in Sweden last year.
Yet there seems to be no one who actually knows who he is. He
drives Greta to the studio in his roadster.
They take long walks
together. They go shopping on the Boulevard. They were seen together
at a desert resort.
But this tall blond has remained as mysterious
as the mystery woman herself.
Imagine my surprise the other day, when the English actor, John
Loder, a friend of my husband and myself, said, "I would like to bring
a Swedish friend of mine to your house for dinner. He knows very
few people here and would be glad to meet one of his own countrymen
(meaning my husband, who was born in Sweden). About the only
people this chap has seen since his arrival here seven months ago are
Greta Garbo and her intimate friends."
It is a fact that there has never been anyone in Hollywood who has
actually knowr who Greta's friends are, except lliose friends.
And
they have never before spoken.
John met Garbo four days after his arrival in Hollywood. He is a
fine looking, lean, tall Britisher.
His decided military air was acquired
during his training at the Royal Military
College at Sandhurst and while, as captain
in the British cavalry, he saw active servGreta Garbo's modest
rented residence in
ice at the front during the war.
His
Beverly Hills though
father is a general in the English army.

—

was in London that Jesse Lasky met
John and persuaded him to come to
Hollywood.
It

Lilyan Tashman w-as reported to be
Garbo's pal. Then Fiti Dorsay was sup-

she may have moved
away by the time this is
printed.

A

simple house,

with a swimming pool,
right, and room to bathe
in the sun
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Qrcta rjarbo

of

By Rilla Page Palmborg

What Goes On Behind the
Closed Doors That Hide
the Grlamorous trarbo from
a

Prying

Sorensen, who oddly claims but one name
nationality.
(Greta calls him Soren), and Greta are Swedes. Mrs. Loder,
The director, Jacques Feyder, is a Belgian,
an Austrian.

same

and

vY orld

Others declared that Xils Asther
posed to be her chum.
was the only person whom she invited to her house. But
Garbo succeeded in keeping the public
this was rumor.
ignorant of her innermost private life.
John Loder has dined at our house several times. Like
most Hollywood people, we generally talked about pictures
and those who make them. Somehow, Garbo's name had
never been brought into the conversation. It was a distinct
surprise to discover that John and his wife (who had just
left for a visit to Europe) were included in that unknown
circle of Greta's Hollywood friends!
Three nights after John's suggestion that he bring his

Swedish

friend, Sorensen, to

our house, they were our dinner

These two young men, the actress Lola Lane,
husband and myself made up the party.
guests.

my

I learned that Greta's inner circle of friends consists of but
Only two of the group are of the
all foreigners.
six persons

—

his wife a Parisienne.

Although all of this group speak several languages, the one
they always use when together is German. Greta is exceedingly fond of German people and of Germany itself. She says
the happiest time of her life was while she was working in
pictures in Berlin.
These are the people who know the real Garbo. While
with them she forgets that she is the greatest picture star in
the world.
They see her in her home and in their homes.
They know her hopes and ambitions; her life, past and present.
They understand her strange personality.
Two of this inner circle sat before our fireplace after dinner
and for hours held the rest of us spellbound with their tales
of Garbo.

GRETA

G.\RBO is a peasant at heart," said John. "Yet
she has the divine flame which makes her the great acHer two natures are constantly at war with
tress that she is.
each other. As a result she is torn first this way and then that.
There is no doubt that at times she is a most unhappy person.
"She is a law unto herself. She cannot endure restraint
or routine. In the year and a half that I have known her,
I cannot remember that she ever made one definite appointment, even a dinner engagement, a day in advance. 'Perhaps

"

—

The

Real Secrets of Greta Garbo's Life Her
Joys and Agonies — Told for the First Time!
I will drop in to see you tomorrow night' is the nearest intimation of her intentions that we ever got.
"My wife and I have stayed at home many a night on such
a half promise.
I have known Feyder to refuse important
engagements when Garbo was e.xpected to make a call. Sometimes she would appear. Often not. If any one else dropped
in before Greta arrived she would quietly take her departure
without even ringing the doorbell."

You can always

tell

GRETA'S

sudden move from the Beverly Hills Hotel,
where she had gone to live after her return from Sweden,
to the continual annoyance of strangers, which finally

a theater.
"Greta would delight

was due

in going around to the different
restaurants if she could go unnoticed," said Sorensen.
"No
one can enjoy a meal watched by all eyes in the place.
"Before the Russian Eagle closed, we used to go there two
and three times a week. The big room was dimly lighted
and Greta was never recognized.
She liked the Russian food and
music. Occasionally we drop into
Musso-Franks, but always late in

nearly resulted in tragedy, " said John.
" One morning a young girl came to the desk asking for Garbo.
As directed, the clerk answered that she was not in. The young

lady sat down and proceeded to wait. Late in the afternoon
Greta came down and went out to her car standing at the front
entrance. Just as the car was
gathering speed at the end of the
circular drive in front of the hotel,
this girl threw herself under the

when there is sure
to be no crowd. Garbo likes their
fish and steak. The same German
the afternoon,

wheels.
Fortunately, the driver
was able to come to a stop before
any harm was done. Garbo was
terribly upset.
"It was then that she decided
to hide herself awav from everyone but her little circle of friends.
She engaged a Swedish couple to

waiter alwavs serves us.

NOT

long ago, Greta decided
that she wanted to go to the
Biltmore. Feyder ordered a table
flowers and everything for
Greta, himself and me. Greta, as
usual, met us dressed in a jersey
suit and an old sweater, with a soft
felt hat pulled down over her eyes.
went to see a picture.
When we got to the door of the
Biltmore, Greta saw the crowds
and turned back saying, 'Let's not
go in there. Come on out to the
Russian Eagle.' Neither Feyder
nor I thought of questioning the
change in plans. If we had, she
would probably have walked out

—

—

manage her house. Then she
leased a house in their name not
far from the hotel. She even had

her telephone listed under their
name, which was Norin. For a
time, no one seemed to know

"We

where Garbo

WE

us.

"Naturally, Greta loves the

when

rules

when we

attended the first performance of
the Spanish dancer, Argentina, at
the Philharmonic a few months
ago. She reserved seats at the rear
of a box. We crept in unnoticed.
Soon it seemed as if all the opera
glasses in the audience were
turned on our box instead of the
stage. There was a noticeable
murmur of whispers. When Greta
commenced to fidget with her
hands I knew she was annoyed.
J,0

call at

her

home

As far as we could learn, she saw
no one. All of a sudden she would

strangers crowd around her.
all

lived.

used to

unannounced, just as she
called at ours," laughed Mr.
Loder. "She liked to have us do
this.
But we found that the door
didn't always open when we rang
the bell. Sometimes a week or two
would pass and none of us would see
or hear from her. This would often
happen when she wasn't working.

theater, but rarely goes, as people
nearly mob her. It is a fact that

"She broke

nervous when her hands start to

pered, 'That's a real prince,' pointing at me.
" Ten minutes before the final curtain we quietly slipped
out.
I heard, later, that at the close of the performance crowds lined
the street in front of the theater, as word had gone round that
Garbo was in the audience.
"She does go to picture shows, for that is one place she can
slip in unseen, when the lights are down.
"Gary Cooper is her favorite actor. She sees everything
that he is in.
" Last night we saw 'All Quiet on the Western Front.'
Greta
was disappointed in the picture, mainly, I think, because it
followed the English translation, while she had read the German
version, which is quite different.
However, she thought Lew
Ayres did excellent work.
"Greta thinks 'The Love Parade' is the best picture she has
ever seen. She says that Mr. Lubitsch is a great director and
she would enjoy doing a picture for him.

REMEMBER

she nearly goes crazy

is

"During intermission we stepped out into the narrow hall
back of the box. Two lines formed to pass her. We heard all
sorts of remarks. We were both amused when someone whis-

the night Greta and I walked aU the way to
your house from hers?" asked Sorensen. "It was a good
three miles.
You gave us some cold meat, a salad, and a
bottle of near beer, Greta's favorite lunch.
After a little
visit we walked all the wa.y back.
Garbo strides along like
a man and fairly races over the ground."
"She plays tennis like a man, too," added John. "When
Emil Jannings and his wife lived here, she used to drop in
on them for a game of tennis at least twice a week.
Occasionally she dines with Mr. and Mrs. Lubitsch.
It was at
their house that Sorensen and I ran into each other.
Sorensen
had been here only a few days and neither one of us had any
idea the other was in Hollywood. We had last met in Berlin."
I wanted to know why Garbo never appeared in public
like the other stars.
Why she is never seen at the popular
cafes.
Why she never attends openings and is rarely seen at

on

she

twitch.

appear at our house or F'eyder's.
There were no explanations and
no questions asked. She was the

same laughing Garbo that we
ways knew.

—

Captain John Loder soldier, actor, and,
with his wife, one of the tiny circle of Holly-

wood people who are

really Greta

Garbo's

intimate friends and confidants

al-

" Greta's house in Beverly Hills
was a big rambling structure, Italian style.
She rented it for the
big fireplace, which she loved, the
swimming pool, and the secluded
spot where she took her sun baths.

"The
[

furnishings were both
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Bebe and Ben are

just playing
parts in this scene from "Alias

By

But now

French Gertie."

they're playing opposite
each other for life in a

Marquis

real domestic

drama!

Busby

WHEN

Howard

Hughes bought

the unfinished contract
of Ben Lyon from First
National, Ben was one of

the most popular

young

Young Mr. Lyon Marries
Bebe Daniels and
a

New

Oareer

stars in the business.
He was not displeased at
leaving First National. There had been the matter of a little
misunderstanding with the current powers that be,' and Ben
had not been cast for a picture in three months. He was glad
to. go back to work.
Then began one of the strangest episodes in the whole fabu"Hell's Angels" went into
lous history of motion pictures.
production a picture that was to set the high water mark for
cost of production and time e.xpended. It isn't likely that there
In fact, no
will ever be another picture to break this record.
one wants to break it.
For one hundred and eleven weeks Ben worked in this film,
under salary all of that time! No star in Hollywood before had
been under contract for that length of time on a single assignment. But it is also true that during most of those long weeks
Ben was off the screen.
Fans are fickle, but they are more loyal than Hollywood itself.
It isn't the case of absence making the heart grow fonder.
New favorites appeared. Ben was almost forgotten. From
si.x hundred fan letters a week it dwindled to twenty or thirty.

—

The loyal few
picture.

wanted

to

know when he would make another

summed up the whole busianybody could.
"Mr. Lyon," said the boy, "every day I see you go to the
studio, made up for picture. You do this for long time now,
"
but I no see any picture.
Perhaps Ben's Filipino house boy

ness as well as

Finally they finished the silent version of "Hell's Angels."
Ben's agent began to cast around for an assignment for his
client.

But the major producing companies were unaware that Ben
Lyon was in existence. Ben sat tight. He would not go in
vaudeville. That would have been an admission of defeat. It
was the last step for many of the fading screen stars that attempted it.
" 1 didn't want to go to Poverty Row, either, " he explained.
"They would have paid me a large salary, but I didn't need

in

Sets

Out on

the

1 alkiles

serve the

same purpose

for

many

I wanted to
in pictures and
didn't believe the quickies would turn the trick.
They told me that Betty

the money.

come back
I

Compson had staged her
come-back that way, I
know she did, but she is
the exception.
It didn't
other players I know.

this period he did make two Columbia pictures, one
and " Lummox " for United .\rtists. His discouragement showed in his work in the latter picture.
"I can never tell you how down-hearted I was at this time.
It is pretty discouraging to have once
I thought I was through.
had a position in the industry and then to lose it through absence from the screen and during all that absence to be draw"
ing salary and under call from a studio.

During

for F'BO,

—

the second chapter began in the amazing
THEN
"Hell's Angels. " Howard Hughes was remaking

story of

it all

dialogue and sound.

Ben went back

to

with

work again. There were

many more weeks

of work.
Hall, Ben's co-star-in the picture, had a better time
during the years the film was in the making. Hall was
under contract to Paramount. That studio had no intention
of keeping one of their most popular leading men off the screen
for many months. They would demand him back for a picture
and Hughes would be compelled to let him go. Hall would be
gone for four weeks at a time— and usually during those weeks
not a camera would be turned. Ben would sit at home, drawing
full salary, with nothing to do but brood over his troubles.
^
The turning point of his career came when he accepted a role
" It was well
in a Coast stage production of " The Boomerang.
titled— it was a boomerang for Ben. It threw him back into
the industry. Michael Curtiz, the Warner Brothers director,
saw the play and wanted Ben for " Come Easy. " He was signed
by Universal for a picture with Pauline Starke. He was cast
opposite Bebe Daniels in ",\lias French Gertie" for Radio. For

James

of

it

a time, recently, Ben was dividing his services between XVarIt was reported that he received
ners, Universal and Caddo.
S450 a night for his work at Caddo, the Hughes company.
to come back. He realizes that
chance
Ben is grateful for his
not many players have had such an opportunity. He appre[ ple.vse turn to page 86 ]
ciates his success all the more

hi
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DELMAR, blonde, flower-like and appealing,
FRANCIA
sipped iced coffee through a green glass
table from

Max Kurtzman

straw across the
at late luncheon in the Wont-

martre, and with a pink-tipped thumb and forefinger, on
each of which circled a thread of diamonds, she accepted the
lighted cigarette he offered. A ring on her right thumb and on
her forefinger was Francia's eccentricity. Always a sure shot
for attention! One of those real ideas a little girl gets once in a
lifetime!
" I've got to get married. Max," she said. " I don't
suppose I
should be particular, but the way I wear out money, I naturally
want one of the six best sellers. Standing
shape in the last
line of a chorus for fifty dollars one week and then laying off ten

my

is

something that worries

my

life

away

too fast.

The way

everything is in this mad-house business, you're either a big
racket or you might as well start walking home right now!
"I've either got to get married to a mint, or I've got to crash
in with a male box-office attraction that picks his own support.
I've got the looks, and I can warble and speak lines, and the
only reason I'm not among those present is because Santy Ciaus
hasn't put me in anybody's stocking!"
The white fox slid down over her shoulder. She tucked her
chin in her hand, the cigarette, with a little floating wisp of pale
smoke, poised delicately between her diamond-circled thumb

and

forefinger.

" So

what are you going to do for me, Max? " she questioned.
"You've had a cute little ten per cent of every check I ever
oil up your so-called brains and if you're going to
make it something besides a word in five letters
meaning halitosis and flat feet!"
She flecked an ash in what remained of the iced coffee.
" I don't know what you think I use for butter on my
bread,"
she said, "but it's six weeks next Thursday since you got me a
job. I'm not giving you the ritz. Max, but business is business,
and something's got to start moving!"
slaved for, so
be an agent,

was
MAX KURTZMAN
an
carefully across

He was warm;

bald, one strand of hair brought
area otherwise pink as a baby's scalp.

plump to be happy in August. He wore a
crumpled linen suit and black and white shoes, and a tie the color
of an American beauty rose an onyx cigarette holder a diamond
ring.
He reached across the table, and tapped a short, manitoo

;

;

cured finger on Francia's beautiful arm.
"All right," he said. " Don't forget that when I started doing
business for you, you was Susie Fishbeck, and a dollar looked so
big to you, you wore it for a bouquet! Who was it got vou on
the Columbia wheel? All right! " He accepted the check from
the waiter, and brought a wallet out of his inside pocket. "And
don't forget whose idea it was that got you headlines for eight
weeks in Chicago for nothing but taking off your coat in the
Blackstone and all you've got on is underwear. All right!
He sorted a five-dollar bill out of a dozen ones and put it on
the little silver plate. " Did any other agent ever think of such
a thing as getting a girl into Hollywood like I got you in? A
white girl, escaped from a harem, and riding down Sunset
Boulevard on a camel because you didn't know no other way to
travel. If it wasn't for that, you wouldn't have any bread to
use butter on!"
He scooped up a quarter of the change the waiter had returned, and left fifty cents. "Keep your shirt on," he said.
"I told Fred Datig I'll bring you over to Laskv's this afternoon
to see about the queen's part in King of Tatters,' that's starting Monday. If you can act like a lady long enough, you'll
probably get signed."
They went downstairs to Hollywood Boulevard, hot, staring,
the parrot over the door clinging to his iron hoop, shrieking at
'

traffic.

Max had

parked

his Chevrolet in front of the

Hollvwood

Hollywood

Is the

Story writer's;

Paradise, Because It

with the

Most

Abounds;
Astonishing

True Stories — LikeThis One
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ISHING
Hotel in the shade of the palm trees
that stood majestically on the lawn.
I'rancia pulled her pink chiflon
carefully away from the gears, and
observed her face in a gold vanity.
Max swung around left and turned
cast on Highland, toward Melrose
to Laskv's.

was castas
A[ND runaway Delmar
queen
Francia

the

in the oper-

etta '

King

next

Monday morning

of Tatters."

thirty, she sat in the

And
at

on the
seven-

Red Dog saloon

on the Lasky ranch ten miles from
town, in the hands of the hairdresser,
preparatory tobeingonthesetateight.
The saloon had not been used
since two years before in " Montana."
It was now the dressing room for
Francia and a specialty dancer and a
couple of supers. Along the walls,
hanging against unbleached muslin
sheets, were the costumes. Francia's
satin coronation gown, looped and
re-looped with pearls; her purple
velvet cape trimmed with ermine; the crown of
jewels and the dancer's filmy nothings, the ragged clothes of the two street beggars.
The wardrobe woman unpacked a dozen pairs
of slippers and stood them along the bar.
Outside, a hundred yards down, next to Chinatown before the San Francisco earthquake, the
carpenters worked on the palace, their hammers
spattering an unrhythmical rhythm. In the
bus, parked in the
road in front of half a
block of the crumbled
Coliseum of Rome, the
musicians tuned up.
»

—

Illustrated
H, R. Ballinger
Randy opened

the

lunch boxes and spread

the sandwiches and
fruit on the throne.
Francia asked, shyly:
"Didn't you think they
were kind of long
scenes this morning?"

''Yes,'' he said.
"You're a good sport.

You were great!"

ks

"

I

Francia Played the

Queen

—a

The hairdresser surveyed Francia's profile. She sur\'eyed
with professional decision.
She knew she was the most
dependable hairdresser in pictures. She knew almost as much
about the film business as Mr. Lasky does. She had been
with Paramount eight years. She knew exactly how much
money these costume pictures wouldn't make, and e.xactly
why they wouldn't.

SHE

took down the left side of Francia's tower of curls.
"It's got to be done over," she said. "Those wouldn't
never be solid enough for the robber scene. WaUy Beerv's
doin' the head robber and he don't stop for nothing!"
She wound the curls on wooden pegs; slid the pegs out and
fastened the curls down, piled one on top of another.

"You've got a real nice profile, dearie," she
your left side to the camera all you
can.
You haven't been working
for a long time, have you?
I
haven't seen you since 'Baby
Blues' in the chorus.
Are you

my

join the Navy
back rent!"

if

they'll

The Russian refugees working on the papier-mache snow
plains of Siberia, ate in the buses that had brought them.
The dryads and mermaids, from the air and sea spectacle,
sat around the steps of the old Philadelphia State House.
Randy Seamore wandered off alone to an empty room of a
feudal castle. And when Francia Delmar happened to wander
into the same feudal castle and found him there, she was certainly awfully surprised!
"Oh," she said, in sweet confusion, "I thought nobody
would be here!"
She held her train, heavy with pearls, over one arm, her pint
of milk in one hand, her pasteboard bo.x in the other.
Her
hair was tumbled under the sparkling crown; her face smudged,
carefully
incongruously, with dirt
placed by the director.
She seemed exactly what she was; a little street girl plaving
lady.
But her neck was white
and lovely in the low-cut gown,
her satin slippers fascinatingly
tiny!

HAPPY

pay

AND

to be printing this story

—

you might get lucky
yet.
In this business you never
can tell. Look at the young man
"Well-

"Keep

Real Life Role She Coveted

WE'RE PROUD

only doing parts now?"
"Don't be funnyl" Francia replied. 'T'm doing anything I getl
I'll

said.

,

by

DIXIE WILLSON

who's playing in this picture in
the robber band. He's picked out
to be featured in the big Panama
Canal special and he's onh- played
one bit before. Datig sa\s he's
another Buddy Rogers, and he's
picked him to play the lead in

month. Good as it is, and
mighty good, we say with Al
Jolson, "You Ain't Read Nothin'
Yet!" Ne.xt month we will have
another Willson story. It's a pip-

'Panama Highway,' and he's going to get him a contract that'll

BABY BLUE EYES

this
it's

pin called

Randy

hurried to take the milk

and the lunch box.
sit down on the stone
bench," he said, "I wiped it off
bottle

"You can

with a paper napkin."
feudal
THE
but the walls

had no

castle

made

roof,

shade.

There were two stone benches and
a great carved chair upon two
steps which very certainly made it
the throne. Randy Seamore wore
a rough shirt open at the throat, a
sash with a knife thrust into it,
boots with folded tops, and a robber handkerchief tied around his
head.

He had dark handsome eyes
till he's an old man with long
and a quick boyish smile. With a
it's one of the best stories
whiskers! So you never can tell.''
pretty sigh, Francia accepted the
ever turned out by this young
Francia shaped vermilion lips
place he made for her on the stone
ace of tale-tellers.
with a delicate little finger.
bench.
"What's his name?"' she asked
Watch for it read it in
"They were kind of long scenes
not luo eagerly. "Is he working
this morning," she said. "Didn't
today?''
you think so?"
"Certainly he's working toHe opened the lunches, and put
day," the head keeper of the wardthe sandwiches and fruit on the
robe assured her. "His name is
throne.
Randy Seamore, and plenty of
"Yes," he said.
"You"re a
people is going to be good and surgood sport. You were great!
prised when 'Panama Highway'
She was as lovely as an old
gets cast, and this one's got the
painting, there against the castle
wall. He gave her a pasteboard dish with a bread and butter
lead! He's quiet
nothing flashy used to sit around kind of
sandwich and a boiled egg.
lonesome by himself in "Sahara Night.' But they say when
"You know," he said, "I think you're awfully pretty. What's
he gets acting he knocks 'm for a gool!
your name?"
''Does any of them last pins hurt you, dearie? Try your
crown on. The plain gold is in the back."
"Francia Delmar," she told him.
''I heard them caU you 'Del,' " he went on.
The wardrobe woman spread a sheet on the floor and lifted
"I'm Randy
Seamore.
the pearl and satin coronation robe down from the wall.
Would you want to go down to the Cocoa nut
"I hope the men don't get their feet tangled up in this pearl
Grove tonight and have dinner and dance a little while?
work I spent four hours on," she said. "Tell them to pick you
up careful. Anyway, your hands and fect'Il prob'ly be tied
a couple of days everybody knew that Randy Seamore
up so they can carry _\ou quiet. It's going to be terrible today
was breaking in for a lead. Everybody knew that if he got
keeping clothes up snappy. Them mileen dancing dresses
over in "King of Tatters" he was to be featured in "Panama
don't know!"
Highway." Everybody knew Lasky and Zukor and Wanger
and Schulberg and Datig thought he was great and in another
rivulets of perspiration trickled down her face. The
six months he would be a big star!
thermometer, when they had left the studio at seven, had
The fourth day at lunch, in the old castle, Francia spoke
read eighty-eight.
about it.
The queen was carried out of the palace by the robbers
"It's wonderful," she said, wistfully, "to get a break.
I
from eight till ten.
don't suppose I ever will! It's so hard for a girl alone in
From ten till noon the robbers drew lots for her, the ruthless this business
leader won, the youngest robber fought him and carried her,
Randy, sitting on the steps of the throne looked up into her
triumphantly, away; by the will of the gods, the youngest robviolet eyes.
Today she was a peasant (the queen disguised to
ber was Randy Seamore whose life contract as leading man was
mingle with the villagers). And today he was a prince (the
to start with the ne.xt scheduled feature, "Panama Highway."
robber going to fool the burgomaster). He caught her hand
At twelve-thirty the lunch truck came; cartons packed with
and laced her fingers through his.
pasteboard bo.xes and pint bottles of milk. Everybody got a
"Del," he said, a little huskily, "I'm going to be in love with
lunch bo.\, and found a place to eat.
you one of these days! Just wait [ ple.ase tur.s' to pace \M ]
last
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Poor old "Casanova"
Busby! He's nicked
It's a New York
night, and Catherine
Dale Owen is luring our
hero with a cigarette
(probably scented and
See
slightly poisoned 1.
those orchids? Busby
gave up for those! Ha!

again!

Ha!

'M.o

Said

fhe

By

Pays?

Marquis Busby

You

can get the nicest glass of lemonade in New York
about S6.50.
And theater tickets! A mere nothing at all! For $20
two people can get fairly bad seats where they can't see
much at an opening night.
If you order carefully and keep away from caviar and
pheasant, you and your best girl can have a simple dinner for
for

§16.
I just can't understand how New York cafes and theaters
keep open at those prices!
It's back to Hollywood for a simple country boy used to the
more bucolic pleasures with prices within reach of all, as the
advertisements say.
For months I have been harping on the
fact that it is hard to spend a

great deal of money on an evening's entertainment in Holly-

wood.
I'll

never say that about

New

that town I'd have to
take the girl friend down to the harbor and watch the ships come in.

It all

came about through Catherine Dale Owen being

me when

rinds that a

New

Date Makes

a $100

Various New Yorkers have been
complaining about my ham sandwich dates in Hollywood, or an
evening with the stars on two bits.
Thev said I should trv that in
New York. Well, I did. The
moral is not to take dares. I can say now that I have lived and
spent and spent.
1 know these Gothamites weren't talking to exercise their
I've just had a date with a star in New York.
vocal cords.
That one date in Bagdad-on-the-Subway came durned near
costing more than all my stellar excursions put together. In
fact, for a few awful moments 1 thought I'd probably have to
hock the watch ]Ma gave me when I graduated.

nice

arrived in New York.
Catherine was
vacationing from pictures at her apartment in the city.
Since we had been good friends in Hollywood she asked me to
lunch with her. We went to the Ritz-Carlton. I didn't see
the bill so I thought I would repay the courtesy by asking
Catherine to show me the bright lights. If I had seen the
luncheon check, as much as I like her, I probably would have
But no, I
just written a thank you note, or sent flowers.
would go swimming in deep water.
We finally arranged the program of events. We would have
dinner at the Ritz, go to the opening of "Artists and Models"
and then drop in at the Central Park Casino for dancing. It
sounded fairly modest, big innocent that I am. Well, if $75.30 is
a modest New York date, I'm
Santa Claus. I guess I was anyto

I

first

"Wild Mark" Busby

York.
If I lived in

Woman

way.

had the satisfacknowing that I was out
stepping with one of the most
But

i

ork

Note

Look Like Mad-Money

at least I

tion of

beautiful girls in New York.
Head waiters bent double when
she entered a dining room.
I called for her at her apartment just off Riverside Drive.
She wasn't ready. She had been
out to tea. I amused myself by
in
J. P. Morgan's new yacht was

looking across the Hudson.
the river. Catherine's apartment had on its summer kimonos.
Linen covers were on the chairs and divans. A portrait of
Catherine by James Montgomery Flagg hung over the mantel.
It was a beautiful portrait, but Air. Flagg, being after all quite
Flaggian, had given Catherine one of his famous square chins.
Catherine finally appeared. Anybody would be breathless
with that apparition. She wore a [ ple.\se xuk.s to p.^ce 88 ]
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.>^et's

Drop In

What? Yes! Nol Look again! It is! Yes, sir, it's our
adored Ruth Chatterton gone blonde on us temporarily,
at least. This is the way Chatterton will look in her next
film, "Anybody's Woman," in which she is again teamed
with CUve Suave Brook

—

seems
be no
LONHisCHANEY'S health
"The Unholy Three,"
to

first talkie,

delicate throat again.

better.

broke down his
In mid-summer he came to New

York seeking treatment.
As Lon heads toward fifty, he seems to be in touchy shape.
Each picture calls for a long rest, and even medical treatment.
Let's hope that the great character star gets his health back
completely. Can't spare Lon!

THINGS

happen in mad, weird, wonderful Hollywood that
authors could never dream for their story books.
There's the tale of Jeanie Lang, for instance.
Before " King of Jazz" was publicly shown, it was previewed
for the press.
Reporters wrote their reviews in advance, to be
released the morning after the public premiere.
A little unknown girl named Jeanie Lang sang one song.
Reviewers felt they had discovered a new, fresh and sparkling
talent. Their pieces for the papers carried raves about Jeanie.
But before the public first night, the film was cut again
Jeanie and her song were eliminated entirely became a girl
and a tune on the cutting room floor.
When the reviews appeared, there was consternation! A
great hullabaloo over Jeanie and she wasn't even in the film
as it was being shown.
Hurried re-patching, and Jeanie's restoration in the big
Universal revue!
And in Los Angeles, advertisements appeared. "Jeanie Lang
New Cinema Sensation," they read.
The breaks. It could only happen in Hollywood, where incredible things are believed every day, and impossible things

Citizens,
pictures,

meet the most popular actor in British
Mr. Jameson Thomas. Perhaps you

saw him

in "Piccadilly," with Gilda

Gray and

Anna May Wong. Thomas looks and

—

Ronnie Colman.

He and

here arriving at

acts like
his wife are shown

New

York

—

come

true!

JIMMY STARR, Hollywood columnist, tells about the guy
who lived in a Spanish mansion in Beverly Hills two
months before he discovered it was a filling station.
Yep, they build 'em like that out Hollywood-way.

i6

BUDDY ROGERS

has been knocking them dead in New
York again.
The Buddy made another personal appearance at the Para-

mount, on Broadway, and the flappers knocked each other
down fighting their way into the first ten rows, where they could
goggle at young Rogers.
Even if he is no singer, the little girls love him.
When he dashed aboard the stage, wearing an ice cream suit
and showing all his pretty teeth, the little girls did all but
swoon.
One Broadway commentator said he'd make a great cheer
leader!

Be

that as

it

may, sweetness seems

to pay!

:

!

With

and Gossip

York/

"I do!" says Billie Dove to the Clerk of the Honorable
Court, as she takes the stand in Los Angeles to testify in
her suit for divorce from Irvin Wiliat. It was granted,
BiUie alleging that since their marriage in '23 Wiliat had
been mighty mean

GLORIA SWANSON'S little daughter has made her public
debut! That is, Gloria Swanson Somborn, daughter of
the star and her second husband, Herb Somborn, appeared in a
recital of the pupils of Ailene

Chaudet

in

Beverly

Hills.

Gloria obhged with a tune on the harp, and then
showed her change of pace by sitting down at the piano and
tearing off "Pretty Thoughts," a little item by Mana-Zucca.
All to great applause.
Any of you picture directors need a young harp-player?
Gloria, Jr., may be willing to do you a good turn.

Young

'T^RUTH in advertising.
A Hollywood theater had a
It

"Paul Muni

The bride and groom

—central figures

one of
Hollywood's most elaborate and best-wished
weddings. In short, Bebe Daniels and Ben
Lyon a few seconds after the minister had fini^ed with them, and just before they leaped
out on their honeymoon

Dove
WELL,
Wiliat, the director.
Billie

finally

in

got her divorce from Irvin

snappy sign on

its

marquee.

read

JACK OAKIE

in

'Seven Faces'— all talking."

dizzy from his fast ride to Parathat he's still a little
dizzy for any or no reason, and no doubt get away with it.
But Jack is nobody's dummy. Here's what he told a New
York newspaperman about his entrance into pictures, and his
reactions to the whole peculiar racket.
"1 got in the movies on a lluke, and it's a fluke I'm a star.
If this racket should end tomorrow, the movies wouldn't owe
is still

mount stardom.

a

little

You might even say

me

charged cruelty. She said she and Irvin "just weren't
suited." They were married in 192v^, soon after she left Mr.
Ziegfeld's chorus to enter pictures. They separated just a year
Billie

a thing. I'm satisfied!"
That's the way to talkie, Jackie old Oakie! But they won't
end tomorrow, and neither will you. You'll go on making
funny faces for a long time, and we'll probably laugh right on.

ago.

Miss Dove asked no alimony and

listed

no community

property. And she wanted her maiden name, Lillian Bohny,
back again. Cal hasn't quite figured that out yet.
Howard Hughes, the young millionaire whose money flows in
faster than he could spend it on " Hell's Angels," has been paying her ardent court for months.
The way is paved for a
marriage.

A N American director was in the midst of filming a
•*^ Spanish version. After one scene he said, "That's
O. K. Print that one." But the interpreter said, "Oh, you
can't use that one."

"Why
"Yes,

not?" asked the director, "the action was great."
know, but during the scene one of the actors was
my lines. I've forgotten my lines.' "

I

saying, 'I've forgotten

—

iW^\
For late summer bathing, when the stin gets hottest and
dogs have their traditional days, you may go for this spotty
bathing ensemble sported by Heler^ Poo-Poo-Pa-Doo
Kane, the Paramount baby-talker. The fun you can have
with your friends by calling these sun spots!

After the imhappy poblicity of the Battle of Dallas, Clara
La Bow was asked to come home to Hollywood, so she up
and went to New York. Here she is at Coney Island with
Harry Richman. The gentleman on the left is Mr. Maxie

"Slapsy" Rosenbloom, light heavyweight champion

•"PHERE was a notable reunion in Los Angeles not long ago.
A group of players who made screen history si.xteen years
-I-

ago gathered over the ham and eggs at the famous Breakfast
Club.
They were the actors who made "The Birth of a
Nation," that great pioneer master-film that still lives on the
screen as well as in the hearts of veteran fans.
Lillian Gish was the only living absentee of that mighty cast.
A New York stage engagement prevented her attendance.
D. W. Griffith himself sat at the head of the table. Others
present were Mae Marsh, Mary Alden, Spottiswood Aitken,
Miriam Cooper, Donald Crisp, Joseph Henaberrv, Henrv
Walthall {T/ie Lilllc Colonel), Walter Long, Ralph Lewis, and
Elmer Clifton. Three others must have been there in spirit.
Three troupers whom death has taken. Wallace Reid, Bobby
Harron, George Siegmann.
A great morning— for those who remember the spacious davs

and

talents of yesterday.

T\ THEN Marie Dressier, the happy comedienne, zoomed off
the ship from Europe after her recent holidav abroad, she
gave off a few epigrammatic cracks for the encircling press boys.
Here arc a few:
" Comedy is a religion to me. I never
desecrate it.
"I advise artists to take everything that is offered them—
even the smallest parts. That is the way I oozed into Hollywood."
(Cut in shot of Marie Dressier oozing.)
"I am on a wave now, but I haven't anv illusions. Two
years from now I may be in the gutter looking for a meal."
Allowing a bit of exaggeration in the last statement, those are
all smart words, pard!

W

jTAVISH,

extravagant Hollywood
Our eye!
at the Paramount studio noticed a box
arriving with Maurice Chevalier every morning.
He investigated that box, and it developed that the French personification of "It" brings his lunch from home, and eats it
in his dressing room!

Someone

!

rumor crop concerning Gloria Swanson,
THE
Hank, Connie Bennett and Phil Plant has

her husband

been unusually

and verdant the past few weeks.
The reports and alarms run about as

large

follows:
Gloria is furiously jealous of Connie.
Connie is furiously
jealous of Claire Windsor, to whom Phil Plant. Connie's millionaire e.x, has been paying considerable court this summer.
In fact, it all broke into the papers when Plant's boat wont
down in a yacht collision on Long Island Sound with Phil and
Claire aboard.
The sleuths, spies and stool-pigeons of New York, after
extensive Pliilo-Vanciiig. can't find any truth in any of these
save the fact that Mr. Plant and Miss Windsor are often in each
other's company.
Gloria laughs off all stories that she is aroused by the friendship of Miss Bennett and the Marquis de la Falaisel and Connie
has nothing to say about being jealous of the blonde Claire.
But these yarns have kept the gossips busy and interested,
and there must be something for the rocking chair brigade to
mull over during the heated term.
all the excitement over GARBO TALKS,
IN
overlooked the fact that Greta also

we may have

speaks Swedish and

German.
She's been busy making these foreign language versions of
Christie." In the German version, Theo Shall has the
Charles Bickford role, the late Rudolph Schildkraut that
played by George Marion, and Julia Sardi the part immortal-

"Anna

ized b>'

Marie Dressier.

Later

she'll

In

Garbo

it,

make
will

the Swedish version.
do two sequences in Swedish, the

rest

being

silent.

Even Garbo

is

busy between English successes.

linguist, these days.

Tough on a

the serious young gentleman with the handCan it be it is! our dashing pal,
Jack Gilbert, taking Ina Claire to a picture opening. Did
you know him without the famous moustache? It's off for
his new talkie. Did consonants catch in it, Jack?

And who's

some blonde lady?

—

—

A

Good news from the bedside of a grand little girl! Renee
Adoree's getting better! After some months at a sanatorium, Renee is now convalescing in her own home, and
her doctors expect her to rally 'round after a long rest.
Let's all say welcome to the unforgettable Melisande
of "The Big Parade!"

A ND

is the down and out actor who dines at
restaurant every Thursday evening.
Thursday is the official maid's day out. The fact that he
is seen at the same place every Thursday makes gullible
Hollywood believe he has a cook which he hasn't.

then there

^^the same
of Paramount, Clara Bow, had no desire
enfant
THAT
to see Hollywood after the battle of Dallas, Texas. She had
terrible

a hunch that there was a lecture awaiting her in the classic halls
of dear old Paramount.
Clara was ''skeered" to come home in the dark. Her hasty
departure for the East, instead of the West, was on the theory
that absence heals all wounds. Anyway, that's what they say.
.\s usual, she was met in New York by Harry Richman, and
often accomthey went places together throughout her sta\

—

panied by Mr. Maxie Rosenbloom, light heavyweight champion
and one of Harry's pals.

^ICK STUART— you

know, who married Sue Carol—
swears he'll never talk over the radio again. Last time
Nick made a broadcast he forgot to shut off the mike when
he got through. Forgetting that he was still audible to
thousands of listeners-in, he said to the operator, "Whew,
I'm glad that's over."
Before he left the studio fifteen
telegrams came in bearing the laconic message, "So are we."

news for the old-fashioned, blown-in-the-bottle Doug
GOOD
Fairbanks fans! Doug
did
will

in his

jump and

leap again, as he

heyday!

\t least,
"Reaching

that's

what Doug promises

for his

new

picture,

for the Moon."
Doug's getting along now. He
not be quite as supple as he was a decade ago. But his
fans crave him acrobatic
and acrobatic, says Douggie, he'll be!
There's some dust raised over his leading woman.
Bebe
Daniels was slated for the star role of this story by Irving

may

—

Berlin. But can Doug and Bebe both star in one film? Both
are big shots. Bebe can't be blamed for not wanting to play
second cornet to anyone.
Looks just now as though Joan Bennett would draw the

assignment.

—

THE

Bebe Daniels-Ben Lyon wedding came off in fine shape
with an all-star cast which must have made the various

producers

who were

present turn green with envy.

The setting was perfect, the altar banked with white lilies and
bridal roses and the aisle lined with tall cathedral candles connected by a garland of white carnations and gardenias. When
the bridesmaids came down the aisle in their trailing tulle gowns
in pastel shades and their large picture hats they looked like
a veritable "Who's Who in Hollywood."
There were Constance Talmadge, Betty Compson, Lila Lee,
Mrs. George Fitzmaurice (Diana Kane), Marie Mosquini,
Adela Rogers Hyland, Mae Sunday, and Rita (Mrs. Al)

Kaufman.
Nor were the ushers

Sam Hardy, Skeets
less distinguished.
Hughes, George Fitzmaurice, Henry
Hobart, Dr. Harry Martin, Frank Joyce and Wallace Davis
were the groom's attendants. Louella O. Parsons, wearing
green chiffon, was the matron of honor, and Hal Howe, Ben's
close friend and publicity director for years, was the best man.
Bebe was a radiantly lovely bride in a gown of hand-woven
Italian satin and a becoming cap-like veil.
After the ceremony a reception was held in the grand ballroom of the Beverly Wilshire Hotel and over four hundred
guests were present.
Gallagher,

ONE
the
mother,

Howard

most interesting figures at both the wedding and
was Bebe's diminutive 98-pound grandSpanish shawl and comb, looking very proud of her

of the

reception
in

favorite grandchild.

Hcbc and Ben sneaked away early and drove to the Santa
Barbara Biltmorc. A reliable witness informs me that they
deposited the chauffeur in the
[ I't-iiASE turn to page 96]
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Two New

Cinderellas
The Big Break
Ciomes for

a

Pair

By C

M

ISS J.\XE

a

I

KEITH

decided to go to Los
Angeles and bathe in
a few thousand gal-

lons of California sunshine.
So she said goodbye to h.r
boss head of a bond house in
Michigan City, Ind., packed

—

—

her bags and set out for the
Golden West. This was in 1929.

She never had thought of
motion pictures save as something to see after dinner.

In

Los Angeles

it was different.
Her blonde beauty attracted attention everywhere, and
more than one person slithered up and said', "Oh, Miss
Keith, are you in pictures?"
This got to be epidemic and the stage was set for

—

another Cinderella story, 1930 model.
The Fairy Prince in the case was David Selznick, associate producer at Paramount. She met him— and before
you could say Serge Eisenstein she was given a bit in
'"Paramount on Parade."
Thisled toapart in "The Florodora Girl," the Marion
Davies' extravaganza, and then to a show girl job in
Eddie Cantor's singie-laughie, "Whoopee."
Then the skies opened up and rained good fortune all
over the blonde and beauteous Jane.
She came to the attention of Fo.\, and after tests and
confabs she was handed a long-term contract with Movietone, and given the lead opposite Milton Sills in "The
Sea Wolf."
Jane Keith was madel Cinderella still lives and flourishes
particularly in Hollywood, where anything can
happen, and does.

—

J.\NE was born

in Kansas City, but was taken to Michigan City by her parents when she was a little girl.
up, she went to the University of Chicago for two
years, and then took the secretarial job in the brokerage
house that she left to see what made California tick.
Her business training stood her in good stead, after
she had decided to take a whack at pictures. Between
her early jobs she did a secretarial trick or two to tide

Grown

her over the studio waits.

One

of Hollywood's newest Cinderellas in her first big
part, being treated a bit roughly by Milton Sills.
A
scene from "The Sea Wolf," in which Jane Keith gets
her first big talkie chance opposite the star. The small
picture shows Jane in gayer mood

50

She lives in an apartment, and she isn't married. She
doesn't play musical instruments, she reads philosophy
in bed till the sandman comes, she loves nice things, has
no pets but rides horseback; is five feet, five and a half
inches tall, weighs 109 pounds and has blonde hair and
blue eyes. And she's starting on the Big Moments of her
hitherto uneventful young life.
Miss Keith has never spent a moment on the stage,
which goes to show that, now the hysteria is over, the
microphone is recruiting from life as well as the makebelieve world.
Instead of taking dictation from a business man, she'll take it from a director. And such a fair
exchange is certainly worth two in a bush.
That's Jane Keith
that's the specifications of a new
Hollywood Cinderella, cut on approved 1930 lines.
Watch for her in "The Sea Wolf "—and say "Ah!"

—

—

Find

the

in

Hollywood

of

Pretty Crirls

Yo

Glass Slipper

r k

THE

moral of this little
story, young ladies, is
to be patient if you are
interested in becoming

CindercUas of the Hollywood
type.

The pumpkin doesn't turn
into a coach overnight, always,
nor does a chance meeting with
a cinema celeb always turn him
into a Prince Charming within
the hour.

Mary Doran, for instancenow one of our first flight Cinderellas

— had to be patient.

Keep your

a Uttle New York girl who, after a spell at
Columbia University, rented her beauty to the glamorous
girl-shows of JSIr. Florenz Ziegfeld. A dancer, she was,
and a pretty one.

Mary

is

But Broadway palled, and Mary heard of the placer
mining to be done in the Hollywood gold camps. Thither
she trekked. Her arrival caused no tremors. Another
pretty girl had hit town, and that was about all.
But Mary was game as well as cute, and she had been
told of the gold in them thar tills. She arrived in Hollywood in 1928 to conquer the lots, and she got a few parts
here and there.
At last the trail led to the Metro-Goldwyn studio.
There she began to appear in more than a little footage.
She was the chorus girl with whom Bessie Love had high
words and fisticuffs in "The Broadway Melody." Then
came a break, and the Cinderella stuflE was working.
She was given a nice httle part in "The Divorcee"
played, in fact, the charmer who lured away Chester
Morris from the side of Norma Shearer.
Nothing extraordinary but just enough to get her
some nice attention from film reviewers and fans who
saw that stunning talkie.
That was Mary's break. When casting time rolled
round for " Remote Control," Willie Haines' new starring
film, one Mary Doran was given the feminine lead
and
another Cinderella was set.

—

—

Doran
THE
know. She's

girl's a pretty thing, as you probablv
five feet, two inches tall
tips the bear!
at 109, and has auburn hair and brown eyes.
In the true Cinderella tradition, she's not married.
But with her new prominence, and her exceptional good
looks, that will undoubtedly be taken care of.
"Remote Control'' was a stage play of the last Broadway season. Mai St. Clair is directingit. Wild Willie Haines
plays a radio announcer of the cute brand, and Charlie
King has a good part. Yep Mary is in fast company
now, but we're perfectly willing to leave it to the Dorans!
She'll be both a decorative and able leading lady, and be

—

—

ready for more!
It's a good summer for Cinderellas. But Mary Doran's
modest toggery turned to silks and satins not by fate or
luck. It was hard work in the primary grades that made
her a full-fledged leading woman way up among the
smart scholars at the top of the class!

—

An obscure young

film actress in process of becoming
a successful Cinderella.
One of the scenes with
Chester Morris in "The Divorcee" which focused the
boss' attention on Mary Doran. Soon she was given
a leading role. Above, smiling Mary herself 1
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MANSLA UGHTER— Paramount

THERE

may

still exist some die-hards who cling to the
notion that talk has not improved the screen. This will
Vocalized, "Manslaughter" is so superior to
cure them.
the silent picture in which Leatrice Joy and Thomas
Meighan played that it's unreasonable and unfair to compare the two. The Joy-Meighan stillie was a great iilm for
its era.
This new "Manslaughter," with Claudette Colbert
and Frederic March, is one of the real achievements of the

modern phonoplay.
It'll play hob with your emotions;

it'll

thrill

you;

A

Review of the

New

Pictures

it'll

frighten you. And you'U walk out of the theater with the
realization that this Colbert woman is a grand actress, and
that movie-makers are really learning the value of repression in talking pictures. This is a picture to see.

THE DAWN PATROLr-First National

THERE

have been lots of war pictures, lots of aviation
Another one, to be at all good, must be prett>So Dick Barthclmcss' "The Dawn Parightfully ranks as one of the month's best phonoplays.

pictures.

nearly superperfect.
trol"

OUR BLUSHING BRIDES— M-G-M

YOU'RE

going to like this.
It has humor, pathos,
magnificent settings, and a fashion parade that will

make the ladies tear up their wardrobes and start again.
"Our Blushing Urides" is number three in the amorous
adventures of Joan Crawford, Anita Page and Dorothv
Sebastian.
None of the girls blushes much, and Anita
isn't even a bride.
Joan is the fashion model that holds
out for the wedding ring. She gives a beautiful performance as the girl who sticks to the straight and narrow. You
must see her in those lace step-ins! Anita Page is wistfully
effective as the tragic one who "goes wrong."
Dorothy
Sebastian scores as the flippant one. Robert Montgomery,
Raymond Hackett and John Miljan are excellent, with

Montgomery outstanding.

M

A

boxoflice riot,

—

simple, direct, gripping. ReminisIt's a powerful thing
cent here and there of "Journey's End," it packs the same
cmoticial qualities that made that story one of the year's
There are no women in the cast and, remarkgreatest.
And Barthelmess, brave
ably, not one word of profanity!
enough in doing another war-air story, carries his daring to
the point of an unhappy ending that is heart-twisting.
Barthelmess' performance in "The Dawn Patrol" marks
another high point in his screen career, ranking with his

—

achievements in'" Tol'ablc David" and "Broken Blossoms."
Sharing honors with the star is Doug Fairbanks, Jr.
Powerful and sympathetic throughout, his performance is
unmarrcd by over-acting. 'J'he whole story is a triumph
Neil Hamilton, Edmund Breon
of restraint and simplicity.
and Clyde Cook must also come in for applause.
Photographically, "The Dawn Patrol" is marvelous stuff.
Both in ground and air scenes, sheer beauty sometimes
makes you gasp, and for thrills air stunts, crack-ups and
plenty!
the blowing up of an ammunition dump

—

—

SAVES YOUR PICTURE TIME
The

THE

Best Pictures of the

DAWN

AND MONEY

Month

OLD ENGLISH

PATROL

MANSLAUGHTER OUR BLUSHING BRIDES
ON YOUR BACK
RAFFLES
THE SINGER OF SEVILLE
The Best Performances of the Month
Richard Barthelmess in "The

Dawn

Patrol"

George Arliss in "Old English"
Ronald Colman in "Raffles"
Joan Crawford in "Our Blushing Brides"
Robert Montgomery in "Our Blushing Brides"
Claudette Colbert in "Manslaughter"
Frederic March in "Manslaughter"
Ramon Novarro in "The Singer of Seville"
Dorothy Jordan in "The Singer of Seville"
Renee Adorce in "The Singer of Seville"
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., in "The Little Accident"
Milton Sills in "Man Trouble"
Lowell Sherman in "Lawful Larceny"
BiUie Dove in "Sweethearts and Wives"
William Powell in "For the Defense"
Casts of nil photoplays reviewed will be

found on page 146

ON YOVR BACK

MUCH
her

the best opportunity Irene Rich has had since
talkie comeback.
Irene's picture throughout, it
reveals her as a stunning woman and splendid actress.
As the ambitious dressmaker who fights her way from a
tiny shop in the slums of New York to an exclusive establishment on Fifth Avenue, Irene offers the best characterization
of her career.
The story is based on the actual life of a
New York dressmaker who became internationally famous.
Scenes in the.si(/<i); o{ J ulinu'w include an elaborate mannequin parade. Raymond Hackett, as the adored son, and
Alarion Shilling, as a showgirl, contribute love interest.
Fine performances are turned in by H. B. Warner and
Ilka Chase. Highest honors go to Miss Rich. Irene gets a
chance to wear clothes and how she wears 'cm!

—

OLD ENGLISH— Warners

HERE

a picture you will never forget, and a characterization by Cleorge Arliss so beautiful and flawless
it will go down in the gallery of screen immortals.
Galsworthy's play, "Old English," was one of the outstanding stage plays of the last decade. It is one of the
few perfect e.xperiences of the phonoplays.
Now it comes
to the screen, dwarfing even "Disraeli."
Arliss is superb as the patriarch, Old English, who sits
in his office above the Liverpool ship yards, and plots to
jirotcct the future of his grandchildren.
His manner of
accomplishing it is not recommended in boy scout manuals,
but the play is distinctly adult matter. Here is acting
that transcends mere acting.
"Old English" is a rare example of perfect casting. Every
minor role stands out as an individual cameo. The cast
boasts few well-known names, but you will not miss the
faces of favorite players.
Betty Lawford is as fresh and
lovely as an English springtime as the granddaughter.
Ivan Simpson, playing his original role, is particularly fine
as the quavering ship owner who connives with "Old
English." Doris Lloyd is the improvident daughter-in-law.
The picture has gentle humor, biting irony and [jathos.
It is one of the screen's great triumphs.
Don't miss it.
is

RAFFLES— United Artists
the purposes of playing a suave and glossy crook^
FOR
a thorough rapscallion but ever the perfect English
gentleman — the screen has nothing to offer that can touch

Ronnie proves it in " Raffles. " As the
dinner-coated gentleman-thief of London, Colman charms
even while he cops the jools. In this exciting story, Ronnie,
on the point of reformation for love of Kay Francis, steals
Lady Melrose's emeralds to help a pal who needs a thousand
pounds at once. Naturally, on his last big job done for love,
he is caught. Hut he escapes and leaps off to a new life
abroad. To be shared, of course, by Kay.
(icorge Fitzmaurice directed with all his usual finesse.
Colman is effortless and charming as always, the Francis girl
delightful.
Great entertainment
A talkie that moves!

Ronald Colman.

1
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Here's Your

Monthly Shopping

THE SINGER
OF SEVILLE—

FOLLOW
THRU—

M-G-M

Paramount

NOVARRO'S
RAMON
strengthened

new talkie popularity wiU be
and extended by this romantic story tailored
to his talents.
As a devil-may-care dancer of Seville, embarked indifferently on an operatic career, Ramon is charming.
Dorothy Jordan, opposite the star once more, is delightful.
This is the last picture Renee Adoree appeared in before her
present

illness.

List!

And

it's

a delightful one.

stage's best
THE
screen as a

golf musical
beautiful, peppy

comedy has come

to the
singie-talkie-dancie-golfie,

with Buddy Rogers and Nancy Carroll as pert co-stars and
Jack Haley, Zelma O'Neal and Eugene Pallette to furnish the
laughs.
This is as entertaining as they come.
This boy
Haley is a fine picture bet. It's all Technicolor, and all good,
fast entertainment!

THE LITTLE
ACCIDENT—

MAN

Universal

Fox

trouble-

THIS

picture is crammed full of laughs, as those of you
would know who are familiar with the stage play. Douglas
Fairbanks, Jr., has the best part of his career. His work is
delightful.
Anita Page has the feminine lead but is not
photographed well. Many laughs are afforded by the antics
of Henry Armetta, Slim Summerville and Roscoe Karns.
Don't miss this farce.

AN

underworld "king" befriends a discouraged girl. But
she doesn't repay him with her love.
That goes to a
romantic young newspaper columnist. All of which makes a
thrilling picture of life as it's supposed to be lived in New
York speakeasies. Milton Sills is sensational as the popular
notion of a fearless gangster. Dorothy Mackaill's lovely
throbbingly. She rates second honors.

can sing

—

LAWFUL
LARCENY—

mouth

SWEET-

HEARTS AND
WIVES— First

Radio Pictures

National

TDEBE DANIELS

and Lowell Sherman mix up thrills and
-L'laughs in this sophisticated melodrama, seasoned with
generous dashes of farce and a shot or two of spice. 'V'ou'll
get a kick out of it. Bebe doesn't sing a note, yet gives a great
show, while Sherman's performance is a revelation in the art
of acting for the talkies.
He
of this sort of thing, please.
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shows what can be done.

More

much the best talkie Billie Dove has ever made that no
SOcomparison
either possible or desirable. This
a snapping
is

is

mystery farce, part melodrama and part sophisticated
humor revolving about gentlemen running off with other

little

Billie is beautiful and plays well, and
Clive Brook (especially charming), Leila Hyams and Sidney
Blackmer are excellent. Swell picture, from any angle!

gentlemen's wives.

The

First and Best Talkie Reviews!

SHOOTING
STRAIGHT

FOR THE
DEFENSE—

Radio Pictures

Paratnuunt

RICHARD

DIX'S best in :i long time. A deft mingling
underworld drama and comedy. Full of punch, laughter
Di.x, as New York's ace gambler, wanted for
murder, hides out in a small town. He's mistaken for a reformer. He outsmarts the bad man, cleans up the place, and
wins the minister's daughter, played by Mary Lawlor. George
Cooper, as Di.v's henchman, contributes some laughs.
of

and

thrills.

ANOTHER

typical Bill Towell picture— and great, too!
This time. Bill's neither a detective nor a crook. He's
the sleight-of-hand type of criminal lawyer, who does fine until
he lets love interfere with business. Then he goes to Sing
Sing. Powell does another fine piece of character work, while
Kay Francis as the girl is her usual seductive self. And that's
plenty seductive.

BROKEN

ON THE

MAKE— Fox

DISHES—
First National

now
BYscnorila

—

you know the McLaglen formula a beauteous
(or mademoiselle or fraiclcln), a pal who turns out to
be a rival in love, and a succession of fights. McLaglen plays
the usual swaggering, lovable bully who loses the girl to his
dapper rival. Humphrey Bogart, from the New York stage,
will win many fans with his portrayal of a wise-cracking, but
game, youngster. Mona Maris is lovely.

HUMOROUS situations tumble over each other in "Broken
Dishes."

Here

is

one of the most amusing

grand satire on family
—Loretta
Young and Grant
directed.

comedies

life.

domestic
acted and

of

It is well

Withers are the young
but Emma Dunn, as a shrewish mother, and O. P.
Lloyd
Heggie, as the henpecked father, steal the bacon.
Neal is an elegant drunk.

lovers,

COMMON

SCARLET

CLAY— Fox

PAGES—

First National

COURT

room scenes are passe, but when Elsie Ferguson
brings her play to the screen, we have to take notice of
woman attorney, for that is still something of a novelty.
There is much suspense in the manner with which she handles
the trial of Nora Mason (played by Marian Ni.xon), the cafe
singer accused of murder.
Also, there is enough humor to
relieve the strain.
the

interesting dramatic
stage play becomes a
THE oldBut
Constance
a
you never forget you're

picreally
theater.
in
ture.
Bennett'sartificial portrayal of £//<« A^<(// is, somehow, communicated to the rest of a good cast, including Lew Ayres, Beryl
type of plot, but
Mercer and Tully Marshall. A "Madame
oh, we won't be
this time the prosecuting attorney discovers

X"

—

mean and

give

away

the story

1

I

please turn to pace 1171
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^^ollywood

many less famous divorcees, Jeanette
Loff's heart was caught on the rebound.
Walter O'Keefe, big ditty and tune man at
the studios, is the bashful swain. It seems
they stiU fall for blondes, be it Hollywood or
Like

Hopkinsville
Alice White and Sid Bartlett are always being suspected
of a secret marriage. Alice shakes her head, but she does
admit that Sid is the One-Man-in-the-World for her. And
Sid does manage all her business affairs. When he starts
managing Alice, too, we'll know they're married!

Robert Ritchie, erstwhile New York broker,
deserted stocks and bonds to be Jeanette

of his first big picture

MacDonald's business manager

squired

wood.

He managed

the wedding
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in Holly-

so well that they do say
bells are being tuned up

When

an earnest young actor takes a girl to the opening
Lew Ayres
it must be love!
Mary McAlister to "All Quiet" and now no ice
Remember
without
them.
cream social is complete
Mary as a Wampas baby star?

—

—

!

!

Sweethearts
Love

Affairs

That Budded

on the Sound Stages

— and

Bloom All Over Town

Mary Brian ever gets engaged, instead of merely "rumored," Phillips Holmes might just happen to be the
lucky Mister! They are seen together a lot on the lot
If

(pardon our pun!), to say nothing of those discreet
tables for two at the comer soda fountain

little

Now

that Bebe and Ben went and did it,
Mema Kennedy and Jimmy Hall are the
champion long-time engaged couple in the
HoUywoods. About two years. The wedding is announced periodically, but they're
still

you saw Eddie Quillan
and Sally Starr in "Night
Work" you know what a
cute couple they make. That

If

was Eddie's first starring
picture. And now they hint
he may share stellar honors
in a httle domestic drama
you know, "not a motion
picture." Anyhow, it's the
first time Eddie has shown
serious interest in a

girl

"just sweethearts"

Readers

mustJVin

Gold/
complete address is written on, or attached to,
your entry; that your entry is securely packed
to guard against damage in transit; and that it
carries sufficient postage to avoid delay.

1 he i\ules Are
Simple
J
*•

Seventy cash prizes

will

Photoplay Magazine,

be paid

A

by

Contestants can obtain help in solving

'* the

as follows:

studying

First Prize

$1,000.00
750.00
500.00
300.00
200.00

Second Prize
Third Prize
Fourth Prize
Fifth Prize

Twenty-five Prizes of $50
each
1,250.00
Forty Prizes of $25 each 1,000.00

refers to the

Magazine

publishing cut puzzle pictures of
well-known motion picture actors and actresses.
Eight complete cut puzzle pictures appear in
each issue. Each cut puzzle picture will consist of the lower face and shoulders of one
player, the nose and eyes of another, and the
upper face of a third. When cut apart and
properly assembled, eight complete portraits
may !)e produced. $5,000.00 in prizes, as
specified in rule No. 1, will be paid to the persons sending in the nearest correctly named and
most neatly arranged set of thirty-two poris

sets of cut puzzle pictures ap-

Vou may

not have to buy a single
copy or trace the pictures

the publication, or at public libraries, free of
charge.

from accuracy

assembling and
cut puzzle pictures, neatness
in contestants' methods of submitting solutions will be considered in awarding prizes.
.Aside

in

* identifying

thirty-two cut puzzle pictures, or their

of the player written or typewritten below.

_

PICTURE PUZZLE EDITORS, Photoplay

Magazine,
Chicago,

111.

58

91')

North

Michigan

Be sure that your

full

.Avenue,

name and

The contest will close at midnight on
8.
'• September 20th.
.All solutions received
from the time the fourth set of pictures appears
to the moment of midnight on September 20th
be considered by the judges. No responsimatter of mail delays or losses will
with Photoplay Mag.^zine. Send your
answers as soon as possible after the last set of
cut puzzle pictures appears in the September
issue, which will be for sale on the newsstands
will

bility in the
rest

on or about August 15th. The prize winners
will be announced in the January, 1931, issue
of

Photoplay.

Q
^*

Because

of the time and labor required
re-pack and re-ship thousands of
will be impossible to return any of
them.
They will be sent to hospitals and
orphanages to gladden the hearts of sick and

to

entries,

it

homeless children.

^C*U^geSttOnS
•

C

drawn duplicates, must be cut apart, assembled
and pasted or pinned together, with the name
"1
Do not submit any solutions or answers
-'* until after the fourth set of cut puzzle
pictures has appeared in the September issue.
Assembled puzzle pictures must be submitted
in sets of thirty-two only.
Identifying names
should be written or typewritten below each
assembled portrait. At the conclusion of the
contest all pictures should be sent to CUT

In the case of ties for any of the prizes
offered the
oaerea
tne full
luu amount of
ot the prize tied
wiU be given to each tying contestant,

'
" •
•

Vou do

from the originals in Photoplay Mag.«in"e
and assemble the pictures from the copies.
Copies of Photoplay Magazine may be examined at the New York and Chicago offices of

The

traits.

two

M

compete.

issue.

In four issues (the June, July, .'\ugust

and September numbers) Photoplay

puzzle pictures by carefully
poems appearing below the
Each eight-line verse

pearing directly above it. The si.'C-line verse
applies generally to the four sets on that page.
Bear in mind that it costs absolutely nothing to
enter this contest.
Indeed, the contest is
purely an aniusement. Vou do not need to be
a subscriber or reader of Photoplay
ac.\zin"E
to

9

cut
the

pictures in each issue.

n
for

(L

The judges will be a committee of members of Photoplay Magazine's staff.

will be final.
No relatives or
members of the household of anyone connected
with this publication can submit solutions.
Otherwise, the contest is open to everyone
everywhere.

Their decision

Contestants should

study the poems appearing in connection with the cut puzzle pictures.
These are the indicators for identifying the
contest puzzle pictures and winning prizes.
It is suggested that contestants merely pin
their solutions together until the four sets of
pictures are complete.
This will permit the
shifting and changing about of pictures as the
contest progresses and will give time for
lengthy consideration and study.
Each cut puzzle picture is a portrait of a
well-known motion picture actor or actress.

—

Follow

the

Arrows

PROBABLY
•Stanwyck,
i^autitul

—

Barbara
the most hit;hly praised young actress ot the last tew months
shot to emotional stardom on the strength ot her unforgettably

who

and moving performance

in

"Ladies ot Leisure."

tters praising her beauty and acting power.

This

Way

to

Cut Puzzle

We

all

This

office is

bombarded with

expect big things ot you, Barbara!

Turn Over

.

New

Photoplay Magazine's

$5,000 Cut Puzzle Contest

firf
UPPHH
The hair with Charles Karrell has !icorcd several
The eyes' She is Hollywiwds pel
The muuth was once known as the colleRc hoy's
She's the sort that young men cant forKci

UPPBH

hiu^

The hair

is

a bride

—and a blonde one. at that

The eyes have the nation half
The mouth turns out pictures

choice.

Could have reason to

call

the

crazy
so fast that
gir) la::v'

no

a

LOWEH
1 he hair has hecn married

for three

The eyes owe it all to her dad
The mouth came to us from a
<Hcr

efJect

on the

ice

happy years

The hair's name was linked with J. Gilbert's ne
The eyes were Canadian bred.
The mouth entered pictures in Triangle day^

land in the north.

was guitc bad*'

Through the years

RESl IMl

US

7 uo o/ them
born in our own
Two of them—
Tu<o of them have brown eyes, and luo
i

•

A

gaU have Wu.
a they iv alt got'
Three of them are married, and one's not that wa\
And whom she wdl choose no one e ver dare sax'
And.

oh, the s

she's gone up.

anoahead'

—

,

Complete Rules

for

'

Competition Appear on Page

UPPER
The hair has a son who is just twelve
The eyes have a son who is small
The talkies have brought added fame

The hail is twice married, two children has he.
The eyes in New York went to college
The mouth posed for artists before beinfi screened.

On

He

the stage he gained real acting knowledge

slender and just six feet

is

years old.
to the mo«

tall

LOWLH
The hair was a Cnflfith find (many stars are!)
The eyes have gone very Van L>inc
The mouth owns his birthplace as Wappinger's
He had two years in stock, and was 5nc'

—

The hair is divorced he s been married just otk
The eyes made a hit in "Beau Cicstc
The mouth has just signed a long contraci with
And they say he is now at his best

Falls

RESUMl

—

Just one's under stx /ert hr lacks hy an indt
All /our have brown hair, and all Jow
Haw been on the stage Jor from tuo to ten year.s.
And each one the girU just adore*
Three of them have light eyes arui one has browrx
They're all over thirty mucii to our surprise'

—

i
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Y

.V

Z
HOLLYWOOD'S
.IS .in

her

,is

extr.i

i;irl

his leading

luckiest

on and

woman

And whv wouldn't

she?

ejitI

ot the

otf tor a year.

tor his

month

next picture.

Name

ot a

— Frances

Dee.

She has been working

Chevalier took a second look at her and selected

Name!

The

Little

Gate."

Doesn't she look happy?

The Stran2;e Case of
By

Ka t h c r i

ti

Conrad Nagel

e

Albert

The Nice Young Man from
Keokuk, Whose Seemingly

almost twelve years,
now, you've been seeing

FOR

more or

less regularly the

performances of a tall,
blond, well knit, well groomed
Icailing man on the screen. He
usually gives the sort of charji icrization that the critics call
riditable" or "adequate" or

Quiet Career Has Been Fantastic Even for Crazy Holly-

wood

'

name

Conrad Nagel.
\nd in the hodgepodge called
ll.iU\-wood, a crazy town where
I

lis

is

fantastic stories leap at you
to me, the strangest and most fantastic of all.
It is not a story that hits you in the eye.
Were you to say,
"Consider the strange case of Conrad Nagel," your neighbor
would come back with, "What strange case? " For you seldom
think about Conrad Nagel. He just doesn't occur to you at all.
ir.im the air, his

is,

—

You think about Greta Garbo a little Swedish girl brought
along to America because, when a producer chose to give a contract to a great foreign director, he refused to come to Hollywood without his Greta.
You think about Clara Bow child of the Brooklyn slums
who had never been on a train until she was eighteen, who
didn't know a salad fork from a knife, being thrust into
world fame, but slowly coming to the realization that she
has only half lived.
You think of John Gilbert who has stormed
through life, hurling defiances in the teeth of the
mighty. Climbing to a pinnacle of his own, only
to watch his high place totter because of a little
device that has given voice to the shadows.
You think of all the amazing, ironic, dramatic stories of Hollywood stories of the

—

—

—

most kaleidoscopic city in the world, that
make your blood leap and your fingers
itch to set them down on paper.
I'll wager that nobody would include Conrad Nagel in this mottled
pageantry. And his case would

not be strange at all unless the
setting wasasit is. Butagainst
this colorful background he

stands out as a figure that
must be considered as something unique.
He has been on the screen
since 1918. Before that he was
a pretty good stage actor. He
has gone on consistently year
after year. He has performed
in literally

hundreds

of films,

giving those creditable, adequate and sincere performances.
Had he remained in Keokuk, where he was born, he would
have been, no doubt, the president of the Rotary Club, a member of the grand opera association, the chief speaker at the
laying of the corner stone for the new public library not, by
any manner of means a Babbitt, but a worthy, substantial
citizen who would have attempted and, perhaps, succeeded in
bringing a little culture to the town.
He did not, however, remain in Keokuk. Instead he found
himself in Hollywood. But the life he found around him in no
way changed him from the sort of person he would have been

—

in

Keokuk.
is one of Hollywood's substantial citizens, one of the
few.
He is always the spokesman for his profession
when there is any trouble with its arch enemy, the producer; he is an active member of the Academy of
Motion Picture Arts and Sciences, a committeeman
of importance when civic pride is at stake, an
active church member, the head of a well
regulated family consisting of a pretty wife and
daughter, the owner of a neat, unostentatious home (not Spanish) and the master of
a considerable and well-invested fortune.
If you went to a low dive in Los Angeles'
black belt you would not be much sur-

He

prised to catch a glimpse of, perhaps,
Greta Garbo (although she has not,
[ PLE.\SE TURN TO PAGE 128
]

Conrad Nagel, as he ap-

A substantial citizen, a de-

peared opposite Lillian
Gish in "One Romantic

father, yet

Night," her

first

talking

Just one of his
dozens of talkie roles

picture.

voted husband and loving
Nagel has been
up and down the unstable
ladder of Hollywood fame
three times!

as

^^eauty—
^/^rains —
or

Luck:
B

Adele White ly Fletcher
She must have looked something of a dove in that gray
costume. Unfortunately enough, as things worked out. For
the oldest son of the household proceeded to fall madly in love
with her. He was twenty and impetuous. He wanted to tell
his parents the glorious news.
He wanted to shout his love

from the housetops.
In this instance Betty certainly needed her brains and backbone to overcome the very real handicap her beauty proved.
He was a nice enough young man, but the only reason he caused
Betty's heart to beat one whit faster was because she feared
he would cause her to lose her job. His eminent father would
hardly relish his first-born being in love with a nursemaid.
However, Betty managed. Her life was like that. Always,
somehow, she managed.
It must have been a relief when the three months were over

r
The beautiful Alice Joyce of 1918, well on the
road to success after several years as an artists'
model and leading woman in obscure onereelers. This is from a scene in an old Vitagraph
picture called "Everybody's Girl"

T AST

month, Adclc Wliilcly Fletcher

told about the early

^hardships and the first mUcstoncs in the careers of Ruth
Chaltcrton, the Gish girls, Mary Pickjord, Gloria' Swanson and Norma Shearer. She told how Betty Compson,
a sixteen-year-old violinist playing in small theaters for
meager sums, was
city,

alone,

left

and with

change in her pocket.

SIXTEEN
cilv!

wilhoiil

an engagement in a strange
and a few pieces of

three dollars

Now, go on with

Betty's slorv:

and stranded, practically penniless, in a strange
That is the stuff novels are made of. Novels and

—

life.

Betty Compson hailed a newsboy crying the headlines
of Seattle's evening papers.
But she wasted no time reading
the front page news. She turned to the want advertisements.
No one, it seemed, had any need of a little blonde violinist.
They wanted girls who were familiar with Pitman's pothooks.

They wanted

girls who could take hold in a kitchen and
concoct sauces.
Then Betty saw an advertisement calling for a nursemaid.
She presented herself at the big, imposing house
given as the address. And the ne.\t day she was
Now guess who! A little
wearing the long, gray coat and veil of a children's
Brooklyn girl, with a mop
nurse.
Her wages were twenty dollars a month
of red hair, who became
and keep. That meant in three months' time,
famous in films. In short,
if she spent no money whatsoever, she would
none other than the Clara
have her fare home to Salt Lake City.
Bow of nine years ago
&lt

riowCrloryandrortune C-ame to Betty

Oompson, Alice
Joyce, C^lara Oow,

Ann

Harding and

l^stelle

Taylor

the Fight to

Part

in

Fame
2

and she packed her bag and bought her
ticket to Salt Lake City.
Not that she let
this experience daunt her. She had to make
money, and almost immediately she went
out on another tour.
This time, however, the Fates were
kinder.
They stranded her, but in Los
Angeles. She turned to the movies, Christie
Comedies at first. Later she worked for
Universal.
Then George Loane Tucker
chose her for the tough baby in "The

No more

beautiful girl was ever seen in pictures than the
Compson who burst upon our delighted gaze in
"The Miracle Man," the miracle film that made stars of
Betty, Lon Chaney and Tom Meighan.
Tommy and

Miracle Man."
People will tell you how Betty Compson is a star today because of the lucky break she got in that film. But serving a
long and difEcult apprenticeship, and being prepared for the
first real opportunity that comes your way, is a sturdier, more

Betty

Betty in a scene from the picture

enduring thing than luck. It is a matter of genuine courage.
\Vhat is more, although she was ruined by one wretched
story after another, Betty Compson's name again shines in
electric lights.

When

her contract wasn't renewed Betty didn't get frantic
to pieces. She made "quickies." Now, anyone in
will tell you that if you aren't already quite finished,
to plav in pictures made in a great hurry and sold to little
exhibitors for a song, comparatively speaking, 'inilt finish you.
You're supposed to lose caste professionally.
Betty didn't give a fig for any such prophecies. She made
Having graduated
lots of "quickies" and she made money.
from the hard school of experience she weU knew that money

and go
the

all

know

never had handicapped anybody. How much it hurt her, you
can judge for yourselves by the results.
She is undoubtedly one of the most popular stars on the new
talking screen, .^nd, curiously enough, in some of her recent
Once again, through her music,
roles she plays her violin.
Betty has found her way into people's hearts.

under
Colonel's lady and Rosie O'Grady may be
THE
ends. The Colonel's
there the
but
the
sisters

skin,

right

similarity

lady is likely to have an easy enough time of it. Her social
She is courted by other wives
standing is unimpeachable.
She is waited upon, hand and foot, by a
of the regiment.
whole corps if need be. Rosie O'Grady has to get out and
hustle for herself.
The story of .\nn

Harding is the story of a Colonel's lady who
became a Rosie O'Grady. Vohiiitdrily!
We don't know that Ann's father is a Colonel, but we do

he is an Army otlicer of high rank. When
.Ann left his house to make her own way he was
And
so displeased that she gave up his name.
when she finally went on the stage he disowned
her completely.
Ann resented the cut and dried pattern of her
days. She resented [please turn- to page 140]

know
In 1921 a beautiful girl with

an amazing mass of ashblonde hair came to Broadway's notice in the stage
production "Like a King."
It was Ann Harding

G5

"

!

D

—

a d

Here They C>ome!
JMarching Along!

In Dads' rootsteps!

iLxcelsior
One of the best known and most versatile father and son
teams in all show business. Not only do J. C. and Elliott
Nugent write their stufif they act in it, too, and they
do both very capably

—

MOVIE

fathers are strutting proudly these days! They
burble, " Did you see my boy in his last picture?
He's a wonder, that lad!" Just as thousands of
fathers, the world over, are praising the lads who
have stepped into their shoes.
Perhaps the most famous of the movie sons is Douglas Fair-

banks, Jr. While Doug, Sr., was leaping gayly about in his
beloved rogue roles, a serious-minded j'oungster in his early teens
of Paris. Doug, Jr., yearned to be

roamed the Latin Quarter
an artist.

But, pictures, like a gay blonde Lorelei, called and beckoned
across the miles to the struggling young artist and Doug, Jr.,
packed away his oils and brushes and answered the call.
Like all sirens, reel or real, she let him down. His first picture, " Stephen Steps Out," was a failure. " He can't make it,"
they said in Hollywood of this quiet, earnest young man so
unlike his dashing dad.
"He has nothing but a name; just
a name I"
So, young Doug tore up his shiny new contract and started
out on his own. .\nd, clap hands, look at him now. Coming
right up the ladder of success fist over fist. "Stella Dallas
was the first rung, and then came " The Barker," " Our Modern
Maidens" and "The Dawn Patrol.'' .And out at First National
they hint strongly that he's soon to be starred in "The Com-

James (Jimmyl Gleason

—

writer, actor and director
and his six-foot son, Russell. As this is written, both the
Gleason men are trotting off to work at Pathe in the big
film, "Beyond Victory"

'

mand

Love."
Douglas Fairbanks, Sr., will promise us just two more pictures. Just two more, he says, and then good-bye to movies.
But, the name of Fairbanks will go right on up the heights.
Doug, Jr., will carrv the banner on to greater glories. And is

Doug,

to

Sr., thrilled?'

My! My!

The mountain did not come to Mohammed. Mohammed
went to the mountain. But young Phillips Holmes did not
seek the movies, for the movies, shameless old renegade that
she is, went right over to Princeton and annexed Phillips. It
was while he was attending Old Xassau that Frank Tultlc took
his "\arsity '' company, starring Buddy Rogers, to the Princeton campus for scenes. Tuttle spied young Holmes, the son of
the famous actor, Taylor Holmes, and signed him for the part

Buddy's roommate in "\'arsity." So important was his role
that he had to go on to Hollywood to finish the part.
But,

of

they wouldn't
"oack.

let

Phillips

go

Hollywood wanted him

to stay.

His father, who was a movie
star in the old Essanay Company and has recently made
shorts for Christie's, was playing on the stage in Boston at
the time. "Go to it, son," he
wired.
.And the way Phillips
has gone to it! Vou know what
he did in " The Devil's Holiday.
It's just too bad for Princeton, but it's grand for the
movies.

Out of the mud and muck
of the trenches of ".All Quiet
on the Western Front." Rus-

The grand

old Adonis of twenty years ago and his big son,
Francis X. Bushman, Jr. The elder Bushman still knocks
out an occasional picture job, while Junior works pretty
steadily in film comedy
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Gleason as Mullcr came

With theatrical
parents as famous as this
chap's, coming into his own,
into his own.

William Collier, for many
years a stage star, has

become a film
ture in the talkies

easily

fix-

—

Boy

/

s

By

Sara

Ha m

i 1 1 o

7i

Two generations of first rate acting talent. Taylor
Holmes, for years a stage and screen star and still active
in comedy, and his son, Phillips, who came into his own
in "The Devil's Holiday"
enna, Joseph toured Europe giving violin concerts and was
considered very good. But, the grease paint was in his veins.
His father. Rudolph Schildkraut, whose recent demise saddened
many friends, was one of the most outstanding stage stars of
Europe. He played many years under Max Rcinhardt's direc-

Germany.
Then followed a

tion in

American career with Joe trailing
Proudly Rudolph watched Joe through
"Peer Gynt" and "Firebrand," and loudlv applauded his
never-to-be-forgotten performance in "Liliorri."
_

glorious

right at his heels.

they both came to Hollywood and Rudolph and Joe
THEN
acted for
"

pictures.
One remembers Joseph best in Show
Boat," " King of Kings," and Rudolph in " King of Kings " and
"The Country Doctor." And Joe is still following along right
after dad.

Probably the best known of filmland's "Dad and Junior"
acts. Doug Fairbanks, pere, has been one of the biggest
shots for many years, while Doug, fils. is getting better
with every passing movie

on

his own, is not so eas;.- as it seems.
But "Russ" Gleason
has proved his mettle.
When the Gleasons, James and Lucille, came to Hollywood
two years ago to act and direct for pictures, voung Gleason
came down from the University of California for a vacation.
Pathe saw him and another college career went the wav of all
llesh.

Everyone
is

in

Hollywood knows the talented Gleasons. Jimmy
men in to wn. He wrote " Is Zat So? and
" The Shannons of Broadway "
for the stage and with Lucille,

one of the busiest

'

William Collier, Sr., is considered the dean of the American
theater.
William Collier, Jr.— "Buster" to film fans— is considered a hot spot in pictures.
When Buster was just four years old he began tagging around
after his famous father. He tagged right out of the theater
wings and onto the stage in one of his father's plays, and from
then on, in between classes, he kept tagging right along.
Then Buster decided to strike out on his own and try pictures. He e.x-plored this field very successfully. Then came the
talkies and with them William Collier, Sr. ' This time father
tagged after Willie. .And the way they admire each other and
pass around the "trade lasts"! And no wonder. William
Collier, Sr.'s finished work in "High Society Blues" and "She's
My Weakness," and Buster's in [ please tur.v to p.\ge 127 ]

brought "The Shan-

his wife,

nons of Broadway'' to the
Then he made "Puttin' on the Ritz," but Russell
was right after him. He fin-

screen.

ished "Sisters'' at Columbia;
and now here they are together, Jimmy and his boy,

over at Pathe making " Beyond
Victory."
It's a happy, busy screen
family,

and maybe Jimmy and
puffed up about

I-ucille aren't

their boy!

Joseph Schildkraut suddenly
laid

down

his \'iolin

"I'm through.
William Collier, Jr., is a
real vet, having begun
years ago when he was
known as "Buster"

follow in
I
shall

my

and

Now

I

said,
shall

father's footsteps.

become an actor."

Joseph did.
(Graduating from the Imperial College of Music in Vi-

A father who did not live to see his son enter pictures
the late lamented Harold Lockwood. His boy, Harold,
seen in a small role in the latest Barthelmess phonoplay, "The Dawn Patrol"

Jr., is

(i7

—
'

A Chevalier

France

of

By Ida Z e i 1 1 i n
Part

3

MISS ZEITLIN,
humble
of the

suburb, and

in preceding installments, has told
Maurice Clievalier in a Paris
of his early struggles to attain emine)tce in
birth of

French theater.
Last month you read of his brief and tragic war service,
of his post-war triumph as the most beloved music hall
comedian in France. As last month's story closed, a
knock had come at his dressing room door. The caller
luas Mr. Irving Thalberg, of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.
Soon his conquest of America was to comel
the

and

wotild be difficult to find words
to describe

more graphic than

the interview that took
Chevalier's own
ITbetween
room
him and Irving Thalberg
place

in his dressing

that night. .-Xs he spoke of it, there was frank apolog>for himself in his opening words.
''In France," he said, " there are two worlds of the theater.
One is the little world not great as here of the cinema.
The other is the world of the stage, and the people of those
two worlds do not meet. Each of us knows, of course, the
" with an expressive
important names in the other, but
shrug, ''nothing more. Of .\merican names I knew only the
meant nothing to
I am sorry
big stars. Irving Thalberg
me Norma Shearer, yes but I had not seen her on the
screen, and I did not know Mr. Thalberg's wife, pretty lady
though she was, to be Miss Norma Shearer.
' 'We have seen your show,' said Mr. Thalberg to me,
'and we think you have great possibilities for the pictures.
I am an American producer and I would like to make a test
of you.'
''At once came memories of a test they had made of me
without lights
in the open
in London a few years ago
with silly songs. And I didn't want that thing to happen
thank you, Mr. Thalberg. I think
again. So I said, 'No
vou come too late. I had a test made in London several years
ago and nothing turned out of it. And now that I have become a star in Paris, I do not want to feel that I have done

—

—

—

—

—
—

—

—

—

—

something not good enough to be taken seriously.

I

have

passed the state of making tests and all that. If you want
" and he finished the
to engage me, engage me. If not,
speech with eloquent hands and eyebrows.
" I was very unreasonable, hein? " he went on. " But Mr.
Thalberg was not. He was kind. 'It is not a question of
talent,' he said, 'but of knowing if your personality will come
out of the screen. What tests did they make of you in London? Did they have good lights for you? Did they help

—

'

you?'

NO—

there were no lights at all. It was only in the street.

" 'But

I

have an American cameraman with me,

tests would be made with all the American knowledge
to light the personality and make it come out.'
was very friendly very charming but still I did

and our
of

how

"He

—

—

not find myself

e.xcitcd.

If it

turned out badly the second

—

—

but
not insulted
time, I would feel —how do you say
cheap inside of myself, knowing that I wasn't good enough.
I was happy in my work on the stage— why should I risk
all that trying to do something which perhaps I had not the
first view of a new world to win
Maurice
Chevalier, on the deck of the liner that brought
him to America, peers at the towering peaks of the
Manhattan skyline. Fearful of his reception in
this country, within a few short weeks Chevalier
had captured the fancy of Americans

His

C5

!

I said, 'I will think it over,' but in my heart I
'Goodbye, Mr. Thalberg.'
"When he went out, someone asked me, 'Do you know

talent to do?
said,

who

is

this fellow?'

—

" 'Yes
he said he is in a picture firm in America.'
" 'Well, he is one of the heads of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

—

Armed Only

His

with

Infectious

Grin, Maurice

Chevalier Marches on America, and Conquers!
—

a very young man but a very clever and important
You have not been wise. Even the very best
actor must submit to a screen test.'
'•
I think of what my friend has told me and I see he is
So I ask Mr. Thalbcrg to
I have not been wise.
right
come again to see me. 'Excuse me,' 1 say, 'if I did not
in France live in another world.
know you before.
.Now I have been told exactly who you are, ami if you
wish I will make this test tomorrow. But on one condition
that you give me also a copy of that test. I do
not wish to be left here, while you return to America,
without a sign of what I have done. I want to see for
myself if I am good or not I want to judge for myself
and if not well, I will stay in my
if I have a chance
"
t)ne.

—

We

—

—

—

own country and

that's

all.

—

'

agreed. Chevalier made the test the
SOlowingwasday,
and the Thalbergs
for Baden Baden.

fol-

it

left

The

verdict

your

test.

came from

there two weeks later.

Think you have wonderful

"Seen

possibilities.

Writing. " And this was followed by an enthusiastic letter of confirmation, in which for the first time the important question of terms was broached.
Chevalier was gratified, but he wanted to see his test
before he made any decisions. "."Kud when I received
it

and had

it

run

off,

"

he

said,

nodding

his

head

like a

pleased child, ''I liked it. I saw at once that I am not
the romantic hero type but I feel there is something

—

The irresistible Maurice in the picture that brought
him to the summit of his early American fame
"The Love Parade." It was this swaggish, romantic

—

by Ernst Lubitscb, that
reputation here secure

story, inimitably directed

made Maurice's

a kind of sunshine that comes out of the screen. So I ask
Douglas Fairbanks, who is in Paris, if he will look at it and
pronounced kecding "what he
tell me without kidding"
thinks."
So Fairbanks looked at the test and pronounced it, without
"keeding, " one hundred per cent perfect. "Stop worrying,"
he said. "There's nothing to worry about. Stop thinking
you're not good enough. You're good! You're fine! Sign
your contract and get over there! They'll eat you up!"
Thus encouraged. Chevalier took up with Thalberg the
question of terms.
please tur.v to pac?; 136 ]
He was

—

—

was in "Innocents of Paris," with little David
Durand, that Maurice Chevalier overcame a sugary
story to subdue American audiences with the sheer

It

force of his astonishing personality

[
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we thought only
AND
were Here are three
!

men by
Knapp waves

their

70

boys played Pirate! Oh, how wrong we
beautiful Warner Brothers buccaneers who get
Evelyn
it's a pleasure!
the shipload. To be captured
come-hither, Claudia Dell wears the big belt, and Irene
Delroy totes the big dagger
little

—

—

#^"
It's

Move

atch 'Km
you
HAVEN'Tseven

sat, fascinated,
or eight minutes
of an animated cartoon, wondering what makes the draw-

for the

And when talkies came
ings move?
along, weren't >ou surprised when they

A

Short Biography

lamps

of

His

r

—

and

of Js^razy JS^at

Some

film.

to center the light on the celluSi.xteen "frames"
si.xtecn separate exposures
make one foot of film.
Out at the studio where Tcrry-Toims
are made I learned some of the troubles
of a musical director of sound cartoons.
( Id,
familiar tunes are frequently
found to be all tied up with the red
tape of the copyright law.
Foreign
rights are especially diflicult to obtain.
Fees paid for the use of musical compositions, often just a few bars at a time, run into enormous
loids.

sang and played musical instruments,
and out from the screen came the
squeaky voice of Krazy Kat or the piping song of Mickey Mouse?
Most cartoons are planned out before ever pencil is put to paper.
Let's sit in on a couple of
conferences at the Winkler Pictures studios, where work is
about to begin on a new adventure in the life of Krazy Kat.
The entire studio stati is present. Somebody has what he

one foot of

Sixteen separate drawings are required for
each one entirely
it,
different

—

(jroofy

riends
sums.

There are the most amusing "sound props."

thinks is a clever idea. Changes and additions are suggested.
Discussion is fast and furious. And a complete story is worked

At the proper
pulled from a small,
drum-like contraption, and the resulting sound is like the
bark of a lusty dog. A big, bucket-like affair, on the same prin-

out.

ciple,

there is a "gag" conference.
Perhaps there's a
sequence in a subterranean room, down a long flight of stairs.
'"Well.stairs when picked up and juggled back and forth between
the hands make a perfectly grand accordion," suggests someone. And thus a gag is born.
The musicians determine the type of music for each gag
whether the mood calls for '' Hearts and Flowers," jazz, a march
or a swaying waltz.
Tempo is measured accurately with a
metronome, and e.xact length timed with a split-second
watch.
The major animator begins the work. The thin white paper
he uses for his drawings has holes punched at the top, like pages
for a loose-leaf note-book.
These holes fit over pegs, holding
the paper firmly in position. Drawing is done on slanted glass
boards, under which is an electric light bulb that shines through
glass and paper and makes tracing easy.
The figures are about three inches high. Progressive drawings, each on a separate sheet, move the action slightly forward,
backward, up, down or around.
Each drawing is traced with India ink on a piece of celluloid
punched like the paper. Celluloid is used for the final drawings
because of its lustre and transparency.
The drawings are photographed, one at a time, with a regular
motion picture camera equipped with
"stop motion." The camera is suspended over a table, with special
Later,

moment

in the recording, a resined string

produces a

is

lion's roar.

WHEN

the rooster crows, it's because someone blew into
A big
a thing that looks like a small watering can.
wooden affair, notched like a modern skyscraper, makes a train
of
tomsound
like
the
beat
whistle.
There are ratchets that
toms, wind whistles, etc.
One of the executives of the Terry-Toon Company is an expert
"meower" and his services are much in demand on the days
when recording is done!
There's a tremendous amount of labor and care involved

in

Thousands of drawings
from five to seven or eiglit

making animated sound cartoons.

are

made

for

one film

— generally

thousand separate drawings.

And

that

means the same number

and the same number of photographic exposures,
to say nothing of the intricate musical and sound score.
But don't get the idea that cartoon studios arc stodgy places
where laughter is a mere commercial commodity to be turned

of tracings,

and fascinating that I
But I changed my mind
when I learned that it takes about two years to develop a
good animator, no matter how much talent and artistic training
out by the foot.

wanted

to stay

found them so

I

and

jolly

join the gang.

he has at the beginning.
So I decided to slick to reporting, where all one has to do
is ask hard-working artists a lot of
questions and then write down the

By Frances Kish

answers.

71

—

"^^O sir can't keep a good girl down! Especially one who wears a
^ pint of spangles and a merry smile as well as little Sue Carol When

-^

!

Sue's Fox contract expired, the wise boys had her all washed up, but she
fooled them. Here she is, blithe as a cricket, with a long Radio Pictures
contract tucked away in her treasure chest!

73
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Most
Disliked
i

Man in

jHoUywoocf
By
i

Elaine

Ogden

WITHOUT

This sort of thing makes men gnaw their whiskers at the sight
Ivan Lebedeff no Hollywood soof Ivan Lebedeff. Ivan, Betty Compson and Johnny Harron
gathering is a complete success.
in a scene from "Street Girl"
It is not that he's the life of the party
Russian aristocrats just don't
far from it.
suits of this story on Ivan, himself, is a case D for the smart
put on ladies' hats, break out into burlesque spring dances and
psychologist.
do card tricks. Rather, Ivan accomplishes some highly skilled
Ivan has had everything and lost it and had it again only to
magic upon every room he enters. He is surrounded with a
lose it. He was the most glorious hero of the hour in Russia, a
glamorous, continental air. Your old parlor stops being just a
veritable Lindbergh (heralded with waving flags and martial
parlor when Ivan enters and takes on the color of a high-ceilmusic and the adoring eyes of women) who might have become
inged, crystal-chandeliered reception hall that might be a part
the highest officer in the Ru.ssian army.
of a European castle.
.'^nd then came the Revolution and the horror he saw, the
Lebedeff is always included at the exclusive Pickfair parties.
horror he was forced to perpetrate left him as he is. For he has
He is one of Dolores Del Rio's favorite guests. Embryonic
the bitter tedium of power, he has known the hollow
are
tasted
invitations
presence.
The
best
for
his
social leaders vie
glorv of adulation. He has been fantastically rich, and equally
always to be found in his mail box.
He is a picturesque figure, striding up and down the boule- poor.
vards of Hollywood, for he is tall, handsome, hatless and yet
he carries a cane.
,
BITS of things pictures that have painted themselves draHorror. Terror.
matically upon the canvas of his mind.
No Hollywood premiere is quite complete without Ivan's
banquet
Pain.
white tic and monocle. At the luncheon table, the
The evacuation of Odessa. Mothers snatched from their
board and the tea cart he can be uttcrlx- depended upon for
Wives watching their husbands shot down before
children.
doing the right thing. Accomplished, amusing, charming.
them. Starvation. Death. Human beings turned animal. And
And yet, in spite of all this, or rather, perhaps, because of it,
a beautiful woman in sables standing on a wharf screaming
he is the most disliked man in Hollywood
He is instantly hated by every good old one hundred per cent hysterically, begging anyone to take her, to jelease her from it.
Again, a picture. He, the sole dictator of a town once ruled
American male in the country.
When Ivan appears on the screen, boy friends begin belittling by Bolshevists. He, with three hundred men holding the city
with an iron hand for three days. Being forced to deal with
him.
well beloved friends as he did with the revolutionists. Watching
And when he is admitted to a room in Hollywood the men in
a hundred or more lined up against a wall to be shot down by a
the place find they have important engagements which must
sputtering machine gun.
be kept. On the way home they say to their wives or sweetHe has seen life in its most sordid version. Intellects smashed
hearts or both, "Now what do you see in a man like that?
by horror. Brave men turned into whimpering boys. Nobly
He's a conceited fellow, besides being a fool. That hand kissing
born women ready to exchange
now isn't that absurd?
stuff
kisses with blackguards to be reHow can you fall for it?'' And
cial

—

I

—

the lady sighs romantically and
is glad she had that manicure before Ivan kisse<l her hand.
But there is more than meets
the eye in all this deep seated
male dislike. There is a story so
flush with excitement, so breathless, so colorful that mere words
don't do it justice. And the re-

Men

Hate Him,
Women Are Fascinated
but Ivan Lebedeff
Just Doesn't Care

leased from animal sufTering.
After the Revolution he found
himself in Constantinople and,
by sheer luck, made a fortune,

only to lose it all again in N'ienna.
He has been involved in scandal,
given the highest acclaim and
has lived like a prince and a beggar.

[
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——
with

Reeling Around

Evolution

— The

The Poor

stupid schoolboy

who was made

to

wear a dunce cap and

swim and I dive and I plan;
gav and I'm sweet and I'm witty
And all for the cameraman!
I

Fm

—

.

kick

look like a mess

—

for

comer

.

.

.

in
.

.

Stage presentations last longer than the picture. ... A
sunburn doesn't prove anything because everybody has
one.
Can't get thick cream for coffee.
Concrete
tennis courts jar your ankles.
New crop of people
every three months.
.

A nd

alone in a

As Cecelia Ager sees it in "Variety"
They serve the salad first. ... No thunder showers
sununer to break the heat.
No soft shell crabs.

of all these laces,
A nd get down the jug from the shelf
Relax, and read junk, and make faces,
to

Hall

HoUsTwood

Little Star

/ pose and I dance and look pretty,

I'd like

sit

Leonard

.

.

.

.

m vsclf!

.

.

.

.

Getting Personal

1

—

Anything for a Laugh

Seen Places Together Buddy Rogers and Margaret Brccn,
pretty stage dancer; Lois ^loran and Director \ictor Fkniini;,
once said to be engaged to Clara Bow-de-o-do.
Clusiir
Morris and his pretty little wife. Sue, are expecting a call from
a little stranger sometime in the fall.
John Hyams and
Leila Mclntyre, famous vaudevillians and famous as the
parents of Leila Hyams, have made a two-reel comedy for rathe
called "Swell People." .And they certainly are!
ll.irry
Richman gets $.5,000 a week in a big time vaudeville act when he
is in it.
Miss Frances Rich, lovely daughter of Miss Irene
Rich, back from Smith College for the summer, intends to enter
pictures.
Married Luther Reed, director of "Rio Rita,",
and Miss Jocelyn Lee. ... Up to the time of her marriage tflj'
Ben, Bebe Daniels had appeared in 288 [)ictures.
Owing
.

Eddie Cantor was explaining

diet to

one of

his daughters

on

"Whoopee" set. "You've got to eat lettuce to get vitamins," said Eddie.
"You know about vitamins Warner
Brothers have been making them for years!" ... It is reported that producers have given up the idea of filming " Elizabeth, the \irgin Queen," because of difficulties in casting the
lead.
Rud)- Vallee, says the press, will have a million
dollars by the end of 19M. Ah there, Rudy— still saving up
to buy that glass megaphone!
Nelson, Xeb., will have
movies on Sunday. The vote was 201 /w/— 200 against. Congress should give that fellow a medal
even though the holierthan-thou-element will swear it w^as the town drunkard.
Winnie Lightncr has fallen away by the ton. From a lass
weighing 158 she has now shrunk to a slip of a girl of 130 with
a copy of the New York Sunday Times under her arm.
The
diet, says Win, was buttermilk and soup.
At that price, bring
me meat and potatoes.
Latest stunt in Hollywood is the
"clivorce shower." Gifts the girl friends bring the prospective
divorcee are travel booklets, and the addresses of plastic surgeons, dancing teachers and gigolos. A Smith and Wesson .38
might not be a bad idea, cither.
the

—

.

.

.

.

.

.

—

.

.
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to high taxes and inability to get native talkie product, 415
Berlin movie theaters closed during last spring.
June
Clyde, pretty Radio Pictures blonde, is recovering from a nervous breakdown caused by overwork.
Clare Luce, pretty
little blonde ex-Ziegfeld dancer, now in Fox pictures, was born
in Bellaire. Ohio. There she was known as Little Clara Snow.
.Ann Harding, Pathe star, happy wife and mother, was
arrested twice in one week! No, nothing too terrible. Driving
without license and without car registration.
Yep ^it
pays to direct good pictures. Frank Borzagc, who has won
the Photoplay Gold Medal twice, has just bought anothajr.
$120,000 worth of real estate in Hollywood.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
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"Beauty
youth!
beauty

is

To
is

romance, and romance

is

cherish youth, to live for

the sure

heart's desire

BIDDLE STEWART

way

come true.

woman

girl or beautiful

to

make your

A radiant young
is

a magnet

for romance," savs Mrs. Biddle Slccarl.

V^HARMING

young favorite of society
and Philadelphia, Mrs. Biddle
Stewart is so lovely and so romantic that her
friends call her the "Fairy Princess."

New York

in

Yoa notice
moment you
youthful

beauty," and

exquisite

her

look

complexion

her.

"A

fresh,

says,

"is

essential

at

she

skin,"

the

clear,

to

true.

it is

" Pond's," she adds, " provides the best and
easiest

method of home complexion

"There

delicious

the

is

care.

Cold Cream

for

cleansing to keep the skin flower-fresh . . the
dainty Cleansing Tissues to remove the cream
.

immaculately
for

the bracing Skin Freshener to

. .
and the exquisite Vanishing
powder base a true hand-maiden of

banish oiliness

Cream

.

—

romance," says Mrs. Stewart, "for
one's nose from ever looking shiny!"

it

keeps

Yes, a lovely skin is the ensign of romance.
is why Pond's Method is such a success
because of the amazing efficacy of its four sure,
swift, simple steps:

That

During the day—first, for thorough cleansing,
generously apply Pond's Cold Cream several
times and always after exposure. Pat in with
upward, outward strokes, waiting to let the
fine oils sink

Second

deep into the pores.

— wipe

away with Pond's Cleansing

Tissues, silken-soft, marvelously absorbent.

Third

— dab skin with Pond's Skin Freshener

to banish oiliness, close

and reduce pores.

Last—smooth on Pond's Vanishing Cream
for powder base, protection, exquisite finish.
.4l

bedtime

— cleanse

thoroughly with Cold

Cream and wipe away with
dry, leave on a

little

fresh

Tissues.

If skin

is

cream overnight.

Pond's four delightful

preparations to

keep your skin

al-

ways exquisite —

Cold Cream,
Cleansing Tissues,

Skin Freshener,
Vanishing

Cream.

Send

io<

for Pond's

Pond's Extract Co.vipany, Dept.

Four Delightful Preparations
U Hudson Street, New York City

J,

i

A'ame

Street

City

.

State
Copvricht, 1930, Pond's Extract

itloil

I-IIOTOIM.AY SIACAZIXI;.

Company

—
Photoplay Magazine for September, 1930
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How

to

be

rASGINATING
as told

to

KATHERINE ALBERT

" "rpOR the girl who wants to be charm\S ing, one thing is essential," says

every minute. Motion picture directors
found out long ago that without lovely
skin no girl can hope to win and hold
the hearts of millions. The glaring closeup lights reveal even the tiniest flaw!

Anita Page, the girl whose blonde loveliness has won her universal devotion on
the screen. "It's smooth skin!

"No matter how lovely your figure
your eyes your hair you can't have
that compelling something unless your
skin is softly clear and glowing. And if it

—

is,

"Several years ago, some of us discovered just the care our skin needs to
keep it always at its best— Lux Toilet
Soap! Then more and more of the stars
began to use it until now almost every
girl I know in Hollywood is devoted to
this daintily f^agran^white soap.

—

you're sure to be attractive!

"Screen

Kav

you know, have to keep
smooth and fine-textured

stars,

their skin silky

Johns.. s, M. C.

M.

by

"Catherine Dale Owen, for instance.
Did you ever see smoother, lovelier skin?
And Kay Johnson, too. They both use

Lux

Toilet Soap regularly.

"Regular care with Lux Toilet Soap,
that's

my

and any

prescription tor lovely skin

girl

can follow

—

"

it!

.star, h.is

a skin of deliciite beauty. "Jt
leaves my skin so smooth," she says.

Hessie Love, M. G. M.'s heloveil blonde star,
important Hollywood actresses
one of the 5
who are devoted to Lux Toilet Soap. "To the
screen star lovely skin is very important," she
says. "That's why I am so delighted with
Lux Toilet Soap. It does leave my skin so
smooth and soft."
is

1

1

I'hoto by C. S. bull, llullywood
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Anita Pace, the young
Mctro-Goldwyn-Mayerstar
whose hcauty has won millions of hearts, in the strik-

luxuriously

ing,

appointe.l

liathroom especially

de-

signed for her ami built in

Hollywood.

"I always use
Lux Toilet Soap," she says.
"It keeps my skin so wonderfully smooth."

Anita Page, you

see, is one of the host
of famous screen and stage stars who
have found in this fine soap, so daintily
white and fragrant, just the gentle care

that

is

necessary.

Nine out of Ten Lovely Stars
use it in Hollywood

—
— on Broadway — in Europe

Of

the 521 important actresses in Hollywood, 511 use Lux Toilet Soap. It has
been made the official soap in all the

It's so

studios.

On Broadway
devoted to
of 71

Catherine Dale Owen-,
lovely M. G. M. star, says:
"Lux Toilet Soap is a joy.

it, it

the stage stars are so
is in the dressing rooms

of the 74 legitimate

dainty and refresh-

ing,

and

even

in

it

lathers

freely

the hardest water."

New York

theaters!
.'\nd even in the European capitals the
screen stars, like their sisters in Holly-

wood, are now using

it

to

keep their

skin flawless for the close-up.

You will be delighted with Lux Toilet
Soap, too. With the fresh smoothness it
gives your skin, with its fragrant, generous lather. Use it for your bath and for
your shampoo, too. Here's luxury such as
you have found only in the finest PVench
today.
soaps! Order several cakes

Betty Bronson, both at
home and on location, cares
her ravishingly lovely
Lux Toilet Soap.
She says: "It certainly keeps
for

skin with

my

skill

charmingly smooth

and soft!"

—

Lux Toilet

Soap

Wht'n >ou write 10 advertisers

Luxury such as you have found only in fine French
NOW
soaps at S0( and $L00 the cake
.
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COIIND, atmosphere, color on a great talkie set! The demon micro'-'])hone has the place of honor
actors, directors, cameramen all play
second fiddle to its majesty. Art i^rotlucing machinery dominates the
vivid scene. The actors
Marjorie Rambeau and Phillips Holmes in

—

—

—

a scene for
78

"Her Man"

!

They gave Aneiv
WHY THEY COT THERE.

THAT'S

hri

I

QUICKLY

...SO

H r
Two

V

I)

years ago he sleppeil into the

spot-light

on a

little

and

cafe Jloor

crooned a song called "Deep Night."

Today deep night on Broadway
his

It

name

sees

blazed in electric signs.

wasn't the cut of his clothes ... or

the break of his luck. This youngster
just naturally delivered

something

that the public wants

Just so

OLD GOLD

cigarettes have

grown from a baby brand
brand in record time
they delivered a

.

.

to a giant
.

because

new enjoyment

.

.

.

they thrilled the taste and comforted
the most sensitive throat.

"So you're a saxophone plmtr, eh?
Well
make me weep! Do your
.

stuff," said the vaudeville booker.

did

!

And fame

pul)lic

R

i:

caressed liim.

succumbed

I'

r

F.

H

in

Manh
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The glorious flavor of

PEP
The healthfulness of

BRAN
in

SATL

these

along

the day with

with breezy pep. Start

vim and

Pep Bran Flakes

No

zest.

Kellogg's

will help you.

is like them. These
sun-brown flakes are full of the
famous flavor of PEP. Rich with the
nourishing goodness of whole wheat.
Healthful. They contain just enough

other cereal

crisp,

bran to be mildly laxative
keep you feeling fit.

At the

first

— to

help

spoonful, you'll agree

Pep Bran Flakes are
cereal. At the
last spoonful you'll vote them the best
bran flakes you ever tasted.
that Kellogg's

delicious

—a wonderful

You'll want Kellogg's Pep Bran
Flakes often. For breakfast. For
lunch. Children love their peppy
flavor.

Get the red-and-green package at
your grocer's. Made by Kellogg in
Battle Creek.

J^^

PKP
tMK

FLAKES

Important— Kellogg's Pep Bran

Flakes are mildly
laxative. All-Bran
another Kellogg product is
all bran and guaranteed to relieve both temporary
and recurring constipation.

—

PEP
BRAN FLAKES

Of

WHIAT

"Nothing
Left

l\^
/^

i^a

/.

on the
p!>

ates:
Fifi

Dorsay serves "French"

fried

Louise Dresser knows the proof of a
good dinner is in the eating

chicken for her forma! luncheons

you often
HAXEX'T
plain, ordinary
praise

served what seemed to you just a
meal and been totally unprepared for the
and appreciation of your family and guests? Louise

Dresser (in private life, Mrs. jack Gardner) has a favorite
dinner menu like that. And she says about it: "No matter
often I serve it, nothing is ever left on any of the plates."
Surely there is no warmer praise, no greater assurance of a
meal's success, than that!
Here is the menu:

how

Fruit Cocktail

Broiled English Mutton
New Potatoes, Boiled
Vanilla Ice

cocktail to start the meal.
She prefers to leave out the frills
and confine her menu to the fundamentals of a satisfying,
healthful luncheon.
She, too, says that her guests rarely leave anything but the
bones to be scraped from their plates. And, being a French

knows that is important to the housekeeper. French
cooks are noted for the excellence of their food, but the true
French housewife is also proud of her thrifty methods.
girl, Fifi

T ASKED

Chop with Kidney Sliced Beets
Baked Spinach with Rice

Cream with Chocolate Sauce

Pound Cake

Winnie Lightner for the recipes for her two famous
They are so very tasty and so different from the
usual salads that I knew you would want to try them. Winnie
wrote them right out for me, so here they are:
The first recipe serves si.K people. It hasn't any name, so
J- salads.

we'll just call

Demi-tasse

Winnie Lightner's Salad

Aliss Dresser prefers a plain fruit cocktail

and suggests diced

pineapple, peaches, pears and maraschino cherries. The
mutton chops should be cut thick. New beets are especially
tasty, sliced thin and served with butter sauce.

The spinach

Wash

recipe is as follows:
the spinach thoroughly until

Chop spinach very

fine,
to rice, put in baking dish
wi(h butter, salt and pepper,

add

and bake

fifteen minutes.

FIFI DORSAY'S menu

1

1

can kidney beans
onion

H stalk of celery

is

no trace of

Chop pickles, onion, eggs, celery and pimentos very fine
a mi.\ing bowl.
Add the whole beans. Mi.x well with
mayonnaise, which has been thinned with vinegar.
Chill
thoroughly and serve on crisp lettuce leaves.

Winnie's Italian Salad

Photoplay Magazine
919 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago,

1

Please send me a copy of Photoplavs Famous
Cook Book, containing 150 favorite recipes of the
stars.
I am enclosing twenty-five cents.

sardines

1

cube garlic

1

onion, or

Chop eggs,

its

juice

garlic

and onion

thoroughly together in mi.xing
bowl. Mash the sardines and
add. Then add vinegar and
oil, mi.xing well.
Chill, and
serve over quarters of head
lettuce, endive or romaine

—

and serve:
Fruit Cocktail
Fried Chicken, Green Peas
Lettuce with French Dressing
Pineapple Sherbet

lettuce.

Be
like

larjjc

tablespoon vinegar
2 tablespoons salad oil
1

a formal luncheon is also a
simple one easy to prepare

Miss Dorsay,

can

2 hardboiled cgt^s

III.

for

Coffee

1 bottle sweet pickles
2 hardboiled eggs

Pimentos

in

there

sand.
Cook in covered pot without adding any water.
Cook rice in double boiler,
and when done rinse carefuUv
in cold water so that each
kernel is separate.

it

sure to write name and aHdre'is plainly.
You may send either stamiis or coin.

This recipe

is

for four serv-

ings.

Miss

Dresser, favors a plain fruit

CAROLYN VAN WVCK
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c

AST Call/
Vo ting for
the
of

Picture

JBest

1929 Closes
Oct.

for votes on the Photoplay Gold
LAST
best motion picture of 1929!
call

All votes

must be

in the office of

1st

Medal Award

Winners of
Photoplay Medal

for the

Photoplay by October

1st.

Votes received after that date will not count.
The Photoplay Gold Medal is the only award in the world of motion
pictures going direct from the film fans to the producer.
Each year Photoplay presents a gold medal to the producer of the
motion picture deemed the nearest ideal by its readers. Back in 1920
the Photoplay Gold Medal was devised by James R. QuirL, publisher and editor of Photoplay, as the best method to encourage the
production of better films.
Look over the list of past awards on this page before you cast your

1920

"Humoresque"
1921

"Tol'able David"
1922

"Robin Hood"

vote.

Be sure that it goes to a picture worthy of standing with these nine
great films.
Remember that the Photoplay Medal of Honor was designed as a
reward for the producer making the best picture of the year in points
of story, acting, direction and photography.
More than all else. Photoplay wishes its readers to consider the
ideals and motives governing its production. Also, consider the worth
of its

1923

"The Covered Wagon"
1924

"Abraham Lincoln"

dramatic message.

1925

Two

things make the 1929 award notable. First, it is the tenth annual presentation of the medal. Second, it will probably go for the
first time to a talking picture
that amazing product of the newest
art whose full development has come only since the last Medal was

"The Big Parade"

—

1926

"Beau Geste"

awarded.

A

list of fifty important pictures released during 1929 is appended.
It is not necessary, of course, for you to select one of these.
You
may vote for any picture released during 1929.
the Photoplay Medal of Honor is of solid gold, weighing 123^^

1927

"7th Heaven"

pennyweights and is two and one-half inches in diameter. Each medal
designed and made by Tiffany and Company of New York.

1928

is

Fifty Pictures Released in 1929

Photoplay Medal of Honor Ballot
Alihi

Editor Photoplay Magazine
221
In
l^est

W.

57th Street,

my opinion

New

the picture

HUickmail

Broadway
Broadway Melody, The

York City

named below

motion picture production released

is

the

in 1929.

Bulldog

Drummond

Harmony

Coek Kycd World, The

NAME OF PICTURE

Address-

Gold Di^s^ers of Broadwav
Hallelujah
Hollywood Revue of 1929
In Old Arizona
Iron .\fask, The

Canary Murder Case, The Kiss,
Case of Lena Smilh, The
Lady
Close

T^ame-

"Four Sons"

Coquette

Dance of

Life,

The

Tlie

Lies,

Sweetie

The

Last of Mrs. CItcyney, The
Utter, The
Ijjve Parade, The

Madame

Saturday Night Kid, The
Shopworn Angel, The
Sliow Boat
Sins of the Fathers
Sunny Side Up

Taming

of the

They Had

to

Trespasser, The

X

Trial of

Mary Dugan, The

Desert Song, The
Disraeli
Dollar's Secret, The

On

Our Modern Maidens

Wearv River

Dynamite

Pagan, The

Wild Orchids

Paris Boutui
Rio Rita

Woman

Fashions in

fxnte

Four Feathers, The

Marianne
with the

Shrew

See Paris

Thunderbolt

Show

\'iri;iiiian.

The

of Affairs,

Young Nowhcres

A
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Weep no more,
dear

iadtf.

for loveliness can
The Saline Method

brings glow-

ing health, unblemished beauty

brings fresh

bloom

How

well

some women keep

youth and charm!

are their eyes,

How

how clear and

their

lustrous

fresh their

to the complexion.

Physicians, both the

European, know

full

be yours

American and

well the benefits of

the sahne method. Each year they send
their patients to the

springs of Europe to drink the health-

plexions and tone their systems.

Oal Hepatica

is

the efficient American

equivalent of the European spas.
clearing your bloodstream,

Have they found some secret aid to
some rare cream or costly treatment? By no means! Like most other
women, they diligentlyapply their cos-

complexion.

—

metics and their lotions.

But the

is

it

is

why

it

is

the trouble by

It gets at

so

good

That

for rheumatism,

indigestion, colds, constipation, etc.

Get a bottle of

real

Keep

Sal Hepatica today.

one whole
you feel,
how your complexion improves. Send

one of nature's own.

internally clean for

week. See

the secret of internal cleanliness,
of caring for one's self not only from
It is

how much

coupon

the

without, but from within.

better

for free booklet,

Clarice in quest

And

"To

of her youth", which

how

the best way of internal cleansby the saline method, with Sal
Hepatica. For Sal Hepatica clears the

path to exuberant health and beauty.

system of poisons and of wastes.

Bristol-Myers Co.. Dcpt. G90, 71

ing

in detail

tells

is

*

to follow the saline

•

*

W«e Sc. N. Y.
Kindly send rac the free booklet, To Clarice in quest
of her youth", which explains the many benefits of

It

'

Sal Hepatica.

Kame

Sal Hepatica
When

By

helps your

eliminating poisons and acidity.

key to their unblemished beauty and
sparkling youth

able women of the world, by taking this
well-known "cure", clear their com-

famous spas and

cheeks!

beauty

giving saline waters. Thus, the fashion-

jou write to idTGrtlsers please mention

Street-

City

niOTOPLAT MAGAZINE.
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So This

brolce.

When

she got S150 a week she signed con-

tracts calling for paj'ments of

$165 a week

on installment purchases.
.\

salary raise finally helped her out of the

dilemma.
She turned down a 820,000 a week contract
not so long ago and then went broke soon
afterward.

She borrowed the money to hire a private
r.iilroad

car for her return from

New York

to

California.

She paid

"LJER

it

back.

Swedish, Polish, German
-•- -'-and
French and her father was in the
United States army transport service. She
v<-as born in Chicago and now she's the Marciuise de la Falaise et de la Coudray.
She
speaks French well and is studying Italian.
When she divorced Wally Beery she told a
friend: "I'll never again marry a Westerner.
Probably never again will I marry an American."
Then she married Herbert Somborn, a Western .American.
But when she divorced Somborn, she kept
her original pledge and married the Marquis.
.At this writing, they're still married, but
half a world separates them.
He has said: "Saprisli! I married a business

man!"
She

is

is

generous, and does not forget old

]

friendships.
Once Vera Reynolds got a part
in a picture at Paramount in which Swanson
was starring.

"Don't be surprised," was the warning some
one gave Vera, "if Gloria cuts you, now that
she's a star."

Gloria and Vera used to work together in
Sennett days.
Vera was already on the set when Gloria

swept

in.

Everybody halted work and hushed for the
queen.
"Vera turned her back.
A moment later,
Swanson saw her, flung her arms around her
and kissed

ancestry

Gloria

CONTINUED FROM PACE 36

[

she does, she goes with the entourage of an
Oriental potentate.
She is very extravagant, even when she is

Is

her.

In Vera's big scene, Gloria turned her own
back to the camera, giving Vera the whole
screen.
Critics said: "Miss Reynolds stole this scene

from Swanson."

Vera says: "Gloria gave me

the scene."

Swanson hates crowds. She

is

afraid of their

mauling.

Once

in

New York

follow, afoot, a

at a premiere she

had
mounted policeman's horse

to
to

get through a crowd.

She still remembers the embarrassment of
having the horse back into her. In London,
made her way through dirty intercommunicating cellars and passages for two blocks
to avoid a crowd outside her hotel.
she

TN Chicago, she had a half-hysterical

fit

when

--she regained the security of her automobile
after being mobbed by a crowd of women
while she was buying gloves at Field's. But

she'll get right into a crowd of thousands to
see a football, polo or ice hockey game.
She is self-conscious and never forgives

criticism.

Her

closest

whom she has
Lois Wilson.

friends are Virginia Bowker,
known for fifteen years, and

She believes she is a keen judge of people,
but she isn't.
She thinks she is a business man, but she
has never proved it.
is
SHE
laugh.

slow to anger and quick to

Once she opened a door suddenly and found a

new servant peeping through

the keyhole at

her.

She thought

a huge joke and laughed.
Later the servant found a new job.
She has very definite opinions of her own
but is ready to change if she can be convinced
she's wrong.
She would rather be argued with than
yessed. She likes to play practical jokes and
laughs when one is played on her.
Her one great passion in life is the advancement of Gloria Swanson. Long ago, she told
it

a friend
"I have gone through a long apprenticeship.
I have gone through enough of being nobody.
I have decided that when"^(she said when,
not if)
"I am a star, I will be every inch
and every moment the star! Everybody from

—

gateman
know it."
They do.

the studio

to the highest executive

will

Making a talkie comedy on shipboard, Honolulu-bound A deck scene on a big Pacific liner, with Harold Lloyd and
his pretty leading lady, Barbara Kent, catching a snack of lunch for the camera.
The picture is "Feet First." Passengers get a kick out of watching. That toy balloon covers the mike
!
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You need

this

Penetrating Dentifrice
... to give your teeth the
kind of cleansing dentists recommend
Surface polishing only
half cleans. Colgate's does

more — it washes away
decaying particles.

It

keeps

em

th^

Almost any
toothpaste will scrub the tooth
white and attractive.
surface.
is

different!

only polishes teeth

—

it

not

It

also iL-ushes

perfectly, flooding out the

decaying particles from bctvoeen the

and

teeth

The

into tiny fissures

and spaces between

the teeth.

Colgate's does two things at

one time— (

its

soft chalk polishes

brilliantly (2) its

penetrating foam

1 )

loosens and washes away dangerous

deca\ing

particles.

Why be satisfied with a mere polish-

But Colgate's

them

lively foam goes where the
ordinary sluggish toothpaste can't—

Thus

C URFACE polishing gives goodgo(
looking teeth.

This

is

due

white teeth, but you also protect
the crevices by flooding out the

embedded

in the tiny crevices.

extra action

By using Colgate's
you not only maintain attractive
ing dentifrice?

to the Col-

gate formula, which includes an in-

gredient that breaks into a sparkling

foam. This foam bathes the teeth
with active penetrating bubbles.

impurities.

This double action has made Colgate's the world's favorite dentifrice

— used by more people, recommended by more dentists.
If

you have not become acquainted

with the superiority of Colgate's,
mail coupon for free

trial

Colgate's Ribbon Dental

tube of

Cream

and interesting booklet on the care
of the teeth and mouth.

Colgate's comes in powder form
for those who prefer it. Ask
for Colgate's Dental Powder.

FREE
Colgate's

is

than any other nationally ad-

vertised brand priced at a

you write to adterlls*

TMt

dfajtrun ahowa b«w
Colir>t>->aeIlvcfo.ni
'h.vtnff "low orficcrfpcp

down

Into lh«- rrsv.
tt

pl-trl»

quarter.

When

Dcpt. M-605, P.
O. Box 507, Grand Central Post
Office, New York. Please send a trial tube of
Colgate's Ribbon Dental Cream, with booklet,
"How to Keep Teeth and Mouth Healthy."

most economi-

— the

25c tube contains
more toothpaste, by volume,
cal

F

the

AJJrcss..
please mention

COLGATE,

PnOTOPL.AY UAGAZIN'E.
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Meet the
[

the subtle and malicious
aura of that belle but dangerous France. We
go to lunch I tripping carefully over all rugs
and bumping into all tables and whatnots.
The food is ser\-ed. La Damita talks in a
lovely pidgin English, while I answer in elo-

About her

boat.

is

—

—

"oui," "non," and "kees
Her beauty is Kolossal. "Wundermurmur, forgetting the War. The press

quent French
papa!''
bar! " I

agent prods the conversation gently whenever
Damita's
it falls feebly into the fruit salad.
mamma mumbles happily to herself.
W'ell, Damita's loveliness has its way. I feel
like a golf ball lying on the first tee and looking
I
helplessly up at Bobby Jones.
I stutter.
get nervous indigestion. I bow, bumping into
a stout lady with my Southern exposure. I
rush back to the office and pour thousands of
goofy adjectives over clean white paper.

have met Lily Damita by the Semi-Private

IJlethod.

That, however, takes too long. Meeting the
Press that way would take a star many months,
and by the time she had met it all she would be
fitted only for mother niles.
The favorite scheme is to divide the Press
up into discreetly chosen phalanxes of ten or
a dozen, and toss the poor girl to them, a bunch
at a time.
called

Meeting the Press by Mob.

me

way

This

is

Now

let

describe this

of introducing

public.

am

invited

by

telephone, and the hour

is

set at 4;30, the occasion being "tea." I put
tea-time walkother necktie, seize
on
ing cane and taxi to the hotel, which is the

my

my

entire floor, I find a dozen

— not yet met, but

Press

They aU know each

Sherry-Xetherlands, a mighty Fifth Avenue
peak whose head is in the clouds and whose
flagpole has nearly spiked more than one curious airman.
It is the sort of place which has sixty ornate
flunkeys in the lobby, all major generals in
the Bulgarian Horse-Guards.
The lady I am to meet is Miss Evelyn Laye,
a beautiful English blonde of the musical comedy stage. She has already delighted New York
for a season in an operetta called " BitterSweet," but to us of the cinema she is still
largely an unconfirmed report. Now she is
signed for Goldwyn pictures.
I am hoisted to the thirty-fifth floor, several
miles above the nursemaids and go-buggies of
Central Park. There, in a suite covering the

A
face.
" In a

way, " he smiles. " my 'vacation' from
the screen was lucky. I can say now that ever>'-

thing turned out for the best. I was ofl the
screen when talkies came in, I missed the first
crude experiments. Many stars were unable
to last beyond the pioneer stage. I am making
talkies now that they are so much nearer perfection."
Ben, obviously, is better fitted now for a
successful screen career. He has never looked

—

— they've met each

There they
Press.

sit,

twelve Gentlemen of the

Among them move two waiters,

silently

bulldozed by a head man. The waiters pour
harmless tonics celerv- salt, probably, or good
mineral water with a dusky flavor. In another
room stands a mountainous affair containing
some 15,000 sandwiches— the size of silver dollars, as thick as a well-rubbed quarter, and veri,delicious when eaten seven at a crack. There
are also delicious canapes of this and that, a
hundred and fifty of which would make a good
snack for Davey Lee. .\11 this is traditional.
Daintiness always rules in such matters.
Conversation languishes. We've all seen
each other so often before. One new note is
struck by the sudden appearance of the yachteviing editor of the Ga-.cltc-Timts-Clariim
dently under the impression that he is to interview Sir Thomas Lipton.
No Miss Laye. We sit. sip our tonics, speak
in monosyllables and look out at the broiling
human ants on sunny Fifth .\ venue far below.
Yes. we will have more celerj^ tonic. .\nd another toothful of anchovy paste, IF you please.
And all in whispers. Itisnow5;15.

—

—

Miss Laye!
.\ slender, lovely blonde comes in, shepherded by the press agent. She looks a little
tired, having been on a bicycle since landing.
Introductions. She sits down in the center of
the group, which shifts its tonic glasses and
hems a bit. I rack my brain for a bright quip
to open the ball. " How do you like .American
men? " or " How would you like a pint of honest
British beer?"
I give it up.
I am horrorstricken to find that I haven't a thing to say
to the Toast of London, and I am quite sure
that she hasn't a note to pipe to me. I subside, appalled, and burj- my prominent nose in
the tonic.

A yfISS L.\YE asks for tea, please. Con•^''^temation! No tonic?
She gets her tea. and sporadic conversation
springs up. Things were fine in London when
she left. Leone's is the grandest place in the
world to eat but (or because) few .Americans
have found it. British pictures are getting bet-

—

ter.

It is a

tough spot for the

little girl.

Twenty-

—

four eyes are fastened on her the acknowledged stage beauty, the prize blonde baby doll
of the theatrical season of 1929-1930. But she
stands up like a little major, batting back what
few conversational tennis balls are feebly served
up to her. Yes, she is curious about Hollywood. She is not going to be grand out there.
Just a small car. .\nd no wild hfe. When one
works hard one is hard enough put to it to look
well before the public. She smiles.
Yep she
certainly is pretty. Just a spot more of that
tonic, IF you don't mind!

—

—

A ND

so it goes a little desperate conversa* *-tion-making. a few senseless questions, a
little amiable chit-chat, a dumb crack or two
by the press boys who are beginning to act
as though they itch and are too genteel to

—

scratch.
.At 6:30, as though a temple gong had
clanged. Miss Laye stands up. There is dressing to do, for dinner and a theater. With cheery
greetings to all. she bows out, the lift descends,
the Gentlemen of the Press are left hanging on
the thirty-fifth tloor.
The twelve of us go out and go down some
to dinner, some few to work, and the rest to
search for more celery tonic at some private

—

.Again, we have nothing to say to
each other. No one has had much of anything
from the most silent of
to say to anyone else

dispensarj'.

—

the reporters to the star herself.

But another tradition has been followed. The
Press Has Been Met, rn masse. The proper
thing has been done. It's hard on the actress
and in some wa}"^ a little tough on the Press,
but that's the way these mystic and wonderful
movie rites are performed. Upstairs the waiters
are bolting the rest of the sandwiches and perhaps touching up the tonic. On the hot side-

we

walk,

\\'ill

am

disperse.

anything come of

it?

Watch

the papers.

know what the yachting editor
Probably that "a trim little sloop
named Evelvn Laye slipped into port the other
afternoon and hove to and tied up at the Sherrj'Netherlands wharf.
Fame and fortune await some inspired press
agent who will invent a new angle to the game
meet it sitting on a flagof Meeting the Press
pole, or down a coal mine, or on board the
Leviathan sailing for Europe, all expenses paid.
In the meantime, the dear old way will have
to do. .And it probably will, if the celery tonic
I

curious to

will say.

—

holds out!

Great Come-Back
CONTINUED FROM

P.\OE 41

was during Ben's engagement to Marilvti
Miller that he was working in New York, MariHer day
lyn was a famous Broadway star.
would not begin until, after the evening performance was finished. Then a gay crowd
would start out. Ben was always the life of

Both of them were
ical time in their lives.
slipping down the ladder. It was before Bcbe
scored her sensational come-back in "Kio Ril.i
and while Ben was marking time on the Hughi picture of wartime aviation.

the party.

who knew them was

It

He would

get

home

morning, and then

at three or four in the
report at the studio at

He spent lavishly of his money, his
health and his looks.
That's past. He's learned to save money.
He guards his health, and he takes his career
eight.

"

When Ben and Bebc

were married everyone
Their

sincerely happy.

long friendship has endured through the more
clouded times until today when both are again
firmly established.

Bcbe and Ben understand

each other and have

many

interests in

common,

have several strong pictures,

all appearing at practically the same time. .And. of
course, this summer will see "Hell's .Angels

Ben

will

'

in better

health not even when he began his screen
career several years ago. The night clubs no
longer see him. The play boy of a few years
back now leads the "sweet and simple."

SO

of the

willing.

other

other and picture stars a hundred times before,
and there is really little to say. They say it.

[

with the contrast of the many weeks of bleak
discouragement. He says he feels like a new

more handsome, nor has he been

J

members

Pst!

a foreign actress to the American picture-going
I

Press
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seriously.
.At night,

now, he studies up on

lines for the

next day, or plays bridge.
It is an interesting stor\', the romance of
Bcbe and Ben. They became friends at a crit-

on the screens

Those who have
preview have the highest

of the nation.

seen the picture in
praise for Ben's work.
nous return!

He

has staged a

gli>
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PIERRE
Jjeauty adviser

smart jS ew

to

York warns
i>

don't experiment w^itn b eauty
Auotlier I;amoii5

tieaiity special-

1st

approves xalnioiive iSoap

lor

liotiie

cleaiisiiiff

WOMEN now

ol

and then have

tJie

skjii

a mistaken notion
'

that they should use no soap on the f ace,
York. " 'The trouble,' 1 reply in

such cases,

all

and

clientele, Pierre

you are using the wrong kind
should use Palmolive a soap that is
'is

You

of soap.

In a cosmopolitan city,
-with a sophisticated
has made
for himself an enviable
reputation as a beauty
specialist. His salon occupies a prominent position on
Fifty-Seventh

New

says Pierre of

that

effeaive but gentle in

—

"
its

aaion.'

speaks from experience. For over thirty
one of New York's leaders of
beauty culture. His smart modern salon, in the
fashionable Plaza distria on 57th Street, is visited
Pierre

by women of social distinaion who entrust
beauty problems to his expert care.

To them
beauty.

It

Pierre

is

says:

too precious.

.Wtu

Street,

years he has been

street

of

York's

superlatively

smart shops. To this
salon come many distinguished women for
Pierre's valued counsel.

all their

"Don't experiment with
Use Palmolive Soap to

keep your skin lovely."
This preference expressed by the famous Pierre
you will find is repeated
by 23,720 leading experts all over the world.

Of

"It

olive safest

regular

the vegetable oils

and best for

home

^^^^^

^^^H

so soothing

V

And

use.

for sensitive

and

of olive and palm that make Palmolive
They make a soap that is safe

delicate.

skins.

A

soap that produces no harmfid

tions, hut leaves the skin

smooth, clean

why.

this is

Nature's
cosmetic

There are

These are olive
oil.

And

irrita-

lovely."

39 \V. 57TH St.

oils

New York

certain oils

oil

it is

City

More than is.700 beauty specialists in this country
abroad advocate home cleansing with Palmolive as a basis

natural cleansers.

finest

and

finest

which, for generations,
have been proved the

palm

is

cleansing agents,

all

these experts find Palm-

and

for

these

{professional

treatments.

of which Palmolive Soap is skilfully blended. This
facial soap contains no free alkali to irritate sensitive

oils

skin.

It is

tion of
its

not artificially colored.

no heavy perfumes.

daily use. This

is

It

requires the addi-

No wonder experts advise

the treatment

With both hands massage

recommended:

Palmolive lather
Rinse with \\arm water, followed by
now you're ready for make-up.
rich

into the skin.
cold.

And

lOc

Just try that simple 2-minute treatment tomorrow.

Use Palmolive for the bath, too. See how refreshing
it is.
Then you'll use it every day, as millions of
others do. At 10 cents the cake it is the world's least

PALMOLIVE RADIO HOUR- Broadcast every VTednesday
8 30 lo
7 30 p.

WEAF

expensive beauty treatment.
When jou

write to adtertlsers please mention

night-rrom

930 p. ID., Easiern umc; 730 lo 8:30 p. m.. Genual limt 6:30 lo
m.. Mountain time; 5:30 to 6:30 p. m.. Pacific Coast time — over
and 39 sutions associated with The National Broadcasting Company.
;
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"

Who

Said the
1

black velvet dinner
carried a black velvet

Wise

gown and

pearls.
She
wrap with a high ermine

beautiful blonde who
knows the value of contrast. She also carried
the corsage I sent her, and was trying to anchor
it to a wisp of net at her shoulder.
"These are the loveUest orchids I have ever
seen," she began. "They must be ver>' rare;
only I'm afraid you're awfully c-xtravagant."
They should be rare at si.\ dollars an orchid.
I sent three.
They were beautiful. Deep
white, shading to pale mauve at the very
collar.

girl,

a
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Then to the Ritz for dinner.
and I'd be the last one

It's always a breathless experience crossing
Square at theater time.
All the
theaters you've read about.
All the electric
signs you've seen in the movies. Right ahead
of us was the .\stor Theater, flashing "The
Rogue Song." Away at the top of the sign
was a huge picture of Lawrence Tibbett and
Catherine. That picture is still a thrill to her.

BAD NEWS—
AND HOW!

sounds very

It

to say that

it

We

dined in the Persian Garden on the
The place had a sort of home touch with
Claire Windsor at the ne.xt table dining with
Phil Plant,
the millionaire c.x-spouse of
wasn't.

Dinner

roof.

They seem

Constance Bennett.

S15.45
20.00
12.85
18.00
5.00
4.00

Theater
Casino
Corsage
Tips

to be that

way about one another.
Of course I brought most of this on myself.
Catherine had almost insisted that I have
dinner at her home. But no, I would be a
young man about town. King for a night,

Taxis

She deciphered the menu for me. It was in
French and all I could remember was pclit
pais, which I didn't want, anyway.
We
started with melon, went from that to cnjisommc, from there to poulrl, which, I have on
good authority, is nothing but chicken. We
had cold asparagus for a salad course, and
demi tasse. My dears, it was nothing. Just
$15.45.

Catherine was apologizing about her gown.
"Vou probably remember this from Hollywood," she e.xplained. "It's my favorite dress.
I bought it in Hollywood, and I can hardly be
persuaded to wear anything else."
It seems that her maid has actually tried to
hide it from her.
.After buying a half interest in the Ritz we
flagged a ta.xi. Some day I'd like to express
myself on the New York taxi.
I never expected to leave one alive.
Catherine, being
used to them, was calm and collected.

The Most
life

Ivan's intellectual life began early and he
was keenly alive to impressions, deeply hurt
by all he saw. How. then, has it affected him?

What

has

it

done

to his

mind ?

He

will

answer

that for you. "I have now, "he said, "a kindly,
gentle, healthy, humorous despise for ninety
per cent of the people in the world
.\nd that is a deep seated cynicism, not the
fake sort so prevalent in Hollywood. It is the
result of intelligence subjected to horror. The
qualifying adjectives before the word "despise"
(his own, of course) take the attitude out of
the dilettante class.
He has seen so much, has felt so much, has
been so aware that it is a wonder there is an
ounce of emotion left in him. .\nd yet there is.
!

You wonder what
being so disliked by

sound reason.

Men

this

men?

has to do with his

There

a sturdy,
and sec the
is

look at him
externals.
They see a handsome face, slim,
immaculately groomed body, a pair of dark

eyes.

They feel the rest. They feel that kindly,
humorous despise, that detached view he has
toward life and they resent it.

S8

Entering the theater we saw

still

the eternal ingenue. Claire
also come from

Windsor and Phil Plant had
dinner to the theater.
Phil
big.

Baker was the

We

left

star,

and he was going
show was over.

shortly before the

Two

gentlemen were doing considerable armwaving in the lobby, trjdng to decide what
was wrong with the production. I would have
liked to arm-wave, too. But then, I had paid a
scalper twenty dollars for two seats. Perhaps
I was prejudiced.
From there we went out to the Casino,
New York's swankiest and most expensive
cafe, and in Central Park of all places.
Leo
Reisman's band, which dishes out the rhythm,
is about the best I've heard.
Across the hall in
another ballroom was a picturesque Cuban
tango band. \\e sort of gravitated from one
room to the other, but we seemed to do better

Coast.

"I hope it impresses you as much as it does
me," she laughed. "I've played in the New
York theaters for sLx years, but that is the
first time I've actually been on Broadway.
Most of the theaters are just off Broadway."
After a few stops to tr>' and tind the location
of the Majestic Theater, we linally got there.
No ta.xi driver ever knows where anything is
in New York. It's my private opinion that all
the strangers are put to driving cabs.
A New York opening night has a different
complexion from a Hollywood premiere. Not
so much beauty, or so much swank. Nobody
looks at the show, but they don't in Hollywood, either. The critics leave at the end of
the first act, if it's bad. and at the end of the
second act if it's good.
.\t the opening of
".\rtists and Models" they left before the end

DisHked
\

In fact, there is no shade of the color of
that he has not seen.

of the first act.

Fanny Ward,

with the .\merican steps.
There was another Hollj'wood touch at the
Casino. Buddy Rogers was being very polite
to a young Park Avenue debutante.
Buddy
admitted having a swell time in New York,
but he wanted to come back to the Camera

S75.30

so to speak.

Pays?

j

Times

center.
lavish,

Woman

Man
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in

attached to any man who truly appreciates
beauty. .Above all else he hates the cheap, the
There is no point of contact between
Ivan and the average man. He knows they
resent him.
Mind I say " average. " He-has

is

vulgar.

close

men

friends.

Yet he has been and continues

to be a

male

Beatrice Fairfax. The very men who despise
him do not hesitate to ask him for advice about
women. .Vlthough ninety per cent of his fan
mail comes from adoring fniimrs, the ten per
cent of masculine letters seek his counsel.
"What shall I do to make my girl care
for

me?"

Not long ago a

getting the

probably
ever

is

—

bill.
Lemonade $12.85. That
the most expensive lemonade that

dampened a

tonsil.

Whew! and lemon-

ade

isn't even fashionable in Hollywood.
It was two o'clock when the cab stopped at
Catherine's apartment.
I said goodnight at
the elevator while the taxi meter placidly went
on adding outside. I was leaving New York
for the economies of Hollywood the next day.
Catherine had two more weeks before she was
to return to the Coast and a new picture.
After that evening I will always feel a very
deep personal interest in Catherine. Aft«r all,
I do have a S75 equity!
But a century bill sees some awful reducing
in that town.
Hereafter I'll leave New York
to the millionaire bootleggers.

Hollywood

I

Ivan could not be the good-pal sort. Men
do not know what is going on behind his eyes.
So they instinctively think the worst.
For Ivan is a beauty worshipper and a stigma

many

I will always remember the Casino, partly
because of the foreign lady who smoked long,
black cigars, but mostly from the shock of

It is diflicult to catch the spirit of such a complex person as Ivan Lebedeff. He is cynical,
as I have said, basically cynical and yet. paradoxically, he is both romanticist and idealist.
He misses none of the joys of life, none of
life's beauties.
And he is deeply thoughtful.
No musical comedy count is Ivan, for he is the
real thing, an aristocrat and, by the way, the
last of his line.

He could have been, perhaps, as evil as Lucibut he has an innate desire to keep his
hands clean, merely for his own personal satisfaction.
.Vnd there is, within him, a deep refer,

vulsion for the sordid.
The adulation which is always given to an
actor of his type means nothing to him sirce
he has already known it. His contract with
Radio Pictures, his great success in "Street
Girl" and the great plans, starring plans, that
the studio has for him, merely color his experiences. Yet he takes his work seriously.

pitiful fan letter was brought
It came from a gentleman
whose Jiiiiicie had fallen in love with Ivan's
shadow on the screen. The writer begged the
actor to send the girl some personal message.
Kvcn in Hollywood his advice on matters of
the heart is sought. The men who hate him
know that he has seen more and lived more

He is amused at everything he sees about
him and he takes people for what they are. expects nothing from them and is, therefore, never
disappointed.
The most hated man in Hollywood is one of the most charming. Hated

than they, perhaps, ever

people usually are!

to his attention.

will.

.
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The Manicure Method Women

"VJOW, HAPPILY, the busiest woman
1.^

can always have exquisitely cared
for hands. She can have them easily,
too . . . thanks to the wonderful modern

Camille DueuET
Directrice

with famous hands are using

lously lasting!
" Fashionable

women everywhere

it

woman who

wishes

to

.

be

truly smart should give her nails this

•

simple daily care. Scrub them in warm
soapy water. Mould the cuticle with a
cotton-wrapped orange stick saturated
with cuticle remover. Then with fresh
cotton,

freshly

saturated, cleanse

Cutex Liquid Polish (Natural, Colorless,
Rose) and Polish Remover, 3<;(f each. Cutex

Remover

Cuticle

&

Nail Cleanser,

Cutex Perfumed Liquid Polish

the

shades

Repeat this motion
with dry cotton, and rinse the hands in
under-nail

—

2 Cutex Liquid Polish protects andflatters
the nails. Remove all old polish with Cutex
Liquid Polish Remov-er. Lnlike many polish
removers, it h.as none of the oiliness that
necessitates rinsing,
.^pply Cutex Liquid
Polish. Then use a tiny bit of Cutex Cuticle
Cream or Oil to keep the cuticle soft, and a
touch of Nail White under the nail tips.

for the nails.

" Every

nails.

—

are

because of its four advantages.
First, it shortens the manicure. Second,
just one application keeps the finger tips
sparkling the whole week through. Third,
it
does not make the nails brittle.
Fourth, it acts as a splendid protection
using

Scrub

Pass cotton-wrappeil orange
stick, saturated with Cutex Cuticle Remover
& Nail Cleanser, around base ot each nail.
With Iresh cotton freshly saturated cleanse
under each nail tip. Dry and cleanse with
dry cotton. Rinse fingers.
tips.

—

smart French magazine, says:

— Coral,

•;

smart

Cardinal, Garnet, 35^ each.

SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY

OFFER— 12(?

for the Cutel Mi
Set
talnlnii suflicient preparations fi>r slj complet
manicures, (in Canada, address Post Offic
I

At the Beauty Salon of Park.
New York, they say,
"Cutex Liquid Polish is insisted
upon by our clientele. They also
insist on Cutex Cuticle Remover

enclose

Bol

Lane,

20.S4,

1

2c

Montreal.)

NORTHAM WARREN.
Hudson

Street.

costs only

35^

191

Nail Cleanser for trim cuticles

and immaculate

jjff.

in

Perfumed Polish and Polish Remover together, 6o((. Other Cutex Preparations, 3sd.
NoRTHAM Warren, New York, London, Paris

tips.

clear water."

&

& Nail Cleanser

— to mould the cuticle and cleanse the nail

manicure preparations. Among these is
the new Liquid Polish that gives the
finger tips a crystal brilliance
miracu-

of Chiffons,

Cutex Cuticle Remover

1

nail tips!"

So many smart women use
WLtn

joii

it

that

it

write to xtlriTtUcni p)paso mention I'lIOTOI'LAY

MAGAZIXE.

Dept. 00-<»
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The

Spanish and Italian. There was a broad, low
couch in front of the fireplace where Greta loved

There was
only one picture in the room. That stood all
by itself on a table in one corner. It was a
large photograph of her brother.
"Her bedroom was on the ground floor. It
had heavy walnut furniture. The bed, low and
wide, stood upon a raised platform in the center
lie

and watch the crackling

logs.

of the room.

" She had hung several heavily embroidered
Chinese robes on the wall. Numerous Chinese
from tiny affairs to one at least a foot
high, stood all about her room.
" There was one on her bedside table of which
she was especially fond.
"Greta's house was luxurious; quite a contrast to her clothes, which were generally plain.
I have seen her but once in evening clothes.
That was at Pickfair, at Mary Pickford's party
for Prince George of England. Her escort was
Jack Gilbert.
" Garbo recently moved into Marie Prevost's
idols,

CONTINVZD FROM PAGE 40

]

vet draperies at the windows were tightly drawn
and candles burned everywhere.
"Quite naturally, Garbo likes Swedish cooking.
Her dinner was t>'pically Swedish. It
started with smorgasbord, which takes the
place of Iwrs d'ocitvrcs in Sweden. There were
twenty-two different dishes on that side table
in the dining room. I know, for I counted them
myself. All kinds of fish, pickled, dried and
smoked. Several kinds of imported Swedish
cheese delicious hot dishes tiny omelets
can't recall them all. I think I sampled every
one.
".After that came Greta's favorite dish, roast

—

—

—

The

dessert

Another
Garbo."

studio

was Swedish apple cake.

house, not far from the one she left, but the
street cars, though several blocks away, annoy
her.

"She is looking for a place at Brentwood,
where the breeze comes fresh and clean right
from the ocean.

"p\0

you remember the Christmas dinner
-*—^you and your wife and I had out at Garbo's?' asked Sorensen, turning to John.
" I couldn't forget it, or the shopping expedition we four went on the day before Christmas," he laughed.
"First we went to one of the little knickknack stores on Hollywood Boulevard. Greta
was having a lot of fun buying 'jokes,' as she
called them.
"She had selected a pair of ladies' garters
for her business manager, Harry Edington, and
some funny little ties for Feyder, when a woman
took hold of her arm and whispered, 'Miss
Garbo, I think you are n'oiidrrfiiU
".Ml the laughter went out of Greta. She
seemed to freeze. Turning to me she said, in

at

its fat little

have

it!'

"But

tummy!

Isn't

it

cute!

she exclaimed.
the owner of the shop declared

must

I

it

was

had been made for their
It
v.'indow display and there was no other.
still stands in the same window on Hollywood
not for

sale.

The

doll

Boulevard.

"I wonder what would have become
had Garbo been able to buy it.

"

of

it

A

S it was about two o'clock we crossed over
Greta or•**-to Musso-Frank's for lunch.
dered a steak, French fried potatoes and a
bottle of near beer.
"She usually cats a square meal and enjoys
her food thoroughly.
".\fter lunch we walked down to a Chinese
shop. That day she bought several long, heavily embroidered strips of satin to be hung on a
wall. She selected two beautifully carved
wooden dragons. Then she started bargaining
over a couple of carved Buddh.is. She went
out of the shop and returned three times before
she finally bought them. .Vs we walked away
she said, laughingly: Vou have to do it or they
will cheat you every time.'
"Greta had her house decorated with holly
and poinsettias on Christmas. The heavy vcl'

90

GRETA'S

—

brother

is

in the

three

the oldest of the

chil-

dren about thirty-two, I should say. He,
too, resembles his sister, or she resembles him.
And he, too, has been successful both on the
stage and screen. After the world-wide fame of
his sister, the company for whom he worked insisted on billing him as Sven Gustafsson-Garbo.

"Greta

is devoted to this brother and her
She gives them every lu.xurj'. But

mother.
I

doubt
in

if

she will ever be contented to settle

Stockholm again.

"Shesaj'S,'Itisnotlikeitused tobe. Xowmy
own people stare at me and foUowmeaboutthe
streets. There is not peace anywhere, it seems.
Even llicy gossip about me. Ridiculous stories
about my love affairs in Hollywood. Gossip
goes on everywhere, I suppose.'
" Greta has one burning ambition. It is to
go on the stage in Berlin, Paris, Vienna, London. She wants to do heavy drama. I firmly
believe that if she ever does she will be a second
Bernhardt, " said John.
"I beUeve that when her contract is up. in
two years, Hollywood will have seen the last of
her.
Garbo generally does what she really
wants to do, and she wants this more than anything else in the world.
' Vou know she has a splendid, deep, singing
voice.
Garbo loves music. She will play her
phonograph for hours, especially some Swedish
records which I brought her from Stockholm,"
added Sorensen.
' She likes Lake Arrowhead this time of
year,
for it is not crowded.
The mountains and
water always appeal to her. Last year she
took a trip all by herself through 'i'osemite.
Few people recognized her. She registered
under the name of Xorin. She wore colored
glasses, pulled her hat down over her eyes, and
rode and walked all over the place.
"Funny thing she will never go horseback

—

displays

its

"new

Paramount uncorked Marlene Dietrich, and now Radio Pictures
unleash this handsome young lady.
She is a Russian, by name Katya
Sorina, and came from Leningrad to
dance on the New York concert stage

German:
" 'What docs this good woman want of me?'
and quickly added in an undertone, 'Let's
get out of here.' That was the end of our shopping in that store.
"We passed a little candy shop and Greta
went into ecstasies over a chocolate candy
kewpie doll that stood in the window. 'Look

very popular. One day she was injured
breast in an automobile accident.
In
months she was dead of cancer.

down
bread.

"

"

Garbo

Private Life of Greta
[

to

"

I

".\fter dinner

Garbo passed around a

glass
of achiivilch
a bit of pre-war Swedish liquor
that some admirer had given her. It was like
drinking liquid fire.
" 'Let's all go for a swim,' our hostess challenged. Everyone dived into the pool. It is
a wonder that all of us didn't die of cramps after
that big dinner.

—

"The aeluivilrli saved us," laughed Sorensen.
" Greta got a great kick out of going for a swim
on Christmas day.
" 'Something worth writing home about,' she
called out."

A

ENTIOX

of

Sweden

started us talking
home last year.
to her," said Sorensen. "Vou know they never are after you
have been away nearly four years. Most of
her friends had married and many had moved
away. One or two had died. Her sister, .-Mva,
was no longer there to greet her.
".\lva was a beautiful girl, the youngest in
the family. She looked much like Garbo, only
she was smaller. Her complexion was like a
rose leaf. Her lips the color of carmine, without the aid of lipstick. She was all sparkle and
fun.
"Alva had made several pictures and was
if

'•••about Miss Garbo's

trip

"Things weren't the same

riding with

any

of us, even

my

wife, of

whom

genuinely fond," said John. "We have
met her several times out at Bel .\ir where she
usually rides. She looks very smart in her riding breeches and soft silk shirts. I thought she
rode very well. Do you ever go with her, Sorshe

is

ensen?"

"T COULDN'T go with
^ Vou will laugh when I
horse fever.

Whenever

her
tell

if

she asked mel
I have

you why.

Not hay

fever, but liorsi- Jt-inr.
I smell 'horse' n.y eyes water, my

nose runs and I commence to sneeze and sneeze.
It is quite horrible.
"We were down at 'La Quinta,' a desert
hotel early this winter. Greta loved to get on
a spirited horse and gallop over the smooth
sand. One day a cowboy, who had charge of
the stables, came into the lobby to talk to

Garbo about her favorite mount. I immediately smelled 'horse.'
Between sneezes I implored him to leave the room. He thought I
was crazy. Greta laughed so hard she almost
fell out of her chair.
"Greta loved to come to Malibu Beach,
when we had a cottage down there last summer," said John. ".-Vt that time she and my
wife met nearly every day to work on the German version of '.\nna Christie,' which MctroGoldwyn-Mayer wanted Garbo to do after the
picture was made in English. Garbo wasn't
satisfied with the original German script and
these two, Garbo and my wife, were rewriting
it.

"Garbo always took a long walk up and
down the beach in the late afternoon and then a
swim for a half hour. She never missed watchPLEASE TURN TO PACE 92
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Queen

a

away with

couldlit get

it

N.EVER more would
I

Nahid,

loveliest of the

see the face of Darah,

He had
to

Ruman
King

princesses,

ot Kings.

stormed her Father's Province
her. Now, by his com-

woo and wed

mand, she was leaving the great palace,
a cast-ofF.

Oh, the ignominy of

the disgrace,

it,

the heart-break. For in the brief months
that followed their marriage she had
come to love this bold, relentless warrior

who had swept through

Persia, bending
Province after Province to his power, to
make her his Queen.
With saddening clearness the memory
of her wedding day came back to her
the golden
it seemed but yesterday
litter in which she rode, a jeweled crown
upon her head
the great nobles that
the
escorted her, each with a gift .
camels weary beneath their burden of
sixty
rich brocades and carpets
bridesmaids in her train, each with a
golden goblet in her hand filled with the
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

royal jewels

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

she had been. Now like a
criminal scourged trom the city, she was
being sent back to her Father. For
Darab had found her breath not Siveet. It
was the one flaw in her loveliness. But
it was the flaw Darab could not overlook

How happy

or forgive.

CHAPTER

IV

OF THE SHAHNAMA,

FIRDAUSrS GREAT EPIC HISTORY
OF PERSIA, DESCRIBES NAHID'S
TRAGEDY THUS:
"S/ig
yitl

But

ti-as

steeping

gems and

* • *

cotour^ scent

verily her breathing

and loveliness.

was not

"AMD SO HE SENT HER BACK TO FAILAKUS.

sv)eel^

And grew disgustful to
tt'ho stirank

and

the king of liingSy
turned his head away from her

Upon the couch because her breath was foul.
The monarch of Iran was grieved thereat^
His mind was troubled^ and his soul all care.
They summoned skilful leeches to Nahid,
And one of them, a shrewd and prudent man.
Examined till he found a remedy

—

A herb whereby the gullet is
Called in

He

Ruman

insidious thing about

Furthermore, halitosis
few escape

it

for the

rubbed upon the palate of the queen.
to water lustily.

its

is

any time

for

in the

teeth,

Listerine handy
it with you
you on the safe,
polite, and acceptable side. Lambert Pharmacal Company, St. Louis, Mo., U. S. A.
fish yield

in

quickly to

home and

when you

office.

travel.

it.

Keep

And

carry

It puts

pyorrhea, catarrh,

excesses of eating or drinking,
fections of the nose,

•

"

in 120 B. C.
two thousand
years ago. Today, halitosis (unpleasant breath) is still the unforgivable
social fault, the ofl^ense extraordinary.

and minor

in-

mouth or throat.
The one way of making sure that your

breath

—

mouth.

then overcomes the odors themselves. Even
such hard-to-elTacc scents as those of onion and

temporary' digestive derangements caused by

like brocade; but though the Fair
musk, Darab had ceased to love her.
The monarch's heart turned coldly from his bride.

fifty

its

causes are decaying or

Was sweet as

he sent her back to Failakus, • •

that

widespread; indeed,

Her face shone

And so

is

to its victim.

simple reason that con-

commoner

poorly cared

The fetor fled away, her palate burned.

That was

it

unknown

usually

ditions capable of causing halitosis are likely

Among

This

And caused her eyes

and

is

to arise at almost

inflamed.

tongue *iskandar.'

THE
presence

full

is

beyond suspicion

everj' night

others.

Listerine

is

to gargle with

morning and
and between times before meeting

strength

Listerine

Because of
first

its

ever>'

germicidal*

power,

strikes at the cause of odors.

Wlien you »rltc to advcrtisen please icentlon

rllOTOPLAY

*Thoutih non-poisonous, safe and hcallnA tn
is at the same
time a swift and powerful ftermlcide. Repeated
tests show that It kills even such stubborn
orftanlsms as the .Staphylococcus Aureus (pus),
the Bacillus Catarrhalis (catarrh), and Bacillus
Typhosus (typhoid) in counts ranAinft to
200,000.000 In 15 seconds (fastest killing time
accurately recorded by science). AJ'verttiemeMt
action, full strength Listerine

}IAG.\ZINt:.
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Private Life of Greta
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CONTINUED rEOM

ing the sun sink behind the ocean.
'Such a
wonderful sight,' she would say. Often she
would sit all alone for nearly an hour watching
the waves break.

the living room, lighted the logs in the big

and

"

V/fV

Greta Garbo's

fire-

about and talked. Around nine
was ready to go home.

sat

But Sorensen is not a prince, neither is he a
childhood sweetheart. He is the son of a millionaire bo.x manufacturer of Sweden. The family residence is in Stockholm. He says he first
met Greta while she was attending the Roval
Dramatic School in his home town. He knew
her sister and knows her brother and mother

wife thinks

as well as a prince.
Strangers, even though
they are world famous, mean nothing to her.
"One day
friend, Clive Brook, 'phoned.
T know this is rather a funny thing to ask of

my

well.

you. John, but Ramsay ilacDonald, Jr., is in
town, you know, and he is most aaxious to

"I neither wanted to sell bo.xes nor make
them," he said, with a shrug of his shoulders.
"So I was trained for the diplomatic service.
But I am only twenty-four years old, the same
age as Garbo. I am not ready to settle down.

meet Greta Garbo. Knowing that you are a
friend of hers I thought you might be able to
fix it

up!'

"I answered that

I

but knew that

would be glad to do it if
it would be useless even

Clive said, 'Well, after all, it really
doesn't matter, for he will meet her at the dinner that M-G-M is giving for him the last of
the week!'
" In a day or so someone at the studio finally
got Garbo on the telephone. When asked to
attend the dinner to be given for the son of the
prime minister of Great Britain, she replied,
'I'm sorry. I can't. I'm sick,' and click went
the receiver.
to ask.

"DlNG^^

"She

Own Glow

Like Nature's
Men

admire youthful, healthy color. Certainly!
lips to look Natural
not a
greasy smear of glaring, flashy color!

They want your
Tangee

is

contains

It

.

it

no pigment. Magically
it

glow from within ...
seems

.

entirely unlike any other lipstick.

color after you apply
a

.

a part

of the

tubs off or looks

it

to your lips.

takes

on

It is like

a blush so natural that

lips.

And Tangee

never

artificial.

Based on a marvelous color principIe.Tangee
blends perfectly with your own naturalcoloring,

no matter whit your

individual complexion!

TsLngee Lipstick, $1. The same marvelous color
principle in Rouge Compact, 75d
Creme
Rouge, $1. Face Powder, blended to match the
natural skin tones, $1. Night Cream, both
cleanses and nourishes. Si. Da>Crf<»OT, protects
the skin. Si. Cosmetic, a new "mascara," will
.

.

.

not smart. Si-

really suffers

when among

strangers.

She declares that she will go out with them no
more. It is a fact that she cannot act with
strange people watching her on the set.
"Garbo sincerely wishes that the public
would let her alone. She feels that after she
all that she has to a picture she is entitled
to this freedom.
She doesn't understand that
an actress cannot crawl back into a shell after
she has taught the world to worship her.
"She gets hterally thousands of fan letters
and never answers any of them. It would be
impossible for her to read them all. She only
reads those with foreign stamps.
"Right now, she is getting letters from
Swedes all over the world, criticizing her for

gives

plaj-ing the part of a 'bad woman' in '.Anna
Christie.'
"i'ou will make the whole world

think that

all

Swedish

girls are

bad'

of these complaints.
'Why did
such a part?' they ask.

is

the gist

you pick out

"Of course, this is unfair. In the first place,
Garbo doesn't choose the pictures she is to play
Secondly, an actress is called upon to play

in.

all

sorts of characters.

.And because a picture

shows up one poor Swedish girl as 'bad' is no
reason why all of them should be classed as
such. Greta laughs at that sort of letter, " said
John.

When Greta told me so many intriguing tales
about Hollywood and the film colony, I was
determined to come over and see what it was
all about.
\ friend of my father, the head of
a big steamship company, presented me with
a round trip ticket to California via South
America.
"The trip took fifty-five days. It was three
weeks before we made our first stop. .All of us
on board started out as strangers. Before the
journey was over, we were a little world all of
our own, with scandals, love affairs, jealousies
and quarrels going on between us.
"When the boat docked at San Diego, the
captain asked me to send Miss Garbo a telegram inviting her to come to dinner on shipboard upon our arrival in San Pedro. She did.
Some reporters got hold of that telegram and
I

was besieged by interviewers.

"T FLATLY

denied that I knew Garbo or
-*•
that I had sent the message. .\s they had
nothing to write about me they put in a long
article about the "Valentino of Sweden.' This
gave Garbo and me a lot of laughs.
"I have not been outside of California and I
am looking forward to crossing the United
States and seeing New York. I will probably
be seeing it soon, as my passport expires in
September and I expect to sail from that port.
" I enjoyed the bit of directing I did as assistant to Jacques Feyder. I think I would enjoy
work behind the camera but never before it.
As I said before, I do not know what I want to
do."
This is Garbo's supposed prince the mythical sweetheart of her childhood.
He is really
a nice young lad who has travelled thousands
of miles to be near the lady of his heart. He,
himself, has no idea of what will become
of him.

—

month
am going
NEXT
the remarkable couple who
1

life.

command.

Garbo is one of the finest
''''•girls she has ever known.
There is no
pose or pretence about her. She likes a pauper

I could,

]

She still mourns for the man who started her
to fame in pictures.
It is easy to see that Sorensen is infatuated
with Garbo, but he knows that there is not a
chance for him. He is satisfied to pal around
with her. Xo doubt, she is glad to have one of
her countrj-men, whom she likes, always at her

had no maid down there and Greta
would go in the kitchen and help my wife cook
a steak or fr\' ham and eggs. .\f ter dinner, we
all did the dishes together and then went into

o'clock she

Garbo

Both Sorensen and Loder agree that Mauritz Stiller was the one and only great love in

"We

place,

P.ACE 90

PHOTOPLAY, of
managed Greta Garbo's first

to tell you, in

home

SEND

20c

FOR TANGEE BEAUTY

(Six items in miniature

The George W. Luft
417

I'iftli

Name

Avenue

SET

and "The Art of Make-up."j
Co., Dept. P-9

in Hollywood, for in a community of unusual people,
hers is the most unusual of all lives; of Garbo's lonely, strange,
and almost weird manner of living; of Garbo's adventures in
outwitting people who tried to force themselves upon her;
and of the one, silver-framed photograph of a man that adorns

her dressing table.

New York

It

life

Eitry advcrtlsf

is

positively the only story ever told of the real private

of this famous

In

fllOTOri-.W

.\I.l

woman.
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Do These Three Things
have

to

strong, healthy teeth

Eat the proper food; use Pepsodent twice
twice a year.

That

the ultimate as

modern

Use Pepsodent

Follow the
diet below
From one

is

daily; see

your dentist

science sees

it.

See your dentist
twice a year

twice a day

to three

depending on
age of individual.
eggSf

Raw fruit and fresh

i^J^f^

egetables you like.

^tStm

>

V/j^y

Head lettuce,
cabbage or
celery.

V^ lemon mixed
'with
to

orange juice

make

1

pint.

One quart of
milk everyday.

PROMINENT

A

professor of a
university finds that
the natural resistance to decay
and gum disorders can be greatly

from your teeth a cloudy film that
coats them. Film is that slippery
coating you can feel with your
tongue. It sticks like glue and

up by the proper diet. The
most common ages of tooth decay

ordinary brushing

large

fails to remove
Film absorbs the
stains from food and smoking. It
turns teeth dull and dingy.
Your dentist will tell you that
when Pepsodent removes film from
teeth it plays an important part in
the prevention of decay and other

built

it

are during the period of growth.
Here is the diet he recommends
for you and your family, de])ending upon age for the quantity.

Do

these things

of milk;
eggs head lettuce, cabbage or celery lemon juice mixed with orange juice, and as much raw fruit

Every day one quart

troubles.

;

Eat the proper food. Use Pepsodent twice a day. See your denThat is
tist at least twice a year

ilni

i

;

you like.
Every day, too, you must remove

or fresh vegetables as

lb

found by denial research to

play

ati iiii[>ortaiit

part in toitth

decay ... to caucc unsinhtlv
discoloralions on cniimel. It
mult be removed Inicc daily.

Pepsodent
you write to adrtTtlsi

the surest way modern authorities
know to lovely, healthy teeth.

gill except Sunthe air every
n iJayliKhl time—
7:00 p.m.. F
day over N. It. C. network.
Mountain Standard
10:30 p.m.. Central DayliKht lime—8:30 p
time 7:30 p.m., I'acilic Standard time.

—

Fepsodent, the tooth paste featured in the
When

effectively.

:
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Questions

^ Answers
They asked the most
questions about

him

They asked the most
questions about her this

this

month

month

Read This
Gary Cooper, acclaimed so

highly

work in "The Virginian" and
"The Texan," goes to war in his
latest picture.
It is "The Man
from \Vyoming," and he goes to
for his

France to

tight.

June CoUyer

is

.\void questions that call for
of plays or casts.

Do

your

full

name and

LupE Velez,
denials,

still

Write on only one side of the paper.

played a dual role in "Laughing
Death."

Ramon Novarro's
"The

is

Casts and Addresses

For

this kind of information, a stam,")ed,

latest offering,

Singer of Seville." Ramon
pictures since 1917.

has been in

Nils Asther's

As these take up much space and are not always of interest to others
than the inquirer, we treat such subjects in a different w-ay from other
questions.

atll

Sign

address.

his

despite all rumors
seems to be Gary's

unduly long answers, such as synopses

not inquire concerning religion, scenario writing,

or studio employment.

leading lady.

and

Before Asking Sluestions

Bat."

It's Nils'

latest is "The
first talkie.

Sea

addressed envelope

Rex Ingram is Alice Terry's first
must be sent. .Address all inquiries to Questions and -Answers, Photoand present husband. They were
play M.\G.\ziNE, 221 W. 57th St.. New York City.
married to Marcemarried in 1921.
lite Dobbs and has two cute little
daughters, .\rthur Lake and Dorothy SebasDorothy Mackaill, a gift from Hull, EngJa.mes Kirkwood was married to Gertrude
tian are each 25 years old. Mary Brian stands
Robinson in 1916, They were divorced in 1923.
land, was born March 4, 1904, She is 5 feet, 5;
5 feet, 2 inches, and weighs 109 pounds.
weighs 112 pounds. Has blonde hair and hazel
Lila Lee, his second wife, has just divorced him.,
Divorced Lothar Mendes, director, in They have one son about 6 years old.
eyes.
Ni.VA May McKin'ney played the part of August, 1928.
the little flapper in "Hallelujah."
El Brendel was the funny Swiss in "Sunny
Richard .\rlen, in private life, Richard Van Side Up." And he hails from Philadelphia,
Nancy Carroll put her first big dramatic Mattemore, is a native of Charlottesville, Va, Penna.
role over with a bang.
Her work in "The He is 31 years old, 5 feet, 11' 2 inches taU, and
Devil's Holiday" added legions of fans to her
weighs 155. Has dark brown hair and blueRalph Gilwes wrote the original stories of v
" Flight" and "Submarine" as well as acted iiii<
already large following.
Nancy was bom in gray eyes. Married to Jobyna Ralston.
New York City just 2.? years ago. .She has red
them.
hair and blue eyes. Married to Jack Kirkland
Buddy Rogers' kid brother, Bh, has now
and has one small daughter. Her next picture been christened Bruce. He is under contract
Dorothy Jordan, according to the height
will be "Laughter," in which Frederic March
and weight record, is 5 feet, 2, and weighs 100
to Paramount.
is the hero.
pounds; Claudette Colbert, 5 feet, 4; 105
John Barrymore did his own oratory work pounds; Fay Wray, 5 feet, 3; 114 pounds, and
Helen (Poop-pa-doop) Kan-e is a native of in "General Crack." .Mice White is 23 years Bernice Claire, 5 feet, 2] >', 116 pounds.
the Bronx, New York. She is 5 feet, 2 inches
old and still single.
tall, weighs 117 pounds.
Confesses to 22 years
M.^RjoRiE White, that little bundle of pep,
of age. She was christened Helen Schoder.
Davey Lee travels under his own monicker. is just 4 feet, 10' 2 inches tall. She hails from
None of the Lee girls are related to him. Just Winnipeg, Canada.
William H.uxes has gone "Western," and to prove it Lila Lee was formerly .\ugusta
how! His latest picture is "Way Out West." .Vppel; Dixie was Billic Wyatt; Dorothy was
Inez Courtney and Frank .Mbcrtson were
Leila Hyams bosses the ranch in this picture.
the cute youngsters who played in "Spring Is
Marjorie Millsap and Gwen was Gwendolyn
Here." Larry Gray and .Mexander Gray, not
LePinski.
Rudy Vallee's ancestors on his father's side
related, were also in the picture.
were French and on his mother's Irish.
J.\CK 0,\KrE, pronounced OU-Kcy, will be
27 years old in November. He is still fancy free.
Joan Crawford was contributed to the
RoiiERT Montgomery's latest big "Love 'em
screen by Texas. Among other stars from (hat
and Marry 'era" role is in "Our Blushing
Gary Cooper, the lanky boy from Helena, state are Marj' Brian, Corinne Griflith, John
Brides."
Montana, is 29 years old. His altitude record Boles, James Hall, Bebe Daniels and cowboy
is 6 feet, 2 inches.
He made his first big hit in Tom Mix.
David Manners another favorite topic "The Winning of Barbara Worth," by playing
this month. David hails from Halifax. Xova
Lew .\yres portrayed the role of Paul ia
the part oi Abe Lee.
Scotia.
He is 28 years old, 6 feet tall. His
".\ll Quiet on the Western Front." David
latest release is "Sweet Mama."
Alice White
Bob Steele, favorite of many "Westerns," Manners was Raleigh in "Journey's End."
is the " Mama " in question.
favorite flower.

John' Boles

is

'

—

'

—

William Powell

Kay Francis
is

his wife, ICileen Wilson.
young son.

is

just 5 feet, 5 inches
her;

divorced from

tall.

She claims Oklahoma City as

They have one

home

town.

Ben Ti'RPiN has been looking at the
"cock-eyed world " for the last .S6 years.
He is appearing in vaudeville at this
writing.

Nancy Drexel, cute blonde of 20
is a product of li'l Old New Yawk.
She is feet, 2 inches; tips the scales at
100 pounds and has brown eyes.

years,

.5

Joe R. Brown, of the elastic pan, is
about 38 years old. He is married and
has two sons.

"pHOTOPLAY is printing a list of
* studio addresses and the stars
located at each one. Read it, on
page 1 10, before writing to this
department. In writing to the
stars for

photographs PHOTOPLAY

advises you to enclose twenty-five
cents, to cover the cost of the picture and postage.

in

James Kirkwood had the male lead
"The Wise Guy." H. B. Warner

playe<i

"Sorrell

H. B.

the part of SIrphen Sornll in

and Son." Many fans mistook
Lewis Stone in that picture. T

for

Chester Morris

first saw the light J
City, February 16, 1902,
5 feet, 9; weighs 148 pounds. Has
dark brown hair and gray eyes. He is

in

He

New York

>

is

!

married to Suzanne Kilborn and has one
\oung son. .\nd another young visitor \i
expected soon!
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YOU USE

IF
P

31

"^^^' Til inCUXlilNG

.£ar,scy!i:,ykiri

METHOD
By
.

Frances* Iiij^rani

THE FOREHEAD— To guard against linet
and urinkles here, apply Milkweed Cream,
stroking uith fingertips,

outward from the

center of your brow.
,

THE

E\'K!i— If you would avoid aging crows'
smooth Ingram's about the eyes, stroke
with a feather touch outward, beneath eyes

feet,

and over eyelids.

—

THE MOUTH Drooping lines are easily defeated by filming the fingertips with my cream
and sliding them upward over the mouth and
then outward toward the ears, starting at
the middle of the chin.

THE THROAT — To

keep your throat from
a film of Milkweed
downward, ending with

cover with

flabbiness,

and smooth

gently

rotary movement at base of neck.

— To prevent a sagging chin and
a lined neck, stroke with fingertips covered
with Milkweed from middle of chin toward

THE NECK

-KT

JW

Y

.n

A^MN E<t

Or?/i/

I

I

rs

AND H E K SIX

a litaluvu

j/d/rL

THAT

STAR!i« I«ROVi<.

^

can jtay amimi

the ears and patting firmly all along thi
jaw contours.
THE SHOULDERS — To have shoulders that
are blemish-free and firmly smooth, cleanse
with Milkweed Cream and massage with

palm of hand in

OF

all

clean, cleat

And

I

and

am

free

is

this,

is

remarkable for the way

The Milkweed method

my

is

simplicity

cream does more,

far

it

cleanses and

itself,

for every appli-

more, for the health of

your skin than any other cream possibly can. While
cate oils cleanse the pores

where the health of your skin needs

Begin Tonight with

my

the complexion.

cation of

exactly

of blemishes?"

always elated to answer this question! For

Milkweed Cream
clarifies

my daily mail brings, the
"How shall I keep my skin

the beauty questions

most frequent

of impurities

—

its

its deli-

special toning

First,

rotary motion.

this

Swift Sure

my

cream.

Method

apply Milkweed Cream generously upon your skin

(preceded by bathing with

your skin

is oily).

to allow

its

warm

special cleansing

penetrate the pores.

water and pure soap

Leave the cream on for

Then

a

if

few moments

and toning ingredients to

carefully pat off every bit.

Next,

apply a fresh and lighter film of Milkweed Cream and with

upward and outward strokes pat gently into the skin
on my mannequin.

at the

ingredients act as a marvelous correaor of skin faults.

six places starred

Blemishes and aging lines are defeated and swiftly your
complexion becomes clear, soft and altogether lovely.

Under the care of this special method, your skin will
improve wonderfully soon it will have the silky softness
and clarity that are the rightful attributes of health. You

Here is my special method: At the six places starred on
my mannequin, scrutinize your skin for blemishes and
coarseness, for lines and wrinkles. You will know then

—

will find
It sells

Milkweed Cream

for 50(f, $1.00

at

any drug or department store.

and $1.75.

IJ^ORAM'S
TnjlkiO<2ecU CrGom
Frances Ingram, Depi. A-90. 108 Washington

N. Y.C.

Namc^

Please send me your free booklet, "Why Only a Healthy
Skin Can Stay Young", which lelis in complete detail how
to care for the skin and to guard the six vital spots of youth.

5(r«;_

Wlicn you write

to advert Isers please

mention

St.,
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Ever see Claire

Rushes have revealed that Jim Tully has a
voice at least as high-pitched as his!

Windsor look "TNOUGLAS FAIRBANKS,
younger and pretthan this? She's
dashing at us down
the sand at a Long
tier

Island beach club.
Phil Plant, Connie

Bennett's ex,
now her beau

is

SR., and Jack
-'-^Whiting were both under consideration for
parts in the same picture.
The senior Fairbanks, as everyone knows, is
the father of Doug Fairbanks, Jr., while young
Whiting is his step-papa, having recently
married Beth Sully Fairbanks, mother of

Doug, Jr.
Joan Crawford, who has appeared in "Our
Dancing Daughters," " Our Modem Maidens"
and "Our Blushing Brides," suggested that an
excellent title for a picture featuring both Fairbanks, Sr., and Whiting would be "Our Dancing Daddies. '-

T\7HEN
*^

Jeanette MacDonald was talking
to her boy friend over long-distance teleto New York, he asked her what he

phone

Underwood and Underwood

So he improved

When

back seat of the car and embarked on their
From the
honeymoon, driving themselves.
Billmore they went on to Del Monte where
they spent a week at the beautiful Del Monte
Hotel, following which they went south to
Agua Calitnte for the remainder of their bridal

now going the
story
THE
round that Jim Tully, hobo

trip.

novelist

The wedding was not without exciting incident.
A distinguished German photographer who
had post|)oned his return to Berlin to stay
over for the wedding at Bebe's personal invitation an<i take pictures of the ceremony with
his special speedy-lens camera, was unceremoniously ejected by attendants who mistook
him for a newspaper photographer.
When the error was discovered by Bebc it
was too late.

guy,

T^HE

Daniels-Lyon wedding was a great
^ affair for everybody but the florist who
decorated the hotel.
He had contracted to do the job for S500.
When he had the $500 worth of flowers and
things placed, he decided it wasn't enough,
and that it'd be a bad ad for him.

—

96

it.

the job was finished,
him SI, 000.

it

had

cost

Da-dum-de-dum! Da-dum-de-dum! It's
the wedding march for Charles Edward
(Just Call Me Hoot) Gibson, Western star,

is

is

actor.

and professional tough
no great shakes as an

and his pretty young bride, Sally Eilers.
They were wed at Hoot's big ranch

Tully recently got him-

on the front pages of the
nation's newspapers by socking
John Gilbert on the nose.
self

bring her when he came to Hollywood.
She said, "Oh, some of the ice-cream that

Then followed a big reconciliation act which
wound up with Tully being signed to play a
part in Gilbert's picture, "Way for a Sailor."
The result, naturally, being lots of free publicity for everyone concerned.
Now, however, it is being whispered about
that Mr. Tully is not an unqualified success in
the talking cinema.
In fact, there is more than a possibility that
"Way for a Sailor" may be remade with the
pugilistic Mr. Tully conspicuous by his ab-

could

sence.

Angeles.

John Gilbert, so the yarn goes,
up his sleeve.

ing

is

laugh-

I like so well."

Now, he didn't laugh

that off like the

avir:i'.;e

boy would have done.
Instead, he went down town and purchased a
quart of the ice-cream which she likes best,
and just before entering the plane in New York,
he had it packed in forty pounds of dry ice
and brought it all the way through to Los

When

the plane arrived, Jeanette was there
( PLEASE TUR.S TO PACE 99 )
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They
acquired

avocadoes
»««AND
COOLER SMOKE
Fortunate, these people
of means and

mode

.

.

.

keenly keyed to detect

ments.

It is

their tastes

new

these people

enjoy-

who

first

detected the utterly unique offering

brought into their

circle

by Spud

.

.

who sensed at once that cooler smoke
meant

a new, heightened tobacco en-

joyment
restraint

that

. . .

on

it

would

lift

the old

their tobacco appetite.

And so, they instinctively accept Spud
and 16% cooler smoke as today's modern freedom in old-fashioned tobacco

enjoyment. At better stands, 20 for
20c.

The Axton-Fisher Tobacco

Co.,

Incorporated, Louisville, Kentucky.

MENTHOL-COOLED

SPUD

CIOARETTES

At Last The Great Broadway Hit
Comes To The Talking Screen

more

beautiful

lele;

—

its

pulsing youth,

A

ten picture.
entertainment!

What

its

—crowded

laughtei

a cast!

MELODY"

songs,

into

its

one

pep,

its

loves,

its

never-to-be-forgot-

cocktail of hilarious,

Bessie Love, of

fame; Gus Shy,

riotous

"BROADWAY

who

Mary Lawlor,

also

one of the original cast; ClifiF
Edwards with his magic uku-

production of this sensational
musical comedy than was possible on
the stage. "GOOD NEWS" brings you
the soul of college life its swift rhythm,
istic

starred in the

Schwab &Mandel Broadway presentation;

pus-full

Stanley Smith, Lola Lane,

Dorothy McNulty and a camof cute co-eds and capering coUegiates.

&

Marvelous music by De Sylva, Brown
Henderson. "The Best Things in Life are Free",
"The Varsity Drag" and others. Mirth! Melody!
Speed! That's

"GOOD NEWS"!
—

Scenario by France* Marion Dialogue by Joe Famham
Directed by Edgar J. MacGregor and Nick Grinde

.<(S^&lUSta!hv.

METRO-GOrjl^arN.IVIAYER
'"Mori- Stars

Than There Arc

in

Heaven'
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W.\S just by the merest chance of fate
Norma Shearer made that grand picture,
"The Divorcee."
One day Sylvia, the masseuse, came to treat
Norma and brought a book along. It was
••that

Ten years married, and
still

very happy, thank

Mr. and Mrs.
James B. Regan spendyou.

ing a

days

few merry

holiat the seashore in

Virginia.
In other
words, Alice Joyce,
playing hooky from the
studios, spent a pleasant vacation in the East

with her husband.
They are still pals and
partners after a decade
together

called "Ex-Wife."
said Sylvia.

Norma

"You ought

to read this,"

looked at the book. She didn't like
"I've never liked the word 'wife,' "

the title.
she said later, "and an 'ex' in front of it made
it even worse."
But she glanced through it

anyhow and
ture

it

material,

impressed her as possible pic.'^nd

that's

how come "The

Divorcee."

YOU

remember Baclanova who

not so long ago married Nicholas Soussanin. You will be pleased
to learn that she is very soon to have
an addition to her family.
This will probably arrive about
the time you are reading this.

^^LD C.\L raises his cramped right hand and
^^solemnly swears that he will never again
recount the marital bliss of any Hollywood
couple.

Now take, for instance, Lina Basquette and
Pev Marley. If ever it seemed as if here was
an ideally matched pair but lookee what's
happened!
Lina and Pev have separated.
PLE.XSE TURN- TO P.VGE 100
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I

to

|

meet him and he immediately produced ice-cream, cake,
etc., and they sat right down and ate it.
you know why Mr. Ritchie has so completely won

spoon,

Now

this beautiful girl over.

WALSH

has a traditional reminder
"O AOUL
l->- to make to his players, just before the scene
begins. "All right now, and don't play 'Hamlet.' "

Ayf ORE about Maureen O'.Sullivan!
When she first came to Hollywood

^^^

she was just a
Dublin Cinderella. But it was all one of those great
big publicity stunts. .\s a matter of fact, she was a wellto-do society girl. Maureen couldn't quite live up to her
off screen role, so she sold the funny clothes she first wore
(frugally enough) and resumed her rightful expression.
little

She has moved into an elaborate Hollywood apartment
and is being taken up by the younger set. Billy BakewcU
has professed the most undying of passions for her, at
which Maureen simply shrugs her shoulders. E\cn the
studio employees IjeHeved her to be a simple country maid.
The first time she smoked a cigarette on the lot sbt stalwart men fainted. Fo.x, by the way, is planning upon
starring her.

"DEE LILLIE— LADY PEEL
^gestures.
tinct

It

to you— tells this one with
seems Bee attended three separate and disthree separate and distinct Hollywood

parties in

homes.

Each time the door was opened by the same butler, a
majestic being with a lordly manner. Each time hibowed low and in the same suave tones murmured, "Good
evening. Lady Peel." The third time it happened Bee decided she was being haunted. Nervously she approached
the host and asked him how long his butler had been with
tall,

him.

"About two hours!" was the calm answer.
him by the evening on special occasions!"

"We

rent

Here's a cute gadget for the old-fashioned

girl

who

still

believes in carrying emergency mad-money, and for the
young lady on shopping bent. Raquel Torres demonstrates
a handy change carrier concealed under the flap of a

handsome modem purse

99
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These nice old gentlemen would never
have believed what the taUdes have
done to the stage Three of the theater's great veterans meet in Hollywood.
!

making a talkie of
"Kismet." George Arliss, center, in
"Old English" make-up. At the
right, Wilton Lackaye

Left, Otis Skinner,

his

The final fadeout has come for this
grand veteran of the screen. Anders
Randolf died in Hollywood at the age
of sixty. His picture work began with
old Vitagraph, twenty years ago

They're still, true to the Hollywood faith,
"awfully good friends." They still insist there
will be no immediate divorce.
Lina blames it all on the fact that, because
of her second marriage, she was separated from
her baby and that she wants to be with that
child.
Pev is non-committal. The fact remains they have separated.

THIS

has been a great open season for law-

0^

suits.
Everybody in Hollywood who is
anybody has either sued or been sued. If you

haven't been involved in a good rousing lawsuit you just haven't any social standing in
Cinema Town. Listen to this list:
Lupe Velez was sued by an agent; !Mack
Sennett was sued by a songwriter; Harry Langdon was sued by his wife's former husband;
Harold Lloyd was sued by an author; Francis
X. Bushman sued a lllm company.
Not to mention the ever present divorce actions which nourished more luxuriantly than

working lime the baby is receiving a bigger
salary than most of the big-time stars.
The
$75 for 20 minutes would add up to §1,800 per
day for eight hours—or §10,000 a week, ^^hal
a baby!

The John McCormicks (Colleen Moore),
James Cruzcs (Betty Compson), the James
Kirkwoods (Lila Lee) and the Ernst Lubitsches
have all told it to a judge within the past few
months. Haveyou a lit lie lawsuit in _w;(r home?

-'•of motion pictures could be written about
"SUm" Summerville. "Slim," in the old days,
was a member of that famous law and order
group, the Keystone Cops. After that he was a
well-known comedy director.

ever.

the

MIX
TOM
elopement

When
learned about the

of his daughter, Ruth,
her marriage to Douglas Gil-

and
more.
"Well, it's an ill wind that blows
nobody good," said he as he instructed his lawyer to file action
so he could discontinue the $250 a
month allowance he was paying her.

T TNIVICKS.AL

has on its payroll one of the
'-^-highest pai<l actresses on (he screen. The
j'oung lady plays the title role in "The Little
Accident" at a salary of S10,000 a week and
she can't speak a word!
Her name is June Dwan Smith, she is three
weeks old and she was signed by Universal at
the not-at-all exorbitant salary of S75 a day.
However, the State Industrial Welfare Committee decreed that a working day for the
diminutive Thespian must not exceed twenty
minutes.
Figuring at the rate of eight hours actual

—

100

A NOTHER

chapter in the strange history

the screen

let

forth

its first

infant wail

was the beginning of slim days for "Slim."
For a long time work was pretty conspicuous

it

by

its

absence.

Then came

his excellent per-

formance in "All Quiet on the Western Front "
He has been busy ever since, and has niis
waiting for him. Now he is playing a featured
role in

"The

"Slim"
always

Spoilers."

still

looks

hungry,

but

then

In-

will.

TN THE

first place a movie star has no busi
'ness having house guests.
Charlie I'arrell
has about come to that conclusion himself.
His house is full of fraternity brothers from his
college days in Boston.
I

Look
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1

out, the beaches are full of
pirates But if they're as cute as this,
who cares? Mary Doran, of M-G-M,
shows off the new beach boot. It's
meant to keep sand from the tootsies
!

I
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This
A

is

the garment of action

and unfettered body, not
hampered for any activity by its
free

underdress,

sports-loving

Kickernick
all

A

a real

demand of

woman

of today.

is

fits

the

the body snugly in

New!

A

and has become

success

mode of the

day.

foundation garment

from thirty-two to
with French

clever tuck at the thigh, a long
front, give

utmost

freedom and do away with the baggy
ugliness of the ordinary
It

nomenal
the

to every inch of bust

positions.

back and a short

lOI

garment.

has swept America with phe-

In

many

sells

fitted

measurement

forty.

Also made

cuff.

styles, colors, materials, it

in better shops at popular prices.

Or send today

for booklet to

Winget

Kickernick Company, Minneapolis,

Minnesota.

Kickernick^
PATENTED UNDERDRESS
VrTien

you write to advertisers please mention

PnOTOPLAY

M.\GAZIN'E.
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Charlie would like to play around, too and
show them the sights of cinematic village, but
he's hardly seen them. He's pla>'ing the role
of the tough carnival barker in "Liliom," and
the picture has progressed slowly. The fratres
will probably have to depart before Charlie

can take

off his

make-up.

With Old Cal York!
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"\Miat do you prefer to be called, Miss
Dnniels or Mrs. Lyon?"
"Why, Mrs. Lyon, of course," said Bebe,
much annoyed

A

ND now Paramount is billing Jack Oakie
•^'as "America's Joy Friend."

And, incidentally, a deep, underground
source says that Charlie is having trouble feeling "that way" about Rose Hobart, his leading lad}' in the picture. Rose is beautiful but
cool.
Hers is the role

T_JE.\RT

throbs of the month: Dolores Del
-'--^Rio being taken around by Cedric Gibbons,
the sartorially perfect art director for il-G-M.

A

CCORDIXG to the whispers you hear at
tables, the Marj' Astor
option will be allowed to lapse at Paramount,
This is a bit surprising to the villagers since
!Mar>- has come back into her own in no un-''•Embassy luncheon

certain manner,
She scored in "Ladies Love Brutes," and
was particularly effective in the Pathe pro-

duction of "Holiday."
But Paramount, not having r61es on hand,
has been farming Mary out to other studios

originally intended for
Janet Gaynor.

at a neat profit.
Since roles continue
to be lacking they are

nPHE

letting her go.
It is
just another case of

most business-

*-

what Hollywood

like star in Hollywood is no, not Xorma

—

TT seems as if that long,
tana sometimes called
Gar>' Cooper is the big
shot over on the Para-

hearted Parisian, Maurice Chevalier. ^Maurice
never even so much as
two minutes late for appointments. He can always be completely depended upon. He has a
little black note book
that is never far from
him. It is not like the
general run of littleblack
books in iheljlmcolony.

mount

ment

picked

"The
first

ever>'bod}' hopes will be

a second "Beau Geste"

and — ah-ha, what's
— a picture to be called

this

"The

out

say, will be the biggest
picture Paramount has
made since "The Covered Wagon.

to

the split second.

T YDELL

PECK

It's

is

'-'not just Mr. Janet

He was given a job
in the Paramount scenario department, you
remember, after his
marriage to Janet.
"Pooh!" said the wise
Ikes, "it's just a courtesy job, so he can be
near his beloved!"
Not

like

in

the cast.

Cooper doesn't
make g'ood he can't
blame it on stories.
If this

V\7HEX

Eleanor
'^ Boardman's and

King

\i<lor's first

baby,

n on a
was born,
Eleanor was sure it

.\

Peck has
been promoted to an
that

associate

much

and Ernest Torrence

Word now

so!

very

that old epic and will
have Tully Marshall

Gaynor!

comes

Fighting Car-

avan" which, so they

for the day, planall

Spoilers" is his
big one, then comes

"Morocco," which

it

ning them

certainly
the plums

off all

this year.

he writes
every appoint-

down

lot.

He has

is

in

Mon-

••lanky guy from

pect. Surprise! Surprise!
It is that gay, light-

For

calls

"the breaks.''

.Shearer, not H. B.
Warner, not any that
you would really sus-

t

i

,

would be a boy. Slithad selected nothing but

producership
Sheldon.

boy's name.

She

under Lloyd

a

Congrats, Lydell!

would have it no other
way.
But the fates were

CHEVALIER has settled down in Hollywood and become one
of the home fol'KS. The
French Prince Charm-

ing and the missus have
leased the Beverly Hills

home

of

King Kennedy,

against Eleanor.
Now the second
is born.

The poor lady

upper end of this tremendous train is poor Bebe
Daniels, with Everett Marshall in "Di.xiana." If she didn't have the help
of eight chorus girls, she'd fall down those stairs and break her neck. And
we can't have Bebe's neck broken just now nor can Ben Lyon!

beamed,

and Lloyd and went into a tailspin when he
tried to manage himself and his pictures like
they do, has just saved 815,000.
He won a lawsuit against a chap who
claimed Langdon stole the affections of Mrs.
Harry Langdon.
The comedian's wife was formerly the other
fellow's jrnu.

"DEBE DANIELS announces that she is NOT
'-'a Lucy Stoner.
The other day she went
into a shop and the sales lady asked her,

102

Colleen Moore, Hollywood's gayest divorcee,
going to parties with Willis Goldbcck, the
most woman-shy young writer in town.

would be a

She simply couldn't

rived the doctor

another

it

boy.

—

a young stage actor.

Xjr.ARRY LANGDON, the baby-faced come•*^<lian, who started out to rival Chaplin

baby

This time, Eleanor

at the

s;iii

,

tand it if it weren't.
When the baby ar"Well, Mrs. Vidor, it's

girl."

you sure?" wailed Eleanor.

".-Kre

"Oh,

doctor, are j-ou sure?'

TRENE RICH

was explaining to an intcr'vicwcr that she had never tried to make
herself younger than she was. "I think there
a certain dignity in being one's own age,"
she said. "I've always tried to act and dress
accordingly."
"V'ou're right," the interviewer said.
"Why, you don't look a day over forty."
Imagine his confusion when he discovered
that Miss Rich is just 38!
is

ONE

of the gorillas in "Ingagi," that syn-

thetic film of life as it isn't in .Africa, sued
pay in the Los .\ngeles courts.

for his

His name is Hilton Phillips, and he's a colored boy. He told the court he was hired for
S6..S0 a day to be an .African native in the film,
later promoted to the gorilla division, given a
fur suit,
himself.

and

make a big monkey of
please turn to pace 104
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I
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Wollywood's Magic Beai/tj

G

Secret

Revealed

.

Now

.

jyiNNIE

LIGHTNER
ettfurcd in

Warner

Technicolor Pictures

Bros.
.

.

.

.

"Qold Diggers of Broad'xay"

and "Hold

.

.

Harmony

olor

MAKE-UP
.

.

Everytliing."

technicolor Victures

in

Ready For YOU!

/// Society Make-Up, Max Factor, HollyzvoocT
Make- Up Genius, Gives to You, and Every-

zvonian,

Beauty Magic of Cosmetics

tiie

Harmony.

Discover

How

to be

Than You Really Are.

OUT
I

See Coupon Belozv.

of the motion picture world which

is

Hollywood comes

most revolutionary beauty discovery of the age

in

make-up

.

.

color

.

the

harmony

individualized for every type in blonde, brunette, red-

head and brownctte.

Powder, rouge,

ensemble called Society
plexion coloring.

in Color

More Beautiful

Make-Up

Created

first

lipstick,

eyeshadow

.

.

.

the complete

... to blend with every variation in

com-

riVIENXE SEgjL

for the stars of the

screen by Ma.\ Factor, Hollywood's

Featured in

make-up King.

. . .

Bros.
"Golden

Daiiu" and "Viennese Nights."

Now
this

Warner

Technicolor Pictures

you, yourself, may discover what wonders \,
new kind of make-up will do to enhance y.our^

NIXON

M.-IRIJN

beauty and emphasize the charm and fascination of

Featured in Warner Bros. Technicolor

your personality.

Pictures

.... "General Crack" and

"S'uect Kitty Bella ire."

Before your very eyes, in hundreds of
feature pictures, you have seen its magic
inriuence in creating faultless beauty.
in

Technicolor Pictures you see

BETTY COMPSON
Warner

Now

/"

beauty

this

\^ocd's

glorified in natural color.

Bros. Star, featured in "Sho'U)

Sho-j.s"

and

Imagine the utter perfection of make-up
by Max Factor used exclusively in all
big

Hollwood

studios,

Pictures, and by

in

90% of all

Colors in powder, rouge, lipstick,
as

10 give 3

new

etc., so alive

radiance to the star herself.

blend indctectably with the skin.

make-up appears always
make-up ensemble so lovely
emphasizing every natural
that

as a

Adherent

with natural beauty

Texture so
qualities so

harmony,

\\ hat a revelation in

fine as to

Society

wonderful

part of nature's artistry.

in color
bit

•

Make-Up

will

be

years has been personal

ee the

magic of Make- Up by

new beauty your own color harmony in
to you. And Max Factor, who for twenty

make-up

Hollywood's

advisor to

analyze your complexion and chart your

.-\nd the

approving the

Max Factor's Rouge

a Technicolor Picture, you
Max Factor

/('hen you see

Technicolor
Hollywood's Screen Stars

all

Factor, Holly-

AIa.\-

Make-Up King,

correct color tone in

own

stars, will

individual color har-

m.ony, for both daytime and evening wear, in Society .Make-Up.

so exquisitely

of beauty that even the

.\ priceless

beauty

asking

gift for the

.

.just mail coupon.

.

blazing motion picture lights, bright as the sun, cannot
find a flaw to

expose

to the searching lens of the

r

camera

MAX FACTORS Society MAKE-UP

MAIL FOR YOUR COMPLEXION ANALYSIS

I

Mr.

j

Dear

Mjx Faaot— Mjx Factor Studios, Hollywood, Cjlif.
Sir: Send me a complimentary copy of your 48-pagc

Sixiery

M.tkeVp". pergonal compleuon

I

ef

I

ch.in.

I

of postage and handlmg.

I

enclose 10 cents 10 cover cost
j

"Cosmetics of the Stars"'

aiul>^is

'

1

cOMKfcMON COIOB tVES
j

i.^ t,,

j

Ik A/lrw ^rt

and make-up color haimony
LIPS
|

[

!

COLOC LASHES

HOLLYWOOD

~J

1-9-ai

book,

Men

|
|

!

(

I

COLOR HAIR

I
I

96% of all makeup

used by Hollywood's Screen Stars and Studios
(Los Angeles Chamber of Commerce Staiisttcs J

is

Max

I
I

•

Addrtii .

mention I'lIOTOrf-AY

MAGAZINE.

!

Drop

Let's

In and Gossip
[

He claims he never got paid

for

it,

and thinks

was worth S20 a day.

it

AND

now Charlie Chaphn has an mkUng of
how it feels to be hanged. And there's an
angr>% red, rope-burn on his neck!
It all happened while he was. filming a fight
scene for " City Lights." He was boxing in a
prize ring with Hank JIann, the comedian.
Action called for the two battlers to wrestle
their way to the bell rope v.'hich one of them
was to pull. Rehearsals
went

With Old Cal York!

COXIIXL-ZD FROM PAGE 102

1

TT HAS

"DELIEVE

-l-over

A prominent film producer was thun-bing
a magazine, idly hoping to find a girl for his
pictures. He saw a photograph of a tall, dark,
slender girl who seemed to drip personahty.
'-There's the girl!" he shouted, pushing buzzers.
wire was sent to New York offering
her seventv-nve dollars a week for one picture,
Well— the actress happened to be Katherine
Cornell, one of America's foremost sta"e stars,
That's all. That's enough,

taken Hollywood a long time to get
the shock of the divorce of Ernst and
Helene Lubitsch.
Mrs. Lubitsch, m her petition, charged that
her husband, the great director, was "ninetynine per cent in love with his work, and had no
ti.Tie for home."
Other allegations concerned
temperament and hard words and harsh names,
She got her decree, and a property settlement was made out of court. But Hollywood
was stunned by the affair. They had seemed

^

this!

A

fine.

'HE greatest enterI
•- tainment plant in the
history of the world is
planned for New York
City.
It is to cover three

'

When they tried it
with the cameras humming, the rope got
twisted around Charlie's
neck.
As Mann flung

him about, the rope
tightened and then

city blocks between
Fifth and SLxth .\ venues,
upper Forties and
lower Fifties.
It will

you've ever
slid down a rope when
you were a kid, you
know how a rope can
pulled.

If

in the

cost

bum.
So does Charlie.

T^HE

S2.S0,OOO,0OO.

It

will

be headquarters for

all

forms of modern

electrical

entertainment

— radio, television, talkboy grows

older.

ing pictures.

* Buddy Rogers has
changed from "America's Boy Friend" to
"The Deb's Delight."

It will contain

no

less

than four theaters. One,
a 7,500-seat house, will
offer variety.

And Old Cal hopes

A

5.000-

seater, will present
talkies.
There will lie

Rudy

Vallee won't feel
offended.

a

While he was working

Paramount studio
on Long Island, Buddy
at the

theater

musical

for

comedy,
drama.

and one

for

L.

Rothafel,

the

S.

stepped out in the evening with some of New

famous "Roxy,"

York's best social

the theater end.

is

will,

it

reported, supervise

What a project!
Something heretofore
undreamed by mortal
man!

registrites.

But he always had a
far-away look in his
eyes. He had a bad case
of home-sickness for
Hollywood, and maybe
June CoUyer.

Bcbe Daniel's

wt<i-

VXTE TOLD you a
^^ long time ago that

ding date was the signal
for a series of showtr>
given for her by !;.

ZaSu

many

Pitts

i

adopted the

friends. Most
them took the form >i|
very swanky parties jr
the homes of said fruii.^

son of Barbara LaMarr.
In addition to this
she has a little girl of
her own and now she
has adopted four more
children. Here's an actress who finds time to
play outstanding roles
and at the same time
play mother to six children at home.
Not such a bad record
this is

the

best news of the
month. Rcnee Adorec
•*-

is

enough super-loot
start

Sadie Murray.
Cm -i
arrived bringing !.'<':picture of Mrs. James (Lucille Webster) Gleason as a big film
executive. She's an associate producer at Columbia
the first woman in
Hollywood history to hold this big job. She began her supervising on
"Sisters," and is now in charge of "Ladies Must Play"
first

—

m

geous table

—

little

life of a movie star
Dick Barthelmcss. having finished " .Vdios," will be
off on the high seas and far places again.
This
time, he plans to devote months to a personal
close-up of ICurope, India and the Orient.
•*•

t

de-

store.

A particularly elegant
linen shower was given
at the home of .Mis

trouper who has never complained about anything was taken t») a sanatorium some months
a'.;o.
For awhile she was getting along splendidly and then she had a pretty bad set-bacl;,
but she is at home now and is looking bettor
than she did before she went to the hospital.
The doctor says she should be up in a month
or so.

nPHF. tough

a fair sized

partment

better!

That valiant

i

and Bebe rccei\i.

The

"yO CAL

.

ery placid and happy during their Hollywood
lifi

clolli.-,

luncheon sets and em-

broidered towels.
But the prize package
w.as turned in by W ilHam Collier, Jr. Busii r,
the old funster, brought two towels beaiin-.;
the label "Roosevelt Hotel'' in large letter
.

They were murried

in Berlin in 1022.

T_roW.\RD HUGHES,
-*-

-'militaiit

millionaire,

is

Hollywood's most
at

it

again.

The

he spent for "Hell's Angels" and
the other odd millions for other matters,
haven't even begun to bond him. Now he's
going to build a color film laboratory for some
S.iO(),000, he announces.
And all the Hollywood wisecrackers rise as
one and chorus: ".\ha! He's going to retake
'Hell's Angels' in color, hah?"
S-I.O(K),(HK)

AShaveSOMEknow

studio wit said, "You
to
a person very well
in Hollywood to know his first

name."

npHOSE who

dance might as well make up

-*•
their mind to pay the piper, only Mary
Brian has been paying the doctor.
Mary, who has been taking up tap dancing,
slipped and fell. She sprained her ankle. Now
she's going to confine herself to croquet.

—
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LITTLE STORIES FROM REAL LIFE

.

.

.

,,,-

POSED BY FAMOUS SCREEN STARS

Posed by David Manners
and France% Uade,Kadio
Pictures' stars.

More

Enthralling

This elusive fragrance

You,

adds a charm that

The haunting

is

too,

can have this

mysterious charm.
fra-

grance of Ben Hur per-

mysterious

.

.

irresistible

.

would hardly
You
new

believe that any one
thing like a tantalizing, mysterious
perfume could make such a difference in
a man's attitude toward a girl. Especially
a girl he has known as long as Dick

has

fume and

delicately

scented powder can be
obtained at any toilet
goods counter... make
its

enchantment your

own.

tried in

to

make myself

For, of course,
everj'

time

I

I

had only to breathe its delicate fragrance
new and delightful personality
very feminine, mysterious, alluring.
I

to feel a

Sometimes I think it was the delicious
appealing fragrance of Ben Hur itself which
won Dick. But more often I think it was the
which developed under the spell of
new

prettier,

was

mysterious haunting sweetness.

—
—

dozens of ways to make him
1

so haunting, so enchanting

cast a spell about me.

This wonderful Ben Hur frairance comes
perfume and in face powder. Make its
magic your own! Get it at the counter
where you buy vour cosmetics you'll be
ama/ed at the modi-rate price or send for
the trial samples offered in the coupon, il

all.

ME — everj'thing

it

in

—

I

Hur

about Ben
that

me! There was something

showed

clerk

ME

Dick is the most wonderful man I ever
met. And just so bovish and friendly we all
adore him
Mother and Dad and the
kids, too. But for a long time he seemed

aware of

fragrance from the myriad odors which the

its

known me.

just to like us

than mere beauty

you want

to test

it

before buying.

could think of

more attractive.
more in love

SPi:CI.\L

INTRODUCTORY OFlllR

falling

saw him.

The Andrew

Jerftens

Ci>., 5(11 7

Mfrcd

St.

Cincinnati, Ohio.

And

finally I resorted to

that most subtle

—

and feminine lure of all
a delicious new
perfume.
How carefully I selected that

special trial

and face powder.

Na
Delicious,

which please send me
samples of Ben Hur perfume

Enc!.-.se<l Is lOt

Street

haunting Ben Ilur

perfume in a lovely case of rose
and silver — large size S3. 00.

City

•

mention

rHOTOPL.VT SUG.VZIXE.

_

for

—
io6
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The Best Records

JjeCLULU
pLKS
ypiu
'eKronaut

New

from

Pictures

By Maurice Fenton

THE

recording companies wlio go heavily
and picture voices have
down on us this month.
They'\'e given us a thin list. The one number, as we arpeggio to press, which has given
the most satisfaction among the new group is
another John JlcCormack recording of the
"Song o'
Heart" batch.
This is the famous "Little Boy Blue" song,
based on Eugene Field's everlasting little lyric.
It has been recorded before in the pre-electrical
days, but in the new recording it has been tremendously popular, and I recommend this as
one of the most touching of the new discs.
However, I am going to step awaj' from pictures for a second to present one record made
by a lad who made but one full-length movie,
and yet is being talked about and Ustened to
by picture fans everyn-here.
for picture hits

fallen

My

That, of course, is Rudy Vallee. The titles
are pretty hard to take, and the songs themselves are not too hot, but for the thousands
who like the crooner they are acceptable.
Here's the record

A Song Without
A Name

My Heart Belongs

CHARMING BEAUTY and
PURSE PERSONALITY in
the New Fall Styles of

Vallee

Victor

Rudy

Vallee

Victor

He

Whose

to the Girl

You'll find both

Rudy

Heart Belongs

Two New

"The Whispering Baritone"

to

Somebody Else

back on the

after a long absence, this time in a Fo\picture. The vaudeville and movie house and

record favorite is still whispering in his famous
confidential style. He doesn't accompany him-

any more, but bears down on

self

Ben

is

Songs

wax

SWING HIGH
With My Guitar
and You

Records

Selvin's

his whisper-

ing.

As you remember,

Orchestra
Columbia
Don Azpiazu's

fellow was a
cording sensation five years ago.
He's still there, using numbers from
film debut.

Havana
Orchestra

Victor

this

re-

his

There's Happiness

Over the

George Olsen's
Music
Victor
Shoo the Hoodoo George Olsen's
Away
Music
Victor

(jri}ze

Hill

MOVIETONE FOLLIES OF
Here Comes
Emily Brown

Some of the gay numbers from this big Pathe
circus picture here make their appearance. Let
me recommend the Cuban boys' recording as
being of particular interest. Full of dash, and

Jeamer

1930

Charleston

Chasers

Columbia

GOOD NEWS
You're Not
Kissing Me

Nat

If

an unusually smart arrangement. Watch for
more from this single Its songs are its best bet.

Shilkret's

Orchestra.

Victor

!

Ctnaerarnir

^

longer can Beauty conquer . , . rigc to
successful heights single handed. The
woman's rule of today .
for either private
or professional life upon tlic stage or screen
. .

.

demands Beauty

.

plus Personality.

here on, owing to the lassitude of
the recorders, I am going to list some songs

from well-known current

holds faithfully true for women's
dress. There must be a definite Personality
in clothes, shoes, purses. Meeker-Made fine

and underarms meet these

films,

cases, cigarette cases, lighter*, etc., for

THE MEEKER COMPANY, INC.
OPL1N

,

MO.

new

QUEEN HIGH

My

Kind

of

Man

Ethel Waters

Seems

to

if

Ethel Waters' brand of hot singyou're a record fan. This is it. 'Nuff

You

CHEER UP AND SMILE
Just Like a Story

Like

tenor

Haring's
Orchestra
Haring's
Orchestra

Victor

Brunswick

Victor

Book

Jack Smith

Victor

liked the Farrcll-Gaynor film, you'll
like these.

It
in

Johnny Marvin

Jack Smith

Be?

You May Not

Columbia
this numhc-r,

HIGH SOCIETY BLUES
I'm In the Market
for

Where Can You

Lee Morse

wi t h Lcc. the famous girl crooner, bearing down.

Columbia

Vou know
ing

Me

This Paramount picture gives

FLORODORA GIRL

men.

See the new fall creations at your Jeweler's,
the better Department and Drug Stores and
at leading Leather Goods' Dealers.

J

their

recordings. They require little or no comment.
you liked a song in a certain picture, you
may find a record of it here.

modern demands with

beautiful, as well as
durable, fashionably designed fine leathers
plus a delightful Purse Personality. These
features also are true of Meeker bill folds, key

in

is

If

The same

leather handbags

at his best in a number from this
musical hit, and Shilkret's best is plenty good.

pROM

No

.

Shilkret

P110T0l"L.\V

MAdiZIXE

is

If

Brunswick

you

guaranteed.

i
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VACATION
SPECIAL
With FREE TRAVEL PACKAGE
of

MODESS COMPACTS

six

summer

satisfies all

recjuireinents

Compact was
THE new Modess
designed to assure

equally comfortable and efficient

the inconspicuousness so neces-

Package of six takes up so

sary with sheer, closely fitting

room

but

especially

gowns.

To

woman, we

Compact

to every

are offering our

new

Travel Package of six Compacts,

regular

Modess

at

go

The

Travel
little

nicely in dressing

—

This "Vacition Special" offer
permits you to learn at our expense
the superiority, greater comfort

price twenty-five cents, free with

every purchase of two boxes of

of 79

as to

thinner.

case or week-end bag
a real convenience for vacation. That is why
this attractive offer is called
"Vacation Special."

introduce the conven-

ience of Modess

much

is

the special price

and convenience of Modess and
new Modess Compact.

cents.

the

Most women have
found that

their

sum-

mer requirements are

VACATION

best satisfied by regu-

SPECIAL

lar

Modess

for ordi-

nary use, with a
smaller supply of
Modess Compact for
special occasions and

2 Boxes Regular Modess
12 in each

No doubt you
know how soft, coment

is

9OC

6 Mode a Compacts 2

traveling.

fortable

Box

1 Travel Package

5C

SI. 15

ALL

and absorb-

>•

79c

regular Modess.

Modess Compact

is

MODESS COMPACT
Modess Compact
pressed.

There

is

is

no

Jvy snugly fitting summer goicns

simply tegular Modess, gently comsacrifice

enjoy an assurance that there

U

of safety or comfort, yet you
is no unsmoothness of line.

NEW BRUNSWICK.

IJ

N

J

.

U S

A.

World'i largest maters of surgical dressings, bandages. Red Cross absorbtnt cotton, etc

When

Tou write to advcrlLwrs rleaK mcntloii I'lIOTOPluW ItAGAEIXE.

—

.
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Ten Years Ago
TOMMY

MEIGHAN

the Binney girls, who came from
to the stage and the screen

—

star of the summer of 1920
oh, those
curls and that Irish smile!
and he rates
the outstanding story of the September issue
of PHOTOPL.iY.

—

One

good old-fashioned

of those

appeared into matrimony.

begins

by saying that he doesn't

no bad crack,

a New
society woman, played a bit in Griffith's
Down East."

Old Fox Griffith
this sort of thing.

.

.

whose livelihood

T_TERE'S an

you cross your knees and realize suddenly
that your sheer hose are so transparent
.

.

-*

The most

pleasant modern

under-arn-.s, fore-arms

fuzzy growth

way

and

It's

—

about a young

man named Frank

—

Photopl.av Gold Medal.
It started Aln.a
Rubens, Gaston Glass and others toward

to keep

legs free of

greater

to use

is

-*-

it is!

interesting stor>'!

Borzage twenty-seven years old, with curiy
hair and a romantically cleft chin
who has
just directed a sensationally successful picture
called "Humoresque."
That picture, you remember, won the first

.

You can meet such moments with nonchalance if your skin shows no trace of ugly
superfluous hair.
your

—

way.
Fortunately, nothing of the sort has
ever happened. Genuine society people have
never done anything worth mentioning ia
pictures.
.And after all, no one can do quite
as good a job of acting as a man or woman

A Mary Pickford film is an event, in 1920,
and the curly one gives us "Suds" this time.

.

—

York

"Way

has always been great on
He has Uked to get society
faces into his pictures
he made
one in England, cast almost entirely with bluebloods of the realm.
Our story mentions, jokingly, the possibility
of society folk going in for the tilms in a big

names and

when you raise your arms to pin back
a stray lock and your dress is sleeveless
When the tiny lamp on a "table for two"
shines full on your bare fore-arm . . . when
.

—

.

of our prize pieces, this month, is
^^-'called "Society in the Films."
It tells

COME potent fan-pullers among this month's

.

a page

.

how Mrs. Morgan Belmont,

'-'pictures.

that Matter:

.

.

^~\NE

either.

".And what defense is there against caveman
tactics?" asks the interviewer.
"Only one," opines Tom, "a sense of humor."
-\h, styles in stories change!
These days a
story about Tom Jleighan would saj' that he
has a mole on his right elbow, drinks nothing
but mentholated milk and never eats pretzels
in bed!

Moments

And

.

.

.

know anything about women, having been

is

of
Leslie

of

adoringly married to one of them for so long.
Then come such epigrammatical gems as "The
primitive is the last resort of the cultured,"

which

Boston society
and then dis-

our stars run in cycles ten years long.
Here's a page of pictures of Gloria Swanson,
and it's titled "She Changed Her Coiffure.''
If we could count up how many times she's
done that in the last decade, and magazines
have printed it, we'd all be startled!

live sub-

ject with the lads and lasses, in those droll
and naive days after the war.

Tommy

,

pictures

sisters,

stories, it is

caveman lovemaking, then a very

.

Mae Marsh and her two
and Mildred.
We interview William Desmond's baby an infant a
few months old.
Stories and photographs
of

— an interview with Tommy on what he thinks
of

Photoplay

in

was the reigning

film

And

fame.

it

made goodness

knows how many women cry.
Frank Borzage. Ten years on the heights.
He is now one of the ace men at Fox trusted
with delicate and dilTicult jobs, like making a

—

IDlEIhMONlE
The White

romantic motion picture starring a concert
tenor.
Maker of "7th Heaven," another Gold

A httle balder, and ten years
still one of the best picture men
Not all Hollywood's chosen fade fast
There's Frank Borzage.
Medal winner

Ci'vaiii lInii'-i'ciiio\ ci*

older

— but

alive.

Easy to use as cold cream,
Del-a-tone actually re-

moves hair

safely in three

minutes or

less.

ONE

of our fictionized film stories this
month is "The Scoffer." It's the one
about the atheistic surgeon whose faith "comes
surging back" when the operation on the
sweet little kiddie is a success. James Kirk-

This snow

white, faintly fragrant creai

hair-remover, leaves your skin
satiny smooth . . . alluringly
soft. Use Del-a-tonefordainliness

.,,

,

screen's first great "Mme. X."
Pauline Frederick in the famous part,
in the
picture shown during the
summer of 1920

The

^<^"'oval of un-

der-arm hair

— itwillenableyoutomeet
,

lessens perstii'""'>» odor.

the public gaze with poise.

Send coupon below for generous

trial tube.

'Perfected through our exclusive formula.
Del-a-tone
flt

Cream or Powdcr-

drug and

«lfli:irtrnfiit stores.
preli^iiil
r. f' in I'hilri

Orscilt
wrapper,

m

Mom

&1.

v

hsi

I.

if

desired. Afklres- -Miss Mildred

Hadley. Tlie lulalone Co.
(Established lOONI.Do2X\ E.
ntario Street, Chicago

Sartment 89,
19S9

eaUa ofDel'a-tone

Cream reached a rectird
volume-four timen
greater than any pnIts

year. Supiri-

ty— that's why.
-Jfc,
St.,

Trial
Offer

Chicago.

111.
I

ipnid.
•

ffftncrooa trlol

ToniilOc.

She plays a little laundry drudge with all the
youthful pathos that made her famous and
beloved in the golden days. Husband Fairbanks presents his admirers with "The Mollycoddle," in which Doug is an expatriated
in Monte Carlo.
Wallace Beery
the usual lighting with the bounding
Fairijanks, and Ruth Bcnick is the heroine.
But the most distinguished picture of the

wood is the scoffing surgeon, and the leading
lady the late Mary Thurman, newly risen
from the ranks of the Sennctt bathing beauts.
Odd caption on a picture of Norman
Kerry.
It says he was bound to succeed
with a name like that, and that he supported
Uncle Sam as a soldier in the \\'orld War.

—

.

.

.

Odd

—

because his real name is Norman Kaiser!
Some of the pictures of the month
"The Return of Tarzan," with Gene Poliar
.

.

as

.

the

wild

boy.

.

.

.

William S. Hart in
Great .\ccidcnt,"

Tom Moore in "The

American

"Sand,"

docs

and Jack Pickford as a Western hero

which Paulino
is "Madame X," in
Frederick performs magnificently, with young
Casson Ferguson playing her lawyer son.
Of course, no one could dream that a decade
later Ruth Chatterton was to make a talking
picture of this old play that was to be a sensa-

month

tion over the world!

I

the rotogravure gallery this month are
Sylvia Breamer, Wanda Hawthe following
Roberta Arnold (then wife of Herbert
Rawlinson), Bessie Love, Irene Rich, Dorothy
Devore and Enid Bennett. ... A story on

IN

—

lev,

Every cdverllscmcnt In rilOTOI'L.VT

MAG.VZINE

Is

".\

in

Double- Dyed Deceiver."

VX/E

tell the storj' of a quiet wedding
hat
took place at the Church of the Heavenly
New York, not long ago.
It joined Richard Semler Barthelmess and
Mary Hay in the bonds of holy wedlock, and
only the intimate friends of the pair were
invited.
Reporters and photographers were
decidedly iiol welcome!
Well, the marriage lasted a few years, and
blew up.
Both these nice kids have since
remarried Mary to a young Englishman
named David Bath, who is now a reporter
on a New ^'ork tabloid ncwsDaper.
I

**

Rest,

iniaranteed.

—

;

.

.
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For highlights
the

chief

in

your

109

hair,

requircmt'nl

To hxlp k^p

is

atoajr turinkUs,

and

fiabOy flesh, rcrub lualily with

your waiih clolh,

m*ke of your

^^^.>
For a new smart took
to your clothes, put t-n
nothing tlml Un't

cri»|>-

ly cle*n.

if

hen elbows
and rough
the romr,ly

td do ?

1\*

tlark

L/T-..-//

™d.

For a more

\
beautiful

complexion, try s^tme of
the many suggcstiona
in

our booklet.

Thirty

M/H/VT

Do?

For belter times, to look
your best, juat take a
balh.

Here's

vigor,

ver>-e. vivacity;
ty, poise,

"The

Day Loveliness

beau-

and charm.

To have beautiful
hands, never wa.h
them casually. Srrub
lh<-mwell. Rinse Ihem
Ihoroughly. Dry lliom
completely. (See booklet].

Qy/ie uNzy to lovelaiedA
TlicTe

may

IS a way

take.

your part

And

to loveliness ... a
its

cost

.

.

.

way

only a

that

anyone
on

an earnest wish that you may become
a happier, more charming, and better liked person.
...

Tlien possibly

loveliness

closing itself in
clear

and tinted

many

better health

some

.

.

.

.

But where
Isn't that

ways, as in skin that

style, neatness,

is

is

and eyes

.

charm of dress

immaculacy.

.

17x11

start!

Wliat, precisely, to do!

.

unusual booklet.

Established to promote public uelfare by
teaching the value of cleanliness

EAST

to

the big problem?

CLEANLINESS INSTITUTE
45

will also hold with us that

Feeling sure that it is, we urge you to send for
'The Thirty Day Loveliness Test," a new and a
different kind of beauty booklet.
For here are
easy instructions
and a definite program to follow.
Mail tlie coupon promptly, for a free copy of this most

dis-

naturally, hair that has a luster,

a sparkle. Third, loveliness undoubtedly
.

.

you

your own home, in your bath tub and
basin, in your laundry bag and dresser drawer,
are vast possibilities for you of greater loveliness.

su rely, is the truest source of poise and personality)
isn't

t/iLs l?x)X)jL^

right in

of the precious ingredients. First, isn't loveliness
a quality of "inner spirit," made up, in turn, of
things like pride in self, and confidence? (Here,

Next,

ut

Loveliness is all and principally these things.
Don't you Eigree?

little effort

X^liat is loveliness? Let's see if we can't list

Id

STREET,

NEW YORK,

Lovelinesa Test."

Name

N. Y.

Impnrtnnt: Perhaps you also would be interested in'The Book About Baths." or "A Qeaner House
by 12 U Clock.
These, too, are free ... a part of the wide service of Cleanliness Institute.
'

When you

writs to tdvertlMn please mcDtloo

CLEANLINESS LNSTITUTE. Depl. P-1,
New York. N. Y.
Please send me free of all cost "The Thii

45 East ITlh Slreel,

PIIOTOPLAT UAGAZINE.

Street
City

:.

.
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Addresses of the Stars
At Paramount Publix Studios, Hollywood,
Calif.
Neil Hamilton
Doris Hill

Ricliard Arlen

Jean Arthur
William Austin
George Bancroft

Ma

Bri:

ook

Clii

Nancy

Carroll

Robert Castle

Jeanette
Frederic

Lane Chandler
Ruth Cliatterton
Maurice Chevalier
June Collyer

KEEPS EYES

CLEAR
There's no excuse for dull,
bloodshot eyes when a few
drops o( Murine each day axtII

keep them

clear and bright.
It dissolves the dust-laden
film of mucus that makes eyes
look dull, and speedily ends
any bloodshot condition resulting from late hours, overuse, crying or prolonged exposure to the elements.

This soothing, cooling lotion is
from belladonna
and other harmful ingredients.
entirely free

BeU\'

MacDonald
March

Jack Oakie

Warner Oland

Gar>' Cooper
Stuart Erwin
Kay Francis

Guy

Richard "Skeets"
Gallagher
Harry Green
Mitzi Green

Lillian

Oliver

Roth

Toomey

Fay Wray

At Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studios, Cul-

#

Wallace Beery
Jack Benny

Karl

Conrad Nagel
Ramon Novarro
Edward Nugent
Elliott Nugent

Dane

Marion Dai-ies
Mar>" Doran

Duncan

Owen

Catherine Dale
Anita Page

Sisters

losephine

Dunn

foreample— sella atSlS on ounco and worth
Rieger's Flower Drops — nip.f1.? withoot
it.
alcohol; mado direct from the essence ot ttio
flowers themselves. The most rtlined of
all perfumes, yet concentrated in such a
manner that a einple drop of the delicate

^

,

odor lasts a full wtek. Hence, on absolutely
Buperior odor becomes eronomit-al at $15 an
ounce Kever anything like this before 1

_

I

I

[Send

for

Other OfFers

'

^

.bapi.le.

Send

2Clc.

^<:-6.£ iyCi.l2^^./~

Dorothy Sebastian

.

.

i2.o6

142rirslSL,SaoFiai

I

10

R

Sam Hardy
Jack Holt

Roland Young

Monica

Dixie Lee

Ben Bard

Sliaron
Farrell

Western

Ivan Linow

El Brendel

Kenneth McKenna
Victor McLaglen
Don Jose Mojica
Lois Moran
Charles Morton

Helen Chandler
Marguerite Churchill
Clark

Fifi

Oliver
Harrj-

^WE * TOOJT'VaTO*

National

Ricliard Barthelmess
Bernice Claire
Doris Dawson

Dove

Douglas Fairbanks,

Studios,

Burbank,

Alexander Gray

Doris Kenyon

Universal

TIME

WORK

SEU5 FOR 51, CO-COSTS YOU 50c.
WE PAY ALL SHIPPING CHARGES

Samples Free

lmmcdYat"ly'foT"full"lTa'"i'u"ar'.?

Waltham Art Publishers, DepL

67. 7 Water St. Boston, Mass.

Studios,

Brown

Young

Universal

Dorntliy Gulliver
Olis Harlan

City-

Allen Lane
Laura La Plante
Jeanette Loff

Lloyd Hughes, 616 Taft Building, Hollywood, Cahf
Harold Lloyd, 6640 Santa Monica Blvd.,
Hollywood, Calif.
Patsy
Beverly

Fred Mackaye

Philbin

Raymond Keane

Eddie Phillips
Joseph Scliildkraut
Sisters

Barbara Kent
Scolt Kolk
Natalie Kingston
Beth Laemmle

Glenn Tryon

tlscmcnt In

Los

1832

235, Hollywood, Calif.

808

Crescent Drive,

Taft

Avenue,

Los

.\ngeles, Calif.

Ruth Roland, 3828

G

Wilshire

Blvd.,

I^s

Angeles, Calif.

Lupe Vclez
Paul Whiteman
Barbara Worth

rnOTOrLAY MAGAZtNIC

Box

Miller,

Herbert Rawlinson, 1735 Highland Street,

Merna Kennedy

nilv(

Ruth

Hills, Calif.

Pat O'Malley,
Angeles, Calif.

Ken Maynard
James Murray
Marv Nolan

Mary

Street,

New York

Horseshoe Ranch, New-

AVilliam S. Hart,

Bert Lytcll, P. O.

DuVal

Cower

City.

Calif,

Robert Ellis
Hoot Gibson

Faire, 1212

haU, Calif.

White

Loretta

Virginia

Hollywood, Calif.
Gilda Gray, 22 East 60th Street,

Dorothy Mackaill
Marilyn Miller
Antonio Moreno
Donald Reed
Alice

Lf>rayne
in dainty water col:iful onsravinir and
>d-on
EllustratioDii,
rold invtallk edecta.

Calif.

Robert Agnew, 6357 La Mirada Avenue,
Hollywood, Calif.
Jackie Coopan, 673 South Oxford Avenue,
Los .\ngeles, Calif.

Calif.

John Boles
Ethlyn Claire
Kathryn Crawford

r^eed

City, Calif.

Stan Laurel

Our Gang
Thelma Todd

At Sono Art-World Wide, care of MetroN. Las Palmas Street,

Marjorie White

i'cH'

laparklinar

LeRoy Mason

Hardy
Langdon

HoUywood,

Norma Terris
Don Terrj-

mpk.

EASY MONEY
FOR SPARE

Damita

politan Studios, 1040

Milton Sills
Arthur Stone

Richard Keene
Lola Lane

Billic-

Lilj'

Tom Patricola
Sally Phipps
David Rollins

W'illiam Harrigan

First

Blvd., Hollywood, Calif,
Ronald Colman

Banky

Waller Byron

Charley Chase

J.

Dorsay

Louise Dresser
Nancy Drexel
Charles Eaton
Charles Farrell
Stepin Fetchit
John Garrick
Janet Gaynor

\'i!nia

At Hal Roach Studios, Culver

Paul Muni
Harold Murray
George O'Brien
Paul Page

Joyce Compton

Ralph Ince
Margaret Livingston
Ben Lyon
Dorothy Revier
Marie Saxon
Johnnie Walker

Roland Drew
Rita Carewe

Lynn
MacDonald

Maris

Warren Burke

Mae

Louis Wolheim

In care of the Edwin Carewe Productions,
Tec-Art Studios, Hollywood, Calif.

Edmund Lowe

Mona

Norma Talmadge
Constance Talmadge

In care of Samuel Goldwyn, 7210 Santa

Dorothy Jordan

Frank Albertson
Robert Ames
Marv Astor

Gilbert Roland
Gloria Swanson

John Holland

Ernest Torrence
Raquel Torres

No.

No.

Calif.

Harry Richman

LawTence Tibbett

Hvams
Kay Johnson

At
PCR

Joan Bennett
Fannie Brice
Charles Chaplin
Dolores Del Rio
Douglas Fairbanks
Lillian Gish
O. P. Heggie

Marion Harris
Leila

1041

Studios,

Chester Morris
Mary Pickford

William Haines

Shearer

SOUVENIR box

Extra «n«ctiii hex nf fivs
26c bnttlea o( five different
•
•
.
. fl.OO

Edna Murphy

Artists

Evel>Bre
William Collier, Jr
Jack Egan
Ralph Graves

Norma

Black Velvet Perfume
sample offer, 1 oz. {2.00

perfume*

United

Lewis Stone

Jr.
Violcl

Grant Withers

May Mc.Avoy

Ferris

Sally Starr

At

20c (silver c

for a sample vial of tnig
U3 P'-rfume. Your
of odora, Lily of the
Vallc! Rose. Violet. Lilac,

Lois Wilson

Audrey

John Gilbert
LawTcnce Gray
Raymond Hackett

Sample

Send

Myrna Loy

Louise Fazenda

At Columbia Studios, 1438 Gower Street,
Hollywood, Calif.

Rathbone

Basil

Duncan Renaldo

Edwards
Greta Garbo
Cliff

W'illiam Collier, Sr,

iferf uiTie!

Al Jolson

Betty Bronson
William Collier, Jr.
Dolores Costello

Don Alvarado

Moran

Polly

Warner Baxter
Rex Bell

Nevvr-

Eddie Quillan
Helen Twelvctrees

Formosa Avenue, Hollywood,

Bessie Love
John Miljan
Robert Montgomery

Cliarles Bickford

lidwina Booth
John Mack Brown
Lon Chancy
loan Crawford

Fox Studios, 1401
Avenue, Hollywood, Calif.

...A

Calif,

Carol Lombard

Monte Blue

At

Buster Keaton
Charles King
Gwen Lee

Nils Asther
Lionel Barr^-raore

At

VouR

At Pathe Studios, Culver City,
Ann Harding

Robert .Armstrong
Constance Bennett
William Boyd
Ina Claire
Alan Hale

ver City, Calif.

60c at drug and toilet counters.

f-oR

Tyler

At Warner Brothers Studios, 5842 Sunset
Blvd., Hollywood, Calif.
John Barrymore
James Hall

William Powell
Charles Rogers
Regis

Tom

Compso

Gower

Bebe Daniels

David Newell
Barry Norton

Cliester Conklin

IT

Holmes

Phillips

Helen Kane
Dennis King
Jack Luden
Paul Lukas
John Loder

At Radio Pictures Studios, 780
Street, Hollywood, Calif.
Buzz Barton
Frankie Darro
Sally Blane
Richard Dix
Olive Borden
Jack MulhaU
Sue Carol
Bob Steele

Estelle Taylor, 5254 I.os Feliz Blvd,, Los
Angeles, Calif.
Is

mtiT:
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MELLOW' DEEP

BRILLIANT- BRIGHT'

Just turn this knob on the front oj the set
and bring in programs YOUR uay~

uitb any one of these four tone qiialiAny ou'mr of a new 1930 PhiUo
can instantly adjust the station tone for
Speech, symphonic music or jazz. If he
happens to be in a noisy location, he
can tut down interference and enjoy
programs in a way nether before possible
tit'S.

lONE- CONTROL
PHILCOTo
,

, ,

your new mastery of the air

newest miracle! The device you
felt that radio needed
a
wonder-working attachment which enables

RADIO'S

—

have always

you, with your own hand, to control
radio tone quality.

Philco has reached into space and

made

the tones sent out by the

broadcasting station subject
tt///

to

your

with Philco Tone-Control.

It

enables you to mellow down those
stations

which come

in harshly in

your neighborhood.

Grid- Plus sets have balanced units for undistorted tone.

New

and exclusive

All the

new

Volume Control counteracts

A

enjoy

out-of-town programs, near and

of static and background noises.
Distance ability is extraordinary

new

Station Recording Dial enables you to

and, in the Philco Screen Grid-

SCREEN GRID LOWBOY
Ne-dii 7-lube set in handsome cabinet
of American black walnut, figured
butt walnut and Oriental wood,
American Gobelin tapestry over

distance

Tone-Control : great power,

and Balanced-Unit

tone.

$110.00

permanently log favorite

Ask the Philco

(Radio-Phonograph),

And

less tubes.

by Philco,

radio

in

as

your

Available for
in

a

.\1

\

battery

PHILCO,
/b Canada:

Ion rll(ITUI'[..\V

Available through

car.

authorized dealers.

West.

Philco Screen Grid and Screen

Easy terms.

you ride. Install a
Transitone Automobile Radio Receiver, built
enjoy

Prices slightly higher in

Pmico

stations.

dealer for a free demonstra-

new Philco Consoles, Lowboys,
Highboys and Radio- Phonographs, each with
Philco Tone -Control. Prices, $95 to $198

also

BAXANCED - UNIT RADIO

far.

tion of the

all

—

of full brass, or the singing sweetness of
high violins.

Plus, Automatic

lading so you can not only get but hold and

extra-fine selectivity, close tuning, reduction

speaker.

Yet more, Philco Tone- Control
makes speech crisp, clear, magically life-like. It gives you a choice
of dance music from the same band bright and
snappy or round, full and mellow. Symphonic
music, can be brought in with the brilliance

circuits give

Canada, Denver and

AC

or

All

DC

currtnt

prices

and

less

tubes.

PHILADELPHIA,

PA.

set.

PHILCO PRODUCTS, LlJ., TORONTO
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These New Faces

Hasn't your

daughter a
Watch
right to DG told, ONA MUNSON

for

This Each

Month

("Going Wild," First National)

The easy way

to give her

is

booklet

this
can't
You
physical

keep your daughter ignorant of
facts. She feels the need to know.
Surely she deserves to be told the real truth
rather than be forced to seek any kind of information that friends of her own age can give.
In regard to feminine hygiene, she

may

receive

an entirely wrong impression, even a dangerous
Many people still believe that caustic and
poisonous antiseptics are necessary for this

one.

healthful, cleanly practice.

But the medical pro-

fession docs not endorse the use of bichloride of

mercury and compounds of carbolic

Danger
Women
fully

lies

acid.

in poisons

They were not
was the danger of mer-

used to run terrible risks.

aware

how

great

curial poisoning, areas of scar tissue, interference

with normal secretions. They wanted

surgical

coming of Zonitc,

caustics

cleanliness. Before the

and poisons were the only germicides powerful
enough to be clTective.

Send for Zonite
Zonite

is

the

modern

booklet

antiseptic. Non-poisonous.

Non-caustic. Far more poucrfiil than any dilution of
carbolic aciil that may be alloued on the body. Send
for the booklet that gives all the facts about

feminine hygiene. Read it. Give it to your
daughter. It is franklv written, and honest. You
can buy Zonite everyi.'here. Full directions with
bottle.

Zonite Products Corporation, Chrysler
New York, N. Y.

Building,

In

bottles;

30c, 60c, $1

Both ht U.

S.

A

and Canada

ZONITE PRODUCTS LORPOKATION

pn^w

'

is

the pretty

young

wife
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A

fair skin with

your new
...
//

it

s

the

First

note

in

furs
the autumn

SYMPHONIE

//

I
Armand offers you

a subtle new poivder -shade to create the

creamy-toned, complexion so flattering with fur-fashions.

"Symphome"

is

the newest
It's the

word

name

All

women

in general, blonde

beauty of a "natural"' complexion
the smart complement of the

and brunette alike, possess these
same underlying flesh-tints; the
duty of face powder is not to
change or obscure them but to
emphasize their pearl-pink quality. \ ou didn"t know, perhaps,
that your own complexion pos-

new

sessed

in the style worlil!

of a reniarkahle powder-shade
that matches your skin so perfectly and enhances it so subtly
that you behold yourself in the
.

.

.

clothes.

these

beauty-possibilities.

'"Syniphonie" is a creamy-blush
of the most precise proportions.
It does away with all mixing and
blending on your part . . . all
further experiments with face
j>owder. "Syniphonie"' was born
of Science, but Science with a

^ our first use of "Symphonic"
will be a joyous revelation!
"Syniphonie" shade is found
only in Armand Cold Cream Pow-

new

tint.

Follow directions in "The

Little

Hat Box" for

For this unusual powder is blended to the exquisite
flesh-tones foun<l in Old -World
idea.

portraits, those translucent tints

that

glow with mellow beauty.

der,

and the rich consistency of

this particular

efTectiveness

blend furthers the

of

the

subtle

new

a])[)]ying this

jiowder and be rcwardc<l with a
loveliness that- is quick to come
and not soon to go!

"With the neiv clothes, the neio
black chiffon point
complexion"
under little peplum jacket of creamy
broadtail, by Kurzman, !\'etv York;
complexion by Armand: compliments by everybody!
.

.

.

Armand Cold Cream Ponder

in

"Syniphonie" shade {or four standSI the box. Zanzibar tone
ard tints)

—

in

Armand

perfect

roiipe and lipstick is the
complement of "Symphonie."

PRfTlflnD
COLD CREAM POWDER
© 1930 by The Arman.l Co., Ine
lilulurl. AV

MAUAZINE.

""

"

"

Never Choose

"I

I

essence in their nature,

some quality

charm, appealed to me.

I

in tiieir

have taken

girls,

by accenting this precious and hidden essence, by dressing them in accordance with the
vision of them I saw in my mind's eye, I have
given the world of fans what they have been
£.ncl

pleased to call beauties.
It is noteworthy that

many of the girls so
selected and put forth by De jNIille have had
their big successes through their careers in the
tN^pe of personality' with which he first supplied

them. The hidden something that De jlille
saw and dressed forth for all the world to see,
has been their secret of charm and success.
feature alone De Mille has accented
ONE
ways
bets

al-

in his selection of
for success.
That has Ijeen the eyes. He considers them of
paramount importance the windows of the
soul.

rection. The objections all quieted
the release of 'Don't Change ^'our

Swanson

down

after

Husband.'

not in any sense a beauty; her nose,
which is one of her chief assets, departs from
any standards of sculptors. Yet she has a remarkable power of projecting the illusion of
beauty." Swanson has the beautiful and expressive eyes De Mille always demanded; too,
is

the dainty, well formed foot

and ankle.

Bebe Daniels was running around, wa\ing
her legs and arms in a Harold Lloyd comedy
when De Mille selected her. De Mille sensed
the basic exoticism of Bebe Daniels and so presented her for the first time as an exotic draped,
alluring woman with Wallace Reid in "The
Affairs of .Anatol.
Her greatest screen successes
the hne laid down by De Mille.

have followed

—

'

and

feet.

" Whose are those? " Cecil queried, peering to
get a look at the owner of the feet and ankles.
"That's a girl out from New York, from the
'Follies,' named Nita Naldi, " answered William. Right there the pretty feet and ankles
were cast for the rcMe of the modem vampire in
the picture, "The Ten Commandments."
This gave Naldi her start in the roles that made
her famous.

r^LORIA SWANSON

is perhaps the most
'^Joutstanding success of all the women De
Mille featured in his pictures. De Mille first
saw her as a little sister in a Sennet t comedy, receiving a pic full in the face. Not suggestive
to most people of the majestic and dramatic
actress of later years, was it? When he sent
word to his financial backer in New York that
he had selected this pie catching damozel for
the big role in " Don't Change Your Husband,
there was a terrific uproar.

The thought

of this

unknown, who did not

any too prepossessing with the pie in her
face, as the central figure in a big, expensive
production was terrifying to the financiers.
" I chose Swanson for the dynamic emotion
look

she possessed, which she could turn in any di-

woman

I

ever chose for a leading

expression that I prefer.

None

of the

A LICE TERRY was unknown before 'Old

* *-Wive3

for New'; in her I found a striking
She had a soft, gentle, feminine
beauty and charm that made her unlike any

''

anicles

beautiful

role," says De Mille.
"I used her for only
one picture, 'The Squaw Man.' and her career
in films was not long or notable.
"I consider Agnes Ayres the nearest to
beautiful of any other women I used in my
productions; many will disagree with me and
name Gloria Swanson. It is a personal preference, one that ever\-one must decide for himself.
Lois Wilson in 'Manslaughter' did her
first dramatic work.
Up to then she could get
nothing but gaga roles.
"Personality, the soul that looks out through
the eyes, is the true individual; beauty is
merely phj'sical. It is the mobile countenance

Venuses would get by for a moment in Hollywood. Personality, charm, intelligence; these
things are at a premium. Nature has done a
strange trick in evening her scores. There are
few instances of perfect beauty and strong
personality combined.

is

thing for the camera.
Pretty feet and trim ankles are something
De Mille has always admired in a woman. He
believes that the feet tell as important a storjas the hands. If one goes over the list of women
that De Jlille has given to the world as screen
celebrities, one will find not always tiny feet,
but all dainty and well made feet.
When quizzed about this, De Mille says with
a smile, " Ves, I guess I have always considered
pretty feet. It is the proportion, however, not
the actual size, that makes a pretty foot. Our
modern feet are inclined to be verj- ugly, due
to misshaping l)y improper footwear. The shoes
of modern children are helping build health and
beauty in feet for the future. I think the modern shoe, the open sandal for instance, copied
after the Greek, is most beautiful.
Modern
shoes flatter the feet. As a nation, we have
become foot conscious.
About this matter of feet: there is an amusing incident told of the days when Cecil and
his brother William de Mille were working at
the old Lasky studio on Vine Street. The cafeteria was upstairs. One day the two brothers
were just far enough behind a girl on the stairs
to get a tantalizing view of some verj' beautiful

any memory of the vulgar days when she
was a motion picture actress.
"Katherine MacDonald was the only really
scure

full of

amazing how few beauties have really
beautiful eyes," says De Mille.
"There are
many with charming eyes, which, however,
have nothing to offer the screen. A woman
accustomed to repression, a woman of refinement and background, is most hkely to have
interesting eyes. Her eyes pour forth all her
repressions.
Such ej-cs have definitely some"It

Women"

Beautiful

COXTINLTJD FROM PACE 31

personality.
other.

"Julia Faye I noticed one day when I was
walking by Wally Reid's set; she was on tiptoes, plajing a scene.
The trimness and
swankiness of her caught mj- eye. The brightness and effervescence of her is stimulating.
She is a good comedienne, but she must also
have a touch of character in her rnles. I consider her greatest one was that of Mariuslin, the
guttersnipe of Old Russia swept into luxury
by the Revolution, in 'The Volga Boatman. "
'

Julia Faye, too, has the dainty feet and
ankles, perhaps the daintiest of all' among De
Millc"s leading women.

"The birth of the talkies," De Mille went
on, 'has brought still another factor into this
matter of beauty on the screen. Beauty as

Does

this face evoke memories? It's
that ol Molly Malone, a few years ago

a popular movie leading woman. Disappearing from the screen, she suddenly turned up in the photographic
department of Metro-Goldwj'n. Molly
intends to become an ace portrait
photographer, and it looks as though
she would, and soon

Leatrice Joy, says De Mille, he selected for
her innate gentiUty and breeding, as the perfect lady with, of course, emotional possibilities, for "Saturday Night."
This went on
through "Manslaughter" and others of her
greatest successes.
Her eyes and dainty feet
are again notable.
Vera Reynolds he selected as the exponent
of the flapper.

Wanda Hawley, in former years, was presented as tj-pical of the youth of her time.
Lila Lee, selected for the r(ilc of the serving
girl in "Male and Female," he chose for her
quality of wistfulness, the victim of unrequited
love, a

ZaSu

Pitts type.

Jetta Goudal was dubbed "a cocktail of emotions" by De Mille, who put her in her greatest

"White Sand," and "Paris at MidShe proved to be a heady one, and
sued De Mille for a broken contract.
Florence Vidor in "Old Wives for New," De
Mille chose as a type of aristocratic lady. Florence took this so seriously that she has since
become one, with an English accent and a famous concert violinist for a husband to help obsuccesses,

night."
later

such

worth

is

less

than ever before.

The new

beauty on the screen is the beauty of personality conveyed through the voice.
"In the old silent days, a producer or director
could afford to take a flyer on a girl who had
little education or background, but who showed
a real desire to improve herself with books
and study. She got a year's contract during
which to flower. Now this is impossible. .Vt
least a high school education is necessary.
Ignorance betrays itself at once in the voice.
"The difference between the voice of Kay
Johnson and that of the ordinarj' untutored
voice of a possible silent film heroine is the
difference between an organ and a harmonica.

"Lack

of education shows in intonation at
Proper intonation can only be produced

once.

by education and

"TN

breeding.

we of the industry are
realizing true beauty in tlie

talking pictures,

•''Still

far

from

tone of the voice, for there is individuality in
a voice as well as in a face.
"It is both harder and easier to select people
for talking films. It is harder to find the right
ones, but they are easier to determine on, because of the demand for beauty in the voice.
One must be a pantomimist and a great voice
actor for the talkies.
"I would say to any young person desiring
a career in talking pictures, educate yourself
as far as you can at school; then continue to
educate yourself with books and in every
possible way, for you will need it all for the
proper background in the talking films of the
future.''

™e

mm

Jjeauw

The inimitable

groom the

skill

with which

Gossard Foundations

figure to smart, slender curves

Gossards the choiceof women with a
This

Gossard all-in-one, of flne peach
and lace flouncing, contours the figure to
princess lines by means of ingeniously

original

batiste

lovely

placed lengthwise darts
flowing curves that
Paris frocks to

frocks

THE

H. W.

(iOSSARD CO. — New York,

(^hicafto,

San Francisco,

niviljon oi Afociatcd Appartl

— make

flare forfashion.

an

.

.

.

show

advantage

assuring smooth, easythe

.

.

.

distinctive

lines of

and give the simplest

air of Parisian chic!

Atlanta.

London, Toronto, Sydnev,

Induilrici,

Inc.

Buenos Aires

i^^f

i

m

a nelple55 prisoner!

MYRNA LOY

savs

m caught J ... in a spun-silk weh I I'm Jield
...ma star-dust rapture I I m captive to a
Jl

lilting

mooal But I

For

never escape.

me

Youth

IS

surrounded
/See,

here

Seventeen

soul

.

s the bottle

— but

YOU

unless

my

.

.

Seventeen

.

mood
and

.

.

.

I

idea

I'll

.

,

stole
.

.

.

surrendered!

name

a breath of

carried

away

it

—
—

— tool"

not a perfume alone

but a whole ensemble ol gay

Xne ensemble

.

captured

whicJi

there's the

Not

to he

captor
that's

entered my heart

.

,

wait]

want

a

and

bottle

my

mood

...

itself

from a perfume

love

this

toiletries!

smart in toilet accessories, too!
so Seventeen s gay and lightsome fragrance Kas
been breatned into eack of tbese essentials: Powders
a face powder, batb powder and talcii
all
cliarmingly packaged, all exquisitely soft, all
faintly scented witk Seventeen ... a Compact, the
smartest you ve ever seen, in gleaming black ... a
Sachet, tne subtlest way to perfume lingerie
Bril.

.

.

is

.

.

.

.

lantinea,

one

solid,

one

and leave a fragrance

.

.

liquid, to restrain straying locks

tnat's ever so elusive.

a

The Shadow
I

PAROOS MY GUS-Pathe
A\VI'",ST1;R.V comedy, full of rollicking
fun. A rodfo in which two boys, Hank and
Tom Macl'arlane, champion juvenile trick
riders and ropers, put Will Rogers to shame.
This alone is worth the price of admission; but
also there are pretty Sally Starr, handsome
George Duryca, and perky Mona Ray, and
many others you will want to see, especially
"Fuzzie." Not a dull moment.

LOVE AMONG THE MILLIONAIRES—
Paramount
TS

there a plot afoot to keep Clara Bow off
'•the screen?
her personal peccadillos
don't do it, bad stories will.
This one, a
musical comedy, concerns the railroad lunch
counter waitress, the son of the president of
the road who poses as a brakeman, and the
attempt on the girl's part to disillusion the
boy about her for his own good. It's pretty
discouraging, and Clara gels much too cute.

K

BIG
T_TERE'S Al

CONTI.VIED FROM

I'.M.K

Stage
.^.->
|

THE MEDICINE MAN-TiJfany Prod.
npHE crool father beats his daughter. The
crool father beats his son.
And then the
crool father gets shot, which goes to show that
•'•

children-beating doesn't pay. The highlight,
however, is the calm assurance of Jack Benny
that old master of suavity.
He plays the
medicine show doctor who comes to the little
town and marries the village gal, Betty
Bronson. Pretty good hokum.

THOSE WHO DANCE— Warners
A NOTHER underworld picture that doesn't
''ring

true.

You know all along
Monte Blue's
moment and

court-plaster scar on
peel otT at the wrong

that the
face will
give him

away!

He's supposed to be a gunman, but
he's really a cop, out to get the gangster who

"D

Paramount
tllS picture should teach us all a lesson.
••When we. want to make a talkie, we'd
better get a story. This is a very bad picture
because it has no story at all.
Some cute
people try to make it stand up
Helen Kajie,
Stuart Envin, Victor Moore and Frank Morgan but it doesn't hold us for more than a
minute at a time. Helen and Victor run a
'

I

—

—

medicine show up North.

Feeble.

and thunder war

—crammed

stuff of the

good old

with spies, trick Hindus,

—

CONSPIRACY— Radio
A new rainy-day
her

outfit

whom

first talkie,

"Reno."

is

sported

by

we'll soon see in

The match-

certainly a dashing

"TpHIS isn't a
-' minded us

bit nice,

is
is

Pictures

but "Conspiracy"

of the senior class play.

reIt's

about gangsters and the district attorney's
sister, who takes a hand.
You know TH.*\T

The

chief fault of this chain of crimes is
lacks sincerity.
Feeble lines don't
Bessie Love is lost as the girl.
Ned
Sparks achieves a humorous characterization as a crabbed, old novelist.
plot.

that

is

DANGEROUS NAN McGREW—

LOOD

brows tell you why. Doug Fairbanks, Jr.,
cast as the boy, whose Southern accent
pretty good e.xcept when he forgets it.

note

Silinl.

doubtful

just misses.
The stuff is there
-' group of people trapped in a saloon
by a
Mississippi flood decide to forget the past and
become brothers, but when they are released
from death they slip back into their old hates.
It is not, somehow, convincing.
Let the hifh-

ing umbrella

for hours.

Youth"
Want."

still

THE WA Y OF ALL MEN— First National

Ruth Roland,

making horrible faces

Men

'npHIS

a real nice picture.
Xothing pre'-tcntious, but simply told, excellently acted
and very charmingly done as a whole. It's a

of

MEN WANT— Universal

himself,
wrote "What
seeing the result we're

•'-^style

TEMPTATION— Columbia

—

yVHAT

love in wartime and the British Fleet. Betty
Compson and Ralph Forbes, as British secret
service agents posing as German spies at
Gibraltar, have a terrible time getting together in the last reel, but they succeed, and
the great British fleet, just steaming into
harbor, isn't sunk after all!

*

Japan, this aflfair is simply horrible to
Western eyes and the art oi the cinema should
speak a universal language!
The drab
tragedy of a brother and sister in Tokyo's
underworld. Japanese screen acting consists

enough.

note.

"LJERE'S

in

her

kills

INSIDE THE LINES— Radio Pictures

like this.

advertised in "little" movie theaters
'• as Japan's greatest contribution
to motion
picture art.
Whatever they call picture art

who

forces his attentions on
Jr., is the press agent
sweetheart who docs substitute service in the
pen, while she makes a Broadway success.
Good Si(.sir, an underworld leader, and adopted
mother of the P. .\., is beautifully played by
Helen Ware. One night at Susie's will be

about what they do want, but maybe it isn't
important. An excellent cast moves through a
numerous art modcrnc
apartments.
Pauline Starke and Ben Lyon
arc featured, but Robert Ellis strikes the sanest

a Western picture is just a
'-'Western.
But here's one that goes far
beyond, and makes a swell evening's entertainment. Outstanding are the scenic backgrounds. There are thrills far ahead of the
ordinary W'estem gags, and some splendid performances.
George O'Brien keeps his shirt
on and provides a fine characterization.

T^lIS

plays a chorine

when he

Douglas Fairbanks,

series of gin brawls in

LAST OF THE DUANES—Fox

Film

•'-'employer

her.

.\fter

T TSU.VLLY,

Co.

First National

DOVE

"DfLLIE

**

stage thriller about
' -'•race-track intrigue, done into high comedy
talkie.
Al is blackface throughout except for
a short afteqjicce,. cracks some old gags and
some fast new ones, and sings about eight
numbers, than which could any Jolson fan
beg more?
It's all done in a grand air of
rollicking levity that adds to the fun. Go, and
get a nightful of laughs.

SLUMS OF TOKYO—Schochiko

ONE NIGHT AT SUSIE'S—

'ry.VRNER FABIAN, old "Flaming

BOY— Warners

love story of the old, clean school, with Lois
Wilson and Lawrence Gray as the sweethearts.
Lois has betrothe<l herself to a rich
man to get the luxuries she craves, but helps
Larry out of a bank robbery scrape, and all's
well.
Pleasant.

—

—

Jolson's

Western fan or not, you'll

head of the Vigilante Committee of a mining
all for the
love of Vera Reynolds.
Buck's swell horse. Silver, is the real star of
the picture— but even Silver can't make this
anything but a dud.

town

it

help.
killed his brother.

Lila Lee, Betty

Compson

and William Boyd try hard.

RENO—Sono Art— World Wide
npIIIS

Ruth Roland's

return to the screen
^ after such a long absence, and if you want
to witness this event you'll go to see the
picture.
What you'll find is a series of closeups of the ex-serial queen punctuating a yarn by
Cornelius Vanderbilt, Jr., that at some time
during its process may have been a story.
Ruth looks beautiful. Her acting is hopelessly
old-fashioned. She rides a horse.
is

THE LONE RIDER— Columbia
npHE

prime requisite of a Western is swift
* action. This Western talkie moves with
all the ranidity of a tired snail.
Buck Jones is a
hard-boiled bandit who reforms and becomes

OH

SAILOR. BEHAVE!— Warners

TF you manage
'of

to

sit

through the second reel
Lowell Sherman

this you'll discover that

makes a

comedy

prince. But a few more
like this and song writers and song birds will be
going back to Broadway. There are mean old

swell

generals, scheming adventuresses, Johnson
and Olsen, and Charlie King as a singing reporter. Ixjtti Loder, heralded as a find, proves
she can roll her eyes.

PARADISE ISLAND—
Tiffany Productions

TT'ENNETH HARLAN,

a singing sailor,

and

•'^Marccline Day struggle through this
of adventure, on a South Sea island, but

tale

117

it's
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only Paul Hurst's comedy that j'ou recall,
after all. Marceline has allowed herself to get
too thin to be beautiful, and the story is slow
Santschi's most villainous
moving. Even

Tom

tactics fail to arouse

our

Maybe

ire.

it's

interest enters with Russell Gleason as a newspaper reporter. The storj' flounders a bit,
but it is fair entertainment for an evening in
the dog days.

the

SWEET MAMA—First

heat.

npHIS

SISTERS— Columbia

THE
Molly

little Xoonan girls— Sally O'Neil and
O'Day to us play sisters in this
mild tale of girl-and-boy trouble. One sits on
the lap of lu.xury the other lives in squalor
with a jobless husband and a baby. Love

—

—

—

ners, Kenneth Thomson and Rita Flynn,
the last a real comer. Fairly good entertain-

ment

Sunny

y^'

[

Sally

to

day practicing and devising dance steps, and
another hour daily vocaUzing, for she keeps her
voice as fit as her legs. She likes to sing, and
doesn't mind a bit when she's asked to sing at

invaluahle^^^

is

parties.

says

She loves to be complimented. She gets as
ureat a kick out of being told a nice thing the
millionth time as she did the first time she

Remember her in "Show Boat"? Miss Morgan is
now in the talkies where, more than ever, the
care of her complexion is of vital importance
lor the camera is vicious in its portrayal of the
slightest skin imperfection. Says Miss Morgan:

—

—

"My VELVETSKIN PATTER

not only pats the

cream in and out of the por*es, but stimulates
and refreshes the skin and muscles of the face
removing that tired look. I find it invaluable."

Though patting has long been acknowledged
OS beneficial, it has been all too seldom regularly practiced. Now comes the Velvetskin
Patter making an exhilarating pleasure of a
former task. Its rapidly moving fingers work in

creams and lotions
necessary

for

I

"line."
.\nd much as she likes parties, she ditches
them regularly when she's in production, because she's so interested in her work that she
devotes all her time to it.
She's a good business woman and transacts
She's one of the
all her own business in person.
few actresses who have no business manager or

of

metal) avail-

able in the three most
popular boudoir colors
Jade Green,
Orchid and Primrose,
with electrical cord
to match.

—

—

She gets S200.000 a picture. She's always
ahead of time for her business appointments,
and almost always late for her social engage-

you cannot find it In
your favorite shop or
moil

ments.

the cou-

pon below.

and
(

and has many friends, but
they're almost all men. She doesn't get on half
as well with women as with men. She's been
married twice Frank Carter, her first, whom
she married while yet a kid, was killed in an
She

Connecticut

it.

SHE

likes

solid

colors in clothes and has
outfits, of course, in-

dozens and dozens of

cluding many elaborate dressing gowns. \cl
she almost always uses an old pongee kinioiiu
that she's had for years, and that no chorus u'irl
would want to be found dead in! She's worn
it when receiving such digriitaries as the Prince
.\nd her
of Rome and the Prince of Wales.
face was all smeared up with cold cream when
she met the latter. It was in her dressing room
in

Xew

York.

She kept the cold cream and the ancient
kimono on with charming unconcern while fhe
chatted with the prince.
The walls of her dressing room are cu\ cred
with autographed photos of stage and scricn
stars, and her dressing mirror looks as thuui;h
she'd gotten it for two bits in a second- r.itc
cracked str;n:.'lu
second-hand shop.
It's
across; she's had it for years; and won't li:i\c

any

other.

She adores jewelry and has a great colltriiun
IrOne piece a cross of dianioiids
it.
She never gue> out,
wears almost always.
either, without pinning somewhere inside In r

—

—

alittlebunchof religious medals. >he
clothing
believes they bring her good luck. They went
through the war on an .American soldier :ind
although she has lost them several times,
they've always been returned to her.
She loves oriental objects and orieniiil
mystery stories, too. But her preferenei in
reading is the biographies of famous persons of

—

history.

agent.

If

store,

likes parties,

—

a

the
Velvetskin Patter is
made of a new material (not

is

—

of

18 karat genuine.

but prefers them small and
select
the selection to be confined to smart
people. She doesn't care for people with a set

perfect complexion.

The handle

it.

.\nd she's quite sure she can distinguish between sincerity and flatter>-.
It's not hard to sincerely compliment her.
Her hair is natural gold, and her eyes are green,
Her smile is famous. She is a
not blue.
genuine beauty. Her hair is bobbed, but she
doesn't like it'that way. She can't let it grow
because her roles all call for short locks. She
used to wear curls to her shoulders before she
joined "The Passing Show" in 1914, and she
wishes she could wear curls now. She never
gives way to temper, and her sweet disposition

She

and accomplish the
pore-deep cleansing
so

heard

)

JIarilyn likes smiling faces and can't stand
doleful ones.
Once a new butler a colored
man was hired while Marilyn was away. The
maid e.\-plained to the new man that Miss
Miller wanted cheerful faces about her. \\'hen
Marilyn returned, the new butler took it so
seriously that he laughed out loud. Marilyn

Uked
greatest hobbies are her work and her
HER
three hours a
family. She spends two

PATTER

for Alice's admirers.

CON'TIN'UED FKOXf P.4GE ii

By the way, she can dance for an hour without tiring, and loves it.
She is one of the few great dancers who
have not permitted their calves to be ruined
The answer is that she
by bulging muscles.
always bathes them in ice cold water after a
hard session.

Photo by
Hal Phyfe

National

just another chore for .-Mice White
••- one
of the weaker of her latest program
pictures.
Alice always plays Alice
and this
time she has superior help from David Manis

Telephone

Electric Corporation

Division of Commercial Instrument Corp.)

Uleriden, Connecticut
Connecticut Telephone & Electric Corporation
Britannia Street, Mendcn, Connecticut
Knciosed find ciieok or money order for wliirti
please send one Velvetskin Patter with privilege of
return for refund witliin ,10 days.
Mark X here
for Alternalinc Ciirrent. $5.00.
Mark X here
for Hired (urrem. »7.50.
Mark X Iiere u for free Ileauty Booklet only.
Color wanted: GOrchid, DJade Green.
Primrose.

60

D

Q

D

likes people

—

auto accident before their first anniversary,
she
and Jack Pickford was her second
divorced him because Hollywood and Broadway didn't mi.x. Now she's supposed to be
engaged to Michael Farmer, a rich automobile
man of Paris, who telephones her very often
across the Atlantic and the United States, and
damn the cost! They plan to marry this fall.

—

Maybe.

SHE

collects elephants and has nearl\ a
hundred of every kind and size. One set Iroin
India consists of dozens of tiny elephants. e,i.
carved from a diUerent kind of wood; anoilier
set is made of various kinds of semi-precious
ii

stones.

She loves cats and has a Siamese in her Xew
York home, but none in Hollywood. In Hollywood her pet is "Sunny" one of those]

—

underslung Scotty dogs.
She hasn't gotten used to movie fame yet
and it embarrasses her to be stared at by fan
crowds. She doesn't like to be pointed out as
"there goes Sally." She insists that she's not

—expresses

1

I

;

\

with: "There are so]
many people prettier than I!" But she knows
she has perfect lips.
She is not in the least affected or self conbeautiful

it

'

scious.
5 Street

and Xo..

fourth
THE
They are

man

still

I City
I

My

dfuli-r-s iLai

in her life

good

was Ben Lyon.

friends.

Marilyn was a guest at Ben's marriage to
Bebe Daniels, and the three of them are a
clubby little set.
Every adrenlsemcot In

PIIOTOPLAT MAGAZINE

la

Once, for a gag, she signed a note to a friend
only by kissing the paper with heavily rouged
lips.

guaranteed.

The
It

friend recognized

was a male

it

at once.

friend.

i
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Short Subjects
of the Month
SEVERAL

burlesque sound newsreels are about to hit
and one has already struck Eddie Cantor's
"Cock-Eyed News," a Paramount short. It is reviewed

—

the screen,

this

month.

This short subject development was inevitable. Sound
lend themselves easily to clowning, in some respects.

reels

COCK-EYED NEWS

THE GOLF SPECIALIST

Paramount
This

is

Radio

the newsreels, but they'll have to be a little
funnier.
Here Eddife Cantor introduces it,
and sings a song. Then are shown a series
of straight captions introducing kidding pictures.
Sample Title. "Tag Day in Scot-

—

land."

—

Perfect Hairdress

W/ien Breezes Blow
Only the clever sirl holds the key to the
modern hair-dress — unruffled after a day
in the

open, without

a hat.

This wise maiden's secret is HOLD-BOBS.
she has consented to tell you about
their most distinctive features.

they do not break your
flexible,

one side

hair. Their sides are

crimped

is

— therefore,

they shape to your head and do not

fall

They come in colors to match your
hair, and their small, round heads are hidden— making them invisible."
Get in on the secret. Let the breezes blow
through your hair; yet keep a perfect coiffure.
Try HOLD-BOSS. Look for the distinctive
gold and silver metal foil cards. On sale
everywhere. Mail the coupon and 10c for
a generous sample and booklet on Modern
out.

Hair Culture.

THE

HUMP HAIRPIN MFG. COMPANY

(Division of Chdin

Store Products Corporation)
H. Goldberg, President
1918-36 Prairie Avenue, Oept. 1 79, Chicago, III.

Scene,

'"

»

-^

BOB-ETTES

Christy.

to talk.

Radio Pictures
Clark and McCuUough, famed music show
comics, come back to talking comedies with
this.
It's a goofy story, with the laughs on
shipboard. It is strictly a gag comedy, and
they'd sound foolish in print. On the screen,
First of a series with this team.

they're roars.

Seniiett-Educaiional
Well, the world's still all right.
Mack is
This is the old
to his old tricks again!
boy's new solution to the question of legs,
long skirts and surrounding complications, and
the laughs run through a neat story.
Andy
Clyde, Nick Stuart, .Ann Christy and a flock
of peaches!

up

—

THE RO YA L FO UR-FL USHER

RANCH HOUSE BLUES

Warner Vitaphone Variety
.\

Pathc

travesty on medieval royalty, starring

that droll little fellow, Eddie Buzzell, who
Most of it is knockabout
sings two songs.
comedy, stretched thin over two reels. Eddie
carries on a comic intrigue with the court

dressmaker, Doris Dawson. Mild.

BROKEN WEDDING BELLS

Another of Pathc's Rodeo Comedies
Westerns with a dash of musical comedy. The
story of this one is old and weary, but the
short is made fairly pleasing by some of the
music, both vocal and string.
There's a
goodish bit of action in the Western part,
and this helps.

.lLliV/7.1

Darmour-Radio Pictures

This is one of the prettiest and most distinctive musical comedy shorts of the month

—

if

not

'il'"*''

HUMP

Oept. 179. Chicago,

lllinolt

am enclosing 10c

Harry Langdon

Address

.

City

.

State

D

Blonde

D

Brunette

.

and

time in another
Wistful Harry playing a
royal travesty.
philandering king who gets mixed up with the
The
pretty blonde wife of his chancellor.
dialogue is deadly dull, and the fear grows
upon us that Harry's enormous gift oi pan-

tomime

is

rlIOT0ri..\Y M.VO.SZINE

at

dinner.

Of course,

Christie

.igain. this

lost in talkies.
In

Dot entertain

HIS HONOR THE MA YOR

Roach— M-G-M

to cover wrapping and postage.

Name

is a rough and tumble two reels of
play that is plenty funny.
Harry
Gribbon ami Dot Farley are the principal funmakers, with Gribbon playing a bricklayer
who lives better than a bank president he

This

horse

Harry's just enjoying a dream!

THE KING

Please send mc the booklet on Modern Hair Culture
and Idlest hairdress styles and sample package o( pins.

Pathc

full of

—

HAIRPIN
MANUFACTURING CO.

jJlHt.

most. Mary Doran and Rayintroduce people.
The three

Urox Sisters sing, and there is some elegant
hot dancing by principals and chorus. Much

SWELL PEOPLE

babies and snickers by a
Watch l.ittle
competent cast of buffoons.
and then see
Hilly, the midget, play a baby
a real baby steal the picture! The chilli's
name isn't listed in the cast, but he's funnier
than a dozen professionals. Eor a real laugh,
catch this!

'».,„^

THE

mond Hackett

Pathc

A comedy

TTA N SERENADE

M etro-Goldwyn-M oyer

of the film's in color.

SOME BABIES

LOCKS

I

GOODBYE, LEGS

A PEEP ON THE DEEP

LOX-THE-

^

Roach— M-G-M

to Television, the lovers outwit the crool
parent and get married over the ether waves
while the unwanted fiance waits at the altar,
f.aughs by Andy Clyde, beauty by \m\

ETTES

M/

just swell.

Our G.ang, with the assistance of Stcpin
Sleepy Fetchit, knocks out another two reeler.
After some funny stuff in a mule stable, the
kids get into trouble making taffy while
mamma's out. Step is fairly funny, but the
kiddies do lose something now that they have

CLIP-PER-

"'

star, is

TOUGH WINTER

Karl Dane and George K. .Vrthur in the
second of their new scries of two reel comedies.
This is good and hilarious gaggery, about the
complications that set in when the unexpected
delivery of a radio set breaks up the plans of
Daphne
a couple on their hymeneal night.
Pollard's a wow.

'

comedy

another entrant in Radio's rush of short
laughters.
This is a screen amplification of
the howling golf act he's done on the stage
for years, and it's an excellent job.
Laughs
are continuous for twenty-three minutes. Fields
is

street.

ScnncU-Educational
Very unusual, this humorous preview of
what may happen a decade from now. Thanks

Sol.

sold under
the following njmcs;

empty

C. Fields, noted stage

HELLO, TELEVISION

And

"HOLD-BOBS have smooth,round points—

W.

a whale of an idea, this burlesquing

Is

Charlie Murray runs for office in a small
town. Charlie, being the "honest" candidate,
falls hea<llong into two reels of grief and woe.
Mary Gordon, Eddie Hakcr and Carol Wines
Nothing hot or
are in the supporting cast.
distinctive here.
Charlie deserves better.

fuamntecd.

i
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Some of the advctntages of the Cord,
which we claim actual driving convincingly demonstrates, arc: It

is

the easiest car to handle because

it

and turns

steers easier
is

shorter.

due to the high

ratio of

spnmg

to

unspning weight. The absence of

any tendency to tip or lean on turns
is

very noticeable.

The

WHAT OWNERS SAY
"l

am very much pleased with the Cord, and find

it

a beautiful car, perfect for the road. I have

It

without equal in riding comfort

121

had less trouble with the Cord than with any car
I have ever owned."

inherent

qualities of its design enable it to

tra\el in a straight line better

other cars. There

holes.

comfort
car.
it,

no

than

inclination

sway on cobble stones and

to side

chuck

is

is

Its scientific seating

unobtainable in any other

CORD

And, you sense when driving

a security found only in the Cord.

SEDA.\ 13095

.

.

BROUGHAM

I309S

.

CABRIOLET

$32')3

.

.

PHAETON

I329S

AUBIBN AfTOMOBILE COMPANY
I

vrlte to ftdfertUers ple8S4

•

itlon

Price

F. O. B.

FRONT DRIVE

Auburn, IndUn.. Equipment olhtr Ihon

AUBURN. INDIANA
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Hide This from Mark!

1

In "Honey" and

"Montana Moon" their
was terrible. It isn't necessary for
to sing, as they are sufficiently attractive

singing

Chicago, 111.
Do Hollywood husbands stay home nights?
Why can't Mark Busby go on "dates" (mild
ones!) with married women? Some of the most
interesting women on the screen are married,
such as Ruth Chatterton, Joan Crau'ford,
Claudette Colbert, Norma Shearer and Bessie
Love. But don't have "Wild Mark" shot by
an irate husband!
Wixifred Smith.

i«s

^S'
l^v

them

without

Pro
Washington, D. C.
Two very sensitive young actors are going
to be spoiled unless the producers change their
I am not ashamed to say that I cried
saw Charles Farrell and Janet Gaynor
In musical comedy
they lose all their distinction and become
merely "cute." Have we not enough cuteness

tactics.

when

Nominated!

All Right, He's

in

Boston, Mass.

At a get-together of about forty of my school
chums last evening they all, with the exception

C. A. Wilson.

it.

I

"Seventh Heaven."

in the

movies already?

of sbi, raised their voices in righteous indignation that John Boles was not named in the

June Photopl.w as a candidate

Shirley Gilbert

We Can

DoWell in
like to

your talent, make the most of
your natural ability!
Get into
Commercial Art a field where youth
is an asset, not a handicap, and where
you are paid as much as a man of equal
ability.

Federal

Students

Many
girls

well

as

much

yearly— some
of

part

men

Successful

—

^5,000

^4,000,

^2,000.
vital

Are

Federal students and graduates
as

modern

more.

making
and ^6.000
Art is a
are

business

of dollars are paid yearly

—

for

millions
illustra-

and designs.

tions

Learn

at

Home

in

—

Federal

students

St.

hav(

Test Your Ability Free
Test

your
'

portion,

o

natural sense
perspectiv

of

how much
our book,' "Your'
Federal Course in de

I

Use
NOW!

Coupon

Find

Send for Art
ill
also send
;.iplaining the

"Yust" Like That!
Portsmouth, Va.
stood up four hours and twelve minutes
to see Greta Garbo's first talkie, and I sat nine
hours and then wasn't tired of listening to her
say "MOTT," "YUST," "BODGE," and all
those odd pronunciations.
Now don't forget. GRET.V'S the woman,
GILBERT'S the man, Gosh Gee Whizz, I am

movie

J.

would walk a mile to
I

ment, as we

sec

Garden City, L. I.
Give us more pictures like "The Divorcee."
Bouquets for the whole cast. Their acting in
this film is something to be remembered.
If
every husband and wife who are always ready
to quarrel go to sec it, and do not go home and
make a sincere effort to "try again" it isn't
the picture's fault.

Conrad Nagel

in

But Maybe They Like To
Omaha, Nebr.
try to make Nancy Carroll, Joan Crawford and others sing when they have no voice
for singing?

PHOTOPLAY liA'J\ZINE

\s

Coleman.

Too Much Realism
Roanoke, Ya.
big disappointment.
did they have to put in all the gruesome
details of the auto wreck
the ghastly, sickening shrieks, etc.?
.'\nd
then, later, the
veiled, disfigured woman who came on llie
scene? I can't understand why that sort of
thing should be thrown on the screen as entertainment. We must see it all too much in real
life.
But if there must be some of it in motion
pictures, why can't it be left for the war

"The Divorcee" was a

films

— where

—

it

may do some good?
L.

Mrs. Chris Hacedorn.

Why

C. A.

D. Fackler.

Settles Fashion Question

think that is rather a nice complido not walk much these days.

Every adiertisemelil lu

It K'u.t a thrilling picture,

Look Out, Reno!

Chas. Grant.

Omaha, Nebr.
I

a picture.

title."

or no hokum. .\nd it's the first time
ever cared for Nancy Carroll.
We missed "Ladies of Leisure." It was here,
but again the title failed to attract and it
hadn't been reviewed in Photoplay at that
time. Once in a while a picture gets here luu
soon!
LuciLE Harman.

Nagel Reduction Method

_.C/nr Commercial Desi^in^- 316 Federal Schools Building

fan.

Time

Alhambra, Calif.
I spoke to the owner and manager of the
theater after we saw "The Devil's Holiday,"
and said: "If I hadn't read my July Photoplay I would never have come to a play with

Why

I

a

I like their

Absolutely!

—

Petersburg, Fla.

Winnie Lightner or Joe

Brown is showing in town, I dig down in my
jeans and extract the necessarj- fee, even if
my all did go in a recent bank failure. Laughs
these days are necessary!
Mary C.

out

bi

Minneapolis, Minnesota

I hear that

design

School
.

When

Do

'

types?

I

Chicago, 111.
After seeing the film "With Byrd at the
I appreciated the fact that without the aid of motion pictures much of worth,
beauty and interest would be lost to us. Although the different talks given over the
radio by Commander Byrd and his men, as
well as the newspaper and magazine articles,
were highly instructive and most interesting,
it needs this film to impress upon the mind and
memory the actuality of this immense undertaking.
Barr.ae.\ Mitjller.

their

Federal

like their

hokum

Spare Time

former
Course prepares you quickly.
Contains lessons by leading artists.
You get
personal criticisms on your lessons.

ough

I

We'll Hurry Next

such a foolish

Is Believing

spend your t
work that gets

tripled

Do

Brooklyn, N. Y.
always been Janet

Farrell.

were two of the best pictures I have ever seen.
more of them. J. L. Dreifuss.

Why
tine

have

Let's have

South Pole,"

—

favorites

voices?

.\xd Pals.

Hardly Wait

Leon.-v Stu.\rt.

Seeing

My

Gaynor and Charies

"Sunny Side Up" and "High Society Blues"

show his wonderful charms. He should tour,
so everybody would have a chance to see him.
It would be the return of the "matinee idol"
and the most charming of all time.

—

Con

of

Pennsgrove, Pa.
Ifs a shame that every fan can't see Rudy
Vallee in person.
No picture could possibly

Develop

draw?

"King

the Talkies." They all agree that he has more
personal magnetism than Tibbett and Chevalier
put together! With John Boles in a picture,
romance lives again

flirls
DO YOU

for

G. B.

Columbia, S. C.
I look upon the manners, actions and general
atmosphere portrayed in motion pictures as lie
perfect guide to what is "correct."
For
instance, two of my girl friends were discussing
the correctness of wearing gloves with formal
evening gowns.
Neither was sure.
I had
recently seen Mary Astor doing this very thing
in "Ladies Love Brutes," and I told this to
I

my friends. They accepted the decision without further comment.
Mrs. H. M. Pickell.

Buaranlced.
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STARS .% PHOTOPLAY

250
WITH

BEAUTIFUL REPRODUCTIONS

A

BRIEF

IN

ROTOGRAVURE

250

BIOGRAPHY BELOW THE PORTRAIT OF EACH STAR

This new de luxe edition of the *'Stars of the Photophiy"
represents the very finest collection of beautiful art portraits of screen celebrities ever assembled under one cover.
Photoplay Magazine's

close per-

sonal contact with the stars of the
industry has enabled us to procure
not only the latest but the most
attractive portraits of

all

the screen

favorites.

Two hundred and fifty photographs have been carefully selected
and reproduced by rotogravure proc-

THIS

NEW

DE LUXE

EDITION OF THE

STARS

of

THE

PHOTOPLAY
HANDSOMELY

BOUND IN EMBOSSED

RED ART FABRIKOID
WITH GOLD LETTERING

This process retains the soft,
deep tones and highlights, and has
resulted in exceptional reproductions
of the original photographs.
The portraits, for convenient reference, have
been arranged in alphabetical order according to
the names of the stars, and below each portrait
you will find a brief biography which gives a clear
and comprehensive sketch of the star's career, including such information as weight, height, complexion, age, etc.
Just the type of information
that you want.
This wonderful collection is printed on a choice
grade of white super paper. The outside measurement of the book is 7/^ x 103^2 inches, and the

ess.

Only

$1.75

size

of each

individual

portrait

is

5/^ X 7J2 inches, the balance of the
page being devoted to the biographisketch of the particular star
featured on that page.
You will also find "Stars of the
Photoplay" an invaluable help in the
solution of moving picture star puzzles.
The final set of pictures of
Photoplay's $5,000.00 Cut Puzzle
cal

Contest appears

Write

in this issue.

your copy of the
"Stars of the Photoplay" now. Use
the coupon below for your convenience.
for

Stars of Photoplay, Dept. PH. 9-30, Photoplay Masazine,
919 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago, III.

Please send

me my copy

of the

of the Photoplay, for which

I

new 1930 edition of Stars
QCheck QMoney

enclose

order for $1.75. Send to the following address:

j^ame

Street

City
tlon

rllOTOrLAT MAGAZINE.

State

!
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Girls'
[

Problems

CONTIXUED FROM PAGE 16

seemed to me she was the one quiet person in that noon-day turmoil of hungry, hurr>'ing
people. Her poise and lack of self-consciousness
baffled me.
From what hidden resources had
she so suddenly drawn them?
.\s if she read the question in my eyes, Helen
laughed and said: "I know what you're thinkher,

it

You

Carolyn.

can't believe that this isn't
I have adopted to
my old friends, or because
I think it becomes my advanced years better
than the old boisterousness
"But it was the other, the vivacious, noisy
girl who was the poseur,
I never was really
like that inside.
But life was uncomplicated
for me then; my experience was limited and my
days carefree. I knew it made me a pleasanter
companion to reflect to others the 'joy of living,' as Mrs. J. called it, so I purposely made
an effort to be the life of ever}- party. I felt
that it made me more popular and more welcome wherever I went. And perhaps it did.
".\fter I had been abroad a little while and
my horizons widened, my knowledge of the
world deepened. I learned that life isn't all
fun and frivolity, and I found it increasingly
hard to keep up
pose of exuberance and
\itality.
I took several courses and studied
hard, and sometimes I was just too tired to
pretend, .\fter a while I ceased to care, and
that's when I began to replace pep with poise.
I started to cultivate quietness and repose of
manner as safeguards for
own weariness
and because they seemed the natural e.xpression
ing,

just a pose, a new
amuse and interest

Wash Bowls
Always Spotless
ENERGINE

keeps beautiful porcelain
enamel finish of wash bowls, sinks and
bathtubs clean, smooth and sparkling.
Simply saturate a clean cloth with
Energine and gently wipe the surf ace.The

and grease instantly vanishes.
Better than soap powders or gritty
substances! Easier to use! Quicker to
clean! And Energine cannot
film of dirt

^

of

what

it.

World's Largest Seller
LEAVES NO ODOR

iMWiifncT

THE PERFECT CLEANING FLUID

to
velop.

PRETTY ANKLES $5.;r?

tl>€

that there was a serious side
nature that I had never allowed to de-

No

one knew what

fruit

it

might bear

So I stopped
I gave it the chance to grow.
acting, for the first time in
life, and started
to be myself. I'm sorry if my friends are disappointed in me. I'm finding it much pleasanter to live with myself as myself, and I hope
they, too, will come to feel the same way about
if

Pejrpaii^

WALTER'S Special extra
DR.
stronc Ankle Bands of live flesh
shape

Rubber will support
ankle and ralf while

redueiiiK them. Madeof pure Para
rubber. They fit like a glove. Can be
wornunclerany kind of nose. Relieves
swelling and varicose veins. Y
can note llie difference In shape
ankle at once. Can be worn at
niglit and reduce while you sleep,
or durlnc the day deriving the
tra benent of the support.

my

The

rest of this storj', as far as

quickly told.
her,

Helen's friends

and the bachelor seems

it

still

has gone,

flock

P. H.

it

We

WALTER

389 Fifth Avenue

I

FOR HAiR AND SCALP
ntrle bottle

-^

corrects scalp irrita-

jns; a Proven Germicide,

deli-

cately perfumed; safe foradults
ft

ijfi*

JvFMIP

nn.iohil.lrc-n. Wc.rId'3l:»rp-'-^t8t-llL-rat
Dni'.-v'!-t'^. Rnrhi^i-i Hmiitv I'nrli.r^
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J

Tk-.i™

Y'SDramaDance

M,..i,-,l

Tniinir..

C.n-.ly. Sl,„r

n'^i^'man:

,,„,|

ron,-.rt

ri.n,in..

T^Hinc

i7,iri'™ri.l'>r""'l'i,p^.'.''.\r«/''picki!,7i'

Unlveralty, 16

is

around

necessary to be with her a great deal in order to "get
acquainted with her all over again. "
all
agree that the new Helen is as interesting and
lovable as the old one, with an added maturity
to find

is charming.
Helen proved to me all over again that when
a pose becomes so pronounced that it threatens
to substitute for one's real nature, perhaps to
repel the very people we want to attract or to
prevent the experiences we most desire, then it
is time to throw off our disguises.
Now, don't use that as an excuse for going
about with a long face and an unhappy air, bccause anything else would be just a pose.
There's a certain amount of masquerading we
all have to do at times, and perhaps some of us
have to do it most of the time.
But, if you're not a "party girl," and it
makes you uncomfortable even to try, don't
let that worry you.
Maybe the richest friendships of your career, your happiest e.xperiences,
arc not intended for that type of girl. Don't
let them pass you by because they don't recognize you

that

JEANNE

EnidL.:

You

did not mention j'our age, so I cannot
just what your correct weight is. Howyou will send a self-addressed, stamped
envelope, I shall be glad to send you my reducing booklet which contains some exercises
particularly helpful for reducing the legs and
thighs.
The sports in which you indulge are
very beneficial, of course, but it is daily, systematic exercise that brings the best results.

you

tell

ever,

if

D. M.:
Yes, I think you just imagine that certain
colors accentuate your freckles. These are the
shades that should be most becoming to you:
soft greens, most blues, particularly the rich
tones, purple and deep orchid, gray, golden

brown, burnt orange, tomato, black with color
touches,

and white.

M. M.:

my

answer to D. M. above.

Elizabeth:

Apply yellow vaseline to your eyelashes at
removing all surplus. By lowering the
you can get enough vaseline on both upper
and lower edges at once. Yen,' little is required.
night,

lids

small brush designed for that purpose will
help you to train your lashes to curl. Any good
pomade or softening cream will counteract
the dryness of your lips.

.\

lip

Marie Johxsox:
Vilma Banky weighs about

120 pounds and
5 feet, 6 inches tall. So you see, with your
added height, your weight corresponds very
favorably to hers. Her favorite evening color
is white, and for street wear she likes browns
and tans. Those colors should be becoming to
you, too, and in addition you can wear pink
and rose, yellow to blend with your hair, soft
greens, either pale or dark, most blues, orchid,
black of high lustre, and gray.
is

me."

Write for Dr. Walt«r*B Special
Ankle Banda for S3. 76. l'»v by
check or money order (no cash; or

DR.

must be carefully followed. They check and
divert perspiration, as well as deodorize, protecting the clothing from perspiration stains.
The liquid itself, even when colored, will not
stain clothes if allowed to dry thoroughly before coming in contact with them.
It should
never be used on irritated or broken skin, nor
for a daj' or two after shaving or the use of a
depilatory.

See

knew underneath

my

colored Para

]

J.

Liquid deodorants are to be used only on
small areas, as in the armpits, and directions

I felt.

'Of course, Carolyn, I had to admit that I
wasn't quite so sought after in my new role.
Quiet people don't make such quick impressions, as a rule, you know.
But I analyzed it
all carefully and came to the conclusion that
much of my gayety had been the result of a
deeply-rooted self-consciousness. It wasn't, as
it is with many girls, a natural thing, but a defense that I built against the world to keep
people from penetrating too deeply, from knowing me too well. .-Vnd I realized that it would
become more artificial as the years went on.
"I hung on to my sense of humor, but I

— and, like millions of others,

AND CALVES'

Marth.^

my

in cleaning with Energine -* ^^^lk>
by following the simple direc- 3ES^3I
tions on every label. Energine
cleans a world of things. And
a little goes a long way. Large
can 35c. Give Energine a trial
you'll never be without

manner

my

scratch or dull the polish. It
^n
is surely a magic cleaner.
Druggists
You soon become an expert
j^^k

-.nd

—

:

!

W. 85th

St.,

New York

Every adiertliianent In

PITCTOPLAT MAGAZI>rE U

Jessica:

You are making a mistake in acting jealous
and quarrelsome. A boy expects good-humored
companionship from a girl. He doesn't want
.\nd he
her to nag at him about tritles.
doesn't want her to act as though she owned
him. Even married men resent that sort of
treatment from their wives! Begin right now
to be a sweet-natured, friendly girl who can
see things from the other person's point of
view as well as her own. You'll be so much
happier as you go along, and get much better
results.

Naomi Frances:
I

should say bobbed hair has not gone out!
could it, when it's so comfortable and al-

How

most universally becoming? It's like skirts
there's a definite trend toward length, but
there are many quite short skirts to be seen
everj'where, and most girls are wearing the
length that seems to suit their figures, height
and type. Long bobs or done-up locks are
becoming to many girls. But those who prefer
short hair for comfort and who like themselves
with it aren't going to give it up for some time
to

;niarantccd.

come,

if

ever.

—

J
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Talking of
Talkies
HR()1HI;K.S and the Xalional

WARN'i;i<

Company

Hiscuit

arc thinkini; of mtTKin;;

produce talking animalcrackers.
Baker, musical show comedian.

to

rpHi: IXTERNATIONAL
• UNIONf, with twenty nations

—

I'hil

ACTORS'
represented,

have adopted a resolution protesting against
the practice of making a talking motion picture
in one language and then engaging actors of
other tongues to speak new texts for the original
film.

I

—The .Vssociated

Press.

O.Vh; of the greatest disillusionments of talking pictures is to discover that those mysterious things screen lovers whisper to their

Isweethearts is the same sort of
Life.
of us dish out.

—

mush

the rest

pictures contain little action and
Pretty soon they'll ha\e no
things are so stilted they kill a star's
[spontaneity and, consequently, her personality.
iStars have always been the golden geese of picItures, but producers are satisfied with ugly
jducklings now.
Clara Bow.

T.\LKIXG

few close-ups.

I

The

Istars.

—

[(PNULL movies,

like

"Journey's

End" and

•'-'".\nna Christie," will continue to appear
methods of presentation ill adapted
to the medium of motion pictures are used.
Kenneth White, picture commentator.

Cosliimis

from Kaskd

u

Kaikil

DunUp

so long as

New summer

WHILE

the screen storj' lacks verisimilisedulously avoids the banal, and
aplomb, for she is a trick little
from a lilm review in a British paper.

tude,

it

freedom

;the star injects

Ipacket.

•'

;

—

with

may derive the bare bones
from any source whatever, just
as Shakespeare derived the bare bones of "Hamlet" from fables that were available for anyone's use.
Shakespeare covered those bones
with the flesh and blood of his own ageless
poetry.
So may the film director cover them
with the moving lights and 'shadows of his ovra
imagination.
Robert E. Shenvood, film critic.

TTTIE

this lighter, cooler

film director

of his story

sanitary protection
Kotex

—

.

.

.

stays light, cool

fits

MODERN
of

perfectly

.

.

.

and

delicate for hours ...

thus giving unique

demands so much
Freedom and perfect
poise
every day of every month
for sports or business or some other
us

.

.

living

!

.

.

.

.

interest.

This constant aaivity would be very
difficult, particularly in summer, without the wonderful comfort provided by

Kotex

Kotex.

.

construction ...
its

.

.

its

with

safe deodorizing ...

biliry

.

.

.

its

light, cool

careful shaping
its

.

many

Used

How

to get your face painlessly
powder-burned. Director King Vidor
Johnny Mack Brown's cheek for
a gun-fighting scene in "Billy the
Kid." Just have a little soot blown on
your face, and there you are, practically burned to a crisp

fixes

Wben

absorbency.

.

so very micorners are

IN HOSPITALS

I

.

same

ab:

I
the very

leading hospitals u
rbcnt of which KoC(

r

made.

is

Kotex

is soft . . . nota deceptive softness that suun packs into chafing hardness. But a delicate, fleecy softness thac
lasts foe hours.

dis-

in hospitals

of the unusual comforts of Kotex
arc due to its unusual filler, Cellucotton
(not cotton) absorbent wadding. This
material is used by 85% of Americas
leading hospitals because of its comfort, absorbcncy and hygienic safety.
Cellucotton absorbs five times as
much as an equal weight of cotton, or
any cotton material. This means your
Kotex pad can be five times lighter
than ordinary pads, yet have the same

.

The

ginniiiiiiiiiiiiiiininiajiiiriiiiinniinnwniiiiminnimniiiminiiiiriiiiiririiiiiiimiiiiii^^^

quieting mental and physical handicaps.

Many

comfort.

rounded and tapered to eliminate awkward lines. You dispose of Kotex like
tissue. Kotex Company, Chicago, III.
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Kotex Super-Size— 65c
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What $1.25

iVliss

X hotoplay

You

Will Bring

In six issues of Photoplay Magazine hundreds of unusual pictures of photoplayers
and illustrations of their
work and pa^ime.

Scores of interesting articles about the people
you see on the screen.

Splendidly written
short stories, some of

which you will see
acted at your moving
picture theater.
Brief reviews of current pictures with full
casts of stars playing.

The

truth

and nothing

about
motion pictures, the
stars, and the industry.

but

the

truth,

Meta Diane Neuburg

You have

read this issue
of Photoplay, so there is

no necessity for telling you
that it is one of the most

superbly

illustrated, the
best written and most attractively printed magazines published today
and alone in its field of

—

motion

pictures.

Send a money order or check
for fl.25 addressed to

of

Tucka-

hoe, N. Y., chosen as Photoplay's representative in the contest conducted by thirteen magazines to pick "Miss Columbia."
Right, Meta in her ballet costume

THE TWO handsome
you

pictures on this
will give
a very fair idea of
"^liss Photoplay," this magazine's entrant in the contest to choose "Jliss Columbia' in a nationwide contest sponsored by

page

Columbia Pictures, Inc.
Our charming contestant is Miss Meta
Diane Xeuburg, of Tuckahoe, N. Y. Out of
college a year, Miss Xeuburg, at twenty-one.
a school librarian in her home town, with
ballet study as afterThe pictures here are pretty
enough, but they can't portray the beauty of
her blonde coloring nor the daintiness of face
and figure that mark her as an exceptionally
attractive girl.
is

amateur theatricals and

Photoplay Magazine
Dept. H-9, 919 No. Michigan Av.,

and receive the next

CHICAGO

issue

and

five issues thereafter.

liours interests.

"Miss Photoplay" is five feet, three inches
and weighs 109 pounds. Her hair is light
blonde, and her eyes are blue.

tall

PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE

— almost ash

Department H-9
919 No. Michigan Ave.,

.\s the representative of this magazine in
the contest to pick "Miss Columbia," Miss
Xeuburg receives a Majestic Radio set. In
the final judgingof en trants,chosenby thirteen
national magazines, "Miss Columbia" will
be chosen. That lucky girl will get a free trip
to Hollywood and return as the company's
guest, a week's contract at S2.S0 to pose for
the new trailer title to precede all the company's pictures, and lavish entertainment
while on the Coast.
Kight hundred of Photoplay's pretty
readers entered this contest. That Miss Meta
of Tuckahoe was chosen is proof that she is
exceptionally lovely.

CHICAGO

Gentlemen: I enclose hercwilh $1.25 (Canada $1.50; Foreign $1.75), for hImlIi you will
kindly

enter my subscriplinn for PHOTofLAV
for six months (six issues) eileciivc

Magazine

with the next

issue.

Street .idjress.

City

Stale

PuoTdPLAY congratulates Miss Neuburg,
and wishes her success in the final selection
which will be announced next month.
Erery tdvcrtlsenicnt In I'M0T01'I..\Y

M.VGAZINE b

suarantccd.
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Dads' Boys
[CONTIMIiD FKOM

I'.U.K

67

)

"Rain or Shine," his latest, tell the tale. A
proud dad and a prouder son.
"I was one of those awful dark secrets that
had to be kept hidden away," Francis X. Hushman, Jr., laughed. •.\ wife, when my father
was a star, was simply unthinkable; and kids
whew! that was the unforgivable sin to fans.
And when the public found out that dad had
not only a wife but live little unforgivable sins
hidden around the house -well, poor dad, his
movie career blew up with a bang."
This tall, handsome son of the very handsome idol of early pictures, Francis X. Bush-

—

man, Sr., is quite the best looking
movie sons.

of all the

The screen does not quite catch his youthful good looks as it did his father's.

PR.\NCIS X. BUSHMAX!

Ah. me!

One

glimpse of Francis in the old days and our
hearts raced like trip hammers.
Se.x
appeal as she was appealed in those days.
Francis X. and those love scenes! There was
something.
"I remember," Francis, Jr., said, "when my
dad was crowned king of the movies. It was
at the Exposition in San Francisco. Gee, that
was a day." His eyes, so much like his father's,
".\nd you know
lit up at the remembrance.
dad's still good, too. Did I ever tell you how
he stole the part I wanted? The late June
Mathis was looking for a Messala for 'Ben
Hur.'
"I was in Rhode Island at the time and
had always craved the part of Messala. So I
dolled up in a Roman nightgown and crown
and so forth, and with the pictures of myself
'-

girlish

in this garb, I started for California.

" 'I'm going over to June's,' I told dad. 'to
pictures. I want that part and
I've come all the way across the continent to
get it.' 'Here,' dad said, tossing me an old
picture of himself draped in a tiger skin, that
lay on his desk, take this.' So I stuck it in the
bottom of the pile and started for June's.
"'Very nice, very nice.' she remarked, as
she looked through the pictures. Then sud-

Kleenex

.

.

way

the only safe

to

remove

show her these

creams and make-up*

face

'

denly she stopped.

'But, here,' she exclaimed.

She Started

all America

singing "Can't

help levin' that man".
in

some of

she

worked at the same place here in
town, went places together, and didn't
mix much with others.

I

Then she married and moved
Soon afterward

away.

away by her

I

was

called

tells

.

she played

greatest

you here

the beauty that
saw her
YOU
And you

successes

known

how

made

.

.

.

and

she protects
her famous.

in "Show Boat," didn't you ?
are human
and feminine
have wondered how she preserves
her creamy skin and cool, magnolia beauty.
if

you

—

Well

— take a peep into her dressing room

You see, Helen Morgan knows the importance of proper cleansing. So she uses Kleenex.
Kleenex

up
.

.

.
.

is powerfully absorbent.
It blots
not only every trace of cream and oil
but embedded dirt and cosmetics also.
.

.

Kleenex comes in white, and in three safe,
lovely tints, at all drug and department stores.

AVhat a relief to be able to forget
loneliness, grief and worry, and drift
into the land of make-believe. After

•>

2uay we send you

is over, I feel able to apthe hard-boiled bosses and
have them say "no" to me, and still
come up smiling.

weren't for movies

I

don't

know

G. Wickliffe

<*

PH'»

all

I'd do.

K.leenex'~jree ?

Kleenex Company, Lake-Michigan Building, Chicago,
Illinois.
Plea^ send a sampU; of Klecacx to:

the show

If it

.

is

far less expensive.

day.

what

.

always on my dressing table,"
she says. "It's the only safe and sanitar>' way
to remove face creams and make-up. Soft and
absorbent, it wipes away bul does not scratch
or stretch the skin."

"Kleenex

Women everywhere are rapidly adopting
the Kleenex way of removing cold cream.
Kleenex is so sanitary. It's so much safer than
germ-filled "cold cream clodis" or towels. And

illness.

go to the movies, sometimes two a

proach

!

7n:iit

After she died I came back and
started looking for a job. I have just
two friends here, and they both work
in the afternoons and evenings.
So
1

Right past the doorman, into the star's own
inner sanctum
And here we find her, cleansing her skm
with Kleenex
.

the

Ziegfeld has ever

Denver, Colo.
Last summer and fall my sister and

.

More and more people

are using Kleenex to replace
haodkeichiefs. It is especially valuable during colds,
to avoid reinfection.

yoa write to adTcrUsera please meniloo

City
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AN ANTISEPTIC LIQUID
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father and son team that came from the theater overseas to carve
successful careers in America. The late Rudolph Schildkraut, of the
German stage, and his handsome son, Joseph, who starred on Broadway before coming to Bollywood for films

(r^rONSPl destroys

tie oiJor and diihe underarm Ocrs/pii
to parts of the body sxihere there is
~~
evaporation
and need be used on an

^^vem

average of but two nights each week.
NONSPI will also protect your clothing from those ruinous, dtscoloTing.
destructive perspii
-dition to keeping your armpits dry,
odorless

keep

my

'is

is

the

used,

mended by phy
a bottle

of

you prefe
our

10

The Nonspi Company

I

2641 Walnut Street
Kansas City, Mo.

I

Address

I

made up

"Four Sons." Francis was one
"Four Sons" that will linger long in
of picture-goers.

in his new picture, "Way Out West."
So, Francis is far from a hidden secret in
Hollywood these days.

boiilc of

"LJAROLD LOCKWOOD.

They just say
"The Xugents" in Hollywood and everyone knows it means J. C. and his son, Elliott.
While J. C. dramatist, director, actor and
monologuist was monologuing about the

NONSPI

—
—

tures,"

CAMERA MEN EARN BIG MONEY
f60-f250 a week — fascinating work!
TREMENDOUS demand

for trained cameramen^
Btudios, news films, educational and Industrial Uelds. One
of these enloyablc, well-paid
po.xlllons, with unlimited future,
can easily be yours!

Now You Can
Quickly Qualify

young Lockwood

"I play only

said.

he hastens to
"Just bits and extra parts
Colleen iloore was awfully good to
me and mother out at First National. She
always found something for me in all her pictures.
But Colleen's gone now and it seems
different.
I've also played bits in 'Harold

world, young Elliott was getting himself educated at Ohio State University. During the
summer, he traveled along with dad and then
together they dashed off three of the biggest
hits Broadway has seen in many a day. They

\aty

The memories

-'-that name stirs up.
Handsome, romantic
Harold. It was during the Uu epidemic of 1918
that he died. Died at the peak of a glorious,
promising career.
"Here are some old stills from dad's pic-*-

THEN, there are the Nugents.

For the enclosed loc (coin
or stamps) send me a tna.

snc

memory

a part

upply)

]

Yes, sir, they're a grand team, the Nugents.
hard to beat J. C. and son Elliott.
On a quiet, shady side street in Hollywood,
there stands a tiny unpretentious bungalow.
A cottage filled with poignant memories that
seem to fill the rooms like a long forgotten perfume.
It is here that Harold Lockwood and his
mother live. Harold, Sr., looks serenely down
from his frame on the mantel.

his tiger

It's
less

He graduated from Staunton Military Academy and knew both Mrs. Haines and Bill long
before Hollywood did.
He appeared with Bill
in "The Girl Said No" and has just finished

NONSPI

today. Apply
it tonight.
Use it the year around
spring, summer, fall and winter. Your
Toilet Goods Dealer and Druggist has
it at 50c (several months' supply) or
if

was dad and

for his loss in
of those

Get

It

But young Bushman more or

th
th

which

Mcssala.'

skin."

'

More

reassure
mostly.

were "Kempy," "The Poor Nut" and "By
Request."
Then out to Hollywood and pictures they
came. J. C. wrote, directed and acted in "The
Rounders" and also played a part in "Navy
Blues." Then, together, dad and his boy wrote
the dialogue for I>on Chaney's newest, "The
Unholy Three," in which Elliott played the

Teen,'

'War Babies' and 'Remote

It's just

but

I'll

bits, little bits,"

one.

Control.'

kind of slow and hard to get started,
it." He glanced up at his father's

make

"I'll make it."
make it. This tall, quiet boy, who
much like the handsome father before
him, will make it. Just stepping along in his

picture.
He'll
looks so

father's footsteps!

juvenile lead.

your snnro time, our Slmyou
IlOed .study plan prepares
-

Tt

poi

ll-pald

and fascinating work In this uncrowded field
Motlin I Icture Cameraman or ( ) Projectionist
,_

I

1

i

)

-.Stlir'

Photographer

or

(
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The
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Photo-llnlslicr

Strange Case

of

Conrad Nagel

NEW YORK INSTITUTE OF PHOTOGRAPHY
New York

10 West 33rd St..

Dept. R-121S

City
I

Mercolized Wax
Keeps SkinYoung
Fine, nlmnstinvi.sililo particU-

fl off. until

uU

«uch an pimples, livei
pores have disappeared. Ski:

dcfeotii,

But you
I'm sure, ever attended onci.
wouldn't be particularly surjjrised at seeing
her, because she is given to sudden and intense
gestures. You're absolutely sure that Conrad
Nagel won't be there.
If, perhaps, it amused you to watch life in
the raw at a Mexican dance hall just off the
I'laza you might see even Lillian Gish also
watching (at a discreet distance but watching,
nevertheless)

life

liculiins

of

Dr. Iv.ijiiw

ii.'j

f:irniniH

f..rlv-

THE HOME CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOL
99.

Springfield,

Mass.

Nothing could
Conrad Nagel in such a

in the raw.

make you conceive

.iiM;liJ.iiif.kVA'.'i:>ktlt:tHi

CONTINUED

of

place.
It would not occur to Conrad, himself, to do
anything spectacular, unusual or bizarre. He
And yet he has lived,
is not that sort of person.
and lived well, in the whirlwind of Hollywood

Etci; adveitlscmcnt In

PilOTOPLAT MAGAZINE

Is

I'RciM

l'.\i;i:

C.1
1

his career he has created
a veritable sensation in the industry.
His life goes like a stock market chart. It
has risen three times to a high pitch and has
sunk back again to the level from which it

and three times during

came.

But at no time have these climaxes in his
career in any way affected Conrad, in any
way changed Ihe man.
The first one was due to Elinor Glyn. No
two people could be at more extreme mental
poles than Conrad Nagel and Elinor Glyn, yet
this authority on matters amorous s tartleil the
M-G-M studios, if not the rest of the entertainment world, by suddenly announcing that that
very creditable leading man whom all the

miaranteed.

Photoplay Magazine for Septemhkr, 1930
wanted because he could be relied
upon for an adequate performance, had "It."
She Kavc him the rale of Paul in 'Three
Weeks," made him grow a moustache, and for
a while it was rumored that he would be starred
and give Jack Gilbert a run for his money.
Conrad took it in his usual calm, humorless
manner. He was not even mildly upset. The
studio was his otlice; playing the romantic
Paul, his job. He went to his otlice and did his
job and pretty soon everybody forgot that
Madame had mentioned his se.x appeal.
He became the pride of the indusln'. the
good boy of the films, the lad who never gave
Mr. Will Hays any trouble at all. .Apparently
he carried away with him none of the Glyn
theories on private life when he left the studio.

I

29

directors

HTHESE mad.

tempestuous people who

<^m
ne i?ioa£r/z
nwa&T/ 7^^mnmg
TRUE
CLEAJVLIJVESS

live in

•- Hollywood and work
at the studios looked
upon Conrad as rather a "sap." He was not

seen at wild parties. He did not go dancing
and cup winning and not even the most discreet
whoopee, or whatever the word was at that
time, seemed to interest him in the slightest
degree. He came to the studio, did his job and

kept his

name

off

the front pages of the papers.

annoyed those who had known the

It rather

bitter taste of scandal. Surely, they thought,
such a paragon of virtue must have some secret
vice or else be a "sap."

Suddenly a dramatic situation arose. The
actors discovered themselves in the midst of a
bitter tight which imperiled their property.
The producers had decided to cut salaries. The
stars were at a loss. They had no notion what
to do. Lacking, most of them, any semblance
of logic or reason, they scurried about in
groups, called the. producers every dirty name
to which they could lay their tongues and. had
f

you been in Hollywood at this time i,-ou would
have improved your vocabulary considerably)
and did nothing about it at all.
They lacked a leader. There was no one who
cuuld be their S[)okesman. They were afraid of
saying what they thought to the producers
themselves.

Suddenly there arose

midst the man
of property, the leader of the group, a clear
thinking, logical, sturdy citizen with a strong

community
Conrad

in their

A ND

realizes that

correct

Be

Everywhere "Lysol" Disinfectant is
among women
who know. Using the wrong preparation may

What

.

.

.

!

Counltrfiits

Genuine "Lysol" is in
the brown botilc and
yellow carton marked
Lysol" Disinfecunl.

standard for this intimate use
be useless

cjrcful

t>f*'Lyiiii" aubtingtotd.

practice of feminine hygiene.

even dangerous.

greater assurance could

you have
and sure for personal
cleansing than this For 40 years, doctors
and hospitals the world over have relied on
it at the most critical time of all
childbirth
-when disinfection must be thorough and
that "Lysol"

safe

is

:

—

—

without possible risk of injury.

When

used in proper dilution, "Lysol"

non-poisonous to

humans.

It is

germicide and therefore gives you

more

is

a concentrated

many times

your money than do so-called "nunpoisonous" preparations, some of which are
for

or more of water

90%

when

sold to you.

spirit.

was, in this crisis, the spokesman for the actor. He routed the producers
with fine oratory. He flecked them in the raw
with sharp wit. He spoke his mind.
Conrad was the man of the hour. The "sap."
the good boy of pictures, had come forward arid
taken the steering wheel.
I remember, during these hectic days,
seeing
Aileen Pringle at the studio commissa'ry having
an ice cream soda. She hailed me and began at
once to talk of the thing that was on everybody's mind, the wage cut. She described a
meeting that had taken place the night before.
"

T„HE modern woman

true cleanliness can be achieved only by the

Do

.N'agel

Be

not be misled by extravagant claims!

safe.

Be

sure.

Buy a

bottle of "Lysol"

today. Directions on each bottle are specific

and easy to follow. They are based on years
of medical experience.

A

prominent

woman

you professional advice
below.
free.

physician will give

in the

It is reliable. It is

booklet offered

enlightening.

It is

Send for your copy today.

Conrad Nagel," she said, waving a
in my direction, "why, he's a Sir

Htraw

•*

Galahad. He's a knight on a white charger.
He speaks with a tongue of fire. Can you
believe it of Conrad?
Oh, you should have
heard him. I've never been so stirred!"
Telegrams poured in to him. He was shaken
by the hand, slapped on the back. And, what's
more, he won his point.
The spotlight of
Hollywood was thrown upon him. He was a
great hero.

And yet, Conrad was no different. He was
merely the substantial citizen helping a civic
cause.

When
by

it was over he was quickly forgotten
more hectic members of the colony, alcommand more respect from

the

though he did
them.

\

couple of years rolled by.

You

didn't

LEHN & FINK,

think about Conrad Nagel. You talked about
everybody in the business. You tried to I'lnd
out the secrets, private and professional, of all
your favorites, but Conrad jogged along,
adequate, convincing and sincere.
Then the Warners launched the talking
picture.

They made a

film called

Phast

Inc., St,U Diiiribuiors,

mi, free, your hookttt,

Name

„

"The

Dcpt. Ml, Bloomfield. N.J.

Facts

About Feminine Hygiene"

Street..

Ciiy

"Glorious

When

unJ

In Canada, address Lehn
you write

1

adtertLscrs please mention

&

Fink (Canada) Limited, 9 Davies Ave., Toronto 8
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Marion Nixon's

See

Betsy." They remembered that Conrad Nagel
had been on the stage and had been graduated
from Highland Park College in Des Moines
Bros.' "Show of Shows," with the degree of Bachelor of Oratory. They
"Sayjt With borrowed him from M-G-M to play the leading
Songs," and "Gen- role opposite Dolores Costello. He spoke
clearly, concisely and well.
.And he was the
eral Crack."
only leading man in town whom they would
trust in the new medium. In a year he made
something like twelve pictures.

good voices were discovered.
The Conrad
Nagel vogue passed, yet it didn't pass, since it
has always been the same except for the three
spurts, two professional, one personal.
.Vnd Conrad remains under contract to
1\I-G-M, where he draws a salary of about
$2,500 or S3,000 a week. He had always drawn
a very sizable salary. His fan mail, like his
performances, is creditable, adequate and
sincere.
His fan foUowing consists of loyal
supporters who have been his loyal supporters

A CERTAIN

for years.
He is well liked by the exhibitors and has
a good box-office name. He is in constant de-

Kissproof Lips

—

Warner

in

newspaper took a

poll during

''this time on whether the public liked silent
pictures or talkies, and also asked which was
the favorite talkie actor.
Conrad won by
hundreds of thousands of votes, partly, perhaps, because he was about the only actor
whose voice had been heard.
He was in constant demand. .\nd, although
it had always been excellent, his salarj' now
took a sudden leap. It was one of the most

arse

Use Lipsticks

I

j^ut onl^once a day
— Marion Nixon, radiant film star, frankly
admitted.

astonishing gestures of the industry, and yet
not as obviously astonishing as it would have
been had he made what is known as a "comeback." It couldn't be a come-back, since he
had not slipped. He had, through the years,
remained the same.
Fan letters poured in to him. He was,
during this period, by far the most popular
man in the profession. He was loaned from
ompany to company and M-G-M made a neat

penny on
Still

his services.

he remained the same!

There was no

trace of "going Hollywood."
He still found
his amusements at home with his family, and
with his dearest friend, Sydney Franklin. .\11
the fame, all the glory, all the popularity that
he had achieved made absolutely no difference

"But I won't be annoyed with a lipstick
that keeps coming off. That's why I'm so
strong for Kissproof. When I put it on my in him as a man.
The talkie flurry settled dowTi into a nice,
lips of mornings, I'm through with them. I
know Kissproof will keep them looking their peaceful little industry and other people with
best all day."

mand from

other companies.
And he hkes
being loaned out, for he is interested in his work
and enjoys being busy.
There are never any wild fits of temperament
on Conrad's part. He fights for rights, both
his own and those of his fellow actors, but he is
never unreasonable.

A ND

these sudden spurts of personal and
-''professional activity in no way affect him.
He remains what he was at the beginning, a
worthy man, a family man, a good citizen, a
man of intelligence, a humorless man, not
given to any mad gestures.
.\gainst the painted backdrop of Hollywood,
against the bizarre silhouette of the fihn
capital, the case of Conrad Nagel stands out in
bold relief as one of the most surprising and
fantastic of them all. That he could, tlirough
the years, have held his place on the screen,
never been starred and yet never been down
and out, lived exactly as he would have lived
had he been a citizen of Keokuk, never done
anything that an average citizen would not do
and yet be a member of the strangest profession
in the world and an inhabitant of the oddcs'
town is, I believe, breathlessly excitingl

MissNixon is just another of theHoUywood
who have found that Kissproof alone
combines immediate wilh lasting charm,
subtle sophistication with natural beauty.
This modern lasting waterproof lipstick
stars

available at toilet counters everywhere.
Black and Gold Case, 50c; Swivel Case, 75c.
is
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Easy to sell. Everybody
buys.Our box assortment and
rsoiial Christmas cards, also
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The Hair Root

My method prevents hair from growing again; use It privately In your own home, liooklct Irec. Write today, enoloi4lng 3 red Htaiups.
We teacU beauty culture. 25
years Id business.
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Hyams matching golf swings with a mechanical golfer. This robot
executes a perfect swing. He's the one golfer in the world who never lifts
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gadget and throw him o£f his game
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suaranteed.
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The New Hollywood
Underworld
[

CONTlNltU FKOU

I'AGE 29

]

there was a knock at the
door and tlirce men forced their way in. The
hostess and her guests were lined up against
the wall and searched. .\n(i then the actress
was asked for the rest of her jewels.
talk for a while,

when

But the
"That's all I have," she said.
knew better. Apparently they had
been watching her for weeks. They called for
thieves

cver>' piece of jewelry she owned and she had
to go to her wall safe and bring them all out.
.\nother proof that this was done by skilled

thugs lay in the fact that the insurance comthe jewels and returned them
And that's another racket. It is
to her.
worked like this. Apparently an agent for the
gang of thieves approached the insurance
company's lawyer and offered to return the
gems for a certain amount of money if no
None were and
questions would be asked.
tie stones were returned.

pany recovered

MOST

of these 'stories do not get into the
papers, since the stars know the sting of
adverse publicity.
A single bandit held up one of the fast EastHe took Marian
bound trains recently.
Ni.\on's jewels and a roll of bills from her
husband. The job was pulled by a professional.
The bandit knew exactly what he wanted and
it has been surmised that he was really after
Ruby Keeler, \l Jolson's wife, whose collection
of gems is famous.
This is all very new to Hollywood. Never
before has the city had an underworld. It is a

notoriously clean town and its scandals have
been scandals which could be settled in the
bosom of the community.
Most of the robberies that have taken place

Cjyfeps
m

have been small, amateur
Rackets the town has known, but
most of these rackets were pulled by amateurs
and were more bizarre than the cut and dried
formula of the smart crooks.
Several years ago a shrewd woman, working
alone, passed herself off as a foreign countess
and was entertained by a prominent actress
When she bid the star goodbye, the hostess
found herself poorer by several diamond
in

HoUj'wood

affairs.

cadence are

lilting

chic

.

.

^/Lyind

tlicii

.

headed toward Autumn

joyfully

was rhythm

For never

of motion so essential to

mode' And never were Foot Saver Shoes so

the

woman

The

in spirit.

wear

and rings.
A boy of good family
people" that he would be

tired

told "a yery few
willing to sell his
ancestral cellar of rare old wines and whiskejs
The names of
for several thousand dollars.
those who fell for this line looks like a "Who's
Who" in the cinema city. .And he carried on
his trade successfully for several days, for the
members of the colony were afraid and ashamed
.\fraid of the bad publicity,
to turn him in.
ashamed of being so successfully duped. At
last one, braver than the rest, sent for the

excitingly

.

.

responds

foot

new

in

of the arch

foot takes

a

into

on an

and

.

.

.

Her

Firmly, but gently,

soothing calm

air of easeful luxury

gesture of approval, the ankle

final

lines.

Foot Saver

the

to

deft device, the aching

this

relax

eye

smart foot-

this

leathers

gratefully

patented, inbuilt construction

supported by

sprightly

of fashion fastens her trained

admiringly on the suave manner of

bracelets

yorivard

(

muscles

and
.

.

.

all

the

And as

above

the

Foot Saver Shoe flaunts a new, romantic slimness.

police.
.•\nd

there

the well-known petty racket that
slick salesman just before one

is

Let us send you this

was pulled by a

He sold

thousands of dollars' worth
of perfume cheaper than the stores could sell
it; l)ut there wasn't any perfume in those fancy
Christmas.

rjooi

has

cJavi'i-

ctticihit^

tiioaels

bottles, just slightly scented water.
lit*:

SUCH were

the rackets of Holljnvood.

The
THE JUtlAN &

town has known many of these, but it hashed
no organized underworld. It has had no international crooks, no suave, nimble-witted
criminals.
It has them now!
At a certain prominent hotel more than
twenty known gunmen and blackmailers are
registered and the strange part about it is
that, for the most part, the picture people,
unfamiliar with Broadway and its half world,
do not recognize these gangsters when they
see them.
Not so long ago

ingenues in town

for

booktef.

New

Acsifiueci
ilic

y^ell

KOKENGE

»it»K'

us

mcae.
wncre

"(^Itev re
to

iend

all tn

li.
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Men's foot Saver Shoes made by the Commonweollh Shoe and leother
Co., Whitman, Mass.,

two

of the nicest little
were seen dining and dancin;;
I

KTUe

to advcrlLiera please

mention

and Slater Shoe Compony,
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with two notorious crooks.

It is all verj' confusing.
real racketeer is not stamped by
certain characteristics as he is in the scenario,
So far these crooks have not bothered the

A

tourists.

Sh-h-h

!

(a secret!)
Not a soul will know just i::hat you have
done to make your hair so lovely! Certainly
nobody would dream that a single shampoo-

—

ing could add such beauty such delightful
lustre
such exquisite soft tones!

—

A

secret indeed

—a

beauty specialist's se-

But you may share it, too! Just one
Golden Glint Shampoo* will show you the
way! At your dealers', 25c, or send for free
cret!

*(Note: Do not confuse this "with other shampoos
that merely cleanse. Golden Glint Shampoo in
addition to cleansing, giies your hairc "tiny-tint"
*» li'ee little bit~'not much—hardly perceptible.
But how it does bring out the true beauty of
your o-wn individual shade of hair!)

—

G04 Rainier Ave.
Please se

They

are here for bigger game, the

At every

theater opening, dozens of plain
clothes men circulate in the crowd. The cops
are preparing themselves for every emergent^-.
There is, by the way, a brand new police station in Hollywood with the most spotless jail

"

'

"
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"They say you certainly pulled the lucky
number this time, baby! All you need is one
leading man thal'd rather play 'Post Ollicc'
with you than anybody else. Allri^htl Don't
who it was got you on the Columbia
wheel!"
The telephone rang.
"It's probably Randy," Francia said.
Yes, it was Randy.
"Hello, sweet man," she said
"oh, you
mean for dinner, Randy! Oh, I'm terribly
sorry!
I've promised to go with my agent.
Mr. Kurtzman! I thought you'd be at the
studio all evening. Come and take me away
tomorrow," she said, very softly, "and let's
play all day! Del Ray or Redondo or Casa del
Mar or somewhere. You're a precious boy,
you are. Do you love me a little? Yes, darling, I'm terribly sorry
I thought you'd be
at the studio all evening wait a minute
forget

—

—

—

—

—

"A/f AX," she said, "something's happened
•'''-'that Randy don't have to stay at the
Can

studio.

I

ask him to come along?"

Max said, "ask him. We'll go to
Olsen's Cotton Club out to the
Plantation."
"Listen, Randy," she said, "Ma.x says, why
don't you join us. He says we're going out to
the Plantation.
Come on, darling— all
"Sure,"

—

George

—

right, that'll

now

be wonderful

— we're going

right

She put the telephone away and surveyed
her llame-colored gown.
"If Randy's coming," she said, "I'll have to
wear something else.
He's different.
He
don't want me sensational. I guess he isn't

—

used to big time
Ma.x Kurtzman telephoned for a reservaThe Chevrolet sped
down Beverly Boulevard to the sea; the tower
of the Carthay Circle Theater played red and
white searchlights on the sky, the lights of
Los .\ngeles were sprinkled on the dark, like
jewels on black velvet.
.\t the Plantation, Max always had the
same table. Francia was like a hot-house
orchid in lavender organdie, silver shoes, a
wide, drooping silver transparent hat.
The
waiter brought iced stuffed celery and crisp
tion at George Olsen's.

sticks of Italian bread.

got a

"I

letter

today,"

Max

said

white stationery;

"Dear Max: I'm having an informal
Won't you bring the little
you told me about Miss Delmar?
I'd like to meet her."
It was signed "Richard DLx."

—

girl

Francia tucked her chin in her hand, a
chiffon handkerchief trailing down to the

thumb and

table,

forefinger circled delicately

with diamonds.
"I'll have my secretary drop him an R. S.
V. P. tomorrow," she said, "and say we're
sorry we couldn't be there. Here comes Vic

Fleming."

TTHE

director
*- polished floor.
"Hello, Max,"

came

gingerly

way

across

the

merely
Linit

"You
said.

look like the

in

little girl

who played

'King of Tatters,' "

— then

bath— and

feel
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skin.
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like

It is

like

rare velvet.

you

ing

unnecessary, as Linit leaves just
amount of powder on the skin,
evenly spread. You will find that Linit

adheres well, absorbs perspiration
without caking o/id eliminates "shine"
on body, hands and face.

instantly "feel" the results— your

skin is unusually soft and delightful to
the touch.

Which explains

v/hy the Linit Beauty

Bath is so popular among thousands
of fastidious v/omen.
After your

Linit Bath,

is

the right

Harmless and Refreshing
from corn is the main ingredient of Linit and, being a pure
vegetable product, is absolutely harmStarch

less

to

White

powder-

is

even the most delicate

skin.

the natural color of Linit— it

is

not disguised by color or odor.

LINIT
IS

the

sold by your

GROCER ~—^

Mr. Fleming

"I just saw the rushes."
she said.
"Yes,

"Really?"

What's the answer?"
Fleming took the cigarette

package of

dissolve half a

your bath

he said.
Max presented
Miss Delmar, and asked the waiter to bring
another chair.
queen

keep your skin
smooth and silky

enjoy the
soothing sensation of a rich, creamin

'g htfu

fo

soft,

—and

hunted for it in his pocket. "If you wasn't as
good as headlined already, we'd start in on
this lead.
He handed her a letter on heavy

party tonight.

are immediafe
fhe easy, del

results
|

it

Max

was me.

the

bathway

to

a

soft,

offered.

"Good

little musical show," he said.
"Good
picture. Good for the road. That's
they wanted. They got an awful surprise
when they saw the kid they picked for a
knock-out!
What's his name— Seamorc?
They thought he was something that would
make Colman and Chevalier look like the
Smith Brothers. They had a contract fixed
up with options on it till Gabriel blows his
horn!
"And we took a look at him h 'King of

program
all

When you

:^:

wrlle to

adrotlMn

plc*se

menUon PHOTOPLAY ICAOAZHO,

smooth

skin

—"
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Tatters' and he's terrible
He's a good-looking
kid and knows what to do all right he's got
the manners but he screens like an accident! In this business you never can tell!"
In Francia's hand the chiSon handkerchief
had become a crushed and crumpled nothing.
Max Kurtzman's face had gradually grown a
!

What Do You Want To

Know About The

Pictures?

—

—

all

deep and deeper

coral.

''Vou aren't kidding, are you?" Francia
her voice slightly high-pitched and

asked,

Is it

a good picture?
Is it

strained.

an All-Talkie, Part-Talkie
Is it

the kind of picture

Which one

shall

Shall

I

we

we

— Silent or Sound?
tvould like?

'TT'S a good thing for them they didn't
-'happen to let him do 'Panama Highway'
he said, and whacked the cigarette on

see tonight?

first,"

take the children?

Photoplay will solve these problems for
you

Victor Fleming told the whole world he
wasn't kidding!

— save your picture time and money.

the back of his hand.
"That's how sure they
were. Well that's pictures! You aren't sure
but today and you aren't sure

—

—

of anything
of iihu:"

The

orchestra was playing 'This Thing
Called Lo\e" couples crowding across the
floor, drifting into the rhythm of the foxtrot; little spotlights traveling around the
"ringside" picking out for one moment beautiful
Xorma Shearer those heart-breaking
eyes; then Jack Dempsey dancing with the
black-eyed Estelle
then Doug., Jr., and Joan.
".\11 right." Max was saying, "was it Datig
said Seamore was sour in the rushes
or wJto
said so? Maybe it was a lousy print and they
"Hello. Del," Randy said. He was there,

—

—

PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE
is

—

truly the outstanding publication in

the great

field

of motion pictures.

Its

stories, its special articles, its exclusive

and departments are absolutely
different from anything to be found
anywhere else.

features

Photoplay gives yon:

— —

bending over her.
In flushed and entirely
fusion, she introduced Max

unassumed conand Mr. Fleming.

Randy was very handsome in white flannels,
dark hair, damp and curling; that quick, frank
smile.

It

could have
looks.

didn't

seem possible any camera

made

a fiasco of such poise, such

But you never can

tell!

"Want to dance this one, dear?" he asked.
KurLzman and Mr. Fleming will ex-

"If ilr.

cuse us?"

Mr. Kurtzman and Mr. Fleming would—
and rose, as Randy drew Francia into his arms
and out on the dance floor.
"Gee. honey." he said boyishly, "you look
marvelous tonight! I had to see you
I don't
want to break in on the party, but I had to
!"
see you
The music carried them around the floor,
back near the table where Mr. Kurtzman sat
with Mr. Fleming.
"Let's sit down." Francia said.
"It's too
hot to dance.
.\nd I want to talk to Mr.
!

A

wealth of intimate details of

Photoplay's

the daily lives of the screen stars
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lots
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in their homes.
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He was surprised.
"Vou always said you

never wanted to stop
dancing." he said, "let's just finish this one.
If you're going somewhere tonight, I won't see
you again until tomorrow, and that's a long
time!"
"I don't think I can play tomorrow," she
said, "if I stay at the party late tonight."

These are

months.

but a few of a dozen great

Articles about every phase of the
screen by such authorities as

PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE

Fleming. He's a big director. .And besides
Richard Dix asked Max to bring me to a
party tonight so we've got to go early."

SUPERB FICTION

"npHEX

I guess you won't go to the party
tonight." he laughed. lie put his lips close
"I've got a couple of things
to tell you.
"This is a funny place to ask you to marry
me" he held her closer "but will you? I
broui;ht you a ring tonight.
I was going to
ask you at dinner. .\nd when you said you
'•

to her cheek.

—

—

—

were going to be with Mr. Kurtzman I had
to come and ask you. anyway! I'm going to
put the ring on while we're dancing. And I
think I'll kiss you." he laughed, "right before
everybody. I know you care for me, sweetheart you've just as good as told me so."
He reached his left hand into his pocket,
lifted it to hers, that was on his shoulders.
She felt a ring slip over her fourth finger; felt
his hand close over hers.

—

"Listen. Randy," she said, a little sharply,
you get the contract at Lasky's?"
They danced from one end of the room to the

"di<l

Cilu

by the Foremost Writers

other before he answered.
"That was the other thing I was going to
In rilOTOI"l..\V

IHQ.VZINE

Is

euarantced.

—
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tell

you," he

said.

I don't screen.

"Xo,

I didn't.

They say I'm no good.

Does

disfiguring hair growths
effectively destroyed—

that make any difference?"
She didn't look at him or answer. She
held herself a little stillly in his arms. And
then, suddenly, he understood.
"Vou already knew about the contract,
didn't you?" he said. "\ic Fleming told you.
And that's why you have to go to a party
tonight, and why you can't go to the beach
tomorrow!" He laughed harshly. "Everybo<ly told me you were playing mc
but I
didn't believe it!"
"Well." she said, a little defensively, "you
didn't get the contract
and you haven't any

—

—

The undergrowth must

heavy job. have you?"
"Xo." he told her, "I haven't."

oilur

wa?

all!

" she said.

The music

also be removed to prevent bristly re growths

.\nd vcrj- plainly, that
stopped. The others

ted for an encore. Randy and Francia went
k to the table.
Randy didn't sit down,
(iood night," he said to Mr. Kurtzman and
Mr. Fleming, offering his hand.
"I just

merely removed)

(not

—

—
"Well

135

They say

i

dropped in for one dance, and to bring a little
present to Del, to appreciate the three weeks'
fun we had on the picture.
I'm going to
London tomorrow. Goodbye, Del." He lifted
the tips of her fmgers to his lips and kissed
them, and she suddenly saw the ring he had
put on her hand a three carat diamond
burning in a circle of emeralds!
"Randy!" she said.
"Like it?" He smiled. "It's the one you

tlwn's

no cnncraling

—thuse

tliim these davs

....

disfiguring hairs

—

one thinp
thr

there's but
to

do

— destrov

groiilh

ZIP.

picked out in Walton's window."

enlin-lv uith

......

—

They watched him go across the floor just
a tall, good-looking boy embarrassed at

—

being conspicuous.

Then Dorothy Herzog and Jack MacDersaw Vic Fleming. They stopped dancand pulled a couple of chairs alongside
Ma.x, Vic and I'rancia.
Dorothy, the little
chain-lightning columnist who has to know
miilt

in:.:.

everything, dark curls always rumpled like a
little boy's hair
rollicking blue eyes.
"Hello," she said to Max and Francia, and
reached for a cigarette out of the pack in
Ma.x's hand.
"Since when do you babies
travel in such upper classes that you've got

—

Randolph Seamore

at your table! Funny how
hell-bent that kid was to make pictures, and
his old man worth twenty millions!
But I
hear he's a wash-out on the screen! Is that
so, Vic? Well, "she said
and reached for the
match flame he held out to her "in this
business, you never can tell!"

—
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Lasting Results
There
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a new Fox picture
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A

Freckles

Chevalier of France
\

CONTINUED FRlDM

what was for
France but not for Hollywood an enormous
salary.
Mr. Thalberg offered him on behalf
of ^Ietro-GoldwJ'n e.xactly fifty per cent of
getting at the Casino de Paris

—

—"

the reward of his good judgment.
There ha\e been other kind and helpfid
stepping
stones that enabled him to display his talents
to the best advantage, and thus attain his
present eminence.
If the truth must be told, there were no loud
outcries of joy from Paramount when they
learned he was coming.
So many European
hopes had been transplanted to Hollywood
amid a fanfare of expensive ballyhoo and
where were they now? \\'ilted, apparently,
by some blight in the California atmosphere,
collapsed and carted quietly away the ballyhoo packed in camphor until the next time.
He was introduced to them and to the newspaper men at a press luncheon. It was his
first .American crowd, and he did to them what
he has done to every American crowd he has
met since. He talked to them and captured

—

Chevalier protested, " you
understand I cannot leave Paris, have my
house running here and all that, and go to

"But

listen

California to get half of
in

what

I

am

friends, but these five provided the

getting

France."

UT

shin?

Slillman'sFreckle Cream bleaches the

you sleep. Leaves the skin soft and white-the
complexion fresh, clear and natural. For 37
years thousands of users have endorsed it. So
easy to use. The first jar proves its magic worth.
If you use

Bleach Cream
you need no other product than Slillman's
Freckle Cream. The most wonderful Bleach
science can produce. At all drug stores.

HW^ Freckle Cream

^~^Jor

REMOVES

FUI.LOZ. JAR

jli.

fRtCKlES

STILLMAN COMPANY,
32 Beauty Dept. Send
you have freckles — how

^1'

WHITErvIS
THE SKirM

Aurora, III., U. S. A.
free booklet-Tells why

""D
we can't possibly pay you anything like
'-'what you're getting here," the other explained. "Xo star in Hollywood e\'er received
such a salary without first proving himself a
box-otTice attraction."

—

Hollywood and fight for you there. I'm
them and you'll hear from

He
didn't

returned to Hollywood, but Chevalier

The Frenchman's

hear.

cables

re-

He flashed them a final
"Please wire yes or no
plans for next season."
Came

mained unanswered.
signal

of distress.

must make
nothing.

So when, not many weeks later, he was told
at the theater that Mr. Lasky was out front,
he didn't quiver an eyelash. "I lost my faith,"
he says.
"I told myself, if the other one
thinks I am not worth even the same salary
that I get in France, why should this one

,

:
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A PP.\REXTLV it
-'•-Lasky.

was good enough for Mr.
Hardly was the act over when he

knocked at the

star's door.

"I like the way you sing American songs,"
he said.
"Will you come and talk to me
tomorrow about the pictures? I am here for
only three days."
"Ves, Mr. Lasky," said Chevalier, "I will
come. .And " with a grin, "I will do more.
I will save you the money and the trouble to
make a test. I will show you the test that
was made of me two months ago."
"That," he mused, "was the funny side of
it.
Two hours after he saw the test, Mr.
Lasky signed me for Paramount at the same
salary I was getting in Paris. .And that." he
concluded, "is the story of how I came to
.America to work in the pictures."
Chevalier is very grateful to Mr. Lasky

They set to work with every ounce of
energy they owned to put him over not alone
because it was their job, but because they felt
that here was an investment certain to repay
tenfold whatever effort they might spend on it.
his.

—

'"pHE French

star

went

i

locHf-

pr.rhr,.!

fOI*.\Y.

AMERICAN SCHOOL

Jackson, who taught him how to dance;
Norman French, who brought a new t)pc of
dancing comedy to Paris and whom Chevalier
imitated with such success; Mistinguette. who
made him her partner before the war and after
his return from the prison camp; Ronald
Kennedy, the Uritish schoolmaster who taught
In

rilOTOrL.VY M.VG.\ZI>'E

Is

Hollywood

to

make

—

—

a

here, a

little

finished.

I

there.

little

can look,

listen,

It

but

is

I

all

fi.xed,

must

sit

my

That is a
chair and do nothing.
terrible thing!"
.And he wiped the perspiration from his hands at the very thought of it.
His name appeared on the screen:

still

—

grateful for his faith and for his generosity.
He is one of the five people whom the Frenchman recognizes as having exerted a crucial
influence on his career.
They make an interesting list. J. W.

to

"Innocents of Paris." The shooting began,
first rushes were shown and Paramount
immediately took up his option for one year
at a small increase in salary. That was fine,
but still it represented only the reaction of
his employers who believed in him, and who
wanted to believe in him. What about that
terrif>-ing unknown quantity, the .American
public, who had no knowledge of him, no
interest in him, financial, sentimental or otherwise, in whose hands lay the final judgment?
Would it be thumbs up or thumbs down?
Chevalier went to the preview with moist
hands and a sinking sensation in the pit of
his stomach.
He was about to present himself at the bar of American public opinion and
hear the verdict pronounced that would bestow or withhold the final crown.
The theater was filled with a regulation
movie crowd, Paramount ollicials scattered
Chevalier sat
here and there among them.
alone
too nervous to tolerate anyone near
him his friends in another part of the house.
"It was a kind of first night," he said,
"without the possibility of being myself on
the stage to feel how it goes, and maybe change
-*-

the

in

Maurice Chevalier
in

"Innocents of Paris

"

humorous introduction
Then came a
of the star by himself. "When my face came
"nothing
happened of
Chevalier,
on," said
course. They didn't know me, they had never
brief,

—

'

Dept. 342-K
.

think some other thing?" He went out and
sang his songs with his customary verve and
sparkle not for Mr. Lasky or Hollywood^
but for his friends in the audience whom he
never disappointed and who never disappointed
him.

—

—

Gifts for Everyone
fr
of the World-col

book— for

their attention, he sang to them and warmed
their hearts, he grinned at them and they were

— —

to

City.

—

—

sure to convince
me very soon."

Aidr,

—

—

"Then I thank you for your kindness
l)ut I will stay where I am.
I will go to
.\merica at the salary I am getting here, or I
will not go at all.
1 beg you to understand
it as I mean it
I do not bargain with you
I do not try to lift your price
but I tell you
simply that I cannot afford, with more expense
to myself, to take less money from you than
I now earn.
If you cannot afford to give it
to me
well
we will part friends."
Cables began flying across the Atlantic between Irving Thalberg and his associates, and
Thalberg was tinally authorized to offer the
French star a salary that came within S500
cf the sum he asked.
Chevalier refused it.
"Very well," said Thalberg. "I'll go back

I

him English when he was a war prisoner at
Alten Grabow; and Jesse L. Lasky, who
brought him to .America and who has reaped

—

that sum.

P.\GE 69

heard of me.

.And

they didn't see a very

man—just

the f^ice of a fellow. But
begin to feel some response
a little smile, a little laugh. And when I tell
J'apa:"
the story of 'Commentf Qui esl-ce.'
they laugh very much and even applaud. I
myself,
even
smile
I
begm to think, it goes.
because if you will understand me well
I
responded also to that fellow I was seeing.
thought, if that fellow was not Maurice
Then
all
right.
like
him
would
Chevalier, I
suddenly I hear from behind me one word

handsome

after a

cuaranteed.

minute

—

I

—

—

—

"
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here he twisted his mouth upward in perfect
imitation of a hard-boiled youn^ tough, and
out of that twisted corner of his mouth he
spat the word, "terrible!"
I
"It is Uke a cold shower on my head.
look around and there sits a third-class American fellow with his girl, and he is scowling
hopes go
as if he is my worst enemy.
down I think, maybe the audience is nice
because they know I am a stranger and in

My

—

-cur

1000°°.

it is 'terrible!'

"npHEN
L

the picture begins.

—another.
—
—

laugh

Soon there

They laugh

in

all

a
the

is

I can see it takes hold of them.
right places
Their faces are changed, interested their eyes
and when I sing to the little cr)'ing
are bright

—

Beautiful Hoir!

boy, 'DiliS moi, ma mere,' they clap so hard
that the end of the song is drowned. Someone
near me is clapping very loud, indeed and when
it is
well, what do you think
I turn to look
my 'terrible' friend from before. That is good.
at
shaking
his
head
But certainly,"
Iicin.'
the recollection, "he was a very hard egg at
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$250.00 and a portrait of tt\e
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but in their hearts they think, like this man,
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first.

"Well, you would say it is enough to prove
But no I am
to me that all will be well.
so nervous that I cannot wait
still nervous
before the
theater
I run from the
for the end.

—

—

is finished, and later I meet my
and they tell me it is a great success.
day the papers tell me also the same.

picture

friends
Ne.xt

They

all wonderfully kind, because they take
out of the picture and they say I have got
what you call in .\merica the stuff.
Most people who have seen "Innocents of
Paris" will probably concede that Chevalier's
first starring vehicle had a weak and sloppily
sentimental story. It was a picture doomed
under ordinary conditions, if not to failure,
then certainly to a common-place career.
But the star refused to take either himself
or the picture too seriously and, through the
leaven of his humor and personality, transformed it from melodrama to sparkling
comedy, to a picture hailed by press and
public, by layman and professional, as one of
the outstanding hits of 1929. No wonder the
'hard egg" cracked!
It wasn't long after that Chevalier happened

are

me
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out of
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Jo-cur Beauty Aids, we will mail you triol sizes of
all four products upon receipt of 50c in stamps.
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picture.
One is to show you that
Edwina Booth, leading lady of
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to meet one of the Metro-Goldwyn officials.
" Do you know Mr. Chevalier?" asked the

who introduced them.
"Ves, I know Mr. Chevalier,"

friend

official

destroyed

said the

drew a handker-

as he shook hands and

chief out of his pocket. "I
and it's a sad, sad story.

know Mr.

Chevalier,

more important than the choice of his
was the choice of his second picture, since

Still
first

involved the problem of crystallizing the
popularity he had won.
Lubitsch, who had watched with delight his
performance in "Innocents of Paris" came to
him and said: "I have a good part for you
in my next pLxture, 'The Love Parade.'
Will
you play with me?"
it

Did You Ever Give
Your Face a
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experience never to be forgotten. For Clasmic
first
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in the cheeks no rouge can bring; crows' feet,
blackheads, pimples gone, enlarged pores closed,
a smoother, softer, more lovely skin. Secure
Boncilla Clasmic Pack, exactly thesame as used
in the most famous Beauty Salons of Europe
and America, from your drug or department
store. The cost per treatment is a few cents
money refunded if you are not delighted.
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PACK

WOULD

"T
be only too proud to play with
-'- you, "was
the answer.
"What is that
part?"
But when he learned that it was the part
of a queen's husband, and that it meant
wearing stiff uniforms, he shook his head.
"I cannot do that prince stuff," he said. "I
cannot wear uniforms and make elegant
gestures.
Thank you very much for the
compliment, but I must refuse."
"I was myself very disappointed," he went
on, "because nothing would have pleased me
more than to play with Lubitsch. But I am
not the lady-killer type. I think women like
me because I make them smile, but they do
not say
" here he dropped his chin into his
palm and rolled his eyes heavenward "oh,
that Chevalier!"
I.\n impression, by the way, that he seems
to retain despite everything the ladies of our
broad land can do to persuade him to the

—

—
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photo taken
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So

I

say,

'Listen,

in

you what

a uniform.

I'll have a
do.
see how I look.
play the part for

I'll

I'll

—

.\nd if I lock possible, I'll
the human interest there is in it, although
'it is a prince and I don't
like princes."'

ENLARGED
Sune

wife.

Lubitsch!
But I don't
I like that story.
like the big palace and the grand wedding and
the uniforms and all that. I think I am too
much of the people to look like something in a
uniform.

inif

size

—

my

life has not been so funny, I
a funny side in many serious
things. But still I do not like these romantic
roles.
I like best to play the part of a plain
fellow that women understand and that men
understand, too.
Lubitsch, however, was not content to accept
Chevalier's decision. He returned a few days
later and asked whether he might outline the
story.
Listening, Chevalier grew interested.
"I see," he said, "that although that fellow
is a prince, it is a story that might happen
also to working people
a woman who wants
to wear the trousers
a fight between a

find

Now

1022 Sunny«ida

my shoes.

I feel

with

you can

PERFECT VOICE INSTITUTE.

the big dramatic scene comes I do
I try to play it naturally
it
as it would happen in life
little
humor, if possible because,

feel in

— as

¥tI€E

—

contrary.)

not

he concluded sadly,

16x2a Inches

I

THE

photos were taken and Lubitsch "got
crazy" over them. "Vou must do the part,
Maurice," he cried. "I will have no one else.
.\nd even Maurice had to concede that he
didn't look as stiff as he had expected. To
prove it, little Madame Chevalier, who had
ijeen sitting quietly in a comer, tiptoed over
at this juncture, to display a drawing made
of her husband in that same uniform
tall
Hussar's hat at a jaunty angle, tight collar,

—
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What happened when "The hove Parade"

—

released is motion picture historj' a press
that poured forth columns of glowing praise,
a public enchanted by a smile and the personality behind it, record runs all over the
country and a thirteen weeks' showing to
capacity audiences on Broadway, a blazing
new star in the talkie firmament who in two
I>icturcs had shot his w.-iy to the zenith where

was

When you

write lo tdrcniscra plcmse mention

there were few, if any, to dispute his domain
in the otfices of Paramount a contract
and a new one signed for four
pictures at a huge increase in salary.
The first of those four was "The Big Pond"
the second is to be "The Little Cafe,
now
in rehearsal under the direction of Ludwig
Berger, who directed "The Vagabond King.''
It's a kind of little entente Internationale on the
Paramount lot Berger, the German war
veteran, directing first Dennis King, the exTommy, then Chevalier, the ex-poilu, who by
the way will have his heart's desire in the new
picture, since he plays in it the role of a very
"plain fellow'- indeed a singing waiter in a
Parisian cafe.

and

—

'

—

—

As might have been expected, Chevalier has
had certain dilnculties to overcome in adjusting himself to the .\merican scene, .\ctor
though he has been all his life, yet acting in the
studios of Hollysvood is an experience so far
removed from acting on the stages of France
that it might almost be regarded as another
profession.

"T DO
•'

not think," he says, "that I am temperamental, though I believe even,' artist must

be allowed
then.

his little ner\-ous

It is not so easy

when he must play

the

moment now and

always to be calm,

same scene over and

over again, giving

it each time all his heart
it will go through the
whole world to speak for him, knowing, once
it is finished, he can do nothing to change it.
"But everyone electricians, cameramen,
actors, directors
they have been very kind
and I think it may be I am wroi\g
to me
but I think they feel I do alwa>-s my best to
be reasonable they do not take me for one
of those fellows who tries to blow out his chest
and show he is the star.
.\n incident that occurred during the filming
of "The Love Parade" proves Chevalier right
He had caught his hand somehow on a wire
that was protruding in a place where it
shouldn't have been, and indicted a painful
wound. In the midst of the commotion that
followed, one mechanic w.-is heard muttering
to another:
"Say, it shoulda happened to
one o' these black-eyed-susans bouncin' around
the lot insteada this guy! Then we'da had a
laugh!"
The feature of his work that probably
troubled Chevalier most at first had to do with
publicity.
He was totally unprepared for
American publicity methods, which are unknown in France, and the Paramount people
found they had their job cut out for them to
persuade this potential gold mine that he must
play with them if they were to put over certain
stunts that seemed to them desirable.
He
couldn't understand why it should be necessary
he believed that his work ought to stand on
its own feet, and even after they had convinced him that he must lend himself to their
schemes, he felt he was doing so at the sacrifice

and strength, knowing

—

—

—

—

—

—

amount of personal dignity. But
there was one occasion, at least, when he put

of a certain

down

his foot.

'"The Love Parade" had been enjoying a
long run at a San Francisco theater and
when the attendance began to fall off, the
manager conceived the idea of stimulating business by means of an essay contest among the
feminine patrons of the theater on the subject
of, "Why I Like Chevalier," the winner to
receive a prize.
that Chevalier was to be in San
Francisco for the Motor Show, he suggested
that if the Frenchman would agree to i)rcsent
the prize, he could probably keep the show
running forever.
But when the idea was
tactfully broached to Chevalier, he exploded.
"How can I do that thing?" he cried. "How
can I make of myself such an imbecile to
stand up in front of those women and say,
'Here, madamc, is a prize for liking me!'"
It has been said of Chevalier. often and with
truth that he isagood businessman. It hasalso
been said, with overtones of disapproval, that
he is a "shrewd article" and a hard driver of

LEAR.^^^fG
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He himself makes no secret of his
bargains.
which he shares with most of his
desire
fellowmen to earn as much money as he can.
He sets what he considers a [)roper value on
his services, and if you don't agree with him,
But he refuses to
that is your privilege.
liaggle.
He prefers not to take a job at all
than to take it at a ligure below the one he
has set. And though he may be a hard bargainer, he is also a fair one, as the following

—

—

story indicates.

A RKPRESIlXT.ATIVE
'••industry was sent to

of

the automobile

New

York, where

Chevalier was making "The Big Pond," to
negotiate for his services as master of ceremonies at the Motor Show. The Committee on
the Coast, waiting impatiently for a decision,
were unable to get from their agent any satisfactory response to their wires.
"This man
doesn't know how to talk business," was the
gist of his replies. At length came a testy tele-

gram from

California. "Stop stalling. Get an
answer one way or the other or come on home.

The agent took the plunge. "Chevalier will
come for twenty-five thousand, not a penny
less.

Chevalier was engaged, but the affair may
have rankled a little in the Chairman's bosom.
For when he introduced his expensive master
of ceremonies at the official dinner preceding
the opening of the Show, he told the story of

that telegraphic interchange and wound up
"For a man that can't talk
I predict that this lad will go

with the remark:
business,
far.

Chevalier rose

After a goodhumored acknowledgment of the thrust, he
went on: "It is quite right," he said, "that
825,000 is a great deal of money for the work
of one week.
Too much money, you think
now perhaps. I hope you will not think so
later.
But if you do if you find that the
Motor Show is not a big success if you find
that I have not earned my money when the
week is over
then we will tear up my
contract and make new terms."
In spite of the stock market crash, in spite
of the fact that the motor industr>' had been
prepared for reduced sales, the Show at which
Chevalier presided broke the previous year's
record by eighty per cent and all existing
motor show records by twenty-five per cent.
There were no further wise-cracks offered on
the subject of his S25,000 fee.
to

reply.

—

—

—

CHEVALIER has been criticised, too, for his
appear in charity benefits, but his
critics apparently overlook the fact that he
stages charity benefits of his own.
In New
York last winter one of the town's swankier
hostesses succeeded in getting him to a party
no mean feat in itself. He was there as a
guest, not as an entertainer.
Before long,
however, his hostess floated up to coo: "Oh,
Mr. Chevalier, we're all dying to hear some
refusal to

—

of those fascinating songs of yours.
you be an angel and sing for us?"

Won't

There was a moment's awkward pause, then
a sigh of relief as Chevalier bowed and said:
"With pleasure, Madame." But the relief
was short-lived. "My fee," he added, "is
Cornered, the lady accepted the
as gracefully as she could, and
Chevalier sang. But when the time for payment came, he asked that the check be made
out to the Dispcnsaire Maurice Chevalier.
The Dispcnsaire Maurice Chevalier is a
hospital recently established in Paris for the
care of theatrical people who can afford to
pay little or nothing for medical treatment.
When the idea was conceived, a committee
waited upon Chevalier with the request that
he lend the hospital the prestige of his name.
He agreed, and though it was understood that
he should assume no obligation, moral or
financial, toward the undertaking, he has since
given at least one performance annually for
SI ,000. "
situation

its benefit.

During the

months of this year,
a sum close to SIO.OOO was received by the
hospital as a result of his activities, and when
first

three

When

he made a personal appearance in Los .\ngeles
not long ago, the first night's receipts were
divided between American charities and the
Dispcnsaire Maurice ClicMlier the former in
acknowledgment of what he feels to be his
obligation to the American public, the latter
in discharge of a voluntary debt to his own

—

people.

His appeal seems to be universal.

Hairy-

chested he-men, to whom the average movie
actor is a severe pain in the neck, fall for
Chevalier.
"He makes me feel good," says
one.
"He don't act like he loves himself,"
says another.
A gunman, shackled to a detective, was
traveling prisonward on an ugly charge in the
same train that was taking Chevalier to
Hollywood. He gazed sullenly into space, as
the Frenchman talked to his guard, but
suddenly something attracted his interest and
he looked up.
Chevalier grinned at him.
Before long they were deep in conversation
with "the frog" doing most of the talking
and the gunman most of the listening.

/"^HEV.VLIER was telling him of his own
^—'childhood of the young gangsters of Menilmontant among whom he had grown up, of
how he had gradually come to realize that
association with them would be likely to land
him in jail. ".\nd since I was sure," he said,
"that I didn't want to go to jail, I stayed away
from them. Vou have all great courage," he
went on, "you have courage to do things which

—

other men have not. It seems to me a great
pity to waste that courage by fighting the

law."

A little later, after Chevalier had returned
to his compartment, a message was delivered
to Tom Hearn, his friend and manager who
was traveling with him. Hearn stuck his head
through the door of the compartment. "Your
friend in the handcuffs wants an autographed
photo," he reported.
(P. S.
He got the
photo.)
What is there about this man that has won
for him in a few brief months the heart of a

pveltness

INSTANTLY
v4ese

3

L^L

i-

whole country? What is it that makes levelheaded critics bubble over with extravagant

Why is it that people
who "couldn't be dragged to the talkies"
can't be dragged away from Chevalier's pictures? Why is it that his appearance and his
appearance alone in a revue crowded with
popular favorites is greeted by frantic applause?
What made it possible for him to fill a New
York theater night after night with audiences
willing to pay top prices for a half hour of
adjectives in his praise?

his songs?

Why are cold-blooded captains of industry
ready to give him what seem fantastic sums
exchange for a little of his time and his

in

talent?

'T'HF, answer cannot be told in two words.
•* But if you could have seen him, as I did,
on
the Paramount lot, singing a sly French song
for the French version of "The Big Pond"
and if you could have seen the effect of that
song on the people who listened, though they
didn't understand a single word of it
if you
could have watched their broadly beaming
faces as he writhed and glared in mock anguish
over it didn't matter what if you could have

—

—

the sense of exhilaration that lifted their
hearts and made them brothers as he tlung
out his arms and his voice and his radiant
smile in a last joyous burst of triumph
.\nd if, when the song was over, you could
have seen them, shifting scenery, adjusting
cameras, applying make-up, their eyes still
alight, their bodies still lilting to the rhythm
of the song, humming, whistling, grinning
if you could have basked in the atmosphere
of gayety and good cheer and human warmth
created by one man
then you would know
why Maurice Chevalier has been called the
king of entertainers and the best box-office
bet that Paramount or any other company
has ever had the good luck to sign!
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being accepted for what her father was, never
for what she was. She was bored knowing just
where she would sit at every dinner party, her
father's rank deciding such things.
She was
discontented with life in a small army circle
when the world was so full of other things.

TTIE

FURNISHED SUITES

in .\nn Harding's place

would have been quite satisfied. But .\nn
wasn't average and she wasn't contented.
It was not because she was stage-struck that
she left home.
It was a long time after she
became .\nn Harding that she turned her
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attention to
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wanted to be

footlights.

Primarily,

she

and not eternally her
father's daughter.
She wanted to make
realities out of her dreams.
So she took the
name she bears today and determined to make
it as proud and bright a name as the one she
had given up.
For a long time she tjfped policies for the

mootcIaiiir

herself

Life Insurance Company in
^'ork. Her salary was small and she was
obliged to live economically. She occupied no
high pl.ice at the boarding house table. She
sat obscurely among_ other working girls and
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Naturally, she wasn't so thrilled with her
independence that, after a time, the drudgery
of her monotonous work and the dreariness of
that boarding house didn't pall.
Likely
enough there were plenty of times when she
remembered her old, easy life a little longingly.
But she knew she could not turn back, that
she could not be a quitter.
One luncheon hour she presented herself to
the editorial chief of the Paramount Company
and asked if she might do some reading for
them. She convinced this executive that her
opinion on novels would be valuable.
He
arranged for her to read several new books a

week, supplying him with synopses, and her
brief opinion of their motion picture possibilities.

.\nn read the books at night and spent her
luncheon hours typing the synopses. This left

Womanhood,"

Luck?
1

or no time for pleasure, but she stuck
It meant a Httle extra money, and she
that with a small bank account she could
afford to try the stage.
That idea had germinated suddenly and was
her

at

little

it.

felt

growing rapidly.
In order perfectly to learn her craft she went
with a stock company. Just as the cabinetmaker learns to do his job expertly, just as the
electrician learns his, just as the writer learns
his, Ann Harding set about to master the details of

her chosen work.

The company played matinees and evenings.
In the morning they rehearsed the play
scheduled for the following week.
.And, in
between times, the lines of still a third play had
to be memorized.
It was hard work, every
day of the week and every week of the year.
Finally. "Tarnish" paid her interest on her
investment of study and struggle.
It was
her first success on Broadway.
The hardboiled critics forgot to be hard-boiled when
they wrote of the delicate-featured, ash-blonde
.Ann.
She had won fame for the name she
had taken for her own.
Now, on the talking screen, she is rapidly
adding to that fame. She is a success in her
own right, a happy wife and a mother. She is
probably richer by far than if she had married
and continued in the secure, little groove into
which she was born.
And she has found
contentment.
I'll bet a hat from Paris that her father,
whoever and wherever he is, is proud of her.
How could he help it? She has proven herself
a trouper, the ver)- stuff of which good soldiers
are made.

TTHEY

tons of printers' ink on Clara
of her loves, her emotional and
professional entanglements but
there it ends.
They completely ignore the
rest of her story.
Or perhaps they don't
know that back in the years when she was
only a little bit of a thing she was a mother
Perhaps they
to her mother and father too.
••-
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when Clara first worked on
was striving to forge the shining
promises she had made her invalid mother into
ilon't

th.it

Ihf screen she

Simple Now To Rid
Arms and Legs of Hair

realities.

Surely, if they knew, they would write of
Ihese things, too.
They explain the other
things.
.\Kvays, I'm sure of this, Clara is

rinning

away

from

nightmare

memories,

trying to make up for the lean years, and doing
l:t r best to forget that her mother didn't live
enjoy any part of her success.
She was a little thing the day she came into
the contest manager's ollice with her photographs.
.Vn old Tarn o'Shanter was pulled
down over her bright red hair, llcr little
girl shoes were shabby where the clamps of
her roller skates had pulled the soles loose.
And her brown dress looked as though she had
played hard in it for a long time.
The photographs didn't do her justice.
I

>

Without Fostering Bristly Re-Growth

They had been taken by a cheap neighborhootl
studio and retouched until they showed only
a great white face starred with big, brown eyes.

''CKE this girl personally," the contest mana'-'ger, much impressed, wrote on the back of
her pictures. "She is young, lovely and vibrant
with personality."
It remained for Elinor Glyn later to coin
the Clara Bow significance of "It."
Clara's father had encouraged her to enter
that contest.
Other members of her family
only laughed at the idea of Clara, with her
freckles and her saucy nose, going into the
movies.
Her mother said very little. Perhaps she
thought any chance to e.scape from the life
they knew was worth the taking. Undoubtedly she hoped that, somehow, her Clara would
find a happier life.
I never will forget the day Clara stood with
a dozen other girls before the jud;;es of that
contest.
Their hair was marcelled.
Their
faces were massaged.
They wore lovely
gowns. But, beside them, little Clara knew
no competition.
Unanimously, the judges
agreed upon her.
"Clara Bow," people say.
"Oh, yes, she
got a lucky break when she won a beauty

Even by running uiu. h<:nA n^
no stubbk tan U JtU
'

?'i

^

Ihts

ihe skin, absolutely

A New Discovery That Not Only

TommjTot!
They forget the crucifying year that followed. They forget how motion picture producers, fed up with the failures of contcft
winners, looked upon them as nothing but
nuisances.
Clara had a hard fight ahead of
her. .\nd it must have been especially difficult
since she, naturally enough, felt that as a
contest winner she stood on the highroad to
fame.
.Vnd another thing I'll never forget is the day
Clara was taken to New York and an entire

new

bought for her.
Some minor
changes in the brown velvet dress were advisable, but Clara begged to be allowed to wear
all her new clothes home.

'T

lays Its Reappearance Remarkably

way of removing arm and
ANEW
hair has been found that not only

leg

,.

W.WT my

mother to see them," she

"She'll love them.

e.x-

They're so

The Bows had no
to wait all day for

telephone, but Clara used
the public 'phone in the
downstairs hall to ring. She thought the producers would be beating a trail to her door.
After all, that's the way things happen in
novels and romantic stories.
But day after day passed and the telephone
bell did not surrmion her to talk with one
producer.
Her mother was failing. Her father did his
best, but his best was not enough.
He was
born to the farmlands; strange to the ways of
the city.
Freshening her mother's bed, bringing trays

removes every vestige of hair

in-

stantly, but that banishes the stimulated
hair growth thousands of women are
charging to less modern ways. A way that

not only removes hair but delays
pearance remarkably

its

reap-

and out, Clara would talk of "someday," of
she would work to make good, of how she
would become a great star.
".\nd someday," she would say, "we'll have
a lovely house with a garden. .\nd you can
lie under a great shady tree all day, mamma.
Won't you like that? .\nd we'll have a maid
to look after you while I'm at the studios.

It is changing previous conceptions of cosmeticians about hair removing. Women
are flocking to its use. The discovery of

R. C. Lawry, noted beauty scientist, it is
different from any other hair remover
l;nown.
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is all.
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You can feel the difference. No sharp
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skin, too, is left soft as a child's. No
skin roughness, no enlarged pores. You
feel freer than probably ever before in
your life of annoying hair growth.

The
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Neet a preparation long on
the market, but recently changed in compounding to embody the new Lawry discovery.
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It is on sale at practically all drug and
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cook such very good things that
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eat
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all
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'And then someday we'll have an automoand on warm days papa can drive you
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At last an offer came,
Christie Cabanne
gave Clara a small part in ''Beyond the
Rainbow."
It seemed a beginning. Clara
would show the world what she could do.
Soon now other producers would be fighting

—how long there. EVERYTHING
IS CONFIOENTIAL. Send Urst

inaiion on request.

for her services.
Clara had to get up very early those day-s
in order to straighten the little flat and make
her mother as comfortable as possible for the
day. Then she would hurrv' to the studios to
give her best to ever\' scene, to watch the more

experienced girls and learn how they made up
and did other things. .\nd when the company
was dismissed she would rush home to prepare
dinner, clear it away and tinish any ironing or
laundry she had not had time to do in the

morning.
Impatiently, she waited for the picture to
She told all her skeptical relatives
all her friends to watch out for the date
when it would play at the neighborhood
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Like most of the girls famous on the screen,
most people preeminent in any walk of
Clara Bow was not made by her opportunities.
Rather, she made the opportunities.

like

life,

was advertised.

Everyone went,

which she appeared had been cut out.

in

to put away her own disappointorder to encourage her mother and
felt it was her fault they had laid

She

Q^

all

Alice Joyce.

.At first

Something else would come along. They
must wait. She made them take up their
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hopes again.
In the meantime, however, she had to make
money. No matter how little it was it would
alleviate their distress.
It would buy her

mother some
almost
pillow.

of the little luxuries that are
necessities to an invalid.
.\
soft
Fresh gowns. .A flower now and then.

She had no business training and there was
no money to pay for a specialized course.

But she
door

finally secured a position in a doctor's

where she answered the telephone and

oflice

bells.

Then one day, when her mother was so ill
that Clara had to remain at home, the telephone rang. It was for Clara. It was a producer.
Elmer Clifton wanted Clara to meet
him at the Algonquin the next day at twelve
o'clock.

Calif.I

Name

Clara was there. .At eleven o'clock to be
She was wearing a picture hat she had
borrowed from a cousin, and one of her
mother's dresses. She only hoped she looked
old and experienced enough.
Elmer Clifton

Addr ess

was
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lovely blonde hair
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Blondex, the special
shampoo for blondes

and watch

its

rich (folden beauty
return. Blondex prevents darkening
brings back youthful sheen
and sparkle to dull faded blonde hair in a safe
-natural way. No dyes or hartsh chemicals fine
for scalp— used byamillion blondes. Get Blondex
today at any leading drug or department store.
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THOUGHT

you were a little thing," he
said, "and very young."
"I am, I am," Clara cried impulsively. "I
dressed up because I thought you'd like me

So

with, new
shampoo /

only,

horrified at the sight of her,

better this way,"
.\11 that afternoon Clara worked to prove to
Elmer Clifton that she was the little girl he
wanted to play in his "Down to the Sea in
Ships." In a great, bare room she made believe she was running along the shore, skipping
stones, taking aim at the sea gulls. And she
quite convinced him.
The picture was filmed in Providence.
Clara found it diflicult to leave her mother,
but she knew if she didn't do something to
bring their "someday" nearer it would come
too late.
Elmer Clifton told me he never knew anyone
more eager to please than Clara. No hours
were too long. No matter how many times
they did a scene she never complained. .And
he mar\-elled at how easy it was for her to cry.
Ho didn't know until the picture was finished
that all Clara had to do when he wanted tears
was think of her mother. It was really harder
for her not to cry.
It was not long after "Down to the Sea in

Ever; >drertlscment In
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too,

since

she was ver>'

young.

such great store by this picture.

Palmer Studentt Hove SuccassFully

to

and other people,

At

of course. And Mrs. Bow waited at home to
hear the verdict. Reel after reel it unwound.
But there was no trace of Clara. Ever\' foot

you
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rest of Clara's story is too well

/'^L.\RAhad

and
b»nd

The

need repetition.
But perhaps now you, too, will smile when
you hear someone say:
"Clara Bow? Oh, she got a lucky break
when she won a beauty contest."
How many girls win such contests ever>'
year? .And how many of them ever get any%vhere after the first flush of this achievement
has passed? How many of them ever make
the grade, even without poverty and an
invaUd mother to retard them in their fight

the women I know on the screen there
no one more the thoroughbred than
She is. in reality, the calm, comprehending lady she seems in the movies. The
pattern of her life has not always been Park
.Avenue, clothes from an exclusis-e designer,
trips to Europe on de luxe Uners, and respectful
recognition from every muilre d'hold in every
smart restaurant in New York City.
She was not born in a hothouse of wealth.
As a matter of fact, she has supported herself

be released.
iru-ob

Ships" was made that Mrs. Bow escaped the
pain and ills that had so long imprisoned her.
But, being a mother, she probably never
doubted for one minute that Clara would
accompUsh all of the wonderful things she
planned.

dark

she posed for artists, and her loveK',

head

adorned

magazines

and

calen-

The storj' of how she pretended she
could ride horseback in order to break into
pictures, and of how she remained on the horse
in spite of his best efforts to unseat her, is
justly famous.
.Alice Joyce never became so blinded by the
glitter of fame that she forgot there are other
things in the world. Twice she has retired to
have her babies.
When her first baby was a year old, Alice
Joyce came back to the screen in the war
spectacle "Womanhood,
the Glory of a
Nation."
In her two years' absence great
changes had come to pass in the studios. She
did her best to adjust herself to these changes
She didn't make the mistake of feeling that
because she had been a big star she still would
be, without any eflfort on her part.
The Vitagraph Company held an option on
But, naturally, before
her future services.
they discussed a long-term contract they
see
how
she
would be received in
waited to
dars.

"Womanhood."
In a little cottage down by the sea .Alice
Joyce waited, too, with her mother and her
Carefully she apportioned her slim
baby.
finances to cover the household expenses.
When she had conferences with the company's
executives, she was always faultlessly dressed
and apparently free from any concern. But,
as a matter of fact, she was, toward the end
of that period, living on her last one hundred
dollars.
Not even her own family knew it,
however. She did hci" worrying in her own
room behind a closed door. .And when she
faced the world she was poised and serene.
Relieved as she must have been when the
company exercised their option, .Alice Joyce
stood her own grountl. She didn't accept anything Vitagraph saw fit to offer. And because
they did not suspect the urgency of her position, she was able to ask for greater considera-

and to receive it.
You expect coups like this from big business
men. but it is always a little surprising when
anyone who looks and acts like Alice Joyce
manages business affairs so well.
tion,

A FEW

months ago Jack Dempsey walked

into a theater in which

was singing on the

stage.

It

Taylor
was the first

Estelle

time he had heard her sing, beyond humming
She was
popular songs about the house.

euaraateed.
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holding a high note, expertly and musically.
The applause was great. Estelle Ixjwed, and
sang a little love song, by way of imore. \n<\,
when she stepped into her dressing-room, Jack
stood waiting for her.
"I wouldn't even bet you couldn't make a
watch, if you set out to do it," he told her.
Only a few months prior to this, Estelle had
criticized

someone's singing.

"I suppose you could do better?" Jack had
said, the

way husbands

will!

"I could do as well," Ivstcllc had replied.
know I could."
In New York she placed herself in the hands
of a noted vocal teacher.
She practiced for
long hours every day, cancelling many social
and professional engagements. Her tour in
vaudeville and Jack's surprise when he entered
the theater that day were the result.
"I

A ND

it is all very t>-pical of Estelle Taylor.
she says:
".\ccomplishment to my mind is a matter of
pulling your body up to your vision."
Estelle was reared by her grandmother in a
little house where the inflexible standards of

'^As

the small town prevailed.
The parlor was
kept closed except when the minister paid his
weekly call, or someone died, or was married.
If there wasn't sand on the tloor swept into
neat little geometrical patterns, it was typically
Pennsylvania Dutch in every other respect.
You can imagine how a girl's ambitions to
go on the stage would be received in such an

environment.

Estclle's

grandmother always

regretted she let Estelle sing "Pony Boy" in
that church entertainment. She felt it had put
ideas into her head.
In vain Estelle pleaded for an opportunity
to fit herself for the stage. She was asking for
something the old people must deny her. They
explained patiently it was for her own good.
And in those restless months they seemed
quite as unhappy as Estelle.
Estelle's eyes got bigger and her face got
paler, as the months went on.
The family doctor was a wiser man than
manj'.
"Let her go to the city," he told her grandparents. "Let her take a dramatic course at
some good school. Then she can come home
and teach elocution until she marries. She's
the active kind that has to have something to

Through a friend she had met at the
school she went downtown to a rehearsal hall
and watched George Ilobart make trj'outs
for "Come On, Charlie." They were rehearsing a scene in which two girls, one of them
Lilyan Tashman, interviewed Lynn Overman, who was the lead. The other girl was
not giving Hobart what he wanted.

P

FIND LEMON CLEANSING CREAM BY KRANK
NOT ONLY DELIGHT-

"I

FULLY REFRESHING BUT
VERY EFFECTIVE IN KEEPING MY SKIN IN PERFECT
CONDITION."
THAT'S why Hollywood
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Address
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For a complete "fdcidl", the following populdr
list al any cosmetic counter;
Lemon Cleansing Crean
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Cream

complexions of movie stars if they did
not select their facial creams with care!
They use Krank's Lemon Cleansing Credcn
because it is pure, cleanses perfectly, refreshes and invigorates the facial muscles
...and because it promotes the creamypearl complexion now the vogue among
beauties. Notice the perfect complexions
of screen (Stars.
Don't just envy them!
Use Krank's, creams also. Buy wherever
cosmetics are sold or send the coupon.

golden beauty got her the first stage part of her career, but how
many months of discouragement and seeming defeat preceded
it.
How a little Swedish girl, Anna Querentia Nilsson, worked
as a domestic servant in America, rather than return to her
home in Sweden and forget her dreams.

In

heavy make-up on

a

Stars

Lemon Cleansing

heat and glare of sun or studio lights,
what would happen to the priceless
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and Won

Krank's
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What happened when Estelle Taylor had to ask for a salary
advance on her first stage engagement. What gave Bebe Daniels
the courage to apply for the title role in "Rio Rita" and the
to sensational success.

'
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Inspiring Stories of Picture Stars

it

SAYS:

in shop windows,
.^nd her meals were so
plain that she used to dream of great trays of
pastries and elephantine bags of chocolate
caramels. But she had seen a vision and she
was pulling her body up to it.

dreamed about and worked
the comer
,

ability to carry

LATEST RELEASE

"BRIGHT LIGHTS"

IS

hour.

Estelle. Her first night in New York she spent
every penny she had saved for months on the

in

WHOSE

The wardrobe she had brought from home
was growing shabby. She had to look the
other way when she passed pretty new clothes

a week for board.
"You're to go right home from school," her
grandmother cautioned her dozens of times.
"You're to speak to no one you don't know."
But they implanted no fear of the city in

So Estelle was permitted to go to the city.
tuition at the dramatic school was paid
advance and she was allowed fifteen dollars

Her

NATIONAL STAR,

FIRST

Hesperus."
She wrote her grandparents that she was
living the way they would wish her to live,
earning a meager but honest living, and that
one day they would be proud of lier.
She was posing for hats at three dollars an

STEELE sat in an old wooden chair against
-•-'the wall and watched.
She found herself
saying the lines and doing a little business.
Finally she could endure it no longer.
"Could I try?" she asked. Hobart agreed.
Estelle saw the girl she played as a contrast
to Miss Tashman. She acted with flamboyance
and spoke in a deep voice.
"The part's yours," Hobart told her.
iSTovv she had to spend every minute rehearsing. There was no time to pose for hats.
And her salary wouldn't start until the play
opened. She could stall on her room rent, but
she had to eat. She knew better than to write
her grandparents for help. They would answer
that a good home awaited her and send her
another railroad ticket.
Rehearsals dragged^ along. Some mornings
Estelle awoke
dizzy from hunger.
.\nd
finally the dreaded day came when she had to
spend her last change for an apple and a bottle
of milk. There seemed nothing else to do but
admit defeat, with the opportunity she had

do."

H3

food she was obliged to eat while she watched
both the first and second performance of Gus
Edwards' Revue in a cabaret.
.\t school she really worked hard.
At last
her hunger was being satisfied. Here she was
encouraged to express herself. Previously she
had been urged to suppress herself, to fit
into the conventional small town mold.
The day she graduated her ticket home
arrived.
That meant, of course, that her
allowance would cease. But she knew it was
utterly impossible for her to go back to that
little town and spend her life teaching neighbors' children gestures pertinent to "Paul
Kevere's Ride," and "The Wreck of the

.MAGAZl.NK.

A

Cream

75

Floral Breath— Aslringenl.. 1.00
Skin Health Face Powder.. 1.00
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Brief Reviews of Current Pictures

CORNS

[

•

ROMANCE— M-G-M.—Garbo

CON'TIXUED FROil PAGE 12
personifies all

F'evens

tlie tide implies in her second talkie.
sakes. don't miss it! {Aug.)

Prod.

and Jack Perrin rescues the gal from
Mexican joint. And bye and bye it ends. Alland all-talkie, but why? (May)

SONG OF THE FLAME— First

about the
^
:iL:5-on of lumberjacks.
Helen Chandler goes
->ii.
George O'Brien and Antonio Moreno don't
iiulp much.
Neither do the chorus routines. (June)

The

first

SONG OF THE WEST—Warners.-All-Techni-

picture in German, with Alexander Moissi
milla Horn.
(March)

and Ca-

ROYAL ROMANCE. A—Columbia.—Romance
drop
ONE
com soon

of this new formula and
shrivels up and loosens.

any

it off

—

kk

GETS- IT

World's
Fastest Way

>f

RUNAWAY BRIDE— Radio

depends upon the

worldly-wise uncle puts him in care of three "Follies"
(June)
girls.

SALLY—First

National.- The glorious, scintlllating dancing of Marilyn Miller, lovely Ziegfeld star,
saves this from being merely a dull transcript of an
out-moded musical comedy. (March)

SARAH AND SON—Paramount.—What

a.sleep

quick,

the

a

Bv

THE— M-G-M.—Just

the way.

its

another

Nils Asther's

first

audible

ANITA INSTITUTE,

928 Anita Bldg., Newark, N.

Styles

VJHp*

»ro on

2^X
lOr

huys

ji^rt Comers

—

Grandpap.

SHE COULDN'T SAY

MY WEAKNESS—

SHE*S
Radio Pictures.— Arthur Lake and Sue Carol in a story of love's young
dream. Rather nice. (Aug.)

No fHBt". 'No^Fol'd W.7* U
Kodak PrinU. A dime brl
»"'»^*"p'«"«'^- Write

SHIP

SHOW GIRL

Earn $4.00 in an Hour!

tional.

I

IN

HOLLYWOOD

— Alice White's best

SILENT ENEMY.

—

talkie.

—

First NaInteresting studio

THE— Paramount.— Beauti-

of the Ojibway Indians*
struggle lor fond in the far North, played by real
Indians,
.\mazlng animal scenes. Sound. (July)
fully

REORDiRSCREATt STUOT iNODMt.HJLLWWUTTTIMt!

gj]]^^

photographed story

MHJ.',l.l.'U'i.\-iTT;TTra

Brent as society thiff on the Riviera. Her best since
"Interference."
Hero. CHvc Brook.
Eugene Pallette a

"wow."

romance

"The Circle. was subtle English
The phonoplay misses fire. {May)

original play.

•

'

SUCH MEN ARE DANGEROUS— Fox.—

famous financier disappeared during a fiight
ever the North Sea, and gave Elinor Glyn the basia
for

this

made talkie. Warner Baxter,
One of the best. (April)

brilliantly

Catherine Dale Owen.

SUGAR PLUM PAPA— Sennett-Educational.—
Daphne

Pol-

{April)

SUNNY SKIES— Tiffany Productions.—Another
one of those movie versions of college life as it
(June)

isn't.

SWING HIGH—

Pathe.— Love and intrigue ir an
Color, action, peppy songs.
old-time wagon circus.
Pleasant entertainment. (July)

TALK OF HOLLYWOOD, THE— Sono Art—
it's

—

This would be the Ulk of any townIntended as comedy, it evolves a trai:Miy.

Worid Wide.
so bad.

(March)

TEMPLE TOWER— Fox.—More

Bulldog Drum-

mond, with Kenneth McKenna instead of Ron.ild
Colman. Burlesque and good whether intentional
or not.

(April)

TEXAN, THE— Paramount. —Gary

Fay Wray

Southwest.

in a picturesque

O. Henr>*

Cooper
of

stor>*

md
;^-

(July)

LEARNED ABOUT WOMEN—
—THEY
"They" being Van
But not about acting.

M-G-M.

.mj
Schenck. vaudeville harmony duo, who sing h^ti r
than they act. .\nd. believe it or not. Bessie Love 19
(March)
still being noble.

EAST—

THREE

FACES
Warners.— A great ^t i^e
play and fine silent picture gone wrong in the t.ilki. s.
(Aug.)

ROSE—

Warners.- Lupe Velez plays the
TIGER
but the picture is no rose. The stage play was
once popular, but no one seems to care any more
whether the Northwest Mounted get their man or

village braggart

club

PHOTOPLAY.

Use the Coupon on Pa^e 134.

set.

Mary

is

Brian, the

"taken up" by the country
girl.

Heaps

of fun. (July)

WOMEN— Columbia.—

affairs in military circles.

(.-Iwg.)

PIIOTOPLAT MAGAZINE

Is

Na-

tional.— The lovely \'ictnr Herbert opiTCtla, "Mile.
Bernice Claire and
Modiste.
in all-Technicolor.
Walter Pidgeon. A musical treat. (.A«g.)
'

TOP SPEED— First National.— Musical coin- !v
with the irrepressible Joe E. Brown emphasizing iUc
comedy.

1.4 wi,'.)

TRIGGER TRICKS—Univer«al.—Tvpical

SO LONG LETTY-Warncrs.-Two discontented
husbands swap wives. Chariolte Greenwotxi of the
long legs and boisterous antics is whole show. {April)
Every adverUsement In

(.March)

TOAST OF THE LEGION. THE— First

THE— Paramount.—Jack Oakic.
who

SOLDIERS AND
Tangled love

not.

(April)

SOCIAL LION.
tlie

Subscribe for

but Dorothy Mackaill

tiger,

SLIGHTLY SCARLET— Pararaount.— Evelyn
PJ.'.

stor>'.

STRICTLY UNCONVENTIONAL—M-G-M.—
The

(June)

scenes.

MY BE&ITTY PREMRATIONS ,
[and tOSMETIO SELL ON SIGHT!
,

I

FROM SHANGHAI, THE— M-G-M

Psycliological drammer but it went astray.
Dramatic, but sometimes distasteful.
Louis \VoIheira.
Conrad Nagel. Kay Johnson, the latter splendid.
(April)

LADIES/

V7t^<

NO—Warners.—Winnie

Lightner should have said NO when they cast her as
a broken-hearted night club hostess. (May)

|t

MODERN—First National.— Pretty

fine as a young sophisticate who finds
{July)
least expects it.

Pic-

Colors
lilld

is

rich

SHADOW OF THE LAW— Paramount— The

\

at Photo Sapply

calfl

(March)

STRICTLY

short feature directed by Mack himself.
lard and the rest of the hilarious gang.

Pictures.— Interesting

usual delightful William Powell performance, but the
story could be better. (July)

>(Vrl CornerY)ur "Rclures-Aibum
^^fc^\ wher* roa can keep them BAf« ud ^
V^^/
eojor them alffeya.
Vj^T^

(July)

and ailing, takes the wTong
medicine. The family count chickens be''ore they're
hatched. Short comedy. '(April)

•

OFCHANCE—

ture.

mystery-comedy, with Loretta Young and

SETTING SON. THE— Darmour-Radio
tures.

J.

among

STREET
Paramount.— Here's
a punchful racketeer picture that is going to
give rival producers jaundice until they get a carbon
copy in the can. Bill Powell's finesse and Kay Franmoting would be high-lights in any piccis* sincere

comedy.

domestic drama from stage plav ".Ml the King's
Men." Lila Lee. Conrad Nagel. Hugh Huntley.
Little Freddie Burke Frederick is perfect.
(April)

Your age doesn't matter. Over 78.000 u.ser3.
Doctors approve it. Small cost. Muneyback
GU.\RANTEE. Send for trial offer and
FREE BOOKLET, "The Note and lis Shape."

GREEN— Paramount-Chris-

{June)

•

talkie.

(A us.)

SECOND WIFE— Radio

tlie day.
It's the
painless and inexpensive
Results are lasting!

ment.

where she

Grant Withers.

or during

PARIS

IS

swell short subject burlesque of love

.\

(May)

— Novel

.safe,

method.

—

obvious humor and thin

won't even
make this third ciioice. A mediocre phonoplay with
Dolores Costello. Chester Morris and Edna Murphy.
(March)

Anita Nose Adjuster, while

SO THIS
tie.

characterization by Ruth Chatt'-rton!
And
a restrained and dignified performance by
Ff'-di^ric March!
A picture you simply can't miss.

SECOND FLOOR MYSTERY. THE—Warners.

wearing

LONDON—

Fox.— The Will RogersSO THIS IS
Irene Rich team, set down in London. An amusing
follow-up for "So This Is Paris." {Aug.)

what

SECOND CHOICE—Warners.—You

nose, coniposefl mo.<;tly of flesh and cartilage, can be molded to .^hapely lines by

paced Rex Beach romance. Constance Bennett fine.
stor\-.
Far from best Barthelmess. (April)

SPRING IS HERE— First National.— Bernice
Claire and Alexander Gray sing well. Ford Sterling
and Louise Fazenda are great. Just an average musical comedy story, but they make it good entertain-

But Mary

an'-creara for

ho-hum!

The

in slow-

SAFETY IN NtJMBERS— Paramount.— PeachesBuddy Rogers fans. He sings half a
dozen songs and plays an heir to big money whose

is

film.

of your

boy

the apaches witii Louise Fazenda as the world-weary
queen of the Paris sewers. {March)

SEA BAT.

SHAPE

National.— Richard

.Astor

drama

•

eauty

Pictures.—Murders.
Clap-trap melo-

and a string of pearls.
tr\ing to be light comedy.
charming.
(June)

thieves,

with your fingers. It is entirel}' gone. No more dangerous cutting.
This way acts instantly, like a local anaesthetic, to deaden most severe pain. Doctors
approve its safety.
Satisfactiin gtiaranteed. Works alike on any
corn or callus old or new, hard or soft.
Just peel

(May)

Ambitious, but dull.

SON OF THE GODS— First

Bartlielmess as .Americanized Chinese

Weak

and adventure in a m\thical kingdom. Buster Collier
gives good performance and Pauline Starke is
devastatingly beautiful. (May)

Pain goes almost instantly

cclor outdoor operetta.

you Deutsch

full-length talking

(July)

operetta.

'

this.

National.—

Bernice Claire, soprano, and Noah Beer>\ deep bass,
Russia from the revolutionists via Technicolor

free

ROUGH ROMANCE— Fox—AH

ROYAL BOX. THE—Warners.— If

McCor-

right at your heart with his gorgeous
Hit pieces. "Little Boy Blue" and "1 Hear
Vou Calling Me." .Alice Jovce. and a sensational
Irish kid. Tommy Clifford. Don't miss John. (April)

Pistols crack,

action

sprechen you'll like

MY HEART— Fox.—John

O'

mack aims

voice.

ROMANCE OF THE WEST— Hammond

—
the

•

\

SONG

Gibson Western with Sally
of girl-friend.

ffuarantMd.

(Aug.)

Eilers in her real

HootI

life

rdle

j
t
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TROOPERS THREE— Tiffany
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Productions.
troupers backstage
is funny.
(April)

army.

TRUE TO THE NAVY— Paramount— Clara Bow
the

is

Kirl
fleet

whole

who

has a boy on evi-n.' ship. Tlien the
in! Can y'imaginc the fun
(Ju!y)

comes

UNDER

I

A TEXAS

MOON—Warners.— I-iRht

on old-fashioned Mexican border melodramas.
single, with Frank

satire

A

gay and dasiiing Technicolor
Fay and -Armida. {June)

UNOERTOW-

Universal.- Misguided psychodrama of life in a lonely lighthouse. Why
it "Lighthouse Blues"? Mary Nolan.
John Mack Brown and Robert Ellis struggle against
logical

didn't they call

{March)

odds.

UNDER WESTERN SKIES— First

National.—

Neither beautiful Technicolor scenery nor Lila Lee's

performance do much for this one.

fine

•

{July)

UNHOLY THREE. THE— M-G-M.— Lon

Chancy talks, at last, in five voices, one of
his natural voice. Tlirills a-plenty. (.-I ug.)

them

A

One more expedition into Darkest
like them you'll like it.
{April)

.Africa.

If

\i)u

And snowy

VAGABOND KING. THE—Paramount-

Don't

,

Anotlier African native revolt.

punch.

and Dorothy Revicr.

1!

Haines films in a long time.

— the

1

{Aug.)

WEST OF THE ROCKIES—J.

— Bandits,

are
win-

roh your

Chew

sunshine.

higliest

gum made

National.— Ernest
Pascal's novel. "The Dark Swan," lost its original
title and a great deal more.
Lois Wilson, Olive
Borden and H. B. Warner. {July)

Same

its

its

—

WEDDING RINGS— First

Prod.

teeth

Dentyne and keej» them elean
and pearl-like with the gum
espeeially made to keep teeth
white. Chew delicious Dentyne

i

WAY OUT WEST— M-G-M.—One of the funni.

you

gol.s

'

{May)

WASTED LOVE— British International.— A
wasted footage, except when Anna May Won.
unique personality flashes on the screen.
Sii^ r;
{March)
Billy

>vhitc

let dull teeth

smile of

with

Jack

8inil<>

what give your 8UiiU;
ning liriglitness.

Flash and clang of*word play. Dennis Kinn,
as Frnncots Villon, sings and acts with opeialic
abandon.
Gorgeous Technicolor.
Lilting Friml
music. Jeanette MacDonald and Lillian Roth h- 1;
and O. P. Heggic is grand. {May)

VENGEANCE—Columbia.— Melodrama

M'iiiiiiiiir

ahead in the worKl.

UP THE CONGO— Sono Art—World Wide.—

•
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KEEPS
TEETH
WHITE

—

both kinds of
— Concerns
Slim Summcrville

quality

today.

Charles Davis

fast riding heroes, pretty senoritas.

old Western plot.

{April)

WHAT MAN!—

A
Sono Art— World Wide.— (Reunder the title "His Dark Chapter.")
Reginald Dcnnys nice voice, and a trifling story
about a gentleman-crook who isn't a crook after all,
provide a pleasant enough evening. {May)
viewed

WHITE CARGO—W.

P.

Film

Co.— Banned by

Will Hays, but produced in London.
Slow, badly
recorded. Wasn't worth bootlegging. {May)

•

chj

WHITE HELL OF PITZ PALU— Universal.

— Tliree

pt_'0plc

WIDE OPEN— Warners.- Edward
tMii
i'tit

Everett Horand Patsy Ruth Miller play this somewhat vulgar
amusing comedy with a pace that keeps you
(June)

roaring.

COMPANY—

WILD
Fox.—Another of those wild
younger generation stories, but Frank Albertson gives
it real punch.
(.1 ug.)
A

WILD HEART OF AFRICA. THE— Supreme.—

glorified travelogue giving the lowdown on previously unheard-of Sudanese fiends in more or less
human form. Silent. {March}

•

WITH BYRD AT THE SOUTH POLE—

Paramount. A picture beyond the usual praise.
You'll have to see Commander Byrd drop the American flag onto the South Pole to appreciate what an

—

achievement

it

is.

any standpoint.

Wonderful entertainment from

(Aug.)

WOMEN EVERYWHERE — Fox. — J.

Harold
Murray's cliarming singing voice, plus that ooh-la-la
Ma'mselle, Fifi Dorsay. {July)

—

YOUNG

)entyne

J

are trapped in the impassable

mountain of Palu. A night search party sets out.
Wonderful Swiss snow scenes and breath-taking airplane stunts.
Unusual and intensely interesting.
Sound. {July)

J

.

.

and smile!

If you have one single

r^^^

GRAY HAIR
mail
We

will

this

show you how

coupon
to bring

youthful

color to every gray hair in your heail.
Our method is entirely SAFE harmless
to hair or scalp. Just comb colorless
Brings color
liquid through the hair.
that defies detection. Will not wash or

—

rub

off.

No experience

required.
Let us prove results to
you as we have proved

them to more Uian
000 women.

3,000,-

—

DESIRE
Universal.
Conventional
story of a circus girl who loves a rich boy, but treat'-d
unconventionally.
Pace, color and thrills.
Mary
Nolan scores. {June)

YOUNG EAGLES— Paramount.-Not
"Wrings."

Arthur

another
tlie flying hero.
Jean
Magnificent air photography,

Buddy Rogers

his inspiration.

and satisfactory enough

story.

{May)

YOUNG MAN OF MANHATTAN— Paramount.

—Two

young newspaper writers get married, and

then get temperamental. Claudetle Colbert and reallife husband. Norman Foetcr.
Charles Ruggles adds
hilarious

comedy

touches.

OF DISTINCTION"

{July)

When

you write to advertisers plelse mention

PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE.

—

—

a
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me

^^Give

Casts of Current Photoplays

your

Complete

measure- and 111

"BIG BOY"

PROVE that you

can have a body
777
like

:

mme

for every picture reviewed in this issue

^Warxers.

—From

the

play

by

Harold .A.ttridge. Adapted by WiUiam K. Welli^ and
Perr\- Vekroff.
Directed bv .Alan Crosland.
The
cast: Gtis, .^1 Jolson; Annabel Bedford, Claudia Dell;
Mrs. Bedford. Louise Clo-^ser Hale; Jack Bedford.
Lloyd Hughes; Coley Reed. Eddie Phillips; Doc
Wilhiir, Lew Harvey; Jim, Franklin Batie; Joe, John

v»~^s^^~

"BROKEN DISHES"—First

National.— From

lav bv Martin Flavin.
Directed bv Morv>-n
LeRoy. The cast: Elaine. Loretta VounR; Bill. Grant

the

I

Withers; Cyrus Bumpslead. O. P. Hcggic; Mrs.

Bump-

Emma Dunn; Justice of Peace, J. Farrrll
MacDonald; Sam Green, Lloyd Neal; Myra, Virginia
the play by
Jules Furthman.
cast: FMen Neal,

Cleves Kinkead.
Screen play by
Directed by Victor Fleming. The
Constance Bennett; Hugh Fidlerlon, Lew Avres; TI'.
Vales.
MaishaU;
Tully
Bud Coakley. Matty Kemp;
H.
Mrs. Neal, Bervl Mercer; Judge Filson, Hale Hamilton; Richard Fullerton. Purnell B. Pratt; Anne Fullerton, Ada Williams; Edwards. Charles AIcNaughton;
Airs. Fullerton,

Genevieve Blinn.

"CONSPIR.ACV"— R.\Dio Pictures.—From the
play by Robert Baker and John Emerson.
Continuity by Beulah Marie Dix. Directed by Christy
Cabanne. The cast: Margaret Holt, Bessie Love;
Winthrop Clavering, Ned Sparks; John Hor.vell, Hugh
Trevor; Nita Strong, Rita LaRoy; Butch Miller, Ivan
Lebedeflf; Martha, Gertrude Howard; James Morton,
Otto Matieson; Weinberg, Walter Lonq; Rose Tcr.vne,
Jane Keckley; Captain McLeod, Donald Mackenzie;
Mark Holt, George Ir\Tng; Victor Holt, Bert Moorehouse.

CHARLES

"

ATLAS

DANGEROUS NAN McGREW "-Paramount.

Fioin the
by Charles Beahan, Garrett Fort,
—
Paul Gerard Smith and Pierre Collinus.
Directed bv
storj'

The cast: Nan McGre-.v, Helen
St. Clair.
Kane; Doc Fostor, Victor Moore; Bob Da'wes, James
Hall; Eustace Macy. Stuart Erwin; Muldoon, Frank
Morgan; Mrs. Benson. Louise Closser Hale; Clara
Benson, Roberta Benson; Godfrey. Allen Forrest.
Malcolm

The WORLD'S
Most Perfectly Dei\oiv
^-eloped Man.
reveals his secret of
health, sireiiRih and

"DAWN PATROL. THE"—First

amazing muscular development.

easy my DYXAMICIT'S
TENSION way. And

Just tell me what
quick
you NOW measure and what
you want to be.
I'll Kive you PROOF in 10 DAYS that I can turn
you, too, into a man of niipht and muscle. I'll put
a solid inch of smooth, supple, powerful muscle all
over your body.
If you are under weight, I'll add the pounds
where they are needed and, if you are fat in any
spots. I'll show you how to pare down to the fighting trim that I am always in myself.
And with tlie l)is musrles and powerful, evenly-developed body that my nuthorl so quickly gives you. Til also

—

—

you through-and-lhrough health health that dtcs
into .\our sTstem and banishes surh tbincs as constipation, pimplfs, skin Iilotches and the hunrlred-andone other ai'ments ihat rob you of the good limes and
the good things of life.
trlve

down

Nation-al.Fromthestor>' "TheFHght Commander "byjohn Monk
Saunders, .\dapted bv Howard Hawk?. Directed by
Howard Hawks. The ca-t: Dick Courtney. Richard
Bartiielmess; Douglas Scott, Douglas Fairlianks. Jr.;
Major Brand, Neil Hamilton; Gordon Scott, William
Janney; Field Sergeant, Jamrs Finlayson; Bott, Clyde
Cook; Ralph Hollisirr, Gardner James; Lieutenant
Bathurst, Edmund Breon; Flaherty. Frank McHugh;
Mechanics, Jack Ackroyd, Harr>-

"FOLLOW THRU"— pARAMorxT.—From

Bascomb. Kathr%'n Givney; Babs Bascomb, Margaret
Lfv. Dinly Moore, Don Tomkins; Martin Bascomb,
Albert Gran.

"FOR THE DEFENSE"— PARAMOtTN-T.-Suggestetl

^^Everlasting Health
and Strength'^

bingest

prize

that

Gamble a 2c
anyone can pain—

healtliy. muscular body that contmands the
anybody, any time, any placet
I'll send you a chart so you can give
your mca.surements. Then compare your bleeps
with mine. Measure your chest and put the liuures beDo the same with your less, arms, neck.
side mine.
Then pet the
wrist and all other parts of your body.
proof of what my secret of Dynamic-Tension will do for
you— in your home— spend ny as liiile as 15 minuie>< a
day doinc what I tell you— without apparatus without
Oiecinl foods, pills, or baths without any kind of fu^sy
ron(rivan<-e whutsoeverl Olve me lU days and I'll give
you the proofl
Uememlicr. it's easy my way: No apparatus Dynamic*

handsome,
resiK-ft of

With my hook

mc

all

—

I

—

storv-

bv Charles Furtlimann. Adapted bv
Din-cted bv John Cromwell.

William Foster, William Powell; Irene ManKav Francis; Defoe, Scott Kolk; District Attorney
Sione. WilMam B. Davidson; McGann, John Elliott;
Daly. Thomas E. Jackson; Miller. Hariy Walker;

Health and Strength." by Charles Atlas.
tlie

from

Oliver H. P. Garrett.
cast:

ners,

First, do what my other prize-winninc follower; did.
Send for a fn-e copy of my 48-page book— "Everlasting

for

the

by Schwab and Mandel. Directed by La«Tencc
Schwab and Lloyd Corrigan. The cast: Jerry Dccns,
Charles "Buddy" Rogers; TjOra Moore, Nancy Carroll; .'\ngie Hcr.i'ard, Zclma O'Neal; Jack Martin. Jack
Haley; J. C. Effingham, Eugene Pallette; Ruth Van
Horn, Thelma Todd; Mac Moore, Claude King; Mrs.

pla\

The

stHiiip

.Allen.

Parrott, James Finlayson; Joe, Charles West; Charlie,
Charles Sullivan; Eddie Withers, Ernest S. Adams;
Judge Evans, Bertram Marburgh; Judge, Edward

LeSaint.

"INSIDE THE LINES"— Radio Pictvres.—
From the play bv Earl Derr Biggers. Arlapted bv
Roy Ponicro^-. Directed bv Roy Pomeroy. Tlie cast:
Jane, Bi-tty Compson; Woodhouse, Ralph Forbes;
Governor of Gibraltar, Montagu Love; .4 mahdi. Mischa
Auer; Capper, Ivan Simpson; Lady Crandall, Betty
Carter; Major Bishop. Evan Thomas; Archie.
Reginald Shartand; Chief Secret Service, William von
Brine ken.

"LAST OF THE DUANES"— Fox.— From

the

by Zanc Grey. Adapted by Ernest Pascal.
by Alfred L. Werkcr. The cast: Buck
Ditane. George O'Brien; Ruth Garrett. Lucih- Browne;
Lola, Mvrna Loy; Blayid. Wall.r McGrail; Euchre.

stor>-

Directed

free copy of my
(MTAULF.S
me i>ersonally
1J3 East 23rd Street. New York City.

liook— mall the coupon

—

ATLAS

NOW. Addn
(Dept.

401IA),

CHARLES ATLAS
Mr.

Atl;is:

Dynamic-Tension

I

New York

iviiiif

will ;;ivf

hill niiiMie ilrvrl
I'lii.
Send
"Kveilasllni: llralili ami Sirenelh"

my

me
and

your
tlie

measurementa.

Namo

&

rri'O

liooti

conllclcnilul

Vivian Hepburn. Olive Tell; Judge Perry. Puinell B.
r»ratt; Davis, Lou Pavne; French, Bert Roach; Mrs.
Davis. Maude Turner Gordon; Mrs. French. Ilelene
Millard; Butler, Charles Coleman.

THE"—Unu-krsal.—

From

£

(Please print or write

PLAINIA')

the play by Floyd Dell and Thomas MitchelL
Directed by William J. Craft. The cast: Norman,
Douglas Fairbanks. Jr.; Isabelle, Anita Page; .Madge.
Sally Blane; Monica, ZaSu Pitts; Doris, Joan Marsh;
Every adirrlUrmcnt In

PHOTOPLAY M.\CA2INE

Is

the

by Frank H. Clark. .Adapted by Forest ShelDirected by Louis King. The cast: Jim LanBuck Jones; Mary, \'era Reynolds; Farrell,
Harr>' Woods; Judge, George Pearce.

Etor\-

don.

ning.

"LOVE AMONG THE MILLIONAIRES"—

—

P.^ramoun'T.
From the stor\' by Keene Thompson.
Adapted by Grov-er Jones and William Conselman.
Directed by Frank Tutlle. The cast: Pepper. Claia
Bow^; Jerry Hamilton, Stanley Smith; Clicker. Stuart
En\in; Roots. Skeets Gallagher; Penelope. Mitzi
Green; Pop. Charles Sellon; Jordan, Theodore
Eltz; Mr. Hamilton, Claude King; Virginia, Barbara

Wn

Bennett.

"MANSLAUGHTER"—

PAR.\MotTN-T.—From the
by .Alice Duer Mil^r. .Adapted by George
"The cast:
Abbott.
Directed bv George Abbott.
Lydia Thome. Claudette Colbeit: Dan O'Bannon,
Frederic March; Miss Bennett. Emma Dimn; Eleanor,
Natalie M(X)rchead; Albee, Richard Tucker; Evans,
Hilda Vaughn; Drummond. G. Pat Collins; Bobb\,
Gaylnrd Pendleton; Peters. Stanley Fields; Piers,
Arnold Lucy; Morson, Ivan Simpson; Foster, Irving

story-

Mitchell.

—

"MAN TROL'BLE"— Fox. From the story by
Ben Ames Williams. .Adapted by George blanker
Watters and Marion Orth. Directed bv Berthold
Vi-rtel.
The cast: Joan, Dorothv Mackaill; Mac,
Milton Sills; Graham. Kenneth MacKenna; Tri.xie,
Sharon Lynn; Scoli. Roscoe Karns; Eddie, Oscar
Apfel; Goofy, James Bradbury. Jr.; Chris, Lew
Harvey; Uncle Joe, Harvey Clark; Aunt Maggie,
Edjthe Chapman.

THE"—

"MEDICINE MAN.
Tiffajtv Production-.— From the plav bv Elliott Lester. .Adapted by
Eve L'nsell. Directed bv Scott Pembroke. The ca--.t:
Dr. John Han-ex. lack Bennv; Mamie Goltz. Betty
Bronson; Goltz. E. Ahn Warren; Hidda. Eva Novak;
Buddy, Billy Butts; Peter, .Adotpli Milar; Steve.
Georgie Stone; Charley. Tommy Dugan; Gus, \'adira
Uraneff; Hattie, Caroline Rankin; Sister Wilson,
Doiothca Wolbert.

"OH SAILOR. BEH.WE!"-Warn-ers.-From
the play " Na;ic> From Naples" by Elmer Rice.
Screen play by Joseph Jack<on. Directed by .Archie
Mayo. The cast: Nanett Dodt^e. Irene Delroy; Charlie
Carroll, Charles King; Prince KosoiT, Lowell Sherman; Roumanian General, Noah Beer\-; Simon, Ole
Olsen; Peter, Chick Johnson; Louisa, Ix>tti Ixjder;
Kuni, X'ivian Oakland; De Medici, Charles Judles;
Mitzi, Elise Bnrtlett; Von Klaus, Lawrence Grant;
Stcpan, Gino Corrode.

"OLD ENGLISH "—Warxers. —From

the play
.Adapted by Walter .Anthonv
by Alfred E. Green.
The cast: Sylvanus Heythorp. George .Arliss; Jock,
Leon Janney; Mrs. Larne. Doris Lloyd; Phyllis Lame,
Beltv Lawford; Joe PhilUn, Ivan Simpson; Forney,
Harrington Reynolds; Bob Phillin. Reginald Sheffield;
Charles Ventnor, INIurray Kinnell; Adela HeylhorP,
Ethel Griffies; Letty, Henrietta Goodwin.

bv John Galsworthy.
and Maude Howell.

Diri'Cted

"ONE NIGHT AT SUSIE'S

—

First N.\tion-ai„—

From the stor\- by Frederick Hazlitt Brennan.
Adanted bv Forr-^n HaUe\- and Kat!ir\-n Scola.
Directed bv John Franci-; Dillon. The cast: Mary,
Billie Dove; Dick. Douglas Fairbanks. Jr.; Susie,
Helen Ware; Buckeye Bill. Tully Marshall; Houlihan,
James Crane; IJaycs, John Loder; Drake, Claude
Fleming.

"ON THE MAKE"— Fox— From

the

novel

"Dust and Sun" by Clements Ripley. Adapted by
Dudley Nichols and Norman Hall. Directed by
Irving Cummings. The ca>t: Jerrv. Victor Mcl^glen; Luana. .Mona Maris; Tom. Humphrey Bogart;
Don Jose. John Saint>olis; Morloff. Michael Vavitch;
Duenna, Mrs. Jiminez; Dolores, Luana .Alcaniz;
Rosita,

Mona

Rico; Juan, Joe

De La

Cruz.

"ON YOLTR BACK"— Fox.— From the stop.' by
Scenario by Howard J. Green.
Rita Weiman.
Directed by Guthrie McCliniic. The cast: Juliannr.
Irene Rich; Pr\er, H. B. Warner; Harvev, Ravni.
Hackett; .Mollv Burke. Marion Shilling; Pixie M.i
;
.'
Ilka Chase; Belle. ChatL.lte Henry; "Lucky
Seymour. \Vhe<ler Oakman; Mrs. Dupinnet, K
Dione; Victor, .Arthur Hoyt.
I

Jane Mutfin.
cast:

"LITTLE ACCIDENT.

Address
City

Pictures.—
Adapted by
the play by Samuel ShJpman.
Directed by Ix>vvell Sherman. The
Marion Dorsey, Bebe Danie!s; Andre^c Dorsey,
Kenneth Thomson; Guy Tarlo:i\ Lowell Sherman;

From

City.

the proof thnt jrour Rystcm of
iiu-, loo. a tu'allhv. hu.sky bo "y

mill

chart for

.

"LAWFLX LARCENY"— Radio

(Drpt. 409A).

133 East 23rd Street.
Pc.'ir

Jr.; Bossamer. Nat Pendleton; Mrs.
liuane.
Blanche Frederic!; Luke Stevens. Frank
Canipcau; .Morgan, James Alason; .\fr. Garrett, Lloyd
Ingraham; Capi. of the Rangers, Willard Robertson.

James Bradbur\

MAIL THIS NOW!

Farley.

"LONE RIDER. THE"—Columbia.-From

stead.

"COMMON CLAY"— Fox.—From

FREE!

Dot

Harron.

Sale; Chester Armstrong, Richard Tucker.

!

Roscoe Karns; Hicks. Slim Summerville;
Rudolpho .Amendelara, Henr\- .Armetta; Mrs. Overbeck. Myrtle Stedraan; Mr. Overheck, .Albert Gran;
Dr. ^'t-rnrcke. Nora Cecile; Miss Hemingjcay. Bertha
Mann; Miss Clark, Gertrude Short; Mrs. VanDine,

Gilbert.

"OUR BLUSHING BRIDES"— M-G-M.—(^
tinuitv and dialogue by Bess Meredyth. Addiii- il
Directed \>y
dialogue by Edwin Justus Mayer.
Harr>* Beaumont. The cast: Jerry, Joan Crawl. r<i;
Connie. .Anita Page; Franky. Dorothy Seba^ii.i-;
llaikRaymond
David.
Tony, Robert Montgomerv;
ctt; Marty. John Milian; .Mrs. Weaver. Hedda Hoiv
per; .Monsieur Pantoise, .Albirt Conti; Joe Munsey,

Edward Brophy; The Detective, Robert Emnu-tt
O'Connor; Evelyn Woodforth, Martha Sleeper; Mannrquins, Gwen !-ce. Mary Doran. Catherine Moylan,
Norma Drew, Claire I>odd. Wilda Mansfield.

miarantced.

.

—

1

Photoplay Magazine kor September,
•PAR.\DISE ISLAND'—TiFFASv

— Kroin

till'

slory by

M.

B. Dearini:.

Prodi'ctions.

AdaiHed bv

Manto KalU-rjohn.

Directed by Bert Glennon. Th
Thorite. Kennetb Harlan; lUUn. Slarciline
t-ail:
Day; Lulze. Tom Santschi; Brauly. Paul Hiiot;
Popfi. Belly Boyd: Swtde. Vic Potel; Armslronii.
Gladden James; Limey. Will Stanlon.

MY

"PARDOM

GUN'"— Patiie.— From the
slory by Belly Sc<)ll. Adapted by Hiigli CumminKs.
Directed by R<>b.-rl De Lacy.
The casl: Mary.
Sally Starr; Ted. G.-orge Dunea; Peggy. Mona Ray;
Jeff. Lee Moran; Dad Martin. Robert Edeson; Hank.
Hank MacFarlane; Tom. Tom MacFarlane; Cooper.
Harr>' Woods; Lightnin'. Sl<imT>ie; Denver, hvve
Meehan; Tex. Ethan Laidlaw; Judv. Harrj- Watson;
Specially Numbers by Ida May Chadwict and Al
"Rubber Legs" Norman; and Abe Lyman's Band.

"R.\FFLES"

United Artists.— Based on the

short stories by E. W. Hornung. From the play by
E. \\\ Hornung and Eugene W. Presbrey. .Adapted

Howard.

by George FitzRonald Cnlnian; Lady
McKenzie, Dayid
Torrence; Elhel. Frances Dade; Lord Melrose.
Frederick Kerr; Lady Melrose. .Alison Skipworth;
Bunny. Brannvell Fletcher; Raffles' Vatel. Wilson
Bengc; Crau'show, John Rogers.
by

Sidney

niaiirice.

Ctien.

The

Kav

cast:

Francis;

Directed

Raffles.

Deleclize

"RENO" —Sovo Art —World

—

Wide. From the
by Cornelius Vanderbilt. Jr.; .Adapted by
Chandlee and Douglas W. Churchill. Directed
by George Cr(-ne. The casl: Felecia Brett, Ruth
slory

l!arr\

Roland; Alex Brett. Montagu Love; Richard Belden.
Kenneth Thomson; J. B. Berkley. Sam Hardy; .Inn
Hodge. Alyce McCormack; Tom Hodge. Edward
Hern; /.oo Featey. Doris Lloyd; Rita Rogers. Judith
Vosselli; Marie, the maid. \'irginia Ainswolth; Mrs.
Martin. Beulah Monroe; Bobby Brell. Douglas Scott;
Judne Cooper. Emmett King; Prosecuting .illorney,
Henry Hall; Defending .illorney, Gayne Whitman.

"SCARLET PAGES"— First National.— From
the play by Samuel Shipman and John B. H\mei.
.Adapted by Walter .Anthony.
Directed by' Rav
Enright. The cast: Mary Bancroft. Elsie Fergu.son;

Lawrence. Grant Withers; Nora Mason. Marion
Ni.xon; John Remington, John
Hallidav; 5i5/<t
Beatrice. Daisy Belmoie; Callahan. Donald MacBo'i

kenzie; Car/o/Zo. Jean Barv;.l/r. J/ason. Wilbur Mack;
.\trs. Mason. Charlotte Walker; Barnes. Neely Edwards; .\fiss Hutchison. Helen Ferguson; Murphy.
Fred Kelsey; Judge. DcWitt Jennings.

"SHOOTING STR.AICHT"— R.KDIO Pictures.—

From

the slor>- by Barney Sareckv.
.Adapted by
Directed by Geoige -Archinbaud.
J. WallL-r Ruben,
The asl: La/ry SAcMon. Richard Dix; Dori'j PoiicH.
Mar>- Lawlor; Ret: Pmcell, James Ncill; Martin,
Matliew Belz; Chick. George Cooper; Tommy Potfell. William Janney; Hagen,
Robert E. O'Connor;
Sterens, Clarence Wurtz; Spike, Eddie Sturgis;
Bulch, Richard Curtis.

"SINGER OF SEVILLE. THE"— M-G-M.—

From the story by Dorothy Farnum. Directed by
The cast: Juan, Ramon .Vovarro;
Maria Dorothy Jordan; Esleban, Ernest 'Torrence;
Charles Brabin.

19

Mother Superior. Nance O'Neil; [.ola. Renee Adoree;
La Rumbarita. Malhilde Comonl; linrique, Russell

Hopton.

—

"SISTERS" CoLUMniA.— From the story by
Ralph Graves. Adapted by Jo Swerling. Directiby James Flood.
The casl: Sally. Sallv O'Neil;
Molly. Molly O'Day; Eddie. Russell Gleason; John.
Jason Robards; Tully. Morgan Wallace; Johnson.
John Fee; Jones, Carl Stockdale.

"SLUMS OF TOKYO"— ScHOCHiKO

Film

Co.—

Edited by Joseph Fleischer. Directed by Teinosukc
Kinogasa.
The casl:
0-Kiku, .A. Tschihara;
Rikiya. J. Bandoh; 0-Ume, Y. Ogawa; Policeman.
I.

Sohma.

"SWEET MAMA"—First National.—From

the

by Earl Baldwin. Screen version by Earl
Diiectcd by Ed»^ard Cline.
The cast:
Alice While; jimmy. Da\nd Manners' Joe
Palmer. Kenneth Thomson; Lulu. Rita Flynii; .11
Hadrick, I^e Moran; Elmer. Richard Cramer; .Mack

8lor>-

Baldwin.

Goldie.

Robert

Elliott.

"SWEETHEARTS AND Wn'ES"— First
tional.

— From

Na-

the play "Other Men's Wives" by
Hackelt.
Directed by Clarence Badger.
The .Maid, Billie Dove; Reginald DeBretl
Clive Brook; Anthony Peel. Sidney Blackmer; Sir
John Deplford. Crauford Kent; Angela Worthing
Leila Hyams; -Sam Horl/iinji!. John Lodcr; Maiire
d'Holel. Fletcher Norton; Police Inspector. .Albert
Gran; Gendarme, .Alplionsc Martell; Waiter, Rolfe
Sedan.

Waller

The

cast:

"TEMPTATION"—CoLifMBH.—From

the storv

by Leonaril Praskins. .Adapted by Leonard Praskins.
Directed by E. Mason Hopper. The cast: Julia.
Lois Wilson; Larry. LawTence Grav; 6am. Billv
Bevan; Babe. Eileen Percy; Mame. Gertrude Bennett;
Warden, Robert T. Haines; Manager Shipping De-

NeUon'j work (I) b».
fort and (2) jflfr Federal
School training.

partment, Jack Richardson.

"THOSE

WHO DANCE"—Warners.— From the

slor>- by George Kibbe Turner.
B-.:audine.
The cast:
A'ora

Now he

Directed by William
Brady, Lila Lee;

"Diamond Joe" Jennings. William Boj'd; Kitty.
Betty Compson; Dan Hogan. .Monte Blue; Tim
Brady. William Janney; "Big Ben" Benson, Wilfred

the things he Wants

Lucas; Pal Hogan. Cornelius Keefe; Captain O'Brien.
De Wilt Jennings.

"WAY OF ALL MEN. THE"—First

— From the

National.

T OOK

storj' by Henning Berger. Screen version
Directed by Frank Lloyd. The
Bear. Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.; Poppy,
Revier; Slratton. Noah Beery; Frazer,
.Anders Randolf; Swift, Robert Edeson; Preacher,
William Courtnay; Nordling. William Orlamond;
Priscilla. Julanne Johnston; Higgins. Ivan .Simpson;
Sharp. Henry Kolker; Charlie, Wade Bolder.

"WHAT MEN WANT"—Uno'ersal.- From
b>-

The

cast:

the
.Adapted by Dorotliv
Directed b>- Ernst Laemmle.

Warner Fabian.

Yost and Jack Clymer.

Lee, Pauline Starke; Kendall Phillips,
Belly, Barbara Kent; Halliard, Robert

Ben Lynn;
Ellis;
Bunch,
Geraghty.

Hallam

Coolcy;

Mabel,

drawing No.

above.

1

-'-'

iJi7/y

Dorothy

story

at

Then compare it with No, 2 and
note the improvement Federal School
training has made in the work of Art
Nelson, He formerly worked as a
surveyor's assistant at $18,00 a week.
Today as an illustrator he makes
$65.00 a week. He says, "The Federal
Schools made this possible through
their training and co-operation as I
had only average ability before enrolling as a student." Nelson is one of
many young people making big money
because of Federal training.
Publishers buy millions of dollars
worth of illustrations every year. If
you like to draw, let your talent make
your living. The Federal Course includes illustrating, cartooning, lettering, poster designing, window card

by Bradley King.

cast:

DRAWS

Carmelita

illustrating, etc.
Over fifty
artists have contributed to the

Course.

It's

famous

Federal
easy to learn the "Federal

Home-Study Way."

Test Your Drawing Talent

How

well can you draw? Will you
artist? These questions are
answered by our free Vocational
Art Test, Send for it today. Get on

make an
fully

the

"Road

Things."

to

Fill

Bigger
out the

coupon now.

Cy of Illustrating
FEDEEAL SCHOOL OF ILLUSTRATING,
9100 Federal School BIdg., Minneapolis. Minn.
Please send your free book. "A Road to Bigger
Things," together «ntU 'Vocational Art Test.
I

How's

this for a brace of twins?
Helen and Elizabeth Keating, out of
vaudevUle, are now toiling in Fox pictures. And when a director yells for
Helen he is morally certain that Elizabeth answers, but he can't prove it!
cnlion

Name
Occupation

j

Address

rllOTOI'LAY Jl.VGAZINE.

Age..

—a

Studio Rambles
WE
up

By Harriet Parsons

DO some real, highpowered rambling this
month. In fact, we ramble all the way to Nome, Alaska, and get tangled
the Gold Rush. We find Nome, strangely enough, only a

in

The set is all dressed up to look like
the exterior of the marine barracks

in Honolulu,
.^nd, believe us, it's
hotter under those Technicolor lights than Honolulu ever was.
We find Lil Tashman,' Benny, and Irene Dunne collapsed in

couple of miles from Oxnard,

camp

and

Irene, a pert, attractive brunette from the New York
musical comedy stage, has the lead opposite Eddie Fnw
It's her first picture.
Over in one corner of the set they're shooting a scene where
Eddie Foy, in a snappy white uniform, is promoted to a ca|v
taincy. Eddie does a bit of clowning and someone laughs up-

Calif., on the shore of the Pacific,
'Twasn't transless than fifty miles from Hollywood.
planted there by an earthquake, either, but by Paramount

to serve as a background for "The Spoilers."
old melodrama of the Gold Rush is now being

The famous
made into a

talkie.

In the midst of a sandy wasteland that stretches along the
coast we come suddenly upon a city of tents rows and rows
of them. Some are labelled "Sound Department," "Props,"
" Grips."
Huge trucks bearing cameras, microphones, loud-speakers
make their
all the mysterious paraphernalia of talkiedom
way back and forth over planking laid down in the sand
and mud. The active routine of a studio is in full swing
studio in tents.
In front of a one-story frame building labelled "Alaska
Bank" a riot seems to be in progress. More than a hundred
miners, carrying rifles, are battering at the door and windows
of the bank. In the van of the mob we catch a glimpse of rangy
Gary Cooper, with jaw set; Slim Summerville, legs encased in
an amazing pair of green plaid trousers; and Jim Kirkwood,
his face smothered in a vicious growth of beard. Suddenly the
militia arrives on the scene, led by Kay Johnson doing a Joan
of Arc. They march through the angry mob and take command
of the scene.
When the scene is over, Kay Johnson, in a riding habit of
the vintage of 1900, comes up to ask eagerly for news of Holly-

—

—

—

—

wood.
She and the

rest of the cast

have actually been living

in

tents for days.
feel

the need for rela.xation,

we wander over to the Radio Pictures lot where they're
making a picture with no less than five comics! Louise Fazenda,
Benny Rubin, Ned Sparks, Eddie Foy, Jr., and Lilyan Tashso

man

all

contribute laughs to this opus, taken from the musical
success, " Present Arms."

They're calling
the marines.

US

roariously.

We

wait nervously for the noisy one to be thrown off the
but Benny nudges us "That's Eddie Cline, the director.
He still laughs at comics. Why he even laughs at niel''
In another corner sits Louise Fazenda. hat perched on the
top of her head, nose buried in a book. Every few moments
her shoulders heave and she giggles as only Louise can giggle.
A few feet from her a bunch of chorus boys, dressed in the
uniforms of marines, are drilling. Heavily rouged for the
Technicolor cameras, they look about as hard-boiled as

—

set,

Davey

Lee.

in that jovial atmosphere, we ramble out I
AFTER relaxing
Movietone City. Perhaps we can catch a glimpse

to Fox
of "Liliom,"

renamed "Devil With Women."
They're shooting on stage 9. We get past the guard and find
ourselves suddenly halfway to heaven. There are clouds everywhere, and out of a billowy gray mass emerges the tiniest train
imaginable. It descends a miniature trestle, arrives at the
ground, and finally stops, full-grown, at the doorstep of a little
gray cottage.
Down from the rear platform steps LUioiit (Charlie Farrell),
apparently home from heaven.
Charlie greets us with " I'm supposed to be dead but I think
I look pretty well, don't you?" We agree, for an unmistakably
His hair is a
healthy tan shows through his wan make-up.
mass of ringlets, curled tightly all over his head. .As he sits
talking to us the hair dresser comes up and arranges a stray curl

—

AFTER our jaunt to .\laska we
comedy

chairs.

it

"Lcathernecking" now.

Yep,

it's

about

or two.
Charlie looks alarmed
and submits.
Liliom is called back.

— then
And

remembers

his fancy coiiTure

that's our cue to go

home.

,

t

SmU&tt FROM mi SHOQDUKR!

Be moderate — be moderate

in all

things, even in smoking.

Avoid that
shadow* by avoiding
indulgence, if you would main
that modern, ever-youthful figure. "Reach for a lucfcy instead."
future

Lucky Strike,

the finest Cig-

you ever smoked, made
of the finest tobacco
The
Cream of the Crop "IT'S
TOASTED. Lucky Strike
has an extra, secret heating
process. Everyone knows that
heat purifies and so 20,679
physicians say that Luckies are
less irritating to your throat.
arette

—

—

It's

toasted
—

Your Throat Protection — against

We do not

say

smoking luckies reduces

flesh.

We do say

irritation

when tempted

against cough.

to over-indulge,

"Reach for a Lucky

instead.'

OCTOBER
25

hat
»

About

Private Life of

Clara

CENTS

Bow?

GRETA GARBO

.

Overnight
...a

success/

Orange Li/e Sarers ... cooling ... refreshing... brimming with delightfiil, juicy

flavor. ..like the fruit itself.

cellence

Their ex-

and quality have made them

a sales sensation

. . .

the over>*helming

choice of millions... overnight.

On

Everybody's Tongue
Lemon Life Savers... tangy
thirst

-quenching

. . .

. .

piquant

to the taste... rare... golden-

clear . . these delectable drops
.

...in

the famous Life Saver

shape. ..fairly melt the instant they touch the tongue.

^
fef^E

Lime Life Saven... clear
as emerald. ..the flavor
actually flows from these
delicious fruit rings.

^^

All

c.ndy productt b..iD» the diitiDCtive ibtpe

ol

Ule S>v«ri

"X

>re

,..Buy Lime, Lemon,
Orange...and the increa$ingly popular
Grape Ufe Saven,

ni.nul.ciu..u

by

Ulc

!>.»er..

Inc.

.
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"Pink tooth brush"
how did it happen to me?
.

ATany time or any age, a touch of "pink "

jt\ nuy show

upon your tooth brush.
For "pink tooth brush" is a warning tiiat
your gums have become dangerously soft!

Due to modern food and hasty eating,
your gums have become "touchy", unsound.

They grow soft. They

bleed.

And

dread infections, such as gingivitis, Vinand even pyorrhea threaten

cent's disease

.

the loss of outwardly sound, white
teeth.

Wake up your Gums
and massage^.

with Ipana

But, taken in time, "pink tooth brush"
can be quickly defeated with Ipana Tooth
Paste and gum massage.

Massage of the gums, with

finger or

with

brush,

is

what

dentists order for soft

and
Thousands of them add
"with Ipana", for Ipana is more than a

bleeding gums!

delightful tooth paste.

It

specifically

is

compounded to care for the health of your
gums when and while you brush your
teeth!

Ipana contains ziratol, a hemostatic and
employed by the foremost

antiseptic often

gum

specialists in their professional

work

at the chair.

So, if your tooth brush "shows pink", if
your gums bleed easily, restore them to
health with Ipana and massage. Wake up

the lazy tissues.

Send

fresh, clean

coursing to the stagnant

cells.

blood

That's the

modern way to

fight gum troubles ... to
invigorate the depleted tissues and to make

them

resistant to disease

and

infection.

You'll like Ipana, you'll like

You

its taste.

amazed to see how clean and
beautiful it makes your teeth —how healthy
it keeps your gums!
will be

Start tonight with Ipana. Go to your
druggist and get a full-size tube today.
Ipana may cost a few cents more than some

tooth pastes you can buy, but do not forget
that a good dentifrice, like a good dentist,
is

never a luxury.

HRISTOLMYERS CO., Dcpt.Iioo
New York, N. Y.
Kindly send me a triai tube of IPANA TOOTH

7i West Sircci.

IVANAToofhPasfe
When you

write lo adrcntscra uloaw mention

PHOTOPLAY

PASTE. Enclosed

is

the cose of packing

aad mailiog.

Cily.

SIAQ.\ZIXC

a iwo-ccnc

sump

lo cover puily

!

!
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TODAY THE WORLD'S GREATEST ENTERTAINMENT
IS FOUND ON THE TALKING SCREEN!
'/-i.

'^v^eS

At popular prices for
the whole family!
The

biggest value your

today

is

'The Spoilers"
Edwin Carewe Production

money buys

entertainment on the talk-

You

ing, singing screen!

hear sparkling musical

see

hits,

icith

and

Gary Cooper

great

work of the most famous

plays, the

writers, foremost

By

music composers.

Also in the cast are Kay Johnson, Betty
Compson, William Boyd and Harry Green.
Rex Beach's dynamic drama of the Alaska
gold rush on the talking screen in all its

Varied, colorful, stimulating entertainment that pleases all tastes and

member

every

The

of the family

cost is so

low you shouldn't

miss a single opportunity to see every
Paramount Picture that comes your
way. Today, as for 18 years. Para-

f?

FOLLOW
THRU

mount is the greatest name in entertainment. The better theatres play
Paramount regularly and often
use the

name always

''the best

to

show

in

—

your guide
"
town !
as

REX BEACH

strength and splendor! A story of love, hate
anil conflict that you will never forirrt

^9

CHARLES ROGERS

NANCY CARROLL
Zelma O'Neal and Jack Haley. Paramount's

RICHARD ARLEN
in

"Th^ Law Rides West"

With Rosita MoreEugene Pallette,
Mitzi Green and

no,

Junior Durkin. All
action, all outdoors
romance starring
Richard Arlcn.

Adapted from the

novel "Spanish
Acres" by Hal
by
Otto Rrower and

Evarts. Directed

Edwin Knopf.

'

all talking, all

musical, all Technicolor adap-

tation of the sensational musical
cess that ran 54

comedy

suc-

weeks on Broadway. Charles

Rogers and Nancy Carroll in a bright, sparkling story of youth and love and golf with
catchy tunes and laughs galore. On the screen,

"Follow Thru" has the same zip and pep, the
same youthful exuberance that made the
t-tage production such a hit. By De Sylva,
Brown, Henderson and Laurence Schwab. Directed by Laurence Schwab and Lloyd Corrigan.

A SCHWAB & MANDEL

Every advertisement Id

IN!

Saving Time over the nationwide Columbia Broadcasting System.
Daylight

PRODUCTION

PARAMOUNT PUBLIX COnPOnATION. ADDLPn ZUKOR. PRES.

TUNE

Hear great entertainment and the latest
news of Paramount Pictures on the air in
the Paramount Publix Radio Hour, each
Tuesday night, 10:1.5 to 11 P.M., Eastern

^ypeCS?^ ^^ PARAMOUNT BUILDING, NEW YORK
.^

PHOTOPLAY M.\GAZINE b

suarantced.

I
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Harriet Parsons

my

you

tell

friends rely

on

I

accurate and helpful they are.
have been following them for years

as

my

Only recently

guide.

I

went

to

Barbara Stanwyck in "Ladies of

Leisure" and spent a delightful evening.
I had never heard of the star
and the title had failed to intrigue
me. Your reviews have saved me
many a wasted evening and many a
wasted half dollar. Keep up the good

work.

Thank

you.

Irene Conray, Boone, Iowa.
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Another "new"

is "The New
Fay Wray" as she
looked in "Behind

This

the

—

this time as
Bancroft's lead in

Fay

"Thunderbolt"

Make-up"

Above, the Fay of "The

Wedding March."

Is this

Below, one of the latest

"New Fay Wrays." Fay
in

the Old Fay?

"The Texan"

jhiL'
?
Wray:
NeW"-^
the bright
PERIODICALLY
Paramount publicity
boys in the

department who rack their
Hollywood-weary brains to find
sensational stories on the
people under contract to their studio,
draw you aside and coniide, with the

new and

light of creation in their eyes, "Just
wait until you see such and such a

Press

Dream

—but Fay's the

Same Sweet

Fay
You'll be amazed!
the lead and she's absolutely different! She s marvelous! She isn't the sweet and simple child any more. She's
lierv, sophisticated, brilliant!"
This has been happening on an average of three times a year

picture.

Wray has

for the last four years.

The bright boys insist, further, upon telling the world that
out
there is an amazing discovery on the lot who always turns
Wray.
to be your own poor little harassed heroine. Fay
the public
It was in "The Legion of the Condemned" that
and press realized the possibilities of this beautiful girl. She
lovers
as the
pair
of
a
charming
as
made
Cooper
and Gary
camera has ever recorded. They were youth and spring and
It
about.
rhyme
writers
romance and all the other things song

hap
said that they were to be .o-starred. But something happened something that shot Gary to stardom and kept Fay
had
have
W^rvalerdi^ng woman. Since then the press agents
nothing to call her but "the new Fay Wray."
^^

was

They said it when Fay was cast in "Behind the Make-up."
They wrote reams of copy and one story in particular called
They credited this
"Tlie Transformation of Fay Wray."

change in the girl's character to the fact that she had
but recentlv married the dashing, handsome, smartly dressed
writer, John Monk Saunders. They declared that the sweet,
pleasant little girl who had made the usual genuflexions to
sadism in \on Stroheim's "The Wedding March" had become
a poised brilliant woman of the world— a Madame de Stael for

startling

~S:ESS^-

May

Agents

By

Crirl

the big surprise
F"ay."

world

is

Then there was, also, "ThunderFay was cast as Rilzy, the
hard-boiled gangster's moll. It was a

bolt."

rough and ready George Bancroft
"Ah-ha," said the Paramount
film.
publicity boys, as if they had never
once thought of it before, "wait until

you

You'U

see 'Thunderbolt.'

they trotted away to their typewriters to
about it again.

And
all

see

something amazing. Sure, Bancroft's
work is good. So is Dick Arlen's; but
Fav Wray. She is absolutely different, a new
tell

the

"Thunderbolt" was finished and released.
Things sort of quieted down for a while when suddenly there
emerged upon the horizon— yes, you've guessed it— a new Fay
Wray! This time the name of the picture was "The Texan."
believe
It was a Gary Cooper starring vehicle and— could you
.pay was cast as a Spanish girl. Yes, sir, a real Spanish girl.
jt?
Hottamale! Well, this time this was it. Sure enough, said the
publicity boys, you'd never imagine it, but there was to be a
new Fay Wray.
"The Texan" was made and released.

—

u-

i,

-r^

i,.,,.

""°"^*''

'^'''''^'^^
'" '^'^- P"^""""
XT^^^'
f
iN appeared she has given a good, .sincere performance

the waves of

k" t aU
.U
But
her have
excitement that eddied and swirled about he^have

the
not, in the slightest degree, touched the woman herself. To
Paramount publicitv department she has been a new discovery
Fay, herin each and every picture. To you and to me and to

she has remained the same.
Everybody, it seems, has tried

self,

that she

to

make

of

Fay

all

the things

isn't.

A photographer tried it when he said he had discovered her,
(fancy
a poverty stricken little country girl in rags and tatters
going about in a tatter!) and had introduced her to Hollywood.

Now the truth of the matter is that

Kathcnne Albert -^^"sH^rS ^S Si""

.
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idiVm onaffirilly furore

and a roanVriof corner

7 make ze love to you myself^personal
What? Because you are marry you do not
iiish to spik of love! Leesen Lady
eef
Pancho Lopez tvant woman, he take her,
.

dam

.

queek!''
:;=

Listen to him!

*

*

The

perfect lover with a
broken accent to mend broken hearts!
L'ilokl Cupid witha six shooter—the Robin
Hood of tbe deserts— The greatest charactir
ever brought to the talking screen by

Wafrcr

HUSTON

Assisted

^

by Dorothy Revier, Sidney Blacknier,
James Reiinie

DIRECTED BY (:LARE^(;E BADGER from
orter Emerson
Browne's melodramatic uproar,

1

-lUaphanr'

i.

,hc rr^i,u-r,;l ,ra,U:„„rk

A FIRST NATIONAL &
VITAPHONE PICTURE
WUta

jou write lo ajtertisers Dleasc mention I'UOTOPI.AV

MACAZIXE.

„/ Tl^

I

,,„„,,„„, r„rp,.ra,i.„.

Brief Reviews of

Current Pictures
Photoplavs not otherwise designated are All Talkie

named as one
month of review

•^Indicates that photoplay was

upon

of the six best

—

ALIAS FRENCH GERTIE— Radio Pictures
Bebe Daniels and Ben Lvon in crook picture made
from Veillers play. "Chatterbox." A comeback for
^June)
Ben, and Bebe at her best.

•

ALL pUIET ON THE WESTERN FRONT

war
sensational
— Remarque's
— Universal.one
the outstanding pictures of

of
book, made into
the year. Powerful drama of war as

Black

Cro-.e!:

it

really

{June)

is.

WAR— Paramount.— The

.^N'YBODY'S

Two

the army, with mildly amusing

join

BRIDE OF THE REGIMENT— First

ARIZONA KID, THE— Fox.— Warner

Baxter

follows "In Old .Arizona" with another fine performance and an excellent picture. (July)

AVIATOR,

THE—Warners.— Edward

(Aug.)

slow-paced.

—

BRIGHT LIGHTS First National.—All-TechniYou'U like Dorotliy
extravaganza.
Mackaill and Frank Fay. (Aug.)

color musical

BROKEN

DISHES—

First
National.— Grand
O. P. Heggie the henpecked
satire on family life.
father. Loretta Young and Grant Withers the young
(Sept.)
Full of fun.
lovers.

Ruth

BACK PAY— First

National.— Too bad

leave us with pleasanter memories to
Griffith's retirement from the screen.

•

this,

—

under the title "The Singer of Seville") Romantic story tailored to Ramon Novarro's talents.
Ramon sings and acts with charm and Dorothy
Jordan is delightful. (Sept.)

it

CAPTAIN OF THE GUARI>— Universal.—John
Boles and Laura La Plante in a story of the birth of
the Marseillaise that just misses being a thrilling
(June)
picture. John sings superbly.

"Song

"The

"My Man"

plot.

Artists.— Fanny Brice
a gold-digger. Anotlier
(April)

BOY—

Warners.— .M Jolson, mostly in
BIG
blackface, sinps generously and cracks funny gags.
Race-track intrigue made into comedy. (Sept.)

THE— Sono

BIG FIGHT,

Art— James Cruze.—

Lola Lane and Guinn Williams,
but Stepin Fetchit almost shuffles off with the show

Amusing enough.
(July)

•

BIG HOUSE,

THE— M-G-M.— Inspired

real life stories of prison riots

and

produced. Chester Morris and Robert
(Aug.)
cutstanding.

BIG PARTY,
but

•

THE— Fox.—A

Heart"

BIG POND,

THE— Paramount.— Chevalier

I

Frenchman trying

BORDER LEGION, THE— Paramount —Jack

Holt. Dick Arlen. Fay Wray and Eugene Palktte
Zane Grey thriller. (July)

while only because the
(A ug.)
stars.

little

—

—

COMMON CLAY— Fox — Interesting

dramatic

talkie from the old stage play, with a "Madame
type of plot. Constance Bennett stars. (Sept.)

CONSPIRACY— Radio

Pictures.

— Bessie

Reminds us

X"

Loves

of the senior

a sen-ice to

its

readers,

Photoplay

in

in a

Prod.— Worth-

Mexican minx. Armida,

BORN RECKLESS—

Fox.— Maybe the fear of
censorship took the thrill out of this gangster lilm.
made from the exciting best seller. "Louis Beretti."

which the original

Tryon

in a

But the dialogue writer

r6le.

didn't feel funny tliat day.

(April)

—

DANCING SWEETIES
m

Warners.

m

—

Grant

much

;.i..,-.- ..„A c.,« /-..-^i
..
of that
story tn
snuy
.......
.J and Sue Carol ;« a
cussed "first year" of marriage. (July)

dis-

DANGEROUS NAN McGREW— Paramount.—

Proving that mere "cuteness" doesn't make a picture.
This one needs a story. Helen Kane is Nan. (Sep:.)

•

DAWN PATROL, THE— First
Xarv

a

woman

•

National.—

Barthelmess. Doug.
powerful war picture with

in this.

Jr.. and Neil Hamilton in
(Sept.)
tlirills a-plenty 1

THE— Paramount.—

DEVIL'S HOLIDAY,

Nancy Carroll in emotional drama, giving the
Directed by Edmund
perforinance of her career
C.oulding, who made "The Trespasser." (July)
I

DEVIL WITH WOMEN, A-(Reviewed under tlw
"On the Make ")— Fox. — .A McLaglen formuli

RAINBOWS—

M-G-M.—This ninetyCHASING
ninth carbon copy of "The Broadwav Melody" is
Sleasant enough. Bessie Love. Charles King, and the
loran-Drcssler comedy team. (May)
comedy

drama, with Arthur Lake. Dixie Lee and the vampish
Baclanova. (July)

OF

smart-cracking sailor

title

Dressier

rival

CHEER UP AND SMILE— Fox.—Good

not-so-

gonil imitation of that fine picture. "Street of Chance."
Not bad. if you haven't seen the original. (June)

h'-st

boarding house keepers who
Anita Page and Charles
play the' stock market.
Good, rough fun. (June)
Alorton are young lovers.

CHILDREN

(June)

DAMES AHOY—Universal.—Glenn
Photo-

CAUGHT SHORT— M-G-M.— Marie

and Polly Moran.

Pictures.— Nonsensical

CZAR OF BROADWAY—Universal.—A

play Magazine presents brief critical
comments on all photoplays of the
preceding six months. By consuUinR
this valuable guide, you can determine at a glance whether or not your
promised evening's entertainment is
Photoplay's reviews
worth while.
have always been the most authorAnd its tabloid
itative published.
reviews show you accurately and concisely how to save your motion picture
rime and money. The month at the
end of each review indicates the issue
of

(May)

prepare to laugh uproariously.

Front"
.As

—

Warners. Charming picture about
seven interesting youngsters and their extravagant
mother, well played by Belle Bennett. Leon Janncy
(June)
fine as Bill, the youngest.

musical comedy featuring comedians Bert Wheeler
and Robert U'oolsey. Check your critical goggles and

Sue Carol picture,
comedy,

BORDER ROMANCE— Tiffany

(June)

When, and if you see this, you'll know
where to send them on their next trip one way!
(May)
Universal.

CUCKOOS, THE— Radio

review appeared.

See him as a poor but romantic
to make good in an American
chewing gum factory. Claudette Colbert, and some
typical Chevalier songs. (July)
clicks again

attractive.

COHENS AND KELLYS IN SCOTLAND—

beautifully.

handed it to Dixie Lee. Heaps of
true love antl villainy. (Aprii)

tliey

some

by

intelligently

Montgomery

My

o'

"All Quiet on the Western

man.

(May)

falls for
Only fair.

Myrna Loy

WAY—

Devil's Holiday"

MURDER CASE. THE— Paramount.
—BENSON
.Another elegant \'an Dine murder mj-sterv. Suave

who

which Joseph Schildkraut does

affair, in

Fox.— Bubbling comedy
CRAZY THAT
about two lads in love with a blonde who loves
another.
Joan Bennett wears beautiful clothes

Christie"

"Journey's End"
"The Divorcee"
"Ladies of Leisure"

LOVED YOU—

Powell, as detective i'hilo Vance, gets his

Miss These

"Anna

(April)

Aafa Tobis.— InterBEC.\USE I
esting because first made-in-Germany talker shown
in .America; 65 per cent dialogue. German, of course.
Part Talkie. (April)

boxer

Small

material

is

COCK O' THE WALK— Sono Art—World Wide.—
Pretty sad
his worst.

Recent Pictures

—

Old-fashioned Western.

BE YOURSELF— United

WALL STREET— Edward

IN

recent stock market debacle
a comedy, (.\pril)

It's

COURAGE—

Do Not

BEAU BANDIT— Radio Pictures.— Yeh, Rod La
Rocque with a Spanish accent again. Doris Kenyon

falls for a

— The

(.4 ug.)

National.— Walter Husmaking it good entertain-

THE—

it.

CLANCY
Prod.

for gags.

I

BAD ONE,
United Artists. Dolores
Del Rio as a cafe singer and dancer, teamed
.adwith Eddie Lowe, who also sings delightfully,
(June)
venturous, romantic story that you'll like.

sings beautifully.

THE—Sovkino.—Foreign

CHINA EXPRESS,

rough stuff, but tremendously exciting.
Action
occurs on a fast train in China. Silent, (May)

talents are lost in this.
(Sept.)
class play

doesn't

mark Corinne

BAD MAN, THE— First
ton swaggers through
ment. (Aug.)

•

CALL OF THE FLESH—M-G-M.— (Rj-viewed

Everett

Patsy
is afraid of anything that goes up.
Miller is the hero-worshipping girl friend. Need
a few laughs? (April)

Horton

Bill

National.

— Sumptuously mounted, Technicolored operetta, but

(June)

results.

Sec

its

PLEASURE— M-G-M—All

Eddie Lowe, Lee Tracy and Catherine Dale Owen.

about a song-writer's sorrows. Noteworthy only lor
LawTence Gray's singing of two hit numlHTS and the
swell work of Wynne Gibson, a new screen face.

(July)

(.May)

picture, with
bully. Mona

•

Vic

Maris

the
is

usual
lovely.

swaggering,

lovahl'

(Sept,)

DIVORCEE.THE— M-G-M.— Don't missthis.
Norma

Chester Morris gives
Shearer great.
Fine direction, gorgeous clothes.

swell performance.

(June)

DIXIANA— Radio Pictures.— Everett Marshall
from the Metropolitan Opera adds voice and personB«be Daniels at her
ality to a charming operetta.
best.

(A ug.)

DOUBLE CROSS ROADS—Fox. —A

gang of
But Robert
thieves and a mess of machine guns.
Ames as the boy and Lila Lee as the girl decide to go
(May)
straight. Entertaining, at that.

PLEASE TURN TO PAGE 10

]

—
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JACK LONDON'S

greatest story given

's^Cf;

and voice. Human passions in
the raw battling to a stupendous climax
•^

life

as a brave boy, a

wayward girl and a
sea-captain meet their destiny
on a sealing ship where man-made
laws are laughed to scorn! An out-

demon

standing cast including MILTON SILLS,
Jane Keith and Raymond Hackett.
Directed by ALFRED SANTELL.

CROM

a shabby shop on the East
Side she fought her way to power
and luxury as the greatest modiste
'

on

Fifth

Avenue.

Calculating

and

she was never beaten till she
opposed her son's love for a pennicrafty,

less girl.

IRENE RICH

of her career; H.
nificent as the
tries

to

B.

in

the great role

WARNER mag-

suave financier who
son's sweetheart;

buy the

RAYMOND HACKETT

as the boy.

Directed by Guthrie McClintic.

pUBE GOLDBERG— you know Rubecomedy cartoonist specializing in
nuttyinventions
has turned his talents
to the talking screen with riotous re-

—

Stay away from Soup to Nuts if
you can't stand mirthquakes. Here's a
new kind of flesh and blood comedy
seven reels of goofy entertainmentwith
a dash of song. Introducing to the
screen Ted Healeyand his racketeers.
sults.

Also Frances McCoy, Lucile Brown,
Stanley Smith and Charles Winninger.
Story, dialog and gags by Rube Goldberg. Directed by Benjamin Stoloff.

Your favorite entertainment
When you

V

write to advertisers please mcDtloa

MOVIETONE PICTURES
PUOTOPLAT
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Reviews

Brief

fights and love.
Robert .Armstrong, Jimmy Gleason,
Ber>-1 Mercer. Lots of fun.
[Aug.)

ynd

GREAT
a

s

THE—

FIGHTING LEGION, THE—Universal —Ken

Maynard

an outlaw who follows his better
Dorothy Dwan provides the romance.
and comedy. Worth your money.

scores as

impulses.

Ridin', fightin'
(J/ay)

•

flip societ\

'90's

GIRL,

—

THE — M-G-M.

Marion Davies as one of the original Florodora
Gags, costumes and atmosphere of the Gay

make

this a riot of fun.

iJxily)

FOLLOW THRU—Paramount.—.Mi-Technicolor
comedy, and all good, fast entertainCarroll and Buddy Rogers. (Srpi.)

golf musical

GREEN GODDESS, THE—Warners. —George
Arliss

is

didn't

make

•
m

HOT CURVES— Tiffany

The producers

great as the sleek Rajah.
the most of this. (May)

title

But Virginia
and John Holland are good.

circumstantial evidence.
Sainpoli:

•

Powell

INSIDE THE LINES— Radio Pictures.— Old
style war stuff, with spies, secret service, trick Hindus,
and a love in wartime theme. Betty Compson and
Ralph Forbes. (Sept.)

(June)

HAPPY DAYS—

WOMEN— Radio

FOX MOVIETONE FOLLIES OF IWO— Fox.—

By now

the

singie-talkie

have

revues

lost

their

novelty.
Comedy, fair songs, and a bit of a love
story. (July)

FRAMED— Radio

—

Pictures.
Evelyn Brent in an
underworld story that gets across. Good trick climax.

(AprU)

it.

•

FREE AND EASY

—

—

M-G-M.

Bust»r

Keaton's first big talkie. A whizzing comedv
that takes you to a big sound studio. With Anita
Page and Robert Montgomery to serve the romance,
how could you go wTong on this one? (May)

THE— First National.— Murder in the
Weighty and wordy, yet fairly interesting.
r. Lois Wilson and Natalie Moorehead.

FURIES,
smart
H. B.

set.

Wa

(July)

GIRL OF THE GOLDEN WEST— First
tional.

—Ann

drama.

Na-

Harding gives zest to the old Belasco
Fine support and a surprise finale. (.4 ug.)

HARBOR—

GOLDEN CALF, THE— Fox.—Mediocre.

Sue

Carol, as an efficient but unattractive secretar\' who
makes herself over into a belle, redeems it a little. So
does £1 Brendel's comedy. (May)

GOOD INTENTIONS— Fox.— Crave
ment? See Eddie Lowe as a master-crook
a high-society lass,

GOOD NEWS— M-G-M.—College
set to music.

Lola Lane.

in

excitelove with

(Aug.)

run rampant,

Bessie Love, Stanley

Smith and

(Aug.)

•

Ti/Jany Productions.—
Unforgetable war story, from play of same
Grim happenings in a front line dugout under
bombardment, relieved by carefully planned humor.
Excellent cast.
(June)

(April)

HELL'S

•

Cruze Prod.—Senti-

ANGELS— Caddo

and S4.000.000 were invested
but $4,000,000 worth?

Prod.— Three years
Worth seeing—

in this.

— Grimmer

Sad

side of sex.

Plays.
faces, sad scenes.

HE

Pictures.

Inc.—

(Aug.)

•

OF LEISURE— Columbia— Bar-

LADIES

bara Stanwyck grand as a little party girl w!io
a serious young artist. Fine supporting ^:.l^^,
miss it. (July)

falls for

Vou mustn't

not to go

(May)

HIGH SOCIETY BLUES— Fox.— A
romance, carried to
Gaynor-Farrel! team.

success
(July)

fair

by

the

•

musical
popular

film about a hypothetical next World War.
politics and inventions of year 1940 are ingeniously envisioned. Interesting.
(June)

—

ing.

—

not a "Western

_

HOLIDAY— Pathe.—Ann
Mary

little rich girl,

picture.

.Astor

(April)

LAST OF THE DUANES— Fox.— Even

Warners.
Joe E.
Brown is great. Georges Carpentier looks good in the
boxing ring. Winnie Lightner has some snappy songs.
But it could have been better, (June)

make a splendid

stars.

"

fan you'll like this.

if

you're

George O'Brien

(Sept.)

LAWFUL LARCENY—

Radio Pictures.— Hebe
Daniels and Lowell Sherman in sophisticated melo-

Harding as a poor
and a perfect cast

drama

th.at you'll like.

(A ug.)

I

iSepl.)
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Photoplays Reviewed in the Shadow Stage This Issue
Save

this

magazine—refer

to the criticisyns before

— United Artists
Animal Crackers — Paramount
Anybody's Woman — Paramount
Danger Lights — Radio Pictures
Abraham Lincoln

Dough Boys— M-G-jM
ICyes of the
I'lirting

World— United

Widow,

Artists

Dawn — Warners

Island— Columbia

Hell's

Lottcr>' liridc,

Love

Who

Dared, The—
First National
Leathcrnccking Radio Pictures

Lady

—

your reference

Terra Production

Maybe

It's

— Warners

Love

—
Monte Carlo— Paramount

98

Naughty

—

Dick Warners
Monsieur Le Fox— .M-G-M
Flirt,

Omce Wife, The—Warners
One Mad Kiss Fox
Short Subjects of the Month

—

—

.54

Rough Waters Warners
Sap from Syr.icusc, The Paramount.
Soldier's Plaything,

.5.?

98
53
98

—

A—

Warners
Sons of the Saddle Universal
Soup to Nuts Fox
Truth About Youth— First National..

52

98

Whoopee United .'\rtists
Wings of Adventure

—

Tiffany Productions

52

98

.

—

—
What a Widow — United

The

First National

—
—

98

98
...

list.

Outside the Law Universal
Rain or Shine Columbia
Road to Paradise First National

98

Ring

Love in the Rough— M-G-M
Love Racket, The— First National.

Moby

98
98

this

Page

The

.Vrtists

in the

98
98

'

JO

United

Madam Satan— M-G-M
55

Ma\e

out your evenirigs entertainment.

Page

52
55

Kathleen Mavourncen
TilTanv I'roductions

pic}{

54
55
55
54

The—

First National

Ciolden

you

Page

—

LADY TO LOVE, A— M-G-M.— The stage play.
"They Knew What Thev Wanted." made censorproof.
Vilma Banky, Edward G, Robinson, and
Robert .\mes form the triangle. Some splendid act-

HIGH TREASON—Tiffany-Gaumont.— Britishmade

HOLD EVERYTHING

LADY OF SCANDAL, THE— M-G-M

Ruth Chatterton in delicious light comedv.
from the Lonsdale play, "The High Road." (Jtity)

World

•

this one.

entertainment. George Bancroft is a crude but wealthy
builder who goes in for culture, under Mary Astor's
inspiration. There's a tlu-illing fight.
(June)

TRUMPED HER ACE—Sennett-Educational.
— Howiing
short comedy about bridge- maniacs. (-Way)
HIDEOUT—Universal. —^James Murray glowers.
Kathr>n Crawiord sings
kinder
It's

about

LADIES LOVE BRUTES— Paramount.— Good

(.-ipril)

nicely.

LOVE— Hollywood

LADIES IN
Let's not talk

HER UNBORN CHILD—Windsor Picture
Inc.

KING OF

JAZZ— Universal.— Pretentious,
all- Technicolor, Paul Whiteman revue.
Unusual color and lighting effects, splendid choruses.
John Boles, Jeanette Loff, and the Whiteman Band.
(June)

(Aug.)

Excuse us for yawning,

END—

JOURNEY'S

name.

mental, but sprinkled with humor. Olive Borden is
the flapper who reforms for a million dollars. Lloyd
Hughes is the nice boy who loves her. (May)

on.

GIRL SAID NO, THE— M-G-M.— Whizzes along
at breakneck speed. Wild Willie Haines kidnaps the
girl he loves, and Marie Dressier becomes amiably
spifllicated. as usual,
(.-ipril)

ISLE OF ESCAPE— Warners.— Monte Blue.
Betty Compson and Noah Beery do their best to
breathe life into a melodramatic hodge-podge, with
negligible results. (June)

HELL
United
Artists.— Lupe
Velez in a rSle that fits like a Sennett bathing
Grand melodrama peopled with descendants of
Spanish pirates and an .American sailor to rescue the
HELLO, SISTER—James

National.—

Jack Mulhall, Alice
play the leads. (June)

thrills.

Pictures.— Lowell

(July)

suit.
girl.

NEXT ROOM—First

IN THE

murder mystery that

Day and Robert O'Connor

Sherman and .-Mice Joyce in a photographed play.
"The Second Man." Good for some sophisticated

•

that

Again he

of

Fox.—A corking review,
starring the pick of the Fox lot. .A bunch of
entertainers help an old showman save Iiis troupe.
That's the Etor>'. told with singing, dancing, comedy
and romance. (.May)

chuckles.

baseball

How

Spain, played with duels and guitars.
Ramon Novarro swashbuckles and singsl
serenades Dorothy Jordan. (May)

John

Valli,

know your

(.4 ug.)

IN GAY MADRID—M-G-M.—College whoopee in

entertainment. Cyril Maude's screen debut, in his fa>us stage portrayal of a lovable old crab.
(Aug.)

melodrama

Prod.—Not what the

might indicate, unless you

vernacular.

GRUMPY — Paramount. — Grand

HE KNEW

FOR THE DEFENSE— Paramount.— Bill

as a criminal lawyer who lets love interfere with business and lands in prison.
Kay Francis the girl who
waits for him.
Good. (Sept.)

and

HONEY—

Paramount.— "Come Out of the Kitchen." stage play and silent movie, made into a talkie
Light comedv. pleasing songs. Nancy Carroll and
amazing little Mitzi Green. (April)

Dorothy Mackaill oveiacts
and Ian Keith is hammv as her

Nancy

ment.

See

lass,

(.May)

GUILTY—Columbia.— Mediocre

FLORODORA

Girls.

]

Xational.— Made

-om the grand old play.
^former.

F.\LL GUY,
Radio Pictures.— Jack Mulhall and Mae Clarke in a simple little stor>- about an
out-of-work husband. {July)

THE—First

DIVIDE.

A

Current Pictures

of

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 8

I

DUMBBELLS IN ERMINE—Warners.— Pri2e-

—

Women
116

]

in

.'\rtists

— Warners

Love

.

98
54
98
98
98
54
54
55
98
55
53

98
98

ruoTOPLAY Magazine for

OrTOi:i:R.
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America's Greatest Actor
—As You Like Him!
WARNER BROS
Kus.

am

present

e\

(John

nMOBY
With

DKK

JOAN BENNETT

Lloyd Hughes, and a Great Cast
seven years on the seven
seas he had sought the in-

FOR

human monster
man unfit

him a

that

had made

to love.

Can he win revenge against this
enemy or will he perish

—

awful

the giant

maw

that has been
the graveyard of a hundred men
in

before him?
Will he ever return to his
to learn that the love

dead

is

still

home

he thought

waiting?

/•

These ore the questions that have held
hundreds of thousands spellbound
through the pages of Herman Melville's
immortal classic, "MOBY DICK".

They ore merely hints of the throbbing
thrills thatmake"Moby Dick"John Barrymore's most glorious talking picture! See
it soon, at leading theatres
everywhere.

AWARNER BROS.s^VITAPHONE PICTURE
I

rllOTOl'LAY MAUAZI.NE.

—

—

Reviews of Current Pictures

Brief
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LET'S

GO NATIVE— Paramount.— Wonderfu

nonsense in this burlesque of the old shipwreck-on-aJeanette MacDonald and Jack

desert-island theme.
Oakie. (July)

GAY—

M-G-M.— Norma Shearer in
LET US BE
nnother swell sophisticated drama, with Marie Dress(Aug.)
ier. Gilbert Emery and Rod La Rocque.

LIGHT OF WESTERN STARS, THE—

—

Paramount. Horse opera, but dressed up in
snappy dialogue and played convincingly by Dick
Arlen. Mary Brian. Haro* Green. Regis Toomey and
Fred Koliler. You'll like it. (May)

THE—Universal.— The

LITTLE ACCIDENT,
stage play

•

was funny and a

Int.
lias a

Douglas Fairbanks. Jr..
Page plays feminine lead.

and so

is

the talkie.

grand part.

.

Best

Lilyan Tashraan a gorgeous

•

National.—Thrills

and mystery against high society background. Good
acting. Elaborate settings. Jack Mulhall, Lila Lee
Beer>'.
(May)

and Noah

OTHER TOMORROW, THE— First National.—

(Sept.)

•

horse.

ANKLES—

While

we

Another song-writer story,
it.
with Technicolor review scenes, theme songs and wiseLight, but you'll like

all

good advertising

is

and

LUMMOX-United

Artists.— Winifred Westover is superb in this Fanny Hurst tale. Slie
holds up a somewhat jerky, maudlin film. (April)

MAMBA —Tiffany

Prod.

—Advertised

With

you

this directory

first

all-Technicolor drama.
War between British and
German troops, and an Ea?t African native revolt.
Jean Hcrsholt docs brilliant work. (May)

MAMMY —Warners. —

Jolson rises above his
story and makes an entertaining movie. A minstrel
piece, witli Lois Moran. Lowell Sherman and Louise
(June)
Dresser. Irving Berlin tunes.

MAN FROM

BLANKLEY'S,

THE— Warners.—

MAN FROM WYOMING, THE— Paramount.—
both splendid in a war
(Auq.)

Collyc-r.

picture with a Western

title.

MAN HUNTER, THE— Warners.-A
combing melodrama, that
Rin-Tin-Tin

•

is

the star.

beach-

totters to a feeble end.

(June)

MANSLAUGHTER— Paramount.—The

si-

lent version was great in its day. but the talkie
a boost for vocalized films. Fine emotional drama
played by Fredric March and Claudette Colbert.
(Sept.)

MAN TROUBLE— Fox.—Underworld

Mae Murray

First National Pictures

.

.

Fox Film

.

,

.

stuff,

Milton Sills
Rangstcr and Dorothy Mackaill plays appealingly.
(Sept.)

MATCH PLAY— Sennett-Educational.- GigRlea
Walter Hagcn, British "champeen," and
Leo Diegel, American "champeen," are featured.
They're not actors, but no one expects that. (April)

MATRIMONIAL BED. THE — Warners. — A
wasted on a poor picture.

MEDICINE MAN. THE— Tiffany
hokum, but you

But she

still

AROUND— First

silent,

however.

National.— Alice

White. Billy Bakeweli and Chester Morris.
story, fair acting, fair entertainment. (June)

P^gc 9

PUTTIN' ON THE RITZ— United ArtistsHarry Richman warbles well in his first talkie. Harry
and jimmy Gleason play two actors. Joan Bennett

Radio Pictures

Page 121

Technicolor

Page 13

Warner Brothers .... Page

Trite

at her sweetest.
Lilyan Tashman amusing.
Irving Berlin music. (April)

Page 4

QUEEN HIGH— Paramount.—An' ace
comedy with

laughs, lilting tunes

Good
musical

and pretty

girls.

ug.)

.4

•

RAFFLES- United Artists.— Ronald Colman.

as an English gentleman-thief, charms ev'
while lie cops the jools. A talkie that moves, ami
entertainingly! (Sept.)

11

ri

RECAPTURED
NIGHT

little

WORK— Pathe.— Eddie Quillan

comedy drama

a nice

stars in

(Aug.)

drama, but

supposed to be comedy.

it's

NOTORIOUS AFFAIR. A— First

and now
melo-

like

this.

Rathbone the
vamp. (June)

NUMBERED MEN— First National.-Fair enterFrom

the stage play, "Jailbreak."

OH

munism propaganda

film, co-directed

"Potemkin" fame,

isilent.

Com-

by Eisenstein

of

(July)

OLD ENGLISH—Warners.— Don't

miss

it.

George Arliss is perfect. If you liked "Disraeli" you'll rave about this one.
(Sept.)

ONCE A GENTLEMAN— Sono Art—James Cruze.

— High

Horton

comedy, with a touch
is

elegant.

of

Productions.—

could afford to miss

it.

THE—

One

Eddie

pathos.

(July)

•

ONE ROMANTIC NIGHT— United

—

Artists.

formance by John Sainpolis.

•

(May)

MEXICALI ROSE— Columbia.— Barbara Stanwyck's second film appearance. Mexican border melodrama, and pretty good entertainment. (April)

MIDNIGHT MYSTERY— Radio
something he can't

Compson and Lowell Sherman.

Picturcs.-A
finish.

(Aug.)

Betty

War

ONLY THE BRAVE— ParamounU— Mary
Brian

is

Gary Cooper's reward

Good

for valor.

Civil

much romance,

pretty

ON THE BORDER—Warners.— Armida

sings.

setting.

costumes.

acting,

1
i

Art-World Wide.— Ruth Rolmi Is
.

RETURN OF DR. FU MANCHU. THE— Par

—

Wan^

mount. Grand melodramatic hokum.
Gland is a swell Mancliu. {July)

RICHEST
M-G-M.
family.

MAN

— Louis

IN

r

THE WORLD. THE—

Mann as the dad of an ungrateful
good cast and happy ending. (July)

A

RIGHT OF WAY, THE— First National.— St irt«
out well but toward the end you
stayed home. (A ug.)

•

may

ROMANCE— M-G-M.— Garbo

wish ynu^l

personifii 5
F'cv.

:.I1

the title implies in her second talkie.
sakes, don't miss it! (.Aug.)

ROMANCE OF THE WEST-Hammond Pm

—

t.s

I.

Pistols crack, and Jack Perrin rescues the gal tr.m
the Mexican joint. .And bye and bye it ends. .Mlaction and all-talkie, but why? (May)

ROUGH ROMANCE— Fox—

about the
All
Helen Chandler goet
goings-on of lumberjacks.
Gish.
George O'Brien and Antonio Moreno don't
help much. Neither do the chorus routines. (June)

ROYAL ROMANCE, A —Columbia.— Romance
and adventure in a m>-tliical kingdom. Buster Collier
gives good performance and Pauline Starke 18
dcvastatingly beautiful. (May)

RUNAWAY BRIDE— Radio

(April)

thieves,

Rin-Tin-Tin acts with intelligence. Smuggling Chinese across the Mexican border. Forget it. (April)

first

screen comeback. She looks beautiful but her a. tmii
is hopelessly old-fashioned.
If there was a stor\
u
got lost in the making. (Sept.)

National

night at Susie's is enough of this sort of tiling.
Dove plays a chorine. (Sept.)

IJillie

Gilbert's

before "His Glorious Night," but shcl\
A tragic story by ToI--ii
(July)

(Aug.)

SAILOR BEHAVE— Warners.— Lowell Sherman is a swell comedy prince. Otherwise it's not so
good, dramatically or musically. {Sept.)

bright

(Aug.)

it.

largely remade.

RENO— Sono

National.—

who burst into song? Then you may
Dove in gorgeous clotlies. Basil
faithless husband, and Kay Francis a

Billie

LOVE—Warners.—A

You'll probably like

that proves Jolm can act.

(July)

Tired of players

•

made

talkif,

NOT DAMAGED— Fox.— Sounds

like

picture.

REDEMPTION— M-G-M.—John

that goes a bit melodramatic.

Lillian Gisli in her first phonoplay, ably
aided by O. P. Heggie and Marit- Dressier. The love
story of a young princess and her tutor.
(June)

i^

it.

PHANTOM OF THE OPERA, THE—Universal.

and sound. Lon Clianey
Part Talkie. (April)

MAN,
Columbia.— Pleasantly
sentimental story about the conflict of youth and old
age. William Collier. Jr., Alice Day, and a good per-

pi actical joker starts

Productions. Inc.—
her once glorious

(.ipril)

Page 7

ONE NIGHT AT SUSIE»S— First

(July)

(Sept.)

MELODY

Western comedy

in talking version of

talk

forgoIfTS.

Pretty good

.A.

— Famous old shocker partly remade with mixture of

Metro-GoIdwyn-Mayer..Page 119

Paramount Pictures

its best talent,
music, lovely voices, satire,
Chevalier, Cliatterton, Oakie,
family. (May)

Take the

She shouldn't have done

silent film.
dances well,

easily

OLD AND NEW— Sovkino.— Powerful.

but
sensational as a

not too depressing.

cast,

stirring

more.

PLAYING

tainment.

is

good

Paramount goes revue, using
lots

.^.1

The Barrymore profile in slapstick! He's a good
farceur in this ridiculous story of an English lord who
attended the wrong dinner party. Loretta Young
provides love interest.
(June)
Gary Coopt-r and June

PARAMOUNT ON PARADE— Paramount.—

PEACOCK ALLEY— Tiffany

news,

'

as the

Productions.—
a South Sea Island setting.

PARDON MY GUN— Pathe.—

LOVE AMONG THE MILLIONAIRES— Para-

•

in

with not a dull moment.
Two champion juvenile
trick riders and ropers outdo Will Rogers.
(Se,^:.)

can locate each announcement:

(May)

Just

PARADISE ISLAND— Tiffany

burlesque, romance!

consider producer advertising

ers.

(April)

LOVIN' THE LADIES— Radio Pictures.—Claptrap farce, but it's nice to see Richard Dix and Lois
Wilson together again as screen billers-and-cooers.

in the usual love triangle.

(Sept.)

This struggles along

of particular interest to our read'

LORD BYRON OF BROADWAY— M-G-M

—

Dove

must see Joan Crawford in those lace step-ins!
Swell box-office picture, with Anita Page. Robert
Montgomer>- and some more popular youngsters.

•

(April)

Clara Bow gets much too cute in this lukemusical comedy. (Sept.)

Billie
ug.)

Teclinicolor.

Announcements
ofl^ew Pictures
and Stars

Prodixcer

LOOSE
First National.— So farcical
Loretta Young and Doug
it goes a little lame.
Fairbanks. Jr.. are the principals, but the comics run
honors. (May)

mount.

(A

OUR BLUSHING BRIDES— M-G-M —You

(Sept.)

that

warm

fine

ON YOUR BACK—

Gorgeous

MURDER WILL OUT—First

McLaglen

Fox.— Irene Rich in
gorgeous clothes, as a fashionable New York
is splendid in an interesting picture.
(Sept.)

so-so.

Crime high up among the pent-houses.

cast thriller.
(April)

Victor

modiste,

{.April)

Anita

work done by Buck Jones'

thrills.

Riding Kid. avenges a murder and

MURDER ON THE ROOF—Columbia.—A well-

away with the

cracks.

the

meets romance.

melo-

lusty

drama, with laughs and
in usual he-man role.
ladj--crook. (May)

MOUNTED STRANGER, THE—Universal.—
Hoot Gibson,

(Sept.)

Silver.

(April)

MOUNTAIN JUSTICE—Universal.— (Reviewed
under the title "Kettle Creek.") Tliat Ken Maynard
can ridel The rest is negligible. (May)

LONE RIDER. THE—Columbia.— Slow-moving.
Western.

Frolicsome.

ON THE LEVEL— Fox.—Gusty,

Craw-

ford, still untamed, on a ranch.
And what a
tango she docs with Ricardo CortezI Johimy Mack

LITTLE JOHNNY JONES— First National.—
Eddie Buzzell, musical comedy star, and George M.
Cohan music redeem this. Otherwise just another
racetrack yarn.

]

MONTANA MOON—M-G-M.—Joan

Brown, the boy.

LET'S GO PLACES— Fox.—Our old friend. Mistaken Identity Plot. Funn^' as the dickens, and at
(May)
least two songs will keep I'ou humming.

•

,

drama
is

Pictures.- Murders,
Clap-trap meloBut Mary Aslor

and a string of pearls.
trying to be light comedy.

charming.
1

(June)

PLEASE TURN TO PACE 15
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t

—

—

twice the "IT
A wonder

screen

alive with color

— Technicolor.

nafural color!

eyes. The ruddy glow

greensward

sea,

"Twice the

'it',"

in

— nothing

in

say,

or gingham!

when Technicolor

life.

Beauty, charm,

escapes the subtle, be-

witching touch of Technicolor!

Lovely

lOREHA YOUNG

fokes her color bow

in First

Notionolj oll-Techni.
color outdoor

"Heon

SOME OF THE TECHNICOLOR PRODUCTIONS
BRIDE

OF THE REGIMENT,

with

Vivienne Segal

Woolf ond Viv.enne Segal (Worner

THE TOAST OF THE LEGION,
all-star cast

Bros.);

with Bernice

(First

Notionol);

KING OF JAZZ,

Claire (First National);

THE FLAME,

With

Wheeler, Robert Woolsey and Dorothy lee

Bert

Frank

Fay,

with Bernice Cloire

TIME, oll-slor

Noah

Beery,

Sidney Blockmer ond

lila

cast

(

ond Alexander Groy

Myrna Loy ond Armido (Warner
Lee

(First

Nationol);

Waller

PARAMOUNT ON PARADE,

(First

(Rodio),

Metro -Goldwyn-Moyer);

with

Whitemon (Universol);

(Paramount), Technicolor Sequences; SALLY, starring Marilyn Miller

SONG OF

MARCH OF

GOLDEN DAWN,

starring Paul

(

First

Notional); THE

Technicolor

Notional;;

CUCKOOS,

Sequences; THE

UNDER A TEXAS MOON,
Bros.);

VIENNESE NIGHTS,

WOMAN

all-star cost

HUNGRY,
(Worner

with

with

Bros.).

is

blue

youthful cheeks. Sky,

brings your favorite star to

personality

The blue

— an orchid frock
you'll

Everything

romonce,

of the North

"

"

They gave a/7^r
THAT'S

WHY THEY COT THERE.

hri

I

QUICKLY

...SO

MAR

I

MILLER

LY \

From her grandmother's
Ziegfeld's Roof.

of a
.

.

toe.

.

.

cellar

.

. .

to

in just the twinkle

She really

Avas the "Sally"

of the alley called Broadway.

.

How explain the miracle of Marilyn's
success?.. .i\af«re simply blessed her

mth

charm

a

her own.

all

And that's the only answer to another
young

OLD GOLD made

star's rise.

bow

its

month

just four years

it

In

ago.

a

was popular. In a year, a

Today

headliner.

it's

America's

fast-

growing cigarette.

est

Nature again!
leaves

from

taste-thrill for

throat-ease

Sun-drenched heart-

A new
A new

better tobaccos.

jaded palates.

and freedom from coughs.

You can "manufacture" an

ordinary

cigarette ... or an ordinary actress.

But only Nature produces the

'Mar'lyn,

r/illr,

was

kliik\ -liaind

(II.

„l,|

1

1

(,()LI)S

first

lioppod the PacifirOc.an

March, 1929. In

just three

weeks

aftir

fur-

tiny appeared on the heaoli at Waikiki they
llie lirsl tu

lyn Miller's feet.
just

!

in

CrandiiK.thir's
naceniaii

sluike yo' f,'il

stars.

ciiurutu Mari-

At those same

a fiw years later, old

were one of the fuur "best

sellers."

feet,

New York

lai.i

B E T

T
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TOBACCOS
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n

i
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a
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Reviews of Current Pictures

Brief

(O.NTIMtU

I

SAFETY IN NUMBERS— Paramount.— Pcachcs-

fur Huddy Roscrs fans.
He sinBs half a
dozen sohrs and plays an heir to bJR monev whose

an-criam

worldly-wise uncle puts him in care of three "Follies"
(June)

SARAH AND SON— Paramount.—What

J

IS
First National.— Bernice
Claire and Alexander (Jray sing well. Ford Sterling
and Louise Pazenda are great. Just an average musical comedy story, but they make it good
entertainment. (June)

girls.

•

FRo.\I l'.\GE 12

HERE—

SPRING

MODERN—

STRICTLY
First N.ational.— Frctty
obvious humor and thin story, but Dorothy Mackaill

a

characterization by Ruth Chattcrtonl
And
what a restrained and dignified performance by
Frederic MarchI A picture sou simply can't miss.

IS

a young sophisticate

fine as

where she

least expects

it.

who

finds

romance

(July)

(A/ay),

SCARLET PAGE.S— First

STRICTLY UNCONVENTIONAL— M-G-M

guson's talkie debut, from her stage play. Elsie
interesting as a woman attorney.
(Sept.)

THE—M-G-M.—Just

SEA BAT,
ho-humi
film.

By the way.

its

The

National.— Elsie Feris

another talkie,

Nils Asther's

audible

first

(.4 us.)

•

mystery-comedy, with Loretta Young and
Grant Withers. (July)

SECOND WIFE— Radio

SUCH MEN ARE DANGEROUS— Fox.—

famous financier disappeared during a flight
ever the North .Sea. and gave Elinor Glyn the basis
for this brilliantly made talkie.
Warner Baxter,
Catherine Dale Owen. One of the best. (April)

SUGAR PLUM PAPA— -Sennett-Educational.short feature directed by Mack himself.
and the rest of the hilarious gang.

Daphne

lard

Pol-

(April)

Pictures.- Interesting

domestic drama from stage plav "All the King's
Men." Lila Loe. Conrad Nagel. Hugh Huntley.
perfect.

is

(April)

SETTING SON, THE— Darmour- Radio

—

Cut Picture

Pic-

tures.
Grandpap. rich and ailina. takes the wrong
medicine. The family count chickens before they're
hatched. Short comedy. (April)

SHE COULDN'T SAY

into Photoplay's office

MY WEAKNESS—

SHE'S
Radio Pictures.— Arthur Lake and Sue Carol in a story of love's young
dream. Rather nice. (A ug.)

SHIP

SHOW GIRL

—

.Alice

IN

HOLLYWOOD

White's best talkie.

Winners will be an'
nouncedin the January, 1930,

—

First NaInteresting studio

issue of Photoplay, on sale
on or about December 10.

ENEMY, THE—

SILENT
Paramount.— Beautiphotographed story of the Ojibway Indians'
struggle for food in the far North, played by real
Indians.
Amazing animal scenes. Sound. (July)
fully

SISTERS— Columbia.— Sally
O'Day

O'.Neil

and Molly

as sisters, one rich, the other poor.

Fair.

(June)

Brent as society thief on the Riviera. Her best since
"Interference."
Hero, Clive Brook.
Eugene Pal-

lettea"wow. "

Drab

Japanese-made
story.

SOCIAL LION,
set.

Mary

Brian, the

SOLDIERS AND
Tangled love

Alice

girl.

Heaps

(July)

of fun.

(A

ttg.)

LONG

•

mack aims

MY HEART— Fox—John

McCor-

"

operetta.

and

TEMPLE TOWER— Fox.— More
or not.

intrigue in an

Drum-

(.Ipril)

Gray.

love story.

SONG OF THE WEST—Warners.—All-TechniAmbitious, but dull.

(May)

GODS—

SON OF THE
First National.— Richard
Barthelmess as .Americanized Chinese boy in slowpaced Rex Head) romance. Constance Bennett fine.
Weak stor>'. Far from best Barthelmess. (April)

LONDON—

SO THIS IS
Fox.— The Will RogersIrene Rich team, set down in London. An amusing
follow-up for "So This Is Paris." (A uj.)

UNDER WESTERN SKIES— First

National.—

Neither beautiful Technirolor scenery nor Lila Lee's
performance do much for this one. (July)

fine

•

UNHOLY THREE, THE— M-G-M.- Lon

Chaney talks, at last, in live voices, one of
his natural voice.
Thrills a-plenty. (A ug.)

Fay Wray
Southwest.

them

VAGABOND KING, THE— Paramount.—

VENGEANCE—Columbia.— Melodrama
punch.

with a
Jack liolt

.Another .African native revolt.

and Dorothy Revier.

(May)

WAY OF ALL MEN, THE— First

National.—

This just misses being good.
Not bad, however,
Doug Fairbanks, Jr.'s in it. (Sepl.)

WAY OUT WEST— M-G-M.—One of the funniest
Billy

Haines films

in a

long time.

WEDDING RINGS— First

(Aug.)

National.— Ernest

WEST OF THE ROCKIES—J.
Prod.

Same

— Bandits,

Charles Davis

fast riding lieroes, pretty senoritas.
old Western plot. (April)

WHAT MAN!—

A
Sono Art—World Wide.— (Reunder the title "His Dark Chapter.")
Reginald Denny's nice voice, and a trifling story
about a gentleman-crook who isn't a crook after all,
provide a pleasant enough evening. (May)
viewed

prove anything, but Robert

WHITE CARGO—W.

in a picturesque O.

Ellis is

P.

good

•

in

it.

doesn't
(Sepl.)

Film Co.— Banned by
London. Slow, badly

Hays, but produced in
Wasn't worth bootlegging.

(.Uoy)

WHITE HELL OF PITZ PALU— Universal.

— riiree

people are trapped in the impassable
mountain of Palu. A night search party sets out.
Wonderful Swiss snow scenes and breath-taking airplane stunts.
Unusual and intensely interesting.
(July)

OPEN—

WIDE
Warners.— Edward Everett Morton and Patsy Ruth Miller play this somcwliat vulgar
but amusing comedy with a pace that keeps you
roaring.
(June)
WILD
Fox.— Another of those wild
younger generation stories, but Frank Albertson gives
(Aug.)
it real punch.

•

WITH BYRD AT THE SOUTH POLE— Parit

any standpoint.
Cooper and

Henry story

of the

(July)

niOSE WHO DANCE—Warncrs.—Monte

another underworld story that doesn't ring true.

THREE FACES EAST—Warners.— A

great stage
in the talkies.

TOAST OF THE LEGION, THE— First

Na-

tional.^The lovely Victor Herbert operetta. "Mile.
Modiste." in all-'Technicolor.
Bernice Claire and
Walter Pidgeon. A musical treat. (A ug.)

TOP SPEED— First National.— Musical comedy
with the irrepressible Joe E. Brown emphasizing the
comedy. (Aug.)

is.

Wonderful entertainment from

(Aug.)

—

WOMEN

—

EVERYWHERE Fox. J. Harold
Murray's charming singing voice, plus that ooh-la-Ia
Ma'mselle, Fi(i Dorsay. (July)

Blue,

(Sept.)

play and fine silent picture gone wronn
(Aug.)

—

amount. .A picture beyond the usual praise.
^'ou'll have to !ee Commander Byrd drop the .American flag onto the South Pole to appreciate what an
achievement

(Sepl.)

TEXAN, THE— Paramount.— Gary

in

and

Lois Wilson and Lawrence

(July)

cclor outdoor operetta.

MOON—

Warners —Light
on old-fashioned Mexican border melodramas.
gay and dashing Technicolor singic, with Frank
ray and Armida. (June)

A

COMPANY—

Bulldog

TEMPTATION— Columbia.—Unpretentious

SONG OF THE FLAME— First

National.—
Bernice Claire, soprano, and Noah Beery, deep bass,
free Russia from the revolutionists via Technicolor

I

A TEXAS

Kilire

Sound.

Productions.— Just an-

(July)

mond. with Kenneth McKenna instead of Ronald
Colman. Burles<iue and good whether intentional

"

Calling Me.

National.— If you're an
won't seem so weak. (Sepl.)

SWING HIGH— Pathe.— Love

pleasant

right at your heart with his gorgeous
Hit pieces. "Little Boy Blue and "I Hear
.Alice Joyce, and a sensational
Irish kid. Tommy Clifford. Don't miss John. (April)

voic<-".

Vou

this

old-time wagon circus. Color, action, peppy songs.
Pleasant entertainment. (July)

WOMEN— Columbia.—

affairs in military circles.

O'

MAMA— First

White fan

SWELLHEAD— Tiffany

Oakie.

"taken up" bv the country

SO
LETTY— Warners.- Two discontented
husbands swap wives. Charlotte Greenwood of the
long legs and boisterous antics is whole show. (April)

SONG

Billie

other prize-tight story.

is

has a boy on every ship. Then the
in
Can yimaginc the funi (July)

comes

recorded.

National.

Dove's best talkie.
Mystery farce, with
Clive Brook being very farcical. (Sepl.)

Film Co.—
supposed to be "art."

THE— Paramount.—Jack
who

SWEETHEARTS AND WIVES— First
SWEET

film,

(Sept.)

the village braggart

dub

—

(April)

SLUMS OF TOKYO— Schochiko
Silent

who

UNDER

W'ill

(Sepi.)

SLIGHTLY SCARLET— Paramount.— Evelyn

girl
fleet

whole

WHAT MEN WANT— Universal.— This
SUNNY SKIES—Tiffany Productions.— Another
one of those movie versions of college life as it
isn't.

and

(April)

TRUE TO THE NAVY— Paramount— Clara Bow
IS the

Pascal's novel, "The Dark Swan." lost its original
tilie and a great deal more.
Lois Wilson, Olive
Borden and H. B. Warner. (July)

for entries.

Pictures—

(June)

scenes.

after midnight,

September 20, the deadline

deft mingling of under-world drama and comedy gives
Ricliard Dix his best part in a long time. (Sept.)

tional.

work

their

FROM SHANGHAI, THE— M-G-M.—

SHOOTING STRAIGHT— Radio

and

the judges are ready to start

Psycliological drammrr but it went astrav.
Dramatic, but sometimes dista.';teful.
Louis Wolheim.
Conrad Xagel. Kay Johnson, the latter splendid.
{April)

— backsUge

funny.

Flash and clang of sword play. Dennis King.
Francois I'illon, sings, and acts with operatic
abandon.
Gorgeous Technicolor.
Lilting Friml
music. Jeanette MacDonald and Lillian Roth help,
and O. P. Heggie is grand. (.May)

Solutions in Photoplay's
popular contest are pouring

NO—Warners.—Winnie

is

as

SHADOW OF THE LAW— Paramount.— The

Lightner should have said NO when they cast her as
a broken-hearted night club hostess. (May)

Productions. Inc.

of troupers

Slim Summerville

•

Puzzle Fans

usual delightful William Powell performance, but the
Btory could be better. (July)

army.

UP THE CONGO— Sono Art—World Wide.—
One more expedition into Darkest Africa. If you
like them you'll like it.
(April)

'

Burke Frederick

Little Freddie

(A ug.)

TROOPERS THREE— Tiflanv

—Concerns both kinds

original play.

comedy.

SECOND FLOOR MYSTERY. THE— Warners.

— Novel

—

"The Circle," was subtle English
The phonoplay misses fire. (May)

TRIGGER TRICKS— Universal.-Typical Hoot
Gibson Western with Sally Eilcrs in her real life r41e
of girl-friend.

—

—

YOU.NG DESIRE
Universal.
Conventional
story of a circus girl who loves a rich boy, but treated
unconventionally.
Pace, color and thrills.
Mary
Nolan scores. (June)

YOUNG EAGLE.S— Paramount.— Not another
"Wings."
Buddy Rogers the flying hero. Jean
Arthur his inspiration. Magnificent air photography,
and satisfactor>* enough story. (May)

YOUNG MAN OF MANHATTAN— Paramount.

^Two

young newspaper writers get married, and
then get temperamental. Claudette Colbert and reallife husband, Norman Foster.
Charles Ruggles adds
hilarious comedy touches. (July)
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Brickbats

Bouquets

You Fans Are the
Real Critics
Photoplay Gives Twenty-Five,
Ten and Five Dollar

Prizes for the

Best Letters

Just plain spiteful letters won't be printed, for we want
to be helpful when we can. Don't write more than 200
words, and if you are not willing to have your name
and city of residence attached, please don't write.
Address Brickbats & Bouquets, Photoplay, 221 West
reserve the right
57th Street, New York City.
to cut letters to suit our space limitations. Come on in

We

and speak your mind!

is happy
There was no inclination to
I saw just how it would

goes to the boy she loves and
for a

time.

"blink" facts, and
be for me.
I

am

still

at

home and working.

My

gratitude knows no bounds, and I hope we
get more of these real life pictures of workThey are sincere, and we like
ing girls.

them.

L. S.

mentally, emotionally and physically.
Our
bodies may be old, but the self which runs
them is kept young.
The movies are my magic carpet in which
I have a front seat to every event of importance in the world. And don't let anyone tell you that young folks have all the
fun and happiness, for we, too, have the
most beautiful and the most clever people

working

The
The

$25

New

LeIUr
Evanston,

TLTOW

III.

"Us" designating the
Order of Motion Picture Ushers!

about us?

'^ Royal

Patrons are continually disregarding our advances in the way of service and taking into
their own hands the problem of locating
their seats in an aisle which the usher has
already pronounced "filled."
Maybe were wrong. Perhaps we have
been standing in an aisle for hours without
knowing that there are hundreds of perfectly
marvelous seats waiting for everj'one who
enters the theater at any time of day.
Perhaps we are cruel creatures who do nothing
but keep the best seats in the house
empty and add to the discomfort of our
patrons; maybe we are hopelessly blind.
Have people forgotten or don t they know
that there are such things as Fire Laws, that
ushers have duties, and that a filled theater
is a possibility?
are impudent because
we request that a party refrain from loitering
in the aisles.
The theater service is bad
because there aren't seats available at every
moment, at the peak of the evening or other-

We

wise.

And

Have mercy!

give us a

little

coop-

eration, please.

The

$10 Letter
Enid, Okla.

the
ing

man

fully

1

made up my mind

my

loved.

job.

I

Then

to

leave

wanted to be with
saw "Our Blush-

I

Brides."
I
put myself in Connie's
it exactly fitted my case.
There were the three girls, all wanting
much more than they could afford. Connie
place, as

16

Haven,

Cmn.

Was Barn

II

E.

Piatt.

ni Righl';"

folks

Indianapolis, Ind.

TN

your recent editorial showing up "In-•'gagi" and its makers you stated the facts
in the case with a questionable degree of
exactitude.
Certainly most fans possessin.g
an ordinary share of intelligence realized

SHEARER and Greta
NORMA
honors
Garbo
vie for

this

first

tnonth, with Norma slightly
ahead. Marie Dressier gets an enormous
bouquet, too. Ann Harding, for her
work in "Holiday," Joan Crawford, in
"Our Blushing Brides," and Clara
Bow, for no especial reason except that
she is Clara Bow and her fans love her
even when they don't approve of her
pictures all these girls rank high in
the month's mail.

—

Janet Gaynor is getting plenty of advice from Photoplay readers, and
strangely enough she is being more
criticized than patted on the back for
the stand she is taking. Many of her
admirers say they like her no matter

that

scenes of the picture

sensational

the

were phony, and one

is almost tempted to
whose innocence you
defended, with sense enough to have realized
the inauthenticity of the film when they

credit the exhibitors,

booked it.
Be honest, now.
num was right?

Can you deny that Bar'W'e fans did not resent
the producers' attempt to fool us. Quite the
contrary.
Besides, it cannot be denied that "Ing.igi
did more towards entertaining us than all
the other "menagerial" celluloids put together.
"

James Flaherty,

No Fake

no one

"The Dawn

else

can

offer.

has brought
Dick Barthelmess right out in front
again (no, we didn't mean the "Western Front".'). Lon Chanev's voice ha.s
added to his popularity. Jack Gilbert,
Vallee,

Patrol"

Ramon Novarro and

Chester Morris are favorites

among

the

men.

The

pictures that brought the most
favorable comment are "The Big

House," "Let Us Be Gay," "Romance,"
"Holiday," "The Dawn Patrol" and
"Our Blushing Brides."

Jr.

(Gorillas

what parts she plays, and they think
she brings something to the lighter

Rudy
and

Martha

are having the time of
In the movies we drink
our lives.
at the fountain of youth and are stimulated

old

roles that

Wai.tf.r Kerr.

T HAD
' home

WE

to please us.

$5 Letter

San Pedro, Calif.

'X^AY

my

appreciation for the
'•'''•editorial which appeared in a recent
number of your magazine in regard to the
film

I

express

"Ingagi"?

is the only weapon
to discourage
such disgusting in.sults to the intelligence of
picture audiences.
It is fiascos such as this that turn the

Publicity of this kind

which can be used successfully

amusement-seeking populace from the photoplays to other forms of entertainment.

M. Marie Snyder.
[please turn to page 120]

—
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MaGAZINK FOR OcTOHER, 1930

utstanding quality,

remarkable results-

^7

FT

uy

3

good books

with the $3

it

saves you

yet the cost
E you learned
HA\already
learned by

is

25^ the large tube

the lesson

that Listerine Tooth Paste at 25^

acids of decay,

Incidentally,

millions

at

25^, this

tooth

the most remarkable value in the

paste saves about ^3 per year per
person over dentifrices in the 50^

entire tooth paste field?

class.

Get

a

yourself.

tube today and prove

Compare

it

with

any paste at any price
and judge by results alone.

Note how white,
and lustrous

it

brilliant,

leaves your

teeth.

Note how thoroughly it
between the teeth
and front and back; how
swiftly it removes ugly tarcleans

tar and discoloration with-

out harming the teeth.

Its

cleansing ingredients are
harder than tartar and so
remove it. But they are
softer than enamel and
therefore do not

Note how

its

harm

it.

mild fruit

juices neutralize destructne

The makers

of Listerine

Tooth Paste recommend

Prophylactic
T<K)lh Brushes

is

it

pany,

Lambert
St.

Pharmacal CornLouis, Mo., U. S. A.

Tliis

is

first

rate

tilt

(l.iy

tloll.ir

of

tlie

book.

Why

not buy a few with

tliat

33 a year you save

by using Listerine Tooth
Paste instead of dentifrices in the

50^ class?

^id You
Tan?
a few months ago
fromeverywhere were writing
JUST
to me, asking that important summer question, ''Shall
girls

I

tan?"

I hope I discouraged some of you from deliberately
coarsening and discoloring your comple.xions beyond hope
of remedial measures.
I did want to save you from some
of my mistakes and those I have seen others make.
Having acquired a healthy tan that was perhaps inevitable if we didn't want to be cheated out of the fun of
summer sports and outdoor life, we're beginning to wonder
what to do about it, now that the season is over. WiU
ours be the sort of sun tan that fades into an unbecoming
sallowness? Or will it disappear quickly and naturally
when the first cool winds blow? Can we hasten its going
by artificial means? Or shall we continue to remain tanned,
by using lamps that imitate the sun's rays and with sun
tan make-up?
Dermatologists tell us that the heavily tanned skin
never entirely regains its normal texture and coloring.
It has been through a "weathering" process, and in protecting itself against the effects of sunlight and wind it
has forever lost some of its delicacy of coloring and its
transparency.

Besides, no two skins seem to respond alike.
Blondes,
surprisingly, often tan evenly and beautifully without
freckles and blotches, and their skins bleach out gradually
without a hint of sallowness during the process. .And yet
many blondes find tan most unbecoming and the stages
of its gradual disappearance even more so.
While bru-

who bronzed exquisitely in the sun's rays often find
themselves an ugly greenish yellow at the first hint of
nettes

autumn.

To help restore the texture and suppleness of the skin,
there are many fine unguents and creams.
To nourish
"leathery" necks there are excellent skin foods and tissue
creams rich in oil. These help particularly to erase the
fine lines that sunlight etches around the eyes.
They
should be patted in gently, and left to remain overnight.
Used in the daytime, they sometimes give a flattering
suggestion of dewiness about the eyes, softly shadowing
them. But use care in this. You don't want to look as
though you had forgotten to remove your cleansing cream
or to wash your face.
The skin that has grown coarse-pored and sluggish can
be stimulated with mild astringents and freshening tonics.
Cold water is also a great stimulator.
Mild bleaches may be [ ple.\se turx to p.\ge 118 ]

Friendly Advice on
Hollywood is a land of sunshine, yet exquisite complexions must be protected.
Screen actresses
have learned the correct treatment for delicate
skins before and after sunning. Here is Rosita
Moreno, Paramount player from Spain, ready to
jump the waves

Girls'

Problems

Ai<"Y reducinj; exercises and sane menus will help you
improve your figure. My complexion leaflet gives
general advice, and specific treatment for blackheads and
acne.

A

stamped,

self-addressed

envelope

with

your

request will bring you either, or both, or other advice on
personal problems.
Address me care of PHOTOPLAY,

221 West 57th Street,

New

York

City.

CAROLYN VAN WYCK
18
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^5000. in Rrues
.

just for telling

.

us which of these two

we

cards

should send

two million women!

to

ALL women

appreciate a bargain.
Rut often one particular bargain
have more appeal than another. Here is a fascinating conwhich will enable you to express your idea of a bargain.
Merely tell us which of these two offers you think will be the more
acceptable to 2,000,000 women and >ou may win one of the 3S0
prizes offered by RIGAUD
Parfumeur— Paris.

J~\

will

test

—

What's It All About T
Rigaud— Paris (Parfumeur by Royal Decree to His Majesty, King Alfonso
XIII of Spain) wishes to acquaint more American women with his e.\quisite
Parfum Un Air Embaume. To do this he intends to send approximately
two million letters from Paris to discriminating women in America (the
customers of 184 famous stores.)

The letter which these women will receive from Paris will enclose a card for
presentation to these stores.

Which Card
Only one of the two cards

Which

shall

it

—A or

be

1

Note that the regular
on the card) is $6,

listed
it

for S2.95.

Then consider

Which
380
Will

Offer B,

of These
Prizes

YOU Win?

1st Prize

Shall

hown at

Rigaud Send?

the right can be enclosed with this letter.
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VPE^
r\reaaume/vp

Those adorable hat brims!
defects.

But why be

contetit

They generously hide skin
with mere concealment?

change that faulty complexion for a skin of true

Why

Woodlniry's does what no

Woodbury's

is

no more just a soap than a Rtboux

millinery masterpiece is just a hat.
is a

your convenience
oils

Woodbury's

Nkin specialist's entire treatment created for
in

have a special

cake form. Its costly, secret
affinity for the natural oils

of the skin and together they accomplish that
vital process

arc far

vhich

of desquamation. These ingredients

beyond the reach of ordinary soaps,

miTely clean the surface skin

liclping to re

toilet

Ex-

loveliness.

soap can possibly do

\ QUEEN

ot German

begins her
America! The

films

Career in

Seautitul Marlene
Dietrich with the
spangles on, as she ap-

pears

in

the leading

feminine role of
"Morocco,"

m

which

Gary Cooper and
Adolphe Menjou

labor.

This gorgeous girl with
the slumbrous eyes was
discovered in Berlin by
Director Josef von Stern^erg.

She

is

hallmarked

or big things in talkies!

Marlene Dietrich was

bom

("ermany. the daughter of
.irmy officer. She has red.;old hair and blue eyes.
She
IS
married and has a little
.11

in

laughter,

who

is in

Germany

/•^I^

/f

v^
•Hi

^

1

V,
^S^^;
^m^

\-.

P*^}
Mitzi Green was born in New
York City, Oct. 22, 192()
She's a smash in pictures
Junior Durkin, 16, became lamous on the stage in the play

"Courage"

T T'S

her

- seems a

first

little

romantic role, and that
stricken

the ardent swain, and the scene

Western

little

and confused by

starring Dick Arlcn.

cream cone?" purrs Junior

is

a bit

witch, Mitzi Green,

it all

Junior Durkin

!

"Heart o'mine,

is

new Paramount
how about an ice

from a

**^5

*f

\J/'1LL she

be

a

new sentimental

sensation, with

all

the wistful

sweetness of a Gaynor?
nc will!

Fox bets a stack of blue chips that
Maureen O'Sullivan, seen with McQarmack in '"Song

N4y Heart," will play opposite Charlie
nd the Plumber," due this fall

Farrell in

"The

Princess

Maureen O'Sullivan was born
n Killiney, Ireland. May 17.
She IS 5 feet. 4 inches
She has
lark brown hair and blue eyes

lyil.

ull and weighs 114.

.

Six

Stunning

co

One

s t

umes

/

of the prettiest and smartest

evening gowns of any season.
Miss Claire wears this creation of
white tulle, with narrow black
tulle ruffles edged in silver. Like
this for your next party?

Street dress with black Can

-

ton box-pleated skirt and
black and white flat but

one of the new neglig&s
Miss Claire is wearing of the
type that could almost double as
a frock. It is of flowered net, and
the large bow in front is of peach

This

is

—

satin.

A pretty thing

tons, embroidered around
neck and bodice.
Short

Eton embroidered jacket,
trimmed with button.*

One
Stunning
Girl/

This costume is called "The Jack
Horner," but Bernice needn't sit
in a corner as far as we're concerned Pencil blue crepe pajama
trousers and bolero coat.
The
blouse is white crepe de chine
!

Posed by

BERNICE CLAIRE,

First National

Miss Claire here displays

—and what advantage!
—another
evening
to

lovely

gown. This one is of white
taffeta, ornamented with

hand-painted flowers.
Note the length

A

striking tango-red tweed street
ensemble. Persian lamb is the fur
used on the collar and cuffs and
around the bottom of the coat.
red gold brocaded blouse, with
six buttons in front

A

''

Brook was born in Lonlon, June 1. 1891.
He is 5
'.et. II. weighs 150; has

("live

Town hair and tjrey eyes. He
xdi married in 1921, and has
two children

I
-'

""HAT epoch-making gadget

Ixi'red

the

charm and appeal of

called the

this

when teamed with Ruth
"The Liughing Lady," Clive Brook is again seen
the new tilkie, "Anybody's Woman"

Englishman. Scoring sensationally

C^.hatterton in

with her

in

microphone trebled

handsome, suave and slightly

LES

PARPUMS

LES

POUDKES

"Lovelier than ever"

mode

of the

manding

is

day-

that subtler,

\he

de-

more

exquisite loveliness which

these supreme Powders

and Perfumes
fer in

of

Coty con-

a rarer visible beauty

of complexion, a

more

poignant beauty of

mosphere—

at-

the complete

impression of elegance

and indescribable

chic.

''(T/ll/TTTS

/

^ /_ (^r rtV/^/^S

'" '°"'

Sizes,

from de Iukc cuicryjiol Flocons

Edii.ons

""^ compleie ronge ol perfect

Coty odeu's

Colv. 714

ic

odorable Purse

fifieen Dollors to

One

Filth

flesli

tones

DoKor. Double Size

Avenue.

N.

V

.n

Oollor

twelve shodes

One

— Pldc<

One

All

Oollot fthy Cents

Vendamc

P<r.s

what

is

a girl's cKief

charm ?

What makes

.

.

her seem

man? Read the answer

infinitely adorable to a

in

.

.

zarro

Dorothy Dix
FEMININE
It is

Nothing so

men

daintiness!

rightly fear this,

a girl's chief charm.
attracts people,

especially, as dainty

femininity.

Sometimes girls
,

careless

—a

bit soiled.

,

P

are a
is

And some

,^

girls neglect the

—a

slip or a

I

and completely.

c]uickly

you

Moreover, when your lingerie

isn't

dainty and colorful, you yourself don't

and truly charming. And
charm others, you must
of your own feminine appeal.

find

will

lovely for

shabby looking.

have known a soiled,
faded looking shoulder ribbon p>eeping out to shatter a man's IDEAL
dears,

I

I

a

feel

they

stay

time.

so strongly about this that if

could, I'd give every girl in

America

box of Lux.

YOUR

IN
HOME. TOO: Not only
can dainty, colorftil lingerie give you
confidence of charm
but your very

—

SURROUNDINGS

can

help!

Pretty

feel exquisite

in order to

linens, all

feel sure

when they

is

and

colorful

an amazingly long

curtains, slip covers, cushions,

Self-conjidence

you've

of suds as often as needed,

just a

show

things that don't

step- in is allowed to get

My

little

Dorothy

blouse

if

been using just ordinary
"good" soap. But if you'll
keep a box of Lux handy
and just dip dainty things
up and down in a bowlful

form part of the magic

table
spell

are kept lovely with Lux.

Dorothy Dix

contagious.

Therefore, do buy the daintiest lingerie

you can
site, as

— and keep

it

color-fresh, exqui-

long as you wear

it.

I'm sure girls often hesitate to wash
underthings— stockings, too— as often
as daintiness requires, lest they

faded and wear out too soon.

become

You may

•
"

When

you are confident of your onm

dainty femininity, others respond instantly.

Men

r>v.

?f

especially find

you adorable

^

"

'

Colorful, dainty lingerie makes you

HEEI, feminine, exquisite

"

above) Dainty lingerie washed
10 times in Lux colorful and exquinew. No fading, no wearing or
pulling of dehcale fibres
(Left,

—

site as

(Left) Similar lingerie washed 10
times with ordinary- soap faded and
drab. Delicate fabric tearing away

—

if

It's

safe in

water

.

.

.

it's

safe in

mx

from stitching

—

|
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B!Photoplay

took the heart-breaking blow
of the death of her mother.

letter

Close-Ups

man who accuses
of failing to

and

Elsie

give credit where credit
is

Long Sh ots

due.

He says

that by refusing a

among The Six Best
Pictures of the Month to

place

"Hell's Angels," in the

friends

James R. Qui rk

ber.

Her mother's death

left

There were those who said that "Ma"
had unduly controlled Elsie's private as

Photoplay made a mistake, and second
thought convinced us that we were wrong,
we would apologize. It would not be the
If

well as public

A

nor the fifteenth

life.

short

cruel,

Best," later

made

story,

hold to our original opinion.

We

did

It

not give this ambitious and costly— in Mr.

Hughes' dollars and four other men's

hurt

"Ma" and

lives.

but they never

Elsie,

They knew

complained.

"Mother Knows
was sup-

into a |>icture,

posed to be based on their

time.

We

life

her alone.

lion dollar picture.

in fifteen years,

Hollywood, had

in

companand work ever
since Elsie could remem-

ard Hughes and his four-mil-

time

to

})een the closest of

Au-

we have done a
grave injustice to Mr. How-

Janis, as

known

the theatrical world and her

ions in

gust issue,

first

and "Ma"

she was familiarly

it

was untrue.

lives

Best of the Month.

ELSIE buried her "Ma" from the Wee Kirk of the

below "With Byrd at the South Pole" and
below "Romance," "The Big House," "Holiday,"
"The Unholy Three," and "Grumpy."

Heather, a tiny cemetery chapel which was a
attended by Annie Laurie.
The service was simple and only close friends were

spectacle a place

AVe put

among The

Si.x

it

replica of the church

jjcrmitted to attend.

HELL'S

ANGELS"

is tlie

warfare ever filmed.

greatest spectacle of

We doubt that

it

can ever

you want to l)e
thrilled out of a night's sleep by seeing men kill and
be killed; if you want to be thrilled by the stark
brutality of war, unrelieved except by one great act
of self-sacrifice, by all means go and .see it.
be surpassed in that direction.

If

Ilollywoodish about

At the

There was nothing theatrical or
it.

close of the services Elsie returned

her car alone, the place usually occupied

home in
l)y

mother vacant and marked by a small bouquet

her

of her

mother's favorite flowers.

There was no report of details of the funeral
This was Elsie's private affair.

in

the

newspapers.

BUT—
This picture
picture crimes

i.s

—

guilty of the highest of

l)ad taste.

The

all

motion

character j)layed by

Miss Jean Harlow is one of which the motion j)icturc
cannot be proud. It is .sex in its most disgusting
pha.se, naked, vulgar, unnecessary.
Our review on "Hell's Angels" stands as i)rinted.

HAVE

always admired Elsie Janis. But never
have I felt for her such deep andsincereadmiralion
as that which she earned by the manner in wliich slic

I

ELSIE was the one person
and

cry.

who

did not break

up the others who loved "Ma" and would
Last

New

down

Instead she devoted herself to buoying
Year's

Eve "Ma" wrote

mi.ss her.

Elsie a letter.

She confided it to a friend to be given to her beloved
and adored girl after her death. One paragraph read:
"Ihopeyou do not feel I have ever interfered. Life
has been fifty-fifty for us. Do not grieve for me."
-Next day the gallant daughter was back at work
at the Paramount Studio where she is a director.
29

—
PICKFORD was
MARY
was

a friend indeed. She
with Elsie ahnost every waking moment
during the ordeal.

Her philosophy and sympathy gave her friend the
strength and mental consolation she needed in her
days of sorrow.

AT

this writing Amos 'n' Andy are beginning to
recover from the shock of their first experience
in the studios.
The preparation of their daily stint

and

broadcasting had liecome a familiar and entask, with a minimum of irritations and

its

joj'able

But Hollywood

complications.

—that's

different.

THE
the

You

Anita

bar!

a sacred studio tradition.

It

is

It

the

was held
table

one of the big studio

in

associate

sat

several writers

oflBces.

producers,

and song tinkers;

the

Around
director,

also the ubiquitous

gag men.
ceremonial opened up
THE
Each
submitted
individual

pleasantly enough.

ideas.

They

discussed

theme, motivation, action, dialogue, sets.
thing was just dandy. Then the inevitable
ego began, and the battle was on.
started

Everyclasli of

The

writers

it.

"That idea

at

of yours is terrible," one of them yelled
an associate producer.
"And yours is lousy," was the scholarly comeback.
Another member of the conference, confident that

he had a brilliant idea, rose and l)ecame oratorical.
"Yeah?" interrupted a song writer.
"Chaplin
started that gag nearly twenty years ago, and j'ou've
used it in every picture you ever had anything to

do with.
yet?

Ain't

you seen any of this year's pictures
get a new one and let that senile old

You might

veteran die a natural death."

The argument ended
all,

the

but to the credit of

there was no shooting or stabbing.
conference.
'n'

Andy had been

this clash of intellect

and

It

one.

A

If

FEW

is a star.
Dottie Chiffon may call hershe does, ask her where she ever tended

months ago

was only

Finally

amazed

Amos

at

asked

to be heard.

cadaverous gentleman of

town.

His long nose was buried in his shirt front. He was
low in his mind, and he felt terrible. A few weeks
before he had finished directing a motion picture
based on the life of Abraham Lincoln. An honored
veteran of the silent drama, he had been forced to
fight the new thingumbob called the microphone. He
had been up against stage actors instead of the oldstyle movie puppets.
An old man, and through! He had little or no
confidence in the new picture. He had sort of crawled
away into the Texas desert to rest and to listen for the

rumblings that might mean his finish in pictures.
A bell-boy brought him a wire. It was from the
big boss of the company. And the wire said that
"Abraham Lincoln" was a great picture that all

—

was

well!

THAT was David
And

Wark Griffith, the old master.
the Texas episode was just another act in the

Through the
years,

still

in

life

as a

movie

jjicture jungles

"Griffith

is

through!"

director.

has run the cry, for
A has-been, they've

A fossil, a dodo. The younger "geniuses,"

the romper stage, have even laughed at the

grand old man.

Xow,

"Boys," he said, "take it ea.sy. If there's going to
be any murder over this story we'd just as soon quit
now."

a

uncertain age sat on a hotel porch in a Texas

called him.

sitting silently

fists.

Bow

Clara

long drama of his

in a fight,

first

Amos

a featured player.

is

There are very few stars, technically speaking.
There are some dozens of featured players. There are
several hundred other actresses and actors engaged in
making pictures who get no feature billing at all
the great rank and file who make up the casts.

story conference

is

name appears ABOVE
the story at the beginning of a film.
see, in a title, "Greta Garbo in 'Romance.' "

That means that Garbo is a real star. If you see
"Joan Crawford in 'Our Blushing Brides,' with
Anita Page," that means that Joan is a star, but

self

based on the theory that the more cooks the better
the broth.

to identify a genuine picture star

title of

took them a week to come out of the dazed condition caused by their first story conference.
The
It

way

easiest

to notice that his or her

is

in his

He

the i)ack!
Lincoln."
.scenes,

lonesome latter years, he's turned on
has

made

his masterpiece, in

For the truthful tenderness

"Abraham

of its love

the matchless dignity, smartness and power
never even come near the new^

of its creation, he's

abused word
THEthemost
movies
of

is

in

the tarnished lexicon

"star."

Every little nit-wit who is caught necking in a
parked auto, making a mere wish a fact, gives her
occupation as "motion picture actress." Then ignorant or merely careless newspapers put a curse on the
whole matter by heading the story^"Movie Star Held

by Police as Blizzard (irips City."
Everybody should know, for liis own conversational correctness, if for no more vital reason, what
a "star"

30

is.

j)icture

in

his long

and honorable career

witli

the

mcgai)hone.

ASTR.VNGE

combination, Griffith.

Showman,

camera trickster, master technician of cinematic
emotion and effect, and a dash of authentic genius,
here and there.

Who doesn't love a laugh at the wise-crackers who
chase after new gods, mostly clay and all wet? AVell,
Old Man
now!

Griffith, the has-been,

can have a good roar

(Drawing

DIRECTOR

--- "You'll Have

to

by George Shanks)

Change It— She Doesn't Like It"
81

—

End

The

of

9>IG
Trail/
One

of the

trreatest

Location Trips

History

mmm^'

in

the

of Pictures

r inished

Is

THE

Big Trail '' grew out
of a dinner at Simpson's
in London.

Winfield Sheehan,
Fox producing' cliief, and Raoul
Walsh, the director, sat talking
over the cofTee cups. It was a
vacation trip for both of them,
but in the memorial fashion of
Hollywood, they were talking
about pictures. It was suggested
that a great talkie of the pioneer
West would be a tremendous
thing!
From that chance remark " The Big Trail " was born.

Sheehan and

\\'alsh sat at their

table until dawn streaked the
sky, formulating plans and mapping out the course of procedure.
On April 10, IWO, exactly one
hundred years after the first
wagon train set out from Independence, Missouri, the picture

One

of

the

most

thrilling

scenes in "The Big Trail"

the

moment when

the

covered wagons are about to
be lowered over the cliff.
Once the log stanchions
broke, and
nine
wagons
crashed into the valley This
sequence was filmed in the
!

Jackson

Hole country,
Wyoming

of this romantic trail was begun.
The first scene was a wagon train
starting out over perilous roads,
through territories of hostile Indians and renegade whites. A

bugle blew in the picture camp.

The cameras began

to turn.

Whips cracked over the heads of
oxen and horses. There were
shouts of men, cries of women
and children. From a camera
stand, twenty feet in the air,

Walsh directed that

first

scene.

Stretched far into the distance
line of lumbering
prairie schooners.

was a long

32

A boy and

girl

whom "The

Big Trail" will probably

famous.

The

girl

guerite Churchill

is

— the

make
Marboy

is

John Wayne, discovered in
the property department at
Fox by Director Raoul Walsh
and given this mighty role.
He's a very important discovery

#»J^%

By Marquis Busby
In August "The Big Trail'' was completed. Not one scene
had been shot in a studio. In fact, there are only two interiors
in the whole picture, one a saloon in Independence, and the
other a rough cabin. During the months the picture was in

production the company traveled over 4,.?00 miles, but before
a scene had been shot, Walsh had traversed 14,000 miles seeking
locations. He even traveled by dog sled through the Blackfeet
country, over snows twenty feet deep.
In going over " The Big Trail '' these pioneers of 1930 traveled
through seven states. They worked in terrific heat in Yuma
and again in Montana. They traveled over Teton's snowy pass
a month before the road had been opened. With them went the
heavy wagons, the live stock, nine ponderous sound trucks and
supply trucks. It was difficult to get fresh food over Teton into
the Jackson Hole country of Wyoming. News trickled in from
the outside world at rare intervals. The company worked seven
days a week. They were up at five in the morning, and on location at six. They worked until seven in the evening.
They always kept moving. Two hundred great covered
wagons, weighing a ton each and costing S400 to build. Cattle
to the number of 1.800. 1,400 horses, 80 o.\en, 110 mules, 200
chickens, 20 pigs and 14 dogs. There were 347 pioneer men,
women and children that actually went over every foot of this
movie trail. At times there were thousands more in the scenes.
From one location camp to another they were transported
over eight different railroad lines. It took 123 baggage cars to
move the production.

Sometimes they

slept in hotels.

In Montana they slept in

the coaches. In Wyoming their homes were 160 specially built
cabins.
Just a bed and stove, but there were electric lights
and shower baths of a sort. The laborers and men caring for
the live stock slept in 400 tents.
A more diversified group of men than the extras could not
have been found. There were champion bronc-peelers, bullwhackers, ex-Texas rangers, prize fighters, wrestlers, sailors,
ex-marines, two ex-gunmen from Chicago, and former stars of
the football gridiron and baseball diamond. The lowest paid
extra received S50 a week. It cost Fox from S50 to SlOO a week
to feed and transport each of them.
cast
ninety-three was as
as
THE
Marguerite Churchill, the heroine, had lived
of

the extras.
her life in
discovered by Walsh in the
diversified

all

John Wayne, the hero, was
property department of the Fox studio. He had been a football
star at the University of Southern California. His six feet, two,
of height, and his 200 pounds of brawn, were just what was
wanted for Brcik Cohman, the young Indian scout. El Brendel
had made his mark in comedies.
Tully Marshall had played many Western roles, including a
cities.

memorable characterization

in

"The Covered Wagon." David

Rollins is a direct descendant of the first white child born on
the Oregon Trail. T\rone Power, the villain, is one of the best
known veterans of the theater. Ian Keith, another heavy, is
also from the stage. All of them depicting the intrepid adventurers seeking freedom, the rich soil of a new country.
Just as the road to the Oregon country really began on the
green banks of the Missouri, the opening scenes of the picture

33

depicted Independence
during the Forties. A
town was built near Yuma,

From

with the swollen Colorado
rushing by.
It was the
largest set ever built on
location, forty complete
buildings, all weathered.
For weeks the company
sweltered in the desert
heat. The water was bad,

and many members

company were
missary

of the

ill.

Stanchions were

face of the

Judd Stevens, in charge
of the commissary, accomplished his work smoothly.
He started nine years ago
with a chuck wagon on the
outfits,

knew

how

Marguerite Churchill
and John Wayne had

and he

to plan

cloud while Marguerite
hung in mid-air. It would
take too long to climb back

50 or 1,500.
In the kitchen of
the big dining tent
were a chef, two dinner cooks, five fry
cooks, three bakers

to the top, or to descend to
the floor of the valley. She
just hung there and waited
for the sun.
The wait
took half an hour. Before

staff of thirty-

and

dish-

the scene was completed

washers.

During the time

dia-

logue on the way down.
Once the sun went under a

for

five waiters

made

children descended the
cliff on a rope,
hand over hand. There
could be no rehearsal. It
was a case of going over
and trusting to fate.

There
than 500.

three times daily.

Western

sequence

of cowhide, and trees were
bent over as levers. The
wagons and live stock
were lowered over this
precipice to the ground below.
Men, women and

long march across the
West. For sixteen days

less

cliff

become famous.
of the

to Missouri.

800 people were fed

and a

will

department

gives a pretty
good example of the herculean task of feeding so
many people during the

just

the

which

wagon train lose their way.
They stumble up to the
brink of the precipice.
Below the trail is resumed,
but they must find a way
to get down, or turn back

Yuma

were never

made

The pioneers

AGLANCEatthecomin

there the com-

pany went to the Jackson
Hole country of \\'yoming,
for the longest and most
trying location. Here was

in

satisfactorily she

Yuma

times.

NOT one

to feed the troupe.
A typical breakfast

order included 400 indi vidual boxes of
cereal, 21 hams, 150
dozen eggs, and 90
loaves of bread.
In a dav's time 300
gallons of coffee were

consumed,

to say
nothing of 90 gallons

of iced tea and 3,000
pints of milk.
When they had a

had de-

scended the rope four

these figures
were averaged:
It cost S2,l 25 a day

person, or one
animal, was hurt in

this scene.

Nine wagons were prepared to be lowered over
the cliff in stanchions.
Someone suggested that it
would be an added thrill
to have one stanchion
break, with the wagon crashing

down

the

cliff.

''We'll fix one so
Walsh agreed.
The next minute

it

will fall,"

nine had
fallen.
The stanchions had not
fowls disappeared into
been sturdy enough.
Stronger
The map above shows the long, long trail of "The Big
the kettles.
ones were built, and the scene
Trail" company as it wound its way across the Western
The pastry cook turned out
went on that same day.
states.
The route started at Yuma, Ariz., and ended,
250 pies every day.
At another time, one of the
months later, at Sequoia National Park
That was one of the difficult
wagons, hitched to a team of
phases of the picture that will
horses, came too near the brink of
mean nothing to the people who see it. But a motion picture
the precipice, and went over. The driver leaped to the ground.
company on location, like an army, travels on its stomach.
Unbelievable as it seems, the wagon was broken to bits, but
both of the horses got up, shook themselves, and began to
great task was handling the wardrobe.
There
nibble grass.
were 5,000 costumes of the period of 1840. They were
Time after time the whole company, including all the wagons
turned in at night, and handed out in the morning. There were
and live stock, forded and swam the Snake River. It was a
as many as twenty-four people in the location wardrobe deswift, dangerous current, and the force of the downward water
partment.
turned wagons and beasts around like so many straws.
A full hospital staff was carried along. A doctor, two orderlies
and four nurses. And there wasn't a serious accident on the trip.
followed day in monotonous routine. The food became
There was sickness in Yuma, and when working in high eleva-l^tire:
tions there were nosebleeds and giddiness, bruises and sprains.
num. And beef. The chickens were muscled like marathon runFrom Yuma the troupe traveled to a spot on the Sacramento
ners, and lamb was something whose fleece was used for the lining
River, where Missouri River shots were made. The Missouri,
of coats. Fresh vegetables were almost impossible to get. Fish,
now, with its placid meadows, farms and silos, towns and
caught in theSnakeRiver,werearareandmuchneededdelicacy.
factories could no longer pass muster as the frontier.
El Brendel disliked the outdoor [ please turn to pace 100
all

chicken dinner 300
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"Good Old George"
WHAT'S

all this about
deorge Bancroft, any-

met no

ing the

From a normal,
likable

fellow,

well-met and

he has suddenly

ers,

—

to be.

used to pal around with

—

them
Bcbe Daniels, Connie
Talmadge and her popular husband, Townsend Netcher, Charlie
Furthmann, who guided him
through many pictures, and others
of that pleasant crowd. But now,
when he stalks up and down the

miraculously from whatever
said ailed him, and popped

he
off

New

York. And to
Washington, where he met Presisecretly to

beach in his bathing trunks and

dent Hoover and other dignitaries.
.\nd rumors and reports came
back, via new channels, that he
might go on the stage again. And
all the time, under contract to

doesn't worry them.
They just
wonder at the change in the man.
Particularly those that feel
they've done enough for him that
isn't

that's another

And then what happened?
Why, Mr. Bancroft recovered

with a husky bod\-guard, he deliberately turns his back on them!
They fail to interpret it in any
ligh't but a f]at'snub, but even that

he

anyway, but

part of the story. The interesting
part here is that not even the
executives of Paramount, to which
outfit he was under contract at a
tremendous salary, could get to
him! And after all, that sort of
thing is odd, isn't it? Especially
when it cost his studio over
850,000.

friends
or rather, make that his
"ex-friends," because that's apparently what ;Mr. Bancroft wants

He

This wasn't to

—

man?

developed into the Hermit of
Santa Monica beach, where a row
of movie folk live.
They're his

them

success.

outsiders alone, either although
scores of would-be interviewers
tried to reach him.
He's got a
colossal peeve against interview-

way? Just what's bit-

Paramount!
to make the story
WELL,
shorter, he came back

warranted in what they

Hollywood

interpret as uncalled-for churlishness. Not at all like the Bancroft,

at last,

and

if

to
there was

anything irking him about his relations with the company that he
was supposed to be working for, it
must have been cleared up, somehow or other. For Mr. Bancroft
has at least gone back to work
making pictures.
Roland Lee
took over the job of directing him
Lee seems to get along best with
the man. Josef Von Sternberg did
two pictures with him, but \'on
Sternberg didn't enjoy it so
much. It seems Von Sternberg
thought Bancroft believed Bancroft knew better than Von Stern-

who, when he became a star,
bought the loudest and most expensive beach robes to be seen on
the sands, and whose genial laugh
could be heard from one end to
the other. "Good old Bancroft,"
they'd say. '"Fine chap. Success
hasn't gone to his head.
Hey
there, George!"

HE

imagines there are people
His Santa Monica Beach friends used to call
staring at him from the cliffs,
him "Good Old George!" Now they nudge
each other and whisper, "What's the matter
his house.
And peering
with that Bancroft guy, anyhow?"
into his house from the streets and
berg, and also that there was too
lots.
So he's built a fence on a
much time being wasted in Banvacant lot next his house.
croft acting as though he ought
It all seems to be what could gently be called a vast self-conto direct as well as play the role.
sciousness on Mr. Bancroft's part, doesn't it? And it doesn't
Anyway, \on Sternberg is just as well satisfied with some
date back at all to the struggling days when he wasn't a big
other assignment and star.
shot. No, in those days, he didn't seem to mind being talked to
Well, there he is now as this is being written. Living the
and liked by other film people. And if it so happened that they
life of a hermit at Santa Monica, avoiding people he used to
were in a position to help him, and they did in some fashion or
play with.
other, he didn't seem to mind that either.
But Mr. Bancroft's present attitude does date back to early
are naturally resentful at feeling the.\'re being
last summer
after he had become a movie big shot. It seemed
ritzed now, when they weren't while Mr. Bancroft wasn't
to happen to him all of a sudden, with remarkable completethe big star he is.
ness. His change in his manner is as great as the change in his
Some of them have a lot of things to say about his personal
salary--from S2.S0 a week to S5000.
affairs
the sort of things one wouldn't want to print, you
His first manifestation was to sequester himself in that Santa
know.
Monica house, with the explanation that he had something the
If Mr. Bancroft has any intimate friends these days, they're
matter with his throat.
certainly not the stars and the executives he used to know so
He couldn't talk, it seemed and the interesting part of it is well.
that he didn't, to anybody.
.\nd what's more, if he has any friends, they aren't even
Telephone calls went unanswered. Teleknown to the others.
grams went unacknowledged.
Letters
And through it all, Mr. Bancroft goes
1-J }' }' .
T
t, rr
fared the same. And even doorbell ringers
tl
-0_y
strangely on his way his Hollywood way.
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The Private
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By Rilla

Page Palmborg

Most

1 he
of

the

GRETA GARBO,by

in the amount of interest and curiosity aroused
her private life, stands alone in the
history of motion pictures.
Dozens of stories have been written about the Swedish actress.
Not one, until now, has told the real story of the
real Garbo as she lives her life
a solitary, alien figure in the
glittering, superficial life of the American film colony in

—

Hollywood.

Only a star of Garbo's eminence and popularity could
achieve such perfect solitude and secrecy. Only the cleverest
and sharpest of management could insure the Scandinavian
blonde the privacy she enjoys. Away from the studio, Greta's

Life

Extraordinary Story

Crlamorous Lady of

1 his

Screen

rLver

Published

has been an impenetrable mystery. Here, for the first time
American journalism, is told the story of Greta Garbo's
life
the life that is strictly and completely her own.
This story has been gathered, bit by bit, from unimpeachable

life

in

home

—

sources.

In it no sacred confidences are violated. It is the simple,
straightforward tale of the intimate existence of one of the
most fascinating, mysterious feminine figures ever to appear
before the public.
Early in 1929 Greta Garbo moved into a modest home at
1027 Chevy Chase, Beverly Hills. It was big and rambling,
in the Italian manner, but an essentially simple place to live.

»

<?/

Greta Garbo
Crarbo Rents a

House Under Another

N ame-

Her Work, Her Exercise, Her Intimate Life
Her Curious and Passionate Love of Rain

"LJERE, absolutely secluded from the inquisitive, prying world, lives Greta Garbo. The house is situated
on the side of a hill in the Santa Monica district, cooled
by the breezes from the sea, only a few miles distant.
Here Garbo has the

solitude and personal freedom that
are so precious to her, and that she so ardently demands.

The house

surrounded by towering spruce
by the owners. The gateway is
guarded, and the whole place is as impenetrable as an old
baronial castle. On this lawn Garbo loves to sit and gaze
across the wide and beautiful valley that lies below her
is

entirely

trees, planted years ago

She

really rented

almost
her

life

it

for its

hominess— its huge

one end of the living room.
in that house, during 1929.

filled

This

fireplace that
is

the story of

Here she sought sanctuary from the annoyances that came
She took the house under another name,
Then began Garbo's first genuinely comfortable home life since her arrival in America about four
to her in hotel life.
to avoid publicity.

years before.

Home though it was, her life there was simple and solitary.
Her servants were instructed to keep all bills down. Garbo's
innate thrift asserted itself. The allowance for food was SlOO a
month. Twice a week they drove eight miles to the Central
37

A young Swedish couple who know Greta Garbo well. Gustaf and Sigrid Norin, who ran the star's
household while she lived in Beverly Hills. Gustaf, at the time, was waiting for a break in pictures.
He's now in the modeling department at First National. His father is a famous sculptor
Market in Los Angeles and did the marketing. In spite of the
most rigid econom>-, Greta was inclined to think, that bills
were high.

Each week fifty dollars were allotted for the purchase of
shoes, medicines, magazines, and such incidentals.
A record
of these was kept in a little black book.
Receipts were obtained for every purchase even for that of a
three-cent newspaper. These were pinned to the page of the

—

black book on which the purchases were entered. At the
end of each w-eek, Greta carefully checked these expenditures.
It will interest you to know that Garbo is an,xious to get the
motion picture magazines as fast as they come out. At this
time she bought ten or fifteen a month. Often, in her eagerness,
she sent for them long before they were due.
This will surprise those of you who feel that Garbo must
display a lack of interest in the stories written about her in the
little

periodical press.

Once a month she gathered these magazines, and many
papers, and sent them to her mother in Sweden. They were
usually well marked, especially when they contained stories
about Greta. Regularly this big bundle went out, addressed to
"Mrs. Anna Gustafsson, 155 Ringbagen, Third Floor, Stockholm, Sweden." Those magazines which contained nothing of
interest about her were often returned to the store.
Let us follow Greta Garbo through a day at the time of which

—

am

writing the summer of 1929.
Beside her bed was an electric bell.
She was to be called at seven on working days. But, like the
rest of us, she liked to dawdle, and often she was fifteen minutes
late in rising. This meant a mad dash to the studio in order to
be on time. When she was not working, no one knew when she
would get up. Sometimes she arose at si.K, chipper as a lark.
Again, she would lie in bed till noon.
Generally speaking, the first thing she did in the morning
was to go to her pool for a swim. Sometimes as early as five
in the morning she could be heard splashing about in the pool.
I

she would get into bed and ring for the papers.
THEN
received the two Los

She

Angeles morning papers every day and
read them before breakfast, turning first to the theatrical pages.
She would tear out items of interest and put them in a drawer
near her bed, to be filed later by her business manager.
On the way to the pool, Greta would usually order breakfast.
Her favorite morning repast consisted of orange juice or grapefruit, creamed dried beef, a poached egg, fried potatoes, homemade coffee cake and coffee. Ham and eggs were also a favored
dish.
Occasionally she only wanted breakfast food, fruit and
coffee cake. Coffee she took only in the morning and at noon.
After breakfast, which she ate from a pink enamel tray held

38

on her lap

in bed, she sent for her pets. .\l this time there were
a chow dog, two kittens and a parrot.
All four were put upon
her wide, low bed, and they took possession of it.
The kittens were her especial pets. They were little black
alley cats that had been picked up in a plaster shop.
The
smaller one Greta called "Pinten," which is Swedish for "halfpint." The other was "Big Pint" and "Mira," as the fancy
struck Garbo.
These waifs could, and did, get away with anything. Greta
had a beautiful Chinese robe hanging on her bedroom waU so
long that it trailed on the floor. Many a time she found it
scratched and torn by the kittens' claw's. But no one ever
heard her scold them.
Greta liked the parrot, too. Often she carried it from room to
room on her shoulder. He would call "Hello, Greta! Hello,
Greta!" when she entered the room. And the weird bird was
an e.xpert at giving the raspberry. This was his pet trick when
she had luncheon guests in the patio. And Garbo would roar
with laughter that great, deep, rumbling laughter of hers!

—

—

ONE
which Greta

of Polly's favorite tidbits
is

was the Swedish hardtack

of

so fond.

The chow, "Finisy," w-as given to Garbo by Emil Jannings'
daughter when that family returned to Germany. It is said
that the dog once belonged to \ alcntino.
"Fimsy" alone resisted all his mistress' gestures of friendliness!
He was like her he liked and respected privacy. He
stayed by himself most of the time, though Garbo treated him
with great kindness.
When Garbo wasn't working, she usually followed her breakfast, her papers and her frolic with her pets with a sun-bath.
In the garden a canvas enclosure had been erected. In it was
a cot, with a sheet and mattress. Garbo would rub her body
with olive oil, put on colored glasses and lie there in the sun for
hours at a time now and then splashing into the pool.
Often Harry Edington, her business manager, or Sorensen,
her friend from Sweden, would come over to lunch with her.
She would don a kimono, and the limch would be spread in the
shade of a large lemon tree. When she was alone her tray was
usually placed on the cot in her sun-bath.
Sorensen, whom
Hollywood called "The Prince," is really the son of a millionaire Swedish box-maker, who came to Hollywood to be near

—

—

Garbo.
On working days, Garbo carried her lunch to the studio in a
paper bag.
She usually wanted fresh berries cooked with
sugar and thickened with cornstarch. This was put in a jelly
glass, and eaten with cream.
With this she had a cold meal or
cheese sandwich, and some fresh fruit.
When she was at home she spent a great deal of her time in

The Doors

of

Garbo's

Home Open

Her bedroom was at the back of the house, on the
ground floor.
It looked out upon the patio and garden.
Usually, after her swim and sun-bath, she got into bed and read.
Her long walks she took in the evening but of these, more
bed, reading.

—

later.

Garbo never liked all her servants to be out in the evening.
For— and this may be difficult to credit— she was very much
afraid of burglars, though she was a fiend for fresh air, and insisted on sleeping with windows open all over the house.
One night, hearing a noise, she aroused the household at
midnight, and led the servants on a thorough search of the

house— C.reta wearing pajamas. Under beds, in unused rooms,
behind drapes. But nothing was found.
Like so many of us, Greta liked to forage in the ice-box for a
lunch late at night. She liked a bit of cheese, or some cold
meat, with a glass of milk or near beer.
And the long day ended.
One of the most interesting and informative things about
Garbo's life is her exercise. Her swimming and sun-bathing I
have already mentioned.
One of her favorite amusements is throwing a huge medicine
ball, weighing fifteen pounds or so.
She would hurl it about her
garden, flattening shrubs, flowers and bushes. Then she would
come to her servants and ask. "Why can't we have some flowx-rs?
Look at those poor bushes! What is the matter with them?"
Garbo would get spells when she would ride horseback nearlv
every afternoon. She would be driven to the Bel Air stables— or
would take out her Lincoln sedan herself, going out of the
garage like a shot and putting the fenders in mortal jeopardy.

—

—

AT

these stables, located in the most exclusive
.4ngeles, between Beverly Hills and the sea,

get her mount.
A horse called "Black Satin"

was her

Time!

Next to "Black Satin" she liked a horse called "King Vidor."
She uses an English saddle, and sits her mount e.\ceedingly
well, except that she is inclined to have too heavy a
hand.
Often she brings her mount in too warm.
One day she brought in her horse very hot. She herself was
breathing hard.
"I will have to apologize for bringing in a hot horse," she told
the riding master, "but this fellow chased me."
She pointed to Nils Asther, who came riding in behind her.
Asther had done his best to catch up with Greta. He failed.
She never allows anyone to ride with her. The hours on horseback, like so many others, are devoted to the reveries she so

much

prizes.

'T~'HIS brings us to one of the most amazing facts of this
i- amazing woman. It would no doubt be of great
interest to a
psychologist who cared to study this intricate woman of

undoubted genius.
Garbo is fascinated by rain enjoys being out in a rainstorm
almost above anything else.
She will go out for a long tramp in a downpour, whether it is
midday or midnight. In the summer of which I write, she was
never seen to carry an umbrella or wear overshoes. Heavy
shoes and a man's raincoat formed her outer costume.
The stablemen at Bel Air know of Garbo's penchant for rain.
When it is cloudy, and there is a possibility of a shower, they
say, "If Garbo telephones to have a horse ready, we know there

—

is

rain coming."

In the rain she will ride for hours. Nothing covers her usual
light riding habit but a short rain coat.
her head is a
little beret.

On

suburb of Los
Garbo would

favorite,

on her

rides

through shaded paths far from the highway. Once Garbo
"Black Satin," though she was told the

called repeatedly for

mare was

for the First

in foal.

One Sunday she was taken to the pasture where "Black
Satin" was being kept.
"Oh, now I see," she said.

When

there

a long dry spell,

Garbo

unhappy. Often, in
periods of drought, she turned on the sprinkling system in her
garden, and thoroughly drenched herself.
"I can't stand this dry weather any longer." she would say.
"If we don't have some rain I shall go crazy."
So she would run through the spray of her garden sprinkling
system. Sometimes she put on a bathing suit. More often she
was fully dressed. Time and again plkask turn to p.\ge 142
J
is

is

[

A

rear view of Garbo's beautiful hillside home. Here she loves to sit in the evening,
after a long and
trymg day at the studio, dreaming of the time when she can return to Sweden and buUd her own
house
high on a cliff above Sallsgon, the lake of a thousand islands.
Here, too, she studies next day's dialogue, and usually has her meals served
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By

on Chancy

Margaret E.
Sangstcr

(L/7 thousand faces

A
A

— each portraying

certain type for iihich the public cried;

thousand bodies, each one twisted newly

Each one a thing grotesque, half

A

truly

thousand

A
And

through

No

wonder

40

of light

little tricks

thousand

little

it

all

—

crucified!

and shading,

gestures, each complete;

a spirit rare,

crusading —

that the world iras at his feet!
2

yrhai

if

Whose

He

we sometimes wondered
private life

at the being

was something

set apart

—

gave us so much tnore than we were seeing,

He

gave us something from a valiant heart!

And now

that he

With one dim

is

gone, he has not left us

vision, as so

His going has incredibly

Of many

friends

many

do;

bereft us

— each

one sincere and true!

—

CharlesChaplin and
Pickford in a

Mary

scene from their
famous co-starring
picture, "Dust and
Ashes of Embers of
Dreams," one of the
earlier film productions of Amos Wark
Griffith

Can You Find the 20 Mistakes
By Michael Woodward
CHAPLIX," began the interviewer, who had
gone up to Charlie's home to interrogate the
comedian about his life and work, "I wish you'd
tell me some things about your new picture."
".Ah, yes; my new picture, 'The Lights of the City,' " replied
Chaplin, in that deep bass voice that goes so oddly with his
diminutiveness of stature. He paused a moment or two, as
though thinking of how to begin. Repeatedly he stroked a
hand over his dark red hair, and occasionally tweaked nervously
at that famous moustache of his.
"Well, with what shall I begin?" he resumed. "Shall I tell
you, first, that I am hopeful that it will be by far the best thing
I have ever done
even finer than my last picture, The Kid '?"
"Yes, I remember that," said the interviewer, "that grand
comedy that made little Davey Lee so famous. And tell me,
are you using some child actor extensively, as you did in 'The

MR.

—

Kid,' in this

new

'

film of yours?''

No. No. The action in my new story revolves principally
around three characters myself, a millionaire played by
Harry Myers, and the blind flower girl played by Georgia
Hale."
"

—

In This Story?
of the picture industry are watching also.
If the picture is as
good, though, as the script reads, I can ask nothing more."

"You mean," interrupted the interviewer, "that there \viill
be no sound whatever with the film?"
"Oh, yes there will be synchronized music, vou understand. With the orchestra-less theaters of todav, w'c have had
to synchronize a musical soundtrack on the film.
The music
has been written by Sergei Stenvich, the Russian."

—

CHARLIE

paused again, and then his brown eyes twinkled
as his thoughts turned, in one of those mental acrobaticisms
from his picture and its possibilities to the relaxation

of his,

he contemplates.
"I'm going abroad this fall, after the picture is released."
In his exhilaration, that slight French accent of his was intensified.
He was born in Paris, you know Paris, where he
has always been known as Chariot. "I've never been abroad
since I came to America, and I'm anxious to see Europe again."
"I suppose you'll visit xour old school?"
"Yes. I was educated at the Sorbonne, and I want to visit

—

again to see how my present reactions compare with my
memories of the old days there," explained Chaplin.
And at this point, the pretty little maid came in to announce
that Jim TuUy, that famous author-friend of Charlie's, was
Charlie has been seen with her quite frequently, and has admitted
calling again. And knowing that the intimacies of conversation
he hopes to marry her as his second
between these two would prematrimonial venture.
clude any further interviewing, the
Charlie flipped another cigathis
through,
and
see
if
you
can
"D
interviewer bade the comedian
rette into the fireplace
he had
good-lne, and called it a day.
^tell all the errors of fact in this imaginabeen lighting one from the other
It developed later that Tully
tive yarn about a Chaplin interview. There
and went on:
called on his old friend for the pur" You know, this new picture of
are just twenty errors, so you can keep
pose of getting some lessons in actmine will be a very interesting exing. Tully is now working in one of
your own score by crediting yourself with
periment, in these talkie days. I
Jack Gilbert's films, playing the
five points for each mis-statement you recogdo not like talkies. You know
part of a rough and ready sailor
that. .And so this new picture will
ni:e.
That would make 100 points a perman. One of the property boys
be completely voiceless.
There
on the lot told me that Chaplin
fect score.
When you're stumped, turn to

interviewer
THE
was'the leading lady,

it

recalled, as Chaplin talked, that iMiss Hale
too, in " The Gold Rush"
and also that

—

EAD

—

will

be not a word!

to see

be

I

am

^

an.xious

what the public reaction

—and

1

know

several big

will

men

the

list

on page 143

of this issue,

which mistakes you've missed,

if

and

any.

see

spent three hours throwing custard pies at Tully's face, teaching
him to register astonishment.

Sylvia looked up at Brant with eyes
"All day
that stopped his heart!
I've heard what a wicked, handsome thing had come among us,"
she said softly.
"Sometime, will
you take me to Egypt on a long,

—

green yacht?"

^iOaby Blue Eyes
"^T^WO

of Sylvia's husbands
were screen sheiks," Jacoby
"I
don't know anything
Y
He
about the third one.
manufactures something in London."
magnolia-scented
estate of Mrs. James Cruze
The rambling,
was sprinkled with house guests. Jacoby and Harlan Brant lay
in the sun on the walk along the pool.
Jacoby had come out from town to make a couple of new
I

By Dixie Willson

said.

"Her husband might be healthy,"
Jacoby suggested.

Harlan's eyes clung to the lovely
being under the almond tree.
"I'll take her away from anybody!'' he said feelingly.
"It's Fate!
She's Mrs. Harlan
Brant right lur^'. I wonder what she falls for! I wonder how
to begin!

''

plots to follow his spectacular success, "Mayfair >Iay."
Harlan Brant was a New Yorker, heir to the Brant horse
"The Prince of
flesh and the Brant race-horse millions.

Jacoby waved a careless greeting to dark-eyed Winifred
Ba.xter and her ".Vrizona Kid" husband coming up from the
hangar in flying clothes.
"What I know about women," he said, "thank God, is

Pimlico" they called him.

nothing!"

Jacoby had met him at The Rat and Cat Chess Club and had
brought him along because Brant, so he confided to Jacoby,
was in love with Sylvia Montaine. He had been in love with
her, he said, for three years; had seen again and again every
picture in which the world had been offered her ethereal loveliness.
For three years she had been to him, he confided, a
dream; a phantom ideal.
He had had no more thought of such mist-like beauty being
something he could ever see and consider in terms of human
flesh, than he had thought of the moonlight materializing in
which he dreamed of her!
But now, across the lawn, in pale organdie, the sunlight, filtering through a flowering almond tree, making black lace shadows
over her hair and her white throat, Harlan Brant saw, at last,
the seraphic creature he had worshipped every waking hour
since as the immortal /ca/tne (f' Arc she had led D. W. Grifhth's

A slim fellow in green swimming trunks, sitting on the diving
board, was watching Sylvia too, his corn-colored hair sleek and
wet, his blond mustache trim and rather handsome.
"She wants a yacht," he remarked, "if \ou don't mind my
getting into the conversation."

P" ranee

to victory!

On the stone wall, under the almond tree, she gazed into the
eyes of a man who obviously should have been having his hair
cut, but instead seemed to be reciting poctrw
"Well," Jacoby said, and dripped sand through his fingers.
"There she is. What are you going to do about it?"
"She's mine!" replied the young Prince of Pimlico, his voice
husky with emotion. "She's always been mine! It's Fate!''

GET
squinting

right in, old man," Jacoby drawled, lying
at the sun.
"Quite all right! Do

to

on his back,
you happen

know who's the third?"
"The third what?'' asked the gentleman who had "got
"Her third husband," Jacoby said.
The fellow in green trunks reached for a cigarette out

in."
of a

pack on the grass.
".•\ chap named Kimberly." he said.
"Oh, absolutely," Jacoby recalled. "They say she married
him because she thought he owned the diamond mines in .Africa.
Do you know her?''
"Yes, quite well," the blond gentleman told him.
"Can she possibly be as beautiful as she seems?" Harlan
asked his eyes never leaving her.
"Oh, entirely," the blond gentleman assured him. "Even
more so! And ver\' witty and very clever. \'cry charming.

—

I'd be delighted to introduce you. And I'll tell her how
yachts you've got, and mention race-horses so she will

many
know

1

1 1

1,

sir at

c ct

b y

H.R. Ballinger

1

WO (charming

and Amiable
Young Men Help

iiollywood
Blonde Get What
She Wants When
She Wants It

a

-V
there's

you

are.

«^

no mistake which Brant
She's a frightfully nice

little girl.

—

I'd like to see her get

—

what she wants. Yachts and whatever it is "'
"Of course." Harlan said, "since she's married, the first
thing is to make her forget her husband! But I'U do iti"
The blond gentleman hooked his thumbs in his wet white belt.
"She knows Reno by heart,"' he offered. "When she looks
up at the court with tliose baby blue eyes, he'll say, 'Oh, here
you are again!
.And then you write a lawyer a little check and
she's yours! .\nd your yacht steams down to the South Seas
and you've got here she comes!"

—

—

on a long,
win! And sometime
will you take me to Egypt
''
green yacht?
" One of his horses is down in the stables now," said the chap
who had introduced them. " Brant, why don't you take her
down and show her Alice Ben Bolt?"

'

—

.'\cross the lawn, past the pink camellias, came Sylvia, the
lace ends of her sash touching the close-clipped grass. Harlan

got up and dragged up Jacoby.
"Hello," Sylvia said to the fellow in the pool. "You embarrass me! You look positively naked!''
He let himself neck-deep into the water.
"Miss Montaine," he said, "may I present Mr. Mark
Jacoby, ne.\t year's Pulitzer prize, and Harlan Brant, who owns
practically all the race-horses and yachts in the world!"
"Oh, reallx," she said, "the Prince of Pimlico!"
She looked up at Harlan Brant with eyes that stopped his
heart!

A LL day I've heard what a wicked, handsome thing h:iil
-tV-come among us," she said, a little softly straight to
Harlan Brant. She moved nearer to him; tucked her chin in her
hand a h\-pnotic perfume floated around a chiffon handkerchief
"

—

;

that trailed out of her lingers.
"It must be wonderful," she said, "to

own

race-horses that

SYLVIA let

tinted fingertips rest on the race king's arm.
"I'd adore it!" she told him, looking straight into his eyes.
"Take me before Peter Saranoff comes to tell me any more

lyrics!"
".As long as I live," Harlan Brant said, his fingers closing
over hers, "I'll never give you to another man, another

moment!"
The wind-blown, golden
his shoulder.

"I'll diirc

tangle of her hair

you," she said

was almost against

— laughing up at

Jacoby watched them go past the sun

dial,

down

him.
the sandy

back; her laughter. The
man in the pool pulled himself up on a yellow cork raft.
with
her?"
he wanted to know.
"Is that chap really in love
" He's in a state of idiocy," Jacoby said. " He'll have her in
his Duesenberg on the way to Reno before midnight!''
" Vou don't say!" remarked the man on the raft.
"How
many millions has he?"
".\bout ten," Jacoby told him, "or fifteen."
"Vou don't say!" the other commented again.
He dived off the raft, swam to the edge of the pool and came
PI.E.ASK TURN TO PAGE 133 ]
out.

walk to the stables, her voice

<lrifting

[

Scientific warfare as waged in the Dogville battles! Field Marshal von Mutt, an
elderly Airedale, discovered that links of sausage make far more eflScient barriers
than mere barbed wire. The Field Marshal found that the enemy invariably
stopped to eat the sausage, and then could be butchered at will! A scene from
the new dog comedy, "All Quiet on the Canine Front"

Utting
years ago a fellow strolled
a movie lot with a dog.
he said it was a dog.
At
Jules White, a young animal pic-

FI\'E
across

least,

ture director,

had

different ideas.

"What in hell," he asked, ''are you
doing with that spider?"
" This," answered the other, who was
Renny Renfro, a stunt man, "is no
spider, Mister White. This here is a
dog. This is a puppy dog."
"What kind of a dog?" sneered White.

Famous C^anine
(comedians 1

ell

All

in Interview!

" I don't know,
idea, either.

and its mother hasn't
She wasn't exactly a
lady. But this here puppv," insisted
Renny, "is some day going to be the
world's best movie dog!"
"Yeah? Well, so's your old man,"
countered White, which was considered
snappy repartee in those days.
Today Jules White is paying Renny
Renfro $300 a week for using that dog
in talkies. The "spider"' grew up into
Buster, the star of the Dogville Comedies that are taking the country by
any

storm. And even though Buster has
four-score rivals acting in these Dogville pictures, he's still the star of dogstars, the head man.
And how!
He takes his more lurid Hollywood
4-4

Dog

on the

traditions seriously.

And

since these

canine HoUywoodians can read neither
the Hays code of morality nor birth
control pamphlets, and there are no
morality clauses in their picture conwell, it's simply astounding
tracts
how many of the puppies born now and
then to the ladydog mcmbersof the Dogville casts resemble Buster, more or less.
"That Buster's a sheik!" says Renfro. "We just can't keep him in
nights. He's alwa\s wandering about
the kennels, and I'm darned if I believe
he's just talking shop with the girls."
Thev're really an intensely interesting bunch of people, these Dogville
dogs.
Of course, by this time you
know, or should know, about the work
thcv do. They make marvellously human short comedies, all dressed up in
clothes; they display real camera
finesse, and all that sort of thing. But
that isn't what this story is about—
because you've read all sorts of stuff
This story is
before on dog actors.
about the offstage life of the Dogville
dogs their comedies and their tragedies, their individual habits and pecu-

—

—

Whiskers, whose sad story of
mother love is told here

liarities, their jealousies

pcramentalities.

and

their

tem-

—

Show
is

came

—

—

By

even tragic picture to your do°r, sir or madame
This
company, plus prohibition booze, has done to Bozo, the only real canine
the eighty pups who make the Dogville comedies. When Bozo
Hollywood, he was a clean-living, pure-bred English bull. Then he got

this depressing

what

!

evil

aristocrat
to

among

in

with the wrong crowd.

And

There's Whiskers, for instance.
Whislcers is just a she-mutt.
a great deal to do with her appearance in
but other kinds of dogs must have co-operated, too.
Renfro picked her up at the dog-pound one day, just before
they were going to gas her.
He paid four bits to save her
life and get her out.
Renny figured that her long grey hair might make her of use
in some comedy shot some time, so he trained her for comedy

Some Sealyham had
this world,

was a happy
thing, always
grinning and showing
her teeth. And then
she had an affair.
When the puppies
were born. Whiskers
gags. She
little

comedian of

were

off.

Whiskers

turned her back on

lish

bulldog

Whenever they want

—

star

the director yelled
" Cut," and the lights

wouldn't cat. She lay
like a dead dog, day
after day. The only
time she seemed to
care to be alive was
when Mrs. Renfro
"Babs" gave her a
puppy from another
dog's litter to play
with. That helped for
a few moments, but

And one night,
while she slept, the
puppies tumbled out
of a bo.x, caught cold
and soon died.

is

They decided they might as well. So they
brought her to the set, dressed her up, turned on the lights,
started the cameras going, and gave her her commands.
And Whiskers, true to tradition, did her stuff! She grinned
and she clowned until even a cameraman laughed. And when

Whiskers was inconsolable.
She

and her tail
wagged in constant
ever,
joy.

who

"Babs" Renfro.

all,

grinned wider than

the Dogville troupe

"Well, there's a good dog comedienne shot to blazes," lamented Renny and White and Myers.
"Try her and see. Maybe she's a good trouper," suggested

them

was ecstatic. She

Oscar,

Harry Lang

look at him now!

that's

all.

crawled to a
dark corner, turned
her face to the wall
and sat there for hours
with her head low and
her eyes tight shut.
They haven't called
on her since, to be
funny.
The " tough guy "
of the Dogville troupe
is one Bozo, an Eng-

wilh

that underslung jaw.

a dog to play Gashouse (lus types
anvthing that re-

—

quires the personification of

and

low breeding

evil ancestry,

they call on Bozo. He
once did a drunken
sot scene that
[

was so
TO
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Buster, always the heavy lover in
these comedies

..^et's

Drop In

The happy

pair whose hurry-up wedding startled filmland.
Dolores Del Rio and Cedric Gibbons, photographed on their
wedding day. Both had been married before. Gibbons, who is
art director at Metro-Goldwyn, was at one time very attentive to
Aileen Pringle, the sophisticate-star

MONTH

after month, we have had to control our
impulse to say, "Didn't we tell you so?" And
month after month, old Cal has given you the
real inside facts on the birth and death of romance in

Hollywood.
didn't we
you in the August issue that Nils
BUT
Asther and \'ivian Duncan were going to get martell

ried?

That was why Nils Asther did not go back to

his

beloved Sweden.
Well, Nils Asther and Vivian Duncan are married.
They stepped off the deep end in Reno, Nev., that town
ordinarily dedicated to the bursting of matrimonial
bonds that not only bind but chafe. They met three
years ago on the "Topsy and Eva" set, and it was one
of those great cases of love at first clinch.
Since that time. Nils has been chased off the screen by
the demon talkies, but now they say that he is coming
back.

Another Velez
comes

to cavort
about the screen.
This is Josephine,
sister to Lupe and

about a year older.
She was given the
part of a cigarette
girl in "Her Man"
without Director
TayGamett knowing she was Lupe's

sister.
first

This is her
screen work

VIVL\N'S

eye and nose had hardly recovered from
the smack given her by that big he-man, Re.x
Lease, the hard-riding, hard-hitting Western film hero,
who took this unusual manner of celebrating the Fourth of July
Of
in the Malibu Beach society section of the film colony.
course, there was a lot of talk about it and it looked as if there
was going to be a court battle.
Rex said the tiny blonde had kicked a lot of ridges in his
shins, and although he pleaded guilty and the judge assessed
him fifty berries for his pleasure and his pains, there were those
in Hollywood who said that the referee should have declared
the bout a draw.
We would like to be on the side lines when husband Nils and
the budding Bill Hart meet on the sands of Malibu.

AND

while in this we-told-you-so mood, refer back to the
.August issue and note what one of my contemporary
writers said about the strange triangle of (iloria Swanson, her
husband, Henri, familiarly known as the Marquis dc la
Coudray, and the dear little grass-widow, Constance Bennett.

^6

The international alliance of Gloria and Henri has been
having a tough time in the past few years. On their infrequent
meetings, second-rate photographers always showed up at the
train or ship or plane, as the case might be, and snapped
romantic poses of the loving couple, and the reporters jotted

down vehement denials of any
But when the Marquis made

separation.
his visit to

Hollywood recently,

Gloria and he got together and called oil the bluff. As this
rctjuiem of romance is written, Henri is living at a hotel, Gloria
is at her beach home, and it looks as if they are both happy now
that the strain is over.
Of course, they will both remain very good friends, as is
usual in such cases.

With

and Gossip

York/
>^i

Two

generations meet, proving that the movies are not only out

Famum

of their infancy, but are greying at the temples. William
and Tom Santschi, who fought in the original Selig film of "The
Spoilers" in 1913, lunch with Mary Brian.
She's in the 1930
talkie version of the story

"Who was that guy that gave us the lunch yesterday?" asked one.
"Well, let me see. Yeh! I think that fellow's name
was Douglas Fairbanks."

THE
Company are

diflferences

In she goes!

between Janet Gaynor and the Foxadjusted and she will be co-starred

all

immediately with Charles Farrell
Came Back."

A new

and pretty picture of
Ann Harding about
to take off for a
plunge in the outdoor pool at her new

TABLES
way.

are turned.

The long

Hollywood turns

to

in

"The

trail

IVIan

Who

goes the other

Broadway.

Here's a list of picture people who have recently anhome in the hills
nounced, or hinted, that their thoughts are turning to
above Hollywood.
the
speaking stage:
Ann's been one of
L\a de Putti is supposed to star in a new comedy
the most talked-of
called
"Made in France."
ladies in pictures
since her enormous
Arch Selwyn, stage producer, has said that he prosuccess in "Holiposes to present Mary Pickford, Rod La Rocque and
day"
X'ilma Banky under his management during the coming
season.
La Rocque and Banky will appear in a play
adapted from the Hungarian. Miss Pickford, absent
from the theater for about fifteen years, will be costarred with another cinematic personage in a play not yet
chosen.
Colleen Moore, it is reported, will also appear under
the Arch Selwyn banner.
As the stage captures Hollywood is Hollywood about to take
Henri, incidentally, arrived under the incognito of Haill\-, his
a first mortgage on the theater?
family name.
What few people knew was that Constance Bennett made a
np HERE'S a small youngster who makes daily rounds of
trip to \'ictorville and there met a gentleman named Bailly two
the First National stages, peddling the afternoon papers.
hours before his train arrived in Hollywood.
"How's business today?" asked one of the stars.

WHEN

the Hunter boys, the aviators who broke the
world's endurance record, arrived in Hollywood to be a
featured act at the Grauman Theater in an effort to jazz up the
attendance for "Hell's .\ngels," they were given quite a reception
and many dinners and luncheons were thrown in their honor.
One day two of the Hunter boys were seated at a desk in the
Roosevelt Hotel, writing postal cards to friends back home.

."Pretty

bum," answered the youngster.
movie racket."

"Anyway, I'm

getting awful sick of this

T

last!

Awtvoman.

.'\nother
It's

Garbo on the screen!! But it isn't a
is Sven, and he's Greta's brother, and

name

although the real name

is Gustafsson, Sven isn't averse to cashing in on his famous sister's name and fame.
He's working in Paramount's studios in Paris.

47

:

—

you're right. Rudy
Valine in ring togs and striking a lethal
pose for the cameraman. This picture
of the Croon King was taken at the
training camp of a pugilistic acquaintHe and Will
ance not long ago.
Osborne, a rival crooner, have been
akin g publicity passes at each other

What's this? Yep

m

A new menace

strikes at the happy home of Harold Lloyd, and if
wise, she'll take steps. Here is the comedian on the
beach at Waikiki, taking murderous ukulele lessons
from a native Hawaiian plunker. This was snapped on the
location trip for his new film, "Feet First"

Mildred

is

traditional

though, and not during the day. Joan Crawford, Leila Hyams,
Dorothy Sebastian, Anita Page, Bessie Love these are among
the stars \vho have taken up the new idea.

—

COOPER didn't waste any time at
rushing to a
GARY
telephone as soon as he and Lupe
read the comment in
all in

X'elez

of the daily movie columns that he appeared to be quite
attentive to June CoUyer.
He told the columnist very flatly and definitely that he is
still very much in love with Lupe, that she's the only girl in the
world for him, that she's sensitive and that she felt quite badly,
as he did himself, over the report. And that's that.

one

Inurnatiunal

JACK

0.\KIE and "the

strangest pairs of friends.

Dummy" are among Hollywood's
"The Dummy" is a deaf mute, lie

papers on Hollywood Boulevard, in front of the restaurant
where Oakie eats quite frequently. Somehow they've gotten to
be buddies at least, on "the Dummy's" part.
And when Jack returned not so long ago to Hollywood, there,
in the forefront of the group that had come to greet him, was
"the Dummy." With weird little cries, he rushed up as Jack
stepped ofT the train, and embraced him.
It made Jack's eyes quite moist for a few minutes, this
tribute of the deaf lad who had left his newsstand to be among
the first to welcome Jack back home.
sells

—

'T^WENTY persons

wept copiously during the filming of a
scene in "Leathemecking," on the Radio lot.
No, it wasn't one of those sobby sad scenes. It was just
an onion-peeling sequence.

TRE\'OR, that handsome young
has been
HUGH
paying assiduous court
Betty Compson, now
she
fellow,

to

that

has her divorce from James Cruze.

But the divorce doesn't become

final, in California, until

a
year after the granting of the interlocutory so if there are
wedding bells in the future, it'll have to be some time ne.xt year.
And by that time w-ell, who knows? It has happened before
in Hollywood as well as in Newport and Palm Beach.

—

—

of the pretty
THE newest fad
No, not
fingernails.

ladies of the films is colored
just red, but colors to match or harsilver and gold and black,
is worn in the evening,

monize with the costume! Including
The colored polish
if you please.

4S

'T^HEY tell this one on El Brendel, the Norse-laugh:
It seems El Brendel had some Indians teach him Indian
language and sign-talk while he was in Wyoming on location for "The Big Trail."
When he learned a smattering,
he made a nuisance of himself talking Indian. One day,
Tully Marshall, quite fed up with El Brendel's grunting, jibed
"Aw, heck I'll bet you don't even know what a tepee is."
"Heh, heh, heh," heh-hehed the Swede comedian, "sure
I do.
My grandfather wore one for years."

—

changed the name of Mary Pickford's fourteen-yearSOoldthey
niece from Mary Charlotte Pickford to Gwynne Pickford,
'i"he child is the daughter of Mary's sister Lottie,
in having the court formally change the name, Mar>'
explained that having two Mary Pickfords in one house would
be too much.
All the same, it's too darned bad they did change her name.
You see, with the coming of the new year, Douglas Fairbanks,
Junior, will be definitely starred by First National Pictures.
And so mightn't it have been swell if the fourteen-year-old
firl should have blossomed out as a fine actress, to find eventual
stardom herself as Mary Pickford II, say?
Wouldn't that have been carrying on the fame and the
traditions of the royal family
and aU that sort of thing?

did they?

and

—

Q. NILSSON, recovering slowly
ANNA
years
the
as the
in

hospital

steady stream of messages and
of the picture

game.

after

more than two

result of a horse's kick, gets a
from her friends, in and out

gifts

But the one that gave her the biggest

laugh came not so long ago. It came after reports were published that Anna is learning to walk again.
" Here's for the pretty baby that's learning to walk," was the
note that

came with the

gift

— from one of Hollywood's famous

actors.

And

the gift

was a teething

ring.

The immortal Tom Sawyer comes

to

the screen, in the person of fifteenyear-old Jackie Coogan! In this, his
first talkie, Jackie faces tremendous
competition.
Amazing Mitzi Green
plays Bccl^y Thatcher, and Junior Durkin, fine boy actor, plays Huckleberry
Finn. See them in this month's roto
section!

What

foreign versions of American talkies are doing to the great
Port of New York. Four magnificent menaces arrive, en route
Hollywood. Left to right, Jeanne Helbing and Suzy Vernon,
French, and Carla Barthell and Lissa Ama, German. With such
beauts, we'll become foreign-version fans!
to

BELL appeared on the Fox
REX
glance
appeared
a
be a

lot the other

day

in

what

disguise.
to
And what a
disguise! Re.x's hair, formerly red, was jet black and his eyebrows had been reduced to a thinner line.
Judicious questioning revealed the fact that Clara surely
you know Clara Bow? had made him dye his ruddy locks and

at

first

—

—

pluck his bushy eyebrows. Maybe Clara felt that she wanted
to be the only red head in the combination. Or maybe it was a
case of "Change your luck"!
Re.x further stated that he was awfully sorry but he couldn't
report for work the ne.xt day because it was Clara's birthday
and her studio had given her a holiday. Heigh-ho! Isn't it
marvelous what love can do?

Page Harry Richman!

T FADING men get temperamental, too. This is about
^the one who became all peeved up after playing several
days opposite a certain star who's notorious for her camerahogging tactics. On the fourth day, the leading man appeared for work with no make-up on his face.
"Say, Where's the make-up?" demanded the director.
The actor turned his head and showed some grease-paint
on his neck and behind his right ear.
"There it is," he said; "that's the only spot that ever
shows to the lens when I'm working with this dame !"

with Milton

then there's the other leading man who detested
star so much that he ate onions just before the

heavy love scenes.

guy that said history
THE
information on talking

repeats

pictures.
like one

During the year something

itself just

had advance

hundred "remakes"

will

reach the screen.
By golly, it's a good thing the screen had an infancy to draw
upon, otherwise it might not have an adolescence.

HERE'S a

list

Common

Clay" and " The Last of

thii

Even Mary was working on
Thru," and "The Dove."
" Secrets" when she suddenly shut up shop.
Paramount: "Manslaughter," already released, "Grumpy,"
"Merton of the Movies," "Tom Sawyer," and that frequently
picture,

"The

Spoilers."

Universal: "The Storm," "East Is West," "The Cat and the
Canary" and "Leather Pushers."
Radio Pictures: "The Silver Horde."

Hollywood was
only happy Eastern author
THE
covered a month ago. At a house party he kept ranting
dis-

in

about how no one ever interfered with him.
"Why, week after week," he said, "none of the executives
bother me. They let me go right on with my work."
Just as Photopl.w went to press, news was received that he
was fired and was on his way back East.

of return engagements, partial, of course:

M-G-M has already released "The Unholy Three" and
"Romance." Another repeat on the program will be "Never
the Twain Shall Meet." Remember Anita Stewart in that one?
First National: "The Bad Man," "The Girl of the Golden
West," "Kismet," with Otis Skinner playing the same role he
had in the old silent, "Captain Blood," "The Right of Way."
and "The Gorilla." Warners have remade "Three Faces
East" and "The Sea Beast."
Fo.x: ".\

again, "

Artists: "DuBarr>-," with Norma Talmadge.
You
haven't forgotten Tola as DuBarry in "Passion." "Smilin'

remade

A ND

^^the same

Sills

Duanes."
United

Connecticut Yankee," with Will Rogers. Harr>'
ago. "The Sea Wolf,"

Myers made history as the Yank years

QTUDIO
seen

in

announcement: "Vivien Oakland
'The Matrimonial Bed.' "

will

next be

Good heavens!

SID SILVERS

the latest yes-man joke to Walter
>ou. After a preview a producer gathered
his gang of asscnters and head-nodders and cheer-leaders.
"Well, boys," he asked, "what do you think of it?"
'Stupendous!" said one. "Colossal!" said a second.
[ PLEASE TURN TO PACE 88
Winchell.

I

tells

tell

]
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The two

Monas. The
dreaming

girl,

and

her strong profile in
a tense scene with
Warner Baxter

eed"1
little

heart-shaped face and

dark eyes.
Front view she

is young, almost ingenuous, daintily sad and
piquant. A pretty little Latin girl with rather poignant eyes.
But the most amazing thing happens when she suddenly turns
profile.
It's the give-away.
It's the real Mona Maris, determined as an Arctic winter. The jaw does the trick. A firm,
hard, almost bitter jaw-line that sweeps down into the pointed

chin.

Front face she is dark and sultry
and Spanish. Profile she is all the
dominant women of all the ages.
You go behind the eyes and the
chin and the jaw for Mona Maris' intelligence, and when it suddenly
flashes upon you it is a shaft of winter
sunshine.

"I'm happy when I work. That is
all.
There is no other happiness for
me.

There
en

in

are

50

« Nobody in my family understands this desire in me to work.
My half-sisteris content with being
content, charming, marriageable and playing the piano a little.
Me I am not content with these things.
"There's a driving demon cooped up within me.
"I sometimes wish I were phlegmatic. I would not suffer so
much. But neither would I know the ecstasies."
In order to get a true picture of her you must do away with
the other impressions you have of Latin women. Vou must
forget the bounding Lupes, the ooh, la, la Fifi D'Orsays and
Lily Damitas.
In fact, you mustn't
type Mona at all. She is too much the
cosmopolite.
She is a mental type
rather than a physical one.
She is
not merely an emotional machine.
How she became like this from the
family into which she was born remains an enigma. Her father was
pure Castillian. Her mother, French
and Spanish. Mona was born in the
Argentine. When she was still a child
she was taken to France to visit her

—

Two VV om-

JVlona

JVlaris,

at

War With Each Other
and the

".Monc, away from the studio, I'm
miserable and pursued by a thousand demons of melancholia.
"Marriage? No, a thousand no's. I'm sentimental and
romantic, but jealous, terrifically jealous. If I married I'd put
everything into it. I'd give everything. I can't do that when
my work absorbs me.
" Most of the time I am miserable.
"At rare moments I'm ecstatically happy.
" I'm introspective, analytical. I think too much about myself and my relation to the rest of the world.
" This work
I love it.
I love it more than most people since
I gave up a great deal for it.
I make a good living but I do not
wear as beautiful clothes as I did before. I do not have so much
money. I do not lead as gay a life.

—

Dreams

B y Ka the rin e Albert

THERE
Mona

are two people in
Maris.
One lives in her profile.
The other is glimpsed in her

and

World

grandmother.

The war came.

The girls in the convent where Mona went to school were released to make bandages.
Everywhere Mona heard bleak
truths spoken.
She haunted the society of older people. She
sought their conversation. She tried to pierce into the mind
of the world and. at the end of the war, she found that she was
not content with the gestures of the average girl of her birth and
breeding. She had to e.\prcss herself. It was a need with bcr. She
decided to become an actress, and with that in view, persuaded
her mother to allow her to go to England and seek a film career.
But in England she was caught up in what the society editors
call "the social whirl." In a dilatory fashion she tried to invade
the studios, with scant success.
It was, really, Marconi who
[ please turn to page 145 ]

—

\

/Yd Vice
Arthur Lake— the
SALUTE
old male Beatrice Fairfax

— who has decided to break

down and

Seventeen-

•

-I

confess

all

about

young love. He's not much more
than seventeen himself. It's still
a pretty serious business to him.
He is at the age where he resents
the supercilious attitude grownups take toward the situation.
Arthur has been around a bit.
He has dated most of the young

T

to Year- Old

\

No

Leopard -Skin or
Old-rashioned C-upid
Stuff

in

Out

on

1 his.

Your

unattached women of the colony.
And he knows a thing or two or
three about it.
So take a look at young Mr.
Lake with his little bow and
arrow handy, all ready to tell
you, who are still at the embarrassed, gangling age, how to go
about this love business. And if you're one of those who stroke
a long, white beard and declare, " WeD, things weren't like that
when I was a girl (boy), "and believe that all the youth in the
world has gone hey-hey and sophisticated you should see
Arthur. He's as young as peace of mind and as bashful as a

1 ry It

Ne xt

Heavy Date"

If there had been any loose sand around and
Arthur had been barefooted I'm sure he would have dug his
toe into the sand. But, because
he was wearing most immaculate
white sports shoes and we were
lunching at a country club he did

teen-year-old love.

the ne.xt best thing and started
to fumble with the silverware.

overs

"Well— that's about all.
That's about the way it's done
now."
" But what," I asked, amazed,
"about those Little Things that
All Girls Love? What about the
candy and flowers and books
with which the gay blades of the
nineties used to woo their
ladies?"

"Aw," said Arthur, "I don't
If I'm going to a formal
party I always send her a corsage
but girls don't care for candy so
know.

much now. Most
that I know are on

By Janet French

bride of the mauve decade. If that boy is sophisticated I don't
know my Lilyan Tashmans and Constance Bennetts.
Arthur blushed when I asked him to tell me all about seven-

j

no

thing. Suppose I like her. The
thing I do is to find out
about her from her friends. I
always ask right away if there's
a head man because I don't want
to do any chiseling
no sir.
"Well, then, I ask her, at the
party, if I can call her up sometime. And a coupla days later I
call her and ask her if she'd like
to go dancing. But, believe me, I
always take another couple along
in case she turns out to be a
wash-out and even if she doesn't

—

when

I

leave her

you something

—

out about kidding them, but I'm
the sincere stuff.

all for

And

say,

to

while I'm giving advice to the
boys I'd like to say something to
the girls. A boy certainly appre-

I

ciates a girl's being appreciative.

.Vnd

—

this, I
in pic-

tures aren't. The other night I
was out with a girl and when the
evening was over she said,
I
don't know when I've had such
a good time before.' Matter of
fact, we hadn't done very much
nor had an awfully good time,
but it sure made me feel good to
hear her say it.
".And here's something else.
My mother's told me about how
her boy friends used to be writ'

it.

"

But after I've decided that I
and want to see her
a lot more, then I find out what
she likes to do and I try to do
those things with her.

shouldn't say
some of the girls

{\

gui'ss)

—

like the girl

tell

I

sir.

""D ELIE\'E me, I believe in beJDing sincere honest! There's
an awful lot of bunk being passed

don't talk about another date.
I go home
even if I've liked her
a lot and would like to ask her
for another date
and sort of
think about it. You can't be too
careful, you see. You don't want
to rush into any thing until you're
pretty sure and anyhow it's better to be sort of hard to get with
the girls. They like you better
for

I'll

don't believe in a line
These guys with a fast
line that they're so proud about
are usually left out in the cold.
Girls aren't as dumb as you
think they are. They can tell a
fast line from the real thing. I
believe in being sincere and if
you like a girl and tell her so
and haven't been handing her a
hne she'll take vou seriouslv.
else.

first

" Well,

little

much now

"And
see," he began, "let's
dating a girl ? Well, suppose I meet
a swell girl at a party or some-

want somebody else there
amuse her the first time.

See,

I think
attentions
as they ever
did. There's that flower stuff. If you send a girl a bo.x of flowers
and if she gets it when a girl friend of hers is around she'll as
like as not say, 'Now isn't that sill.\-?' and laugh about it, but
down underneath she'll appreciate it just the same and maybe
she'll sneak the note out of the box and keep it in her jewelry
case or something. They like that kind of thing but they think
it's smart to kid about it.
" And I think that's where a lot of boys make mistakes. They
clown around too much. There are times when you can kid and
times when you can't and if you kid all the time then when you
start to get really serious the
girls won't take you seriously.
And you've got to be a little
serious sometimes.
I know a
fellow who loses all his girls because he clowns all the time.

that girls like

How do I go about

I

them

about everything now but

just as

"T ET'S
J—'see.

all of
a diet.

Everybody kids

here's the thing.

Are you seventeen? It doesn't matter. Read Arthur
(Knock 'Em Deadi Lake's theories about heart
trouble.
They may be helpful. Here's the old

Romeo

himself, true to the

life

ing notes to her all the time.
[ PLE.^SE TURN TO PAGE 140 ]
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The

Shadow
Stage
MONTE CARLO— Paramount

—

HERE'S

another Lubitsch operetta witty, sophisticated, full of charm. An impoverished countess runs
away to Monte Carlo on the eve of her wedding to a wealthy
baron. A young count poses as a hairdresser to gain admittance to the countess' rooms. He wins the job and her love.
That's all the plot
but how brilliantly it's done!
Lubitsch seems able to imbue actors with his own piquant
sense of comedy. You'U adore Jeanette MacDonald as the
Countess she's beautiful, she's deliciously amusing and she
sings gloriously.
Jack Buchanan is equally delightful.
What a hairdresser! What a man! Then there are Claud
AUister and ZaSu Pitts as the deserted baron and the
countess' maid, respectively. And some grand songs.
Ah, zat Lubitsch! What a director! What a picture!

—

A

Review of the

New

Pictures

—

—

ABRAHAM LINCOLN— United Artists
the past few years smart young men have been putFOR
ting David Wark Griftith

among Filmania's

has-beens.

Now, with one tremendous haymaker, he has knocked the
younger sneerers from their perches. In ".Abraham Lincoln,"
Griffith has made his masterpiece, and one of the most enthralling talking pictures in the brief history of the new art.
Forgetting his unhappy penchant for too much spectacle,

THE OFFICE WIFE— Warners

HERE

is

that rare

thing— an

intelligent picture full of

popular appeal. Perfectly cast and splendidly directed,
with sane dialogue and a human and convincing story

everyone

will like it!

Sophisticated without being bizarre, and human without
being hokumish.
The story, by Eaith Baldwin, who
analyzes Nancy Carroll in this issue of Photopi...\v, has to do
with private secretaries, who, by making themselves indispensable to their employers, become their "office wives."
Dorothy Mackaill, as the girl who starts out to vamp her
employer and ends by falling in love with him, is grand.
The rest, headed by Lewis Stone, are admirable. Natalie
Moorhead, as Stone's wife, is subtle, restrained and thoroughly adult in her few scenes. She should be seen often.
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Griffith has painted the great humanity of a great man with
a master touch. .Aided by a magnificent script by the poet,
Stephen X'incent Benet, and a vivid, majestic ])erformance as
LiiKolii by that great actor, Walter Huston, that is unmatched in dignity, grandeur and the most delicate /^cwc,

makes more screen history.
humanity that is stressed throughout.

Griffith, in this picture,
It

From

is

Lincoln's

his love affair with

Ann

—

Riillcdnc

— exquisitely played

by Huston and Una Alerkcl through the assassination at
Ford's Theater, the picture moves dramatically, majestically
and with enormous interest. This is. above all, a MOVTNG
picture of the dramatic life and death of a great man.
Griffith, with his love for galloping horseflesh, picks
Sheridan's ride as his one Civil War sequence, and is it a
thrill!
Moreover, his use of sound, for incidental music and
effects, shows he has mastered the microphone.
There is a
great performance by Kay Hammond as Mary Todd Lincoln.
Griffith comes back with a picture worthy of him.

AND MONEY

SAVES YOUR PICTURE TIME
The

Best Pictures of the

ABRAHAM LINCOLN
MONTE CARLO
MOBY DICK

Month

WHOOPEE
THE OFFICE WIFE
MADAM SATAN

The Best Performances

of the

Month

"Abraham Lincoln"
Kay Hammond in "Abraham Lincoln"
Una Merkel in "Abraham Lincoln"
Walter Huston

in

Eddie Cantor in "Whoopee"
Jeanctte MacDonald in "Monte Carlo"
Jeanette MacDonald in "The Lottery Bride"

Jack Buchanan in "Monte Carlo"
Dorothy MackaiU in "The Office Wife"
John Barrymore in "Moby Dick"
Kay Johnson in "Madam Satan"

Reginald Denny in

"Madam

Satan"

Ruth Chatterton in "Anybody's Woman"
Lew Cody in "What a Widow!"
Buster Keaton in "Dough Boys"
Casts af all photoplays reviewed ivill he found on page 151

MOBY DICK— Warners

REMEMBER

the "Sea Beast," famous for its idyllic
Barrymore-CosteUo love scenes, and its exquisitely
beautiful garden sequence?
This is it in dialogue form,
minus the aforesaid love scenes and garden sequence, and
with Joan Bennett substituting for Dolores. It's a stirring
story of adventure, stunningly photographed and full of
thrills
particularly the whaling sequences, which are magnificent. There are one or two unduly gruesome spots, and
you may find the absence of love scenes disappointing. But
on the whole this story of fearless Cnfilain Ahab and his
vengeful search for the white whale, Moby Dick, is real entertainment.
John Barrymore is a colorful Ahab. Lloyd
Hughes, as his treacherous landlubber brother, presents a

—

good contrast. And Joan Bennett

offers

some

fine

moments.

WHOOPEE—United Artists

ON

the stage the Indian reservation scene was a colorful
backdrop. In the picture, the entire cast was able to
to Arizona and shoot the secjuences on the spot. On
the stage the white expanse of desert was a scene painter's
idea.
In the picture, it's the real thing and that is partly
what makes the tilm, "Whoopee," better than the original.
It's Sam Goldwyn at his best, Flo Ziegfeld at his best.
Vou can't beat a team like that.
Don't say you're fed up on musical comedies. Go to see
'Whoopee" instead. The million and a half spent on it is
justified.
Ziegfeld brought his most beautiful show girls
with him and Hollywood gave its very best.
The result, all in Technicolor, is enough to make you
catch the lirst train to the Gold Coast. The girls, led by such
dancers as Jacques Cartier and Joyzelle, are accompanied by

move

George Olsen's fifty-piece orchestra. Dorothy Knapp leads
the ultra show girls.
But besides all the lavishness there is Eddie Cantor as the
chief high comic. He is one of the funniest men ever seen on
the screen and pulls a gag a minute.
This is the new type of screen musical.
There is no
attempt at realism. It's simply a rollicking, roistering,
beautiful production that will make you forget Hoover's
advice to sit tight because better times are coming. Heck!
Thev arc here!

MADAM SATAN— M-G-M

DON'T

try to believe it.
Just accept it for what it's
worth, the most amazing, lavish, gorgeous De Mille
spectacle ever put on the screen. With true De Millian inconsistency, a dull wife, in order to win back her husband,
acquires a French accent and risque clothes, thereby succeed-

Ask your husband what he thinks about it.
However, Kay Johnson is swell and as convincing as posunder the circumstances. Reginald Denny is a real
contribution
dashing, fascinating and what a baritone!
The Zeppelin sequence is De Mille at his most spectacular.
Ladies running around in costumes that only a madman
could conceive, smart dialogue fairly crackling, orgies right
before your very eyes and everybody jumping out of the
ing.

sible

—

airship in parachutes.

\'ivid entertainment!

—

Here's Your

Monthly Shopping

EYES OF

List!
ANYBODY'S

THE WORLD
—
United

WOMAN—

Paramount

Artists

THIS

Harold Bell Wright standby, in its talkie dress, is cumbersome movie stuff. Its story of unhappy love, that
reaches into the second generation to imperil the happiness of
an ingenue, doesn't click or clang.
Henry King directed
against handsome mountain backgrounds.
Una Merkel and
John Holland play the young lovers. Meet Fern Andra, slim

menace from

foreign films.

YOU

old Chatterton fans won't believe it. Ruth as the hardboiled burlesque queen with a Middle Western accent and a
striding walk.
The storj' which, somehow, just misses being
great on the screen, concerns the well-bred lawyer who, in a

drunken moment, marries the show girl. But Ruth is great and
poignant and tender as Ruth always is. And so you will like it.
See it bv all means.

A SOLDIER'S

LOVE IN

PLAYTHING
—
Warners

THE ROUGH
—M-G-M

you like romance seasoned with plenty of laughs, some slapIF
stick and hot thrills, catch this.
It's great, though heaven
knows what to call
A war story that isn't a war story; not a
it.

musical, but has

with
it.

it

— well,

some grand music; not slapstick, yet happy
darned good talkie! That will cover
Lotti Loder have head

call it just a

Ben Lyon, Harry Langdon and

honors of a

fine cast.

ROM.\XCE,

buffoonery, golf, slapstick, music, dancing
here's a hodge-podge that emerges as a welcome dose of
laugh-antidote for that blah feeling you get from seeing too
many sentimental things. Bobby Montgomery and Dorothy
Jordan supply the love interest, while Benny Rubin and cocomickers run off with the film. You'll like it if you don't take
it

seriously.

RAIN OR
SHINE—

SONS OF THE

Columbia

Universal

SADDLE—

JOE COOK, the noted vaudeville clown and musical show star,
makes his talkie debut in "Rain or Shine," one of his song
shows with all the music taken out. If you like Joe's fast, nuttv
chatter you'll probably like this. His laughs are supplemented
by the clowning of Tom Howard and Dave Chasen, from the
stage.

punch

A

circus story, with the big top burning

finish.
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down

for the

such
WITH
boys — come

—

particularly
pictures as this the boys and girls
This Ken Maynard
into their own again.

what managers pray for to get the kids back into
their theaters.
It is a good old Western, with plenty of hardriding, gun play and action. Francis Ford, of blessed memory,
is a grand villain; Tarzan, the horse, helps along, and Doris
picture

is

Hill's the heroine.

The

First and Best Talkie Reviews!

WHAT A

SOUP TO

NUTS—

IVIDOW:—
United Artists

GLORIA SWAXSON

bit

her polished finger nails to the

quick when she was trying to find a vehicle as grand as
The Trespasser." She didn't do it in this broad comedy, with
good old Sennctt moments. Gloria goes slapstick but manages
to be entertaining in light farce. Anyhow, the clothes are swell,
and Lew Cody deserves three rousing cheers and a couple of
huzzahs for his come back.
"

goofy cartoons
his
statues.
They're all in
feeling
for
the
grotesque
is
to Nuts."
Much of Rube's
successfully transferred to the screen. There are a few weak
his

"Soup

moments

in the direction

— but

there's also a sheer hilarious

abandon which will delight you. Ted Healy and his amazing
gang carrj- olT the major honors. Give us more Goldberg!

DOUGH

ANIMAL

CRACKERS—

BOYS—
M-G-M

Paramount

Four Mar.x Brothers, who scored
"The Cocoanuts,"
THE
turn another
musical shows into a
comedy,
in

of their

and

—

know Rube Goldberg's grandly
YOU
fantastic inventions and
freak

One song

Roth

—

talkie

with a couple
of choruses, is all the music. One, two, or all of the Marx boys
are on the screen all the time, and the howls are continuous.
Strictly a laughing matter, although there is the usual silly
music show plot.
click again.

for Lillian

this,

sad-faced little comedian, Buster Keaton, wanders
through some of the funniest gags that have ever been
In many ways this is reminiscent of
pulled on the screen.
Chaplin's immortal " Shoulder Arms." It's a war comedy, but
Sally Eilers looks beautiful and Cliff
in excellent taste.
Edwards (Ukelele Ike) gives Keaton a run for his comedy
money in many of the best scenes.

TH.\T

DANGER
LIGHTS—

THE
FLIRTING

WIDOW—

Radio Pictures

First National

TH.\T

old

"Runaway Train" had no more

thrills than
You'll be all over the seat during the wild
Robert Armstrong at the throttle, and Louis
Wolheim dying in a coach behind. Railroad stuff is elegant,
and the scenery rushing by is nice. Unfortunately, three good
players "give rather mediocre performances, with Jean Arthur

"Danger Lights."

ride into Chicago,

lost in the shuffle.

DOROTHY

MACKAILL

scores a bulls-eye in this clever

comedy, in a part that suits her to a couple of T's. She'
plays the patsy of an English family who invents a romance
with an imaginary Col. Smilh of the British army. The colonel
turns out to be real, in the person of Basil Rathbone. Nice
comedy, with excellent acting by Dot, Rathbone, William
Austin, Leila Hyams et al.
( please turn to page 98 ]

TNTRODUCING

Light

two beautiful newcomers to
outstanding members of the two
classes which divide the world, blondes and brunettes. Left, Claire Luce, who bei^an as a dazzling
"Follies" dancer and is now a dramatic actress
with Fox. Right, Rosita Moreno, Spanish dancer
-*

or

Dark?

talkies

now
66

at

— and

Paramount

Do

not mistake that for love light in Joan's eyes. She's just being polite to old "Casanova" Busby
and thiaking of her husband, working hard in that hot old studio

A Warning

to

AND

B oys;

D on't

so I had a date
with a married lady!
And I didn't get shot

Look Out,

by an

Step rorth with a Wife
Who Loves rier JHusband!

irate

husband,

or I didn't even hide behind
doors. To make this story a
little

Lotharios./

snappier

jumped out

I

might have

of a second story

And then, if I have to admit
the shameful truth, since the
editor of Photoplay started

me Casanova and Lothought maybe I could
away w ith being daring and
rakish, and paying court to
married ladies. Those boys

calling

thario, I

get

window, at least, but then I
have never cared about jumping out of second story windows.
The nervous strain was pretty bad, though. I'll never be
quite the same. I'll probably go through life with a haunted

were pretty good at it if you
can believe half what you read, but I guess I 'm just not

look in my eyes.
Letters have been coming in asking why I didn 't take a vacation from the ingenues with the wondering looks, and step out
with a young matron. One writer even went so far as to say that
married women were more interesting than the unattached,
anyway. Well, that is an open question, and you can write your
own answers as far as 1 am concerned.
There were letters asking for dates with Gloria Swanson,
Norma Shearer, Lilyan Tashman and Joan Crawford. Joan got
the most votes, so, after taking a shot in the arm to give me
courage, I broached the subject as delicately as possible. I did
wait until I heard that Doug, Jr., was working nights out at
First National. What's the use of having a date with a married
lady if there are husbands about, cluttering things up?
Asking Joan for a date struck me as being pretty funny. It
amused her, too. In the first place she is about the most devoted
wife in the stateof California. Her favorite subject is Douglas, as
she calls him, and she can talk about him for hours without once
repeating herself. Another man has about as much chance as an
Orangeman at a St. Patrick's picnic.
I've always been mighty interested in Joan. To me she is a
young actress of tremendous promise. Every screen role presents a further maturing of her art. 1 like Joan as a person, and
admire her as an actress, but would
never have asked her for a date if it
hadn 't been for those letters.

dinner.
simple.

—

the type.

Joan asked

me

to

be at her house. El Jodo, for seven o'clock

Whatever we did after that would have to be pretty
She was working, arising at 6:30 every morning, and
she had to have her sleep. There was a time when Joan didn't
allow work to interfere with pleasure, but she is a girl with a
purpose now.
evening
THE
July weather

of our date happened to be during the hottest
in fifty years. Hollywood had been as close to
inferno as Hollywood ever gets.
Joan came downstairs to greet me. She still had on her
make-up and the dress she was wearing in her new picture.
"I've just got in," she explained. "It was 104 where I was
working, but that is nothing to what it was at First National
where Douglas is. It was 107 under the lights out there. Isn't
it terrible for Douglas to have to work in that heat?"
I sort of winced, being a tender-hearted fellow after all. Here
I was, sitting in the cool living room of El Jodo with Doug's
wife, and he, poor chap, was slaving away at the studio, probably wilting one collar right after the other.
While Joan was upstairs dressing for dinner I strolled about
the room. There were miniatures of Doug and Joan on the
mantel, a big photograph of Doug, Sr., on a table, and a portrait of

Joan and her mother on another

By Marquis Bushy

table.

Joan returned
and

in a cool sports dress, with socks

low-heeled shoes. Dinner was awaiting us. Joan sat at the head of the

"

"

—"

her right. A very large Great Dane, a very
which Doug had picked up at the studio, and a
bulldog, also came to the party. The Dane, Joan e.xplained, had
a prodigious appetite. For breakfast he ate six shredded wheat
biscuits and two quarts of milk. For lunch it was simpler
just two pounds of hamburger.
"I wonder what Douglas is eating tonight?" worried Joan.
"I hope he is careful what he orders during this weather. But
he says he is no epicure. Food is food to him, whether he eats
at the Ambassador or the beanery around the corner.
table,

and

young

kitten,

I to

—

"T

TF. often argues about food Douglas likes to argue. He
jL -Ldoesn t get rabid or any thing, but he just takes the opposite
side of the question for the sake of the discussion. Last night
he was an hour late for dinner. He had been talking about
Sovietism with one of the mechanics at the studio. Oh, he
doesn't believe in it himself. He says
"Er, ah, Joan," I broke in, trying to switch the subject and
get a little attention myself, ''let's you and me go out some
place after dinner.
can go over to Olsen's and dance a bit,
or we might go down to the beach."
"Oh," said Joan, "Douglas likes to go to the beach, too.
'

—

We

We're going down Saturday evening.

We like that place where

little pigs come down the slide. It's fun to hear them squeal.
can hardly get him away from the place."
As a change in conversation, it didn't look to me as if I had
made a very good selection. " Did I ever tell 3"ou about my trip
to New York?" I began desperately.
"Things are awfully

the
I

expensive there.
"

Why,

I

spent

—

hope Douglas gets back early tonight," said Joan absently.
"It has been so hot today. He must be worn out."
Golly, maybe Doug would come home early. This date, as
you can see without your spectacles, was perfectly proper, but
then you could never tell what a young husband was likely to
do. Particularly a young husband that had been working all
day in a temperature of 107.
I

"Come on, Joan," I pleaded, feeling a cold perspiration standing out on my forehead, "let's go for a ride. I know a swell road
where there isn't much traffic and you get a beautiful view of
"Let's have coffee in the living room," Joan suggested.

—

"Douglas has some marvelous card tricks. I think I can do
them, and I'll show you how it's done. He also has some good
sleight-of-hand stunts. I wish he were here to show them."
I shivered. Somewhere a clock struck nine. I wondered just
how long Doug would be at the studio.
The card tricks were duly explained after I had been properly
mystified. I'm a good audience for that sort of thing. Not very
bright, you know, and absolutely trusting.
"Now, here's a good game," she said. "Douglas and I play
it a lot. You sit six feet away from that hat, put your elbows on
the arms of the chair, and try to throw the cards in, one by
one. It's not as easy as it looks. Douglas is pretty good at it."
So is Joan pretty good at it. She got thirty-five cards in the
hat. I thought I was pretty good if I came within twelve feet
of the cliapcau.
I sighed, "you have the most beautiful eyes. In fact
you an awful lot."
"Have you seen the story Douglas wrote about me?" said

"Joan,"

I like

Joan, evidently quite oblivious to

"No?

Let's see.

I

have

it

my

try at the sentimental.

around here some place."

SOMEWHERE the clock struck ten.

" Really, Joan, I've got
to be going. I've got to see a lady about a dog. I've got to
give a music lesson to a Chinaman. I've got to send a cable to

Constantinople. I think my house is on fire. I miisl be going."
"Oh, don't go," Joan pleaded. "Douglas will be home any
minute now. Stay and say hello to him. He knew you were
coming for dinner tonight."
That's all I meant. I was that hurt. Here I thought I was
being clandestine, and it was all as above-board as an ice cream
social on the church lawn. After that I waited until Doug came
home. There was no object in slinking out if there wasn't a
reason for slinking. But as I said, I was pretty hurt, that's all.
I've always read such fantastic things about dates with married
ladies in those snappy story magazines.
I guess I'm just not
cut out along the lines of a Casanova.
I'll never have another date with a married lady.
What,

never?
Well, hardly ever, and when I do her husband will be in
Patagonia, and she will be contemplating a divorce, anyway.

One

of the remarkable pictures that will come to you within the next few months is to be called "Just Imagine."
action takes place fifty years hence. This shot from the production shows an operating room in 1980. The
doctor, played by Wilfred Lucas, is reviving a man who died in December, 1930. The story is full of whimsy.
The guy they are reviving is El Brendel.
don't know the reason

The

We

5S

—

"

^w^ "Gag" Factory

Filming one of
the300-a-year,

Director-inChief Roth sits
by at the Vitaphone Eastern
Studio ready to
shoot the boy
girl
with

—

and

his

IF

a gag has always given

satisfaction,

why change it?

Jokes, to the great majority
of people, are like music
the music that gives the greatest pleasure is the music that

people can hum.
All of which prefaces a description of a place that has
gone "gaga" in the full sense of
the word, the Warner Brothers'

A

Crallop

a

to you is that we're using just
as much material in one of
these pictures as they do in one
of those (such and such) fulllength pictures, but we don't
use any of the bunk, so we can
get it into two reels."

r renzied r ilm roundry

That Grinds Out

300

"Art is simply a matter of
careful selection," I interposed.
"Sure," he said.

"Shorts" a Year

short subject studio in Brooklyn. Here is a place that turns
out 300 one- and two-reelers a year, turns them out as a Henry
Ford would grind out sausages.
The truth is, I suppose, that hardly anyone ever wonders who
makes these shorts that open shows. You just have a vague
sort of notion that they aren't made at all.
They merely
happen, like great wars, or flagpole sitters. And yet, there is a
very definite demand for them. This demand has led to the
development of a technique, ironclad in its resistance to change.
Murray Roth, head of production, told me that his studio
averages one complete picture for every working day of the
year! This Murray Roth is an explosive sort of chap in his
middle thirties whose speech is peppered with a running fire of
Biblical references.

He doesn't stay with you very long, since he sees everything
that is happening at all times, and stops it from happening
before it can do any damage.
" Got to keep your eyes open, you know," he told me. " You

—

can't trust a low comic
he's liable to go artistic on you at any
(deleted) moment. What the (so-and-so) do you want me to
tell

hrough

1

you?"

''What's the reason for the great popularity of the short
subject?" I asked.
"The short subject has always been popular," he said; "only
they've been making them in ten reels."
"You'd better make a note of that," I said. "You might
want to use it again some day."
7"
"Thanks,"
he said. "I
"I've
ve used it
;,
«, ^ ^,
jy
J-i
Jl
for years. What I'm trying to get over

^y

y

camera

exactly it.
the less art.

The more

"That's
footage,

What I mean, life
composed of a lot of rambling
moments that don't get you anywhere, and a few high moments
that compress within them all the drama that the ordinary life
is liable to get.
Cut out your rambling moments and run the
high, dramatic moments, one after the other, and you have
is

—

"

—art!"

finished for him.
hell!" he exploded.

".\rt,

I

"You have

The kind we make 300 of
"You don't mean to tell me you

picture!

year?"

I

a swell one-reel
a year."
get in 300 usable scripts a

asked.

HEHe

" No, that's one of our troubles," he said.
brought me over to a room where a girl sat at a desk piled
high with manuscripts. Other tables were piled equally high.
"Those," he said, "are trunkies."
"What's that?" I asked, as a matter of form. The word is

smiled sadly.

self-explanatory.

"They came

in this

week.

Most

of

them come out

of the

bottoms of trunks. They've been lying there for years, rejected
by everybody in the (irregular) world, just waitingfor the oneaiid two-reel talkie industry to be born so that the authors could
unload. And here they are literary America's gift to me," he

—

said bitterly.
I knew the
in the mail?"
answer.
".\bout one in 300," he said. ".\nd some we buy because
they have a sort of an idea, and we
here.
^'^""'^
have them made over right here."
Jl/f y, y,
r ^ ^^
IVI t
S 71
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What About Clara Bow?
Will

the Immortal

By

rlapper Learn

Leonard

Self-Discipline?

Or

Is

Hall

She Fated

Dan ce Her
Way to Oblivion?

to

ONE RINGING

A demure
question

little

maiden as she

is

looked in her first
movie, "Down to
the Sea in Ships."
Yes
it's Clara
Bow, the Flatbush
Fury, in 1922

agitating the all-wool, yardwide, full-blown movie fans
these davs.

—

this—
What's to become of Clara Bow?
And this is no academic poser,
either
set up for discussion over
tea tables, coffee cups and sodawater bars. It's a live and lusty
It's

—

matter.
On the answer depends the cinematic fun of a good many thousand
\oung folks, the financial interest of
a great company for whom the
Brooklyn fire-belle rings the cash
register, and the fate of the archflapper herself.
Will she, in some mystic manner, acquire self-discipline so
that she can whip her wilfulness and lack of judgment?
Or will she go on allowing her emotions to gallop off with good
sense, and so bring her company, herself and her admirers skyhooting into unhappincss and plenty of grief all 'round?
As this is written, Clara's being a good girl. After a headlong
chase off the reservatien, she's back on the lot with a picture to
make. That's the time she's happiest and most tractable, for
Clara's a trouper born. She tends strictly to her tatting while
the cameras grind. When they stop, it's time to howl murder
and leap for the cyclone cellars.
Clara's company and her fans and herself are just getting
over a bad headache and one which started to split skulls just
as everything seemed entirely serene.
Consider the scene. The eternal and wearving Richman
publicity had died to a murmur.
Clara, whose billows had
been Causing wails and moans, had become slimmer and prettier
than ever. A passable voice had suddenly popped out of that

—

creamy

throat.

The sun grinned down on Clara and her world. Birds sang,
the sky was clear, and staid Paramount executives did gay tapsteps for sheer joy. IJ. P. Schulberg, one of the biggest and
most patient of her bosses, announced with pride that Clara was
"The Anna Held of the Talkies."
Then, from the cloudless Heavens, lightning snapped and

going to be

crackled.
Clara, between pictures,

from Coast

to

was in Dallas, Tex. Newspapers
Coast screamed a sad, unhappy tale. Reported

settlement of an alienation suit brought by the wife of a young
doctor a story that Hollywood had heard and hushed long
before.
Denials and re-statements wires from the West
Coast suggesting that Clara come back to camp with buttoned
lips.
Instead, a hurried trip to New York, and more Harry

—

—

Richman

publicity.
ferociously unhappy and miserable time for all concerned.
the unhappiest thing about it all was that it was just
another of the sorry chapters that have dotted the life and public career of this flaming, moody, undisciplined little girl who
has filled screens hearts and front pages for eight dizzy,

A

And

dazing years

I

at the age of twenty-five, doesn't seem to have
learned a thing about governing her hfc!
behaving like a headstrong high school girl with forbidden "dates" and wild "crushes" still pouting when told to
be at home by eleven or taste the hard side of pappy 's hairbrush!
Is Clara not only going to be the immortal flapper
but the
eternal flapper as well? Will she not soak up the indisputable
fact that the didoes and fumadiddles which are cute and cunning at eighteen are only sad and unpleasant aberrations in a
woman of twenty-five?
Of course, it is hard to blame Clara, in more ways than one.
She lost her mother when she was a young girl. Tasting fame
and money, she galloped away and there has never been a
firm and trusted hand on the reins. [ please turn to page 138 ]

CL.\R.\,
Still

—

—
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1

Gene Robert Richee

TTOLLYWOOD'S
A

-•

wild, wilful, wistful

Brooklyn Bombshell!

bosses,

Gustav

who
Von

The

little

redhead -Clara Bow, the

delight of the flappers and the despair of her

goes from triumph to failure and up again before you can say

her errors, or

Seyffertitz.
is

What's going to happen to Clara? Will she

she starting

down

the steep chute to oblivion?

profit

by

/^OULD you believe —our beloved, begogglcd comedian "seated one day
^^ at the organ" looking for the Lost Chord? In spite of his enormous talent
it

for

comedy, Harold Lloyd has many serious

he enjoys sitting at the massive organ

artistic

and

in his beautiful

chords, to say nothing of love's old sweet songs

spiritual

moments, and

home, playing sonorous

k

Krncsit A.

T TERE'S Yancy Cravat,
-*-

'the

hero of Edna Ferber's best-seller, "Cimarron,"" as

talking screen will see him! It"s the fattest, richest part Richard Dix

has ever had, and he's reveling in the chance to play
far

down

over his

collar, all for art

it.

and "Cimarron."' All

and best autumn Dick has ever enjoyed

He's

let his hair

grow

in all, it"s the biggest

Bachrach

i

11 ow a

JSI ew

Star

r eels

HerN ame
A
1

W/ie?^

regular job is creating heroines; making them up
out of whole cloth, putting them together with a
thread of fancy, a dart of illusion, an embroidery
of romance.
But it came my way recently to sit at a luncheon table and
regard the heroine on the opposite page in the very lovely
flesh, and to ponder, as novelists wiU, on what goes on underneath the red hair and what thoughts and dreams are centered
back of the blue eyes.
The girl with whom I talked and laughed for two hours is
Nancy Carroll. She is in New York to make her new picture,
"Laughter," and I took her away from her domestic occupation
of interviewing nurses for Pat, her small daughter, in order
to satisfy my insatiable curiosity concerning what makes the
wheels go round.
You've seen her on the silent screen; you've heard her in
the talkies; you've watched her in Technicolor.

So have I.
You've wondered, perhaps, what success means to this very
fighting Irish background, her career
which took her from stenography to vaudeville, from vaudeville
to musical comedy, from musical comedy to the screen.
If
you haven't wondered, I have.
In no other profession does success come as quickly, is youth
served, and bountifully. Occasionally, a stage youngster attains fame over night.
Very rarely, a w-riter puts something into a book, in his or
her 'teens or twenties, and reaches popularity, generally

young person, with her

By
Faith Baldwin

in the

for granted.

Why
for

it,

has the sort
SHE
emotionally

of mind which says "steady" to her when
she experiences an exciting reaction.

As an example, she can go to a preview, in her best bib
and tucker, and observe her name flash out on the screen,
and hear the applause and the cheers from that professional
audience turned momentarily amateur critic, and she can get
a kick out of it. A big kick.
But speaking of it, she is able to say thoughtfully, "It doesn't

mean anything. Too much applause.
Too much f\cr\thing. You can't get a

motion

laughter.

aggeratcd."
Her words, not mine.
She has the will to
live!
She has courage.
She is not fearless. A
fearless person is not a
brave person. A person
who has never known
fear is not courageous,
merely an abnormality.
Nancy Carroll has been

world,

afraid.
She admits it.
But she has set her jaw
and seen it through. She

—

has known ph\sical fear,
which is a human craven,
natural sort of business.
she has no patience

And

with gestures.
This cliche of "Death

all.

Carroll has

the Great Adventure;
as sportsmen
strikes her
as a little comic, a little
is

everything; youth,
beauty, gift, charm,

let's all die

and heroes,"

health.

What,

Too much

really honest reaction.

Everything's ex-

lantern or a goldfish
bowl and thus exposed,
is vulnerable to criticism
of the most deadly kind,
to flattery, equally dangerous, to rumor, the

Nancy

to set

shouldn't she?
every step of the way. She knows what
obstacles she has encountered and defeated. She doesn't sit
down like the old lady in the nursery rhyme and exclaim
"Lawks a'mercy, can this be I?"
She has acquired detachment, an unusual quality in youth.
She can look at her name in lights and figure that it consists
of just so many letters, spelling two words.
She can stand
there, as an outsider would stand, and look at it.
She has a
sense of balance.

She worked

this world, successIN
ful youth lives in a

deadliest of

came home

paper, just as if she had been one of my own
whose emotional reactions, mental evolutions and
general psychology I was deeply interested.
In the first place, her mind is as clear as her eyes and her
brain functions as swiftly as her wit. She knovi-s what she
wants.
She has always known it. She takes her success

arbitrating fashions,
morals, manners.

—

I

down on

heroines, in

picture world success
seeks youth and we enjoy the spectacle of
precocious children,
reaching an audience of
millions, enshrined by a

glamour -mad

me

been born curious, and after she told
her

ephemeral.

But

O,ees

Lights

in

ramous Author Analyzes
he rLmotlons of Nancy C>arroll

MY

She

wondered,

absurd and entirely un-

does it feel like?
She
has had an astonishing

necessary.
She doesn't
want to die like a sportsman and a hero, just lie

career.

I

Do,

I

wondered,

her ambitions cease
there?
What, in her

A

mind, lies ahead?
I
asked her, having

and Nancy Carroll are talking things over
studio on Long Island

known novelist discusses the psychology of a young
who finds herself suddenly famous. Faith Baldwin

well

star

at the

Paramount

down and take

it.

She

wants to fight; she
[
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The

Story

Ihe Love
Ann

of a

of

iiarding and

iiarry Oannister
lias Built a

on

a

Hill

Oome
High

Above Hollywood

ALTHOUGH
house

this is simply a yarn about a
it is a story of love and tenderness
and adventure and breath-taking beauty.
One of the trickiest things on the new Harding-Bannister estate is the
For the house is a princess' palace, a
turntable in the garage. One can drive onto it and shoot the car in
baronial castle and the vine-covered cottage that
from any angle. Here are Ann, Harry and timxtable
song writers murmur about all rolled into one.
The cold facts are these. Ann Harding and
Harry Bannister, two worthy stage troupers, came to CaliTheir baby, Jane, is perfect. They needed a perfect home to
fornia and became motion picture stars.
house so great a love.
Like many another pair of stage actors they wanted a home
For years they had wanted "to build." But how could they
in Cahfornia, and they built it on top of a hill.
when they had no notion on what strange by-paths their proBut there is more to it than that much more. It is not an
fession would send them?
They signed motion picture conordinary house they builded, for Ann Harding and Harry
tracts.
Bannister are not ordinary people.
Their love is perfect.
Ann became a great star and suddenly they realized that

—

never again could the stage
mean anything to them and
that the sunshine and air and
liquid languor of California
was what they had wanted.
It was the time "to build."

were the victims of
THEY
allsortsofadvice. "Building is very difticult.
It is
expensive. You should find

a house already put up."
They looked at every
available house in Hollywood. But the rooms were

and

not large
there were not
nor the
proper nursery for Jane. Or
there were too many neightoo

large

enough.

And

enough

windows

bors.

No house that had been
by anybody else was
worthy to complete the hapbuilt

piness

that

is

part of

the

charm

The indoor master bedroom in the new home of Ann Harding and Harry Bannister.
The bed has, as you can see, one head and two feet, and is, therefore, practically
human. Just one of the unusual features of their new house

66

of Harry and Ann.
No, they must build. Whert?
"Oh,Bcvcrly Hills, of course,"
said everybody.
The search began. There
were plenty of lots in Beverly Hills

and plenty

of real

y

Magic House

Looking out over the beautiful San Fernando Valley, with the rear overlooking Los Angeles, far below, the new HardingBannister house stands on a high hill. It is luxurious but it is most homelike, as well

—

By Lois S h

i

7-

done by them, as should everything else that it was possible to
do. They would have no architect, so Harry got an elevation
map and they began the working out of their plan. He designed
the entire house himself!

1c

men

to show them.
They felt it necessary to have
but when they found themselves on the buyable hill
Beverly they discovered that the city was too close.
The lights below seemed to stifle them. There were other
houses near-by, too.
Just ordinary
houses.
Ann and Harry would have
none of this.
Every night these two adventurers
got into their car and drove all over the
countryside. One evening, as if by some
strange magic, the car turned toward a
hill back of Hollywood, out Outpost
Road, up MulhoUand Drive in the
opposite direction from the more conservative Beverly Hills.
They didn't know exactly where
they were going but suddenly they
found themselves on top of the very
highest hill
on a wind-blown rocky
site with the lush vaUey of San Fernando
estate

a

hill,

lots in

One of the things that had attracted them to the place, besides the view, was a wall of solid rock that rose between them
and Hollywood. It seemed to alienate them from the outside world.
And both were
[ please turn to page 141 ]

—

before

them and the far away twinkling
Hollywood behind them.

lights of

ANN

sat

on a rock, like some fantasand the wind whipped her

tic Lorelei,

blonde hair. She looked at the sky and
her eyes were filled with star dust. She
turned to Harry and saw that he was
breathless with the beauty of it. '"This
is it, darling," she said.
Of course, it was not so simple as that.
They had to tear themselves away from
the vista to find a little sign that told
the owner's name. They had, the nc.\t
day, to find the owner and see if the lot
could be had. It could. They paid cash
for it and on that same day they bought
picks and shovels and'overalls and returned to their own bit of land.
They hel[)ed clear the ground themselves.
Harry used the pick and shovel
and Ann piled the brush. But they were
determined that this work should be

The observatory
in

of Ann Harding and Harry Bannister. Both are interested
astronomy, and keep current charts of the stars by these outdoor beds.
And these beds come in handy in heat waves, too!
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Boyd is just about to land a right hand
to Gary Cooper's jaw in the big fight staged for
Paramount's talkie version of "The Spoilers"

William (stage

i

smash

TffiAM///
The
Again

Boys Are Battling
in

1 he Spoilers"

—

Making the Third Famous
right in r ilm History

The

Famum,

fight that was famous. William
right, and
Santschi in their terrific battle
in the original Selig version of "The Spoilers,"

Tom

which was made back

in

1913

the history of screen battling, biting and gouging, the
to attain
fame was that between
Santschi in the Selig filming
of Rex Keach's noted novel, "The Spoilers."
It was made late in 1913, with Kathlyn Williams as leading
wornan. In 1923 Samuel Goldwyn remade it, and another
terrific battle was staged, the contestants being Milton Sills
all

worldwide
INWilliam I'arnum and Thomas
first

fight

and Noah Beery.
Now comes the talkie version, made by Paramount, with
Gary Cooper and William Boyd (from the stage) mi.xing it
brutally. Both were so bruised in the scrap they were forced to
take a week off.
Scenes from all three brannigans appear on this page.

68

The second "Spoilers" brawl, in the Goldwyn version
filmed in 1923.
Milton Sills, left, and Noah Beery
were the contestants in this second big battle

—

—

The
an

Pay

Stars

yPAY

Monte Blue Speaks
on the High Cost of
Careering
By Rolaiid Ff-ancis
'T must be great," ruminates your neighbor, "to be one of
these famous movie stars! Just think what all it means
riches, wonderful friends, freedom from worries and re-

T

sponsibilities!"

Listen!
The next time anyone starts singing that song,
draw him gently aside and give him a good "Pooh! Pooh!"
Then tell him this story from Monte Blue, who ought to
know. Because Monte, you see, was just a doUar-and-a-half-aday laborer not so very long ago, and he dragged himself up by
his bootstraps to starry eminence.
He used to be just another man in the street, and he didn't
dare dream of attaining success and the huge salary stars

command

these days.
But he's attained them. And while
they've brought him a good measure of happiness, Monte
Blue finds plenty of disillusionment with it.
And he tells you, with all the ring of sincerity that you'd
wish, that he can't tlatly answer this question:
"Are you happier now than you were before you hit the top?"
All he can answer is: "In some ways, yes; in many \va\s, no!"
He's got a wonderful big home in the finest part of ritzy
Beverly Hills. It's all paid for. That's some happiness. Too,
he's got enough money salted away so that he will never have
to worry again, financially, for himself or his family. There's
a certain feeling of satisfaction there for him, too. Particularly
in view of that lovely wife and those two grand youngsters.
"Yes, those are some of the things success brings," he tells
you, in the book-lined library he exults in. "We all know in a
general way the things that success docs bring one. But— in
this business at least
what it lakes!"
Then he tells you.
"Success this kind of success costs you privacy. It costs
you friendship. It costs you that splendid thrill of achievement and of that delight of anticipation that comes before

—

—

acquisition.

—

Do you

understand?

me explain. When was poor, half the delight in
LET
seemed to consist in looking ahead
I

life

to getting some place, or
delight in getting a new coat,
say, lies so largely in looking forward to the time when she (nn
get it. That sort of thing is denied one w hen one has attained
a goal, unless one can devise a means to perpetuate it. That
means is rigid self-denial in spite of having money to buy what-

something.

The working

girl's

ever one might wish for. I have tried to practice that, and I
believe I have retained something that I might otherwise have
lost.

I

"But

know acquaintances who have
let

me

tell

lost

it,

you about something

though.
else.

About the

friends that a movie star has not. Do you know that 'friend'
the most abused word in this motion picture business?

is

We

meet thousands of people— and hardly have we been introduced than we'll turn right around and introduce them to
somebody else: 'Meet my friend,' we'll say! Why, as a matter
of fact, they're at the most only passing acquaintances.

"And

these supposed-to-be friends are like nothing so

much

Success Costs Privacy and
Friendship, says Monte

They don't aid you, or speed you up.
They're eating at you all the time
robbing you of the time you need to improve yourself. They
inflict on you endless hours of idle chatter.
I'll back that up
by being even more specific. Eighty-five or ninety per cent of
people today talk in retrospect, or of themselves. Less than
ten per cent talk in the future. I'm tired of friends who talk
T, I, I, I,' all the time. I get so tired of them, I walk out on
them. Good Lord, aren't there other things to talk about
except ourselves?
"And just let your light fade the least bit in this business,
and watch your friends drop away. Just make a mistake and
see how quickly they start the tongue that's tied in the middle
and wobbles at both ends against you.
"Oh, I don't mean that I haven't some friends. They're the
ones that have come through the acid test that have shown
they loved me for myself, and not because I've come to be
prominent. They're the kind that tell me: "Monte, I wouldn't
want to rob you of your riches, but I'd like to see you again as
the laughing hyena you were when you w-ere walking the
streets broke, looking for a job of any kind.' They used to call
me that, because I could laugh then. Now I haven't any time
to laugh; there's too much worry about productions, and critias barnacles on a ship.

They slow you down.

—

I do and don't do.
I've been in the hospital more than once from
injuries I suffered in my work. Well, how many of my "friends'
came to see me, do you think? Not one of my fairweather, thousand-a-week 'friends.' But there [ please turn to pace 138 J

cism, and what

"You know,
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fecretS

of the

Portrait

By Malcolm Elliott

THEY come

kicking and screaming into the photograph
men switching their ankles at
every protesting step.
Then they stay so long that the photographer has to
gallery with publicity

them to leave!
They have their own ideas on how a sitting should be done.
They like music or they don't like music. They are all smiles or
invite

as cross as a giraffe with tonsillitis.
It takes the patience of Job to be the portraileur in a big

motion picture

studio.
portrait artist knows the worst side of the stars. Literally and figuratively.
He knows that Lottie Dewdrop's nose

The

]

so classical at a certain angle and that Montmorency
Lavelier has a chin line that— well, he hasn't the chin line that
a big, two-fisted he-guy should have.
A star will tell you what she eats for breakfast, why she
divorced her last husband, and that Olga Bigtime is really beginning to look at least forty. She won't tell you what she does
in the photograph gallery.
isn't

SOMEHOW stellar pretenses sort

of fade

away when

season of adverse reviews.
Some stars are joys eternal to the photographers.

Uusi rated by

Russell Patterson

a

still

camera is focused on them. That camera sees all, and tells all.
Of course it doesn't tell quite so much after the retoucher gets
through with his work. In fact, a good retoucher can make
almost any woman look like Corinne Griffith, or any man a
potential John Barrymore.
But it's serious business to the
stars.
A bad portrait causes them more agony than a whole

bad news from home.

Others are

them have

to visit the gallerv,
however, just like regular visits to the dentist. It is the penalty
of fame in Hollywood
spending your
life in front of one camera or another.
Clara Bow has an established routine
she follows in regard to sittings for porAll of

—

traits.

She makes an appointment for

eleven o'clock the following day.
A
is made at 10:30 on the progress

check

of

La Bow. A maid answers
phone and states that

the

Clara is just leaving the
house for the studio.
A
hairdresser

hurries

to

her

dressing room. A maid
rushes the gowns needed
and all properties to the
dressing room in the gallery.
As time goes on there are
more calls to Clara's home.
Clara is just leaving. Clara
has just left.
Clara has
been gone for some time.
At three o'clock the red
head arrives at the studio,
after a nice shopping expedition or finishing a
snappy book. At four she
is ready to be photographed.
At five she is through. She
never has to be told what to
do. She has an instinctive
feeling for whatever is to be
portrayed. They can give
her any kind of clothes and
she looks well in them.
Buddy Rogers loves to

have pictures taken. If the
posing were left only to
Buddy he would have nothing but fashion pictures, full
length. If there is anything
Buddy likes better than
fashion pictures it is more
fashion pictures. He loves
to dress up. Lately the

studio has been trying to
wean away America's boy

Hector Chromo, famous

him
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portrait photographer, calls in a few boy friends to help
get a fancy picture of Bella La Belle, the shy starlet

friend from all of this. They
feel that quite enough has

^

;

:

'

allery
come kicking
and screaming to the
camera but they have
1 he stars

—

to be driven

away!

been said about his wholesome good looks

Buddy prefers to
sartorial elegance.
strike a pose just before the camera clicks.
He "snaps" into it with a big smile, and as
and

a consequence is inclined to overdo it and
appear too animated.
While on the subject of fashion pictures, one
handsome young male star surprised the studio by dashing into
the gallery for a sitting in a polo outfit. He had on a polo coat
and a cap, and nothing else. He couldn't find the trousers or
the boots. The photographer just took heads that day.
Everyone has a sort of yearning to be a dift"erent type. Janet
Gaynor has a secret desire to look like a vamp. When she goes
into the gallery she likes to seize some snaky tulle and a feather
fan and go into a Theda Bara. Of course the poses are never
taken.
It wouldn't be good publicity for the gentle little
Gaynor.
She is a joy to the photographer for she is a plastic subject.
It is easy for her to emote. A little soft music, whispered instructions from the photographer, and the tears stream down
her face.

.Although they make rather a strange pair of weepers,
also cry at the drop of a hat.

Lon Chancy can

AT new

the end of every picture, Greta Garbo gives an entire day
portraits.
She takes it seriously. One point she
She will be photographed only in the clothes she wears
in her pictures. Her own wardrobe is not extensive or particularly smart. One Garbo belongs to the public, the other Garbo
is a private individual. To keep in a sustained mood she likes to
have sad music played on the phonograph. While she is in the
dressing room changing gowns she wants good, snappy synchronization. Garbo loves .'\merican jazz.
The photographer has to go home and take a long rest after
he has completed a sitting with William Haines. Bill is the
original "Bad One." He not only refuses to take his portraits
seriously, but he does such diverting things as upsetting the
camera.
When he is all posed and the photographer buries
his head under the black cloth, Bill makes faces. He tells funny
to

stresses.

and strikes fantastic poses. Once a Russian melody was
played on the phonograph. Bill pulled down one of the drapes
and went into a ridiculous Cossack dance.
Renee Adoree, Dorothy Sebastian and Louise Fazenda arc
also inclined to have a good time when they go to see the birdie.
Gwen Lee is never so happy as when she can blacken her
teeth, putty,her nose and make ugly pictures. If it is a particularly hideous photo she will lug it all over the lot and insist on
showing it to anyone who can't get away from her. Polly
Moran, on the other hand, has made so many comedy poses
that she is as pleased as Punch with a "straight" portrait that

Bella La Belle, sassy starlet, tries to make everything
pleasant and easy for the still photographer

two or three men friends into the gallery with him. They
talked and laughed and made things thoroughly miserable for
the photographer. That long-suffering individual finally passed
a strict rule that the subject must come to the gallery alone, and
in the cases of feminine stars, even the maid must leave during
the sitting. Better luck has been had with the dreamy-eyed
Barthelmess since that time.
Lately Dick had a smiling portrait taken, one of the first in
\ears.
Dick has a habit of listening to what people say, and
well-meaning but misguided friends convinced him that the
public wanted to see him of serious mien, with a look of somber
tragedy in his eyes. When he actually got around to smiling
for the camera he liked it immensely.
Mae Murray was always a tough customer to handle in the
gallery.
During her days at M-G-M she had plenty to say
about everything. Once she posed in a dancing costume. She
had a dimple in her shoulder of which she was very proud, and
she had posed so that dimple would get in its full devastating
work.
When the proofs were finally submitted to her she
stormed up to the gallery.

stories

turns out well.
It was formerly the custom of Richard Harlhelmess to bring

How Your

Pet Star Behaves

THAT

my

dimple," she cried.
bickering back and forth she was persuaded
couldn't very well be anybody's else dimple.
"Well, then it wasn't lighted properly," she answered.
There's always an argument at hand when Nancy Carroll
goes to have her pictures taken. She insists on working with a
mirror at the side of the camera. Every photographer objects
to it, as the subject sees one thing in the mirror, and the camera
Naturally the camera and the
sees something else entirely.
mirror can't very well be in exactly the same spot. Nancy's
pictures frequently prove disappointing to her, but she sticks
plkasl tikn to vw.e 136 )
to her mirror.
isn't

.\ftcr

much

to believe that

it

[

When

lold to See the Birdie
?/

Finding Success

One

Iota

Success

in the

Movies and Keeping

Different from Achieving and
in

Any

It

is

Not

Retaining

Crowded, Competitive Field"
That meant two very definite things.
It assured Estelle she had been right to
stick to her guns. But it warned her she
must_ find some work to do during the
day in order to supplement her income
against the play's closing. She had been
obliged to spend a good part of her salary
replenishing her wardrobe. And she knew
that, sometimes, even well known players
were a long time at leisure between
engagements.
She could have posed for hats again,
of course.
But with the clear vision so
typical of her, she felt the motion pictures
were worth a try. She went over to the
Long Island studios of the Paramount
company and was engaged to double for
Dorothy Dalton.
It did not matter that they never used
her. It did not matter that she was often
so weary after the evening performance
that the journey to Astoria seemed a
trial.

Every morning,

early, Estelle

was

at the studios. Even oh Wednesdays and
Saturdays, when she had a matinee, she
went over to Long Island for a few morn-

rniS
known

and final article in a series of littlestories of the early struggles of today's famous

is the third

May Allison was right at home in this scene from an
old Metro picture, "Castles in the Air." Her own ambitious dreams had led her from a comfortable home
to crudely cooked meals in stuffy rooming houses

feminine screen stars.
Last month Adcle Fletcher told of Betty Compson's pluckv
fight for supremacy in her profession; of Ami Harding's

molt against the traditions that bind an army officer's
daughter; of the disappointments and discouragements
that followed Clara Bow's winning
of a beauty contest
that she had expected would bring her immediate

recognition.

She

how Alice Joyce has worked unceasingly for
every triumph; how Estclle Taylor preferred lo7ieliness
and
even hunger in a strange city where she could work toward
her ambitions to a comfortable and safe small town home
where her love of the theater would have to be stificd. Now,
go on with Esteilc's story:
told

SHE

couldn't go another day without food.
And she
couldn't give up her hopes— return home, defeated. Only
one choice remained.
All one long night Estelle Taylor stared at the ceiling of
her wretched furnished room and planned how she would ask
George V. Hobart for an advance in salary. It was terrifying
to her, a recruit from a dramatic school, to consider approaching this god. What would he say?
Like so many things that seem frightful and to be dreaded,
It wasn't nearly so bad as Estelle had
believed it would be
when she walked into Hobart's office the ne.xt morning. As a
matter of fact, Hobart didn't even let her finish. He counted
ten crisp ten-dollar bills out of his cash drawer and handed
them to her. She was, he said, the only member of the company
that had not already been to him with the same need.
One hundred dollars in her purse, when a minute before she
had been destitute. That is the theater. But it is only those
with the courage to face such destitution and its gnawing
fears
that ever come through to find success.

When "Come On

Charlie" opened in New York, Alan Dale,
wrote of Estelle:
"The only thing of interest in the plav is a newcomer to
Broadway. She is a brilliant comedienne."
the

s^sov

critic,
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This demure, pig-tailed lass has become the glowing
brunette who graces this month's cover. Bebe Daniels,
way back when she became Harold Lloyd's leading lady

I

Beauty, Brains or Luck ?
By

A dele Whiteiy
Fletcher

Part
riow

3

C^ourage, oack-

bone, Intelligence and

Vision ivaised Kstelle

Taylor, Bebe Daniels,

May

Anna Q.
Peak

the

Allison and

Nilsson

to
Anna Q. Nilsson and Bert

of

Screen

Lytell in

career has been one long struggle.

nent invalidism,

is

"The

Her

Trail to Yesterday."
latest fight, against

Anna's
perma-

one of her greatest

Success

Here was an opportunity to study the way things
were done and to experiment with screen make-up, and she
ing hours.

made

the most of it.
was because of this application that a few weeks later,
when both her Paramount engagement and "Come On Charlie''
ended, she was able to go to the Fo.x studios and say that she
had had five weeks' e.xpericnce in a motion picture studio. It
was this, plus her notices in the play, that assured her the role
in "Don Caesar," and actually inaugurated her screen career.
However, the same ambition which motivated the early days
of Estclle Taylor's career keeps her from being satisfied today.
She isn't the type to rest on her oars for a minute. Now she is
It

eager to perfect her singing voice. Because her vocal teacher
felt her vaudeville engagement was retarding her progress with
him she cancelled bookings that would have earned her eighteen

thousand

She didn't hesitate a minute.
Jack Dempsey, her husband, savs to her: "I
wouldn't even bet you couldn't make a watch if you set out
to do it."
dollars.

No wonder

BEBE

DANIELS was born to the theater and plaved her
first speaking part when she was three years old. She learned
adult worries and responsibilities along with her ABC's. At
six she was working in the Burbank Stock Company, playing
one part, rehearsing another and memorizing another.
In
between, there were lessons to be learned. Stage children are
required to pass the same examinations as other children, or
various societies pounce down upon them and lead them from
the dressing-room to the class-room. There was no time in
Bebe's childhood for jumping
[ please turn to page 108
]

.,>J'i
Jack Dempsey

says to Estelle Taylor: "I wouldn't even
bet you couldn't make a watch if you set out to do it!"
Estelle as she looked in "My Lady's Dress"
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1\/TR. JONES, the silvci'-tonsued salesman of Pcppytone,
' -'•thought fast, with ten per cent of his mind on his work
and the rest on Flo, the cute blonde in the cashier's coop.
"How about a bite of supper with a lonely guy in a strange
town?" he asked. "It's all right with me," purred I"lo. Mr.
Jones' heart went boop-a-doop! The scenario thickened!
7i

—

!

"0h, Mr. Jones/"
Iwo Smart lalkie-Apparatus Salesmen

By

meet on the Battlefield

K dga r

Fr a

of

Crlddesboro

and a Little Ijlonde C>ashier makes
71

k

Ii
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Waterloo

How

come I'm not selling typewriters any more?
Because a live wire like me, brother, is always moving
on and up. This last six months I've been representing Peppytone, Incorporated.
No, Peppytone ain't
a stomach medicine or a patent exerciser. It's the one and

—

only low-priced talking picture outfit for theaters grinds out
the theme songs and wise-cracks and delivers them to the customers one hundred per cent perfect. And I'm selling it.
That is, I am until I hear from Homer Savage, our sales
manager. After that, I might resign; I couldn't say. Certainly, that's why I'm laying over here.
Why else would a
person be sitting around this Giddesboro Hotel lobby, unless
he was crippled or something?
Oh, your village probably ain't so bad. Only your Arcade
Theater and the two-timer that owns it. B. Glintz.
Vou see, Glintz was the first one I tried to sell a Peppytone
to, when I scowed into this burg.
He didn't say a word all the
time I was giving him the regular opening chatter; just chawed
his cigar. But when I had to come up for air and reached for a
cigarette, he thought I was getting out a contract and he
turned his back and said:
'I ain't interested." Just that, no more. "I ain't interested."
"Mr. Glintz," I said, "as a business man you got no choice
about being interested. Do you think j-ou can run a house
silent, the way they did in Woodrow Wilson's time, Mr.
Glintz?" I said. "Look at
the empty seats you got in
there."
"I ain't

interested," he
and with that he
walked into the Arcade,
where about nineteen people
were doing what they could
to hold down five hundred
said,

it

out front, leaning on little Flo Bemis, the ticket-seller.
I
don't know if you ever saw the cute little kid? No? Well,
that's too bad, because it's very hard to tell you about her if
you never saw her. I mean, how beautiful she is, like something in a tooth-paste ad or on the cover of a magazine or
something.
Well, as I say, here was B. Glintz, and here was me, trying
to frame some snappy crack that would bring him out in the
open to hear more about Peppytone. And who comes breezing
along to ruin it all but William J. Patterson himself!

probably know
YOU
forty-four
w alks

Bill

chest,

Patterson

—

tail,

fine-looking guy,

like a senator or a big bootlegger or

somebody important. He was through here for years with
phonographs and radios one of these whirlwind goofs that
slay 'em with sheer personality and have 'em signed up before
they can come to and yell for help.
He opens the door of the booth and lets ofT one of his high-

—

pressure selling laughs that's supposed to put the customer in a
good humor before you start talking.
"Representing the Blastophone Company of America!" he
said.
"I don't have to tell yon about Blastophone, Mr.
Glintz.
The one talker outfit that's packing 'em in from
Bangor to Agua Caliente!" Then he stopped and smiled, kind
of pitying, as if that was the first time he saw me. "Oh, hello,

Jones y!" he said.
"You're through listening to Jones, Mr.
Glintz? \o\x would be.
"Now, Jonesy," he

chairs.

That's the first night I
in Giddesboro, under-

was

stand,

wired

and

right after I'd

Homer Savage

I had
good prospects all
warmed up and to watch
out for orders and have

five or six

goods
ment.

all

ready for ship-

The

following day

I

it back to the Arcade
just before matinee time, all
set to show B. Glintz the

beat

cause and cure for his having only three kids and an
old lady in his house.
He was busy in the booth

Mr. Jones' big boyish
heart went out to the little
blonde child with the
mortgage on the old home.
"Forget
said,

it,

beautiful,"

he

handing her his oncehealthy bankroll
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Two

Smart Youngsters

Make Good — Unwired

laughed. "Don't give me the eye like that. I'm not knocking
your Pepperpot, or whatever you call it. The thing's O. K.
for a house that can't afford fine equipment.
Only how you
have the nerve to put the proposition up to an intelligent
e.xhibitor like Mr. Glintz, with a high-class theater like the
Arcade well, I never yet knocked a competitor and I won't
start now," he said, quite grand. "Well, Mr. Ghntz! Let's see
just what we need for the Arcade."
Then he walked into the house as if he owned it, just as they
were turning on the lights, and B. Glintz laid off patting the
kid's shoulder and chased after him, probably scared the big
stiff would blow away the screen if he started talking in there.

—

Oh,
MAD?
there was

for a minute maybe. To tell the truth, I forgot
such a person as Patterson living. I mean, I
kind of got stalled by the booth, looking at the kid in there.
She turned around and smiled at me and then dropped her
eyes quick, and I was figuring how I could start a conversation,
only just then some fatheaded cop came along and said,
"Hello, Flo I" and then leaned his elbow on the window and
looked me up and down,

didn't consider it worth the gamble I should not have made
the suggestion," he said, huffy.
"Not less than thirty sales

if I

depend on putting

this over with a rush. .
"I'U go to the telegraph office and wait."

The wonder

is

somebody

didn't grab

me

people

Ten minutes later I was
booth.

We're just

"Homer,"

I said,

talking to

"Do

I

HOMER.wegotno

seemed some gyp last
week had signed up the
Star and the Rialto for
some junk equipment
and the Gem people are

I
I

I

total loss.

it

stallations,

was a washout.

with

the telephone
booths backed against
Well,

I

sat there

no more than I'd

Messrs. Jones and Patterson, ace salesmen and good-time Charlies
from the big town, cornered B. Glintz. "Where's Flo Bemis?" demanded Mr. Jones. "And Dixon?" came back Mr. Patterson

a

cigarette it got to me
that Bill Patterson himself was talking, not
three feet away. Absolutely!

He was in that end booth, giving
long distance the low-down on what he thought about the telephone service, and just then it seemed he got connected with
Shawley, Blastophone's sales manager.
"So here's the Giddesboro situation," Patterson was saving.
"The area is practicaUy untouched! I'll sell forty installations
in this county.
.
No, no competition at all. Some tramp's
in town vyith that five-and-ten Peppytone thing, but that's not
competition.
"Here's what I'm getting at, Mr. Shawley: I have to put
the first sale over like lightning, so as to have a demonstrator
for the other prospects and clean up quick, and the house I've
picked is called the Arcade. The e.xhibitor is hardboiled, but
I discovered how to reach him.
Through his operator. Mr.
Shawley— his projectionist.
Yes, a splendid bov named
Dixon and everything he says this Glintz takes as Gospel. It
was through Dixon that he bought his new screen and new
projectors last year. I mean to get this boy right it if costs a
thousand dollars and I want you to wire me the thousand!"
he said and laughed after he'd listened a second.
"Well, of course it's ethical— enough. I beg pardon? Well,
.

.
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how

worth risking one

and

lit

and

Flo had B. Glintz running around like a wild
man, trying to divorce
his wife and everything.
You might say
I gave Homer a clear
picture of the situation
and he could judge for
himself whether it was

you see that red
DID
sofa over there,

it?

way Patterson

gave it to Shawley, only
better and more intelligent.
I mean, I told
him how it was a case
of selling or not selling
about fifty or si.xty in-

looked, so far
as this tank town's concerned, it was a case of
selling B. Glintz or having Homer Savage tell

me

time for fooling,"
told him, and then
gave him the set-up

here, the

trying to sell the house
as is. Around the time
I got back to the hotel

was a

Homer

laughed that off, how
about wiring in some
orders?" he said.

Gem

for a while
Star for a
while and the Rialto
for a while.
Not so good. It

How

tell!"

said.
Always kidding,
you know.
"Now that we've

the

here, I

dollars
it to

quick and charge
e.xpenses."

went from there down

to the

said.

Homer Savage in the same

me and Homer.
"you have to wire me a thousand

to see before he
could get to them, so
I

he

start feeding

like brothers,

wanted

and

All right,"

bromides! Why? Because I was having h\-sterics all over
the red sofa, of course. Here's this dub nicking his home office
one grand, and them falling for it, and all the time he's
chasing the wrong car.
You don't see why? Well, naturallv, vou wouldn't think
It out as quick as I did.
What is it a man tumbles for easiest
in a case like this, some moving-picture operator with oil on
his hands and the idea he ain't being paid enough, or some little
nifty like Flo Bemis, which Glintz was alreadv that wav over
and who is positively the whole answer to why men leave home?
And the way I looked at it, it was also an elegant chance to
get acquainted with the little thrill!

anyway, since
Patterson was in town
were

.

me and

for

— and,
there

Sound

for

.

grand.
He got the idea.
sure,

Oh,
he had to make

a bluff of thinking it
over, but pretty soon
I heard him sigh and I knew it was all right.
"Well, Jonesy," he said, "this is all questionable and immoral
and unmoral and for all I know it may be criminal, too, and
we don't do things that way. On the "other hand, if the business is there we need it and need it bad and anyway, if anyone
goes to jail, it will be you. Are you planning to buy this lady's
soul, or what, that you need a whole grand?"

—

HOMER," I said, "I'll buy her some turkey and truffles and
maybe some little thing she wants real bad, and the chances
it won't stand over three hundred dollars, but I have to
be prepared.
Get this, Homer," I said. "Blastophone's
throwing big money into the territory and getting ready to
clean up.
It's beat 'em at their own game or let 'em have it
all.
You go put it up to the old man," I said, "and leave the
are

me."
".\11 right.
Hang around the hotel a while," Homer said.
"Only paste this in your hat and read it often, Jonesy: if I
do succeed in sticking up the boss, I want reports from you on
this and I want 'em accurate and complete and prompt, whichever way it goes.
Got it?"
[please turn to page 145]
rest to

.
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I

HER FORMAL SALON

THOUSANDS

of miles from Paris,
yet a sa/on as French as if its win-

dows opened on the Champs Elysees

.

.

rose and blue are a perfect setting for
the patrician beauty of Mrs. Howard
Spreckels of the distinguished California
its

family, widely traveled and a brilliant

hostess in her

home

at Burlingame.

—

skin delicate and clear.

proud to number Mrs.
is
among the beautiful society
women who use the four preparations to
Pond's

Spreckels

keep their skin always exquisite.

"That wonderful Cold Cream!" she
and the

says, "it cleanses so perfectly,

A

FIT11N<,

SETTING KOK UER i'ATRICIAN BEAUTY

Tissues are the one satisfactory way to
remove the cream ... I like the Freshener
because it counteracts oiliness without
and the Vanunduly drying the skin
ishing Cream keeps one fresh and trim
.

.

.

through the longest day!"

Four simple steps of Pond's Method:

During

Chiseled, soignee, her aristocratic
beauty has the enchanting coloring of a
Quentin de La Tour pastel eyes of gray,
hair like a copper beech in sunshine,

IS

day

—

Freshener to banish oiliness, close and
reduce pores, tone and firm.
Last

— smooth

Cream

for

on

Pond's

Vanishing

powder base and protection.

—

Ac bedtime never fail to cleanse immaculately with the Cold Cream and
wipe away with Cleansing Tissues.

for thorough
Pond's Cold
and neck, several
times and always after exposure. Pat in
with upward, outward strokes, waiting
to let the fine oils sink into the pores, and
the

amply
Cream over your

first,

apply

cleansing,

face

float the dirt to the surface.

Second

— wipe

away

all

cream and

dirt

with Pond's Cleansing Tissues, soft, am(Tissues may be
ple, super-absorbent.

had

in peach-color

Third

— pat

now, as well as white.)

briskly with Pond's Skin

POND'S FOUR DELIGUTFLL
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to be
h

AS TOLD TO KATHERINE ALBERT

O

BY

"t-JOW to be captivating?" Bebe Daniels smiled
*

*-

my

a.

deprecating

smile as she considered
she began to speak her

little

But when

question.

appealingly beautiful brown
eyes were thoughtful.

And

then

I

to

do with
a

any other

beautiful skin

—

.

Radio Pictures' star

Bebe Daniels earnestly

explained, a skin of breath-taking loveliness

.

So enthusiastic are they, indeed, that Lux
Toilet Soap has been made the official soap in
all the

Lux
Of

girls

Toilet Soap is wonderful
smooth and lovely."

for

10

Screen Stars use

"That

is why," she went on seriously, "many
lacking great beauty but possessing lovely
skin have passed on the road to fame the woman
with perfect features.

out of

9

"Only the girl with smooth skin," she said,
"need not fear the relentless eye of the camera.
For even the cleverest make-up will not suffice
under the searching lens of the close-up.

"Lux

great film studios.

is

really essential!

skin

.

their skin.

Betty Compsom

How alluring in any girl
How sure to win admiration
to the screen star,

.

.

clear, soft, smooth.

And

.

wherever they're making pictures as well.
They like its dainty fragrance, and the quick,
generous lather, even in the hardest water . .
And, above all, the exquisite softness it gives

a girl's at-

tractiveness than

charm

. exquisite June Clyde
Actually
of the lovely complexions you see on the
screen are kept silky-smooth by this soothing,
fragrant soap.

Lux Toilet Soap is just like the expensive
soaps you get in France, Hollywood says. And
the lovely stars use it regularly at home and

learned this

lovely actress feels emphatically there's one thing has

more

Compson

98%

c
D
Sally
Blane

Radio Pictures' Player

Soap

Toilet

the 521

important acHollywood, in-

tresses

in

eluding

all stars, ci

keeping the
the outstanding stage

i

are de-

t
tLuX
1 Ollct Soap.
On Broadway the stars of
successes, too, use it. And

Votedj tO

-i

..

f>

many of them are playing in the talkies, with so many
close-ups, they are more than
since so

HoUywood^s favorite
beauty care
Bebe Daniels, you

one
of the 511 beloved Hollywood
actresses

Soap

who

Q. Nii.sson

Louety Hlande Slur

•

.

•

•

.

Cunning
.

Lux

is

Toilet

regularly.

Fascinating
Anna

use

see,

Anna Q.

little

Nilsson
Sally Blane

vividly charming Betty

ever grateful to this delicately
fragrant white soap!

The European screen stars,
too— in France, in England, in
Germany — have now adopted
it. You will be just as delighted
with

it.

Order several cakes

today.

—
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Captivating

I'hoto by Bachrath,

Bebe Daniels,

Radio Pictures'
star, in the luxurious blue and silverv gray
bathroom which is one of the most beautiful
seen in Hollywood. She is one of the 51 imtascinating

1

portant actresses there

Soap

regularly, both at

who use Lux Toilet
home and in their

dressing rooms.

the

When you virile

girls

Hollywood

lacking great

beauty but possessing lovely skin," she says,

"have passed on the road
xvith perfectfeatures.

Soap

is

European Capitals

10 advertisers please mention

to

fame

pnOTOPLAY

the

looman

LuxToilet

S/XSk-^/.

wonderful for ke

the skin smooth

£ irst Sweeping Hollywood — then Broadway

— and now

"Many

and

lovelvl

10
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Hot Times

—in

Hollywood

Charles (exBuddy) Rogers
entertains a girl
friend

Reeling Around
Upon

a

Young and Beautiful Star of the Silent Days
Pause,

for a Figure Eight by the Talkies
traveler,

Upon
I drew

and drop a

Getting Personal
Among

.

.

.

'

.

'

.

.

.

.

.

Hollywood

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

citizens

Thompson piped up

those who are making a few goo-goo eyes as this is
being written are Betty Compson and Hugh Trevor, and Richard Dix and Mary Lawlor, his leading woman in "Shooting
Straight"
The miniature golf madness in Hollywood has
stirred up the actors who have an eye for business.
Mary
Pickford is having one laid out on Beverly Boulevard, and
William Seiter, Laura La Plante's husband, has opened one for
business
Mary, by the way, has closed her studio publicity department.
.Arthur Zellner, her press agent for seven
years, went out.
.•\lso the still cameraman who has been with
her for ten years.
Retirement?
Conrad Nagel, declaring
that Beverly Hills roosters crow too early in the morning,
has complained to the cops about it. Now they're muzzling
the roosters!
Ursula Parrott wrote "Ex-Wife" and Metro
made a tremendously successful picture, called "The Divorcee,"
out of it. So Metro bought Ursula's second novel while it
was still in manuscript. It's called "Stranger.s May Kiss."
Dr. Serge VoronofY, noted Russian surgeon famous for his experiments with rejuvenation, was a guest of Doug Fairbanks on
a tour of Hollywood's studios
Twenty-eight per cent of
Hollywood and Beverly Hills telephones are unlisted. The
Four actors reactors have too much trouble with crank calls.
cently went off the Metro contract payroll
Raymond Hackett,
.

will

ever he ushers his sweetie into the Brown Derby for lunch,
says, "Losh, gurrul, but ye're puttin' on weight!"
Since
the Vivian Duncan-Rex Lease trouble, Florabel ISIuir has
coined a new name for the stuff that puts the Boo! in Malibu
Beach. She calls it
Malibooze."
Speaking of such
unhappy matters, the ladies of the St. Louis W.C.T.U. have
pledged themselves to abstain from movie attendance until all
drinking scenes are omitted. Well, it looks like a long spell
of bridge and tea with cream for the St. Louis ladies!
Variety recently ran a story headed "Stay Out of Hollywood." Solly \'iolinsky, who has been battering vainly at
studio gates for months, immediately retorted, "Well, it's a
heck of a time to tell us!" ... A movie comedian's dressing
room is near an executive's office. He doesn't mean to overhear, but the comic swears that, in the boss' office next door,
all the men say >es and all the women say no
Hollywood
He-CindcrcUa story: Five months ago Gregory Gaye was an
extra man.
Now he's a principal in the new Fox film, "Renegades."
He'd have been a natural for a part in Norma
Shearer's "Let Us Be Gaye"
"How's business?" said
the manager of a Los Angeles picture house.
"Great! So
far today we're S2.4S ahead of the peewee golf course next
door!"
And Walter Winchell tells about the unpopular
movie actor who mysteriously disappeared. A crowd of
.

actor friend

tear

have to take the responsibility for the one
concerning the young Scotsman-About-Hollywood who, when-

.

Hall

th

ten

Always Making Fun
Weekly

t

"Say," said the actor, "C-c-cain you 1-1-lend me t-t-ten
bucks till this t-t-t-t-t-talkie c-craze b-b-b-blows over?"

this sheltering earth!

thousand bucks a week
But spoke a nickel's worth!

Zit's

w

month with the story about the producer and the
who met on Hollywood Boulevard.

Epitaph

Who Was Knocked

Leonard

discussing the
—were
"What do they suspect?

affair,

when Keene
Fair play?"

,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

of the

Month Club

Harrison Carroll, the newspaper syndicate chatter-writer,
scores a birdie and wins the left-handed pickle fork this

SO

.

.

—

.

.

Roland Young, Elliott Nugent, Lawrence Gray. The same
studio renewed Bob Leonard's contract for his work on "The
Divorcee." Also re-signed Lewis Stone
Mary Carr, famous
picture "Mother" is about to become a grandmother.
Her
daughter, Louella Carr Walsh, is expecting
Warner
Oland was a factory hand in New Britain, Conn., some years
ago.
When he went there this summer to straighten out
his citizenship papers he was given a key to the city!
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Carroll takes no chances.
All summer she studied
French while the heat baked Long Island, where she was working, so she could join Claudette Colbert, Maurice Chevalier,
Adolphe Menjou and other Paramount bi-linguals
A
starlet is coming along
Barbara Stanwyck is getting S2.S,0{)0
Three years
for her work in Warner Brothers' "Illicit."
ago she was tickled to get S75 a week in a New York

Nancy

!

Gag

.

!

night club!

.

.

.

LITTLE STORIES FROM REAL LIFE

POSED BY FAMOUS SCREES STARS

Posed by Eddie Ouillan and Sally Starr,
featured in Pathe's

"Night Work"

.

.

.

More en thralling than
mere beauty, the subtle fragrance of Ben
Hur casts a spell that
seems to breathe romance. Why not make
its magic your own?

I was just 0/ie of the Crowd
to n 1

m

worked

its

How
—

I
had waited for this
have him take mv hand

adoration in his eyes

his, sec

—

on mine — to
hear him say, "I love you!"

the

thrill

of his

and

lips

had been friends for
years. We'd gone to parties and
dances together. But never had we
been sweethearts.
was just "'one
of the crowd" to him — and as time
went on and
made no more of an
impression on him, I wondered
what I could do.
Phil

I

One day when I was shopping
found a dainty perfume that I espeI

cially liked.

he fragrance was so delicious,
But I didn't dream of

so enticing.

the effect

it

•

•

Krom the moment he met me that
afternoon he seemed enchanted. His
went.
eves followed me wherever
.And finally he whispered, " Darling,
I

you're wandfrfut today!"
It

must have been the perfume

—

I

I

I

before this enthralling fragrance

•

subtle spell

long

to

in

•

would have on

I'hil.

for

it

had

witchery

all

of

the

velvet

Hauntin|>, mysterious, Ken ^iur per-

shadows

fume comes packed

allure,

moonlight

all

on

grass, the .softness of black

the

in a

warm and sweet. It
cast a spell about me that seemed
to breathe romance. .Made me difwhen the

air

is

"

smart silvered
" for only

l>o<>k

$1.51)

ferent, exciting

Ben Hur perfume
any toilet
goods counter —you'll be amazed
at its moderate price- -or send flucoupon for trial si/.e of perfume and
face powder, if you want to test
Its magic before buying.

S P K C

V\'hy not try

yourself:

(iet a bottle at

The

I

.\

L

()

.\ndrt-w Jerftrns <ji.. 5019

F F F R

Mfrnl

.Si

Clnrlnnafl, OhUi
Ik lOt for whirh pleuHf send nie special
samples of Ben llur perfume antl (ace p<iwtler.

KncloK<Hl
trial

Name
.Street

To be
yoo most be feminine
This attractive

truly Saaart,
.

.

.

reducing combination
knit fabric-lined

rubber

slenderized

is

a

disguise. ..for

in

lies

fashionable silken surface
instantly

yet slenderl

Gossard creation

and

moulded as soon as you

under

its

You'll feel

I

correctly

slip into

the

miraculous garment, and, as you wear
it

you

will lose

undesired inches from

diaphragm, waist, hips and

Complete body comfort
the

soft,

absorbent

section of lace

is

is

thighs.

assured by

lining.

designed

The top
to firmly

contour the bust to youthful roundness

Model 9616

THE

H.

W. GOSSARD CO.

—

New

...A simple,

easy way to slender beoutyl

York, Chicago. San Francisco. Dallas. Atlanta. London. Toronto. Sydney. Buenos Air

Olvliion of Aiioclalcd Appartl Indualrici. Inc.
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yyant To Be

Funny?
By

Kddie C>antor

H ow

1 ells

To

Not
1 he

Robert

Be

C ran ford

Life of

the Party

Photoplay
hollywood, calif.

"That's just what

MR. rHOTOPL.W:
DEAR
Several months ago, you

Swimph

had a story wherein Irving Ber"'How to Write Popular
I read it and wrote two

songs. I can't sell them, but anyway they're pretty good songs.
Now I'm in trouble. I have
an invitation to a party where

wants to know how to go about

"Why go about t ? " demanded Eddie, popping his eyes.
i

"Tell him to be himself. "
"No, Eddie. Here's a fellow
who wants serious advice on
being funny
and besides,
there are lots of other fellows
who'd like to be comedians. Give
'em some advice, won't you?"
" \\\ right.
Esk me, and I'll

something. I've got to do something funny, I'm told. I don't
know how, so I thought ma\'be

—

famous comedian like
Cantor might tell how to
about being funny. Please

sniiie

'lie

me.
Desperately,

tell

Obadiah Swimph

WELL, Obadiah, we're
nothing

if

not obliging!

— so we toddled right

dear reader,

is

Cantor, not

He was running around

with a pistol, or something, and there
chorus girls on the set who probably didn't mind
the heat so much because of what they had on. Or hadn't.
Everybody stood around looking solemn while they rehearsed
the scene. Nobody even cracked a smile.
"I guess," I guessed as Eddie walked off the set, "that that
was one of the serious scenes, huh?"
"It's one of the funniest sequences in the picture, " he replied.
lot of

"
I wanted to know, " was everybody so gloomy?
"Being funny," said Eddie, sticking his ears out, "is serious

'-v^iness.

it

went

like this:

QUESTION: How

can a fellow be a comedian?
EDDIE: That's like telling
a fellow what to do if he gets seasick.
If he gets seasick, he'll
know' what to do. If he's a comedian, he'll know what to do,
and if he doesn't, he can't be a comedian.

"If that guy Obadiah wants to be funny,"
said Eddie, "tell him to be himself." This,

of perspiration.

"But why, "

you!''

So

over to the United Artists' moving picture factory, and there
was Eddie! He was making "Whoopee." No, Obadiah;
NO! Not one of these Hollywood orgies.
"Whoopee" is the name of the picture in which Eddie was
starring. It's that Zicgfcld thing that he starred in on Broadway, you recall. Or do you? .Anyway there was Eddie, with
about 118 degrees of Technicolor light blasting down on him,
and the blackface running down his breastbone in tiny rivulets

were a

—

being funny.

i\erybody's supposed to do

for

to

Eddie.
"I wasn't sneezing," I said.
" Thai's his name. And he

Songs."

him

wanted

"Gcsuudhcil :" interjected

lin told

..,.1.

I

see you about," I e.xplained.
" Here's a fellow named Obadiah

Swimph

Q: But aren't there some definite instructions?
\: Well, most people are funny to start with. To try to be
funny is not being funny. Why do we laugh at babies? Because they're perfectly natural.

Q: Well, what shall Obadiah do when he's at this party and
call on him to be funny?
.\: Tell him to try to remember what I did in my last show.
Mr even
Jolson or any other comedian. They're good, too.
Then let him imitate it. He can depend on it that what professional comedians do is funny, because they've tried it out on
audiences, and it's sure-fire, and he's not taking a chance.
they

W

Q: Isn't that stealing somebody else's stuff?
\: Sure, but isn't that what we all do? Every joke we pull,
every gag we work is just an old one in new clothes. The ne.xt
best thing to creating is to quote. [ please turn to page 124 j
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This

is the educational game of
"restaurant," as played by Gloria
and her teacher. Gloria orders
luncheon, and she finds out many
things. We hope Gloria learns how
to eat an artichoke without excru-

ciating agony!

SMITH taught school sevELE.WOR
years and
seemed
her that the
eral

old

it

methods

were wrong.

r-m

to

of instructing children
She took her idea to Mr.

and Mrs. Harold Lloyd.

And now

—

little

Gloria Llo\-d learns everything
music, art,
writing, mathematics, reading, French, botany, pantomime, the social graces without
realizing she is being taught.
Lessons take no set rule. The dav's work
is guided entirely by the pupil.
They play
''
traffic cop." Gloria, in her little automobile,
is arrested for speeding. Miss Smith gives her
a ticket and tells her when to appear. She
must write her name at the bottom. Told to
appear in court on a certain day, she must
figure how far away that is. She also learns
the names of streets, with a little citizenship

—

thrown in for good measure.
Miss Smith reads the stories of the operas
to Gloria, and Gloria draws her own interpretation of the music as it is played on a
phonograph. Then, pretending she is a French
girl who has invited Miss Smith to tea, the
conversation is all in French.
Botany is
studied in the Lloyd garden. They give spectacular theatrical performances, making
scenery and costumes and sometimes creating their own stories. Scenery making is a
reading lesson, too, for Miss Smith writes on
the blackboard: " Paint the sky blue. Paint
the trees green."
Miss Smith says of Gloria: " She shows the

most talent in pantomime, and putting on
plays is the thing she likes to do best. She is
a sweet, natural child, and exceptionally
bright. Mr. Lloyd is never too busy to come
to the schoolroom to see how she is
progressing."

Gloria Lloyd and the devoted Miss Smith playing traffic cop. Gloria
has just been given a ticket. She's signing it, and promising to turn
up in court. Gloria learns all sorts of things from this game
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B eauty
mat mcuf
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The Saline Method is the secret of
many a ivoman's youth and charm

W'HO
i

them

I

!

you

shall

have

— now and evermore!

of wealth and

wonhave upon the

systems by drinking the saline waters.

appearance.

salines

And

regularly they visit the

wonderful springs and spas to freshen
their

complexions and tone

their

Oal Hepatica
alent

plexion.

It

contained in a simple

That

Its secret

little jar,

is

why it is so good

— your familiar

jar

Keep

Sal Hepatica today.

internally clean for

week. See

how much

how

health and beauty.

— and internal cleanliness

*

brings you the radiant, glowing beauty

better

to follow the saline path to

detail

For Sal Hepatica keeps you clean

comes only from

acidity.

for headaches,

ills.

unimpaired.

that

com-

one whole
you feel,
how your complexion improves. Send
the coupon for free booklet, "To Clarice
in quest of her youth," which tells in

of Sal Hepatica.

have the means to a skin that is pure
and innocent of blemishes, to eyes as
clear as the morning, to a charm that

internally

clearing

of rheumatism, indiges-

Get a bottle of

its

In this famous saline laxative, you

is

By

auto-intoxication and other

common

un-

pretentious as to dress and trifling in
cost

spas.

helps your

by eliminating poisons and
re-

tion,

leisure.

it

gets at the source of trouble

colds, twinges

with

the American equiv-

your bloodstream,

nor days

filled

is

of the European

quires neither a purse lined with gold

'is
I

that

and lustrous

For the possession of loveliness

I

;

Then vow

flawless

women

position have long realized what
derful eflfects

beauty— a

seeks

skin, sparkling eyes

hair?

In Europe the

*

*

BRiSTOL-MvERS Co., Dcpi. G-lOO, 71

WcstScN.Y.

mc

the free booklet, "To Clarice in quest
of her youth," which explains the many benefits of
Sat Hepatica.

Kindly send

within.
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Sal Hepatica
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Our Gangsters

in

a huddle around

their Spanish
teacher, Senorita
Peralta, just be-

fore filming a
Spanish version
for the foreign
trade.

Farina

is

stuck with the
phrase, "Habla

some tamales,
Mister?"

;*-•:

^^OILA!

K
MAYBE

s

Our Gang Spree hen

pa no 1

you don't know it, but Farina talks four
English, German, French and Spanish!
And so do all the rest of the Our Gang kids. And

languages

—

what's more, they make movies in all four.
Step into a picture house in Barcelona, and you're liable to
hear fat Chubby flinging Spanish words around like so many
In Paris, you'll hear little Mary Ann "voulez-vous"
frijoles.
And in Berlin, listen to
like a charming, petite ma'mselle.
Farina sprech his Deutsch like a veteran.
And if you imagine for one moment that any of this foreign
that the voices of other children speaking
talk is "dubbed in"
French or German or Spanish are synchronized with the actions
then you're crazy. Every foreign
of the regular Gang kids
word that's uttered is spoken by the Our Gang regulars them-

—

—

Woodward

sometimes a German and a Spanish, and at other times, a
Spanish and a French. They'd like to make all three foreign
versions at the same time they shoot it in English, but their
production schedule does not give time for three only for
two.
Well, then, a scene is shot in English. Little Mary Ann and
Wheezer and Chubby and Farina and Jackie, the tough guy,
go through their action, speaking their lines in English.
"All right, now; let's do it in French," barks Bob McGowan,

—

their director.

A

LITTLE Frenchwoman
"Tell

Mary how

steps onto the set.
to say 'Bring some,' " orders

Mc-

Gowan.
She translates:

selves.

While other motion picture producers are worrying themselves into premature coffins over how or whether or why to
make foreign-language issues, the Hal Roach studios go blithely
ahead making them in four tongues, and foreign talkies are the
least of Our Gang's worries. And here's the secret of how they
do

By Michael

it.

To start, you'll probably protest:
"Why, those kids are only five or six years old. And they
can't possibly learn three languages in addition to their own.
I don't believe they know how to speak German or Spanish or
French at all."
And as a matter of fact, you're right. They don't. Not one
of them can speak any of those
languages

— and

talkies in

them.

yet, they

make

Here's the ex-

planation.

When an Our Gang comedy

is

made

in English, two foreign
versions are shot concurrently.

Sometimes they make a French
and a Spanish with the English;

86

How

".\pportez-en." she says.
Carefully, with the innate mimicry of children, Mary imitates the sound of the strange foreign phrase: ".\h paw tay
zong," she says. The French instructress repeats the phrase;
Mary tries it again. She gets closer and closer and finally, the
Frenchwoman is satisfied with the inflection.
The same process with the other tots and their lines, until
thev can all say their stuff in French.
True, they don't know what they're saying, but none the
less, they're saying it.
The P'rench woman nods to McGowan, he gives the order
to shoot, and when the picture is unrolled on the screen
somewhere in France, French
audiences will hear Our Gang
talking French.
Perhaps not
with the perfect accent and
intonation of the French-born
child, but at least, perfectly
understandably.
And they do it the same way
in German and Spanish.

Hal Roach's Kids
Make Talkies in r our
Languages

—
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W. Wynne

Dr. Shirley

Commissioner of Health of New York City

says:

"Colgate's

most

is

efficient cleanser
RESPONSIBLE

*^^f

for the health of six million Americans,

W. Wynne,

Health Commissioner of New
examined reports of laboratory tests comparing
Colgate's with other prominent dentifrices
and of all those
-

York

Dr. Shirley
City,

—

examined, he singles out Colgate's Ribbon Dental Cream as
"the most effeaive cleanser." His approval is undeniably
impressive.

he

Interested as

is

Dr. 'Wynne recently

health,

difference in dentifrices.

in all branches of public

made

He

a careful study of the

examined

tests

made by some

of America's greatest analytical chemists.

Dr. Wynne's conclusion is based on the recent research
of such eminent authorities as Dr. Hardee Chambliss, Dean
of the School of Sciences, Catholic University
of America, Washington, D. C.

Hawk, M.S.,

B.

Jerome Alexander, B.
ally

;

Dr. Philip

Ph.D., Columbia;

Yale,
S.,

M.S., internation-

famous among consulting chemists and

chemical engineers Dr. H. H. Bunzell, Ph.D.,
;

University of Chicago, and others, retained to

make analytical tests and report
All agree that Colgate's

of

its

penetrating foam.

flushes out the decaying

lodge

between

cleanses

with

is

the

completely

sluggish

This aaive agent

food

teeth.

—

tooth

their findings.

supreme because

in a
pastes

particles

Colgate's

which
thus

way impossible

Dr.

Wynne

"The sole

says:

function of a dentifrice

is to

thoroughly

cleanse the teeth and gums. To be an effective
cleanser a dentifrice must have low surface tension in solution.

Low surface tension

is.

therefore,

the true scientific indication

of cleansing power
on the part of a dentifrice in actual use.
"'I have examined the reports of laboratory tests
made by eminent chemists who have compared
Colgate's with other prominent dentifrices and I
find that Colgate's rates the lowest surface tension. This means that Colgate's is the most efficient cleanser of those
into the crevices

examined because

between the

teeth, thus

and flooding away decaying foods.

"

iS gets

removing

which merely

polish the outer surfaces of the teeth.

,0^-VA>^U/^

SHIRLEY W. 'S\^'NNE,

m. d.. Dr.

P.

H.

Commissioner of Health, New York City; M. D.,
Columbia University; \lember American Medical
Association; Prof. Preventive Medicine, N. Y.
Polyclinic Medical School and Hospital; Prof Public

—
—

The price is important but the
quality— not the price
has held
Colgate leadership for 30 years.

Health, p'ordham School of Sociology and Social
Service; Recognized internationally as an authority
on matters of Public Health.
Whc.i >ou write

10 ajhortlsirs ploasc

mention I'lIOTOri..\Y .M.VG.VZI.VE.

—

Drop

Let's

In and Gossip
I

With Old Cal York!
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TT

was no surprise to the film colony
-'when the beautiful Dolores Del Rio
and Cedric Gibbons, art director of the
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer studios, were
married at Santa Barbara.
For a while, Hollywood thought that
John Farrow, the sheik writer of the

"Terrific, gigantic, superb!'screamed a third.
Then he turned to a nervous little
fellow in the back row.
".And you?" he thundered.
"Please, chief, don't be cross with
me!" quavered the nervous one. "But
to me the picture was merely great!''

colony, had the inside track in Dolores'

but he was a mere interlude.
Being lonely, Dolores permitted him to
escort her to a few Hollywood parties,
but as soon as she and Cedric met, they
fell for each other hard, and the couple
is so popular and so well suited to each
other that Hollywood is delighted with
the match.
Gil)bons is probably the most talented
affections,

TT

really seems that Joan Crawford
-'loves that "Dodo" husband of hers,

Doug Fairbanks, Junior.
The other day one of the publicity
beagles at the studio rushed up to
Joan with a new issue of a magazine.
" Joan," he cried, " look at tliis. It's
got a great article about you."
"But is there anything in it about
Dodo? " she asked.
" I didn't see anything," was the

art director in Holl\^vood, and is as
handsome as any man on the screen.
The knot was tied very quietly at the
old Santa Barbara Mission, by a

reply.

Catholic priest. There was some question as to the marriage in the Catholic
church, but as Jaime del Rio, Dolores'
divorced husband, died in Berlin some
months ago and the former marriage
was merely a civil one, all objections

"Well, I don't want to read the
thing, then," said Joan. And didn't.

TF

you are old enough

to

remember,

haven't forgotten Clara Kimball
Clara, of the great, soulful
orbs, is reported to be reducing and
planning a comeback in pictures.
It has been a good many years since
this great star of an earlier day has
faced the cameras. She has been five
years in vaudeville. Now she is living
quietly in Hollywood, trying to lose
weight she accumulated in that life.
Sometimes she is glimpsed about
Hollywood.
She isn't exactly the
svelte Clara that you remember, but
Welcome
ah, those gorgeous eyes!
back, Clara. We have missed you.
-'-you

Young.

AN

amusing story

is

told

about Ilka

who is playing in Paranew picture, "The Best

Chase,

mount's

Miss Chase was Mrs. Louis
Calhcrn for a brief time, but so short
period
of her marriage that she
was the
didn't have much chance to use the
with her new
cards
engraved
calling
name. She and Mr. Calhcrn parted
amicably enough, and he later married one of her friends.
Just about that time, while packing
for a trip, she found the unused calling
Being a frugal soul, she
cards.
promptly despatched them to her sucPeople."

cessor,

they

commenting that obviously

now belonged

to her.

And, she

slyly, " I hope they are
time to be of some use to you

added

!

still

in

''

much about this
can't
YOU
mateanymore. Radio Picturcssent
cli-

tell

"The Silverllorde" company to .\laska
and it was so hot
sardine cans exploded, and one player
got a black eye when hit by a sardine
believe it or not.
Among those who
sweltered were Evelyn Brent, Jean
for location scenes,

A^rthur

and Robert

Ellis.

Director Sam Wood entertains
the boys on the "Way for a
Sailor" set with a few choice
chanteys. Jack Gilbert takes it
philosophically, Wally Beery insists on a little buffoonery, and

Jim TuUy, seated

at the extreme
right, doesn't care one way or

another.

Jack and Jim, you re-

member, are old-time
partners

sparring

were overcome.

nPHERE have been so many instances
beautiful women breaking up
luring hubby from wifie that
refreshing to learn of something so
different as the complaint of one
Gunthcr Lessing, Hollywood lawyer.
Lessing charged that his home was
broken up because Dolores Del Rio prevailed upon Mrs. Lessing to leave him!
However, Dolores explains it by saying that Mrs. Lessing, her friend, came
to her afltr the Lessings had parted, and
that Dolores helped her when she
'-

of

homes by
it's

That little old Paramount cry-baby, pouting
because the naughty boys are threatening to
steal his doll baby.

It's

funny lover fellow seen

Stuart Erwin, the

in

McGrew"

"Dangerous Nan

needed
[

aid.

PLE.VSE

TfEX TO

P.\GE 90

]
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Faris . . . knows the

89

way to keep

that schoolgirl complexion
Masse

tells

how

Parisian beauties have

adopted this olive and palm
of cleansing

.

.

23,723 beauty

.

method

oil

the treatment advised by

specialists the

world over.

Aid your beauty expert
by usiug Palinolive. "I
advise all my clients,'''
says 3Iasse,"iVerer use any
soap except Palmolive.

And those icho follow that
advice shoto the greatest
improvement as a result
of our oivn treatments.''
'i^ ''<^J1 CL^dJjL.
16

Rue Daunou. Paris

The

exquisite

"schoolnirl

rom-

plcxion" of the smart Parisienne
due, in great measure, to
is
daily home treatments with Palm.
olive.

Emile Masse,
&/ Pans
.

beauty

artist

In the beautiful environment of
the Place Vcndonie, Masse maintains his famous salon de bcaute.
To his establishment conic Parisian women
of distinction for
beauty counsel and for treatment.

.

,

of re-

noivii, whc'sc cUciili

number aristocrats
from all over Europe.

the famous
MASSEwell-known
.

.

.

way
Pezza, of Naples
says tlwt snnf and

water

eleanli/icss is
essential to beauty.

Masse

.

.

.

and

all

Parisian colleagues, too,
has helped Paris find the
"to keep that schoolgirl complexion."

his
for that matter

.

.

.

Paris, where lovely ladies seem even lovelier
because the whole atmosphere is charged with
beauty! Paris, where experts li|<e Masse actually receive visits

from reigningi^ueens. Where

royal ladies, aristocrats, world (renowned artcan I
ists of opera and the theatre ask:
keep my beauty ? What can I do, when 1 leave

How

ECHTEN,
0/ Budapest

who

beauty-wise Paris, to keep

two

advises

daily cleansings with
a lather of Palmolive

Soap.

Jacobson
of London
warns against soaps
not made of olive
and palm oils and

my

skin lovely,'

Here, of all places, beauty experts are in deExperts like Masse, who is invited
often to attend royalty; who once journeyed
all the way to Cairo to give a beauty treatment
to a well-known American lady; who has won
prize after prize for his artful beauty treatments.

it's the way "to keep that schoolgirl
complexion." First, make a lather of Palmolive Soap and warm water (not hot, that may
redden the skin). Second, with your finger
tips massage this into face and throat, working the impurities out of the pores. Third,
gradurinse off the soap with warm water
There! Isn't that
ally colder and colder.
cleanliness delightful.' And isn't your skin
refreshingly smooth, rich in color.'

Paris says

.

The

What Massi- advises is an cver-so-easy home
treatment. Vou may know it. All Paris does.

home

.

beauty treat-

ment has made Palmblive one of the two

larg-

est selling toilet soaps in France.

mand.

This home treatment

popularity of this

.

You know,

there are

—

all

perts who advise Palmolive.
—
olive because of its

unique

told

— 23,72? ex-

They prefer Palm-

vegetable

oil content.

So will

you. Use

for the

it

It
bath, as well.
costs but 10 cents
a cake.

—

approves
of
Palmolive.

therefore

most

heartily

iCuih :tka>G)cAxn)^^iAJ^ QmrJJUy)UA>r\/
When you nrllc

to adirrtbt'rs iilcasc

menlloD IMIOTOI'LAY .MAGAZINE,
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Trimming the beard of
the prophet
No nobler
array of chin chinchilla
has ever waved on the
screen than that sported
in the new talking ver!

sion of

"Kismet"

star-

ring Otis Skinner.
Here's the First National
beard expert working on
Edmund Breese's hedge

A new trick in handbags
that's sure to be popular
in view of the current insistence on ensembles.

Catherine Moylan displays a convertible, reversible purse. It can be

turned inside out and
the lining used for a
cover to complete an ensemble effect

"Eef I try to do good for a friend and the
price I must pay is to iiave a slap at
character and
good name, then well, I weel

Good

take the slap."

TNIRECTOR

my

—

my

sport, Dolores.

P.\UL SLO.VNE was

so en-•-^thusiastic over a scene Bert Wheeler and
Bob \\"oolsey plaj-ed that, when the scene was
in the bo.K, as we e.vperts say, he dashed over

in

^^-'pictures

for his faulty

by Vivienne

Segal:

Her phone rang
and

night,

the other
strange male

a

began speaking.

voice

"Miss Segal," it said,
"we're getting up a swell
program for next

e.^tplaincd

Monday
who

didn't

like

and regretted he made a

ienne.

"Kismet," has been converted

to the screen by
the talkies. .Vnd he has joined, too, the ranks
famous stage people who see the legitimate
stage doomed.
"The sound picture," he said one day between takes on his talking version of " Kismet"
at First National, "is the most dangerous rival
the stage has ever had. To see fine actors in
good pictures with satisfactory dialogue, well
presented and for such a small price it's
forcing stage producers to look to their laurels."
He also added that the talkie that converted
him was Arliss in "Disraeli."
Good old Otis. He's one of us now.

—

—

"NJOW, who do you

think

is working in Hollythan Mrs. Pat Campbell, who at one time was considered the
most
beautiful and talented actress in England.
Mrs. Pat is working in support of one of the

•'-^wood.'

None

less

Fo.x stars.

Tom

Mi.x SI 73.000 to settle up with
;*-Uncle Sam for having overlooked some items
in his income tax returns. There was $170,000

night."

"Yes, yes," said Viv-

silent

voiceless

"And everybody
portance

of

do

fine

radio

QTIS SKINNER,

cost

a $3,000

SNAPPY dodging

Wheeler.

TV

taxes, plus

amount.

and slapped Bert on the back.
"That was great; wonderful!" he enthused.
" Don't do that," Bert replied.
"Good heavens, man; you needn't be so
modest," Sloane countered.
"Modesty, hell; it's sunburn!"

back

memory.
But since he doesn't have to pay his
daughter that S250 a month, now thatshe's
married, it'll only take him fifty-seven
years and eight months to make up the

will

."
and
"Thanks.
.

be

of imthere,

.

I'll

said Vivienne.

listen in,"

And hung up.

pRIENDS

of Renee Adoree
•- will be happy to
learn that in
the very near future she will be
able to return to the screen.
In fact the studio is urging her
to do "Common Clay" in the
French version which will not begin
thirty days or more and her

for

physician thinks that by that time
she will be able to undertake it.
So by the time this reaches you Renee
may be back at the studio in regular
harness.

'T'HEV hang this one on Lowell Sherman
• and Hert Wheeler. They were discussing
the relative standing of comics
actors.
[

PLE.\SE TUR.N-

and

TO P.\GE 92

less

]

comic
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new kind

Here's a
By

the skillful use of a clever tuck

we have brought
America

women

a

No more

stuffy,

bunglesome under-

wear.

Wear Kickernicks

and beauty

actual

body measurements.

in underdress.

With

of comfort

of

to the

greater comfort

91

In

short front, and

a

long,

all

the modish colors, fabrics and

styles, it is

and

made with

fine craftsman-

almost accordion-like back,

ship

eliminated baggy ugliness

If your best dealer hasn't

a

garment that

fits

we have
and made

the body snugly

sized to

finish you'll appreciate.

for booklet to

them, send

Winget Kickernick

Company, Minneapolis, Minnesota.

in any position.

Kickernick^
PATENTED UNDERDRESS
When

}ou write to advertisers

plei

niOTOPLAY MAGAZINE.

!
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1

Francis, smarter than

smart, has introduced another
dash of continental stuff to
Hollywood. Kay allows as how

these heavy walking sticks,
of fancy woods imported

made
from

Italy, add just the right
touch of je ne sais quoi and

how have you been

A prohibitionist who is now the
best "comic drunk" in pictures.
Charlie Ruggles, who never
took a drink in his life, made a
reputation as a stewy gent in
"Gentlemen of the Press."
Now, in Hollywood, he is appearing in Clara Bow's newest
talkie

g^ijM
"Why'd anyone want

to

be a

And

comic?" demanded Sherman.
"Veah? Well, who'd want to be
an actor, when any old ivory ball
can take a cue?" was the quick
comeback.

the bride, recognizing Bebe

and Ben, and knowing something
about the business of bouquet
throwing, flung her bridal bouquet
plop into Bebe's lap after the cerenion\'.

.And

•TTIE

story is told on the motion
*- picture actor who was
visiting La
He pronounced it as it is
Junta.
spelled and he was corrected by a
native who told him it should be

pronounced La Hunta as

in

out,

ry^ the hottest day of the year in
^^movieland, the thermometer at
showed 104 in

the

First .\ational studios

Spanish.
"
"

the shade.

How

about San Jose? " he asked.
That is pronounced San Hosay,"

That was the day on which Joe
Frisco and George Gcmorrah had to
wear huge, heavy, furry gorilla skins

said the native.
I' How long are you going to be in
this part of the state?"

"Oh,

I

think

I'll

the old superstition works
make poor Bebe a

if

that'll

bigamist, won't it?

in their roles in

Gemorrah

be here through

four

Hune and Huly," he answered and

and

Incidentally,
*- cilia

Dean

seems to pursue Prislike a movie mama

pursues a casting director.
Some of the old time thrillers in
which Priscilla used to appear have
nothing on her real life.
\'ou remember when she married Lieutenant Arnold, 'round-the-world flyer,
in Tia Juana, and you also remember that several months afterwards
his former wife claimed she had never been properly served with notice and was not, therefore,
legally divorced from him.
This annulled the Dean-.^rnold marriage and
since that time Priscilla has been living quietly
just she and her mother— in Beverly Hills.
Just recently the former star asked for police
protection because, she declared, she had seen
Mrs. Arnold No. 1, accompanied by a man and
another woman, searching her garage.

—

the old curiosity jinx can be licked Ronald
-•Colman and Clive Brook are the boys that
can do it.
They have just built a high green fence
around their tennis courts.

Frisco

lost

Gemorrah

his

now

in Hollywood, universallv,
Mr. Ingagi.

A

son of another famous pappy steps before
The young man in the boiled
Beery, Jr. He is shown with

Ti^XOW

the camera.

shirt is Noah
John Adolfi,

under whose direction he

m

"College Lovers"

"DEBE and Ben

went beach-resorting the

'-'other night.

They won

all

dazzle wheels,
such.

sorts of things at the razzle-

and throw-the-dart games and

For S41, they won 75 cents' worth of bacon,

ham of unknown value, and a
17-cent flufify dog.
On the way home, they stopped at one of
those dance marathons.
.\nd as a special attraction, two of the
dancers were being married right on the floor.

your movies pretty wclP

these and see whether or not you
t
confused.
Do you get Marie Dressier and
Louise Dresser balled up? Can \.ii]
tell between Irene Rich and I.ilii.ui

playing a bit in First National's picture,

Before this was done dozens of fans used to
stand by and shout, "Goody for our side" as
each play was made.

as

-^M'eah? Well, just for lio particular reason at all, skim thrt'imh

is

Do Leon and

Rich?

William Janney

tangled up in your mind?

Do you know

-.

wliii

i

li

D. W. Grillith and which is E. H. Grillith?
Arc you hopelessly involved among Zelnia
O'.Veal and Nance O'Neil and Sally O'.Wil^
Do you distinguish between Alexander tir.iy
is

and Lawrence Gray?
.*\nd do you know the

difference bctwKii

William Boyd and William Boyd?

pJOLLYWOOD

has been puzzling over tho
of see-saw which Basil Kaili
Universal have been playin;:.
It has been repeatedly announced— anil as
repeatedly denied
that Rathbone would
[ PLE.ASE TURN TO PAGE 126
•• 'litlle

bone

game

and

—

)

92

is

known

an ancient

TF

Gorilla."

seven pounds in

temper.

turned on his heel.

yROUIiLE

"The

lost

hours,
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A new

Because of

use for Listerine

its

many

toilette uses,

Listerine is always found in the bath

now employed by women everywhere

room cabinet of the

woman,
when she travels.
Lambert Pharmacal Company, St.
and

as a port of the daily toilette

in

fastidious

her hand bag

Louis, Mo., U. S. A.

We print herewith an excerpt of a letter
from one woman

to another; a letter

many hundreds we

similar to the

our-

selves receive.
".

.

discovery about Listerine

—

it's

simply

wonderful used as an astringent.
"I learned about

Drove into

it

quite

a small

by accident.

town (with the

Spencers) late one night, found
half of

left

this

women

my

toilet things

I

have tried Listerine

way and are

effectiveness

Listerine

Mabel, I've made a manelous

.

sands of

enthusiastic about

Amazing germ-killing power

its

ivith safety

and economy.

is

a natural astringent.

It

swiftly contracts pores, gives tone to

muscles and leaves the skin
smooth, cool, and refreshed. Moreover
it is a safe though powerful germicide*
and therefore prevents infection.
facial

'Listerine is a swift destroyer of germs

and
kills

at

home, no drug store open, me hot, dirty,
tired and badly in need of a facial
'going-over.'

"I did, however, have a half
bottle of Listerine

and decided

filled

to try

it

after the cold cream.
"It

worked out beautifully, closing
and giving a wonderful feel-

the pores

ing of freshness. I always use

it now.
seems to lejuvenate the face
momentarily and seems to suit my par-

It

actually

ticular type of skin as well or better than

many
much.

astringents costing five times as
I

note, too, that the better beaut)'

shops are using

it

as an astringent."

Please give Listerine a
exactly as

You

will

Tell

trial,

you would any

be delighted.

the

using

it

astringent.

Literally thou-

men abouf

this!

50(? quality

Listerine

Shaving Cream

now 25^
;

same time
Used

is

safe

and de-

full strength it

germs in counts ranging to

200,-

000,000 in 15 seconds (fastest killing
time science has accurately recorded).

had

back

at the

lightful to use.

mcnllon I'lIOTOrLAY M.VG.VZI.NX.
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A
chdrm that

is

recognized

everywhere

Anita Pace
Metro-Ooldwyrf Mayer

What a

glorious thing it is to face each
day, secure in the confidence that you
are always attractive! That you can
wear the alluring new fashions, so ador-

ably feminine, with the grace and charm
for which they were designed!
.

.

.

Yet for everyone girl who possesses

a naturally fashionable figure there are

hundreds

who

trol their

weight

diet

and worry to con-

—often unwisely.

The main danger with most

reduc-

ing diets is that they are unbalanced.
In the desire to reduce, important food

iron,

which helps prevent dietary anemia.

Iron

is

elements are frequently omitted.
Nearly all reducing diets lack roughage.
When the amount of food is cut down,
there is often insufficient bulk to assure

juices; sprinkled

proper elimination.

in clear soups

As

a result poisons are formed.

These

the natural source of beautiful red
and complexion.

Add

Eat

it

it

to

the system, causing headaches, list-

Kellogg's

tablespoons

All-Bran

—

is

eat

ALL-BRAN

it.

milk. Kellogg's

All-

delightfully flavored

taste. It is a food that prevents the dangers of pills and
drugs. Eit it regularly
to

—

promote beauty and to help
control your weight safely.

proper elimination.

In the red-and-green package.
Kellogg in Battle
Creek.

Kellogg's

Recommended by

All-Bran

But

it

It

contains helpful and sane counsel.

who

admire beauty and

Every advcrllsement la

and

Women

who want

suggested menus and table of foods for dieting
invaluable. It is free

upon

request.

Kellogg Company, Dept. P-io
Battle Creek, Mich.
Please send me a free

dietitians.

rilOrOPLAY .MAGAZINE

Is

guaranteed.

copy of your booklot

"Keep HealthyWhileYou Arc Dieting to Reduce
7^ame_

Made by

is not
does contain

fitness

to keep figures slim and fashionable will find the

Improved in texture and

any reducing diet and you can
be sure of getting enough bulk
or roughage to guarantee

fattening.

"Keep Healthy While Tou
Are Dieting to Reduce"

in fruit

a delicious food that helps
to build health every time you

of

daily to

with

Bran

disease.

Add two

—

diet

over cereals or salads
in bran muffins or bread.

—

com-

plexions and, sometimes, seri-

ous

any reducing

as a cereal

may sweep through

lessness, dissiness, sallow

SEND FOR THE BOOKLET

color for the lips

Address^

'

Raquel Torres bakes a delicious cocoanut cake. These photographs, showing the various stages, were posed
especially for PHOTOPLAY by Miss Torres.
Below, she gives you her recipe and tells you every step in detail

c

ocoanut and
Fruit Cake Recipes

two grand cake
HERE
anyone who

recipes that should interest
are
has to plan meals. With cooler weather,
appetites increase and substantial desserts become more
important. Besides, both these cakes are excellent to serve
with coffee or tea in the afternoon or for evening parties.
The cocoanut cake recipe was given to me by Raquel Torres,
M-G-M player who starred in the recent picture, "The Sea
Bat." She particularly recommends it to girls who want to
show what good cooks they are. Raquel is inclined to set up
"food-appeal" against "se.x-appeal" as the way to a man's
heart, following the old adage, and she says the compliments
her baking has brought forth are w-orth all the burned fingers
she got while she was learning!
Here is the recipe:

is quite young and her housewifely
experience is necessarily limited.
But neither girl has let
her busy professional life prevent her from learning to cook.
I think you'll find Irene's fruit cake tastes as good as it
sounds.
Fruit cake recipes are always in demand, especially
with the holiday season looming not far ahead. Of course,
you know that one of the prime virtues of this cake is that
it doesn't get stale, if properly wrapped, as other pastries do.

Like Raquel Torres, Irene

Irene Delroy's Fruit Cake
The

ingredients are:

2 cups brown sugar
2 scant cups shortening
4 eggs

4 cups sifted flour
1

1

box seeded raisins
box seedless raisins
lb. currants, washed thoroughly
lb. dates, stoned, cut up and

1
Raquel Torres' Cocoanut Cake
} 2 cup syrup
1
} 4 cup sour milk or cream
floured
Beat half a cup of butter with one cup of sugar. When
1 scant tspn. baking soda
light and creamy, beat in the previously well-beaten yolks
2 teaspoons cinnamon
1 lb. figs
rind
of eight eggs, half a cup of milk, and one and three-quarters
1 cup fruit jelly
}<t lb. candied orange
^
cups flour that has been sifted with four level teaspoons of
2 teaspoon cloves
34 lb. candied lemon rind
baking powder and a few grains of salt.
} 2 teaspoon nutmeg
J2 lb- citron
1 teaspoon salt
Pour the mi.xture into butalmonds and
tered and floured layer cake
} 2 lb. chopped
walnuts
tins and bake in moderate
oven. Cool, spread cocoanut
Photopl.\y Mag.\zine
Put the plain batter, befilling between the layers, and
919 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago, 111.
fore adding fruit and nuts, in
ice with boiled icing.
bottom of large cake pan.
Cocoanut Filling: Mix one
Please send me a copy of Photoplay's Famous Cook
Cover top carefully with batcup sugar with one-half cup
Book, containing 150 favorite recipes of the stars.
ter also, to keep fruit from
flour and a few grains of salt.
enclosing
twenty-five
cents.
I am
burning. Decorate top with
Put into double boiler, add
almonds, candied cherries
two slightly beaten eggs, and
and candied pineapple strips.
stir and cook ten minutes.
Mix one tablespoon of moDo not let it come to a boil.
lasses with three of warm
Add one teaspoon of vanilla.
water and use as wash for
Cool, spread between the
almonds and candied fruit
cake layers, and sprinkle each
decoration. This glazes them
layer with grated cocoanut
and keeps them from burning.
mixed with sugar.
to write name and address plainly,
Bake in a slow oven for
Pretty Irene Delroy, Warmay send either stamps or coin.
two hours.
ner Bros, player, came to
CAROLYN VAN
talkies from musical comedv.

WVCK
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Questions

Answers
They ask most about
Kid this month

The

the Cisco

Redd This

Wabxer Baxter has added legions to his fan following by his marvelous work in "In Old Arizona,"
"Romance

unduly long answers, such as synopses
not inquire concerning religion, scenario writing,
or studio employment. Write on only one side of the paper. Sign
of plai's or casts.

of

your

full

call for

hving in

For

this

kind of information, a stamped, addressed envelope

must be sent. Address all inquiries to Questions and .\nswers. Photoplay Magazine. 221 W. S7th St.. New York City.

Jeanette MAcDoNALD,runner-up

He
5 feet,
green-

weighs 125 and has red-gold hair and
ish-blue eyes. She appeared in many musical
comedies before making her talkie debut in
"The Love Parade." Jeanette's faithful swain
5;

is

is

James Rennie in December,
making quite a name for him-

the talkies. His latest picture

is

" .\dios."

Rasiox No\-arro has been celebrating birthdays since February 6, 1899; William S. Hart
since December 6, 1874; Jack Holt since May
13, 1888; Lew Cody since February 22, 1885;
Al Jolson since May 26, 1886; Harold Lloyd
since April 20, 1893; and Charles Chaplin since

Gray was born July 27, 1898,
weighs 155 pounds.
rence

is

5 feet, 10;

Lila Lee, while recuperating at a sanatorium, would like to hear from her friends.
Write her in care of her secretary, Happy
Rand, 5165 Franklin Ave., Hollywood, Calif.
Phillips Holmes, although only 21 years
is

self in

to

coming back to the screen
"Tom Sawyer." Law-

in a talkie version of

old,

was married
1920. James

rapidly rising to the top. Phil made his
in "Varsity," and since then has
several talkies, notably "The Devil's

April 16, 1889.

The "Sisters G" are known in real life
as Eleaner and Caria Gutohrlein. There was
a third "G" who gave up a stage career for
marriage.

movie debut

made

Holiday."

Basil Rajhbon-e was born in Johannesburg,
South Africa. He is 6 feet, 1,^; weighs 165 and
has black hair and hazel eyes. Ouida Bergere
is his second wife. Prior to his movie debut he
was well-known on the stage. His next picture
will be "A Lady Surrenders."

Jeanie Lang was the cute little doll who
sang "Ragamuffin Romeo" in the "King of
Jazz."

Jack Oakie

is

hair and blue eyes.
acters Lon
screen, he

26 years old, and has sandy
Because of the many char-

George Arliss, one of the greatest dramatic
actors of the day, was born in London, England, April 10, 1868.
ZaSu Pitts
Kan.

She

is

first

saw

5 feet, 5;

1898 in Parsons,
weighs 155, has brown

light in

hair and blue eyes. Fans will soon see her in
"The Little .\ccident." ZaSu married Tom
Gallery in 1920.
In addition to having a
daughter of her own, she has adopted live other
children. It began when she took the adopted
son of the late Barbara La Marr to raise. Recently at the death of her sister-in-law. she
took her brother's four children to mother.

PnvLLLS Hanlk marric<l William Sceman

in

Chaney has portrayed on the
is known as the "Man of a

is

blue eyes.
Her next picture will he
"Dark Star."

Francis,

siipcr-vami> of (he
Cily, Okla.,
as her birthplace. She is 5 feet, 5; has
black hair and brown eyes. Was prominent on the stage before entering the

movies.

Kay

96

Oklahoma

is still

Sue Carol and

hair

weighs 170 pounds.

and

.\lice

fancy

free.

eyes. Still single.

White are not

related

to each other, as rumored. Sue's real name is
Evelyn Lederer. She is married to Nick Stuart.
Bebe Daniels played the lead in "Sinners in
Heaven."

Greta Garbo was given her very first artiPhotoplay in the May, 1926, issue. A
review of her first .-Vmerican picture, "The
Torrent," also ran in that issue.
Her first
rotogravure picture appeared in the July, 1926,
issue. Back issues can be obtained by writing
to Photoplay, 919 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago, 111., enclosing 25 cents for each copy.
cle in

Thomas Jackson played the part of the
slow-speaking detective in " Broadway." That
was the same role he portrayed in the stage
version.

W.VLTER Byron was brought to .\merica by
Samuel Goldwyn. It was rumored at the time
that he would be a second Ronnie Colnian.
But was he? W'alter was born in Leicester,
England, June 11, 1901. He is 6 feet tall,
weighs 163. Has dark brown hair and dark
blue eyes.
When he was appearing on the
English stage he used his own name, Walter
Butler.

GfiNN (Big Boy) Williams came to us from
Decatur, Tex., where he was born April 26,
1899.
He reaches 6 feet, 2; weighs 200, has
blond hair and blue-gray eyes. His latest picture is "The Big Fight."
Lillian Roth

December

pHOTOPLAY

is printing a list of
* studio addresses and the stars
located at each one. Read it, on
page 122, before writing to this
department. In writing to the

stars for

Kay

talkies, claims

feet, 2;

is

a Bostonian. She was bom
1911; is 5 feet, 2, and
She sang the tune-

13,

"Huguctte Waltz"
bond King."

is a native of Clarksvillc, Tenn.
20 years old, 5 feet, 2, and weighs
100 pounds. She has brown hair and

She

6

ful

tures,

played the

Naughty But Nice."

weighs 115 pounds.

Thousand Faces."

Dorothy Jordan, leading lady in
three of Ramon Novarro's talking pic-

is

youthful sister of Lillian,

Judith Barrle, pretty little blonde, played
the part of Lccda in "Party Girl."

bells will ring soon.

Jackie Coocan

Dorothy Gish,

Wedding

broker.

is

Has brown
is

re-

Charles Farrell will not be costarred with Janet Gaynor in his
next picture. Rose Hobart of the
stage will be the heroine. The picture is taken from the stage play
"LiUora." Charlie w-as born in Onset Bay, Mass., just 28 years ago.

Casts and Addresses

questions.

She

City.

Kathryx McGuire

address.

As these take up much space and are not always of interest to others
than the inquirer, we treat such subjects in a different way from other

for this month's honors, was born in
Philadelphia, Pa., June 18, 1907. She

New York

and announced her

New York

role of Alice in "

romance and the Foreign Legion.

Robert Ritchie,

1929,

tirement from the screen.

Do

name and

who leads is
MacDonald

Before As\ing Questions
."Vpril,

Avoid questions that

Rio Grande," and
" The Arizona Kid." Baxter is a native of Columbus, Ohio, where he
was born March 29, 1891. He is
5 feet, 11; weighs 165, has dark
brown hair and eyes. He is married
to Winifred Bryson. His next picture will be "Renegades," a story of

is

girl

Jeanette

photographs

PHOTOPLAY

advises you to enclose twenty-five
cents, to cover the cost of the picture and postage.

in

"The Vaga-

Richard .•Xrlen entered the world
via Charlottesville, Va., 31 years ago.
He was then known as Richard Van
-Mattemore. He is 5 feet, U.'-o; weighs
155 and has dark brown hair and bluegray eyes. Jobyna Ralston is the second
Mrs.

.'Vrlcn.

Betty Compson was born in Beaver
City, Utah,March 18, 1897. Bettyplayed
the violin from the orchestra pit in a
theater, and then traveled in vaudeville
until the

movies claimed her.
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nnaotrb +
GUARD ITS HEALTH
AT

VITAL PLACES

6

•

Francos In^rniii
FOREHEAD — To guard against

5y
TtiE

and

wrinkles here, apply

stroking with fingertips,
center of your brow.

lines

Milkweed Cream,
outward from the

THE EYVS— If you wouU amid aging crows'
smooth Ingram's about the eyes, stroke
with a feather touch outward, beneath eyes

feet,

and over eyelids.
THE MOtTII — Drooping

lines are easily defeated hy filming the fingertips with my cream

and sliding them upward oier the mouth and
then

outward toward

the ears, starting at

the middle of the chin.

THE THROAT

—

To keep your throat from
cover with a film of Milkweed
smooth gently downward, ending with
rotary movement at base of neck.

flahbiness,

and

THE NECK
a lined

— To prevent a sagging chin and

stroke with fingertips covered
with Milkweed from middle of chin toward
and patting firmly all along the
neck,

the ears

^

jaw contours.
THE SHOULDERS — To have shoulders that
are blemish-free and firmly smooth, cleanse
with Milkweed Cream and massage with
palm of hand in

Oiuij a lieallluL .skin cnit

.\Laii

rotary motion.

iioin
''I

FIRST and foremost, I want to make clear the vital difference between my Milkweed Cream and other fine face
creams.

First

Milkweed Cream
one. But that's not

For while

as well.

a cleanser

is

all

its

!

— a wonderfully thorough

a corrective for the

It is

and thoroughly
Milkweed's special toning

delicate oils are gently

coaxing impurities from the skin,

And

properties are benefiting skin health.
helpfulness, found in

complexion

Milkweed Cream

it is

this extra

alone, that wards off

blemishes, banishes dullness and guards against aging

swiftly
It

becomes

clear

—

first

step toward a skin of everlasting beauty.

apply Milkweed Cream upon your skin (preceded

by bathing with

warm

water and pure soap

if

skin

Leave the cream on for a few moments to allow

is oily).

its

special

cleansing and toning ingredients to penetrate the pores.
pat off every

bit.

Then

Next, apply a fresh film of Milkweed

Cream and with upward and outward strokes pat
the skin at the six places starred on my mannequin.

into

lines.

skin under the tutelage of my

Your

Then with my method and my cream,

Skin Can Stay Young."
take the

method and my cream
soft — smooth — and morning-fresh.

/ill drug or department stores have

Milkweed Cream

—

SO*?,

$1 and $1.75. If you have any special questions on skin

associate with youth.

care,

send for

my

Tonight, with your hand mirror, examine your skin closely

Stay

Young"

or tune in on "Through the Looking Glass

gains the lovely translucence that

at the six critical places starred

your guard for the
for even

we

on my mannequin. Be on

tiniest thread-like line, the least blemish,

booklet,

'"Why Only a Healthy Skin Can

with Frances Ingram", Tuesday, 10:15

WJZ and

Associated Stations.

minute imperfections are aging and "Only a Healthy

INGRAM'S
Frances Ingram. Dcpt. A-lOO,
Slreel, New York City.
Please send

me

108

your free booklet.

TMWefid.Cream

Washington

'Why Only

a

Healthy Skin Can Stay Young-, which tells in complete detail how to care for tljc skin and to guard the
six vital spots of youth.
illon

rllOTOI'LAY

JIAlJAZI.Ni;.

A.M.

(E.D. T.) on

The Shadow
[

THE SAP FROM SYRACUSE—
Paramount

JACK

OAKIE'S

bubbling, bustling person-

ality pulls this one's peanuts out of the blaze.
Jack plays a good-natured boob from Syracuse
who is put over on a shipload of people as a
famous engineer. But he wins the girl the
cunning Ginger Rogers and gets a lot of
laughs in the doing.
Stage players support
Jacques, notably Betty Starbuck and George
Barbier. No panic, but good.

—

—

THE NA UGHTY FLIRT— First National
TLJERE'S first-rate entertainment. Speedy
^ -*-action, peppy dialogue, gorgeous clothes,
and Alice White in a performance that can be
one

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 55

Stage
1

The

gridiron scenes are good. They should be
with eleven of the outstanding stars of the
country playing on the field and acting in the
picture. Joe E. Brown provides snickers, and
James Hall is the handsome hero.
That
Bennett beauty sings well.

of her best.

MONSIEUR LE FOX—M-G-M

AN
*

original story of the Northwest by
^-Willard Mack is the most extensive bid yet
for the foreign market. This was filmed

made

in five languages simultaneously, with Barbara
Leonard playing the lead in four of the versions,
Gilbert Roland plays the male lead in English
and Spanish.

THE LOVE RACKET— First National
TTHIS

furnishes the depressing spectacle of
••• pretty
Dorothy Mackaill buried alive under
a heavy dramatic role. Poor Dorothy is put
upon by a fiend in human form. We and
Dorothy are faced with a long, tedious trial
scene, in the course of which she tells her story
and saves the life of a giri who killed the man
who wronged her (Dorothy). Heavy going,
and pepless. Sidney Blackmer, leading man.

ice.

GOLDEN DAWN— Warners
TF

you're tired of players

and plays an African native, enamored of the
girl. Dawn, played by Vivienne Segal.
Walter
Woolf is the upstanding British olhcer who
loves her. In spite of all-Technicolor mounting

WINGS OF ADVENTURETiffany Productions

pretty dull.

A

LEATHERNECKING— Radio
TN spite of a lot of things, they're
-'•musical romances.

This

is

making

one of them, but

Allah be praised, the curse is taken off by some
top-hole comedy in which a rare cast of
funsters collaborate hilariously.
You'll roll
with laughter while Benny and Louise and Ned
and the rest of them do their funny stuff, and
that makes up for all the singing and dancing.

THE LADY WHO DARED—
"DILIJK
'-'National

DOVE'S

swan song for First
just a fair achievement.
It is
faltering story of the diplomat's

is

the aged and
wife who gets in a mess with blackmailers.
Through her own ingenious efforts, and the

generous help of Conway Tearlc, she avoids a
swell scandal. Judith Vosselli is a fascinating
blackmailer. The beauteous Dove's hair is all
done up in a new-fangled way.

TpIII', well-known team of Jack Holt and
*• Kal[)h Graves, Unincorporated,
turns out a

entertainment in the slam-bang picture
of love, hate and friendship in the Foreign
Legion.
Dorothy Sebastian is the girl over
whom the lads bicker. The picture has a lot of
action, good acting and romance. This comlot of

bination seldom fails at the ticket window, or
at fan-pleasing.

Xyf.VN'lil".

it's

IT'S

LOVE— Warners

love, but

it

isn't college,

with

^ ''•'Joan Bennett wandering
at will into men's
and football training quarters.

dormitories

of

"Trader Horn," thinks it's an elegant
idea to have a nice monogram on the
front of her hat. Well, after all, why

charm as the bedeviled heroine. Rex
the handsome hero who is fiying about
when he sees the lass in trouble. A
action for the kids, at any rate.

sorts of

Lease

is

in his plane
lot of

not?

TRUTH ABOUT YOUTH—
First National

ROUGH WATERS— Warners
that so many talking pictures lack, and the
children will welcome it. Lane Chandler is the
gallant trooper hero, Jobyna Ralston is the
poor little heroine, and Edmund Breese plays
her old daddy. But it's Rinty who does the
gallant deeds. After all, he's a star!

V\7H.'\T starts out to be a tenderly wistful
»» story of youth turns into a stereotyped
April and November romance, all cluttered up
with gold-diggers. We think it's stretching a
point to have Loretta Young in love with
Conway Tearlc, but then it isn't our scenario.
.\cting is unusually good, with Myrna Loy
revealing a gorgeous sense of humor, and David
Manners scoring heavily as the youth.

KATHLEEN MAVOURNEEN—

ONE MAD KISS— Fox

Tiffany Productions

A WEAK-KNEED

Irish story, built

"DUT
from

'^thc

HELL'S ISLAND— Columbia

MAYBE

Edwina Booth, blonde heroine

ID IN-TIN-TIN scores another personal suc'^cess. His newest picture has all the action

First National

RMID.\

saves this far-fetched adventure
* 'story of movie perils along the Mexican
border.
The little Mexican giri turns on all

Pictures
still

—

—

who break into song
'and dance without much provocation, this
won't help a bit. Noah Beery dons blackface

it's

is

ing's, made in Germany before he won the
title.
He's not much worse an actor than were
Jack Dempsey and Gene Tunney. A wicked
vamp lunges at him, but true love and clean
living win out, and Max beats the challenger
and wins the girl. Very dull stuff.

-* Donald, who goes in for histrionics
in a big
way.
You knew she could sing and look
beautiful. Here she acts. The story, your old
favorite "Bride 66," is powerful in a melo sort
of way and the music is grand. Some big spec-

snow and

LOVE IN THE RING—
an unwritten law of the ring and the
-••cinema that every heavyweight champion has
to make one movie, and this is Max Schmel-

THE LOTTERY BRIDE— United Artists
TTIE thrill of this one is Jeanette Mac-

lots of

I

TT

whizzes through this. Hers and Myma
Loy's clothes are a fashion show. A pat on the
back to Paul Page for fine work.

and

National

nVIN sisters are at it again compUcating
movie plots. Loretta Young plays both
girls, one a crook, the other a wealthy and
noble young lady. But the hard-boiled police
officer solves everything and entertains you.
That perennial juvenile. Jack MulhaU, is
whimsical as always and Loretta Young so
beautiful you want to go out and be heroic.

^

Terra Productions

.As

fairly

tacle stuff

ROAD TO PARADISE—First
'

the heiress who
eludes fortune-hunters to get her man, she
fairly called

quahty to the film whicn his name implies.
Mary Nolan and Owen Moore have both done
better work.

ancient play by Dion Boucicault.
Sally O'Neil plays a little colleen who comes
from Ireland to marry the sweetheart of her
youth, only to have the ward boss fall in love
with her after all. But she finally marries the
plumber! Charles Dclancy and Robert Elliott
play plumber and boss, respectively.

for

the glorious

voice of

Don

Jose

'-'Mojica, young tenor from the Chicago
Opera Company, we should advise passing this.
But Mojica plays a romantic Spanish outlaw
that will steal the female hearts. Mona Maris,
pleasing to look upon, is too good an actress to

be compelled to sing, but these two afford
entertainment for a satisfactory evening.

WOMEN IN LOVE— Warners
OUTSIDE THE LAW— Universal
as a change of scener>' the gangsters
XTOT all you would expect from Tod Brown- JUST
move out of the honky-tonks to an amuse•'^ ing, that old master of swift movement and
breath-taking suspense. Browning has allowed
this story to drag. There's too much dialogue
and too little action. Photography is ctTcctivc.
however, and there are good moments. Eddie
Robinson as Cobra brings all the sinister

ment pier. The scenery may be different, but
know that plot. There's dirty business
afoot between the hot dog stand and the penny
arcade.
Grant Withers plays the hero with
youthful zest. Evalyn Knapp is the heroine,
and Lucille La Verne docs "Sun Up" again.
you'll
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PATINE^
A new finiih

that

dc/cls lustioiis

In-autv ro

COMMUNITY PLATE
JlVERY

-i

The hcjuty

--^

y nioonligh.t
hvcuqht

DAY,

tribute

Community

is

paid to the authority of

Plate design.

comes

a

new

to a

glow as

Silver
I

H

is

the

creation, p.atine!

This new and

e.vclusive finish kindles

surface of each piece of

PAT N

Now, from

hands of thecraftsmen whocreatethis beauty,

to

Silvcrwaic

"yC

many thousands

in

of homes throughout America,

a precious en-

is

soft

Community

and luminous

the

Plate

as moonlight.

made exquisite, with an excjuisiteness

that endures, that

is

enriched by use.

richment of beautiful surfaces,

This

achieved by the secret alchemy
ot nature. It

is

found

of the precious

fne cabinet work, priceless vases
'Id

paintings.

."len

I

and Silvenvare

costly process

loveliness

full revelation

of Silver surface

design.

Community

Community Plate

have perfected m dieir

ratories

PATlNE'-fulfillment of the Com-

munit)' crafbmen's quest for a

chiefly in

mro old works of art— bronzes,

1"

is

ed designs

an exclusive and
which achieves a

—

in

offers
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JPatine finish.

for six

you

six distinguish-

complete services for eight,

— wherever fine
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are ^4.00
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SUPERB AT NIGHT! ONLY GLAZO COLORS HOLD
THEIR FULL BEAUTY, EVEN UNDER ARTIFICIAL LIGHT

^ ^

The End of
"The Big Trail!"
[

COXTIXUED PROM

P.^CE 34

]

the most. It finally got to the point where
he could no longer stand the sight of the bare
life

walls in his cabin. He sent to Los .\ngeles for
enough cheese cloth to cover the whole interior.
El took as much punishment as any-

body and without complaint, but he

just likes

civilization.

At night talking pictures were run off, sent
up from the Fox exchange in Salt Lake City.

Many
first

of the natives of that country had their
glimpse of the new-fangled contraptions.

There was just one gay holiday, the Fourth
of July. The night before the Indians had put
on a show. Dances to the barbaric rhythm of
the tom-tom. Everj'one rested during the day.
At night there was a grand display of fireworks.

1

A

S many as 725 Indians appeared in the
'^picture, and they represented five tribes.
And that many Indians were not easily handled.
They were offended at ever>' turn, or they insisted on going home. Money meant nothing
Walsh did everything in his power
to them.
Once he sent down
to keep them contented.
four cases of tomato catsup. The Indians enjoyed it. but they drank it e.xactly as if it had
been so many cases of soda pop.

V
ho^^ long since
anyone has said

fianm umi hmMl

fV/uif pijetLu

hands that charm — by the
FOR
— no
tipped
of creamy
sparkle-

fingers

flight

Choose Glazo polishes always, because
only Glazo's lovely tints hold their

full

polish provides fingertips of such superla-

beauty at night. Glazo's colors are scien-

tive chic as Glazo's crystal sheen.

tifically formulated so that each shade remains precisely true in any light. They will

What

satisfaction there is in keeping

not turn pale, purplish or yellow, as do the

fingertips groomed to gleaming grace!
For pretty fingertips make pleasing hands

your

polishes that disappoint so

in nine cases out of ten.

With Glazo polish, how easy it

is

Echo the shade of your

crystal surface resists wear, keeps a freshly

of these
cfl'^ect

does not crack or peel.

for

—

Choose from Glazo's smart colors the
or, if
rosy sheen of Glazo Natural
you prefer, one of the more arresting reds.
.

new

now

Lifts!

lipstick in one

Lipstick Reds

—a

stunning

popular with smart women.

Use Glazo Flame with a "light" lipstick; Geranium for "medium" and Crimson

manicured appearance for a week or more.

.

in

"dark"

ones.

Glazo may be found at all toilet goods
counters. Or try out a Glazo manicure
the coupon will bring samples.

Dcpi.OQ-loO
Hudson .Street, New York, N. Y.
D Plain
n Perfumed
I enclose six cents. Please send me Glazo
samples (polish and remover i. See check
above. (If you live in Canada, address
P. O. Box 205.1. Montreal.)

Name

months went by the company moved

to Montana, from Yellowstone
to the big trees of Oregon and to Sequoia, in
"The Big Trail" is a veritable
California.

scenic

panorama

of the West.

DURING

all that time Walsh never used a
megaphone or a script. Scenes were seldom
rehearsed. And Walsh never saw a foot of the
film until he returned to Hollywood after tht
It was his twentypicture was completed.
sixth production for Fox, and among that
number have been a good many box-oflice hits.

"What Price Glory," " Loves of Carmen," and
"The Cock Eyed World." He has also played
role in

every picture he has directed.

It's a

superstition.

Inc..

In

lyl

Addnss.,

the

from Wyoming

a

The Glazo Company.

one direction.
.\s

Nails Smartly Echo Your

Glazo polishes go on with absolute
smoothness and evenness of color. Their

.

Reels

to keep

your nails always lovely! Merely film them
once a week with its thin, strong lustre.

It

many women.

With Glazo's Perfumed Lipstick

One of the interesting characters among the
redskins was a high chieftain. He had been
given a new 87,500 house, with hardwood
floors and all the modern gadgets. He lived in
a tepee across from his house, and stabled the
horses in it.
His explanation was that if he
lived in the house he couldn't see it.
The buffalo stampede was staged on tlie high
plateaus of Montana. There were five hundred
It was easy
of the big, lumbering beasts.
enough to make them stampede, but not so
easy to get them to run past the camera traps.
John Wayne, with the cowboys, risked his Ufe
in riding herd on the frightened animals.
For one whole day the company worked in a
blazing, blistering sun without a drop of water.
The supply truck had broken down on the
trail.
At another time it appeared as if the
whole company would be conscripted to fi^ht
Walsh saved the day by sending
forest fires.
forty men to help the rangers.
During this location the whole company
lived on the train. Once a day their coaches
were moved to let the one train on the Unc chug
by. Everyone wondered where that train went
to, for it never made a return trip. It only ran

all.

600,000

and 6(K),000

The perfttmed Glazo Upstici RtJ polishes
an in this smart new package
Eicry advcttisuiunt In

mOTOrl-AY MAGAZINE

Is

feel of

grandeur film was shot,

standard—

1

,2(tO,(l()()

feet of

compressed into 14,000 feel for
release Sometimes twenty cameras were turn"The Big Trail" cost
ing on a single scene.
upward of 82,000,000, but Fox expects to gross
film,

GLAZO

feet of

to be

over 810,000,000.
And those covered wagons, at 8400 a throw,
They are to be shipped
will not be scrapped.
all over the world as the picture is released.

marantccd.
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AN OLD

TALKIE,

SOUND OR

the hero

does

is

SILENT, the

always

change with

this

plots that

who

gets

the variations of

all

come from new

stations, neckties

girl

adorable" Nor

"just

sets of railway

and mustaches. The

girl

doesn't necessarily have to be as beautiful

as Helen of Troy but she must have winning
lips.
if

And

that's true of

any

girl.

Easy, too,

she chooses to chew WRIGLEY'S at least

ten minutes a day. This

is

based on the old

Beauty Secret that chewing

Sapota tree keeps

lips

gloriously

enchanting. WRIGLEY'S
tree. Try

gum from

is

from

the

young and

this

Beauty

peppermint-flavored Double Mint.

DOUBLE MINT
CHEWING
GUM*^
PEPPERMINT FLAVOR
FOR LOVELY

LIPS

CHEW WRIGLEY'S EVERY DAY
INEXPENSIVE
When you

write to advertliiers please mentloa I"I10T01'I«kY

MAGAZINE.

»

SATISFYING

The New Fay Wray
(

family.
She was beautiful, her
mother knew that and longed for a screen career
for her daughter.
Fay went through all the
gestures of the young actress struggling to get
along. She had her preparatorj' course in slapstick comedies and Westerns and was, in due
ably-fixed

course of time in the movies, discovered by
Eric Von Stroheim and cast in that sad mistake
"The Wedding March." Some four years ago
she signed her first long-term contract with
Paramount and she's been signing them ever
since.

"PO
-*

Fay is much more interestmuch more unique than this person

me, the

ing,

real

publicity department tells you about.
unsensational little person who becomes,
according to her press agents, reborn in every
film, is much more of a fascinating figure in
Hollywood than this other creature this

the

The

—

periodically

The

new Fay Wray.

fact that

a

woman

can play the part of a

hard-boiled little girl in a gangster picture and
play that part well doesn't mean, by a long
shot, that she is such a person. As she, herself,
said, "You've simply got to concentrate when
you work before the camera. You must get
out of yourself, away from the real person that
is you and shut out everything else around you.
If you didn't you'd have to laugh at all the
things you were doing."
So, without any great transformation, she
has gone about to play her roles. She knows
that she hasn't changed. She knows where she
stands on the screen.
"I always feel," she

COXTIN-UED FROM PACE

6]

if I'm just beginning.
It is true that
I've been in pictures a long time, but I move
more slowly than most people. I do not beg
for parts. I do not want to play any certain
t>pe.

said, "as

is given me and try to
the most of it.
Of course, I feel, as all
people feel, that some day I shall have just the
right vehicle, that I shall do just the right story
a nd really ha ve the one great chance to see what I
can do. Then, of course, I could pick and
choose my roles. I think we all have an unerring instinct about the things that we can do
best.
In the meantime, until this whatever it
is comes along, I'll do what I can do on the
screen. .\nd I'm perfectly content."
.-Vnd there j-ou have it all.
Fay is perfectly
content. She has all that mortal woman could
desire.
Beauty, a rare, deep languid beauty,
with strange tip-tilted eyes and a pale profile
that should silhouette itself against a summer
night. She has never known want and now she
has the utmost in luxury. Her home, which in
no way suggests an\'thing connected with
the Hollywood architecture which runs to phony
Spanish and hybrid Queen .\nne, was the house
in which Florence Vidor once lived.
It is one
of the most charming houses in the film city,
set back, far back, from the street on a canvas
of green lawn.
Inside, the place is cool,
lu.xurious and all in perfect taste.
Fay's husband, John Monk Saunders, is a
brilliant writer, an amusing companion, a successful, handsome man. .\lso she has her work,
a work of which her husband thoroughly

"I

make

simply take what

approves.

There

is

A\'ray's well ordered

nothing lacking

Fay

then, should she be different? She is
not a groping, ga-ga girl. She has intelligence

and poise. And this is not a development that
has suddenly burst upon her. She lacks (but
yes! the fire of the Lupe Velez t}^!^ .\nd she
could not, even if she would, acquire it. Why
should she, pray? She neither needs nor wants
any of the things which the spectacular women
i

of the film capital have.
I've heard it said that

if she had some great
tragedy, some startling, breath-taking climax
life, she would emerge a different person.
But that I seriously doubt. I feel sure that she
would take tragedy as calmly and as sanely as
she takes happiness. She is not given to sudden, intense gestures.
I'm afraid the press agents will have to get a
different angle on Mrs. John Monk Saunders.
They're not going to slip that new Fay Wray
stuff over on me again.
For Fay will be no
different from what she now is. .\nyhow, I like
her like that. She's restful. She's interesting.
She has a well ordered mind and she lives a nice

in her

life.

"NTEITHER trials nor tragedy would change
'-^ her. So don't let them kid you when
you
read in tomorrow morning's paper that the
Paramount Studios have made a startling
discovery a new Fay Wray.
You know now, and I'm telling you, that
there isn't any new Fay Wray. It's just an old

—

idle

rumor!

Is this sort of thing ruining the motion picture business?
Hundreds of theater owners, sobbing into their lemon
phosphates, say it is. This is one of the thousand miniature golf courses in and around Los Angeles. Hollywood
IS crazy about these things.
Mary Pickford and Director Bill Seiter are two Hollywoodians who are opening and
operating them.
Some run untU 4 A.M., and do the neighbors howl!
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A New
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Kind of Make^Up

Developed by Hollywood's Make-Up Genius

Now

Ready For You!

Under a Strange Light

How

we Found Out

Hollywood,

in

Avoid ''Of Color"

to

and "Spotty" Effects

in

^-

Make-up.

BEAUTY
so

may

is a business in the motion picture colon)',
studied make-up for years. And now you
from our experience and gain added beauty

we have

benefit

through

new knowledge.

this

Under

the blazing motion picture lights,

sunlight, stars are photographed.

more trying than
Make-up must be perfect

effects result.
To meet this severe test, Max
new kind of make-up, based on cosmetic
harmony, which photographed perfealy. Today,

or grotesque

Factor developed a
color

Max

Make-Up

Factor's

Hollywood

used exclusively in

is

all

the b

Studios, in Technicolor pictures and by 96 per

cent of Hollywood's

Then from

this

stars.

came powders, rouges and

discovery

other essentials for day and evening use, based on the same
principle of

cosmetic color harmony.

Hollywood was

Max

Now

instantaneous.

Their success in
thousands use only

Faaor's Society Make- Up.

Perhaps you have worried about your make-up and have
searched for ways to enhance your beauty

not
to

satisfied.

The

reason

make-up than merely

rouge.

What

is

this

have Hollywood's

is

a bit of

wonderful

stars

and

— and

simply this

still

you're

more
powder and a dab of
of make-up? Why
there

is

secret

society

women

given up the

haphazard use of cosmetics and adopted Society Make-Up?
Now you may know. You may have the very make-up,
learn the very

method, used by these beautiful women.

Your Complexion

Analysis by

Max

Factor,

Hollywood's Genius of Make-Up
The one way

to secure the exact

make-up

to best

harm-

onize with your complexion, accentuate your beauty, and

enhance the charm of your personality

is

to have your

com-

plexion analyzed and your personal requirements determined.

This,

Max Faaor will do for you, without consultation fee
He will also send you a copy of 'The New

or obligation.

Art of Society Make-Up" which fully explains cosmetic color
harmony and describes the correct method of make-up.
Remember, you will never know how beautiful you can really
be until you obtain the makeup secrets so highly valued
by the stars of Hollywood. Carefully fill in the coupon and
mail today to

Max

Max

NEVER BE CONSCIOUS OF
YOUR MAKE-UP
If your make-up is "off-color" or too glaring,
r-shadows your personality. I
worry, destroying th,
'

Max Factor to analyz
has done for hundreds
mend

DOROTHY

a make-up which will be ji
your own natural beauty. Ji
in and ma,I the coupor

[ar

MAc-Up

So F^uMm Tk^i Eim UnJer ihc BlaiMg
uc of ihc Motion Piciuic hf,kt, 1/ Pholofttiph Ptifrctly.
With Max Facio,; Socay Make-Up. You, too, mil
ig.r.t

Loam

Factor in Hollywood.

Make-Up
HOLLYWOOD

Factor's Society

"Cosmetics of the Stars"
96%of all make-up used by HoUywcxxl's Screen Stars and Studios is Max Factor'
of Commerct

tht Sterol

of tke

Stjrf.

'MAnTfW'YdUR'cdMPLExiofrA^
Max Faaor— Max Faaor

(Los An^ttes ChamixT

i

MGMiur

of

StatislieiJ

„.„. Sir: Send

me

Studios, Hollywood. Calif.

MO-27

a complimentary copy of your 48-page book,

"Tke Nea' Art

I

of Society Make-Up", personal complexion analysis and make-up color harmony

1

chart.

1

enclose 10 cents 10 cover cost

I
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The Best Records
New

from

Pictures
By
No
says

more shiny
adorable Erica
)

Maurice Fenton
Ni

Ninth Avenue, Whii

THOSE
the

of you who saw and heard "Song
of
Flame" know that Noah Beery
sings a far meaner and deeper bass than

many
to

a basso

warbUng

who devotes

himself e.xclusively

for a living.

So successful was Father Noah's singing in
that picture that he has recorded two songs on
Brunswick wa.x.
They are the "One Little Drink" number
from the above-mentioned operetta, and "The
Whip," from "Golden Dawn," another First
National singic.
"DLxiana," Bebe Daniels' new Radio Piccomes to the records in a large way.
Everett Marshall, her leading man, sings
two of his own songs from the film. They are
"Goodbye, Old Pals," and "Mr. and Mrs.
Sippi."
Nat Shilkret and his Victor Orchestra
record the latter, and on the other side is a
"DLxiana" fo.x-trot made up of themes from
the whole Harry Tiemey score.
These are all
ture,

Noah Beery Records
His Bass Songs
IN

Mello-glo stays on longer, preven_
„_
,
^„^,
skin a natural bloom," says Dorotfiy Flood, beautiful
Ziegfeld star, lo Maple Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.

One

my

©

of the

IWonderful
Miin-eloiis

ProAuces

Powder

Ni'w French Process

MELLO-GLO

MELLO-GLO

Face Powder

GOOD NEWS

picture.

If

Lewis James tenors it for Victor. "Ukelele
Ike" Edwards ukes and sings it for Columbia.
Earl Burtnett's Los Angeles Biltmore Orchestra plays

it

Nat

colors have passed the rigid tests of the
United States government.
Its

MELLO-GLO

sifted and sifted through a fine silk mevh
mixed and remixed until it presents perfect
uniformity. The special shade blends with
is

your complexion and renews the

tint

Lo-Lo

Marimba Band
Ben Selvin's

To

—

has no substitutes. Only
has the secret formula. One

Me

for

The High Hatters

Tom

The

California

Liberal trial size of this new ii'onderful face
powder will he sent upon receipt of 2.5c. Address MELLO-QLO, Dept. 28,
Statler
Building, Boston.

Ramblers

also record

it

The Kiss

as a

Ben Bemie's

Waltz

Orchestra

list

LET'S

It

Nobody Cares
If

GO NATIVE

and

Yen Gus Amheim's

Must Be

CHARLES KING
Leave a

Ben

Smile

the

Sun

CLIFF "UKELELE IKE"

Selvin's

Orchestra

Little

Here Comes

CALL OF THE FLESH
Lonely

Columbia

Every advertisement In PIIOTOPL.\Y JI.MI.VZINK

Is

Columbia
Brunswick

their songs are:

Victor

Victor

(vocal)

Two of filmland's favorite warblers arc
represented this month by two new doublefaced discs.
Both the boys have been toilers
in the Mctro-Goldwyn vineyard. The singers

of general picture music.

Orchestra
Waring's
Pennsylvanians

Miss Lee Morse

I'm Blue

Marion Harris

and take your pick!

I've Gotta
for You

Brunswick

BRIGHT LIGHTS

Harold Murray, the operetta singer working for Fox films, sings two of his songs from
"Women Everywhere" for the records.
They are "Smile, Legionnaire" and "Beware
of Love."
follows a

Columbia

(vocal)

J.

in

Brunswick

DANCING SWEETIES

dance number under the Columbia brand.

Now

Victor

Cline's

Must Be Love Eddie Walters

Aileen Stanley, that ace of stage and record

has put "I Love You So Much" on
wax, with a Victor label.
It's the hit song from "The Cuckoos."

Spring

dollar at all stores.

Columbia

SUNNY SKIES
You

singers,

MELLO-GLO.
It

Victor

Orchestra

Music

Reach

will never have that pasty, flaky
It is the smoothest, purest powder made, and will not irritate
or smart the skin.
look younger use

Victor

Green Brothers

off.

.\nd then there's Helen Kane.
This month she does two on a record for
They are "I've Got It," from "Voung
Man of Manhattan," and "My Man Is on the

of

youth.

Shilkret's

Orchestra

THE SEA BAT

for dancing.

These recorders can smell a hit afar
This is one.

You're Not
Kissing Me

Tone powder comes

MELLO-GLO

MELLO-GLO

My

Make" from "Heads Up."
Facial

enlarge the pores.
banishes
shiny noses, and protects the skin from that
rough, aged look.

MELLO-GLO.

Into

comes

"Singing a Song to the Stars," from
Out West," which is Willie Haines' new

Victor.

to you as the last word in fine face powders.
Beautiful women everywhere praise its
smoothness and purity. Made by a new
French process, it stays on longer and will not

Your skin
look with

sellers

Roger Wolfe Kahn's
Orchestra
Brunswick
Heart Roger Wolfe Kahn's
Orchestra
Brunswick

It is

"Way

IWomen, famed for
Beauty, Yell of

month's very best

in three forms.

l9JO,M.-G. Co.

GAY MADRID

Dark Night

Victors.

Sing a Song to the Stars
Sing a Pretty Little Thing

maranteeij

Brunswick
Brunswick

EDWARDS
Columbia
Columbia
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So charming

—
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FOOT

shoes

sas;^er

October
Birthdays
October

3— Claud

October

4

October

5

.\llister, Henry Olive,
Charles Firthman, Warner Oland

—Mary Emery, Dixie Gay, Buster
Keaton,
Nye
—James Bradburj',
Carroll

Jr.

—Janet Ga>-nor, Carol Lombard
— Robert Leonard, Jack Mulhall
October 8 — Finis Fox, William X. Robson
October 9— llarjorie Beebe, Jeanette
Joseph Schildkraut
October 10— Harry Richman
October
—Lowell Sherman, Lillian Hackett
October 12 — James Bradburj-,
Karl Dane
October 13 — Lenore Bushman, Malcolm McGregor, Irene Rich
October 15 — Ina Claire, Mervyn Leroy, Claire
October

6

October

7

Loff,

1

1

Sr.,

Luce, P. G. Wodehouse

October

16— Rex

^
>'J~intu lale

October

18—Richard

step

October

H. Diggs,

Liebe,

Morgan

Jr.

Brent, Charles Chase,
Bela Lugosi, Marian Nixon

21—Lloyd Hughes

—Robert Graves, Mitzi Green,
James Hall, Gladys McConnell
— SaUy O'Neil, Lilyan Tashman
October 24— Byron Morgan
October 26— H. B. Warner, Buddy Messinger
October 27 — John Boles
October 30— Sue Carol

icitli

youlltjitl verve

Molly O'Day

— Evel>'n

October 20

October 22

your

Bell,

.\rthur, Hapsburg
—Jean
Marian Marsh, Marilyn

October 17

Jr.,

October 23

iii

FOOT SAVER SHOES
TURN

your back on the folly of foot-fatigue
Toss weariness where it belongs
Foot Saver
.

I

.

Shoes bestow

fresh

with dullest care.

on

fillip

Slip into a

feet

.

.

.

.

weighed down

pair of these smart

shoes and see what they do to your point of view!
Your mind grows joyously free. Strain gives
.

.

.

way

poise. Your feet feel young and
Because the body's weight is equalized

to tranquil

tireless

.

.

.

— balanced — by

Foot

which

construction

Saver's

muscles of the arch. Yet

patented,

supports

firmly

this deft

device

inbuilt

sagging
no way

the
in

detracts from the sleek modishness of the shoes themselves ... Let your step ripple forth with Foot Saver

grace!

... Let

your eye revel

L)uy cfall
cJaver

.-fasli'ioo

luoclcL.

U

.•

'hooLlel
sLall

in

New

Let us send you this

/-.•

their surpassing chic!
Style Portfolio!

plcluic.s

Aelijiied

THE JULIAN & KOKENGE CO., 428

many sinci
to

send

il

/o

(-Tool

vou

'

Meet Rube Goldberg, the chap who
has been making you laugh for years

East 4lh Street, Cincinnoti, O.

Pleose send me, without charge, your
portfolio of

Foot Saver Shoes

mode by

Whifmon, Moss., and

Sloter

the

FOOTWEAR

with his goofy cartoons and inventions. Rube has made a distinct hit
in motion pictures, and the day after
his first production for Fox, called
"Soup to Nuts," was released (it
is reviewed in this issue), two other
producers tried to hook him up.
Rube is not what you would call a
handsome guy, but then he doesn't
know how to make up for photographs like a lot of actors do

Foshions

Commonwealth Shoe and Leathe
Ltd., Montreal, Canada

Shoe Compony,

I'llOTOPL.VY .M.\0.\ZIN'E

Is
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They
CRADLED
CREME
DE

MENTHE

COOLER SMOKE
iTlow much inore pleasant
life

is

because of these charming people

...tliese people

who

have discovered

and fostered each new turn

ment

since

they were

in enjoy-

enjoyment began. Thus,

first

to discover

Spud and

Spud's cooler smoke. They were
to recognire that cooler

away the

limitations

tobacco enjoyment

. . .

smoke

on old-fashioned
that cooler smoke

sustained constant n\oist-cooI

comfort,

first

cleared

mouth

no matter how late or gay the

evening. Thus, they cradled Spud...
today's unquestioned freedom, in old-

fashioned tobacco enjoyment. At better stands, 20 for 20c.

Tobacco Co.,

The Axton-Fisher

Inc., Louisville,

MENTHOL-COOLED

Ky.

SPUD
When

you wrlle to advcrtlxT^

iiliax: nienllon

CI6ARETTEJ
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Beauty, Brains or Luck?
CONTINUED FROM
rope or playing house. Xor were her 'teens
patterned with gay prom dances and Saturday
nights at suburban country clubs.
Mrs. Daniels moved to HoUj'wood feeling
they might earn a better, surer living in motion
Bebe, with her mother and her
pictures.
gallant little grandmother, often knew the
pinch of want.
When she could get a job under the Kliegs,
Bebe took it. But jobs at this particular time
were not plentiful. She was too old for children's parts and too young for other parts. It
was a serious problem. Being a capable young

woman, Bebe overcame it by dressing up in
her mother's clothes and securing a chance to
appear as Harold Lloyd's leading lady.
Harold Lloyd was not then the brilliant
personality he is today, but it must be remembered to Bebe's everlasting credit that she
kept the fast pace he set, climbing into prominence with him.

T>.\

town in Tennessee, it
must have been pretty nearly unendurable.
At home, May had been a belle. Why not, with
her soft, fair skin and her hair so verj' gold?
But she was willing to sacrifice the present to

liness of a little sleepy

the future.
Sultry summer nights, when the breathless
was steeped with city sounds and odors,
May and Mrs. Allison must have remembered
their home with longing.
Surely they often
knew a nostalgia for their old garden and the
fragrant bouquet that hung over the veranda
And
screened with lilacs and honeysuckle.
limited to frugal, Stemo-cooked meals, surely
they grew hungry for the savory dinners their
old darky cooked in her big kitchen down home.
But ^Iay carried on. She walked extra miles
to save carfare, and brought home a bright
carnation to her mother. Neither of them ever
If
considered abandoning their ambitions.
air

FOR some years, however,

it looked as though
Bebe's star were waning. The producers to
she was under contract felt her vogue
was over. They cast her in miserable pictures
with which they filled out their programs.
She is a young woman. It must have been
intolerable for her to have been considered

'T'HIS, our last story, began in Ystad, a small
*• town in Sweden. The little houses were one
storj' high, bright with peasant colors and

whom

crisp flowers in the little window boxes, but
lacking any note of luxurj- or even comfort, as

we understand it. Often enough the only gold
the people of Ystad possessed was the bright
Northern sunshine and the shine of their
children's hair. To them the world was Ystad
with its several shops, its festivals, its births, its
marriages and its deaths. And because they
had not been spoiled by too many things the
people in Ystad were happy.
Even in such settlements, however, there
are likely to be outstanding personalities. Such
was .Anna Querentia, the daughter of Nilsson,
a tradesman. .Anna was the leader when the
children could be spared from household tasks

passe, to face the fact that the career for which
she had worked so indefatigably was over and
that the rest of her life she would be a "has-

In the meantime, she gave everj' hour
time to singing lessons and pracanticipation of the arrival of the talkies.
She had no time to look yearningly backwards.
She was entirely occupied looking forward.
The day her contract was concluded she did
not pack her trunks and run away to Europe
or South America where she might nurse her
hurt pride unseen. She did one of the bravest
things ever done in a town that has witnessed
extremes of both cowardice and bravery. She
applied for the title role of "Rio Rita."
This role was regarded in HoUj^vood as one
of the plums of the season. Bebe had dragged
out her contract in wretched pictures. Who
was she to knock boldly on William LeBaron's
door and say: "Will you please listen to me
I've been studying for years, and I
sing?
want to play 'Rio Rita.'"
been."

of her spare
tice, in

William LeBaron listened to Bebe. He had
And
tests taken of her, in costume, singing.

you know she got the part.
Certainly it was smart of Bebe to anticipate
the talkies, and quietly go about preparing for
them. But it is her bravery through all those
her splendid
belittling, pride-searing months
courage in facing William LeBaron with a
request for the most brilliant role of the

—

season

— that

gives one

the New York
IN
Broadway, stand
fronts.

the greatest pause.

Forties,

on both sides of

many

dreary brownstone
Dejected lace curtains hang at the

in the front parlor there is an
intermittent sign, "Furnished Rooms."
Just such a house served as one of May
Allison's New York addresses when she came
up from Georgia, with her mother, ambitious
to make her fortune.
Every day, whether the rain fell or the wind
blew or the sun poured its heat on city pavements. May went out to interview agents, to
leave her name and address, to list her accomplishments and the details of her t>'pe. And
at si.\ o'clock, when the agencies had closed,
she returned to that little room where her
mother waited. For months her only news
was the same discouraging story- they would
let her know when they had anything.
A life like this is trying for anyone, but to
two gentlewomen, accustomed to the freedom
and comfort of their own home and the friend-

windows and

—

lOS

again she had to adjust herself to a totally
strange world.
How quickly and brilliantly she did this,
motion picture history tells.
With Harold
Lockwood she became one of the most popular
co-stars on the screen. Her salarj' mounted.
She lived graciously but carefully. She invested her money wisely.
.\nd always she
remembered that across the sea lay strange
lands, lands she wanted to know.
Her salarj' was twenty-five hundred dollars
a week and her name might have been spelled
in electric lights for many years more when
she quit the studios. .\t last she was going to
enjoy the fruits of her work. At last she was
going to smell the Carthaginian rose. And she
set sail on a trip around the world during
which strange lands became familiar and darkskinned people friends.
Today Jlay .\llison is a fulfillment of all she
promised when, at seventeen, she dared leave
the little town in which she reigned as a belle
to make her way in an ahen world.

for their noisy play.

Sixteen, and signed for the movies!
this pretty child looks

Any wonder

happy? Joan Castle, a youngster from
Brookljm, who was snapped up by Fox
after they heard her sing on the radio

She could tell the most beautiful stories; of
other lands and other towns and of distant
cities that pierced the blue of the sky with the
Things the
shining tops of their buildings.
other children read about in text-books and
found dull and stupid were to .Anna Querentia
as wonderful and beautiful as fairy stories.
She made the little Swedish boys and girls
fairly hold their breath because she said she
was going to sail across the sea to those cities
because she insisted she was going to
.
America and pick up so much gold in the street
that she would make her mother and father
rich, so very rich her mother would wear a
fine silk dress every day.
.

they were gentlewomen they were also thorThe letters they wrote to the
oughbreds.
anxiously waiting family were always cheerful,
and often enough there was nothing to make
them that way.
As things turned out, it was May's beauty
that gave her her first opportunity. "Everywoman" was cast. The director saw May, a
golden seventeen with a voice like velvet.
And he chose her to play Bcaiily.
But beauty alone wouldn't have sufficed
for the trying years of fighting her way uphill
that followed. .As understudy for Ina Claire
in "The Quaker Girl," there were several times
Claire was ill and May had to step
on the stage to stand comparison with this
favorite of Broadway's daughters. She did it
so well that the part finally became hers.
All this took courage and brains. But always
under the gold of the .\llison hair there have
been brains, and her eyes are blue badge of
her courage.
Then, her future on the stage assured, May
once again turned her back on security for
uncertainty. She was farsighted enough to see
the future in motion pictures. .Vnd if her first
days in Hollywood weren't nearly so trying as
her first days in New York, nevertheless once

when Miss

.

adults sometimes clucked disapproving
THE
tongues at .Anna with her stories and that

far-away look that came to her eyes, but the
children always knew that what she told them
would come true. Strangely enough, .Anna had
an invitation to go to .America and visit with
an aunt and uncle in BrookljTi for a few
months. Her geography told her Brooklyn
was just across a river from New York. She

would see the tall, beautiful buildings
streets filled with gold!

and the

She found that the buildings did reach up as
if to touch the sky, but there was no gold in
the streets. .As a matter of fact, the streets
were quite dirty compared to the streets in
Ystad.

Still,

.Anna believed

in this land she

if

she could stay

would make her fortune. .And

father wrote, saying they
would expect her on the next Swedish ship that
sailed, she ran away from Brooklyn.
.Anna was twelve years old, with hair like
skeins of heavy gold silk and eyes of the deepest blue. She took the only pmsition she could
get, that of a domestic servant. Her work was

when her mother and

[

PLE.4SE

TURN TO PAGE 110]
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HOW

do you

feel

about your hair when you look

in the mirror?

i

you

see such a satiny, becoming, youthful frame for

I

(

that .vou burn out the life— but for fifteen

minutes at a time. These

Pleased, because

your face? Or are you a

self-conscious because your hair looks

little

What

limp, discouraged, dull?

Dear Miss

Hair can make us look older, carelessly groomed. Or,
with light and health,

it

can make us look younger, make our features

more piquant, make our eyes look

look

ing part of

it

is

we can

that

radiant

if it is

all

brighter.

And

the encourag-

improve our hair and make

it, if

we

"Too dry

to

wave

touch

naturally"

it.

owner had to struggle with
She did what I hope you'll do.

Its

oiliness too.

Dear Miss Carroll: My hair used to be very
wavy and it waves now during the summer when
my head gets hot and damp. But during the
winter my hair seems to lose practically all its
natural wave
and is very dry, especially after a
abampoo. How can I keep my hair soft and restore the natural wave? Thank you.
E. B. K.,
Townsend, Mass.

She got a special shampoo for oily hair.
Packer's Pine Tar Shampoo^ and she washed
her hair and washed it every three days at
first or whenever it showed a trace of oil.
Then, graduallv she had to wash it less often
to keep it looking nice.

IF we can once get

special

—

—

—

you too strongly to use this
shampoo. Packer's Pine Tar Shampoo is pure, sate and gentle, and it's good for
your hair. Then — and this is the grand part
I

rid of that

over-dry con-

wave ought to
come bacl<. Do you know that you can get
a special shampoo just for dry hair ... a pure
vegetable-oil liquid shampoo that contains
dition for you, the natural

the soothing, softening glycerine which you
find in

many good

skin-lotions?

You can

and it leaves your hair softer and easier to
manage. This shampoo is Packer's Olive Oil
Shampoo. It's golden in color, and makes a

can't urge

—

it is very gently astringent.
It tends to
tighten up the rela.\ed oil glands, so they don't
send out quite so much oil. In addition, use
bay rum on your scalp between shampoos.
Give your hair sun-baths not so strenuously

—

—

I

wash

it. it

DE.\U D.

.v.,

way your

hair looks,

.

light br.

we

If that's

.

certainly

.

standard treatment for dandruff cases.
rich lather

is

certainly

tar

Its

gently antiseptic and the pine
discourages dandruff germs.

Don't be satisfied with an occasional shampoo—begin with three shampoos in a row
one a day for three days! Massage the piney
lather well into your scalp. Don't think these
daily shampoos are too much trouble— think
of

them as

a prescription. The.v'll really help

your scalp. Then shampoo every few da.vs
and finally once a week. You'll feel cheered
up, I know, when you see how your hair improves in "tone" and shows its natural light

in

JEAN CARROLL

— radio talks bv Miss Carroll on hair

beauty everv Tncsda.v morning.

LET

ME SEND YOU SAMPLES
(10.-

for one; 25t for all three)

JEAN CARROLL. The Packer Mfg. Co..
I'ti'16 1, 101 W. 3l5t St., New York

Inc.

me your Packer Manual on

the
the Hair, and sample of the Packer
1 have checked:
Packer's Pine Tar Shampoo (Oily Hair)
Packer's Ohvc Oil Shampoo (Dry Hair)
Packer's Tar Soap (Dandruff)

PI'
ir.

ISC

send

'1

Sh.iinp.jo

oily hair"

;J

n
D

skin, is dreadfully oily. Shortly
gets lank and stringy and I can't

\ head

a

—

I

enclose

stamps

do anything with it. Think what that docs to
my looks!— D. A., Seven Oaks, Canada.
of the loveliest hair

I

Street.

saw was "neutral blonde"— .so
and baby-soft that you wanted to

nearly ever

shining

;

can get to the color.
dead-hair color. It is

s I

must
do something to make it shining and alive.
Of course, dandruff makes good-looking hair
almost impossible
Dandruff may be dry
or oily and you apparently have the dr\- kind.
So let's begin to get the best of that dandruff' with a cake of Packer's Tar Soap. This
soap has long been approved by doctors as a

Dear Miss Carroll: Please, oh please tell me what
do for my hair. 1 am "a neutral blonde" and

after

for dandruff

"DE.\D-H.\m color"— goodness!

to

my

let

very dry and I have
uff. I have tried shampooing with oily
its, but without much
Mrs. J. W., Kingsville, Md.

luck.

(

hair, like

the special

certainly would appreciate

I

or at least that is as
It always did have s

Tunc

—

my

do

and sparkle.

wonderful lather. Then,asa further measure,
get a little oil of sweet almonds at the drug
store and drop a few drops on your scalp
not the hair
with a medicine dropper.
Brush your hair every day to stir the oil
glands to greater activity, and distribute the
oil evenly over your hair.
Then see if the
natural wave <loesn't show up even when the
weather is cold and dry.

Help please! "Such

to

Carroll:

worthwhile adv

:

the

a shining, glorious crown to our charm.

will,

— and

shampoo — will tone up your scalp. And
me hear how your hair improves.

When

City_
you write to advertisers please mcotlon

PIIOTOPLAT U.^GAZIN'E.

— lOc

for 1

_cents (enclose coin, not
sample; 2Se for all 3).
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MO move

nil

Beauty, Brains or Luck?
'lBrifrfecZ^a5^es'|

C()Ntixlt;d

Her wages were

from pace lOS

Her position was
humble. But she was in Xew York and it was
a beginning. .\nd she wrote her mother and
father not to worry, that she had a job, that
she would one day be rich and famous.

hard.

small.

A

XN.\ saved her wages. With Scandinavian
-''thrift she wouldn't buy so much as a bright
red ribbon for her hair.
.\nd month after
month her little hoard increased.
Xights, after days of hard work, she became
proficient in stenography and t>ping. This was
another step up the steep ladder she was so
very determined to climb. Once in a while
she spared a few pennies to send picture post
cards to the girls and boys in Vstad, postals
that showed the great buildings,
.-^nd she
never mentioned that there was no gold in
the streets.
It was through her employer that she met
Harrison Fisher. He was struck by her blue
eyes, by her hair like melted gold, and by the
proud way she held her head, as if she were
a queen. Anna's beauty began to appear on
magazine covers. Penrhyn Stanlaws took her
for his model, too, and insisted she was "The

New Discovery
Beautifies leashes

way

the Xatural
Foiinil

an entirely new way to

:

Prettiest Girl in .-Vmerica." Big shops tempted
her with flattering offers if she would model in
their hats, coats and gowns.
Those were the days when the motion pictures were beginning to claim attention. They
didn't pay as much as Anna had received for
her posing and modelling, but her blue eyes
were on the future. So she devoted her talents
to motion pictures exclusively. .\nd if the way
was often hard, what did that matter to a girl
with the brave heart of a Viking?
For years now .\nna's mother has worn a
silk dress ever)' day.
But, otherwise, in spite

ac-

centuate the loveliness of lashes.

New

. . . Different from any
other prei)aration. Mascaras you
have used so far often made lashes

stiff— beady— brittle

coarse looking.

INow you need not fear

New

.

.

.

Winx with an en"double treatment"
darkens lashes —
gives them an enticing shadowy
. . .

tirely different

formula. First

it

beauty. Then it softens lashes. Even
brittle lashes become silky. And
lashes that have been affected by
ordinary mascaras soon regain their
natural curliness. Regular treat-

.Anna's dreams all having come true, in
spite of the monej' she sends home, her family

1

her case with grave faces. Her bone refused
to knit so that she could resume her activities
and, in the talkies, make her way to greater
glory.
For a time it was feared .^nna might
never walk again. But .Anna had faith.
"This new man is wonderful," she has insisted time and time again when some new
doctor became interested in her case.
"He
knows his job. He will cure me."
Several months ago a very great surgeon
examined .\nna and finally explained that he
could make her well again if she would let him
operate, and if, after the operation, she would
lie quietly and patiently for months.
He
warned her it would be very trj-ing, very painful, and very long drawn out.
.-Anna agreed.
She entered the hospital, to
joke with the nurses, to tell the doctor he
underestimated her recuperative powers and
that she would mend quicker than he thought.
.Always she has risen above her years of invalidism and suffering. .Always she has kept
her courage and spirit bright. .And, today, she
possesses the same determination that brought
her, an immigrant girl, to international fame.
Today she proves the same courage that
made it possible for her to forge the dreams
dreamed in little Vstad into unbeHevable,
miraculous realities.
We are grateful to be able to write a happy
ending to .Anna Querentia's story. The last
advices from her surgeon assure us that she
soon will be about again, well and strong
and that before the year is out she will be able
to resume her place upon the screen.
Like so many of the girls in motion pictures,
.Anna never will be seen as a greater heroine
than she has proved in reality, or in a stor>'
more dramatic than her own.
.

pretty much as they did when she was a
People in Vstad are like that.
During the last two years .\nna Querentia
has needed her brave heart and her shining
courage.
She has been crippled, an invalid.
Rclurninc to the studios too soon after a horseback accident she found herself with a leg
that would not answer her bidding. Surgeons,
doctors and osteopaths have consulted over

ment with this new Winx actually
promotes the health and growth

New ... Winx comes in two

forms: — Liquid, which gives those
subtle — smart effects, is waterproof
and can be applied so easily . . .

A ND

still

people say, "She got a lucky

"Movie

live

-•

girl.

but dumb!" As if finding success in the movies
and keeping it is one iota different from achieving and retaining success in any crowded, com-

"-break!" or,

petitive

stars, they're beautiful

field.

Beauty, brains and backbone
not any
one of these but all three are the stuff of which
the stars are made.
.And luck^well, that's
.

.

.

just incidental.

—

Cake for soft, exquisite effects. In
silvery compact it is a chic accessory to dressing table or handbag.
its

store.

THE NEW

WINX
|ot»

.

of

of eyelashes.

At any drug or department

.

Married
Asther,

lovciv Iu5^c5

at last, after a three

who were married
brief

EvMj

d\eitlsem<-iil In

in

year engagement!

Reno, Nev., early

week-end holiday

PIIOTOPI-.W .\HI!.\Z1.\E

Is

euarantetij.

Vivian

Duncan and Nils
They spent a

in August.
at Laike Tahoe

p
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want

JWeii

MATES
••not martyrs

•

Mrs.

Lung

i\Lrrtlhi

points a liay to regain

— through this modern

precious com panionslii

method

of eliminating

OONE

is

home

most hiirdensome task.

s

the old-fashicjned notion that successful wife-

hood meant drudgery. Modern husbands want
wives.

And just

methods

tliiit

as they are

accustomed to the most

work, so they

in their

That

a scientific basis.

is

homes

like their

why

moclrrn

scientific

to be run

old-fashioned washday

on

is

a

thing of the past in eight million American homes.

Mrs. Martha Lang^ Consultant
the

American

possible for

you

you require.

in

Improved Methods

Institute of Laundering, has helped
to obtain exactly the kind of

When

you send your clothes

make

There

—
1^

^^^^

to the laundry

modern science can make

Airs.

Mtirtlui

a present-day laundry in

urgesyouto"Let the Laundry

Gain

that precious

to

become

mate

Lang

Do It" this week.

freedom which

a real

is
it.

your com-

munity, ready to serve you. Mrs. Martha

you
{^Above)

is

it

washdav service

nowadays, each step of the washing process
as gentle, as safe, as

at

to

will enable

your husband!

Lang, discussing improved

laundry methods zvith research scientists at American
Institute

{Left)

of Laundering, the industry^ "proving

ground." Here experts are constantly developing even
more

efficient

ways of handling your

tveekly

Good grooming for men demands the laundry-

finished shirt

and collar. M'hen

dry does a shirt,

aashing.

it

holds

its

the present-day launneatness all day long
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Ten Years Ago
the curveless figure came in a few
SINCE
years ago, a large percentage of American

women have been struggUng valiantly to
keep down the billows by various diets and
exercises.

Others have been merely wishing.
Ten years ago, before the day of the socalled "Hollywood Diet," promoted by the
grapefruit barons, our girls were more buxom.
And liked it. Even so, there were those who
decided, in the privacy of their boudoirs, that
they could do nicely with fifteen or twenty

pounds

pOR
'- for

less tonnage.

these,

Photopl-\y printed,

in its issue

October, 1920, a two-page story headed,

^eFAIR

to Reduce?"
It told
with illustrations how four of the
cinema's fairest kept their figures within
bounds.
And there wasn't a grapefruit, a

toijomfiAlIl

lamb chop or a surgeon's knife in the lot
Take the case of Geraldine Farrar, opera star
Gerry,
turned movie queen ten years ago.
the flappers' goddess, reduced from 185 to 135

"Do You Want

—

—

Clean, healthy, luxuriant and wellarranged hair is a decided asset to any
woman or man. When your hair
begins to get thin and lose its lustre,
watch out it's nature's warning.
Brittle, dry hair and unsightly dandruff can be relieved almost immediately the "Val-N-Cha way."
Keep your scalp clean and healthy
give your hair the exercise and nourishment it needs and nature will do

—

for her picture work.

No

starches or candy,

enough exercise, eight hours' sleep, and poof!
Off went fifty pounds!
Hard
Alice Brady reported no trouble.
work in the studio by day and the theater by

own

work. America's foremost

These experts have searched the world
over for aids to insure hair health and
thousands of them claim that their
quest has ended in the "Val-N-Cha

Val-N-Cha pure vegetable oil treatment, the refreshing shampoo — a veg-

— absolutely

without alkali — purely an

oil but
washes out in plain water, adding new
the
scalp
lustre
rids
life
and
softness,
of grime and natural or unnatural
psoriasis
conquers
accumulations

—

soothing

healing and

Thousands of unsolicited testimonials

uiill

come

to

you postage paid

Address^
C.tv

for

looked in the film "Joan of Arc," at
the time she was reducing from 185
to 135 pounds

night did the trick. Dorothy Dalton also said
Ihat her stage work in "Aphrodite" kept down
the weight.
But Mae Murr.iy! Ah! Mae, then the sophomores' delight, said she didn't want to be
thin, avowing that men liked the girls "wellrounded." And Mae said she kept perfectly

rounded on a milk

—

Hair Tonic.

.

crashed 10,000 feet while cameras ground.

.

.

.

.

.

Doug, honeymooning abroad,
F'ourth of July in

Coblentz,

.

.

Elliott

And

Dexter has

there's the reducing idea a

decade ago.

stories this
1).

picture.

.

Dc Mille
named Hope

the Cecil

.

her second
"Tiger Lady." And our

It is called

in

story goes on to say that "Jack Gilbert, young
actor whom Maurice Tourncur took uncler his
wing and made assistant director, will guide
Miss Hampton's screen destinies in the future."
Anna Q. Nilsson is
Yep it's our Jack
going back to Sweden to visit the folks and
Hoot Gibson,
perhaps make a picture
a Universal cow-hand, is going to be proAnd here's one
moted to feature pictures
even we can't answer- what's become of
Mary Fuller? The former Edison leading

—

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

—

(Some
has just faded from sight.
years .igo we found that Miss Fuller was

—

IMIOTOPLAY M.\U.\ZINE U

Washington, D. C.)

month

\V. Grillith's

bashful boy actor just promoted to stardom
after years of the old master's training in the
famous I'ickford-Gish-Mae Marsh-Barthelmess
troupe.
Bobby was a modest soul. Really little to
tell about that short, uneventful life and career.
He began in that old Biograph cutting room
as a small boy, and then played bits at five
£vcr>' adtertlsi'mcnt In

left

The young lady
camp
Hampton has just appeared

woman

diet.

is

which you

.

Marguerite and June

.

of

pure vegetable

.

.

director for Radio Pictures, and
oh, where are they?
Lieut. Omer Locklear, famous stunt aviator for
pictures, has just been killed when his plane
dignified

.

The beloved Geraldine Farrar as she

personality
ONEaboutourBobby
Harron,

Banner Manufacturinu Co..
Banner Building. Detroit, Mich.
1 bottle Val-N-Cha
D oil
treatment.
D 1 bottle Val-N-Cha

.

.

Caprice and Marguerite Courtot, off to Spain
to make a picture.
Seitz then was a dashing
he-man actor, often in serials. Now he is a

living in retirement in

^<L^L9. !i
Enclosed please find $
may send me

.

and
MARY
spent the

plastered stiffness.

Tour order

.

Germany, where they were entertained by
portions of the American Army of Occupation

tractable without greasiness or

priced at one dollar ($1.00) per bottle.

.

Dizzy."

— twelve fragrant ingredients

Val-N-Cha pure vegetable oil treatment and Val-N-Cha Hair Tonic arc

.

Mabel Normand in "The Slim
Charlie Ray in "Homer Comes
Home," and Harold Lloyd in "High and

one secret blend, bringing youth
and health to your hair and keeping

that Val-N-Cha "helps nature" is the
reason for our money-back guarantee.
In the larger cities good beauticians
and barbers use Val-N-Cha Oil Treatment and Val-N-Cha Hair Tonic professionally. Perhaps your druggist has
not yet stocked it so if you are unable
to obtain it please check the coupon
below and mail it with your remittance to the Banner Manufacturing
Co., Banner Bldg., Detroit, Michigan.

is agog, just now, to know
-'—'whether Harold Lloyd and Bebe Daniels
are married. Harold denies it absolutely and
in lolo
Incidentally, the droll Cal York
remarks this month that up to the moment of
going to press Constance Talmadge had not been
reported engaged to anyone.
Impossible!
If you were wondering, in 1920, what had
become of Edith Storey, of Old \'itagraph
fame, we told you at once that she had signed
with Robertson-Cole and had just appeared in
apicture called "Moon Madness."
Here's
a picture of George B. Seitz, with June

Princess,"

in
it

"pVERYBODY

Wife."

—

stimulates growth.

Val-N-Cha Hair Tonic,

Days."

enough to spoil him and still attractive enough
to have a following." In the light of a decade,
Burns tabbed Nagel pretty well.
Billie Burke's new picture is "Away Goes
Mickey Neilan directs Pat
Prudence."
O'Malley and Agnes Ayres in "Go and Get
Alma Rubens, Montagu Love .ind GasIt."
ton Glass appear in "The World and His

Twins."

—

—

learned Burns Mantle, head of our
•'Shadow Stage crew, hasn't much to work
on this month in the way of swell pictures.
He starts off with a review of Norma
Talmadge's new picture, "Yes or No?" and
calls it "interesting."
The cast contains
Lowell Sherman, Rockliffe Fellowes, Gladden
James and Natalie Talmadge.
Then comes "The Fighting Chance," with
Anna Querentia Nilsson and Conrad Nagel.
Mantle calls the latter "a promising young
juvenile of the screen who is not pretty

beauticians and barbers employ the
'"Val-N-Cha Twins" to conquer their
most stubborn hair and scalp problems.

etable oilwithout oiliness

dollars a week.
Then slow promotion to
featured roles. Then, at the door to stardom,
he was accidentally shot and killed.
Bobby's only a memory now and only in
the hearts of those who were ardent fans in
what are now jokingly called "The Biograph

HTHE

—

its

Photoplay

in

October issueTIDBITS
Universal takes a whole page to advertise
Myers, in "In F^oUy's
star,
Carmcl
new
its
of the

Trail,"

first of

eight pictures.

Here's a fuU-iiagc picture of a pretty young
smiling out of a Kodak advertisement.
Right— it's Eleanor Boardman, who was the
She Kodaked
famous "Kodak Girl" then.
As She Went, in those days.
girl

(suaranteed.
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More than 400 ring
llyUl in iridio-plalnum or gold, jrwled or

unitw.Ud

This engagement ring at $100 in white gold...$r^o in iriJiaplatinum. ..others according to jeweling; the wedding ring, in
white gold, $12
others up to $^00.

theh nnas
^ metr

.

.

.

"WOMEN JUDGE WOMEN
/ou

notice otfier

correctness of

women

s

rings

.

.

.

other

engagement and wedding

women

will notice yours.

rings^ the taste of the

important purchase^^ you need not he content with

no more than

less

By the

wearer

is

than the test,

smartness^,

judged. In
for

Orange Blossom

rings cost

finest quality in

diamonds and the superior workmanship of Trauh craftsmen.

Orange Blossom

... at the tetter jewelers

inferior imitations

.

.

.

teauty and

making

GENUINE

this

Trauh

yet assure the ultimate in style, the
Insist

upon Trauh

.

Our interesting booklet, " Wedding Ring Sentiment", free on request.
Ask yourjeweler, too, about the new vogue in scarfpins.

TRAUB MANUFACTURING COMPANY
J933

McGraw

Ave.

Detroit, U.

Walkcrville, Ontario

Without This Trade Mark
Genuine Orange Blossom

No Ring

TRADE
Whcnyoj

wTlie to adTortlsers pIpdrc menilmi

r®Jg|g3 MARK.

iMHiTOiM.AY .MAi;azim,

Is

S.

A.
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These New Faces
Watch
EV EL I N

Each Month

for This

LA YE

("Lilli," Goldwyn-United Artists) will soon break upon our
view as the latest British contribution to the screen's blonde

An ornament

beauties.

of English

comedy

musical

years, the dainty

Evelyn scored a triumph in

winter in the Noel

Coward

Hollywood was

JAMES RENNIE

operette, "Bitter-Sweet."

some
last

After that,

a sure shot.

("The Bad Man,"

ducing, but his

for

New York

First National)

appearance

hardly needs intro-

him in here. He
met Dorothy Gish when leading man in one of her silent pictures
years ago, and married her. They still care. Rennie has been
an able and prominent stage leading man for years, and made

certainly a pleasure

many

first

in talkies gets

appearances in the old davs.

silent

my

to use

CLAUDIA DELL
Smiths)

PATTER

Boy," Warners)

("Big

Claudia (real last

graduates.
is

a

tall,

is

one of Ziegfeld's

name Smith,

of the

loveliest

San Antone

lovely blonde in the true "Follies" tradition.

comedy experience, she went West to seek her
pictures, and Warners signed her for five years.
She

After her musical

1^

fortune in

debuted

in

"Sweet Kitty

Bellairs."

CHARLES STARRETT

(-The Best People," Paramount) is a lad to
Paramount seems to have great faith in him. He's not
long out of Dartmouth, with one semi-professional picture job
and a little stage experience behind him. Now he is in fast
company, playing in this picture with Carol Lombard, Frank
Morgan and Miriam Hopkins. Good luck. Chuck!

Miss Delroy, famed musical comedyfavorite, now
o JVarner Brothers picture star, certainly sounded
o keynote wtien osked about tier Velvetskin
Poller ... lor ttiis marvelous little home beauty
expert really mokes an exhilaroling pleasure of
" '"'
*
former
"" task.
a
''
'ss Delroy says;

watch.

'

"It

a pleasu

linly

is

PATTER.

to use

So then

fr^sh the skin
ter how tired

'

does

;

I

may be

nriy

my VELVETSKIN

it stimulate and rcn» face that no mat-

'face"n'eyer''seem's''to

For your complexion's sake use the Velvetskin
Patter. Proper stimulation of the tocial
muscles
all

is

important

.

.

.

CATHERINE MOYLAN

("Easy Going,"
whose talkie dawn we

M-G-M)

is
the second
month. Catherine
is another typical pippin of the type favored by the old girl-show
maestro.
She appeared in such Ziegfeld flash operas as "Rio
Rita," "Rosalie" and "Whoopee."
Now she is under Metro
contract, and has worked in three films.

Ziegfeld beauty

and must be attained by

gentle patting. The fingers of the Velvetskin
Poller work in creams

and emollients and
occomplish the pore-

deep cleansing

so
necessary for a percomplexion.

hail this

fect

The Velvetskin PolIs available in the
three popular boudoir colors
Jade

FRED KERR

ler

.

.

.

f

Green, Orchid, and
Primrose,
Iricol
If

with

i^mL

elecfind

^^^H[.

it

your favorite shop
or store, mail the coupon below.
in

N ECTI< V T
^ CORPORATIO:^ #
c o

'"c^l

^^B^l

cord to match.

you cannot

:v

TEI.EPHOINE & ELtXTRIC

KAY HAMMOND
of

("The Trespasser," United Artists) brought a wealth
good stage training to her performance as the crippled wife in

the Swanson talkie

Moridon, (ontn.

D
D

old English

talkie debut in "A Lady of Scandal," playing the same role he
had on the stage and scored an instantaneous success with it.

I

(Divi.ion of Conunrrriul In-Irunirnt Corp.)

Connecticut Telephone A Electric Corporation
60 Britannia Street, Meriden, Connecticut
Kudosed find cticck or money order for which
plea.^e bcnU one Velvetskin Patter with privilege of
return for refund within 30 da>'8.
Mark X here
for Alternatine Current. $5.00.
Murk X liere
for Direct C»irrent. »7.50.
Mark X here D for free Iteauly Booklet only.
Color wanted; DOrdiid.
Jade Grceu, Drrimrose.

Goldwyn-United Artists) is the prime portrayer of
noblemen on stage or screen. Mr. Kerr is a
veteran of the British and American theaters. He made his

("Raffles,"

grumpy

^f^^'

hit,

gallery in time to come.

foremost stock leading

women

JAC-Jv

rlALEx

No

Xfy dealer's

country, playing scores of

("Follow Thru," Paramount) began, as

vaudeville.

He was

a

member

and Haley.
Street and

in the

roles in all sorts of plays.

D

City

and will add many more to her screen
Miss Hammond has long been one of the

3^ iSfl
...SUte..

name

In

so

of the well-known

many
team

do, in

of Crafts

You've seen 'em. Jack broke upon Broadway in a
manner as the comedy lead in the stage production of
"Follow Thru," the golf musical show, and Paramount naturally
picked him for the picture version.

^'cy

la'"ge

niOTOPL.iV MAC.VZINE

Is

liiiaronlecd.
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ITS cot OIL CHi%WCirES
to blend wlILuouj^ covijuetwn
.

Look for
the

the

TANGEE

patrontze

package;

that gives you

Tangee

name

y^gf^P^

on

"y'^^^fwBS j^

store

color

Rouge Compact, 75c.

.

.

J^SHK^^

Creme

y^ "^^^iBr/

Rouge.$l. Face Pouder,b\ended
to

/''^

match the natural skin tones,

Of^w, both cleanses
and nourishes, $1. Day Cream.

$1.

N/^/./

a foundation cream, protects the
skin, $1.

Cosmetic, a

new "mas-

cara," will not smart, Si.

i

^tL^S^mSf /^jM
tJauKfmM yji^^

in

/

\

\/

a

marvelous color principle,

"^^"S^e changes as you put

^"^M^^l^ml

The same

principle

Based on

i

§

'"^^P

x''

xvhat you ask for.

Lipstick. $1.

marvelous

the

'

^

y^

blends perfectly

,

on ... and

it

with your individual com-

plexion, whether blonde, brunette or
i

^°' '^'"^^^

^''"^'

""

""

thickness or substance

.

^

^

.

.

.

titian.

i

permanent, with

never a trace of grease or smear.

{,^/^
*^

.

•

The

exact

how

shade of this glow depends both upon

^mh
..^SBtSK^^^.
^HpMli3|^^^

~
j
apply and upon your own
much Tangee
J
o you

^^^^IBr'

"^^""^""^

IftBffTH'mmJlli.

,

i

coloring.

Tangee keeps
Unlike other

aeam

ified

lovely

lips

lipsticks,

base

...

all

it

SEND

20«?

solid-

not only beautifies

but aaually soothes and heals.
twice as long

day long.

Tangee has a

And

it

lasts

as other lipsticks.

FOR TANGEE BEAUTY SET

and "The Art of Makc-L"p.")
The Glorge W. Luit Co., Dept. pi'
New York

(Six ilems in miniaiurc

417 Fifih Avenue

Addrtit
Wliun >ou wrilt 10 ailnrtl-its

i

l.as.

ri,enii.,n

rllOTOI'I.AY

MAOAZIXE.

—
ii6
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Short Subjects
of the Month
remaking of famous shorts
THE
days with sound,
and
talk

the

One

—

A

for Energine dries instantly. Leaves

no odor!
remove

dirt and grease spots from
without wrinkling or taking out
the crease. Positively harmless to the

Drugghis

ex-

removing spots with

THE RIGHT BED
Coronet-Educational

Those who remember Reginald Denny in the
version of "Leather Pushers" will be
interested to see the noted series gone talkie.
Kane Richmond is now the good looking hero,
and others in the cast are Sam Hardy, SaUy
Blane and Jack White. First chapter is excellent.

Edward Everett Horton, whose rep increases
comedy by comedy, stars in this domestic matter. Eddie comes home late at night, to find a
strange blonde in his bed. But he! he! it

PRIZE PUPPIES

THE BEAR SHOOTERS

A VERA GE

VACATION LOVE

H USB A NDS

Sennctt-Educational

Senneit-Educational
One of Old Comedy-Master Sennett's most
sophisticated and brilliant parlor comedies.
Situations are proved immeasurably funnier

and, like millions of others,
you'll never be without it.

World's Largest Seller

than custard

pie.

.-Xndy Clyde, slinky Natalie

—

Albert Conti isn't that a cast to conjure with
for cleverness?

iii>:tal!lfil:iii
Laurel and

A

pictures,

MOTION PICTURE
OPERATORS EARN
THIS^ and MORE

Hardy

so

good

This

tures or for spare-time entertainments!

hilarity.

for

in

pic-

(

)

(

for

Pictllro Cameraman or
Projectionist
"Still" Photographer or
)
Photo-finisher
)
(

for

it

is

today-NOWl
NEW YORK INSTITUTE
OF PHOTOGRAPHr
10 Waal 3]t<l SIrMI

CITY

whose

another campus comedy

— but

with

youths come to his aid. Thelma Hill furnishes
the beauty end of a mild matter.

THE ROUNDER
This

first

successful.

one of the best shorts of recent months
comedy with a fine cast connonchalant Jack Benny, George
K. Arthur, Polly Moran and Dorothy Sebas-

— an

Warners- Vitaplwnc Variety

made

is

the phoniest collegiates imaginable. Nat Carr,
leading comic, plays a college tailor about to
be dispossessed when these incredible college

Mctro-Goldwyn-Mayer

THE SONG P LUGGER
Joe Frisco

FREE Book tolls how you can quickly
qualify for the position of your choice
or open a business of your own— gives
details about the thousands of opportunities that await you in the amazing
billion dollar photographic industry.
Send

feature of this

—

Motion

)

Pat he

Christie-Paramount

positions.

(

TWO PLUS FOURS

MARCHING TO GEORGIA
the acrobatic comedy
of Buster West, one of the nation's outstanding
hoofers. Buster and his father, John West, are
sailors
with Buster in love with John's
daughter (in the film). Complications in a
boarding school, and considerable slapsticky

Pl;in

This is probably the best series of talking
comedies made to date. The adventures of
this everyday .-\merican family are very funny.
In this chapter Pa Poller, wonderfully plaj'ed
by Lucien Littlefield, decided to become a duck
hunter.
And such hunting!

here graduate into longer

and while they aren't quite

here as in compressed chucklers, the picture is
plenty funny. The boys get sent up for selling
home brew, and get caught in a jail break.
You'll recognize some of "The Hig House" sets.

The

happen

THE POTTERS

Big Pay — Easy Work — Short Hours
can quickly qualify
one of these
YOU
well-paid
Big demand
now
motion picture projectionists —
theatres, schools, industrial
for

—

Warners-Vitaphonc Variety

Hal Roach-M-G-M

WEEK

of those hilarious mi.x-ups that

THE RAP

THE PERFECT CLEANING FLUID

,

One

only at ritzy summer resorts in the movies.
Andy Clyde's moth-eaten moustache gets
tangled up with vampish Betty Boyd in a
boisterous affaire. Ben Bard, John Darrow and
cute Patsy 6'Leary supply other angles of the
ha-ha-heart interest. Lots of laughs.

Moorhead, funny Pat O'Malley and suave

LEAVES NO ODOR

train you through our Simplifiod
well-paid, fascinating position as

Hal Roach-M-G-M

haw-haw-haws.

world of things. And a little
goes a long way. Large can
35c. Give Energine a trial

motion

—

Our Gang is up to its old tricks, but dialogue
hasn't helped the kids any. They make a lot
of faces, but the action is slowed up. Here they
go on a camping trip, with a mule for company,
and get mLxed up with a couple of bad men.
Old pal Farina gets most of the chuckles.

pretty feeble.
He plays a vagabondish soul
who somehow gets mixed up as judge oi a dog
show. Hamilton's mannerisms get most of the

^_^

Energine by following the ^^^^fc,
simple directions on every
label. Energine cleans a

We

—

turns out to be only his wife after all, wearing
a yellow wig. Quiet but funny in Eddie's style.

Educational
The latest brief laughter from the altlicr of
the mincing Lloyd Hamilton. Bulbous Lloyd
carries the burden alone, as the dialogue is

AtaU

You soon become an
pert in

arrived in

Universal

Energine will quickly and thoroughties

now

first

silent

Simply moisten a clean cloth with
Energine.
gentle rub or twol The
spot vanishes! Takes but a minute,

finest fabrics.

of the

HOOKS AND EYES

HIS appearance should mean much

to you. Spotless garments help
bring success. Keep his ties clean with
Energine it's easyl

serials of the silent

has

of these to be redone with chatter is the
famous "Leather Pushers." The first chapter of the talkie
version is reviewed below.

A Clean, Fresh Tie*

ly

and

effects

field.

the cigar-smoking jazz dancer
short, "The Benefit," was very
His imitation of Helen Morgan
is

is

excellent

sisting of the

tion

—

all

feature players.

It's

a

little

farce

so.
Here he plays an employee of a
music publishing house. He sings a little, hoofs
a little and tells a long yarn about his first wife.

about a soused gentleman who ambles into the
wrong room.

THE FIGHTING PARSON

MURDER MYSTERY

it

THE LAUREL AND HARDY

Hal Roach-M-G-M

Hal Roach-M-G-M

Another Harry Langdon that needs story
and good dialogue, though this has its amusing
moments. Harry plays his usual sappish character, with a little guitar plunking, singing and
dancing. In the supporting cast are such superlative girls as Thelma Todd and Nancy Dover.
In

PIIOTOILAY MAGAZINE

is

This is a screamingly funny burlesque on
the murder mystery thing. Laurel and Hardy
try to chisel in as heirs of a wealthy man's
estate.
The will is read in a hokum spookridden house, and all the old foolery gets gales
of laughs. Another boost for this team.

guaranteed.
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SESSIONS CLOCKS

^Starred
:ue lock above, alsostarrtdin ''Danger
lights",
tric

is

the Elf. It

comes either

IN

elec-

or spring wound. Finished in rase,

blue.

greenor

ivory. Electric $9.75.

any or colon,
still

like the

FEATURE

mahog-

Sessions Banjo clocks, all juc*,

one shown

PICTURE

in the

at the right, either electric or

spring wound. Very reasonable in price.

Danger Lights, Radio Pictures'
Crashing Raihoad
picts Exciting

"What lime

it?"'

is

raiiij)ant

Race With Time

How much

mean! Even

sonietiines can

Drama De-

life

that question

or death, in the

blood-tinjihng story told by "Danger

Lights," high spot I'eature production of Radio
Pictures.
Iv

That queslion, more and more intense-

asked as "Danger Lights" unfolds, scene after

scene,

is

answered

"What time

is

faithfidly

it?" In

by Sessions Clocks.

homes throughout

tlie

country Sessions Clocks answer faithfully.
Sessions Synchronous Electric Clocks. Sessions

spring

wound

clocks

of

all

descriptions.

The

Jo Louis
.irchiir,

famous Sessions Westminster Chime Clocks,

invst

U'olheitn, Robert

in

whose mellow, magic old world witchery you've

and

time.

No

The

ilrst

matter what type of

c.xcpiisite

styles

makes

Dozens of

it.

at pojiular jirices.

The

clocks

A

life

railroad

One of the most

clock you need. Sessions

is

of upper-

importance As the great train plunges

ward Chicago,

heard on the radio.

Armstrong and Jean

'Danger Lights', time

drama of

the talking screen.

exciting railroad stories ever told,

beautiful girl.

she offers her

to-

and death depend on speed

life

Two

brave men. Without regret

for one ... Fate intervenes.

And

then the race... the fearful race with time that

picked by Radio Pictures to co-star u

ilh

Limis

Wolheini, Robert Armstrong and .Ii;m Aiiluir.

makes your blood run

will reach

your

co-ttart with

city soon. See the Sessions Clocks,

Mr, Wolheim, Mr. Armstrong and

Sessions Clocks
When

you write to advertisers please mention

cold.

See this daring, tingling drama." Danger Lights"

rilOTOPLAY MAGAZINE.

'

•
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Problems

Girls'

JXrlNTED FROM PACt 18
used, but they must be chosen carefully and
directions followed implicitly. Some skins are
irritated by bleaches, so it is wise to try out
a bleach on your arms for a few nights before
using it on your face, neck and shoulders.
All bleaching is necessarily slow, and you
can't hasten it without harming your skin and
perhaps your health. It's like dieting it has
to be done sanely and with patience. Remember, your tan didn't come in a day, either

—

—

not if you acquired it without burning.
Proper make-up will smooth your path
If your neck continues several
amazingly.
shades darker than your face, use powder that
-Apply
is just a shade lighter than your neck.
it generously to the neck first, and then work
it up into the skin of your face, blending the

Millions
this

use

beauty

aid to eye
and health

uneven coloring into one smooth surface.
If your eyebrows are overshadowed by the
depth of your skin tones, emphasize them with
eyebrow pencil. Vou may tind that a more
brilliant cheek and lip rouge has become
On the
necessarj', or a bit of eye shadow.
other hand, many girls have found that tan
lips
and
in
eyes
new
beauty
out
a
brought
has
and made less make-up necessar>', except under
artificial lights.

> ears *
for over 30

.\nd don't forget that shoulders which will
emerge from evening gowns must be given the

same attention

sparUe.
hances their
e\es
,,„ U to vour

MuM^

beneficial

stores.

Try

it

Ardent .-Vdmirir:
Vou make me feel

^^^^^_ ^^H
^^^^m f^y
^T H^
^-^/

$100 while
over 18 and

home

in

si^an:
(ihyjl-

CHICAGO SCHOOL OF NURSING

Name
city-

Got Rid of
Superfluous Hair
himio

I

hnw

inr

1

1i;m1

I.e..

,1,1,-

uttcily

discouragod with a heavy pnowth of hair 011
my face, lips, arms, etc. Then I discovorcd
animple, paitilei^s. Iiarmlcss*. incxpeiipivo method. It
Buccccded with nicand thousands <if others, MyFRElO
Book "Getting Hid of every Uidy, SupcrHuoua Hair.
explains theories :iiid tella actual success. Mailed in
plain sealed cnvel.'po. Also trial offer. No obligation.
Address Mile Annette Lanicttc, 109 W. Austin
Ave.. l)i-pt. .5H«. Chieaeo.

MOLES vTV^^RTS
fully

by physicians, sidn

RKE

booklet

S[>eciiilis

'

facial

treatments, as they may be partly responsible
.\t any rate,
for the condition of your skin.
from what you tell me it is evident they are
not correcting it. Right now it would seem
wiser to keep your face scrupulously clean
with a bland soap and warm water supplemented occasionally by a cream or liquid
cleanser, followed by a mild astringent.
skin leaflet will give you some helpful advice
on the general care of the comple.xion and the
removal of blackheads. Please send a stamped,
self-addressed envelope with your request.
Some girls don't consult their mirrors
seriously or often enough, but you are going
Stop searching for
to the other extreme.
small flaws. If you have made abrasions with
handled you
not
deftly
were
that
tweezers
Train
will have to give them time to heal.
away
from your
your
fingers
keep
to
yourself
face, except when you are giving it necessary
care, and I'm sure you will see e.xcellcnt results in a few months.

My

M.\Ri<)N' S.:

"'
tins all kinds of

pcrta for 28 ye

Thank

green-blue; orchid; beige, black yfith touches
of white, and all-white.

Vour make-up will depend to some extent
on what colors you are wearing. Generally,
I believe the raspberry shades in rouge and
with a light rachel powder, should be
becoming. \A'hen you wear yellow and beige
shades you may lind an orange tinted makeup more harmonious, although you will have
to be careful not to overdo it.
lipstick,

L.VlTtEL:

Strange as it may seem at first glance, incorrect diet is frequently largely responsible
for excessive oiliness of the hair.
Eat plenty
of leafy vegetables, fruit and salads.
Cut

down

a

trifle

on starches, fats and

oils,

and

drink more water.
For local treatment of the scalp, nothing
surpasses daily brushing with a firm; blunt
bristle brush.
This may seem to make your
hair even more oily at first, but it will gradually
help to normalize the functioning of the oil
glands and improve the general tone of the
scalp by stimulating circulation. Gentle massage with the finger tips is also excellent.
Then shampoo as often as necessary, let the
sun and wind get at your hair frequently in
moderate doses, and you will see great im-

Reputable hair tonics and lotions
are also of value in improving the general
tone of the scalp and overcoming dandruff.

provement.

M. R.:
You probably reduced too strenuously.
Naturally, when the body weight is brought
down rapidly the face becomes thin. If j-ou
are eating normally again your cheeks will
gradually fill out, but it may take some time
longer than it does to put flesh back on your
body. In the meantime, massage with nourishing creams will be helpful and will keep the
Be careful to pat in the
skin stimulated.
cream instead of pulling the skin, as rapid
reduction leaves the skin loose and it can
P.\LT.IN-E

—

be pulled into wrinkles,
Vou have
nothing to worry about if you give your face
the proper care.

easily

Laurel M,:

Please send mo ymir free, fascinating booklet. "Splendid
Opportunities in Nursing." and 32 sample lesson pages.
Dept. 12910, 1601 Warren Ave.. Chicago, III.

I

I

Brown- Evks:
I think you should discontinue the

lime.
Course endorsed by
clans. Thousands of graduates. Est.
31 years.
Uiie graduate lius ch»r;;c
of a ten-bed hospil;il.
Another saved
Equipment Includi-d. Open to all
learnin;;.
under '10 years, Sloney-hnrk n^reement.

How

a movie star

normal amount.
If you have tried the bitter aloes treatment
and failed, you will have to cure yourself of
nail-biting simply by deciding not to do it.
If you forget now and then, just start over
again, and after a little time you will find
yourself free from that unpleasant and disfiguring habit. I know you want pretty hands,
so it's worth working for.

Make $30 -$35 a Week
at

like

are only a few pounds overweight, not
a serious fault in a growing girl. Just cut
down on sodas and candy, but don't eat less
at mealtime. I'm assuming you are interested
in some active sport and that you walk a

>^ BeaNmse
learn

must

.\nd so

Vou

soon!

You can

the face.

you.

60^

#' E-Ves
^KJ.^B
^^Hk^ ^^B

as

hands.

1

Dark circles under the eyes are sometimes
matters calling for medical attention. Sometimes they are the result of eyestrain or inUnless they are very prosullicicnt rest.
nounced I don't think you need worry about
them'.

Vou can wear

clear,

transparent reds thdt

are not too vivid; pale yellow; rich blues
Eiery advert Isoinent In PIIOTOI'L.XY M.VO.VZINE

U

and

I have read and re-read your letter. Laurel,
and I just can't see why a girl of your t)-pc
should not be popular. Either you arc trj-ing
so hard to be attractive to boys that they
sense your overzealousness in bidding for their
attention, or you are not getting the right
opportunities to meet boys who like nice girls.
Vou are very young.' however, and the next
few years will probably mean a great deal to
you in bringing you companionship and inDon't fret about it and don't miss
vitations.
any opportunities for wholesome good times
with boys.
Join all the clubs and other
organizations you can that will give you the

right contacts.

E. E.:
.\ll exercises that stretch the ankles are helpWalking about your
in reducing them.
bedrot)m without shoes and on tiptoe is a good
Raising on tiptoe, up and down,
practice.
twenty times a day is also helpful. .'\nd here
arc two exercises that arc especially good:
Stand erect, feet together and hands on hips.
With right leg sup|Kirting weight of body, swing
left leg fonvard and backward ea.sily, like the
pendulum of a ckKk, goings as far forward and
asfar backward as possible without strain. Repeat a dozen times, alternating with the other

ful

j

foot.

rapidly from one leg to thebther. trotting like a pony but standing alwa>'s in thg
same spot..- Lifl-knee each time as high as youi
can. Do this ab'oat 20 limes.

auorsnteed.

Jump

]
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BOOKLET

would you
How
making

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer is
coming year? We have prepared a marvelous little booklet called
"Your Lucky Star," the like of which you've never seen ... 32 pages, brimful of interest and information, telling all about the wonderful new pictures you will be seeing at your
theatre from now on. Photographs of the stars. Printed in two colors and profusely illustrated ... Be the first to know all about the coming M-G-M attractions and the pictures in
which your favorite stars are going to appear.
^^ ^
like to see a pre-vievv of all the great pictures

for the

M-G-M, known
great stars
lative

for

its

and super-

pictures,

sur>

its

own

high standard

this

passes

year!

even

Don't miss these

sensational features at

CLIP

TheTi

ofaWJ
Bad

Metro>GoIdwyn>Mayer
Dept. 16, 1540 Broadway, N. Y. C.
Gentlemen: I am enclosing a 2c stamp
CO cover cost of mailing. Please send me,
free, m copy of "Your Lucky Star" booklet.

your favorite theatre!

Name.
Street -

City-

.^tate.

MEtRO-GULDWYN-MAYER
Miui- blars 7

/kiii

7 /urf An'

in

Htv

I20
MRS. W. M.

WINS

Photoplay

^SI.ag.azine

for October, 1930

ADAMS OF SEATTLE

GRAND

$1,000

PRIZE

Brickbats and Bouquets

IN THE EATON, CRANE & PIKE

LETTER WRITING CONTEST
GRAND PRIZE $7 50
MRS. W. M.

—

6549

Ave. N. E.

3 1ST

CONTIXrED FROM PACE 16

ADAMS

Se.\ttle,

Hackensack, N.

Rudy

SECOND PRIZE— Si 50
LEE VER,SO.V

Hcodricks-Law's SiDaioriiim

EI Paso, Texas

THIRD PRIZE— Si 00
MISS M. FER\.\.VDES, Santa Rosa Monika, BritUh Guiana

BREAD and BUTTER LETTERS
FIRST PRIZE— S2 50
JE.\N'ETrE CR.WIER, 711

ULLU.V

E. 6sih

S:. N., Portland.

Oregon

WEIL. R.

A.

j— Boi

Bow, Clara Bow

1718. Fiorusant. Missouri

zij

Bay ijih

St..

Brooklyn, N. Y.

ELLEN

FIRST PRIZE— S250
STEVENS,

K.

iz; Chestnut St.. Clinton. Mass.

SECOND PRIZE— $150
MARV S1XVESTER

719 Hamilton

CLLS'E
Easton. Pennsylvania

St.

THIRD PRIZE— $100
LOUISE JOHNSON,

910

V.

i;th Avenue. Spokane, Washington

$20 PRIZES
Mrs. M. Y. Munford. Springfield, Mass.; Lois Calrert, Houston,
Texas; Mrs. J. E. Rhcault, Grand Merc, Quebec; Miss Harriet
Gaylord, Yonkcrs, N. Y.; Miss Stephanie Bragaw, Lexington,
N. C; Miss Esther Paicwslcy, Ttc Bronx, New York Citv; Miss
Helen Cashore. Syracuse. N. Y.; Lois C. Roberts, St. Paul, Minnesota; Miss O. G. Upton. Worcester. Mass.; Thomas Bird Dixey,
Washington. D. C; Lvic Stem, Moundsvillc, W. Va.; Mrs. M. K.
Wise. W. Hartford. Conn.; Mrs. W. S. Souihraayd, Wilton. N.
Dakota; Trixie Turner, Detroit, Michigan; Mrs. R. E. Page,
Detroit, Michigan.

$10 PRIZES
MUs G. E. Gibbons. Cincinnati, Obio; MUs N. MuIIins, Augusta,
Ga.; Mrs. E. S. Lamm, Danville, Illinois; Mrs. M. Brandsness,
Chicago, Illinois; Mrs. W. D. Trantham, Camden, S. C; Mrs.
Charles Green, Hartford, Conn.; W. K. Belt, Newport, Oregon;
Mrs. H. P. D. Jeffries, Sussei Corner. New Brunswick, Canada;
Charles M. Hatcher, VO-sB (Base force), N. A. S. San Diego,
California; Mrs. Harriet W. Ament, Braddock Heights, Md.;
Mary E. Pike. Worcester, Mass.; Mrs. C. I. Lounsberry, Charleston, W. Va; E. Cavarly Smith, New London. Conn,; Bernice M.
Cartwright, Berkeley, California; Mrs. J. L. McSparran, Pasadena, California; Dorothy C. Walker, Cambridge. Mass; A. Dcnisc
Walsh, New York City; Chester Cogswell, Des Moines, Iowa;
Louise Allen Starke, Lynchburg, Va.; Mrs. T. K. Noble, Pitislicld, Mass.- Miss Olive C. Matthews, Swindon, Wilts, England;
Roberta G White, Baltimore, Md.; Miriam E. Newman. Brooklyn, New York; Nadiezhda Alcxandrova, New York City;
Diantha Crisp, Provincctown. Mass. Carolin Miller. Indianapolis.
Ind.; Miss Ora Weriman. Galcsburg, Illinois; Ruth Sweeney,
Youngsiown, Ohio; Miss Elizabeth Crammer, East Orange, New
Jersey; Morris Sanford, Cedar Rapids, Iowa.
;

BIRIHSTONE
1 RINGS ~

il.

^rO Value.
REAL AND SYNTHETIC STONES
Ladica RInl!.— 14-K\VliltpOol.l
Orta^'Mi. prong moUDtlngs exactly &3 illiLstrated.

—

For

Men

— Massive,

carved

mouDtings of solid gold.
Send slze.blnh monMi and
S3.95(rheckorM O.i. For
size, measure with string.

Somerville, Mass.

In spite of the many rumors of Clara Bow's
waning popularity since the oncome of talkies.
I still think she's the most vibrant, peppy
creature in the movies. I've seen her picture,
''Love .\mong the Millionaires," and think it's
the best thing she has done so far in her career.
As a comedienne she's perfect, and she can
emote as well as Chatterton. Garbo. Swanson
or any of the other clever emotional actresses.
Clara Bow is the ideal -American girl in my
estimation pretty, peppy, cliic and intelligent.
Joseph T. MacGill\.\ry.

—

Feel Better

Racine, Vis.
brickbat for my favorite screen magazine.
Once upon a time I was firmly convinced that
for a player's name to appear in Photopl.ay's
list of best performances of the month was
an honor practically equal to a picture's winning Photoplay's Gold Medal. But I fail to
see any great honor for one of my favorites to
be listed in a gathering that has of late included
the names of Mary Brian, .Alice White, John
Boles and .\1 Jolson.
Lay off Clara Bow and John Gilbert. I'd
still go to see Clara and John and like them if
Clara was as fat as the fat lady in a circus and
John talked in a high falsetto. .\s a matter of
fact, John's voice is all right, and the only
people who find fault with it are jealous critics
who made up their minds beforehand not to

NEWARK.

Heel Protectors
protection for slipper heels. Ask
the woman who has used them
Oneof hundrcdsof Pohlson Gifts
interestinj;. Cataloi:.

do not e.^ect

I;staMIOu-d 1S»)S

to see this

pub-

lished.
Vou publish only the letters that
praise. Still, this letter uunild be published if I
confessed that I was a terribly bad person who
went to a theater and saw an .\lice White
picture and instantly burst into tears, making
my reformation so complete that I would be
satisfied with nothing less than taking home a
bo.x of

candy

for

my

toothless mother!

and Dear

Little Nosegays."

Martin

J.^cobse.n.

Praise for Janet

R.I.

Cutleura Soaip
asMtated by

Cutl<*ura€lininiont

man

with

many

impossible to

sit

voices.

Ch.^rles L. Gordon-.

Censure, Merited and Otherwise
Detroit. Mich.
I see your magazine occasionally, although I
do not buy it, because I have acquired scruples
which make anything connected with the
screen repugnant to me. I consider the vast
majority of people connected with the screen a
depraved lot morally, and I think their pictures

are typical of their characters.
Decent people, >iol like mc, but like what I
would like to he, can stay away from these performances, but who can protect them against
the titles to some of these pictures? It is an
infernal crime to plaster billboards and newspapers from one end of this countr>' to the
other with such titles. Decent people cannot
refer to them. I have a small daughter in her
eighth year. Can I ask her, even if I were a
movie "fan"atic, "Would you like to see 'Her
Unborn Child.' Pearlie?"
I appeal to you because I believe you conduct as decent a magazine as is possible in
furthering the business of such a soul-destroying industry.
X. C. C.vrrier.

This Should Start Something!
III.

I approve of Magdclene Einert who said in
the .\ugust issue that she threw out the Garbo
pictures for those of Norma Shearer.
I did
that long ago.
There isn't a person on the
screen who can compare with Norma.

DoR.\ J.MIISON.

It

Seems To Be a Came
Lafayette, Ind.

Of course. Norma Shearer is a fascinating
and delightfully beautiful, but com-

actress,

pared with Garbo, she hasn't even a chance.
Garbo is the embodiment of all things glamorous and unreal. Norma Shearer is the emreal.

all

things

But, frankly,

I

modern and

delightfully
prefer Garbo's type to

Leona .Vndrews.

Shearer's.

We

To Joan
Detroit, .Mich.

Why all this raving about Garbo? She may
be beautiful but she hasn't the dynamic perCrawford possesses.
If Joan
were given proper stories, she would make the
fickle public forget there ever was a Garbo.

sonality Joan

Janet

Is

Seolded

I

Get Rid of Dandruff by using

in his first talkie,

and not say what I feel. The man of many
faces is far more wonderful than ever as the
still

bodiment of
Dallas, Texas.
believe that Janet Gaynor is absolutely
right. I think she is wise to wait until she can
enjoyed her in ''Sunny
get suitable parts.
Side Up," but there has never been an equal to
"7th Heaven." She did real acting, and she
isn't the type for musical comedy.
I

Lois Bonxer.

Dcpt.

.\fter seeing Lon Chaney
"The Unholy Three," it is

Vou

should call your letter department "Bouquets

Postpaid $1.00

POHLSON—PaHlucket,

The Chancy Voice

Chicago,
I

N. J.

For the woman whoJrivcs. Sure

My attitude toward the star underwent a
complete change, and I saw "High Society
Blues" merely because Miss Ga>-nor was in it.
Perhaps I am wrong, but I think she is at her
best in such pictures as "Sunny Side Up."
T. C. Atwood.

it.

Of course

DAVID MANUFACTURING CO.
207 Market St.

Now, Martin?

A

like

1

such glowing accounts that I finally went. I
sat through it twice that night and have seen it
three times since.

Reading, Penna.

THIRD PRIZE— Si 00
FURGUESON',

E.

FAREWELL LETTERS

IIS

Vallee

SECOND PRIZE— $150

CARL

J.

bad some of these men that
makes so sick don't get sick
enough to die. Then they could accuse him of
murder. They've accused him of most everj-thing else. Why do they listen to him or go to
see him? It's easy to snap off the radio, and
nobody is ever pushed into a theater.
JOSEPHLVE Dl-XX.
It's just too

As ahovc
.M.\1Z1£

I

Washington

LOVE LETTERS
FIRST PRIZE— $250

CLiually

Your Blood-Pressure

Josie,

Dorothy Rogers.

Watertown, Conn.
I was rather suriirised.and not a little put
out, to read of Janet Gaynor's dislike for riMes

such as she had in "Sunny Side Up." I saw
Miss Gaynor in one of the parts she seems to
like so well, and from that time on her name on
the billing was sulTirient to keep me away from
the theater.
When "Sunny Side Up" came
along I had no intention of going, but I heard
E\cry advertisement In riIOTOI'I..\Y M.VO.VZINE

!s

.uarioteei

Praise
"Our

Modem

ff)r

a Trio

Ik'thlchem, Pcnna.
Dancing Daughters" was gtwd. "Our

Maidens" was

Blushing Brides"

is

better.

But "Our

certainly the best.

VIRCI^^A E. Woodrinc.
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^OMAN'S LOVE
IN

.•.

MAN'S HATE

BLAZING ROMANCE

...

A CITY AFLAME WITH CARNIVAL PLEASURES!

'j

.n staggering magnificente ... in
thundering emotions comes "DIXIANA" to hold
ALL THAT IS LIFE HAS
the world spellbound
BEEN ENGULFED IN THIS AMAZING PRODUCBouncing
Fiery Drama
TION! Romante
Comedy . . Revelry. . Stupendous Spectacle!
The story of Two Men . . and a Woman who
amid the Mad
set men's hearts aflame .
Abandon and Fevered Passions of Mardi Gras
!

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

B

DA NIELS

B E

E

Glamorous

star

of song

and great emotions.

EVERETT MARSHALL
Company

^^

Famous

^"^^B

star of Metropolitan

Opera

BERT WHEELER
ROBERT WOOLSEY
DOROTHY

LEE

JOSEPH CAWTHORN
RALF HAROLDE

JOBYNA HOWLAND and
BILL

ROBINSON

World's Greatest Tap Dancer)
Music by Harry TIerney, Book by Anne Caldwell
Supervised by
Directed by LUTHER REED
.

WM.

LE

.

.

BARON

SCENES IN GLORIOUS TECHNICOLOR

COMING WITH A RUSH
in their first

!

AMOS

'N'

ANDY

talking picture, Edna Ferber's

"CIMARRON", John Galsworthy's "ESCAPE",
"BABES IN TOYLAND", "LEATHER NECKING"
and "HALF SHOT AT SUNRISE" with Bert
not to
Wheeler and Robert Woolsey
mention a grand and gorgeous galaxy of
other great attractions in THE NEW
PAGEANT OF THE TITANS!
.

.

.

RKO DISTRIBUTING CORPORATION
America)
(Subsidiary of Radio Corp. of

1560 BROADWAY, NEW YORK CITY
vou write to adv-rtlsirs i.Uasf mention rllOTOI'LAY

MAGAZINE.
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See Olive Borden's
Kissproof Lips

in

"High Society," "Dance Hall" "Hello
Sister," and "The Social Lion"

Addresses of the Stars
Hollywood,

Calif.

In care of

Richard -Arlen
Jean Arthur
William Austin
George Bancroft

Jeanette

Clara Bow
Mary' Brian

For

Eddie Cantor
Ronald Colmari

Helen Kane
Jack Luden
Paul Lukas

Ma

MacDonald

8 hours

Maurice

Frank Morgan
Barry Norton

my lipstick

Gary Cooper
Frances Dee
Marlene Dietrich
Leon Errol
Stuart Envin

lips

where.
"It's almost unbelievable,
lips

breakfast, I never

—in

but when I
with Kissproof before

have to touch them again

—

fact, I don't give them a thought
for
at least 8 hours. Is it any wonder that I
recommend Kissproof so?"

Superbly Natural, Too

When you

use Kissproof, your lips have
natural as well as lasting beauty. This illusion of naturalness is never spoiled by making up in public. With Kissproof you have
the peace of mind of knowing that your lips

remain undimmed in color and loveliness
throughout an afternoon of bridge or an
evening of dancing.
will

Start using this modern lasting lipstick
today. Outlasting the ordinary lipstick
several times, Kissproof is very easy on the
cosmetic budget. No better lipstick is made
at any price. Ask for Kissproof today at your
favorite toilet counter. Black and gold case,
50c; swivel case, 75c.

IClss proof
W\

LEARN

AT HOME TO

BE

Arw>

KaDIO EXPERT
Badro's

hundreds

_

,

Gallagher

Marion

Holmes

Lon Chaney

Shilling

Cliff

Greta Garbo

Claire Luce
Sharon Lj-nn

Humphrey Bogart
El Brendel
Marguerite Churchill
Thomas

Clififord
Collier, Sr.

William
Jo\ce Compton
Fifi

Mona Maris
Frances McCoy
Kenneth MacKenna

Louise Dresser
Charles Farrell

J.

Harriett Lake

June Walker
Roland Vouns

Robert .Armstrong
Constance Bennett

Maureen O'Sullivan

William Bo\d
James and Russell

Frank Richardson

.Ann Harding
Eddie Ouillan

Helen Twelvetreea

Gleason

Sand
Marie Saxon
Jillian

Ted Healy
Hcniy

Louise Huntington

Keating Sisters
Ricliard Keene
Jane Keith
J. M. Kerrigan

Hal Roach Studios

Milton Sills
Spencer Tracy
John Wayne
Marjorie White
Charles Winniger

Charley Chase

Mickey Daniek
Dorothy Gianget
Oliver Hardy

Mary Kornmaii
Harr>-

Radio Pictures Studios, 780 Gower

.Stan Laurel

Gertie Messinger

Our Gang
David Sharpe
Grady Sutton

Langdon

St.

Universal City, Calif.

iand Andy
Henry Armotta
Evelyn Brent
Sue Carol
Joseph Cawlhon
June Clyde

Renee Macread\'
Everett Marshall

Compson

Universal Studios

Raymond Maiirel
Joel McCrea

Margaret

Jack Mulhall

John Boles
Hoot Gib-son
Jean Hersholt
Rose Hobart
Barbara Kent

Ken Murray
Edna May Oliver

Bebe Daniels
Richard Dix

Roberta Robinson
Lowell Sherman
Katya Sorina
Ned Sparks
Leni Stengel
Hugh Trevor

Dunne

.Adai

Joan

Lew A\res

Murray

George Sidney
Sisters

G

Slim Summerville

Lupe Velez
John Wray

Jeanette Lo/f

Burbank,

Bert Wheeler

IVtarsh

Charles

Mary Nolan

Calif.

First National Studios
Astor
I.ila U-e
Harrv Bannister
Lucien Littlefield
Richard Barthelmesi
J. Farrell MacDonald
Sidney Blackmer
David Manners

Robert Woolsey

Marv

Warner Bros.
George .\rliss
John Barr,\ more
Noali Beery

Studios, 5842 Sunset Blvd.
Laura Lee

Monte Blue
Joe E. Urown
Claudia Dell
Irene Delroy
Robert Elliott

Lightner

Bernice Claire

Lotti Loder
Ben Lyon
Marian Marsh
Marion Nixon

Frank

Robert Edeson
Douglas Fairbanks,

McHugh

Marilyn Miller

Ona Munson

**

James Rennie
Louise Fazenda
Alexander Gray

Walter Pidgeon
Vivienne Segal

Frank Fay
James Hall
John Halliday
Ixon Janney
Evalyn Knapp

X'irginia Sale

Lawrence Gra\'
O. P. Heggie
Edward E. Horton

H. B. Warner

Barbara Weeks
Jack Whiting
Grant Withers

Otis Skinner
Artiuir .Stone

Loretta

Voung

Holl3rwood, Calif.
Robert Agnew. 6iS7 La Mirada Ave.

United Artists Studios, 1041 N. Formosa
Ave.

I.

FACTS //Wy
to^

'^m

Washington,
Dear Mr. Smith:— Send

Gilbert Roland

Lewis Stone
LawTence Tibbett
Ernest Torrence
Raquel Torres

Pathe Studios

Will Rogers
David Rollins

Rita LaRoy
Ivan Lebedeff

"

BOOK OF

Arnold KorfT

George O'Brien

Janet Gaj'nor
William Harrigan
Mitchell Harris

Duncan RenaJdo

Norma Shearer
Gus Shy

Gwen Lee

Moran
Harold Murray

Owen

Lucille Powers
Basil Rathbone

Hyams
Kay Johnson

Dorothy Jordan
Buster Keaton
Charles King

Victor McLaglen
Don Jose Mojica

J. C. Nugent
Catherine Dale
Anita Page

Lottice Howell
George Huston
l.*ila

Lois

Noel Francis
John Garrick

Betty

Hedda Hopper

Goodie Montgom !?ry

Dorsay

Altliea

William Haines

Edmund Lowe

Moran

Catherine Moylan

Edward Nugent
Elliott Nugent

John Gilbert
Gavin Gordon

Joan Lawes
Dixie Lee

Polly

Conrad Nagel
Ramon Novarro

Edwards
Faye

Julia

Fay Wray

Frank Albcrtson
Robert Ames
Michael Bartlett

McCarthy

Robert Montgomery
Grace Moore

Joan Crawford
Marion Davies
Marj- Doran
Marie Dressier

Stanley Smith
Regis "Toomey

Warner Baxter
Rex Bell

Ellen

John Miljan
ConchitaMontenegro

Lenore Bushman
Harry Carey

Fox Studios, 1401 N. Western Ave.

Eddie Foy, Jr.
Roberta Gale
Ralf Harolde
Arthur Lake

Mak« extra money while learning
Tliere is noid in every noii:lil)orhooil for
men vMio really l;noiv how to locate troubles In sets and reiialr them.
I'll show
you how to do the jobs and how to get
.""?! „J'';"'' "^^
' "'•" "»'«• S^OO
to $1,000 in their spare time while learn.y^'"" '"" "*'<'' Rewards in Radio. "
Vl":
Jt tells you about Rndlo's spare time
an.l
full time opportnnltips.
my course and
Lifellrao Emplovmeni Service
You won't
obligate yourself.
Do It NOW.

64-PAGE

Edwina Booth
John Mack Brown

Ramon Pereda

Harry Green

Barbara Leonard
Bessie Love
Andre Luguet

Wallace Beery
Charles Bickford

Oliver
Pallctte

Roberto Rey
Bruce Rogers
Cliarles Rogers
Ginger Rogers
Lillian Roth
Charles Ruggles

Mitzi Green

Irene

,

$5oT $60. $75"
a week Jobs every year
Get one of tlipse fine joljs for yourself
ItroadcastlnB Stations. Coinmerclal I ^11,1
Stations,
Manufacturers,
Dealers
.luhbers. Ships, Aviation, Tallting Movies :ii,.
continually needing well trained ita.ln,
men.
I'M train you at Jionic in yuitc
spare time to be a Radio Expert.
Jly
enlarged and
improvod course with 8
Outfits of Badio parts for a Home Eiperlmcntai LolmrKlnry makes learning at
nome easy, fascinating.
ol

Jack Oakie

Guy

Cit>', Calif.

Metro-Goldwyn •Mayer Studios

William Powell

Francis

Pliillips

n La\-e

LeRo\- Mason

Lionel Barrymore

Eugene

Richard "Skeets"

make up my

Culver

Rosita Moreno

Clievah'er

Stanley Fields
Norman Foster

Kay

Damita

Cvril

Claudctte Colbert
June Collyer
Ciiester Conklin

have won the hearts of movie-goers every-

Tec-Art Studios
Roland Drew

March

Maude
Four Marx Brothers
Moran and Mack

— boasts Olive Borden, whose adorable

Lilv

Eveh

Edwin Carewe Productions,

Nino Martini

Buchanan
Nancy Carroll
Paul Cavanagh
Ruth Chatterton
Jacic

Sticks"

In care of the

Ma

,

Fredric

Clive Brook

Samuel Goldwyn, 7210 Santa

Monica Blvd.

Paramovmt Publix Studios

Joan Bennett
Charles Chaplin
Dolores Del Rio
Douglas Fairbanks
Al JoLson

Chester Morris
Mary Piekford
Gloria

Jr

.Sam Hardy

Jack Holt
Ralph Incc
Buck Jones
Margaret Livingston

Swanson

Bert Lytell

Aiken Pringlc
Dorothy Revier
Barbara Stanwyt
Johnnie Walker

MAGAZINE

Faire. I'li

Gower

St.

Los Angeles,

Calif.

Jackie Coogan, 67J S. Oxford .\ve.
Pat OMallev. 1832 Taft Ave.
Herbert Rawlinson. 1735 Highland St.
Ruth Roland, 3828 Wilshire Blvd.
Estelle Taylor. 5254 Ix>s Feliz Blvd.

Jnan Peers

Every advertisement In PII0T0PL.\T

Brown

Lloyd Hughes. 616 Taft BIdg.
Harold Lloyd, 6640 .Santa Monica Blvd.
Philippe De Lacy, 904 Guaranty BIdg.

Norma Talmadgc

Columbia Studios, 1438 Gower St
William Colli
Ralph Grave

\irginia

la

Gilda Gray. 22 E. fiOtli St., New York
William S. Hart, Horseshoe Ranch, Newhall, Calif.
Patsy Ruth Miller, 808 Crescent Drive, Beverly
Hills, CaUf,
gunrnnlced.
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STARS .% PHOTOPLAY

250
WITH

BEAUTIFUL REPRODUCTIONS

A

BRIEF

IN

ROTOGRAVURE

250

BIOGRAPHY BELOW THE PORTRAIT OF EACH STAR

This new de luxe edition of the "Stars of the Photoplay"
represents the very finest collection of beautiful art portraits of screen celebrities ever assembled under one cover.
Photoplay Magazine's

close per-

sonal contact with the stars of the

industry has enabled us to procure
not only the latest but the most
attractive portraits of all the screen
favorites.

THIS

NEW

DE LUXE

EDITION OF THE

STARS

of

THE

PHOTOPLAY
HANDSOMELY

individual portrait is
inches, the balance of the
page being devoted to the biographi'
cal sketch of the particular star

size

of each

534 X 7 3 '2

featured on that page.
And note the new low price!
The flood of orders has enabled us
to reduce this book from $1.75 to

Two hundred and fifty photoBOUND IN EMBOSSED
RED ART FABRIKOID
graphs have been carefully selected
WITH GOLD LETTERand reproduced by rotogravure procING
$1.25.
ess.
This process retains the soft,
Write for your copy of the
deep tones and highlights, and has
"Stars of the Photoplay" now. This
Use the
resulted in exceptional reproductions
latest edition is going fast.
of the original photographs.
coupon below for your convenience.
The portraits, for convenient reference, have
been arranged in alphabetical order according to
Stars of Photoplay, Dept. PH. 10-30, Photoplay Masailne,
the names of the stars, and below each portrait
919 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago, III.
you will find a brief biography which gives a clear
Please send me my copy of the new 1930 edition of Stars
and comprehensive sketch of the star's career, inof the Photoplay, for which I enclose DCheck QMoney
cluding such information as weight, height, comorder for $1.25. Send to the following address:
plexion, age, etc.
Just the type of information
that you want.

Only

This wonderful collection is printed on a choice
grade of white super paper. The outside measurement of the book is 73 i x 103-2 inches, and the

$1.25

yiame

Street

City
Ion

rllOTOrLAY M.\G.\Z1XE.

State
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Science Discovers
Way to

CtombCblor

Want
[

to

Be Funny?

CONTINUED FROM PAGE

Q: What's the secret of telling a funny story
funny?
.\: Get to the point as quickly as you can.
Don't embellish it. .\nd don't start by saying:
"Have you heard this one ?" Because most

—

people H.\VE.

Hair
THERE

no excuse now for anyone to
endure the handicaps and embarrassment of Gray Hair. For science has discovered a clean, colorless liquid that
actually imparts color to Gray Hair and
is

leaves the beautiful sheen unchanged. It
So certain are its
is called Kolor-Bak.
results that already hundreds of thousands
of bottles have been sold.
You simply comb Kolor-Bak into your hair and
watch the Gray go. So gradual that even your
closest friends cannot detect it. Although KolorBak is colorless itself, the one bottle does for blonde,

Q: Is there any "sure-fire" tj-pe of funny
story?
A: Yes. Any story where the teller is the
butt.
If you tell a story in which you are
the patsy, where the point is on you, you've
got a sure laugh. Like the one I tell about
the time Inez Courtney and I were having
lunch at Palm Springs. The waitress stopped
beside me and said:
"You can't fool me!
I know you!" Inez said: "See? That's fame.
Even out here on the desert they know you!"
I felt pretty good about it, until I was leaving
and the waitress said: "Come again, Mister
l.upino Lane." .\nd she made me autograph
her signature book that way, too.

Q:

What about

dialect stories?

A: Don't try 'em unless you know you're
a good dialectician.
If you tell an Italian
story, and your auditor tells you it's the best
Hebrew story he ever heard, don't try dialect
again.

83]

on the lyric. The second rule is: Don't try
any funny business unless it comes natural.
Anything forced or studied doesn't look good,
isn't

funny, and takes the audience's attention
the real humor of the song if any.

—

away from

Q: What about clothes or make-up?
A: Make the most of what nature has done
to you.
Look at my ears and my eyes. If
you've got funny eyes, or a funny nose or
mouth, accentuate it. Funny clothes aren't
necessary. Chaplin can be just as funny witliout his trick clothes.

Q: Is it easy to be funny?
A: Sure if you've got a reputation. Like
being the guest of honor at a banquet. You
can spill the ketchup and they'll say, "Oh,
isn't he eccentric!"
But any ordinary guest
would get a sock on the nose,

—

ij

Q: Are there any rules about what XOT
to do?
A: Yes. Don't tell a story with death in
it
or about your mother-in-law.
Or about
what your baby said. The other fellow might
have a baby, too.

—

Q: Well, if a man tries everything to be
funny, and follows all your suggestions, and
does his best and even then they don't laugh
at him, what should he do?
A: Go into the movies.

—

Q: What about singing a funny song?
A: The first rule is: Don't try to improve

black, brown, auburn.

matter what your age— no matter if your hair
snow-white or merely streaked with Gray Kolorwill impart color, or it will cost you nothing.
Make this no-risk test today: Get a bottle of KolorBak from any druggist or department store and if it
doesn't make you look 10 years younger your money
will be refunded any time you request it.
KOLOR-BAK Imparts Color tc Gray Hail!

No

—

is

Bak

—

MdMiacEnKia
CASM or CREDIT
^c^^_

BIG FREE

CATALOG

barRufns (n Diamond-

•/2

InternaUonal Typawriter Exch..

Price

oik 10^2 CMun

Hon. Matsui as Hon. Missy Helen Kane. Matsui is practically everything
in a Japanese version of "Paramount on Parade."
A poo-pa-doo in
Japanese must be something startling
Eterr idccrtlscmcDt In

PHOTOPLAT MAGAZINE

la

rniaraatted.

—
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Time savers
—

—

1 HE great American instinct is to save time a lot of time and then
some more time. In the big affairs and the little things of life, time is
the most valuable thing at our command.
Limited trains, automatic telephones, sixty-miles-an-hour automowe have these things in answer to our demand
biles, airplanes still faster

—

And an

equally important time saver in the lives of people
today is advertising. Just as surely as any other modem service, the
advertisements bridge hours and days for people v\ho have v^ants to be
for speed.

filled.

Readers of advertisements are the same people who
efficiency in

demand

communication, in business, in their daily

life.

the utmost

They know

that a few minutes' reading of the advertisements will tell them more
about products, values and the intelligent spending of their money than
they could discover in days by any other method.

And

like the

other great time savers, adver-

tisements save

money and

energv', as well.

The reading

of

them

is

a genuine

human

economy.

—

Neck and nook for a few seconds only
rare the Iri-niotored Fokker of L'niversal
division. Aniiriian Airways. Inc.. and the
Twentieth Century, between Chicago and
Cleveland. Pilot Hay Fortener. holder of
the world's tran.sport speed record of 203
miles an hour. .salute> Engineer Harry
.Meredith of the Century.
Wtkea yov write to adTcttisen picue

i

r'lieTOI"L.\V MAC.KZI.NE.

—

—
126

YOV
CAN,
BE BEAUTIFUL/
t

Let's

every defect. I

hopeless, torite me. My way of making women
over compUtely is amazingly different Thoueands write me that results are almost beyond
belief. Yet every Lucille Young beauty aid is rc^
to act for all alike. That ia why I can ouarantc
satisfaction. Not a penny to pay unless I give results

Drop In a/id Gossip With
Old Cal York!
coxtixlTlD from p.\gf 92

AMAZINGLY QUICK
JVo long waiting. In &fcw days clear
your akin. End pimples, freckles,
blackheads, whitoheads, muddy skin,
1. dry skin, liverepots, roughedness, sallow appearance.
vinkles. Reduce fatlegs, arms,
kies, your whole body. Or build
awny figure to beauty. Grow eyelashes, eyebrows, hair. Beautify com-

FREE .TRIAL

play the lead in "The Command to Love."
His success in this role on the stage was instrumental in his being signed for the talkies.
Obviously it would be to the advantage of
both Rathbone and Universal for him to repeat this success on the screen.

Eddie.
"Flo," he gasped, "listen if I grab your
hard, get 'The Follies' ready! I may be
through here."
Ziegfeld swears Cantor trembled throughout
the show.

Thcso Bccrcta are free to ever;
her free trial of my beauty aids. Rt
gain

—absolutely

nothing to

Send Coupon For Free Trial Oflfor
LUCILLE YOUNG. 56A

Lucille

Youns BIdg., Chicago,

l|l.
I

Absolutely without obUeation on my part; ecod your
wonderful FREE OFFER and Booklet. This coupon
only tells you 1 am interested. It does not commit mo

Furthermore it is known that Rathbone
was very discontented with the parts which
were meted out to him at M-G-M and that
he was anxious to buy off his contract with
the studio and return to the stage.
Why,
then, this apparent coyness on the part of
^Mister Rathbone and the Universal ex-

^OTE on party decorations:
•*-^
William Haines threw a dinner
Bebe Daniels and Beatrice Lillie
the other night at his Hollywood
house.
He had fifty guests. For
decorations, he ran the Hollywood
florists ragged hunting gardenias and
orchids. He had 2,000 of the former
and 500 orchids!
And even at California flower

for

—

Rathbone.
Miss Bergere, it seems, did not approve of
the script which Barney Glazer had prepared on "The Command to Love." She
wrote what she believed to be a better version. Then, hand in hand, she and husband
Basil stormed the LTniversal fortress and demanded that her script be substituted for
the Glazer one. A thoroughly unorthodox

After

A

prices, that's

Dentisf Appointment

''--'thought he

test his popularity

with

New

Going into the stage door of the Paramount
Theater, besieged, as usual, by mobs of youngsters, he dropped his hankie.
A score of the
kids hurled themselves at it and piled up like a
football scrimmage. When the mess was untangled, a small, soiled girl was found at the
bottom of the heap. But she was hugging the
hankie to her buzzim.
Isn't life wonderful?
The human race has
struggled up from the amoeba, through millions

AyiANV STORIES revealing the fineness and

of years, to so-called civilization. .-Vnd children
e-xquisitely molded in the image of their Maker

of Elsie Janis have been told since
the sad death of her mother, whom she adored.

fight over the handkerchief of a movie boy.
-Any wonder we all despair, now and again?

generosity of the

to the unselfishness

woman has come

and
sides
BOTH
Hollywood

to light than

this tale.

During the recent outburst of scandal which
surrounded Clara Bow there was a moment
when Clara's future on the screen seemed seriously imperiled. Paramount was frankly puz-

No

empty

right now.
I must have something
someone to fill it. I feel that I can help Clara
Bow and I know that helping her will help

—

Too Fat? Too Thin?
Read This

me,

—

Please don't tell her that the offer
she might think that I am
condescending. I'm not. She will be doing as
much for me as I shall for her."
,\ splendid gesture, this.
.\nd Paramount
would be very unwise not to take advantage
also.

Carefully!

P)

of

<

>-

3.

Ino piiM
Builiiino

'^

;ii,„r».

V..:,,'::;,S„,,d
I

3ilfibi^:;H:;

,

; ,.!.,,;

'

\

'•'-''

effect of the

Amos and

.\ndy in''fiuence on the Radio Pictures lot out in
Hollywood, where they are making their first
movie, "Check and Double Check." The yes-

and rkarm.
up iJb trn'oAl and mfararrmeol

»/ (». /.mfnin.

*„„•„,«/„„,,,.

men

"^ '^° -p^"i<^-'sa

all

say,

"Sho, sho!" now!

pDDIE CANTOR, veteran of so many stage

467 Post St.

•^lirst nights that he thought stage fright was
a thing of the past, discovered a new form of

Hollywood.
It was at the first public preview of his talkie,
"Whoopee." Eddie sat next to Klorcnz Ziegfcld as the picture's title was flashed on the
first-night-terror in

I#«S

Schoolor Photosmphy.Depr. 1257

3601 Michigan

Ave., ChlcaBO.

in

thirty-five said no.

RREDERICK LONSDALE,

famous

British

*- playwright who is writing
Ronald Colman's
next picture, had a harrowing experience re-

cently.

Lonsdale was interviewed by a reporter to
he happened to drop the casual remark
that an English girl was being sought to play
opposite Colman in the picture and that she
needn't have experience.
The helpful rt porter printed this information
and Lonsdale was promptly swamped half the
females in Old England ilescended upon him
demanding to he Ronald Colman's leading
lady and insisting that they fitted the qualifica-

whom

tions perfectly!

owns Conw,iy

'^ anyway?
It

seems

was,

to

anyway.

Is

You

see,

Tearlc's

ex-wife,

way's.

But instead

PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE

Tcarle's automobiles,

be a three-cornered question. Or

Josephine Park Tearle, sued for back alimony
and got a judgment of S9,9(K). .So she slapped
an attachment on the automobiles to enforce
payment, assuming that the cars were Con-

screen.
Every advertisement In

7H0

"V\

SAN FRANCISCO ACADEMY
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF.

picture

—

it.

A WFUL

^''

—

comes from me

the

screen actress, being arrested while
driving her automobile down a boulevard clad only in part of a striped
bathrobe and two bedroom slippers,
one of the studios sent out a call for
girls to act in a diving scene. Fortythree girls applied, and looked at the
gauze they were to wear in the scene

how to handle the dillicult redhead.
one was particularly anxious to shoulder

the responsibility. When the situation was at
its worst Elsie Janis went to one of the head
executives at Paramount.
"Give me Clara Bow," she said. "Let me
write a story for her and direct it. I understand
the girl. There has been a sympathy between
us from the moment we met.
^"ou will be
doing me a great favor, for my life is very

of

During the same week that saw
the newspapers making merry about
Evelyn Eagan, pretty 21-year-old

zled as to

*'ti^mot>es - not only relieves pain"'

would

the tlappettes during his recent stay in

procedure.
Universal, although eager to secure Rathbone's services, demurred.
Rathbone insisted
"love me, love my wife." .\s we go
to press it is still raging. Someone ought to
whisper to Mister Rathbone that it is wise
to keep one's career and one's domestic
affairs in their separate spheres.

But no better index

JorHEADACHE

for.

York.

'» •'courage

KOHI.ER
ANTIDOTE

a headache to pay

pHARLES (EX-BUDDY) ROGERS

—

Na

—

arm

of Basil

will.

I

Suddenly Ziegfeld heard a trembling, cavernous voice of utter fright beside him. It was

ecutives?
Old sleuth Cal succeeded in ferreting out
the source of all the difSculty. Remember
that good old French adage, "clicrclwz la
fcmmc"^ The fciiimc in this case happens to
be Ouida Bergere, scenario writer and wife

^^

;
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suarantccd.

of that,

Conway shrugged

his

.
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shoulders while his present wife, Adele Rowland Tearle, jumped into the fray with a third
party claim. She said the cars were hers, and
that therefore Mrs. Tearle N'o. 1 couldn't
attach them.
At last reports, the courts were still thinking
it

over.

VICTOR McLAGLEN has an idea.
He's trying to get

fortj'-nine

men— all

over forty, like hima pool he's forming.
Each chips in a thousand dollars.
The last man to survive gets the
$50,000 for his old age.
El Brendel says Vic is taking too

other
self

— to

much

join

risk of losing.

solicit joiners in

"He ought

to

the hospitals," the

Swede suggested.

p\OROTHV CAIRNS is the heroine of one of
^-^those unknown and unsung romances of
Hollywood. For several years she has been a
on the Paramount lot.
Several times she has been offered a job as

script girl

Columbia"
Chosen

''Miss

Miss Lesley Beth Storey, of
JN. Y., has been
chosen "Miss Columbia" from
among the beautiful girls
selected by thirteen national

Brooklyn,

*^

motion picture magazines.

m

Sanitary Protection
must be inconspicuous

Miss Storey will get a trip to
will appear on
the titles of new Columbia

Hollywood and

that's

Pictures.

cutter.
Film cutters make more money than
script clerks but they also spend a great deal
more time at their job. Dorothy preferred

having the spare time to try her hand at
She has written innumerable ones
scenarios.
out of a fertile mind for plots. Several times
she has almost, but not quite, succeeded in selling one of the brain children at Paramount.
A few weeks ago she made her first sale, and
at a good price, to Pathe. Her first accepted
story is " Sin Takes a Holiday." Pathe liked it
so well that they have ordered three more.
When those are written Dorothy is going to go
to Europe for a vacation.
No, she isn't a script girl any longer.

why most women prefer Kotex

Kotex now has rounded,
tapered corners which
eliminate

with the same absorbency
and protection.
Americas leading hospitals 857" of
them choose this same absorbent for
cotton pad,

and assure a snug, firm

fit.

saddest man in Hollywood, strangely
-'- enough,
has the keenest sense of humor.
He has no connection with the picture industry, but he loves to go to the movies, particularly the comedy offerings. And thereby hangs
our little sob story.
He has the loudestandmostraucouslaughter
of almost anything human, and he is so easily
moved to laughter. He throws a theater into
turmoil when he even chuckles. A carnival
spirit prevails, and the rest of the audience
begins to make catcalls, and throw things. In
no time at all an usher trips down the aisle, and
firmly asks him to leave. By this time things
have reached such a pass that none of the
boulevard movie palaces will sell hjm a ticket.
He did get into a showing of "Caught
Short," and the theater rocked with his
laughter. When the usher asked him to leave
he was rather firm about refusing. He finally
accepted a compromise.
He left, but the
theater had to give him three times what he
paid for his ticket.

(^HESTER MORRIS

has a trick lighting
^—'system in the dining room of his Hollywood
home. He has a row of baby spotlights around

When

important surgical work.
Kotex deodorizes
keeps you dainty
and immaculate at times when that is
particularly essential. It is so easily disposed of.
You owe it to your comfort and good
health to use this modern, safe, sanitary
.

THERE
tate to

unless you

are times

when you

hesi-

enjoy sports to the fullest
know about Kotex.

.

.

Kotex is the sanitary pad that is
designed for inconspicuous proteaion.
corners are rounded and tapered.
Sides, too, are rounded. It gives you

The

nPHE

—

—

awkward bulges

.

.

Kotex is available everyKotex Company, Chicago, 111.

protection.

where.

aiiiiiiiimiiaraiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiimiimimmmiimiimiiiiiiiiiiimniiniiiiiiimiiimniiiiniif

complete security and ease of mind.

Wear Kotex

without a worry, then,

under any frock you possess. Wear it
for sports or with filmiest evening
things
and retain the cool poise so

—

essential to ch.irm.

Light, cool, comfortable

There's another way in which this careful shaping brings wonderful relief.
There's no unneeded bulk to pack and
chafe. No awkward bulges to grow
terribly uncomfortable.

Kotex is always light, always cool,
always comfortable. This is largely due
Ccllucotton
to its remarkable filler
(not cotton) absorbent wadding. Cellucotton is five times more absorbent
than cotton. This means your Kotex
pad can be five limes lighter than any

IN HOSPITALS

I
1

I
i
i

2 Kotex is

1
i

Dot a deceptive softncss that soon packs into chafing hardness. But a dchcate, 6eecy softness that
lasts for
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i

4

Deodorizes

I

5

,

.
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,

.

.

.

.

keeps your roind

safely,

Disposable,

§
§

instantly, completely.

J
1

12
for 12

Also regular size singly in vending cabinets
through West Disinfecting Co.

KOTEX BELT and
KOTEX SANITARY APRON at any

|

drug, dry goods or department store.

I

Ask to see the

Koie
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New Sanitary Pad
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Kotex Super-Size— 65c
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a special process.
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hours.

Sa/e, secure
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you write to advertisers please mention
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85* of ourlcading hospiialsuscthevery
same absorbent of which Kotex is made.
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the walls, near the ceiling. They throw colored
on the dinner and the diners.
Bob Montgomery was a dinner guest one
night. Bob is used to spothghts on the set, but
not at his meals.
"How do you like the lights?" Chet asked

times, bcaucoiip whoopee, come home safe to
that so droll, so amusant, so riche Amcriquc!
But yes!

—

lights

"you CAN
^

The experts hunted three days for the
source of the odd chirping that queered the
sound, and all the extras got three-day pay
checks instead of one day's work.

to the electric chair may
tough on some fellows, but for

be
Eddie Wood,

HAPPY'
hmr

witk

it's grand.
He makes
a business of it.
Eddie, you see, is the boy who
played the part of the young fellow
who's electrocuted in "The Last
MUe," that grim stage play of prison

tku/

[iJ<e

To

A FTER

the merry round of life that is a
^-picture star's in Hollywood, it's not easy
to find j'ourself suddenly hiaden away from

-'

the world, out in the lonely desert.
Lila Lee's there, now.
The doctors told
it was her only hope for life
month
after month in the quiet and the healthful
air of those far-flung stretches of sand and
sage and solitude. But oh, it's lonely!
.

life.

have lovely, lustrous, gloriously beauto hear little whispers of praise; to
feel admiring eyes charmed by the irresistible beauty of your hair
wouldn't this make

He

—

you happy?

And

—

lights
rich undertones that
hide from ordinary shampoos, blend with a
soft loveliness to give your hair a wondrously

And how

beautiful effect.

easy

You'd never think so small an
bring such dehghtfiil results.
or send for free sample and

it is

to use.

could

effort

25c at dealers',
letter of special

FREE
W. KOBI

J.

Seattle,

CO.,

Wash.

Ptiaitsend

afmsampU

City
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hsir

,
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CLAIRE

is

a happy

woman! She has

back her own!

-'•now gotten

\Vhen she

went

to Hollywood to
she was miserby practically common
consent the foremost stage comedienne in
first

make "The Awful Truth,"
Here was

able.

she,

America, almost unknown in Celluloidia!
When she married Jack Gilbert the West
Coast papers carried huge streamers reading
something like "John Gilbert Marries Stage
Actress."
Ina burned, and rightly!
No
queen will ever turn lady-in-waiting without
a ladylike squawk! As one who has loved
Ina Claire vainly since 1912, 1 got the jitters,
too.

Not long ago Ina opened in Los Angeles in
Donald Ogden Stewart's play, "Rebound."
was the most glittering theatrical pre-

It

and every big-wig in the picture business
was present. To make it perfect, Ina scored
a sensational success in the leading role. So
she has added CaUfornia to her Queendom,
and all is well.

I

iOO

Now

she is to return to the screen, to play
the leading role in the brilliant Kaufman-

TURN YOUR SPARE OR FULL
TIME INTO MONEY

Fcrber comedy, "The Royal Family."
she'll
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THE HOIME CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOL

Sprtndiaia, Mats.

knock us dead

in

And

THAT!

and Fairbanks are at
it again
denying rumors of a
divorce. Other stars, as a rule, do
their own denying outright. Not so
the royal family.
They have their denying done
through their personal representative, who says (and very neatly,
too, we think), "The name of a titled
Englishwoman who visited Pickfair
year is as logically connected
with the report of a divorce as the
of the queen of Siam."

last

name

.1

n revoir,

ANDY

MOS .\,\D
(no, we '.J.vii'1 ever say
-''•.Amos 'n' .\ndy) arrived in the land of
the movie stars during the hottest July the
land of "unusual weather" had experienced

A

in fifty years.

Ercry advertLwrnrm In

vicux!

Bon

rilOTOPLAT

voyage,

'^I.\GAZI>'E

happy
Is

of

Radioland

room

rent.

In case you don't know, Amos has a real
Freeman Gosden, and Andy is
Charles Correll. Gosden brought his wife
and two small children to Hollywood with
him. Correll didn't have any to bring.

name,

T^LTRING

their trip across the continent

'—^they missed one broadcast. Rather than
miss a second they flew from a point in .Arizona to Los .Angeles. The plane was a pretty
disreputable affair, and neither of them knew
for sure whether they would ever reach their
destination alive. .At least they missed the
worst of the desert heat, but it was pretty
tough on Mrs. Gosden and the children who
stayed on the train. But Amos and Andy
arrived in Los Angeles two hours before
their broadcast.

While here they will make their broadcast
for the East at three o'clock in the afternoon. New Yorkers, through this arrangement, will listen in at seven o'clock.

BOB

MONTGOMERY

was the

HoUywoodian

to get

new shrunken

autos

first

these

one of

—these

Austins. He turned in his Ford for
the Austin.
"Honest," he said, "I felt like a
flea at a Great Danes' picnic, driving

down Holljrwood Boulevard between
the Rolls-Royces."

(GLORIA SWANSON
^^her

mon

The two Gods

were properly introduced at a swank tea,
sponsored by Radio Pictures. Radio will
star the team, and .\mos and .Andy will be
paid something like $300,000.
.-Vndy
shouldn't have any more trouble with his

Chewy

countrymen.

—

-^

QN
COMPLETION
^^

of "The Playboy of
Paris," his latest Paramount, JIaurice
Chevalier rated a three-month holiday.
Tucking that so charmani Mme. Chevalier
under his arm, smiling
set off for
that beloved Paris, there to rest, frolic modestly and probably appear in some concerts.
Maurice is not, so far as is known, averse to
mopping up any francs which may be lying
around rusting in the pants-pockets of his

if

Happy Rand, 5165 Fountain

piCKFORD

Garbo!

miere in Coast history.
Husband Jack
brought a party of fifty to lead the cheering,

>\rt Comers"! ^°^°'*

No

the struggle, the mob retreated
and muttering.
It hadn't seen
Cur-r-rses on the press agent!
DroUy enough, the Garbo DID attend,
and sat through the whole play. Nobody
recognized the stunning Swede!
Probably went as a little blind match
girl, or even a glass of watery orangeade.
But whatever the disguise, it worked swell.
And Garbo, no doubt, chuckled into her
long, white whiskers!

so there's just this to

letter to Lila,

fight alone.

snarling

K

Address

Color of

When Elsie Ferguson opened in the Vajda
"Fata Morgana," in filmtown, a story
was planted to the effect that Gudgeous
Greta would attend. That was enough to
bring out the fans by battalions, regiments
and army corps. Perspiring coppers fought
and died that the stuffed shirts and ermine
wraps might get safely into the Hollywood
play,

.•'Lfter all

604 Rainier Ave., Dept.

• • • •

A

tary,

Playhouse.

advice.

.

tell you:
addressed to her secreavenue,
Hollywood, California, will be forwarded to
the game little star who's making the big

Your first Golden Glint Shampoo will r^ RET.-\ GARBO pulled one of her famous
make your hair lovelier than ever. You 'II see ^-^whizzers on the starry-eyed Garbo-manithe remarkable difference the minute you me it! acs of Hollywood not long ago.
Tiny dancing

.

—

her

took his electrocuting so well
that First National has signed him to
be the boy who goes to Sie chair in
"Mother's Cry."

tiful hair;

you

e.xtra

his blessing.

GOING

willbe

let it lie, as

was called for a day's work at a
studio. With the generalship of a Napoleon,
he brought along a pocketful of crickets and
turned them loose on the sound stage with

—

too

take this or

choose.

An

him.
"They're all right, I guess only why don't
you play an overture and pull up a curtain
before you begin dinner?" was Bob's comeback.
They're stiU friends.

parted

giuranlMd.

and Miss Nolan,
have

faithful secretary for ten years,

company.

,

.
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seems that Gloria was giving a dinner
nifjht and instructed Miss
iMr. Gilbert
to invite John Gilbert.
which message Miss Nolan conregretted
veyed to Gloria.
"Did you tell him that it was the Marquise dc la Coudray calling?" Miss Nolan
had. "Go back and call him again and make
it clear that it is the Marquise who requests
his presence!" thundered the wife of Henri
Hailly de la Falaise, JIarquis de la
lie
Coudray.
Miss Nolan did and returned to say that
Mr. Gilbert still regretted. The effect of
this message on Gloria was such that Miss
Nolan decided to ally herself with someone
She
with less title and more perspective.
ilcparted in such haste that she took with
her the list of acceptances for the dinner
party and the upshot of it all was that the
Marquise had to forego her banquet.
It

party the other

Nolan

—

'Now
try Kleenex
.

It is softer,

—

Too

Handkerchiefs

for

more

OFFICE WORKERS

liygienic.

bad.

YOU know

you don't believe Gary Cooper
IF
and Bill Boyd— the stage Bill Boyd

— put

up a

Spoilers,"

realistic

just

fight

in

soft,

"The

women

ask Gary's doctor.

We

were snooping around the
Paramount lot the other day and discovered that the "Spoilers" company
wasn't shooting because Gary was at

Kleenex Tissues are
those
that smart and beautiful
remove cold cream.

vihat

dainty

.

are using to

Kleenex

Further questioning
the doctor's.
revealed that the "Big Coop" was
liberally sprinkled with bruises
acquired in the cause of realism.

is

so

among
it.

just

too,

and

tissue that touches your face

they scare away visitors.
His permission to stay in the United
States having expired just at the time the
epidemic was at its height, he took his wife

soft.

to

Canada.

\\

use

instead of being carried about in an unsanitary hand-

killing

and the two children

You

it

sanitary.

two birds with
one stone. Clive didn't want to keep his
youngsters in Hollywood because of the infantile paralysis epidemic, about which the
Los Angeles papers kept pretty quiet lest
is

rapidly replac-

Cold germs are discarded

kerchief, to reinfea the user

CLIVE BROOK

is

progressive people.-'

much more

once, then discard

.

tissues

But did you know that Kleenex
ing handkerchiefs

.

fwJ

Kleenex invaluable for handkerchiejs, for applying makeup, for towels, and for removing creams after the daytime
cleansing treatment which every
completion thuiild have.

Ideal for colds, hay fever.

And Kleenex

is

infinitely

infect others.

more comfortable. Every
is soft,

dry, gentle

and

absorbent.

Kleenex is the size of a handkerchief. It's very
Each tissue comes from the box immaculately
clean and fresh.

MOTHERS

have discovered
Kleenex makes perfect
handkerchiefs for children.

hich

You
age

at

that

can buy Kleenex in a large or small size packany drug, dry goods or department store.

The coupon below

will

What

bring you a generous

is

if it's

not

think

sample, absolutely free.

grimy

Kleenex Company, Chicago,

lost?

worth

— no

little

.

.

.

the cost

figuring.

more

And

washing

of

handkerchiefs.

Illinois.

FOR COLDS AND HAY
FEVER. Other people
ate your use of

appreci-

Kleenex during

colds instead of the germ-filled
handkerchief, which is a menace to those about you.

FREE TRIAL PACKAGE
KLEEXnX COMPANY,
Chicago,

Mrs. Patrick Campbell, for years the
outstanding beauty and most popular actress of England, is working in

"The Play Called Life," now being
filmed at the Fox Studios. Here she
is

getting a lesson in picture

Please send
of charge.

Kleenex comes
three lovely

in

tints.

white,

and

in

Colors are guar-

Lake-Michigan Bldg.,

Illinois.

me

a trial supply of Kleenex free

Name
Street

anteed safe and pure.

I'll.

Ciiy

make-up.
When you

write to adrcrtlscrs please mention rilOTUl'l.-W .M.^U.VZl.Ni;.

Si.^ie
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meant that the whole family got a vacation,
the children were protected, Clive came back
under the quota and everybody was happy.

mss, PR[STO

"What

damn

—

economical, leakproof, non-corroding.

Offered in metal,
leather and pearl,
S5.00 and up wherever perfui
cessories are sold.
Art Metal Works. Inc.
Nrwnrk, X.J. Dominior
Art Metal Works. Ltd.
Toronto, Caiiada.

Jimmy.

was the birthday of
Also of Sam Woods, who's
11,

from Los

.Angeles.
It was hot as a no-ed
director's temper, and for hours, the company worked in the broiling sun, half a step
from perdition over the edge of the cliff.

MERCURY

flirted with the 100degree mark as Marie Dressier oozed off
the transcontinental train on her recent
return from Europe to Hollywood.
"When I left Europe, it was so hot they
had to carry me on the boat," she said.
"In Xew York, it was so hot, they poured
me on the train. In Chicago, it was so hot
that iced tea hissed down my throat. And
then crossing the desert ...!!!
And
now even Los Angeles is 100 in the shade.
".And my next picture with Polly Moran
is going to be named 'Reducing.'
Boys if
this heat doesn't stop, there won't be anyMarie Dressier left to reduce!"
-'-

—

of that thing they've

Jack Gilbert.
directing Jack in "Way for a Sailor."
On that day, the company was working
on a ledge over the Pacific, down the coast

Crosby.

'T'HE

July

•-

enough per-

at a time. . .
It's the perfect pursesize perfume sprav

thing," grunted

pRIDAY,

which Paramount is slated to make
from the famous cartoons by Percy

fume

name

"It's '.A Cottage for Sale,' " someone told
him.
"Well, I hope they find a buyer for the

TT

mm

just

the

way?"

now seems certain that the
-^screen is to have a second Coogan.
Robert, aged three, brother to the
i
ortal Jacquie of former fame, is
reported to be tmder consideration
for the lead in "Skippy," the talkie

Carry the Ronson
Perfu-Mist with
you always
use

is

been playing for the past ten days, any-

There was no more comfort than a summer
resort on July fourth, and the danger and
work was so gruelling that several members
of the company were actually ill.
And in the midst of it all, Sam Woods
called a sudden halt.
He bellowed at Jack
Gilbert:
'"Say, Jack; happy birthday to you!"
-And leered malevolently.
"Same to you, you such-and-such a soand-so," replied Jack, outleering Sam.
So they finished the takes, and when the
day was done, they were too tired to either

—

Watch For The Winners I
Photoplay's
$5,000 Cut Puzzle
Contest

The names of the lucky
70 who captured the

What $2.50
Will Bring

prizes will

You

In twelve numbers of

On

pastime.
interesting

appear

of

be counted.

the screen.
Splendidly written short stories,
some of which you will see acted

nothing else to do, and

of current pictures
with full casts of .stars playing.

Harry Green, Amber
Maurice Black, Monte
Blue, Red Wing and Violet Bird.
Then he took a shower bath and

The

felt better.

tiidth,

stars,

truth

and nothing

about motion

and

but the

pictures,
the industry.

the

You have

read this issue of Photoplay, so there is no necessity for
telling you that it is one of the
most superbly illustrated, the best
written and
most attractively
printed magazines published tod.iy
and alone in its field of motion

—

pictures.

Send a money order or check for $2.i0
iCanadc $3.00; Foreign fi.30}
cJdre»ed la

Photoplay Magazine
DepL H-IO, 919 No. Michigan

Av.,

it out or do anything else that one
might reasonably do in a case like that.
Ho. hum; these actors have SUCH a
merry life.

COOPER paid a five doUar
GARY
fine
to a

Norman,

reviews

CHICAGO

"DUDDY ROGERS U Buddy
^'-'That's oflicial.

Y'ou

may

call

no

Filmhnd's Nobel Prise!

fight

Alice White,

your moving picture theater.

Brief

It's

being rather batty from the heat
not so long ago, a Hollywood columnist spent an afternoon thinking up an
all-Technicolor cast for a movie. He
chose:

about the people you see on

at

produced in 1929 will be
awarded as soon as the
thousands of ballots can

nm<sstands about Dec. 10

all

HAVING

articles

For the best picture

in the

January, 1931, issue
Photoplay.

Photo-

play Magazine, hundreds of
picrures of photoplayers and
illustrations of their work and
Scores of

The
Photoplay Gold
Medal

Los Angeles judge for
an hour

driving at thirty-eight miles

on Sunset Boulevard.

And there are probably towns
whose Chamber of Commerce'd pay
Gary Cooper much more than that to
drive down their boulevard at any

more.

him Buddy

your own home, with the windows nailed
down against spies, but on the posters and

speed.

in

screens he

is

T^HE MOST

"Charles."

'•

brother, who was known for publicity purposes as "Bh," is now "Bruce."
That's also oflicial, signed and delivered by
the Powers.
Now that's all straightened out. Aren't
you glad? Or do you want to call Bud
pardon me, Charles, something else?
.\lso, his

famous "stage mother" in
theater history died in midsummer.

Mrs. Janis Bierbauer, mother of Elsie
Janis, died in Hollywood at the age of si.xty.

—

Since Elsie went into the theater as a child
prodigy, the pair had been inseparable, and
great legends had sprung up concerning
their close and affectionate relationship.

Gleason.
piece of music ten days
straight is enough to make anyone peevish.
It was while he was working on a Havana
cafe sequence at Pathe.
On the eleventh
day of rehearsals and shooting, Jimmy
looked wearily at the orchestra and said:

WELL
men's shop has
^—'divulged some startling information
about two of its most celebrated customers.
It seems that both John Barrymore and
Wallace Beery are addicted to the PigglyWiggly system. They prefer to wait upon
themselves. They dodge back of counters,
and have a swell time burrowing into draw-

CAN'T
YOU
Hearing
•'•

the

icnt In

BLAME Jimmy

same

PIIOTOI'L^\T

MAGAZINE U

QNE

emranlecd.

KNOWN

—
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and shelves. Clerks are instructed to
imerely say "good morning" to these eccciicrs

'tric, but valuable customers,
In time Barrymore or Beery find somej
^thing that strikes their eyes, and they pay
(for it after having a simply elegant time.

THERE

are no pretensions in the .Xnn
Harding-Harry Bannister family. They
Ann was
gone Hollywood.
NOT
>lhave
afraid that they'd be thought upstage when
and
it was
into
the
new
house
moved
they
necessary for them to have a man and wo!

man

This

servant.

become a

made

the

man

servant

butler.

"But, honestly," said Ann, "our butler
His name is
isn't as snooty as he sounds.
'The
I simply can't say, grandly,
Gus.
motor. Gus.' That sounds like a Chicago
gangster's name."
I

LAKE is as thrilled by the
A
-'•great stars in pictures as any fan from
Keokuk. He is, himself, a hero worshipper.
Not long ago he and a group of young
Arthur saw Lawfriends were at Catalina.
"I know him," .Arthur
rence Tibbett.
The kid's sister, Florence, had
boasted.

RTHUR

played, you remember, in "The Rogue
iSong" and .Arthur had been introduced lo
ithe singer.

right," said the other kids, "if

".\11

know him so
to

well,

why

you

don't you speak

him?"

In telling the incident later Arthur said,
"Gee, I was scared to go over and talk to
Mr. Tibbett but I'd told the kids I knew
him and I just had to do it. And, oh boy.
was I proud when Mr. Tibbett remembered
me and put his arm around my shoulder and

THE DROOPIEST CHIN LINE WAS

me how my mother and sister were
And were those kids sur-

Ijasked

[getting along.

Oh, boy, what a

jprised?

thrill!"

RONALD COLMAN

tells

ONCE AS YOUNG AS YOURS

with

much amusement how he ran

No

into the rumor all over London that
he and Gloria Swanson were to be

married.

Doru

-witli

a doiiole cliin

young

clixnline.

maybe he ought to call
he knows only

tlie

oasic structure 01 our cuius. JLlieu

tlie

lieavy,

He

thinks

—

—whom

was abroad.

It

BIG G.\RV COOPER

must find the Dude
Ranch business a veritable gold mine.
any rate, he and his pappy, Jedge
Cooper of Montana, recently went to Frants.

allow as how 200 000 Arizona acres
hold a right smart number of dudes.

It

wny dosome women develop

you

tlieir lacial

give your lace and tliroat proper care,

a double cliin, rapidly!

you already

liave a

to correct

today!

it

;

muscles linn and

Uon

nappeii.

t let tliat

double clim, don

t

let it stay -witli

And

you.

il

ijtart

are like that.

was RaqucI Torres who was

venting double cliins, and lor correcting tliem. You can easily tollo'w

in the car
police-

The

tnese successlul treatments at liome,

man asked her what the idea was, and she
explained prettily in her best English. \o.v
Raquel Torres' smile will charm anythiuT,
even a policeman. So after a while he said:
"Well, if you'll promise not to do it again,

you

unless

does time cnange

make tnem look njiddle-aged

because tliey neglect to keep

And

all start lile -witli

^or

JJorotliy (jray evolved simple, successlul treatments lor pre-

that drove past the street-car.

let

tnat

— we

A. drooping undercliin adds years to your appearance.

I'll

pOLICEMEX

droopy undercliins

you may develop

Ariz., to close a deal for no less than 200,000
They plan to make the property the
acres.
largest Dude Ranch in the world.
will

IS

strong.

.\t

I'll

IS

and tell her not to worry
casually
that he didn't get a divorce while he

up Gloria

'

one

a clear-cat, brave

off this

time

.

.

J.

lie

tive in tlic

."

111

just a

lew minutes eacu day.

IJorotliy (jray preparations wliitli nave proved so eliec-

Uorotliy Vjray salons are sold

at leading sliops

wliere. Write or ask lor tlie JJorotliy Cjray booklet

scnor.'
Vou are so mud o
she gasped, thankinghim. But,

on

every-

scientilic

"Oh, graa'as,
hticno

.

.

."

nome

being a cop, he imagined the worst.
"Who's them things? Me? Well, just
for that, take this here ticket now, young
lady," he countered.
.And that's why Raquel wants the chief of
the Los Angeles police to have the Spanish
language included in the police school course.

care ol the skin;

yours lor

tlie

asking.

DOROTHY CRAY
Udiotltv (jriiy HutUini^

'T^HE daughter of a well-known
^ woman screen star of fifteen years
and one of the most famous
directors of the present day is shaking
a mean scanty as a chorus girl in one
of Los Angeles' smartest night clubs.

it is

683

ago

Fiftli

Avenue,

New

York City
O D. C. 1910

Par;,
).u write 10

Chicago
tdvcrll.siT.i i.ha.v

Lo« Angeles

Sun Franc

mention 1'II0T0PL.IY M.VGAZIXE.

Washington

AlLintic City

!
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/^H.\PLIN is cured.
"I used to think," he said the other
day
" that it'd be lovely to own a little
boat anc
just go loafing about the world from
port tc
port.

^^

"Just a Uttle boat, and nothing to do
bul
the seas.
" .\nd then I took a trip on Don
Lee's yacht
^\'e \vent to Catalina. There was a sUght
sail

swel

running.

rail— and

.Vnd

—ah,

did was lean against th{
lean against the rail and lear

all I

and lean and lean.
"No, I don't want a boat."

pVEN

the Hollywood children
-^-'thuik more about pictures than
marbles, tops and kites. Several of
the children in the neighborhood
arranged a pageant, each youngster
to come dressed as a movie character.
Little Willie (that's as

good as any

name) elected to represent the Red
Shadow in "The Desert Song." His
mother made him the required red

robe and cap, but couldn't find a
sword.
So Willie went to the pageant
without it.
He returned in a most dejected

maimer.
"Well," asked the doting parent,
"did they all know who you were?"

"Naw,"
didn't

the youngster,

"I

have a sword and they

all

thought

said

I

was

Little

Red

Ridine

Hood."

Play a viihson

When

T^HF,
•*•

iWM

NOV YORK

—

cated, Residential Hotel!

Continental Cuisine
itar Banjo.

Ukulele.

Wc

request advance reservations
for Transient Accommodations.

ony your
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Be popular

t

1

1
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NEW
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yoilK

FREE TRIAL

EASY PAYMENTS

Il„i,„... Mirr.

FREE

BOOK

I

Oioes

I

.

forr

«

it

Parsons

St.,

It

rate, the term has been
widely accepted throughout the Holy

My

method prevents hair from crowlnu ncaln: use It nrlvately In your own home, llooklet tree. Write today,
eni red Btanips.
We teach beauty culture. 26

D. J.

A

L JOl.SON belongs to that Little Group
''•of Serious Thinkers in Hollywood. Al IS
right there in learning about the industry.
He goes to a preview of a movie every night
that there is a preview. He doesn't care what
picture it is nor who made it, but he wants to
keep his finger on the Pulse of Hollywood.

MAHLER,

WANT
SOME MONEY?
A
Here's

Wonderful
Get It!

Way To

means "hearies.'"
means "Hear

word

Land.

yearu to busluess.

Park,

that

the

Movies."
At any

The Hair Root

MahUr

has remained for Jerusalem to
the latest word for "talkies."
is
"hashmoinua."
Rendered

slangily,
Literally,

Kalamazoo, Mich.

clo.ilnB

26a-C

loose with

-*-coin

Klouu/
Now

I
1001

Kill

TT

UaluaUe facfjicfj-Send/
Send
y/7

and

They rushed at the dummies and completely
destroyed them. The studio had to send out
for three hundred hve extras, in order to com-:
plete the scene.

friends.

Jthi

Lombard
vRDY

fast

the e.xtras
not in these trying microphone
days. The studios have a frugal little habit of
employing so many extras to be put close to
the camera and so many painted plaster dummies to be placed at the back.
During a recent theater scene three hundred
e.xtras were cmploj^ed to sit before the stage
and applaud the actors. In the background
were three hundred dummies to make the
theater look full. The extras had an idea.
These dummies were cheating their fellows out
of seven- fifty pay check

May we suggest the added
pleasure of stopping at this
distinguished, centrally lo-

JUST OFF PARK AVENUE

big fights in Hollywood are not always
confined to scenes before the camera. But,

remember, you mustn't play

COSTS NOTHING
f

1
1

free.

'? '""" '"""^
plan. •

„

Write today for bMulifully
all about our methods

idea book tejlinif

made so many women independent.
make

easy

to
deliKhtfut

it in

It

from 110 to

$26 per

home work you can

This state of affairs gives courage to those

who H.WE to go to previews to make a living
and there arc many of these in Hollywood, including reviewers, yes-men, etc.

'

W,iic No..-I(-s FREE!
FIRESIDE INDUSTRIES, Dcpt. 4-P, A<.lrian,

M

A CCORDING to those roles Winnie Light**-ncr plays on the screen you'd expect to see
that Irish cut-up spending her holidays on the
Venice pier, riding the roily-coaster and swallowing hot-dogs in one gulp.
But when Winnie h.as a couple of days off
she sneaks down to the Mission Inn at Riverside, California. This old inn, famous through
two generations, is about the staidcst of all
California hostelries, but Winnie likes it.

liven adverUscmenl in

PlIOTOrLAY MAQ-VZINE

Is

Buarantced.

t

^
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'cz:^ CyciAAA ciiw CyYed

]

B€/%IJTY

F;%r\^C>tJ«
"I think I'll get in the bread line," Jacoby
said, and looked across the lawn toward the
lazy wicker chairs and tea tables under orange

cmre tke utAne

parasols.

CI)l¥OllS

culArlce

fcrc

The gentleman on the edge of the pool
picked up a square of lavender chiffon from the
perfume clung to it.
"Here," he said, "put this in the Duesenberg that's going to Reno."

grass; a faintly lingering

was one of those nights when
IT yellow
glass lantern, the stars
a

know you could touch them
break the

if

the

moon

is

so close you
you wanted to

spell.

Magnolias in a velvet darkness are white
shadows so beautiful they have a />(>;;rr.'
Over the estate of jlr. James Cruze a
hundred guests %vandered everywhere!
\\ omen in sequins and lace and diaphanous
chiffon.

Men
terns of

whose words and gestures
romance for the world.

Ever>-where a
Iglasscs

[doors,

ripple

set the pat-

voices;

of

tinkle

of

and laughter; wide open windows and
amber with candle-light; music; colored

jsearchlights playing rainbows on the fountain
in the patio; incense from some far orange
;grove, mixing with the pungent smell of burning hemlock from the great open fireplace in

the wall of the garden.

Jacoby came upon the blond chap of the
Iswimming pool standing in the doorway between the drawing room and the garden,
watching the dancers.
"Greetings," Jacoby said.
"It's a great
Iparty!"

"Have you noticed the picture on the East
wall?' the blond gentleman said.
"It's a
genuine Corot."
He offered Jacoby a cigarette.
" By the way," he said, "how did your friend
get on with Miss Montaine?"
Jacobv didn't know hadn't seen him.
" Maybe they've already gone to Reno."
Jacoby commented. " He's a chap who doesn't
wait around for what he wants."
Brant himself provided the answer, coming
across the patio exceedingly handsome in
dinner clothes, and excpedingly concerned
about something.
"Have you seen her?" he said. "I can't find
her anywhere! I'm afraid she's angry because
I asked her if she'd
go away with me tonight.
I'm afraid she thought I shouldn't have asked
She doesn't know I've loved her
it so soon!
three years! I meant to explain
but now I
can't remember anything I said
or anything

—

—

—

—

slif

said!"

"I'll

find her," offered

the

man

with the

"Less than 5 minutes' care a day
use the

THE

lost

himself

in

the

—

The dancers drifted by the music teasing,
syncopating.
The sun-brown race king brought a linen
handkerchief out of his pocket and mopped his
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applied that even the busiest women
can now have nails always gleaming.
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it
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her!"

The new Cutex Perfumed Liquid

But the blond gentleman had found her.
Across the dance floor he brought her, waltzing
with him.
They stopped directly in front of Harlan and
Jacoby.
"Hello," she said.
Harlan Brant caught her hands.
"I've been hunting for you everywhere!" he

six

said

So many smart women use

hoarsely.
"Have you really?" she laughed. "I was in
the kitchen whipping cream for the cook. The

—

dr)' cotton.
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the

easily

"It's terrific," he said, "being in love! I
she'd vanish! I knew I shouldn't have
ever tried to see her or let myself think I
could possess her! She isn't here at all! He'll
never find her! If she were here I'd have found

—

under the
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^odayj BIG
Demand

moon is hanging up outside the kitchen window. It's a heavenly night! Listen, Gren,"
she said, and looked suddenly up at the blond
young man. " Harlan Brant wants me to elope
tonight. He wants to drive to Reno and he'll
get me a divorce and we'll be married and go in
his yacht to Hawaii and ever>-where! I think
he's sweet. I'm mad about him. Shall I go?
That's why I stayed away. I didn't know
what to say to him."

—

"yy'OV were meant for me," Harlan told her
* huskily. "It's Fate! I've been waiting
for

you

all

"Your

my life!''
are

lyrics

certainly

better

TRAINED DANCERS
you are_ seeking
IFmonev
ripht at t

Never before h
trained dancers£o large. Motior
I

career that will pay you real
Start, learn stage dancing,
demand been so great for
before the financial rewards
e, musical comedy, vaudeville
all looking for new dancing
for stardo
!

—

Quick Simplified Method of Training

vision in my heart
"There's a pretty line," she said and
looked from Harlan to Jacoby to the gentleman
with the mustache. "Listen," she said "I
think I'll go! I think he's adorable! I'll get a
coat and some things and meet you all in the

Under the new method of training de\ised by Ned
Wayburn, America's acknowledged authority on
stage dancing, you can now become a finished stage

—
—

dancer, ready for engagements in half the time
required by older methods.
You learn every type
of dancing for stage, talkies, teaching careers or
social affairs, and are thoroughly schooled in stagecraft and showmanship.
Ned Wayburn is worldfamous as a makcrof stars. Marilyn Miller. Aljolson,
Ann Pennington, Anita Page. Jack Mulhall. and
hundreds of other celebrities have had the benefit
of his inspiring guidance and training that is available to all Ned Wayburn pupils.
Let him start
you on the way to big money and fame. Send for
FREE Illustrated Booklet
which describes the
Ned Wayburn methods and courses in detail.
IMPORTANT! Many who find it impossible to
come to the Ned Wayburn Studios in New York
and Chicago at once, are taking advantage of Mr.
Wayburn's Home Study Course in Stage Dancing
the most remarkable course of its kind in the world.
Write for Free Home Study Booklet U-HM.

garage!'!

snatched her fingers and kissed
-'them, held her a minute couldn't let her
leave him!
"Hurry," he whispered.
Jacoby and the blond fellow and Harlan
walked to the garage together, down the driveway, past the pool, straggling stars lost in the
water; frogs in the grass singing cracked, rusty

NEDWAVBURN

On

the floor of the garage, Harlan's chauffeur

was working on the Duesenberg; its hood off,
the motor in pieces.
"She's been missin', Sir," he explained.
"But she'll talk pretty Ijy tomorrow."
"Tomorrow," Harlan said. "I've got to use

NEW YORK
1841

—

harmony.

Institutes of Dancing
Broadway
St.)

the car

Right

lonii^hl!

use yours

his

hand quickly and

that

of

the

more-than-generous

—

—

monogrammed

bag, " S.

M.

K.'-

"QH- -are we going in this," she said—when
'she

"My

found them gathered around the

is limping," Harlan told her.
"I
want to wait for it."
"Mercy, no," she said. "If we're going

car

didn't

let's go.'"

She kissed Jacoby. .\nd kissed the man with
the mustache.
" Don't tell anybody till morning," she said.
"I'll call the Hotel Riverside in Reno and
make reservations," the blond boy told Harlan
Brant. Harlan shook hands with him again.
"You've been a great sport about this," he
said.
"Jacoby, if there's anything you can do
for this

—

chap

it's

on me!

Jacoby and the blond fellow watched the car
out into the dark; the gay little vermillion taillight traveling away, smaller
and smaller!
"I know Brant meant it, about my doing
something for you if I can," Jacoby said. "I
don't suppose there's any favor I could e.ttend?"
"Well, yes," the blond chap answered. "As
a matter of fact there is. I've been wanting a
card to the chess club for some time
"Great!'' Jacoby said.
He brought a personal card and a gold pencil

—

out of his waistcoat pocket.

"T'LL

certainly see that they make you at
-•home," he said enthusiastically, and across
name "^lark

the card, across the engraved
Jacobv," he scrawled
to

The Rat and Cat Club Mr.—"

"By

"She

the way," he said, "what name shall I
I don't think I know!''
"No," the blond gentleman said, "I don't
remember that we ever met. Kimberly is the

fill

in?

name.

Gren Kimberly, London.''
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we

face the problem of the two Boyds, William and William. William,
of the screen, has long been a star.
William, right, of the stage,
Gary Cooper in "The Spoilers."
think we'd better call
Film Boyd "William" and Stage Boyd "Bill."
That would simplify
things, at least from our point of view.
"Bill," who is new to you, is a
great guy, too
Still

left,

fights with

NKTIONU. ART (CHOOL,

Oapt. «IOO, 100* N. D«ar«arn. Clilcaf •

you

"That's top-hole!" he said. "You know
how much it means to me! She might change
her mind tomorrow!"
Sylvia came running down the drive like a
little girl
quick little jeweled high heels; pale
blue iridescence wrapped in sable; a small

you can
have the

_.

till

stranger.

"Admit
said.

wouldn't go a mile!"
"If you will take my Mercedes," said the
fellow with the mustache, "you're welcome to

Now

grasped

iiou:'"

The chauffeur stared at him.
"She misses bad, sir," he

VdDICE

Harlan Brant put out

—

T_TARL.\N
-'

UM

(Entrance on 60th

it's

I'll

come back."

Mercedes.

—

Fate what can you do?" said the
blond gentleman. "And after all, he's been in
love with you three years!"
" Three years.' " Sylvia gasped, her baby blue
eyes searching Harlan's in amazement. "Why,
I only met him today!"
"Ever since I saw 'Joan of Arc,' " Harlan
told her earnestly, "you've been the only
"If

I've got another; or

it.

than

Peter's," she said.

_

—
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Dog

Putting on the
tONTIXUED FROM

I

good, the
the

45

]

M-G-M
made,

still

PAlil.

^35

stars are having art-prints of
for framing. It's printed with

this story!

irony of it is that Bozo is the
blooded, true-bred, pedigreed dog in
Dogville company! The rest are all
mutts, dog-pound pooches. Kenny

The

only blue-

the whole
mongrels,
picks 'em
anywhere.
He
gets
them
up everywhere and
from the pound in wholesale lots; he picks up
unaccepts
gifts
of
strays on the street; he
wanted misbrceds that friends wish on him.
lowliozo,
the
blue-blood,
plays
the
And while
est of the low. Perfume, an evil-smelling little
cross-breed from Heaven-knows-where, plays
the pure and simple country virgin, while January, a hybrid that was found in a gutter,
plays the handsome and gentlemanly hero!

HERE'S

another gag that's funny. White
and his partner, Zion Myers, don't have to
worry about sex casting in producing dog
shows.
"If we want Oscar to play a gentleman,"
they say, "we put pants on him. If we want
him cast as the heroine, we take off the pants
and doll him up in dresses. Simple, and convenient!" The only dog that won't fall into
that routine is liuster, the star. He's always
the heavy lover. Why, once they had to abandon a certain sequence wherein Buster was to
kiss the dog who was cast as his sweetie.
Everything went line until Renny, shouting
commands from off-set, ordered Buster to go
ahead and kiss the girl. Buster took Renny's
command too much to heart; he had his own
ideas of how a powerful love scene ought to be
played, and he insisted on putting them into
effect. So they changed the script.
Oscar is the comedian of the troupe and a
temperamental dog, if there ever was one. He's
funny as can be, but if he doesn't have his daily
siesta, it's just too bad, but he won't work any
Regularly, in early afternoon, Oscar
more.
stops his clowning, turns a disdainful eye on
the rest of the dogs and the men around the

.... the outstanding

UNIT

attraction of a

beauty bath

that

is

the results are immediate

—

and

a cool spot.
down, pays no heed to the noise

of

hammers and machinery, and goes plumb

to

set,

He

y

strolls off to

lies

feel

takes a hundred pounds of food a day to
them half a hundred pounds of meat,
and fifty or more of cereal and other fodder.
The dogs have their own cookhouse, and since
they're individually temperamental about what
they like and don't like, the menu has to be
varied to suit each dog.
Of course, only ten or so of the four-score are
really full-trained actors.
The rest are just
extras and bit players. There is an assortment
animals with marked
of "one-shot" dogs
peculiarities who can be close-upped in a mob
scene for a laugh, for instance. There's Ching
Lee, a mostly-pomeranian who looks more like
a flapper than .Mice White; Whitie, who has
eyes of different color; a cock-eyed pup that is
used a-la-Sennett for something heavy to fall
on its kead. There's Pepper, one of the best
hind-leg dogs in the movies which means that
he can walk well and long on his hind legs.
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of a smoothness like rich cream
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Linit left
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Oscar is better behaved. The rest of the dogs
have their kennels, scattered among the trees
in Renny's (ive-acre peach orchard. There are
just enough peach trees to go around.

— not only

Merely dissolve half a package of
bathe

two minutes, he's snoring so loud you
can hear him a hundred feet away. Production
has to be suspended until he's had his nap
twenty minutes to a half hour. Then he shakes
himself, comes back on the set, looks at Myers
and White as if to say: "Well, let's begin,"
and they can start work again.
Oscar and Buster, being the big shots of the
racket, have all the gravy with the Renfros.
Of the four score dogs they own. only Buster
and Oscar are allowed to sleep in the house with
them except when Buster is out sheiking.

feed

secret

ing, luxurious results

sleep. In

IT

ou need not wait weeks for some sign of improvement in
your skin. The Linit Beauty Bath is an outstanding beauty

convinced

LINIT
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soft,
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smooth

There are dogs who like water, and dogs who
it; dogs who can roll, crawl, sing, wear

hate

—oh,

drunk, wink, smoke
anything you'd want a dog actor to do.
glasses, limp, play

What $1.25
WiU Bring You
In six issues of Photoplay Magazine hundreds of unusual pictures, of photoplayers
and illustrations of their
work and pa^ime.

And there are fleas!
"After everj' scene," says Zion Myers, "we
take a spray gun and deluge the set with one
of those patented insect-killers.
It helps a
little.

"As a matter

of fact, the dogs are kept
pretty free of fleas, even though the whole flea
population of Southern California is moving in
on our troupe. Vou see, when the day's work
is over, all the fleas are on US.
I've never
scratched so much in my life as since we started
shooting these comedies.
" .And an old man who used to help out in the

drapery department, ne.xt door to the stage
where we're shooting, quit his job the other
day. 'It was all right before them dod-durned
dorgs came in,' he complained, 'but since they
got here,

Scores of interesting articles about the people
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truth,

and the industry.

You have

read this issue
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that it is one of the most
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—

motion
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CO.NTIN'UED

With Jetta Goudal's thorough-going mind
trouble is inevitable when she enters the portrait gallery. Ever>'thing must be just so. She,
too, insists on the mirror. Once things reached
pretty much of an impasse. The irresistible
force met the immovable object.
Jetta
w-ouldn't be photographed without her mirror,

and the photographer wouldn't work with one.
They sat and glared at each other for forty
minutes, taking turns calling the publicity department. Finally the photographer gave in.
La Goudal may occasionally get licked but she
never surrenders. Jetta had her mirror.
"She was right about it," the photographer
admitted. "She's always right. She knew to
the fraction of an inch what the camera would
get. She saw herself at an unbecoming angle in
the mirror and yet knew that the camera would
get a good angle."

TT

takes a whole studio to get William Boyd
the gallerj'. He would as soon submit to
a major operation as face the little black bo.x.
He makes appointments cheerfully, and breaks
them with even more cheer. Recently New
York sent a hurry call for new Boyd portraits.
There was no time to be wasted, for Bill was
leaving for Honolulu in a week. Three times
he promised to be at the gallery, and three
-'•into

times he was "unavoidably detained."

for $1.25 addressed to

with the next

"Oh, don't you remember Buddy?" countered East. "Well, Buddy used to be one of the
canine king-pins of the silent daj's. Played
many dog leads with recognized stars of the
old days. But years pass even faster in a dog's
life than in a movie star's. But
"Let's put him to work," suggested White.
So they gave Buddy a cane and glasses, and
dressed him up as a grandpa, and set him under
the lights. Buddy came through splendidly
did as fine a piece of character work as any dog
could be asked to do.
When it was done, the other dogs on the set
clustered about, as dogs will, to get acquainted.
Buddy regarded them with a vast dignity that
kept them at an undoglike distance. Then he
growled very softly. .And it sounded exactly

—

like:

"R-r-r-r-r-riff-r-r-r-r-ratlff

!"

Secrets of the Portrait Gallery
I

Brief reviews of current pictures with full
casts of stars playing.
truth

blank-blankety-

-\nd say, you've read these sob stories of the

actresses and actors of long ago who just manage to still hold on these days by doing character bits, haven't you? Well, the other day,
Henry East, who trains dogs, visited the Dogville stage. With him was a shaking old dog
who gazed on the proceedings with bored mien.
"Who's the dog?" White asked him.

FROM

P.AGE 71

moving

picture theater.

but

piles o' draperies
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will see

acted at your
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full o'

can't sleep in
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The only reason the portraits were ever taken
at all was that the head of the studio informed
the truant star that he couldn't have his vacation until they had the pictures.
He visited
the gallery after that, but not in the best humor
in the world.
Ruth Chatterton is another star that has to
be forced into the galler>'. When she does go
she insists on being photographed only in her
own personal wardrobe, and no fancy shots,
either. She just sits, and feels like a martyr to
the cause.
Ruth's aversion to the gallery is
shared by John Gilbert and Victor McLaglen.
Douglas Fairbanks has few portraits taken.
It is hardfor him to sitstill long enough. Doug,
Jr., is just

the opposite.

He

doesn't

mind

at

In fact he likes it a lot, particularly if he
can do historical subjects in costume. If someone will just photograph him as I.'. Union, his
favorite character, he will go without breakfast, luncheon and dinner.
Mrs. Doug, Jr., Joan Crawford, consents
gracefully to the camera, but strange to say,
she is not an easy subject. She likes best to do
ver>' dramatic poses.
Sometimes it's diflicult
to keep in the spirit of the thing, for Doug, Jr.,
is quite likely to call on the phone from three to
six times while she is in the gallery.
all.

Every tdi jrtlscmcnt In PIIOTOrL.VY 5I.\C

VZIXE

I1

George O'Brien, of course, is a particularly
good subject for athletic poses. George is not
averse to showing his muscles at any time.
Perhaps his favorite sitting was a series of
poses taken from classical subjects; the Discus
Thro'dvr was one of them. .Another was Adam
with the proverbial fig leaf, if you can call
.Adam a classical subject. The photographer
tries to bring out the rugged strength of the
star.
He is a bit too broad and muscular to appear to advantage in evening or street clothes.
Charles Farrell is sensitive about a scar over
his left eye. The scar makes it appear that his
eyebrow is slightly distorted. .Although retouching could easily take away the mark in
the finished portrait, Charlie always insists^on
showing only the right side of his face.
Fox almost had to raise the salary of John
McCormack before he would enter the gallery.
He was firmly convinced that there was only
one photographer in .America who did good
work, and he was in New York. .After much
persuasion he was led, protestingly, to the
studio gallery, but not until he had exacted the
promise to see every proof and with the full
right to destroy all of them if he were not

_

pleased.

He came. He sat down, folded his arms in a
defiant manner, and informed the photographer
that he could have just twenty minutes, no
more.
The photographer had his work all
mapped out, and he worked fast. In ten
minutes he had used thirty plates. The tenor
thought it was the best sitting he had ever had.
Will Rogers is as delighted when he can
avoid the portrait studio as the small boy when
the hot water goes wrong on Saturday night.
He kept a photographer waiting on the set one
entire afternoon with the promise that he
would pose when he finished work. When he
was through for the day he ran past the surprised man like a shot from a cannon. When
he was half a block away he turned and called,
" Vah, yah, I put one over on you that time."

WIIE.V

N'omia Shearer arrives for a sitting
she brings all her costumes and properties.
She takes it verj' seriously as an important
phase of her profession. Ever>'thing must be
just right before the camera clicks. .As a result
she gets splendid studies.
John ^Iack Brown is a slow Southern boy.
It takes him forever to change his clothes between shots. It may be three hours before he
returns from his dressing room, and quite likely
he will see somebody on the lot, strike up a convcrsiition,

s\i»r«nt<vd.

Lilyan

and forget

Tashman

is

to go

back at

all.

considered one of the best

—
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subjects in the business. Lilyan can be photographed from almost any angle and appear at
her best. She is particularly stunning when it
comes to fashion pictures. One Hollywood
portrait artist considers Lilyan and the late
Barbara La Marr his finest subjects.
Most of the photographers take a deep
breath and drink black coffee to steady their
nerves when a child artist heaves into view.
Usually a more or less fond parent comes along.
There's a decidedly gruesome story of one
mother's efforts to get a crying picture. She
asked the child to weep, but for some reason
the tears would not come. She asked again in a
grim, threatening voice. The child was terribly distressed, an emotion she shared with the
photographer.
Still
no tears.
Then the
mother turned her back to the camera, gripped
the child with brutally strong lingers and
whispered dire threats into her ear.
The
photographer will never know what the woman
did to the youngster, but when she stepped
aside tears were streaming down the child's
cheeks, and her face was twisted with agony.
Sometimes wise stars use the studio gallery
They will pose as
as propaganda material.
certain characters in the hope that it might
give an idea to a producer.

"r\OROTHYI\LACKAILLhasalwayshadthe
'-^desire to do a Huladanceon thescreen. She
broke down and confessed her ambition to the
studio porlrailnir. He helped her out by posing
her against a Waikiki background with Dorothy in a shredded wheat skirt. .\ producer was
impressed by these interesting camera studies
and not long after that Dorothy did her Hula
dance for a motion picture camera.
In the same manner a story is being sought
for Loretta Young that will display her ability
as a toe dancer. No one had realized that she
was an accomplished danscusc until the still
camera lens let out the secret.
The other day they had some stunning portraits made of Marie Dressier.
The photographer carefully retouched them until the
Dressier physiognomy looked as smooth as a
sheet of white paper and about as interesting.
When the publicity department brought
them proudly to Marie for her approval, she
calmly tore them up.
"Listen," she said, "it took me a long time
to get those

wrinkles and lines in

my

Jne
ofthe

Yes,

— funny

sir

things

oeaiiiiniL

even

mo men

appearance

thi'

_

kair.

MadiaMt mnltlli Loveliness
Why

face.

Proper Shampooing Gives Your Hair An Alluring
Unobtainable By Ordinary Washing.

Loveliness

They're all that prove that any thinking goes
on beneath this funny pan of mine. Think I'm
going to part with them now? No, sir!"
still

atiraciiveness of

most

le

depends upon

How To Have

happen before the

Gloss

—

Soft, Silky

And

Hair

— Sparkling With

Life,

Lustre.

camera!

nothin
THERE
beautiful hair.
is

so captivating as

Soft, lovely, alluring hair

IRRESISTIBLE.

you use

Fortunately, beautiful hair depends, al-

most en tirely upon the way you shampoo it.
,

A thin,

oily film, or coating, isconstantly
forming on the hair. If allowed to remain,
it catches the dust and dirt
hides the life

—

and lustre — and the hair then becomes dull
and unattractive.
Only thorough shampooing will remove this
film and letthcsparkleand
the rich, natural color

J

iii-

Mulsified Cocoanut Oil Shampoo. Itcleans
sothoroughly isso mild and so pure, that it
cannot possibly injure, no matter how often
;

hasalways been

Two

an invitation? Harriet Lake
holds up the very newest thing in
Is this

flirtatious

handkerchiefs. This could
go on indefinitely

or three tcaspoonfuls of Mulsified
warm water

in a glass or pitcher with a little

added, makes an abundance of
rich,

creamy lather

.

.

.

.

.

.

soft,

which cleanses

thoroughly and rinses out easily, removing
with it every particle of dust, dirt and
dandruff.

You will notice the
difference in your hair
the very first time you
use Mulsified, for it will
feel sodelightf uUy clean,
and be so soft, silky,

tones of the hair show.
Washing with ordinary
soap fails to satisfactorily
remove this film, because
it docs not cleanse the
hair properly.
Besides the hair cannot stand the harsh effect
of ordinary so.qis. Tha
free alkali in ordinary

and

fresh-looking.

Try a ''Mulsified
Shampoo" and see how

—

your hair

—

•4

it.

with

new

will sparkle
life,

gloss

and

See how easy it
will bcto manageand how
lovely and alluring your

lustre.

soaps, soon dries the
scalp, makes the hair
brittle and ruins it.
That is why women,

any drug

by the thousands, who

goods counter

value beautiful hair, use

:n the world.

hair will look.
Vou can get Mulsified

CocoanutOil .Shampooat
store or toilet

— anywhere

MULSIFIED COrOANIJT OIL SIIA3IPOO
When

you write to advertisers please mention

rllOTOPL.W 5IAC.\ZINE.

—

—
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What About

CON'TIXVKD FROM PAGE 60

[

The procession of eager young men which
has marched through her girlhood has tried to
leave its mark on her personality.
Clara once complained to an interviewer
"The trouble with boy friends is that they
all want to make you over into something else

—

especially as it's me
again. It bums me up
as I am that they fall for!"
Such interference with Clara Bow has done
nothing to Clara Bow but make her furious.
For seven years Clara Bow has been feverishly hunting for a love that she could trust

—

that would stand tests and turn out to be
hopefully known as "the real thing."
The beaux have come and gone.

what

is

GO

BLEMISHES
Skin Clears

THERE

Up

while you sleep
let conspicuous skin blemishes worry
for a minute. Even if costly salves and
ointments ha vefailedyoa,reIiefisstillpossible.

Don't

you

Before going to bed anoint the infected
areas with good old Rowles Mentho Sulphur.
While you sleep blemishes will disappear.
Your skin will clear up in a surprisingly short
time and soon regain its lost loveliness.
This ointment the color of skin contains the
3 valuable ingredients that heal, cleanse and
smooth the skin. That's why it's so effective.
At the first sign of a pimple, a blemish,
rash or blackhead get a small jar of Rowles
Mentho Sulphur from your druggist. It is
It's the sensible,
safe and gentle in action.
easy

way

to keep the skin flawless and clear.

was Gilbert Roland. There were
Gary Cooper and Victor Fleming. Bob
Savage cut his wrists theatrically for "love" of
her, and was quickly given his marching orders.
There were momentarj' mentions, in the public
prints, of Nino Martino, Bela Lugosi, Rex Bell.
There was no printed mention at all of a handsome young Texas doctor at least, never by
name.
The Harry Richman story has been most
prolonged. Harry had the glitter of Broadway
night life about him.
"Ooh I love Harry!" squealed Clara in the
presence of reporters, early in the game.

—

—

And

a

—

game

been.

it's

Engaged and not en-

gaged to be married, and no dice. So it's
gone for a year, as thousands moaned.
.V lady of the theater, Miss Flo Stanley, declared herself in. Threatening to sue Clara for
alienation of Mr. Richman's boyish affections,
she expressed the cynical New York view of
the matter when she told the press
"Harry's my man. He doesn't love that
little kid.
He's only playing with her for the
publicity he can get out of it."
Poor little Clara Clara of Page One!

—

— hospitals for
then adhesions— hospital for

Rumored attempts

at suicide

appendicitis and
cut fingers stepmother trouble, boy trouble,

—

money

EX-BLONDE
•'TTOW much liRhteryotirhair used to be." What
xi. a pity to hear this from old friends. You
won't if you useBlondex. This special shampoo,
forblondfs only, preventsdarkening gradually
restores natural, radiant beauty to dull, faded
blonde hair. Not a dye. No injurious chemicals.
Good for scalp. Follow the advice of a million
delighted users. At all standard drug and department stores. Try Blondex today.

—

^ BUNIONS
Now
Dissolved

pitinful

Qsiizsa

u pay.

It hasn't

worked!

she's still adrift. Eight years
of hectic existence .seem to have taught her
Still with no workable
little of self-discipline.
scheme of life, a woman in years but the irrepressible hoyden of eighteen in her mode

At twenty-live

of living.

What

is immediately before her?
After her last expedition, Clara announced in
press
that she was going to be "real quiet
the
and orderly." At the moment of trotting to
press, she is.

bunions. QuickHer shoefl.

Not'. O.lX

No

The

oblii:iitiuu.

Easy to sell. Everybody
CHRISTMAS buys.Ourl)OX
assortment and
GREETING KTsonai
cards, also
><

CliristniJis

cry day cardsareunusual values,
original and slrikinRly beautiful.

Gc'nerf>UBCommit>'<iona Kiveyoua libcrnlproflt.GetHtBrttfdat
om-e. tuUur sp,irv rime. Earn aomo real oiiay extra money
from now until ('hri«tma3. Write for particularHanilHamplos-

Card Co.

Dcpt^ ll-D

ELMIRA.N.

Y.

Almost her

stepmother?

Her own philosophy, childish in its assumption that she can gather roses and no thorns?

-ca.

B/a Money Make.

Artlslic

A

age.

ssy aalvL's. No cumbersome apTliis marvelous disrnvpry
ntlrely different! UsiHlsncccK-sfuIly
r.no.fMH) f..ct. \Vritu fnr (riiil
.11
re:tiiiK-Mt absolutely free. Nothiiii:
.

CARDS^

Her father seems
Her boy friends?
come and gone.

own

Stars
I

—

She's busy and therefore happy, and not
harassed by her moody doubts, searchings and
wonderings concerning life and love.
Her Paramount contract expires October 1.
In spite of unfortunate stories and almost
tragic publicity, her pictures still make money.
She has one of the truest and most wonderfully
loyal fan armies in the history of pictures.
She's getting about S3.000 a week at present,
and if all goes well, she'll be re-signed for
another year at somewhat more.
.And that's all the inscrutability of Fate
allows us to know of Clara Bow's future.
What a tremendous hullabaloo the life of
this big-eyed wonder-child has been, since she
first broke upon us in 1922, in "Down to the
Sea in Ships"!
She crashed upon the screen at the perfect,

moment!

exquisite

Dashing, alluring and cinematically untamed, she was flaming youth incarnate the
personification of post-war flapperhood, bewitching, alluring and running hog-wild. .AH
the old taboos and thou-shalt-nots were
knocked dead by the new freedom for adoles-

—

cents.

Clara burst out just in time to be the New
Youth's standard-bearer.
Point with Joy or View with Alarm, as you
that's the truth.

will,

Clara Bow is responsible for a whole race of
second-run, imitation Bows tliat flood the
countr)'
a t>'pe that now seems to be giving
way to the Garbo sort of thing among the
infant sophisticates.
This is no "attack" on Clara Bow. It is a
prayer and a boost for one of the gayest,
youngest, prettiest girls who ever danced across
a screen who gave a new kind of youth to the

—

—

shadow
I will

stage.

be a charter

member

for the Preservation,

of any "League
Care and Protection of

Clara Bow."

But

there's

no sense

in

begging the

issue,

or

playing ostrich.

at, like

Then they would
111

—

to be seen
they would go to a premidre.
get together afterward and

'friends' flock to the funeral

and looked

PIIOTOP1..\Y M.\0.\ZIXK

Is

CL.\R.\
in

faces a crisis,

and we're

all

involved

some measure.

woman

She's a

in years,

now, and not a

schoolgirl thrust into an unfamiliar spotlight.
She can't continue to gallop off the reservation, and continue to delight us, too.
She's
stretched out her arms for understanding and
help and trust as have thousands of the rest
of us.
If she's failed to find them
as have
thousands of the rest of us at times she must
develop resources within herself, a spiritual
fortress that can defend her against all the
varied and cruel assaults of life and destiny.
That's what men and women have to do, as
best they can, when human hearts and human

—

hands

—
—

fail.

.\nd so

must Clara Bow. But first she must
time and her life in the world have
woman, and not a spoiled and

realize that

made

her a

wilful child!

Pay and Pay

CllNTlNli:U

were some carpcotcrs, electricians, boys who
work with me, and those in my lodge. The highbrow thousand-a-week 'friends' didn't even
phone to see if I were alive or dead. .\nd if
I'd died, they would have done the same
thing that's been done to plenty of good men
and women who have died in this business.
Their

]

trouble.

Grief has billowed around that tousled head.
Poor little Clara! Where could she turn?
to have had little influence.
Special pleaders that have

Don't
be an

Bow?

Clara

FROM

I>.\Gli

69

1

say: 'Great guy, wasn't he? Poor old so-andWell, whcrc'll we go and make whoopee
so.
tonight?'
"I'll sum it up.
In this business, we can
count our real friends on the fingers of one

—

hand. If wc want more well, we can reach
in our pockets and feel those nice, hard, round
'simoleons.' They're true friends!
"With friends disappears privacy. F.ven
behind the walls of one's own house, there's

eu«r«nte«l.

—
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only a half-portion of the privacy any individual wants and is entitled to. And when we
why, you know that
step outside the door

—

a man, any man, likes to dress up in an old
pair of pants and a sloppy sweater once in a
while, and go K™t>l>'nK around the yard or
watering the lawn or something. I can't even
dare to do that. Somebody will go by and see
rae. 'Oh, is iJial Monte Blue, eh? Well, what

a tramp he

^

^

^

is!'

"Even inside our walls, we're not free. The
telephone and the doorbell ring night and day,
and the mail man dumps bushels of mail. It's
all from people who insist on seeing me, for
any one of a million reasons. Usually they
want me to donate, or to invest, or to buy something.
I get from fifty to one hundred mail
appeals a week from clubs, churches, bazaars,
fairs, asking for donations. Each of them feels
worthy, of course.

A ND from individuals, I get countless

"

you really knew
about
if

piti-

They wring my heart.

I can see
can't help
them all. I would not have enough left to live
family. And then I've
on and take care of
got a few brothers, back I',ast, who are not as
fortunate as I've been. I've got to help them
.Uter all, charity does begin at home.
lirst.
"There are cadgers all around us, for another
point.
Do you know, I have paper in my
drawer representing S8,000 in loans. And it's
not worth a nickel. "Friends' who have gone
broke, who needed help in business 'for just a
little while,' or maybe somebody's wife had to
be rushed to the hospital. You know the type
iif
rush-appeals, don't you?
After you've

•*»-ful letters.

they're not fakes, these pleas

— but

princess pat

powder
youcJ surely try

A

it

I

my

helped them with money, do they stay your
No, they don't even call you up.
They walk around your block to avoid seeing
you. Unless they need more money. I've been
told, in just .so many words, that since I became a highly-paid star, I'm a legitimate
suckerl Imagine that.
"Well, enough of that.
There are other
things that success has cost me or taught

here

we

sha

try to give

the facts

—

read
carefully

friends?

—

me, let's say. I've had to learn to be careful
of my every utterance, of everj' spoken word.
They're hanging around, hungry for every
morsel that drops from your lips, so it can be
twisted to mean something quite different from
what was intended. No matter what I think,
I've learned to be e.xtremely careful either not
to say it, or to say it so it can't be misconstrued
if I think it's safe to say it at all.

—

"'Sy'OV know, there's so much envy and jeal•*•
ousy
A certain class of people know I get
a big salary, and their envy becomes malicious.
They forget that I've worked long to reach
the position where I earn it, and that it's only
for an abnormally short span that picture stars
do earn it. We've got to make it while we
can, and save it while we make it. I saw that
handwriting on the wall when I saw others
throwing it away as fast as they made it
in the old days of the Vernon Club and the
.

Sunset Inn.
"I've saved enough to care for me and mine
always.
If people want to be maliciously

first place, Princes.s Pat is the only facepowder that contains almond. Your accustomed powders likely h;ivc a base of starch.
This change of base in Princess Pat makes a
completely different powder. Almond makes a
more clinging powder than can possibly be obtained with starch as a base. So point one in
favor of Princess Pat is that it slays on longer.
Every woman will appreciate this advantage.

M

In the

rmUe sayt "Deltohlful.'
ymilr UJuju. CoHurr'x. Paraiint ptavrr.
The face potctter.

!<:
I-

For Princess Pat powder

—

face powder.

softer a powder, the better its application.

You know how

favor of Princess Pat is that it
can be applied more smoothly, assuring the
peculiarly soft, velvety tone and texture which
definitely establishes Princess Pat as the choice
of ultra fashionable women everjTvhere.
txco in

A

deciding factor in choosing powder is perWill you like Princess Pat
an original
fragrance? Y'es. For it steals upon the senses
subtly, elusively. Its appeal is to delicacy, to
the appreciation every woman has of finer
things. It is sheer beauty, haunting wistfulnesa expressed in perfume.

—

fvmie.

So point three in favor of Princess Pat is perfume of such universal charm that every woman
is

enraptured.

Even beyond

these advantages. Princess
Pat possesses a special virtue which should
make everj' woman choose Princess Pat as her
otily

confidently you depend upon
almond in lotions and creams, how it soothes
and beautifies, keeping the skin soft, pliant
and naturallij lovely.
Almond in Princess Pat face powder has the
selfsame properties. Fancy that! Instead of
dr>ing out your skin when you powder, you
actually improve it. Constant use of Princess
Pat powder is one of the very best ways to
correct and prevent coarse pores, blackheads
and roughened skin texture.
Princess Pat has been called "the powder your
skin loves to feci." It is a most apt description; for the soft, velvety texture of Princess

—

and different.
you have read carefully, learned
the unusual advantages of Princess Pat you
will surely want to trj- it.
Pat

is delightful

And now,
all

good for the skin.

harmless,

Almond makes Princess Pat a softer powder
than can be made with any other base. The
So point

is

mind you, but beneficial!
And once again the almond in Princess Pat is
the almond found in no other
to be credited

Not merely

if

powder.

get this

set

—

week-end

SPECIAL

ThLn very popular Princess Pat

Wifk

Marshall, Mich.
father is confined to bed from
a stroke of paralysis. He often has
spells when he requires constant
attention.
get very nervous and
take ttims at snatching recreation
periods.
The only relaxation I can afford is
the movies, which I attend every
chance I get. They are my escape
from the sober realities of life.

COUPON

"

P.it

W.

CBICAOO, V.

When

B. A. (IN

CANADA, 93 CHURCH

ST.,

I'r.i.c™, l'«t.

2700

S.

Wull«

KncloMd fmd 25e
Week End Set.

TORONTO)

rou mile lo ulrcrtUera plnse mention riIOTOrL.\T

prepiirfttlnim.

dvcuritted buudulr box

princess
pat

We

E.

Kiid Set (or the

and 26c <coln). Koslly a month's
supply u( ulmond Ihlkc powder and
liVi; other dcllchtfi

My
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me for that, I'm sorry, that's all.
just wish they would stop the manifestation
their envj'
the malicious gossip, and

jealous of
I

of

What Do You Want To

Know About The
Is it

an

Pictures?

All-Talkie, Part-Talkie— Silent or Sound?

Is it

the kind of picture

Which one

shall

would

I

we

letters.

"There's one other thing a star has to watch
for.
That's the maintenance of the position
he's attained.
It seems every endeavor you
make has to be ever greater than the ones
before. If not, up goes the chorus of, 'What's
the matter with Monte? He's slipping; he's
gone!' .\nd there's a lot of difference between
being a_ beginner and a contract star, too
You'll find the producers only too an,xious to
skimp money on your pictures, after you've
arrived, figuring that your box-oftice name
will sell mediocre films. The money they save
goes to fattening some other production. Who
suffers?
The answer is obvious.

a good picture?
Is it

—

anonymous

like?

see tonight?

Shall tve take the children?

"V\7ELL,

you

there you have

some of the things

*^ stardom costs you. Too, there's the everlasting responsibility if you've a grain of sincerity in you. It's surprising what a star's attitude

Photoplay will solve these problems for

— save your picture time and money.

can do to or for a company.

If he's happy,
enthusiastic, up goes the company morale,
there's a good picture.
If the star is
niorose, unhappy, the company is shot and so
is the production.

and

PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE

"It's one thing to attain success; another
thing to maintain it. It's harder to maintain it.
"I don't know whether I'm happier now
than I was at the bottom. Then, every
opening was a new start. I had no worries, no
responsibilities.
nights were easier. No
worries about ne.xt day, no rushes to see. No
expenses to worry about, because I wasn't

truly the outstanding pubHcation in
the great field of motion pictures.
Its
is

My

stories, its special articles, its exclusive

Uving high.
"Life was

and departments are absolutely
different from anything to be found
anywhere else.
features

luxurious.

"Shadow Stage''
Here

nationally famous.

is

new

are reviews of all the
pictures,
all

the players.

PLAY
a

with the

casts of

PHOTO,

also prints

complete summary of

its

six

in

pages for the previous

months.

These

are

my

in

which

PHOTOPLAY

is

as up-to-

the-minute as your

newspaper.
really

know

daily

You cannot

my ambitions. I've provided for
family and brought them the things that

I see in my children the forecast of another life I can live when I step out of
stardom and into retirement; I can hve over
my life again in them."

A

Striking editorials that cut, with'
out fear or favor, into the very
heart of the motion picture in'

dustry.

Authorized interviews with your
and actresses who
speak frankly because Photoplay
favorite actors

enjoys their

full

confidence.

but a few of a dozen great

departments

simple, even though it wasn't
was very happy.
I'm very happy today, too.

well,

I've realized

wealth of intimate details of
the daily Hves of the screen stars
on the lots and in their homes.

monthly

every picture reviewed

—

money can buy.

Photoplay gives you:

Photoplay's

I

"Today

Articles about every phase of the
screen by such authorities as

Marquis Busby, Leonard Hall
and Katherine Albert.

the fascinating

world of the screen unless
you are a regular reader of

9l'>

PHOTOPLAY

Oentlemen: I enclose herewith $2,50 (Canada $3.00.
Foreign ti.50) for which you will kindly enter my
subsoriptlon tor Photoplay Maoazine, tor one year,
effective with the next Issue.

PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE
No. Mlchliian Ave.,

Advice to 17-Year
Old Lovers
I

CONTIXUED FKOM

SUPERB FICTION

Street

by the Foremost Writers

City

I

—

"

T -S.MD a
-*•

in

little while ago that I didn't believe
passing out a line. Maybe you won't be-

me

but it's true that I've never told a girl
that I loved her. Honest, the word 'love' is kinda
sacred to me and I'm not going to say it until
I'm awfully sure I really mean it. If I went
around telling all the girls I loved them what
could I tell the real one when she came along?"
.So maybe there is some hope in the younger
generation after all.
lieve

CHICAGO

The abo\e docs not sound

to

51

Well, I don't believe in that. I've never written
a note
but I've started plenty. Maybe I'd
think a girl hadn't been on the up and up with
me and I'd get sore and sit down and start to
write her a very bitter note.
But I'd wait
until the next morning before sending it and
then I'd never mail it. And I think that's
pretty good advice. Never send a note until
you've slept over the idea. Then you'll never
send it.

like Warner

Fabian

dialogue, now does it?
It appears to me that
this kid Arthur Lake has a pretty level head
on his shoulders.

Before we parted
Send

p.\i;i;

girl

was

his

I

asked him what sort of a

favorite

type,

modern or

old-

fashioned.

"Oh, they're all about alike," said Arthur.
"They're all tr>-ing to be modern but they're
really pretty old-fashioned underneath. As for
my type well, lemme see, I like 'em tall and

Addreaa

—
—
— with football shoulders."

blonde
In

PIIOTOI'L.W M.VG.\ZIXE

Is

(tuaranteed.

—

!

.
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The Story of a
Magic House
I

FRUM

CONTINlIil)

I'Ain. 0/

|

determined that the natural wall should not
come down.
Yet one could not build a house against a

What

stone wall.

They

A

effected a compromise.

part of the wall was

hewn away

to give a

Do

view from the windows at the front and it stands
now, like some ancient parapet behind which
you walk and suddenly catch a glimpse of a
};lorilied view of Hollywood off in the dis-

work

booklet described below.
often can help in these

tance.

BUSY,

happy days began.

hath

to give

me

energy 1

now and

then, have hard-to-wakc-up mornings, "no-account"
days, and tired, spoiled evenings? Then you should read the

you,

.

.

should learn

how

remarkably, simple baths

too-common complaints.

Harry attended

to all the details.

He bought

every

nail,

every

s;ick of

cement

himself.

He and .\nn spent most of their time watching
their own house spring into being.
But even a castle must be furnished. Came
days made hideous by conferences with interior decorators.

(They had to buy everything from dish towels
grand piano.)

What hath for quicky sound sleep?
Nervous fatigue, they say, is an American tendency. When over-tired
or too keyed-up to get to sleep, try the magic of the batli that's only

to the

The experts talked to them of Louis
Oualorzc period, Renaissance, early American
antiques.
.Vnn and Harry would have none of that.
"We simply want comfort," said .\nn. "There
must be places to flop in every room. I don't
want any antiques that somebody else has
owned. We want to build legends around our
own furniture. I want only comfort and
beauty."
Not long ago they moved in the three of
.\nd as they
them, .\nn, Harry and Jane.
stood in their living room (.56 by 20) and looked
from the windows on the three sides they
knew that the job was finished. They had

—

mildly warm.

\^

is

well-loved house.

Every

stick

^

hen physically exhausted never take a cold bath. Make

it

hot.

Drink

a glass or two of water, and then soak for a full ten minutes. You'll

at last
a perfect house.

A

^^

What hath to avoid sore muscles?

come home
It

(See booklet).

soreness going.

fairly feel the

and stone, every tiny throw

rug, every small chair

is

adored.

It is amazing that in so lavish and elegant
an establishment so much comfort and warmth
could have been attained. Hut it is there
beauty combined w'ith grandeur, coziness
with great charm.
You drive to the gates. If it is night you

What

The garage lights turn on.
The garage door opens.
"We are now working on a scheme," said
Harry, "to have the beds turned down for us
and bath water running by pushing that same
press a button.

The

hath

quite hot bath

is

to

head

off

a cold?

when you've come home
But don't put it off. .And don't

the one to take, too,

thoroughly chilled or with wet feet.
delay either, sending for this instructive highly interesting booklet,
.

button."

"The Book About Baths."

•"PHE

dining room is almost all windows.
in the house but two, I believe, has three exposures.
The only bit of modernism in the house is
and %vhat a nursery,
little Jane's nursery
with Mother Goose characters chasing themalso off the hall, as is
selves across the walls
Ann's and Harry's bedroom, a room that

Every room

*•

—

—

Send

baffles description.

There are
the

bedroom

tiny,

hidden

to the roof

sleep there.
There are, in

all,

sixteen

stars.

It

(5 it that so many people have tended to think j/-'^
ofthe bath in terms of cleanliness alone? One reason,

They

no doubt,

rooms and eight

baths and there is no way of adequately
describing any of it.
For description would
merely cover the charming and luxurious details of the place.
There are many beautiful
houses in Hollywood. There are many luxurious ones, but not a single film home has
what this house has. For this has love and
tenderness and comfort. It looks lived in and
loved in.
It has character.

Book About Baths ff

^\Tiy

stairs that lead from
where there are two

beds set out directly under the

for *^The
is

L,'

O Th T7 f

been offered, free, a booklet just
So get your copy. Use the coupon. You'll be glad you did.

that they've never before

like this one.

CLEANLINESS IC^STITUTE
Established to promote public welfare by teachinf^ the value of cleanliness
Important: Pf-rhapa you also

would

be

inleresKrd

in

"A

Cl<-aiicrHou»r by 120*Clock,"

When rou

send nie/ree"The Book About Baths."

.

a part of the wide Bcrrice of
CleanliacM IntUtute.

has atmosphere.

It has true charm.

;

or"Thc Thirty Day Uvelinew
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write to ad¥ertlsers please meDtion
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Freckles
she did this, flooding the premises. Nothing
is more provocative, in the life of this strange,
wonderful woman, than this passionate love of
rain.
It

provides endless food for speculation.

She must derive great joy from the feel of
•the water beating upon her body.
Perhaps it is a method of release for her,
this eternal wandering in a human battle
against the elements.
All of us have experienced a pleasantly morbid joy in walking alone through rain, at night.
It is fascinating to speculate on this solitary
Swedish girl, stealing through a downpour
late at night.
Slillman'sFreckleCreai
_„_
you sleep. Leaves the skin soft and white — the
complexion fresh, clear and natural. For 37
years thousands of users have endorsed it. So
easy to use. The first jarproves iU magic worth,

question of Garbo's clothes
also of
THE
tremendous interest to her admirers.
is

It is exactly true that she cares little for

Ifyouuse
Bleach Cream
you need no other product than Slillman's
Freckle Cream. The most wonderful Bleach
science can produce. At

all

clothes.

Seldom did she wear anything but sports
morning, noon or evening. With this
costume she always wore heavy, low-heeled
clothes

drug stores.

—

slippers.

HfLl^
^~^J<ir
FULL OZ.

freckle
REMOVES

—

WHITEIMS
THE SKIN

jli.

fOeCKLtS

JAR

Oftenest these were the smallest size obtainable in men's low shoes. In 1929 she owned
about fifteen pairs of these most of them
brown.
\\'ith them she wore woolen hose, such as
During hot weather
are worn in Sweden.
she wore half socks.
She wore men's tailored shirts. She owned
dozens of men's silk ties, in all colors. .At night
she wore men's pajamas, in soft shades of silk
and in stripes. Her hats were of soft felt in
mannish style.
\\hen her manservant brought her shoes, she
would laugh and say, "Just the kind for us
bachelors, eh?"
On Garbo's "mystery days," when she hid
herself from her friends, she seemed to love to
keep everj'one guessing about what she did.
.M such times she would say to her ser\'ants
"I am not at home to anyone. Remember
XO one!"
Edington, her business manager, would
phone, and Greta might be in the room with

Cream

I

STILLMAN COMPANY, Aurora, III., U. S. A.
32 Beauty Dept. Send free booklet-Tells why
you have freckles — how to remove them.

__

Name
Address
Slate

City

eauty
depen-Js upon the

SHAPE

—

of your

NOSE

the telephone.

The

nose, composecl mo.^tly of flesh and cartilage, can be niolileil to phapely lines l>v

wearing the Anita Nose Adjuster, w
asleep or during the day. It's the

hile

quick, safe, painle,s.s and inexpensive
method. Results are lasting!

Your ago doesn't matter. Over 7.S.000 use
Diictors approve

it.

8niall

GU.MIANTKK. Send
FREE BOOKin,

co!*t.

f..r

Kluneyb.-J

a

trial offer

"The Nose and Its Shape

ANITA INSTITUTE,

1028 AnitaBldg., Newark. N. J.

and over the words would be repeated
—Over
"Miss Garbo
not
I do not know when
is

in.

she will be in."
Sorensen, her Swedish friend, would not take
"no" for an answer. "I know Garbo is there,"
he'd say. "Tell her I musi speak to her." .Vnd
Greta would sometimes instruct the scr\'ant to
say, ''Miss Garbo says to tell you that she is
not in."
Often her spells of solitude came with the
receipt of a bundle of newspapers and magazines from Sweden.
Then she would stay in bed for three days
at a time, reading and clipping rising only to

—

swim and

Popular

spite of all precaution —despite the fact
IX
that the house in Hcvcrly Hills waslistcd under

—

another name admirers occasionally found
their way to Garbo's door.
One Texas girl caused considerable annoyance.
She began with a long distance call
which Garbo ignored. Then letters arrived.
claimed
to be a relative of Mauritz
She
Stiller's, and to have a letter from him to
present. Greta believed nothing of it. Stiller
was dead. The letters went into the waste-

Casv. l-cim qukker and tain jric^tcr
musical succrss on a Conn. Endorsed
by Sou!kaan<l the vror Id's tfTCatcsi artists.

exclusive iMt'urcs. Yrt they

Wrif for Ffm Book
cc Trial— ILasy P-^>-nicnts

0^IM
QAND INSTRUMENTS

basket.

^^f

^LEARNED
NURSE
AT HOME
I

A

DOCTOR'S

DENTIST'S
ASSISTANT

12

WEEKS

But one night the household was awakened
girl's voice calling, "Greta! Come on out!"
girl and two men were standing before the
house.
"I am so and so from Texas!" the

C

><»!
TULi.. %2t

demanded

to

know

all

about the nocturnal

callers.

For two

a college boy picketed the
house. He was determined to get an interview
with Garbo for his school paper. Greta was
forced to use the back door.
A man in Wyoming sent Greta two orchids
every week, for three months. She liked them,
and always kept them on her dresser. .\ St.
Louis admirer sent her a large box of candy
each week.
He tried vainly, time and time again, to
get her on long distance.
She would never
talk to him.
Garbo has always been fond of flowers. Her
favorites are pansies and violets. Friends often

them

sent

daj'S

to her.

A bunch of violets was almost always to be
found at the head of her bed.
Garbo celebrated her twenty-fourth birthday in that house on September 18, 1929. Her
ser\ants made her a birthday cake decorated
with twenty-four candles of yellow and blue,
and gave her a box of candy tied with ribbons
of those colors
the national colors of Sweden.
Her friend Sorensen came over to late
breakfast that day, bringing a sketch he had

—

made

of her.

It showed Garbo dressed in a trench coat,
with a derby hat and men's shoes.
At one side was a French poodle on the
other a pair of galoshes.

—

HTHERE is a Swedish

folk-story about "lucky
-*- galoshes."
It tells of a pair of rubbers into
which an old man stepped. When he wore
them he had good luck, and when he forgot

—
—

them bad. Sorensen's picture signilied that
Greta had "lucky galoshes." She loved the
sketch had it framed in silver, and placed
beside her bed. One other picture a photograph of Mauritz Stiller also stood on that
favored table.
.•\lso, on the dresser, stood Garbo's favorite
Chinese idol a sacred one called, I believe,
Quan Vin.
She was forever breaking it. At last its
head was completely severed. She was always
unhappy when she broke this talisman, and her
servants were kept busy mending the poor
Chinese goddess. At last her head and body
were fastened tightly with a stout spike.
Garbo's toiletries were extremely simple.
She had a ver\' lovely plain silver dressing
table set. She used very little perfume, though
she did have a bottle of "gardenia" scent. And
she used a lavender soap one popular in
Sweden. There were no cosmetics nor lotions
Occasionally Greta
on her dressing table.
"to
called for a piece of ice to rub on her face
freshen up a bit," she said.
When not working, Garl)0 cared for her hair
herself.
Once a week she would shampoo it.
If Greta was going on location, .Mma, her
colored majd from the studio, or Billie, her
favorite studio hairdresser, would come to
the house.
Garbo enjoyed eating. I once heard that she
had become anemic from dieting. This was at
a time when her company thought she was
getting too heavy.
She said herself that she gained about fourteen pounds during her long holiday in Sweden
almost two years ago. and that since that visit
she had been in perfect health. Her weight, on
her home scales, held steady at about one
hundred and twenty-eight pounds.

—

—

—

—

—

by a

girl called.

The

servants had difliculty in persuading
In the morning,
Garbo, always curious about those who sought

them
MISS

exercise.

her.

to leave the premises.

Erery sdrertlsement In

PIIOTOPLAT MAQAZrN'E

Is

G.\RBOoccasionally invited friends to dinner
with little or no notice. They were usually
Sorensen. or Jacques Feyder, the director, or
Mr. and Mrs. John Loder. Mrs. Loder was the
only \.oman who came to the house often.
Garbo liked her very much. They spoke to

cufrantccd.

—

—
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each other in German. In fact, Greta usually
'spoke German to her friends, but talked
Swedish to her stalT of servants.
Once the star invited Sorensen, Feyder and

even sent a
Maycr.

I

j
i!

1

his assistant director to dinner. That morning
she had ordered brown beans with salt pork,
Swedish hardtack, Russian r)'e bread, cake

and

cotTee.

It was a favorite menu of hers, and she permitted no change with the advent of guests.
"They can take just what I am going to
have," she said.
After dinner Garbo would entertain her
friends by playing the phonograph. She had a
Swedish record about herself that she liked to
play again and again.
It was made up of bits from a popular Stockholm revue. First there was some music. Then
followed conversation about Greta dancing on
The record
shipboard with Prince Sigvrid.
ended with "Hut remember, Greta, there is a

with this story.
this time, in 1929, Greta Garbo used to
say that when her contract expired, in 19.il,
she intended to leave the United States forever.
She did not seem to be really happy in Holly-

wood.
She would daydream and talk of the
wonder house she means to build one day at
Sallsgon, the lake of a thousand islands near
Stockholm. There, on a high cliff, she would
rear her castle, with the kingdoms of the world
spread below.

;

Fame

in the theaters of

Europe

is

Irs lias LI

iioiif

TO kave

also a part

Greta Garbo's dreams for the future. Today
she is only twenty-five!
.\nd so ends the simple, truthful tale of Greta
Garbo's life as she lived it in the year 1929
her household gods set up in a rented home in
Heverly Hills, its doors barred against a prying
world. There is nothing of the "sensational"
in it
but there is much of surpassing interest,
it seems to me.
Think, for instance, of a tall girl, in shapeless
clothing, striding through a torrent in the
darkness of the night, when the world is warm
and dry inside its doors.
of

songs.

Tliey were something about
and "Oh, What a Man!"

"Low Down"

of 1929, Garbo did not
be devoted to any particular man.

the

—

—

played them when
low-spirited, to
she was high-spirited, to make her happier and
entertain her friends. Sophie Tucker sang both

TN
Mo

Mctro-Goldwyn-

AT

day coming tomorrow!"
Garbo had two other numbers she played
played them when she was
nearly to a frenzy

—
cheer herself

test of himself to

Garbo and Harry Edington occasionally discussed the advisability of having him come to
this country. It was considered rather unwise.
He is now working for Paramount in Paris.
Garbo, at this period, was not at all domestic.
She never puttered about the house.
She read, swam, walked, rode, played handball, ate and slept.
And worked, when work
was the order of the day! Finally, after months
of search, she left this house and took the
beautiful Santa Monica estate which appears

summer

seem

At this time her romance with Jack Gilbert
had ended.
They did not speak when they passed at

—

the studio.

She never mentioned his name at home,
though she did talk, sometimes, of the parrot
she had given Jack.
"He was a big, fine bird. And very smart.
You should have heard him give the raspberry.
He could do it better than any man!"
At one time Miss Garbo's brother, Sven. who
has been quite successful abroad both on stage
and screen, wanted to come to Hollywood. He

In that solitary figure, alone irj the wind and
the rain, is all the myster>' and wonder of
Greta Garbo. Of what is passing under that
mop of yellow hair, who can speak? Thus does
the essential Garbo remain a mystery and
a lure!
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Then

The 20 Mistakes in
?^^ Chaplin Interview
0,!

the picture was all wrong. Chaplin
and Mary Pickford have never appeared

FIRST,

together.
Here are the mistakes in the storj', in the
order in which they appear:
1. The name of the new Chaplin film is
"City Lights," not "The Lights of the City."
It is
2. Chaplin's voice is not deep bass.

quite higher.
It is naturally
3. His hair is not dark red.
greying, but he dyes it black for his pictures.
4. His famous moustache
smooth shaven.
5.

is

a prop.

He

is

6.

"The Kid" was not the last Chaplin
"The Circus" was his most recent.
Davey Lee was not the boy in "The Kid."

I

was Jackie Coogan.
7. Georgia Hale does

not

11. "City Lights" will not be completely
Instead, a theme song will be sung,
words, from a phonograph. These, however,
will be the only words in the picture.
12. The picture can not be as good as the
script, because Chaplin uses no script.
He
creates the picture as he goes along.
13. The synchronized musical numbers, as

voiceless.
in

well as the theme song, were all composed by
Chaplin himself. There is no Sergei Stenvich.
14. Chaplin's eyes are blue, not brown.
15. Charlie's accent is slightly English, nut

French.

picture.
It

Page 41)

appear

in

"City

Lights." The part of the flower girl is played
by Virginia Cherrill, a newcomer to films.
8. Charlie has not admitted he hopes to
marry Miss Hale. On the contrary, although
they go places together, he has denied there is
any betrothal.
9. .\nd his next matrimonial venture, if any,
will jiol be his second.
He has already been
married more than once.
10. Charlie does not smoke.
He gave up
cigarettes a few years ago.

When

Chaplin was bom in London, not Paris.
Chaplin has been abroad, once, since
coming to America.
18. He was not educated at the Sorbonne.
He never went to school.
19. There is no pretty little maid in the
All his servants six
are
Chaplin home.
men.
20. Jim Tully is«fl/afriend. Instead, Tully,
once employed by Chaplin, has turned the fire
of his pen to several articles which could hardly
be called complimentary, and once Chaplin
sued to prevent publication of one of TuUy's
stories about him.
16.
17.

— —
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The Gag
[

"You must have

a large staff," I ventured.
"I'll introduce you to the boys," he said
enthusiastically,

"a

—

and gagged up a lot of the
Rauh is a young man, quick and temperamental, with a far-away look in his eye.
Conversation was not just conversation to him.
It was composed of the quick comeback.
others.

be disturbed now they're writing tomorrow's
product. You see," he explained, "we do so
many more of these short subjects now than we
used to because it takes less time. In the old
days you d take a week or ten days to do one of
these.
Nowadays, since our characters can
talk, we can do a picture in two sets
at the
most, three because the dialogue explains
things that we used to have to show by action.
That speeds things up and cuts down expense."

We

DANDRUFF
A

Sure

Way to End It

is one enre way that never fails to remove dandruff completely, and that is to dissolve
it. Then you destroy it entirely. To do this,

There

just apply a little Liquid Arvon at night before
retiring; use enouph to moisten tho scalp and
rub it in gently with the finger tips.

By morning, most, if not all,

of your dandruff
be gone, and two or three more applications
completely dissolve and entirely destroy
every single sign and trace of it, no matter how
much dandruff you may have.
will
will

You
will

-n-ill find, too, that all itching of the scalp
stop instantly and your hair wilt be lustrous,
and look and feel a hun-

glossy, silky and soft,
dred times better.

You can pet Liquid Ar\-on at any drug store,
and a four ounce bottle is all you vdU need.
This simple remedy has never been known to

BE

A

JAZZ MUSIC MASTER
Play Piano

By Ear
perfectly. Boid

way out

were on our

of his office

the drama unfolded itself. It was a
•'' household scene. The woman was reading
a magazine, and the husband was trv-ing to
leave the room unobtrusively. Neither of them
was being successful. The wife caught him at
it and^didn't like it. At any rate, I judge she
didn't, because she picked up a board studded
with nails, that some one had, by an extraordinary chance, left leaning against the wall.
As she walloped her fleeing husband, the front
part of whom was now entirely through the
window, with this nail-studded board, she
shouted:
"There! I think this will make an impression on you!"
"That's not such a bad gag," said Roth.
"Many a whole musical comedy has been built

—

practice.
Moles (also Big
Growths) dry up and drop
off.
Write for free Booklet.

WM.

DAVIS, M. D, 124-D Grove Avt, Woodbridge, N.

J.
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voted to Moving Pictures.

—

"Why?"
"

you asked me what to do about
I could tell you to put an outboard motor on it," said Rauh. "My headache department isn't what it should be. I'll

said.

closing.

certain
of Dr.
went to see one.

hall.

what

"Many a man lives by thesweat of hisfrau,"
said Hershey.

all

the shootin's about," he

"If this

is

art,"

he added,

"it's

"Some
hangover

verj- easy."

"You

this picture, "Yamerkraw," which
the simple sequence of life in a small negro
a few shots in the cabarets of the great
and wicked city, and then back to the village
again.
It doe.sn't sound like much, but it is
aesthetically satisfying to see and hear.
We went through a long hallway. From
opened doors we heard snatches of music that

So he did

is

village,

sounded

if

" Glad to have met you." The door was
Their voices followed us down the

hearing so

this is

see,

look into that."
"Let's go," said Roth. "It's a wise crack
that knows its own father. You see, I'm getting that way myself."
We started to go out. "Well, goodbye," I

projection room.

appears that,

You

a floating kidney

less."

It

like history, repeats itself," said

—

Murray Roth is a person with many sides,
and most of them effective. Although he is the
head of production, he often directs a picture
himself, and it is generally a memorable one.

told himself.

to banish them
simple, safe home treatment 16 years' success in my

"Humor,

in his tracks.

on

all

Hershey.
"Well, anyway," I said, "life is certainly
never dull around you boys." You see, I had
become the perfect feeder. The faces of both
of the gagsters became animated.
"It's always dullest just before the yawn,"
they both said at once.
There was a pause, while they scowled at
each other. " I thought it was agreed that that
crack was to be mine? '' said Rauh finally.
"Sorry," said Hershey. "You can have the
one about the Scotchman and the moth."
Roth turned to go. " It's hot here I have a
headache," he said.
Rauh and Hershey looked at each other.
"Just a second," said Rauh. He turned to a
filing cabinet and looked through the folders
swiftly. He did not find what he wanted.
"Sorry," he said to Roth, "I haven't anything about a headache. Can't you make it
something else a floating kidney, say?'

"KJOW

"So

'moles

"It

now,

much about the artistic values in
German pictures, such as "The Cabinet
Caligari" and "The Last Laugh," he

How

was fancy. "There seems to be
writing," I remarked.
remarked,
depends on whom you write to for it,"
said Rauh.
"The public has always paid well for
humor," I remarked.
office

i money m
in

picking our way carefully to a stage set where
action seemed to be going on at a furious pace.
But the fuss that had been going on had,
apparently, been just a rehearsal. Suddenly a
whistle blew, and everybody remained frozen

They ran one for me in the
It was called " Yamerkraw."

A

rj-HE

—

—

]

jects, it appears,

They mustn't

little later.

Factory

CONTIXUED FROM PACE 59

people are so dumb they think a
a Jewish holiday," said Rauh.
you, after a while,"

is

see, the life gets

said Roth.
A beautiful voice rang out in the stuilio, a
I had heard in the Metropolitan Opera
House. I recognized the voice.

melody

"That

isn't

"Certainly

Martinelli?" I asked.
Roth. "He's doiiiL; a
excerpts from the

is," said

operas."

familiar.

"Are they popular?"

"Our composing department," he said.

"We

need two songs for a picture we're doing this
afternoon; they're being composed now." I
listened in the corridor for a moment or two.
'Ihe music bore a family likeness to all popular
music. There was no chance of its striking a
jarring
that is, new
note. That isn't called
for in the present technique.

—

—

—

series of pictures for us

"We

I inquired.

like them," he said.
"I know, but " I persisted.

TJE

—

"They lend
•'tone to the line, and class. So does a picture like 'Yamerkraw.' When you turn out 300
of these pictures a year you can afford to mix
them up a little, in order to get a gemr.il
shrugged his shoulders.

^

effect."
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V\ 7E paused outside a closed....
door. "The gag
.,

"^

.

department,' ne said.
» ou see, every
line must count. Every other line must be a
feed line, answered by a gag or a wise crack.
They're writing them now, in there," he

motioned

to the door.

"Where do they

get them all?" I asked.
a little vague.
He shrugged his
shoulders. "You never know. They're clever,
1 guess.
But you don't depend just on cleverness; each one keeps a file of wise cracks, ready
to be pulled out and inserted where needed.""
went inside and he introduced me to

He was

We

Stanley Rauh and Burnet Hershey, who have
written a large proportion of the short subEvery adiertlsement lo

PilOTOPLAT M.^G.^ZrN^E

Is

He showed me around the studio. It is a
and varied place. He was familiar with
everything that was going on. There was a
beautiful Chinese shrine in a corner of the
property room. He ran his hand lovingl\- <i\ tr
its lacquered sides.
"This used to be in ihe
Metropolitan Museum," he said.
".\re you going to use it in a picture?" I
asked.
"I'm going to have a picture written around
it," he said.
"With no wise cracks. Just
large

(so-and-so) art."

"Thanks for coming out," Roth said. "I
hope you won't be too hard on us. You know,
our job is to get the greatest number of people

cusnnleed.
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lauKh at the same thinj; you miKht
say that wo have here the lowest common
denominator of humor. Just as soon as you
get away from that you divide your i)ul>lic, the
sense of humor being such a (blank) personal

who

will

thinp;.

Not that
lightly

this stuff

— after

all,

we

all

is

to be dismissed too

get

down

to elementals

19,i0
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and the two things that are more
elemental than anything I can think of are
laushter and tears."
"Well," I said, "you certainly seem to have
made good on your end of things."
"The only trouble with making good in this
business," he said quietly, "is that you have to
do it over every day
after a while,

%>

xQ

I

Deeds and Dreams
[

I

'

I

'

CONTINUED FROM PACE 50

life and was, in a way, responher having a screen career. She had
met Marconi in South .'\merica, through her
mother, and when she came to London she saw
him again. Here was a man who had dedicated

in.luenced her
sible for

hi; life to his work.'who thought of nothing but
til, it work, and who knew that in the intense
Imlc .Spanish girl burned the lire of the artist.

Marconi told her of the glories of work well
done, and when Mona's mother heard of their
frequent meetings and wrote to her to come
home, Marconi took out legal guardianship
papers so that she might remain. It was he
who begged her to break away from all her
friends and acquaintances in London and strike
out for herself, alone, in Germany.
She had a few letters of introduction to
people in Berlin, but none of them were connected with the film industry, yet because she
was determined, because she knew now what
she wanted to do, and because there were no
outside inlluences to hamper her, she landed a
contract with UFA and found herself approaching happiness for the first time in her life.
Work in Germany did not satisfy her. It
was too small. The center of the industry was
to be found in America and when Joe Schenck
came abroad, saw her and told her of the opportunities on the other side, she came, as soon as
her UF.\ contract was up, only to discover newbattles with the talkies.
She and her maid, a German woman who is
half-mother, half-companion, half-servant to

FIRST

BEAUTIFUL
NATIONAL STAR,
SAYS:

]

her, were sitting in the compartment of the
train when the maid looked up from her paper
said, "Vou must learn to speak English.

and

They

are making talking pictures now."
"That's ridiculous," said Mona.
"They
won't last. They're merely novelties."

But they lasted, and Mona learned English
enough to give one of the best performances of the year in "Romance of the Rio
Grande." She was almost immediately cast in
"The Arizona Kid" and is now with Jose
well

in "One Mad Kiss."
Mona has been and continues to be one of
the most misunderstood girls in Holl>-wood.
Hollywood demands a penalty for one drop of
Spanish blood.
It demands gayety and
bounce, pep and personality stuff.
Hello,

Mojica

baby! Hot Tamale! Ooh, la, la! A melancholy Spaniard is like a gay Swede. Mona, you
see, simply won't remain true to type.
She is
herself and when the demons sit on her
shoulders she locks herself in her house and
won't come out, and when she is at parties she
behaves like a lady. .\nd that, according to
Hollywood, is not an old Spanish custom.
Lonely,

pitifully

lonely

is

strange

prefer 'KRANK'S LEMON
CLEANSING CREAM'

'I

little

because

Mona. And she will always be so. She shrubs
her shoulders. She is used to it by now. She

liquefies

it

penetrates

ly,

doesn't mind. She has other compensations,
for as she knows the depths, so does she know
the heights. I doubt if she will ever be understood.
I doubt if the two stories told by her
profile and her full face will ever be reconcikd.

cleanses

instant-

tJeeply,

swn

tfie

and

perfectly

leaving the fall deligfitfully
refresfied afteWmake-up.
Tfie

odor

isMlike

morning."

GUARDING

spring

a

^^^ liM^T^

complex,
and
studio lights is .igtonstant problem with
movie stars. Thfil s why so many of them
have turned tcCT(rank's creams with utt^iiBil

priceless

ions asdinst^be ravages

So that was all settled and when the boy
brought around the check from the telegraph
olTice, maybe an hour later, the guy at the desk
here was ready to cash it.
I slipped my good
suit to the valet for a pressing and got a shave
and a haircut and a facial and a manicure; and
it was about ten-thirty that me and the roll
arrived at the Arcade and found the Bemis kid
just getting ready to go home.
"Oh, get out some more glasses; we got
company again," she said, and rolled her eyes

and smiled
has

left for

to drive

you mad.

we danced some and talked some, and then we
danced some more and ate a little something
and talked some more; and then around one

—

a load off your mind. Mr. Jones,"
•• shesaid, laughing ever so sweet and
pretty.
"It's tomorrow already. Can I have my hand

now?"

town?"

I

together."

went over

tains
tip.

—

big. No, we didn't come to the
brother. Where we went was this
million miles out in the mounseven-ninety to the taxi guy, without
ordered all there was on the card and

We

facial

muscleSjand promote

pearl compi jSion

now

the

that

the

creamy-

vogue among

We screen and social worlds.
You, too, (M\ have the perfect complexion you now envy by using Krank creams.
Send coujjl^n today.
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FREE
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trial

Paul,

sUe

Minn.
jar

ol Krank's

Lemon

"Mr. Jones!" she said. "I'll bet you could
teach people by mail how to work fast."
"I'm not kidding. Flo," I said. "What else
made me the man I am today? Going after
what I want and snatching it! Take Glintz,
for instance." I said.
"Where will we take him?" she asked.
".\nywhere. so long as he does himself a
favor by buying Peppytone," I said.
"Baby,
you could help with that."

V^lien you write to adTeriUe

Address

W.

a mjmplelc "facial"', the following popular
an«0!metic counter: Lemon Cleansing Cream
$1,00. llfonev Rose— Nourishing Cream $1.00
Skin Health-Tissue Cream $1.25
^-^rfr-^

For

"Pretty soon, Flo," I said. "Listen. Flo,"
said, "you and me could travel a long way

"Meaning handsome you?" she said, powdering her nose.
".\long with beautiful you," I told her.
"I
got a taxi waiting. You can tell him where to
hit the curb."

Hotsy Club, a

scented, they^fresh and invigorate

"HTAKE

the night."

'•grill here,

most confidenofc.' The purest ingredients
perfectly com^unded and delightfully

"Mr. Glintz

"If you ask me, baby, he can stay for the
next couple of centuries, just so he leaves you
behind," I said, and meant it. "How about a
bite of supper with a lonely guy in a strange

TT

—

o'clock Flo threw in the sponge
I was calling
her Flo before we got there and said it was
time to go home. It gave me quite a start,
being that late, I mean, and nothing accomplished.
"I hate to call it a day. Flo," I said.
"I hate
to think I have to wait till tomorrow to see you
again."

of sun

itlon
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food wasn't free," she said

all this

and kind of sighed and looked at me, and I
hope to tell you, brother, I laid off breathing
a second. How could I help it?
"Flo," I said, "what you can do with those
Look at
eyes alone is nobody's business.
Glintz tomorrow the way you looked at me
just now and tell him to buy a Peppytone.
Will you do that?"
for

WELL,

she mashed out the cigarette she
was smoking and she seemed to be thinkthi
ing it over, and pretty soon she shook her head.
"Me try"It wouldn't be right," she said.
ing to influence him like that."

"But

this is for his

own good,"

isn't it?"

1

"You're a funny

"Even

tiful and artistic in your personal surroundings or the
fundamentals of a charming

—

Study Course.

&

my

Decoration

Home Study Course

mind."

trouble, Flo?" I asked her.

"Maybe

I said.

Suite 1118
578 Madison Ave.
New York. N. Y.

"Oh,

it's

that terrible mortgage!" she said.

"On

the old farm, huh?"
"No, on the two-family papa bought three
years ago," Flo sighed. "We had nothing but

trouble since we got it.
Now the heating plant
in the part we don't live in went on the bum
and papa simply hasn't got the price of a new
one, so there's no rent coming in from that and
oh, I'm so worried I don't know what to do.

"AM ADDRESS OF DISTINCTION

—

The

Specii
:ial

"Big

Advantages

Game"

(or

Visitors
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weeks over-due now and

seemed she was a very sensitive little kid
and the sight of all that money gave her a
kind of shock.
She let off a yip and flopped back for a
second, breathing kind of hard.
"For the love of Pete, Mr. Jones, put it
away!" she said. "Do you want somebody
following us out of this joint with a lead pipe?"

IT

Fans visiting Chicago for the
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location unusu-

ally convenient. All playing
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the game
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smart Supper Dance . the
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"Leave that

.

.

is

there's the payment pop has to make twice
a year."
"Listen, kid!" I said.
"How much is this
interest?"
.'\nd I pulled out the roll Homer
Savage had wired.

big football

The Drake

interest

to

me,"

I said.

"How much

is

this interest?"

"Well, it's a hundred and fifty dollars, Mr.
Jones," she said, "but that don't concern you
because
"Don't it?" I said, and pushed the hundred
and fifty over to her. "You put that in your

—

THE

DKAr E

"I don't know till I see when I get the
chance.
Maybe you'd better not show up till
I have him interested.
I don't know anything
about money or business," she said, timid, "but
wouldn't that be better? Then maybe if we

went somewhere

like this

could tell you about
don't cost too much?"

it?

tomorrow

Maybe

night, I
here, if it

TTiLL yourself twenty-four hours have
' elapsed, the waj- they do in plays, me sort
of walking around on the air, as they say, and
singing tunes to myself all the time and having

my

eyebrows trimmed and buying a couple

shirts and ordering some violets sent up
to Flo at ten sharp; and also giving the giggle
to Bill Patterson w^henever we happened to
meet, he doing the same for me and also seeming to feel that he was riding high, wide and

handsome.
Well, anjTvay, here we are at the same table
the next night, with the boys shoveling out
the chow like the army's getting ready to eat,
and Flo kind of funny and nervous and not
laughing as usual.
"Well, baby," I said, "tomorrow we hand
Glintz the fountain-pen?"
"Oh, that!" said Flo, like she'd just remembered.
"I'm so sorr\', Mr. Jones. That isn't
fixed yet.
I had too many other things on my

mind."
"Trouble, Flo?"
".\bout the mortgage," she said, and gulped
a couple of times.
"What's the dam thing done now to fuss
you?" I asked her.
"Oh, I don't understand about money and
business," she said, "only pop went down to
the lawyer today and he says it isn't legal to
take the interest when the p,ayment's not made.
They're going to foreclose and take away our
Oh, I think I'll shoot myself, Mr.
house.
Jones!" she said.

""pLO, why would you shoot yourself?"

t

asked her, soothing.

"How much

is

"That's alaugh, Mr. Jones," shesaid. "More
there is in the world. Five hundred dollars!"
I tore
.Vin't it funny, how a man will get?
the pocket, pulling out Homer Savage's roll.
"Gimme your funny handbag, kid," I said
and snatched it. "There!"
"But Mr. Jones!" she said.
"Call mc Harry," I told her.
"Oh, that wouldn't be proper," she said, and

money than
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those

They all look forward to the visit to
town on Saturday, knowing that they
will end the grand day by a trip to the
movies.

This

trip is

the spice of their
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new

couldn't do it right.
on it," she said. "I've

I

I couldn't put my mind
got too much trouble on

"What

so

could help."
"You couldn't," she said. "This is money
trouble."
Then she looked like she was going
"Oh, I could shoot myself!"
to cry.
It got me in the throat, but I had to laugh.
"You tell your old uncle all about it, kid,"

TODAY

Arts

did try,

I

it

I

Start on the road to success
for the
by writing
Brochure giving details of our

Home

if

kid, taking
could try."

little

"You

serious," I said.

i

—

I told her.

I know, Mr. Jones, but I couldn't do
she said.
"I don't think that's proper,
using sex appeal to sell goods. That's what

"Ves,

it,"

you mean,

pocket and say no more! Now how will it be
about mentioning Peppytone to Mr. Glintz?"
"Gee, Mr. Jones, you make a girl ashamed,"
Flo said, putting it away quick before anyone
could see it. "I yes, sure. I'll speak to him
about it tomorrow."
"Around what time, honey?" I said.

EuaranrMd.

lives

and about the only form of

real

recreation which they can enjoy.
the pleasure isn't only for the
time being, as they spend the rest
of their dreary evenings discussing
the picture, actors and actresses,

And

and look forward with equal joy to
the next Saturday trip.
So that's another point for the
bring
to
movies the joy
they
Harriet Barrick
"country folks."

—

—"

—

"
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opened her eyes again. "I guess I'm terrible
ciM-f;ishionc(l and out-of-date, but I don't
iliink that would be proper.
I couldn't call
\ i)U Harry, Mr. Jones.
And all this money

—

FORGET
can pay

it,

beautiful," I said. "Your pop
day. So tomorrow

me back some

H. Glintz he has to buy a Pcppytone
I'll be there
or put up the shutters, hey?
around three."
"\o, I wouldn't," Flo said. "Let me get him
all interested and hot and bothered about it
and wanting to send for you, first. Then you
you'll

tell

Isn't that wiser?"
it over fast.
leave it to you, kid," I said.
"Only
time you're hopping into it with nothing
on your mind, ain't you?" I said, because after

can put
"I

this

si.x
hundred and fifty smackers are sLx
hundred and fifty smackers.
"Vou watch me!" Flo said. "I'll call you
at the hotel tomorrow if it's ready to break;
and if it isn't maybe we could come out here
again tomorrow night and I could tell you all
he said and how he felt and you'd know exactly
what to do. Oh, I ;£vji!( you to sell him the
thing!" she said, and put her soft little hand
on mine for a second.
"Have it your own way, sweetie," I said.
"Well, then, if you don't hear from me tomorrow, will you meet me on the Fifth Street
corner the same time tomorrow night?" Flo

all

sort of apologetic.
"It looks kind of
funny, you calling for me at the theater all the
time.
I don't want to get talked about."
So last night I met her on the Fifth Street
said,

comer.
Yes, this was just last night, brother. It
One way and
like fifty years ago!
another, she stalled me off till we were at the
Hotsy, with the boss bowing till you'd think
he'd crack in two and all the waiters hotfooting
it to bring the season's delicacies for the new
And then it got
millionaire and his girl friend.
to me she wasn't laughing any more than she
had the night before. I wanted to cuddle her
and tell her it was all right, whatever it was
but, at that, business is business and I was
never a man to put anything in front of business, with the firm depending on me the way

seems

it

does.

"Well, well !" I said. "What time tomorrow
we're putting the halter on B. Glintz?"

is it

"T DOX'T know what to say to you, Mr.
^ Jones. You've been so kind to me and
everything," Flo said, and started winking fast.
"I wasn't able to get it tbted yet. I've been
away from the Arcade all day, but it wouldn't
have made any difference if I'd been there. I
had too much on my mind to do you any good."

"Xot

trouble, Flo."
"Vcs, trouble," she said

and sniffed.
"Only not about the mortgage," I said.
got that

all

"Wc

cleaned up."

"No, we didn't," Flo said, and began crying,
gentle, so nobody but me would notice it.
"I've been to the lawyer's with papa. It seems
there were e.xtra charges we didn't know about
some back payment that wasn't made last
time and some charges on account of waiting
Oh, I can't stand it,
so long to pay this one.
Mr. Jones!" she said. "I can't stand all this
worrying! I'm going to shoot myself!"
I can be firm when I have to be, as the feller

—

says.
"I'lo,"

told

"we have

B.
Glintz a Peppytone before you can shoot yourself.
How much does the shyster want now?"
"You couldn't believe it!" Flo said, hysterical.

that, here's six

with three hundred, here's Flo shooting herself.
I started thinking about that and the lucid
was o\cr, you could say. I could see
the gun lying on the lloor beside her and her

inter\'al

hand laying there, all limp, just the way
in the pictures.
It made me sick all over.
Well, I was never one of these guys that goes
around without a dime of his own and it so
happened that, in the inside vest pocket, I was
warming three hundred and eighty dollars of
my own. I've been thinking this last year
maybe I'd get married and settle down some
time.
That's why I started saving.
little
it is

I could see to
I ditched
SOkidhere's
then, eight hundred smackers were gom
all

"He

her,

has to have another

to

sell

hundred
tomorrow
bring men and put our things on the

and eighteen

dollars before

day

five

after

or he will
!"
sidewalk
.\nd with that she started crying into her
handkerchief and I guess it was just as well,
because I certainly needed time to think.
You see, no matter how you looked at it, it
was bad. I'd been thinking originally I'd buy
Flo a couple of meals and some candy and
maybe a bracelet for a couple of hundred dollars and ship the rest of the coin back to Homer

it:

tl;

if

anyway and

she'd be shooting herself, whereab
if I kicked in with my roll and the deal went
through, I'd still be out only the commission
on a couple of sales.
And I had some plans for Flo, around that
time, that wouldn't work out so well if she
shot herself.
"Suppose Santa
"Listen, honey!" I said.
Claus should come across for this last hold-up,
how would I know you'd make B. Glintz buy

TREAT tkat

a Peppytone?"
"Oh, Mr. Jones!

Oh, Mr. Jones!" Flo
gasped. "You couldn't do that? You wouldn't
do that? Oh, if you'd do that, Mr. Jones, I'd
get down on my knees and make him buy one!
I'd vamp him till they had to put him in a

fcornj

strait-jacket before I'd ever let him get away
without buying one!" she said. "Oh, you

don't

mom

know what that would mean to pop and
and me, Mr. Jones! Pop wants to shoot

considerately

himself!"

"Well,

only to save undertakers' bills,
we better get this mortgage stuff out of the
way," I said, and unbuttoned the vest; and a
couple of minutes later she had the savings of
a lifetime in her bag, and she was holding my
hand and looking at me. Just looking at me
and looking at me till I thought I'd melt and
run down out of the chair like candlegrease.
"Oh, Mr. Jones, you're a prince!" she said.
"You're a king, Mr. Jones, and
"Call me Harry!" I told her.
" Well Harry, then," she said, and couldn't
look at me. "Harry, you're the biggest and
finest man in the world and if I ever fall in love
with a man, I hope he's just like you!"
"Meaning, it hasn't happened yet?"
"What hasn't happened yet Harry?" she
if it's

—

—

—

said.

"You

falling in love

with me, honey."

I

could hardly speak.
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"T

— DON'T know," she

-'•just

said, so

low

I

could

hear.

"That means

there's a chance!" I pretty

near yelled.
"I don't know, Harry
"I have to think about

"Kid,"
I

147

show him how good I was. .\nd instead of
hundred and fifty gone for the
mortgage and three meals at around thirty
dollars a throw and three round trips in the
taxi at around twenty more apiece, making
about eight hundred dollars in the red so far
and now comes this other five hundred for the
lawyer, and that puts her up to three hundred
more than Homer sent me in the first place.
The catch being that if I don't come through
to

I

yet," she whispered.
—mom

and pop."

said, "let's give us a

break

irrlle to •(her(lser<i

pIcaK mention

simple,

cents.

an<l

think about us for a while, huh? Let's think
about the little house we could have in some
little town, with roses and geraniums and
everything. Let's think how I'd chuck this
selling game and take a job in some bank, so
I'd be coming home to you every night and
you'd have dinner ready and afterward we
could wash dishes and then sit out on the porch
or go to the movies, huh? " I said. " How about
it, kid?
How does it listen?'' I said.
"Gee, Harry, it listens great!" she said.
"And Sundays we'd put the kids in the little
car and go off somewhercs for a picnic, and
take a shoebox full of sandwiches and a vacuum
bottle with milk and eat under a tree in the
country. Flo," I said, "could we get married
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tonight or would we have to get a license in
this state?"
Yes, I said all that and then some, and
well, what the hell are you laughing about?

What's funny? You're a married man, ain't
you? Well, did you dictate a letter to her,
when you were proposing? Think back,

Pin

brother, think back!

Money
For Our
Readers
PHOTOPLAY
offers

its

opportunity
their

convert
into

money by becoming
subscription repre-

real
its

town or
in which

sentatives in the

community
they live.

You,

as

a

Photoplay,
quick

was

sa>-ing, that's

what

I said to her,

but she just shook her head.
"I don't know about a license, Harrj', but
we couldn't get married tonight or any time,
till I've thought it over."
"How long will it take you to think it over?"
I asked her.
".\ month," she said.
"Make it a week, kid," I said.

now

spare time

I

couple of

readers the
to

As

daj'S.

Make

it

it

a

—

—

guess you're not much worried about
to tell you," she said, and gave
me the eyes again, "only oh, gosh, Harrj'!
I have to think it over! I mean, I have to feel
as if I was thinking it over. Vou know what
I

what I'm going

I

—

mean?"
" Sure I

it

know what you mean, baby," I said.
"Then do you mind if we don't talk about
any more now?" she said. "I mean, if we

—

have supper and dance and and be
happy?
"Kid," I said, "you'd have some job finding
just

CO we danced

till

half-past

two

this

morning

'-'and in the taxi I could kiss her just once.
That's on the level. We couldn't roll up to her
door because mom and pop didn't like her out
so late with gentlemen and she'd have to give
'em some kind of stall about doing overtime at
the .\rcade, making up the books. She said it
hurt her conscience verj- bad, having to lie, and
she'd be glad tomorrow night when she could

them the truth.
I dropped her at the comer and the last
thing she said was, we mustn't be so happy we
forgot about business. But, to teU you the
truth, it took me quite some time to remember
that theaters were using sound outfits, much
less Peppytones. However, the way we left it,
she was to get B. Glintz all ripe and ready for
picking and then call me up here before eleven.
Well, brother, noon today and I was still
sitting here with no call and no answer from
the .\rcade when I tried to get 'em. The funny
part was, Bill Patterson was hanging around in
much the same way, looking kind of worried
and thoughtful. That's not like him. Usually
he has his chest out and the horse laugh ready
tell

"Make

tomorrow!"

"^"^EE, Harry, no wonder you're such a suc^>-Jcess," she said, and opened those eyes for
me, "rushing people and things the way you
do! Well maybe tomorrow night."
"Si(rr tomorrow night?"
"Well, if I can come out here with you again
tomorrow night yes, Harrj-.
I'll tell you
then.

anything I'd mind, just about now, what I
mean!" And then I turned around to old
Hotsy and hollered: "Hey, you! Bring us a
quart of champagne! Bring us a couple of
quarts!" I said.

for everybody. He sat in at>out fifteen different
chairs and dropped about a dozen nickels in

the 'phone and got them all back. It got so we
in the booths.
Two or three times he started to speak to
me and changed his mind; and then at last he
came over and sat beside me.

were taking turns
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"Say, Jonesy," he said, "you're a pretty
good scout. As man to man, did you scU the
"
Arcade?

"Not

yet," I said.

"Did you?"

him
it.

I

had

He's a very ingratiating

lad,

like it

was spoiled and

—

somehow. He's in trouble or his family is
and a couple of times I've had to watch the
poor devil break down and cry about the
mortgage."

W

"W

TH.\T mortgage?"

I

asked.

It

gave

remember, the jury wouldn't convict
Oh, I guess he was pretty sour."
get Dixon, Mr. Glintz?"

"Was

—

much we both seemed to be understanding
w ithout sajdng a word. I was getting kind of
chilly, too. Vou know, shaky. My hands wTrc
wet and clammy.
"Jonesy, suppose we'd take a walk up to the
Arcade?" Bill said.
"Suppose we would," I said.
There was B. Glintz, the same as usual,
leaning on the outside of the ticket booth this
time, with his hands in his pockets and the
"Where's Miss Bemis, Glintz?" I asked him.
"Is Dixon around, Mr. Glintz?" said Bill.
"Neither of 'cm, gents," B. Glintz said.
" Well, when are you expecting Miss Bemis?''

"lie worked quite cheap, ac-

B. Glintz said,

count of

that.

lie

was

bright, too."

"/^H,

Patterson agreed.
he was bright!"
^—'Then he got to staring at me and he was
so red and wild-looking 1 thought he was going
to have a stroke. "Well, that's that, Jonesy,"
he said, "and here we arc back at scratch again
and may the best man win!"
He whirled around and yelled at B. Glintz,
like crazy: "Listen, you! You're buying a
Blastophonc or a Pcppylonc! I don't giv
damn which it is, but you're buying one or the
other! Get it? " he yelled. "After what we've
spent between us say! W hich is it going to be?
Which is it going to be?" I'd never have
thought Bill Patterson could lose control of
himself that way, especially when talking to a

—

customer.
B. Glintz just waited
and then shook his head.

"I

ain't interested,"

he

Bill

was through

said.

—

"What good would
"Even

off?" I said.
there."

it
if

do us, bumping him
we could get him in

"I hadn't thought that far, Jonesy," Bill
Patterson said. "I was just wondering if you
and me couldn't go up to the end of that alley
and you kick me till you were tired and then
I'd kick you till I was tired, and so on till three
I

when

couldn't

—

I'll be pulling out of this
"well,
you exactly what he called
not with those two old ladies

tell

Giddesboro,

sitting so close.

"Two

or three days after hell freezes over,''
he said. "There ain't any such person. She's
Mrs. DLxon now. Yep, her and the boy got
married this morning at City Hall. They went

—

New Orleans maybe it was San
Francisco.
They're starting some business,
some beauty shop racket or something. They'd
somewhere.

idea has points. Bill, but it's no good
-' to me," I said.
"I have to be careful of
these pants," I said, "because it might be some
time before I'll buy any more."
So then I came back to the hotel and wrote
out a full and complete report for Homer
Savage, the way he said, and wired it in. Nine

thousand dollars to the cat?
Oh, no, Homer won't get tough. We're prac-

and a good, strong
wind blowing out of the North and then
have 'em haul you out and let you stand around
a while, till they found blankets?
I did; I was ten years old at the time, but I

tically like brothers.

fall off

I

full

of

—

—
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What did I tell him? I told him the truth!
What else would I tell him? That 1 fed the

ought to do quite well."

river

Her

illustrated articles.

"npHE

asked him.

*l^^

Him

Gifts for

Only
till

"Maybe not, but by crackey! you're going
to be before we get through with you!" Patterson hollered. "We'll get you interested!"
"No, you' won't get'me interested," B. Glintz
said. "I ain't in the picture business any more.
Two o'clock, the sheriff's taking over this
place.
Well what the hell?" he said.
"I
wasn't making any money, anyway."
And he spit out his cigar and walked into the
Arcade; and here's me and Bill Patterson
standing outside. Pretty soon Bill took his
handkerchief and dried his forehead, which
certainly needed it, and looked around. Me,
I felt like I was dead inside, but with signs of
coming to life pretty soon and murdering somebody.
"That's an elegant dark little alley, there
beside the house," Bill said.

o'clock,

ci'^ar in his teeth.

he selling the reserved seals

same circus?"
"No, I got Jimmy from the reformatory,"

in the

me

a start.
"Oh, they have a two-family house and
they're paying off a mortgage and they're apparently in the hands of some loan shark.
Why, they'd have been put out on the sidewalk tomorrow if I hadn't come to the rescue!
well, by thunder, all the e.xpense
Bill said. "I
money the firm's allowing me for this territory
has gone into that mortgage and a couple of
huniircd of my own beside!"
"Why, Bill!" I said. It just slipped out of
me. "Him and Flo must be brother and sister!
That's the same family I've been saving!"
Then we sat down and looked at each other
for, I'd say, maybe about half a minute, and
I meap, how
it was certainly very peculiar.

I

I

"And where did you
Bill asked.

"Not yet, Jonesy," Bill said and grinned
kind of queer and puzzled and bit his trick
moustache. "Say, Jonesy, I don't know what
it is, but I have a hunch there's something
wrong," he said. " I have a hunch we might do
well to slap the cards down on the table.
Jonesy, I hear you've been out a couple of
times with the cutic Glintz has selling tickets
up there?"
"Well?" I said quick. "What of that?"
" Don't get sore, Jonesy. Me, I've been trying to reach him through Dixon, his operator,
and^-damned if I know what it is, but I'm
smelling something. Coming down to cases.
I guess the money I've been spending on that
boy is getting on my nerves. I've been chucking dough to
to get rid of

".Ml
him.

ice

never forgot it.
This was like that. WTiat I mean, I was still
living and my head was very clear, but yet I
was very uncomfortable.
"They'd ought to!" Patterson said, after a
while. "They'd ought to!"
"I'd say so," B. Glintz said. "They're a
couple of live kids. They got lots of enterprise.
I was sorry to see the last of Flo.
She was a
bright little thing. I knew her popper quite
well. He used to have the ticket wagon in a
circus for a number of years, till he got shot."
"Who shot him?" I said. "I'd like to meet
the party."

"I disremember the name," B. Glintz

said.

He'll just wire back some funny little message,
kidding me.
What say? No, I'm not trembling. I'm
slightly nervous.
What else could you expect from a man
which has had his life practically ruined within
twenty-four hours? Homer Savage has nothing to do with this nervousness. You stick
around if you think different and see the kidding message I get from him. Why, Homer
and me are practically like is that boy paging

THE ELEPHANT RRIGADE

—

me? He
What's

is?

that, bellhop?

Well

— well, yes, cer-

tainly.

I'm the Mr. Harry Jones that Mr. Savage
wants on the long distance double quick.
1
well, 1 have to go, brother.
well, I guess Homer wants to kid
I guess

—

me a

—

little
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Casts of Current Photoplays
Complete

From the stoo' by Stephen Vincent Bcnet. Adapted
Dirreted by D. \V.
by Stephen Vincent Benet.
Griffith. The cast: Mid-uife, Lucille La \'crne; Tom
Lintotn, W. L. Thome; Nancy Hanks Lincoln. Helen
Freeman; Offul, Otto Hoffman; Abraham Lincoln,
Waller Huston; Armslrone. Edgar DeerinK; Ann
RulWJge. Una Merkel; Lincoln's Employer. Russell
Simpson; Sheriff. Charles Crockett; Mary Todd
Lincoln. Kay Hammond; Mrs. Edwards. Helen Ware;
Stephen .1. Pouglas. E. Alyn Warren; llerndon, Jason
Robards; Tad Lincoln. Gordon Thorpe; John Wilkes
Booth. Ian Keith;

John Hay

(Secretary to the Presi-

Cameron Prudhomnie; General

dent).

Scott.

James

Bradbury-. Sr.; Young Soldier. Jimmie Eagle; General
Grant. Fred Warren; Secretary of War Stanton. Oscar
Apfel; General Sheridan. Frank Campeau; General
Lee, Hobart Bosworth; Colonel Marshall, Henr>- B.
Walthall.

—

CR.\CKER.S" Paramoust. From
Kaufman and Morris Ryskind.

••.ANIM.\L

the play by George S.

Adapted by Morris Ryskind and Pierre Collings.
The cast: Captain
Directed by \'ictor Heerman.
Jeffrey Spaulding. Groucho Marx; The Professor,
Hinio Marx; Signer Emanuel Ravelli. Chico Marx;
Horatio Jamison. Zeppo Marx; .\rabella Rillenhouse.
Lillian Roth; Mrs. Riltenhouse, Margaret Dumont;
Roscoe Chandler. Louis Sorin; John Parker. Hal
Thompson; Mrs. Whitehead. Margaret Ir\-ing; Grace
Carpenter. Kathr>n Reece; Hives, Robert Grcig;
Hennessey, Edward Metcalf 5ix Footmen, The Music
;

Masters.

"ANVBODVS WOMAN "—Paramount.— From
Directed by
stor>- by Gouverncur Morris.
Dorothy .Arzner.
The cast: Pansy Gray, Ruth
Chatterton; Neil Dunlap. CHyc Brook; Gustave Saxon.
Paul Lukas; Grante Crosby. Huntly Gordon; Eddie
the

Calcio.

Tom

Palricola; Dol-Calcio. Cecil CunningJuliette Compton.

ham; Katherine Malcolm.

"DANGER LIGHTS"— Radio

Pictures.— From

Directed by
bv James A. Creelman.
George B. Seitz. The cast: Dan Thorn. Louis Wolheim; Larry Doyle. Robert .Armstrong; Mary Ryan,
Jean .Vrthur; F.d Ryan. Frank Sheridan; Engineer.
Robert Edeson; "Professor." Hugh Herbert; Joe
Ceraghty. James Farley; General .Manager, Alan
Roscoe; Chief Dispatcher, William P. Burt.
the stor>-

"DOUGH BOYS "—M-G-M.— From
Boasberg and
Richard Scha\-er.

AI

reviewed

for every picture

"ABR.\HAM LINCOLN —United Artists.—

the storj- by

Adapted by
Sidney Lazarus.
Directed by Edward Sedgwick.

The

cast: Elmer, Buster Keaton; .Mary, Sally Eilers;
Nescopeck. Cliff Edwards; Sergeant Brophy, Edward
Brrjphy; Svendenbttrg. \'ictor Potcl; Gustave, Arnold
Korff; Captain Siott, Frank Mayo; Abie Cohn, Pitzy
Kalz; Lieutenant Randolph. William Steele.

in this issue

and Kathr^'n Scola.

Directed by William Blaudine.
The cast: Margaret Tcr.i'nsend, Billie Dove; Charles
Tcnvnsend. Sidney Blackmer; Jack Norton, Conway
Tearle; Julianne Boone-Fleming, Judith Vo5s<-lli;
Seton Boone-Fleming, Cosmo Kyrle Bellew; Butler,

Ivan Simpson; Maid, Mathilde Comont.

—

"LEATHERNECKING"— R.\Dio Pictures.
the play by Herbert Fields, Richard Rogers and
Lorenz Hart. Adapted by Alfred Jackson. Directed
by Eddie CUne. The cast: Delphine, Irene Dunne;
Frank, Ken Murra>"; Hortense. Louise Fazenda; Ned
Sparks. Ned Sparks; Edna. Lilvan Tashman; Chick.
Eddie Foy. Jr.; Stein, Benny Rubin; Fortune Teller.
Rita LaRoy; Douglas, Fred Santley; Richter. Barim
von Brinken The Colonel, Carl Gerrard Richter songs,
Werther and Wolfgang.
From

;

;

"LOTTERY BRIDE. THE"—United Artists.
—.^n
Arthur Hammerstein Production. From the
stor>* by Herbert Stothart.
Adapted by Horace
The cast:
Directed by Paul L. Stein.
Jackson.
Jenny, Jeanette MacDonald; Chris, John Garrick;
Hoke, Joe E. Brown; Hilda, ZaSu Pitts; Olaf, Robert
Cliisholm; .Alberto, Joseph Macaulay; Boris, Harr>'
Gribbon; Nets, Carroll Nye.

"LOVE IN THE RING"—Terra Production.—
The cast: The
Directed by Reinhold Schuenzel.
Champion, Max Schmeling; Hilda, Renata Muller;
The Challenger, Jose Santa; The lorn/), Olga Tschckowa; The .Mother, Frieda Richard; Trainer. Max
Machon; Manager. Kurt Gerron.

"LOVE IN THE ROUGH "— MG-M.— From

play "Spring Fever" by Vincent LawTence. Adapted
bv Sarah Y. Mason. Directed by Charles Reisner.
The cast: Kelly. Robert Montgomery-; Marilyn.
Dorothy Jordan; Benny. Benny Rubin; Waters, J. C.

Nugent; \'irgie. Dorothy McNully; Tni-ksbury.
Tyrrell Davis; Gardner. Harrv Burns; Johnson. Allan
Lane; Martha. Catherine Moylan; Williams. Edward
Davis; Proprietor, Rosco Ates; Brawn. Clarence
Wilson.

"LOVE RACKET, THE"— First National.—
From the play "The Woman on the Jury" by
Bernard K. Burns. Adapted by John F. Goodrich.
The cast: Betty
Directed by William A. Seiter.
Bro-.i-n.
Dorothy Mackaill; Fred Masters, Sidney
Blackmer; George Wayne, Edmund Burns; Marion
Masters, Myrtle Stedman; Grace Pierce. Alice Da\';
Mrs. Pierce. Edith Yorke; Mrs. Slade. Martha
Mattox; Judge Davis. Edwards Davis; Prosecuting
Webster Campbell; Defense Attorney.
Attorney.
Clarence Burton; Detective McGuire, Tom Mahone>-;

Johh

Gerrity,

Jack Curtis.

"MAD.\M SAT.^N"— M-G-M.—From

the stor\Dialogue by Gladys Unger

by Jeanie Macpherson.

"EYES OF THE WORLD"— U.vited

the

Artists.—
by Harold Bell Wright. Adapted by
Clarke Silvernail and N. Brewster Morse. Directed
Cast
in
Prologue:
Mrs.
HenrjKing.
The
cast:
The
by
Rulledge. Eulalie Jensen; James Rutledge. Hugh
Huntky; Myra, Mvra Hubert; Maid, Florence
Roberts. The Cast: Sybil, Una Merkel; Myra. Nance
ONeil; .laron King. John Holland; Mrs. Taine. Fern
Andra; James Rutledge. Hugh Huntley; Conrad
LaGrange. Frederic Burt; Mr. Taine, Brandon Hurst;
Bryan Oakley, William Jeffrey.

and Elsie Janis. Directed by Cecil B. De Mille. The
cast: Angela Brooks, Kay Johnson; Bob Brooks,
Reginald Denny; Trixie. Lillian Roth; Jimmy Wade.

"FLIRTING WIDOW, THE"— First National.

Spider Girl, Katherine Irving; Victory, Aileen Ransom; Electricity (Ballet Mechanique), Theodore
Kosloff; Herman, Jack King; Biff, Edward Prinz; and
Abe Lyman and his band.

From the

stor>-

— From

the story "Green Stockings" by A. E. W.
The cast:
Mason.
Directed by William Seitcr.
Dorothy Mackaill; Colonel Smith, Basil Rathbone; James Raleigh, William .Austin; Evelyn. Leila
Hyams; Faraday. Claude Gillingwater; Aunt Ida.
Emily Fitzroy; Bobby, .\nlhonv Bushell; Phyllis.
Flora Bramley; Martin, Wilfred Noy.

Celia,

DAWN

—

—

"GOLDEN
War.vers.
From the
"
by Oscar Hammerstein II. From the play by
Otto Harbach. Directed by Ray Enright. The cast:
Tom .Mien, Walter Woolf; Dawn. Vivienne Segal;
Shep Keyes. Noah Beerj'; Blink. Lee Moran; Joanna,
Marion Byron; Sister Hedwig. Julanne Johnston;
Maid in Wailing. Nena Quartaro; Mooda. Alice
Gentle: Napoli. Nick de Ruiz; Captain Eric. Otto
Matiescn; .African Piper. Sojin; Fan Boy. Harold
Clarke; Anzac. Frank Dunn; Dancing Instructor.
Eduardo Cansino; British Officer. Carlie Taylor;
Hasmali. Nigel de Bruilier; Col. Judson. Ivan Simpson.

8tor>'

"HELL'S ISLAND"

—

by

Tom

Johnston; Empire

Officer,

"M.WBE

IT'S LOVE" Warners.— From the
by Mark Canficld. Adapted by Joseph JackDirected by William Wellman. The cast: A'ati
Sheffield, Joan Bennett; Speed Hansen, Joe E. Brown;
Tommy Nelson, James Hall; Betty, Laura Lee; Mr.
Nelson, Anders Randolf; If7iis*CT-s, Sumner Getchcll;
stor>'

son.

President Sheffield, George Ir\'ing; Professor. George
Bickel; Coach Bob Broun. Howard Jones; Bill. Bill

—

—

WHO DARED, THE"— First National.
—"L.^DY
From the story "The Devil's Playground
by
"

J.

Saunders.

in Illustrating. Through these
lessons you may get the bene6t of
their long experience in Illustrating, Cartooning, Lettering, Poster
Designing, and Window Card Illustrating. Careful training through
the Federal Cx)urse teaches you to
turn simple lines into dollars. You
learn at home in spare time. Eara
while you learn if you wish.
Through their professional success
hundreds of Federal Students have
already proved the value of this
home study art instruction.

TEST YOUR r\LENT— FREE
Fill

Warners.

Adapted by Forrest Halsey

ability.

Mail the Coupon

—From the story by

Melville. Adapted bv J. Grubb Alexander.
The cast: Ahab, John
Barr>more; Faith. Joan Bennett; Derek. Lloyd
Hughes; Whale Oil Roue. May Bolcv; Stubbs. Walter
O'Brien;
FJijah. Nig.l de
Long; Starhuck. Tom
Brulier; Ouee Oueg. Nobel Johnson; Blacksmith.
William Walling; Old Maid. Virginia Sale; First Mate,
Jack Curtis; Rev. Mapple. John Ince.

Directed by Lloyd Bacon.

When

FOX

"—M-G-M.— From the
LE
Directed by Hal Roach.
sloo' by Willard Mack.
The cast: Louis. Gilbert Roland; Girl. Barbara
Sergeant Mooney.
Korff;
Leonard; Father, Arnold
Robert Elliott; Corporal Smith, George Davis;
Nena Quartaro; Priest. Robert
Woolie-Woolie,
Graves, Jr.; Charlie Caleye. Fletcher Norton; .Minnie.
Katherine Winner; Buck. Siegfried Schmidt; Man on
Sled. Frank Lackteen.

"MONTE CARLO
storj-

by Ernest \'ajda.

Directed

you write to «dTcrtlMr« plcise mention

bj-

—

From the
Ernst Lubitsch.

"—Paramount.

out the coupon below and

get the Free Book ".\ Road to
Bigger Things." You will also receive our Free Vocational .Art Test
to measure your ability. When you
fill this out and return^ to us our
instructors will go over it and give
you a frank opinion as to your

Banker; "Racehorse" Russell. RuR-sell Saunders; Tim.
Schoony. W. K. Schoonover; Elmer.
N. Sleight; George. George Gibson; Ray. Ray
Montgomer>'; Otto. Otto Pommerening; Ken. Kenneth Haycraft; Houard. Howard Harpster; Paul,
Paul Scull; Bro-.in of Harvard, Stuart Erwin.

"MONSIEUR

Tiffany

Productions. From the play by Dion Boucicault.
Continuity by Frances Hvland. Directed by Albert
Ray.
The cast: Kathleen, Sally ONeil; Terry,
Charles Delaney; Dan Moriarily, Robert Elliott;
AuKl Nora Shannon, .^ggie Herring; Uncle Mike
Shannon. Walter Perr>*; Butler. Francis Ford.

Kenneth

have contributed exclusive lessons
and drawings to the Federal Course

E.

dale.

"KATHLEEN M.WOURNEEN"

—

More than fifty famous artists
making big incomes themselves

Tom Moynihan;

"MOBY DICK"

ARTIST

WH.VT

.Mbert Conti; Pirate, Earl

Askam; Little Rolls Riding Hood, Betty Francisco;
Babo, Ynez Seabur>" Spain, Countess De Liguoro;

«/f

would you give to be
thoroughly trained in Modern Art on which magazines, newspapers and publishers are spending
millions every year? Many Federal
Students who already have this
training are earning from $2500 to
$6000 a year some even more.

Herman

—

CoLUMniA.
From the
Buckingham. Adapted by Jo Swelling.
Directed bv Edward Sloman. The cast: Mac, Jack
Holt; Gr/y. Ralph Graves; Marie, Dorothv Sebastian;
Sergeant Klotz, Richard Cramer; Bert, the Cockney,
Harrj' .Mien; Monsieur DuponI, Lionel Belmorc;
German Legionnaire, Otto Lang; Colonel, Carl Stock-

8lor>*

Roland Young; Martha. Elsa Petersen; Captain. Boyd
Irwin; First Mate. Wallace MacDonald; A Roman
Senator. Wilfred Lucas; Romeo. Tyler Brooke; Eve.
Lotus Thompson; Call of the Wild. Vera Marsh; Fish
Girl. Martha Sleeper; Water, Doris McMahon; Confusion, Marie Valli; Miss Conning Tcnver, Julanne

BE

Earn a Fat Income

rHOTOPLAT MAGAZINE.

NOW
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The

Peel Off The

Ugl.

cast:

Count Rudolph

From the stor\- h\ Frederick L. Bowen. Adapted by
Richard Weil and Earl Baldwin. Directed hy Edward Clinc. The cast:
Kay Elliott. Ahce White;
Alan Ward, Paul Page; Jaclz Gregory. Douglas Gil-

^

more; Linda Gregory, Myrna Loy; Wilbur Fairchild,
Robert Agnew; John R. Elliott, George Irving.

"OFFICE WIFE.

New

a

_^_^

^^^^^

Skin

Clear

\ VCLYBLEmSHES <

Days!JaS'^

in 3

Jack Buchanan;

"NAUGHTY FLIRT, THE"—First Natiomal.—

"THINGS"
Have

Falliere,

Countess Vera von Conti, Jeanette MacDonald; Maria,
Pitts; Armand. Tyler Brook; Prince Otto von
Seibenheim, Claud Allister; Duke Gustavo von Seibenlieim, Edgar Norton; Paul. John Roche; Master of
Ceremony, .'Vlbcrt Conti; Lady Mary, Helen Garden;
Monsieur Beaucaire, Donald Novis; Horald, David
Percy; Lord Windorset, Erik Bey.

Remove Those

Pimples, Blackheads, Freckles and Blemishes This New Way!

THE"—WAR.VERS.—From

the

story by Faith Baldwin. Adapted by Charles Kenyon.
Directed by Lloyd Bacon. The cast: Anne
Murdoch, Dorothy Mackaill; Laurence Fellcrws, Lewis
Stone; Mr. McCowan. Hobart Bosworth; Kate Halsey,
Blanche Frederici; Catherine Murdoch, Joan Blondell;
Linda Fellows, Natalie Moorhead; Mr. Jarrteson,
Brooks Benedict; Miss Andreivs, Dale Fuller; Ted
0-Hara, Walter MerriU.

"ONE

M--\D

KISS"— Fox.— From

the story

by

Directed by James Tinling. The cast:
Jose Savedra, Don Jose Mojica; Rosario, Mona
Maris; Don Estrada, Antonio Moreno; Paco, Tom
.^dolf Paul.

Patricola.

"OUTSIDE THE LAW"— Untversal.— From the

Read Free Offer Below
LOOK

your mirror in just a few days

in

after you do as instructed, and behold
the clear, new, youth-like skin and beautv
complexion, instead of seeing those awful
"things" in your skin called pimples, blackheads, large pores, freckles, signs of ageing
and other ugly blemishes that hide the true
beauty you possess, but do not know it.

A

new discovery now actually peels them off, and
they're gone positively, not cvi-cred up as u-it/i paint
and pci'wdfr. It's the most amazing, yet simple, way
of removing skin blemishes and making yourself
more beautiful and youthful-looking vou ever read
of. And it's all explained in a new treatise "BEAU-

NEW

TIFUL

mailed

being

SKIN IN

DAYS"

which now is
magazine .ABSOSend no money. Just name and

readers

to

LUTELY FREE.

3

of

this

address, and you will receive it tiy return mail, in
plain wrapper,
if pleased, simply tell your friends
also wish a clear, new, spotless skin and
complexion.
youth-like
Address,
Marvo Beaulv
Laboratories, Dept. R-31, No. 1700 Broadway, New
Don't delay; write now!
Y'ork, N. Y.

who may

Magic Electric Invention
Stops Falling Hair,Dandruff

and All Scalp Troubles
Now,

Oil Treatments,
Scientifically Applied, Cost

ONLY

3c

Tod Browning. Directed by Tod Browning.
cast: Connie, Marv Nolan; Cobra. Edward G.
Robinson; Fingers O'Dell. Owen Moore; Jake. Edwin
Sturgis; Humpy. John George; The Kid, Dclmar
story by

The

Police Captain. DcWitt Jennings; Officer
D'Reilly, Rockliffe Fellowes; District Attorney, Frank
Burke; Assistant, Sydney Bracey.
_

"R.'\IN

OR SHINE"— Cou^BU.-From the play

"Rain or Sliine" bv James Gleason. Directed by
Frank Capra. The cast: Smiley, Joe Cook; Frankie.
Louise Fazenda; Mary, Joan Peers; Bud. Wm. Collier,
Jr.; Amos. Tom Howard; Dave. David Chasen;
Dalton. .Man Roscoc; Foltz, Adolph Milar; Nero,
Clarence Muse; Mr. Conway, Ed Martindalc; Grace
Conway, Nora Lane; Lord Cuiynne, Tyrrell Davis.

"ROAD TO PAR.\DISE"—First National.—
From the story by F. Hugh Herbert. Directed by
William Beaudine.
The cast: Margaret Waring,
Loretta Young; Mary Brennan, Loretta Young;
George Wells, Jack Mulhall; Nick, Raymond Hatton;
Jerry "The Gent." George Barraud; Mrs. Wells,
Kalhlyn Williams; Casey, Fred Kelsey; Updike,
Purntll Pratt; Flanagan, Ben Hendricks, Jr.; Lola,
Dot Farley; Brewster, Winter Hall; Yvonne, Georgette Rhodes.

"ROUGH

WATERS"—Warners.—From

the

EACH

Dunn;

Bells,

ner; Hopkins,

Bernard Jukes*
Jack Daley.

"SOLDIERS PLAYTHING, A" — Warners.

.

—From

the story

Perry Vekroff.

by Vina Delmar.

Adapted by
The

Directed by Michael Curtiz.

Gretchen

Rittner, Lotti Loder; Tim, Harry
Langdon; Georgie, Ben Lyon; Grandfather Rittner,
Jean Hersholt; Captain Plover, Noah Beery; Hon*,

cast:

Fred Kohler; Herman. Otto Matiescn; Corporal
Brown. Lee Moran; Lola. Marie Astaire; Dave, Frank

Campeau.

"SONS OF THE SADDLE"—Uxn-ERSAL.-From
the story- by Bennett R. Cohen.

Directed by Harry
Joe Brown. The cast: Jim Brandon, Ken Maynard;
Ronnie Stavnow, Doris Hill; Martin Stavncm', Joe
Girard; Harvey, Carroll Nye; "Red" Slade, Francis
Ford; "Pop" Higgins, Harry Todd.

"SOUP TO NUTS"— Fox.— From the story by
Rube Goldberg. Directed bv Benjamin Sloloff. The

cast: Ted, Ted Healy; Queenie, Frances McCoy; Cartson, Stanley Smith; Louise, Lucile Browne; Schmidt,

Charles Winninger; Throckmorton, Hallam Cooley*
Klein, George Bickel; Ferguson, Wm. H. Tooker.

"TRUTH ABOUT YOUTH"—

First National.
—
From the story "When We W'ere 21" by Harry V.
Esmond. -Adapted
Harrison
William

-A.

Seiter.

by
The

Orkow.

Directed by

cast: Phyllis Ericson. Loretta

Young; Richard Dane, The Imp, David Manners;
Richard Carace, Conway Tearle; Col. Graham. J.
Farrcll MacDonald; Horace Palmer. Harry Stubbs;
Mrs. Ericson. Myrtle Stedman; Kara, the Firefly,
Mvrna Loy; Hal, Ray Hallor; Cherry, Doiothy
Matthews; Babette, Y'ola D'Avril.

"WHAT A WIDOW"—United

Walson;

Artists.— From

the story by Josephine Lovett. Directed by .Allan
Dwan. The cast: Tamarind, Gloria Swanson; Gerry,

Owen Moore;

Victor,

Lew Cody;

Valli,

Margaret

Wm. Holden; Jose .Alvarada,
Herbert Braggiotti; Bastikoff, Gregory Gave; Paul'
.Adriennc D'.Ambricourt Marquise, Nella WalMasseuse,
Daphne
Pollard.
ker;
Livingston; Mr. Lodge,
ette,

;

—

—

United Artists.
"W HOOPEE"
From the
musical comedy by William .Anthony McGuire. From
the plav "The Nervous Wreck" by Owen Davis.
From the story "The Wreck" by E. J. Rath. Directed
bv Thornton Frceland. The cast: Henry Williams,
Eddie Cantor; Sally Morgan, Eleanor Hunt; Wa,:,„is,
Paul Gregory; Sheriff Bob Wells, John Ruth.Tl..rd;
Mary Custer, Ethel Shutta; Jerome Undct:.'ix>d,
Spencer Charters; Black Eagle, Chief Caurthean;
Chester Undertfood, .Albert Hackett; .Andy McNabb,
Will H. Philbrick; Judd Morgan, Walter Law;
Harriett Underwood, Marilyn Morgan; Show Girls,
Jeanne Morgan, Virginia Bruce. Muriel Finley,
Ernestine Malioncy, Christine Maple, Jane Keithley,
Mary .Ashcraft, Georgia Lerch and Betty Stockton.

story by James A. Starr. Directed by John Daumerv.
The cast: Rinty, Rin-Tin-Tin; Col Morton, Lane
Chandler; Mary. Jobyna Ralston; Captain Thomas,
Edmund Brecse; Norris, Walter Morris; Bill, Bill
Irving; Fred, George Rigon; Little, Richard Alexander; Davis, Skeets Noyes.

"WINGS OF .ADVENTURE"— TiFFANv Productions. From the story by Harry Frazcr.
Directed by Richard Thorpe. The cast: Dave Kent,
Rex Lease; Maria, Armida; Skeets Smith, Clyde
Cook; La Panthera, Fred Malatesta; Manuel, Nick
dc Ruiz; Viva, Eddie Boland.

FROM SYRACUSE. THE"—Paramount.
— .'^AP
From the play by John Wray and Jack O'Donnell.

IN LOVE"—Warners.— From the
plav "Penny .-\rcade" by Marie Baumcr. Adapted
The
by Harvey Thew. Directed by John Adolfi.
cast: .Angel, Grant Withers; Jennie. Evalvn Knapp;
Harrv. James Cagney; Myrtle. Joan Blond.ll; Ma
Delano, Lucille La Verne; Buck. Noel Ma.lison;
George, Otto Hoffman; Mitch, Warren Hymer,

Directed by Edward Sutherland. The cast: Littleton
Looney, Jack Oakie; Ellen Saunders, Ginger Rogers;
Uycross, Granville Bates; Senator Powell, George
Barbicr; Nick Pangolos, Sidnev Riggs; Flo Goodrich,
Betty Starbuck; Dolly Clark, Veree Tcasdale; Cap-
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live. Why shouldn't she, with everything before her?
She is not sentimental. She is practical.
The race from which she springs is notoriously
impractical; dreamers, fighters, romancers, en-

wants to

thusiasts, delightful
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madmen.

But somehow

she has inherited, or acquired, a practicality
concerning life, concerning people, concerning
money, which would argue a hard-headed New
Ijigland ancestor somewhere along the road.
She is generous; but practically generous.
I do not think she would fall for a hard luck
story.
She'd investigate it first.
There is something soft and vacillating about
people who cannot say "No." She can say,
"No." Or, driven to it, she may say, "Yes,"
and think, "No," and wonder a little at the
amazing ability of people to impose, to appeal.
She probably marvels why they haven't
worked for things as she has. I doubt if she
would talk hard luck, even if she had it.
She's got pride.
.And I know that she can't
be bluffed, for she has sense.
Etelj advertisement In

PIIOTOrL.\y

MAGAZINE

Is

She is not conceited. She is not, T think,
vain, save as all pretty girls arc vain, with a
natural vanity, a natural acceptance of their
good fortune at having been born easy on
the eyes.
She \vouId probably admit she were good
She'd be foolish
looking if you asked her.
not to, and a hypocrite, with normal eyesight
and a mirror in evidence. But she isn't content to rest upon her accidental, physical
laurels.

She is a square-shooter. She considers the
She doesn't do it
She
emotionally she does it practically.
She looks ahead. There
figures things out.
is nothing languorous or blurred or vacillating-j

feelings of other people.

—

about her.
M
She is, I think, exceptionally shrewd, and
she has learned a sense of values. She is pe^
willing to sacrifice certain things for
other things which appear to her to be mor«f
valuable in the long run.
I imagine she has a quick red-headed tem"
fectly

inurantccd.

—
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As

to

have heard,

temperament, rumors of which
Temper and
I am not so sure.

liinpcramcnt are very different. I fancy she
lid be (|uick to sec an injustice, a wrong,
And, if
k to Hare up, swift to retaliate.
III
proved her in the wrong, instead of the
other fellow, as swift to make amends.
Hut temperament in her profession? I
wonder. I have a very strong impression that
when Nancy Carroll indulges in a fit of
"temperament," she does it with her brain
clicking on all six, and her motives perfectly
With her, it
clear cut and with a purpose.
would not be the emotional reaction of the
wounded ego, the hysterical and uncontrolled
outburst of star-types masculine as well as
which have whipped themselves so
feminine
often to a state of emotional exhibitionism that
it becomes second nature to them.
I

—

—

—

SHI': has been hurt. She is a little wary.
She doesn't trust people, entirely. How can
She holds
having taken punishment?
back, she feels her way, she waits until she is
sure of her opponent.
She has a grand sense of humor and a quick
wit which may, in her circles, pass for wiseshe,

It is wit,
cracking. It is not wisecracking.
which is the humor of the soul and has nothing
to do with custard pies. She can dissect a person or a personality with the scalpel of a single
sentence. It is not malicious; it is funny, and
shrewd and even, astonishingly, a little subtle.
She does not "yes" you. If you make a stateniL-nt. or mention a preference, and she doesn't
auTtc, she doesn't smile and say "How true,"
or words to that effect. She knows her own
mind and who are you to tell her otherwise ?
She is ambitious. "Here I am," she says, in
There
1 1:1 it. "but I'm not going to stay here."
ar things she wants to do, goals she wants to
She says so frankly, "I may never get
r.:u:h.
Content is
there, but I'm going to try."
stai;nation and she knows it.
She knows, too. the uncertainty of her posi"i'ou
tion, of the position of all of them,
lia'.ie to keep ruiiiiini; to slay in the same place,"
She knows that times
says Nancy Carroll.
change, that stars rise and fall, that the public
is fickle, that the fans grow critical, that there
is

no

stains quo.

No

other profession moves as fast and as far
in as short a space of time; no other profession
is as lavish with its rewards when you're on
the cest; and certainly no other profession
forgets as quickly and as easily and as com-
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pletely when you are slipping, when you're on
the down grade.
Hut as long as she knows this she is armed.
fight back.
She has something with
which to fight.
She has, as you know, as I said Ijefore, a
four-year-old daughter who looks, says Nancy

She'll

Nancy
"exactly like her father."
Carroll is exactly like any young parent in her
worry al)0ut proper foods and proper surroundings and a little bewildered, as all young
parents are nowadays, by the new fads in
child rearing which rise up to confront one
every other day. Then she recalls the way
she was "raised"; without too much fuss and
bother, without a lot of clinging and cooing
and pampering; and certainly, with very little
attention to modern diets. ".\nd I," she says,
"am a pretty healthy specimen."
Pat hasn't inherited her mother's red hair.
But I imagine she has inherited a good deal
of her mother's self reliance and common
sense.
When a four-year-old youngster can
dress herself in the morning, go downstairs in a
hotel, sit herself at a table and order her bran
and milk and orange juice, without a quiver,
she is going to grow up to be someone to
reckon with.
I did not ask Miss Carroll if she believed in
teaching independence to her child. I didn't
ask her because I believe that she does and
the question did not seem necessary. I think
that, within the limits of common sense, the
proper safe-guarding, and the sort of discipline
which builds.but doesnot stereotype character,
Carroll,

she will permit her daughter freedom; the
ability to learn lessons of personal experience.

SO

here

we have Nancy

Carroll to the best

my

belief; witty, shrewd, intelligent, amof
bitious, practical, courageous.
own heroines out of whole
I may make
cloth, but I have made Nancy Carroll out of

my

—

her own cloth which is, I judge, all wool and
a yard wide.
She is a good listener, too. If she doesn't
really interest herself in other people, you'd
never know it. At all events, I didn't know it.
It was rather like interviewing the interviewer.
But I am not an interviewer. I am a
novelist and, incidentally, a motionpicturcfan.
"The Devil's Holiday" is playing in my
neighborhood. One of these nights I'll be in
I'll say
the middle of the house, center.
"There's a youngster with brains and ability
and a darned good scout. More power
to her!"
.

.

.

Sure, Speedy Relief
Don't

let

that old devil constipa-

away the

tion take

joy of your liv-

make your days and nights
miserable .... chase him away
ing and

with America's favorite laxative
Pluto Water, from
mineral water
French Lick .... home of

—

America's greatest health resort!
Pluto Water washes away the poisonous wastes that accumulate in

....

the intestines

without grip-

Pluto Water
cannot harm the most delicate of
tissues. It is a natural water wash
ing, pain, or danger.

—

contains

the essential saline

all

properties of the famous natural

springs that bubble

up from un-

derground caverns down

at

French

Licic.

Doctors in every section of the
country have prescribed Pluto Water for more than thirty years
it's

America's favorite laxative! It
thirty min-

—

works always in from
utes to two hours.

—

speedy

It's

sure

safe!

Pluto Water, from French Lick, is
sold at drug stores and fountains

Get your supply to20c and 35c.
on hand for emergencies

everywhere.

day

— two

Keep

it

....

use

it

sizes

—

regularly as a preven-

—

a little each
of constipation
morning as soon as you get up, di-

tive

luted in plain hot or cold water.
It's a wonderful tonic for the digestive system!

PLUTO
America's Laxative Mineral Water
the baby of motion picture cameras in 1930, as shown by
Raquel Torres. At the left is one of the huge ones used in sound shots,
Right, a tiny camera for silent shots
encased in its "blimp" covering.
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Studio Rambles
DIETRICH,
MARLENE
new German

By

11 U

m

the
sensation who's supposed to be

—

hazy

effect.

It's a colorful set

"Morocco" and

this scene is the interior

They're using smoke pots to give that

— sheiks

in

^

CI f
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What's happened to Kay's sleek
bob she wears her hair waved softaround her face and coUed in a
knot at the nape of her neck. It's immensely becoming.
We could watch Carmina exerting her wiles on the General

—

ly

Garbo, Jeanne Eagles and Phyllis Haver all rolled into
one (see the lovely picture of her in this month's rotogravure
section) is working today.
Let's ramble over to Paramount and take a look.
Great guns, what's this? -All we can see is a haze of yeUow
smoke. There's a clatter of dishes, a clink of glasses and a buzz
of voices. Looks and sounds like a speakeasy. It is
a Moroccan speakeasy.

The picture is called
of a subterranean cafe.

C*

beards and burnooses, French

but they've retaken the scene three times already.
about the M-G-M studio? ."Vlways something doing
Right! Off to Culver City.
there.
If we're good maybe
Owens will let us drive the Ford onto the lot. Owens is the
amiable tyrant who guards the gate. Try to get in!
What have we here? Must be the hallway of an old Southern home, for there are Mammy and old Uncle George looking
expectantly up the great stairway. Joan Crawford descends
it. looking charming in a blue tailored sports coat and tam-

•

for hours,

How

j

t

like hat.

studio rambler came upon "The Virtuous
Sin" set while Walter Huston and Kay Francis
were making this scene. Well, they seem to be
having a nice time

Our
soldiers in blue caps

and red coats

that would be elegant in Technidancing girls with sleek black
hair and gold rings in their cars.

Someone in a Tuxedo and silk hat is singing a French song.
She doffs her
What's more, it's la Dietrich.
It's a woman!
But there's something
hat, revealing a tumbled mass of curls.
of that bo\ish quality of Garbo about her. She's fascinating
a magnetism about her that can be felt across the huge set.
There's Gary Cooper in the uniform of a French soldier.
"Give Mr.
Director Von Sternberg beckons to a hairdresser.
Cooper a finger wave." Big Gary slinks off the set sheepishly, hoping no one has heard.

The scene
Let's ramble on.
Maybe a little something Russian
about "The Virtuous Sin"? Kay Francis

Dietrich has stopped singing.

seems

dull without her.

will revive us.

How

and Walter Huston may be working.
contrast to the gay cafe set!

They

are

—and what a

Kay, in a
a tense love scene between Walter and Kay.
close-fitting white gown, sits languidly wielding a huge white
fan in one hand and a long Russian cigarette in the other.
Huston is magnificent in a gray silk tunic with a high collar
and the Russian eagle embroidered on the left breast. He
looks very martial with a trim little mustache snappily turned
up at the ends.

IT'S
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The

picture

is

"Great Day," a

musical comedy laid in the South.

Joan plays a fourteen-year-old

color,

girl

at the start of the story.
We saw
her taking a test the other day in a blue-checked gingham
dress and socks, looking young enough to be in "Our Gang."
Between shots, Joan and Cliff Edwards and John Miljan,
gather around a miniature piano. Joan sings "More Than
You Know" in a low, pleasing voice. Her eyes have a faraway look. Probably thinking about that good-looking
husband of hers. Cliff sings, too, and clowns.
Before we go let's drop in on the "Jenny Lind" set. Maybe
we can hear Grace Moore sing. \Vhat? She's not singing
today they're just shooting the final love scenes. Too bad.
What a charming little Swedish cottage so quaint and
Look at that funny old-fashioncit china dog on the
cosy.
shelf.
There's Grace's voice offstage and here she comes
down the stairs in a high-waistcd frock with an enormous full
skirt.
She doesn't look like the usual buxom opera .star.
By the way, wasn't Jenny Lind a coloratura soprano? And
Grace Moore is a mezzo. How on earth can she sing those
pyrotcchnical coloratura arias that the "Swedish Nightingale"
was famous for? Ah, well stranger things have happenei
in the movies!
Guess we're getting too curious. Better go home befori
we're thrown out for asking impertinent questions.

—

—

—

—

^SS

M made a

|m|

trip to see tlie nei^rest

^venuo Fashions

Fifth

[t

The

otluT (lay

go see what

Avenue shops,

.loci.liMl

I

smart

tlie

t..

Fiftli

my

that are

next-door iieifjhliors.couUl

tell

me al>out tlie very newest
complexion fashions.
Well. I ui.ili you ooukl all
have gone with me from one
eolorful shop to another. I

—

talk«(i to the .salesgirls at the
fragrant anil sparkling toilet

goods eounters.

I

special shopping

investigated

the new (lowders and
rouges and lipsticks.
And irhat <lo you think is

all

the most fa-shional)le kiiul of
face? It's the very nearest
possible api)roach to what
your own comiilexion ivould
i)e if you could simply lire in

in Faces
For

7.'!

of the leading

Amer-

ican dermatologists, whom I
consulted, prescribe a thorough soap-and-water cleansing with a gentle, mild .soap
as the nu)st iniijortant item in
coniiilexiou care.
And since these eminent

physicians, after testing
on all the
efl'ect
gave
it
their unanimous approval

Canuiy's

different types of skin,

as the right kiiul of .soap for
even the most delicate com-

do you need any
more authoritative assurance

jilexions,

that here

the perfect soap

is

for lioii?

thesumiy, fresh out-of-doors!

Of

<-ourse. the

very smart-

to have your own
complexion as fresh and dear
and outdoor-looking as posSo I'm going to give
sible.
est thing

you a

is

set of rules that

I

kiion

help you. because they'vt
already helped so numy girls.
will

The 5 nulfs

Bcauty

for

—

Thi.s is the
1. Cleanliness
most important part of any
beauty treatment. Dermatoloand they are llie
gists sa.v so
only real authorities on complexion care, you know. .And, to

—

them, perfect cleanliness means
washing with soap and water.
2.

Proper Diet — eating simple

foods that you
agree with you.
3. Sleep
hours.
4.

— an

— walking, sweeping,
a daily

dozen— anyof Mind

tlie

yonr

is

just

.so

cleanli-

important

must emphasize

CA>I.\Y

7:1

approved

.len

leiHliiii:

(.'aiuav

wi-rt-

st-K-ctcil

I'usev «lio. for 10 vears.

)iiis

b.v

Ik-iii

Dr.
I

lie

edUor

Fa<-e

it.

Vuur World With

Lov<-lint>NN

—

is

a

free

Ixxik-

with achic- abciut skin care
from 7;t leading .\merican tiermagisl«. Write to Il.-len Chase,
1),|)|V\-I(I0, .)(!!» I'ifth Avenue,
.\ew York City.
1,1

—

Now the first rule
I

The reputable physician is the
nnly reliable authority for scientific advice upon the care and
treatment of the .skin.
1 have personally examined the
signed conuiients from 7S leading
dermatologists of .\merica who
have approved the composition
and cleansing action of Camay
Soap. I certify not only to the
high standing of these physicians,
but also to their approval, as
stated in this advertisement.

m»tolo

corners of
turned up.

—

special province.

average of eight

A Happv Frame

— keeping
ness
that

practice medicine and who have
adopted the science of dermatology (the care of the skin) as their

and that

like

tliing active.

mouth

belongs only to registered ph.vsicians who have been licensed to

(rlie

Exercise

golf, tennis,

5.

Wlial Im a doriualolottist?
The titleof dermatologist properly

En Route
Unnumbered

miles slip

from the Limited
and sand and

a

.

.

awav

sagebrush

.

painted desert

.

.

.

mountains stark above timber
But through

line.

all

the chang-

ing scene, this cigarette will be

your best companion.
refreshing, dependable,

Fragrant,
it

adds the

flavor of

enjoyment

ney.

And whether you

.

.

.

to

your jourtravel

three days or three hours, vou

know
place,

that you're going

some

when you go with Camels.
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Drops of Orange . . . like the
juice of the fruit itself. •
delicious . . . thirst-quenching ... in the famous Life
Saver shape . . they fairly
melt in your mouth.
.

Juicy. . .brimming with re-

freshing flavor . . Orange
Life Savers have become
.

popular with millions
overnight.

Buy

the "Famous Foursome". Orange, Lemon,
Lime, and Grape LIFE
. .

SAVERS

or, if you prebuy Pep-O-Mint,
Wint.O-Green, Cl-O-Ve,
Lic-O-Rice, Cinn-O-Mon
and Vi-O-Let.
fer ..

. . .

.

^W"m

HOL
^\^'''

All

candy

products

having the distinctive

ehape of

Life

Sa

Dufaotured by Life Savers. lo

!
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V/'OUR gums may

^Pink tooth brush".

-^

.

sionally,

Perhaps

would be

it

bleed, slightly or occa-

without causing you any pain
better if they hurt

you

severely

For then you'd do something about "pink
tooth brush"

i

— the

first

of an

visible sign

unhealthy condition of your gums.

don't like

And,

your dentist will unhesitatingly

as

confirm, "pink tooth brush"

often the

is

forerunner of stubborn troubles of the gums.

the looks of that-

Gingivitis, Vincent's disease, yes, even pyor-

rhea give their warning signal, well in advance, in the presence of "pink"

tooth brush.

*

*

upon your

-;:•

JVlodern life encourages weak and flabby
gums. The foods you eat are soft, and lack
the stimulating roughage that keeps gums
firm

and healthy. The circulation of the blood

within their walls grows languid, sluggish.

Wastes clog the

down — begin

gums break

tiny cells, the

to bleed.

So wake up your gums! Massage them
when and while you clean your

with Ipana

Use

teeth.

either the brush or your finger.

Spur the fresh, clean blood to swift

through the tiny

lation

Let

cells.

circu-

sweep

it

away poisons and wastes. Regular brushing

gums with Ipana

of the

them

soon

will

restore

to firmness, to hardness, to health!

—

For Ipana contains ziratol the hemostatic
and antiseptic dentists, themselves, use in
treating

gum

disorders.

Ipana, as well, keeps your teeth flashing

white.
It

It

has a delightfully refreshing

whole mouth an
of cleanliness!

gives to your

lasting feeling

taste.

instant

and

Get a tube today; use this modern and
one full month. Note

scientific dentifrice for

how much

firmer your

gums

are

— how much

There are some tooth
pastes that you can buy for a few pennies
whiter your teeth.

less

than Ipana but a good dentifrice, like a

good

CHECK
"PINK TOOTH BRUSH"

W jy

IPANA
TOOTH PASTE
-_-

-—-^^

A

-^^ .y

wiiip 10 advert Lsim pli:asc mention

A

never a luxury.

^,,,,^^.^,, ,„
73

J^

dentist, is

West

Street,

New

^,^.

„„

York. N. Y.

TOOTH

PASTE.
Kindly send me a trial tube of IPANA
Enclosed is a rwo-ccQt sump to cover partly the cost of

::.t^"""":
5/rwr

o„
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FEET FIRST
HAPPY

Here comes Harold M-ith a
that will make your sides ache

days are here again!

brand new bag of tricks
Fun no end, thrills galore, action every second.
^ Harold Lloyd's All-Talking picture "Feet First." Your
eyes will be glued to the screen and you'll hang on every
word! More than a motion picture an event the whole

with laughter!

—

family looks forward to with keen anticipation. Get set

gloom destroyer of 1930! Get set
and go! ^ Your Theatre Manager will gladly tell you
when "Feet First" is coming to your town. Produced by Harold Lloyd Corporation. A Paramount

now

for the great

Release.
best

^

show

"If
in

it's

a Paramount Picture

town!"

it's

the
Tl'NE

IM

rBraraounl PnblU

lUilio Hour, rarh Tucdiiy Enning, 1U:1S to II P.M. KaalanI'iinr, oviT the Columbia Dn»4«

PARAMOUNT
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The Girl on the
hadn't
SHE
when Herbert

all

to play the

her second teeth

She wants no more comedies, but

Brenon chose her

to suffer in powerful emotional dra-

ingenue lead of

ma. She aspires to the art of the late
Jeanne Eagels, nothing less.
Studio executives would make her
another Janet Gaynor. But the

"Laugh, Clown, Laugh." He didn't
fourteen, but
So
he liked her little girl teeth.
Loretta Young, who had spent one
year as stand-in for big sister, Polly

know Loretta was only

strong

rector.

It

Mrs. Grant

ness,

riage wasn't going to interfere with
her career.
She told e.xecutives that she was
quite capable of developing into a
line emotional actress.
Nobody has successfully contradicted seventeen-year-old Loretta.
Poised and complacent, the young

A Movie Actress

duchess just refuses to get e.xcited
about her good fortune.
Cartwheels and handsprings may
be becoming to the Alice Whites and
the Clara Bows, but not to Mrs. Grant

at

pleased, of course," she con"It is a pleasant thing to
future is assured. But I'm
not awfully excited. Somehow, I've

never worried about options being
taken up. I've always felt sure of my
job. If the options were not renewed
I knew that there were other studios.
I've had offers."
Loretta's self-confidence has carried her a long way in her leap to

fame.

SHE
hood.

does not regret missing a child-

sentful

She

when

is

composed and unre-

solicitous friends pity

when they lament
young to be married.
" Maybe seventeen is rather young
to be married," she admits, "but I
had gone with Grant a year. I don't
her that
that she

think

I

loss,

is

or

too

will feel a bit differently at

twenty-one than I do now.
Why
should I change my mind? I'm very
much in love with Grant. So much
in love with him that I couldn't do
my best work if we were not married.
If I had thought that marriage would
have harmed my career I might have
<onsidered further.
But it won't.
Nearly all the biggest stars are married, and the public is no less interested in them."
Oddly enough, a picture titled

"Too Young to Marry"

is the last picture which will co-star Mr. and Mrs.
Grant Withers.
Mrs. Withers believes that fans
are unmoved by love scenes played

by husband and

wife.

Last Minute

News

Eleanor Boardman has given a nurse
charge of her two-months-old
daughter and is to play the leading role

Metro

talkie version of

"The

Great Meadow."

Ann Harding has become reconciled
with her father, Col. Gatley, U. S. A.
He never forgave Ann for going on the
stage until his recent serious illness in
San Francisco brought them together.
The Constance Bennett-Marquis de
romance is reported blazing

la Falaise

brighter.

—

Windsor and Phil Plant
ex have parted,
reports. Keeping company

Claire

Connie

Bennett's

—

New York
for

months.

Clara

Rex
new

Bow

Bell,

admits she

is in

young cowboy

picture

is

love with

actor.

Her

"Usherette."

George Arliss has two more stories
for Warners, "The Devil," by Molnar,
his first American stage hit twenty
years ago, and "The Ruling Passion,"
by Earl Derr Biggers.
George O'Brien is out of Fox and
free-lancing. James Gleason the same
at Pathe.

While

First National is shut

Young
Ronald Colman
Loretta

is

playing

down,

opposite

in "The Prodigal."
Director Herbert Brenon and Doug

Jr., squabbled during the
"Beau Ideal," sequel to "Beau
Geste." Doug out, and young stage
actor, Lester Vail, gets part in Radio

Fairbanks,
start of

Pictures special.

PoUy Ann Young and

Sally

Blane, her sisters, may have intrO*
duced her to the studios. But once
on the inside, the thirteen-year-old
baby sister set about conquering on
her own.

daily

in the

well-modulated voice.

made.

Fourteen!

Withers.

"I'm

which made Loretta Young.
was charm, refinement, sensitive-

The most distinguished actors, with
the most severe standards of finish,
want her in their pictures. John
Barrymore selected her for "The
Man from Blankley's"; Otis Skinner,
for the poetic "Kismet."
No voice culturist forced the low
tone in t5 Loretta's voice. No finishing
school polished her carriage or manufactured her poise. Loretta is self-

She told Mr. Grant Withers mar-

know your

wasn't beauty or physical per-

It

fection

Withers.

fesses.

for

BROWN

school graduation.
That was only three years ago.
At seventeen, Loretta is a married
woman, queen of the First National
stars, with a salary high in five figures and a five-year contract.
She told her mamma she was quite

to be

duchess holds out

hair, blue eyes, 100
pounds, 5 feet, 3' 9 inches." these
are the physical attributes of the new
star. They could be matched a thousand times over by any casting di-

mar

enough

little

Jeanne Eagles.

Ann, became a movie actress at an
age when most girls are choosing between a pink or blue sash for gram-

old

Covcr

The romantic elopement of the
young folks was the only dramatic
episode in the girlhood of the young
matron and it had all the elements
of farce and young love's tragedy
marvelously mingled.
There was the flight by plane and
the return to the maternal doorstep.
There was, in effect, the age-old cry

—

of
.\

"Never darken my door again!''
modern note was the attempt of

first wife to get a little more
alimony just at the moment of hb
union with the little Loretta.
Oh, it was hectic! Mamma Young
wanted an annulment, and that right
quickly.
But, as though to perfect
the scenario, young love triumplud
no pun intended. Grant and Loretta
disappeared, refused to be parted
And since then the
and were not.
Southern California sun has shone

Withers'

—

brightest on the dove-cote
and Loretta.

NOT

since

little

the

Mary

old

of Grant

days, when

Pickford.

Norma

Talmadge, and Lillian Gish put on
long dresses to furiously enact
mature emotions, has a youngster
achieved such dazzling success as
Loretta Young.
Nineteen-year-old Joan Bennett,
born to the stage, trained and
educated to act, was a sensation in
her leap to fame only a few months
ago.

Her

reign as

Queen

of Holly-

wood's Carnival of Youth was a
Hail the new Queen

short one.
seventeen, Loretta Young.

of

Photoplay Magazin

a Broadway music store to the swankiest hotel
in Havana . . . Winnie Lightner and Irene Delroy as
amateur gold diggers . . . leaving a trail of roaring
laughs behind them.

From

With the most gorgeous gowns ever seen in one picture,
the funniest horse race ever run on any turf, and FULL
COLOR to add zest and sparkle to this greatest of all
laugh pictures, THE LIFE OF THE PARTY hits the
high spot record for all time entertainmeut.
"Vitaphone" is the registered trademark of The Vitaphone
Corporation.

Color scenes by the Technicolor Process.
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Brief Reviews of

Current Pictures;
Photoplays not other

was named as one
month of review

-^rlndicatcs that photoplay

of the six best

•

ABRAHAM

LINCOLN— United Artists— D.
\V. Griffith has painted the great humanity of a
great man with a master touch. Walter Huston is
a majestic Lincoln. (Oct.)
ALIAS FRENCH GERTIE— Radio Pictures.—
Bebe Daniels and Hen Lyon in crook picture made
from Veiller's play. "Chatterbox." A comeback for
Ben, and Bebe at her best.
(June)

•

ALL OUIET ON THE WESTERN FRONT

— Universal. — Remarque's

war

sensational

book, made into one of the outstanding pictures of
the year. Powerful drama of war as it really is. (June)

ANIMAL CRACKERS— Paramount.— The
cJick again.

(Oct.)

WAR— Paramount.—The

ANYBODY'S

its

•

CALLOFTHEFLESH— M-G-M.— (Reviewed
under llip tit'e "The Singer ef Seville")— Romantic story tailored to Ramon Novarro's talents.
Ramon sings and acts with charm and Dorothy
Jordan is delightful. (Sept.)
CAPTAIN OF THE

GUARD—Universal.—John

Two

Black Crows join the army, with mildly amusing
(June)

results.

WOMAN— Paramount.-Ruth

Dressier
and Polly Moran. rival boarding house keepers who
play the stock market.
Anita Page and Charles
Morton are young lovers.
Good, rough fun. (June)

CHASING RAINBOWS—M-G-M.—This ninetyninth carbon cop>' of "The Broadwav Melody" is
pleasant enough. Bessie Love, Cliarles King, and the

Moran-Dressler comedy team.

(May)

CHEER UP AND SMILE— Fox.— Good

comedy

Baclanova.

Do Not

Miss These
Recent Pictures

•

National.—Walter Husmaking it good entertain-

Del Rio as a cafe singer and dancer, teamed
with Eddie Lowe, who also sings delightfully.
Adventurous, romantic story that you'll like.
(June)

detective I'hilo

Bill

See

gets his

it.

BIG

BOY— Warners.— Al

Jolson, mostly
in
blackface, sings generously and cracks funny gags.
Race-track intrigue made into comedy. (Sept.)

THE— Sono

BIG FIGHT,

Art— James Cruze.—

Amusing enough.

Lola Lane and Guinn Williams,
but Stepin Fetchit almost shufHes off with the show
(July)

•

BIG HOUSE,

THE— M-G-M.— Inspired

by
and intelligently
Morris and Robert Montgomery

Front"

BORDER ROMANCE— Tiffany
while only because the
stars.
(Aug.)

little

Prod.— WorthMexican minx, Armida,

made from the

tin-

tlirill

the fear of
out of this gangster film

exciting best seller, "Louis Berelti.

Eddie Lowe. Lee Tracy and Catherine Dale Owen.

BRIDE OF THE REGIMENT— First

National.
Sumptuously'mounled, Technicolored operetta, but
slow-paced. (A ug.)

BRIGHT LIGHTS—

i,.

i'

!i

.'.

I-

DAWN PATROL, THE— First

Nali<

.

!

Nary a woman in this. Barthelmess, Doug,
and Neil Hamilton in powerful war picture with

thrills

a-plenty

•

DEVIL'S HOLIDAY,

I

{Scpl.)

THE— Paramount.—

Nancy Carroll in emotional drama, giving the
best performance of lier career
directed by Iidmund
Goulding. who made "The Trespasser." (July)

swell performance.

itative

published.

1

DEVIL WITH WOMEN. A— (Reviewed under the
title

"On

picture,
bully.

•

the

Make")— Fox. — .\ McLaglen

formula

swaggering,

lovable

with Vic the usual
.Mona Maris is lovely.

(Sepl.)

DIVORCEE.THE— M-G-M.— Dont missthh.
Norma

Shearer great.
Chester Morris gives
Fine direction, gorgeous clothes.

-

(June)

DIXIANA— Radio Pictures.- Everett Marshall
from the Metropolitan Opera adds voice and personBebe Daniels at her
ality to a cluarming operetta.
best,

.

(.lug.)

DOUBLE C:R0SS ROADS— Fox.— A

gang

of

'

But Kobcrt
thieves and a mess of machine guns.
Ames as the boy and Lila 1-ee as the girl decide to go
(May)
straight. Entertaining, at that.

CHILDREN

OF

PLEASURE— M-G-M.—

All
abuiil a song-writer's sorrows. Noteworthy only for
L.a\\Tpncc Gray's singinfi of two hit numbers and the
swell work of Wynne Gibson, a new screen face.

CHINA EXPRES.S, THE—Sovkino.—Foreign
roiiRh

i^ttiff.

but

tremendously

occurs on a fast train in China.

excitinc.
Silrnl.

Action

DOUGH BOYS— M-G-M.—An

evening of laughs.

Sad-faced Buster Keaton wanders through some o(
the funniest gags ever. (Ocl.)

First National.— All-Technicolor musical extravaganza.
You'll like Dorothy
Mackaill and Frank Fay. (Aug.)

COCKO'THEWALK— iV.no Art— World Wide.—
Pretty sad

affair, in whicli

his worst.

Myrna Loy

Joseph -Schildkraut does

attractive.

COHENS AND KELLYS

—

IN

EYES OF THE
Harold

WORLD— United Artists.— This

Wn:!ht standby,

Bell

cumbersome

movit'^tuff.

in
(Or/.)

its talkie dress,

I

is

iJiinr)

SCOTLAND—

Universal.
When, and if you sec this, you'll know
where to send them on their next trip one wayl

(May)

DUMBBELLS IN ERMINE—Warners.— PriitRobert .\rnistrong, Jimmy GleasOD,
fights and love.
and Beryl Mercer. Lots of fun. (.lug.)

(May)

{July)

—

—

(May)

BORN RECKLESS— Fox.— Mavbe
cen^^orship took

—

,'*
.

As a service to its readers, Photoplay Magazine presents brief critical
comments on all photoplays of the
preceding six months. By consulting
this valuable guide, you can determine at a glance whether or not your
promised evening's entertainment is
worth while.
Photoplay's reviews
have always been the most author-

BORDER LEGION, THE— Paramount —Jack
Holt. Dick Arlen. Kav Wray and Eugene Pallette in a
Zane Grey thriller, (July)

nnt-so-

DANCING SWEETIES
Warners.
l.iant
Withers and Sue Carol in a story of that mucti discussed "first year" of marriage. (July)

Jr..

review appeared.

trying to make good in an
gum factory. Claudette Colbert,
typical Clievalier songs. (July)

Pictures.— Nonsensical
musical comedy featuring comedians Bert Wheeler
and Robert \\'oi>lsey. Check your critical goggles and
prepare to laugh uproariously.
{June)

•

American

THE—

Paramount.— Chevalier
See him as a po<)r but romantic

(May)

beautifully.

"Common Clay"

and some

BIG POND,
clicks again!

WAY—

CRAZY THAT
Fox.— Bubbling comedn
about two lads in love with a blonde who loves \
another.
Joan Bennett wears beautiful clothes j

DANGEROUS NAN McGREW— Paramount.—

Frenchman

•

^

Proving that mere "cutencss" doesn't make a picture.
This one needs a story. Helen Kane is Nan. i>. ;..)

chewing

produced. Cliester
outstanding.
(A ug.)

picture about

DANGER

-And its tabloid
reviews show you accurately and concisely how to save your motion picture
lime and money. The month at the
end of each review indicates the issue
of Photoplay in which the original

real life stories of prison riots

COURAGE—Warners.— Charming

seven interesting youngsters and their extravagant
mother, well played by Belle Bennett. Leon Janneyj
fine as Bill, the youngest.
(June)

"All Quiet on the Western

man.

(May)

Pictures.— Bessie Love's
of the senior

Reminds us

all

"Old English"
"The Dawn Patrol"
"Anybody's Woman"

Artists.— Dolores

BENSON MURDER CASE. THE— Paramount.
—Another
elegant Van Dine murder mysterv. Suave
Powell, as
Vance,

'

!

LIGHTS— Radio Pictures.—V.over the seat during the wild ride into I
with Kolxrl Armstrong at the throttle and Lou:
heim dying in a coach behind. (tW.)

"Romance"
"Abraham Lincoln"

BAD MAN, THE— First

BAD ONE. THE— United

i

(St-pl.)

CZAR OF BROADWAY— Universal— A

BACK PAY—

this,

CONSPIRACY— Radio
talents are lost in this.
class play
(Srpi.)

dramatic

"Madame X"

stars.

good imitation of that fine picture. "Street of Ch.in.
Not bad, if you haven't seen the original. (7..

First National.- -Too bad it doesn't
leave us with pleasanter memor s to mark Corinne
Griffith's retirement from the sci en. (Aug.)

ton swagyejs through
ment. (Aug.)

Constance Bennett

(July)

Chatlerton as a hard-boiled burlesque queen. The
misses srealness. but the Chatterlon- Brook team
is well worth your money.
(Del.)

THE—

old stage play, witli a

tlie

CUCKOOS, THE— Radio

stor>-

ARIZONA KID,
Fox.—Warner Baxter
follows "In Old Arizona" with another tine performance and an excellent picture. (July)

from

'l

CAUGHT SHORT— M-G-M— Marie

drama, with Arthur Lake, Dixie Lee and the vampish

ANYBODY'S

COMMON CLAY — Fox. — Interesting
talkie

type of plot.

Boles and Laura La Plante in a story of the birth of
the Marseillaise that just misses being a thrilling
picture. John sings superbly.
(June)

Four

Marx Brothers, who scored in "The Cocoanuts." turn
another of their musical shows into a talkie comedy,
and

upon

—

FALL GUY, THE— Radio

Pic-.drcs.- Jack Mullittle story about jO

hall and Mae Clarke in a simple
out-of-work husband. (July)
I

PLEASE TURN TO PACE "'10

]
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^tuU^.-',

Who

is

man

in

the most popular

bergh?
Motion
tivo

— Lind-

the world

Prince of Wales?
pirtiirf

largest

fans in

litit's

ballots cast with

Avn>rica''s

through thrir

those great neivs-

papers, the Chicago Tribune and

New York

Dailv Neivs, voted

CHARLES FARRELL
the most popular

man

in the movies

"7th Heaven" with the added
re4ili9m of sound, voiiMl thrill lo Lis performance as

Even

Ivetter llian in

LILIOM
Franz Molnar's
striking stage success
loiih

ROSE HOBART
H. B.

WARNER

Estelle Taylor

Lee Tracy
Directed by

FRANK BORZAGE
who has
won the Photo-

only director
rice

play Medal.

'Liliom",
strangest,

strongest.
?

a

il

d e 9 1 of

love

stories.

Farrell

his

in

greatest role as
a

carnival

barker,

darling of the girls.

Ask
I

at

m^

your favorite theatre
^

,„,

when they
When

will

you write lo advcrtlii

show
ntlon

this

Wr

PHOTOPLAY MAOAZINE.

Drtiinatic

Triumph

—

Reviews

Brief

[

FIGTITING LEGION,
Maynard

THE—Universal.—Ken

scores as an outlaw

who

follows his better

Dorothy Dwan provides the romance.
Worth your money.
fightin' and comedy.

impulses.
Jtidin",

(J/a>)

FLIRTING WIDOW, THE— First

National.—

Dorothy Mackaill scores a bull's-eye in this clever
comedy, in a part that suits her to a coupie of T's.

A

Current Pictures

of

CONTIXTED FEOM PAGE 8

]

GUILTY— Columbia. — Mediocre

melodrama of
But Virginia ValJi, John

circumstantial evidence.

and John Holland are good.

Sainpolis,

•

—

HAPPY

{June)

—

DAYS Fox. ^A corking review,
starring the pick of the Fox lot. A bunch of
entertainers help an old showman save Us troupe.
That's the story, told with singing, dancing, comedy
and romance.

{May)

•

•

FLORODORA
Marion Davies

THE

GIRL,

— M-G-M. —

as one of the original Florodora
atmosphere of the Gay
{July)

Girls.
Ga2S. costumes and
'90's make this a riot of fun.

FOLLOW THRU— Paramount. — .All-Technicolor
and all good, fast
Nancy Carroll and Buddy Rogers.

golf musical comedx-.

ment.

entertainf-SV/*.'.)

FOR THE DEFENSE— Paramount.— Bill

Powell
as a criminal law^-er who lets love interfere with business and lands in prison. Kay Francis the girl who
Good. (Sept.)
waits for him.

FOX MOVIETONE FOLLIES OF IWO— Fox.Hy now the single-talkie revues have
novelty.
Comedy, fair songs, and a bit

lost their
of a love

WOMEN—

tions.

chuckles.

{Ocl.)

HELLO, SISTER—James Cnue Prod.— Sentimental, but sprinkled with humor. Olive Borden is
the flapper who reforms for a million dollars. Lloyd
Hughes is the nice boy who loves her. {May)

HELL'S

ANGELS—Caddo

and

S4.IX)0.000 were invested In
but $4,000,000 worth? {Aug.)

—

FREE AND EASY

—

Buster
M-G-M.
Keaton's first big talkie. A whizzing comedy
With .Anita
I'lat takes you to a big sound studio.
the
romance,
I'age and Robert Montgomery to serve
how could you go wTong on tiiis one? {May)

{June)

(July)

KATHLEEN MAVOURNEEN— Tiffany

— Sally O'Nell

is

the colleen.

Produc-

Save your money.

•

KING OF JAZZ— Universal.— Pretentious,
all-Technicolor. Paul Whiteman revue.
Unusual color and lighting effects, splendid choruses.
John Boles, Jeanette Loff. and the Whiteman Band.
LADIES IN

LOVE— Hollywood

Let's not talk about this one.

HELL'S ISLAND— Columbia.— The Jack HoltRalph Graves team turns out a slam-bang picture of
and friendship in the Foreign Legion.

Inc.—

Pictures,

{Aug.)

LADIES LOVE BRUTES— Paramount.—Good
entertainment. George Bancroft

Is

a crude but wealthy

love, hate
{Ocl.)

•

HE TRUMPED HER ACE —Sennett-EducationaL
— Howling short comedy about bridge-maniacs. {May)
HIDEOUT—Universal. —James Murray glowers.
Katlir\ n Crawford sings
kinder not to go
nicelj'.

on.

THE—

First National.— Murder in the
FURIES,
smart set. Weighty and wordy, yet fairly interesting.
H. B. Warner, Lois Wilson and Natalie Moorehead.

Productions.—

(June)

Prod.— Three years
this. Worth seeing—

(Juty)

story.

END— Tiffany

JOURNEY'S

Unforgetable war story, from play of same
Grim happenings in a front line dugout under
bombardment, relieved by carefully planned humor.

HE KNEW
Radio Pictures.— Lowell
Sherman and -Alice Joyce in a photographed play,
"The Second Man." Good for some sophisticated
{July)

Blue,

name.

Excellent cast.

{Ocl.)

•

OF ESCAPE—Warners.— Monte

ISLE

Betty Compson and Noah Beery do their best tjo
breathe life Into a melodramatic hodge-podge, with
negligible results. {June)

You

musical
popular

by the

success
{July)

fair

{July)

it.

LADY OF SCANDAL, THE—M-G-M.—

Ruth Chatterton in delicious light comedy,
from the Lonsdale play. "The High Road." (Jui»)

{May)

romance, carried to
Gaynor-Farrell team.

bara Stanwyck grand as a little party girl who
young artist. Fine supporting csiL

mustn't miss

•

It's

HIGH SOCIETY BLUES—Fox.— A

LADIES OF LEI.SURE— Columbia.— Buk

falls for a serious

LADY
Billie

WHO

Dove

In

DARED, THE— First

Nation,->l,—

an aged and faltering story about a dipgets in a mess with blackmailers.

who

lomat's wife
{Ocl.)

GIRL OF THE GOLDEN WEST— First
tional.

— .Ann

Na-

Harding gives zest to the old Belasco

Fine support and a surprise

drama.

finale.

{A ug.)

GOLDEN CALF, THE— Fox.—Mediocre.

Sue

Carol, as an etfich'nt but unattractive secrelar\' who
makes herself over into a belle, redeems it a little. So
does El Brendel's comedy. {May}

GOOD INTENTIONS—

Fox.— Crave excitement.' See Eddie Lowe as a master-crook in love with
a high-society lass. {Aug.)

—

NEWS— M-G-M. College run rampant,
nnd set to music. Bessie Love, Stanley Smith and
Lola Lane. {Aug.)

GOOD

GREAT

DIVIDE,

THE— First

National.- Made

from the grand old play. Dorothy Mackaill oveiacts
as a flip society lass, and Ian Keith is hammy as her
reformer. {May)

GREEN GODDESS, THE—Warners.—George
great as the sleek Rajah.
the most of this. (.Way)

Arliss

Is

didn't

make

•
m

The producers

HIGH TREASON— Tiffany-Gaumont.-British-

LAST OF THE DUANES— Fox —Even

made film about a hypothetical next World War.
politics and inventions of year 1940 are ingeniously en\nsioned. Interesting.
{June)

not a "Western" fan you'll

World

—

—

HOLD

stars.

entertainment. Cv-ril Maude's screen debut, in his fa)Us stage portrayal of a lovable old crab. (.1 ug.)

you're

RCENV—

LAWFUL

LA
Radio Pictures.— Bebe
Daniels and Lowell Sherman in sophisticated melo-

EVERYTHING
Warners.
Joe E.
Brown Is great. Georges Carpentier looks good in the
boxing ring. Winnie Lightner has some snappy songs.
But it could have been better. {Junf)

drama

•

other musical romance, but you'll roll with laughter
iOcL)
wliile a rare cast of funsters do their stuff.

HOLIDAY- Pathe. —Ann

rich girl, Mary Astor
a splendid picture. {Aug.)
little

make

Harding as a poor
and a perfect cast

that you'll like,

Prod.— Not what the

might indicate, unless you know your baseball

vernacular.

in this

burlesque of the old shlpwri-ck-on.*Jeanette MacDonald and Jsi^

desert-island theme.
Oakic. {JiUy)

LET'S
Spain, played with duels and guitars.

Ramon Novarro swashbuckles and
serenades Dorothy Jordan. {May)

singsl

How

tliat

GO PLACES—Fox.—Our old

LET US BE GAY— M-G-M —Norma

Pictures.- Old
style war stuff, with spies, secret service, trick Hindus,
and a love in wartime theme, Betty Compson and
Ralph Forbes, (5<-/>/.)

ROOM— First

Shearer to

another swell sophisticated drama, with Marie Dres^
{.Aug.)
ler, Gilbert Emery and Rod La Rocque.

ed up In
by Dick

pla>'ed convincingly

National.—

murder mystery that ihrills. Jack Mulhall, .Alice
Day and Robert O'Connor play the leads. {Junt)

I

PLEASE TURN TO PAGE

evening's

refer to the criticisms before
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1

— Fox
—
—
—

.^5

Trail, The— Fox
Captain .Applejack Warners
Captain Thunder Warners
CollcKe Lovers First National
Bi(,'

52
l.?6
l.?7

— Warners
Du Harry — Woman of Passion — United

Doorway

to Hell,

The

Gorilla,

— First National

—

The

136

First National

— Radio

Half Shot at Sunrise
Ilor Man— Pathe

Pictures.

.

.

Monsieur Parks
Paramount
Fox
Lonesome Trail, The Syndicate

L'Enigmatique
l.iliom

—

54
S3
52

—

tures

Misbehaving
.''.i

l.?5

.\rtists

CoinK Wild

l.?5

L.idies

—
—

Pic-

—
—
Sea Wolf, The— Fox
The— Paramount
Spoilers.

Month

.

.

— Universal

Squealer,

.55

l.?S

53

—

1.'6

.''5
.\sia
.\mkino
.136
Sweethearts on Parade Columbia.
54
Sweet Kitty Bcllairs Warners
Ten Nights in a Barroom Willis Kent
1.%
Prod
Thoroughbred, The Tiffany Produc-

—

—

.

—

—

136

tions

54
.54

54
136

— Columbia
— Universal

The

Storm, The

Storm Over

136
136
52
54

list.

Page
Spurs

136
53

— First National.

Outward Bound Warners
Pay Off, Th(^Kadio Pictures
Playboy of Paris Paramount
Santa Fe Trail, The Paramount
Sea God, The Paramount

Short Subjects of the

10

reference

this

Page

Page
Arc Vou There?

|

Again he

INSIDE THE LINES— Radio

THE NEXT

friend. Mis-

taken Identity Plot. Funny as the dickens, and It
least two songs uill keep you humming.
{May}

Photoplays Reviewed in the Shadow Stage This Issue
you ^ic\ out your
entertainment. Mal^e
your
magazine—
Save
this

;

I

{A ug.)

IN GAY MADRID— M-G-M.—College whoopee in

IN

Pictures.— An-

GO NATIVE— Paramount.— Wondclftd

LET'S
nonsense

HOT CURVES— Tiffany
title

(iep/.)

LEATHERNECKI NG — Radio

snappy dialogue and

GRUMPV-Paramount.— Grand

if

George O'Brien

like this.

{Sepl.)

—

Those Three French Girls M-G-M.
Viennese Nights Warners

—

116

]

.

.

SS

55

(

!

^

—
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'ELASCO'S epic story of the

gamble a woman ever made. Strangest stakes ever left
to the fate of cards. Strangest climax in show history as the "golden
And cheats to win!
for love
girl' gambles the one time in her life
strangest

—

Twelve

brought

stirring situations all

—

to

you with the

artistry,

charm and compelling beauty of
s:ir

ANN HARDING «'
l.GIRL9^.54COLDEN WEST
^^
Mn
^
^^

JAMES RENNIE

HARRY BANNISTER

•

^cued on iL pL^

l>^

DAVID BEIASCO

VYV?^^^

^JOHN FRANCIS li\V\.OH />to duci i o n.
A FIRST NATIONAL AND VITAPHONE PRODUCTION
"Vitaphonv'^ti

When

thii

registered tratU-mark

you write to advertisers please mention

of The Vttaphonc Corpor*

rilOTOPLAY MAGAZINE.

—

—A
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I

J

THE—Universal.— The

MOUNTAIN JUSTICE—Universal.— (Reviewed

stage play was funny and a hit, and so is the talkie.
Douglas Fairbanks. Jr.. has a grand part. Anita
Page plays feminine lead. (Sepl.)

under the title "Kettle Creek.") That Ken Maynard
can ride! The rest is negligible. (May)

LITTLE ACCIDENT,

LONE RIDER. THE—Columbia.— Slow-moving.
Western.
Silver.

Best

work done by Buck Jones'

horse.

(Sep/.)

LOOSE ANKLES—First

National.— So

farcical

that it goes a little lame. Loretta Young and Doug
Fairbanks. Jr.. are the principals, but the comics run
honors. (May)

away with the

MURDER WILL OUT— First National.—Thrills
and myster>' against high society background. Good
acting.
Elaborate settings. Jack Mulhall, Lila Lee
and Noah Beery. (May)
NAUGHTY FLIRT, THE—First National.—Alice
as an heiress pursued by fortune-hunters.
Speedy action, peppy dialogue, gorgeous clothes. First-

White

rate entertainment.

LOTTERY BRIDE, THE— United

Artists.- The
Jeanette MacDonald. who goes in
for histrionics in a big way. And the music is grand.

a nice

(Ocl.)

(A ug.)

thrill of this

one

is

LOVE AMONG THE MILLIONAIRES— Para-

—

Clara Bow gets much too cute in this lukemusical comedy. (Sepl.)

mount.

warm

LOVE IN THE ROUGH— M-G-M— Golf,
mance, slap-stick and music.
too seriously.

\'ou"ll like it

if

ro-

vou

While

THE

LOVIN'
LADIES— Radio Pictures.—Claptrap farce, but it's nice to see Richard Dix and Lcis
Wilson together again as screen billcrs-and-cooers.

we

MADAM SATAN— M-G-M.—Another lavish

ers.

A dull wife acquires a French

(July)

MAMBA —Tiflfany

Prod.— -Advertised

as the

first

all-Technicolor drama.
War between British and
German troops, and an East African native revolt.
brilliant

(May)

work.

good advertising

With

.W Jolson rises above his
story and makes an entertaining movie. A minstrel
piece, with Lois Moran, Lowell Sherman and Louise
Dresser. Irving Berlin tunes.
(June)

THE—Warners

The Barrymore prolile in slapstick! He's a good
farceur in this ridiculous story of an English lord who
attended the wrong dinner party. Loretta Young
provides love interest.
(June)

MAN HUNTER, THE— Warners.-A
combing melodrama, that
Rin-Tin-Tin

•

is

the star.

in a

First National Pictures

.

.

Fox Film

(June)

MANSLAUGHTER- Paramount.— The

si-

lent version was great in its day. but the talkie
a boost for vocalized films. Fine emotional drama
played by Fredric March and Claudelte Colbert.
(Scpl.)

but
sensational as a
stuff,

not too depressing.
Milton Sills
gangster and Dorothy Mackaill plays appealingly.
(Sepl.)

MATRIMONIAL BED, THE — Warners. — A
cast,

wasted on a poor picture.

(July)

MAYBE IT'S LOVE—Warners.- Maybe it's love,
but it isn't college. Gridiron scenes are good. Joan
Bennett and James Hall provide the love. (Ocl.)

THE—

MEDICINE MAN.
Tiffany Productions.Pretty good hokum, but you roiiW afford to miss it.
(^epi.)

MELODY

THE—

MAN,
Columbia.— Pleasantly
sentimental story about the conflict of youth and old
age. William Collier. Jr.. Alice Day. and a good performance by John Sainpolis.

(May)
")

Just another

MIDNIGHT MYSTERY— Radio

Pictures.—
practical joker starts something lie can't finish. Betty
Compson and Lowell Sherman. (Aug.)

•

MOBY DICK

•

MONTE CARLO — Paramount. — Wittv. pi-

— Warners.

—Capiain Ahah's

vengeful search for the white whale, Mobv Dick,
is full of thrills.
John Barrymore plays the same r5lc
as in the silent "Sea Beast." Don't miss this. (Oct.)

quant operetta

Jcancttc

MacDonald

12

PARAMOUNT ON PARADE—Paramount.—

Page

in the best l.ubitsch manner.
sings gloriously. (Oct.)

AROUND— First

comedy with

National.— Alice

laughs, lilting tunes

Trite

ace musical

and pretty

girls.

(Aug.)

•

RAFFLES— United Artists.— Ronald Colman.
as an English gentleman-thief, charms even
he cops the jools. A talkie that moves, and

while
entertainingly!

(Sepl.)

RAINORSHINE—Columbia.—Joe Cook's talkie

1

circus story with a

.\

punch

finish.

(Oct.)

Page 9

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer..Page 123

Paramount Pictures

,

.

.

Technicolor

REDEMPTION— M-G-M.—Jolm

Page 4

made

talkie,

and now

Page 13

Gilbert's

first

before "His Glorious Night," but shelved
A tragic story by Tolstoi
(July)

largely remade.

that proves John can act.

Warner Brothers .... Page 7

RENO— Sono

Art-World Wide.— Ruth Roland's

screen comeback. She looks beautiful but her acting
is hopelessly old-fashioned.
If there was a story, it
got lost in the making. (Sept.)

National.—

who burst into song? Then you may
Dove in gorgeous clothes. Basil
faithless husband, and Kay Francis a

Tired of players
like

this.

Billie

Rathbone the
vamp. (June)

NUMBERED MEN— First National.— Fair entertainment.

From

the stage play. "Jailbreak."

•

—

(Aug.)

OH SAILOR BEHAVE—Warners.-Lowell
man

is

comedy

a swell

prince.

Otlierwise

good, dramatically or musically.

it's

"Potemkin" fame.

•

film, co-directed
Silent.
(July)

.Arliss is

about

Com-

by Eisenstein of

OLD ENGLISH— Warners.— Don't
George

raeli" you'll rave

Sher-

not so

(Sepl.)

OLD AND NEW— Sovkino.— Powerful,
munism propaganda

miss

it.

perfect.
If you liked "Disthis one.
(Sept.)

Sono Art— James Cruze.
— ONCEAGENTLEMAN—
High comedy, with a touch of pathos. Eddie
HorLon

is

elegant.

RETURN OF DR. FU MANCHU, THE— Para-

—

(July)

RICHEST MAN IN THE WORLD, THE—
M-G-M.— Louis Mann as the dad of an ungrateful
A good cast and happy ending. (July)

family.

RIGHT OF WAY, THE— First

ONE NIGHT AT SUSIE'S— First

•

ONE ROMANTIC NIGHT— United

— Lillian

Artists.

Gish in her first phonoplay, ably
aided by O. P. Meggie and Marie Dressier. The love
story of a young princess and her tutor.
(June)

ON THE LEVEL— Fox. —Gusty,

lusty

melo-

drama, with laughs and thrills. Victor McLaglen fine
ill usual he-man rdle.
Lilyan Tashman a gorgeous
lady-crook. (May)

may

wish you'd

ROAD TO PARADISE— First

National.— Twin
Losisters are at it again, complicating movie plots.
retta \'oung plays both girls, one a crook, the other a
wealthy and noble young lady. (Ocl.)

•

ROMANCE—

—

M-G-M. Garbo personifies all
the title implies in her second talkie. F'evens
sakes, don't miss itl (Aug.)

THE WEST—

ROMANCE

Hammond Prod.
OF
Pistols crack, and Jack Perrin rescues tlie gal from
the Mexican joint. .And bye and b>'e it ends. Allaction and all-talkie, but why? (May)

—

ROMANCE—

ROUGH

Fox.— All about the
Helen Chandler goes
goings-on of lumberjacks.
Gish.
George O'Brien and Antonio Moreno don't
the
chorus
routines. (June)
help much. Neither do

ROUGH WATERS—Warners.— Another personal
success for Rin-Tin-Tin.

N.itionaI.—

night at -Susie's is enough of this sort of thing.
Billie Dove plays a chorine.
(Sepl.)

National.— SUrts

out well but toward the end you
stayed home. (A ug.)

operatic tenor, and Mona Maris afford entertainment
for a satisfactory evening, (Oct.)

One

Warner

mount. Grand melodramatic hokum.
Gland is a swell Manchu. (July)

—

OFFICE WIFE, THE Warners.
Dorothy
Mackaill is the girl who starts out to vamp lier
employer, played by Lewis Stone, and ends by falling
in love with him.
.\ sophisticated, but human and
convincing story. (Ocl.)

ONE MAD KISS— Fox.— Don Jose Mojica, young

MEN OF THE NORTH— M-C-M.— (Reviewed
und.T the title "Mon-iieur U- Fox.
story of the Northwest. (Oc/.)

Productions.—

OUEEN HIGH— Paramount.— An
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.

.

(Oct.)

This struggles along in a South Sea Island setting.

PLAYING

you easily
each announcement:
.

action.

White. Billy Bakewell and Chester Morris.
story, fair acting, fair entertainment. (June)

this directory

Columbia Pictures

little

PARDON MY GUN— Pathe.—A Western comedy

news,

is

NOTORIOUS AFFAIR, A— First
beach-

is

good

OUTSI DE THE LAW— Universal.— Too much dialogue and too

with not a dull moment. Two champion juvenile
trick riders and ropers outdo Will Rogers.
(Sepl.)

war

totters to a feeble end.

MAN TROUBLE— Fox.— Underworld

OUR BLUSHING BRIDES— M-G-M.—You

must see Joan Crawford in those lace step-ins!
Swell box-office picture, with Anita Page, Robert
youngsters.

Paramount goes revue, using its best talent.
Technicolor, stirring music, lovely voices, satire,
burlesque, romance! Chevalier. Chatterton, Oakie,
and lots more. Take the family. (May)

MAN FROM WYOMING, THE—Paramount.—
Gary Cooper and June CoUyer, both splendid
picture with a Western title. (Aug.)

Just

Montgomery and some more popular

debut.

MAMMY—Warners.

BLANKLEY'S,

all

in the usual love triangle.

(Sept.)

consider producer advertising

can locate

accent and risque clothes to win back her husband.
You'll enjoy Kay Johnson and Reginald Denny. (Ocl.)

MAN FROM

melo-

like'

supposed to be comedy,

of particular interest to our read-

(.May)

DeMille spectacle.

•

Dove

PARADISE ISLAND—Tiffany

ofT^ew Pictures
and Stars

(.Ocl.)

Billie
ug.)

(A

•

pressing spectacle of pretty Dorothy Mackaill buried
alive under a heavy dramatic r61e. (Ocl.)

Jean Hcrsholt does

melodramatic.

Producer Announcements

LOVE RACKET, THE— First National'.— The de-

•

OTHER TOMORROW, THE— First National.—
Gorgeous
so-so.

stars in

—

THE

it

bit

NOT DAMAGED— Fox.— Sounds
it's

ON YOUR BACK—

Fox.— Irene Rich in
gorgeous clothes, as a fashionable New York
is splendid in an interesting picture.
(Sepl.)

modiste,

(Sepl.)

comedy drama that goes a

drama, but

LOVE IN
RING Terra Productions.—Max
Schmeling's made-in-Germany movie, before he won
the title. As an actor, he's a good fighter. (Oct.)
don't take

(Ocl.)

WORK— Pathe.— Eddie Quillan

NIGHT

•

The

children will love iu

(Oct.)

ROYAL ROMANCE, A—Columbia.— Romance
and adventure in a mythical kingdom. Buster Collier
gives good performance and Pauline Starke is
(May)

dcvastatingly beautiful.

RUNAWAY BRIDE— Radio
thieves,

and a

drama trying
is

charming.
[

string

of

Pictures.- Murders,
Clap-trap meloBut Mary Astor

pearls.

to be light comedy.
(June)

PLEASE TURN TO PACE 15

Jj

SOME OF THE
TECHNICOLOR PRODUCTIONS
BRIGHT LIGHTS,
>

FOLLOW

THRU,

(Puramounl);
Perry

with Dorothy Mockaiil (firsi Nolionol),

Daniels

(Radio

Bros.);

Claire and Waller Pidgeon

(Warner

(Samuel Goldwyn

BELLAIRS, with

Claudio Dell and

TOAST OF THE LEGION,
(First

Bros.);

— Florenz

DIXIANA,

Sequences;

"Buddy" Rogers and Nancy Carroll

SWEET KIHY

Askom (Warner

all-star cost

Pictures), Technicolor

with Charles

National);

WHOOPEE,

with

Bermce

VIENNESE NIGHTS,

starring Eddie

Cantor

Ziegfeld).

^

«

Marion

.

.

as she
Through even the gray, shadowy
black and white

films, the color of

personality reached out

.

^

.

is

limitations of

Marion Davies's

and touched the hearts

of millions.

Now, you have a chance

to

personality without limitations

enjoy to the

full

won her unique

—

see that colorful
in

Technicolor. To

the radiance of a charm that has
position

in

filmdom.

With Technicolor's aid you see, at
on the screen. Color
true touch

—

fires

your imagination. You see the

stars as they really are.

in

last, reality

— lavish, laid on with Nature's

MARION DAVIES
the finest

gves

the screen

performances of her colorful career

Goldwyn-Moyer's musical vehicle

In

one of
Melro-

—"The Florodora

Girl,"

embellished with Technicolor scenes.

Technicolor

LUCKIES ARE
Lucky Strike,
tobacco

— The

ALWAYS KIND TO YOUR THROAT

the finest Cigarette you ever smoked,

Cream

of the

Crop

— "IT'S

made

of the finest

t>

TOASTED." Lucky Strike has

an extra, secret heating process. Everyone knows that heat

purifies

and

so 20,679 physicians say that Luckies are less irritating to your throat.

«...?•.

"It's
Your Throat

toasted"
—

Protection — against

irritation

against cough

tin

of Luilcy

Strlk«

—

A

Reviews of Current Pictures

Brief

CONTINUED FROM PAGE

[

SAFETY IN NUMBERS— Paramount.— Peachcsan'-cream for Buddy Rogers fans. He sings half a
dozen songs and plays an heir to big money whose
woridly-wise uncle puts him in care of three "Follies"
iJunf)
girl..

SAP

FROM

SYRACUSE.

THE— Paramount.—

Jack Oakie's bubbling personality puts this across.
Jack plays a good-natured boob who masquerades as
a famous engineer. No panic, but good. (Oct.)

•

SARAH AND SON— Paramount.—What

a

characterization by Ruth Chatterton!
And
what a restrained and dignified performance by
Frederic March! A picture you simply can't miss.

(May),

STRICTLY

12

]

MODERN— First National.— Pretty

obvious humor and thin story, but Dorothy Mackaill
is

fine

young sopliisticate who finds
(July)
least expects it.

as a

where she

romance

STRICTLY UNCONVENTIONAL— M-G-M.—
The

original play.

comedy.

"The

Circle."

The phonoplay misses

was subtle English
(May)

fire.

SUNNY SKIES— Tiffany Productions.—Another
one of those movie versions of college life as it
(June)

isn't.

SWEETHEARTS AND WIVES—

First National.
Billie Dove's best talkie.
Mystery farce, with
Clive Brook being very farcical. (Sept.)

—

SCARLET PAGES—

First National.— Elsie Ferguson's talkie debut, from her stage play. Elsie is
interesting as a woman attorney.
(Sept.)

SEA BAT.
By

ho-humi

THE— M-G-M.—Just
the way,

its

another

Nils Asther's

first

Cut Picture
Puzzle Winners

(July)

SHADOW OF THE LAW— Paramount.-The
usual deliglitful William Powell performance, but the
story could be belter. (July)

NO—Warners.—Winnie

SHE COULDN'T SAY

Winners

Lightner should have said NO when they cast her as
a broken-hearted night club hostess. (May)

MY WEAKNESS—

SHOOTING STRAIGHT— Radio

SHOW GIRL

IN

HOLLYWOOD

— Alice White's best

—

First

$5,000

announced

On

sale at all

or about

(Ocl.)

WHITE CARGO—W.

•

December 10

and

intrigue in an

TEMPTATION—Columbia. —Unpretentious
Japanese-made

film,

Film Co.—
supposed to be "art."

pleasant

Gray.

(Sept.)

SOCIAL LION.

love

story.

and
Lois Wilson and Lawrence

(Sept.)

the village braggart who is "taken up" by the country
club set. Mary Brian, the girl. Heaps of fun. iJuty)

Fay Wray

picturesque O.

in a

Southwest.

Cooper and
Henry story of the

(July)

THOSE WHO DANCE—Warners.— Monte

Blue,

in another underworld story that doesn't ring true.

SOLDIER'S PLAYTHI NG. A— Warners.— If you
romance seasoned with plenty of laughs, some
and hot thrills, catch this. (Oct.)

SONG OF THE FLAME—

First National.—
Bernice Claire, soprano, and Noah Beery, deep bass,
free Russia from the revolutionists via Technicolor

operetta.

(July)

Ambitious, but dull.

(May)

SON OF THE SADDLE— Universal.— A
Maynard Western with
and

action.

SO THIS IS

Ken

TOAST OF THE LEGION, THE— First

TOO YOUNG TO MARRY— First
(Reviewed under

SOUP TO NUTS— Fox. — Rube

TOP SPEED— First

Goldberg's

IS HERE— First National.— Bernice
and Alexander Gray sing well. Ford Sterling
and Louise Fazenda are great. Just an average musical comedy story, but they make it good entertainment.

(June)

National.— Musical comedy

with the irrepressible Joe E.
Rogers-

{Oii.)

SPRING

National
"Broki-n Dishes.'^
Grand

comedy.

(.1

Brown emphasizing

the

ug.)

amusing

TRIGGER TRICKS— Universal.-Typical Hoot
Gibson Western with Sally Eilers in her real life rftle
of girl-friend.

urandly goofy cartoons, his fantastic inventions and
freak statues, are all in this hilarious film.
You'll like

Claire

title

satire on family life.
O. P. Hcggie the henpecked
father, Loretta Voung and Grant Withers the young
(Sept.)
lovers.
Full of fun.

plenty of hard riding, gun

Irene Rich team, set down in London. An
follow-up for "So This Is Paris." (Aug.)

it.

—

Na-

The lovely Victor Herbert operetta, "Mile.
Bernice Claire and
Modiste." in all-Technicolor.
Walter Pidgeon. A musical treat. (Aug.)

(Oct.)

LONDON— Fox.—The Will

(Aug.)

TRUE TO THE NAVY— Paramount.- Clara Bow
is

the

whole

P.
in

good

in

doesn't

it.

(Sept.)

Film Co.— Banned by
London. Slow, badly

(May)

WHITE HELL OF PITZ P ALU—Universal.

—

Three people are trapped in the impassable
mountain of Palu. A night search party sets out.
Wonderful Swiss snow scenes and breatli-taking airplane stunts.
Unusual and intensely interesting.
Sound. (July)

•

WHOOPEE— United

Artists.— Don't say

you're fed up on musical comedies. Go to see
instead. Eddie Cantor pulls a gag a minLavish, all-Technicolor production. (Oct.)

"Whoopee"
ute.

Warners.— Edward Everett Horton and Patsy Ruth Miller play this somewhat vulgar
but amusing comedy with a pace that keeps you
(June)

roaring.

COMPANY—

Fox.— Another of those wild
WILD
younger generation stories, but Frank Albertson gives
punch. [Aug.)

OF ADVENTURE— Tiffany Productions.
— WINGS
this far-fetched adventure story of
.Armida savi
s

movie

•

perils

girl
fleet

who

has a boy on every ship. Then tlie
in
Can y'imagine the fun (July)

comes

I

TRUTH ABOUT YOUTH— First

along the Me.\ican border.

(Oct.)

WITH BYRD AT THE SOUTH POLE— Par-

—

amount. A picture beyond the usual praise.
You'll have to set- Commander Byrd drop the American flag onto the South Pole to appreciate what an
achievement

SONG OF THE WEST—Warners.—AII-Technicclor outdoor operetta.

play

EAST—

THREE

FACES
Warners.— A great stage
play and fine silent picture gone wroriR in the talkies.
(Aug.)
tional.

Ellis is

it real

(Sept.)

slap-stick

Artists.— Gloria

WIDE OPEN—

TEXAN, THE— Paramount.— Gary

THE— Paramount.-Jack Oakie,

(Aug,)

Will Hays, but produced
recorded. Wasn't worth bootlegging.

Color, action, peppy songs.
old-time wagon circus.
Pleasant entertainment. (July)

(Sept.)

SLUMS OF TOKYO— Schochiko

long time.

prove anything, but Robert

newsstands on

SWING HIGH— Pathe.— Love
Fair.

in a

WHAT A WIDOW!— United

scenery the gangsters move out of the honky-tonks
to an amusement pier. Grant Withers is the hero.

O'Neil and Molly

Haines films

WHAT MEN WANT—Universal.— This

SINNERS' HOLIDAY — Warners. — (Reviewed
under title "Women in Love.") Just as a change of

as sisters, one rich, the other poor.

National.—

Not bad, however.
(Sept.)

it.

Swanson goes slap-slick but manages to be entertaining in light farce. .Anyhow, the clothes arc swell, and
Lew Cody deserves tlu-ee cheers. (Oct.)

in the January,

PHOTOPLAY

THE—Paramount.— Beauti-

SISTERS—Columbia.— Sally

P^airbanks. Jr.'s in

WHAT AMAN!—

1931, issue of

Na-

photographed story of the Ojibway Indians'
struggle for food in the far North, played by real
Indians.
Amazing animal scenes. Sound. (JiUy)

like

abandon.

Sono Art— World Wide.— (Reviewed under the title "His Dark Chapter.")
Reginald Denny's nice voice, and a trifling story
about a gentleman-crook who isn't a crook after all,
provide a pleasant enough evening. (May)

in

fully

story.

Flash and clang of sword play. Dennis King,
Francois Villon, sings and acts with operatic
Gorgeous Technicolor.
Lilting Frim!
music. Jeanette MacDonald and Lillian Roth help,
and O. P. Heggie is grand. (May)

as

National.- Ernest
Pascal's novel. "The Dark Swan," lost its original
title and a great deal more.
Lois Wilson, Olive
Borden and H. B. Warner. (July)

Interesting studio

talkie.

them

VAGABOND KING. THE— Paramount.—

WEODING RINGS— First

ture Puzzle Contest, will be

Pictures.-

(June)

SILENT ENEMY.

Silent

UNHOLY THREE. THE— M-G-M.— Lon

Chaney talks, at last, in five voices, one of
his natural voice. Thrills a-plenty. (Aug.)

WAY OUT WEST— M-G-M.—One of the funniest

Photoplay's famous Cut Pic

deft mingling of under-world drama and comedy gives
Richard Dix his best part in a long time. (Sept.)

Drab

•
•

Billy

of the 70 cash

totalling

pri2;es,

SHE'S
Radio Pictures.— Arthur Lake and Sue Carol in a story of love's young
dream. Rather nice. (Aug.)

O'Day

National.—

WAY OF ALL MEN. THE— First

Grant Withers.

tional.

UNDER WESTERN SKIES— First

Neither beautiful Technicolor scenery nor Lila Lee's
(July)
fine performance do much for this one.

Doug

mystery-comedy, with Loretta Young and

scenes.

MOON—Warners —Light

This just misses being good.

SECOND FLOOR MYSTERY. THE— Warner?.

— Novel

A TEXAS

on old-fashioned Mexican border melodramas.
singic, with Frank

gay and dashing Technicolor
Fay and ArmJda. (June)

\'ENGEANCE—Columbia.— Melodrama with a
punch. Another African native revolt. Jack Holt
and Dorothy Kevier. (.May)

talkie,

audible

(.4 ug.)

film.

UNDER
satire

A

it

is.

any standpoint.

Wonderful entertainment from

(Aug.)

—

WOMEN

—

EVERYWHERE Fox. J. Harold
Murray's charming singing voice, plus that ooh-la-la
Ma'mselle, Fifi Dorsay. (July)

YOUNG

—

—

DESIRE
Universal.
Conventional
girl who loves a rich boy. but treated
Mary
unconventionally.
Pace, color and thrills.
Nolan scores. (June)

story «f a circus

YOUNG EAGLES— Paramount.— Not

another

"Wings."
Buddy Rogers the flying hero. Jean
Arthur his inspiration. Magnificent air photography,
and satisfactory enough story. (May)

I

YOUNG MAN OF MANHATTAN— Paramount.

— Two

Starts out to be a tenderly wistful story of youth
turns into a stereotyped April and November i

young newspaper writers get married, and
then get temp*ramental. Claudetle Colbert and realCharles Ruggles adds
life husband. Norman Foster.

(Oct.)

hilarious

National.—
and

comedy

touches.

(July)
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Brickbats
m&s&i

Bouquets

&'

You Fans Are the
Real Critics
Photoplay Gives Twenty-Five,
Ten and

Five Dollar Prices for the

Best Letters

Just plain spiteful letters won't be printed, for we want
be helpful when we can. Don't write more than 200
words, and if you are not willing to have your name
and city of residence attached, please don't write.
Address Brickbats & Bouquets, PHOTOPLAY, 221 West
57th Street, New York City. We reserve the right
to cut letters to suit our space limitations. Come on in
and speak your mind!
to

are an unqualified success, except for one
old girl who fainted at a shooting scene,

knew

would be

it

Tom Mix

loNE Thompson.

And the educational advantages. Why I
heard a miner's lass murmur, "I
cawn't get none,"
in
true
Chattera
tonesque manner.
Such a civilizing influence needs lots of encouragement.
And
may we soon have a village peopled by
miner hoofers and chorines
F. M.
recently

The

$23 Letter
Fort Worth, Texas

The

^"^RITICS and fans seem to be joined to^—' getlier for once in a loud cry for bet-

We

ter pictures.
hear on all sides that
dark days are ahead for the industry. But,
after all, are producers to be blamed?
Is
there any sure proof that better pictures are

wanted?

really

The

box-olfice does
lunging for them.

not indicate a deep

Let us glance over the leading moneymakers.
find Clara Bow, Nancy Carroll, Janet Gaynor, Joan Crawford, Alice
White. Gary Cooper, Buddy Rogers, Charlie

We

83 Letter
Yuba

City, Calif.

CINCE

^

the advent of the talkies we of
the smaller towns see pictures of a much

higher

Talkies have eliminated
the cheap vaudeville acts that were foisted
Now we have darling Mickey
on us.
Mouse or Laurel and Hardy, instead of the
jugglers, sister acts or "Goldie, the Trained

will

continue

manufacture

to

uninspiring

It

is

our

"When

fault:

are made, the public will

better

pictures

make them!"

Mary

Lindsey.

$10 Letter

in a small, isolated, mining town,
where poverty and ignorance are badges
social
prestige,
and intelligence is
shunned as censors shun babies. So, imagine my surprise on returning after three
months' absence, to hear a dance tunc, instead of "Frankie and Johnnie"; a foreign

-'

of

event being discussed, instead of the crops;

and see some modish calico gowns.
The mine owners, tiring of week-end
fights, had installed talkies, hoping that diversion

They

would stop them.
did.

16

And

furthermore the talkies

We

theme songs from half-baked amateurs.

so many leg swingers we are
And heard so much noise that we

have seen
dizzy.

are going crazy.
so

Bring on Charlie Chaplin's "City Lights"
we can once more have a real entertain-

John Lehto.

ment.

And Baked

Potatoes?
Toledo, Ohio

-'

great

that Greta Garbo is neither a
actress nor good looking.
She is

just a thin

RALPH FORBES,

MRS.
of Paramount, or Ruth Chatter-

Duchess

ton, if you prefer, has this
month's carload of flowers. And Doug,
Jr., can go homeand tell Mrs. Fairbanks
he heads the men's class. With his
performance in Dick Barthelmess' picture,

"The Dawn

There's a
It's

Lew

new name
Ayres.

high on the
"All Quiet

And

leads

Norma Shearer and "The Divorcee,"

—

"Romance"

thing

woman

her

in

Now

needing food, and .someso she won't he able

spine

Maybe

to slink.

H. H.

starch.

Here'.s a

Briekbat

Los Angeles,

Calif.

nominate for Oblivion!
Catherine Dale Owen in "The Rogue
Song.'
Vivienne Segal in "Song of the West."
I

Patrol," too!

on the Western Front," which
Greta Garbo and

T LIVE

Now

T THINK

the pictures.
Alberene, Va.

^

George Arliss, Ruth Chatterton
and Lawrence Tibbett, whereas we always

list.

The

San Pedro, Calif.
intoxicated the fans for a while.
we have the headaches. The fans
are eagerly waiting to find some silent and
peaceful place to nurse their sore heads.
Our ear-drums are almost busted with those

see

These people may be attractive,
but no one could accuse them of genius, or

pictures.

Call for Dr. Chaplin

COUND

quality.

Farrell.

of playing in artistic pictures.
As long as audiences prefer to see young
ladies prance about exhibiting pretty figures or gentlemen determinedly hold one
expression for several reels, the producers

A

Seal."

We

on Sunday

and Buck Jones on Friday.

realistically acted.

—and the

curls
come in tor their share ot the
discussion. And Janet Gaynor's fans
insist she hurry right back to work,
even it it isn't in another "7th

Heaven."
There are lusty yips going up for
Gary Cooper and the Westerns. Marie
Dressier gets some great big hugs. And
praises pour on Chester Morris, Joan
Crawford, Maurice Chevalier, George
Arliss, Constance Bennett, Lawrence
Tihhett, Jeanette MacDonald.
Nobody loves a theme song.

Clara

Bow

in

Everything.

Mack Brown in
Johnny
Moon."
Buddy Rogers in Anything.
Bill

Haines

"Montana

in Everything.

Virginia Berry Sanborn.

A Fun Economist
Glen Ellyn,

T\ THY

III.

the knitted brows over empty
''* movie houses?
Aren't they a natural
Producers,
result <if financial conditions?
directors, actors became millionaires over[please turn to page 118}
night not
all

Photoplay Magazine for November, 1930

Costume
Jewelry
One way to spend
that $3 you save
Costume jewelry- is merely one
suggestion for spending that
$3 you save by using Listerine
Tooth Paste instead of tooth
pastes in the ydi class.

Wcomen,
sternest judges of tooth paste
acclaim this modern one at
Listerine

Tooth

Paste

has

passed

the

greatest test that can he put to a dentifrice.

Tried by more than 2,000,000 American
in the

women, the most critical buyers
world when beauty and health
volved,

it

ceptance.

has

Old

won

are in-

their enthusiastic ac-

favorites at a high price

have been discarded in favor of the new
one at 25^.
In order to win such approval, Listerine

Tooth Paste had to

establish gentleness

and absolute safety in actual use. It did
so— on millions of teeth of varying degrees of hardness and never was precious
enamel harmed.
It had to show quick and thorough
cleansing. Not merely front and back of
the teeth, but between them. It had to
disclose ability to remove stains, discoloration, and unsightly tartar, quickly,

—

certainly.

And show power

to preserve

the lovely natural lustre of sound beauti-

Millions now comment on how
performs these tasks.
The fact that Listerine Tooth Paste
sells for 25fi the large tube, effecting an
average saving of $3 per year per person
ful teeth.

ably

Use it a month. Judge it by results
Lambert Pharmacal Company, St.
Louis, Mo., U. S. A.

day.

only.

recomnienJ

Tooth Brushes
•

mention

it

over tooth pastes in the 50fi class, is
another point worth remembering.
Get a tube of Listerine Tooth Paste to-

The makers of Listerine Tooth Paste
Pro-phy-lac-tic

25^

rnOTOPL.AT M.\aAZlNE.

Much

Too

Straining
for

Effect
does some characteristic she has decided will turn the trick.
girl feels sure that coyness wins— so she prattles "baby
and alternately pouts and giggles until every man she

One

talk "

knows

retreats in

boredom.

Another girl is determined to be "bookish" and make her
appeal an inteUectual one. She skims every new book as fast
as it comes out, gets a smattering of all the great names in
literature and history, and talks glibly about nothing at all in
an effort to appear well-informed.

WHEN

the man is all set to tell about a screaminglv funny
situation in the latest Wheeler and Woolsey comedy, she
gets the conversation off to a quick start on the relative merits
of the monarchial and republican systems of government. And

Barbara Kent's prettiness and charm are largely
due to her unaiffected appearance and manner

NOT

long ago I pointed out a beautiful girl to a man
knew, and commented: "Isn't she beautiful!" His
laconic answer amused while it surprised me.
" Yes," he said. "But she looks as though
she paid
I

too
I

much

attention to her comple.xion!"

know, and you know, that no

tion to her comple.xion.
question of good looks.
of view.

It's of

But

it

girl can pay too much attenthe greatest importance in this
was easy to see the man's point

Everything about that lovely, carefully groomed girl pointed
to the fact that she spent hours preparing for every
engagement.

It was all too obvious.
^There's a trick to good grooming, and that

fixed
of the

up"

to the nth degree.

A

is not to look
freshly bathed, exquisite, out

be apparent that her
major portion
of her time and her thought, a man
begins to wonder when she finds
time to plan and do all the other

" I found it [New York] little different from Gallipolis, Ohio.
have been able to appease the rent collector by writing just as
informally and ungrammatically about the people of New York
as I wrote about the local folks when I was 'the' reporter in
I

band-box appearance should

my

seem like one's natural state aided
by ordinary efforts. But the minute
a

thinks she is impressing him!
The same thing applies to writing. The novice sits down
before his typewriter and searches his mind for all the fine
phrases he has ever heard. That blank piece of paper scares
him. Only truly worthwhile, sonorous writings must mar its
whiteness.
And so all the flavor of his thinking, the identifying phraseology of his usual conversation, is obscured by the overwhelming desire to put down something great— something that will
endure as "literature." He forgets that the ordinary man's
conversation of today frequently becomes the literature of tomorrow. He strains too much for effect, and thereby loses all.
O. O. Mclntyre, who has been writing pungently, genially,
and successfully about big and little subjects for some years,
has this to say in a recent issue of Cosmopolitan Magazine on
the subject of "being yourself":

girl lets it

Advice on

toilette occupies the

interesting things in this world,
lie's apt to catalogue her in his
mind as "beautiful but shallow."

And

"beautiful but

dumb"

hasn't

half its sting.

That obvious straining

for effect

isn't confined to looks only.

many otlier wa\-s.
know the girl who

It is

apparent in

We

all

is

so

eager to be popular that she ©ver-

18

jerkwater burg."
the "big city" had overawed

If

ier Z>//(g!'/y

Girls'

Problems

would like to send you my reducing booklet,
which outlines simple, normalizing e.vercises and
gives a few suggestions for well balanced menus
for the too-plump.
Or my complexion leaflet,
containing general advice on the care of the skin,
and specific treatment for blackheads and acne. A
stamped, self-addressed envelope wiil bring you
either, or both, or other confidential advice on
personal problems. There is no charge. Address
me, care of PHOTOPLAY. 221 West 57th Street,
New York City.
I

CAROLYN VAN WYCK

him into concocting those
phrases of which

I

speak,

fine
there

would have been no homely Mclntyre philosophy to delight readers

and bring him success.
Whether they live in big

cities

or

country towns, whether they are
accustomed to luxury or poverty,
people are "just folks'' at heart.
Most of the differences are exterior
ones if we could look into souls
I'm sure we would find only simi-

—

larities.

Remember that yon sometimes
detect insincerity or artificiality in
[

PLEASE TURN TO PAGE 114

]
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ALICE WHITE, First National Star,
Max Factor, using Lipstick

and

Lipstick should imparl a lovely, lifelike red,
bit-tiding

with the rouge and powder. ..avoid

grotesque, glaring colors.

How
I'our Complexio?i

Your Ryes

. .

Make Up

to

Your Lips

. .

. .

to JL>?iphasi'ze

Each Feature of Beauty

Like the Screen Stars
Make-Up

Hollywood' s

Max
may

Genius...

how you
your beauty

Factor.. explai?is
.

actually double

LORETT.-^

As

TOW

Max

Told to Florence Vondelle

Powder must blend

to

.

.

.

"And now we know

.

.

per-

fecilywiih the color/one

of ihe skin . . enliver>
ing its beauty, but never
appearing noticeable.

the answers."

"Every girl, every woman maynowbenefit by what we h.ive learned
and thus accentuate her own natural charms; yes, actually double
.
her beauty, for she has never really learned how to be more beautiful
.

and

Factor, using Face

Powder.

enhance beauty ... how to emphasize personality
these are the secret
how to attract and fascinate
I
I
problems of every woman which we in the motion picture
colony have studied for twenty odd years," Max Factor told me.
.

YOUNG,

First National Star,

with a new kind of make-up
44 "W"

Do

.

than she

"And

is.

this

is

the art of

make-up

... to be

more beautiful than you

BETTY COMPSON,
Warner Brothers Star,
in J Max Factor, using
Rouge.

actually are.

and color harmony is the secret of
"Color is the life of beauty
and I created
perfect make-up. This we discovered in pictures
colors in cosmetics to glorify natural beauty and to harmonize with
the subtle change of coloring in the different types of blondes, brunettes, red-heads and brownettcs. Color tones in powder, rouge, lipcreated to living types, for
stick, and the requisites of make-up
such ravishing beauties as .Alice White, Betty Compson, and other
.

.

.

.

.

.

famous
"So,

.

.

make-up ensemble

.

.

,

avoid "off colors" which

mar beauty.

stars.
first

in

make-up,

is

your individual color harmony

.

.

.

then

how to rightly
how to deftly

place a touch of rouge to suit your facial contour;

blend the eye-shadow; how to apply the lipstick to make the color
permanent; how to blend the foundation and powder to give an
and then make-up becomes a
all-day velvety-smooth make-up
m.agic wand of beauty.
* * *
.

.

.

you may share, with the screen

magic. For you personally.
vidual color
lipstick

,///

.

practice the art and technique of application ...

Now

must harmonize
the complexion
iiilorings, and with the
fy^'uge

harmony

in

Max

Make-Up

Society

wealth of beauty

d.iy, in a

...

own

powder, rouge,

color

.

FACTOR'S

Society
.

.

.

MAKE-UP

HOLLYWOOD

96Xof all makC'Up ustd by'HoIlywood Screen Stars
( /.» Jnitlii Chamhir tf Ctmm,r<r

:

id studios
;rdl/.;,<i)

Na-

Max

Eye

Shadow,

depth when
and artistically
iidowed with Eye

'..iilly
'

.S

'Uldow.

harmony en-

.

"Cosmetics of the Stan"

First

and

F\es appear lovelier
..,'/ seem to acquire a

indi-

semble to effect a transformation in you, to bring out every bit of
beauty, of charm, of magnetic attraction . . and you will receive
this book, forty-eight pages on the art and technique of make-up.
The coupon below offers you this courtesy . . mail it today.

MAX

Star,

Factor, using

x'terious

stars, this

Factor will create your

and other requisites for every

LILA LEE,
ti,.nal

MAIL FOR YOUR COMPLEXION ANALYSIS
cdiirt^i6N

—
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T/ABLES

too narrow

vj *,>

tor

you

?

-fir

^rry

In Ten Days
attd amcAened

iif Uiii

ment

-/ununn fvictul Treaitttenl,

Woodbury's
of soap.

desquamation"

day and

night.

For

this

is

own

tlie

dead

clarity

ceils

actually

is

Bathe your face

device to

Normally,

Woodbury's shous an improve-

.

soap can

a specialist.

.

.

.

oughly with

and charm of your skin assert themselves.

It

is

It

dry

until

To
for

.

.

warm water. Then with cold. Pat
And your skin will look, and
.

se a

Man

promoting

and aiding "Normal Desquamation." It gently removes

The kind

the gossamer veil of dead cells as no toilet soap can possibly

but seldom buys for himself!

do.

Forordinary

toilet

soaps merely "wash" the skin. But

Woodbury's speeds and encourages the daily uncovering of
a lovely complexion.

And

new

continued use of Woodbury's keeps

In addition, of course,

clear.

of gift every

tains Woodbur>''s Soap, Talc,

Cream and

it

it

skin

is

revealed, the

exquisitely fresh and

cial

heads and pore-enlargement.

But

soaps.
is

it is

trifle

a true

store or toilet goods counter.

Woodbury's
toilet

economy because

it

a finer milled soap, and lasts longer.

Start with
larly,

Woodbury's today. Use

continually.

women

it

regu-

Like millions of other

with "the skin you love to touch."
El cry advertlsemeot la

con-

.

Wood.

.

Spe-

value for one dollar. At your drug

constantlv

more than

It

Shaving

Jergcns' Lotion (or

removes the impurities that cause black-

Facial Soap costs a

man wants

bury's After-Shaving Lotion)

as the

rare

but to penetrate

simple to use Woodbury's ps-operly.

mu§t be stimu-

Woodbury's Facial Soap has become famous

face,

warm water. Then, with your hands or a wet
make a creamy lather. Rub it very lightlv and

new beaurv.

Started again. Continued.

Made with costly and

gently over the entire face for about thirty seconds. Rinse thor-

of your skin disappear. Normally, the natural

normal process of "Desquamation" ...

duplicate.

in

But, far too often, the irregularities of our lives retard this

lated.

possibly

facial treatment, compressed in a tablet

Vi

Compounded by

wash-cloth

renew the natural beauty of your complexion.

.

and treat the skin ...

musl go on constantl)',
Nature's

.

toilet

Designed not merely to "wash" the

oils.

NORMAL

no

that
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gutrantecd.

with a soft towel
feel,

aglow with

BOYS!

To

the cyclone cellars for your lives!

Three

little

upon the screen by Messrs. Metro,
Goldwyn and Mayer, and this is no time to be hanging around in
front of the pool hall. The girls are Yola D'Avril, Fifi Dorsay and
French

girls are

loosed

Sandra Ravel, and their picture

French Girls!"

— honestly!—

is

"Three

Little

,;-^P^'
j\.-.

Mary Astor was born in
Quincy, 111., May 3, 1906.
She is 5 feet, 5 inches ull;
weighs 120, has auburn hair,
brown

eyes.

Made

screen dfbut in 1921

her

SHE
was

was always so
beautiful, too!

beautiful

—and

So did the

then

(*-

*^

we found

talkie directors,

her voice

and

Mary

Astor has been busy since "Holiday" appeared. If Mary's
character had been a nicer sort of girl, Ann Harding's honors in
that picture

would have been

in

jeopardy

i

PROBABLY

an adoring flapper would say Stan came sweet

from "Sweetie."
like that.

But Stanley

Smith

probably

wouldn't

He's only twenty-three, but six years of rich stage

experience preceded his film debut in 1929. His work in "Sweetie"
set countless

maids to mooning and moaning

Stanley Smith wis bom in
Kansas City, Mo., Jan. 6,
1907.

He

13

5

feet.

weighs 160, has blond

U;
hair,

blue eyes.
Educated at
Hollywood High School

/'.

Helen Twelvetrees was born
N. Y. After an
art and dramatic education,
she went on the stage, entering pictures in 1928. She is

HELEN

divorced

TWELVETREES' new

but you can't

in Brooklyn,

tion

picture

is

"Her Man."

members of the Twelvetrees AdoraSociety that she done him wrong! This somewhat Gishian

bit of girlish

tell

us

gorgeousness

is

a

Pathe ace, having received mighty

applause for her work in the circus

film,

"Swing High"

!

y
THE

American theater

when

suffered

one of

its

really

serious

March heard the siren call of the
talkies and followed it to Hollywood. In two years he has become
one of the most admired and trusted leading men in the whole
Paramount family. His motto March on
losses

Fredric

—

Fredric March was bom in
Racine, Wis., Aug. 51, 1898.

He
has

IS

6 feet

brown

Married

in

tall, weighs 160,
hair and eyes.
1927 to Florence

Eldridge

Ramon Novarro,
Samaniegos,

was

or

Ramon

bom

in

Durango. Mex., Feb. 6, 1899.
He is 5 feet, 10; weighs 160,
has dark brown hair and eyes.
Unmarried

WE

never think of

Ramon Novarro,

charming heroes, as much

in

player of sleek and

the muscular

line.

This

Ramon's gymnasium, shows just how very
wrong we are. This is the young Mexican star on the rowing
machine, no doubt the way he got these big shoulders

striking study, taken in

GIFT-GIVING

IN

LOVELIEST

ITS

EXPRESSION

LES

PARFUMS

In

the

bewildering

possibilities,

atmosphere
of

intensely

one

of the

Perfumes

—

anay

of

gift

nothing has quite the
of luxury

and glamour,

personal

feeling

as

world-famous Coty
either

in

the

de

luxe

cut-crystal flacons or smaller

one

of the

Exquisite,

super-

sizes yiUiiitruttcl)— Q^

smart
lative

new
in

time, they

This

Coty

set

is

a most comprehensive

a Purse Perfume, Powder
all in

gift

Compact and

Platinum-tone Metal.

sets.

quality

— at

the

are moderate

in

same
price.

with

Lipstick

$5.00

Vriie lor speciol

Coty Booklel. "Holidoy

Gill Suggestions."

Deoi

PM.

Colv. 714 f.dh Ave

.

N

r

This young homemaker Joes all her
fully smooth, uhite hands.

Read htr

own work
"lorely

has btauti-

yel

Canfree— with maids

hands snrtt" below.

smoother

Need y our

I Have
You

need never be ill at ease, uncomfortably self-conscious
even

—

company of women who have
maids to do all their work. Your hands
need never broadcast dishpan' though
you wash dishes three times a day!
in the

Women

Save the precious, flower-like beauty
of your hands. Even one dishwashing
with Lux will leave them lovelier.
inexpensive.

dishes costs less than

Lux
1

is

all

soap

Women discovered for themselves in
washing out
soft

their

fine

fabrics

how

-Tor lovely

for al!

1<^

Bc-auty experts

know

that

precious

know

reasonordinary soaps dry up the

oils

the

of the skin and leave

hanJ^

costs less tnan*'

and white Lux leaves the hands.

a

day

delight-

1 a day!

—

by using Lux for dishes and
and water tasks.

sa

y

No Maid

hands red and rough and work-worn,
while the bland Lux suds protect these
oils and keep the skin smooth and fine.

fully

Modern young homemakers by the
thousands arc now keeping their hands
white and smooth and young simply

to do all her work .. .yet her hands anno
whiter than those of the young -wife at the left.

Tlanciis

This wonderful beauty care

Everywhere

and

your

Beauty Experts answer

"No"

Asked "Can you tell from looking at a
woman's hands whether she does her
own work? experts in 505 beauty salons
answered
"We cannot distinguish
between the hands of the woman with
maids and the smooth, white hands of the
woman who uses Lux in her dishpan."
"

.

.

.
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iPlOTOPLAY
MILTOX SILLS
played his

Mr. McNamee,

has

Close- Ups

last scene.

The motion i)it'ture
miss him as a hi{>li

and

Scores, in-

cluding

who knew
mourn the

him

myself,

intimately,

We

describing a prize fight, but

how would you like it if you
had to listen to the announcer
when you were actually
watching the fight?

I)ul)lic will

type of phiyer.

either.

enjoy a good radio announcer

Long -Sh ots

passing of a great mind, a true
friend,

and a man

of

unblem-

OR

mental processes that

e

weird the motion

F™

James R. Quirk

ished character.

Our deepest sympathy goes

picture producer

out to his widow, the lovely

and talented Doris Kenyon,
and the little son who was not old enough to
ap])reciate his good fortune in lia\ing such a

stage play,

man

l)ought off her contract.

After

for a father.

to

Mighty
THE
him.

Milton,"

I started this

used to

I

call

for him durtwo years ago

and discuss the subject as a philosopher.
The most brilliant mind in the history of motion
jjictures and one of the most gallant and courtly

Murder! Police! Take that talk and
alleged humorous remarks out of at least half
the newsreels and let us enjoy them in our own way.
trying to listen to three or four people

all

talking at once.

Radio announcers are bad enough, but the average
is a pest.
And we do not except

newsreel announcer

large

sum

of

money

not to

of

it.

a success on the

New York

movie gods would have none

Not screen

material, they said.

John Gilbert got mad, and when that lady's
dander is up she can get plenty mad. She decided she
was going to make the producers see she was an
actress, and couldn't be thrown out without a .showdown. So she produced "Rebound" in a Hollywood
theater and made it such a social affair that none
INIrs.

of the produ<'ers could avoid being at her oi)ening.

Next day Ina was offered a contract by one company, and another bought the play.
most
THE
European

popular

molioTi

countries

England any exhibitor can

fill

picture star

Mickey

is

in

Mou.se.

all

In

his hou.se with a picture

name is in
known stars.
Mickey Mouse pictures ;irc

of this daffy little creation,

and often

his

electric lights four times as large as well

ever graced the stage has gone.

HELP!
It's like

movie her producers
They were willing

first

The play was

represent

who

a

stage, but the

through Yosemite Park. INIilton knew every
wildflower in that park by its Latin as well as its
English name. He knew the geological significance of
every rock formation and natural phenomenon. He
sat at a piano in the moonlight and played Bach and
Beethoven divinely, the while watching the celestial
parade of planets, all of which he could jilacc and
name.
Recently five Los Angeles scientists held a discussion which has been recorded in book form. There
was a metaphysician, an astronomer, a profe.s.sor of
theology, a biologist.
Milton Sills was cho.sen to

gentlemen

peculiar.

a])pear in their pictures.

name

ing a short trip four of us took

Ina's

pay her

is

Take the case of Ina Claire
and Donald Ogden Stewart's
"Rebound."

The answer is simple.
about the only ones which consistently retain that
vital essential

NEXT

— fantasy —

in its

purest form.

England are
Colman, (larbo,
Chattcrton, Arliss, Clive Brook, John Barrymore, and
Bancroft. Far in the rear comes Jannings.
in

order of ])opularity

in

('ha])lin (of course">, Chevalier,

29

and

It is impossible to exaggerate the impatience

interest with

which

Europe

all

"City Lights" as a

for

test

waiting for Chaplin's

is

Any day I expect to hear of an enterprising bootblack going for one of these big social affairs.

will

The

millions of dollars for the little

fellow and billions of laughs for the world.

THE only

known was the
The talkies have re-created the
Tower of Babel. They have also re-awakened consciousness of nationality in a manner that can be
equalled only by a war.
universal language ever

silent picture.

In Europe, outside of England, which

is

selves with the national philosophies of these different

Now

they must do

so.

took America one year to become surfeited with
IT
talkie revues, backstage, and musical pictures.

England got

them

in three months, and in
were enough to turn the public
against them. You cannot give them away in Germany, which has now reverted to heavy, sombre,
sordid subjects. France is making markedly erotic
and impossibly melodramatic pictures.
All Europe is definitely anti-American-film.
Recently one of the best known critics on the Continent
wrote: "It is our duty to ourselves to defeat the
optimism of American pictures."
Our Hollywood producers have a big job on their
hands to make talkies that will please everyone in the

Germany

Tower

sick of

six pictures

of Babel.

You

will

TELEVISION is just

around the corner, they say.
Every home may soon be equipped with the business end of one of these contraptions, the enthusiasts
claim.
As for me, home life is complicated and
electrical enough as it is.
What with the radio,
mechanical piano,
this

grasp the seriousness of the

problem when you realize that for years the profits
of most companies came from their foreign trade.
American theaters paid the cost of production.
Export was the velvet that meant dividends.
explanation of the recent slump in picture
production on the Coast is that the producers

make

couldn't

u]) their

minds wliat

i)icture to imitate

phonograph, telephone, electric
soon l;ecome one long

electric that, life will

Spare the day when someone will invent an
device that will read our books for us.

you have heard the
IFFetchit,
the colored lad

yarn about Stepin
a comic hit in
several pictures, and then became affected with a
severe case of swell head, try and stop me.
A white actor told him he was getting too fat and
he ought to do something about it.
"Tha's right," said Stepin mournfully as h,e patted
what used to be a waistline, "but what does I do
about it?"
"You might try that eighteen-dav diet,' he was
latest

who made

told.

Stepin shook his head.

"Urn, um," he mumbled, "Ain't nothin' on dere I
I goin' right

like.

now to

me some ham

get

if not a hard-boiled business
her middle thirties. She was married

is

in

but it didn't take, and since then
romance hasn't played a great role in her life.
But this was her comment as she left the theater
in her twenties,

—a

after seeing a recent talkie
light,

frothy affair of the

romantic type:

"I didn't like that picture much.
I

couldn't imagine a cute

You know,

for him.
if

girl

He's too sappy
like she

the hero isn't the type I admire.

fut mijsclf

i/i

phony

trouble for the producers of the

jungle

trouble that

picture,
tlie

lads

"Ingagi,"

but

who have made

such

a

little

a clean-up

by

Barnum's old theory about one being born
every minute did not worry about it.
The chap who sweltered inside the gorilla make-up
is trying to collect twenty dollars for one day's work.

women,

is

falling

a picture's just spoiled for

me

/ just couldn't

Why,

that girl's place at all!

I

would

!"

—

And how many

MORE

an' eggs."

a hard-headed,
SHE
woman

never have given him a second look

next.

elec-

trical

and

ONE

and

electrical disturbance.

a special

problem of itself, there are five major languages and
eight minor tongues. The American film producers,
before the advent of the talkies, never concerned thempeoples.

radio

searchlights,

be a phenomenal
show the boys

it

a thing or two about using silence and sound.

make

electric

announcing, invitations, and all that sort of junk.
A sandwich parlor followed suit.

success and that Professor Chaplin will

picture will

course on a back street put on

an opening with huge

the future of sound

pictures.

You can take it from me that

A pony golf

snatching.

millions there are like her
men and
and boys, grandmas and grandi)as,
to the movies is adventure and romance

girls

whose ticket

that, for the time at least,

is

their very

own.

following

"They

make

good gorilla," he told
the California Labor Commissioner's deputy. "They
refused to pay me. I got that money coming to me
because no one could be a better gorilla than I was."
said

1

didn't

a

NOW,
l)elts

OX

recent visit to Hollywood

I

was amazed

at

lie manner in which the weird ballyhoo called
"premieres" has spread to other lines of two-bit
I

30

on

his

idea that he's just out of Yale.

The male

Hollywood have beauty secrets
There is a certain little device made
adhesive tape and string which acts as a temporary
stars of

just like the girls.
of

face

my

I convey a secret to
mine wlio, approaching fifty, wears
coats, and tries to give chorus girls the

don't listen while

a friend of

lift.

The adhesive tape

is

applied

and holds the sagging muscles

clo.se

to the ears

and neck in
place. Two very famous, but aging, D<m Juans wear
these devices when they're making a picture.
of chin

—

BUILDINGS

250 stories high!
Traffic on nine levels
Rockets that shoot from star to
star
Airplanes that land
on the roofs of buildings ... A whole
meal in a capsule that can be swallowed
at one gulp
No this isn't a
Jules Verne dream induced by a welsh
.

.

.

.

.

.

Seventy-four 5,000,000 candle power
sun arcs light the set from above
Fifteen thousand electric light bulbs

.

.

illuminate its

.

.

.

.

.

—

New York

rarebit
It's New York in 1980,
as foretold in the new Fo.x picture,
.

.

.

"Just Imagine!" ... A picture of
the great set showing the metropolis
years hence the most intricate
setting ever created for pictures
.
It took 205 engineers and craftsmen

—

fifty

.

five

months

to build

...

vS168,000

It

it,

.

at a cost of
after

was designed

long conferences with noted artists and
scientists w^ho dare peer far into the
future .
The set stands in a balloon hangar at a former Army flying
field t\*tnty miles from Holly wood. . . .
.

.

.

.

.

.

streets

DeSylva, Brown and Henderson,

the trio responsible for ''Sunny Side

Up," conceived "Just Imagine!"
The leads are played by John Garrick,
Maureen O'Sullivan, El Brcndel and
Kenneth Thomson ... In 1980
|)eople have serial numbers, not names
Marrii-ges are all arranged by the
Prohibition is still an
courts
issue
Men's clothes have but one
pocket. That's on the hip
But
there's still love!
Don't laugh!
.

.

/;/1980!

.

buildings and

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Our

granddaddies laughed at the
thought that men might fly!
Fantastic? Certainly
but stranger things
have come to pass than those which
have been portrayed in this dream
New York of A. D. 1980!

—

SI
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''OGETIIER

—

Is

attain
for screen purposes!
Charlie Farrell and Janet Gaynor, parted by
her recent squabble with the powers at Fox, are
reunited in "The Man Who Came Back." And
is everybody happy?
Echo answers, "Hey, hey!"
-*
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Back

By

Job/

Katherine
Albert

The hatchet buried
and pouts turned
smiles, the little

girl

-

Janet

discreet

and ladylike message to the
upon her return

press, given

to

the

bosom

the F'ox
Studio, was, "All the difficulties I had with my employers have
been amicably settled and I am happy to be back at work
of

again."

She remarked to a friend, "I was afraid not to come back,
my continued absence might have meant that I would
have been barred from the screen by all the studios."
Recently a press luncheon was given in her honor. The
fatted calf, masquerading as Columbia River salmon and head
cheese, was duly killed for the prodigal daughter. Janet was
all smiles.
Three weeks before the luncheon she had returned
It was the first time she had set dainty foot
Jo the Fox lot.
inside the walls since the latter part of February.
Her return was no victory for Janet, which is what usually
happens when little girls go to war with big industries. Since
March she had been off salary. Her peeve at the studio cost
her 844,000, much mental turmoil, and actual phvsical dis_

since

comfort.
Janet's excuse for leaving, for making that fateful trip to
Honolulu, without advising her employers, was that she had
been dissatisfied with the type of picture she had been given to
do, namely, " High Society Blues." Yet she was offered a role
she coveted in "Liliom" which she turned down.

THERE must be something back of

it all.
Was she suffertemperament? Was she badly
Janet won't tell you. She persists in her
original statement about disagreements being amicably settled.
It is, therefore, to her friends that one
must go for the story and from aU the
stories one hears, draw conclusions.
The answer is, I'm afraid that she was
badly advised by Lydell Peck, her husband. Undoubtedly he thought he was
doing the right thing. Most husbands do.
He felt that Janet was a great actress and
that she was not being treated like a great

ing from 844,000 worth of

Or what?

advised?

actress.

up

to

Gaynor

goe s to work

JANET GAVNOR'S
I

would not
dialogue.

go.

They must

inject

Janet took her

Charlie

first

sound test. Her voice was lovely
and so suited to her personality
that when a dramatic teacher was sent on the lot to help some
of the stars with diction she was told to let Janet's voice alone.
During this time L>dell was rushing Janet of! her feet. He
was determined that she should be his bride and he had booked
passage to Honolulu for the honeymoon. Janet wanted nothing
but a chance to experiment with the microphone. She turned
Mr. Peck down fiat, for the studio was planning her and
Charlie's first talking picture. It was "Sunny Side Up."

was delighted while she was working on this.
SHE
the new medium.
She

She loved
enjoyed trying something light and

Upon completion

of " Sunny Side Up,"
she married the young San Francisco lawyer and began work
in "High Society Blues." She was happy during the making
of this.
It was after she saw "Blues" that the fight began.
Lydell insisted that she was not suited to such roles.
And it was then that Janet made a mistake. Janet is young
and frail. She was not able to cope with either her professional
or her personal problems. She and Lydell had quarreled, of
that there is not much doubt. He had also convinced her that
Fox, the studio that had made her name a household word for
charm and whimscy, was playing her false. Janet lacked the
pioneer strength to face her problem. She ran away.
Without telling the studio, she and her mother booked passage to Honolulu.
You know what happened, how she and
Charlie I'arrell met by accident on the boat and how Charlie
beat a hasty retreat to keep the newspapers from inventing a

amusing

for a change.

scandal.

"Liliom"wasscheduIed to begin shortly.
Frank Borzage, the director, wanted Janet
for experimental tests in costumes.
He
could not find her. She was on the high
seas. So the studio sent her a wire stating
that if she were not back by March LSth
she would go off salary.
She was not
back.

He felt also,

him

He was

to

I believe, that it was
to guide the course of her career.
perfectly right in advising her

She went

ofl salary.

More than anything else, perhaps, Janet

to accept

in " Liliom." She had
been cast for the role before Charlie

French slipper. But something strange
and psychological had gripped Janet. She
had been so happy before her marriage.
She and Charlie Farrell had made

Farrell and it was she who insisted, before
she left, that Charlie beg for the part
opposite her. He did and got it. And
just at that moment Janet walked out,
leaving Charlie to go his way without her,
with Rose Hobart in her part.
Janet returned to the turmoil she had
She returned to hear Lydell's adleft.

had wanted to play

no more roles like "High Society
Blues." He was wrong in insisting that
she turn down the fragileyi(//( in "l.iliom,"
a part so suited to the little Gavnor's
talents that it would have fitted her like a

"Lucky Star" together just before talkies
came in. As a silent picture Fox knew it

—

Friend Husband Did he give
her the wrong advice?

vice.

She listened to him and remained
PLEASE TURN TO PAGE 144 ]
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Censors:I
Mo nkey
in

Hello, hello

!

State censor board? This

-

Business

Hollywood!

is

—

Mr. Chimp calling president of the Bigger and Better Morals for Monkeys
League! I want to call your attention to
the new talkies some of our folks are
making.

Why, they drink beer!

right over with

Come

your shears!

Whoopee and rum
riot

— in

a nice

way

run

— in

Tiffany's new series of

monkey comedies!

The Helen Morgan

of the Hellhouse
Saloon perches on the piano.
She has
just finished moaning about Her
Ma-a-a-an! Note the dissipated-looking
professor at the ivories. He was a great
concert artist once, but bad booze got
him. From "The Little Covered Wagon"

—

There's devilment afoot! The fiendish killer in
"The Blimp Mystery" feels his courage oozing
from every hair.
He decides to shake up a
couple of stiff ones. Then, full of phony courage,
he'll

take a squealer for a ride!

lips!
The siren is luring this poor simian
sap into forgery embezzlement MURDER!
with her wily ways. It's a passionate love scene
from that picture of crime and its penalty, "The
Little Big House," all-monkey

Hot

There'll be trouble in the

Hellhouse Saloon, mark
our words!
That human
varmint at the bar is the
town bad man, and the bartender doesn't look any too
p.ood, either. In this scene
from "The Little Covered
Wagon" the boys have their
cyeson "Chimp the Chump,"
another low character. In a
minute si.x-shooters will
bark
woof! woof - and
there'll be work for the
coroner

—

I

—

—

—

"pEAUTY

and Ro-

-'-'mance!
One of the
scenes that will make the
heart thump faster when

"Escapade" is shown. The
hero of the embrace is
none other than our dashing friend, John Boles.
In his arms is Evelyn
Laye, the English stage
beauty who captivated
New York last year in the
operetta, "Bitter-Sweet."
Great things may be ex-

pected of "Escapade"
because of its music,
because George Fitzmaubecause
rice is di'"ecting
it will offer the glamor-

—

ous Evelyn and John!

S6
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/ jOgy-iVlan Turns Actor/

"Oh papa, see the
bold, bad sailor,
Mr. TuUy, making
love to that innocent little girl who
works in the saloon
And papa, is that
other sailor John

GUbert?"

\

JIM

TULLY,

Can he

caustic Boswell

of ''the magic lantern people," has, in the vernacular,

Oh

oh shame!
Jim Tully forsakes
literature and goes
for grease paint

gone Hollywood.
is Sweet William
now."
Kilmdom's severest critic self-

"Big Bad BiU

—

fie,

appointed, self-anointed, self-c.xploitcd, by the grace of God and
Vanity Fair has committed that
which he has ever held to be the
sin of purple sins. He has become
oh, fie! oh, shame! oh, for goodness' sake, Mr. Tull\l
he has become an actor. Well, perhaps not exactly an actor. Let us
say, rather, he has embellished his face with grease paint and
false whiskers and is appearing in the films.
It seems impossible, but life is like that.
Mr. Tully, through the years, has
said so many not nice things about the profession.
For

—

—

—

".

.

We

.

seen too oft, familiar with her face.
endure, then pity, then em

first

brace."

Dn y

fi n
If

*-'

ous times by Louis Wolheim,
George Bancroft, the brothers
Beery and others. Let us, therefore, contemplate Mr. James

—

—

is

the actor's

own —completes

a Celtic backfield.

At the age of four he entered an orphanage

.

/7
^fT (*

—

—

.

.

difference

would pay him for it contemplate himself.
As Mr. Tully 's past is shrouded in mystery and fiction we
must draw conclusions from the contradictory material at hand.
Of his early life we can be sure of only one thing: he was
born. Place: St. Marys, Ohio.
Time: 1891. Parents: James
Dennis and Marie Bridget. Grandpa Ilughie Tully, immigrant
to ".-Vmeriky"
this quaint example of Irish -.American brogue

Ancnt James Cruze: "The greatest defect in Cruze's char."
having been an actor
Concerning Jack Gilbert: "Greta Garbo used him as a ro."
mantic prop on which to hang an .\merican reputation.
When writing these uncomplimentary lines our hero should
have remembered that acting is a vice and that vice
.

What

Tully, thespian, mummer, posture
master, in the fashion Jim Tully, author, might
if anybody

instance:
acter, next to

act?

does that make?
Jack Gilbert
can't act, either, because Jim Tully
said so
and look at the money he
makes.
Let us be serious for a moment.
Mr. Tully is an avowed pretender
to the throne of the screen's bad
men, occupied jointly and at vari-

1'

in Cincinnati.

At the age of nine he departed thence to a variegated career as
farm laborer, link heater, tramp, circus roustabout, inmate of
tank town jails, tree faker and handy
around the house. His intimates
T? U
n rr tz' /1- JC '"^^
J-V
It
were hoboes and bums, yeggs, guns and

^

37

—

!

—

the riff-raff of
rough, tough and full of fleas.
scarlet ladies
insists

upon

life's

He

back

alleys.

Oh, he was
it
he

doesn't only admit

—

it.

As these facts are biographical we cannot guarantee their
veracity.
His biography in "Who's Who," for example, is
obviously incomplete. He fails entirely to mention his first
wife and his two children
perhaps out of consideration for
his second wife.
If so, chalk it up to consideration wasted.
His second spouse but recently divorced him, claiming, among
many other things, there was nothing in the marriage contract
requiring a wife to enjoy a sock on the nose.

—

TULLY modestly, but
MR.
was a pretty

not too modestly, admits he
and to bear this contention out once claimed that Johnny Kilbane, erstwhile world's
featherweight champion, took great care to avoid the nimble
TuUy brain and the crashing Tully fists. A veteran sports writer
whom I consulted on this point said the official ring records for
the past thirty years do not reveal the name of Jim Tully at all.
His only recorded fistic victory, therefore, would be that which
he scored over Jack Gilbert in a Hollywood cafe, a hollow tribelligerent prize fighter

umph

at best.
sports writer doubts he was ever more than a
"palooka'' if at all. He bears no souvenirs of the trade no
tin ears, no broken nose, nary a gold tooth. His hands and feet
are small
inadequate tools for a successful pugilist.
In 1911 he sold verse and prose to Cleveland newspapers and
worked as a reporter in Akron.
In 1913 he came to Los Angeles, where he was a familiar
figure around the then famous Hotel Alexandria bar.
At that time he was supposed to have hobnobbed freely with

The same

—
—

—

the Reds, the Wobblies and the other down-with-the-govern-

ment

clans.

In 1917 the fearless adventurer of the open, the seeker after

and

—

seems to have in April of that year,
perhaps? wearied of battle and strife, for we shortly thereafter find him at the patriotic and peaceful pursuit of "Governlife's perils

—

thrills,

ment inspector of

chains.

World War." Just what

sort of chains

he inspected does not appear.
Emerging unscathed from this hazardous duty, Mr. Tully

decided on an expedition into the "jungles of Moronia," one of
his own epigrams which, when translated, means the moving
picture industry of Hollywood.
He determined to crash the
films.

Not a
of genius.

assumed the idiosyncrasies and trappings
Handicapped by an inferiority complex, he fortified

genius, he

himself behind a barricade of what the psychologists refer to as
"defensive mechanism." He assumed the role of professional
hard-boiled egg. He talked tough. He strove to sell the idea
he was a crude but passionate idealist, that his was a unique
and powerful mind handicapped by lack of education but
bursting his vest buttons in a mad urge to e.xpress itself. It

worked.
He caught Charlie Chaplin in a depressed moment, when the
great comedian was in the mood to shed a tear over the flotsam
and jetsam of life's turgid stream. Both are sentimentalists
but Mr. Tully can sob much more loudly if there is writing
material in sight. He maintained that if he could be assured
of a bare living he would write the great, torrid drama of life
that surged beneath his wishbone. He would out-Gorky Gorky.
He would, more alarming to contemplate, out-Dreiser Dreiser.
Charles Spencer, deeply moved, extended a helping hand and
gave him a job. He liked Mr. Chaplin's feeding hand so well
that eventually, in a fit of uncontrollable affection, he bit it to
the bone. He wrote and sold a biography of ChapUn which
contained many intimate things Mr. Tully had been told in
strictest personal confidence.

Rupert Hughes aided him materiafly in editing and publishing his book, "Beggars of Life." Mr. Tully expressed his appreciation by scathingly criticizing Mr. Hughes' abilities as a
novelist.

A

LEADING

Los Angeles newspaper extended a helping
hand at a time when it was sorely needed by buying and
printing some of his stories. He retaliated by shortly thereafter
writing a magazine article containing many uncomplimentary
remarks about the lately deceased founder of the paper.
There are many subsequent manifestations of his insatiable
appetite for the hands that fed him.
Mr. Tully may, at one time,
ple.ase turn to page 145 ]

The Three Ages

[

of Irene

"KSyf
To pretty Irene Dunne, late of the musical comedy stage, has fallen one of the plumpest, juiciest plums
of the Hollywood season- the coveted role of Sahra in "Cimarron." Radio is filming it with Richard Dix
as its star. Irene is taking her big chance seriously, for it is her first. Here she is at three periods in
Sabra's life. Left, the girl of twenty. Center, a woman of twenty-five. Right, in 1930, the pioneer
woman grown old. Pages from the family album

r
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The

Tragic Story

of a Qie a u t
By
From

a hungry, patchy

little girl

on a Canadian farm to a film
siren on the Radio Pictures
That's Rita La Roy
lot.

Katherine
Albert

MANY

around the child who
had robbed him of his

writ-

ers wail tlaat

glamour

is dis-

appearing

wife.

from

the lives of the stars.
This present crop of wellbehaved, well-gowned, wellgroomed talkie actresses who
speak in low, modulated English

who know how

to handle disand finger sandwiches,
the latest books, discuss the
latest operas and whose culture oozes from
their glistening fingertips, lack the color of
those hell roaring, vitally emotional stars of
a rawer, more breathlessly exciting era.
voices,

creet tea cups

who read

But Rita La Roy
culture for Rita.

is

No

No

different.

poses.

No

cake and

pastel moods.

a girl who has a story to tell. Here is a girl
who has lived and suffered and known. Here is a girl
to whom the words courage and gallantry are not merely
lines in a play.
There are great scars across her legs where a black snake
whip, wielded by her father, left its brutal mark. But there
are no scars in her heart for she is brave enough to accept life

Here

is

without whimpering about

it.

There are muscles in her arms that got there when she was a
child doing a man's work on a farm, milking cows, feeding
chickens, watering stock and even
yes truly
building houses.

—

!

—

Until she was fourteen years old she had never worn a dress.
She managed to cover her young body with her father's cast
off clothes that she made over for herself.
Her life, as cruel as a Gorky novel, as lacking in love as a
Russian Christmas, began in a beautiful house upon the bank
of the Seine.
Her mother was the premier dansiusc in the
I'rcnch opera.
Her father, a

Scotchman, who had been disby a proud family
when he married the little

inherited

dancer.
The only thing her
father ever loved was Rita's
mother.
She died when the
child was born and a great hate
sprang up in the father's heart,
a hate that centered itself

James Stuart brought hi-j
brat with him to America
and one of Rita's first recollections was being bidden to
fight a boy much larger than she
in the center of an improvised bo.xing ring, while twenty or thirty
lumberjacks stood by and made bets
upon the outcome of the amateur
match. Her father profited by the bets.
She was seven years old. Her father had a
small confectionery store that was a blind for
the gambling room at the back. Rita's duty
was to keep shop and if there was so much as a
nickel's shortage in the cash box she was beaten.
It was also her duty to see that the men in the back
room had enough cards, chips and change.
The children who had mothers and nice dresses and
were sent to respectable schools were not allowed to
play with Rita. She found no love and companionship.
She remembers from her childhood only cruel pictures.
She was taken to a farm in the North where she and she
alone managed the entire place, for her father was away in
the town gambling every cent she made. There was not even a
hired man to help her and necessity, the necessity of a mere existence, made her learn what to do with sick cattle and chickens, how
to mix feed, how to chop through three feet of ice, how to rig up
a little cart with a barrel on the back to carry water to the barn
on frozen days, how to cook for herself and her father, how to make
her underwear out of old sheets and her overalls ou t of her father's
cast-offs, how to chop wood, how to work and slave to keep her
father and herself from starving or freezing to death.
But in spite of all her work
her careful bookkeeping
the farm in debt. The
two moved to Canada.
This was by far the worst
circumstance that could have
befallen her for she had no
clothes with which to combat
the bleak blizzards of the North
122 ]
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and

How

Rita

La Roy fought

through a cruel girlhood
to the threshold of fame

all

they

left
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WHERE

are the stars of yesterday? The famous people who lived in Hollywood
mansions, rode in shining, big iimousines, and whose faces flashed across the
screens of the world?
They received the adulation of the public, they trod the paths of glory, and
then disappeared. New faces. New times.
You hear about Marguerite Clark, who retired from the screen into a spacious mansion in
Louisiana. You hear of Katharine MacDonald who married a millionaire and lives in a
magnificent home at Montecito, Southern California's wealthiest colony. You hear about
Bert Lytell, who scored on the stage, and of Ruth Roland and Kathleen Clifford who have
been successful in business.
You don't hear of the others the girls who didn't marry millionaires and the men who
did not succeed after their brief heyday.
Hollywood doesn't like to talk of its failures.
Success is all that really matters in Hollywood.
But something happens to the stars and directors who have slipped from sight during the
years. They may be far from the white light of fame. Some of them like to hide
they turn

—

—

Ben Wilson

just died

obscurity

in

Gtfie

Port

of Missing
Florence Turner, the
first

big star

Helen Holmes, one of
the real beauties

Ctars

—
liuir backs rather than face the opulent friends of better times. That worn looking woman
standinR in line at the casting window, begging for extra work. Not so many years ago she
rode through the studio gates in her own limousine. That ragged man in the background of
the mob storming the palace doors. Once he directed just such mobs, shouting commands
through a megaphone.
The files of Central Casting Bureau are loaded with tragedy. The casting office at every
studio knows where many formerly great can be found— in the e.xtra and bit ranks. The
casting office is the port of missing stars. It receives their confidences, and it sees their tears.
For most of the formerly great it is the last port they will ever touch. Some of them may
climb back. Most of them, never. They are doomed to a precarious existence as extras.
Their pride has gone because they are hungry. 'Ihey step over that line from "cast" to
"extra." It is the longest step in the world, and once taken they seldom return.

THERE

is the story of the great director of the old Ince days.
He was a famous man, and
his salary mounted into four figures weekly. Then bad luck, poor investments, weak story
material, talking pictures. He's down and out now, operating the big door on a sound stage.
His duties consist of raising and lowering the door as shooting on the picture starts or ceases.

exacting work and he receives
twenty dollars a week. No one will give
him a chance again, and he can't starve.
In a way, pictures are in his blood. He's
happier in his humble position than if
he had a better job in the world outside.
It would be brutal to mention his
name, for you might remember it. Pity
is not an easy thing to bear.
Not so long ago there was a famous
It isn't

Stars of yesteryear

through today,

or

male

fighting to

come

back to fortune

star.

His photograph was in every

fan magazine, and theaters were packed
when his name appeared on the marquee.
He was so handsome that his features
were insured for 8100,000 against all
ravages but the hand of Time. Illness
kept him from the screen for many
months. When he came back, Time, the
one thing that cannot be staved off, had
left its mark.
His money disappeared
rapidly. At last he resorted to borrowing

money

Lately he has appeared
in two or three small but good parts. His
for food.

Clara Kimball Young,

now coming back

#

m
'•te
Costello,
once the
idol of the screen

acting ability is valuable.
There are
better times ahead, but he knows he can
never regain his old position.
There are four famous serial stars of
other years playing bits at various studios.
(Irace Cunard, Helen Holmes, Carol

Holloway and Helen Gibson were
time important drawing cards.
Holmes played a small bit in
Spoilers."
That same courage

at one

Helen
''The

which

made

her risk her life in the old hairbreadth serials as "the railway girl" led
her to take a role which was infinitesimal.
Grace Cunard does considerable bit work
now. Once she was one of the screen's
best known figures. Her former leading
man, Francis Ford, also is seen now in
small parts.
Florence Turner, one of the screen's
first stars, famous long before the names
of
Pickford and Talmadge had any
Scores of men and women
meaning, was an extra in "The King of
who were real stars, or
leading men and women
Jazz." Florence Lawrence, another great
whose names had real
figure of early llicker days, is in charge of
box-office
value,
today
a shop in Hollywood.
Sometimes you
are mere cards in the files
will catch a glimpse of Maurice Costello,
of
the
studio
casting
the most popular matinee idol of his time,
offices
and of Paul Panzer, the familiar villain in
the old Pearl White thrillers.
They wer* important once just as exciting personalities as Garbo. Even their
names, with the exception of Costello, will
evoke only half-forgotten memories in the hearts of older fans. To a new generation they
mean nothing. But the casting director remembers them. They are still good troupers.
Only youth has gone.
Gloria Swanson has become a worid famous figure, a marquise,
an accomplished
actress.
Yet once she was only the leading lady of Bobbv Dunn in the golden days of
bennett comedies. Bobby is playing bits now.
Ethel Clayton once received $5,000 a week as a Paramount star. In those days
the
great favorites had little concern.
[ please turn to pace 138

The Grace Cunard
ten years ago

—

]

Edward Heam,
a one-picture star

41

of

Mi
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Master Mind
By Dixie Wills on
ni<,s, rated by

H. R. Ballinger

FISHBONE and Mr.
Trask
CHARLIE
bench
the sun, outside the private door
JcfTry

ill

sat on a
of the Peer-

less Pictures, Inc., casting olTice.
"I thinly I had seven wives," Charlie said,

and took
a long draw on his pipe. "Sometimes when I get to reflectin',
I think it was nine."
With bead-like eyes, he regarded Mr. Trask in afternoon pinstripes and white waistcoat— the only suit he had that wasn't
done

for.

Charlie Fishbone was "river muck" from the Yukon. He
didn't know how many men he had killed any more than he
knew how many wives he had had! He wore a lumber jacket,
and snow-packs and a coon-skin cap, the tail dangling over
knife-scarred, ugly features. He had just finished close-ups of
a one-man massacre in " Days of '49." No face in pictures so
stamped with murderous appetite as Charlie Fishbone's!
" Five years ago," he said, " I ask you,
frien' whv don't
you marry?' You say, 'I soon will marry Hettie.' Three years
'

Mv

ago I say, 'Now my frien' arc you married?' You sav, 'No
but soon I marry Hettie!
Today I say, So, my frien' you are
married?' And you say, 'No, but I marry soon!' "
He clacked his teeth on his pipe stem.
"Still it is Hettie?" he asked.
"Yes," Mr. Trask said. ''I could never " he cleared his
throat a little^ "I could never love anybody but Hettie." He
'

'

—

Adjusted his tie. "We're only wailing until I make my success," he said. " Hettie agrees with nic that my success must
come first. Toda\-, if they give me the part of Kiiii^ Louis in
|Isled'.\mour,' Hettie and I will be married at once! I am sure
it will take only one part to make my success.
And without
doubt," he said, his voice strained beyond its natural key, "I
shall be engaged today to play A'/)/,i,' Louis!
"Hettie is an angei." he said, suddenly husky. "Without
Hettie I would have given up everything!''
Through a w rought iron gate they could see crowds of women
out in the street; dogs on leashes, and frilled, beribboned,

—

—

Six years of waiting at casting office doors.
Six years of hoping.
And now, for five
hours, he had been Z-oujs, King of France

A

fascinating story of an actor

he was good and a

who knew

woman who beHeved him

children; a hot and weary tide swelling toward the main casting
office door, answering the call for a dog that could walk on his
hind legs, and sixty children to people an orphanage. Mr.
Trask, having been asked to wait till the rush was over, was
inside the gate.

across the lot came music.
FROM the stageswall

The office buildings served as a
between the world and this space within
which the Peerless Picture Company manufactured that commodity known as '"Feature Films."'
But Jeffry Trask saw none of this clearly. lie was thinking
of the six years of waiting at casting office doors! Six years of
failure!
Six years of the patience of Hettie Moffet who loved
him and believed in him!
Hope and Failure, like towering figures of allegory, stalking
forever in his way, fighting a blind duel about his head!
If only he could give up!
But, for two reasons, he couldn't.
He couldn't sell out Ilcttie's faith in him. Kor could he get

away, anywhere in this life, from his burning ambition! Jeffry
knew he was a great actor! No ball-room juvenile. No lover,
But a portraycr of those
for whose favor women languish.
characters only genius can re-live! Rip Van Winkle. Caesar.
\apolcon.
Henry the Eighth. Mr. Pickwick. The Stranger of
the "Third Floor Back."
On the stage of his mind. Jeffry Trask had played their parts
till it seemed he lived no life of his own!
Six years he had tried to make someone believe in him. He
knew why he failed to convince. And that, perhaps, was the
most cruel realization of all. It was because he was as different from the parts he asked to play as royal purple is different
from dust!
He was colorless. Lacking in force. A man you would place
on the least important stool, at the least important desk among
the least important clerks. So his eyes, kindled with challenge
that had come to be a kind of depression, served to amuse
rather than to impress those from whom, year after year, he

—
Hettle of the costume department outwits an entire studio
roles of men whose passions have
history!
" Hello, King Louis," someone would call out to him. " How's
the old rake?"
Or, " Here comes Napoleon," they would laugh, "look out for

begged the chance to play

made

the General!''

But still he told them they w^ould see!
needed only one great part to show them!

He was

to cast him for brow-beaten husbands.
THEY
the ever-present stool-pigeon in the thieves' gang.
ofiFered

declined to

most

of all

make

a

camera target of

—his insignificance.

sure he

Or, as

But he
the thing that galled him

He knew his genius (if genius he possessed) was a sixth sense
which could break entirelv the chains that bound him to himself!

of the comedy
Hettie he worshipped. And she

And, for Hettie, he went on facing the sting
they

made

of his tragedy!

idolized him.

She was like a flower in an old-fashioned garden. Little and
sweet, with eyes like damp violets, and a braid of honeycolored hair pinned around her head. She was a dressmaker in
the costume department of Lasky's. Sat aU day sewing lace
and silks and sequins, and looking out across Melrose Avenue
down the streets of pastel courts and bungalows, yeUow and
pink and chocolate, like cup cakes and puddings on a shelf.
Little houses like the one she would some day keep for Jeflfry
when he made his success! Hurry out to market! Tend the
flowers! Wash and iron the frilled pink aprons!
But he must have his big chance first, or she knew he would
give up and do anything merely to earn money! It was a long
time to wait, but what more worth sacrifice than genius like
Jeffry's!

Some day everyone would know!

Some day

his

chance would come!

Now

Peerless Pictures

doing 'Isle d'.\mour."

King Louis!

for him! And Peerless was
.\nd 'Isle d'.-\mour" would need a
Two-thirty! The apclock.

had sent

She watched the

pointment had been for two. Jeflry wouldn't keep her waiting.
He would telephone her the minute it was over!
She slid her needle through a box of glittering spangles.
Purple, gold, purple, gold. Salome's dress for the big scene
with Herod! Two-forty! How Jeffry could live every smirk,
every peacock gesture of that never-to-be-forgotten scalawag
of France! That strut in the gold brocade! Delicate poise of
the finger over a snuff-box! Jeffry, they n'ill say '"Yes" this
time! And one part is all you need! One part and they will
know you're wonderful!
Five minutes to three purple, gold, purple, gold Jeffry
don't be afraid! It's all right! Even if they say "No," it's all
right!
But they li'oii'l say "No!" This time they wiU say
"Yes!" This time they wiU say "Yes!"' Her fingers threading
the purple spangles were cold; her cheeks burning!
Alma Shultz looked up from the hemstitching machine.
"Hello, Jeffry. Hettie's back there by the window."
Jeffry Trask came into the room with just a little swagger,
his stick over his arm, and a bouquet of roses; his hat a Uttle on
one side and a smile crinkling around his eyes!
Spangled chiffon rippling to the floor set crazy dancing spots
of sunlight racing up and down the walls and over the ceiling!
In Jeffry's arms, Hettie hid her face in the white waistcoat!
.\lma Schultz looked around over fifty yards of organdie.
" Gee," she said. "A swell scene and nobody singin' a theme
song!"

—

ON

—

Stage 3, the sets went up for "Isle d'Amour." Carpenters and painters, decorators and electricians on the
palace of King Louis; the bedroom of Pompadour, the old
tavern of secret trysts. Two costume designers and a dozen
sewing women worked day and night on velvet and embroidery;
King Louis' eccentric taste in coats and waistcoats. The wigmaker turned out curled and powdered wigs.
Jeffry Trask treaded the streets [please turn to p.\ge 141]

Who do you think built the most freakish miniature golf course of all the freak ones in Hollywood:"
Mary Pickford. She decided to cash in on the putt-putt vogue and opened up this trick course in
Beverly Hills. Note the artificial shrubbery with lights representing blossoms and other thingamajigs. Also the steps leading down to the pool in the foreground. Those with bum scores can
drown themselves without extra charge

—

=A)VE./
Printed for the
first

time!

The intimate
correspondence
lll**%%$ill

and Leonard Hall

New York
July

1,

ADOREDmany, many

City
1930

For

months,

of

my

Presh:
All day

my
o'

dreams resting like eiderdown in the turbulent garden
weedy heart, I have bottled my passion and sat upon the

cork.

Thoughtlessly, yestereve, I arose and the thing exploded.
Today I feel that I must spread the whole story of my undying
adoration upon white paper press your doorbell, and run
away like an elf or a newsboy into the darkness.
It began, O shaft of white light through the Stygian blackness of my humdrum days, aeons, ages, eternities ago per-

—

New York

City

Sept. 15, 1930

ONE:

white Scandinavian flower

Leonard Hall

Greta Garbo

of

——

—

—

haps months. The day I saw you in "The Torrent" oh, day
of daysl
a pain darted through my heart. Then I saw you in

—

"Flesh and the Devil,'' and I felt a stitch in my right side, a
too high for appendicitis and too low for pleurisy. Love?
Ah, you ask! You! You would!
When I heard your glorious basso pro/undo doloroio in
"Anna Christie" I came down with a sick headache like lightning flashing upon the tallest, whitest peak of the Alps and
you, the gentle edelweiss blooming 'mongst yon sparse grass
where goatherds herd their goats and goat their herds. And
then, "Romance"! Ah, my Greta, then, and then only, did
I take to my humble white cot
for days plucking at the coverlet as though 'twere a tenor banjo!
So you see how it is with me.
I cannot eat, I cannot sleep.
I cannot stay awake, I
cannot write pieces for the magazine.
Heigho I cannot
drink
much. My cornet lessons have suffered, like the
neighbors.
Adored one, drop one kindly word like dew upon the parched
pastures of my dark and dubious soul!
Drop one gentle
thought like a pebble into the empty millpond of my heart!
Drop me a postal card!
little

—

it has been raining
raining
in the streets, raining on the Chrysler
Building, raining on Te.\as Guinan, raining on my heart.
Each day I attempt more and mure to be one with thou.
For example, I have looked up a couple of Swedish masseurs,
that I might paricz with them in jour beloved tongue. Each
morning I shout, ''Banzai! Vive King Ctistav!'' And each
night, beloved, I dine in a Swedish restaurant, where I can eat
the radishes, sliced pickles, salami, caviar and little dead fish

of

your adored homeland.

Ye gods, how I have tried to be worthy of you! At first I
could never get past the hors d'ocuvrcs, or "sviargdshord," as we
call it, eh, my chick? Now I have advanced asfar as the rubber
chicken course! Eureka! Wundcrhar ! Bicarbonate of Soda!
How about dropping a guy a line?
Practically forever, L.

New York

—

—

!

—

Your

City

Sept. 30, 1930

De.\r Greta:

my

vision
Well, how's tricks? Everything is okeh here, but O,
of loveliness shining like an apparition 'mid the dim vales and

vasty plains of this jittering world, how I long for one tender
word from thou!
My Greta! Let us forget all! Let us forget convention
the Democratic convention, the Elks' convention, the \anderbilt convention!
Let us forget Mr. Mayer, and Mr. Thalberg, and Mr.
Clarence Braun! Let us dare ALL!
I'll give you a ring Saturday on the phone.
Despairingly, L.
State Hospital
Oct. 7, 1930

slave, L.

Dear Miss Garbo:

New York
Sept.

My

1,

Well, if you're going to be like that, all right. I guess I can
swallow my sorrows as well as the ne.xt man, and I'm going to
send out for another quart right now! What are you trying to

Citv
1930

Soul:

Your long silence, heart o' my heart, rests upon my soul like
a dozen flapjacks tucked under the diaphragm! \\'h\', oh, why,
so cold? So unresponsive? Ifavest I angered thou?
Today I saw "Romance" for the thirty-fourth time! Ah!
rapture, and pain! That Gavin Gordon, on whom you lavish
your precious caresses, for one of which I would sell my soul
yea, even my new fielder's mitt. Pah! How I hate him! Sec!
I trample his beautiful nose into the dust! Faugh!
And tonight, pitching and catching on my lonely cot, I read
the story of your home life in Pmutoimay.
Ah, lone
flower blooming in this limitless desert of the world
you,
alone, walking in the rain— endlessly alone!
Could I but
walk with you in the rain! You could do the walkin' in the

do,

make

a

mug of me?

I won't ask \ou for those emeralds I thought of sending,
and never mind about the $28.18 postage you've cost me. I'm

no

Your

heel.

—

—

rain!

I,

darling,

would do thcsingin'!
Ever your doormat, L.

little

Pal, L.

California
Oct. 15, 1930
L. Hoi.i.,

Dear

Photoplay

Sir:

This correspondence. Serial Numbers

1

to 469, addressed to

Miss Greta Garbo, is returned to you unopened.
The addressee has refused to accept it.
Laughingly yours,
L. Whiffledanger,

Seventh Asst. Postmaster.

..^et's

Drop In
0/dCa\

Baby Barrymore in the arms of her noted godfather, Lionel
Barrymore, who also fills the important post of uncle to Her
Highness. The picture was taken right after the christening of
little Dolores Ethel Mae.
The others in the scene are merely
parents — Mamma Dolores and Papa John

HOLLYWOOD

sees a change in Clara Bow. The lively
number who has provided newspapers with front page

copy

for several years, not without detriment to herself,
quieting down.
Of course, Clara quieting down does not make you recall a
placid twilight in the country churchyard, but there is a change.
Clara, perhaps for the first time in her life, is actually taking an
interest in clothes. She is buying smart, original models, and
she is learning the value of colors. No longer does she go in for
red evening gowns. Lately her choice has been black.
La Bow is a different person in a black gown. Lilyan Tashman and Kay Francis are beginning to look to their sartorial
is

laurels.

Wouldn't

woman

in

it be funny
Hollywood?''

if

Clara turned into the "best dressed

NOW

that Mary Brian is at the Paramount studio in NewYork, the flappers are worrying over their darling Rudy

The latest

in

Hollywood undies
of the lacier sort,
displayed to excellent advantage

by the beauteous
Rita LaRoy, the
siren of Radio
Pictures. As you
see, Rita has not

forgotten her
beads

\'allee.

Mary was

the curly headed crooner singled out for
his Hollywood attentions. .\nd Rudy likes her even better in
million dollars and six sa.xophones has Rudy.
the East.
Could even a movie star resist!

the

girl

for this picture, either

A

THESE

earthquakes just will cut up in Hollywood. Even
Will Hays hasn't been able to impress them with the
proper sense of Hollywood decorum. The latest incorrigible
decided to frighten our high strung little stars one Saturday
afternoon at 4:40, just the smart hour for stars to be meditating
and humming in one of their si.xlcen marble bathtubs.
Blanche Sweet and Lilyan Tashman were two of the girls
who didn't linger in their tubs. When the quake quaked,
Lil\an dashed out into the patio, still the best-dressed woma-n
in the movies, clothed in one dainty Turkish towel.
Blanche, dripping wet, didn't bother with the towel when
she decided she'd feel safer in the drawing room.
Always a hostess, Evelyn Brent didn't stop to finish dressing
when she dashed into the living room to reassure some English
guests, unfamiliar with earthquakes.

46

Internalionai

Eugene

Pallctte reached the sidewalk, his trousers deserted

in the dressing-room.

Ronald Colman, so poised, merely stood on the set and pulled
an English nifty: "That's no earthquake, it's merely Sam

Goldwvn

seeing yesterday's rushes."

Polly Muran had just moved into a new house and finished
piling all her hatbo.xes on the closet shelf. She had just heaved
her sigh of relief when the earth quaked and down toppled

the bo.\es.

Amos and Andy, new
quake.
cab.

They had

to Hollywood, didn't recognize the
the motor running in their Fresh Air Taxi-

With

and Gossip

York!

W.

F. Scely

One of the luckiest little girls in the world, the cute child at the
She's Marjorie, called Peggy, and the adopted sister of
right.
Gloria Lloyd,

Peggy,

five,

left.
Harold Lloyd and Mildred recently adopted
She's been
as a playmate for Gloria, who's six.
lonely on the big Lloyd estate

was
be
ASmotherhood

to
expected, Norma Shearer's new role of
fits perfectl>
as also was to be expected,
she's a sensational hit in the part.
Young Mr. Thalberg, first-born of Norma and Irv'ing Thal-

—

Extra! Special!
Stop the press!
Scoop! The first

berg of Metro, came lustily into the world, weighing eight
pounds, five and one-half ounces.
Young Thalberg and his mother both did extremely weU,
though it is reported that for a time there was some doubt of
saving the father.
Norma promises that as soon as possible she is going right
on with the amazing succession of talkie successes she has

picture in history

scored in the past year.

showing Buster

"The Divorcee' and "Let Us Be Gay"

"Frosty-Face"

Shearer pictures on their trail.
Norma and Irving were married in 1927.

Keaton wearing a

broad grin.
daring

A

cameraman

successful in their

home and

will

soon have other

Both happy and

their respective labors,

now

their

caught him off
guard while he

contentment is crowned with the youngster. When the world
seems unhappy, mismated, and out of joint contemplate this

was holidaying

pair of aces.

in

—

the south of
France

Brooklyn bundle of "It" has had another birthday!
THE
twenty-five!
Yes
Clara Bow
sir,

is

it checks up with her birth date, 1905.
she didn't take the day off to celebrate. She worked all
day on her new Paramount picture, "Her Wedding Night."
Folks kept dropping in to pay their respects, and the sound
stage was banked with flowers. Even the publicity boys at the
studio chipped in with a bouquet. They couldn't remember
ever sending another actress a remembrance on her birthday,
but then they're grateful to Clara.
It's so easy to keep her on the front pages of the newspapers.
In fact, it's almost impossible to keep her off.

If

you count back

And

THE

second week in September

will

go ringing down in

history.

During those seven days Chaplin wrote finis to "City
Lights," the picture he has been making since Mary Carr was
a soubrette.

That

is,

unless he decided to

make

it

all

over again with

"DRITISH

dialogue.

'"T^HEY

tell

said one

me my

eyes are too big to photograph well,"

Broadway actress

it

was your

thighs."

girl.

for the movies, in

following crack:

When Mr. Wodehouse was

to another.

"Your eyes?" questioned the other

humorist P. G. Wodehouse is now writing
Hollywood, which credits

^dialogue
him with the

"I understood

first approached by a producer and asked to write a scenario, he replied, "Why,
already
had a scenario."
thought
the
pictures
I
motion

'

One

Paramount's fimniest men in a new and serious
Skeets Gallagher, the comedian, with his pretty
the former Pauline Mason of musical comedy,
holding his baby son and heir.
Skeets' first-bom is
of

role.

wife,

named

after his daddy, being Richard, Junior

This from the Queen on March 6, 1920: ''The rumors that
I intend to marry Douglas Fairbanks are absurd.
Such a
thought has never entered my head.
Mary married Douglas Fairbanks on March 31, 1920.
'

'TPHE

chatter columnist on a Los Angeles paper wrote
something about Harry Richman, "Clara Bow's ex-

friend."

Pand A

The

An hour later, the proofreader was carried out roaring
with hysterical laughter. When he had quieted down, they

Mrs. Jack Pickford, formerly
Mary Mulhem of the New York musical
comedy stage. Husband Jack is at the
right, and peering between them is James
Kirkwood, veteran actor and director who
officiated as best man at the ceremony
third

GARRO and Jeanette MacDonald
a party given in the

asked him why. He showed them the galley
Richman item.
The typesetter had made it "Clara Bow sex

SOME

for the first time at

home

of Ernst Lubitsch.
to Jeanette.
louder please," said Jeanette.
Garbo repeated her remark, raising her voice.
"I still don't understand," replied Jeanette.
By that time Lubitsch had caught on. He signalled over
Jeanette's shoulder to Garbo, signifying that the young lady
was very deaf.
little

Poor Garbo

fairly shouted at Jeanette the rest of the evening.
wasn't until she was ready to leave that she discovered the
joke.
Greta must have a sense of humor. Anvwav, she
laughed!

It

"DETTY COMPSON

and James Cruze mav not have been

-L'harmonious at home, but on the

set thev're turtle-doves.
longer husband and wife, she's still his favorite star and
he's her favorite director.
The civilized Mr. Cruze has just
engaged his e.x-wife, the civilized Miss Compson to go to work
for him as the heroine of his next picture, "She
Got What She

No

Wanted."

What Miss Compson
ail

happened since the

TaiL
clrin

gets,

by the way,

is

$3,000 a wack.

It

talkers.

>? '"""r

^^',

Si5n'/v'4okW
£.?^^s fomer de Jak
St

.1

" T^ '"^".'^
^A"'u'rT^''^
^^

!,"

friend."

newspapers tried to give LUlian Gish hydrophobia

not long ago, but they flopped.
was taking a high-priced pup of hers out for a walk
South Norwalk, Conn., when up stepped a common street
mutt and made an unfriendly pass at Lillian's dog.
Stepping gallantly between them, Lillian received a bite on
her dainty hand from the mongrel of the alleys, but she saved
her own pet.
Certain New York papers seemed almost hopeful that the
offending hound would turn out to be full of rabies, but nothing
of the sort happened. It turned out that the dog was not mad
merely deeply, deeply hurt and a little peevish.
So that story died— thank Heavens!
Lillian

met

Garbo addressed a remark

"A

proof of the

*'"

""'

^'^^^^'"^ ^^ith

^'^
"'J^-

^^

^'""'h
"^ ""^

in

—

Incidentally, Lillian announced her screen retirement about
the same time. Everybody knew this it certainly wasn't news.
Last spring, in " Uncle Vanya," Lillian smashed into a high
place on the legitimate stage. And there, as long as she's professionally engaged, she'll probably stay.

—

CHARLES, EX-BUDDY ROGERS
clean

is

finding that nice,

boyhood pays— in cash.

He

has just signed a new contract said to call for SI, 500 a
week at the Paramount pay window, with plump raises every
six months. Three years ago the kid was glad to get S60 a week.
He's been playing in "Along Came Youth." Which might
just as easily read— "Along Came Bud"— pardon me, Charles!

A

MOS

AND

ANDY

had been working prettv hard

for

days

f^- "ifih^^- »«"• n^aking^heir picture at the
^"''' =^"''
;r^°"
^'"^'"" ^'''""^ ''"'""
-long sequence where^' ''"^'' '° ^ ''^^'-'""^
in Amos and Andy wouldn't have to appear at all.
-^

,

,

J
?

Janet's home again! After her five months' absence
from the Fox studio, having walked out, the little Gaynor
returned and got a warm welcome. Charlie Farrell, left,
is all smiles, and so are Maurine Watkins, author, and
William K. Howard, her director

Yes; you go ahead and guess what they did. Uh huh. They
hung around the studio all day long, watching the shooting.

XJOLLYWOOD
* *• When

Wisecrack:

the Villa Carlotta, new Hollywood Apartment
that's where so many movie stars and folk
hotel,
Lve the other evening, and the fire engines began roaring
and clanging and sirening about the place, one of the guests
in a downstairs apartment to which the smoke hadn't yet
penetrated, commented:

burned

—

—

"H'm; sounds

CL.\IRE

IN.-\
is shaken.

is

like

back

Hollywood's luckiest lad! Two hundred
and twenty boys applied for the leading
role in Columbia's talkie of "Tol'able
David," the famous Barthelmess part.
Twenty-year-old Roy Radabough was
chosen and renamed Richard Cromwell

another director coming home."
in

New York and

poor old Broadway

Ina Claire? Is it Mrs. John Gilbert?
Is it somebody trying to look like Greta Garbo?
The best dressed woman on the New York stage has come
back with lighter hair, worn Garbo, low on her neck, and an
Ina's Johnny was Garbo's Yonny.
enigmatic Garbo smile.
mustn't forget, and Mr. Gilbert is being blamed for the best
dressed woman in New York's apparent effort to look like the
worst dressed woman in Hollywood.
To top this, rumors are also ally, and gentlemanly wagers
freely offered, that the Gilbert-Claire marriage is once more on
a reef.
Is it really

His divorced wife, Cleva C. Busch, received one dollar— to
avoid a possible contest, the will said.
His chauffeur and pal, John Jcskc, was given 85.000.
His brothers, John and George, his sister, Carrie, and his son,
Creighton, Los Angeles attorney, were all cared for by insurance policies totalling 8275,000, the will said.
has been named.
another
THEShesecond beVidor baby,
anybody says
Belinda Vidor and
girl,

WHEN Lon Chaney was

laid to rest, strains of music
in the chapel where the service was held.

were

heard
They were not stately and sonorous hymns, but simple songs
dear to the heart of the great and simple man and actor in
whose honor they were played.
Chaney 's funeral music was the "mood music" that had
inspired him on a dozen picture sets in the past. Unaffected
melodies that had moved his emotions and aided him in the
great characterizations of his career. Sam and Jack Feinberg,
studio musicians who were Chaney 's friends, played it, and
wept as they did.
Lieut. Col. H. S. Dyar, a chaplain of the United States
Marine Corps, read the burial service and delivered a modest
eulog>'.

And then all that was mortal of Lon was laid to rest in the
beautiful Forest Lawn Cemetery at Glendale.

WHEN

Lon's will was read, it was discovered that the
bulk of his $550,000 estate had been left to his widow.

Hazel G. Chaney.

will

called

if

anything about Hairbreadth Harry and Belinda, the Beautiful Boiler Maker, Eleanor Boardman is prepared to roll
a brick upon the culprit's head.

IS to be
IT Jackie
is

Jack Coogan

to

you from now on!

a baby's name, and Jack

is

now

a big

boy

in his

'teens.

his future pretty well mapped out.
going to enter the University of Southern California

Moreover he has

He

is

and get book

"larniii'."

he will come back into pictures as a grown-up.
meantime Jack, with Junior Durkin and Dick
Winslow are having a grand vacation making "Tom Sawyer."
Out on the location camp the three boys have rigged up a
.\fter that

In

the

own making.
And like most bovs of that age they spend most of their
time trving to "ditch" Mitzi Green.
Mitzi is just that hurt about it, and is pleased as Punch when
the boys let her play golf with them. [ i'LE.^SE TURN to I'ace 98 ]
miniature golf course of their
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rrollywood
The

youngsters of

Filmland suffer for
its

shattered

homes

By Rosalind Shaffer
They

do.
But in Hollywood, the thing has so
complications that are generally caused by
Hollywood's being Hollywood, and the folks therein
being what they are.
Charming folks, talented
folks, generous to a fault. But terribly individualistic folks, egotistic folks, proud as Lucifer, full of the
most emotional reactions to every little spat and

many

jar

common

folks forget while dinner

is

cooking.

mamma

Keokuk,

after a trying day, papa says
does not look so snappy, and why in the dickens
doesn't she go to a hairdresser?
wipes
away a surreptitious tear, talks it over with her

IN

Mamma

mother who

tells

her

all

men

are brutes but that

John is a good husband and a good
and to forget it.
Hollywood? She says to him: "OH YE.\H?
Well, Flo Ziegfeld offered to put me in a show on
Broadway this winter, and I am taking a test for
Cleopatra this afternoon. .As for that cheap e.xtra
at heart her

provider,

But

The

in

lovely little daughter of John
Gilbert and Leatrice Joy Leatrice II and her beautiful mother.
The Gilberts were divorced about

—

six years

ago

THERE

is that old story about
the chilfl who asked, "Mamma,
who is that strange man who
comes here sometimes?" and the

harassed golf or bridge widow who answered, "Why, son, that's your father!"
Like most jokes, it has its basis in
truth.
There are many children in

Hollywood, children of

know

their parents in

celebrities,

much

that

who
same

way.
There are children who know their
famous parents solely through the hazy
memory of babyhood, and by shadowy
features on the screen known equally
well to strangers. Hollywood's children
of divorce are these children.
They
grow up in the shadow of great names,
knowing nothing, some of them, of a
father's love, or, others, of a mother's
tenderness.
You are thinking that these things happen other places besides in Hollywood.

60

Lita
Jr.,

Grey Chaplin and the two merry sons of the famous comedian, Charles,
and Sidney. Each of the little boys has an income of $400 a month
from trust funds established by their noted father

Children
of

Diivorce
Kill

you

insisted on having for \our leading lady in your last
hope to tell you you are only number eight on her
the last one before you was a waiter." And bla-bla

picture, I
list,

and

into the night. Bang, goes a home!
dear, imagine
All her friends gather 'round and say,
you taking talk like that from that cheap ham: everybody
he
your
husband."
is
knows he only gets by because

"My

AND

his friends say, "She's getting impossible to get along

with since she's done all that dieting. Don't take all that
temperament and nagging; it will wear you out so that you
will have nothing to give to your work.
You owe it to yourself to

cut loose'."

Divorce often changes the financial status and expectations
from more angles than it would

of the children considerably,

community.
Bushman was divorced by his first wife,
power was badlv damaged. Following the divorce,
in 1918, his salary dropped from SIO.OOO a week to S2,500—
and not much work at that.
After the divorce of Douglas Fairbanks, Sr., and Beth Sully

in a non-professional
.'\fter

Francis X.

his earning

Miss Suzanne Vidor, with her mother, Florence
now the wife of Jascha Heifetz, the famous
Director King Vidor, her father, is now

Vidor,

fiddler.

married

to

Eleanor Boardman

Fairbanks, Mrs. Fairbanks lost the money given her for a
settlement on which she was to support Doug, Jr., then aged
Doug,
eight, and the family lived in comparative poverty.
Jr., took up a professional career at the tender age of thirteen
because he needed the money. He got a thousand a week
under the first contract. After those lean days in Paris, where
the pair went because they could live more cheaply there,
that was real money.

CREIGIITON

H.\LE, once a big star of the films, in the
and the serials, had financial trouble

<la>s of Pearl White
following his divorce.

This is Bill Hart, Jr., son of the Western star and
Winifred Westover.
Young Bill lives with his

mother and grandmother, under what Miss Shaffer
calls here "petticoat government"

The affair made him so unpopular with producers that he
has not had enough work to support himself adetiualely, and
his two little sons would be in need today if it were not for
the fact that his wife remarried, and John Miljan, the screen
villain, is their devoted father now.
Hale was ordered to pay for their support, but is two years
behind to date. When these two [ please turn to pace 148 ]
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The

Shadow
Stage
OUTWARD BOUND— Warners

A

THRILL creeps up

your spine when you realize what
attempting in "Outward Bound." It is
A ship sets sail, drifting on a fogshrouded sea. Eight people are aboard, and all of them are
dead outward bound in that vague space between Life and
the Hereafter. At the journey's end the passengers are
the screen

is

fantastically daring.

A

Review of the

New

Pictures

—

judged.
Two young suicides return to earth. The play
brings exquisite fantasy, sly humor and some magnificent

performances to the screen.
Leslie Howard, in his screen debut, is exceedingly poignant
and touching as the drunkard. Beryl !Mercer has never
done finer acting than as the little cockney woman. Douglas
Fairbanks, Jr., and Helen Chandler are the winning young
suicides.

Adult entertainment.

iV

THE BIG TRAIL— Fox

a picture that can truly be classed
HERE
"The Big Trail" done on such a massive

as epic.
scale that it
that is a tribute
to the direction of Raoul Walsh as well as to the human,
simple characterizations of the players. It is another "CovGreater, because of Grandeur Film, and
ered Wagon."
now you hear the people speak, the blood-curdling shrieks
of Indians and the creaking of prairie schooners.
This is theromanticstory of the old Oregon Trail, a nation
in exodus to the promised land of the West. The plot itself
is sparse, but the picture moves with such a breathless
sweep, with such smashing climaxes, that the story is
relatively unimportant.
The highlights include a butTalo
hunt, crossing a swollen river, and an Indian attack.
Photography is excellent. One long shot, the circling attack of the corralled wagons by the Indians, has the beaut\
of Remington's pictures of the old West. John Wayne, a
screen newcomer, in the leading role of the young scout,
plays with a winning mixture of boyish dillidence and selfassurance. Fine characterizations by Marguerite Churchill,
Ian Keith, El Brcndel, and by TuUy Marshall as an old
scout. Walsh has surpassed his past achievements and produced a thrilling record of an important American epoch.
is

is

completely overshadows

HER MAN—Pathe

—

"T

TF, was her man, but he done her wrong" that imX JLmorlal ballad of Frankic and her erring Johnnie has
been further immortalized. And a grand piece of work it is.
Here is a talking picture with all the color, drama and
vivid action of the best old-time silents. The acting is so
line, the direction so clever, and the photography so satisfactory, that critics and audiences are sure to agree in
praising it. Helen Twelvetrces is brilliant as Frankic, and
IMiillips Holmes' appealing Dan and Ricardo Cortcz' sinister Johnnie are admirable.
Marjoric Rambeau gives
a magnificent performance as the sodden Annie. And the
comedy of James Gleason, Harry Sweet, Franklin Pangborn
and "Slim" Summerville is irreproachable. Some stunning
camera angles and a barroom fight that's a pip.

—
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its actors.

And

SAVES YOUR PICTURE TIME

AND MONEY

Month
THE SPOILERS
HER MAN
OUTWARD BOUND
HALF SHOT AT SUNRISE
LILIOM
SWEET KITTY BELLAIRS
THE SEA WOLF
The Best

Pictures of the

THE BIG TRAIL

The Best Performances of the Month
John Wayne in "The Big Trail"
Marguerite Cliurchill in "The Big Trail"
TuUy Marshall in "The Big Trail"
Gary Cooper in "The Spoilers"
William (Stage) Boyd in "The Spoilers"
Leslie Howard in "Outward Bound"
Beryl Mercer in "Outward Bound"
Helen Twelvetrees in "Her Man"
Rose Hobart in "Liliom"
Robert Woolsey in "Half Shot at Sunrise"
Bert Wheeler in "Half Shot at Sunrise"
Milton Sills in "The Sea Wolf
Claudia Dell in "Sweet Kitty Bcllairs"
Lowell Sherman in "The Pay Off"

Lew Ayrcs

in

William Farnum in

"The Doorway

"Du

Barry

to Hell"

— Woman of Passion"

Casts of all phntoplays reviewed iiill be found on page 153

LILIOM— Fox
LILIOM'' marks

the screen debut of a young lady who
makes a lot of veteran film actors look like amateurs.
Rose Hobart, in spite of her youth, brings to the speaking
screen a striking depth and maturity of emotion.
Charles Farrell is an engaging and sympathetic Liliom,
but seems not entirely at home in the role. When he does

however, he is fine.
"Liliom" is brilliantly staged and exquisitely photographed. The somber simplicity of the interiors and the
fantastic beauty of the exterior shots arc in admirable
keeping with the spirit of the story. Pictorially, "Liliom"
is a masterpiece.
And taken altogether it is an exceptionally
fine picture.
Outstanding performances by Rose Hobart,
Lee Tracv and H. B. Warner.
hit his stride,

ik

THE SPOILERS— Paramount

WHEN

movie kiddies gather around the gas logs for
bedtime stories pop tells about the famous fight between William Farnum and Tom Santschi in the first ver-

"The Spoilers." That battle made screen history,
and Rex Beach's perennial novel has gone ringing down the
years. In its third trip to the screen it becomes a phonoplay
and it's as thrillingly red-blooded as ever. One of the
month's best through its excellent cast, and the sweeping,
dramatic way in which the g(4d rujih story is told. Gary
Cooper is the most romantic of the Koy GlcniiUrs who have
fought for right in Nome. Kay Johnson again creates a
distinct impression as the heroine, and Betty Compson is an
sion of

appealing Clurry Malolle, the dance hall girl.
Action builds to the fight between Cooper and William
(Stage) Boyd.andyou've never seen a wilder brawl. Thcmcn
tumbledown the stairs, and finish in the street. No matinee
stuff this.
Vou should see Gary bite a hunk from Boyd's
arm. It's all there, the loaded steamers for the Yukon, the
coming of law into a lawless land, and the dynamite plot.
Best of all, the story moves. Action is never sacrificed to
dialogue. In a very fine cast outstanding support is given
by Harry Green, James Kirkwood and "Slim" SummervilJe.
Edwin Carewe's direction is excellent.

ik HALF SHOT AT SUNRISE— Radio Pictures
PEEMSH after a tough day? Anything wrong?
Well then, park the grouch and toddle to wherever
they're showing "Half Shot at Sunrise.'' It's one of the
most absurdly ridiculous, nonsensical messpots of assorted
comedy that ever was cooked up from celluloid.
It's virtually all Wheeler and Woolsey.
These crackbrains play two ,\. E. F. privates madly .\. W. O. L. in
How they get away with it is the story, embellished
I'aris.
with some of the funniest lines and situations ever devised.
Incidentally, while it's not a musical, there are a few good
song numbers. Lcni Stengel as the Paris vamp, cuddlesome
Dorothy Lee as the colonel's daughter, and George MacFarlane as the colonel take whatever honors Wheeler and Woolsey don't gobble up.
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Monthly Shopping

Here's Your

List!
SWEET

THE SEA

WOLF—Fox

KITTY
BELLAIRSWarners

AGAIN Jack London's famous "Sea Wolf" takes the screen
— this time with sound. Milton
%vho died just after
Sills,

completion, is the Wolf Larson, and he plays it beautifully.
he fights and loves! A beautiful, untrained girl named
is opposite.
Sincerity helps her through. The sea
stuff is elegant, and the microphone gives us Jack London
little diluted, but still grand!
its

How

Jane Keith

—

—

AS

dainty a bit of fantasy as you'll find this beautifully
Technicolored operetta of the gallant days in Merrie
England. Claudia Dell, a Dresden doll of a girl, and a coming
Lovely music. Walter Pidgeon in knee breeches and
star.
fine baritone.
Pretty June CoUyer, Ernest Torrence's clever
comedy. You'd better not miss this one. It has romance,
beauty, grand laughs. And Claudia! Watch her!

THE PAY
OFF— Radio

GOD—

Pictures

Paramount

THE SEA

LOWELL SHERM.XN set a hot pace for himself a while ago IF \ou don't like this picture you're just an old introvert or
with "Lawful Larceny," a swell crook drama. Now, here
worse. For here
wild adventure, cannibals, pearl diving,
is

he comes along with "The Pay Off," an even sweller crook
drama. And equally well flavored with the distinctive sophisIt's a dresstication of this director-actor's newer efforts.
Sherman's honors, with
suit crook tale, not gang stuff.
a
startling
success
in
a
heavy
role.
Hugh Trevor scoring

melodrama. Dick Arlcn, just a bit of
South Sea flotsam and jetsam, is charming, virile and utterly
natural. There's your old friend, Eugene Pallette, as the comic
and Fay Wray being beautiful as the girl. Dialogue is grand.
Lots of things to interest you. See it.
sailing vessels, love,

THE
GORILLA—

SPURS—
Universal

First National

yes;
OH,
monkeyed

still a goodish enough thriller, hut they've
around so much with "The Clorilla" on the
loses some of the punch it had as a stage play.

it's

screen that it
Technically speaking, the tempo is poor it's too slow. And
Frisco isn't so funny on the screen
cuts down his laugh percentage about half.
"Ingagi" Gemorrah wears his monkey

—

suit again.
5J^

—

HERE'S

Hoot (;il)son, riding like all-fired nobody's busiand busting up a gang of villains that try to hide
behind secret doors and trick panels and push-buttons and all
ness,

that sort of thing. They're sure wicked with such tricks. It's
fast from the first shot to the last, and if you like your
Westerns Western, this will click with you. Hoot is one boy

who keeps

riding!

The

First and Best Talkie Reviews!

PLAYBOY OF

ARE YOU
THERE?— Fox

PARIS—
Paramount

CHEVALIER

deserves better pictures than

this.

Although
and has

this light farce is exceedingly entertaining in spots

some amusing

situations it is sometimes very dull.
And no
Chevalier picture has any excuse for being that. Chevalier
fans will be disappointed, for the irresistible Maurice sings only
two songs. Frances Dee, a newcomer, is refreshingly lovely

and Stuart Erwin contributes some grand comedy.

^
VIENNESE

NIGHTS—
Warners

IMAGINE

Beatrice Lillie as a lady detective whose disguises
range from adagio dancer to big game hunter! It ought to
be funn\
yet this never quite clicks.
It's too scrambled
and for all her brilliant comedy and undeniable good looks
the irrepressible Lillie doesn't get across on the screen. The
supporting cast includes Baclanova, George Grossmith, John
Garrick and Jillian Sand a promising newcomer.

—

—

^^nA

THOSE

THREE
FRENCH
GIRLS—
M-G-M

—

Hollywood has

a

new

colony which makes
talkies in ten languages

In line with the prediction, the huge foreign colony, as
colorful and as cosmopolitan a group as were ever gathered in one city, began to break up.

Pola drew her tragedy mantle closely about her and
returned to Europe.
Jannings hitched.up the covered wagon and began the
long trek to Germany.
\'ictor \'arconi left.
Lya de Putti, Lena Malena, Lil
Dagover, Baclanova, and others faced a bleak prospect.
Uncle Sam Gold wyn didn't renew \'ilmaBanky 'scon tract.
The fate of Garbo, Novarro, Lupe \'elez and Gilbert
Roland was trembling in the balance.
Golly, you could almost hear Chopin's Funeral March
in the air.

But in the midst of all this chit-chat about the .\merican screen for .\mericans. the producers saw the foreign
market disappearing in thin air. .\\\, it was too bad to
lose all those pretty

European

shekelsl

colony has sprung up in Hollywood.
SO a newlessforeign
spectacular than the old, but
more
It is

it

is

authentic.

The new colony forms a strange city within an even
stranger city. This hidden colony has it own industry
the making of pictures for foreign market, and it has its
own social life. Business of the great .\merican film
industry moves noisily past its portals. Even in Hollywood

little is

known

of this important

new phase

ture-making.

Once Hollywood turned her down because she
looked too

Moreno

is

like Dolores Del Rio.
Now Rosita
a valued artist at the Paramount studios

much

THREE

years ago Southern California residents,
the old sun-kissed natives, felt their floors go into

St. \'itus beneath them and their roofs shimmy
violently above them.
Everyone thought it was
another earthquake, even if the Chamber of Commerce
did say Los Angeles was free from any earth faults oh,
maybe a teeny fault, but nothing to get lathered about.
But it wasn't Mother Earth doing her reducing calisthenics. It was just a terrific shaking and shivering in
Hollywood's foreign colony.
The screen had talked!
What would happen to the foreign darlings who spoke
garbled English? It looked like a long, cold winter, with
the Rolls-Royce going without new tires.
"Ah," said the wise men of Hollywood, stroking their
long, white beards, '' this spells the end of the foreign
players on the Coast."

a

—
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Barry Norton's Spanish accent finished him at For.

Now

he's

much

prized on the

Paramount

lot

of pic-

—

^^reigners Welcome/
By Roland Francis
This mtlling pot of nations, the inner city of
Hollywood, has its own cafes, small places tucked
side streets, or restaurants in and about
Sonoratown, the oldest district in Los Angeles.
There are parties, social leaders and followers. The
old line favorites of the screen do not have much
time for the newcomers. They are too busy, and the
visitors aren't prominent enough.
But Hollywood

away down

misses many interesting personalities by overlooking
the new artists.
The foreigners in Hollywood have a greater chance
for success than ever before. In the first place they
will have the background of experience in foreign
If they show unusual promise they will be
groomed for the American screen. The case of little
Eva von Berne, cast opposite John Gilbert in her
first assignment, and found wanting, will not happen
again. They will be accustomed to ."American studios
before they ever act in American pictures.

pictures.

Players with a command of foreign languages are
invaluable. Adolphe Menjou, with his knowledge of
French, English and German, can work for months in
the same picture, meeting himself going on in I'rcnch
as he comes off in English. Barry Norton, with his
English, Spanish and French, is considered by Paramount to be the most valuable juvenile in Hollywood. Not so long ago Barry heard the Fox gates
clank behind him with doleful finalitv.

Lena Malena once failed dismally in Hollywood
because of her German accent. Now, because of her
good German, she's in demand for foreign versions
Pretty

Lena Malena, after an unsuccessful attempt at an
American screen career, returned to Germany. She is
now back in IloOywood. Doors arc opened to her that
remained closed during her previous visit.
M-G-M made five versions of " Men of the North"
English, French, German, Spanish and Italian. Barbara Leonard, an American girl, educated in several
foreign lands, played the leading role in four of these
ventures. Barbara received her contract through her
linguistic ability. She is pretty, yes, but her value to
the company is the fact that she is available for so
many pictures. Supporting casts were imported from

Europe.

WARNERS and First National have brought over
a large group of European stage and screen favorwill produce a total of eighteen
There will be six pictures
each in French, Spanish and German. The films made
will include versions of "Show Girl in Hollywood,"
"Those Who Dance," and " Moby Dick."
Among the luminaries in this group are Lissi Arna,
who appeared in the Claudctte Colbert role in the
German print of "The Lady Lies," and the famous
ites.

The two companies

pictures for world markets.

Does he look

like John Gilbert?
Jose Crespo plays
Gilbert roles in Spanish for Metro-Goldwyn

Suzy \ernon, star of UF.\ and French made films.
And even Jannings is coming back. He will make
English and German pictures for Warners.
Fox is falling into line with a busy foreign department. Mona Maris has made a Spanish version of
"Common Clay," and [please turn to pace 151
]
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Lon Ghaney

"*HE best picture of Lon Chancy

c^'cr taken.

-*

lie usually refused to sit for studio portraits, but here the lens artist caught the courage

and humanity that went to make up Lon
Chaney, brave man and consummate actor
5S

IK new

An

intimate picture of

the great star,

by

drawn

man who was

a

his

friend for twenty years

By Clarence A, hoc an
in San Francisco, back in 1910, that I first met Lon
Chancy. The Kolb and Dill Opera Company was playing
at the Savoy Theater, one of those first temporary theaters
"out on h'illmore Street, just outside the district ravaged by
the fire and earthquake, and as a reporter I had been sent there
to write a "backstage" story.
I watched the chorus girls being lined up in the wings by an
agile stage manager who seemed to be everywhere at once. I
chatted with the producer, and got something by way of being
an interview. As the stage hands shifted scenes, the agile stage
manager helping them, I remarked on him to the boss.
"That guy," I remarked, "seems to do a lot more work than
I'd hke to."'
"Huh," he said. "He also plays parts, is one of the best
hoofers I ever had, is ready to jump into any of my parts if anything happens, and is transportation agent, besides, if we go on

"You're going to handle the publicity on The Hunchback,' "
boss in the studio told me. So I drifted out on the set
and met Lon. I recalled the opera company. He grinned as

the road."

mould, and drew them down so that his body
took on a shape of a question mark; with one eye blanked out,
false teeth and plastic material filling his mouth, and a tight
rubber jacket, covered with hair, fitting him like a strait-jacket,
he was in a fearsome plight.
He wasn't supposed to work in it more than three minutes at
a time. But he always did. He wouldn't pity himself enough
to take advantage even of the respite the rules of the production
called for. " Let's go ahead and not hold up the picture," he'd
" Never mind me."
insist.

"T was

li

'

my new

—

nearly as a man can grin through a make-up of false teeth,
putty, and an obliterated eye, weighing seven pounds.
I worked with him frtjm then on. and there started a friendship that I prize among any that I ever enjoyed.
Even now I cannot write of Lon Chaney in any spirit of
maudlin sentimentality. Knowing him, I know that he wouldn't
like it. He never did. I am perfectly sure that when he stood
on the Stygian brink of the great Hereafter, and gazed into the
dread eyes of Azrael, no tremor of fear, or qualm of self-pity was
in his heart.
Of all things, Lon detested self-pity.

he any
HAD Hunchback
of

the

it

make-up he could never have played
a harness that gripped his shoulders in a

in his

in

vise-like leather

They were playing " Hoity-Toity." Presently the agile stage
manager showed up in costume. He was even then playing a
part in the show.
" I'll introduce you," ofTered the

The busy one came

chief.

"Here

— Chaney."

over, shook hands, then dashed

away

to

up the chorus for the next entrance.
I saw his name thereafter, when he began to appear in films.
But it wasn't until arrived in Hollywood as a film press agent
that I saw him again.
line

I

Lon Chaney's last picture. When he finished "The Unholy
Three" he asked that he be photographed with some of the
actors and all of the company's prop boys and handy-men, so
that "the boys" could have copies as souvenirs of what
proved to be his

last film.

This

is

that picture

—

Lon Chaney, who

suffered

much, hated

The show was always

the whole thing with Lon.
he wasn't before the camera he was always helping in
mo\dng lights, making-up extras anything to keep the production moving, just as, on the stage, he
was always on the jump.
Once the day's work was over, and he left the studio, it was
different.
After quitting time he wouldn't even talk shop.
Those hours were his— his and his family's.

When

some way or other

—

—

HE

went home. His friends visited him, or he \'isited them.
Pictures were forgotten.
The public never knew what the
inside of his home looked like. " The part I have in pictures is
the public's," he invariably said, "but
own private life is

my

mine, and it's nobod3''s business."
His pleasures were simple.

His knowledge of humanity was extraordinary. He loved
people. On his days off he would be around the studio, talking
to the workers. The stenographers, the office boys, the electricians, the grips.

was always "Lon,"

He knew

all their troubles.

To them

he

their friend.

"Well, Jim, how's the mother today?" he would ask a
laborer. "Need anything?" "How's the new baby getting on,
Charlie?" he'd inquire of another. "Anything I can do?" He
knew every worker in the studio, no matter how humble, by
his or her first name.. On Christmas there was alwavs a present
for every worker from Lon.
Not the stars or "big bugs."
Every girl in every office got a glove order, the office boys, the

H

and the

rest had presents.
was genuine.'
a mystery to those who didn't know him
well.
He was looked on as a lonely, mysterious character.
And he might have been, had he not been the enemv of selfpity. He \yas really a happy man, despite illness, the'agonv of
many of his roles, and his enormous capacitv for work. He
idolized his wife, his son, Creighton, and his two little grandchildren. Away from the studios, he had his beloved mountain

electricians,

Lon was always

camp, his movie camera, his own little circle of friends.
He didn't go to Hollywood parties or openings because he
simply wasn't interested.
_

It pleased
sit at

him better

irony, the first of these weird characterizations was
as the legless Blizzard. And the penaltv
remained long after the picture had run its course. Strapped in
a harness, and suffering torture to play the strange role, Lon
never really recovered from it. There was always, thereafter,
a constitutional weakness, aggravated by such simOar roles as

"The Penalty,"

the Hunchback, the

Unkuoun and the rest of his outre charBut he doggedly kept on, until finally, after
"The Unknown," in which he was strapped in a strait-jacket,
acterizations.

he realized that no longer could he face such ordeals.
But it was already the beginning of the end. He was never
in perfect health from that time on
but this he kept to himself
and carried on. He left his bed in the hospital to plav in " The
Unholy Three," his first talkie. He returned to that'bed when
the picture was finished in the last final illness that led to

—

—

death.
"I can't play these crippled roles any more," he remarked,
after he had finished "The Unknown.'"'
"That trouble with
my spine is worse every time I do one, and it's really beginning
to worry me." This was the only admission he ever made of
what the roles cost him. But he knew. From then on there
was a grim shadow at the back of his mind. What they cost
him I know well. With him for years, on the set and oft, working with him on his every picture, I could see things he never

admitted.

HOLDING up production was to him the greatest of crimes.
In fifteen years he never was a minute late on a set. When
him low this was his principal worry.
"I'm holding up production the first time in my life," he
complained bitterly to M. E. Greenwood, studio manager and
his close friend. It was not until Louis B. Mayer sent his personal word that production was being carried on in other ways,
and he wasn't holding the studio up, that he was consoled.
The picture always came first with Lon. When they did the
flogging scene in "The Hunchback" he sought out Nick De
Ruiz, the giant Mexican playing the executioner. "Don't be
afraid to lay that whip
his first illness laid

to

0:1," he instructed him.
"If you try to pull the
blows it'll look just like

home and play

that on the screen." So,
to make the scene look
he took a flogging
that few criminals have
had to stand.
These are the sort of
right,

little citlcrie.

HE

lived simply.
In
fact. Tod Browning,
former director, used
to refer to him as" the star
who lived like a clerk."
One of his fads was cooking, and he invented such
things as raw spinach
salad, or avocados mixed

things that eventually

his

ended

word

Metro- Gold wyn-Ma\cr

echo
make-up.

"London After Midnight," a commotion on
the lawn stopped him.
Several tiny birds had
fallen out of a nest.
in

By some queer quirk
in the

amount

of suffering to
enact a weird character.
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of self-pity.

studios, in the hideous
disguise of the vampire

for t.\-pes, later to

He would bear any

He enter-

Player of sinister roles,
personally Lon was one
of the kindest men I ever
saw. I remember once
as he was going to his
dressing room at the

horn-rimmed glasses, was
able to walk around
Hollywood unrecognized
by the curious. Housed
to wander into obscure
movie houses and look

the ordinary youngster.

life.

—

over eyes hidden behind

man, bizarre roles
had a fascination for him.
Perhaps it was because
he was born of deaf mute
parents, and as a child
lived a different life from

his

tained millions. As "the
man of a thousand faces"
he brightened the world
i)ut at what a cost to
him. .\nd he knew it
but never was there a

with caviar.
He never wore a hat,
but, with a cap pulled

in his

of all!

By a grim

in

Russian Bank with John
Jeske, Clinton Lyle,
Eddie Gribbon, M. K.
Wilson and others of his

them

most

self-pity

Chancy retrieved

the

climbed to the
and restored them

birds,
nest,

The character that caused Lon Chaney incredible
agony. Lon chained to the wheel in "The Hunchback of Notre Dame." In this picture he wore a
tremendous cast that tortured him. Such parts as
this may have shortened Lon's life

to safety.

The kindnesses he has
done about the studios
[ PLEASE TURN TO
PAGE 106 ]

CAN

it

be that our

spirited air

to a

new and

Heigh ho!

little

Mary's growing up

about the Brian

girl

pretty print dress.

It's a long,

"Peter Pan" era

long

trail

at last?

here pictured.

There's a new,

In addition, of course,

Mary's going ahead
back to her good old

fast for

Paramount.

Wendy days

in the

Hollywood's;

Fay Wray's black

gown

is

lace

not only style-

right in fabric and line,

but horsehair
used to

flare

is

cleverly

the lace at

shoulders,

sleeves

flounces.

And

and

that's

Fashion's very latest

news

Want

to look trig and

smart at the next bridge

luncheon?

A tunic dress

Joan

Crawford's,

like

and bonnet-like hat, will

do

It.

The

soft chiffon
terial,

dress

is

of

worsted ma-

with touches of

white trimming

Something

lovely

Princess line!

in

the

Supple, soft

satin in an off-white shade;

three-tiered skirt with
souffle flounces; real

con

lace.

Worn by

Alen-

Bebe

Daniels; designed by Bess

Schlank

Smartest
Fashions

Ladies (and gentlemen),

the hostess

gown

!

Neither negligee nor
mere dinner dress, but a
graceful blending of in-

timacy and propriety for

home entertaining.
Apricot velvet, and
sable, IS Fay Wray's
at

choice

Winter

suits are excellent

What
Made

an e\'ening wrap!
of foamy

white

Bess Schlank de-

crepe Elizabeth, trimmed

signed this for Bebe

with crystal beads, and

Daniels, in midnight blue

worn over a gown of
the same material.
Adrian designed this

this year.

Lida cloth, trimmed with

barondouki (high-hat chip-

munk!)

The
yoke

in

fur forms a

back

lovely ensemble for Joan

Crawford

TS it necessary to tell you that this handsome, hand-holding pair are Joan
A Crawford and Doug Fairbanks, Jr.? Both are making remarkable screen
Maybe it's love On the page across the way you will
word-etching of Young Doug, famous son of a very famous dad

progress these days.
find a brilliant

!

Young Doug Fairbanks thinks his pop is a great fellow. He even likes to play golf with
Senior, though his dad's game is about ten strokes better than his own type of clubbing

D
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'Tooung j^oug
hauls devastate
STRANGE
the morning quiet of a Hol-

keen pen portrait of
"Boy" Fairbanks, who
wants his own kingdom

Brentwood.
Quavering and braying, they
issue from an upstairs window of
a pretty Spanish house, and resound for blocks through the
placidity of the California

tries hard to make up for it in lustiness.
Brentwood doesn't really hold it against him. Brentwood
must be a tolerant sort of place. They don't even object, much,
to young Doug's hat.
It's an amazing hat.
It's probably
Hollywood's most decrepit hat. It's seven years old, and it has
more spots on it than three Dalmatian dogs and Doug loves it.
He has newer and younger hats, of course, but he prefers the
antique. He dares Joan to send it out to be cleaned. She's

afraid he'd divorce her if she did.
They're quite a couple, those two.

She

calls

her 'Boy."

He started

calling her that,

and

built like a boy, she explains.
somehow it's developed into a

mutual pet name between them. That is, they call each other
" Boy." Oh, yes, she still calls him " Dodo" now and then, but
that's been publicized so much that Doug's getting kind of fed
up on it. She never calls him ''Doug" or "Douglas" unless
she's a httle ve.xed at him.

One

Then

it

though.

him,

Doug

Senior is ten strokes better than his son.
Music is another relaxation Doug Junior loves. He and Joan
went often to the HoUywood Bowl nights last summer, to hear
the "symphonies under the stars." Only they didn't go dolling
up to sit in a front-tier bo.x and be stared at. They've got a
different gag, and it's sweet. Here's a typical picture of them
on one of these occasions.
They go 'way up in the topmost tiers of unreserved benches^
'way up where there aren't any other customers at all. The
others always crowd down toward the music. Doug and Joan,
then, find themselves a row far above the crowd, where they
can be alone. They've brought blankets, and they stretch
'em out on the benches. Then they stretch themselves out, full
length, on their backs. They lie head to head, and hold hands
over their shoulders. They gaze up at the stars. And they don't
utter a single darned word throughout the concert. Ah, me!

Hollywood's gaga-cst

him her precious wonderful darling lamb. He
Because she's

— he can always

Papa always beats

He

calls

understand this

make better scores when he
plays with his papa. The competition's keener for several
reasons, and it stimulates Doug
Junior to a game far above his
usual.

morn

Strangers in Brentwood
shudder and wonder what the so-and-so is happening. But the
old residents merely nod their heads and mutter:
"Uh huh, young Doug Fairbanks Junior is singing in the
bath again!"
Doug means weU.
It's grand opera he bellows as he
bathes. The trouble is that he can't stay on any particular key.

lovers.

Han-y Lang

A

l\uood suburb called

By

startles

thing he can't stand being called.

him tremendously.
That's "Junior'"

him " Junior" and he'll turn on his heel and stalk out of the
room in high dudgeon. It's a throwback to his resentment at
having had to surmount the handicaps of being a famous
father's son.
Yet he admires his dad tremendously. He'd
Call

rather play golf, for instance, with Doug Senior than with anybody else in tne world. For one thing, he enjoys his father's

company and conversation. For another

— and any golf bug'll

Often, when
to play
on people he
DOUG
he gets back to that homey Brentwood house before Joan
likes

loves.

tricks

does, he rushes out to tell the servants not to tell Joan that
he's come in. Then he hides somewhere
under a bed, or in a
closet. When Joan comes home, he's as still as an owl. He waits
until she's been home sometimes as long as a half hour or more.
Then he pops out at her with a bellow or a roar, and he's most
delighted if it scares her.
But every once in a while he falls asleep under the bed or
wherever he's hiding, and after a few hours the servants tip
Joan off and she wakes Doug up.
He undresses all over the house. That is, when he starts
making himself comfortable evenings, or gets on his way to bed,
he starts peeling'whcrever he is, and keeps on until he's in bed.
Joan's liable to find his socks in the patio, his shirt in the drawing room, his shoes on the lawn, [ please turn to page 146 ]
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Get Us
A

feverish attempt to

unscramble the complex

Compton, Compson
and Betty situation
Mr.
ANSWERING
question,
name

Shakespeare's

famous

but

bromidic

there's apt to be a lot of confusion.
Looking for Smiths in the telephone book, for instance, or
being introduced to someone whose name sounds like Hossefross, but may really be Tillingbottom or Hocklewinger.
In pictures, the thing is getting simply too absolutely TOO.
in a

There's the notorious case of Bill (stage) and BiU (pictures) Boyd.
Charles Rogers, actor, and Charles Rogers, producer.
But the thing that is graying the sparse locks of the Answer Man,
and addling the minds of the fans, is the case of the Comptons, the
Compsons and the Bettys.
To begin with, there's Betty Compson, booful and beloved veteran
of this mUec. We know Betty from way back.
But if we're not careful with our consonants, we are apt to find that
we are getting jumbled up with Betty Compton, a beautiful brunette
of the musical comedy stage who dabbles in Warner Pictures.

And

THIS leads to the next angle of the menace.

Once we mention the
name Compton, we are up to the hubs in the fact that the studios
are practically boiling with Comptons of varying colors and crafts.
Over on the Fox lot toils one of the tribe— Joyce, the fetching lass
whom you see drawing the heading over this storj', and drawing it very
well, too!

A few blocks away, in the great Paramount corral, is the luxurious
Compton, whose flaming form and face are one of the chief
adornments of the page on the right.
So there we arc, with three Comptons and a couple of Bettys all
ablaze and agog in Hollywood!
Of Betty Compson, little need be said, save that she is firmlv
entrenched in our hearts and in electric lights, after ten years of firstJuliette

—

rate service in the films.

Betty Compton, the other Betty, is a ravishing,
girl who came from England at a tender
and in due time went

black-haired
This young lady doing
the fancy lettering is
Joyce Compton, a gay

Kentucky

belle

who

Fox producJuliette and Betty

rings out in
tions.

could
too,

probably letter,
but this is Joyce

age, was educated in the States,
on the stage.

From musical comedy choruses she

rose,

by

beauty and exciting dancing, to small, then larger
parts. She was a lovely face in the Gershwin show,
"Funny Face," that starred Fred and Adele Astaire.
Her last appearance was in a prominent part

Compton No. 2, reading from left to
right, this exhibit being the handsome
Betty of that ilk, a musical comedy
actress bent on doing a little placer
mining along the Cold Coast

Mind your tees and
This, need we
esses!
whisper, is Betty Compson, our well-beloved
friend of ten years and
more

in pictures.

Comp-

tons come, and may go,
but this lass reigns on

"Fifty Million Frenchmen," now
turned into a film.
Jo)ce, of the Compton tribe, is a Kentuclcy girl whose trail led through Oklahoma to Hollywood. There, five years
ago, she entered pictures for First National
a seventeen-year-old packet of prettiin

—

ness.

For a year and a half she's been with

—

you saw her in 'The Sky Hawk"
and ''High Society Blues," among others.
Fo.x

And

you'll see her in "Lightnin'," Will
Rogers' newest talkie.
As for Juliette Compton, she reversed

Betty Compton's route.
Juliette was born in Columbus, Ga.,
but after a brief tour of duty in a Ziegfeld "Follies," she went to England,
chosen for foreign service by John Murray
Anderson, the director.
There she spent several years in
musical shows, and later in drama.

And

this luxurious person
the third Compton now
on the
lots
Juliette, a Georgia
is

in active practice

—

who emigrated to
England, scored on both

girl

stage

and

screen,

then came home
persons

sirenish

and

to play
in

the

Hollywood studios

Pictures seized her, and for five
years she appeared in British films
among them "Nell Gwynn,"
which starred Dorothy Gish.
Now, in her homeland, she's
under contract to Paramount, for
whom she has appeared in ''.Anybody's Woman," and now in "Morocco," new Gary Cooper picture.
Now let's hope we have everything straight about the Comptons
and the Compsons and the Bettys.
If we haven't, it will be just too

—

terrible, that's all!

Betty Compson is a dancer,
but Juliette Compton
well,

Joyce Compton

—
— Oh

dear, you'll just have to
read the stor}- over again,
that's all.
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^sn't Youth Just
Four lads and
flashing forward

One

of the Fairest
"Follies"

Kitty Bellairs" set a
SWEET
brought a five-year contract

new
to

star on the screen and
Miss Claudia Dell. She

Warner Brothers' newest, most promising [jrima donna.
And she never actually had planned a theatrical career.
Claudia Dell was merely Claudia Dell Smith, of San Antonio,
Texas, who came to New York to visit her aunt, vaudeville's
Claudia Coleman. Aunt Claudia suggested she try the stage,
is

just to see whether or not she liked it. And having nothing
better to do, Claudia tried it. She didn't have to try very hard,
either. Ziegfeld looked at that beautiful blonde with a showgirl figure and put her in the "Follies."

She had nothing to do but be ornamental in the revue, and
she never took being a Ziegfeld beauty seriously. Her chance
to use that thrilling voice came later, when she was sent to
London to play Marilyn Miller's role in "Rosalie."
Claudia took her mother with her to London. She always has
lived with some member of the family, even as a " Follies" girl,
though "Follies" girls generally are presumed to lead a gaudv
life.

In Hollywood, Claudia lives with mother, aunt and grandma.
lives simply, in an apartment in the non-professional disdriving a modest coupe to and from the studio.
She
dresses conservatively, dines in tea rooms and goes to the
picture show.
She modestly insists it was luck which made her a movie star.
Luck, without a single bow to such potent factors as a thrilling
voice, graceful figure, bewitching smile, charm and beauty.
"It just happened tome. I've just been unbelievably lucky,"
says Claudia, whose latest good fortune has been to win the
leading role in Warner's most ambitious musical production,
"Fifty Million Frenchmen."

She

trict,
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He

Gets More Than
the President!

one
HERE'S
The President

boy who doesn't want to be President.
receives only $7.5,000 a year.
Master
thirteen, is paid $100,000 a year by Warner
Brothers for the less irksome job of starring in pictures.
He has been an actor for eleven years. His first two were
spent in Ogden, Utah, in mere idling around. Leon hasn't
wasted time since. .\ threc-vear contract guaranteeing him
$300,000 testifies to that.
At two young Janney decided to become an actor and went
in vaudeville, which was vaudeville back in 1919.
He broke
into pictures in 1927 as a member of Hal Roach's " Gang." But
he prefers to date his picture career from "Courage," which
little

Leon Janney,

brought him fame and made him a star.
Since then he has played in "The Doorway to Hell,"
" Father's Son," " Children of Dreams," and "Old English."
Young Leon is blond, handsome and charming. He has
dignity, keen intelligence, and such compelling ambition he
studies languages with a private tutor to supplement his work

Hollywood Professional High School.
whom he shares an apartment, handles
impressive business affairs. And a large police dog enjoys

at the

His mother, with

his

his

friendship.

Leon was born on .'Kpril first, 1917. But he certainly hasn't
turned out to be a joke on the family.

I

—

W

By

o n d e

lasses v\ho

1

f

u

?

1

Cell

York

are

the studios

in

name
HF.R
peppy

Dorothy. .And it isn't Lee. The pert and
comedy whirlwind of Radio Pictures is
Marjorie Millsap, who lived right around the corner from
the old FBO studios all her life and alwa.\s wanted to break into
pictures. Marjorie Millsap didn't mean a thing to the movies.
But she consoled herself with athletics and became a ninety-six
pound lacrosse star, ball pitcher, high jumper and better
scrapper than any boy in the neighborhood.
isn't

little

He

Is

Frank and

Earnest,

Too

SOMEBODY saw him clowning about the Hollywood

High

school and gave him a chance at a few days' extra work.
From that moment Frank Albertson was an actor. The
unfortunate thing was that nobody could be convinced of it.
Young, cocky, fresh, he quit school and haunted the casting
office.
Haunted it so blithely and so unsuccessfully that his
mother had to call him into conference.
She had been working for a small salary in an apartment
house office and trying to increase the family income by
handling Ken Maynard's mail for fifteen dollars a week.
Frank had to be made to understand responsibility and advised

down.

to settle

This generous mother gave him three months to find a job
it.
Frank went right over to Fo.\ to get a prop boy's
job. In six weeks Director Dave Hutler had made a test of
him and had him signed to a long-term contract.
He's scheduled for stardom. After '" Men Without Women"
and ''Wild Company," he was chosen for the juvenile lead in
"Just Imagine," one of the most pretentious productions on
this year's program.
Frank has arrived with Hollywood's youngest set. His great
friends are Johnny Darrow and Hilly IJakewell.
He enjoys
living and clowning and is convinced that this is the best of all

and keep

possible worlds.

Three years ago the ninety-six-pound strong woman marched
into the F'anchon and Marco oflices with the grim intent of
going on the stage.
Her size, her pcppincss, her sauciness
amused the producers. They watched her athletic stunts, saw
her dance, heard her sing, and signed her.
She borrowed the name ''Lee" from grandmother and
adopted ''Dorothy" because it seemed to go with "Lee." As
Dorothy Lee she went on tour with a Fanchon-Marco unit and
finally landed in the Broadway show, "Hello, Yourself," with
Waring's Pennsylvanians. She was the hit of the show.
When Waring's I'ennsylvanians played in "Syncopation."
along went Dorothy to sing "Do Do Something." She sang
''Rio Rita" and her
herself into a Radio Pictures contract.
zestful clowning with Wheeler and Woolsey established her.
Dorothy gives Fred Waring credit for her success. He advised her on management. And told her to buy bonds.
Dorothy still lives with her mother in the same house to
which they moved when she was four years old, way back in
191.S.
She hasn't changed much since then, nor has the house.
Pint-sized,
wide-eyed, saucy-nosed, nineteen. Dorothy
already has three hits on her scoreboard, ''Rio Rita," "The
Cuckoos," " Dixiana." Her latest is the Bert Wheeler-Robert
Woolsey musical farce, " Half Shot at Sunrise."
C.9

k and Double Check," Kadio Picture)

How docs you like the chani;c to this picture i)roi)oHtion, Amos?"
"Change, Andy? Ain't no change 'tall. Seems like you do all
the settm' and I does all the workin', same as in the radio and tooth'I

paste business!"
70
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"
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The Youngest

Grand Old Man!
By

Malcolm

After eighteen
Elliott

years in pictures,

Jack Mulhall has
EIGHTF^F.X years ago Jack
Mulhall played a small

W.

in a I).

made

in

role

the heart of a kid!

GrillUh picture

New

York.

Seventeen years ago he was
playing another small role in "The
Rejuvenation of Aunt Mar\-,"
made on the camera coast. Young

Mulhall had gone West to conquer
the flicker business.
Hollywood has the quaint notion that seventeen years ago belongs in the same historical category as the burning of Rome.
But ill 1930 Jack is still going
strong.
He finished a long-term
contract with First National, and
immediately signed another with
Radio, after sandwiching in a picture for Pox.
He doesn't look a bit older than
he did ten years ago. He is still
the lively juvenile with the wide
Irish grin.

Now, who is
out

all

Jack Mulsomeone found

this guy.

hall? It's time that

about him.

Here he

a pioneer in the business, just like Mar\- Pickford, only
no one thinks of that. Of course,
it's all the more credit to Jack. No
one exactly wants to be a pioneer
in Hollywood
this is the land of
youth, as long as you can get away
is,

—

He was to be starred by United
Artists after that series of pictures
with

Norma and Constance.

A young
Rudolph \alentino, had
set the screen on fire with his
Something happened.

Italian,

smouldering love-making. Hollywood went violently Latin lover.
''I couldn't very well be a Latin
lover," Jack e.\plained. "The cut
of my jib was wrong.
My smile
wasn't a bit smouldering, and when
to kiss a lady's hand the

I tried

backof my head looked ridiculous.
So Jack didn't become a star.
Instead he decided to become a
light comedian.
He became popular in that classification,

and

stiil

And, where, oh where, are the
Latin lovers of yester-year? He
made a tremendous impression in
is.

"The Poor Nut."
Jack, with his humanness, was
ideal to characterize theevcry-day
fellow, the plumber, the clerk, the

Maybe Jack is just old Ponce
De Leon who found the fountain

man, and the sailor. But, by
that time, the screen had gone just
as violently something else. Jack
went on, but not as a star.

and didn't tell the Associated Press anything about it,
and got a movie contract anyway.

HEdom

with

it.

ice

of youth,

was climbing toward
at First National

star-

when

the talkie gadget was discovered.
have never become
In the general upset he remained
When he worried about his next job he always
caustic because Jack's pera co-star, but he and Dorothy
put a flower in his buttonhole
formance was so bad, or, on the
Mackaill were just about the most
other hand, they have never
p)opular pair of the talking screen.
torn whole pages from the dictit)nary looking up the spelling
Jack was the first player in the phonoplay to essay a dual
of "transcendentally magnificent."
He always gets good no- role. He played twin brothers in "Dark Streets," and actually
tices.
talked to himself.
Contracts sort of drop in his lap from above. He was with
There have been a few times when he wondered where the
First National for seven years. Now he has a grand contract
next job was coming from.
with Radio. He made ardent love to the Talmadge duo. Norma
"I didn't worry about it," he smiled. "I just put a flower in
and Constance, in the early ly2()'s! He made love to almost
my buttonhole, put on my best suit of clothes if I had such a
all the stellar ladies of the last decade at one time or another
thing, and walked around as if I owned the world. Somehow I
Corinne GrilTith, Bebe Daniels, Florence \idor, Colleen Moore
always got another jol). I've always had a good time. People
and Alice White.
work hard for the future, expecting to live forever. Then they
And, yet, while he has outlasted many stars, he has never
die because they've worked so hard, or they get smacked down
become a star. Only a co-star. Something always seemed to
by a taxi.
happen to prevent actual stardom, but Jack considers himself
Which, in its way, is a pretty good philosophy.
luckv, at that.
With typical modesty he attrib- [ please turn to page 126]
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Don Juan" Busby

up ten
dollars to find that he has
no future with Mary Duncan
gives

In the silences! Dareos, Hollywood soothsayer, looks into the crystal and tells Mary Duncan
that she'll be a Polly Moran. "Wild Mark" Busby looks into the crystal for his ten bucks!
^

frystal-Gazing with
By IVIarqUlS Htisby

to the moment of my date
with Mary Duncan, I and
my other girl friends pro km
had tasted most of the gaudy evening delights of
Hollywood and adjacent parts.
That is to say, I had given up for everv'thing from orchids to
buttercups that I had picked myself in the back lot. We had
eaten caviar and hot dogs, ridden in flivvers and Cords, toyed
with canapes and just plain cans of peas, and attended everything from the fancier theatrical openings to the lower sort of
merry-go-rounds.
But it remained for Mary to think up a new way to knock an
evening on the head.
We went to a high-powered crystal-gazer the kind who can
go into a trance and tell Charlie Chaplin that some day he will
be forty-two years old, and it won't be long, either!

Up

—

I didn't feel it coming on when
Hollywood home.

The

street's

name

that reads "49."
it

"Mark's

'49

I forget,

1

chugged up to Mary's new-

but there's a lighted green sign
of time until some wit calls

Only a question

Camp."

You all know Mary. After a tremendous triumph on the
stage as Poppy in "The Shanghai Costure. " she entered pictures for I'"o.\, and spent a long time in IIoli\ wood. We won't
go into that, for her roles weren't the happiest, being much on
the Theda 15ara order.
Now she's back, free-lancing, with fine parts in "Kismet,"
and "The Boudoir Diplomat," which latter used to be the
charming stage play "The Command to hove." Marv Duncan is off to a better and flying start in pictures. Anil three
cheers for that, because she's almost incredibly good to look at
she's a great actress, and is one of the grandest girls alive!
But to return to the crystals and things.
So I chugged up to "49," where Mary is living w ith her sister.

12

Mary

was dressed way up in G, dean iron
and all.
The magnificent Mary, bless her,
was at least two keys higher— a vision in a long black dinner
gown, pearls thrown in.
A man is more or less than a man if he can remember distinctly what he ate while this lovely girl was on the other side
I

shirt

—

—

of the dining table.
It does seem to me that I remember fried chicken, and coffee
at table and in the living room.
I was really too much taken up with Mary and her interest-

ing conversation to go very ferociously for the victuals.
For Mary is a true woman of the theater, with a great fund
knowledge of its older greats for one so young.

of

SHE

was once Sarah Bernhardt's guest. She studied in Paris
with Yvette Guilbert, one of the greatest artists of our time.
Leo Dietrichstein taught her the business of the stage while
she was his leading woman. And she met Elcanora Duse
met the fragile genius when Duse, as an old woman, was
struggling through her American tour that was to end with her
death in Pittsburgh.

And Mary

sat across from me and talked of these choice
spirit shining in her eyes. She's so vigorously
alive! How could I focus myself on a strawberry tnoiissc!
Well, dinner and tabic talk ended.
Then it was a heigh! and a ho! for the debauchery of the
evening Mary had framed the visit to the soothsayer.
The gentleman we had honored with the privilege of looking
into our futures was Dareos, who for ten years has been peering
at the onrusliing lives of scores of Hollywood's great and neargreat. On our way to the beach where he holds forth (we were
riding in my unbathed chariot and not in Mary's shiny Ford)
she told me of the dozens of visits [ please turn to pace 124 ]
spirits

— HER

—

—

Can You Find

:

the

20
Mistakes
In This Story?
By Harry Lang
OME along, children; take your Auntie Carrie Pastor's
hand, and we'U take a jolly little stroll through the
First National Studio, right down here in the heart of

Hollywood, and watch them put moving pictures into
pretty round cans.
Let's ramble over to Stage 6, where they're shooting " Cimarron," that great epic of the whaling industry. And you needn't
be friglitened, kiddies, because Auntie has you right by the
hand and anyway, though it's a story of adventure on the high
seas, there really aren't any high seas on the stage, so you won't
get wet.

Richard Barthelmess in "Cimarron," that
whaling industry he is
making for Trem Carr Productions

great story of the

Oh, here we are! Now just watch Richard Barthelmess
do his stuff. He's the star in this. And
is. over there

—

there he

there, playing the heroine opposite him.

is

that exquisite blonde,

Joan, you know, is under contract to the Fox
film people, but she's been loaned out for this picture. That's
a practice the big studios have, you know.

Joan Crawford!

in

"The Cohens and

Kellys in Sweden."

And now I suppose you are all wondering just why they're
using three cameras on this scene. Well, .Xuntie's ver\' smart,
and she knows all about it, so she'll let you in on the secret.
This is a Technicolor scene, so they need three cameras one
for each of the primary colors, using color filters over the lens
of each, of course. Then, when they're all done, they print the
red, blue and yellow, you know
three primary colored films
onto one positive film, which makes it all come out in the pretty
colors you see on the screen.
I suppose you're trying to guess who all those people over on
the sidelines are. Well, they're tourists who have come to see
Hollywood. They're allowed into the studios to see how they
make movies, but they have to pay fifty cents apiece to get in.
Like a theater, you know, or a circus.
They should have come with Auntie, the ninnies, because
Auntie's got a swell pull, and she'd have gotten them in free!

—

so smart! If they didn't use them, First National wouldn't
be able to make its Movietone recordings.
Oooh, did you hear what IMr. Mayer said to .\mos and .^ndy?
He said this picture we're watching is going to be bigger and

and greater and more amazing than even "The Big
House," which they made here a couple of months ago. Isn't

better

that thrilling!

Watch now!

Thcv're

OH,

know El Brendal

funny
comedian,
and I bet he's so happy when he
finds someone who can talk to
him in Swedish like that. Listen
to them chatter
dear me, just
like Old Cal York! I'U bet they're
talking about El Brendal's work
Scandinavian

;!

I

is

dialect

—

i

that

RE you movie wise?

See

if

you can find

th e errors of fact in this imaginative

yarn about a studio

visit.

There are

just a

score of errors, so you can keep your own
score by crediting yourself with five points

each misstatement you recogni:e. That
would make 100 points a perfect score.
When you're stumped, turn to the list on
page 140 of this issue, and see which misfor

takes you've missed,

of the

;

—

/TlhU

was one

and Andy. And there, too, is Betty Compson you know,
James Cruze's wife.
What was that you asked? What are those big, bulky
things over the cameras? Why, they're to prevent the whirring
of the cameras from reaching the microphones and interfering
with the recording. They call them "camera grips." .Auntie's

—

look! There's El Brendal.
You know, he's just signed a
five-year contract with First National, the clever fellow.
What's
he doing? Why, he's talking with
that carpenter, and as I live,
they're talking in Swedish. You

It

funniest of the Cohen-Kelly series.
And here comes Louis B. Mayer, the big boss of this First
National lot we're visiting today. Who's that with him? Why,
I recognize them they're those famous Dutch comedians, Amos

if

itching from color to a black-andwhite scene. You can tell that
because the men players are all

changing their shirts and coUais
to ones of the deepest red. See?
That's because red photographs
white even better than white itself, so they use red instead of
white shirts and collars.
that you
WHAT'S
Why, you naughty

said
darlings.

no such thing, and just
fur that, she's going to take you
right home and end this lovely
studio ramble. Come along now!
/\untic's

any.

i
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—

Iwo Boys

^

in
On

"Th

Chester/ On
right, Bob/ Both members of the Hit Club!
left,

is one of the quietest, sanest, most
Hollywood. He's about as " actory " as

Morris, honestly,

normal actors

in

a directory compiler. And this in spite of the fact that
he comes from a theatrical family. When Chet was born
in 1902, it was
his dad was leading man of the Charles

—

—

Frohman Empire Stock Company. In New York. His
mother, stage Etta Hawkins, was a famous comedienne.
So the stage, and the theatrical profession, is his heritage,
and even if he were as temperamental as sixteen Richard
Bennetts, he could be forgiven. But he isn't.

YOUNG Chet trouped

all his life.

—

Tlayed stock, leads,

and all sorts of things even played a vaudeville act
with the rest of the Morris family. Papa Morris wrote it,
and it was good anyway, Chester says. It ran for two
and a half years, in vaudeville, all over the country.
Now anybody that's trouped all over the United States
in a vaudeville act, even with his own family, can appreciate what it means to find himself suddenly famous and
getting more so in pictures. It means a home of one's
own, fairly regular hours, a swell salary and a chance to
live like a normal human being. That's why Chet Morris
is

How

do you

like

Chester Morris'

member, the thing

YEAH,
Chester Morris

is

really

he's a tough Iiombre in

new moustache?
still

"The Big House,"

is

this

guy. Lets lly witli rods in both paws,
calls " Biilt/i" Schmidl, alias Wally Beery, the very
worst words Will Hays will let him use! He's tough, he
is
but don't let it fool you!
The fact is, Percival, that Chet Morris is just a great, big
comfy old family man. He likes to go home from work, peel
off the coat, roll up his shirt sleeves and water the lawn!
Or
maybe fi.\ that shelf that rallies in the dining room cupboard.
He's "cuckoo" about the li'l wife and the kids the one
they've had for a year or two, and the one that's on the way

and

—

—

as this

written.
Yep, just a nice family man who's glad he's graduated from
the stage into pictures because it gives a man a chance for a
little home life now and then.
I le loves to have his friends come
is

around, and

he likes them awfully well, he'll take them out
in the back yard and barbecue some steaks for them on that
rock-salt barbecue gadget he's got rigged up.
You know
broils the steaks, sort of, on rock salt beds. Swell! Some of his
friends much prefer to eat there with him, rather than in his
dining room, because Chet's got trick Holl\wood light effects
in the dining room.
Bob Montgomery, who visits Chet and
his wife with Mrs. Montgomery every now and then, thinks
Chet's crazy to have that row of colored spotlights strung
around his dining room so they shine down on the table and the
diners. Bob says all Chet needs to make it complete is for an
orchestra to play an overture before the meal.

7i

if

so darned

happy

in

Hollywood.

They live simply, even though they have got a grand
home in Whitley Heights, which is one of Hollywood's

Re-

in its infancy

to

1

nicest residential communities. Chet's idea of heaven is
go home and have a few friends in now and then. He doesn't

go for big swanky parties. He'd rather have some close acquaintance in, so he can show the latest snapshots he took of
the youngster, and tell about the cute things the kid did and
said. He's that kind of a father, is Chet Morris.
But listen the funniest part of it all is that he wants to play
Imagine!
the kind of roles A\'illiam Haines plays.

—

CHESTER

has gone a long way in a year and a half. The
boy made a terrific overnight hit in his very first picture
that pioneer talkie melodrama called ''.\libi. '' Roland West,
his director, was his discoverer, and Chester is still under contract to him.
We'll be seeing him soon in another West-directed picture,
"The Bat Whispers. " Between the two jobs for his friend and

Chet has worked

—

many

in

films.

;

'

And always

well!
The last play in which Chester appeared, before his picture
hit in "Alibi," was a melodrama called "Fast Life." Later it
was made into a picture by First National, w^ith Chester in his

boss,

i

original role.

However, in the play several other members of his family
appeared, including his father, William Morris. Now the other
Morrises have gravitated to Hollywood, and his dad's name
appears in the cast of a forthcoming talkie. Oood for son
good for dad. And Chester is strong for his talented family!
One of the happiest young men in pictures, this lad Chet.
And he deserves it!

I

—

—

Who Made Good
l3ig

House

5!)

By

Michael Woodward
BOBknowMONTGOMERY'S
what

in a dilemma. He doesn't
type of roles people want to see him in,
any.
He says opinion seems divided: some
people want to see him in anything at all, and
others don't want to see him in anything at all. So he'll
go on playing the same sort of hodge-podge of this-andthat and everything else that's already boosted his fan
mail into the four-figure-a-week class.
He's a nice fellow. Fresh, but you like him. You think
he's the worst braggart in Hollywood, and maybe he is,
but he has an amazing habit of making good on his boasts.
He likes good acting and hasn't the slightest bit of patience with the sort of people who think it's a cinch. Has
the theory that any character is a good character, so long
if

as

it's

human.

has blue eyes, drives one of these new pint-sized
Austin cars, and wears suspenders. He calls them suspenders, not braces. He wears garters only with evening
clothes, and he likes blues, browns and grays in his neckwear, n you tell him you like the tie he's wearing, he
solemnly unties it, takes it off, and gives it to you. He

He

you to do the same by him.
He has a mania for white shirts. Once he had some
white ones with a faint blue stripe in the fabric. He never
wore one of them. He never wears a hat except in a scene
or in New York, and he likes to spend two months a year
there but can't because he has too many pictures to work
e.xpects

Robert Montgomery
tornado
in.

of

— cocky,

among

them and put

it

confident,

handsome, and a

the ladies, as his mail shows

down.

down and make something

Some day he
of

it.

thinks

He wants

he'll

hold one

to write a novel

got a nice talking voice but he's hell on singing teachers.
HE'S
To date, he's discouraged nine of them and can't sing yet.

but won't because

He

a good automobile driver and has set several road
speed records, but he's always as nervous as a cat when
he's riding with someone else.
He's proud of the fact that so far he's the only actor in Hollywood who hasn't had a sandwich or a salad named after him,
and he still gets a great kick out of his fan mail. He spent the
busiest first year in films ever experienced by any player
twelve roles in his first twelve months! He likes to go to see

thinks he's a writer, business man, athlete and what have
you, but when he cross-questions himself sincerely he admits
that he'd probably be the world's biggest flop at anything outside the theatrical racket. He's tried other things. For three
months he was secretary to a publisher and read everything
they published. He was a machinists' helper in a railroad yard
and used to sleep in the fireboxes of the locomotives that weren't
working. He was a sailor on a tanker for a year and a half
wiper in the engine room. Still believes a wiper in an engine
room is the lowest form of humanity afloat or ashore.
He wrote short stories. He has them in his trunk yet.
He has a dog. It's a wire-haired fox terrier and he calls it
"Hiya. " That's short for How Are You. He had another dog.
It's name was "Goodbye," and it died and made the name
good. While he had it, it was a great asset. Whenever Hob
had unwelcome guests, he'd keep on calling the dog until the
guests took the hint!
He makes a nice salary and has no more sense of economy
about his own money than a Fijian has about astronomy. He
thinks he can give the best advice on economy that anybody
ever heard. He's quite sure that if he put his mind to it, he
could be a great playwright because he gets so many ideas that
they pop in and out of his mind too fast for him to grab one

first

novels are terrible.

HE'S

moving

He

pictures.

rides horses

and thinks he can

ride

any horse

in captivity,

far hasn't failed. He's an airplane pilot.
He doesn't like people with loud voices or the sort of people
who say "smart" things. He says smart things.

and so

You know,

it's

astonishing what the camera and the screen

can do for a boy like IJob Montgomery. It brings a sharp focus
upon his person and personality, bringing out the charm and
good looks that are often diffused and lost on the wider platform of the stage. That was the case with Robert.
On the New York stage Montgomery was just another capable, well-liked, good-looking juvenile. Managers didn't fight
duels over his services— no phalanxes of cooing women fell
swooning at the stage doors when he appeared. Then the camera bore down and the roles got good. And look at Bob now!
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y^hanksgiving Dinner

Mrs. David Blankenhorn (you know her as Irene Rich) allows us to look into her handsome dining
table appointments she prefers. Jane and Frances are shown with their mother

room and see the

MUCH

of the anticipation of a good dinner and the joy
of eating it depends upon attractive table appoint-

ments and
this,

and

is

appearance of her

Every clever housewife knows
always seeking to improve and vary the
The photograph above, showing a

dishes are of plain silver, with only the monogram for decoration.
Small salt dishes are lined with blue glass which is removable
for cleaning. Tiny silver spoons are used with these dishes.
The dinner service is gold and white Leno.x china. The
turkey is always served on a big silver platter.

service.

table.

corner of Irene Rich's lovely dining room and her table service,
is full of helpful ideas that other women can follow.
Miss Rich, who in private life is the wife of David Blankenhorn, of Los Angeles, likes to use a long runner, with plate
doilies. These are of imported Swiss filet lace, monogrammed
with the initials, I. R. Napkins and silver are also mono-

home
the fashionable Wilshire section
THELosBlankenhorn
Angeles. The dining room
furnished
mahogany,
is

in

Chippendale pattern.

The

table centerpiece

is fre-

oranges, grapes, plums, apples,

peaches and bananas, and

The

111.

me

a copy of Photoplay's Famous Cook
Book, containing 150 favorite recipes of the stars.

I

am

enclosing twenty-five cents.

is

by four tall, goldcolored candles in silver
flanked

Here

The Lenox

service plates

The

flat silver is

a hand-

some, antique pattern.
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Nut

we

is

made more elaborate with ad-

Water

goblets,
fruit cocktail glasses and
small plates are of crystal, in
matching design.

which

an unpretentious,
home dinner, which can be

are bordered in French blue
gold.

curtains are gold-colof the
Chinese rug is of the same
gold color, with a border of
blue. Chair seats are upholstered in antique gold cloth.
Miss Rich's Thanksgiving
dinner menu is on the opposite page.
She has given
I'lioToPLAY readers her own

The background

favorite recipes,
print in detail.

holders.

and

is
in
tables are used for serving

ored.

PiioTOPL.w Magazine
919 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago,
Please send

End

tables, or to enlarge the dining table itself.

grammed.
quently a huge bowl of fruit,
as shown in the photograph.
The shallow blue glass bowl
is piled with bright-colored

in

of

ditional courses, at the host-

But the essentials are there
turkey
and cranberry sauce, and all
the trimmings!
ess' discretion.

Be

sure to write

name and address

You may send

either

stamps or

plainly.
coin.

—

CAROLYN VAN WYCK

Irene
with I
The Recipes

Rich
MENU

Oyster Soup
quart oysters. Clean and parboil
Have ready a sauce made of
1 cup milk
tablespoons butler
1 tablespoon flour
Add oyster liquor and let simmer in double boiler. Season
with salt, paprika and celery salt.
Just before serving, add 1 cup hot cream and 1 beaten egg

Celery Hearts

1

2

yolk.

Fruit Cocktail

Oyster Soup

Roast Stuffed Turkey, Giblet Gravy
Candied Sweet Potatoes
Cranberry Sauce
Puree of Spinach
Clover Leaf Rolls

Mashed Potatoes

Puree of Spinach
Clean spinach thoroughly, cook, and rub through sieve. Add
white sauce. Mix well; season with salt and pepper. Garnish
with hard-boiled eggs and fried bread cut in fancy shapes.

White Sauce

for Spinach
tablespoon llour
1 cup cream
Rub butter and flour together to a smooth paste; bring cream
blended.
thoroughly
mi.xture
until
stir
in
paste
to boil and

3 tablespoons butter

1

Cranberry

California

Pudding

Coffee
Stuffed Dates and Raisins

Jelly

cups of boiling water add 4 cups of cranberries, and boil
Rub through sieve; let
cups sugar and cook
five minutes longer. Turn into molds, and chi
Serve on slices of orange around turkey on platter

To

2

—

about five minutes.
until tender
come to a boil again. Then add 2

Candied Sweet Potatoes
Cook 6 or

8 potatoes in salt water.
Drain; cut potatoes in half lengthwise, and put in buttered pan.
a syrup of
^i cup light brown sugar
yi cup water
2 large tablespoons butter
Pour syrup over potatoes. Cook
in slow oven until brown, basting

»Make
frequently.

Turkey Dressing
loaf of bread, toasted and cut in
small pieces.
Fry a little onion in butter; add
1 cup celery, cut in small pieces,
1

2 tablespoons chopped parsley.
until well mixed; then add
pork sausages cut in small pieces.
Season with salt and pepper and
poultry seasoning to taste.

and

Cook

six

California

Mix

Pudding

cup sugar
'
2 cup butter
Add 1 cup milk
1 cup cracker crumbs
1 cup prunes, cooked and
1

cut in SBiall pieces

cup walnuts
Whites of 2 eggs, beaten stiff
Steam two hours, and serve with
maple sauce.
1

Maple Sauce
Beat 2 egg yolks.
Add 1 cup
maple syrup. Boil in double boiler
until thick.

When

cool,

cream and

1

add

1

cup whipped

teaspoon flavoring.

PHOTOPLAY'S photographer follows Irene Rich right out into the
kitchen where she is supervising the last minute touches to turkey
and dinner. Real housewives always want to have "a finger in the
pie," no matter how competent the cook may be
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G/urs
for the

Fair
Bell
fitted

sleeves,

semi-

lines,

three-

quarter length and

flared bottom all
stamp Myma Loy's
beige broadtail evening coat as new this
season.
Luxuriously
collared with brown
fox

Either
sets

Loretta
off

this

Young
ermine

wrap, or the coat sets off
Loretta's young loveliness.
Anyhow, they

make an

eye-filling ensemble. The shawl coland wide sleeves are
good, and the three-

lar

quarter

length

is

par-

ticularly attractive

over

Loretta's
ankle-length
satin gown

75

This jaunty hip-length
is
one of the
smartest of the season's
little wraps for formal
wear. Straight lines and
the tailored collar add
swagger to the elegance
of ermine. Bess Schlank
designed it for Bebe
jacket

Daniels, to give warmth
without hiding too much
of the lovely

neath

gown beit

:

Photoplay Magazine for Novembkr, 1930
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Mr*. I%e^iiiai€l VaiiJeroilt
ciccLciMaaS

,y'lci\iS

tWv

'b^^amt^^

cia/u)

h£.h^

eJiZe^

Nee Oi-ORTA Morgan and
married at eighteen to
the second son of the late

Cornelius Vanderbilt,
Mrs. Reginald Vanderbilt
lived as a girl in Spain,

Holland, ' Kngland and
France and since her husband'sdeath has returned
to

make her home

i

n Paris

F.AUTY

.

.

.

B' the poise of

with

of her skin, smooth as gardenia petals,

all

a grande

lustrous as pearls.

slim youth in
old regime
Inevitably
subtly simple French frocks
Mrs. Reginald Vanderbilt has captivated

"Even in Paris," she says, "I still use
Pond's ... for not even the beauty-wise
French make anything to compare with

Paris society!

the famous Two Creams! And the new
Cleansinc Tissues and Skin Freshener are

dame of the

.

.

.

.

.

.

Pearls are her jewels and the gardenia
these accent the whiteness
her flower
.

.

in line

.

".\11

with advanced French ideas.

my

congratulations to Pond's!"

chantinc peach-color now as well as white.
7/,/;v/_Pat cleansed skin briskly with
Pond's Freshener to close and reduce
pores, tone

and

firm.

Smooth on Pond's Vanishing
Cream for powder base, protection, ex/.rt.f/—

quisite finish.
^-//^^rtV/OTtf— Cleanse immaculately with
Cold Cream and wipe away with Tissues.

Follow the four steps of Pond's Method

During
cleansing,

the

day

—

first,

for

thorough

Send

amply apply Pond 's Cold Cream

several times, always after exposure. Pat
in with upward, outward strokes, waiting
to let the fine oils sink into the pores,

I

Off

for Pond's Four Preparations

I*o\u's
I

1

Extract Compa.vv, Dept. L
New York City

4 Hudson Street

....

and

float the dirt to the surface.
Exquisite women entrust their skin to Pond's four
preparations
famous Two Creams, super-absorbent Cleansing Tissues, bracing Skin Freshener,
.

.

—

Second Remove with Pond's Cleansing Tissues, super-absorbent, in an en-

.

I

you write 10 adToniscrs please mention

rnOTOPL.\Y MAG.\

Tight, l*jio, I'ond'ei

Ex

—

Reeling Around
w t th

Leo n ard
Hall

Now

that silence is essential on talkie
stages, "yes men"
have this new

method

The Old

Sundae." Why particularize? Friday the 13th would do me!
Free suggestion for some film comic if he wants to make a

Director

Twenty years showing them

hoiv

—

.

Struggling through laughter ami tears;
Twenty years mopping his brow

And fighting

.

.

comedy to follow the Amos and Andy
"Check and Rubber Check."

short

Title

through fusses and fears-

Gag
Hearing the laughter nf fools,
Going ahead with his job
Sharpening his cinema tools
That fashion the hearts of the mob!

of the

Month Club

—

—

This month's prize a cancelled invitation to ride on Jack
Barrymore's yacht— must go to the New Yorker.
A picture author was reading his script to the producer.
He came to a line "Chester, you are a buffoon!"
"Whoa," yelled the magnate. "We'll have to change that.
Maybe a sailor would know what a buffoon is, but not the
average feller in the street."

—

Laughed at, derided, rejected.
Turning at last on the ring!
Doing the trick least expected

—

Making a

picture.

"Why

sailors?" asked the dumbstricken author.
"They're always running into them, ain't they?" shot
back the producer. "Whirlwinds— cyclones buffoons!"

masterly thing!

—

"Abraham Lincoln" a

glory,

Now

he glows happily when
reads the same twenty-year story

He

"GrijTith has

done

it

—

Getting Personal

again!"

Una Merkel, who gives such a tender performance as Aiui
Rutledge in "Abraham Lincoln," is no stranger to the camera.
Some eight years ago she "stood in" for Lillian Gish in Griffith
and had tests of her own, too.
Perhaps by the
.
time this gets out Natalie Moorhead and Alan Crosland, the
director, will be married.
Both have been divorced.
Helen Ferguson, widow of William Russell, is to marry Richard
Hargrave, Beverly Hills bank president, it is reported
pictures,

No Malice
This department

is

who wandered

for the feature picture.

of the lady

who

.

.

.

And

to the

A't'if

wanted so much

said she

liW-t/- for the tale

to visit a

Gotham

speakeasy as she had heard they were a lot better than the oldfashioned silent movies.
Late in the summer New York
newspapers carried stories that a ferry boat captain had seen a
big whale in the harbor. The next night " Woby Dick" opened
on Broadway. Three newspaper editors had strokes and one
press agent died of laughter.
Will Rogers' present contract gets him $25,000 a week while working. All Bill
wants out
of life is a little gum and enough rope. ... An Indian
singer
named Chief Yowlachc is working in a Paramount picture,
which gives us fans a new disease we can suffer from when these
boilermaker baritones bear down. " How's your old yowl-ache
tonight?"
With the eye-punching mania at its peak in
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Hollywood restaurants, close observers are inclined to just call
them whoopee socks. ... Old Mclntvre, the svndicate columnist, says that a London soda fountain offers "Greta
Garbo

80

.

.

indebted to some genius for the story of
into New York's famous All-Newsreel Theater and was found there three weeks later still waiting
the Scotsman

.

.

.

New York

is to have a theater named for the late Jeanne
Eagels.
]Mr. and Mrs. Bryant Washburn are expecting an
early call from the widely and favorably known stork. This is
the second Mrs. Wasiiburn, you remember.
Hollywood
.

.

.

.

.

.

to move to Broadway early in the FaU.
Ina Claire,
Fredric March, Mary Brian, Stanley Smith, Nancy Carroll,
Colleen Moore and Virginia Valli were all prominently seen at

seemed

theatrical

first

nights.

.

.

.

Now

quite widely reported that the

estrangement of Gloria Swanson and Henri, her marquis, has
grand publicity gag for her new picture, "What a
Widow."
Paul W. Panzer recently asked to be declared
bankrupt, out in Los Angeles. That name will be remembered
by veteran fans. Fifteen years ago he was prominent, often as
a menace in serials.
Another sad chapter in the life of a
lad who didn't stand prosperity. The wife of James Murray
sues him for divorce in Hollywood, charging cruelty. He's the
boy who had the chance of a lifetime as King Vidor's protege,
just been a
.

.

.

.

and who did

excellent

.

.

work

in

"The Crowd."

...now watch US

'^iti^--

/i^c>^/e
Just think
as

you

a TTliJtfeju ^VVjcul

how one would

bite

through

it

.

.

.

taste!
its

That

flavor telling of fresh

and delicious jnalted mi\k. Topping

chewy caramel; and

slightly

center, barely crumbling

that, the

then, outside of

sweet milk

golden layer of just
all,

that rich

brown

coating of wonderful, pure milk chocolate. What a rare combination

how satisfying, when you crave good candy.
imagine how good one would taste right this minute!

of goodness, and

Oh boy
MARS,

.

.

.

INC., 2019-2059

NORTH OAK PARK AVENUE, CHICAGO

.

They gave
THAT'S

.

^l/isiv

WHY THEY COT THERE. ...SO QUICKLY

LAWRENCE TIBBETT
Programs rustle
"Who is Tibbett?"
Then comes a voice of molten
.

.

.

.

.

gold, clear, pulsing, tender, stirring
like

.

.

Diamond Horseshoe"

''The

bleachers.

cheers
Bravos.

Encores.

Flowers. Speeches.

A

quick triumph for Lawrence
Not at all! Nature gave him

Tibljett?

that glorious voice.

why OLD GOLD makes no

That's

claims ... of factory skill
processes.

...

or secret

For Nature alone deserves

the credit.

The

fertile

simply produced better

soil

sun, the rain, the

tobaccos. That's
thrill

your

GOLDS
From an

taste.

give

you

why OLD GOLDS
That's why OLD
throat-ease.

"off-stage voice" to a star in

the opera, concert, "talkies," that's

what Nature did for Tibbett. From a
tyro-brand to a great success. That's

what Nature did for

M,,//

aim:
came

.>:.)

r,

,,„,/.

n-ivk"

/.. TMrii.oir-si„i:
.

.

.

But

OLD GOLD

his ihanci

the opera "Kalstafl." In

1

it

iiiiiuilfs lie saiij; his

liay,

way

to fame,

lirst

November

appoan-.l

..n

1I,,|K„,„mI

90 .lays
was one of the four most popular brands

'•lots,"

in

OLD GOLD.

among

9, l')26.

In just

the celebrities of the screen.

thuusanils thrill to his '-talk

BETTER

TO R A C C O

S

N

( )

T

C O V G H

IN

C A R

LOAD

It's

Clara's

Birthday!

TT may

'

be Clara's twenty-fifth birthday, but

show must go on! This was snapped at
Paramount the day the sorrel-top reached the
quarter of a century mark. Frank Tuttle directs
Clara and Ralph Forbes in a scene for her new film
the

83
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Why

LORETTA YOUNG,

G

some

iris

appeal-

star, says:
ing First National
satisfactory.
"1 find it so very

'Wh,

KHEN a girl is fascinating," says
dainty Alice White, whose vibrant charm
carried her so swiftly to stardom on the
screen,

"you may be

Her.r^/«

is

sure of one thing.

lovely!

"Beautiful skin always attracts. It
most important charm,

certainly the

is

it

seems to me, that any girl can have.
"In Hollywood, you know, the directors all found out long ago that if a girl is
to win millions of admirers on the screen,
her skin must have that peach-bloom
smoothness that is so ravishing.

"The

glaring close-up lights would re-

veal even the slightest imperfection in the
And so, of course, every star in

skm.

Hollywood guards her complexion most
carefully.

"So when
Soap almost

—

we think

it

I

say we use Lux Toilferi
of us you may be surcil
a splendid soap. Such/

—

a'll

is

soothing lather, and
exquisitely

"It

is

it

leaves the skin

smooth and

so-.

soft.

such a simple way co keep theii
Any girl can follow it, with,

skin lovely!

the same good results."

Hollywood — Broadway

— Europe

9 out of 10 lovely stars use

Of

the

521

it

important Hollywood ac-

AILEEN PRINGLE, in the bathroom
created in Hollywood especially for
her slim beauty. "Smooth skin is a
screen star's most priceless possession,"
she says. "Lux Toilet Soap keeps

mine petal-smooth."

Lux
Every advertisement In

ruOIOrjLAY MAGAZINE

Is

guaninlccd.
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X^nchanting

so

are

8s

as explained
to

Katherine Albert

by

ALICE WHITE,

the tiny First National
whose charm has proved irresistihie to
thousands, has a skin of such breath-taking
loveliness that even glaring close-up lights
reveal not the tiniest flaw. In her luxurious bathroom she uses Lux Toilet Soap,
and says: "It is a splendid soap. SucFi
It gives my skin that
soothing lather!
peach-bloom smoothness that is so impor-

star

tant to a girl's charm.
it simple to get the

find

And any
same good

girl will

results."

Photo by Elmer Fryer, Hollywood

tresses, including all the stars,
51

1

care tor their skin regularly

with Lux Toilet Soap. So enthusiastic are they that it has been made the
officiai soup in all the great film studios.

On Broadway

so

many

stage stars are

devoted to Lux Toilet Soap that it is
found in the dressing rooms of legitimate theaters all over the country 71
of the 74 in New York!

—

And even in Europe— in France, in
England, in Germany the screen stars
use it to keep their skin always lovely.

—

You will be delighted with the velvety
smoothness this tragrant white soap gives
your skin. Order several cakes
today.

—

DOROTHY

MACKAILI.,

Firs.t

National star, is one of the 51 Hollywood actresseswho arc devoted tol.ux
Toilet Soap.
"I never found a betier
way to care for my skin," she says,
"and it is so daintily white and
1

fragrant!"
riiotoby HiioIJ Dean Carscy, UoUyivooJ

Toilet Soap
When

Luxury such as you have found

SW
Now

only in fine French soaps at

and $1.00

you wrllo to advertisers please mention

the cake

rilOTOPLAV MACVZINE.
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QUICK success at 21

;

a

-sudden swoop downward toward failure at 22;
and a hard-won place near
the top again at 23. That's
Sue Carol's motion picture
history.

As Evelyn Lederer she
went to Hollywood from
Chicago for a visit a few
years ago and crashed the
movies without even halftrying. She made a hit in

"Soft Cushions" with
Douglas MacLean in 1927,
later signing with Fox.

Then Sue and Nick
Stuart, who played young
lovers in Fo.x pictures, were
married, secretly for a
time._

Maybe

their

fans

lost interest when the reported romance was known
to have terminated in com-

monplace matrimony. The
Fox company, at any rate,
lost interest in Sue as a box
office bet. They gave her a
part secondary to Dixie
Lee in "The Big Party,"
followed by six months of
poor

stories.

And

then, her darkest
hour right at hand, her
contract with Fox completed, Radio Pictures cast
her opposite Arthur Lake
in a picture that just suited

her.
Their faith justified,
they signed her to a longterm contract.
Sue's climbing to more

substantial success. Good
luck to a good trouper!

86
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a clear jkin
a ououai

C^narm
This great saline
sensible

offers the

route to fresh,

most

natural

A

glass

and

of

it

efficient in its effects.

in the

morning sweeps

away poisons and wastes. It tones your
system and renews your charm. Physi-

loveliness
her quest for beauty every woman
INtakes
note of each aid that the cosmetician's art can lend her.

in its price

And

American and European, have
long recommended drinking saline
cians, the

waters for internal cleanliness. Regu-

oal Hepatica

comple.xion.

creams and honest lotions can and do
keeping the cheek supple and

is

But good creams cannot do everyand here is one simple beaurj' se-

kow

No,

good

rheumatism,

for

bottle

of

Sal Hepatica today.

how much

for

remote,

detail

when you

"To

of her youth," which

how

Clarice
tells in

to follow the saline path to

exuberant health and beauty.

•

that simple little bottle

of Sal Hepatica is plain

one whole
you feel,

better

your complexion improves. Send

in quest

get rid of bodily poisons.
Costly.'

so

the coupon for free booklet,
that the eye will sparkle,

much more

By

helps your

gets at the trouble by

internally clean

week. See

internally clean

the skin will be clearer, the feeling of

age

is

it

Get a

with a good saline like Sal Hcpatica.

You will find

why

Keep

double their power to make

— keep

It

it

indigestion, colds, constipation, etc.

thing,

attractive

the efficient American

eliminating poisons and acidity. That

the contours firm.

you

is

equivalent of the European spas.
clearing your bloodstream,

pure

assist in

cret that will

they send their patients to the

larly

famous spas and springs of Europe.

*

•

Bristol-Myers Co., Dept. G-UO, 71 Wesc St.. N.Y.
Kindly send me the free booklet, "To Clarice in quest
of her youth," which explains the many benefits of

in its dress, small

Sai Hepatica.

Sal Hcpatica

Name
Street_

City
rite to

adTerU-wrs please meDtlon I'lIOTOl'LAT

MAG.VZINE.
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Divorces
in

One

Picture

Hany Myers
years ago Herr Ernst Lubitsch, the master director
the Fatherland, made a brilliant, stinging little
picture called "The Marriage Circle."

SIXfrom

It opened up a new line of thought on the screen, and
it to pieces.
It was one of the very first photoplays
to treat marital monkey-business in the continental manner

critics kissed

that

hand

is,

with a wink instead of with a tear, or a revolver in the

of a jealous spouse.

So American picture fans rejoiced, enjoying this roguish,
smart little film from the Lubitsch set at the Warners' studio.
But this charming little movie seemed to be loaded with
dynamite for the si.x excellent ladies and gentlemen who played
the leading roles.

For them it was in reality the fatal "Wedding Circle."
Every one of them, in the months and years that followed,
heard their romances blow up with a crash of thunder!
A year after Florence \idor was hymned for her work in the
film, she divorced King Vidor.
Marie Prcvost, already a
divorcee, married and then divorced Kenneth Harlan.
Monte Blue came into the cast after being divorced from his
first wife in 1923.
In 1927 it was Adolphe Menjou's turn, when
he and his first wife were legally sundered.

88

Creighton Hale

In October, 1924, Creighton Hale's spouse sued him for
divorce. And in 1924 Harry Myers and his first wife were
parted by court decree.
Most of the sextette have tried again, and with better fortune,
up to now. Florence \idor and Jascha lleifetz, Monte Blue
and Tova Jansen, Menjou and Kathryn Carver all seem to
be doing well.
But you can't convince the Hollywood superstitionalists that there wasn't a curse on " The Marriage Circle

—

!

divorce record
THE
and perfectly topped only recently.

of this fizzy little film

was rounded

—

—

off

Lubitsch himself for years a happily married man was
separated legally from his wife. The breaking of that tie was
one that had Hollywood winging and wondering for weeks.
Ernst is living the life of single blessedness or cussedness
again, and "The Marriage Circle" has finally polished off the
last of its matrimonial victims.
Well, perhaps things work by opposites. Perhaps a bachelor
director should make one called "The Divorce Circle" with a
cast of single young folks. Then, following the superstition, he
and the whole troupe would be happily married o£I in the course
of a year or two!

—
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The

price is important—
but the Quality— voi the
price— has held CoUate
leadership for 30 years.

C

lOLGATE

announces the ac-

ceptance of Colgate's Ribbon Dental

Cream by

the Council on Dental Therapeutics of

the

American Dental Association.

Be guided

in

your choice

of a toothpaste

by the

acceptance of the Council on Dental Therapeutics.

Use Colgate's

— not

only the largest-selling
toothpaste in the world — but a toothpaste
recommended by dentists for more than a
quarter of a century.
Colgate's cleans teeth safely;
safe cleansing agents.

the

It

mouth refreshed and

Colgate's

is

it

contains only

leaves the teeth clean;
pleasant-tasting.

used by more people than any

other dentifrice.

COLGATE'S RIBBON DENTAL CREAM

Whfn

you write

ntlon

rilOTOPLAY IIAGAZIXE.

Irving Lippinan

LJICRE'S a new one! When the cares of parenthood gi'ow irksome,
^ -'•Jijhn and Dolores Barrymore now retreat to their new trophy house.
It is crammed to overflowing with furred, feathered and scaled victims
of the Barrymore prowess with rod and gun.
Here you see Jack resting
on a crocodile and patting a defunct cat, while Dolores fondles one of
the family pets stuffed only, to date, with dog biscuit and a bone

—

90
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^My

solution to the prob'

letn

of cleansing wilhmit

— Palmolivp.
I feel especially

irritation is

Soap

.

,

.

safe in using and recommending I'almolive, because I know that no oils
are use<l in it except vegetable oils."

kfi^Q'^^ M-tyu*^

Ann interview with Marguerite Hoare, ofLondon
on
Why

I

soap

tlie

is

by adviser to

relation of soap to beauty

essential— and

women

WHEN women
choose

strange

some

city,

a

they

of importance
beauty expert in a

make

theit choice

with

gates consulted

Who

women

in diplomatic

is

"My

took care

circles.

rough-

—Palmsoap to use — bland,

Palmolive

is

is

a delightful

properties.

.

and

was the

answer.

Miss Hoare's salon

answered

Thitwia-dailycltamws should ccruiU of
vtaiiaze with a rich
tatherofPalmolivtand

soothing and gentle.
Yet its soft lather has
wonderful cleansing

they asked.
"Marguerite Hoarc, of

Mayfair,"

.

solution to the problem of

olive Soap.

tinguished British fami.

.

When the wrong soap

used, one suffers dryness,

cleansing without irritation

dors and ladies of dis-

.

.

and diplomatic

ness, irritation, injured skin texture.

of the wives of ambassa-

lies?

social

disfigurements.

During the Naval Confer-

care.

ence in London, the wives of the dele-

circles.

which soap to choose

of exclusive

carries

It

by thonu&h rinjjng.

softens

away

all

Palmolive Soap and

impurities from the

into the skin.

pores.

Now, rinse oflF
warm water, then

"I feel especially safe

at

in

19 South Wolton Street
one of the world's im-

warm uater, followed

using and

recom-

mending Palmolive,
because I know that no
Wrva ofamhaaadon and ditlinguished
portant beauty shops.
membtn o/sotieiy come to Miis tioan
oils are used in it
Here, Miss Hoare relor adviu and beauty irealmtnts.
except vegetable oils."
cently gave an inters'iew
The Palmolive method of home
on home beauty methods that will be
cleansing is so easy to follow. Here it
of genuine interest to every woman.
is, as outlined by the leading beauty
itot enough soap and water is
specialists all over the world:
used," said this prominent expert, "one
First, massage a rich lather of
risks oiliness, blackheads and similar

the soap with plenty of
colder and colder, until

This Palmolive cleansing

is

the method

advised by Marguerite Hoare of London,

who
all
is

advocates and uses Palmolive Soap in

The same method
recommended today by 23,723 beauty
her beauty treatments.

experts

world,

all

who

over

the

in all their

experience have found

•••tSfu/#7

no better, safer method.

PALMOLIVE RADIO HOUR-Broadcast

every Wednesday night-from 9:30 to 10:}0 n. m.. Eastern tune;
8:30 to 9;30 p.m.. Central time; 7:30 to 8:30 p. m.. Mountain time; 6:30 to 7: 50 p. m. Pacific Coast time—ovei
and 39 stations associated with The National Broadcasting Coinpany.

WEAF

When

water tenderly

your skin aaually tingles.

is

"When

warm

sou write to advtrtliidrs please mention rllOTOPL.VY .\iAG.\ZINE.

Rtlail Price
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COMMUNITY PLATE
presents I he
new, breath-taking beauty comes to Silverware,
the serene loveliness of
style-spirit.

given a
to the

Even the

new and

its lines, it

of her modern taste and charm.
designs in

The JVoBlesse is

appointment of her table
It

maybe

COMMUNITY PLATE,

MoLlcsse. In

new

m which the design is wrought has been

matchless enrichment -PATINE*
In the

The

attains an inspired expression of the

lovely surface

Modern Hostess.

in

it

styled

a revelation

is

obtained, with other distinguished

wherever

fine silver is sold.

HndraJBTSISXELi

Every adtcrtlscmcnt In

PIIOXOPLAY MAGAZINE

Is

guaranteed.
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*PATINE

IS

a precious enrichment of

beautiful surfaces, achieved
secret

alchemy of nature.

chiefly in rare old

by the

It is

works of

art

found

— fine

cabinet work, bronzes, priceless vases,

and old paintings. Community crafts-

men have

perfected in their labora-

tories an exclusive

and costly process

which achieves a Patine

finish.

^isijsgisaraitaiggHgfigi^

lig

In

complete services for eight, $48.00; for

Teaspoons are $4.00

six,

$36.50.

for six.

When you wrllo

lo advertisers please mention

-v^.^;
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E urope
BY

the time

I

avorite./

s

arrived

I

woke up

to this terrible fact in the

Europe last spring
was convinced that
Greta Garbo is the
most famous woman in the

Alps. We happened to meet three Swiss
boys and started to talk. I told them I
was from Hollywood. Smugly I waited
for the burning question, "Do you know

world.

Garbo?"

had begun on the boat.
I went over, in pursuit of
my duty as a fashion designer in Hollywood, on a

"You know everybody in Hollywood? " they asked. I blushed modestly
and admitted that I did.
"Ah," they said.
"And don't you want to know about
the stars? " I went on. " Shall I tell you
about Garbo?"

in
I

It

German

The second

liner.

day out I was having my
nails done when the manicurist asked where I came
from.

I said,

A smile passed across their faces.
" Garbo? Yes, we like her.
But the

"California."

"San Francisco?" she

star we'd love to

know everything about

— Mickey Mouse!''

asked.

is

"No," I replied, "Hollywood."
"Hollywood! Do you know any of
the movie stars?"

was ruined. I did not know Mickey
Mouse and instead of being a sensation, I
was spurned.
Instead of being the
"man who knew Garbo," I was "the
man who did not know Mickey." It was
I

admitted that I knew a few.
"Tell me," she said, a tremor of suppressed excitement coming into her
I

thus all over Europe.
In London a Ruth Chatterton picture
was playing at one of the biggest
theaters.
Her name was in lights, but
above it in letters live times as big was

"Do you know

Greta Garbo?"
I should have known better, but I
answered, "\'ery well. She has been
voice,

at

my home for dinner."
Shortly afterwards I picked up

"A Mickey Mouse Comedy."

my

In Berlin one theater advertised for

By

Howai'd
Greer

mangled

right

hand and departed.

The manicurist was

lying

swoon.
This made

in a

me believe that I'd have a swell time in Europe.
of myself at Buckingham Palace announcing
one of the king's gcntlemcn-in-waiting that I knew Garbo.
This would, I felt sure, admit me to the throne room. I felt
that, perhaps, I'd become known throughout the Continent as
"the man who knows Garbo." I prepared to be the sensation
I

had a vision

to

There were
feature, "Five Mickey Mouse Pictures."
hundreds standing in line waiting to get in.
In out of the way towns in the south of France I found
Mickey Mouse comedies. Tucked away off the highways in
Spain were Mickey Mouse comedies.
They speak of him as " Mickey," as they once called Charles
Chaplin " Chariot."
Undoubtedly Garbo is the best known woman in the world.
its

know anything about Hollywood. I have fitted the most
famous figures in the world. The most important beauties have
been in my shop. But Hollywood's favorite son, the star who
creates the most interest abroad, is unknown to nic. I'm as

But Mickey Mouse is her European rival for popularity.
The tragic part, personally, is that I couldn't answer their
questions. I did not know how Mickey came into being. I
know now. Upon my return to Hollywood I went to the Walt
Disney studios and got acquainted with Mickey. I may go to
Europe again and I don't want to be the social outcast I was

crushed as a

this time.

of Europe.

But here you

see a

man broken

in spirit.

don't

94

tulle scarf after a party.

I

have returned.

I
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Instant
Think of

death to germs of disease!

—

it!
a nonpoisonous mouth wash
absolutely harmless,

by repeated tests made under
methods employed at Job ns Hopkins,
Pennsylvania, and Yale Universities.

it.

Gargle every 2 hours

curately recorded).

Now you

millions.
is

This has been clearly demonstrated

cides, yield to

pleasant to taste, healing
to tissue ; yet uilh power
to destroy germs by the

Such

Lister-

ine kills them in counts
ranging to 200,000,000 in
15 seconds (fastest killing time science has ac-

can under-

stand why full strength
Listerine is so successful
in guardingagainst colds,
sore throat, and other

Listerine, for

years the outstanding antiseptic and germicide for oral hygiene.
fifty

Why,

a habit of using full strength
Listerine as a mouth wash and gargle

every night and morning. This treatment under normal conditions of
health is considered sufficient to keejj

also, it

mouth germsunder control and main-

combats these diseases
once they have gained a

tain a clean and healthy condition
in the oral tract.

infections.

Every type of dangerous germ swiftly succumbs to it. Among them
are the Streptococcus

Make

foothold.

When, however, you have

Heniolyticus, the organReduces mouth germs
for SORE THROAT
ism associated with sore
987o
throat. Micrococcus Catarrhalis (caThe moment Listerine enters the
tarrh) found frequently with colds,
mouth it attacks the
and the Pneumococcus (pneumonia). millions of bacteria
breeding there
kills
Enemy of infection
them outright. The
Even Staphylococcus Aureus (pus) number of bacteria on
and Bacillus Typhosus (typhoid), the surfaces of the
germs specified for test purposes be- mucous membrane is
cause of their resistance to germiactually reduced 98%.

—

GARGLE
EVERY 2
HOURS

Listeriine

•

safe
ife- non
•

-

poisonous
i

adtertlsera please meotlon

a cold

or sore throat consult your doctor
and increase the frequency of the
gargle to once every two hours.

PnoTOPLAT MAGAZINE.

Thus you give nature
an extra attacking force
needed when body resistance is low, to keep
disease germs under
control. Lambert Pharmacal Company,

St.

Louis, Mo., U. S. A.

KILLS

200,000,000

GERMS

IN

15

SECONDS

A

Pair of

Jacks/
96

"Y^ES, and they're both Gilbert! At the left is
a young and earnest John Gill)ert, evidently
about to do battle for JMarjorie Wilson, his partner of twelve years ago. The scene's from an
early Triangle Kay Bee picture, when Jack had
just graduated into small parts.
The other is
with Leila Hyains in his new talkie, "Way for
a Sailor." Behold the same Gilbertian eyes!
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Perf,ume
tauent

me

tne secret ol Yoiitn

.

says

LiLA Lee
First National Star

YOUTH -wliat
age:

^o — i

.

.

a

.

once

tlioueJit tliat

nelore 1 kne'w^

.

.

.

.

.

.

about oeven-

Oeventeen — you ve seen

teen.
It:

An

{s it?

number ol years;

Worn

On, you

It:

must!

A glorious Iragrance, like iiotning else

Oeventeen!

at

.Seventeen
a

Xoittii s

captured

worn

except pernaps

.

possamer lancies

tliose
lias

.

.

•

.

•

rose-colored dreams,

those

.

.

.

mood ...
.

one

.

took
tnat

be re-

to

triumpliantly

.

.

.

me

teacn

to

.

It

A

lorever,

1 like!

loiletries near

Juiglit

tne Iracrance ol

Oeventeen

TU

Perfume

.
.
in a
French-cut jl aeon, so smart
Compact
(single
, .
A.
or
Jouhh) u,l,lck may he
cnangtil into a ioose-powdtr
compact. A. Face Powder
.

.

insuhllevouthfuhlaJts.A
Dusting Pou../<T
ihat
makes your hath luxurious.
Toilet Water
A Talcum.
.

%

.

.

A

so refreshing. Two
,
BriUantine,
.
solid or
.
liquid.
Sachet
the
.

.

.

.

A

way
clothing and
I'trrect

.

.

to scent one*a
lingerie.

Pictured at the left are
Seventeen Perfume, Seventeen Sachet, and Seventeen

Face Powder.
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is

calls a " bum's Iwrs d'ocmrc."
a soda cracker, lightly buttered and
sprinkled with pepper. The color of the pepper
is a matter of individual choice.

what he

It's

yOUNG DOUG FAIRBANKS and Director
•'Herbert Brenon tangled temperaments at
Radio Pictures' lot not so long ago and that's
the RE.VL reason why you'll not see young
Doug playing the lead in "Beau Ideal," which

—

is

a sequel to "Beau Geste."
Doug had been working two days on

the pic-

when it was suddenly announced that he
had been "recalled" by First National, which
had loaned him to Radio. The reason for the
alleged recall was that Dick Barthelmess was
to begin work at once on a new flying picture
in which Doug was to play second lead.
But that was just studio twaddle.
The real reason was that Brenon and Doug
couldn't get along.
Doug, headed for early
stardom at First National, had his own definite
ideas of how to play the role of " Beau Ideal."
Brenon, on the other hand known all over
Hollywood as one tough director and hard to
work for wasn't going to let any "fresh young
upstart," star-bound or no, tell him how to
handle his end of things. At least, that's the
way both of them looked at it. So Brenon,
it's said, proceeded to ride young Doug. And
young Doug wasn't taking any riding.
And so somebody else is "Beau Ideal" and
j'oung Doug and Herb Brenon are both satisture

—

—

lied.

—

As for the Barthelmess air picture
be made, as a sort of sequel to "The
Patrol." Young Doug'U be in it, big.

it will

Dawn

r\LGA

BACLANOV.V had a baby. You all
^-^know that by now. Only a few days after
the happy event, they were sitting in the
hospital gloating over the thing, Olga and
Two
folk

generations of film

meet

in court

— Mary

Pickford to have the name
of her niece changed from

Mary to Gwynne, fouryear-old Jean Rickert to
have a movie contract approved by the law. Little
Jean is made up as Ruth
Taylor, the blonde recently preferred as a wife

hubby Nick Soussanin, and talking over what
they wanted the boy-child to be.
" \n actor!" said Papa, of course.
"No," countered Olga, "I would like him to
be president of the United States 1''
Piker!

!

!

AND as the Hollywood party ended,

and folks were saying goodbye, if
able, the young man sez to the caloric

by Paul Zuckermaa

blonde, he says: "Well,
glad to have pet you."

goodbye;

A

S THIS is rushed to press by eight strong
-*»-boys, Walter Winchell says, in the A .i'
l"i>r^ Mirror, that Betty Compson and Hugh
Trevor, the Radio Pictures juvenile, were
secret!)' married some time ago. Confirmation
is lacking, up to now. So you can take your
Winchell or leave him. So many do!
i

T .\WRENCE TIBBETT
'^are being co-starred
.Another actor has a

in

and Grace Moore

"New Moon."

fairly

good

role in the

picture.

His name

John's married! The
handsome young British
actor, John Garrick,
whose good looks won him

many feminine friends in
"The Sky Hawk" and
"Song O'

My Heart," was

recently married to pretty

Harriet Bennett, of San
Francisco. And here's the
happy couple, snapped a

minute after the ceremony

is

EDDIE

.\dolphe Menjou.

CANTOR,

in a

gloomy

mood, opined business was so bad
were laundering their

that restaurants

paper napkins.

RUDY

Y.VLLl'E seems to be in something
jam, as this is written, but it may turn
out nothing but publicity horse-feathers.
.Agnes McLaughlin, a Broadway show girl,
has filed papers asking S200.000 breach of
( PLEASE TITO! TO PAGE 101 ]
of a
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"Mis Simplicify'sculptures the figure to perfect
princess lines... The secret of this garment's

unique moulding qualities
straps

lies

and button

that cross

the clever

in
in

diagonal "cross-pull" of the straps
cally uplifts the bust to

The

back!

scientifi-

a natural curve,

flat-

diaphragm and abdomen, slenderizes
the waistline and firmly persuades the body

tens the

to correct posture!

The model photographed
batiste

and hand-loomed

matching

fied uplift bust of

boned

in

front

.

is

.

.

of fine

elastic, with

2

IHti H. W.

GOSSARD

CO.,

.

.

.

Ask

modiLightly

lace.

Model 1892.

The same design may be had
fabrics

peach

to

in

see Models

other

6692,

and 3620.

Chirago. .New York, San Francisco, Dallas. Atlanta. Ixtnilun. Toronlo, Syilney. liuenu!) Ain-

Diviiion

of

AMiociattd Apparel Industries. Inc.

FROM REAL

LITTLE STORIES

POSED BY FAMOUS SCREEN STARS

LIFE

Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.,
and Dorothy Revier in

"The Way of All Men,"
a First National Picture
.

.

The magic

.

Hur

—

in

of Ben
powder

face

soft as a butterfly's
wing, in delicate haunting perfume
can be
obtained wherever you
buy your other toilet
goods.
Make its enchantment yours.
.

.

.

Ma.AGNETIG

M

YSTERIOUS
wove

that subtle fragrance
A LWAY.S
JTV

a

pal

just about

but never

sweetheart "

a

summed up my

case.

night

Men

my

Hut they just never fell in love with
me. 1 was always .so frank that there was
never anything mysterious about me to inme.

liked

trigue

them

into sentimental adventuring.

—

—

to the movies. As 1 came toward him a newexpression dawned in his eves. And
1

found mvself

pered, " Darling,

my

hen

I

arms,

Why

is

it'"

I.\

this

happy miracle. It was the perfume
Marian had given me. A lovelv hauntI5en

llur.

The

I

KODl C

Anilri-w JercciiN

CInrlnnali, Ohio.
Kni'lonvil

knew what had worked

ing fragrance called

before buying.

hair as he whis-

you seem strange and

new and mysterious.
I

in his

I

hat

it

to

my

irresistible spell

hands,

my

throat,

announced

H»)b.

Hen Hur fragrance, with its
mysterious magnetic spell, comes in perfume
and in face powder. Make its magic your
own! (iet it at the counter where you buy
your cosTnetics you'll be ama/ed at the moderate price -or send for the trial samples
offered in the coupon, if you want to test it

hen the miracle happened, and Hob, the
"Id darling, was in love
with me. That
evening he dropped in as usual to get me to go

his face buried in

had touched

hair, just as the doorbell

this wonderful

I

suddenly

1

its

Ik

I0<

|.

special rriat sample?
face powjcr.

I

OR V

set of

(Jift

toilet

der,

Ben Hur—

water, face pow-

perfume— $,S. 00.
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You recognize Gloria Swanson's Henri at the right.
The boy on the left is his brother, Count A. de la
Falaise de la Coudraye, who crossed with Hank for a
look round Hollywood

Marilyn Miller has
been working mighty
hard on the making of
"Sunny," but she gets
rest and new pep by
spending her weekends at Malibu Beach.
Here's sunny Marilyn
on the sands, leaning
on her favorite surf
board

Here's a cute dodge
for the benefit of those
who spot their hankies
with lipstick. Dorothy

McNulty,

of

Metro,

shows a handkerchief
with a square of red

hemstitched

in

one

Lipstick's

corner.

there, but no can see

promise money from the doe-eyed crooner.
Tlic papers have been full of it, but little has

happened in the courts to date.
\\'hat makes me shy off is the

fact that a
New York crooner, Will Osborne, has
been filling newspapers lately with rumors of
engagements, marriases and annulments. Perhaps so much puljlicity for a competitor has
burned up the Vallee management.

rival

yond," written by 16-year-old .\lbert Fernandes on the headwaters of the Pysht River,
in Washington.
Which wilderness does Clara love best?
Dallas, Texas? Or Bcechhurst, Long Island,
where Wild Harry Richman maintains the

GRET.V
toil

"Dl:l)IC.\TED TO

Clar.v

Bow

Jesse L. Lasky

AND
All Lo\ers of the
Gre.\t Wildern^ess."
So reads the dedication of "The Cabin Be-

this is written, begins

on her next picture, with Clarence

Brown again directing her.
This great and popular team
efforts

bending

its

piece, laid in Paris, with Greta
playing a very modern and need we say
alluring?
woman of the world.

—

is

happy at being

a

again.

daughter was born to her and Jascha
the violinist, early in

Heifetz,

the

fall,

the

parents expressing themselves as being very

happy.

—

Florence.

King and Florence had a daughter, Suzanne.
King and Eleanor Boardman have two

Now
is

on "Inspiration," an original story by

James Forbes.
It is a modern

mamma

.'\

Odd how daughters dominate the homes of
both King Vidor and his former wife,

cutest cave!

G.VRBO, as

FLORENCE VIDOR

—

both girls.
children
And Florence's first baby, as Mrs. Heifetz,
is a daughter!
Florence and the famous fiddler were married August 29, 1928.
PACE 102
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^^XE

of the strangest gifts ever received by
star is now in the possession of Marie
Dressier.

^^a

It is a small box. In appearance and size it
resembles a baby's coffin. It is covered with
purple velvet and lined with pale tufted sUk.
In the top is a mirror bearing the inscription
"To the Sweetheart of Yesterday."
There is quite a story back of this unusual
gift.

ilany years ago Marie Dressier was plajang
a company with two men. One of them became her fiance. The other was one of their
closest friends.
The man to whom she wjis
in

engaged died long ago.
Jlarie continued to ascend the ladder of
The friend gradually dropped out of

fame.

the theater.

Now his daughter works at M-G-M, where
^Marie continues her long success.
The box
was made by the old friend as a tribute to
Marie, and in memory of the friend and fiance
who had gone.
Perhaps the box was intended as a jewel
case, or as a portable dressing table. .A great
deal of love and care had obviously gone into
the making, but in spite of all of that, it has a
weirdly ominous appearance. Only through
chance was the gift seen by a member of the
press at all.
T_TELEN KAXE has been
-'-

-'-court recently,

boop-a-dooping in
lip has quiv-

and how her

ered!
It all

friend,

had

to

do with the sorrows of her boy

Murray Posner. proprietor of a New
The concern failed, and

York dress house.

bellowings arose that before the failure Posner
had given Helen some 850,000 in cash, and a
lot of pretty jewels. The creditors wanted the

money.
So Helen, Murray, el ah, were invited to
and there's been little but trouble since.
Helen insists that it was her money, and she
[ PLE.4SE TUR.V TO PAGE 128 ]
court,

Leave

it

boys!

When

Damita to spring something on the camera
the Parisian ball of fire came back to us after a
electrified the cameramen with this
display of knickerbockers to match the brown skirt of her
sport outfit. La Damita never fails us!
to Lily

European holiday she

CERGE

EISENSTEIN, the famous Russian
'-'director, with his "tempo" and his "montage," was in Hollywood a long time before
anything happened except a lot of parties in
his honor. Picture people tried to go high-brow
for him, but all he wanted was jolly times, and
a chance to learn.
Lately, however, there have been rumors
that he is going to work. Paramount is said to
have agreed to let him direct ".\n American
Tragedy," the famous Dreiser story that has
been their property for a long time.
Chester Morris and Phillips Holmes have
been considered for the great role of the tragic
boy.

PMIL J.WXINGS

is

coming back

to

HoUy-

••-'wood!

The great German character star, driven
home by the talkies, is returning, anyway. It
said that he will go to work for Warners in
January in a picture called "The Idol."
is

102

As its star part is a German
magician, his accent won't hurt
a trifle. So Koch, Unser Emil!
Dreimal Hoch!

was one of those
IT
Hollywood parties
where three hundred
people are bidden and
eight hundred arrive.

A

lonely gentleman

was

discovered sitting in a

comer, his head

in his

hands.

"What are you doing?" somebody asked.
Th e gentleman
looked at the hordes of
people buzzing about
the tables. "Just studying mob psychology,"
he answered wearily.

The daughter of a famous prize-fighter enters
the talkies Rhoda Cross, a new little girl with
!

Fox.

Her

father is Leach Cross, once a very
noted lightweight pugilist

i

r
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When Dull Film Covers Teeth
Smiles Lose Fascination
Do These
3 Things
to

have strong,

healthy teeth

1. Follow this diet daily:
one or hco egs;s, raw /mil, Jresh
head lelluce, cabbage or
celery. !a lemon with orange juice.
One quart of milk
and other food
vegetables,

—

to suit the taste.

V

Film
is

m
,

.

found by dental research to play
important part in tooth decay
and to cause unsightly stains.
.

Use Pepsodent twice
every day.

2.

CONSTANTLY

new theories are advanced as to the cause of tooth decay.
Some- authorities say it's germs. Others
believe it's faulty diet. And the rest hold
it a combination of the two.

But one thing is positively known; wherever trouble and decay appear, germs are
ahcays present. Tims ridding teeth and
gums of germs is the first thing one must
do to keep teeth strong and healthy.

Germs

—
—

Film ruins the appearance of the teeth
by absorbing stains from food and smoking
how many times have you noted
these dark discolorations on enamel?
.

.

.

is

developed.

Pepsodent contains no pumice, no harmor crude abrasives. It has a gentle
action that protects the delicate enamel.
yet it removes
It is completely SAFE
ful grit

.

.

.

dingy film where ordinary methods

fail.

Be safe!
lovely, sparkling teeth!
Pepsodent, for no other way can equal

Have
live in film

teeth are covered by a stubborn.
tightly glued in conclinging film. In it
tact with the teeth
are the germs that
cause decay and other troubles. Your protection lies in never failing to remove that
film from teeth each day.

Your

sure way to remove tiiis dangerous
with Pepsodent, as that is the
purpose for which Pepsodent was

The
film
sole

Use
its

effectiveness.

A w^r^r.
Amos

A r\Atr
n Andy

'»^'

Amcrica's most popul.ir

„d>o

feature.

On

the

a,

every night except Sunday over N. li. C. network.
7:00 i>. ni. on stations operating on Eastern time.
10:30 p.m. on stations operating on Central time.
9:30 p.m.. Mouutatu time. 8:30 p.m., Pacific time.

Pepsodent —
i

the tooth paste

ploaso mention

Amos

3.

See your dentist at least

twice a year.

which presents you with the
Andy radio program.

'n'

rllOTOrl-.W M.\C;.\ZINE.

Questions

Answers
Lew

Ayres,

Boy

the

of

the

Norma

Month
Lewis Avres,
fers to

be called,

young man

this

or Lew, as he prethe most popular

Avoid questions that call for unduly long answers, such as synopses
Do not inquire concerning religion, scenario writing,
or studio cmploi'ment. Write on only one side of the paper. Sign

Lew was

month.

1909.

He

is

5 feet,

Before As\ing Questions

Ma-rie Dressier, believe it oi
not, has been celebrating birthday;
since November 9, 1871.

of plays or casts.

is

born in Minneapolis, Minn., December 28,

your

full

name and

address.

Greta G.\rbo d just can't get
away with leaving her out) was bom

11;

weighs 155 and has dark brown hair
and dark blue eyes. Educated at the
San Diego High School and the
University of Arizona.
For three
j'ears his clear tenor voice was heard
while he played and sang with various dance orchestras. He plays the
guitar, banjo and piano. Lew's next

Casts and Addresses
As these take up much space and are not always of interest to others
than the inquirer, we treat such subjects in a different wa>- from other
questions. For this kind of information, a stamped, addressed envelope
must be sent. Address all inquiries to Questions and .\ns»ers, Photoplay Magazine, 221 VV. S7th St., New York City.-

NoRM.v She.vrer outshines the feminine
month. Norma, who is a native of
Montreal, Canada, was born August 10, 1904.
She is 5 feet, 3; weighs 112 and has medium
brown hair and blue eyes. She entered pictures
in 1921.
In 1927 she was married to Irving
Thalberg, motion picture executive.
They
have one son who was born in August. Norma's
latest picture is "Let Us Be Gay."
She will
return to the screen after the first of the year.

Zamj: Grey's "Nevada" was released in
1927 with Gary Cooper and Thelma Todd
heading the cast.

MiTZi Greex's marvelous work in talkies is
She was bom
in New York City, October 22, 1920. At this

quickly brmging her to the top.

writing she is 51 inches tall, weighs 78 pounds,
has chestnut hair and light brown eyes. Wait'll
you see her as Bici;y T/nihlirr in "Tom Sawyer"
with Jackie Coogan and Junior Durkin.

Charles Kaley was the leading man
Lord Byron of Broadway."

in

saw

light in Fergus
Falls, Minn., February 2, 1909. He is S feet,
9; weighs 145 and has light brown hair and
eyes.
His latest picture is "Just Imagine."
first

Ronald Colmax played

CoN-R.\D Nagel is 33 years old, married and
has one httle daughter.

Damd

Max.vers

claims Halifa.x, Nova
Scotia, as his birthplace and April 30, 1902, as
the date. He stands 6 feet and has green-gray
eyes.
The li'l missus is Suzanne Bushnell.
Dave's next picture will be "Kismet."

Claudette Colbert is just 23 years old and
Norman Foster, the young actor

married to
of

Molly,

Sally O'Neil are real

now down

life

a mere 117
She is appearing

to

in

He

1901.

"The

made

in

6 feet, 2; weighs 175 and has
He will be seen next

is

Silver

Horde

Lloyd Hughes
D.

W.

is

married to Gloria Hoh
is 33 years old.

Lloyd

son.

Griffith, Robert Agnew,

Mary Nl
Ke

Ian and Joyce Compton are a few of
tucky's gifts to cinemaland.

City, where she

She

is

5 feet, 2;

is

a product of

New Vol

was born September 3, 190l
weighs 108 and has aubur

hair and brown eyes." Mary made her movi
dfibut in 1927 and was on the stage before thai

Jaxet Gaynor is just 24 years old. She is
now appearing with her team-mate, Charlie
Farrell, in.a new talkie called "The Man Who

It's a story of

Came Back."

William Janney, the lad who is
making a name for himself, was born

She

native soil is Beacon,
New
ew York. He is 26 vcars
years old, 6 feet tall
tall,
'
weighs 160 and'"has brown
hair and blue eyes.
Has been married to Klizabcth Allen, a nonprofessional, for over two years. Bob's latest
talkie is "Love in the Rough."
"

"

Charlie Farrell's next release will be
"Liliom." Rose Hobart of the stage is his
Icading lady. That is the rule that Janet
Gaynor turned down.

Bill

be seen next in "Remote Control.
a radio broadcasting studio, an(

will

Haines

is

the leading man.

printing a list of
studio addresses and the st^rs
located at each one. Read it, on
page 120, before writing to this
department. In writing to the
stars for

photographs PHOTOPLAY

advises you to enclose twenty-five
cents, to cover the cost of the picture and postage.

r

,

.

MoxA Maris, christened Maria RosaJ
Amidee Capdivellc, hails from Buenos Aires,
She is 21 years old and has dark hair and blue
eyes. Educated in England, France and Germany. .'Appeared on the stage in London, and
on the screen in Germany. Her latest picture;
I

".\ Devil
is

with

Women."

Vic

Mc-

the hero.

John Garrick,
is

New

Straight."

is

pHOTOPLAY

rapidlyi
in

York, February 15, 1908. He stands 5 feet
10; weighs 148 and has brown hair and cyea
He appears with Richard Dix in "Shootini

Laglen

Davey Lee is back at the mike
again.
This time he is seen in "The
Squealer," with Jack Holt and Dorothy
Revier.
Davey was born Tanuarv 3.
^
'
1925.

m

™

dark hair and gray
j,.„^ eyes.
,_,,

pounds, is tackling the stage.
in a play called "Young Sinners."

Manhattan."

Nils Asther, recently married to*
Vivian Duncan, is a native of Malmo,
Sweden. He is 6 feet and one half inch
tall, weighs 170.
He appeared on the
stage in Stockholm, and entered pictures
in Europe in 1918.
Mis first American
appearance was in "Topsy and Fva,"

divorced
She

is

•

7,

Mary Dorax
Molly O'Day and
sisters.

opposite her in "\'oung j\Ian

the Duncan Sisters' picture
1917.

5 feet, 6; weighs

Gavi\ Gordon-, Garbo's leading man in
"Romance," was born in Chicora, Miss., April

and has one
Stan-ley Smith is a native of Kansas City,
Mo., where he was born January 6, 1907. Stan
has blond hair, blue eyes, is 5 feet, 113^ and
weighs 160. His latest picture is "Soup to
Nuts." He is still fancy free.

the role of Carlo

and William Powell the roleof Tilo in "Romola."

who played

is

from Director Lothar Mendes.
has no children.

Bob Montgomery's

Albertson

She

1905.

18,

125 and ha. light brown hair and
blue eyes.
Her ne.\t talkie will be
"Inspiration."

Dorothy Mackaill

stars this

1-RANTC

Stockholm, Sweden, September

in

picture will be"TheDoorwaytoHell."

_

Shearer, the Girl of the

Month

Read This

real

name Reginald

Dandy, conies from Brighton, England.

He

married Helen Bennett, a stage
actress,
in
September.
His latest
picture is "The Lottery Bride'' with
Jeanette MacDonald.

Fredric March is married to Florence Eldridge. Fred was bom in Racine,
August 31, 1898, is 6 feet tall, and
has brown hair and brown eyes.
\\is.,

El Bren-del was bom in Philadelphia,
Mardi 25, 1896. He is 5 feet, 9; weighs
160 and has light hair and blue eyes.
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MY

FOLLOW

STARS OF YOUTH TO A

Cleore: yofter yfca
Frances Ingram herselj
to

bow

tells

keep the skin lovely

at

6

its

vital places

just as youngand attractive,
or just as old, as your skin looks,"
I told a charming woman who recently
came to consult me. "Keep your skin im-

•••^7'OUare

X

maculately clean .. Keep it youthful at my
And vo«are youthfully lovely."
Then I explained to her my method
.

six stars...

with Milkweed Cream.

"To

cleanse the skin, spread

my

Milk-

weed Cream generously over your

face

and neck. Let it'remain for several minutes, to allow the delicate oils to penetrate deeply into the pores, and then
remove every vestige of it with soft linen.
"Now apply a fresh film of the Milkweed Cream. With outward and upward

—

strikes pat

into the skin at the six

it

my mannequin.
"There are special toning ingredients in
Milkweed Cream. These penetrate
til is
tlic cleansed pores and defend the skin
linst blemishes and aging lines and
L,i\c it clear, soft and lovely."

puints starred

:i

on

;

charming woman came back to
me, a day or two ago. Her skin looked
clear and soft and fresh! She
and
liuiked at least five years younger

Tliis

sec

,.':.irie!oiisly

Slid she felt

1

1.1

1

sr« I»V

recommended

my method

my Milkweed Cream

to so
liave seen their skin

.III

I

ve

—

it!

J

young. Won't

jV'o«

grow

six stars to
,

"Through The

Itcallliij

.skill

WJZ

THE FOREHEAD — To guard against lines
and wrinkles here, apply Milkweed Cream,
stroking with fingertips,

,

'STAISS'

ran

.staij

T« K-MOW W

II

V

ijoiiiuj

outward from

10:15

and smooth

the

^

from
a film of Milkweed
downward, ending with
keep your throat

cover with

ftabbines!,

gently

movement at base of

neck.

center of your brow,

rotary

THE V.\i&—lf you would avoid aging crow's

THE NECK

smooth Ingram's about the eyes, stroke
with a feather touch outward, beneath eyes

a lined neck, stroke with fingertips covered
with Milkweed from middle of chin toward
the ears

and over eyelids.

and Associated

— To

THE THROAT
'

feet,

Looking Glass

With Frances Ingram," Tuesdays,
Stations.

a

Oiilii

AM» HIIC

fresh, clear,

my

follow

A. M., E. S.T., over

.TIAIVNKQI «>

many women, and

a clearer, softer, younger skin?
If you have any special questions to ask
about skin care, write for a copy of my
booklet, "Why Only A Healthy Skin Can
Stay Young." Or tune in on my radio

hour,

MV

THE MOUTH

— Drooping

jaw
lines

are easily de-

my cream
and sliding them upward over the mouth and

feated by filming the fingertips with
then

outward toward

^

the ears, starting at

the middle of the chin.

INGRAM'S
Frances Ingram, Dcpt.

108 Washington

St..

C
Why

Only
Please send mcyour
a Healthy Skin Can Stay Young." w i.ch tells in
complete detail how to care for tht skin and to
guard the six vital spots of youth.
free booklet.

City.

When roa write

to idverUscre pleise

To prevent a sagging chin and

patting firmly all along the

and
'

contours.

THE SHOULDERS — To have shoulders that
are blemish-free and firmly smooth, cleanse
with Milkweed Cream and massage with
palm of hand in rotary motion.

TriiIki}C2cU CrGom

A-UO

N. Y.

—

menUon I'llOTOPLAT MAGAZINE.
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The Lon Chaney
[

have been often told. Many a man, out of a
job, met aid at his hands.
When success lirst began to smile on him
for he struggled long with small roles, infrequent parts, and slim wages before he finally
won recognition the first thing he did was to
bring out his parents, whom he had always
cared for. One of his greatest tragedies was the
death, some years ago, of his aged father. The
elder Chaney, deaf and dumb, was slowly going
blind, which meant a living death.
The real
death came first. Perhaps a relief. But it

—

COXTINUED FBOil PAGE 60

message of cheer that Lon read before he died

was from General Butler. Another was from
Fred J. Stocker, General Manager of the
Chicago Northwestern lines, another "buddy."
\\'hat a strange assortment of friends he had

His new hunting lodge, in the Sierras, which
took almost a year to build, was also just completed. When Lon returned from New York
he hurried to see it, but only could stay there
three days. Altitude and his illness forced him
to return. The new home not being ready, the

Chaneys took an apartment.
"This is wonderful," said Lon.

"Like the
old house
like pla\'ing keeping house all over
again. But it was not long that they "played

—

keeping house again."

home.

on the

set,

]

in the Italian period.

"The Phantom."

to go

him

to the hospital.

A

sinking spell sent
the new

He never entered

play his scene, then return to the telephone for
news from home. He completed the picture
only a few days before his father's demise.
close to him,
*• '-especially his mother. When he was a child
of nine she was locked in the grip of inflammatory rheumatism. His father, and the older
childern were working. Little Lon stayed home
to care for the invalid. She, like his father, was
a deaf mute. All day long the child used to
amuse her by "acting out" stories and funny

Emerson into vaudeville.
It was shortly after his

first

success in

"The

Miracle Man" that Lon owned his first home,
a neat cottage near the center of Hollywood,
then quite a small village. He loved that home.
Later he built a larger and more pretentious
one, which he and his wife lived in for a while
and sold. His new home in Beverly was almost

106

loved children and dogs. Whenever
'-there was a child in a picture with him, that
child monopolized his whole attention.
Perhaps he was so close to children because of his
own child. He reared a son, as a baby, in his

-'•

—

me?"

But he knew where

to find everj'thing.

His

sensitive fingers could select any article without hesitation. He scorned valets and golf.
He used to spend hours experimenting with
his make-up materials, cooking up noxious
messes with a gas stove to e\olve a new paint
or plastic paste. Often the other actors passed
by holding their noses.
He was an ardent lover of music. In silent
pictures he always had the same musicians on
the set
Sam and Jack Feinberg. They
lilayed his old favorites, opera numbers, airs
from the operettas he played in. When he
wanted to cry he called for his "tear jerkcr."
It was "Hearts and Flowers."

—

Remember the old-style microphones

—

Lon's home and his friends were always \cry
dear to him. Clinton Lyle and Flo Emerson,
in vaudeville, were always in the hearts of
Chancy and his wife. They corresponded for
years.
Finally they met again.
Four years
ago. The Chaneys were on a vacation, and in
Seattle saw "Lyle and Emerson" on a vaudeville bill.
There was a reunion, and the rest of
the Chaney vacation was passed "barnstorming" and playing one-night stands with their
friends. Then Chancy persuaded Lyle to give
up vaudeville and be a picture actor. Since
that the quartet has been together again.
General Smedley D. Butler, of the Marine
Corps, was another of Lon's close friends. They
first met during the making of "Tell It to the
Marines," and the friendship that sprang up
was a very close one. Incidentally, the last

^ *-Lyle, an actor, formerly with him on the
stage. Itwasbackin theold Kolband Dill opera
days that Lyie and Chaney courted two girls who
were "pals," Hazel Hastings and I"lo Emerson.
Hazel is now Mrs. Chancy; Flo, Mrs. Lyle. In
Hollywood they were an inseparable quartet.
After their marriages the two couples drifted
apart for a time; the Chaneys went to Hollywood, where Lon achieved fame, and Lyle and

TLTE

dressing room was Lon's home so long on
the stage that he never could bring himself to
be in one of the ornate palaces some stars
;iffcct.
His own dressing room was always just
like the one in the theater.
A bare room, with a shelf for make-up and a
mirror before it. Two electric lights. Three
chairs. On the floor were pieces of greasepaint,
towels, fan letters dumped in the corner, costumes scattered all over the place.
On the make-up shelf stood his famous'malceup bo.\. It was a mechanic's cabinet, one of
those things with sliding compartments for
tools.
Lon bought it at a hardware store, had
it covered with leather and his name branded
on. In it was every conceivable material for
disguise.
False teeth of all Vype&, grease
paints, liners, all piled in higgledy-piggledy.

A NOTHER of hisgrcatest friends was Clinton

It

of his best friends

—

his real cronies.

A

looking like an old tomato can with
baby's shoe hanging on the bottom of
it?
Well, they're "out" now on the
Radio Pictures lot. Instead, they're
using these giant gadgets, which
gather the sound waves and concentrate them to the center of the device,
where the microphone itself is located. It's a new improvement that
enables sound engineers to focus on
certain sounds, just as the cameraman focuses on spots in the picture

One

Wilson, an assistant director; Dr.
J. Wilson
Shiels, phj'sician; William Dunphy, capitalist;
Eddie Gribbon, comedian these were among

telling

was always "Lon."
and boon companions
was John Jeske, who came to work for him
some years ago as a chauffeur. That is, John
was to drive Mrs. Chancy. Lon always drove
his own car.
This honest and loyal German
became Lon's constant companion. They went
on fishing trips together. John handled hundreds of little details for him. There grew up a
Damon and Pythias friendship almost amazing
between the two men. I think that I never saw
human grief so intense as that of John's when
Lon Chaney passed away.
Chaney."

for a screen actor; a vaudeville actor, a general,
a railroad manager and a chauffeur. M. K.

dressing room.
Lon used to give the baby its bottle, hurrj- up
to the stage to go into his dance, hurry back
and tend the baby, and rush back to move the
scenery. He warmed the baby's milk on the
alcohol stove he used to melt his greasepaint.
I have seen him sneer when some woman
lectured wisely on how to raise a baby. I know
what he thought in his own mind "Are you

"LJIS parents had been very

sayings with hands and pantomime. Possibly
this is what made him one of the greatest pantomimists the world has ever known. His hands
were as expressive as most people's voices.
Later, on the stage, his pantomimic tricks
were always his "sure fire" trick.
On the stage, as later in pictures, he was
always the friend of man. Stage performers
coming to the screen invariably sought out Lon
as an old acquaintance, from some show away
back in the barnstorming da)'S.
Old actors were his pets. Many of them he
supported. During his life, heobjected violently
to any mention being made of his charities.
But I think that to mention them now is not
amiss. He spent thousands of dollars on sick
workmen needing operations, their families,
and on other unfortunate cases.
Despite his successes his head was never
turned. He was a homely, wholesome fellow,
shunning adulation, and always, in his associates, seeking the common touch.
He had a
sincerity about him that almost passes belief.
Nobody who knew him ever called him "Jlr.

Knew

completed when he died, an elaborate structure

lined Lon's face with lines of care that never
were eradicated. It was during the making of

Lon used

I

—

Mrs. Chaney seldom came to the studios,
but that was not because Lon didn't ask her.
There was a very close bond between the two,
married for eighteen years. When he married
Mrs. Chaney. Creighton was still a baby. Mrs.
Chaney is to Creighton all that a mother could
be and more.
Lon adored Creighton's children with an
adoration that was almost fanaticism.
Shortly before his death he was talking to

—

Mr. Greenwood.

"T H.WE

a

hunch. Greenwood," he said,

never make another picture. .\ni\
bothers mc. Not that I'm afraid of death
but it's the thought of leaving Hazel, and
Creighton, and the babies."
Greenwood kidded him out of the thought at
the time. But many of us believe that, while
every effort was made to keep from him Imw
ill he was, he knew it all the time, and said
nothing. That was Lon's way. He was c\i r a
lOS
stoic.
[ PLE..\SE TURN TO P.\GE
-'•"that I'll

it

]
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A
Women's

tuck

starts a

underdress has been revo-

lutionized by a clever tuck.

The

A

107

revolution
short front and a long expanding

back enable women to wear garments that are snugger fitting with
greater freedom and beauty.

—

ugly bagginess of the ordinary

underwear has been eliminated by

made

Kickernicks are

an easeful tuck.

fabrics, styles, colors
It's

By
to

the tuck that
its

tells.

use, Kickernick has

in

—

all

modish

and remark-

ably well made.

been able

produce a garment that

body snugly

in

fits

the

If your best dealer hasn't

for booklet to

them, send

Winget Kickernick

Company, Minneapolis, Minnesota.

any position.

IQckernick^
PATENTED UNDERDRESS
When

jou wrlle

to »<WertL«ers please

mention I'lIOTQI'LAY HAGAZI.NE.
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The Lon Chaney
[

^Mien he

went into

first

Warde recalled

he was

pictures,

playing a "heavy" in some long forgotten
Western, and Cliff Smith, the director, wanted

him to cry.
"Never did

it

in

CJiff started the

my life," said Chaney.
cameras on him in a close-

in

evil

all

organizations.
His son, Creighton,

them. But he was too well trained to move
out of camera range.
"Cut," said Smith.
With a bellow of anger Chaney was upon

him

—

fists flying.

They pried him
him of the

general laugh apprised

He

ruse.

off

and a

trick of psychology.

of the Opera." Mary Philbin
Rupert Julian, the director, had
for hours with sad music and sadder
stories.
It was no use.

CHANEY drew Julian aside and

they whispered a moment. Then JuHan returned to
the unfortunate Mary, and scatliingly denounced her. "You're dumlj you're terrible,''
liC raged.
Mary glared with rage.
Chaney then shoved him aside.
"Aw,
Rupc give the kid a chance. Poor little Mary,"
he protested, in the most sympathetic voice.
"Baw," said Mary and tears of self-pity
It was a
flooded like a miniature Niagara.
thanks to the Chaney stratagem.
great scene
Chaney's general history the world knows;
how he was born in Colorado Springs, of deaf
mute parents; how as a boy he was a guide on
Pike's Peak, later a property man in his
brother's theater; how he worked as a paper
hanger in Denver, then went on the stage in a
comic opera company. Thence he went into
other shows, all over the country, finally to
San Francisco, then to Los Angeles, thence to

—

—

Easy

to

—

—

Manage

want to make your liair . . easy
IFtoyou
manage
. and add to its natural
gloss and lustre
this is very easy to do.
.

.

.

—

Just put a few drops of Glostora on the
bristles of your hair brush
and brush
it through your hair.
.when you dress it.
.

.

.

.

You

be surprised at the result. It
your hair an unusually rich,

will

will give

silky gloss

and

—

lustre

instantly.

Glostora simply makes your hair more
beautiful by enhancing its natural wave

and

color.

Hair Quickly

It keeps the wave and curl in, and
leaves your hair so soft and pliable, and
so easy to manage, that .... it will
stay any style you arrange it ... .
evcti after shampooing
whether long or

acting.

"This acting thing has a funny angle," he
".\ star is a star when he's
Now, if I could deup.
velop this character thing, I could always
work in it. The older you arc the better you
are for it." So he dug up his make-up box,

remarked one day.
young then blows

worked out disguises

bobbed.
_A

That happened when the show he was with
went broke, and somebody told him that stage
managers could get jobs as directors in the
new form of entertainment. This was in 1914.
Lon wen tout to Universal, rode a horse in Westerns, played heavies in the same, and thus
learned the game. He then directed J. Warren
Kerrigan in seven pictures, but returned to

few drops of Glostora impart that
brilliant,

much

silky sheen, so

Tucker,

A large bottle of
Glostora costs but a
trille at any drug store
or toilet goods counter.
Try
qlostorai^B

it!

—You

delighted

will

be

to see how
beautiful

much more

your hair will look, and

how easy

it

will

be to

wa\e and manage.

Glostora^

and began

to

went out then and won fame in "The
LON
Miracle Man," directed by George Loane

admired, and your hair will fairly sparkle
and glow with natural gloss and lustre.

^^

galore,

the idea. He didn't get far. Tod Browning would use him in "bits" and seemed the
only one with faith in the idea. But the studio
manager took notice. "Don't use that fellow
Chancy so much," he instructed Browning.
"His face is getting tobearegular trademark."
sell

—

bright,

pictures.

—

Sets

said Creighton, "I wouldn't want
go into pictures on your name. If I could
name and top you I'd give it
a fling but nobody's ever going to top you."
Creighton was right. Lon Chanej' became
•'-^ to

whom Chaney

alwa>-s revered as one

of the greatest directors of all history.

"The

Penalty" and other hits followed.
The next time he played at Universal his
face was a pretty expensive "trademark."
Ilis salary in "The Hunchback of Notre
Dame" brought real tears to the eyes of Carl
Larmmle. At least, Carl l.acmmlc says so.
While he was making "The Unholy Three,"
his first talkie and his last picture, he was
Frederick Warde, famous
introduced
to
dramatic star.
"Do you remember, once in Colorado
Springs, you took a curtain call extra, and
the property boy was moving a vase on the
stage?" inquired Lon.
Ecei; advertisement In

PnOTOPLAT MAOAZrKE

—

I

"The Phantom

Is

became a business man,
go into pictures. He
offered him the chance.

""P^AD,"

form in

little different

to

Lon once

use another

worked

Leaves Your Hair

could have.

director's

couldn't cry.

Adds Glossy Lustre,

and never wanted

laughed too.

He remembered that
saw him using it in a

the incident.

"Well," laughed Lon, "I was that prop boy."
always proud of having been a prop
carried his stage hand union card
all his life.
That, his honorary membership
in the brotherhood of locomotive engineers
and in the Marine Corps reserxe, were among
his greatest prides. He belonged to no other

He was
boy.
He

— and then, a low voice, began calling him
the
names a man could invent. Chaney's
e\cs blazed — then tears of rage came into
up

Knew

I

CONTIN-UED FROM PAGE 106)

—

—

the greatest bo.x-ofiice bet of the screen. .\nd
now that he's gone there isn't a soul in the
world to lake the unique place he held, \\hen
he died, studio oflicials suggested to Wallace
Beery that he play a story written for Lon.
"I'd rather not," said Beerj-, "not just because I was such a friend of Lon's but because there will never be another Lon Chaney
on the screen."
There was an innate something about him
a sort of psychological force, coupled with a
dogged determination and a voracious appetite
for work that raised a boy guide on Pike's Peak
to one of the highest pinnacles on the screen.
There is tragedy in the fact that, after his
years of work and worr)-, hardship and pain,
he was cut off by fate just as he was aMc to
enjoy the fruits of his life struggle to the lullcjt.
But perhaps there is some consol.iiidii in
the fact that his meeting with his Maker was
a tranquil one. He had had a good day at ihe

—

Messages from his friends liad
They played the radio. 11. iilt
better that he asked for a sm. k,.
"Of course," the nurse answered, "you'll l:,i\(to wait to see what the doctor says al'Lut
that."
hospital.

cheered him.

much

so

Chaney smiled and dropped asleep.
It is odd that a thing learned at ihi- beginning of his life should figure at the ui.i.
He had told the nurse that, if he ever IChikI
he could not speak, he would raise one im •< r.
If he feared serious trouble, he would raise
two.
It is an old deaf-mute's trick. Doubtless liis
mother, on her sick bed, used it, anil ilms
taught it to him.
The night went on.
The nurse, sitting in a corner of the room
suddenly heard a rustle.
Chancy had raise<
one finger.
She leaned over him.
"Speak, speak," she urged him.
Chaney smiletl and raised two

—

It

fingers.

was the end.

There was a smile on his face

in death.

memory, Lon passes before me in man;
the strange roles I have seen him in, dis
guises I have seen him apply. I can see the
legless Blizzard, and the Iliittchhack. I can see
the grim Plmnlom and the strange armless

IN
of

man

in

"The Unknown."

I can see him erect in his Marine Sergeant's
uniform. .Vs I looked at the Marine guard of
honor before his casket I couKl see him,
marching, saluting General Butler. I can se«
him as the lovable sympathetic clown in
"Laugh, Clown, Laugh.''
But best of all, in memory, I can see him,
in his <lressing room, devoid of make-up,
smiling his kindly smile and uttering hia

homely

philosopliics.

—

To me that is his best rAle of all Lon
Chaney, a gentle, kindly soul, a loyal friend,
and a great artist who still had room in hil
heart to be human.

guaranteed.

1
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hands can be kept lo^elr on

le«s

than Cniinntc* a day

Mart'ine I(enier of Fem'iita

Doris Lee Ashley of Pictorial Review

Camille Dugiiet of Chiffoiu

Beauty Department of Good HoiiseJ{eep!ng

Cella Caroline Cole of Delineator Ha:^el J^anson CaA-s of ff^oinari's Home Compmiioft
I^ailn-l Heltlr

BEAUTY

EDITORS

here and abroad

acclaim this marvelous new manicure method which can keep your hands

always lovely on
care each day!

less

and Canadian Home Journal. "First,

takes only a few moments to apply.
Second, its delightful lustre keeps finger
tips gleaming for days. Third, it doesn't
it

peel or discolor,

and

adapted to conservative fingers
and decorative."

as well as the exotic

This

Is

the Ciitex

MeihoA

smart women everywhere use
their nails exquisitely

First,

remove

all

to

keep

3<(f.

old polish with Cutex

Liquid Polish Remover. Then scrub the
nails in warm, soapy water. Mould the
cuticle and cleanse under the nail tips
with a cotton-wrapped orange stick
saturated with Cutex Cuticle Remover
& Nail Cleanser. Rinse Fingers.

protection for the nails. Fourth, there

evenly from the half-moon toward the
Then use a bit of Cutex Cuticle Cream or Oil and a touch of Nail
White. With this weekly manicure your
nails require less than five minutes' care
each day just time enough to mould
the cuticle and cleanse under the nail tips.

no fear of its making the
Paris

colors.

is

all

nails brittle."

enthusiastic

about the

"The many shades," says the
"now range from

Directrice of Chiffons,

a soft, roseate hue tea flaming crimson."
And the Beauty Editor of Woman's
adds: "Color grada-

Home Companion

Remover

new

Polish in six smart

reds

— Coral,

Cardi-

Perfumed Polish and Perfumed

Garnet, 35^.

together, 50*!

(Natural, Colorless

Cutex Cuticle Remover

or Rose).

groomeJ.

.Apply Cutex Liquid Polish, brushing

is

shades, including the three
Polish

acts as a splendid

it

The new Cutex Perfumed Liquid
nal,

than 5 minutes'

"This new liquid polish has contributed four wonderful advantages to busy
women," say the Beauty Editors of Pictorial Review, Good Housekeeping, Mayfair

tions are

Eva Nagel IVolf of Canadian Home Journal

of Mayfair

The other Cutex

&:

Nail Cleanser,

preparations, 35^.

At

toilet-

goods counters everywhere.

Special Introductorv Offer

— 12fi

2c for ihe Culex Manicure Set containing
sufficient preparations for six complete manicures.
(In Canada, address Post Office Box 2054, MontreaL)

I

enclose

1

NORTHAM WARREN,
191 Hudson Street

Dept.OQ-1
New York, N. Y.

it

finger tip.

—

NoRTHAM Warren- New York -London

many smart women
When

use

it

that

It

-

Paris

costs
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only
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VJIFTS..

TO

INSPIRE PRIDE

Short Subjects
of the Month
TTOT on the heels of the successful dog comedies released

- -^-by Metro-Goldvvyn-Mayer comes a new Tiffany series
with chimpanzees for actors! One is reviewed here.
And did you think that with the coming of "sophisticated"
short comedies, you'd never hear and see a custard pie
thrown? Wrong again. Read the review of "Grandma's Girl."
THE BLIMP MYSTERY

PARLEZ VOUS

Tiffany

Universal

all-monkey cast performs in the first of a
series that should please as much as the dogs.
This is a detective yarn, with Ilcmlock, the
great detective, solving things.
The chimpanzees are screamingly funny just to look at,
and Tiffany has furnished good human voices

Illustrating the glorious return of Shm Summerville, the lanky, sad-eyed veteran who was

An

dubbed

such a hit in "All Quiet on the Western Front."
In this very funny short. Slim plays a dumb
bugler. It's a two-reel war burlesque that is
one of the best of recent months.

on.

THE HARD GUY

GRANDMA'S GIRL

Warners-Vita phone Variety

Scnnelt-Educaiional

\

Lovers of good old rough and tumble comcomedy by Ole Marse
Sennett you'll hear the "whoosh" of a custard

—

like?

Roach-M-G-M

Paramount

of wonders, they've found a new
on the war comedy for this latest in the
long line of Charlie Chase short subjects.
Chase plays a shy war hero, with most of the
action taking place after hostilities have ceased.
Good ridiculous entertainment for slap-stick

Darmour-Radio Pictures
Here are Mickey McGuire (himself) and his
kids on a trip to discover .\merica. Apparently
they didn't feel that old man Columbus did
such a good job of it. This comedy will take
you back a couple of decades, to the days of
your own discovering childhood.

RED,

PURE AND SIMPLE

something more than
and smartness of deMeeker-Made fine leather

is

products ... a definite individuality easilyrecognized. In Meeker

Paramount

one of the series that Louise Fazenda
is making for Larry Darmour and Radio release, and it's a corking good comedy. Louise
is shipwrecked on her way to Honolulu, and
the resulting fun is simply elegant, especially
Louise. What a life-saver this girl is!

Another of Paramount's short laugh smashes,
that hit the risibilities a couple of smacks, and
end on the high laugh. It's entirely dialogue,
about a couple that agree to time their arguments by the changing trallic lights.
Lulu
McConnell and Arthur .Vylesworth in it.

THE LEGACY

FOOTBALL

is

1 1

handbags and underarms this individuality has come to be known
as "Purse Personality". That is

Palhe

'arncrs- Vita phone Variety

This is Betty Compton's debut in the talkies,
Betty being one of New York's favorite singing
and ilancing ingenues. Iler beauty and dancing
ability show up here, though it is a rather conventional tiny musical short. She is supported

why Meeker products are quickly
accepted as Gifts to Inspire Pride.

by John Hundley, Jack White and

The new winter designs in gifts
both for men and women are

others.

A

display at your jeweler's,
better department and drug
stores and at the leather gift shop.

on the

mysteries and practices
autumn sport, with lectures by Knute Rockne, the noted coach, and
illustrations by his Notre Dame pigskin squad.
They are very entertaining to arldicts of the
sport, as well as to those wanting to learn.
series

P. 11,5 7.V

Patlie

at

INC.

PlIOTOPLAY MAGAZINE

BUCKSKIN

Universal

Robert .\gnew, the very popular juvenile of
silent times, bobs up once more in this picture,
and even sings.
It's a modest, mild farce
comedy about a lad who—oddly enoughloves a girl. It's another case of songs and a
chorus breaking up the comedy continuity for
no good.

Eitry ndvertlsMncnl In

art,

of the great .Vmerican

MIND YOUR BUSINESS

now on

GREEN AND YELLOW

Dannoiir- Radio Pictures
This

just quality

JOPLIN, MO.

MICKETS MERRY MEN

ORDERS

Here's a comedy that stands out because it
not only has a satisfactory little farce plot but
enough action to keep it merrily on the move.
It's about two men clerks in a modiste's shop
who get involved with a pair of gay Parisiennes.
.\rthur Hoyt and Gertrude Astor are in it.

. . .

THE MEEKER COMPANY,

BOSS'

fans,

Palhe

What

problems indeed, especially at
holiday time
yet made simple
by the pride-inspiring leather
creations of Meeker. Wonderful
new designs of beautiful leathers,
color-toned, and smart, durable
billfolds, key cases, cigarette cases
and lighters for men now await
the discriminating buyer at Meeker dealers in your city or town.

sign in

Wonder

slant

This is one of the series of one-reel, twelveminute comedies into which Paramount is tossing its star material. And they are well worth
while.
In this one Charles Ruggles gives an
illustrated lecture on how the ladies track
down and marry the men. An excellent short.

would he appreciate? Perplexing

There

GIRL SHOCK

THE HOT AIR MERCHANT

THE
i>^f

in

well.

—

C£/HAT would

handled comedy drama

and money, and in the big city, too. Spencer
Tracy and Katherine Alexander (stage) act

relief

MmadeR

well

A

and landing! And it's welcome
from too much "sophistication." Little
Babe Kane and Florence Roberts take honors
and pies.

pie hurled

very

form— the type of episode story that is
well fitted for brief dramatic flashes.
bit
from the life of a young couple without work
capsule

edies, take heart! In this

Is

Here's the first episode
the talking chapter plays
"The Indians .Arc
Tim McCoy has the lead,
called

and

of one of the first of
to come to us. It's

Coming," and Col.
and there are plenty

—

things.
.As it should be
when
dialogue interferes with action, they stop talking!

of fights

tuarantccO.

a
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NOW

III

WOMEN

THAT

RECOGNIZE
THE NEED FOR

BOTH
The

present

mode refleaed

in slim silhouette lines

and

sheer fabri cs has made necessary a thin,

compact, incon-

spicuous napkin.

Compact

is

Modess

the answer

to this persistent and in-

creasing

demand

—thinner

by half, without sacrificing
comfort, protection or
absorbency.

MODESS COMPACT

PRESENT

//E

OS well as regular

MODESSj

IN

»IODESS Regular (standard thick-

who

regarded by those

less) is

use

PACKAGES

TWELVE

OF

markable substance used as
It is

not built up in

layers,

filler.

but

is

a

most comfortable
pad for general use.

gentle, fluffy, cotton-like material

^odess Compact (gently com-

Your dealer can now supply
Modess Regular and Modess Com-

t

as the softest,

md

protective

pressed)
•qually

is

effective

)Ccasions

and

by

for

half,

travel,

yet

dress

women

finding out the superior merits

Modess (Regular and Compact),

rhey provide certain
greater

pact, each in

packages of twelve

and priced the same.

special use.

Each day thousands of
ire

)f

thinner

encased in specially softened gauze.

protection,

You

will

want

both to meet varying needs and
occasions.
perfect

Keep

a

box of each

combination

—

for

physical

N.

U. S. A.

and mental comfort.

comfort, remarkable absorb-

and deodorizing value. The
iecret of Modess superiority is a rc:ncy

^ NEW BRUNSWICK. 6/
IVtirld's largcil

J..

mahrs of surelcat dressings

A
When

Fou write to adicnlsers pleate menllon

PlIOTOPLAT MAGAZINE.
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These New Faces

DONT

Watch

This Each Month

for

FRANCES DEE
*ij

.._^

"'ijjjffl|

«i.

B^

jK

^'^^H

("Playboy of Paris," Paramount) is one of Paramount's
girls, and one of the luckiest.
She drew the lead opposite
Chevalier in his new film. Frances was born in Los Angeles, and
her only professional work, before the big break, was some e.xtra
jobs and a small role in "Follow Thru." Now she's set for big

new

things.

OTIS SKlNNtR

/5rBGautt/ttlHair

over

and ten years ago made

»

pLr^ipA and

i^se

haVe it

I

Jf»
B^
Jtr

IVO

longer need ijou wish for
'
hair with a glowing lustre
which indicates to all the world
-'-

was one
drama.

^^

LOUISE

into a talkie.

of America's leading

matinee

idols, starring in

romantic

HUNTINGTON
on the

(Fox) came to the screen from a short career
having made her Broadway debut in "The Constant
soon after leaving college. Born in Dallas, Texas, she

stage,

Nymph"

was educated at the state university of that commonwealth.
is unmarried, doesn't smoke, neither sings nor dances, and

Louise

likes to play

!

Try This S-Minute
Treatment

''
Kismet," his famous
In his younger days he

a silent picture of

now turned

stage success

^j,

here is a healthy, germ free scalp.
Val-N-Cha Oil Treatment restores
all of the natural beautg to gour
hair. It frees the scalp of hidden
hair enemies, and keeps it free and
glowing with vibrant new life

BEGIN NOW!

(''Kismet," First National) needs no encomiums here. For
years he has been an ornament of the American theater,

fifty

dramatic leads.

JUNIOR DURKIN

("Tom Sawyer," Paramount) now grown into a sizable
was a child actor of the stage for some years. He grew famous on Broadway in "Courage." Going West, Junior appeared
in "Recaptured Love" for Warner Brothers and then was given
the juicy role of Huckleberry Finn in "Tom Sawyer," Jackie
Coogan's first talkie.
lad,

TWICE a week— invest five minutes
yow hair. It will pay you won-

in

drous dividends in charm and beauty!

Home Treatment is simple.
soaps or special rinsings are
necessary. Only water is required.
You will like Val-N-Cha because of
what it actually docs for your hair.
You'll think it a soap,
it is NOT!
The

No

IRENE DELROY

—

It is

Brothers)

comedy

is

one of the latest Broadway beauties
main stem for Hollywood. One

to desert the

show business was Tom Patricola's partner
As singing and dancing leading woman, her
most recent stage jobs were in "Top Speed," "Follow Thru" and

odorless, greaseless, soapless

and a marvelous cleanser.
Many treatments in generous
bottle— .?1.0I1.

(Wamer

of musical

of her earliest jobs in
in a vaudeville act.

size

"Here's How."

PAUL (jREUOR Y

(" Whoopec," United .-Vrtists) is a Broadway musical comedy favorite who appeared in the same musical comedy on the
stage. Before coming to Flo Ziegfeld, Gregory sang leading roles
in "Rose-Marie," "Song of the Flame," and "Golden Dawn,"
all lavish musical shows presented b\- .\rthur Hammerstein.
"Whoopee" is Paul's first motion picture fling.

"The Original Hnir and Sralp
Ve^eUible Oil Treatment^*

Val-N-Cha Hair Tonic, healing and
soothing
twelve fragrant ingredients in a perfect blend, bringing
youth and health to your hair and
keeping it tractable without greasi-

—

ness or plastered stiffness.

Good beauticians and barbers use
Val-N-Cha Oil Treatment and
Val-N-Cha Hair Tonic professionally.
Your druggist may not have it
until he can get it for you
don't
lake any chances, send direct to us.
Val-N-Cha pure vegetable oil treatment and Val-N-Cha Hair Tonic are
priced at one dollar(Sl.OO) per bottle.

—

Your order

will

come

to

1

holllc

for

which

ijou

Val-N-Ch« pure vegetable

oil treatment.
1 bottle

Addrett^
City

^

|V

^

f^B

--Ij

M

jjj^f

JOE FRISCO

Manufai-liirlnq Co.
BulldlDy, Oelrolt, Mich.

d jilea»e iind $

^^•H^
^W JJ
^

("

whoopee," United

Artists)

jumped

into the feminine

lead in this big Eddie Cantor musical picture just twelve

months

She played in "Whoopee"' and
".\nimal Crackers" on the stage, and was selected for the picture
lead over dozens of more experienced girls. Eleanor is a New York
girl and was educated there.
after her debut as a chorus girl.

you postage paid

COUPON
'

ELEANOR HUNT

Val-N-Cha Hair Tonle.

("The
ville

Gorilla,"

Warner Brothers) has been a

headlincr for years.

He

well

known vaude-

originated, with his derby

and ever-

present cigar, a much-imitated style of jazz dancing, and

him famous.
does

it

is

MACtZINE

in

Is

Des Moines, Iowa.
cuiir>ote«L

it

made

and Broadway says he
thinking up fast comebacks.

a famous stutterer,

as a stall to gain time for

Joe originated
Every Bdre.'tisemcnt In PIIOTOriuVT

Joe
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Weighs no more

1^3

than your Vanity case

SO LIGHT

.

.

"YOU

A

mere 7 ounces on the

scale

DON'T

SO light

.

.

you hardly know you have them on
As trim and
gloves

.

.

YOU HAVE
THEM ON"

closely fitting as your little suede

Smart

.

as

your

latest Paris

hat

.

.

KNOW

.

Nothing you can't do ... no place you can't
go ... in these new Zippers of silk-like rubber

ACTUALLY when you first step out in them you look
_/\_ again to be sure they're really on!
For here are Goodrich Shower Boots so

molded

to arch

and

light,

so trimly

awkward plodding
gone forever.

instep, that the

of old-time, rainy day footwear

is

step

Gay debutantes, young matrons with a daily program of a
dozen interests, and modern maidens embarked on the venwill meet the stormy fall and winter days
ture of business
with grace and comfort, protected by these smart new boots
that weigh just 7 ounces!
.

.

.

Of silk-like rubber
all

costumes

in patterns

of graceful moire to complete

— black, gunmetal,

dark and light brown. You'll
the smart shops of every city have

want two or three pairs
them. In modish fabrics, too. The B.
Corporation, Watertown, Mass.
.

.

.

Now

F.

Goodrich Footwear

the

Zipper fastening

is

hidden by two tiny strips of rubber.

And over it snaps

a

biukle,

smart

as modern costume jewelry

You 'It

be delighted

with

this

slim Shower Boot in gunmetal

moire rubber — held
fool by three tittle

The new Goodrich Zippers are lighter, trimmer, smarter— yet
gossamer stockings are unspotted; expensive slippers are unharmed,

closely to the

hidden snaps

no matter

«i*Goodficli

how

slushy the

ers

ground

is

...anoflnr
j5.

R

Gooilrick ^Pivdttct

SHOWER BOOTS AND FABRICS
WbeD Tou

write 10 idTertlsers please mention

PIIOTOPLAT MAQAZtNE.
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Girls'

Problems

I

'OUBLE

[

people you meet. Don't let others find those
qualities in you.
Don't cultivate them. We
are all tempted at times to act a bit, and that's
all right, when it serves a specific purpose and
is well done.
But don't let it become a habit.
Constantly and quietly working for self-im-

EYELASH TREATMENT

(Jjccmlifei

COXTIN'UED FROM PAGE 18

.^ottmL

provement and development

is

one thing. But

too much straining for effect defeats
purpose.
S.

its

Eliz.\beth:
Here is the list of colors you should be able
to wear becomingly: deep, rich reds and wine

—

The three shades }'0u mention pale orange,
pale pink and tan are all good selections. In
addition. I think you can wear green, because
your skin is inclined to rosiness; most shades
of blue; gray; dark brown: black; and white.
Vou can also wear clear yellows, and the deep
wines that are always so popular in the fall.

l^o longer need yon fear

B. L. B.:
Just liking to dance and sing is not enough
to give you a chance to appear in musical
comedies on Broadwa}'. Without your parents'
consent and cooperation you will probably
have to side-track that ambition for a while.
I suggest that you fit yourself for a business
position, as your parents wish, and save whatever money you can without depriving them
of

your help. Then,

some as you
more mature
Perhaps you

hesitate.

Perhaps you just

hale to put ordinary mascaras on your

think,

should be on the stage, you can make your
plans carefully.
Perhaps by that time your
parents will be willing to help you.
I certainly dislike to discourage girls who
have talent, but I am afraid you have the impression that one just trips out on the stage to
instant success. And that just doesn't happen!

own

W.:

—

1

you find an ofljce as irkyou will be a little older,
if

your judgment, have had more
contacts with men and women outside your
neighborhood circle, and will be ready to
choose your own career. If you still feel it
in

color; terra cotta, butT and apricot; mahogany
and bronze brown; dark, soft greens of bluish

dark blue, ivory
and cream white.
If you can wear tailored and frilly clothes
equally well, you should choose the more severe
lines for utility wear and the others for dress
cast, avoiding olive greens;

wear. Vou're fortunate in not being limited to
one tj-pe of clothes, Elizabeth.

Betty M.w:

Vou can wear soft shades of green; most
blues, especially the vivid tones; deep orchid;
gray; golden brown; burnt-orange and tomato;
black with color touches, and white with
color touches.
Any pure shampoo is beneficial. The advertising columns of Photopl.w will help you
to make a choice. Cold cream is not intended
to cure pimples and other skin disturbances.
Used correctly, however, a good cream will
help you to keep your face perfectly clean,
which is the first requisite for a healthy skin.

Perhaps you feel that made-up
stiff and beady
lashes
are in bad
lashes.

—

—

taste ...

And thereOf course you're right
fore, you will be the more interested in
a new and absolutely different eyelash
. . .

treatment.
It is the new Winx with the "double
treatment" formula. First of course
it darkens and shadows lashes. The effect is always good taste, natural, ap-

—

pealing ... But that

isn't

all... Winx

actually sojtens lashes . . . "Brittle" or
coarse lashes
so often the result of
ordinary make-up are impossible with

—

—

Winx. Indeed, regular treatment with
Winx helps lashes to grow fine curly.
Winx comes in two forms: Liquid,
which is easy to apply and is absolutely
waterproof. Cake, which in its chic
silvery compact can be carried even in
a small purse... Ask for the new Winx!

—

for lovely
lashes

What

a big screen wedding looks like from the light gallery! This is the
'board-ship wedding procession for Marilyn Miller's new "Sunny." In
the center, foreground, you will recognize Marilyn on the arm of Joe

Donahue
Ever]- advertisement In

FH0TOrL.\T MAGAZI^CE

Is

guaranteed.
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DOES YOUR

SPORT
SPUR ON

YOUR
<I6ARETTES?

KEEP

^OIN^
FOR

"HAPPy-MOUTH"
I

COOLER SMOKE I

IN

When

your particular sport
.

your

What

try

cigarettes?

.

.

gets particu-

up

doesn't this speed

larly spectacular

moment

a great

to

Spud and Spud's cooler smoke! Smoke

straight

through a whole Spud pack

.

.

.

and understand how Spud keeps you
mouth-happy

.

.

how your mouth and

.

throat keep their original moist-cool comfort.

Then you

cooler
tains

realize that

it

is

Spud's

smoke which heightens and

sus-

your enjoyment of Spud's choice

tobacco blend and flavor.

out for yourself
discussed

Come

why Spud

new freedom

is

on, find

the much-

in old-fashioned

tobacco enjoyment! At better stands,
20 for 20c.

The Axton- Fisher Tobacco

Company, Incorporated,

MENTHOL-<OOLED

Louisville,

SPUD

JUDGE SPUD.. .Not byfirst puff.but
by

first

Ky.

pack. Surprise soon forgotten

When

.
(

.

.

ClOARETTEt

continued coolness heightens

iu;,;^^'^''^..i„j

»--

•

'^'-S

enjoyment of

you write 10 adrerllscrs please mention

full

tobacco

PnOTOPLAT MAGAZIXE.

flavor.
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Ten Years Ago
dusky in November,
IT'SAgetting
storm's about to break.

Her name

according to her pen name) and Mr. John

1920.

Pola Negri!

is

In tliis issue of Photoplay there is a full
page ad announcing the approach of a picture

and

"Passion,"

called

Epoch

labelled

"A Mighty

that means a thing.
There's a picture of a dark-haired charmer
looking out of the page through slitted eyes.
Pola wasn't even a name the day before
"Passion" was shown. The next day she was
of the Screen,"

''As gentle

if

"Passion" brought Pola to America,

a toast.

and began her tragi-comic reign as one of the
queens of that era which already seems fabulous and incredible. It also brought the director to this country. His name is Lubitsch, and
today he lives and thrives mightily in Holly-

and

wood, a conqueror of the microphone.

refreshing us rain
in springs is the

A TR.VGEDY

creeps into the pages

-'' to keep gay.
On page 43 is a smiling

we

try

picture of Olive

Tliomas and Jack Pickford, taken on shipboard
as they started for a belated honeymoon in
Europe.
On page 89 is the story of Olive's tragic
death in Paris a story rushed into the maga-

PATTER

—

zine just as

it

went

to press,

when

it

Photoplay

in

was too

Barrymore. That was in 1920. In 1930 John
cruises on his yacht with the fair Dolores
Costello Barrymore and Dolo the Second.
.
Norman Anthony has drawn us a swell
cartoon.
He calls it "Enoch Arden."
.
Charlie Chaplin, in his tramp make-up, is
shown looking through the window of his house
at his lady love, "Public Favor," accepting the
attentions of a young fellow recognizable as
.

.

.

.

Harold Lloyd. Lawsy me, and that was ten
years ago, and Charlie was thought to be loafing on the job of making us laugh! What can
we say now, when it's three years between
pictures?

TELL! Here's the story of a picture called
*v '• Polly with a Past." It stars a beautiful
blonde named Ina Claire. Now she's making
a talkie of the play called " The Royal Family."
"VX

But then, this is 1930.
In " Polly with a Past " Ina had three leading
men.
Ralph Graves. Still a prominent actor, and
branching out both as director and writer.
.

One of Griflith's youngsters, then.
Harry Benham. Oh, where?
Clifton Webb. Now one of our most prominent dancing comedians of the top-hat school,

and a

star of the first "Little

Show."

T OTS

of interesting chit-chat in Cal York's
'-' Cosy Corner this month.

''Those Njvho have been out-of-doors on a cool
misty morning will remember this exhilarating
experience when using the Velvetskin Palter, for
it has the same crisp, life-giving feeling," says

Mary Miles Minter's reported engagement
to Percy Helton, young stage actor, roundly
denied by her mater.
Pauline Frederick is suing Willard Mack for
divorce, charging misconduct.
George .\rhss is going to make his lirst screen
appearance. The story is "The Devil." .-X
deal to make "Disraeli" as his lirst lilm fell
through.
Helen Ferguson and \\'iUiam Russell arc
about to get married.
The Pickford family has been acquiring
.American citizenship, having previously been
sul)jccts of His Majesty George V, as Cana-

Joan Crawford, Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer's popular

young

star.

"Waking up
the

sl<in,

become

a

sleeping pores and bringing life to
the VELVETSKIN PATTER should
morning and evening ritual of all

beauty seekers."

The benefits of regular facial patting, as advised by N/liss Crawford, have been generally
all too seldom practiced because of the difficulty of hand patting. Now
comes this newest of beauty aids, mal<ing a
genuine pleasure of a former task.
For your complexion's sake you can't afforci
to be without a Velvetskin Patter. Its rapidly
moving fingers work in creams and lotions
stimulate nourishing circulation and accomplish
pore-deep cleansing, so necessary for the perfect complexion.
Select your Velvetskin Patter to match your
boudoir. Available in.
Orchid, 3ade Green,
and Primrose, with
electrical cord to
match. The handle is
of a new material

acknowledged but

.

.

dians.

.

COME

interesting new pictures this month,
according to the Shadow Stage's reviewers.
King Vidor's "The Jack Knife Man" appears, and focuses attention on this youn;

^

director who, in five years,

(non-metal) that reheat and el(
1

For sale at the betshops end stores.

Thomas, whose tragic death in
was recorded ten years ago.
She was a film star, and the first wife
of Jack Pickford

Olive
Paris

ter

Send coupon
let,

for

in-

new book-

teresting

"Velvetire Your

Skin." Learn this

method

of

new

making an

exhilarating pleasure
of your daily facial.

late to prevent the appearance of the happy
picture on the earlier page.
Olive died at the height of her youth and
beauty a "Follies" girl whose youthful loveliness lighted up the screen for a little while.
Coming at the same time as the death of
Hobby Harron, it seemed in the fall of '20 that
the screen was losing some of its youngest and
best.
Eor it had at that lime, remember, no
gray-bearded veterans of the camera lines.

CONNECTICUT
TELEPHONE & ELECTHIC

—

® CORPORATION®
(Divinion of Conimrrriiil Iiolrunicnt Corp.)

Mi^riden, t'onn.
Connecticut Tclcptiono & Electric Corporation
60 Britannia Street, Mcriden, Connecticut
Kiiilusoil flnii rl.c-.k ..r iii..m-y order fnr wtiioh
Iiloiise seriil nne Vervetskin Pattor with privilege of
return for refund within 30 days.
Marli X here
for Alternnting Current, $5.00.
Mark X hero
for Direct Current. JT.OO.
Mark
here Qfor free Jlea\ity Booklet only.
Ckjlor wanted: DOrchid,
Jade Green,
Primrose.

a

Name
Street and
I

"LJARRY CAREY

n
n

X

is a "human" Western
new picture is "Sundown
Slim,"
This month we launch an attack
on the phony motion picture companies who
'- -'•star,

D

.

„
No

City
I

My

_
SUte..

dealer's

and

.

his

.

arc going about selling stock, in a high pressure
way, to those citizens fascinated by the rapid
rise of what was then called with pride "the
fifth industry."
.V story on the romance of
Mrs. Leonard Thomas (or "Michael Strange,"

I

.

name

E«ry

to

make "The

advcrtlscmont In

.

.

PHOTOPLAY

5I.\0AZIN"E

Is

euaranleed.

De

Mille turns from lingerie and make.^
a picture on the novel thought that love conquers all. It's called "Something to Think
About," and the grand old gang plays in it.
Gloria Swanson, Elliott De.xter, Jlonte Blue,
Theodore Roberts.
Pearl While debuts in her first ten-reel feature, after all these vears as queen of the
chapter plays! It's called "The White Moll,"
with Pearl playing an underworld damsel who
reforms.
"Earthbound" gets a lot of comment this
month.
It's spiritualism of the Basil King
brand, which had a vogue a decade ago. Wyndham Standing, Mahlon Hamilton and Naomi
Childers play the leads, and the picture is con
sidercd pretty penetrating and subtle stuff.
Cecil

sists

Iricity.

is

Big Parade."

D.\BE RUTH,

the baseball player, has just

made a movie. It's called " Headin' Home."
Henry B. Walthall is i>laying on the stage in
San Francisco in "The Humming Bird."
-'-'

Irene Rich has just secured a divorce from
Lieut. Col. Charles G. Rich in BulLilo.
Doug Fairbanks is at work under Fre I
Niblo's direction.
.\nd ZaSu Pitts has just eloped with Tom
Gallery, her leading man.

"DIG doings,
-^of 1920,
the air!

these,

it

being the football season
of burning leaves on

and the smell

.
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WOOD

'/msm

FRAUGHT WITH SENTIMENTWROUGHT FOR ENDURING BEAUTY-

^MW^I^^SI^SI^^^^
a^H^^.H^^

THESE Rlh'GS CAM BE BOUGEIT WITH CERTAINTY
In Rings,

Diamond Rings Shown Above
y°"
READING FROM LEFT TO RIGHT

The

you look

for

beauty

5

O-h

^!f^^':t:^Z:^^ic!::^^1:j;i^^/^'i!:^i^

—

—

.

surprisingly,

IVrought of the
design that

is

.

.

.

.

endures,

finest -white

most charming

gold

.

.

.

into

a

delicately carved

and fashionable.

an assurance

The "^WOOD" Symbol

J-fO

Brilliant blue

white diamond

as

an aceurate appraisah and

"SWOOD" mark

as a

to establish
p^ris style,
'
'

J87.50

appears in
its

The words "Diamond Ring" and the retail price appear
on the Tag on each complete diamond ring, the assurances
of standard value from coast to coast. Other Wood Diamond Rings priced to S^.ooo.

you buy Jewelry. The charming

show you
nearest

>\ ooci

,

on

its

Tag — to

I

value.

attest its

Famous from

coast

a symbol worth looking for

when

its price.
'^

"Lovers' Lament" — which will also
-r-Jfl
— write
and lor the name
lor
your

little talc,

ID-

the newest styles in Kings

_

is

.

— and

j

"UoOD"

*<>

80 year, leading

l

I

each Ring

hidden value whatever

coast for three generations,

^lr;tX'{:l/t;r/,fMt,Zt-.£^^^^^^^^^^

for

symbol of craftsmanship that

j
f
and diamonds
of genuine

I

of precious metals,

J

.

only

is

«« expert ean make

Jewelers have accepted the

^qJiiiulitTactfui.^foriLiitn'dcr\ract'ful'lin%tT.Socharming iQ brilliant a diamond yet so rtaionabiy priced |87.50
Skillfully .. .artiitically wrou?,ht In finest craftsmen ... cf
its cost,
purest -white gold
set with blue white diamisnd

— of mounting, of diamond, of craftsmansLip. But
— you seek true, enduring, and honorable value.

look for something more, too

f

ol

it

,

Jeweler.

DIAMOND WEDDING RINGS
A

flattering,

fuU diamond

Every stone in this full diamond cir.set in a
carefully selected .
beautifully designed band of plat.
inum. tliO. Olitrstyles tiO to iiOO

circlet

whose briUianI stones are set in purest
platinum .. .tm. Other platinum
diamond U^edding Rings tiO to $iQO

clet is

.

WEDDING RINGS

T6«"<WOOD'
Symbol appears
in the Ring

...buttl'i. Others in white gold or

num

^^

^^^^^

the Tag. Look
it

^^

when buying Jewelry.

It

'
to

Certainty ofr

Paris-insptrecf style.

display

it

.

Jl4/oJ40

$!0;o$-10

JlS (0*100

SETS

Dia mind Engagement Rings and WedIn flovia o( Love
or Modcfnislc</«<«i«. Matched Sets at
a uide range of prices. The Diamond

dmg Rings to match.

Rin^...%22'i.TheWtddingRing.. .\\\

^^^^^^

and*

on

you

MATCHED

plalinum

.

....

_^

for

gtsides

and

The Modcrnistc— /o pleasantly low
in price! %o modem! So suitable to the
smartly styled bride of todar . <15,
Other styles in white gold or plali-

The age-old orange blossom wreath is
Flower of
Love Wedding Ring! /Ind the price.'

delicately carved on this

... Proving that 10 of the finest diamonds set in a circlet of pure -white
little as. .f>0.

gold can be had for so
Other styles

,
lalue,

Good Jewelers

tn— and on— their windows.

^^^^k

^^^Hf"

^^-^^S^/

-^^

_ _ r\
^' \A/(^{\
VVV^VXL/
.

R.
bn..

" "^'O^"
ytMrKII'^'l

u,

WOOD
i»'<^\_>'«_^

^^.r-vwi^^

AND SONS,
^j-i_<-i-,^,

INC.

paris • Chicago - BROOKLYN
tE^DINC. DIAMOND HOUSE Sf JEtfELRY MAKERS— SISCE ISSO

in,rN,, Rinc;>

Wliea joa mite to idreitlsen plesse mention

•.»,-^y—^«-v

.^

,

J.
^r.

«•*«£.

new York

u.amom, R[m.s
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Brickbats and Bouquets
CONTINtXD FROM

I

because of their art. but because they came
in on an unprecedented wave of prosperity.
Isn't this a time for readjustment
smaller
profits, smaller salaries?
America has become
money conscious. If they want our money
let them give us our money's worth.

P.\GE 16

1

And One Mickey Mouse!

—

^Jter your skin

Florence W.-vcxer.

MaryviUe, Mo.

Why this forever digging up of Russian,
Austrian or German Greta Garbos? There was
one Caesar, one Napoleon, one Lincoln, also
onr Garbo!
Hail the one and only Greta
Garbo!

Pit

It

Helen Kramer.

Out, Clara

Wilkes-Barre, Penna.
Clara Bow should be given a chance to
demonstrate her real acting ability in a good
picture. I do wish we could see her in a role

Good and Mad
Chattanooga. Tenn.
.All censors should be put on the front line
and be wholly devoured by cooties if there is

different from those hard-boiled, gum chewing
parts. Her roles in "Love .\mong the Millionaires" and "True to the Navy" were so
identical that scenes could even have been ex-

.After finding out that "All Quiet on the
Western Front" was censored out of Chattan-

changed.

ooga, a city of

Ruth Birkenhead.

Logansport, Ind.
disappointment is to see a picture
advertised with Wil'iam Boyd, and then to
find it isn't our big, smiling Bill, but a stage
star.
Can't this wrinkle be ironed out so we
can know who's who?
real

Why
of the

it.

I

took the trouble

The picture was well

Hollywood,

isn't this picture shorni in

world as

It is the greatest

every part

was originally produced?
implement against war that

it

we have ever had.
C. T.

McD.

He's from Washington, Too!

Americans Drink!

Washington, D. C.
Shades of "Uncle Tom's Cabin"! Since
Calif.

me funny

that every really smart
one scene showing .Ameridrinking, free and easy. Either
repeal prohibition or take drinking out of the
movies!
B.\rron G.wbe.au.
It strikes

50.000 people,

trip.

cut out.

Helen Berkshire.

drama has at
cans at home

1

to go to .Atlanta to see

worth the

When it finally did come to Chattanooga,
about thirty minutes of the picture had been

Too Many BiUs
One

ever another war.

least

Untrained .4ninials

when did Kentucky

let down the "Jim Crow"
laws and allow a negro jockey to qualify for
the derby? Since when did white men in the
South allow negro waiters to slap them over
the back in hotel dining rooms?
.Al Jolson has let his enthusiasm run away
with him in "Big Boy" and has overstepped all
bounds in trying to present a sympathetic
portrayal of the negro in the South.
Eliz.\beth Hooper.

Winnipeg, Canada.
.\ brickbat, and a bomb for those terrible
cartoon comedies now enlivened by sound.
They have suddenly blossomed out into low,
vulgar and obscene antics. Is Will Hays only
a myth, or are they too low even for his job?
Dorothy G.\rbutt.

Gambler Wanted!
Sandston, Va.
Could anything be more charming than
Ronald Colman's portrayal of the debonair
"RafBes"?
I'll
bet a cookie
with pink
icing

Girls Still Blush!

fortable at

who

some

still

can and do

feel

uncom-

of the suggestive scenes of

our so-called "best" pictures.

water
.

.

.

.

.

.

.
.

.

dish

.

Nobody's Sap

.

water
and careless drying
make
hands and face red,
rough and chapped.

all

illLDRED L. RUFI.

hard

.
bath water
laundry water . .
. . .

.

.

.

everywhere.
hundy size at
lOc. Btore«.

orders

The

10c.
6

&

of the smart-guy type, he takes a back seat for
nobody and that includes Bill Haines.
C. Russell Erb.

Mull

filled

—

by

Frostilla Co..

.

.

.

.

.

.

Keep a bottle handy for immediate use after
exposure to wind, water, and weather!

FROSTILLA
AVE
V O
I

You Have?
Springfield,

111.

you were given your choice between a glass
water and a glass of old-fashioned beer,
which would you choose? So would I.
But I'm sure if M. E. Jollow, whose letter
appeared in your .August issue, %vere given the
same choice, he would choose the water. He
says that Tibbett or Chevalier cannot hold a
candle to Bill Haines!
Irent: REicirERT.
If

of

Reading, Penna.

Our mutual friend. J,ick Oakie, may be a
in "The Sap from Syracuse." but when it
conies to turning out real, high-class comedy

Ilcpl. Oil. l.l-

«

.Anna T. Rawlings.

What'll

It

J*

K

I

Al Jolson 's the Boy

sap

SSc, 50c., «1.,

mlra. New York.
But creamy, fraRrant
Frostilla makes all skin white
soft
smooth. Makes hands feel
oh, so good

8

—

women in the audience
Francis her rendezvous with him

half the

it

class of girls

WATER
water

Kay

in Paris.

Kansas City, Mo.
too old-fashioned to suggest that our
feminine movie stars retain enough of their
clothing to relieve the embarrassment of those
of us who go to picture shows with boj^s whose
respect we wish to keep? There is after all a
Is

— that

envied

\

Scz Hollywood
Los .Angeles, Calif.
For some strange reason you seem to get a
of
publishing
sarcastic, uncomhuge kick out
plimentary articles about Hollywood. Holly-

wood is a beautiful, prosperous, progressive
community, populated by people who are
really quite human.

Every advertisement In

C.

I.

Ka.vacy.

PIIOTOPLAT MAOAZIKE

la

Everett, Mass.
Say, what would you do if the clergyman
broke into a "ditty" in the middle of a sermon or the cook burst into song just as she
was going to serve that appetizing meal? My
heart misses a beat every time the hero looks
Nine
with love in his eyes at the heroine.
chances out of ten he will break out with
thcmc-itis just as he is about to tell her
what he thinks of her we would like to do the
same to him.
Oh. what wouldn't I like to do to the guy
who invented the stein I mean the theme
song!
S. A. C.

lutrinteed.

—

—

—

'

\

^
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Iron Monsters thundering and
gasping through black nights. Men
of steel whose hair trigger brains
and tense fingers contnd the destiny of thousands.

but

Men

human, susceptible

of steel,
to

ro-

A

grim race with death,
and the love of a woman. That is
niance.

"Danfrer Lights".

LOriS

WOLHEIM

KORKIIT ARMSTROISG
JIL\X

ARTHUR

in ''Danger

LlGHTI^

55

{Sessions Clocks

iivitli

Elf ^electric) S9.75

The clock

starriMi in

ished in Hose, Blue,

Dangrer Lights" FinGreen or Ivory.

WHEREVER time is vital. ..you are

likely to find a Sessions
Clock. In "Danger Lights", Radio Pictures new crashing
railroad drama, time is of upj)ermost importance. "What

lime

is

To

it?"

the answer, Radio Pictures chose

tell

Sessions Clocks.

See this great feature
railroad

at

your local theatre. The

drama of the talking

One

screen.

first

of the most

exciting railroad stories ever told.

See Sessions Clocks
are sold. Sessions

Sessions spring

at a

nearhy store where good clocks

New Synchronous

wound

Sessions Westminster

Electric Clocks.

clocks of all kinds.

Chime

The famous

Clocks. See the clocks

IntW
iiirn.venoercdw

chosen by Radio Pictures to co-star with Louis Wolheim,
Robert Armstrong and Jean Arthur.

cquiaitely irrair

Favorite Christmas and W<'d<ling Gifts are Sessions
Clocks, the clocks found in the Hollywood homes of

many
ville,

film stars.

Coming soon
Sessions

Clocks

The

Sessions Clock

Company,

Forest-

Connecticut.

.

.

— watch

Dorado(electric)$ 16.50
An Authentic bunjo desii;n with

.

El

ELECTRIC

Westminster Chime

for them at local

hardwood inluy. Polished braw*
bruckcU andsash Finished in
rich rubbed Mahogany. K<w«.
Green orWory 22 S inches hijch.

stores.

^^^^^^^^^^^^
I^^F^^*^'^"

.

When

jou

w

.

advertisers please mention
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Addresses of the Stars
Hollywood,

Monica Blvd.

Helen Kane
Jack Luden
Paul Lukas

Richard -Arlen
Jean Arthur
William Austin
Goorge Bancroft
Clara Bow
Mar^- Brian
Clive Brook
Jack Buchanan

Xancy

Jeanette

Art as used in advertising, in maganeuspaper^, etc., is a mouth-

Fredric

March

June Collyer

Barry Norton
Jack Oakie

Chester Conklin

Guy

Cooper
Frances Dee
Marlene Dietrich

Eugene

Leon Errol
Stuart Erwin

Roberto Rey
Bruce Rogers
Charles Rogers
Ginger Rogers

Polly

Marion DaWes
Mary Doran
Marie Dressier
Cliff Edwards
Julia Faye
Greta Garbo
John Gilbert
Gavin Gordon

Catherine Moylan
Conrad Nagel

William Haines

Hedda Hopper

Lucille Powers
Basil Rathbone

Lawes

Lottice Howell

Duncan Renaldo

Lee

George Huston

Gilbert Roland
Norma Shearer

Roth

Marion

Shilling

Fay Wray

J

zines,

Michael Bartlett

Edmund Lowe

modern business. It is a
field worthy of any ambitious man or
woman. This pleasant, modern profession is not restricted to a few "gen-

Warner Baxter
Rex Bell

Claire

piece

for

If

iuses."

you

like to

draw,

it

an

is

almost sure indication of talent which
should be developed into real money-

making

ability.

Test Your Art Ability— FREE
Take

a successful art
career today by sending for our .Art Questionnaire, which tests your natural sense of
this first step toivard

design, proportion, color, perspective, etc.
lead the way to a bigger future
fascinating and profitable profession.

Train Your Art Ability at
The Federal Course is the result of
fears of

It

—

iriay

actual

Home

experience of

over 25
producing il-

You

receive illus-

ustrations and designs.
frated lessons by many

leading artists and
illustrators, and individual personal criticism
of your %vork.
It will develop your talent
in the shortest possible titne, so you can start
to earn money quickly.

Results Count!
Federal students and graduates are
earning $2000. $3000, $4000, $5000 yearly, and

even more.

Send for This
Free Book
the

lascinating

El Brendel

Marguerite Churchill

Thomas
Fifi

describes

Lois

for tree copy.

Frank Richardson
Will Rogers
David Rollins

of

Commercial Designing

317 Federal Schools BIdg.,

Federal Schools

Commercial Designing

317 Federal SdiooU Btdg., Minnupolis, Mino.

John Wayne
Marjorie White
Charles Winniger

Henn* Armetta

Rcnee Alacreadv

F,velyn Brent

Everett Marshall

Sue Carol
Joseph Cawthorn
June Clyde

Joel

send me lice Art Questionnaire and book
"Your Future,"

Sherman

Katya Sorina

Joan Marsh

John Boles
Hoot Gibson
Jean Hersholt
Rose Hobart
Barbara Kent

Mary Nolan

Jeanette Loff

John Wray

George Sidney

G

Sisters

Slim Summerville
Lupe Veicz

Burbank,

Bert Wheeler
Robt^rt Woolscy

Warner Bros.

Studios, 5842 Sunset Blvd.

George Artiss
John Barrymore
Noah Beery

Lai
ii.-

Lightner

Lotti Loder

Ben Lyon
Marian Marsh
Marion Nixon
W'alter Pidgeon

Claudia Dell
Irene Delroy
Robert Elliott
Frank Fay

James Hall
John Halliday
I^on Janney
Evalyn Knapp

Calif*

First National Studios
Lila L*-e
Mar>' Astor
Lurien Littlefield
Harry Bannister
Richard Barthelmess
J. Farrell MacDonald
David Manners
Sidney Blackmer

McHugh

Bernice Claire

Frank

Robert Edeson
Douglas Fairbanks,

Marilyn Miller

Ona Munson
James Rennic

Jr.

Louise Fazenda
Alexander Gray

Virginia Sale
Otis Skinner

V'ivienne Segal

Lawrence Gray

Arthur Stone

H. B. W^arner
Barbara Weeks
Jack Whiting
Grant W'itliers

O. P. HegRi'Edward E. Horlon

Loretta

Hollywood.
Robert Agnew.

Joan Bennett
Charles Chaplin
Dolores Del Rio
Df)UKlas Fairbanks

Chester Morris

Mary
(iloria

Virginia

r».t.S7

Brown

Young

Calif.

La Mirada Ave.

Faire. 1212

Gower

St.

Lloyd HuRhes. 6lr. Taft BIdg.
Harold Lloyd. f>640 S;inta Monica Blvd.
Philippe De Lacy. 904 Guaranty Bldg.

Pickford

Swanson

Los Angeles,

Norma Talmadgc

Calif.

S. Oxford Ave.
Pat O'Malley. 1K,*2 Taft Ave,
Herbert Rawlinson. 1735 Highland St.
i^2i>.
Blvd.
Roland.
Wilshire
Ruth
Eslelle Taylor. 5254 I^s F.liz Blvd.

Jackie Coogan. 67,?

Jolw.n

Columbia Studios, 1438 Gower St
or, Jr.

Hardy

Jack Holt
Ralph Ince
Buck Jones
Margaret Livingston
Eiery advertisement In

Brrt Lvt.

II

Joan Pr.Ts

K;dph Graves
«^am

Universal City, Calif,

Hugh Trevor

LaRoy

Williai

Langdon

Ned Sparks

Plcaiie

Name.

Kornman

Harr>*

Lcni Stengel

Ivan Lebedeff

I

Mar>'

Charles Murray

Roberta Robinson

Kddie Koy. Jr.
Roberta Gale
Ralf Harolde
Arthur Lake

Our Gang
David Sharpe
Grady Sutton

Margaret Adams

Murray
Edna May Oliver
I-owell

Stan Laurel
Gertie Messingcf

Dorothy Granger
Hardy

Universal Studios

Km

Dunne

Charley Chase
Mickey Daniels

St.

Raymond Maurel
McCrea

H.be Daniels
Richard Dix

Eddie Quillan
Helen Twelvetrcea

Oliver

Jack Mulhall

Compson

Ann Harding

Hal Roach Studios

Milton Sills
Spencer Tracy

Radio Pictures Studios, 780 Gower
Dorotliy I-ee
Amos and Andy

A

Ernest Torrence

Raquel Torres
June Walker
Roland Young

Robert Armstrong
Constance Bennett
William Boyd
James and Russell
Gleason

Sand
Marie Saxon

Althea Henly
Louise Huntington
Keating Sisters
Richard Keene
Jane Keith
J. AL Kerrigan

United Artists Studios, 1041 N. Formosa
Ave.

of

Lewis Stone

LawTcnce Tibbett

Jillian

Ted Hcaly

Monte Blue
Joe E. Brown

FEDERAL School

Gus Shy

Dorothy Jordan

Pathe Studios

Maureen O'SuIlivan

Federal

Course which quickly preparrs you for a career in
commercial art. Mail the
coution below right now

Owen

Buster Keaton
Charles King
Arnolfl Korff
Harriett Lake
Gwen Lee

Moran

Harold Murray
George O'Brien
J.

William Harrigan
Mitchell Harris

Rita

Catherine Dale
Anita Page

Goodie Montgomery

Dorsay

Louise Dresser
Charles Farrell
Noel Francis
John Garrick
Janet Gaynor

Irene

Edward Nugent
Elliott Nugent
C. Nugent

J.

Hyams
Kay Johnson

Sharon Lynn
Mona Maris
Frances McCoy
Kenneth MacKenna

Moran

Ramon Novarro

Leila

Luce

Victor McLaglen
Don Jose Mojica

Clifford

William Collier, Sr.
Joyce Compton

Hetty

Many

"Your Future

Humphrey Bogarl

Robert Montgomery
Grace Moore

Lon Chancy

Stanley Smith
Regis Toomey

Ames

John Miljan
ConchitaMonte negro

Lenore Bushman
Harry Carey

Fox Studios, 1401 N. Western Ave,
Rob«-rt

McCarthy

Ellen

Joan Crawford

Lillian

Frank Albertson

Andre Luguet

Edwina Booth
John Mack Brown

Charles Ruggles

Holmes

Barbara Leonard
Bessie Love

Wallace Beer>'
Charles Bickford

Ramon Pereda

Francis

Culver City, Calif.
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studios
Lionel Barr\more

Oliver
Pallette

William Powell

Richard "Skeets"
Gallagher
Harn-- Green
Mitzi Green
PliilUps

Edwin Carewe Productions,

Tec-Art Studios

Nino Martini

Stanley Fields
Norman Foster

o/Modern Business

M:

Maude
Four Marx Brothers
Moran and Mack
Rosita Moreno
Frank Morgan

Ciar^-

AUT^aviTal part

In care of the

MacDonald

Ma
Cvril

Carroll

Paul Ca\'anagh
Ruth Chatterlon
Maurice Chevalier
Claudette Colbert

Kay

Samuel Goldwyn, 7210 Santa

In care of

Calif,

Paramount Publix Studios

Aileen Pringlc
Dorotiiy Revier

Barbara Stanwyck
Johnnie Walker

PHOTOPLAY UAGAZXN£ U

Gilda Gray. 22 E. 60th St., New Y'ork
"
CaHf
Newhall.
William S. Hart. Horseshoe Rai
Palsy Ruth Miller, 80« Cres. nt Drive, Bcvcrll^
Hills, CaUf.

^nuruiteed.

'

.
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\
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HAROLD LLOYD
I

The

Soon Be Seen

A

in radio

.

.

.

mouths old

ahead

years
II KE

tii'O

.

.

.

NO DISTORTION!
radio whose units are but p3.zMl\y balanced can only bring you the
distorted
left. With Phi lea's exact balancing
of all units in tht
you get the true, clear, undistorted tone pictured at the right

in popular favor

the understudy

who

GRAND

While the young folks dance to a jazz
in the parlor. Father and Mother
can listen to some fine music upstairs. For
the guest room, the Baby Grand is hospitality supreme. For that boy or girl at college,
the Baby Grand adds entertainment to higher
education at a mighty low tuition fee. And
program

played a star

and woke up famous, the Phiico
Baby Grand Radio has won a public of its
own in two short months.
i

part

—

what a

gift

it

makes, for

all

occasions!

This great little radio
understudy to the
famous Phiico Line of super-performing
radios

—

is

the

first

full fledged,

Screen Grid
such a price.

finely-selective

produced

When

at

announced

a

big-toned,

Radio

month ago we

ever

The Phiico Baby Grand
It just
is

plugs into any

easily

AC

moved from room

sensitive; tunes accurately

is

all-electric.

light socket

to

room;

"big radio" performance in compaa space.
If you haven't seen or heard the Phiico
Baby Grand, better see your dealer today.
He will be glad to give you a free demonstration, of course, and easy terms when you,
too, decide you must have a Baby Grand.
The Phiico dealer also offers a complete
line of Phiico Radios in beautiful Consoles,

all receivers, at $350. Each Phiico radio
the finest that can be produced by the
leaderof the industry— Phiico. Furthermore,
is

enjoy radio as you

mobile Radio

—

Balanced-Unit set
Philco's
exclusive method of balancing all electrical
units to give full, rich, true tone, without

now

Transitone Autosold by all Phiico

ride.
is

dealers.

PHILCO BABY GRAND

distortion.

HanJiomt Gothic dtii%n; Rinuint ualnul;

Seven tubes; three of them Screen Grid;
and double-tuned input circuit gives remarkable selectivity without cross-talk. The
built-in speaker is genuine electro-dynamic.
The handsome Gothic design cabinet is
genuine walnut. Never before have trade
and public seen such a VALUE.

screen grij); urnuinc

Many want

it for

an extra

day has come, too, when many people
find they want
radio sets.

TWO

WbCQ you

7 tubti (3

EltclroDyaamic Sl>taLer buillin ;

doubltiuniJiniiuitinuii: puih-pull: AllEUciric: J6 im. u',Ji:n'A im. high. Full
lize radio performance in small ipatt.

ONLY

$/.C\.50
T'i/
Ita tubti

Sold with

7 Phiico Balanced Tubes. Price
sligblly higher in Canada

PHILCO, PHILADELPHIA. PA.

radio set

The

and

finely

and gives genuine

of

—

enormous. And no wonder!
The Phiico Baby Grand has the quality
you look tor in receivers costing many times
is

this price. It is a

M9.50

Lowboys and Highboys from $95 to $145;
Radio- Phonograph at $198 and magnificent
Concert Grand Radio-Phonograph, greatest

said,

"Phiico knows the public will want a lot of
these wonderful sets." The prophecy has
been fulfilled
in quick time. The demand
already

"feet first"

tone pictured at the

PHILCO BABY
.

in

Leading Theatres Everywhere

great

name

little

in

121

BALANCF.n

- L \'IT

write to adiertLscrs ulcaso muitioD

RADIO

Matin of the famous Phiico Radio, Diamond Crid
Battery for Motor Can, Ttllphonei, Farm Lighting,
Motive PoTver. Auxiliary Power, etc.. etc.
\S CAN,\D.\; I'HILCO rKOULCI S. LTD.. TORONTO
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The Tragic
'

Story of a Beauty

CONTINUED FROM

P.\GE 39

1

^sK^Si

and she now had to go to school which meant
that she must arise before dawn to do the work

She forgot how many years had passed, and
when she at last found the apartment house

of the farm.

and was

CHE

the

told, by a strange landlady, that Mrs.
Keating was gone her courage gave way for

was, of course, shunned by the other
'-'students, and her teacher wrote notes to her
father insisting that he buy the child a decent

that she was not beaten or
She had never heard a word of kind-

selves.

Once she ran away but she was overtaken
by her father and beaten.
There was nothing in her life but work and
misery and pain and a dull stagnant ache in the

She thought that surely she had reached
heaven at last.
And when, one night an entertainer was ill
and Rita took her place, thinking she was sing-

place where her heart should be. She begged
her father to love her, to treat her with a little
tenderness.
She received for this only oaths and a back-

ing her number dramatically only to discover
that the audience thought she was doing a
burlesque and a theatrical producer gave her a
comedy part in his stock company she knew
that, at last, she was free and there was a
chance for her to begin living in earnest.

His answer to this was that Rita could not
be persuaded to wear a dress and, naturally,
the teacher beleved the father rather than' the
child.

Not a day passed
cursed.

Lasy ^feps to

handed

Instant

f

slap.

When

she was almost fourteen a terrific
life. Her father had not
It was a brutally cold

clima.x occurred in her

been home for days.
winter.

JLoveuncss
—

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

—

;

—

-

—

arrested.

EYELASH DARKENER

EYEBROW PENCl
instant Bcautl/lcr» for the Ewes

EVE SHADOW

She was old enough now to tell her pitiful
story and be believed.
The last lime she saw her father was in the
court room when he was sentenced to two years
in the penitentiary.
Rita felt that she was free, at last, but she
was not, for she became a ward of the state
and was put into an orphanage where her
treatment was not much better than that she
had received at home. It seemed that the first
freedom she had had was being snatched away
from her just when the taste of freedom was
good.
She remained ten days in the orphanage.
She should have remained until last year.
In the middle of the Canadian winter, Rita,
clothed in a pair of overalls and rubber solcti
sneakers, headed through the snow toward the
States. It took lier three months to make the
journey. She lived on raw eggs and milk that
she stole.

V\ THEN she, at last, sneaked across
'' to the United States she found
that, so a

a child almost
at the age when
T'"HUS
most sheltered
are entering high school,
fifteen,

girls

Rita had prayed that he would never return
and then, one night, he came back with.all the
Jhade your upper eyelids with Maybelline pent-up fury of a week within him.
e)h:
Eye Shadow
see how much more "expresHe was like an insane man and he beat her
sion" comes into your eyes that very instant! as he had never beaten her before. He kicked
Then
darlcen your lashes with MaybelHne
her and threw her across the room. He was on
Eyelash Darkener. Instantly they will appear the verge of killing her.
longer and beautifully luxuriant
and your
She ran from the room screaming and
eyes will appear largerand more brilliant. Select snatched a gun down off the wall. He came
Solid orWaterproofLiquidMaybellineEyelash at her brandishing the whip.
DarkenerjeitherforminBlackorBrown - 75c.
" Vou take another step toward me and I'll
Finish
with Maybelline Eyebrow Pencil. kill you," she said.
It's the new, indestructible type
clean and
"Vou haven't got the nerve," he laughed
easy to handle. Choose Black or Brown
35c.
and made a lunge toward her.
When purchasing Maybelline Eye Shadow,^
She fired the gun and made a flesh wound
select Blue for blue and gray eyes; Brown for
just under his arm.
She had aimed for the
hazel and brown eyes Black for dark brown and
heart and missed.
violet eyes. Green
He
sank
to
the
floor
wailing that she had
MAYBELLINE CO.
maybeusedforall
killed him, begging her to dress the wound,
colors and is espebut she knew that if she put the gun down he
cially effective for
would kill her, so she made him go into his
evening
room, where she tied his hands together and
wear.
bandaged his arm. Then it was two o'clock
Any col- \Jfe .>
in the morning
she marched him, at the point
or— 75c.
of the gun, into the town where she had him
.

time.

ness.

dress.

m-

first

She collapsed upon the floor.
For three months she lay ill with pneumonia.
But she was free.
Upon her recovery the landlady who had
taken her in, got her a job waiting on tables
in a cheap little restaurant. The gingham uniform she wore was like the satin robe of a
princess and the hard-faced, painted girls who
worked in the place were the princesses them-

tramp

told her,

the line
a train

was headed toward

Spokane.
She hid in the manger of an empty cattle car
and made the trip.
She remembered that once in Spokane she
and her father had lived in a certain apartment
house where the landlady had been kind to her.
Every advcrll.siniint In riIOTOrL.VY M.VfiVZIXE

Is

began a new and

thrilling existence

away from

the brutality of a father who hated her. The
her rise to success upon the stage and
her subsequent beginning in pictures is a
thrilling sequel to her amazing childhood, too
long to be told here.
Rita is happy now. She deserves to be. She
has a long-term contract with Radio Pictures
where she has played with Rod La Rocque in
"The Delightful Rogue'' and others, and now
she is doing the vamp with Amos and .-Vndy in
storj" of

"Check and Double Check."
most beautiful

She is one of the
screen has known.

sirens the

The most remarkable part about
that with

all

her misery, with

all

the girl is
her blighted

and thwarted childhood, she has come througlf
like the fine trouper she is.
She talks of her
experiences as simply and with as few dramatics as if she were recounting an ordinary
story.
She has not become embittered, nor
hardened. She even adds humor to that recital.

The tears may roll down your cheeks. They
do not come to her eyes.
She has a great and sincere love for children.
The things that she has missed she wants to
shower upon the kids in her neighborhood.
And this is no pose.
This is no, "Oh, my,
what a sweet little child. I just love the kiddies, don't you?''

She meets life head back, chin out.
She is quick to sense injustice, brave as a
warrior.
.\nd instead of bemoaning her own unhappy
she has put
begin again.
life

it

allbehind her and

there
so much
OljH,
much haven't done;
is

I

is

ready to

haven't seen, so

there is so much
I
the world that I have not known,''
she says. "I must take that beauty. I must
find the rich and the full life that 1 was denied.
But I'm in a position to find it now and I will

beauty

in

have it.
" Nothing will stop mc from going to the top,
from having the things to which every woman
is entitled.
I got oil to a bad start.
I was
almost left at the post. So I'm making up for
that now."
Rita La Roy is twenty-two years old. She
has had enough sordidness in her life to be a
hundred. Hut that is past. Nothing can stop
her from finding the things that riglitfully belong to her, for she has courage and fearlessness.
She has fought the gootl fight and has
won.

guaranteed.
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The Most Ambitious Picturi
Undertakings Since Ben Hur!
^LAYED
A-

great

background of

against a

book

tropical

that thrilled the world ha«

danger and primitive paMioo,

come

to life tviih all its adventure
romance. The ivory coast of Africa, the jungle, a ruby worth a king's
ransom, a white orphan girl worshipped as a goddess, love's
ill its

awakening

VAN DYCK
made "WHITE SHADOWS IN

Directed by

who

W.

S.

THE SOUTH

8EAS."

and her English

for this giri

lover, their thrilling

escape from the natives and the terrors of the jungle
talking production

From

the

.

.

.

the greatest

famoui novel by Trader

thrill

H»m

I

picture ever

An

and Ethelrtda

METRO-GOLDWYN-MJ
"More

When you

Stars

Than There Are

write to advertisers ulease mention

in

I'lIOTOPLAT IIAGAZIXE.

ry C.iri

all-

shown!

Heaven'

Ren.
na Booth

in

—
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Crystal-Gazing with
[

Sd^iSiss

COXTl-NL'ED

made to seers, table-thumpers, slatewriters, paLm-readers, crystal-gazers all over
the world. She told me of her visit to Evange-

she has

line .-\dams in

one

Kew

York, Miss

Adams

being

of the country's leading horoscope readers.
in two shakes of a tambourine, there we

And

were in the sanctum of Dareos. We sat at a
table with a big crj'stal ball in the center, and
the soothsayer took both Mary's hands in his.
" Vou have the body of a woman (that was
a tough discovery, thinks I) and the brain of a
man," he began.

FROM

P.\GE 72

Mary

1

to be one of the old November boys, myself.
While we were there, Dareos took a crack at
too. All I'll say is that some of these big
movie directors had better look out. I'm apt
to do something really big any day now, so

me,

remember you knew me when.
Dareos threw in a few extra tid-bits for the
one ten-spot. He said Colleen Moore was under
a very bad sign right now, that the best of
Bebe Daniels' career is to come, and that
Dorothy Mackaill was due for better breaks.
(Since this was written Dorothy has been

new contract by First National. Ed.)
That was that, and we blew. It was 12:30.
"Well, there you are," said ^larj-, on the

offered a

X'lTRINKLES

when

appear

" '\/'0X} will not be a success in marriage, but
-'•
you will marry. Not soon, however. Vou
will always follow the stage. You would do best
in comedy.
Perhaps, later, the sort of thing
done by JIarie Dressier and Polly Moran (here
I felt sort of faint).
Nineteen-thirty-one wiU
be a great year for you. Someone should buy
jou Lenore Ulric's new stage play.
It will
be a great success in New York, and would

the

under the skin
become soft or lifeless. Babies and
children never have wrinkles; their
•^

'

flesh

flesh

is

and

fissues

firm and

/

live.

To smooth away

wrinkles, the
tissues under the skin must be nourished back to firmness. Dr. Charles'
Flesh

You

Food does

this

be fme for you in pictures.
"You like to be surrounded with colorfid
personalities. You are nervous, with a strong
will.
You can be led, but not driven. You
should live in the countr>', with horses and
dogs, maybe a cow. You like small, rambling
houses. Your lucky number is 13. You have
nothing to fear from the air, nor ocean travel.
Be careful of lakes and pools. In later life you
will have a serious but not fatal illness.
Be
careful of your heart. Avoid stimulants."
Then it developed that Mary's birthday is
August 13th, she made her stage debut on the
13th, and her picture debut, too. Dareos says
October and March men would be the best
mates for her. November men would be worst
of all. I shut up like a regular clam. I happen

by absorption.

an ordinary night
cream. It feeds the tissues and tones
them up. Wrinkles and sagging flesh
use

it

disappear.

as

also invaluable for

It is

rounding out hollows in the neck

and shoulders.
50c the jar at

any

druggist's.

DrCharles
FLESH FOOD
coupon
Free: This
you —
—

Food

Dr. Charles Flesh Food
220

-

.'

»

"You

never know.
I hate the
country, and my ideal farm is at 42nd Street
and Broadway. I always fall off horses, and
I

don't care to meet cows socially, and

I like

a house big enough to give me a room a day
for sL\ months. And drama and not comedy is

my forlc."
But Marj- is a high-strung
she loves the theater, too

girl.

That's

— because

touch and go. Too
for

Mary

much

rest in the

why

it's

all

movies

loves to travel on ner\ous enerej'.

VX 7ELL, here we were at the Duncan n .in** sion— reallyadistinguished residence. cnct
honored by the Lindberghs and a few of ihcir
lares and penates, and so on.
It was shut up
like a vault, but we finally routed out Mary's
and it was nighty-night all 'round.
chugged and puffed my homeward wa\'.
-And, friends, if I ever considered ten bucks
well spent, it was the bill I gave up to learn
that the beautiful, vigorous, even brilliant
Mar>- Duncan would thrive in the company of
a cow!

sister,
I

will bring
a sample jar

free

of Dr. Charles Flesh

way home.

'^

mailed to:

if

—

Co ., Dept.P. K.

36th Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.

BIRIHSTONE

REAL AND SYNTHEHC STONES
Ladies HlnfSs-^H-KWtilteGn!,!
(tftagon, prong moUQtlDgs ex-

—

actly 03 Illustrated.

—

Massive, carved
For Men
luuuntlngs otsuUd gold.
Send slze.blrthmnnth and
$3.95(rli<-ckorM.O.i. For
size, measure with string.

ANUFACTIIRING

NEWARK.

CO.
N. J.

'I.I.'IVJUJII.TTT^

MONEY

An

opportunity to

.^27

WashlnHton

FOR YOUR

S

SPARE TIME

mnhe S30

to S50 a woek by
aecnt.s <lurln({ thotr spare time, selllncc beautiful
Cliristmtts KrectlHR ciird-f.
Eiisy ^elUnj;.
'
perlenco necessary. Sampir* '- "' '^""- -« rcQucst.
-_ tfMliiy

Vj

for full purtlcul,

DO RStrict
AL INC.
Bl FF.M.O. N. Y.

5
5

OldMoneyWanted,
nlrkelnt 1913 Willi l.lberly head, (no

Ilurtiilo).

Wo

Day

fur Ijirge

NUMISMATIC

CO., Dept. 75

Ft.

Worth, Tex

Talk about your flagpole sitters ! The Hollywood studios have rafter-sitters
who make Shipwreck Kelly look like a passer-by! This is Lawrence
Carter, who operates a rotary light for Paramount. He claims to have sat
on the rafters for 36,000 hours, shooting his lamp hither and then thither

Every adiertlsemcnt In

niOTOrLAY

M.^GAZLN'E U cuaranteed.

J
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Cotumbia Has The Best Directors
o^ssurina You The

Best Pictures/
FRANK CAPRA

DIRIGIBLE
JACK HOLT

With
From

Lieut.

Commander

"Rain

rected

Frank

Shine,"

or

and

for

RALPH GRAVES

Wead's

Mr. Capra

great story.

"Flight,"

"Submarine,"

of

Leisure," etc.

HOWARD HAWKS

for

THE CRIMINAL CODE
New

From the sensational

York Stage

hit

by Martin

Flavin

.

.

.

Meet

di-

"Ladies

Miss
Columbia

and

winner of the Theatre Club Trophy as the best play of the year. Mr.

Hawks

directed "The

Dawn

Patrol,"

"The Air Circus" and

JOHN BLYSTONE

TO

L'A B LE

others.

for

DAVID

Your demands bring Joseph Hergesheimer's immortal screen classic
to the motion picture theatre as a talking picture. Mr. BIystone is the
director of "So This is London" and many other hits.

ARIZONA
VICTOR FLEMING

Written for the screen
greatest

outdoor play.

ing directed

for

by Jules Furthman from Augustus Thomas'
To be produced on an epic scale. Mr. Flem-

"The Virginian," "Common Clay" and

JOHN ROBERTSON

MADONNA
With

An

t^h'e

others.

for

streets

W. B. Maxwell's wonderful novel, "The Ragged
Mr. Robertson directed Mary Pickford and Richard

Barthelmess

in

many

N. Y., winner
Columbia's great nationwide search for "Miss Columbia." She has been
awarded a week's contract
at $250.00 and a free trip
to Hollywood. She was the
selection of the New Movie
and allied magazines.
Runners up for honors as
Miss Columbia, all of whom
have been awarded Majestic Radios, were: Dorothy
Dawes, Brooklyn, N. Y.,
in

nominated by fWm Fun;

Dorothy Brown, Des

EVELYN BRENT

adaptation of

Messenger."

LESLEY BETH STOREY
of Brooklyn,

of their outstanding successes.

Moines, la.. Screen Romances; Jean Eckler, West
Palm Beach, F\a., Molion
Picture Magazine; Donna
Barton, Tulsa, Okla., Motion

LIONEL BARRYMORE

for

GREAT PICTURE

A

With
(Watch

for

BARBARA STANWYCK

announcement

of title.)

The greatest

star find

of years

in a

made from a tremendous story. Mr. Barrymore
"The Rogue Song," "Madame X" and many others.

smashing drama
rected

di-

COLUMBIA PICTUKES
Ask your favorite theatre when these pictures
When

you write to advertisers please mention

will

be shown. 11

riTOTOPLAT MAGAZINC

Picture

Classic;

Vera

Martin, New York, N. Y.,
Screen Book; Bernice Maiwald, Laconia, N. H., Motion

Picture

Stories;

Meta

Diane Neuburg, Tuckahoe,
N. Y., Photoplay; Mercedes Janet Rice, Banning,
Ga., Screen/and.

"
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The Youngest Grand Old Man!
[

Groiv/
—

Mar\'eIou3 new diacoven,-! makp3 eyelaahea and eyebrows actually grow!
as never before you can
positively have long, curling, silken lashea and beauti-

Now

wonderful eyebrows.
I say to you in phiin English that no matter how scant
your eyelashes and brows, I will increase their length
and thickness in 30 days or not accept one penny.
No "ifs", "ands" or "ma>-bes" you actually see
BtartUng results or no pay! You be the judge.
Over lOiOOO
Prove It
"7-prove beyond a doubt that this astounding new
discovery fringes the eyea with long, curling natural
ful,

—

—

—

—

Women

makes eyebrows lovely, silken lines. Read
what they say sworn to under oath before a notary

lashes

From

public.

Carhsle, Pa.

;

—

**I

Mile. Hefflefinger. 240 W. -B" St.,
certainly am dehghted • , . people now
silky my eyelashes appear."

remark how long and

From Naomi

]

went to Europe and lived like a rajah. Since
he bought champagne on a beer income he had
to work his way back by stoking a ship.
It
was an old boat and the trip took fourteen days,
and stoking under the best circumstances does
not come under the classitication of pleasure.
He worked in the harvest fields of Minnesota,
and had a pitchfork battle with a big Mon-

mad.

in

There

Eyelashes and Eye«
brows like this in 30 Days

71

utes his success to the fact that he was born
with the proverbial luck of the Irish. But you
can depend on this, much of his success is due
to the fact that he hasn't whimpered about the
breaks.
He takes the bad roles with the good.
You've seen Jack in some tine pictures, and
you've probably seen him in some of the worst
clap-trap that ever flickered across the screen.
Once in a while the Irish pops out, and he gets

Then is the time
home to mother!

Grow

Yes,

coxiixuED from: page

is

for children to

the time, for instance,

scamper

when Jack

stood all he could from a very wisenheimer
That director was the guy who
director.
thought up motion pictures. .-Vnd he was very,
very nasty and condescending. Jack stood all
he could.
He finally turned to the leading lady, apologized for the scene that was about to be enacted, and the slaughter was on.
.\fter the wreckage had been cleared away
the technicians on the set tendered him a vote
of thanks.
At fourteen he ran away from home to join
a circus.
He was assistant to the hand-cuff
king, .\fter that he was in the navy. When
a relative left him a small legacy he promptly

tanan.

Jack came out
New York.

best.

He was an artist's model

He

didn't care much for it, but he was also
rather fond of eating.
He picks his own friends. "I could be a
bum in the gutter," he says, "but I would still
reser\'e the privilege of picking the bums that

would he with me.

bums

can't be just a

There's no reason
little

beautiful non-professional

women

in the col-

ony.

Evelyn Mulhall is always a striking figure at
any gathering.
She could easily have a career of her own,
but Jack is just old-fashioned enough to insist
on earning the hving for both!

Utstot, 5437 Westminster Ave., W.
Philadelphia. Pa.; *'I am greatly pleased.
eyebrows and lashes are beautiful now." Frances Raviart
of Joanette, Pa. says: "Your Eyelash and Eyebrow
Beautifier is simply marvelous." Flora J. Corriveau,

My

Biddeford, Me., sa,vs "With your Method
and luxurious."

my

eye-

lashes are growing long

One 'Week

Reanlta Bvldent la

—
become more

—
—

In one week

often in a day or so
you see the lashe9
beautiful, like silken fringe! The darUng
little upward curl shows itself and eyebrows become
Bleek. It's the thrill of a Ufetime
when you have
Ia.**hc3 and brows as beautiful as any ever seen.
Remember I guarantee you satisfactory results in
30 days or your money refunded iA lull. I mean just
that
no quibble, no strings.
Send today. Special Introductory Price only $1.93
Later $5.00. Order
at low price.

—

——

NOW!

NOW

—

Sent C. O. D.
Or if money accompanies order postage will be prepaid,

jLuclUe Young, fifi-B Lucille Youn& Bide, ChlcaKO. Z
» Send rae your new discovery for growing eyela.'*hes Z

land eyebrows. 1( not entirely satLsned,
;ln 30 (lays and you refund my money.

I'll

retiu-n

Price C. o. D.

•

13 »1 95 plus Jew cents postage
$1.95 sent with order pasta^e win be paid.
Check 1( money enclosed
or C. O. D.

Z
:

If

Q

;
-

Z
;

;

Z Name
Z St. Address
;f"lty

State.

LESS EFFORT

imSKMi^e Pay/
NEW SYSTEM!

WITH SENSATIONAL

OCIENTiriC university laborstorr research bos devploped an
^ BuiAxinff new typing eyatem that eliminates errunt And »U>p»
ReTolutionury
ixlnsly increksed ape<

"Guided

'

-

-

NEW KRA
^

'

.

.

practici

"» roaulta appe_ Immediately.
1 your r«ffiilar woi
,_
Not o
tvr«d in local buaineaa aehoolx; taught
tausht direct'
direct-by -mall only.
Write, without obliirntinn. for FREE book.
ERA TYPING,

NEW

INC.,

•'^•20

Columbia BIdg.. Springfield, Ohio*

Taught by Mcy«r Both
tion with 8.000 adv
tilers a« active clients.
|

Tills truliiing— biisr<l
ao years* rcsultful expnrl-

ence
It«

—thoDry
transforms
Into

—a women.
faarlnarlnc.
Write

I

indcn(U'llnlti'

fttf-t.

i
I

rarocr in Art

upon to both men

Kill

\nrr.t

r.n<l

fo

The Hair Root

My mrttiod provonts hair from Krowlng a^aln; use It privately In your own homo, booklet tree. Writ* today, enclosing 3 n-O ataaijw.
teach beauty culture. 25

We

D. J.
12S1-C Mahler Park.

MAHLER^

Robert Montgomery takes a busman's holiday. On his day off, he visits
the set where Fifi Dorsay is making up for a scene in "Those Three French
Girls," and has a nifty or two to offer. Fifi seems appreciative, but keeps
on wielding the puff

Eie-y adtcrtlscmcnt In

PHOTOPLAY MAOAZINE U

why

exclusive.

His Ufe has not been without tragedy. Several years ago the first Mrs. Mulhall met a
tragic death, leaving Jack with a small son.
He is married again now to one of the most

guaranteed.
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STARS S PHOTOPLAY

250
WITH

BEAUTIFUL REPRODUCTIONS

A

BRIEF

IN

ROTOGRAVURE

250

BIOGRAPHY BELOW THE PORTRAIT OF EACH STAR

This new de luxe edition of the "Stars of the Photoplay"
represents the very finest collection of beautiful art portraits of screen celebrities ever assembled under one cover.
Photoplay Magazine's

close per-

THIS

sonal contact with the stars of the
industry has enabled us to procure
not only the latest but the most
attractive portraits of

all

NEW

DE LUXE

EDITION OF THE

STARS

oF

THE

PHOTOPLAY

the screen

HANDSOMELY

favorites.

size

of each

individual

portrait

is

53-^ X 73 2 inches, the balance of the

page being devoted to the biographi'
sketch of the particular star

cal

featured on that page.
You can still take advantage of the
new low price The flood of orders
has enabled us to reduce this book
from $1.75 to $1.25.

Two hundred and fifty photoBOUND IN EMBOSSED
RED ART FA8RIKOID
graphs have been carefully selected
WITH GOLD LETTER.
and reproduced by rotogravure procING
ess.
This process retains the soft,
Write for your copy of the
deep tones and highlights, and has
"Stars of the Photoplay" now. This
resulted in exceptional reproductions
latest edition is going fast.
Use the
ot the original photographs.
coupon below for your convenience.
The portraits, for convenient reference, have
been arranged in alphabetical order according to
Stars of Photoplay, Dept. PH. 11-30, Photoplay Magazine,
the names of the stars, and below each portrait
919 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago, III.
you will find a brief biography which gives a clear
Please send me my copy of the new 1930 edition of Stars
and comprehensive sketch of the star's career, in!

Only

$1.25

of the Photoplay, for which

cluding such information as weight, height, complexion, age, etc.
Just the type of information
that you want.

This wonderful collection is printed on a choice
grade of white super paper. The outside measurement of the book is 7} t x 10} o inches, and the

advertisers please

enclose

QCheck OMoney

T^ame

Street

City
}

I

order for $1.25. Send to the following address:

i

on
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Let's

Drop In ar/c/ Gossip With
Old Cal York!
;

CONTINUED TROM PACE 102

to Posner for his business.
The
honorable court must decide. In the meantime,
Helen is just too miserable!

had lent

it

npHE
•'

end of the tuimel is nearing for Anna
Q. Nilsson. For months, she's been lying

on her back

no time

A few applications of harmless
Murine will make your eyes much
clearer

and brighter than

before.
It reduces bloodshot veins and
dissolves the dust-laden film of
mucus that makes eyes look dull
and lifeless. Murine positively

contains no belladonna or any
other injurious ingredient. 60c at
drug and dep't stores. Try it!

#

GajTior was nursing her mad
with Fox, stories were freely circulated
that one Miss Rose Hobart, just as good, just
as wistful, would replace her. The stories were
designed to frighten Janet and bring her down
to earth. It's a quaint old Holl\^vood custom.
The one person who may have taken the
story seriously was Miss Rose Hobart.
She
decided that S300 a week was a piffling sum to
pay for a duplicate Janet Ga>Tior, demanded
S2(X) more and got a ticket back to New York,

where talent

AT

LAST

is

appreciated.

dear; oh dear

is

8754-B:

-•-

.

.

.!

and
P.\RAdoxes
and
Advent of talking pictures

p.^R.^graphs

.

P.^R.Allels:

.

.

produced an outlay of 8200,000.000 in .American studios and in one Hollj^vood studio the
oflice girls have to chip in to buy ice for the
water cooler because the studio won't
Doug Fairbanks, held up in his home, hires a
night watchman to prevent a recurrence and
.

five nights later the

night

.

.

watchman prevents

the landing of a 825.000 liquor cargo on the
beach near Doug's home
Connie Talmadge cuts a wisdom tooth and the Marquis
de la Falaise loses a game of putt-putt golf
Al Jolson coaches Doug Fairbaiiks in how to
sing in "Reaching for the Moon" and Al
.

getting smart.
Or
-''•maybe it's just a big bluff.
Anyhow,
M-G-JX has decided to take Billy Haines out
of the cut and dried smart-cracking pictures
he's been making to give him a really big pic-

a studio

No.

piece of the cake when Jack Oakie
strolled
on.
"Ah, ah," he said to Clara, "you
can't eat your cake and have IT
too."

V\ 7HEX Janet

^^

Wisecrack

was on a Clara Bow set. It
birthday. There was a surprise party in progress. There was a
cake. Clara was just biting into a
It

was her

Oh

BRIGHT
in

OAKTK

under treatment to

cure the effects of being kicked by a horse long
ago. It's been a long, dark, bitter siege.
But the other day, the doctor said she could
leave the hospital at last. The same old sunshine that Anna used to squeeze into one smile
gleamed again as she heard the good news. She
went to the home of the Basil Rathbones, untU
she's well enough to again take a home of her

CLEAR,
eyes

in a hospital,

"Oh, oh," grunted the prop boy, who knew
Barrj'more quite well as prop boys do know
the stars; "I'll bet he's swallowing more water
right now than he's drank in the last twenty
years!"

.

.

.

Jolson goes to

German

Germany

to

make

.

.

a talkie in

John Barrymore finishes making
in which he goes to sea and
finally catches a mammoth white whale and
then John Barrj-more goes on a vacation
which consists of a fishing trip on his yacht and
.

.

.

"Moby Dick"

ture.

He may do a swell gangster picture. Imagine
Billy smart-cracking the hard boiled cops. Oh
I forgot. He isn't going to smart-crack any
more in pictures anyhow.

—

catches

a

145-pound

swordfish

.

.

.

Janet

Gaynor and Charlie

ip-oR

Your

LsE YOUR SPARE TIME

'HEY

'

tell stories

on themselves,

too.

Here

I

-*- are
a pair:
Bob Montgomery told about being made
very uncomfortable while dining alone at a
Hollywood cafe the other evening by the steady
stares of a couple seated nearby. Oldish, whitehaired folk they were. They rose to go before
Bob was finished. As they passed his table,
the man leaned down and said:
"Sorry we stared so rudely at you, son. M)wife thought you were Robert Montgomery.
Ha, ha!"
And John Barrymore tells about the crack a
studio prop boy made when he had to stand,
in ' Moby Dick," and have hundreds of gallons
of water sloshed over him in a shipboard scene.

Farrell once again are
pictures and Janet Gaynor and
Lydell Peck resume denials that their marriage
is on the rocks
Basil Rathbone reported
to have been ousted from lead in "The
Boudoir Diplomat" because he didn't like the
storj- treatment and Basil Rathbone announces
he plans to return to the New York speaking
stages because movies "cramp individuality"

teamed

in

.

.

.

"Dancing with Tears in My Eyes" was
yanked out of "Dancing Sweeties" because
they didn't think it was a good enough song
to stay in, and "Dancing with Tears in My
Eyes" is one of the biggest-selling popular
song hits in recent years ... El Brendel
is the screen's funniest Scandinavian comedian and El Brendel hires a Scandinavian
.

.

.

to open for

yourself this door to a fascinatinsr

new

life.
C.et the only absolutely complete Home Study
Course on Interior DeconitinK. Our two fniiious
courses on I'crlod and on Muiicrnislic Interior
Decorating art now combined. You rh hotii at
little more than thousands of people pall for
the one course on Period Decorating. There Is
no other .similar course In existence.
This authoritative, InterestlnK course e()Ulp3
you for a profession In Hhicli salaries run up
to $6,000. A cultural backRround for vour own

artistic satisfaction or a profitable career
Send for illustrated Brochure whicli tells

this
Course

you
shnplc Home Study

means

pleasure

anil

profit to you.

niKK

Wrlli' toilas- fnr vour
coiiy
ot ll.N inhr.-slini; lirochurc.

ARTS & DECORATION
HOME STUDY COURSE
Suite 1128

578 Madlion Ave..

New York

the ways of

Detroit, Mich.

My

wife and I have been married
twenty-five years and have not yet
had our first quarrel. Our courtship,
begun twenty-five years ago, has
never ended, and romance is as
thrilling to us today as long ago. We
enjoy so much the beautiful romances
pictured to us so sweetly in the films.
And when we hear of the parting of
EreiT •dTertlsemini In

PHCTOPtiAY UAOAZIXE

Is

euarantted.

some Hollywood

couple,

our hearts are saddened, as they
have brought so much peace and
happiness to us in their portrayal of
romance. How happy we would be
if we could thank all the actors and
actresses who have given so many
hours of happiness to two lovers of
today and long ago.

Raymond

J.

Johnson

J
}•

.

!
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secretary to answer his fan-mail from

Nor-

El
way, Sweden and Denmark because
Brcndel isn't Swedish and can't speak it
George iM. Cohan once tore up a $1,000,000
contract offer from the movies because he
wouldn't have anything to do with the screen
and George M. Cohan's daughter Helen, 19,
enters talkies as a juvenile in Will Rogers'
Lawrence Tibbett gets who"Lightnin'".
knows-how-many thousands a week in the
.

.

.

.

•

and the trallic police in South San
Francisco had to threaten his arrest on a

pictures

warrant to enforce a $15 speeding

A

GOOD

fine.

blonde can't take chances.

Jean

Harlow, flaxen-haired siren of "Hell's
Angels," refused to have her picture taken
with Maurice Chevalier unless her mamma
was in the picture. ".My reputation!" gasped
careful Jean to astonished news photographers,
"Why, Hollywood's already talking about a
divorce I never intend to get!"
Careful Jean's husband, wealthy Chicagoan
Charles ¥. McCrew 3d, recently accused the
blonde of having posed for frisky pictures
without her mamma.
of a separation between Audrey
THE rumor
and her husband, .Archer HuntingI-'crris

don, seems to have been erroneous, as they are
not only living happily together, but are very

/
I

^Every one
t eauty

A\r

ko unaerstands

care takes ivieenex
))

ol course
a5 a matter of
UdL'L^
iScreen stars.

— wise

in

Kleenex indispensabie

ways

:lae

for

WHY

is Kleenex in the dressing
room of almost every star in

of beauty.

removing cold cream.
sue than a germ-filled cold cream cloth
or a harsh and unabsorbent towel

Because, as Virginia Valli says, "It's

the modern, sanitary way to remove
cold cream and make-up."
Kleenex h the modern way. How
much daintier to use an immaculate tis-

.

.

no rubbing. or
Along
with the cream come embedded dirt and
which harsh cloths often rub
cosmetics

With Kleenex

Hollywood?

— Imd

there's

stretching the skin.

You

just blot.

—

right back into the pores.

Kleenex is simply discarded
If you don't know Kleenex,

using.

after
start

today to give your skin the care it dedry goods
ser%'es. Buy Kleenex at drug,

and department
.<,

stores.

^Try Kleenex Free^

<•

I'H-U
,„
rKleenex Company,
Lake-Michigan Bldg., Chicago, 111.
Please send a sample of Kleenex to:

This up-to-the-minute short fur jackthe thing for the snappier
days, allows Edwina Booth. It's
peach-colored Galapin,
of
which is dyed pony skin, and has a

Nume

et is just
fall

made

roll collar

and patch pockets

—

// avoids
for handkerchiefs
reinfection when you have a cold . . . is
laundry.
saves
and
.
.
ioft, dainty .

USE Kleenex

to adtertlscrs pleaie

mention

Address
City
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eagerly awaiting the arrival of the stork, which
will arrive about the time you read this.
Audrey will celebrate her twentieth birthday
soon after, and plans to return to the screen
just as soon as her health will permit.
Mr.
Huntingdon, being an aviator himself, says
if the baby is a boy, he is to be trained for a
second Lindbergh. If a girl, she is to become
an actress, if she desires.

Write the True
Story of Your Life

Jack Mulhall played twin brothers in "Dark
Now Ruth Chatterton will be both
in "The Right to Love."
In this adaptation of Susan Glaspell's novel,
"Brook Evans," Ruth will have the somewhat
unusual experience of embracing herself.
Streets."

mother and daughter

AN

EMILY

POST can add a page or
two about the etiquette of separated couples in Hollywood.
The
other evening Gloria Swanson gave a
dinner party and invited her husband,
the Marquis.
He arrived after several of the
guests were already there, formally
kissed Gloria's hand, seemed to enjoy the evening and left with the rest,
kissing her hand again at the door.
Tli€>

3Iost

Story

Iiif (>i*o.stiiig

tlie

ill

"T_rOLID.\Y" drew

World

-*-

-'audience at

its

the customary stellar

premiere at the Carthay

Circle Theater.

—

You liave a fascinating story to tell llic
story of your life. AVrite it for j-our own
enjoyment .Jot it down day by day.aseasily
as you live it, in a charming A-Line-A-Uay
]!ook, in which tlie outstanding events,
thoughts and emotions of five years of your
life are guarded under lock and ke\
ingeniously arranf,'ed so that each page shows
the same date for five consecutive years.

opened on the eve of

It

birthday, and

all

."^nn

Harding's

the ladies in the audience

Constance

interesting sight.

Bermett in elaborate white satin
lounging pajamas, playing miniature
golf on one of the boulevard courses
with Henry the Marquis de la Falaise.
Just good friends, as they say in

Hollywood.

REPORTS

and

Animadversions

What Makes

About

the World Go 'Round Every
a while Hollywood's skeptical cynicism
gets a wham on the ear
movie stars always complain about what long hours they
have to work, but Norma Shearer and Baclanova and Skeets Gallagher's wife are among
Hollywood's most recent mothers
Director William A. Wellman's wife gets a divorce
after she has to whisper into the judge's ear
the words he used to her that she didn't like
the Wallace Beervs formally announce

once

:

in

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

—

Coming! The Winners!

The A-Linc-A-Day shown ahove
No.

is model
handsomely anddurahlylxnind in

10.>2,

blue. Ian. green or red Ecrase I.ealher, with
pidded covers and lock and kev. In attractive gift box. Size 484 x SJ^" $5.00.

Other

Wanl A-Line-A-Day Books

orleatlier, $1 .00 to

to $15.00.

At

f

2.5.0J;

stationery

with locks, $2.50

and d<'partment

not found locally,
<lirect from us, sending check or money
order. Money back if not satisfied.
stores, gift shops, or

The names

announced in the January,
1931, issue of Pl-IOTOPL.W.

On

A-LINE-A-DAY

Sale about Dec. JO

were presented with gardenias

SHAPE
of your

i^»7^NOSE
nose, ((Uiiixiscd mostly of fle<h aiicl i-arcan be IiioMed to .«hai).'ly lines l,v
earing the Anita Nose Adjuster, uhilo
asleep or during the day. It's tlic
<_u'ek, safe, painless and inex[)ensive
method. Kesults are lasting!
'I'iic

l.lagc,

\\

Your

ttRc dopsn't mnttir. Ovpr 78.000 uacrs.
Duotora npprnvci it. Small C()-.t. Miin.'vliaok
CiU.\H\Nri;i';. S.<ii,l (,,r trial olT,-'r an.
F8EE BOOKLET. "The Nose and lis Shape."

1128 AnilaBIdg., Newark, N.J.

Diaanosctt
lire

,,f

^yjrm

Jr

Mall

h,l..irut..r\^l.-slH ..stal.lish
,\:irt
Brull. Ir..uhl.Vmi r.Tvlvi-

y.iiir

npli'to rllnic ti^I

scalp ailment

rc-i)..rl

Als„

P*."!

7

TKKm'

'icr'NOWl

(r.^allsi-

(irci.;iri-<l

Nlii.^^linpi'nc'.'.'li.'.ir

iM-.tEil. nos/.

c.ii

Jr.,

was

Otpli!

0,

sin-claMv
.'r'V™''loiJi'

Omihii.'Neb.

also there.

separation and move to different mf
and a week later are dining together
a swell cafe
\\'ally says they
were just settling business matters
and
Hollywood hadn't gotten over that when
Director Eddie Sutherland and his wife threw
a big party and announced in the middle of
it they were separating and
this was their
formal separation party
Lina Basquelte
tries suicide because she can't get her baby
back and after she recovers Pev Marley sues
her for divorce. Lina announces she's going
to make every legal fight to get her baby an<l
that the biggest reason she gave it up at all
\'iola
was so she could marry Marley
Dana asks the court to legally change her
name back to that from Viola Flynn. which
she became when she married "Lefty" Elynn.
Oh yes, they divorced long ago. Gosh, this
their

Harry Bannister was master of ceremonies
and introiluccd Ann, Mary Astor, very regal
in a trailing satin gown, Hcdda Hopper,
Kobcrt Ames and other members of the cast.
Ann kissed Harry when she stepped on the
She didn't wear a vestige of make-up,
stage.
and the footlights made her appear as if she
had been ill. Lots of llowers for both .\nn and
Mary.

"POR

the second time since the inception of
.' talking pictures, a player has been given
the dilhcult assignment of a dual role.
«dvi!rtlsi'nient In

PlIOTOrLAY MAGAZINE

Iclc-d-tcic at

.

.

.

.

.

.

\$.

guy Danny Cupid

h.is his

.

.

.

.

Russell Cileason bcaued Marguerite Churchback from that long location trip on "The
liig Trail."
Johnny Earrow, the writer and
man about town, escorted young Maureen
O'Sullivan.
Mary Duncan was with Willis
GoUlbeck. the writer.
ill,

Every

Filmland's Noliel Prize.'

tiagcs

weren't

|,rl\ ilii;.- i.t clitalii-

Inc lnf]lvl(Iual-pri>srrl|)tlMn

Volvettna Liboratorlet,

with

honor of the

quite so many sidewalk
standees.
The radio announcer complained
that the miniature golf courses kept the nonpaying customers away.
The theater even
resorted to building stands.
No opening is
nuK'li-a-much without the mobs.
Ann Harding, the star of the picture,
appeared quite early for a famous personage,
before nine o'clock.
She came in with her
husband, Harry Bannister. Kay Hammond,
one of her best friends, sat next to her. Joan
Crawford, another of her pals, with Doug,

There

depends upon the

Send Hair Clipping!

in

Il's

occasion.

eauty

Your Hair Disorder

For the best picture released in 1929! Announcement of this famous award
will be made as soon as
the ballots are counted.

of the 70 win-

ners of cash prizes will be

WARD'S

|.rnvr,l

Photoplay Gold
Medal of Honor

if

Write today for FREE 12-page booklet,
"Eight true stories from A-Line-A-Days."
A-Linc-A-Uay books are published exclusively by Samuel Ward Mfg. Co.,
Co
Melcher St., Boston, Mass.

ANITA INSTITUTE,

The

Photoplay's
$5,000 Cut
Puzzle Contest

Famous

in cloth

.

.

moments.

most amusing sight on the M-G-M
THERamon
Novarro directing — yes. direct
of "Call of the Flesh"
ing — the Spanish
lot

is

ver.sion

And
.w',

docs

senor!

Ramon take his work seriously?
Ramon is also playing the stellar
.S'.',

wearing puttees and a cap,
the Spanish costume he wears in the

role and, instead of

he

is

in

picture.

trouble with playing a riMe and
directing at the same time." Ramon said, "is
that when I get annoyed with the other actors
For if I did I'd have to
I cannot tear my hair.
leave the set to get it put in place again."

marantfed.

"The only

.

Photopi.a'.

>R
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ETTA GOUDAL,

the stormy one, is to be
married and to Harold Grieve, Hollywood's
most famous interior decorator.
Jetta is a keen judge of periods, moods,
modes and decorative doo-dads, and this
The romance
brought the two together.
started when both were fixing up Director Paul
each other's
admired
They
new
house.
Bern's
and it turned to love.
taste and talents
Now the lovebirds are decorating Jack
Gilbert's new house at the beach. .\nd if this
isn't a happy note in the rather tempestuous
Hollywood life of the vivid Jetta, I wouldn't
know one if Sousa's Band played it!

J

M

—

FOOT SAVERISHOES

—

HOWARD

HfGHES

came a cropper at
ambitious schemes, reckless
was to use the British
dirigible R-lOO, which recently tlew across the
Atlantic, as a publicity gag for his "ncll's
Angels" opening in New York! But Hughes

of

Of all
last.
money, his

his

latest

flopped.
It seems he offered SIOO.OOO, while the
R-lOO was moored at Montreal, if the commander would give him a ride from there to
New York in the airship. But the British air
skipper turned Hughes and his hundred

thousand down

flat.

APTEST crack of the season:

Says Cy Wood, one of Radio

"Now, ain't it
Pictures' writers:
hell that Fatty Arbuckle never had a
chance to work in wide film?"

A DIRECTOR

was

Joe

telling

Frisco

about his new picture.

said of his

Why,

own

showed

I

effort.
it

to

"It's great!" he
"It's perfectly great.

So and So at the pro-

room of his studio and he raved about
Then I showed it to Such and Such in

jection
it.

the projection room of his studio and he told
me it was the greatest picture he'd ever seen."
"Yeah?" yeah'd Frisco. "But you can't
play studio projection rooms forever."

THESE
piece

The 'Natural Ijne
u the Smart JJne.

Hollywood reporters never let a
news slip through their t>'pedon't believe it ask
if you

of

And

writers.

Est elle Taylor.

and only where grace

Not long ago Estelle gave a stork shower
She gave her friend a
for a friend of hers.

perfect chic!
feet into

.

lines

.

is

not distorted can there be.]

Foot Saver Shoes mould vi/ayward

.

natural

of

pliancy.

The patented,

in-

construction of this smart footwear assures con-

built

Snugly supported by this invisible
summate ease
device, the weary arch sinks into repose. Muscles
.

relax.

.

.

And

Nerves grow calm.

a balanced poise

.

.

.

walk attains

the

Yet not alone on natural

—

grace does Foot Saver chic depend
ness of leathers, as well, and a true
fashioning ... At the better shops

Mail

this

coupon

New

for our

in

on

new-

artistry of

your

city.

Style Portfolio!

you have not ahuiJy seen our New Fashion Booklet
many smart Foot Saver models, ue shall
be delighted to send you a copy with our compliments!

Ij

pit luring the

THE JULIAN & KOKENGE CO., 436
Please sen
porlfolii

Now

that Jack

Coogan

is

i

Eost 4lh Street, Cincinnati,

O.

me, without charge, your
of

FOOTWEAR

Fashions

making

"Tom Sawyer," this earlier version
of the famous Mark Twain yam is
A scene from the
called to mind.
film

directed by the late William
Taylor, with Jack Pickford

Desmond

Men's Fool Saver Shoes mode by the Commonweollh Shoe and Leother

Tom

and Louise Huff as Becky
Thatcher — the roles now played by
Coogan and Mitzi Green

as

niien

Co.,

MD

Whitmon, Mass., ond Sloler Shoe Compony,

write to adreitlien plesae mentlia

FHOTOFLAT iSAaaSSS.

Ltd.,

Monlreol,

Conada

—
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Clean Rugs
*
Last Longer
NEGLECT

spots on rugs or carpets
they're ground in. Respots immediately and see how
longer your floor coverings last

and soon

move
much

— always looking

just like

new.

It's no trouble at all to remove dirt and
grease spots if you will just take a clean

cloth and moisten it with Energine.
gentle rub or two and instantly the
original color is restored. Energine
dries instantly
leaves no odor and
cannot injure finest fabric
Vlou soon ubecome an expert ^' "11

A

—

Druseists

removing spots with
Energine by following the
simple directions on every
label. Energine cleans a world
in

And

of things.

a

little

goes

a long way. Large can 35c.
Give Energine a trial
and,
like millions of others,
you'll never be without it.

—

World's Largest Seller
LEAVES NO ODOR

The

director of

"Tom Sawyer" and

his

young friends and helpers.

John

Cromwell poses with the youngsters on the set at Paramount. Left to right
they are jack Coogan, Dick Winslow, Ruth Grace, Mary Jane Irving,
Junior Durkin, Mitzi Green and Jackie Searl. Dog name and pedigree
unknown. The kids are all in the film, which marks Coogan's talkie debut

—

M.'U^'lri^
THE PERFECT CLEANING FLUID

beautiful bassinette, fully equipped.
The
night of the party a reporter from one of the
papers called Estelle.
"We've heard," he said, "that you were
shopping for baby things. We thought you'd
give us a statement about it."

A Scent for
Every

<-

.

Mood W »

^^XE
IPNOX'T
'—^

j5^

Postpaid

.\

read this if you'xe read it already:
head of a chain of theaters on the

Pacific Coast, reading a depressing financial
report from one of the houses, showing a loss,
sent a special delivery letter asking the house

T

$J.OO

manager why.

The reply came back:
"The only reason I can

my
Perfumes expressing the dewy freshness of
morn, the .splendor of midiliiy and the exotic charm of uifjlit. Only one of huudreils
of equally intercstinf; Pohlson gifts.
ticnd for Catalog.

POHLSON,

Pawtucket, R.

I.

Department 37

Estahllshi'd 18VS

my

is

**

their families.

Here's a report on a comedy turned in by
one of the volunteer reviewers:
"A clean comedy. Would have been cleaner
if the \ulgarities had been omitted."

Pathe's Wil» • liam Boyd, is about to be
mobbed by the carpenter's union.
He has just finished a beach
shack at Malibu. He built it himself, hammered every nail in every
two by four.

K»/2 Price

SEND NO
MONEY
compl«Utr

All iKto tnodnla

rcfinint

IbI.

Bis Fr«a

S»nd No

Cnulov

•I n..c>lno. is full cnlorm.

V^oa vTar

olTBrud.

Sum

IntarnaUonal Typawritar Exch., D«M"'is"r cMuVa

-'•

is aghast, agog and agape.
Serge Eiscnstcin, the Russian director

v\liom Paramount brought over,
cocktail at a parly the other night.
Eicry BdverUscmcnt Id PIIGTOI'LAT

at

Paramount the other day, a

film

in con-

versation, say emphatically:

"The whole country has gone Bancroft!"
Curious to sec who was talking, the writer
turned and looked.
It was George Bancroft.

CHE

may look like Greta Garbo, but the.
'-'resemblance stops right there.
Rlarlene
Dietrich, the German star making pictures
for Paramount these fine fall days, does not
go in for the sweet and simple, lord cars, and
old polo coats.
She has just purchased the
swankiest thing on four wheels in Hollywood.
It is a Rolls-Royce limousine.
The car is
green with a cloth top, and with modernistic
trinmiings on the doors.
When she first
arrived in Hollywood she purchased BebeDanicls' Rolls.
Then she turned it in on a
new car. La Dietrich wasn't going to be
riding around in anybody's old car.

i

T—TOLLVWOOD
•^

IJ

^^^ER

^—'writer heard someone behind him,

clubs put in a lot of time reviewing pictures for the benefit of the

and

by Elsie Janis following the deatli of her
mother.
The note read
"Mother and I want to thank you for your

because

receipts."

TXTOMEN'S
ladies

of the most poignant stories that is
told in the studios is of the note of
thanks for the kindness of friends, sent out

^^bcing

sympathy."
think of

cx-penses were greater than

TX/ILLIAM BOYD,

Money.

.\fter the other guests had been revived,
someone asked him why.
"When I came to America," explained the
Russian, "I swore to abide by its laws."
So all the guests fainted again.

refused

MAGAZINE

Is

a

guaranteed.

'

i
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that Connie Talmadgc
offer to play the K-ad in
the "Command to Love." one of the plummiest
parts of the year, because she believed a return to the screen might endanger her do-

you know
DID
turned down an

mestic happiness?
Connie not only knosvs what she wants, but
.\nd furthermore she isn't going to
has it.
lose it!

That shows both courage and

wis-

dom.

npWO
J-

Paramount juveniles are beRegis
put on the pounds!
better watch out, and the other

the

of

ginning

to

Toomey had

is Barry Norton.
Keeping weight down is an unceasing trial
It lost him his contract at Fo.v.
He reduced and Paramount signed him. Now
Paramount is
the weight is coming back.

lad

for Barry.

keeping him in the Spanish talkies.

NEWEST

of Life's Little Ironies:

Wilson, one of the most
fliers in pictures, the
man who has dared death in a score
of air films, fell out of bed recently
and broke two ribs.

AL

famous stunt

this
M.WBE
himself:

is

old,

but

.\1

Jolson's telling

it

on
seems he drove to Barstow to meet Joe
Schenck on his recent return to California.
Schenck left the train there to drive back to
Ilolly^vood with .\1. But they lost their way.
Finally, in the desert heat and dust, they
beheld two bedraggled ligures, hiking along
It

.\1 stopped.
the road.
•'Can you tell me the way to San Bernardino?" he asked.
threw in
"I don't know," said the man.
his clutch and started off, to be halted a
moment or two later by halloos. The man
came running up to the car again, dragging his

W

companion

along.

"This here," he said,

"is

my friend. And

he

I'd rather not

don't know, neither!"

GONE

are those jolly old days of prodigal
expenditure in Hollywood. The stars are
cc :>nomizing. The stock market crash taught

answer those questions
knows
WISE MOTHER! She and
professional advice

that

For 40 years, doctors and hospitals

explicit

the world over have relied upon "Lysol"

needed in the delicate and
matter of feminine hygiene.
That is wliy the makers of '"Lysol"

most

rules are

at the

critical

life

Disinfectant offer you, free, a booklet

risk of injury.

"The Facts Alx)ut Feminine
Hygiene," written by a prominent
woman physician. It contains the

you

many

intimate questions.

For the delicate purpose of per.sonal
cleansing, insist upon "Lysol." It penetrates, is positive in action.

luted

and used according to

"Lysol"

is

When

di-

directions,

non-poisonous to human-;,
it kills germs imder

yet so powerful that

conditions which render so-called "non-

critical

time

a woman's

in

— childbirth — when

mmt

dbinfection

be thorough and without possible

Remember

called

answers to

99

"L\sor' comes to

this:

A

in highly concentrated form.

little

goes a long way.

called

Some

"non-poisonous"

of the so-

preparations

you contain 90% or more of
w ater. Use "Lysol" and be safe sure!
Send the coupon below for our free
booklet, written by a prominent woman

offered to

physician.
Bo

careful;

Genuine "Lysol

"

is in

,

,

,

Caunlfrfrilt of

"Lyml"

art brini

kU.

the brown battle and yellow

cnrton marked "Lysor* DisinfectanL

[X)isonous" preparations ineffective.

LEHN & FINK. Inc.. Sole DUIribulort,
Dcpl. 170, Bloomfiild. N.

PUafe tend me,

'The FacU

beautifiJ reason why cameramen
should cultivate good memories.
Frances Dade was tested along with
forty or fifty others for a Samuel Goldwyn film role, but the test film was
lost.
The cameraman, however, remembered this blonde beauty. Since
then she has appeared in "Raffles,"

A

City

J.

your booklet,

Suie

-

la Canada, addreu Lehn & Pink (Canada) Limited
» Davies .\vc., Toronto S

"He Knew Women," and "Gnunpy."
When you write to

free,

.\boul Feminine Hjgiene"

adTerilsers iilease

mention

PHOTOPLAY MACA2IXE.

—

—
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Science Discovers

LIQUID

no color

that has

them something, and

also there is the realiza-

tion that some day the fans will transfer their
interest to new charmers.
Out of every hundred cars sold to film personalities, only one is custom-built or specially
designed. It used to be that no self-respecting
Star would be caught in a motor that didn't
cost at least $10,000 more than the usual
purchase price.
The caterers are weeping into the truffles and

pdte-dc-fois-gras!
There are practically no
huge parties these days. There are plenty of
dinner parties, but the house staff takes care

Even the modistes are bewailing the
gowns of feminine Hollywood
becoming more simple.
Very smart,
Madame, but not e.xtravagant.

fact

that the

are
out,

reason that attendance
the
THE
famous Hollsrwood premieres

—

no matter what else you might have used
without satisfaction. Already hundreds of
thousands of people have used this amazing
discovery. It is called Kolor-Bak and is as
simple to use as A. B.C. You merely comb
it into your hair and the color comes — the

Gray disappears so

gradually, so perfectly,

that no one detects it. Another strange thing
about this colorless liquid is that the one
very same bottle will do for Blonde, Black,
Brown, or Auburn. Now you don't need to
experiment with uncertain, messy, sticky
preparations that may endanger your hair.

Kolor-Bak,

the clean, colorless liquid,
leaves the beautiful sheen of your hair unchanged. Get a bottle from any druggist or
department store today and if Kolor-Bak
doesn't make you look 10 years younger, your
money will be refunded any time you request.

—

KOLOR-BAK-lmparts

Color to Gray Hair

Send for FREE Catalog

<^iii///^

The other day Joan Crawford was lunching
at the Roosevelt. When she rose to leave three
tourists followed her. Joan went into a shop
to buy an evening bag.
The ladies trailed
along and when the salesman came up to them
they could not tell him that they were there
simply to watch young Mrs. Fairbanks.
Each one bought a bag.
They didn't

how much money they were paying

in several

J3».76

HOWTO ORDER-st>to
uticio dcilrcd-namo of em-

DENTIAL.

ilflmt

RoodH den
EXftmlnatloo

1

Pictures.

ONE

Irtnu

COM

of the screen's leading comedians looked out of his apart-

I-

payment

for your FKKE
requeut.

$3.75 Down:S3.7SaMo.

DEPT.

CASH

108

OR
CREDIT

Radio

position— a^n

l*d —
>d-whero
tlv«-how

there..EVERYTHING
EV_

OR

was transacted.

are popular this season in

early fall.
.\nd Fred Niblo, Jr., son of the director and
a writer at Columbia, and Patricia Henry,
young stage player, were married at about
the same time.

»3.»7 Down; S3.97a Month

ment window. Said window faced on

f 502

a courtyard, and

North

commanded an

ex-

view of some hundred windows across the way.
"I'm going to have to move," he
cellent

^bros.&co.;k8
^fo

/

}i«

^Un<.

sfird

Mercolized Wax
Keeps SkinYoung

jail rioted when
authorities refused to grant their request to
be transferred to another prison nearby. The
boys wanted to go to the other jail because
"better talkies" were being shown there,
according to their spokesman.
That's the spirit that made the motion
picture great.
Even among the gratings!

"T HAVE

the cleverest husband in
Joan Crawford.
making a success of pen
portraits in one of the smart magazines, young Doug is bringing out,
shortly, a book of these pen sketches.
His book of poems will also be ready

^

for publication

A

BOUT the most excitement this village
seen in years burst the night Maurice
Chevalier was master of ceremonies in the
Blossom Room of the Roosevelt. All of the
best people were there, my dear.
Jesse Lasky, none other, set the jollification
under way, when he introduced Chevalier.
"He's a real human bein'", said Lasky.
And Chevalier proceeded to prove it.
Douglas Fairbanks was spotted in the dining room, and Chevalier called him to the
front, threatening him with a French "salute."
.\nd before all the crowd Doug was smacked
fondly on both cheeks by the volatile Frenchman. You've never seen Doug blush so much.
.\fter that Chevalier went over
to the
Fairbanks' table, and knelt before Mary
Pickford.
"I've never been

on

anybody," he

just

Mrrcoli,ril

\V,i

of ni:<ld nkio

ml

oil.

until nil

spotii. tan, freckles anti larse
is benutifully clear, eoft and

"Why?"
to sleep until

velvety, toil fnce lool
hrlDsa nut the hiilclen t.
Iss anil other age linss. UNO thin fn
dorod sszoLito imd 1 Lull pint witcb hazel.

At UruK

btores.

ill

every light

is

out."

knees before to

by way

of special

nPHE
^

folks out in

Dodge Center, Minn., want

and why not?

talkies,

The owner

of the local film house was more
than anxious to wire his theater but he just
didn't have the funds.

—

So, according to a story in Variety, he issued
dollar tickets, each good for six months. If he
can sell ,S00 of these, says the manager, he will
use the money for the first payment on talkie

apparatus.

IF

Paris

is

on your route, and you see
in

many

the theaters, don't be

It isn't

a

wind that blows nobody something

Smart Parisiennes are
corsages pinned at the back of
they sit down crushed orchids!
So women who would ordinarily kick and
scream if they didn't get seats pronto now
stand and like it. all for the sake of style!
just

Sue Carol and Rita I.aRoy thought it was
an ill wind that blew sparks from a brushfire
onto the roof of their garage and set it ablaze
Is

fashion.

now wearing
theirwaists.

PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE

new physical culture stunt, nor a
when there are plenty of empty

desire to suffer
seats.

good.

£verj- atlvcrtkcmcnt In

my

alarmed.

"I'm just a Peeping Tom at heart,"
he explained, "and I'm unable to go

IT'S an

said,

tribute.

women standing

told a friend.

soon.

''has

It's

.

captivity," says

After

of charging them higher prices
-'the shops along Hollywood Boulevard should
give the stars commissions for sales.

Margaret De Mille, daughter of Director
William C, and Bernard P. Fineman, MetroGoldwyn producer, stepped off the deep end in

Ho. 960. Eluln |T«m<. Ron"

from Hamburg,

prints this dispatch

Forty inmates of a reform

TNSTE.'VD

Hollywood.
Thornton Erecland, director of "Whoopee,"

'm
lilnd
lonir In

JIFE
of

turned little June Clyde down for the lead in
that film, but decided she'd make a grand wife.
June, you remember, has been seen and heard

one-tenth down; balance

'

"Who's she?" he asked. "A new telegraph
down there? "

out whether the frock was still there or not.
She made the mistake of telling the saleslady
her name.
The woman left the phone to see if the dress
was there and returned to say, "It's here, Miss
White, and I wish you'd come over to look at
it.
But I find we made a mistake on the
price.
It is S25."

Diamo"

n J.w-ln.

Brian."

operator you got

Holl>'\vood.
friend of .\lice White's saw a cute little
dress in a small shop. It was §15. The friend
said to the saleslady, "I have a pal who'd look
wonderful in that dress. I'll tell her about it."
The next day Alice called the shop to find

WEDDINGS

onthly, or monthly at your

the eighty-sixth anniversary

some

another of the petty rackets

until after the deal

Srr«n Wmrt,.

so

The occasion was

said: "We would like you to come down
today to have your picture taken with Mary

A

realize

ly

Or

went up to the telegraph
'^office to have her picture taken with the
oldest male telegraph operator in the world.
•'•

Germany.

HERE'S

GENUINE

Solid 18-k Wblt«Uoli
o.907.wblchi9l4.k Green Gold). CredltTei

probably be an epidemic of garage
homes now. With

there'll

and

is

falling off is because it is so much
more fun to stay at home and listen
to the people make fools of them-

selves over the radio.
say!

the wonders of science never
cease t Now a scientist has discovered a colorless liquid that actually
imparts color to Gray Hair no matter what
your age no matter how Gray your hair

So

roof blazes at the actors'
art.

of the sending of the first telegraph message.
The telegraph office called up the old man

at

WILL

They were home, and a garden

\^.\RY BRIAN

of that.

mmpafrgSiil

the other day.

hose, e-xpertly manipulated by them, soon put
the blaze out. Total damage: a few charred
shingles and two watersoaked pairs of slippers.
But the studio press agent heard about it,
got a cameraman, posed the girls in the fireextinguishing act, and got several hundred
dollars' worth of pubhcity in the papers out
of it.

BUaranteed.

If

—

—

—

,
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The Shadow
[

13s

Stage

CONTINI-EU FROM I'ACE 30

1

DU BARRY— WOMAN OF PASSIOS—
United Artists

TJERE

the sad spectacle of a story that
JnLsuggests tire and thunder, and a picture
Xorma Talmadge, as the
that has neither.
milliner who became a king's favorite, shows a
hint of her old-time vitality now and then, but
is

VirncinuH, Wnuli/ul
Alter Whilf ktiuwa, at a
First National
uliir,

romantic

role.

the

wondrous beauty
I'riiiceas Pat

alouing
Unuae.

iif

gives up in the tight against long, artilicial
Conrad Nagel plays his usual
speeches.

But William Farnum gives a

robust and excellent performance.

COLLEGE LOVERS— First National
THI.S

begins the annual

fall

production of

.\nd it's just another
football pictures.
Even
football picture and don't get excited.
the fact that it snaps its lingers at tradition

by N'OT having the hero make a touchdown
Mater in the last three seconds
make it hot. Jack Whiting and
Marian NLxon play the leading roles. Ho,

for old .\lma

of play doesn't

hum!

THE SANTA FE TRAIL— Paramount
HERE'S a very talkie talkie wherein
Richard

and thumbs

.\rlen wears his Western clothes
his nose, figuratively, at a lot of

comes

Into your cheeks there

GLOW

new mysterious

a

Into cheeks touched with almost magical
Princess Pat rouge, there comes mysterious
color that is vibrant, intense,
new beauty
glorious, yet suffused with a soft, mystical
underglow that 7nakcs brilliancy natural!

—

•

No woman

ever used Princess Pat
time without being amazed. Accusof one flat, shallow
tone, the youthful, glowing naturalness of
Princess Pat gives beauty that actually bewilders, that thrills beyond words to describe.
the

rouge for

first

tomed to ordinary rouges

The Life Principle of All Color

The mysterious fire

of rubies, the opalescence

of opals, the fascinating loveliness of pearls
depend upon glow. Flowers po.ssess velvety
depths of color glow. In a naturally beauti-

complexion there

ful

beautiful glow of

the most subtle,
the luminous color

is

all,

slwu'ing through the skin

from

beneath.

Now then!

All ordinarj' rouge blots out glow.
the contrary Princess Pat rouge imparts
glow even to palest complexions. The wonderful color you achieve seems actually to
come from within the skin. It is sparkling, as
youth is sparkling. It is suffu.secl, modulated.
It blends as a natural blush blends, without
definition, merging with skin tones so subtly

On

—

that only beauty

is

seen

— "painty"

effect nctier.

No

This

Thus each shade

overtone to give forth vibrant color.

Mesic of

Lifelike

Color

of

More-

over Princess Pat rouge changes on the skin,
adjusting its intensity to your individual need.
Every Shade of Princess Pal Matches Any Skin
Whether you are blonde or brunette, or any
type in Ijetween, any shade of Princess Pat
you select will harmonize with your skin.

The duo-tone

secret gives this unheard of

And what a marvelous advan-

tage; for variations of your coloring are
unlimited. There are shades of Princess Pat
for sparkle and intensity when mood, gown
or occasion dictate brilliance; shades for rich
tints; shades that make cheeks
demure; a shade for wondrous tan an exotic,
under artificial lijihts.
shade for night
Be Beautiful Today as You Never Were Before
Princess Pat's thrilling new beauty is too
precious to defer. And words cannot adequately picture the effect upon your cheeks.
Only when you try Princess Pat duo-tone
rouge will you realize its wonders. Today
then, secure Princess Pat and discover how
gloriously beautiful you can be.

healthful

;

—

Tho very popular

Week End Spt is oSori-d
coupon and 260 (coinl. Only

Priuceea Pat

tor alimiu-d timo lor Tnis

one to a cualomer. Set contains eauily a month

Only the "Duo-Tone" Secret
Can Give

process.

Princess Pat rouge possesses a mystical underglow to harmonize with the skin, and an

adaptability.

Glow

is

by a very secret

11

eupply

or almond baar powdirand FIVE other dclishlful PnnceM
Pat proparationa. Packed in a beautifully decorated
boudoir boi. Please act promptly.

other rouge can possibly beautify like

Princess Pat "duo-tone". Why? Because no
other rouge in all the world is composed of
two distinct tones, perfectly blended into one

rincess Pat
CBICAOO, U.S.A. (IN CANADA, 93 CHOTICH aT.,TOEONTO>

What

—

and what a girl! Jeanfurs
ette Loff, the ornate Universal
blonde, is wearing a handsome coat
of fitch fur. It's worn with a black
hat and black patent leather shoes

—

nottilns Iras.
Prtruess Pat Lip Rouge a new sensation
For It does what no other lip rouge has ever done. Princess Pat Lip Rouse colors that Inside moist eurfaee of
lips as well as outside. You'll love this new beauty.
Keeps lll>s soft and tree ot ehap and dryness. Permanent. Dainty coamclcd metal box.

When you

write to advertisers please mention

Dcpl. 10»-B
Priocoa Pat. 2709 8. WeUs St.. Chicaeo.
Enclosed find Z5o (or which send mo tho Princcea Pat

Week End

Name

Set.

(print)

.

.

Street

City and 81at«.

PIIOTOPL.iT M.\G.\Z1.NE.
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Indians.
this

is

you

If

like

very' fine.

all

your Westerns straight,
Eugene Pallette, who
seem

plaj's swell detective roles, doesn't quite

to

Arraand Kaliz and others in support. Made
but interesting to .\merican

for the French,
fans, too.

Rosita Moreno is
Mitzi Green is Mitzi

in this sort of thing.

fit

an appealing heroine.

THE STORM— Universal

Green.

nrH.\T famous

GOING WILD— First

Who
(

IsShe?"

mistaken for a famous aviator.
Lawrence
Gray and Ona ilunson warble agreeably.
Ves and no.

W ould You Car£ to KiumHerS-ecret?)

Watch her when she

enters

the room.

You hear them
that stunning girl?" What /V her

Men's eyes seek her out.
ask:

"Who

Why

charm?

when

is

does she invariably
go unnoticed?

attract,

other girls

her hair?
Do you not find the
answer there?
See how it accents her best
features
adds vivacity to her eyes
lends a
touch of romance!

Look

at

—

—

too, cao have lovely hair— /A/V very et'ening. Just
Golden Glint Shampoo* will show you the way!
Only 25c at your dealers', or send for a free sample.

CAPTAIN APPLEJACK—Warners

THIS

FREE

J.

W. KOBI

CO.. 604 Rainier Ave, Dcpt.

Wash.

Seattle,

••••

PUase send a

free

1

sample

Mary

worse.

is

the nice

its

First National

pX'ERY

old gag you've ever heard of is
-'-'brought out and dusted off for this one
and some of 'em aren't even dusted off. Still
it made a preview audience roll in the aisles
with helpless mirth. But there are two dam
good reasons for seeing it:
the brilliantly

blended humor and pathos of Louise Fazenda's
performance and the flashing charm of Lila
Lee's.

You'll

girl.

SWEETHEARTS ON PAR.\DE—
Columbia

THE SQUEALER— Columbia

A XOTHER nice

TF

you can bear the thought of another
'•gangster picture, this one has a few new
ideas. Jack Holt is the gentlemanly boss of a
gang, with Robert Ellis chief of the opposing
Holt goes through half the
tough guys.
Goodness,
picture without his moustache.
he looks nude. Davey Lee prattles childishly
Revier,
growing
artlessly.
Dorothy
stout,
and
Well acted.
is the girl.

Address^

my

Brian

in

MISBEHAVING LADIES—

it.

•''•goes

to the
millionaire, with

.\nother

suave

.\nother poor
but honest hero saves her.
.\nd another
movie is born. .Mice White, pert and peppy,
is the nice girl.
Marie Prevost, who looks as
young as your kid sister, proves that they can
come back.

Willis

p^OX'T

hair:

NICE

from the country

city,

more money than morals,

TEN NIGHTS IN A BARROOM—

Tiffany Productions

A

little girl

big

lures the little girl to his yacht

THE THOROUGHBRED—

City
Color of

I

most impassioned days could not have done
like

Yvu,

—

—

in fun
and such fun. The
Mas,e j'oung gentleman looks for adventure
finds it among thieves, pirate treasure and
things like that. But how that John Halliday
and that Kay Strozzi can put on the heavy
necking scenes. Gilbert and Garbo in their

and

o«f

*(Sote: Do not confuse this with other shampoos
that merely cleanse.
Besides cleansing. Golden
Glint Shampoo gives your hair a "tiny-tint" a
uee tittle hit— hardly pemptiile.
But how it
brings out the true beauty ofyour hair!)

screen,

blow indeed

"TNOUGL.^S lIacLE.\X did something of the
-'-^sort called "Going Up" quite a while ago.
The revival has its full quota of laughs, but
there's too much of it.
The dull spots are
doleful.
Joe E. Brown shows his tonsils
again, but is funny as the fellow who is

en ask-

old melodrama of
"The Storm," becomes a

stage and
ven.- mild
talking version.
Lupe
Velez plays the little girl of the Great Northwest in her pidgin English, and Paul Cavanagh
and William (stage) Boyd are the male leads.
The picture is saved, in a measure, by the excellent outdoor scenes.
A hoped-for screen
tornado is, alas, only a gentle breeze.
-*-

National

Kent Production

take this seriously.

It

is

maudlin

horse stor\' for the family
interesting in the domestic
circle because Wesley "Freckles" Barry reappears, playing the jockej' hero. He falls for
the wiles of a wicked woman, but when he hears
that his sweetheart still believes in him, he
goes out and wins the big race. Nancy Dover
and Pauline Garon are in support. And Wes
is good.

day was probably a
against Demon Rum.
There are many drunken songs, and little
Acll leads pappy, the souse, from the saloon.
She gets a stein in her face for her trouble, too.
The high point is a battle between William
Famum and Tom Santschi. .Vh, memory- of
"The Spoilers." Everyone overacts something grand.

L'ESIGMATIQUE MONSIEUR

THE LONESOME TRAIL—

little

—doubly

trade

'-^melodrama and
stirring

PARKES— Paramount

TpHIS
-'
it

is

of great interest because

M.

Syndicate Pictures
it

the
See

is

French version of "Slightly Scarlet."
you get a chance the rippling French of
.'Vdolphe Menjou and Mile. Claudette

—

if

in its

indictment

Colbert, in the leads, is soothing to the ear.
Louis Gasnier directed, with Emile Chautard,

LIKE

most yams

of the open spaces this
What it
slor)- follows the well worn plot.
lacks in originality it makes up in action. Kids
will love it, particularly when the hero gets
Charles
going with that trusty sh-shooter.
Dclancy is fine as the hero, and Virginia

'-'pHE comfort and enjoyment of the
11
daily tub are unmistakably heightened
by adding to the water a half-handful of
No. -4711 Bath Salts in your favorite odor
No. 4711
ithtre are eleven in all!)
Bath Salts are gently stimulating to fagged
.

nerves and body and

of

life's

most

.

make

.

the bath one

delightful diversions.

Seattle,

Made in U. S. A. by
Mulhens & Kropff,

Inc.. !5 West

g^rIs Earn

•Sth St., New York

Xmas Money

50 S«!<
for lOc a Bet.

\\

No Work— Juat

Si. Nicholas Seal Co.,

Deiit. 42P,

Wash.

A

Bath Sails

Brooklyn.

.N.

Y.

dear friend of mine was recently
released from a tubercular sanitarium where she had been confined for
six years. Once, maybe twice, in six
months, she saw a picture. She used
to look forward to these as a shipwrecked person would to a hoped-for
rescue.
Six years
advcnlMment

In

is

a long time.

Styles

nlOTOI'LAY M.VGAZINE

Is

(uarantMd.

and manners change.

Who was

to

be her gtjide when she came back to
the city?

She began going

to

movies two and

three times a week. They opened the
world again for her, brought her back
to life

where she had

May motion

left off.

pictures long help
others as they have helped her.
Elizabeth Parker

—
PhOTOPL.W M.AG.AZINE KOR XoVKMISER, 1930
r.rown Faire

is

the rancher's daughter. Jinimie

Xiibrty clicks as the comedian.

The Girl Men Like
to Take Out Uses
"The 1931 Model"

Photography

licautiful.

CAPTAIN THUNDER— Warners
y/OVW. seen this one before. It's the one
about the romantic bandit who rights
with bullets, restores the heroine's lover

••

r.>ngs

]

and

her,

rides off into the sunset alone.
it's swell entertain-

mistake us

don't

I!ut

nunt even
\

r>luiii

a

ill
r

—

Super Lipstick

know all the answers.
a dashing and irresistible
TImiidrr.
I'ay Wray emerges again
Spanish accent and a grand peryou

Varconi

tor

i<

if

1

is

[Permanent]

ma nee.

Ybry never betrays!

for

from 8 A. M.

"come

Talking

of\

If

Talkies

just

puts

dull

in

—

to

night
it

lips.

Ybry doesn't

taste.

dry
makes
and young.

lips

it

soft,

smooth

rarely stops acting

J under any circumstances.

He

.

.

5

has no

conceit, but rather a feeling of gross inferiority.
He is cordial only to intimate friends
and to those who work with him; to strangers
he is, at times, incccusabiy rude.
He
is a chap whot^i most men like and most

...

.

hate."

is

isn't

delicious

—

women

anything!

—

quality of Greta Garbo's acting and
suggest to me Modjeska
and .\delaide Xeilson at their best, and she
has a pathetic emotional appeal that brings
the tears as only Clara Morris could."
David
Belasco, theatrical producer.

mode of expression

"TOHX B.VRRViMORE

clings

doesn't

Scented witfi "the most costly
parfum in the world" Ybry is

"PHE
-*-

it

— and your
you need Ybry —
—
dynamite

your day

life

on

off"

It

M.—

4 A.

'til

— Douglas

Fairbanks,

.

shades

Send

10c.

size lipstick.

trial

.

Jr.,

flattering

lection.

A

your

se-

stamps

for

for
in

single use will

convince you.

in

Vanity Fair.
featured

in

best shops

and drug

stores

"TF

every motion picture theater prefaced its
'•tUms with the title, 'This picture has been
censored by a minor politician and his assistants,' the patrons might be made to understand why the movies are so childish and
banal." Pare Lorcntz, in Scribner's.

YBRY, INC., 50 W. 57TH ST., NEW YORK---USINE
57 RUE DE lA GARENNE, COURBEVOIE, PARIS

—

—

"DEFORE

Elinor Glyn babbled her stuff

were only

•-'ihere
female.

two

male and

sexes,

Today a

person, besides having a
or hasn't 'it.' A dame that
creates 'it' ought to get billing. Her epitaph
will probably be 'She was a good kid when she
sex, either

has

'it'

—

Sidney Skolksy
it.'"
Daily Xews.

had

in

The Xew York

"""THE U.NHOLV THREE' was definite
^ proof that Lon Chaney in sound would
have remained the distinguished hgure that
he was in the pictorial manner he and Chaplin
honored." Richard Watts, Jr., in The A'ew
\ork Herald Tribune.

—

"TT is almost impossible for a picture per-'sonage to find real honesty.
Everyone is
out to hornswoggle them and take advantage
of their gullibility and ignorance in business
matters."
Rex Cloe, Hollywood business

—

manager.

"AS

you hear melancholy bells tolling the
'^sunset of the stage, be consoled by the
information that the cinema will resurrect it
an<l set it, freer than ever, to fly heavenward."
Percy Hammond in Vanity Fair.

—

'"TTHERE
••

face.

"
'

is

no such thing as a 'camera
Capra, director

— Frank

'"HTHE poor

old

theater

is

done

for,

I'm

my

'afraid. .Ml
plays will be done into
talkies before long. What other course is open
to me? The theater may survive as a place

where people are taught

to act.

YBRY,

Inc.,

Pleose send

Dept.

me

P-1,

50 W. 57th

Inol size

Ybry

St.,

N « York

lipstick for

vhtch

I

City

enclose

Apart from

that, there will be nothing but talkies soon."

— George Bernard Shaw, playwright.

Whin

.\uu write to

adnrtlscra pleisc mention I"H0TOrl..\Y .M.\G.\ZI.VE.
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Marion Nixon's

See

Kissproqf Lips
—in Warner Bros.^ "Show of Shoivs,"

The

Port of Missing Stars

^^Say

With Songs," "In the Headlines,"
and "General Crack.'"

It

'

V9I

CONTINUED FROM PACE 41

tomorrow. They spent lavishly. Ethel,
who once lived in a great house with many
servants, played a very small role in "Hit the
I )eck."
Del Henderson, a formerly well known
ilircctor, played a bit in the same picture.
Perhaps you haven't forgotten "The Galloping
I'ish." He directed it.
aljout

ound

Ji^

at the time when Mary Pickcurls were the model for all
feminine stars, rose to celebrity as a Universal
star
She had a wistful, fragile beauty that
intrigued her fans. It was a great event when
she married young Emory Johnson, later to
become a prominent director. Then hard luck
for both of them. They separated.
'ford

I

»iaa^'

a lipstick tnat

really stays on
— exclaims dainty Marion Nixon,

.

.

.

whose

Kissproof lips are winning the admiration of
thousands of film fans.

"On location it's such a nuisance to continually be making up
lips. That's why
I'm so enthusiastic about Kissproof. Once

my

my lips, it lasts all day or all evening,
giving my lips a rich coloring that is absolutely natural."
on

Miss Nixon is but one of the famous movie

stage a

accepted

pLLA a\LL,

-'—

"The Mollycoddle." Ruth was trying to
comeback at the time talking pictures
arrived. There was a general hue and cry for
stage people, stage trained voices. Ruth organized a company in Los Angeles, her own repertory theater.
One play gave evidence of
developing into a hit. .\ New York producer
edies,

and her

Recently Johnson became a photographer
directorial assignments were no longer
He receives his big chance to
come back now in directing "The Third
Alarm." It was his most successful silent
picture. But EUa Hall
she has been playing
extras for a long time now. She appears among
the gay throng at the zeppelin ball in " Madam
Satan." A gay throng? Hardly, when she
recalls her former fame.
Then there is Ruth Renick, once a popular
leading woman. She played opposite Douglas
Fairbanks in one of his most successful com-

when

forthcoming.

—

it.

"D UTH knew that the picture executives had a
'-^wholesome respect for anyone who had scored
on Broadway. If she could only play in New
York a return to pictures would be comparatively simple. She didn't play the role.
The stage producer cast the play with legitimate names. Picture people didn't mean much
to Broadway. Ruth is still in Hollywood but
good breaks do not come her way very often.
Sometimes there is a humorous aspect to
this tragic story. There is the time that a very
great favorite of former years approached a

young casting

director in regard to a certain

role.

"What's your name?" asked the casting
director.

"Francis X. Bushman," was the reply.
"Ever been in pictures before?"

Bushman
answer.

started to

make

a wise-cracking

Then, suddenly, he perceived that the

and discriminating women who use

stars

Kissproof because of the unequaled lasting
beauty that it gives.

Superbly Natural, Too
Kissproof never looks "put on." It gives
warmth of color without that "lipstlcky"
look.

Start using Kissproof today. Know the joy
of a lipstick that will keep your lips lovely
all day or evening long. Inexpensive, too,
because it lasts so long. Ask for Kissproof
today at your favorite toilet counter. Black
and gold case, 50c; swivel case, 75c.

Kissproof
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TIGER, a proven crprmicide.
dandruff and scalp irritations.
World's larircst seller — Money-
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International
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newest and prettiest brides! June Clyde, of Radio
Pictures and her new husband, Director Thornton Freeland, leaving the
church after their recent marriage. Enough lilies of the valley in that
bouquet to start a florist shoppey!

One

"^nry" V^Hl

Photofraphv,D«pt.
tofraphv.I
125S

3601 MIchlKBiin Ave.,

Chi

Evas

of Hollywood's

advertisement In

PUOTOPLAT MAQAZINX
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glunnteed.
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question had been asked in

all

"Oh, pardon me," he said,
Holbrook Blinn, and I've been dead for two
years.'- And he walked away.
Even the great Francis X. does not enjoy the
fame of former years. The Mcssala of "Ben
Hur," the favorite Romeo of the screen's
youthful days, plays supporting roles. Another
star to slip is King ISaggot. Fan letters used to
pour in on this romantic hero with the distinguishing white streak across his dark hair.
Baggot played a bit without program credit in
a recent picture. Vou will see both Bushman
and Baggot giving beautiful performances in
"Once a Gentleman.'- Even the title has
rather a mocking ring.

EVERYONE

is

—

drama

Here

Arm

Wo:
A New

Discovery That

Not

Only Removes Hair

In-

stantly,

JLre JLsJclng Ahoui

But Utterly Avoids

Fostering Bristly Re-growth

allure in satin-

free as a chihVs.

That is all. Every vestige of hair is gone; so
completely that even by running your hand
across the skin not the slightest trace of stubble can be felt

in itself.

A nd— Ike
f/ol only

growth banished, but reappearance of hair
is slowed amazingly.

than she could accept since that striking plea.
Perhaps the talkies struck the hardest at

Western pictures. No longer could the dramas
of the open spaces be made for a thin dime.
Western players and
Talkies cost money.
directors are usually stereotyped and can
seldom step from the mountain ranges to a
drawing room tea party.
the strange case of the man who
directed one of the fabulously paid Western
now doing extra work for
stars for years
S12.50a day. Neil Hart and Franklin Famum,
is

—

own

rights

is

delayed

When re-growth finally does come, it is utterly
unlike the re-growth following old ways. You
can feel the difference. No sharp stubble.

No

Motion picture people arc attracted by the
unusual. Claire DuBrea has had more work

in their

reappearance of that hair

surprisingly!
is slighlesl fear of bristly re-

pictures."

once stars

AVa y

an d Lee Hair!

will

THERE

New

Jvemoving

ol

do either bits, dead bodies offstage or what have you?
"With the sincerity which dictates this
step, plus my experience, I ought to be a
rare bargain as an extra woman.
"Obviously, I am gambling on the
chance of establishing myself in talking

"I

Xhat

s

familiar with the pathetic

story of Margaret Mann. She had been an
extra player for years then suddenly as her
yearsof life were running toward their close she
was lifted to thehcightsassweet-facedGri/H</»;o
BcrnU in "Four Sons." That picture won the
PiioTOPL.\Y Gold Medal as the best picture of
the year, and hers was the best performance.
She made her bow from the stage of tlie
Carthay Circle after a brilliant opening night.
She heard waves of applause, and bowed and
cried as each bouquet of flowers came over the
footlights. Then the spotlight of fame moved
on. She plays e.xtra roles again now. A character like Griindma Hemic happens only once or
twice in a generation.
Rose Tapley, once a favorite of the New
York stage, and after that one of \'itagraph's
best loved players, is occasionally seen in bit
roles.
She has a charming voice, but big
breaks no longer come her waj'.
Wesley Barry and Lew Sargent, two former
child actors, are occasionally seen around the
studios. \Ves still looks a little too j-oung for
mature roles, and that is Lew's difficulty also.
Lew, if you remember, was Huckleberry Finn.
One actress was more frank than the most in
Claire DuBrea,
stating her need for work.
having played many stage and screen roles,
took out an amazing advertisement in the
Standard Casting Directory. It is a complete
little

'39

seriousness.
"I'm really

and who have

rescued countless damsels from nasty, old
Art .Acord, one of
villains, are playing bits.
the early favoritesof the out- West melodramas,
is traveling a road of misfortune.
"Buddy" Roosevelt did not find talking
pictures a boon.
Buck Jones has gone into
vaudeville, and Tom Mix has been traveling

with a circus. Hollywood lost many picturesque characters when Westerns disappeared.
Many of the cowboys have gone back topunching real cattle on real ranches.
There were four former directors in the cast
of "The Spoilers." They played good roles,
but as directors most of them are through.
There were "Slim" Summerville, James Kirkwood, Oscar .Vpfel and Hal Davis. Summer-

When

of removing arm and leg hair
has been found that not only removes
every vestige of hair instantly, but
that banishes the stimulated hair growth
thousands of women are charging to less

^NEW way

A:
.

modern ways.

A way

that not only removes

hair but delays its reappearance remarkably!

changing previous conceptions of cosmeticians about hair removing. Women are
flocking to its use. The discovery of R. C.
Lawry, noted beauty scientist, it is different
from any other hair remover known.
It is

WHAT IT IS
an exquisite toilet creme, resembling a
superior beauty clay in texture. You simply
spread it on where the hair is to be removed.

coarsened growth.

The skin, too, is left soft as a child's. No skin
roughness, no enlarged pores. You feel freer
than probably ever before in your life of annoying hair growth.

WHERE TO OBTAIN

—

Neet a preparation long on the
market, but recently changed in compounding to embody the new Lawry discovery.
It is called

It is on sale at practically all drug and department stores and in beauty parlors. In both
$1 and 60c sizes. The SI size contains 3 times
242
the quantity of the 60c size.

It is

Then

rinse off

with water.

youreyes s€€m
T>££p

V^

Neet

Cream
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field and Kirkwood are in demand as actors,
and probably have no desire to exchange the
make-up box for the megaphone.
It was Hal Davis who directed Beverly
BajTie in many of her most successful pictures.
Even the name of Beverly Bayne is sinking

GLORIFY

YOUR BEAUTY

The lovely Beverly is hving in
retirement on Long Island.
Do }0u remember that singularly moving
into obscurity.

with the Cosmetic Masterpieces
Founof Helena Rubinstein
dations, Powders, Rouges and
Lipsticks that enhance beauty,
protect

and preserve

cream. Excellent for oily skin.
i.oo. If the skin is dry and sensitive, use Pasteurized Face Cream

Both of these PasCreams act as superb

Special. I.oo.

teurized

Powder foundations.
Valaze Powder
derfully

—clinging, woni.oo,

flattering,

1.50

—

Valaze Rouges smartest, most
enchanting of rouges, i .00

Valaze Lipsticks

— indelible,

soothing, ravishing in color,

i

.00

Nation."
beautiful girl of

"The

absence.

Persian Eye Black, the supermascara, does not leave the lashes
stiff or brittle. Stays on! i.oo

screen faces of yesterday can be
SOseenmany
in and around the port of missing stars,

Names

that once flashed on a thousand theater
faces that the world knew and
loved a little older now. Occasionally you
see Warren Kerrigan, definitely retired and
still living in his pleasant white house on
Cajuenga. The Xovak sisters are living over
the Pass in the \'alley. and turning deaf ears to
picture offers. Mary- MacLaren, the heroine of
Lois Weber's immortal " Shoes," has a decoratEileen Percy is doing a motion
ing shop.
picture column for a newspaper syndicate.

Valaze Eyelash Grower and
makes the lashes
Darkener

marquees

—

—

long, luxuriant, i.oo

Helena Rubinstein's Beauty Creations are obtainable at the better

shops, or order direct from

helena rubiustein
8 East 57th

do not accept

these days.

Connecticut Yankee," and an early screen
vamp, also plays small roles at a fraction of her
former salary.
There are other glittering names which are
heard less and less frequently. Colleen Moore,
a year ago one of the most popular figures on
the screen and one of the highest salaried, has
not had studios clamoring for her services.
They no longer pay SI2.000 weekly salaries.
Now she is planning a stage play. That will
keep her from the screen even longer, and how
quickly people forget their beloved favorites.
Corinne Griffith is another who cannot e.xpcct the fabulous salary of other times. She
has made no announcement of future screen
afiiliations, and she is living quietly at her home
in Malibu Beach. Lina Basquette keeps in the
public e\'e through divorce rumors and repeated bickering with the Warners over the
custody of her child, but the screen sees
nothing of her. Laura La Plante's popularity
cannot stand the test of a much longer screen

—

into

town from

vaudeville.

Ballin, Fritzi Brunette, Lillian Rich, Helene
Chadwick, Leah Baird, no longer demanding
leading roles, and willing to work for less than
their former salaries, These players, however,

TT

Rosemary Theby, the

it.

Chic make-up begins with an
immaculate skin. Cleanse with
Pasteurized Face Cream, the
soothing, refreshing, molding

Dana drops

Monroe Salisbury, the first Ahsmidro in
"Ramona," is a clerk in a Hollywood hotel.
The casting directors occasionally see Mabel

Fox picture, '"The Man \Vithout a Countrj-"?
Edward Heam was the tragic hero "unwept,
unhonored and unsung." Heam plays bits

—

—

Viola

bits.

to see the sound version of
"The Birth of a
So many of those players have gone
from the screen, and some of them are gone far
beyond that. Mae Marsh, the "Little Sister,"
is

tragic

-'GriJfith's old masterpiece,

Uves in retirement near Pasadena.
Lillian
Gish has left Hollywood for the stage. Henry
B. Walthall plays father rules now.
Bobby
Harron, Wallace Reid and George Seigmann
are gone forever.
Mrs. Wallace Reid, who
produced pictures following the death of \\ally,
has been inacti\e for many months, but she is
plaiming to make pictures again. Ann Little,
Wally's leading lady in many pictures, is sometimes seen on the Los .Vngcles stage.
.\nd you sometimes see Clara Kimball
Young, rather portly now and not the svelte
Clara of the beautiful orbs. Juanita Hansen

and Wanda Hawley arc here, too, and Theda
Bara, married to a prominent director, and
Mary Jliles Minter. So many of them haven't
left Hollywood
just out of the spotlight that
used to sweep across their lives.

—

Even when they

die, these "missing stars,"
there is a tiny mention at the bottom of newspaper columns, and the world marches on.
The other day a story read, "Ben Wilson,
54, once famous film star, died in Holl)^vood
today, unknown and moneyless, as a seven-

dollar-a-day extra."
Twenty years ago Ben Wilson was a star,
a director, a producer of his own pictures. But
time had its cruel way.
The dust gathers on the names of many
others formerly famous in thecastingdirector's
files
the last port of missing stars, \\ork becomes more and more infrequent for them.
There are new faces fresh, young faces. The
public always wants new faces.
What is that famous line about " the paths
"?
of glory

—

—

—

New York

St.

Be The Man Behind The Camera

EARN $60 TO $250
A WEEK
motion

Trained

cameramen

in big

picture

Did You Miss Any?

demand.

Opportunities ever>'whcre ior

HERE
Wrong With

are the 20 mistakes in the "^^^lat's

(

)

Motion Picture Cameramen

(

)

Projectionists

(

)

"Still"

(

)

Photo -Finishers

Photographers

Big pay, fascinating worli. FREE Book tells how
we quickly train you through our Simplified Plan
for well paid position or to open a business of your

own.

Send

for

NEW YORK

it

NOW

This Story?" on page 73,

in

the order in which they occur:
The picture is all wrong. Dick Dix, and not
It's
liarthelmess, appears in "Cimarron."
about the old Southwest, and Radio Pictures
are making it.

I

PHOTOGRAPHY

INSTITUTE OF

Dept. T-I215, 10 West 33rd

New York,

St.,

N. Y.

First National studios are not in the heart
Hollywood, but in Burbank, a suburb.
"Cimarron" was shot at Radio Pictures

1

of

2.

studio, not at First National.

myfkawm
-IN 90 DAYS!

"Cimarron" is iiol a whaling or sea story.
a story of the pioneer Southwest.
Richard Dix is the star of "Cimarron,"
vol Richard Barthelmess.
.S.
Joan Crawford's hair is deep red, iiol
,?.

It is
4.

blonde.
hiT* your
jbuard with

f-|l

rir

'

<

*

6.

Joan

is

nol under contract to Fox, but to

M-G-NL
Joan was nol loaned to First National or
anyone else to play the heroine in "Cimarron."
7.

found th* wity tu brmc out rour

nwlMl Instinct. N«w andoriffinal
•ritctn dova Bwar with ytmn ot
work. VOU WANT THE >ROOri
I

II

»«nd

It.

Wriu

laa

duw.

M. SUTTLE, Olr*ctar
ILLINOIS SCHOOL OF MUSIC
D.

22Ha

She's, of course, not in the picture.
8. The entire description of the Technicolor
process is all wrong. .Ml the colors arc photo-

graphed with one camera.
9.

Tourists arc nol allowed on the sidelines
a head or any

in picture studios, at fifty cents

other price.

Even' •dvertlscmcnt In

rilOTOPLAT MAOAZIKE

Is

10. El Brendcl's name is misspelled as El
Brendal.
U. El Brcndel is with Fox; he has nol signed
any contract with First National.
12. .\lthough El Brendcl uses Scandinavian
dialect in his comedy, he cannot speak Swedish.
The only language he speaks is English.
\3. There never was any picture called "The
Cohens and Kellys in Sweden" in that CohenKelly series.
14. Louis B. Mayer is head of M-G-M, nol
First National.
15. Of course Amos and .\ndy aren't Dutch
comedians. We knew darned well that one
wouldn't fool you for a minute.
16. Betty Compson is no longer James
Cruze's wife. They were divorced recently.
17. The big, bulky things they put over
cameras to hush them are called "blimps," nol
"grips." "Grips," as a matter of fact, is the
name applied to the odd-job men and stage
handy-men in the studios.
18. First National does nol make Movietone
recordings. Their process is called Vitaphonc.
19. "The Big House" was made at M-G-M,
nol First National.
20. Red is never used for white in photography.
As a matter of fact, red doesn't
photograph at all; it registers black or gray.

guaranteed.

!
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Miss Master
[

OF THE

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 44)
ence! Little Imp Vanity sat on his shoulder
and grinned and chuckled!
"Now, Mr. Gassman," ilr. Craig said, from

six years

the cool recesses of the Western manager's
private oflicc, "of course the studio will e.\pect
to give me a banquet."
He offered a hand-

And

the whole picture business laughed and

"Get who's playing Louis

in

'Isle

d'Amour'!''
Then out of a clear sky a wire came from
Harrison Craig, of New York, who owned
eighty-five per cent of Peerless Pictures stock!

He was on

his

way

to

YOU OXE

ARE

Mind

of Hollywood as though they were the streets
of Paradise! Hcttie Moflet sang to herself, and
planned the wedding she had dreamed of for

said,

141

monogrammed

cigarette.

"Of course!
assured him.

"It

anticipate,

Hollywood!

Mr.

Yes, of course!" Mr. Gassman
is a pleasure we greatly

Mr. Craig!"

Craig

proffered

a

diamond-studded

Who

band waited!
And the entire studio force of eight hundred
and twelve persons was called out to pack
around the main entrance and wave handkerchiefs and cheer!
Mr. Harrison Craig arrived! A fashionplate, from houtmiiiicrc to boot tops. Crushed
Buff gloves turned over his hand, just so.
He was fifty-five. Looked forty-seven. .And
to the world at large, was forty-three.
Down the aisle of cheers he bowed right and
left, basking in the spotlight as a lizard in the
sun!
The Western studio manager, Mr. Gassman,
showed Mr. Craig around the lot.
"Great organization," he said. "Just one
hat.

big family!"

A

draftsman in a smock, with a blue-print
under his arm, came briskly out of the stockroom and disappeared in the engineer's olTice.
On the porch of a little white house marked
"Hospital" a pretty nurse in crisp linen sat
waiting to be professional. Out of Stage 7,
balUt girls in iridescent wings fluttered down to
the dressing rooms.
Mr. Craig could feel the hovering suspense;
the an.\icty for perfection caused by his pres-

"It should be quite an affair, Mr. Gassman,"
he said. "In fact, it should be spectacular!
Something to be talked about!"
He rippled his left hand along the arm of the
leather chair and let the light play on a fourkarat diamond.
"I will be named as the guest of honor, of
course, and the invitation list will include one

yar

untlt-r tin'

lOMDEn

jirotfftian
F. T. n. Florists

lighter.

A1!1'X(;AL0W was engaged at The Amliassailur. A riot of silk flags went up around
the block. A delegation met the Limited. A

sont flfurors hy

trirf last

of

•

Engage

Every seven
seconds of every business day,
somebody sends flowers by
wire, the guaranteed F. T. D.

the necessary entertainment, and plates,
say at forty dollars each." He made a wide
gesture.
"My secretary will write you a
check."

nearly a million and a half
orders a year.

hundred prominent

oflicials

and

stars.

all

"Mercury" way

When you

GASSMAN

\>f R.
absorbed the details with
'''•'proper seriousness.
" It will be a great pleasure, Mr. Craig," he

—

"Shall we say Thursday? And why
wouldn't it be a great little stunt, Mr. Craig, to
have the banquet on the set of our new superspecial, 'Isle d'Amour,' that starts shooting
Thursday? Why wouldn't it be a great little
said.

Mr. Craig,
room of Kitii;,

stunt,

gold
to

his

to stage the banquet in the
Louis' palace!" He warmed
"Dress the waiters in

inspiration.

.

.

.

totaling

wish flowers

delivered in another town, you
can be certain that they will be

deUvercd promptly and

satis-

when you make

sure
that you place the order with
a florist displaying the famiUar
F. T. D. "Mercury" emblem.
factorily

Serve a French menu, and play all
numbers of the picture. Is that a great
Mr. Craig? It's a great idea!''
Mr. Craig flattered the suggestion with his

costume!
the

idea,

attention; brought his imported linen hand-

FLOWERS
for

C^kcLYiKscjlvbijCj

hough you may be

far from Io\ed
ones at Thanksgiving, send a fragrant bouquet or plant . . wherever
you are you'll find a bondwl F. T. D.
Florist nearby to serve you.

1

.

S/or CDiilanl flower Jjeliveriei

THE

When

you think of Amos and Andy you think of Madam Queen, Ruby
But somehow or other in their screen life they
have become involved in young love and moonlight, Sue Carol and Charlie
Norton. Amos and Andy themselves are in the background, just inside
the lighted window. But you can't expect to see them in the dark!

Taylor and the Kingfish.

When

rou mile to adicrtlscn rle'so mcntloa I'lIOTOI'LAT

MAGAZINE.

F.T.D.-'>IERCrnY"
IS Gl'AItA.XTEED

WAY

"
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What $1.25
WiU Bring You
In six issues of Photoplay Magazine hundreds of unusual pictures of photoplayers

and illustrations of their
work and pa^ime.
Scores of interesting articles about the people

you see on the

screen.

Splendidly written
short stories, some of

which you

will see
acted at your moving
picture theater.

dear," he said patronizingly, "Mr.
Trask will receive a check for his salary, j
assure you."
Her hands were damp with cold! Her knees
quaking together with chill!
"He must play the part, Jlr. Craig!" she
said, her voice tr>'ing desperately not to break.
"Won't you send word to the studio that

What's the reason I can't
Kitiji Louis in this picture and appear in
costume at the banquet given on the set in my
honor?"
He posed aesthetic fingers as though they
were dressed in cuffs of lace!
"No reason at all! Mr. Gassman assured
him. "It's a great idea! Frontpage! 'Millionaire clubman rides new hobby!
Picture
magnate appears in leading role of greatest

Jeffry

" He swung his
super-feature of the screen
chair around to face the jaunty picture

Hettie went back to the room on Gower
Street where Jeffry lived.
She took a little
package of beefsteak and some asparagus and
a chocolate cake.
"You must eat, darling," she said gaily.

—

ing in a picture!

play

"

!

'

magnate.
"Sensational!" he said. "It's a knock-out!
Syndicate rotogravures of the banquet in King
Louis' palace and yourself in costume!
It's
.ohssal!"

He

buzzed a button on the mahogany desk.
"Call the casting office," he told his secretary.
"Tell Billings to tell Trask he is not
playing Louis in 'Isle d'Amour.' And get us a
couple of good seats for The Belasco tonight.
Kthel Barrj'more, ain't it?
Yeah.
'The

Kingdom

"

of God.'

XJTETTIE

heard the news before it reached
-••Jeffry.
Alma just happened to call one of
the girls in the costume department at Peer-

-*-

Brief reviews of current pictures with full
casts of stars playing.

The

truth

and nothing

but

the

truth,

about

motion pictures, the
stars, and the industry.

You have

read

this

issue

of Photoplay, so there

is

no necessity for telling you
that it is one of the most

superbly

illustrated, the
best vv^ritten and most attractively printed magazines published today
and alone in its field of

—

motion

pictures.

Send a money order

or check
for $1.25 addressed to

Photoplay Magazine
Depl.H-I1.919No.MichiganAv.,CHICAGO

and receive

llie

next issue

and

five issues thereafter.

PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE
Department H-11
919 No. Michigan Ave.,

CHICAGO

arnllrmni: I iiiclos,- lurcvvilli $1.25 (Canada $..50; rnrcign $..75), for which you will
kindly enter my subscriplion for Photoim.av
Maoazimb for SIX monihs (six issun) riftciivc
with the next issue.

less.

"Well," she said, when she hung up the
phone, "here's where your bridal bouquet gets
rusty again!"
Hettie's breath seemed to stop in her throat!
"Wha' do you mean!'' she said. And then
she forgot all about herself, and thought only
cf Jeffry. What would he say! What could he
do!

Where could he
again!
Hot

over

find courage to start all
tears blinded her eyes;

dropped on the chiffon and smeared it with
purple from the spangles!
"Go on home, kid," .\lma told her. "If
Solonii's jacket ain't done in time for her song
and dance, she can work in the nude!"

"I'm going

to see Harrison Craig," Hettie

said, her fingers pressed against her eyes,

"and

—

I'm going to tell him what it means to us
"You'll see Harrison Craig Hke I'm Lydia

Pinkham!" Alma

said.

For three days Hettie tried to see Harrison
Craig.
.\t the .Ambassador bungalow, his
valet told her, courteously, he was at the
studio. .At the studio, his secretary was very
sorry but Mr. Craig was at the hotel and could
not be disturbed.
Preparations went on for the spectacular
banquet. Preparations went on for beginning
work on "Isle d'.Vmour."

costume department, the work that
been started for Jeffry Trask was finished
Harrison Craig.
Jeffry said nothing about it, only to ask
Hettie if she knew.
It seemed to hurt him so much, it didn't
hurt him at all!
"Study the lines!" Hettie said. "They
signed you up to play Louis, and you're going
to do it! You've got only till Thursday!"
In the

liad

for

ONsawWednesday

night, at

si.x

o'clock, Hettie

Harrison Craig! Shedidn'taskhissccretary or his valet. She 0[)ened the door of his

Ambass.ador Hotel bungalow, and walked into
his bedroom where he was dressing for dinner.
He was in dinner trousers, and B. V. D. uppers,

man

tying his shoes.
"How do you do?" Hettie said.

his
SirrrI .tJJrrss.

"My

kerchief out of his top pocket and replaced it at
an angle slightly more rakish.
"And wouldn't it be quite a feature," said
Mr. Craig, "for me to attend as King Louis.'"
He lifted one eyebrow slightly wickedly! "I
have always had a little conceit that I might be
a very good actor! In fact I have always intended to tr>' the amusing experiment of play-

Mr. Craig was surprised, and annoyed! He
reached for a bathrobe. Smetle, the valet, was
distinctly more disturbed than was suitable for
him i-vrr to be disturbed! Hettie told Mr.
Craig why she had conn-.
Every advertlstment In

PIlOTOrLAY JI.VGAZINE

Is

Trask is to play King Louis after all?"
Mr. Craig glanced at the clock over the door.
"I shall play the part," he said. "I shall
not change my mind. I shall not write any
letter.

And

the picture will begin in the

morning."
He took a cigarette case from the table,
snapped it open and closed it impatiently.
"I'm very late," he said, "if you will excuse
me!''

".And then study your lines! It's only twelve
hours more!"
"Do you think Craig is going to die," he
said bitterly, "in the night?"
"Well," she said and rustled open the
packages on the tiny kitchen table, "lots of
people do!
She opened the broiler spread the steak out
on the grate.
"By the way, sweetheart," she said, "where
"
is it Charlie Fishbone lives?
.At nine in the morning Jeffry Trask's telephone rang. "This is Billings! Craig ain't
going to play Louis! Get over here!"
Jeffry tried to get Hettie.
She wasn't at

—

—

home.

He had

five

minutes to catch the Sunset

Boulevard bus!

LJETTIE

wasn't at home, because in pale
'blue linen she sat in the wicker chair in the
open French windows of Mr. Craig's bungalow
reading the morning paper and nibbling at
strawberries from a breakfast table, which
stood untouched by Mr. Craig.
That gentleman was in bed, in blue pajamas,
smoking.
"Think of this!" she said. "Five sharks
discovered on Jersey coast! .... .And Texas
Guinan's nightclub is padlocked again! ....
Do you want to hear the radio?"
She got up and turned the dials.
"No," he said shortly. She turned them
back again.
" I'm terribly sorry to keep you in," she said,
"but it won't be long, really. It just depends
on how fast they work at the studio. Jeffry
only needs one or two good scenes to show
them what he can do."
She picked up a book from the table, and
gave him the newspaper, opened to the stock
market reports.
"If you want anything," she said, "just let
me know."
Through the open door and window came
the smell of roses and flowering trees; the trill
of a hundred birds from the hotel veranda.
Smede arrived stiffly and removed the break-

^

fast.

"Do you wish to have a bath drawn and
morning clothes put out, sir?" he asked in
great concern.
Mr. Craig didn't answer. Smede withtlrew.

AT

two o'clock when Hettie telephoned
Trask had been King of

Billings, Jeffry

Frame

for five hours!
"Hello, Fddic," she said. "How's everything?"
then she
First she smiled, then she laughed
turned her face away from the phone with just
one quick little sob!
"Sure, Kddie," she said, "didn't he tell you
It's no surprise to me, Eddie.
six years ago?
''
Does he get a contract?
.Across the room sounded the little metallic
voice of the wire "I'll say he does!"

piariintectL

—

—

"

.

H3
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Attaboy, Eddie!

Tell

him

I'll

see

him

for

siiiiin-r."

put away the telephone and brushed
and across her eyes.
\\ l11, Mr. Craig," she said, after a minute,
an Ko to the studio now, if you want to."
liLV heard someone coming across the
liiiir^.dow porch
in at the open door.
)h, how do you do, Mr. Ga.ssman," Hettie
III tic

1

I

1

I

1

—

N

NOW

lO TROUBLE

TO HAVE

SOFT,

EASY TO MANAGE, LUSTROUS HAIR!

I

^

:hl

Mr. Gassman looked from Hettie Moflfct to
Harrison Craig.
What's the big idea, Craig?" he said.
What's the
\\ liore were you this morning?

.\I

I

U.JlUT?"
to tell you, Mr. Gassman,"
got Mr. Craig to make a comphuiiise. I knew he couldn't miss the banquet
toniL:hl, so I came over this morning and told
him I'd let him go to the banquet, if he'd let
JiiTry play King Loiiis
" i\'i('cl III him go to the hanqurl!" Mr. Gass111,111 said, staring at Mr. Harrison Craig, who
.i.ihl nothing at all!
;;uess /'//

1

II.

1

1

u-

'

said.

have
I

—

'KS," Hettie said, "you see I had someY,': ody steal something from him last night,
got it hid, and I told him I'd give it
1.11 k in time for the banquet if he'd send word
I'ur Ji-llry to play the part.
"Of course, I know Mr. Craig could have me
arrested and he could spoil Jeffry getting a contract, and everything, but I don't think he will,
because it would only be a big newspaper story
that would make him look foolish.
"Besides there's really no harm done to
a 111 I've

—

Modern

add beauty

hair-dressers

to your hair by graceful lines and contours. It is just as important to keep

your hair

abundant, rich

soft, lustrous,

in color.

Millions of girls and women are
doing this at home with the easy help
of Danderine. It is so simple to use.
All you do is put a little on your brush
each time you arrange your hair. It
instantly brings out all that natural
color of dingy, lifeless hair; makes it
more sparkling, more lustrous than

makes it easy to manage.
holds hair in place for hours.

brilliantine;

And

it

\\ith which little Hettie Moffet reached
through the window out on the rose trellis, and
lirMU'.,'ht in a small, square box.
Here, Mr. Craig," she said, "I was awfully

use of Danderine
dissolves the crust of dandruff; stops
falling hair; tends to make the hair
grow long, silky and abundant. Five

c.irrful!"

million bottles used a year

anybody!''

And out
Cr.iig

dainty nest of a pink chiffon
she delivered to Mr. Harrison

of the

liaiplkerchief,

The

its

The NEW CINEMA bob accentuates
North Country type of dainty
Elaine Mekhoir of Columbia Talking
Pictures fame. Her lovely hair is a
striking example of the importance
of proper care.
the

consistent

proof of

is

merits.

Danderine

— a set of false teeth.
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Dorothy's back looking very English in her new tweeds, and, as usual,
very pretty. Miss Mackaill has
patched up all her difficulties with
First National, and has signed a new
contract.
She had a long holiday
abroad
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Janet

Is
i

away from the studio, a gesture

Back on the Job!

CONTINUED FROil PAGE 33

that

must have

hurt her.

Because she has struggled so hard for

it,

and work are Janet's gods.
She is a great beUever in metaphysics and
Ralph Waldo Trine's "In Tune with the
success

Infinite" is her Bible.

T TPON

her return it became a game, with
*—*-Janet as the pawn, between Lydell Peck
and the Fox Studio.
At home Janet heard all the arguments about

why she should remain away. She also learned
that many girls were being groomed to take
her place.
In the papers she read that other actresses
were being assigned the roles in pictures
scheduled for her.
Gradually, she began to see that she was
playing a losing game by holding out. She saw
that beautiful, golden bird, success, winging its
way to sunnier skies while she languished upon
the beach.
She could not sit calmly by and
watch
.*\t

it fly.

last the studio

won.

She talked terms

They came to the "amicable agreeof which she talks.
She had lost the
part of Julie as well as 844,000.
She was
offered her old place back and a role she
again.

ment"

coveted, that of the girl in

Janet and Lydell quarreled at a big party in
the home of a studio executive.
It was rumored that Janet walked out of
their beach home one night after a "scene."
She did not return for such a long time that
Lydell feared she had taken her own life. He
called the poUce to search for her. So the story
goes. Janet denies it.
Rumors have linked the names of Charlie
Farrell and Janet for so long
ever since the
memorable days of "7th Heaven." Vet,
those who have known them for a long time say
the two have never been in love with each other
to the same degree at the same time.
There
must have been a time when Janet loved
Charlie, and there must have been a time when
Charlie loved Janet.
There must have been jealousy and the
inevitable making-up. No one in the world was
more pleased than Charlie when Janet returned
to the Fo.\ fold.
Recently Janet said to a Photoplay interviewer, "How can I say whether or not sLx
months from today I will still be living with
Lydell? I don't know. I can't even be sure
that six months from today I will be with Fox.
I live for today. Now that, no doubt, sounds
as if I am considering a divorce, but 1 promise

—

I

am

not.'-

"The IMan Who

TT

Came Back."
So Janet came back.

1

Janet and Charlie are

to be together again.
Janet is happy.
must work to be happy.

She

What part her husband will play in this new
arrangement, how much he will be heeded, how
long their marriage will last, remains to be
seen.

The whispers of unhappiness in the Peck
household have been numerous.

would have been more encouraging had

-'Janet said definitely that she was happy and
would be happy ten years from how. Most
brides of a year feel about that way on the
subject.
But the important item is that we will no
longer be denied a glimpse of that little,
poignant face upon the screen, the joy of seeing
those small, fluttering hands and the delight in
the art of a truly great emotional actress.

Hotel
embassador
The Ambassador
Hotel

is

represent-

ative of everything

the finest

that

hostelry can

be

in

location, charm, ex-

cellence of

menus

and service.
There

are

always

celebrities of the

screen

world

at

The Ambassador.
It

is

in

the social

center on one of
the world's most
famous thoroughfares.

NEWPAKKY AVENUE
O K K

I^^H
^^^1

AT

5lsT

STKEET

ATLANTIC CITY PALM BEACH

LO« ANOCLCS

—

Father Time gives Maurice Chevalier a glass of regular beer and Maurice
seems a little shocked! Is this the American influence on the French star?
This was taken at the Paramount studio at Joinville, France, during Chevalier's visit to the French lot.
He's been holidaying abroad with Mme.
Chevalier
Every advortliemcnt In
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Bogy-Man Turns
I

—

have been a loafer and a bum but not now.
He is an industrious worker, a prolific writer
ever in hot pursuit of the j;reat American
He has written several novels, most of
dollar.
them supposedly aulobiof;raphical. Of this,

orize

that reads the scenarios or bite the hand that
might, perchance, sign a scenario check, which
creates the suspicion that perhaps his critical
integrity has at times been warped by sound
business e.xpedlency.
His consuming passion for the close-bitten
epigram, his inability to pass up a teUing smartcrack, has often carried him away from the
truth.
There was, for example, his rather astonishin;; reference to Miss Greta Garbo as "a flatchested Swede."
Even in the old
I le is a professional snorter.

When

is

Summer and

a stocking dirty?
we perspire. And i><r-

winter

spiration attacks silk undcrthings. frocks,

stockings.

Wash

after wearing,

out

all

these promptly

whenever possible.

—

But worry

He

not.

Mr. Tully

has done very well so

far.

will get along.

He

will stick to

because there
than in writing and Mr.
Tully has bills and alimony to pay just like
any other successful actor. He will no doubt
be seen in other pictures as his theatrical agent
is seeking further engagements for him.
His chief rivals, as he sees it, are the Messrs.
Wolheim, Bancroft and Beery. He is certainly as tough-looking as they. The only advantage they seem to have over him is the
ability to act. But perhaps I am wrong about
that. Come to think of it, Jim Tully has been
a very good actor right along.
All Hollywood waits with bated breath to
this business of acting like glue
is

scoffed at

literar>' abilities of almost every known
writer except Jim Tully and Theodore Dreiser
in the order named.
Having hootlwinked Hollywood so long, his
repeated sneerings at what he regards as the
low mentality of the average Hollywood mind
can be excused.

—

going to be different now.

Under the benign and civilizing influence of
grtase paint and the warming rays of incandescent lights, a great metamorphosis is going
on.
The worm a figure of speech, I assure
you that reveled in the dust of the road and
the squalor of the slums, that looked at life
with a cinder in his eye. has pa.ssed through the
chrjTalis and is emerging with resplendent,
kaleidoscopic wings a Hollywood butterfly.
The penitent Plutarch is going in for this
acting business in a big and serious way. His
first picture is " Way for a Sailor," in support
of his old sparring partner. Jack Gilbert
strange situation that might embarrass a man
less contrite than Mr. Tully.
Just what sort of an actor he is remains to be
seen. The gentlemen of the Metro-Goldwyn
studio, where he is employed, declare he is
He finds acting much more
pretty awful.
difficult than he suspected when he said all

more money

in it

how far the civilizing influence of the studio
stage will affect its newest devotee. Will he
buy a necktie and wear it? Will he comb his
hair? Will he purchase a hat? .\nd wear it?
Will he blossom forth in clothes that fit him
instead of those that purposely perhaps do
not? Will he clean up his conversation and
stop talking through the corner of his mouth?

How best to wash woodwork?
Suds get tired. To clean easiest, best,
change suds often. For spots, apply soap
•lirectly to wood.

see

—

—

china glisten?

This important truth is worth repealing; for
easy and effective dishwashing, (1) scrape
dishes well; (2) have generous suds ; (3) rinse
with boiling water. (And see our booklet).

T_r.\\T\G made enemies of almost everyone
-'with whom he has come in contact he is
now trying to make friends but finds it harder
to make friends than it was to make enemies.
People who invited him as a freak dropped
him as a nuisance.

^

tla-

is

What makes

—

feet. In his first tests, his voice
recorded but three tones lower than a boy
soprano.
This initial picture calls for barroom brawls,
sailors' fights and general rough stuff, all of
which you might think would be right in his
line.
Such does not seem to be the case. He
balked at letting Wallace Beery throw him off
a boat into the water twenty feet below.
He receives a salary for acting of SI, 000 a
week. This does not necessarily indicate his
true ability as an actor for, as he has himself so
aptly said, "Vast earning power is no criterion
of mentality in Hollywood."

could find much good to say about them, he
has seldom been known to gouge the eye

BUT everything

lines

own hands and

T\ THILE he has written many biographies of
*V Hollywood celebrities, in none of » liich he

and

mean

brilliant

name.

sniffed

|

things about it. The ordinarily
Tully mind, it is said, cannot memnor speak them properly once
memorized. He is in constant conflict with his

those

however, there is some doubt. It is generally
known in Hollywood, for instance, that his
book, "Circus Parade," ostensibly a transcript
of his life beneath the big lops, was originally
written by an old circus man and subsequently
revised by Tully and published under his own

AUxandria bar days he

Actor!

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 38

—

—

—

Is

your cleaning done by noon?
To have more time

to

do

as

you

please,

use cleaning short cuts, and have a cleaning schedule or plan.

pROBABLY not. He cannot afford to. He
•'- must continue to be that which he has always
been first and foremost an ardent Jim Tullyite.
He dares not emerge from the character
that has brought him where he is. For if he

—

—

ceases to be a professional hard-boiled egg,
stops criticizing everything and cverj-body
why then he'd just be a nice, ordinary, senti-

mental

At

little fellow.

least as he

is

he attracts attention.

This valuable book is free!
We offer you an unusual kind of booklet...
of short cuts, and with instructions
a cleaning plan to fit your particular problems. Send for this booklet.
full

for

November
November 1
November 2
November 3
November 4
November 5
November 7

— Lawrence Tibbett
17 — Leone Lane, Edna
Betty Bronson
November 18— Frances Marion

— I^ura LaPlante
— Dennis King
— Loui.se Huntington

November
November

— Don .Vlvarado
— Hugh

— Mona

.\llan

Maris,

.\lice

Dav, Joe

Cobb

— Marie Prevost
—John Miljan, Marie Dressier
— Raquel Torres, Roland Young

November 8
November 9
November 11
November 12
November 1.?
November 14
November 15

Birthdays

— Gwen Lee, Jack Oakie
— Gertrude Olmsted

— Lewis Stone

November 29
November 30
When

iron iTTlta to

it's/ree.

CLEANLINESS
INSTITUTE

Murphy

November 19— Nancy Carroll
November 20 Robert .\rmstrong, Reginald
Denny
November 21 Jobyna Ralston
November 22— Charies Mack
November 25 Margaret Livingston,Vera

—
—
Reynolds
November 26— Frances Dee

— Lottice Howell

Remember

16

—

making

Established to promote public uclfare by

teaching the value of cleanliness
CLEANLINESS INSTlTlTrE. Dcpl. P-6
4S E«l ITili Sired. New York. N. Y.
Please tend m« Crce of all coet, "A Qeaner Ho
by 12 OQock."

— Rod LaRocque

Important : Perliapfl you also would be inler«sled in "Tbe Book
bour Ballu," or "The Thirfy Day Lo»eline»aTe«l." The»e. loo.

—Jacqueline Logan

are free ... a pari of the wide aerrice of Cleanline** Institute.

adTcrtlscn nlcasa

menUon niOTOrl^T MAGAZIXB.
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COLDS

"Young Doug"

can be checked quickly
with this tonic laxative

[

his

is

the most

cold

remedy and prevenBoth quinine tonic
laxative features are

and

correctly

this sort of thing.

too, that his things go to the cleaners.
Doug
never thinks of it himself. " He imagines that
they get up and wallc to the cleaners of their
own accord, I suppose," Joan surmises.

T_TE'S crazy about

silk dressing gowns, and
a lot of them. Joan gives him a new one
every birthday, and several between birthdays. When he gets a new one, he immediately
discards his old ones, and wears the new one all
the time, until he gets another new one.
There's always one laid out for him, in the
living room, when he gets home
a dressing
gown, lounging pajamas, slippers and his pipe.
If Joan's home, she attends to it, and if she

combined in

-* -'•has

Grove's Laxative

BROMO»QUININE

Tablets. Insist on them
for quick cold relief.

understand

life.

efficient

tive.

wives'!!

She just loves him for it.
He never hung a suit on a suit hanger in his
Joan does that for him. She sees to it,

by millions
of people have proved
that a comfortable laxative combined with quinYeeirs of use

ine

—but

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 65

^

—

isn't, she's

got the servants trained to see to

laid out, he'd

them out

never go to the trouble of getting

for himself.

He's quite a versatile chap,

all

tablets, 30c at
druggists.

GROVE'S

Laxaiive

Bromo Quinine
TABLETS For

,,

„

^.

41 Years -the

J.

Remedy

Safe, Dependable Cold.

'AN ADDRESS OF DISTINCTION'

has been published by famous magazines; he is
publishing a book of his poems, illustrated by
himself.
He's temperamental about his arts.
One day, for instance, he was working on a
drawing for his book of poems. He had been at
it for hours
an intricate background with a
lot of pen-work. Joan called him to dinner, and
he unwillingly left the unfinished drawing.
When he went back to it, and resumed, the ink
dried a different hue and didn't match up with
his earlier work. He flew into a tantrum and
was just about to slosh a big brushful of ink
right across the picture when Joan grabbed his
arm and stopped him. She hid the picture
until he got over his peeve, and then he finished

—

it

and

was

it

all right.

A XOTHER
''clay
inside

s

any

great love in his life; it's a means to an end.
It's the most convenient and efficient method
of making a great deal of money. But among
the things he loves to do, and does for the sheer
enjoyment of it, is writing poetry, sketching,
painting, modeling. He's an artist. His prose

Headaches accompanyby these

.\cting isn't

it.

swimming
"

it.

Doug loves to get into that sort of an outfit
when he comes home, but if he didn't find them

time, he had been working on a
bust. He hadn't any wire framework
It was almost finished, when a big

]

truck rumbled through the street outside the
house. The vibration shook the soft clay bust a
bit squeegee.
Doug picked it up and hurled it
across the room and that finished that.
He's twenty-three years old.
He's got what Joan calls a "Napoleonic
complex." It tickles her. It manifests itself
in his desire to be leader in whatever's going on.
He likes to ofiiciate as master of ceremonies at
parties, and is happy when he can be leader in a
follow-the-leader party at his dad's beach
place. Then he always sets tremendous stunts,
and is overjoyed when he can't be followed. .\
pet trick is for him to climb up on the roof of
the house, leap down onto an awning, slide
down the awning and kersplash into papa's
pool.

JUST a chip off
J him mad

On

the old block," and it'll
as a hornet to read that.

He

adores dancing.

With Joan.

He

When Doug and Joan visit Joan's
mother, you can almost always count on Doug
to sneak up behind mother-in-law and tickle
her ribs or slap her plaj-fuUy on the back when
to him.

she'sleastexpectingit. He particularly likes to
tickle her when he can catch her carrying some
dishes or breakables.

T_rE

likes going to movies.

Two

or three

-'^times a week, and his favorite actors are
Barthelmess and Leslie Howard. His favorite
actress is Joan Crawford, but he criticizes her
fiercely on her screen performances. He's ambitious to some day direct as well as act, and
plans, at the expiration of his two-ycars-to-go
contract with First National to have his father
produce his pictures. He hopes his father will
let him direct them as well as act them.
He
also aspires to do very serious, heavy roles,
but realizes that comedy is perhaps a better
bet for him now.

His poetry

is

exquisite

imagery,

Exceptional

Every Detail
The finer character of The
Dkake accommodal ions,
foods and service is reflected
in the continued patronage
of seasoned travelers. .and
.

the extra comfort the

guest enjoys. Rates benin at
$5.00 per day. Permanent
Suites at Special Dneounts.

T

t1

C

HOTEL, Ct1ICAeO<^^
Und«r Blaekntone Management

How

to

^^^

Ob tain A Better Looking Nose
Improve Your Personal Appearance

My

ircc

book

itlls yoi

to imiiruve the uliupc
remolding the cartilage and (Irxhy partji.
nuicldy. ufvly, and painlraaly. or re-

fund your

money.

The very

fine

pt<-

All the comforts of the home studio for the lucky leading ladies at Fox,
since this make-up room on wheels was delivered. Where the troupers go,
goes. Beside the two experts in white, the little actresses are, left to
right, Claire Luce, Helen Cohan, Joyce Compton,and Maureen O'Sullivan
it

imont In rilOTOl'I.AY

.MAGAZINK

Is

likes

to make speeches, too. Playing jokes on people he loves is another diversion that appeals

in

in

make

always called on for his imitations.
Doug Junior's imitations are a
Hollywood party institution. He does John
Barrymore, John Gilbert. Richard Barthelmess and Doug Senior, and does them well.
parties, he's

iniarantecU.

but he
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ws no more imagination

in his food

^\7

than a

SPECIAL PRIZE IN

j^liorcman.
liursday is the cook's nifjht off. He takes
in out to dinner.
Invariably, every ThursJ
ly nifjlit out for the past two years, Uou^
(inlcrs//(7 iiiiniioii with mushrooms, potatoes
He deall gralin and asparagus hollandaise.
tests desserts, and won't cat tomatoes in any
form sliced, cooked, sauce, soup or what
have you. When they're giving dinner parties,
Joan always has to sneak out into the kitchen
before dinner is served to be sure there's no
hint of tomato in anything for Doug.
He'd have potatoes au gralin seven ni;;hts a
week, four weeks a month, twelve months a

MARLBORO AMATEUR COPY CONTEST

I

Mr. Jack

I

WOMACK
of

—

A TRUE

MEXIA. TEXAS

won
29'."?

Prize

CONFESSION

with this
advertisement

if he had his own way.
Joan won't let
him have them more tlian twice a week though.
She says he likes them that way so much that
it'd be a shame to spoil his enjoyment of the
dish by letting him have it too often.

year

All my life in the bitter cold
North Country I encountered
difficulty in smoking with thick
gloves on

loves nice things around the house but
-'hasn't the slightest idea of true values. Joan

"How much

did you

pay

used

She paid

make
fifty

(For other prize win
ners watch maKatine:
and newspapers.)

In Marlboro's new Ivory Tip I have
found it. The makeup of the Ivory Tip
completes the perfect cigarette. Choice
tobaccos perfectly blended have always
been a part of Marlboro's manufacture
and now a "Stick Proof" Tip gives a
new contentment.

why take cKances
ifilh

cheap cigarettes.^

Enjoy MarlboTo-a
cigarette /or those
who can aHord 2 0c
/or the best.

**

Tint

GRAY

The TRUTH
aboutVOICE

HAIR**
I'.rlng

bad; to

ua.i^'hily gray,

laded *>r bleached hair lis
original col-ir and beauty. Instantly, ea-slty
restore any
s ade Irom lightest blond to
deepest blark. Just comb thru

going, bells ringing, people shouting

^:^fe.

by

sure l^ruwnalone.

thou

>ears.
I

U^ed

No Money Dow^n

over 18
cuaranharmless to
At all deat-

iirids
for
Siitlsrartlon

tt^'d.
Ahs diitely
air. scalp. .r skin.

you act quickl — we will Bend
you poatpaid— for 30 days free

If

rending — n«w Voice Book dia-

Or.seiid lOc for trial bottle.

KENTON PHARMACAL

CO.

SBiownatonc

Bldg.. Covington. Ky.
Windsor, O/ilartu

ROWNATONE

his next ten years' travel plans all

out.
They cover the world, beginning
with two successive seasons in Europe, and
then proceeding to the Orient, South Seas and

the rest of the places one wants to go.

Wales
How

LOWEST WHOLESALE PRICES

XjrK

loves deep discussions and friendly argu-'ments. He likes to wait to see what side of
a question will be taken by the person he's talking with. Then he'll take the other side and
argue it out to a fare-you-well. When he's
thinking deeply, he always strokes the tip of
his nose with his thumb and forefinger. Joan's
afraid it'll give him a button on the end of his
nose if he doesn't cut it out.
He used to wear his hair very long in back.
One day he got a fan letter with a half-dollar
in it.
"Enclosed find fifty cents," it read.
"Please get a haircut." Now he wears it cut
very short in back.
-'

He wants to raise a moustache same day,
but Joan won't let him.
He can always think of a snappy comeback
for the motorcycle cop who stops him for a
bawling out. But he never thinks of it until
about ten minutes after the cop has gone on
way

practice.
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Growths) dry up and drop
off.
Write for free Booklet.

ALUED RADIO CORPORATION

711W. UkKEST.

banUh them

to

simple, eafe

poKea of radio bargains. New I93I Screen
Grid, all-electric. A. C. Seta in beautiful Consulea— also battery operated aeta. Write today.
IG8

his

equally dry

swore then if I ever found a cigarette
tip which would not stick, that
cigarette would be my cigarette from
then on.

laid

all

evolved

with a

and all sorts of racket going on about him, and
be sound asleep in half a minute. .\nd so
soundly asleep that his fellow-workers have
Lika lighting a
taken to practical jokes.
crumpled newspaper under his chair to wake
him up.
Traveling is one of his greatest delights.
Joan doesn't like to travel, but she loves Doug
so much that she'd travel anywhere with him.

Doug has

1

I

them?"

She told him.
He thought she was crazy.
A few nights later, some guests were in.
Doug suddenly leaped to his feet and dragged
them over to see the samplers. ".\ren't those
".\ren't they great?"
swell?" he demanded.
Now he thinks they're the fmest things in the
house. In short, he doesn't know tine things
when he first sees them, but when he learns
about them and gets acquainted with them,
he loves them
He loves to be massaged. When Joan wants
to make him feel particularly happy, she has a
masseur come to the house in the evening.
Doug doesn't play bridge. He never learned,
because he doesn't want to know how. .\s
long as he doesn't know how, he can't be asked
People stare at him when he first
to play.
tells them he doesn't know how to play bridge,
but he doesn't mind that.
He has cultivated the ability to snatch a
few minutes' sleep on the set. It relaxes him.
He can drop into a chair between scenes, with

hammers

my

the dry cigarette from
cold lips.

came home and

for

hands. Therefore,

my

those
—you know
to

bought two framed samplers
needlework things little girls
when they wore pantaloons.
dollars apiece for them. Doug
saw them hanging on the wall.
"What's those?" he asked.
She told him.

my

the practice of smoking with the cigarette constantly between
lips, removing it only to throw away. This resulted
in painful tearing of my lips when I took

T_TK
•'•

J.

—
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Reduce

Hollywood Children
[

Hips

ffH

often 2 to 4 inches
in 10 days

/

can do
YOU
—with
the
new

easily

it

wonderful

Perfolastic Reducing
Makes you look

Girdle.

slimmer the instant you
put

it on.
Exerts a constant, gentle massage that
breaks down the fat cells,

moulds away flabby
and reduces waist and

—

oflen

from 2

fo

flesh

hips

4 inches

in 10 days. Made of finest
quality, fresh, live, pure

Plantation Rubber by the

famous Goodrich Rubber Co.
C ool. comfortable,
lightsome models weigh as little

94

as
ounces (garters included)— full of tiny holes
to let skin breathe.

FREE ILLUSTRATED BOOKLET

Write today for
fulj details about this marvelous girdle, also particulars of our 5-day trial offer and money-back guarantee.
obHgalion. Just fill out and mail coupon below to

with

No

Perfotattie, Inc., Dept, 1711, 41 Eawt 42ndStTeet,
New York City,

PERFOLASTIC,

INC., Dept. 1711

42nd Street. New York City.
Without obligation please send me FREE BOOKLET
describing and illustrating the new Perfolastic Girdle.
alao particulars of your 5-day uiai offer.
41 EmmI

ew

TSle,

Beauty

air

NATURE'S

WAY

only $2.00

—

An amazing innovation u hair brueh with
Bperially designed bristles, curved to fit
the head.
real beauty treatment
logical, eimple,
sensible. Massages while it brushes
ke^'ps
hair soft and fluffy
stimulates circulation

—

— rleanscs the scalp—— prevents dandruff.
Made of genuine Pyroloid — beige, blue
or
color.
in

eoral.

Sper-ify

So -new most
Order

The

direct.

stores haven't received

it.

We'll send C. O. D.

WILCOX HAIR BRUSH

SEND

NO MONEY

pe^paif^

AND ChiXEtS
Dr. Walter's

Sp"<-liil

tra live flesh colored
t

Ankle HandK
Pnrarubber.

su[»re-

and Hhape ankle and calfwhlle

/

'/'J

/J

of the picture.

aged five months, and fifty dollars a month
for the support of the child. Since that time,
Vox, though of a wealthy family, has been
sued by Miss Bennett for the money which

/

Just a Shake or Two
Completes the Toilet

Cuticura Tailcum
Refreshing and Cooling

tained

11.-1J
status oft.L
the r-L
Chaplm
children has been
considerably changed by the divorce of their
parents.
Though each child has an income
of four hundred dollars a month from trust
funds, they get little advantage from it. for

Ttrir
HL

*

.

,_

,

in

some permanent manner.

The husband

has married a Seattle heiress since, and it looks
if the entire raising and care of the little
one will be in the hands of Joan.

'T'HE

child of Eric Von Stroheim by a former
-*- marriage
has been supported at the rate of
seventy-five dollars a week since the divorce
in 1919, when the child was three.
Nevertheless his

mother has had him working

in pictures

at intervals.
ever>' creature comfort,

but none

advantages that their money could bring
them in the way of training from nurses with
unsentimental ideas of discipline.
Both children are bright enough to absorb
much from proper outside teaching. The
of the

talent and temperament of their father shines
through the curly-headed brown-eyed beauty
given them by their mother.
Lita Grey herself was a child of divorce,
raised from a tender age in the care of her
mother in Hollywood, and making her first
appearance as a child of eleven as the angel
in "The Kid," the Chaplin picture that gave
Jackie Coogan to the world of fans.
.\way from the outlook that only a father
can contribute to the raising of a daughter,
I.ita suffered from a broken home.
Her own
father, Robert MacMurray, of Wichita, Kans.,
has never seen his daughter since she was twoand-a-half years old. .\t si.xtccn she married
Chaplin, poorly equipped by temperament and
training to be the wife of one of the most complex and temperamental personalities of our

She was still taking lessons in algebra and
geography after her marriage, to satisfy the
demands of the board of education.
.\n interesting item in the provision made
in the trust fund settlement for

by Chaplin

the mention that the children
will not come into the capital of the trust
until the youngest reaches the age of thirtythe children

.-Vdrienne,

as

Curry.

They have

custody of her daughter,

she says he has not paid.
In the spring of this year, Miss Bennett
sued to collect back money for the child, and
has tried to secure the small support money

the children are being raised without nurses
or tutors, by their grandmother and greatgrandmother while their mother is almost continually absent on vaudeville tours.
Those
close to Charlie say that he is very unhappy
over the lack of discipline in the children, but
he is able to do nothing about it on the occasional visits he has with the little ones.
They live not in the home of their mother,
for that is rented furnished, but as guests in
the home of the great-grandmother, Mrs.

is

Lita got S62.S,000 for herself. The settlealso provides that Charlie may see the
children at will, and that when they become
older he may take them on trips.
When one of the children breaks into a fit
of temper, which is pretty often, the grandmother smiles placidly and says, "Yes, they're
full of temperament, just like their mother
and father."
Lita's temperament had a large cash value,
an<l one can only hope the astute grandmother
will do as well with the grandsons as she did
with the daughter.

T^riLLIAM S. H.\RT settled the largest sum
Dr. JEANNE P. H. WALTER
389FlfthA«enu> NewYorkClty

51

awarded the wife at the time of the divorce
was for herself alone.
WTien Joan Bennett divorced her husband,
John Marion Fo.it, in August, 1928, she ob-

ment

JUST MENTION
DEALER'S NAME

Divorce

Creighton, Jr., and Bobby, were
born, seven servants and a Long Island home
sheltered them from the cold world. Xow they
live modestly, supported by a man who is no
kin to them.
The blond hero father is out

five.

MT.«i.

of

little fellows,

times.

—

A

COXTINUED FROM PAGE

*

of money on his son that
settled on a child in Hollywood,

had ever been
and this SIOO000 settlement has only been equalled by
Charles Chaplin since, though there have been

The divorce had included no alimony for her,
had been agreed on.
In 1924, when the child was seven years of
Von applied to Judge Keetch and Judge
Summerfield to have the support money decreased, and asked for an accounting of the
money as he felt the money had been diverted
from the child's use.
Judge Keetch denied the application, in
spite of Von's attorney telling that he had
borrowed on his life insurance to secure monev
to keep up the payments. .\s he had, at this
time, his mother, a crippled brother, another
wife and child, Von Stroheim was in financial
as that

age.

difficulties.

The judge said, "I denied this application
because of the best interest of the little boy.
Von Stroheim has been earning a large sum,
$.? 1,000 a year with his Gold«yn contract, and
he will earn SI. 000 a week when he acts in his
pictures and is to receive twenty-five per cent
of the net profits.
.\s a father prospers
so his obligation to his children grows.
A man should be willing to take care of his
first wife and their issue in proportion to the
money he is now earning. The children of a
first marriage are emphatically entitled to
.

.

.

.

just as

many

opportunities as the children of

subsequent marriages."
It has been with the bitterest opposition
from Von Stroheim that his child by the
former marriage has been working in pictures.
However, there was nothing in the contract
with his former wife. May Jones Von Stroheim,
over the child that can prevent this state of
affairs.

This idea that a child and former wife are
entitled to support in accordance with what
the father and husband earns was carried out
in the

Reginald

Denny

divorce arrangements,

when money was awarded to Mrs. Irene Haisman Denny and their fifteen-year-old daughter,
Barbara, on the basis of SI, 000 a week as long
Denny makes S.',0(X) a week. When that
happy state of affairs ceases, the money allowance drops with the salary.
as

XEILAN,
u^ARSH.VLL
man

known to fans as a
before he became a noted <liwhen he was divorced from his wife,

eading

rcctor,

time.

Gertrude Hambrick. also an actress, in 1920,
agreed to pay fifty dollars a week for the support of his son. Marshall, Jr., in addition to the
alimony awarded. Neilan has access to the

Hart settled the money on the boy in
the form of a trust fund, four months
before the child's birth.
.\t that time the
mother insiste<l on sole care and custody of
the child, as is shown by the insert in her handwriting on the document.
The $102,000

child at inter\als.
John Gilbert, according to the terms of the
divorce that separated him and Leatrice Joy
in 1924, agreed to pay fifty dollars a month
for the support of his child until her majority.
At that time, Leatrice was the big star in the

many

wealthier parents divorced since Hart's

Every •dvcrtlwmcDt in PlIOTOI'LAT MAG.VZIN'E
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1

1

lily,

1

.1,

ill

John had only begun
addition to alimony of
as

to click.
S-?00 a

This

month

lA-atrice.

date Leatricc has been able to supply
advantafje to the child, even to adopting;
her little girl for a sister, to create a natural
Illy environment.
i

\

1

expense; the father may sec it twice a week
and gets a monthly report on the baby's welMaria ICugenia is five now. On ocfare.
casional visits, Reachi has accompanied his
former wife to the Hollywood Progressive
School, where they both rapturously watched
little Maria Eugenia perform her part in llie

Should any
married

woman

childish program.
of Tom Mix, Ruth Jane Mi.x,
-L v.as supported by Tom on an allowance of
vJMi a month. Thomasina, the child of the
l.i^i and present marriage, has lived on a much
Ruth played in
ni.TC lavish scale than that.
pictures at the age of thirteen, travelled in
\;ui(leville, capitalizing her parentage, from
tlic age of six, when the divorce took place
1..
ween Tom and Olive Stokes Mi.x. There
,
no arrangement to protect the child's
rrst in this matter of not working or using

T^IIE daughter

I

father's
I

name

outcome

lie

that the girl

i-

aiul

for advertising.
of this ill-advised childhood
careless with money

became

when she married Douglas Gilmore

re-

father

cently, although only seventeen, her

cut off her allowance entirely.
Tom had been disgusted with lawsuits over
her unpaid debts.
Julie Jane Cruze, child of Marguerite Snow
and Jim Cruze, was supported by her father
at the rate of twenty-five dollars a week, according to the terms of the settlement in 1923.
child of Jim Cruze today, with his financial
rating what it is as a producer, would doubtJulie Jane
less be awarded more by a court.

A

now seventeen; she has been attending a
boarding school in Pasadena near Jim's home,
where he has seen her often. He is very proud
of her ability as a writer, which is beginning
to blossom.
When William Powell and his wife, Jule M.
Powell, were divorced in January, 1930, the
custody of the child. William David, was given
to the mother, to be shared with the father
The
after the child reaches the age of six.
financial settlement, of which no terms have
been published, for both mother and child, is
Bill adores his
said to be most generous.
child, who is a very handsome youngster. He
is

him frequently

visits

at the military

academy

which he attends.
W'hen Florence Vidor and King Vidor separated in 1925, Florence said in her statement
to Judge Gates: "I don't want any alimony;
I only want custody of our daughter, Suzanne,
King married
and a decree of divorce."
Eleanor Boardman not long after, and now
has two daughters. It is interesting to note
that the first caller on the new baby, when
Eleanor had her first, was Florence Vidor.
Suzanne has Jascha Heifetz as her new papa,
and the stork recently brought her a third half
sister.

.As for

the

money settlement

or lack of

Suzanne has wanted for nothing, as her
mother had been very successful until her retirement. This, despite the fact that King was
only too eager to do ever>'thing in his power
and showers the little girl with expensive presit,

ents.

was
WHENhusband, Swanson
Herbert Sombom,
Gloria

her

divorced by
in Jan-

uary, 1925, he claimed desertion and said
Gloria's ambition had broken up their home.
Nevertheless Gloria was awarded the custody of the child, with the understanding in
court that a trust fund for the care of the child
was to be established with each parent contrib-

LILA LEE

is

now

fighting in the courts to

r,
'regain
the custody of her little six-year-old
son by James Kirkwood. The two separated
two years ago, the mother leaving the child
with his father.
They are now divorced. A property settle-

ment was

effected at the time.

When the couple announced the separation
was permanent, newspapers carried the story
that Lila had moved four doors away to the
home of her friend, :Mary Nolan, and that
she had access to the child at all times.
In May of this year Lila filed suit to regain
custody of the child; it has not as yet been
The father hopes to keep the child;
settled.
he adores him and has him with him continually. One of the permanent guests on the
recent location

trip

of

"The

Spoilers"

was

Jimmie, playing about on the beach, or
watching his father gravely while he enacted
his scenes before the camera.
When Dick Barthelmess and Mary Hay
were divorced in Paris, in January, 1927, the
custody of the child, Mary Hay Barthelmess,
then four, was shared for six months each
Dick has had the
year with each parent.
baby with him since March, 1926. His sole
comment on hearing of the divorce was, "I
hope I will be able to retain the custody of
our daughter."
In the autumn of 1926, Dick had invited
Mary to visit the child. She did. Mary Hay
married an Englishman, Vivian Bath, in April,
little

1927.

When

she passed through Los Angeles on her

honeymoon on her way to Singapore, her husband's home, she saw the child, but left her
with Dick, with

whom

she has remained ever

Since Dick's second marriage to Jessica
Sargent, who has made him very happy, he
has become stepfather to her little boy,
Stewart; and the two children are being raised
very happily together.
While many of the children of divorce have
suffered financially from the separation of
their parents, the biggest loss seems to be the
sentimental one.
Few parents, at the time of the divorce, stop
to think seriously of the welfare of the children
involved, beyond the financial provision that
However, there are
they make for them.
some interesting cases where this matter has

been gone

WILLIAM

he

made

solved her problem. It is not enough to accept
the beliefs of even the maiority other friends.
They may be wrong. Let her find out for herself
from an .authentic source. Let her read the booklet

"The Newer Knowledge of Feminine Hygiene."
And she can no longer be unaware of the truth.

Zonite

—

strong, not poisonous

Undoubtedly the antiseptic must be powerful to
produce surgical cleanliness. Here is where the
misunderstanding lies. Physicians certainly approve of feminine hygiene. Just as certainly they

do not approve of bichloride of mercury and
compounds ofcarbolic acid. Yet some women still
persist in using these caustic poisons. They do
not know that the modern germicide, Zonitt, is
safe as pure
ililutiott

water and

pr

more powerful than any
may be allowed on

«/ carbolic acul that

the boJy.

this book oj instruction

Zonite is non-poisonous and non<austic. It
cannot cause areas of scar tissue nor interfere
with normal secretions. Ic is actually soothing
to membranes. Send for this booklet that tells
facts in language easy to understand. You can
get Zonite at your own drug store, in bottles.
Zonite Products Corporation, Chrysler Building,
New York, N. Y.

children.

;au write to advertisers please mention

m U.S. A.

Both

Mrs. Hart later tried to break this proviso
of the trust, but it was upheld in court, and
she did not return to work until after the

the money is for his care and support and
education, subject to the approval of his
father, and that he may not be taken out of
the United States.
In every way the child's welfare is guaranteed by the fact that the money in the trust
returns to his father when any of the terms of
the trust are violated.

When

So

is

Read
HART, when

the
settlement with his wife prior to the birth
of the child in 1922, insisted that her settlement
also in the trust fund should be dependent on
her not working on the screen, and on her devoting herself personally to the care of the child
Bill believes firmly in
that would be born.
old-fashioned mothers who care for their own
S.

the future of the child should ever become
dependent on this fund, it will be there; and
that day may come if Gloria ceases to be a
money-maker at any time.
Agnes Ayres, when she divorced her Mexican
husband, Manuel Reachi, made no claims on
him for herself or the child. The child is in
the custody of the mother, at the mother's
If

facts
at stake that every woman should
learn the real facts before she feels she has

much

into.

difl'iculties.

This was a wise provision, for, aside from
what the father might or might not be able
to do in the future, Gloria is well known to
be prodigal with her money, and often in

[of these most importantj

since.

privilege of working was awarded her again
under the terms of the divorce in 1927, when
the trust became hers with no provisos, and
the boy was five.
Further clauses in the boy's trust fund say
that the child may not be used in motion
pictures during the life of the trust, and that

uting.

remain unaware

and Cantuta

ZONITE PROULCIS CORPORATION
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Please send me free copy of the Zonite bt
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Hart's only error which he has keenly felt
was in granting complete custody to
the mother as the boj-. who is a bright, handsome child, with his father's powerful physique,
needs a father's care and love.
His mother has insisted on raising him like
a dainty French doll, and with his grandmother as head of the house, petticoat government gets pretty intense for a big, Uvely
boy.
That the boy, too, feels the want of a father
is demonstrated by the story of a family
since

^HOLLy^Q)D
*
STAINS'
find luxurious

comfort
s

greatest

hospitality un-

have

honored

surpassed at

screen
brities

for

HOTEL

Sherman.

SHERMAN

Rogers

I

who asked little Bill what he wanted
Christmas last year.
The little fellow
answered, "T want to see my father." The
same serious keen-eyed glance of his father
accompanied his request. It was not granted,
for the only terras under which the mother
will agree to allow the father to see the child,
are that she be present at their meeting. Bill
has felt that such a scene might be too distressing for the child's good.
friend,

and

ry Pickford

_lds Fdirbd

stance

Tali

ddge

es Del Rio
Id

T_r.\RT thus is shut off entirely from his child.

tfl»«l«0

Velez

the time that Hart was invited to attend
the dedication of a statue of himself made in
bronze, entitled "The Range Rider of the

-' -*-.\t

Banky

Yellowstone" at Billings, Montana, he attempted to make arrangements to take his
boy with him, as it was perhaps the biggest
single event of his life.
Permission was indignantly refused. It was a great loss for the
boy, as it would have been a high spot in his
memor>' all his life. It was very sad for Bill

La Rocque
a m td
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MONEY
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PIN

and said

towards their children, is responsible for
the fact that the children have maintained
their contact with their father, have lived
with him at intervals, and have been helped
with his advice in their lives and picture work.
\\hen the second divorce, that from Beverly
Bayne, took place, Bushman paid twenty-five
dollars a week for the maintenance of the
child, and contributed SlOO a month towards
The
a cumulative trust fund of S10,(X)0.
father can sec the child twice a week, and
neither parent can take young Richard out
of the state without the written consent of
the other. The money Bushman contributes
is contingent on his boy retaining the name

now offers its readers the opportunity to convert their spare time into real money by

becoming

its

subscription representatives in the

community

in

which they

town

live.

You, as a reader of Photoplay,

will

be quick to

money-making possibilities this offer affords
Your friends your neighbors in fact, all the
you.
homes in your community are prospective subscribers
Who, today, is not interested in
for Photoplay.
moving pictures the
realize the

—

—

—

Bushman.
The child
Long Island.
of

chief

recreation

of

Be the

in

living

with

his

mother

in

and his son are
another example of how tolerance and good
between parents can work to the advanYoung Doug, though he
tage of the child.
underwent hardships through the loss of the

will

the

your community to take advantage of
this offer, and get started at
once. The coupon or a post
first

is

DOUGL.VS F.MRB.VXKS

—

American public?

so.

The fair attitude taken by the first Mrs.
Bushman and by the father, Francis X.,

PHOTOPLAY
or

Hart, and, one can only feel, not just. The
mother, grandmother, and child have been
supported entirely on Hart's money ever since
before the birth of the child, with the exception
of the money received by the wife in a single
role in a picture.
Francis X. Bushman had the privilege of
having his children by his first marriage with
him for a part of every year. A strange
situation rose at one time, when, in 1922. the
first wife came to Los .\ngeles with the children
to visit Bushman, then married to Beverly
Bayne.
The wife staj'cd at a hotel, but the five
children descended on the Bushman-Bayne
menage, where there was no servant at tlic
time, and Beverly Bayne was taking care of
her own fourteen-months-old child, Richard.
The Bushman children liked Beverly very well,

PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE.
Dept. Rli-11, 919 No. Michigan Ave.,
Chicago, III.
I am interested in your money-makinR oflFer
to your readers. Send me ttie details at once.

card will bring further details.
City.
Every idvertlsemeDt In

PHOTOPLAY MAOAZINE

is

money

his

mother received

for his care,

grew

to know his father better after he came to Hollywood, and when he set out on a career in

earnest after that early experience in films,
gained much advice and help.
Doug Senior was very much disappointed
that the boy did not complete his education
first, but now that the boy has done so well with
his career, he is reconciled to it.
The two play golf, talk shop, and have a
grand time together.

RUanntnMl.

Photoplay Magazine
funniest ston,' is quoted from Mary
rickford in this rcjiard of Doug's father and
sUpfathcr, as his mother is now married again.
One day not long ago over at United Artists

The

when Mary was still working on "Forever
\ ours" young Doug said, "I hear my father
"; and
is to play in 'Reaching for the Moon'

Mary answered, "Yes,
will

lathers

have the

it

seems one of your

role."

The

present

liiisband of Doug, Jr.'s, mother is Jack Whitslated
iiij;, stage actor, who had been originally
l(.r the rOle that passed from stepfather to

at a tender age, are
very interesting results.

life

Some

lather.

would not be complete

story about De Wolfe Hopper and Hedda
lupper, the mother of his si.xteen-year-old son,
1

Hill.
Hedda is a clever, handsome woman
with a clear vision of things as they are.
Since her separation years ago from the
larnous comedian, the care of the child and
hi- financial needs have fallen on her, as
Hopper was never the type to accumulate

money.

A friend who was at their home last Christtells that Hopper made a visit to the boy,
the first in many years, on Christmas Day,
as he happened to be in town during the course
of his work on a film. Hedda, surrounded by
a coUrk of clever and amusing folks, was holding an informal open house when De Wolfe
arrived. "In half an hour," relates the friend,
"the house was his; he was the center of
mas

attention; they were his guests, and he was
The boy, Bill, was watching
scr\-ing them.
him with the rapt eyes of one discovering a

drinking in every word.
He had never seen or heard anything or anyone
quite like this man, his father."
Hedda was most happy to have the boy see
his father so, and to have him proud of his
She feels it will mean a great deal to
father.
the boy in the future to have this mental
picture of his father at his best.
One could go on multiplying incidents about
these absorbing human experiences of interesting people; but one thing stands out. Their
children are not going to be any ordinary
Their heritage of talent and the
children.
lives they have lived, crammed full to overflowing with e.xperiences and impressions of
divinity.

Novkmiu.r, 19

bound

to

have some

our most brilliant film stars are

of

themselves children of divorce. Gloria Swanson is a child of divorce; her mother married
again. Marilyn Miller, born Reynolds, came
of divorced parents; not only that, but the
stepfather whom she had from the age of two,
and whose name she bears, was also divorced
by her mother after he had helped develop

children
THIS matter of famous fathers of thewithout
a
of divorce

i-ok

He was

He was
in a most successful career.
the authority for her contract when she signed
with the Winter Garden when she was under
After the divorce, it was shown he had
age.
no real legal authority to sign the contract for
her as he was only a stepfather, and it was
broken. Then Marilyn went to Zicgfeld. A
couple of years ago, Marilyn and her sister
were instrumental in uniting their mother and
Caro Miller, the man they had known as a
Both he and her mother were stage
father.

Marilyn

folk.

Harold Uoyd is another child of divorce;
and his father was his help and mainstay, being
both father and mother to him through his
boyhood and his early career in pictures, even
handling his business affairs for him.
Jack Gilbert is an outstanding example of
a child from a divorced family. Of a sensitive

made

AT

a deep imprint on him, and made him a
better actor than he probably would have been
if he had had a father that sprinkled the lawn
evenings, and a mother that made good choc-

/"^

nature, the vicissitudes of his early

life

olate cake.

Constance and Barbara Bennett,

JO.\N,

talented
vorce.

and

While they

all

successful, are children of di-

all

have had stormy matrimonial

careers, they are certainly successful in their
chosen fields. Born of Adrienne Morrison, her-

a successful actress, and Richard Bennett,
they are all temperamental individualists, both
by heredity and environment.
If life can be defined as a series of experiences, then these children of divorce are
having life in great draughts; who knows what
genius for poetry, for art, for the drama, may
not be developed and shaped for true worth
and accomplishment among these Hollywood

self

children of divorce?

my
my eyes,"

football games,

blows

"What

in

shall

I

hair

always

cried Ruth.

do?"

"That's easy," answered Mary.
"We'll buy some HOLD-BOBS for you.
They'll keep the loose ends fastened
back during the game, and when you
take your hat off after the gamz
your hairdress will be perfect.

—

'

HOLD-BOBS,
just never have."
"Well, now you must. just wouldn't be
without HOLD-BOBS," declared Mary.
"I've always wantecJ to try

but

I

I

And when

Ruth took off her hat after the
game and saw her neat, lovely coiffure,
she agreed.
She doesn't feel HOLD-BOBS in her hair—
their points are so smooth,- their small, round

heads make them invisible; and their flexible
sides— with one side crimped— keep them
secure.

Foreigners

Look for the distinctive gold and silver
metal foil cards. On sale everywhere. Send
10 cents with coupon for generous supply,
and booklet on Modern Hair Culture.
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SoL H. Goldberg, President

George Lewis is repeating the George O'Brien
Western roles in Spanish. Jose Mojica and
Mona Maris also made a Spanish print of
"One Mad Kiss." Other Fox pictures will be

made

in different tongues.

OF

many

freedom in "Morocco."

She will also
versions.
This
lovely /ni» is a bit like Garbo with a lush, exotic
type of beauty, and her English is excellent.

called

1918-36

Prairie

Ave., Dept. 1711. Chicaso.

III.

make French and German

Lotti Loder has already attracted attention
two American appearances, the
productions of "Oh Sailor, Behave" and ".\
Soldier's Plaything." The vivacious Lotti was
transplanted from the city of the Danube to
Hollywood. She was discovered by a Warner
Brothers executive while she was dancing in a
in her first

course,

of these foreign productions

cities with large
There are many theaters in
York, Chicago and New Orleans with
audiences for these pictures. Los .\ngeles has

will

be shown in American

alien population.

New

theater, dedicated to the international screen, with offerings in Spanish, German, Italian and French, as well as English.
Jose Bohr, a favorite of South .\merican and
Cuban audiences, is one of the first of the new
contingents to make an appearance in English
His
after stowing away two in Spanish.

an elaborate

American film is called "The Road to Romance," and it will later be translated into
Spanish. He has been called the South .Amer-

Budapest caf6.
Andre Luguet, at M-G-M, will also appear
on the American screen after being cast in the
French version of "Men of the North" and
"The Green Ghost." Luguet is young and
handsome and was educated in England. His
family, by the way, is the royal house of the
French theater, contrasted to the Barrymore

P.\R.\MOUNT has a Spanish counterpart for
William Powell, Ramon Pereda, and he has
appeared in the Spanish version of "The Benson Murder Case." In type, Pereda is not un-

parties for the Spanish colony with "calientc"
food, tango bands from the Argentine, and

like Powell.

tarantellas.

Marlene Dietrich, the German star, will
make her first appearance in the land of so-

Depl. 1711, Chicago.

nd

may portend

something of importance.

to edverltscra please

Illinolt

c send mc the booi<lct on Modern Hair Culture
latest hairdress styles and sample package of pins.

closing 10c to cover

wrapping and postage.

Name
Address

Rosita Moreno, a popular dancing star on
the stage, and an exceptionally beautiful girl,
Two
is having her second lling at the films.
years ago she was placed under contract to

When ywu write

THE HUMP HAIRPIN

MANUFACTURING CO.

aristocracy of America.

Bohr has taken on
the aspect of permanency and has built a big
movie
fashion. There are
in
true
hilltop home

ican Chevalier, so his appearance

'
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Stale

City
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Casts of Current Photoplays
Complete

"ARE YOU THERE?"—Fox— From

tlio

stor\-

by Harlan Thompson. Dircctid by Hamilton KlacThe cast: ShirUy Travis, Beatrice L"!'"-;
Faddt-n.
Ceofrv. John Garrick; Counless lleUnka. Olsa
Bacla'nova; Duke of St. Pancras. George Grossmith;
Barbara Blythe. Jillian Sand; lloulrr, Lloyd Hamilton; Barber. Roger Davis; Inlcrnational Crooks.
Guslav Von Seyffertitz. Nicholas Soussamn. Rachard
Alexander, HeniT Victor; Page, Paula I-anglen.

"BIG TRAIL.

reviewed in

for every picture

THE"—Fox.— From

the stor\- by

Tlie
Directed by Raoul Walsh.
John Wayne; Riilh Cameron.
Marguerite Churchill; Gussie. El Brendel; Zeke.
Dave
Power;
Tyrone
Flack.
Tully Marshall; Red
Cameron. David Rollins; Pa Bascom. Frederick Burton- Lopez. Charles Stevens; Windy Bill. Russ Powell;
Cussies Molher-in-Law. Louise Carver; nellmore.
William V. Mong; .46isai7, Dodo Newton; Sid Bascom. Ward Bond; Mrs. Rises. Marcia Harris; Mary
Riess. Marjorie Leet; Sairey. Emslic Emerson; Ohio
.Man. Frank Rainboth; Ohio Mans Son, .\ndy
Shuflord; Honey Girl, Helen Parrish.

Hal G. Evarts.

cast: Bretk Coleman.

"CAPTAIN .XPPLEJACK"—Warners.

— From

the play bv \\ alter Hackett. Screen play by Maude
The cast:
Directed by Hobart Henley.
Fulton.
Poffy. Mari- Brian; .4>ma Valcska. Kay Strozzi;
Ambrose .ipptejohn. Joim Halliday; .\unl .Agalha.
Louise Closser Hale; Lush, Alec B. Francis; John
Jason, Claud Allisler; Mrs. Pengard, Julia Swayne
Gerdon; Ivan Borolsky, Arthur Edmund Carew;
Mr. Pengard, Otto Hofima Dennell, William David;

"COLLEGE L0\'ERS"

First National.

Adapted by Hum-

phrey Pearson. Directed by William A. Seller. The
cast: Rusty Smith. Joe E.Brown; Jack Lane. LawTencc
Gray; Ruth Haivard. Ona Munson; Ace Benton. Walter Pidgeon; Peggy Freeman. Laura Lee; Richard
Freeman. Frank McHugh; May Bunch. May Boley;
Edward Hmvard. Anders Randolf; Robert Story.
Arthur Hoyt; Simpkins. Johnny Arthur; Conductor.
Fred Kelse>-; Herndon Reamer, Harvey Clark; Malt
Gore, Larry B^nthin.

—

"GORILL.\. THE" First National. From the
Directed by Bryan Foy.
b\- Ralph Spente.
cast: Garrily, joe Frisco; Mulligan, Harry Gribbon; Arthur Ittarsden, Walter Pidgeon; Alice Denby,
Lila Lee; The .Stranger. Purnell Pratt; Cyrus Stevens.
Edwin Max\vell; Simmons, Roscoe Kairns; Jeff. Will

The

Philbrick.

"HALF SHOT AT SUNRISE"— Radio

Pictures.

Robert Woolsey; .M. P. Sergeant. John Rutherford; Colonel Marshall. George MacFarlane; Eileen.
Roberta Robinson; Olga. Leni Stengel; Annette.
Dorothv Lee; Lieut. Jim Reed, Hugh Tr.vor; Mrs.
Marshall. Edna May Oliver; Military Policeman,
Eddie de Lange; General Hale, E. H, Calvert; Capt.
Jones, Alan Roscoe.

"HER MAN"—Pathe.— From the story by
Howard Higgin and Tay Garnett. Directed by Tay
The cast: Frankie, Helen Twclvetrees;
Garnett.
Annie, Marjorie Rambeau; Johnnie, Ricardo CorDan,

Holmes;

Phillips

Steve.

James Gleason;

Eddie. Harry Sweet; Al. Stanley Fields; Red. Mathew
Betz; Nelly. Thelma Todd; Sport, Franklin Pangborn; Bartender, Mike Donlin; Dance Hall Girls,
Sally Ferguson. Blythe Daley, Ruth Hiatt, Edith
Rosiia, Leila KarncUy, Peggy Howard.

—From

"DOORW.W TO HELL, THE"—Warners.-

the stor>' by Rowland Brown. Adapted by
Directed by .Archie Mayo. The
cast: Louis Ricardo. Lewis Ayres; Sam Margoni.
Charles Judels; Doris, Dorothy Mathews; Jackie

From

LaMarr, Leon Janney; Captain OGrady, Robert
Elliott; Steve Mileauay. James Cagncy; Captain of
Military .Icademv. Kenneth Thomson; Joe, Jerry
Rocco. Noel Madison.

"DU BARRY — WOMAN OF PASSION"—

United Artists.— From the play by David Belasco.
Adapted by Sam Taylor. Directed by Sam Taylor.
Tiie cast: Jeanelle Vaubernier. later ".Madame Du
Barry." Norma Talmadge; Louis .XV. King of France.
William Farnum; Cosse de Brissac. Conrad Nagel;
Due de Brissac. Hobart Bosworth; Jean Du Barry,
Ullrich Haupt; La Courdan. Allison Skipworth;
Denys. E. .Myn Warren; Renal. Edgar Norton;
Maupcou, Edwin Maxwell; d'.Aiguillon, Henry

Small Pay Po sitions

the pi

y

by Franz Mol-

—

opening a tremendous new

"talki(

Training Gives
the Right Start

If

you want

Rigas; Sheriff. Lafe

Yakima Canutt;

McKee; His Deputies: Two Gun.
Bob Reeves; SUm. Art Mix.

.llkali.

— From

the

by

story

Juliet

National.
Wilbur Tompkins.

'^

unde

lion of Ned
ally
k

Wa
acknowledged

and

teacher

greatest

W

Mr.

ling.

prod
dancers

it

stage

hed

Wm.

You

become a siage dancer you can do

to

no belter than to follow in the footsteps of such
famous stage and screen stars as Marilyn Miller,
Vivienne Segal, Jeanelle MacDonald, Anita Page,
Bessie Love, Marion Davies,
Ann Pennington, Eddie CanThese, seeking ihc best
tor.
in dancing training, placed
"

undersl()od,

Tenderfoot. Jimmie ."lubrey; Gi(ii Red. Monlc Montague; .Martha, of Rancho Jacinto. Virginia Brown
Faire; Rankin, her Father. William McCall; Crabb,
his Partner, George Berliner; Oswald, his Nephew,
George Hackathorne; Man in the White Sombrero.
vonBrincken; The Ring Tailored Roarer, Gcctrse

field.

Ned Wayburn

Warner,

His Companions of the Range: Sweetheart. Ben Corbetl;

a

for

Of all th >rofessions open to girls, there is none tha
olfcrs sue:h opportunities for fame and financial in
dependeii ce or thai may be so quickly learned a;
Properly trained dancers are alwav
stage dai iring.
now more than ever before with in
lid

of stage

"LONESOME TRAIL. THE"—S^NDICATE Pictures.— Directed by Bruce Mitchell. The cast:
Judd Rascomb, Foreman, the Bar IV, Charles D 'laney;

Physical

Stage Dancing
many girls blessed with

dancing are slaving a«a.v at small pay positions when
they might easily be earning big money on
the stage or on screen.

Directed by
Continuity by Sonya Levii 1.
Frank Borzage. The cast: Lili' m. Charles Farrcll;
Julie. Rose Hobart; .Madam .l/i kat, Estelle Tavlor;
r,;.
L_-.
The Carpenter. Waller Abel; Tin
Mildred \'an Dor
i;n:ma«, James Marcus '
AurU Hulda. LiUia
Hollinger. Guinn Willi
Eniott" iVolf, Bert Roach; Chief Magistrate, H.
:

Fame and

in

too
TOD-AY
genuine talent

themselves

"LILIOM"— Fox.— From

"MISBEHAVING LADIES"—First

the

Beauty

—

PARA.MOUNT. From the story by Percy Heath.
French adaptation by Battaille-Henri. Directed by
Louis Gasnier. The cast: Cour/cjiaji Parkes, Adolphe
Menjou; Lucy de Stavrin. Claudettc Colbert; H.
Emile Chautard; Mrs. Corbcit,
Silvester Corbetl.
Adrienne d'.-\mhricourt; Edilh Corbetl, Sandra
Ravel; Jimtny Weyman. Frank O'Neill; Malatrojf.
Armand Kaliz; Hawkins. Jacques Jou-JerviU.-;
Commissaire de Police, Andre Cheron,

Dancing

from the Drudgery of

Big Mor)ey,

"LENIGMATIQUE MONSIEUR PARKES"—

Kolket.

— From

Away

Gilbert,

George Rosener,

First National.

Break

Jr.

cast:

nar.

"GOING WILD"

Girls! Learn Stage

Directi d
From the story by James A. Crcelman.
—
Tommy. Bert Wheeler;
by Paul Sloane. The

.\dapted by Douglas
the story bv Earl Baldwin,
Dot^. Directed by John Adolfi. The cast: Frank
Taylor. Jack Whiting; Madge Hutton. Marian Nixon;
Al "Tiny" Courtley. Guinn Wilhams; Eddie Smith,
Russell Hopton; Coach Donovan. Wade Boteler;
Speed" Haskins. Frank McHush; Josephine. Phyllis
Crane; Gene Hutton, Richard Tucker.

Mandy;

exchange

storv

tez;

—

THUNDER"

Warners. From the
"C.APT.XIN
story by Harold Davitt and Pierre Couderc. Adapted
Directed by Alan Crosland.
by Gordon Rigby.
The cast: Captain Thunder, Victor Varconi; Vnez,
Fay Wray; Commandanle Ruiz. Charles Judels;
Morgan, Robert Elliott; Pablo. Bert Roach; Hank.
Frank Campeau; Juan. Don Alvarado; Pedro. John
Sainpolis; Miguel. Robert. Emmctt Keane; .Inila,
Natalie Moorhead.

bv James Montgomery.

storj'

wouldn't

this issue

lan half the lime,
)
accept lucrative

lents
rom $50

usually
to $75.

of girls and boys^
hapjiy, highly ^>
' '
fascin
'

burn Insltlules and
Without any obligati
give you hi's advice,
which will give you
burn courses.

i

You Can

Ned Way-

Whv

and' Chicago Studios,

noi
insult hin
III
10 you,

aboul your future?

he will be glad to
lav for freelxioklet
full details of Ihe Ned Way-

Learn at

Home, Too

impossible to come to the \\ aytaking advantage of Ned Wavburn's Home Study Course in stage dancing— the
most remarkable of ils kind in the world. T hrough
ihc arrangement of this course you get the same
iraining at home as sludeiils in the resident courses

Many who

hurn

find

Studios

it

arc

receive and through the medium of phonograph records, Mr. Wavburn's voice instructs you just as if
Write today for
vou were in a' class before him.

Home

Free Booklet describing

Sludy Course.

NEDWAVBURN
Institutes of Dancing
NEW YORK
1841

"too old" or
to go with the children

She doesn't say she

Spokane, Wash.
Being unable to read English, my
mother has never been a movie fan.
The first talkie that she saw was
"Sunny Side Up." Throughout the
entire picture she didn't say a word.
We didn't have to ask her a second
time to see "High Society Blues."

"too

dumb"

NfW

bridge the gap
between most children and their
parents in this way, they certainly
are serving a worth while purpose.
Mary Juliano
If

Wbcn

pictures

:

NED WAYBURN INSTITUTES OF DANCING.
I8JI

any more.

Broadw.iy

trance on 60th St

is

Broiidw-iy (Ent. 60th St.)
York City

Dept. U-0

can

sou write to •dvcrtlsers please mcnllon

IMIOTOPLAT MAGAZINE.

.Ned Wayburn Ilesldenl Rehool Coi
.Ned Waybum Home Study Course

,

,.

——

'

—

—
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Here's a great way

Adapted by Julian Josephson. Directed by William
Bcaudine.
The cast: Ellen, Lila Lee; Phil. Ben
Lvon; AunI Kale Boyd, Louise Fazenda; Uncle Joe
Boyd, Lucien Liltlefield; The Old Princess, Julia
Swayne Gordon; Mela Oliver, Emily Fitzroy;
Mayor's Wife, Martha Mattox; Hazel Boyd, Virginia
Gray; Mayor Twilchell, Oscar Apfel.

"OUTWARD BOUND"—Warners.—From

the
story by Sutton Vane. Adapted by J. Grubb Alexander. Directed by Robert Milton. The cast: Mrs.
Midgel. Beryl Mercer; Mrs. Clivenden Banks. Allison
Skipworth; Mr. Lingley. Montagu Love; Henry,
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.; Anne. Helen Chandler; Tom
Prior. Leslie Howard; The Examiner. Dudley Digges;
Rev. Duke, Lyonel Watts; Scrubby, Alec B. Fran

Phillip

"Pink" Barker. Richard Arlen; Daisy. Fav

Wray; "Square Deal" McCarlhy, Eugene
Schullz,
.Abe.

Pallette;

Robert Glecklcr; Pearly Nick. Ivan .Simpson;
Black; Bill. Fred

Bob Perry; Rudy. Maurice

Wallace.

•'SEA WOLF, THE-— Fox.— From the novel by
Jack London. Screen play by Ralph Block. Directed
by .\lfred Santell. The cast: " Wolf" Larsen, Milton
Sills; Larna Marsh. Jane Keitli; .Allen Rand. Raymond Hackett; "Death" Larsen. Mitchell Harris;
Smoke, Nat Pendleton; Mugridge. John Rogers;
Leach. Harold Kinney; Johnson, Harry Tenbrook;
Neilson,

Sam

Allen,

'

THE

—

'
" PAY OFF,
Radio Pictures. From the
story by Samuel Shipman. Adapted by Jane Murfin.

Directed by Lowell Sherman. The cast: Gene Fenmore, Lowell Sherman; Annabelle, Marian Nixon;
Rocky, Hugh Trevor; Tommy, William Janney; Dol,
Helene MiUarde; Mouse, George Marion; Emory,
Walter McGrail; Frank, Robert McWade; Dislricl
.{tlorney, Alan Roscoe; Margy, Lita Chcvrel; Spat,
Bert Moorehouse.

LOSE BLEMISHES

to

wJoile

you

there's no need to worry for a single
minute about pimples, blacklieads, ugly rash
or such agonizing skin troubles as itching of
eczema . . not even if costly remedies have
.

help you.

Before you go to bed anoint the infected
Rowles Mentho Sulphur and relief
comes while you sleep. Blemishes simply disappear and soon beauty returns to the skin.
areas with

This ointment, just the color of skin, contains the 3 valuable ingredients that work together and heal, cleanse and soothe the skin.
That's

why

it's

so unusually

"The

Cafe" by Tristan Bernard.
Adapted by Percy Heath.
Directed by Ludwig
Berger. The cast Albert, Maurice Chevalier; Yvonne,
Frances Dee; Philiberl, O. P. Heggie; Paxil. Stuart
Erwin; Pierre. Eugene Pallette; Mile. Berengere.
Dorothy Christy; Mile. Hedwige. Cecil Cunningham;
Cadeaux. Tyler Brooke; M. Jabert, Frank Elliott; M.
Bannock. William Davidson; Gaslonet. Charles
Giblj'n; Jacqueline, Erin LaBissoniere; Plouvier, Fred
Lee; The General, Edmund Breese; The Doctor, Olaf
Hj-tten; Manager of Night Club, Edward Lynch;
Street-cleaner, Guy Oliver; Waiter, William O'Brien.
Little
:

sleep

Now

failed to

"PLAYBOY OF P.\RIS"—Para.mount.—From
the play

"SANTA FE TRAIL, THE"— Paramoiwt.—
From the storj' "Spanish Acres" by Hal G. Evarts.
Adapted by Sam Mintz. Directed by Otto Brower
and Edwin Knopf. The cast: Stan Hollister. Richard
.Arlen; Maria, Rosila Moreno; "Doc" Brady, Eugene
Pallette; Emily. Mitzi Green; "Old Timer," Junior
Durkin; Marc Coulard, Hooper Atchley; Juan
Castinado, Luis Alberni; Chief Sulanek, Standing
Bear; Eagle Feather, Blue Cloud; Brown Beaver,

Youlache.

effective.

Always keep a jar of Rowles Mentho Sulphur
handy and use this popular ointment at the
first sign of trouble. It is the safe, quick and
certain way to have and to keep clear skin.

"SEA GOD. THE"
story

Paramount.- -From the
Screen play by George
by Jolm Russell.
Directed by George Abbott.
The cast:

.•\bbott.

"SPOILER.S, THE"— Paramoun-t.- From the
novel by Rex Beach, .-adapted bv Bartlett Cormack.
Directed hy Edwin Carewe. The cast: Roy Glenistcr;
Gar>' Cooper; Helen Chester, Kay Johnson; Cherry
Malotle. Betty Compson; McNamara, William Bovd;

Herman, Harry Green; Slapjack Simms, Slim SumJames Kirkwood; Jiulge Stillman,
Strttve, Oscar Apfel; Voorhees, Jack

nien'ille; Dexiry,

Lloyd Ingraham;
Holmes.

—

"SPURS"—Universal. From the storv by
Reaves Eason. Directed by Reaves Eason. The
Bob Merrill. Hoot Gibson; Peggy Bradley. Helen
Pop Merrill. Robert Homans; Charles
Bradley. Frank Clark; Buddy Ha-Jet. Buddy Hunter;
Shorty. Gilbert Holmes; Indian Joe. William Bertram;
Tom Marsden, Philo McC\dIough; Pecos, Cap Anderson; Blackie. Pete Morrison; Eagle-Claw, Artie
cast:

Wright;

Ortego.

"SQUEALER,

THE"—Columbia.—From

the

story by Mark Linder. Continuity by Casey Robinson.
Directed by Harrv Joe Brown.
The cast:
Charles Harl. Jack Holt; Georgia Hart. Dorothy
Revier; Bunny Hart. Davev Lee; John Sheridan,

Matt Moore; Bella, ZaSu Pitts; Vallelti, Robert Ellis;
Red Majors, Mathew Betz; Mitter Davis, Arthur
Housman; Edwards, Louis Natheaux; Whisper, Eddie
Kane; The Killer, Eddie Sturgis.

—

"STORM, THE" L'niversal. From the story
Langdon McCormick.
.\dapted by Charles
Logue.
Directed by William Wyler.
The cast:
Manetle Fachard, Lupe \'clez; Dave Ste^ttarl, Paul
Cavanagh; Burr Winton, William Boyd; Jacques
Fachard, Alphonse Ethier; Johnny, Ernie S. Adams.
by

"STORM OVER ASIA"
O. Brik.

—

Amkino. Scenario by
Directed by Vsevolod Pudovkin. The cast:

mwt
Now

you can
have the

VOICE

\

you want

ioo%
Improvement
Guaranteed
Book

telllngr

about amax-

ntsw SIl.ENT U«thod of Volet
anleii((-or monnv hack. Write
'rlte todur f
fur freu boaklot—oo« of
tbo BTvatoBt btiokluU oD Tolca truininv ev«r writtui
_

PERFECT VOICE INSTITUTE,
a*22 Sunny«id«

How

D«pt. 12-58
Av*., Chlcaco

Got Rid of
Superfluous Hair
I

—

I knnin how
for I had bcniiue utterly
disroiiragcd with a heavy ^owth of liair on

my

face, lips,

arms, etc.

"I'licn I di.'scoveroil
asiniplo, poinlesH. Imrmlea-H. inexpensive method. It

KUCceodcdwithmpandthmisiindBi.f.itliiTs Mvl'UElO
Dook-GettinK Hid c.f every ViiW, .SiipiTlhn.us Iluir,
oxpluins theiirli's .mil tella nctuid suit.m. M;iil<-d in
plain Healed envelope. AIbd trial i.ner. No obliKidion.
Address Mile Annette Lanictte, 109 W. Austin
Ave., Dept. fi67, Chicago.

NURSE
i

C.

TULlTVioI

Vlnthropi

DOCTOR'S

DENTIST'S
ASSISTANT

Chloagol'" llltnoi*

The Old Master of Revue Producing watches his most famous star. A
great dancing master looks at his most famous pupil. At the left, Marilyn
Miller rehearses a scene for "Sunny." The man in the Russian blouse is
Theodore KoslofT, her ballet master. Next is William Seiter, directing her.
Next, holding the Panama and leaning on the camera, is Jack Warner, her
boss. At the right is Flo Ziegfeld, in whose great musical shows Miss
Miller came to her greatest fame
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What Do You Want To

Know About The

Pictures?

a good picture?

Is it

Is it

an All-Talkie, Part-Talkie
the kind of picture

Is it

Which one

shall

we

Shall

I

we

—Silent or Sound?
tvotdd like?
see tonight?

take the children?

Photoplay will solve these problems for
you

— save your picture time and money.
PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE

aviation cap modelled on the
hood which covers the modem talkie
camera. Dot McNulty says it keeps
It's made
the sound out perfectly.
of silver shaded leather

A new

the great

.

Inkizhinov; The Rebel Leader. A. Tcliisli-

,;

Commander. L. Dcdisuff; His Wife. L.
The CommaaJanl's Daughlcr. A. Slldak.--

"SVVEET

truly the outstanding publication in

is

KITTV BELLAIRS'— Warner';.—

From the plai' by
tlic book by Egcrlon Castle.
David Belasco. Adapted by J. Grubb Alexander.
Directed by .•\lfred E. Green. The cast: Sweet Kuiy

From

Betlairs, Claudia Dell; Sir Jasper Standish. Ernest
Torrence; Lord Verney, Walter Pidgcon; Captain
O'Hara. Pern- .-^skam; Julia Standish. June Colly.i;
Colonel Villiers. Lionel Bclmore; Captain Spier.
Arthur Edmund Carew; Old Dame. Flora Finch;
Thomas Stafford. Douglas Gerrard; Lydia, Christian!Yves; Lord Markham. Edgar Norton; Yerney's VaUl.
Bertram Johns; Innkeeper, Albert Hart; Megrim.
Tina Marshall; Lord Northmore, Geoffrey McDonell.

PARADE" —ConmBH.

"SWEETHEARTS ON
—^From
the story by Al Cohn and James Starr.
Directed by Marshall

field

of motion pictures.

Its

stories, its special articles, its exclusive

and departments are absolutely
different from anything to be found
anywhere else.

features

Photoplay gives you:

Photoplay's
"Shadow Stage"

A

wealth of intimate details of
the daily lives of the screen stars
on the lots and in their homes.

Continuity by Colin Clements.

White; Bill. Lloyd
Hughes; Nila, Marie Prcvost; Hendricks. Kenneth
Thomson; Hank. Ray Cooke; Parker. Wilbur Mack;
Penham. Ernest Wood; Department Store .Manager.

The

Neilan.

Max

cast: Helen, Alice

is

Asher.

pictures,

"TEN NIGHTS

IN

.\

BARROOM "—Willis

—Adapted by Norton
The
William O'Connor.

Kent Production.

S.

Parker.

cast: Joe
Morgan, William Farnum; Simon Slade.
Sanlschi; Mary Morgan. Patty Lou Lynd; .Inn Sladr.
Phyllis Barrington; Dr. Romaine. Robert Frazier;
Frank Slade. John Darrow; Bill, the barkeeper. Lionel

Directed

by

PLAY

"THOROUGHBRED. THE"—Tiffany Produc-

—

From the story by John Francis Natteford.
tions.
Directed by Richard Thorpe. The cast: Tod Taylor.
Wesley Barn-; Colleen Riley. Nancy Dover; A/oi-iic.
Pauline Garon; Drake. Larry Steers; Riley, Robert
Homans; Donovan. Walter Perry; Ham, Onest Conly;
I'urple. Mildred Washington; Sacharine, Mme. .Sul
Te Wan.

a

with the

new

casts of

PHOTO-

the players.

all

Tom

Belmore; Mrs. Morgan. Rosemary Theby; Grandma
Morgan. Catherine Claire Ward; Sample Switilul.
Harry Todd; Fanny Carlvrright, Fern Emmett; Jtine
Manners. Sheila Manners; Bidly. Jack Smith; The
Hag. Daisy Belmore; Harvey Greene. Frank Liigh;
The Barfly, Thomas Jefferson.

Here

nationally famous.

are reviews of all the

also prints

complete summary of
pages for the previous

six

These are

months.

but a few of a dozen great
departments in which

PHOTOPLAY

as

up-tc

the-minute as your

daily

newspaper.
re.illy

know

is

You cannot

From
—
Freed.

the story by Dale Van Every and Arthur
Adapted by Sylvia Thalberg and Frank

Directed by Harry Beaumont. The cast:
Charmaine. Fifi Dorsay; Larry, Reginald Denny;
Owly. Cliff Edtt-ards; Diane. Yola d'Avril- Madelon,
Sandra Ravel; Earl of Ipplelon, George Grossmilli;
Yank, Edward Brophy; Parker. Peter Gawtliorm
Butler.

"VIENNESE NIGHTS'—Warners.— From

....

Symphony comII.
by Sigmund Romberg. Directed by Alan CrosThe cast: Otto, .Mexander Gray; Elsa. Vivienne

story by Oscar Hammcrslcin
Ijosed

land.
Segal; Hochtr, Jean Hersholt; Fron:, Walter Pidgeon;
Gretl, Louise Faienda; Barbara, Alice Day; Giii. Bert
Roach; Mary, June Purccll; Bill, Milton Dougla

you

Authorized interviews with your
favorite actors and actresses who
speak frankly because Photoplay
enjoys their full confidence.
Articles about every phase of the
screen by outstanding authorities who have made pictures their
life

business.

the fascinating

world of the screen unless

"THOSE THREE FRENCH GIRLS'— M-G-M.

dustry.

monthly

every picture reviewed in
its

Striking editorials that cut, with'
out fear or favor, into the very
heart of the motion picture in'

are a regular reader of

PHOTOPLAY
SUPERB FICTION

PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE
919 No. Michigan Ave,

CMICACO

O'nilemen: I enclose herewith »2 50 (Canada $3.00.
Forelun »3 501 for which you will kindly enter my
subscription tor Photoplvt Maoazi.nk. lor one year.
elTectlve with tlie next Isaue.

.S(r«i

by the Foremost Writers

llun l'li()T(>rl..SY M.\(;.\zi.Ni;.

Addrtn

Miriam Seegar, the
Indiana blonde, who
made good in London.
Here she is with
Buster Collier in a Fox
film

^America
MIRIAM
was

SEEGAR

But Indiana sent Miriam
Seegar to success in London before Hollywood

trumpeted into
Hollywood, with all
the trimmings, as

a clever young English actress.

She had been a success on

London

stage, and she
in three English-made pictures.
If that didn't add up into
a young English actress, how's your Aunt Martha doing?
But on the very first day of September, about twenty-one
years ago, the population of Indiana was increased by one
young lady. Indiana is no part of Great Britain's domains,
far-flung as they are.
So there is no cause for native born

the

—

thcspians to caterwaul about the foreign invasion at least,
as far as Miriam is concerned.
She is one of the tiniest women in pictures. Just five feet,
one in height, and weighing one hundred pounds to the ounce.
In many ways she resembles the other split-pint star, Betty
Bronson. Only Miriam has blonde hair and blue eyes.
Her first appearance before the Hollywood cameras was in
the Adolphe Menjou picture, "Fashions in Love." She
has twice been leading lady for Richard Di.x, in "The Love

Doctor" and "Seven Keys to Haldpate."
She supported
Reginald Denny in "What a Man!" and provided the pictorial
interest with Ciiariie Murray in "Clancy in Wall Street." She

was a featured member

of the

I'"ox

" Movietone I'oUies of 1930,"

in which she appeared with William Collier, Jr. Miriam
sing, and, much to her own surprise, she has found that she
also dance.

can
can

Her preliminary stage training was gained in a very genteel
manner in Chautauqua.
"All my life I hail wanted to go to England," she said.
"I was playing the ingenue role with Blanche Yurka in 'The
Squall when I was olTercd a role in the London production of
'Crime.' I was just beginning to

—

'

get a start in New York, but I was
glad to be transferred to England."

156

ments she appeared
English pictures.

snared her

had appeared

For nearly three years
Miriam shivered through
London winters, groped her
way through London fogs,
and loved every moment of
it.
Between stage engagein three

She was

playing with Ernest Truex in
a new stage play, when she

signed her

name on the

dotted line of an .\merican screen contract.

HOLLYWOOD has seemed a strange place to her.

She docs
not understand the stellar poses, temperament and other
ailments of the cinematic famous. She almost lives the life of
a recluse in the colony.
"It's dirtkult to know what to do," she said. "I was
criticized for being up-stage, but if I spoke to evervbody when
I met them fact to face I would be talked about, too."
Miriam has had no very serious love affairs, although she
does admit that she has been in love. In fact, several times.
The only trouble is that she falls out of love so easily.
She sa\s that she believes married men are far more interesting than the young eligibles, but she's an old-fashioned girl
and does not care to be the "heavy" in a real life triangle
drama.
Like all very small women, the question of clothes is a problem to her. Everything must be specially made, since she has
no desire to step out in twelve-year-old dimities from a department store. She sees a gown model she likes and has it
duplicated in a more miniature form. She likes frocks of rich
material, but made without fuss and furbelows.
She steadfastly refuses to change her name, although she
does not consider it good for screen purposes. People are inclined to accent the last syllable, as if it were "cigar."

But Miriam

is

—

a firm believer in the Rooseveltian theory
it
doesn't matter so much what
people say as long as they say

By Eugene Earle

something.

Now

have a
brand-new reason
for brotectincj

my

Tlu' precious reason arrived nearly si\

w ceks ago. He is a very pink, very .small.
Very sleepy and hungry son! Of course,
I adore jiini. But I know that taking
care of him is going to put my hands in
soap-suds more than ever!
But I'm not worried about my hands.
For I use Ivory for all my work. So the

baby's daily wa.shings won't mean anything but more Ivory ta.sks. That's the
beauty of using Ivory it is as gentle to
my hands as it is to my baby's skin or
his downy silk-and-wool shirts. (If my
young son only knew it, his shirts aren't
new. He's wearing his sister's baby
shirts. But Ivory has kept them as .soft
as if they'd just come from the store.)
But please don't think that I've always been sensible about soaps! For

—

over a year of housekeeping I struggled
along with the idea that hard work

I

hiuy hands as if they were babied I
needed harsh soap. I renicnil)er the first
time I cleaned the white woodwork with
connnon "kitchen" soap. The dirt came

But the gloss came off, too. And I
wondered what on earth was the matter
with my hands. They looked .sore, and

off.

they u-ere .sore. And that strong soap
ruined my cuticle!

And

now.^

I often smile

...

for

my

hands certainly are busier with two
babies and a husband and a home deIiending upon them! Yes, if yon should
ring my doorbell any morning, you'ii
find me deep in work.
But whatever I'd be doing— washing
dishes or wiping the linoleum, or putting
through the weekly wash— I wouldn't
feel apologetic for my hands. For my
I\ory tasks are as gentle as my babies'
Ivory baths!
If lion decide to use Ivory for every-

thing, I'm sure

you

will <|ui(kly learn

do really hard
that Ivory protecln
work. And mori
your home
keep
will
It
cleans.
while it
looking new, and it will keep your hands
young!
.\nd so, in the long run, isn't Ivory
that a gentle rich soap can

—

really economical''^

Yes, and when you go to a party and
some one makes a jjretty remark about

your hands, you'll be glad that Ivory
l>rotects them as if they were your
babies!

CATHERINE

C.\RR

LEWIS

A little book on charm. "What
kind of care for different complexions?
For hands, for hair, for figures.'" Write
for "On the Art of Being Charming."
Address Catherine Carr Lewis, Dept.
VV-110, Box 1801, Cincinnati, Ohio.
Free!

—
In dieting for the

{ashmnahU

figure, he sure

your dia

is

well bjlaiicea

it'ith

Wcomen

a regular supply of rouglmge

who
command
eyes

all

OlIVF

I

Poise, grace, charm— onlysuch words as
these describe the h'the slimness of the

modern, outdoor girl.
Eyes sparkling and clear skin that
glows with natural color a figure grace-

—

—

fully
sired

rounded— such attractiveness
by millions and is possible to

is

de-

most!
Proper diet is of first importance. For
nothing steals health and beauty more
surely than sluggish digestion and poor
elimination.

Starving
tive figure!

instead

of taking

Kellogg's
is

not the

way

to

win an

Eat well-balanced foods

cittruc-

— and be

pills

and drugs that are

often habit-forming and dangerous.

All-Br.^n

against dietary anemia

blood-builde

Iron

by providing
is

nature's

"bulk" to keep the system
clean. Most diets today lack

All-Bran can be
served in many tempting
ways, without adding many

That
girls

is

are

why

Kellogg's

millions of

eating

But

it

Kellogg's

fruit juices,

ALL-BRAN

docs insure

to

Reduce"

contains helpful and sane counsel.

admire beauty and

fitness

and

Women who

who want

to keep

figures slim

and

menus and

tabic of t'ooJs tor dieting invjluablc.

fashion.! lile will find the

suggested

I[..ir..vur,.'ir.-.;:u-,t.

with milk, in clear

soups, on salads. Ckx)k

it

in

regular elimination, sweep-

bran muffins, breads, omelets. Endorsed by doctors.

ing out the poisons that so
often cause illness and loss

Always ask
All-Bran

of health and beauty.
Eat this delicious cereal

It

calories to the diet. Soaked in

All-Bran daily. It is not fattening.

Healthy While You

Are Dieting

rouge for

ruddy cheeks and cherry hps.

this "bulk."

^'Y^ecp

iron, the

enough

certain to include

SEND FOR THE BOOKLET

helps protect

also

—

|||gj-

ELLOOC COMPANY

green

for the original
in the

package

Dcpt.

— made

me

Batti.-

triik,

MrK

a free copy of your booklet,

"Keep Healthy While You Are Dieting toReduce.

by

NEW

P-ii,

Please send

redand-

Kellogg in Battle Creek.

LA-

Kellogg Co.mpany

Address.

"'

DECEMBER
25 CENTS

The
National

Guide to
Motion
Pictures

ifw

^
A^ho

is

KAY
FRANCIS

Hollywood's

Fifty

Men Who

Leader?

Rule

the

Social

Arlovies

:p

I

X
4 4helpHimA
select time ^if t
YOllFeally ^rant

Pi'ICTURE

address of the man from whom you wish to receive
Davis Mesh Costume Bag.
Whiting

him, a mere solitary male, struggling in
the rush and crush of Christmas shoppers! Dazed and
dumb amid panoramic displays of perfumes, powders,
hosiery and jewelry! Pity, rather than censure him,
if tlie gift he brings is undesired.

&

At an appropriate later date, and willwnl menlioning your
ideiilily, he will receive a message hinting of the desirHe
ability of such a gift. Welcome timely suggestion!
and you will receive the gift you prize.
will act upon it

—

This year there is a new way to help "him" select
the giftyoM want
the Whiting & Davis "Save-a-Man"
campaign. Fill in the cou|)on i)elow with the name and

—

WHITING
I.urgrst

and mail the coupon now.
toward a happy Christmas.

Fill in

& DAVIS

Manufaclurfri of Conlumr Bags

FlaiDville (Norfolk Couul;), Ma»9.

^t^'HIXIlVO

^OAVI S

It is the first step

COMPANY

— Makers of CoBlunir Jrwilry

for Ever)>ane

In Canada: Shcrbrooke, Quibcc

y\4^€4-f2^

COSXUl^lg Bi%OS

Look for lliis I rude-mark sldni/x'd on I he
franw of every (jewiine Whiliiui ^^ Dai'is

Mesh Cosltwie Ban.
50 years of

11

stands for over

creative craftsmanship.

No.

W34

Dresden soldered mesh bag.
Silh lining and mirror. Enamel
frame and chain. Heat marcasites.
Five inches wide.

WHITING & DAVIS

CO., D<-pt P-\l

Flainvillc (Norfolk County),

Mau.

Ci'nilrmrn: Will you •end your Gift Suggealion Irtlfr
name and address below without, of course, in any way
iog my identity. Thank you.

—

SIrrel

<

HAND

IN

HAND WITH FASHION

.
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iSo, thank you, Mother,

no "Pink tooth brush"

for

me!

—

Mother, you've
Ihis new generation:
been buying your kind of tooth paste for

me

again!

mother: But you've always used that kind. Ever
iince

T. N. G.

:

Not

child.

fall

\

Not

lately.

dentist last

a
'

you were a

since

went

I

to the

and found out about gums.

liO'XHEK: But tooth paste

isn't

for your gums.

'

T. N. G.

:

Now

f\

irfs'^l^^^h

^^^B^^^^^B

where you admit
old-fashioned, mother

^^^^^^^^^^Km

tooth paste

^^^^^^^^^^~

just

that's

wee bit
The best really modern

you're a
dear.

y^

It's

/or joar teeth.

can be used as a gum massage, too
prevent "pink tooth brush."

^5fc

"'^

tjjpp

i

^^^^"

I

— to

[1

I

MOTHER: "Pink
of

n

tooth brush.'" I never

heard

it!

your toothbrush ever pink when
you clean your teeth.'

MOTHEK. Come
gums are

T.

^k
^>

to

think of it, I believe

And

tender, I suppose.

N.G.: That's

why

massage

I

bleed rather

brush.

i

t^tr

My ^^W

my gums— with

my

Ipana Tooth Paste on

it is.

^^^i^^^^^^^^^^^^ i ^
''^^sRRii^^^^^lM ill i Jh
_Jr'.
^^J ^^'\^NMmi I ^^|

/

T. N. G.: Isn't

^^

WM

y

-^

Jt^^jjj^^^l

!^^ ^^^^K

^^^^^ iMl ^^1
'^

.^^^^^B ^

So mine

won't become tender and begin to bleed.
I don't want to get gingivitis or pyorrhea
or gum trouble like that. And I don't want
to discover

sometime

that a

few of my pre-

cious teeth aren't as sound as they look!

\!other: You mean that "pink
he as serious as that?
..N. G.: Unless

you

stop

tooth

can.

it

it,

brush" can

For our

We don't eat
coarse foods any more. We eat mostly /o//
gums do need
foods.

massage.

And our gums

lation they need.

don't get the stimu-

They grow

—and tender. And,
they begm to b eed.

first

lazy

thing

and flabby

we know,

mother
yo„

:

/ suppose I'll have

— and begin

^ ^ ^

to

That's the

to

massage
girl.

take lessons from

my gums,

And,

too.

just to

make

sure you will, I'm going to stop in at the

drug store

this afternoon,

tubes of Ipana

aration dentists have
«5i

S»

.

'Zf.

'

T^Hi
J^^^H
^.Ji^^m
ipis-

'^C«-.^9^^^^^l

l^tf^^^^^H

^ wj^^

,

long
a
» »6

— Well, they will be.

— one for me, and

you. Ipana has ziratol in
•

and get two
one for

your gums with it. And ifyour gums aren't
as healthy and firm in a month as mine are

it.

That's a prep-

known and

.

because
time
'
>-

it s

used for

.
:„
<r
so effective

m

toningandmvigorating tender gums. And
hereafter, every time you clean your teeth
J
I.with Ipana (aren t mine nice and white
since I've been using it?) put

some more

Ipana on your brush and lightly massage

BRISTOL-MYORS
send
Kindly
„ ""
'

,

mc

a

,

PASTE. Enclosed

IS

tiiil

lubc of

IPANA TOOTH

«twocenist«mpio covet putly

,hc cos. of packing and mailing.

^•'""

^'""

Oil

•S««'»

IPANA 7Z?^/^P^^/^

Wlicn Tou write to tdrenlMn please mention I'II0TOPL.\T MAG.\ZI.NE.
I

CO.. Dcpi. 1-'=°

" '*'" Succ, New York, N. Y.

!
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Fun for everyone from 6 to 60
Tom Sawyer and his gang when you read of them as a
you laugh even more uproariously when you read ahout them
now. But when you actually meet them on the Paramount screen
you'll love them more than ever before— you'll laugh as you've

You

enjoyed

kid

never laughed yet!
\»

^MITZI
GREEN
The

lovable, laugh-

imp of the screes
as Becky Tbatchei
able

TOM

stories of lbc«« adveo-

turoue kids

nude

bis

fame iimnortaL

TT

SAWYER
hear them pay

Tom

them whitewash the fence!
where they played
and then
pirate while the town thought they'd been drowned
see them attend their own funeral! Listen to Tom "get engaged"

SEE and

Follow Huck,

Tom

to let

and Joe

to the island

—

JACKIE

to

Becky Thatcher. Played by America's most famous juvenile
real kids, all of them
and produced by the greatest

COOGAX

actors

Hear ihe most famous bov

everybody should

ihe world in
|tii

lure

— and
Tom

hU

first

in

talking:

—

—

picture organization in the world,
see. It will

"Tom Sawyer"

a picture

is

be a treat for children

— and

you loo! If it's a Paramount Picture. it's the best show

in

for

town!

his ideal part as

him^elf

rUNE INI Paramount
Publix Radio Hour, each
Tuesday cvenin£, lo 15 to
II

P.M.

Earner]

-

XHrected bu John CrovtweU

CparanuHint
^^^

PAKAUOUNT PCBLIX
prBMT
PAXAUOVNT

rriRP
COUP

AnniPH
LPH

7tKnN
ZIKOR.

Cpicture^

PI
PRES

Every advertisement In

PIIOTOPLAT MAGAZINE

Is

guaranteed.

The World's Leading Motion Picture Publication

James

R. Quirk, Ethtor and Publisher

Leonard Hall, Managing

Vol.

XXXIX

No.

Editor-

December, 1930

1

High-Lifflits of This Issue
Close- Ups

James R. Quirk

and Long- Shots

"Red-Head" Bickford Speaks

Rube Goldberg's

First Picture

Too Much Sex Appeal
Oh.

for

a Hair Cut!

—

News! Views!
and Studios

or

Bill

Hart

—Gossip! —of Stars
Coming Back!

Is

"DisraeU" Wins!
50

Men Who

Rule the Movies

She Threatens Garbo's Throne

Lukas Masters the Microphone

Why

I'm on the Outside Lookin'

In

The

Peerless Huston!

Five

—Fifty—and Fate

Want

to

Be a

Star?

Would You Quit Work

for

$250,000?

Lupe

— No Change.

Stone Debunks the Actor

The

Battle of Phil
the World

Four-Flushing

Holmes

vs.

Fame

Andre, Doris, Dave and Frances
Reeling Around

Studio Rambles

Photoplay's Famous Reviews
Brief Reviews of Current Pictures

The Shadow Stage
Short Subjects of the

Short Story
Discipline

Month

!

&

Brickbats

Bouquets

You Fans Are the
Real Critics
Photoplay Gives Twenty-Five,
Ten and Five Dollar

Prizes for the

Best Letters

Just plain spiteful letters won't be printed, for we want
be helpful when we can. Don't write more than 200
if you are not willing to have your name
and city of residence attached, please don't write.
Address Brickbats & Bouquets, Photoplay, 221 West
57th Street, New York City.
reserve the right
to cut letters to suit our space limitations. Come on in
to

words, and

We

and speak your mind!

A change of soul is as desirable as a
change of linen, and any picture that can
make us believe we' re some one else is a
masterpiece

Dorothy Knox

The

§5 Letter

T

$25 Letter

much preliminary

•* spoils

a

movie.

I

am

advertising often
thinking of the

"trailers" which exhibitors show to interest
the patrons in attending the coming pictures.
If one attends the theater often, he may
see the "trailer" of a coming picture three
or four times, so that by the time the picture
finally arrives at the theater, he feels as
though he has already seen it.
Then, too, the advertisers pick out all the
high spots or climaxes of the drama to put
into the "trailer." So when one sees the picture, he continually feels that he knows

what is coming.
Cannot the producers and exhibitors see
that by showing the "trailer" so many times
they may kill the desire to see the picture
instead of encouraging it.' And that by previously giving away all of the dramatic moments of the plot, they destroy that element
of suspense which is so necessary to the
fullest enjoyment of a new story.' Do you

agree with

me?
Mrs. a. M.

The

I\

ts

$10 Letter
Charlotte,

T^ON'T

you ever get

tired of

N, C.

being your-

^—^ .self day after day?
Old married women, sober young spinsters, all become the perfect lover watching
Greta Garbo.
Haven't you .seen the male part of a Mix
audience figuratively gallop home on horseback?
Or noticed demure girls get hoydenish after Marion Davies? Or hen-pecked
husbands momentarily borrow a Wallace
Beery brutalness?
I
delight in the hardboiled
straight.

enough

who

craves her liquor
After watching her I feel devilish

villaincss
to

AM

very surprised. 1 and sisters am very
pleased to copy honorable American manners and customs.
'We see therefore talkie
pictures very much, liking greatly.
Latest
talkie at theater being
The Cock Eyed
World," we did go. Unable to see any special kind of eye. But American Marine ways
we did greatly observe and were surprised.
Is picture of men wearing very honorable
Hoover uniform true resembling to life?
-*

Fontana, Calif.

TpOO

go out and chew gum.

!

Eastland, Texas

X^V

^^^

hubby doesn't like war pictures! Ra
we went downtown to our city'j

ctntly,

only show and there was a war picture play
ing.
decided to drive ten miles Wea
to another show and there also was a wa
picture.
retrieved the ten miles an^
added ten miles more by going East to se
what that little city would give us in th^
way of entertainment. Another war picture|
Something ouchta be done about this!
Too much war
could have staye
home and had plenty of that and saved oulj

We

Yokohama. Japan

The

Kamerad

We

!

money,

We

—

too.

W.

Mrs. H.

The Theme Song?

Take Nishijima.

Los Angeles,

on the pan! Yes. the
GARBO
comparable Greta has heen

I

in-

swamped with spankings
month.

this

Not her

acting.
Not her
fascination.
The fans have scolded
Greta for her professed attitude toward
America and the American public.
She led the letters which shaded

toward the brickbats. And the
bouquets once more were leveled at

Norma

Shearer.

a runner-up.

grouchy

this

folks are a

picture, "The Sea Bat," provoked a deluge of enthusiasm over
Nils Asther.
The fans haven't forgotten Nils. They're cheering for a

the following as the Hollywood Follies of 1930:
Pushing Maurice Chevalier into "The

Stuffing
sugar down Conrad Nagel'S
throat
perpetually.
Fenton slip
Producers
letting
Leslie

—

through their fingers.
Casting Garbo as 'Anna Christie" for

;,

hei!

first talkie.

Letting Joan Crawford sing.

Ignoring Baclanova.
Releasing the over-ripe "Hell's Angels,
Revealing Lillian Gish as a ham .ictre:

little

One

Calif.

SUGGEST

Big Pond."

Joan Crawford was

Seems
month.

O.

in

that

wor.st

picture,

I

"One

Romantic

Night."

Not

starring

Lewis Stone.
Alice

Ausmus

come-back.

Robert Montgomcrv shares first
Nils in this month's fan

How Could You

place with
attention.

They

liked

him

"Romance,"

of course,

load of bouquets.

"The
among

in

Big House," which came out
the most discussed pictures.

drew

a car-

"Dixiana" upset our

Southern friends. And "What a
Widow!" distres.sed the women who
most admire Swanson.
They're clamoring for Lewis Stone
be starred. They're begging Nancy
Carroll to give up singing.
They're
to

tired of

war

pictures.

better stories.

And

they want

!

Alberta, Canada.

THIS

may not be a helpful idea to every^'
one but it certainly was to me. 1 have:
an apartment next my dearest friend who
is a spinster and a victim of a violent Tib-(
bttt crush.
Tibbctt for breakfast, lunch and'

dinner, also far, far into the night.

One evening after a long romantic seanWi
with Tibbett, dim lights and a soft needle
on ihe victrola, my friend remarked dreamThink [please turn to page 147]ily.
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A TouehdOlVll!
Coach Howard Jones
In if. of So.

Col.

W. K. Schoonover
Arkansas

E. N. Sleight
Purdue

George Gibsou
Hinnmota

Tim Movnihan
Noire

featuring the

ALL-AMERICAN FOOTBALL TEA3I

bame

What

Otto Ponimereiiing

is

behind the success of a great football

team? Men? Teamwork? Coaching? Watch Joan
Bennett

vamp

the whole All-American team into

•

Based on the

Mark
Screen play

Minnesota

Russell Saunders
r nil. of So. Cat.

Howard Harpster
Carnegie Tech.

playing for her and you'll agree that sometimes

Ray Montgomerv
Pitaburgh

Kenneth Haycrafl

Paul Scull
tnit.

—''Maybe

it's

Love!"

ofPenn.

William Banker
Tulane

story hy

•

Canficld

fpii/urinff

and dialoeae by

Joseph Jackson

.f

Directed by

OE E. BROIVX JOAIV BEXXETT .JAMES HALL
iFMoml

BROS,

Lirectorof-IUng,-

m

^^^

WARNER

William Wellman

present

Maybe Its Love
A

WARNER BROS. AND VITAPHONE PICTURE

--

Brief Reviews of

Current Pictures
t

-^Indicates that photoplay was
of the best

•

ABRAHAM LINCOLN— United Artists.— D.

\V. Griffith has painted the great humanity of a
great man with a master touch. Walter Huston is
a majestic Lincoln. (Oct.)

ALIAS FRENCH GERTIE— Radio Picture?;.—
Bebe Daniels and Ben Lyon in crook picture made
from Veiller's play. "Chatterbox." A comeback for
Ben, and Bebe at her best.
{June)

•

sensational
war
book, made into one of the outstanding pictures of
the year. Powerful drama of war as it really is. {June)

ANIMAL CRACKERS— Paramount.— The

Four

Marx Brothers, who scored in "The Cocoanuts," turn
another of their musical shows into a talkie comedy,
and

click again.

[Ocl.)

WAR— Paramount.— The

ANYBODY'S

Two

Black Crows join the army, with mildly amusing
(June)

its

named

WOMAN— Paramount.— Ruth

ANYBODY'S

Chatterton as a hard-boiled burlesque queen. The
but the Chatterton-Brook team
is well worth your money.
(Ocl.)

—

YOU

•

CALLOFTHEFLESH—M-G-M.— (Reviewed
under the title "The Singer of Seville"')— Romantic story tailored to Ramon Novarro's talents.
Ramon sings and acts with charm and Dorothy
Jordan is delightful. (Sept.)
CAPTAIN APPLEJACK-Warners.— .Ml

and what
—
among the

funi

.\

blase

young man

finds

in fun

adventure

pirates.
Heavy loving between John
Halliday and Kay Strozzi, with Mary Brian as the
(Nov.)

nice girl.

CAPTAIN OF THE

GUARD— Universal.—John

Boles and Laura La Plante in a story of the birth of
the Marseillaise that just misses being a thrilling
picture.
John sings superbly. (June)

CAPTAIN THUNDER—Warncrs.—A

romantic

bandit rights some wrongs.
You know the plot,
but it's still a lot of fun. Victor Varconi is the dashing Captain and Fay Wray airs her cute Spanish

Do Not

Miss These
Recent Pictures

Baxter

"Romance"
"Abraham Lincoln"

BACK PAY—

First National.— Too bad it doesn't
leave us with pleasanter memories to mark Corinne
Griffitli's retirement from the screen.
(A ug,)

National.— Walter Husmaking it good entertain-

BAD ONE. THE— United

Artists.— Dolores
Del Rio as a atfe singer and dancer, teamed

Art— James Cruze.-

Lola Lane and Guinn Williams,
but Stepin Fetchit almost shuffles off with the show.

BIG HOUSE, THB—M-G-M.— Inspired by
and intelligently
Chester Morris and Robert Montgomery

real life stories of prison riots

{A ug.)

itative

THE— Paramount.—Chevalier

I

BIG TRAIL.
epic!

published.

And

its

tabloid

reviews show you accurately and conhow to save your motion picture
lime and money. The month at the
end of each review indicates the issue
of Photoplay in which the original
re\icw appeared.

clicks again
See him as a poor but romantic
Frenchman trying to make good in an American
cliewing gum factory. Clnudette Colbert, and some
typical Chevalier songs. {July)

•

(June)

CZAR OF BROADWAY— Universal —A

l-so.

>i

good imitation of that fine picture. "Street of Ch, aire."
Not bad. if you haven't seen the original. (June)

—

—

DANCING SWEETIES
Warners.
Grant
Withers and Sue Carol in a story of that muih di»
cussed "first year" of marriage. (July)

cisely

THE—

Fox.— Now. here's an
Buffalo liunt. Indians, thrills, pictorial

DANGEROUS NAN McGREW— Paramruni.Proving that mere "cuteness" doesn't make a jn. uirc
This one needs a story. Helen Kane is Ni:ii. ^. /.(.)
,

•

DAWN PATROL, THE— First

•

DEVIL'S HOLIDAY,

Nati..ii.,l.-

woman

THE— Param

i

f-

I

— Fox —

(

t!;^'

.

,

d

,

R, viewed

under the title "On the Make")-A Mcl,iglen formula
with Vic the usual swaggering, lovable
Mona Maris is lovely. (Sefl.)

picture,
bully.

*DIVORCEE,THE— M-G-M.— Don't niissthifc

preceding six months. By consulting;
this valuable guide, you can determine at a glance whether or not your
promised evening's entertainment is
worth while.
Photoplay's reviews
have always been the most author-

(July)

•

prepare to laugh uproariously.

DEVIL WITH WOMEN, A

As a service to its readers, Photoplay Magazine presents brief critical
comments on all photoplays of the

Amusing enough.

BIG POND,

CUCKOOS, THE— Radio Pictures.— Nop ^ hmcI
musical comedy featuring comedians Bert \\ii--t.)er
and Robert Wonlsey. Check your critical gogt:li s and

Nancy Carroll in emotional drama. i;i\ ;
performance of her career
Directed b>
Goulding. who made "The Trespasser." (J":

Front"

BOY—

I roduced.
outstanding.

—

Warners. Charming picture about
seven interesting youngsters and their extravagant
mother, well played by Belle Bennett. Leon L.nm-y
fine as Bill, the youngest.
(June)

bf'st

"All Quiet on the Western

BIG
Warners.— Al Jolson. mostly in
blackface, sings generously and cracks funny gags.
Race-track intrigue made into comedy. {Sept.)

•

^'-nior

I

"Common Clay"

with Eddie Lowe, who also sings delightfully.
Adventurous, romantic story that you'll like.
(June)

THE— Sono

nvt's

1

of tin

Nary a
in this.
Rarthelmess. llnug,
Jr.. and Neil Hamilton in powerful war pictun wiH
thrills a-plenty
(Sepl.)

"Old English"
"The Dawn Patrol"
"Anybody's Woman"

BAD MAN. THE— First

BIG FIGHT,

COURAGE—

Pictures.- Bessi,

Reminds us

DANGER

ARIZONA KID, THE— Fox.—Warner

•

CONSPIRACY— Radio
talents are lost in this.
class play! (5c/)/.)

all

follows "In Old Arizona" with another fine performance and an excellent picture. {July)

this,

dramatic

from the old stage play, with a "Madame X"
Constance Bennett stars. (iVf/.i

talkie

type of plot.

LIGHTS— Radio Pictures.— Vcii II t)e
over the seat during the wild ride into Clu.aRO,
with Robert .Armstrong at the throttle and Loin- Wot
heim dying in a coach behind. (Ucl.)

—

ARE
THERE?
Fox.
Beatrice Lillie'
of I^ondon. tries hard to be funny as
a lady detective, but she never quite clicks.
Bee
isn't there, nor is her picture.
{Ncv.)
comedy queen

ton swaggers through
ment. {Aug.)

COMMON CLAY— Fox.— Interesting

BRIGHTLIGHTS—

First National.— All-Techniextravaganza.
You'll like Dorothy
Mackaill and Frank Fay. {Aug.)

results.

stor>* misses sreatnoss.

as one

month of review

color musical

ALL QUIET ON THE WESTERN FRONT

— Universal. — Remarque's

upon

otherwise designated are All Talkii

Kaoul Walsh's supreme directorial achievement. Greater than "The Covered Wagon." John
Wayne, newcomer, moves right into the star class.
beauty.

Norma

Shearer great.
Chester Morns nivet
Fine direction, gorgeous
[h.s.

swell performance.

(

1

(June)

DIXIANA— Radio Pictures.— Everett M,
irom the Metropolitan Opera adds voice and
ality to a charming operetta.
Bebe Daniel-

Jl

-

i

.

i

t;-

.

i

best,

DOORWAY TO

HELL.

THE—Warm

Ayres as a gangster with a Napoleonic

Lew

.r

(.liie.)

is

great.

The

picture's pretty good,

r

i

v

A

DOUGHBOYS— M-G-M—

An evening <f
Sad-faced Buster Keaton wanders through -.
the funniest gags ever.

v

1

.

«.

i.

'

t

'

:

(Or/.)

DU BARRY— WOMAN OF PASSION—

i

i

.1

Artists.— Passion? Well, hardly. Norma T.iln^ltr
Rives a hint of her old fire, but loses in the nitlil
against long, artificial speeches. Conrad Nagi and
William Farnum are excellent. (Nov.)
I

{Nov.)

BORDER LEGION. THE— Paramount.— Jack
Holt. Dick Arlen,

Zane Grey

Fay Wray and Eugene

thriller.

Pallette in a

(July)

BORDER ROMANCE— Tiffany
wliile only Ixcause the little
stars.
(A ug.)

Prod.— WorthMexican minx. Armida.

BORN

RECKLESS— Fox.— Maybe the fear of
censorship took the thrill out of thin gangster film,
made from the exciting best seller. "Louis Beret ti.
Eddie Lowe. Lee Tracy and Catherine Dale Owen.

CAUGHT SHORT— M-G-M.— Mario

DUMBBELLS IN ERMINE— VVarners.-PriieDr<-s.-!lcr

and Pnlly Moran.

rival boardiriK house keppcrs who
play Ihf stock market.
.Anita Pase and Charles
Morton are young lovers.
Good, rough fun. (June)

CHEER UP AND SMILE— Fox.— Good
drama,

witli .\rlluir l.ake,
Baclanova. (Ju(i/)

Dixie Lcc

and

Ihc

comedy
vampiah

his worst.

which Joseph Schildkraut docs
Myrna Loy attractive. (June}

affair, in

{Juiy)

BRIDE OF THE REGIMENT— First

National.
Sumptuously'mounted, Technicolored operetta, but
flow-paced. (.1 ug.)

—

COLLEGE LOVERS— First

National.—The ohl

even if the hero doesnl make a last
minute touchdown. Jack Whilinx and Marian Nixon

football stuff,

are

tile

lovers.

(Nov.)

EYES OF THE
Harold

Hell

WORLD— United Artists

Wright standby,

cumbersome movie

stuff.

in
(Oct.)

FALL GUY, THE— Radio

COCK O'THE WALK— SonoArt—Worldwide.—
Pretty sad

fights and love.
Robert .Armstrong, Jimmy Gleason,
and Beryl Mercer. Lots of fun. (.t ug.)

its

talkie dr.

TI

is

-.

is

Pictures —Jack Mullittle story about an

hall and Mae Clarke in a simple
out-of-work husband. (Juli/)

FLIRTING WIDOW, THE— First

Nati.

i

i.l

Dorothy Mackaill scores a bull's-eye in this
comedy, in a part that suits her to a couple ol
«M.)
.

[

PLEASE TURN TO PAGE 10 J

I.

vir
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w
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W©MilNl

^hey are the principal users of this great 25(^ dentifrice.

million acclaim the

way

it

protects precious

beautifies teeth

Two

—

enamel
it comes to the matter of teeth, and keeping
them sound and beautiful, a woman's a cranic— the
worst kind of a crank, as any dentist will tell you.

When

It

a remarkable tribute to the quality and
Tooth Paste that women— cranky

is

results of Listerine

women —are

its

users.

principal

More than

2

them have rejected other dentifrices in
favor of this one made by the makers of Listerine.
They like its gentle but thorough action. They
million of

way it gets around and in between teeth
and sweeps out decay. They like the way it erases
They say it protects
tartar and discoloration.
precious enamel. The brilliance and luster it imlike the

parts to the teeth.
it

leaves in the

The

fresh feeling of exhilaration

mouth— like

Listerine itself.

Incidentally, that $3 they save

by using

it

instead

of tooth pastes in the 50fi class, may be— and is
applied to buying a couple of pairs of silk hose.

We

urge you to try Listerine Tooth Paste.

—

Buy

a

with any paste at any
Be guided by results alone. We'll wager
price.
that you will immediately be won to this up-todate dentifrice, which has delighted more than
4,000,000 people. Lambert Pharmacal Company,

Compare

it

Louis, Missouri, U.

S.

tube today.

St.

Listerine
When

Tooth

A.

Paste 25^

vnu nrllc lo adr-rllscrs likow mention ITIOTOrL.VY Sf.VGAZINE.

—

—

Reviews

Brief

I

•

FLORODORA
Marion Davies

— M-G-M.

THE

GIRL.

as one of the original Florodora
atmosphere of the Gay
iJuly)

FOLLOW THRU— Paramount.—All-Technicolor
comedy, and all good, fast entertainNancy Carroll and Buddy Rogers. (Sepl.)

golf musical

ment.

FOR THE DEFENSE—

Paramount.— Bill Powell
as a criminal lawyer who lets love interfere with business and lands in prison. Kay Francis the girl who
waits for him.
Good. (Sepl.)

and S4.000,000 were invested

in
(.4ug.)

but $4,000,000 worth?

]

Prod.— Three years
this. Worth seeing

HELL'S ISLAND— Columbia.—The
iOcl.)

HER MAN— Pathe.—"He

was her man. but
he done her wrong" Frankie and her erring
Johnnie further immortalized on celluloid in the interesting persons of Helen Twelvetrees and Phillips
Holmes. (Nod.)

FOX MOVIETONE FOLLIES OF 19.10— Fox.—
By now the singie-talkie revues have lost their
novelty.
Comedy, fair songs, and a bit of a love
story. {July)

FURIES,

THE— First

National.— Murder in the
smart set. Weighty and wordv. vet fairly interesting.
H. B. Warner, Lois Wilson and Natalie Moorehead.
Uidi/)

HIGH SOCIETY BLUES— Fox.— A
romance, carried to
Gaynor-Farrell team.

tional.

— .Ann

Harding gives zest to
Fine support and a surprise

finale.

—

GOING WILD
First National.
Remember
DouK MacLean in "GoinB Up"? This is a revival,
with Joe E. Brown as the funny fellow who is mistaken for an aviator.
spots.

Stime laughs and some dull

{Natl.)

GOLDEN DAWN—Warners.—Vivienne
all-Technicolor operetta.

Dull.

Segal in

{Oct.)

Brown
But

it

•

HOLIDAY- Pathe.—Ann
a splendid picture.

Mary

rich girl,

little

.Astor

(A

Harding as a poor
and a perfect cast

ug.)

HOT CURVES— Tiffany
unless

Prod.— Not what the
you know your baseball

GOOD INTENTIONS— Fox.— Crave

excitelove with

run rampant,
Bessie Love, Stanley Smith and

and

set to music.
Lola Lane. [Aug.)

but
—Frisco,
the screen.

for

thriller

funny than usual.

•

National.— A goodish
been dolefully slowed down

it's

Broadway funnyman,

{Nov.)

GRUMPY- Paramount.— Grand

mous

entertainment. Cyril Maude s screen d«but, in his fastage portrayal of a lovable old crab. (4 ug.)

GUILTY — Columbia. — Mediocre

melodrama

But Virginia
Sainpolis, and John Holland are good.

circumstantial evidence.

•

is less

Valli,

of

John

(June)

IN THE NEXT
First National.—
murder tnvsterv that thrills. Jack Mulhall, Alice
Day and Robert O'Connor play the leads. (June)
ISLE OF ESCAPE— Warners.— -Monte Blue,
Betty Compson and Noah Beery do their best to
breathe life into a melodramatic hodge-podge, with
negligible results. (June)

•

JOURNEY'S END— Tiffany Productions.—
Unforgetable war story, from play of same
Grim happenings in a front line dugout under
bombardment, relieved by carefully planned humor.
name.

Excellent cast.

HALF

tions.

most rollicking

(Ocl.)

(

LEATHERNECKING— Radio

.Alice

Joyce

"The Second Man."

— Sally 0"NeiI

is

the colleen.

ProducSave your money.

in

Cood

Pictures.— Lowell
a photographed play,
for some sophisticated

<J„h,)

•

KING OF

lUitn

Pictures.— Btbe
ni- lo-

Pictures.— \n-

L'ENIGMATIOUE MONSIEUR PARKFS -

—

Paramount.
The French version of 'SluliU
Scarlet." with Al. .Adolphe Menjou and Mile, t t.nni
ette Colbert in the leads. Made for the French, imi
interesting to Americans, too. (Nov.)

GO NATIVE— Paramount.— Won.!.

LET'S
nonsense

Ill,,

burlesque of the old shipwreck-iMi-,,Jeanette MacDonald and l.uk

in this

desert-island theme.
Oakie. (July)

LET US BE GAY— M-G-M.— Norma

Shear,

another swell sophisticated drama, with Marie P
ler, Gilbert Emery and Rod La Rocque,
(^ha;

•

this

i

—

:;

LITTLE ACCIDENT,

THE— Universal

1

.\ilios— l''irst .\ational
.\frica

.MonK

Speaks

and a hit, and so is the i.ilkn
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.. has a grand part. Ann.i
Page plays feminine lead. (Sept.)

.

LONE RIDER. THE—Columbia.— Slow-movnu:.
Western.

work done by Buck Jones'

Best

li.'t^r,

(Sepl.)

THE—

LONESOME

TRAIL,
Syndicate Pici
of action in this Western. Charles D.
is the hero and X'irginia Brown Faire, the ran.
daughter. Kids will love it. (Nm.)

— Plenty

Came Youth — Paramount

.\tlantic

— British

International

Harbcr John's Hoy
Hilly the

— Warners

Kid— M-G-M

lioudoir Diplomat,

—

Pictures
Derelict
Paramount

54

— Universal. .112

—

— Radio

—

—

—

112

PLEASE TURN TO PACE

l.S

.

1

,

i

]

—

.

.

112
112
112
112

Love

,S2

1

Trader,

tions

The

— Tiffany

— Paramount

.Mothers

Cry— First

of .Scandal

National

— United

Short Subjects of the

Month

.\rtists

Ust.

Remote Control— M-G-.\I
11
Warners
River's F.nd
11.'
Shadow Ranch Columbia
She Got What She Wanted— Cruzc-

.

52
52
55
54
54
112
112
112

Morocco

Queen

your reference

114
112
112
112
114

.

Produc-

.

this

Pago

.

Min and Hill— M-G-M

.S4

114

—
Jazz Cinderella, The — Chesterfield.
Just ImaRine — Fox
Kismet^First National
l-ady Surrenders,
— Universal
Lady's Morals, A— M-G-M
Laughter — Paramount
Little Caesar — First National

Mal^e

Page

.\

S3

Divorce .\monK Friends Warners.
Kast Is West— Universal
Kxtravagance Tiffany Productions.
Father's Son
First National
Feet First— Paramount
Follow the Leader Paramount

—

—

The

Cat Creeps, The Universal
Check and Double Check

10

—

you pic\ out your evening's entertainment.

Found Ralph P. King Productions
Heads Up Paramount
Her Wedding .Nfight Paramount
Hot Heiress, The First National

112
114
112
112
112

— Columbia

54
55
.55

1

stage play was funny

[

rejer to the criticisms before

il

:t

(Nov.)

his Janet.

IJ,n,r)

magazine

-

ili.
i

Rose Hobart. Charles Farrell isanim:,
Liliom. but he never seems quite at home wi'.

Photoplays Reviewed in the Shadow Stage This Issue
Save

-

LILIOM— Fox.—A

line picture markscreen d^'but of a striking young eirioi

m

r
[

actress.

Silver.

JAZZ— Universal.— Pretentious.
all-Technicolor, Paul Whiteman revue.
Unusual color and lighting effects, splendid choruses.
John Boles. Jeanette l.off. and the Whiteman Band.

re

ii

.

O

other musical romance, but you'll roll with latjL:l.i<T
while a rare cast of funsters do their stuff. (ih,.\

Nov.)

WOMEN— Radio

HE KNEW
chuckli-=.

Tlie

in Paris.

nonsense ever devised.

.Sherman and

LAWFUL LARCENY— Radio

KATHLEEN MAVOURNEEN— Tiffany

AT SUNRISE— Radio Pictures,
—Who SHOT
said "depression"? Go A W O L with

Wheeler and Woolsey

(June)

if >

George

this.

(Set>l.)

Daniels and Lowell Sherman in sophisticated
drama that you'll like. (Sepl.)

ROOM—

THE— First

GORILLA,
enough

INSIDE THE LINES— Radio Pictures.- Old
war stuff, with spies, secret service, trick Hindus,
and a love in wartime theme. Betty Compson and
Ralph Forbes. (.SV/W.)

—

1

,i

who

LAST OF THE DUANES— Fox.— Even

style

GOOD NEWS— M-G-M.—College

THE—

DARED,
First Nation
an aged and faltering story about ih\^
gets in a mess with blackm.iili rs.

in

not a "Western" fan you'll like

l.4Hg.)
in

Dove

(Ocl.)

in-

Warners.
Joe E.
is great.
Georges Carpentier looks good in the
ring.
Winnie Lightner has some snappy songs.
could have been better.
(June)

make

(July)

it.

WHO

LADY

—

—

miss

LADY OF SCANDAL, THE— M-G-M

Ruth Chatterton in delicious light cnm.dv,
from the Lonsdale play. "The High Road.' ./../.)

World War.

1940 are
(June)

Interesting.

HOLD EVERYTHING

title niigtit indicate,

ment? See Eddie Lowe as a master-crook
a high-society lass. (A ug.)

bara Stanwyck grand as a little party girl who
a serious young artist. Fine supporting; cast.

•

Billie

film about a hypothetical next
politics and inventions of year

boxing

—

LADIES OF LEISURE— Columbia.— Bar.

Vou mustn't

stars.

Na-

old Belasco
(A ug.)

tlie

•

falls for

musical

HIGH TREASON— Tiffany-Gaumont.— Britishmade

Pictures. Inc.—

ug.)

entertainment. George Bancroft is a crude but wealthy
builder who goes in for culture, under Mary .Aslor's
There's a thrilling fight. (June)

lomat's wife

World

(A

inspiration.

by the popular

success
(July)

fair

geniously envisioned.

GIRL OF THE GOLDEN WEST— First
drama.

LADIES IN LOVE— Hollywood
Let's not talk about this one.

LADIES LOVE BRUTES— Paramount.— Good
Jack Holt-

Ralph Graves team turns out a slam-bang picture of
hate and friendship in the Foreign Legion.

love,

•

—

J

Current Pictures

of

CONTINUED f SOM PAGE 8

ANGELS— Caddo

HELL'S

Girls.
Gags, costumes and
•90's make this a riot of fun.

—A

—

1

114

Tiffany
Silver Horde,

1

—

The— Radio

Pictures.

.

.

.S.=;

.

Tight— Warners
Steel Highway, The

112
114

Sunny
Today

54
114

Sit

— Warners

— First National
— Maj'estic
Tom Sawyer— Paramount
Up the River— Fox

—
—
Young Woodley — British International

5.S
.55

55
Virtuous Sin, The Paramount
53
Way For A Sailor— M-G-M
Talmadge
Yankee Don, The Richard
1 14
Productions

122

]

1

14

.

v

i

-

t

-
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ro rhc

H-

thrills!

Mulligan?

year//

in

On

the lights!

go the

Into the mystery-mansion

stalks the "Gorilla", a

a master-criminal

mind of

— lust-cravings

of a beast. In walk Mulligan and
Garrity, the

two dumb detectives,

and

the

then

fun

begins.

It

shouldn't be missed.

JOE

LILA

FRISCO

LEE
Harry Gribbon

.

Walter Pidgeon

.

Story by Ralph Spence

Directed by Bryan Foy

Myiteriousf

Stupendous!

Hilarious!

Gorilla" Will Give

You The

Thrill

"The

Of

LAFFtime!

Your
Mulligan and Garrily (Joe Friso and
Harry Gribbon) the iwo blunderinK
detectives who see all. hear all and
know noihinK. They're a riot!
Viuphon.

A

FIRST

;J

ihc rc^nK'-tJ iradtnurk of

1 h,

I

//.jf /.->,>

Orro'-itjor. dn,g,t.,::r.!. ::,prcJum.

NATIONAL ^VITAPHONE PICTURE
Winn yuu

write to adrertlsers please mention

I'lIOTOrLAT MAGAZINE.

"

The Girl
THEY
Colman

say

on the

and Ronald
making goo-goo

she

are

everyone wanting the best of everything and not enough money to go
around, that was almost too much!
Probably one of the things that
made her determined to go on the
stage was the fact that no one thought
she could act.
Her mother, well-known in the
theater as Katherine Clinton, tried
to discourage her.
"What can you do on the stage?"
asked mother. Kay didn't waste
words. She set out to show what she
could do.
And, she says with a
twinkle, that her mother is now quite

eyes.

Remember how you sat up
and took notice when that striking,
severe bob flashed on the screen in
"Gentlemen of the Press"? And the
tributes of the critics to the "newstyle siren of the talkies"?

Then Kay Francis played her

first

straight lead in "Street of Chance,"
with William Powell. After that she
won the lead opposite Ronald Colman in "Raffles." In both pictures
she kept her sleek bob, but she was

no longer a siren. Hers was the sympathetic role
the legitimate love interest. She was no longer the "other

reconciled.

—

likes tennis, but
SHE
swimming and actors.

woman.
Then came the chance to play opposite Walter Huston in "The \"\rtuous Sin," reviewed in this issue.
of the story is 1914, and
the leading lady had to have long
hair. So Kay parted her hair in the
middle, waved it loosely off her face,
and pinned a knot on the back. After
that she took a long look at herself
in the glass and smiled delightedly.

A new and
still

demure

coiffure, but she

looks the sophisticate

The

effect was just what was needed
to complete her transition from siren
to leading woman.

siren roles,

part her hair demurely in the middle;
she may even wear curls. But her

appearance and manner

will

always

confine her to sophisticated portrayShe has heavy, black hair, dark
als.
brown eyes, a seductively full lower
lip, and a charming smile which reveals even, white teeth.
Besides her striking appearance,
one of the things that helped her get
over in the theater when she was first
starting was her undeniable flair for
wearing clothes a little bit better than
ninety-nine per cent of the other
women in the world. But now that
she has proved she can act, she wishes
they would stop labeling her one of
the best-dressed women in the talkies.

She'doesn't like the idea of being
presented merely as a clothcshorse,
as Gloria Swanson once was.
Before she went on the stage Kay
did a
for

number

example.

of things.

Publicity,

She helped publicize

Raquel Mellcr's

first

ap|)carance

in

America. She has worked in the insurance and real estate businesses,
too.

And once, when she was out of
work, she got an in-between job costuming a play. The producer prol)ably figured that anyone who could
dress herself as exquisitely as Kay
does could dress others, too.
Kay
knew it was tough enough to dress
But when it
oneself on a budget.
came to dressing sixty actors, with

12

she hates

There are
exceptions to the latter, of course.
But Kay says actors, as a class, don't
interest her.
Women, she says, are
used to flattery and adulation it's
part of their province, not merely as
actresses, but as women. When men
begin getting fan mail, however, it's
apt to be too much for them. They're
not used to it and they get impossibly
conceited, she thinks.
She likes Ronald Colman, but says
there is nothing to the rumor tluit
they almost became engaged.
She
says she hasn't any intention of getting engaged or married to an\one

—

The period

FRANCIS may get away
KAY
from
and she may

Gover

News

Last Minute
"SCOTLAND

YARD,"

Fox.

peach of a crook drama, with

Lowe
Joan
David
grand
Mr.

—A

Edmund

playing a dual role, and with
Bennett, Donald Crisp and
Torrence in support. This is a
picture.

and Mrs. Robert Montgomery

are the proud parents of a

little

daugh-

bom October 13th. Her name is
be Martha-Bryan, a family name
which runs through four generations of
the mother's family.
ter,

to

Marion Davies,
abroad,

is

a long rest
again busy on the Metro-

Goldwyn-Mayer lot shooting scenes
"The Bachelor Father," from the
produced

by

David

Tallulah Bankhead, daughter of an
Alabama congressman and for the past
few years London's most popular young
actress, is

coming back

to

America

to

make a talkie. She
wood

will arrive in Hollyearly in January to make a story

called "Her Past" for Paramount.
Clive Brook will play opposite.

Gary Cooper

will

be the

star of the

next picture in which Marlene Dietrich
is to appear.
They worked together in

"Morocco."
Gloria Swanson has filed suit to
divorce the Marquis, and it is reported

Peggy Joyce is coming home from
France to make a talkie for Paramount.
Lewis S. Stone, 50, and Hazel Elizabeth Woof, 29, were married in Yuma,
Arizona. This is Stone's third marthat

riage.

cessful talkie actress.
She lives in fear of being

thought
"upstage" because of this success,
and goes out of her way to be nice to
old school friends and people who
look her up to say "I knew you
when.

"

after

for

stage success
Belasco.

now. She was married and divorced before she was twenty. E\'ciilually she wants a home and children, but right now she's busy and
happy just being Kay Francis, sucjust

real name is " Katherim-,"
shortened for picture purposes to
the one that seems to suit her belUr.
She was born in Oklahoma City, Okla., on Friday, January 13th, but she
doesn't divulge what year.
Maybe you can figure it out from
that information, if you think it's

K.W'S

worth trying.
She was convent-educated in (he
I'.ast, pla>ed in stock and on
the
Broadway stage, and entered pictures
in March, 1929, being the thirUeiUli
girl tested for the screen role in
Gentlemen of the Press" after twelve
blondes had been tried out. .Add to
that the fact that she was born in
•

the thirteenth month of her mother's
marriage; that in her first stage p:irl
her name was listed thirteenth in the
cast of characters; and that her first
Hollywood screen part was played on

Stage 13, and \ou may understand
wh\' she doesn't share the o[)inii)n of
some people that thirteen is an unlucky number!

First Choice
When

tlie

great day

comes

at last,

and the crowds are roaring, and
the flags are flying, and the air

is

positively electric with suspense
.

.

.

what

a thrill

it is

be on

to

the fifty-yard line, in first-choice
seats,

For

with a first-choice cigarette!

there's such a wealth of enjoy-

ment and mellow fragrance
Camels that you
always

in

will find

places

know and demand good

19,10. R. J. B.>nol.l» Tol.n.

r..

C...

them

preference

of

... in the pockets of people

©

in

W

who

things.

In.lon-Solrm, N.

C

—

THE LOTTERY BRIDE
BROWN

JEANETTE MacDONALD, JOE

E.

and ZASU PITTS place United

Artists'

new

Technicolor musical-romance,"The Lottery
Bride,"

among

the

hit-heodliners of the

current season. Don't miss

rler

charm made a

stimulating presence
tations restrict this vital Jeanette

longer do screen

MacDonald

to

limi-

In

in

shadowy

— her

color

and charm

Only

in

and charm

richly

expressed

the

Sequences; FIFTY MILLION

(Warner

image, the very

presence,

Bros.):

FRENCHMEN,

FOLLOW

ollslar

THRU, wilh Chorles

is

yours to

with

Ben Lyon, Jomes

Jone Winlon

Hall,

SWEET

KITTY BELLAIRS, with Claudia

Askom (Worner

Bros.);

THE

actually

The

rOAST OF THE LEGION,
A/olter

Pidgeonond Edword

with

command

through the magic of Technicolor.

lechn icolor

and

OF THE

Bros.);

Bernice

THE

Claire,

Everett Morton

(First

VIENNESE NIGHTS, allsiar cost
(Warner Bros.), WHOOPEE, starring Eddie Contor
National);

true

Dell

LIFE

PARTY, with Winnie lightner (Warner
life

things actually as they are.

living

ANGELS,

Perry

pass before you on the screen. You hear, and now you

and

Daniels, Everell Morsholi, Bert

Dnd ThelmoTodd (Coddo) Technicolor Sequences;
in

of Technicolor.

Technicolor can the true sweep of

see, people

Bebe

Rogers and Noncy Carroll (Paramount); HELL'S

The Lottery Bride she walks before you a living

presence
color

black and gray.

wilh

Wheeler and Robert Woolsey (Rod.o) Technrcolor
cast

motions

vita

TECHNICOLOR PRODUCTIONS
DIXIANA,

No

one.

this

(Samuel Goldwyn-Florenz Ziegleld).

\

A

Reviews of Current Pictures

Brief

Artists.— The
thrill of this one is Jeanetto MacDonald. who goes in
for histrionics in a big way. And Iht- music is grand.
(Of/.)

LOVE AMONG THE MILLIONAIRES— Para-

—

Clara How (iets much too cute in this lukemusical comedy. (6Vp/.)

warm

LOVE IN THE RING— Terra Productions.— Max
Schmelings made-in-Germany movie, before he won
As an actor, he's a good figliter. {Oct.)
litie.

the

LOVE IN THE ROUGH— M-G-M.— Golf,
mance, slap-stick and music. \'ou'll
{Oci.)
it too seriously.

like it

if

ro-

you

don't take

LOVE RACKET, THE— First

National.— The depressing sp<'claclc of pretty Dorothy Mackaill buried
alive under a heavy dramatic rfile. (Oct.)
DeMille spectacle. A dull wife acquires a French
i.-nl and ri':que clothes to win back her husband.
11 enjoy Kay Johnson and Reginald Denny. (Oci.)

^uu

MAMMY—Warners.— Al

Jolson tises above his
story and makes an entertaining movie. A minstrel
piece, with Lois Moran, Lowell Sherman and Louise
Dresser. Irving Berlin tunes.
{June)

MAN FROM

BLANKLEY'S.

THE— Warners —

The Barrymore prnfile in slapstick! He's a good
farceur in this ridiculous stor>' of an English lord wlio
attended the wrong dinner party. Loretta Voung
provides love interest.
(June)
Gary Cooper and June

Collyer. both splendid in a

picture with a Western

{A

title.

[

Rin-Tin-Tin

•
is

is

the star.

not so

OLD AND NEW— Sovkino.— Powerful.

Com-

is

"Poiemkin" fame.

•

film, co-directed
Silent.
(July)

by Eisenstein of

.^rliss

is

perfect.

you

If

about this one.

miss

it.

liked "Dis-

{Sept.)

ONCE AGENTLEMAN—Sono Art—JamesCruzp.
comedy, with a touch
is

elegant.

Eddie

pathos.

of

{July)

but

on a poor picture.

(Juiy)

MAYBE IT'S LOVE— Warners —Maybe it's love.
but it isn't college. Gridiron scenes are good. Joan
Bennett and James Hall provide the love. (Oct.)

THE—

MEDICINE MAN,
Tiffany Productions.—
Pretty good hokum, but you could afford to miss it.

|.

{Sept.)

")

MISBEHAVING LADIES— First

National.— The

gags have whiskers, but you'll laugh at them, and
Louise Fazenda is the reason. {Nov.)

ofT^ew Pictures
and Stars
we

—Captain

Ahab'ii

ers.

MacDonald

the best Lubitsch manner.
sings gloriously. (Ocl.)

NAUGHTY FLI RT, THE— First National.— Alice
White as an

heiress pursued

by fortune-hunters.

Sp4'edy action, peppy dialogue, gorgeous clothes. Firstrate entertainment.
{Oci.)

NIGHT
a nice

WORK—

Pathe.— Eddie Quillan stars in
comedy drama that goes a bit melodramatic.

{Aug.)

all

RENO— Sono Art-Worid Wide.— Ruth

good advertising is news,

With

you

this directory

RETURN OF DR. FU MANCHU, THE— Para-

—

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

National.—

who burst into song? Then you may
like this.
Billte Dove in gorgeous clothes.
Basil
Rathbone the faithless huslKind, and Kay Francis a
vamp.

tainment.

From

Warm

i

THE WORLD, THE—

Mann as the dad of an ungrateful
good cast and happy ending. (July)

A

RIGHT OF WAY, THE— First

National —Starts
may wish you'd

ROAD TO PARADISE— First

1

sisters are at

98

National.— Twin
movie plots. Loone a crook, the other a

again, complicating

it

retta \'oung plays

both

girls,

wealthy and noble young lady.

116

•

4

(Oct.)

ROMANCE— M-G-M.—Garbo

personifies all

F'evens

the title implies in her second talkie.
sakes, don't miss it! {Aug.)

113

ROUGH ROMANCE— Fox— All

14

about the
Helen Chandler goes
of lumberjacks.
George O'Brien and Antonio .Moreno don't
.N'either do the chorus routines. {Jiifif)

goings-on

7

Gisli.

help much.

ROUGH WATERS—Warners.—Another personal
The

success for Rin-Tin-Tin.

National.—

niglit at Susie's is enouKti of this sort of thing.
Billic Dove plays a chorine.
{Scpl.)

—

•

ON YOUR BACK— Fox— Irene

ONE ROMANTIC NIGHT— United

Artists.

Lillian Gish in her tirsl phonoplay. ably
aided by O. P. HesKie and Marie Dressier. The love
story of a young princess and her tutor.
(June)

Rich

in

Korgeous clothes, as a fashionable New York
is splendid in an interesting picture.
iSepl.)

OTHER TOMORROW, THE— First National.—
Dove

in the usual love triangle.

Just

OUR BLUSHING BRIDES— M-G-M.— Vou

must see Joan Crawford in those lacc step-ins!
Swell box-ofTicc picture, with .Anita Page. Robert
Montgomery and some more popular youngsters.

RUNAWAY BRIDE— Radio

Pictures.— Murders,
Clap-trap meloBut Mary Astor

and a string of pearls.
drama trying to be light comedy.
{June)

charming.

is

NUMBERS—

Paramount.— PeachesSAFETY IN
an'-cream for Buddy Rogers fans. He sings half a
dozen songs and plays an heir to big money whose
worldly-wise uncle puts him in care of three "Follies"
(June)
girls.

SANTA FE TRAIL, THE— Paramount.— Richard
.\rlen

in

Green!

If

his

you

cowboy

suit.

Westerns,

like

Indians.

.And

Mitii

(.Vor.)

all right.

OLTSIDE THE LAW— Universal. — Too much dialogue and too

little

action.

Jack Oakie's bubbling pi-rsonalily puts this across.
Jack plays a good-natured boob who masquerades as
a famous engineer. No panic, but good. (Oct.)

Eiglit characters are

— bound

Productions

—

This struggles along in a South Sea Island setting.
iStpi.)

PARDON MY GUN— Pathe.— A Western comedy

the stage play, "Jailbrcak."

trick riders

Just another Ulkie,
— M-G-M.—
audible
Nils Asther's

SEA BAT, THE

ship s<ts
.Ml are
daring picture,

on board.

PARADISE ISLAND— Tiffany

with not a dull moment.

First National.— Elsie FerSCARLET
guson's talkie df'but, from her stage play. Elsie is
(Sept.)
interesting as a woman attorney.

{Ocl.)

OUTWARD BOUND—Warner" —A
sail.

FROM SYRACUSE, THE— Paramount.—

SAP

PAGES—

(Stpi.)

•

it.

(.1 ug.)

so-so.

•

Billie

children will love

(Uc/.)

thieves,

•

MEN— First National.— Fair enter(^4 ug.)

IN

— Louis

out well but toward the end you
stayed home. (.-1 ug.)

17

(June)

NIJMBERED

MAN

RICHEST
M-(i-M.

for llie Hereafter.
.A
finch' i>r<)duced and acted by Df)ug Fairbanks. Ir..
Helen Chandler, Usiie Howard. For adults. (A'ot.)

NOTORIOUS AFFAIR, A— First

first

Roland's

mount. Grand melodramatic hokum.
Oland is a swell Manchu. (Jut<i)

easily

Page
First National Pictures
Page
Fox Film
Page
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer..Page
Paramount Pictures
Page
Pathe
Page
Technicolor
P^ge
Warner Brothers .... Page
Educational Pictures

dead

Tired of players

Gilbert's

before "His Glorious Night." but shelved
.\ tragic story by Tolsloi
{Julu)

largely remade.

family.

•

in

made

bright

{Aug.)

it.

screen comeback. She looks beautiful but her acting
hopelessly old-fashioned.
If there was a story, it
(Sept.)
in the making.

can locate each announcement:

Gorgeous

MONTE C.\RLO — Paramount. — Witty, pi-

You'll probably like

picture.

is

consider producer advertising

modiste,

Jeanetu-

RECAPTURED LOVE—Warners.— A

got lost

vengefulsearchfor the white wliale, Moby Dick,
is full of thrills.
John Harrvmore plays the same rfile
as in the silent "Sea Beast." Don I miss this. (Ocl.)

quant operetta

•

One

Pictures.—
something he can't finish. Betty
{A ug.)

girls.

as an English gentleman-thief, charms even
while he cops the jools. A talkie that moves, and
entertainingly! {Sept.)

REDEMPTION— M-G-M—John

ONE NIGHT AT SUSIE'S— First

MIDNIGHT MYSTERY— Radio

ace musical

and pretty

laughs, lilting tunes

RAFFLES— United Artists.- Ronald Colman,

Uilkie.

Jusl another

Compson and Lowell Sherman.

Trite

that proves John can act.

MEN OF THE NORTH— M-G-M.— (Reviewed
under the title "Monsieur Le Fox.
story of the Northwest. (Oct.)

National.— Alice

(^li<«.)

and now

Producer Announcements

si-

MATRIMONIAL BED, THE — Warners. — A

— Warners.

comedy with

little

and Claudette Colbert.

stuff,

AROUND— First

White. Hilly Bakewell and Chester Morris.
{June)

story, fair acting, fair entertainment.

of particular interest to our read-

{Sept.)

MOBY DICK

Nm.)

(

ONE MAD

beach-

not loo depressing.
Milton Sills sensational as a
gangster and Dorothy Mackaill plays appealingly.

•

PLAYBOY

OF PARI.S— Paramount.—Chevalier
deserves better than this light farce, which is amu»ing only in spots. And only two songs from Maurici*l

KISS— Fox.— Don Jose Mojica. young
operatic tenor, and Mona Maris afford entertainment
for a satisfactory LVtning. (Ct.'.j

While

MAN TROUBLE— Fox.— Underworld

Pictures.— Lowell Sheras a dress-suit cr<K)k in a smart, sophisticated
It's a pip.
(A'ew.)

OUEEN HIGH— Paramount.— An

OLD ENGLISH—Warners.— Don't
George

raeli" you'll rave

totters to a feeble end.

MANSLAUGHTER— Paramount.— The

practical joker starts

PAY OFF, THE— Radio

man

crook drama.

PLAYING
munism propaganda

war

I

I

Sher-

it's

lent version was great in its day, but the talkie
a boost for vocalized films. Fine emotional drama

SEOod cast, wasted

]

— Dorothy

a swell comedy prince. Otherwise
good, dramatically or musically. (Sept.)

(June)

plaved by Fredric March

10

OH SAILOR BEHAVE— Warners.— Lowell
man

ug.)

MAN HUNTER, THE— Warners.— A

1»\(;K

Mackaill is the girl who starts out to vamp her
employer, played by Lewis Stone, and ends by falling
in love with him.
.\ sophisticated, but human and
convincing story. (Oct.)

MAN FROM WYOMING, THE— Paramount.—

combing melodrama, that

-

•

FRONt

OFFICE WIFE, THE — Warners.

High
MADAM SATAN— M-G-M.— Another lavish —
Horton

•

I

i

OMIMKI)

(
I

LOTTERY BRIDE, THE— rniled

mount.

—

1

Two champion

juvenile

and ropers outdo Will Rogers.

{Sept.)

ho-hum
film.

I

By the way, iu

first

{Aug.)

SEA GOD, THE — Paramount. — Wild
pearl

diving,

.Arlin

and

(

cannibals

—

a

real

adventure,
Richard

movie.

Fay Wray provide the love

interest.

.Vor.)

•

THE—

Fox.— Again Jack LonSEA WOLF,
don's famous Wolf Larsen takes the acron
Milton Sills played Wolf beautifully.
with sound.
His last picture, and a noble thriller. (Nov.)
[
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Reviews of Current Pictures

Brief

CONTIMED FROM

SECOND FLOOR MYSTERY, THE—Warners.

— Novel

mystery-comedy, with Loretta Young and
Grant Withers. {July)

SHADOW OF THE LAW— Paramount.—The
usual dehghtful WilHam Powell performance, but the
could be better. (July)

3tor>'

National.
Billie Doves best talkie.
Mystery farce, with
Clive Brook being very farcical.
iStpl.)

—

•

SWEET KITTY BELLAIRS—Warners.—.\

SHE'S

MY WEAKNESS— Radio

dream.

Rather

nice.

Pictures.— .Ar-

stor>' of love's

dainty operetta, beautifully photographed in
Claudia Dell, charming new star, is
Walter Pidgeon. the baritone hero. (-Vor.)

Technicolor.
Kilty:

thur Lake and Sue Carol in a

SWEETHEARTS ON PARADE— Columbia.—

young

Just another pure

(.4«g.)

counlrj- girl among the bad,
.\Uce White is the sweet

little

big-town

SHOOTING STRAIGHT— Radio

Pictures—

deft mingling of under-world drama and comedy gives
Richard Dix his best part in a long time. (Sept.)

SHOW GIRL
tional.

HOLLYWOOD

IN

White's best
—Alice
(June)

talkie.

—

I'.

SWEETHEARTS AND WIVES—First

young

millionaires.
thing.
{Nop,)

SWEET
.Alice

TOO YOUNG TO MARRY—First
(Reviewed under

TOP SPEED— First National.— Musical comedy
with the irrepressible Joe E, Brown emphasizing the
comedy.

this

Na-

First

SWELLHEAD—

Tiffany Productions,—Just
other prize-fight story. {July)

an-

the

ENEMY.

— (Reviewed

SINNERS' HOLIDAY — Warners.
title "Women in Love.") Just as

intrigue in an
old-time wagon circus.
Color, action, peppy songs.
Pleasant entertainment. (July)

TEMPTATION—Columbia.—Unpretentious
pleasant

Gray.

love

Lois

stor>-.

who

jjirl

whole

fleet

has a boy on every ship. Then the
comes in Can y'imagine the fun
(July)
!

!

TRUTH ABOUT YOUTH— First

SWING HIGH— Pathe.— Love and

SILENT
THE~Paramount.— Beautiphotographed stor>* of the Ojibway Indians'
struggle for food in the far North, played by real
Indians. Amazing animal scenes. Sound. (July)

ug.)

TRUE TO THE NAVY— Paramount.—Clara Bow

scenes.

fully

(A

of girl-friend.

National.— If you're an
won't seem so weak. (Sept,)
is

Interesting studio

{Aug.)

TRIGGER TRICKS— Universal.— Typical Hoot
Gibson Western with Sally Eilers in her real life rdle

MAMA— First

White fan

National,— "*
"Broken Dishes. ")
Grand

title

satire on family life.
O. P. Heggie the henpecked
father, Loretta Voung and Grant Withers the young
lovers.
Full of fun.
(Sept.)

and

WiUon and Lawrence

Starts out to be a tenderly wistful stor\- of youth

turns intoa stereotyped April and

i

National.—
and

November romance.

(Oct.)

UNDER A TEXAS MOON—Warners.—Light
on old-fashioned Mexican border melodramas.
gay and dashing Technicolor single, with Frank
Fay and Armida. (June)

satire
.-\

{Sepl.)

under

a change of
scenery the gangsters move out of the honky-tonks
to an amusement pier. Grant Withers is the hero.

UNDER WESTERN SKIES— First

National.—

Neither beautiful Technicolor scenery nor Lila Lee's
performance do much for this one. (July)

iOa.)

fine

SISTERS—Columbia.— Sally
O'Day

as sisters,

one

rich,

O'Neil and Molly
the other poor. Fair.

hook

{Sept.)

•

for

SLUMS OF TOKYO— Schochiko
Japanese-made

Silent

Drab

story.

film,

Film Co.—
supposed to be "art."

SOLDIERS AND
Tangled love

Maybe you

WOMEN— Columbia.—

songs.

{Aug.)

aifairs in military circles.

romance seasoned with plenty of laughs, some
slap-stick and hot thrills, catcb this. {Ocl.)

play's

S5,000 Cut

ment

will

SON OF THE SADDLE— Universal.— A
Maynard Western with

SO THIS IS LONDON— Fox.—The Will

JANUARY
js.sue

grandly goofy cartoons, his fantastic
freak statues, are

all in

Goldberg's
inventions and

this hilarious film.

You'll like

On

(Oct.)

SPOILERS^ THE— Paramount.—Gar>' Cooper

SPURS

— Universal. — Here's

•

of

SQUEALER,

THE—Columbia.—

STORM. THE— Universal.- This
tornado.
A very tame melodrama.
Velez is tame as the
(Nou.)

little girl

newsstands on

storm

is

Even Luiw

STORM OVER ASIA—Amkino.—Another of

National.— Pretty
obvious humor and thin story, but Dorothy Mackaill
is fine as a young sophisticate who finds romance
where she least expects it. (July)

SUNNY SKIES— Tiffany Productions.— Another
one of those movie versions of college life as it
(June)

16

IN A

BARROOM—Willis

Kent

.Artists.- Don't

s.^y

in a picturesque

O. Henry 8tory of the

WINGS OF ADVENTURE— Tiffany Productions.

— Armida

(July)

movie

THOSE THREE FRENCH GIRLS— M-G-M

—

Not even Reainald Denny and Ukriele Ike make this
unfunny hodtie-iHidK*' worth while.
Fifi Dorsav.
Vola DAvril and Sandra Ravel are the girls. (Nao.)

THOSE WHO DANCE— Warners.— Monte
another underworld story

COMPANY—

WILD
Fox.— Another of those wild
younger generation stories, but Frank Albertson gives
punch. (.1 ug.)

it real

(.Vof.)

in

WIDE
Warners— Edtt-ard Everett H..rton and Patsy Ruth Miller play this somewhat vulvar
but amusing comedy with a pace that keeps y^u
(June)

roaring.

Cooper and

Productions.
—Wesley "Freckles" Barry is the nice little jockey
hero of a nice little horse story for tlie family trade.

the

MODERN— First

WHOOPEE- United

you're fed up on musical comedies. Go to *«<•
instead. EddicCantor pulls a gag a minLavish. all-TechnicOlbr production. (Oct.)

"Whoopee"

THOROUGHBRED. THE—Tiffany

no

of the Great Northwest.

—

•

December 10

TEXAN, THE— Paramount.— Gary

Southwest.

powerful Revolutionar>* picturem from Soviet Russia
dramatizing the Communist revolt against the While
Army in 1918. A smash ending. SileiU. (Nov.)

STRICTLY

—

Fay Wray

you can stand
another gangster picture, this one has some new
ideas.
Will acted by Jack Holt. Dorothy Revier
and Davey Lee. (Nov.)

doesn't

in iL (Sept.)

Three people are trapped in the impassable
mountain of Palu. .A night search party sets out.
Wonderful Swiss snow scenes and breath-taking airplane stunts.
Unusual and intensely interesting.
Sound. (July)

Old-fasliioned maudlin melodrama,
Production.
elaborately overacted. The villain is Demon Rum.
(Nov.)

Hoot

If

good

Ellis is

OPEN—

TEN NIGHTS

It's fast,

hard-ridin*

Gibson in a Western that's a Western.
from the first shot to the last. (JVop.)

Artists.— Gloria

WHITE HELL OF PITZ PALU— Universal.

ute.

HERE—

IS
First National.— Bernice
Claire and Alexander Gray sing well. Ford Sterling
and Louise Fazenda are great. Just an average musical comedy story, but they make it good entertainment. (June)

(Aug.)

WHAT MEN WANT— Universal.—This

(.Vop.)

SPRING

isn't.

sale at all

or about

and William Boyd stage a battle wilder than
the mi-morable figbt between William Farnum and
,Tprh Santschi, which made screen history.
Ri-d
''Ifleat melodrama, packed with action, suspense and

long time.

prove anything, but Robert

PHOTOPLAY

SOUP TO NUTS— Fox. — Rube

in a

Swanson goes slap-stick but manages to be entertaining in light farce. .Anyhow, the clothes are swell, and
Lew Cody deser\'es three cheers. (Oct.)

Rogers-

Irene Rich team, set down in London. An amusing
follow-up for "So This Is Paris." {Aug.)

Haines films

WHAT A WIDOW!— United

in the

Ken

plenty of hard riding, gun

{Oct.)

National.—

National.— Ernest
Pascals novel. "The Dark Swan," lost its original
title and a great deal more.
Lois Wilson, Olive
Borden and H. B. Warner. (July)

next, the

play and action.

thrills.

be made

best

WEDDING RINGS— First

Picture

(July)

operetta.

The

.Vol*.)

WAY OUT WEST— M-G-M.—One of the funniest
Hilly

Puzzle Contest. Announce-

SONG OF THE FLAME—

First National.—
Bernice Claire, soprano, and Noah Beery, deep bass,
free Russia from the revolutionists via Technicolor

— Warners. —
—

his

This just misses being good.
Not bad, however.
Doug Fairbanks. Jr.'s in it. (Sepl.)

of the 70 prizes in Photo-

like

{

WAY OF ALL MEN, THE— First

or a friend will

be found to have taken one

SOLDIER'SPLAYTHING.A— Warners— If you

them

in five voices, one of
Thrills a-plenty. (Aug.)

talks,

operetta in recent months with oh. what waltzes!
\'i\ienne Segal and .Alexander Gray sing the love

THE—

*

Chaney

VIENNESE NIGHTS

TheWinners!

{Sgpl.)

SOCIAL LION,
Paramount.— Jack Oakie.
the village braggart who is "taken up" by the country
club set. Mar>' Brian, the girl. Heaps of fun. (July)

it.

UNHOLY THREE. THE— M-G-M —Lon

natural voice.

tliat

•

saves this far-fetched adventure story
along the Mexican border. (Oct.)

amount.

—A

You'll have to s€f
ican Hag onto the

aciiievement it
any standpoint.

picture

beyond the usual

Commander Byrd drop

(Aug.)

WOMEN EVERYWHERE —
Ma'mselle.

Fifi

Dorsay.

doesn't ring true.

Fox.

—

J.

THREE FACES EAST— Warners.— A

Rreat sUgc
play and fine silent picture gone wroni: in the talkies.

Harold

ooh-!.i->.i

(July)

—

—

VOUNG

(Sfpl.)

prais'*.

the .Amer-

South Pole to appreciate what an
is.
Wonderful entertainment from

Murray's charming singing voice, plus that
Blue,

oi

perils

WITH BYRD AT THE SOUTH POLE— Par-

DESIRE
Universal.
Convention,.!
story of a circus girl who loves a rich boy. but trr;ii.d
Mary
unconventionally.
Pace, color and thrills.
Nolan

scores.

iJu »e)

(.1 ug.)

TOAST OF THE LEGION. THE— First

—

YOUNG MAN OF MANHATTAN— Paramount.

Na-

The lovely Victor Herbert operetta, "Mile.
Modiste." in all-Technicolor.
Bernice Claire and
Walter Pidgeon. A musical treat. (A ug.)
tional.

— Two

young newspaper writers gel married, and
Claudetle Colbert and realNorman Foster. Cliarles Ruggles adds

4

then gel temperamental.
life

husband.

hilarious

comedy

touches.

(July)

1

.

.
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MOUS
FUNMAKERS
A

from the footlights
Many

of the stage's most
stars join veteran

popular

screen comics to

make

this

a greater year of laughs

through

. .

SducaticitcdsTcdhin^ ^^cnvMUei
CHARLOTTE GREENWOOD .. .TOM PATRICOLA
BUSTER and JOHN WEST... stage favorites who have made
.

millions laugh... these

and many more are now bringing

fun to the screen for you to enjoy. For
screen

makes

Educational

And

the spoken
is

word

now

.

their

that the talking

as well as action a source of fun,

picking from the best stageland has to

these stars, added to EducationaPs famous

oflfer.

company of

LLOYD HAMILiON, AJNUx
CLYDE, JOHNNY HINES and DAPHNE POLLARD,
veteran screen comics such as

are making picture programs funnier and

more amusing whershown — and that in-

ever EducationaVs Talking Comedies are
cludes most of the country's leading theatres.

For the best laughs you
have had in months see
I'harlollo

Greenwood
in

"LOVE YOUR
IVEIOHBOR^'
A TIXEDO COMEDY

l^'est and
John ^'cst

BuNler

in

"DOIVT GIVE UP"
"THE SPICE

OFTHE PROGRAM

EDUCATIONAL FILM EXCHANGES,

.<

^

you write to

idToi^ljsors pictse

i

illon

rilOTOrLAY MAGAZINE.

AMTY COMEDY

Tom
INC.

E. W. HAMMONS, President
Executive Offices: 1501 Broadway, New York

Wbcn

I

l*a(ricola
in

"SI, SI,SENOB''
AN IDEAL COMEDY

Forget practicality

when

If

selecting party clothes.

Choose them for their
charm and beauty. And
if you want a "repeat"

you don't

have

invitation, let your escort and your hostess

a

good

time maybe

know

that you have had
a wonderful time

It's

your own
fault

JVh en
C/ou're Invited
THE

winter party season is in full swinj;, and I hope you
are getting your share of e.xciting invitations.
Of course, the first question always is, "What shall
Well, I have found that one or two well-styled
I wear?"
party frocks are better than a differtnt one for every party,
not one of them looking as if it came from a good shop.
If you sew cleverly and can make a gown that might have
come straight from a Hollywood designer, then you don't need
any advice about party clothes. But cheap materials and
amateur dressmaking show up more quickly in formal clothes
than in every-day garments. Don't wear a dress you've been
working on so long that it is already just on the fringe of being
out of style. And don't think that trimming will cover up
shoddiness of finish and materials. If you haven't much money
to spend, let it go for fabric and lines, and forego the rest.
And, I beg you, don't choose party clothes for their practicality.
Buy the dress you '"just adore," not the one you're
not so keen about but can
make over ne.\t year. Party
clothes should "live for today,
and let tomorrow take care of
itself."

A

dashing, becoming gown,
good grooming and poise, are
your best introductions to
strangers. At a big affair it is
a good thing to be identified
as "the girl in the red dress,"
or "that stunning blonde in
black and white." The main
thing is to be noticed, and remembered favorably. Names
are sometimes forgotten at
first meetings, but visual impressions remain.
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a Party-

to

If your hair looks its best immediately after washing, by all
means take the time and trouble to shampoo it just before you
dress. If you need a new wave, don't try to economize by making
the old one do. And don't let your hair be stringy and unattractive just because it still shows some of last week's marcel and
you hate to wash it out. That's the poorest economy of all.
What man can grow poetic about a girl with stringy hair ?

AFTER you have done the best you can aboutyour hair, your
skin and your clothes, forget the whole matter. Don't go to
a party thinking what fun it might be if only you had a different
escort, a different gown, or were a different sort of person!
Make up your mind to have a good time with what you have

and as you

are.

Even if your escort isn't exactly the Prince Charming of
your dreams, pretend he is for that evening and it will make
you both happier. Let him think he is helping to provide a
wonderful time for vou. That
will encourage him to do his
utmost to make it so.
Friendly
on
There aren't any rules for
having a good time at parties,
or anywhere else, but there are
for my reducin}» booklet, outliniii}; nora lot of suggestions along that
malizing exercises and givinf; suggestions for
line that girls have passed on to
well-balanced menus for the too-plump. Or my
me and that 1, too, have learned
complexion leaflet, containing general advice on
from years of party-going.
If you are the bashful sort,
the care of the skin, and treatment for blackheads
you'll have to talk yourself out
and acne.
stamped, self-addressed envelope

Advice
Girls'

Problems

SEND

A

you either, or both, or other confidential advice on personal problems.
There
wo
charfie. Address me care of PHOTOPL.^Y,
221 West 57th Street, New York City.
will bring

i.s

CAROLYN VAN WYCK

You talked
being timid.
yourself into it, from childhood
up, and as an adult you can undo the mischief, if you will try
of

Don't point out
PLEASE TURN TO PAGE 144 ]

hard enough.
[

!

!
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FOREI§T'{$

WAY

can be your >vay
Americd s

^
^

aristocrats

stajitial majority

.

.

,

.

,

,

by a sub-

endorse this

convenienty safe method

of handling

homers most burdensome task

B

EAUTIFUL Lake

Forest,

28

miles north of Chicago on the

Lake Michigan

bluffs, is

outstanding

among

the nation's ultra-smart
suburbs. Its magnificent estates exemplify the art of gracious living.

.

.

.

winding Lake Forest roads,

lovely,

Of these

71

—

a substantial majority

washing to the LaunOthers use the Laundry occaunanisionally. But all of the 125
send the men's shirts and
mously
send

all

their

dry.

—

—

collars!

Of course Lake Forest

folks, like

ever^'body else, have their washdoy
problems. And the big majority of
these cultured, successful families
use present-day laundr)' service to

meet

their exacting requirements.

An
this.

Wherever you

tocrats.

She called upon 125 homes

along Sheridan Road, Deerpath Avenue, Green Bay Road and the other

can enjoy

Today's impro\ed methods

protect your clothes, insure hygienic

cleanness.

impartial investigator proved

live, you

the same efficient, safe laundering
service preferred by America's aris-

Now

8 million

women

have adopted the laundry way to
ecowashday freedom. It's easy
nomical— dependable. Make it your

—

way. Start now

Sponsored b\ the Lautniryozviiers National Aisociation of the United States and Canada.

(Left) After being classified by

group ofyour
given the correct washing

color andfabric, each
clothes

is

by the multiple -suds method
insuring

—

maximum protection.

(Right) Present-day laundries
gife millions of women leisure to
and by eliminating
entertain
washday strain and worry protect

—

their precious, youthful charm.

jettlie

LAUNDRY
do it!
Whrn you

wrllc 10 •dvenlstrs

piMM mention rllOTOPLAT MAGAZINE.

© 1930 1. N. A.
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^0^a u(j[/t/.,jo\x
u^/i/.,YO\x dont kn

em on

They weigh little more than your
vanity erne. You'd hardly know
you had them on. The silk-like
rubber hugs the instep

and ankle

with no unsightly bulk.

Great splotchy puddles

their business
rich

in

these

Shower Boots of

*IME was when

'

I
-•

if

she could

erably to

them

are

gay nothings

young things who

to the bright

a

woman

smart

silk-like

about

flit

new Goodrubber

•

•

•

canceled her engagements

— on stormy days ... or

slushed mis-

in heavy, ugly overshoes that

utterly

spoiled her charm.

That was before the world went young
Today the smart young things snap their
weather. Flit

.

.

.

and

wise.

fingers at the

when they please. And look ever so enticing.

For they match their winter ensembles with dainty,
moire rubber Goodrich Shower Boots that fit trimly on
the instep and slimly on the anide
and weigh almost
nothing at all. The smart shops have them in all the
proper colors, and in modish fabrics, too. The B. F.
Goodrich Footwear Corporation, Watertown, Mass.
.

.

.

The yjuiig person

Goodrich Shower Boots goes nonchalantly to
office
aware that her legs are beautifully unspattertd.

n

warm and graceful in
and harmonizing Goodrich

Light-footed,
their tweeds

Shower

The new Zipper fastener—
which never gets out of order—

in chii

classroom or tea, fully

Boots, the

smart young things defy
a dry and nicely

the Storm King, yet tap
polished toe at tea-time.

in a smooth, smart, unbroken tine over the arch.
closes

You

will be delighted with

They prance out gaily on a ba.l

new Ian oxford that
snaps so neatly around your
this slim

night protected in Shower Boots
tight as their fragile slippers.

ankle. Other models with hid-

den Zipper

.;>

And

the smooth, pastel linings protect hoK

closing.

and slippers

li^Goodficli

quite completely.

...a no flier

ers
SHOWER BOOTS AND FABRICS
In

'B.

F. Gooihich 'Product

PllOTOlM.AY .MAG.VZI.Vi:
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A

LUSCIOUS

morsel

youthful

pretti-

of

which has been adorning the Metro-Goldwyn'
Mayer lot of recent months
ness

^and.
is

It IS

fair

inducing a

to suppose,
lot

of eye-

strain! She's Harriet Lake,

who

tore

Broadway to

Metro

from

herself

up some
Ah, when

light

talkies.

such as Harriet are at

large,

must be terrible to be
blind in Hollywood!
it

Harriet Lake,

up

ot joining the

M-G-M

was one of the

to the time
forces,

of
the merry-merry who bright
en the early evenings of
Broadways Blase Business
little girls

Men

Robert Montgomery was
born in Beacon, N. Y., May
21, 1904.
He is 6 feet tall,
weighs 160, has brown hair,
blue eyes. Married, 1928, to
Elizabeth Allen

THEY

call

him "Lucky Bob" around the old home

lot!

He

panicked them in

'The Big

"Our Blushing Brides," he slew us in
House," and now Mr. Robert Montgomery, Fortune's

fair 'hairedchild,

in

has been told off to play opposite Gudgeous Garbo

her next, "Inspiration."

And

isn't she?

Clarence Sinclair Bull

THE Garbo
tweed

in

whom

fact

and legend

meet— the Garbo

of

topcoat, the crumpled felt hat, the flat-heeled
shoes. And on her face the smile that we too seldom see, lighting
up the surrounding territory like a Scandinavian sunrise! She s

the

busy, again directed by Clarence Brown.

Greta Garbo,

real

name Greta

was bom in
Gustaf&son,
Stockholm, Sweden, Sept. 18,
1905. She"s 5 feet, 6, weigha
122, has light brown hair,
blue eyes

G<'ne Robert Riclici

Evelyn
Betty

Brent,
real
name
Riggs, was born

m

Tampa, Fla„

in 1899.

She's

weighs 112, has
brown hair and eyes. Married
to Harry Edwards
5

feet,

SHE

has risen consistently above some pretty feeble yarns

during her years in pictures.
actress.

She's just

received

4;

marked "For

a

Good

Girl."

She's beautiful, vivid and a deft
a

new Radio

Pictures

contract

Gents, raise your glasses!

drink to Evelyn Brent, good trouper!

Let's

WHAT
office

HO!
smash

in

Here's Little Ginger herself, with a box"The Office Wife," and a nice new contract

Dorothy Mackaill's been in the
movie racket since 1921, and she gets better and prettier all the
time. Is there no limit to Dot's dash''
in the pocket of her sports coat!

Dorothy Mackaill was

bom

Hull, England, in 1904.
She's 5 feet, 5, weighs 112,
has blonde hair, haiel eyes
Left "The Follies" to enter
in

the movies

Minneapolis, Dec. 28, 1909.

anything but quiet on
ALL has been
boy won such mess of

He

war

Lew Ayres was born
IS

has
eyes.

in

5 feet, 11; weighs 155,

dark

brown

First film,
in

hair,

picture.

blue

with Garbo

"The Kiss"

since the

this able

more

Then came

and handsome

talkie

his nice job in

lad,

who

work than he can do

the

Lew Ayres

front

laurels in the big Universal

a

"Common Clay," and now

used to plunk a jazz banjo, has

I

THE WORLD'S LOVELIEST PERFUMES

of the perfect gift

The attributes

— preciousness, supreme
and usefulness— are

COTY PERFUME
the cut-crystal
smaller,

whether

de

quality,

part of
it

each
be

in

luxe size or a

moderately priced'Turse-

Edition." Especially forthe holiday

season, they are

grouped

in

harmoniously

GIFT ENSEMBLES

of exquisitely smart

beauty

centered about each of the

—
fa-

vourite odeurs: L'AIMANT, "PARIS,,,

L'ORIGAN, CHYPRE and EMERAUDE

Fashion decrees matching accessories.
Compact and lipstick in suede sheath
of six smartest colours to

with

gown

harmonize

or purse. Blue. Jade Gray.

Tan Chartreuse

Blacl

S3.00

One
plete
'

'SUCGES T/ONS —a luefu I booklet olgjl tdaot
Ntw York
'

Depi P-12 Coty. 7/+ FiJ)h AcvniM.

—

A commany Coly sets
and delighthjl gift. Purse- Size

of the

Perfume in metal case. CompactandLipsticli

matching

— Platinum tone.

$5.0C

Others from S3.00 to SSS.a

THE WORLD'S LOVELIEST PERFUMES ARE

NOT NECESSARILY COSTLY

More than 400

ring styles

in iridio-plalintim or gold,
all

jeueUd or unjeueled

readily identified by this tag

NEW RINGS
This
.

.

engagement ring at J/ 50 in while gold
$200 in indio-plalinum
others according to jeweling: the wedding ring, in white gold, 5-2S
in plaliniim. S45
othen fi2 to Sfou.
.

.

.

wr

.

.

.

.

.

92euj
Brides of

tomorrow should wear

In the lovely

f

he styles of

new Orange Blossom

every exquisite curve reflects the
value.

Orange Blossom,

tomorrow

.

rings that will set the fashions for years to come.

.

.

'ears -Dr/r/es

creations, every smart line speaks of Traiit> leadership in ring design

skill of

Traub craftsmen

The Traub trade mark guarantees

GENUINE

t/?e

.

at

all

all

the

you can
better

.

.

.

.

.

.

each carefully selected Traut diamond proclaims

desire

jewelers,

in

an engagement or wedding ring

costs

no

more than

inferior

.

.

.

yet

imitations.

Our

interesting hooklet, "Wedding King Sentiment", free on
request. Ask your jeweler, too, about the new vogue in scarf (urn.

COMPANY

TRAUB MANUFACTURING
CSS McGraw Avenue

Detroit, U.

Walkervillc

\o King Wilhoul

Thiy

trade

Mart

CJenuine Orange liloisom
T^ADt

S.

A.

Ontario

[® ^ZSSiS^

>«A>K
I

Is

J
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PIOTOPLAY
A\'E you seen "The
White Hell of Pitz

;'rs

Hi

Palu"?
Then take

No?

producers nuist continue
IKimport
importing foreign
fc
directors

CloSe-UpS

mg

and

we would welcome the

L ong-Shots

cents and go see it the first
chance you get, leaving your

nervous Aunt Hat tie at
home.
BUT if you see Cirahain
the

made this picture, and who
carved a magnificently
luunan story out of an

James R. Quirk

l)ill

POOR old Cal York, whose
thankless job

as the shouting dialogue ac-

good shot of pre-war Jamaica ginger
he less harmful to your nerves.
one of the

is

It will

finest miles of cellu-

into awesome
hy the magic of the camera.
Pitz Palu is the most fearsome and inaccessible of all the Alps, and the story
of the picture is that of two men and a woman who

ever transmuted

spectacle

out to conquer

its

terrifying north wall.

It

start

has an

epic majesty.

it

origiiud version the bright lads

In

its

to

tliis

country called

ear while the film

some

itself

who brought

McXamee in to pound your
was smashing your eyes with

most vividly

of the

realistic .scenes

ever photo-

They
notices

New York

be to the

all

gave the picture

deserved but

it

itself

uj) a

let

news[)aper

critics.

the magnificent

unanimous

yell for

mercy on the descriptive howling.

The

McXamee's attempt to be of
an .Mpine avalanche lias only been
Floyd (iibbons' vocal victory o\cr

utter futility of

assistance to

by

e(|nalled

.\dmiral IJyrd's aeroplane on

the South

Pole,

its life

and

THE
avalanche
later

stenographer.

of

its

the mountain side.

tiie

see the

permits

the

but effective

way

i)i(liire

own rough

.said Cal's l>cautiful and blonde
" This has gone far enough.

Didn't I tell you these Vallee fans were getting sore
and were going to buy .some other magazine if you
kept this up?"
"What's the matter now?" asked Cal.
"Well,

look at

fourteen

these

said Old Cal,

"and

letters

will

yon

tiiat

ju.st

you

notice,

Dora, that they're all anonymous, in the same
let's call it
handwriting and on the same
stationery? There may be something in what gave my
revered grandfather. Walter Winehell, the columnist,

dumb

.

when someone
anonymous and ai)usive
Uudy."

a laugh,

told

.

.

.

.

.

him that most of these
came from relatives of

letters

THIS writer of dozen-lot

Vallee fan letters

is

quite

and wrote
.six; stopped off at Trenton, X. J., to knock off a few
more: and wound up by writing from three different
Xew York hotels to catch the same mail. Such a
a traveler.

\crsion
to find

to

deatii d.isli (o

where, also, you couldn't

picture for the noise.

down

LOOKAHERE,"

came in."
"Yeah,"

graphed.

PR.VISE

is

als at the Hollywood depot,
and who attends all the strawberry festivals
and oyster suppers in that parish for Photo
PL.VY, got fourteen ]>eevish notes from Rudy
N'allee adorers in two weeks on account of
his lack of reverence and respect for Yale's
modest little heart paljjitator. Shouldn't
.something be done about tiuit?

theater and l)uy yourself a

loid

it

gather departures and arriv-

companist, pass right by the

HERE

ice-

t)erg.

By

—

McXamee's name on

arrival

Arnold Franck who

of Dr.

this fifty

She

willing little helper!

visited .\tlantic City

years we have been hearing charges of conFOR
spiracy between Will Hays and the motion picture

But up

Huns.

now

until

I

always thought that these

came only from a

accusations

mad

band

of

"This
pictures.

little

anointed censors, half-baked educators, love-starved

and Shakespearean

old ladies,

fans.

been indicted for everything from stealing the
Statue of Liberty to attempting to HoUywoodize the
Javanese peasantry.
They have plotted and schemed to break down

up by prohibition and the income

tax.

They have incited Uncle Elmer to corn likker and
taught Grandma Twitchell to smoke cigarettes.
They have demoralized our nurseries, co-educational
American Legion

institutions,

posts,

and the National

Geographic Society.
They caused epidemics of gang wars, unemployment

and bootlegging.

They were

responsible

directly

drought, the dope

for

the

traffic,

gin.

In fact,
rent

it

hi.story

wholesome

would appear to the close student of curthat the movies were not exactly a

influence.

BEGIXXIXG

about five years ago Photopl.vy
"Best Six of the Month" and its list of
best performances as special marks of distinction to
.started its

and

pictures

players.

month producers,

This

and

authors

directors,

players compelled us to increa.se the six to thirteen
best pictures.

SO

it

seems

like there

of conspiracy,

raise the

may

be some truth to cliarges

and that the

code,

diabolical plot

is

to

standard of productions to meet the rising

Maybe

standard of public demand.
just a

mean

Will

old arch-conspirator after

all,

but the screen
no absolute
monopoly in the motion picture business, but the
industry, in many ways, acts as a unit under the
direction of Will H. Hays."
More and better conspiracy of the sort now being
in

Hays

is

fair

AND

while we are on the subject of the maligned
and patient Mr. Hays, may I inject my opinion
that Will Hays has proved the wisdom of the group
of protlucers who, in their hour of need, turned to him.
He lead them out of the wilderness of bad pictures,

AN

author,

FRO^I

30

New York
optimi.stic

stage

better

new

to Hollywood,

had been trying

visit to

the

Variety,

my

favorite weekly, I cull the tale

ored for admission.

EVERYBODY

who knows Samuel Goldwyn and

Florenz Ziegfeld looked for a clash of tempera-

ments when they combined their efforts to make
"Whoopee."
Will Rogers said the dialogue rights for a dictagraph record of their conferences during the production would be worth five thousand dollars.
The clash occurred when it came to costuming the
Ziegfeld show girls in the Indian reservation .scene.
The Broadway squaws were all dolled up with
feathers and not much else.

GOLDWYN'S costume designers ordered ten thousand goose feathers. When Ziegfeld heard of this
a new high, and rushed into Goldwyn's office.

hit

"Imlians don't wear goose feathers," he cried,
"and I won't stand for it. I want real eagle feathers."
"But they'll look ju.st as good on the .screen," .said
Goldwyn. ".Vnd besides there aren't enough eagle
feathers in existence."

"Nevertheless

make

poor so-called

They

all

I

want eagle

geese out of

won.

my

feathers.

You're not

girls."

They searched two weeks and

the eagle feathers west of the Mississippi.

cost only twenty-five thousand dollars.

getting lambasted from

and observe such a distinguished antl broadminded churchman as Cardinal Hayes saying recently
is

more and

the boneheadedest stunt

Ziegfeld

by any means.

all sides,

while he

will give us

is

of the month.
A
Chicago exhibitor showed "Common Clay" advertised
for ".\dults Only" under local censorship orders, and
as an added attraction, liooked a show of twenty
children from a neighborhood dancing school. They
had to turn away ten thousand children, who clamof

bought

that the

.

"Mr. So and So is tied up." the secretary said.
"Well," mused the harassed one, "I knew he would
be hanged sooner or later."

NOT
But

the

.

office.

going to

now

.

There

The executive couldn't see him.
One day he made one last desperate

trade practices, into reform from within the industry.

is

.

vainly to see the head supervisor for weeks

public distrust, threatened national censorship, unfair

take a look at

.

pictures.

he

just

Hollywood

.

with his

group relation work, and advocacy of

legitimate stage which

in the best of taste

virtually free of filth.

hatched

trade practices.

that pictures are perfect

motion
be sure, there are occasional films

in striking contrast to the case of

To

recent

the Brazilian revolution,
the industrial depression, and the popularity of home-

made

is

which are not
is

THESE wily and unscrupulous picture fellows have

respect for law built

the erstwhile censorious Worcester, Mass.,
Telegram, agreeing editorially with the Cardinal
Hayes statement, and adding:

preachers, self-

gallant

professional reformers, publicity

AND

is

"reeking with

filth"

about the motion picture.

—

when Lawrence Tibbett was
Manual .Vrfs High School, of Los
he was turned down when he tried to sing

STR.VNGE

but true

a student at the
.\ngeles,
in

the school glee club.

—

OVe

Warners' new
you
WHEN
colored comedy, "Fifty Million
see

in a

Taxi /

Techiii-

KrL-nchmen," you'll see Claudia Dell and
William Gaxton havinj^ tender moments in
a taxi-cab. But this is the way it's done
as private as Times Square at theater hour!
Si

'Who is Hollywood's
The Old Guard

has

surrendered, and

new

nabobs

b oss the

cliques and clans of

Filmania

to receive an invitation to their parties.
Mrs.
Williams dissipated the fortune and, since ilic
death of her husband, misfortune has dogged lu r
footsteps.
She is almost forgotten in Holly wtu
Only a few years before that, the Charlie K.i
built a magnificent home in Beverly Hills and >.
themselves up as social leaders. They rarely in\ ii.
screen people to their affairs
only the old faniilii ,!

:

:

i

—

and the

Los AngelcsandPasadvi
Charlie lost his money when he became an imit
pendent producer and made " Miles Standish." ]!e
was an utter failure as a producer. Today he is
studying voice and singing, trying to get back into
pictures again.
A few weeks ago Mrs. Ray attended a party at the Lawrence Tibbetts'. Few
She seemed sad and alone.
of the guests knew her.
Now word comes she and Charlie have separated.
As in the Moreno-Williams days, the social leadership of Hollywood is again divided between two
women Marion Davies and Mary Pickford.
socially select of

.-

-

—

Mary

Pickford is still one of Hollywood's undisputed social queens, ruling at the Palace of Pickf air. But she
and Doug mingle more now

THE

old order changeth. Four years
ago, Photoplay published a story
on the social leaders of Hollywood.
At that time there were two Mrs.
Antonio Moreno and Mrs. Earle Williams,
whose husband died two years ago.
Daisy Moreno, ncc Danziger, no longer
cares for social life.
She has turned her
beautiful Hollywood mansion into a school
for girls and is living in a small apartment
while she and Tony are building a modest
little home to take the i)lace of the spacious
house. She spends most of her time at her
business ofl'ice, where she administers the
affairs of her large fortune and her numerous charitable interests.
Florine Williams was also a wealthy
woman when she married Earle. Earle,
himself, had saved quite a comfortable fortune from his long years of movie work,
and they entertained lavishly.
Almost
everyone in the film colony was delighted

—
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socialites at a Marion
of course, are Gloria Swanson

Three Hollywood

Davies party. The other two,
and Charlie Chaplin

Social Leaderf
miszs:

By

Kat h e r in e
Albert
in
It must be understood that there is no Society
llnllywood as there is in Mayfair, Park Avenue,
For Hollywood
Newport and Palm Beach.

Society is made up of celebrities, beauties, brains
and the dazzling Royalty of Filmdom. Vou must
have a great name, great success, or be extremely
amusing if you would belong.
There are no social traditions, no old families, in
Mrs. Moreno has these, however.
Hollywood.
Her father was the first oil king of California, and
was
a famous beauty and social leader.
mother
her
There is no social rivalry between ]Marion
Davies and Mary Pickford. Invitations to both
houses are like royal commands and may not be

disregarded by those who receive them. Marion's
beautiful Santa IMonica beach home is a real salon,
where celebrities and brilliant people of all sorts
Once, when she went abroad, a Los
gather.
Angeles paper carried this headline: "Marion

Davies Goes to Europe.
less in

Thousands

Now Home-

HoUvwood."

At one time Pickfair, the home of Mary and
Doug, was the mecca of all those with social ambiA bid to a dinner at their home was tantations.
mount, in Hollywood, to having your name in the
' Blue Book."
'

k
An

invitation

from Marion

almost a comand a
welcome one, for her parties
are always interesting and
extremely amusing

Davies

mand

in

is

Hollywood

—

And, by the way, the only
of anyone connected with
pictures that appears in the
famous social Blue Book is that
of Antonio Moreno. That is because of his wife's social

name

standing.

Mary and Doug

are not as

They
aloof as they cmce were.
have taken to going out. And,
protheir
unloaded
as they have
ducing worries, they spend more
and more time going places and
seeing things. While once they
staved upon their

hill

and the

leading lights of the world

ruled so long.
Pickfair, Beverly Hills home where Mary and Doug have
for its entertainment of foreign celebrities

Famous

came

do them homage, they are
now seen at the Mayfair dances
and private parties, at the popular restaurants, and even at

up

to

previews.

3S
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Hollywood's social belles ring

Four years ago

Mr. and Mrs. Antonio
picture folks.
Now,

Mr. and Mrs. Earle WilUanis \^citr ainuug
Hollywood's most popular hosts, not long
ago. Now Earle is dead, and Mrs. Williams

Moreno entertained
in a

modest home, she devotes most
time to managing her millions

of her

also, has been the scene of many a party
younger set, which is headed by Mary Brian. They
seem to have taken the high hat off the cupola of Pickfair.
The Film Capital has its own "400," its Inner of Inncrs, its
Social Climbers, its Rovers, its Lone Wolves, and those who
either scorn or cannot make the social grade. It has its own
intrigues and social politics, too.

Their beach house,

for the

ring out, as years pass

in,

is

out of the social picture

Mary Brian is the most popular member of the younger stl.
June CoUyer runs her a close second. Because both of these
girls arc working (and working hard) and have not the leisure
of the wealthy debutantes, they do not entertain as frequently as they otherwise might.
But Mary's name is included on the guest list of almost every party and she has
been rumored engaged more times than Ma.e Murray has had
lawsuits.

the groups and cliques change from month to month.
BUT
I'olks who work together in studios have a way of striking

up sudden friendships, and a director often joins a social group
at the beginning of a picture and is wished out after the last
shot is made. This goes for producers, also.
Greta Garbo, who might be a leader if she chose, prefers the
society of a few of her own countrymen. She has found that
even these have exploited her.
Clara How, because of her popularity on the screen, might,
you suppose, be the social leader of a screen set. She is not.
She is seldom invited to big parties, for she prefers the company
of the studio workers.

you might believe that Gloria Swanson is a leader. She
She seldom entertains at large parlies now. Her groups
are small and intimate.
On the other hand Basil Rathbone and his wife, Ouida
Bergere, are the leaders of a very definite and a very large
group. To the fans these two are comparatively unknown, yet
they entertain almost every evening. Their weekly bills for
flowers alone makes your salary check look like a couple of
packages of chewing gum. Their parties are large. They are
Also,

isn't.

They are freciuent.
Lilyan Tashman has all the qualities of a social leader. She
At the time she married Eddie Lowe she was not one of the
most popular players, socially. That she could have overcome
this, and is now head of a group, proves that she has the stuff of
which the social order is made. She and her husband entertain
grandly, and she also has the generalship to set the styles.
Known as "the best dressed woman in Hollywood," she needs
but to appear at the Embassy Club in a new creation to have it
copied by all her followers.
lavish.

is.

You might suppose that Grace Moore, the beautiful prima
donna, had a coterie. She chose a palace in which to live, but
she established no salon. Her friends are, for the most part,
musical and, like Aileen Pringle, mostly men. No big parties,
no lavish affairs, merely small "drop-in" groups.
the wit, the
Aileen Pringle has the mark of the social leader
vivacity, the smartness it requires. Joseph Hergesheimer onr
said of her that she possessed the ability to turn the mo; t
meagre corner into a drawing room of charm. Her domain is
among the litcrdli where brilliance of thought rather than cf
entertaining counts.
Since .\ileen has been devoting much of her time to the stage,
with the hard work and study that necessitates, she doesn't go
out mucli, and the home where so many brilliant literary lights
of the country gathered is now devoted entirely to the care and
nursing of her mother, who is ill.

—

NEWone

leaders spring up and burn their little light for awhile.
.\t
time Ona Brown, e.\-wife of Director Clarence
Brown, entertained more than any other one person. Where
is she now ?
Who knows!
Great stars and other theatrical powers come out from New

York. They establish their own social order, or are absorbed
into one of the motion picture sets.
Always there is Marion Davies, the last word. As in the
royal establishments of old, many are bidden by Marion because of their wit. They become court jesters at la niaison
Davies.
Others are invited for the very good reason that
Marion happens to like them. There are many who have tried
to cross the threshold of that white house at Santa Monica and
ple.ase turn to page 125
have never made the grade.
[
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Charlie *'Red-Head"

Bickford speaking —

Il?fi!

on pictures, producers,

and how Hollywood
gets that

i

1

1

>'

way!

Harry Lang

By

c

s

HARLIE BICKFORD

offered the

comment

that

if

he could make as much money engineering as he does
acting, he'd be damned if he'd go on being an actor.

••Whv?"

"Hell I" he exploded, festooning a

little

more than two yards

of himself across an overstuffed chair, "I like engineering!"
'•Don't vou like acting?"
"Oh, sure. But not this hooey they're giving me to do."

"For instance?"
"Well, look at this next picture I'm to do, 'The Passion
Flower.' I'm the passion!"
Well, it's a cinch they couldn't expect him to be the flower!
Six feel, two, as red-headed as no man has a right to be, and
with a face like something you're afraid of meeting in the
dark, vou'd never cast him as a violet, say.
"It's just another one of those pictures," he goes on snort-

"The Passion Flower"— "poor boy marries poor
and thev have kids and a terrible time. Along comes a
rich
rich vamp and he leaves the wife and goes off with the
telling
one. So the wife sits down and writes him a letter
Junior
him the daffodils are blooming in the front yard and
can write 'cat.' So he goes back to the wife. Boloney,
vith a capital B!"
He grins. He's got an amazing face. And what a color

ing about
girl

The hair is purple-red. The face is glaring brickThe evebrows are blond. The eyes are blue. Adda

-.heme!
red.

blue shirt,

brown

something

startling.

tie

and gray

suit,

Funny part

and the ensemble

of it

is,

when

is

he's all

dressed up, he looks just like an actor. Doesn't look a bit
like the he-man stuff he does on the screen.
"You're not very much sold on pictures, then?"

But not on what they're doing with
Soon as these birds get the idea out of
golf is ruining their business, they'll
miniature
their heads that
If they'd
realize it's bad pictures that's doing the damage.
more
get a few good directors and a supervisor with a little
or two!
picture
good
a
make
might
brain than a cootie, they
"The trouble with pictures. . ."
Well, Bickford was off on his pet topic. He's an insurgent
and he doesn't mind how or when or to whom he tells it.
". . . trouble with pictures is that they get good material
and good people, but they don't let 'em do their stuff. They
him,
get a writer who's done great stuff, and then they tell
No, you can't write for us like you do for the stage; it's a
different business.' They give him two or three formulas
and a tvpewriter and say, ''^'ou must write this way.'
"The poor sap sits down and says he can't do it. Then he
thinks of 81,000 a week, and the swell house he's got out
if he
here, an<l he says to himself that it's pretty soft, and
can kid it along for a few months, he can go back to Broad-

"

A

S a medium, ves.

/Vthat

mcilium'.

.

way with a

nice

roll.

of fine talent shot!
"Same with actors.

stage

and

So he kids

it

along,

and

there's a lot

—

They see an actor make good on the

him in movies.' Then
him do his stuff. They give him something
tlr.n' to p.vge 1.?6
please
him and waste his [

sav, 'We've got a spot for

thev don't
uns'uited to

let

Over six feet of bone, gristle, brain and acting ability
that's Big Boy Charlie Bickford, the two-ton tornado or

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer. When he speaks, he says
something, and when he doesn't like a part, he talks
right out in meeting

]

So

olleen
In Search
of a new

Coiffure
Photography

by

Hal Phyfe

The windblown bob, shingled

close in the back,
with ragged edges pulled forward on the face,
might have been created for Colleen Moore, so
well does it emphasize her pert personality.
We're inclined to vote for this one

The
to

we all know
She made this

Colleen as

her.

Dutch cut as famous as
the long, blonde Pickford curls

56

simplicity of this bob entitles it
be called "The Debutante." The

long ends are tucked into a small roll
at the back of the neck. Posed with
Reno, of Charles of the Ritz

Colk'fii Moori-'s
AFT1:R
play, "On the Loose,"

stage
she is

first

])lannini; to

change her style of
adventure

And what an
liair-dressing.
this will be for Colleen, whose

Dutch cut
has endured for years and was such a
definite part of her screen personality!
She wants to come back to the screen as
a different tvpe, with a totally different
bob.

Miss Reno, of the staff of Charles of
the Ritz, at the Ritz Tower, New York,
means of
is helping Colleen to decide by
wigs and by experimenting with her own
hair. But it's a dit'ticult decision for ColIf you are one of her adleen to make.
mirers you might write her in care of
Photopi..\y's New York office and tell
her which style of hair-dressing you think
is

most becoming

to her.

Well, now, whoever would have thought that a
boyish hair comb would turn a cute Colleen into
Kay Francis had
such an ultra-sophisticate?
This is Colleen's own
better look to her laurels
back
brushed
dark hair, smartly
!

Reno shows CoUeen another variation
of "The Debutante" bob. Kere she
parts the hair high on the right side
and draws it down flatly from the part
into a few close but soit waves

Even

a

Madonna

hair-

dress cannot subdue the
Moore sprightliness.
There's a neat bun at
the back
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Rube

In Hollywood

Goldberg's First

all

seem

the automobiles

to

be driven by dizzy

PULLED

I

up in front of a gas station that looked like Luna Park in

Coney Island and before I could
say what I wanted a sun-bronzed
attendant, clad in immaculate white,
thrust his head through the window and
said, " God's country, isn't it '' I simply
answered, "No," and drove off.
!

Everything in Southern California

is

When you step off the train a
representative of the Chamber of Commerce sneaks up behind \ou and gives
you a jab of something that makes you
fine.

Ye Olde Rube

people who have to live anywhere else.
get the avocado dust into your veins you are lost
to the rest of the world. You bulge with local pride and your
eyes blaze with the light of ecstasy every time they break
ground for a new cafeteria.
Vou develop that best-in-the-world complex. You know
that you have the best roads in the world, the best ocean in
the world, the best automobile collisions in the world, the best
music in the world, and the best toothaches in the world.
I happened to be in Hollywood when the reports for the
1930 census came in. E.xtra papers appeared on the streets
with screaming headlines: "Orange Manor shows stupendous
increase of 568 per cent during last ten years;" "Bilgewater
had three citizens ten years ago. Today it has ninety. An
increase of three thousand per cent;'' ".Ml census records
broken by Santa Boloney." I couldn't quite get the importance
of these startling announcements.
Mere numbers never did impress me. If I had read, "John
T. Zoolf, a resident of Pasadena, just invented a new self-tying
shoe-lace out of his own head," that would have impressed me
as being important. But what I started out to tell you about
was my first experience in making a
motion picture.
feel sorry for

Once you

I was very much scared
reported on the Fox lot the

Frankly

when

I
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By

Rube

women and

eighty-year-old

men

after "The Golden State Limited"' deposited my tremlliiii
form on an empty but beautifully illuminated real estate Ic
velopment. On the way to the studio I saw fourteen aut'ino
bile collisions.
All the cars seemed to be driven by di.^zx
women and eighty-year-old men.
\\ hen I arrived all the supervisors immediately called a con^
fercnce.
I felt flattered.
But I soon found out that a confer-

day

ence in Hollywood is equivalent to a yawn anywhere else,
While I waited they were holding a conference to decide ho\^
to dispose of a goldfish that had died during the night.
I had never written a scenario or a play so it was with short
gasps and wheezes that I recited my plot to the assembled
executives.
My final gulp was greeted with an eloquent
silence.
1 did not know that it is a matter of etiquette for tb
others to wait for the highest-salaried of the executives to
speak first. He finally said, "I guess that herring I ate last
night didn't agree with me."

THE next

in financial importance spoke up. "You must bo
careful, chief," he said. " I stick to simple things. If you want
something tasty and nourishing try pigs' knuckles with cream."
"Speaking of food," said the top notch supervisor, addressing me, " how would you like to have dinner with me tonight?
Let's all have dinner. You're my guests." I felt flattered to

be included in the invitation.

my

They decided

to pick

me up

at
A

hotel.

When

the celluloid chiefs arrived I invited them upstairs fora cocktail. Much to my joy and surprise they accepted with
astonishing agility. .As the cocktails took their exhilarating
effect the conversation drifted around to talk of where we
should eat. Not knowing any of the Hollywood feed stalls
I modestly allowed the movie giants to settle it among themselves.

Finally the host

'

JJ
c
IJ. t Trl

I -f
SCI]
/7

"Why

was struck with a

not
brilliant idea.
eat right herein this beautiful room?"
he aske<l in the form of a question
^"' which the others took as a final

edict.

The

others

knew

at once they

p

*

socks
lives through studio experience

Inventor

^^^
IV^LLllC/
^^^

They

tolerated

me

because

I

of self-supporting

made myself inconspicuous by

The yes-men don't even bother to
all eat in my room.
say "yes"' any more. It is understood.
The chief mogul did all the ordering and I must say that he
knew food. The lavish way in which he ordered bore out some
of the glittering tales I had read about the fabulous grandeur
I think I ate six helpings of caviar and four
of the movies.
would

I wanted to make them believe I was no
tenderloin steaks.
slouch myself.
The conversation became loud and general and I seemed to
be the only one who noticed the pleading look in the waiter's
eye as he stood there for half an hour dumbly afraid to bring
up the subject of the check.
Suddenly the host announced that we were all going to the
studio to look at a fdm that had not yet been released. They
all made a grab for their hats and dashed toward the elevator.
That is, they all dashed but myself and the waiter.
The waiter immediately lost his dumb, pleading look and
assumed a scornful, threatening attitude.
I signed the check.
We went to the studio and saw the film. Then we went to
the room of a moving picture comedian in a downtown hotel
and watched him do card tricks for two hours. Each of the
members of our party stole out of the room at various stages
of the entertainment leaving me to drowsily applaud the
mysticism of the amateur prestidigitator. However, the head
supervisor did not leave so quickly that I was robbed of the

opportunity of thanking him for his hospitality.
brushed me aside and told me to forget it. But

He modestly
I

couldn't.

was with a few misgivings and some suspicion that I took
ITpossession
of the beautiful two-room bungalow they allotted
to me the following day on the lot. I spent the first uneasy
hour waiting for the rent collector. But none came. The
moving picture people are indeed inconsistent.
There was a shower bath adjoining each room. A friend
cleverly suggested that I call the place "Twin Showers" but a
jealous gag man said the title should be, "They knew what he
needed." I did not know why they had showers in oflices until

posing on one of

my

modernistic lamps

It gave the
I had been in Hollywood for a few weeks.
executives a chance to wash the song writers out of their hair
and helped them cool off when they got hot under the collar.
An asbestos lawn separated my bungalow from the offices
of the casting director across the way and all day long I could
.-Mthough I had hopes,
see beautiful girls pass my window.
Every girl you
none of them came in my office by mistake.
saw was as beautiful as Greta Garbo or Norma Shearer or
Janet Gaynor. You wondered why they were not all stars.

after

—

SOON

heard one of them order a Iamb stew in the studio resShe had a Bronx accent. The talkies spoiled it for
Nevertheless they were still beautiful and every
all the dolls.
time I reall>- wanted to concentrate on my work I had to go
back to my hotel.
A friend of mine whispered that if they liked you personally
on the lot you could go far. I walked up to everyone I saw
and said, "I want to be liked." I slapped a movie director
on the back and asked jovially, "Sidney, how are you coming
along with your retakes?" He winced and answered, "Don't
do that. I am doctoring for lumbago and you just set me back

I taurant.

''

three treatments.
I graciously approached a female star and said, "You look
simply wonderful. I hope your new picture is a knockout."
She replied, "I'm sorry I haven't time to talk. I have a date
with a plastered oil man to buy my 8300,000 home and I don't
"
want to miss him.
The onlv person I could find who would talk pictures around
the studio was a newsboy at the entrance gate and I was told
In Hollywood they talk
later that he was slightly cracked.
business only at social gatherings and talk pleasure only during

business hours.

my story after the first writing but made me
over again. In fact I rewrote it five times and they
If they don't like your story, they shoot it as it is.
still liked it.
.\s a rule thev do not want authors hanging around the sets
In fact, after the authors
while the picture is being made.
please tur.n to p.\ce 90 )
have finished the scripts, they
[
They

write

liked

it all
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How
On
you're famous and imin Holly-

enough
IFportant
wood, you can
lord

live like a

— or lady — on

nothing

a year!

As a matter of

many

fact,

a good

do!

You've heard all about those
bold, bad racketeers who prey

Live High
a Ye a r

to

$0
Not

all

racketeers are

gunmen

— some

that, because of her position,
she should not be expected to
make a down payment.
" But no, naiurdlcmcni, " exclaim the salesmen, pulling at
their forelocks in gestures of
obeisance. They arc only too
delighted to have her grace
She assures them that her monthly payment

are

Hollywood picture players

upon the innocent, trusting
movie players, take their hard-earned salaries away from
them, overcharge them for food, rent and clothes and otherwise
make their lives a burden.
Hut the Hollywood rackets are not confined to the pineapple
brigade. The players know a couple of neat tricks themselves.
If you're an inlluential citizen of Hollywood and your name is
smeared across the marquees of many theaters you can live
comfortably on practically nothing a year.
Here are some of the stunts in which a few players indulge.
For obvious reasons names cannot be given.
A certain clever woman player has had the use of expensive
cars for a year without pa>ing for them.
It's all done with
mirrors and a swift tongue. The lady goes into an automobile
salesroom. The salesmen, seeing
little

product
be high.
.Ml smiles (^everybody happy?) the lady leaves with the car.
Hut at the end of the first month no check arrives. Most discreetly, the agency writes her saying they're sure she has overlooked the first payment. (They're much more polite to her
than they would be to you and me, ma'am). She does not
reply. Another month slips by. Still no check. Again a note
is dispatched.
No answer and another month passes.
By this time they're pretty mad, so they come and get the
car, which is quite all right with the player, since she has had the
use of it for three months without charge. Nothing daunted,
she goes into another agency and the same process ensues.
She's been doing this for over a
their
will

such an important customer,
knock each other dow^n getting to
She explains, in her very

her.

grandest manner, that she
would like one of their cars but

year.
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Naturallv, onlv well known
and [please turn to page 1461

T7oo

Much Sex

Appeal

Alice White, cute but
contractless,

^^'^'^

prescribes

horn-rimmed goggles
and

flat- heeled

shoes
for the business girl

A

YEAR

peared on

ago Alice White was one of the most popular
players on the screen. She was a star by public demand. P^.xhibitors throughout the country were certain of filling their houses when Alice's name apthv^ir

marquees.

With her fans, Alice is as popular as ever. But she is minus
a contract. She has shaken the dust of the First National lot
off her feet forever. Alice is the victim of that strange fantastic
quality called sex appeal
"It' to you, Madame Glyn.
Because of her naughty eye, her cute legs and her pert manner, Alice lost five of the best stenographic jobs she ever had.
After she became a star the sex appeal handicap still pursued
her.
She was suspected by nine-tenths of the wives in Hollywood. She discovered that the very thing that brought the
fans into the theater to see her was what, eventually, lost her
a starring contract. Sex appeal is a luxury, not a commodity.
" Believe me, " said Alice, " the only way to get along in business is to wear horn-rimmed spectacles and flat-heeled shoes.
'I'he cute girl doesn't have a chance, honestly.
"I was a pretty good stenographer. 1 always worked hard
and I needed the work. But I lost my first position because
the wife of the boss thought I had too much sex appeal.
"The boss never got fresh with me. As a matter of fact the
men are square shooters. It's the jealous wives, who haven't
sense enough to keep their own husbands, who cause all the
trouble.
" I was thrilled with my first job. I knew that I had to make

—

good. Six weeks after I got it the boss' wife came in. She took
one look at me and rushed into her husband's oflke. I was
fired that afternoon.
I was too proud to make the boss give
me an explanation. I went home crying and told my grandmother about
it.

She couldn't understand and
I must have been too fresh

thought

n

XJ

/

J

d

CI 11

C

in the office, but I wasn't.
in
work to be fresh.
" I knew that it was not

I

was too scared

of

making a mistake

my

my fault that I had lost the job. It
was just because a wife was so afraid of losing her husband that
she could not bear to have one cute girl in his office. It did one
thing for me. It taught me a lesson. When I marry I shall
know a better way of keeping my husband than firing all the
good looking girls who work for him.
"Once I was working as a stenographer in the publicity department of the Pickford Studios. I needed the work and
seemed to be doing well when suddenly I got my notice. Later
I learned that someone had seen me wearing a little cretonne
dress that she thought did not cover me suflicicntly.
It was
the middle of summer. I had made the dress myself, because
I couldn't afford any others.
It was short, like they were wearing them then. It was sleeveless because I wanted to be cool.
I didn't have any idea that anybody would think it vulgar.
Mv grandmother had said it was all right. Anvhow, I got
fired.

"T WAS

working as a clerk in an office. I was standing at the
JL files one day when the boss' wife came in. She came over
and started to talk to me and seemed very nice. I liked her and
talked a lot. She said she thought it was a shame for me to be
working in an office and that I should go on the stage. I just
laughed. The next day 1 was fired.
"It's been the same way the whole time I was working in
pictures. Do you blame me for having an inferiority complex?
Do you wonder that I'm afraid to go
in a room full of people? I know I'll
^^^ criticized and I'm scared to death
77* ,, r>
f
11 r li
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ISGIPLINE
NETTA LYNN

wasn't accustomed to be kept waiting.
is to say she had grown unaccustomed to it recently
since she had shot up to stardom through her
recent success in a picture. Before that she had done
than her share of it. And Don Stafford, for whom she

That

more

—

waited now, was only a director.
For the fourth time in twelve minutes Netta glanced at her
watch, and from her watch to the plain stern face of Miss
Frendyce, who was Mr. Stafford's secretary. It was on the tip
of Netta 's tongue to suggest to Miss Frendyce that she remind
Mr. Stafford of her presence, when the secretary suddenly
ceased typing, searched with secretarial diligence among her
papers for some memo, and not finding it, snapped out of her
chair and whisked out of the room.
Netta took advantage of her opportunity. Getting up, she

knocked at the door marked "Private," opened it a crack and
peeked in. To her surprise she saw Donald Stafford calmly
gazing out of the window.
At the opening of the door, he turned and saw her.
"Oh, come in, Netta."
"I thought you were busy!" she said shortly, extremely
annoyed.
"I was," he returned blandly. "Sit down." He thought of
explaining why he had kept her waiting. He owed it to her out
of politeness. But what could he say except "I've been trying
to summon up the courage to tell you some very bad news"?
.\nd his job was to break it to her gently.
So, perfunctorily, he said, "Sit down," and pretended to
straighten the articles on his desk, still racking his brains for
words that would hold some measure of comfort and hope,

1

—

B
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thing from one place to another on his desk, "when do
work on 'White Roses"? Is the script finished yet?''
He shook his head.

we

start

"When will it be?''
He looked at her and

wished that he could blot out her keen,
beauty the clear, gentian eyes, the tender, lovely
mouth. If she were only hard-looking and dissipated and calloused by life! Then it would be easy. But this girl, scarcely
twenty, with her pretty dream-bubble in her fine, wilful little
hands!
"Xetta," he said suddenly, "I've got something very unpleasant to say to you and I'm going to say it bluntly because
well, because I don't know how else to say it."
"'White Roses,' you mean?" she asked quickly. "I'm
I'm not to do it!'' Her voice faded almost away.
He nodded, and tried not to watch her eyes.

—

insistent

Don

Stafford stared across the desk at Netta, and
was disgust in his eyes. "So you're going to
you've lived on ray money all these months,
with your house and car and servants! Well, Netta,
you can't quit. I've other plans for you!"

there

quit, after

But Netta couldn't know that. She was furious. The idea
of keeping her waiting! Just for the fun of it, she supposed!
To discipline her! That's what he had said to her once, when
he had been directing her in "Birds of Ill-Omen." "You'll
never be any good as an actress, until you've learned discipline! ''
What rows they had had during the fdming of that picture!
And he had started out by being so sweet to her almost too
sweet! She had thought for a few brief weeks that she could get
to care for him, really to care.
He was good-looking in a dark, artistic way, with a thin,
almost gaunt face and deep, fire-lighted eyes. But that feeling
was short-lived. Soon it was nothing but one quarrel after
another, with him insisting that she play a scene his way, and
she stubbornly insisting upon playing it "the way she felt it,"

—

whereupon he would rave and swear that she w-as ruining his
picture. And how caustic and ironic he could be!
In the end, she had had the laugh on him because "Birds of
Ill-Omen" had practically made a star of her overnight, while
his direction of it had received only faint praise.
So naturally he had it in for her and enjoyed "disciplining"
her by keeping her waiting!
"Well," she asked coolly, after he had moved every tiny

—

"TT'S going

to be done as a talkie, and they are going to try
Phoebe Fentree to play it, the woman who made such
a hit in it on Broadway."
"But Phoebe I'entree has never been on the screen," Netta
-1-to

get

".Xnd she's thirty-eight, if she's a day."
"That doesn't matter," he retorted. "The talkies have
turned the whole industry upside down, and none of the old
rules apply any longer."
"But but," she broke in, only slowly, realizing the hugeness of her disappointment, because for weeks and weeks she
had dreamed and waked with the one burning ambition to play
the coveted role of Jenny in "White Roses," "but they promised it to me. They said I was to play it.
It's been in all the
papers and and," she bit back sudden tears, "if I can't play
Jenny, I don't want to play anything!"
He said nothing. There was a second blow he had to deal her
that was more brutal than the first, and he shrank from it as he
would from striking her physically.
"I suppose." she said angrily, "that they're going to put me
argued.

—

—

in

some

—

"

stupid, silly picture!
his head again, slowly, gloomily.

He shook

going to put you

in

anything

— now."

"They're not

"

Poor

little

Netta!

The microphone had
—

She stared at him blankly. "You mean they don't want
all!
You mean I'm fired?"
" My dear Netta
"Don't say 'my dear Netta' I" she flashed at him in a burst
or fear. "Tell me! I'm fired?"
of temper

me — at

—

—

—

"It

isn't

a question of being fired, Netta."

He

somehow. "It's a question
demand, and supplying it as adequately

cally to ease the hurt

the

—

—

tried heroiof supplying

as

possible.

Pinnacle Pictures and all
or rather a month ago
the rest of the big picture companies laughed at talkies. They
thought it was a fad, a novelty. Now all they want is talkies.
And the only people they
forever.
Silent films are finished
want are people with stage experience actors, directors,
writers.
Even established stars aren't going to be wanted
unless they come through with talk."
Suddenly she shot a question at him:
"Are you going to direct 'White Roses'?"

Yesterday

—

"I hope

I

—

"

—

her whipped, until

—

"But you haven't had anv

stage experience as a director."
think I could direct a talkie. At least, I'm going
make a stab at it if they give me the chance."
"Why don't they give me the chance then?" she demanded.
" I can act, and I can speak. And I can learn lines. I'U bet you
anything you like that I can play Jenny and talk Jenny as well
as Phoebe Fentree can! Give me the chance, Don. Make them
give me the chance!"
"I can't, Netta."
"

No, but

I

—

to

"You mean — you

won't!"
"Honestly, Netta," and he forced himself to look straight
into those blazing eyes, "you haven't the technique to play
Jenny."
"Oh!" she said understanding. So that was it! fli^ didn't
want her. Directors generally had the final word in the matter
of cast in the pictures they directed, and he had decided against

—

her!

am."

"T'M

terribly sorry, Netta.
J-to take
advice

—

my

You know

But

that.

if

you want

"Thanks," she cut in, her voice like ice, "but the last thing
want from you is advice."
Turning, she walked out of his office, and, in a daze of fury
and bitterness and disappointment, out of the Pinnacle Pictures

—

I

studio

—

fired!

That Netta jumped to conclusions and in so doing grossly
misjudged Don Stafford was, to a degree, justifiable. For who
knows whom in Hollywood? Strangers all, who come, with pasts
unquericd, from a thousand different dots on the globe to meet
haphazardly in vast studios. And pretty girls on their own (and
not only in Hollywood) learn quickly, if they don't know it
instinctively, that men, as a rule, regard them as lawful prey!
Not that Netta distrusted Stafford especially in this regard.
On the contrary, his conduct towards her after those first few
She thought
weeks had been disconcertingly impersonal.
merely that he disliked her, and considered her vain, conceited,
and with an altogether too-exalted opinion of herself as an
artist and actress. And as, deep in her heart, she knew he was

—

—

right, she resented

This happened

— that

it

the

more

in the fall of

fiercely.

1V28

— in September, to be exact

epoch-making month when, suddenly reversing itself,
the industry went talkie.
A few weeks later Netta
heard that Don Stafford
had been "fired" too, and
that a Broadway director
with ''stage experience"
was coming out to direct
"White Roses." She was
It would be pretglad.
tier, no doubt, to set it
down that she was sorry.
But she wasn't. Malice,
which in some measure
lies in all

of us,

made

heart exult, while

her

— par-

adoxically perhaps - it
softened it towards him.
The same rough hand had

struck him down, too!
Now he would taste some
of

her

bitter

medicine.

And how bitter it was!
By Christmas the little
near-star of yesterday was

broke and discouraged.
What Don Stafford had
said

turned

[Pl.li.ASE

out

to

be
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She'd accept the stock job. She'd
go to New York and tramp Broadway till she got a job. Anything,
thought Netta, to get away from
Hollywood, with its memories of
past glory— its hopeless future

"

John Wayne, wear-

•^

ing his four bushels
W
of hair
natural ),
plays a scene with Marguerite Churchill for "The
(

Big Trail." Upper right,
the handsome kid himself

Oh,
HE

for a

hasn't had a hair cut
since February.

Hair Gut/

B y Mi)' ia m

And when they

told
him he was to have the lead in "The Painted Lady"'
he stroked his long locks and asked if he were to be given the
title role.

John Wayne is six feet, two inches tall and w eighs 198 pounds.
He'd give five hundred dollars (if he had it) if they'd let him
get a hair cut tomorrow. But such is the price of fame.
John Wayne (Duke Morrison, to you football fans) began
his picture career as a prop man. And, if you were to sec him
in the flesh, you'd believe him when he says he had no intention
whatsoever of becoming an actor.
He won by a walk. Literally!
Here's the story. In 192.S, a freshman at the University of
Southern California, he made the footbaU team, and during the
summer, the school found a job
for him and Don Williams, also on
the varsity, at the Fo.x studio.
told the two boys that
he wanted them as trainers and
that he would take them on location to Colorado with him.
In
the meantime they were put on
what is known as the swing gang
in the prop room.
When you're
on the swing gang you're a sort of
glorified furniture mover, and not

Tom Mix

too darned glorified.

Weeks went by and the boys

HU gh e S

heard no word from Mi.v. They
discovered that he had gone to
Colorado without them, lie had
forgotten. Don WiUiams gave up in disgust, but John Wayne
worked on and the ne.xt summer he was put on a company as
prop man, which was a better job. During that year he broke
his ankle and didn't play football until the term was almost
over.
He expected to return to school in the fall, but a loan
which he hoped for did not come through and he had to go to
work.
He had been a good prop man and he got a steady job with
the Fox company. He hoped that, perhaps, if he worked hard
and kept his eyes open some day he might become a director.
One morning he was on his way to his set carrying a table.
Raoul Walsh was standing talking to a friend. John spoke to
the friend.
He didn't know Walsh.
"Who is that fellow?" asked
the director.
" Prop boy on John Ford's com-

Big John Wayne, who's

made good

in

**The Big

Trail," longs for the

''

pany.
"I like his walk," said Walsh,
"lie might be O. K. for the lead in
'The Hig Trail.' "
".Shall I call him and tell him
you want to see him?" asked the
friend.

"No,"

said Walsh.

until he passes this

snip-snip of the shears

"I'll

way

wait

again.

Job-like, the director waited.
[please turn to page 128 ]
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Carl Laemmle, famous film
veteran and president of Universal Pictures, proudly holds
daughter
of
and Mrs. Stanley Bergergrandchild,
Mr.
first
his
man. The happy mama is Granddaddy Carl's daughter. And
is the old gentleman proud!

Uncle Carl

Former Sennett bathing girl really steps off
deep end! Madeline Hurlock in the Good
Old Days. Recently she married Marc Connelly, noted playwright and author of "The
Green Pastures"

is

Grandpa Carl now!

to introduce Clara to the gamblers. "It would be just as
superfluous as to introduce Herb Hoover to the Senate," he said.
Clara How's lawyer had the last word when the thing was
all finished.
"The affair," he announced, "has been Clara-fied."

have

'T*HEY'RE
that

OH,

you've read all about Clara Bow's fifty-cent chips
813,000 checks, but there are a few little points that

yes,

anci

might be entitled:
"After the Bawl Is Over."
For instance, the wise cracks that flow up and down Hollywood Boulevard about the title of Clara's next picture.
One
mad wag suggested it be called "Check and Rubber Check."
Another countered with the proposal to make it "Chips That
Pass in the Night." But Paramount went them all one better
by re-titling her ne.xt picture, "No Limit." Who says there's
no sense of humor in Hollywood?
.\nother fast one was the come-back by the managers of the
Calneva resort to the printed implication that Clara's drinks
had been doped. They said: "Why, that's not true.
We
serve only the very best Scotch here!" So a squad of I'nde
Sam's prohibition agents got into the story by raiding the place.
Will Rogers' denial that he introduced Clara to the gambling
moguls was typically willrogersian.
He explained that he
went to Calneva with Clara and Rex Bell for dinner, but didn't

who is so up-stcge
looks in a mirror he refuses to recognize

talking about the star

when he

himself.

THE

Kraly fisticuffing at Mary
had its beginnings a long time
Elorabel
Muir.
ago, according to
It seems that during the making of "The Marriage Circle,"
some years ago, Mrs. Lubitsch and Mrs. Ona Brown, warm
Certain things then came to
girl friends, had a falling out.
Lubitsch's ears concerning matters said to be going on right
under his nose, and his long friendship with Kraly, scenario
writer, came to an explosive end.
But Ernst kept the peace, and divorced his wife without
scandal.
It was not until the Embassy party, when Lubitsch
charged his cx-wifc and Kraly with poking fun at him on the
dance floor, that the great director finally lost his temper
Ernst

Lubitsch-Hans

I'ickford's nice charity party

publicly.

Then the smacking began, and eye-witnesses report that
Doug Fairbanks himself rushed between the embattled
Teutons, crying, "Gentlemen! This can't go on!"

By

Gossip!

Cal.York

and Studios

Charlie Chaplin (the fellow in the white cap and the tennis
racket, if you've forgotten) and his best girl. She's Georgia
Hale, his leading lady in "The Gold Rush," aeons ago.
Charlie and his party snapped at the tennis tournament recently held at Los Angeles

—

And it certainly livened up Mary's part> even though it
distressed the chatelaine of I'ickfair.
This, incidentally, was the seventh bit of pommeling to be
enjoyed in Hollywood so far this year!

The only informal

picture for which

Ruth

Chatterton has posed in the last two years,
and it introduces Jock, newest member of
Ruth's family. She found him in a Hollywood
pet store and here he is

must have

ANN II.\RDING'S
which
movies

a story-book or one of the
she has played. .And now comes
a denouement more exciting and thrilling than any plot a
scenarist could conceive.
When .A.nn decided to go on the stage her father, an ofl'icer
high up in the United States .Army, completely disowned her,
cut her off with a shilling, as we novelists say. For years her
name did not pass his lips. She was no longer his child.
And then, several weeks ago, he was put into an army hospital
at San Francisco because he was suffering from an almost
incurable ailment.
life is like

fantastic

in

They had
his si.xty-first birthday Ann went to him.
not seen each other for years— this pale, beautiful woman
and this stern elderly gentleman, her father.

laughter by his brilliant wit.

I

wouldn't take anything for

was the one thing I needed
my life complete. We are perfectly happy now."
think
of
a pappy disowning Ann!
Just
that reconciliation.

"T TH HUH,"

It

to

make

as one of those HoUjrwood wits witted

^"^ about the Rex Lease- Vivian Duncan-Harold Duncan series of fisticuffs, "it's just another case of an eye
for an eye
both black."

—

On

They looked at each other and, without a word, she put her
arms around him. And she was his daughter again. She remained with him for a week or so and all the rancor of those
fell away from them.
"He's the bravest thing I ever saw," said Ann. "He is
taking his illness like the soldier he is and all during the time
I was there he kept everyone around him screaming with

years

was a big October for Lila Lee!
IT She
recovered her health, and got a marriage license.
The desert for a few months restored Lila's vitality, worn
to the danger point by terrific talkie work and rigorous dieting.
And Johnny Farrow, the blond scenario writer, stepped up
to the license window with Lila.
They had been romancing
until shortly before Lila's breakdown, when there was a severe
spat.

But they must have made

it

all

up

in a big

way.

47

—

No not a Romeo and Juliet scene, but a well-known screen menace
and the handsome stepson she acquires by her new marriage. In
other words, Natalie Moorhead and the young son of her new spouse,
Director Alan Crosland of Warners

EXCERPTS

from

Danny

Li'l

Cupid's Hollywood Notes:

Claire P.ay, beauty, who played Ilnniic Winkle in
pictures, says she will not marry Roy D'.\rcy, as published,
for the adequate reason that she's already married to Charles

E. Carnevale, Park

Avenue and Four Hundred
Ruth
and Hubby Jimmy Cornelius, real
It's a boy
Playwright Eugene
.

.

.

.

Good

luck, Vi!

.

.

.

.

OEEN

together at some of the places where people get
'^seen together in Hollywood: Clarence Brown and Sally
Blane.
And only a few short months ago he was engaged to
Dorothy lAlabam') Sebastian.

any day now!
you can begin to
WELL,appears
going
have a look at
as how the country
flutter

It

is

to

Maurice Chevalier.
Plotters are fi.\ing up a tour of twenty one-night stands for
the smiling Love-Parader when he gets back from his French
holiday.
The idea is that he's to swing right across the continent,
giving concerts in conjunction with Ben Bernie's band. The
boys will entertain, and then Chevalier will come out for the
second half of the show and sing plenty songs.
Now all we need is the route and then the country's ladies

can begin to go mad.

.

.

.

.

died during the war-time tlu epidemic. Then she married and
divorced Maurice "Lefty" Flynn, one-time Yale football star
and later a picture actor.

.

.

Walter has to live apart from Mary Kissel, whom he married
in Mexico, because his divorce from Actress Charlotte Walker
final yet
Pev Marley, divorcing Lina Basquette,
testifies that she is so jealous she even objected to his photographing beautiful actresses and making them look beautiful
on the screen
Luther Reed, who married Jocelyn Lee
last June 15th, sues for divorce and says she threw dishes at
him and raised a rumpus in Tia Juana, and Jocelyn Lee
answers right back, denies it, and says she's anticipating a
blessed event, as Winchell calls it
.\lma Rubens files
for divorce from Ricardo Cortez, charging desertion, and
adding that she's tired of Cortez taking all the credit for her
dope cure when it was really her own fight and victory. Now,
now. Alma, be yourself
Blonde \irginia Cherrill, Charlie
Chaplin's latest leading; lady, gets cuts and bruises when she
jumps out of the moving automobile of her c.\-fiance Buster
West and explains that she and he argued and he wouldn't
stop to let her out when she wanted out so she outed anyway,
and she won't marry West because her career comes first
Uncle Carl Laemmle is now Grampa Carl Laemmlc since his
daughter Mrs. Stanley Bcrgerman added a little girl to the
family
June Marlowe, film actress, sued for damages in
auto crash, denies she has a husband and explains that the
''Armour Marlowe" who is co-dcfendent with her is her brother
Douglas MacLean's wife files Reno suit for divorce
Conway Tearle's ex-wife again sues him for back alimony and
Conway remains in England
Ernest Torrence, Junior,
marries Liliore Green
Mrs. King Baggot divorces King
because, she charged, he set a bad example to their son by
drinking
Constance Bennett and Joan Bennett at a playopening in Hollywood and John Considine and the Marquis de
isn't

for a pretty girl. June Clyde,
A few pony skins
Radio Pictures lass and bride of Director Thornton
Freeland, wears this pony skin combination of two
shades of tan, with kid pumps and French twill beret

.

mama

becomes

Clifford

estater, passes the cigars.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

la

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Falaise also there

POL.\ NEGRI

.

seems to be divorcing her Prince

in earnest,

this time.

The lachrymose Pole has gone

before a Paris judge and asked
her freedom. She did it once before, but withdrew the action.
Serge Mdivani and Perilous Pola were married in 1927. Since
then he has had his name coupled with that of Mary McCormic,
Chicago opera singer. And it looks [ple.ase turn to pace 104 j
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The grand

old star,

unbowed by time
or exile, stands in

his hilltop

home

and looks toward
Hollywood
By

Frank

D au gherty

news on the "Hill of the Winds," where the
THERE'S
Gray Eagle of motion pictures perches — taking
his

and looking off across the plains toward Filmania.
Hart is coming back to the screen!
Three picture companies have recently approached him with
offers to return to the camera lines
and if three have done so,
others must have similar thoughts.
In fact, I can almost
ease

Bill

—

promise that he won't be out of pictures

much

longer.

Yes, there's news on that windy hilltop where the Gray

Eagle has
I

am

with

his

aerie!

not a sob

sister,

and

this

account of an interview

Bill recently at his beautiful

I had
Newhall ranch, "La Loma

de los Vicntos," will, if I am successful, partake neither of the
manner nor the method of these ladies.
Not that there hasn't been tragedy in Hart's experience.
There has been enough of that, I suppose, to keep the tear
ducts of any number of such ladies functioning for quite some
time.
Anyone seeking some knowledge of it may lind it expressed in his autobiography, "My Life East and West,"
better than I or any of the soft-hearted press ladies could ever
express it
for, in more than one sense, Bill wrote that book
with his tears.

—

there
BUT
the tragic

is another side to Bill Hart's life, quite apart from
one, as is the case with every normal person. And
hope of uncovering this side of him that 1 made the
trip to Newhall one afternoon in mid-March, when the first
green of spring had begun to paint the brown outline of the
hills.
1 realized as I journeyed that what I was seeking might
he hard to find. Many people have a side which they reveal
in their normal, everyday existence, and a side they reserve
for publication.
Hart might be one of them.
It is even possible that that was another of the reasons why
I was going.
I had grown up with a very decided picture of
Bill Hart gained from viewing his productions.
The life of a
recluse which he leads had kept me from learning anything
of him at first hand in Hollywood.
But some of the stories
one heard of him weren't savory. He was held up to me as
one who had been hurt once and then had deliberately quit.
He had slopped fighting, they said,
given up, retired, faded out of motion
The Gray Eagle of pictures,
jiicture history forever.
If I am able
as he looks standing before the
to change that view of Bill Hart, I
door of his ranch house on the
shall have succeeded in doing him but
"Hill of the Winds." Bill Hart
simple
it

is

gray

was

in the

now— the

gray of sand-

stone, not of age. His spirit
undaunted by his long exile
from the screen, he looks
eagerly to the day he will make
bis first talkie for his fans

justice.

Newhall proved to be three or four
and a post-office in a cup of
hills about ten miles beyond San
Fernando, on the road that goes over
the ridge to Bakersfield and the

stores

—

£)r

Hart

Bill

A

Coming Back/

Hart's beautiful ranch house, "The Hill
Winds," ten miles from San Fernando,
In the vaUey below lies the little town
of Newhall. In the middle distance are foothills leading up to the snow-crowned peaks
against the sky
Bill

valley route to San Francisco from
Los Angeles.
"Look to your left after you cross
the tracks," Hart had told me over
I looked, and Li
the telephone.
Loma was before me, crowned with

of the
Calif.

Hart's red-tiled, rambling Spanish house.
Over the same
'phone we had had a slight conversation about the gate until
I explained that I had once been on a farm and knew all about
gates. And as I opened it now, I understood why he had been
so solicitous.
A rude mule eyed me with curious brown eyes
as I swung the gate inward, and several saddle horses looked
up from their grazing long enough to see if I resembled their
master; then, uninterested, returned to their feeding.

—

A

LITTLE way up

the winding road, in front of a low ranch
house which I took to be the cowboys' quarters, a dog raced
back and forth along a wire to which it was attached and barked
a friendly warning. No human was in evidence. I closed the
gate and swung my car into the steep, winding road that
mounted to the hacioida above. And it was on the high white
wall that surrounded the house that I saw the name printed

"La Loma dc los
It was on my

Vienlos."
lips as Bill

Hart opened the door with outstretched hand.
"Yes," he answered my implied question.
"It means the HiU of the Winds. We nearly always have a
breeze up here, even on the hottest days of summer." The
"breeze" was causing me to hold my hat with my left hand
while I shook my host's hand with my right.

We mounted a stair bare of carpet. Draped over the banister as we reached the second floor was one of the largest and
most beautiful buffalo robes I have ever seen. On the first
floor, workmen had been rebuilding the large open fireplace
the only thing he had specified that the architect should make
as perfect as possible, Hart told me afterwards, and the only

thing that had never been right about
the house and in a large sitting
room on the second fioor a man servant was spreading the floor with
colorful Navajos.
We entered his
bedroom, which, without being in
the least cluttered, yet gave the impression of being filled with
a great many things.
I fingered an old wampum belt of the finest bead-work that
was sewed in a strip down the center of the bedspread. A
rifle, an Indian bow and similar articles filled the corners of the

room.

Two

bookcases

—

filled

with books of travel, of

and

histor>-,

of the West, were built into one wall; a writing desk of
polished mahogany and a heavy chest
filled, I was later told,
with relics of the old West were lined against another.
All of his mementoes of the West, he told me, have been
deeded to the Smithsonian. "They can take what they want,"
he said, "and throw the rest away." When they start throwing,
I hope to be about with several wagons.
We walked outside. Hart's hill is a sort of peninsula that
juts out from a curving range of its brothers and commands a
sweeping view of a long basin of smaller serried hills that mount
ever higher and culminate at last in the ridge of high mountains
that form the Santa Barbara range.

—

—

combined garage and

stable, a circling waU, a wide
.soft green lawn
and we had passed through a
gate in the wall and were in a sun garden that jutted, a
few feet beyond, into a steep terrace that found Its base in a
ravine. A sun dial on a cement pillar stood in the center of the
garden.
Scrub oak and sage and rich green grazing gra9s covered
all the hills as far as the eye could reach, e.xcept where a brown
scar marked the path of the swift and turbulent flood
that broke its dam in the San
[please turn to page 132]
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The

Shadow
Stage

JUST IMAGINE
must be terrible to
IT
kick out of

be the sort of person who can't get a

this sort of thing!
There mav be a few such,
and they're to be pitied! "Just Imagine" i's delightful buffoonery, backgrounded by an ironical, fantastic conception
of life in 1980.
You shouldn't and can't take a second
of it seriously
which makes it top entertainment.
Imagination explodes everywhere—especially in your
funny-bone. There are colossal miniatures what a paradox! Every-day life, food and drink, marriage, prohibition
—all depicted as of a half-century hence. There arc beautiful songs, romance enough, and a wealth of beautv.
El
Brendel runs off with the cast honors. John Garrick and
Maureen O'Sullivan are young lovers, and Frank Albertson and Marjorie White hilariously lampoon young passion.

A

Review of the

New

Pictures

—

—

FEET FIRST— Paramount
Harold
WELL,
more with

Lloyd rings the bell again, and once
a loud and clangorous bang. It looks as

though the be-goggled veteran has another hit on his hands.
In short, the favorite comedian has delivered one of his
extra good comedies. It is funny and exciting by turns
has
more than a dab of Lloydian romance, and is as clean as the
proverbial hound's molar.
In the new picture Harold plays a shoe-clerk with pleasantly amorous inclinations, all displayed with the dumb and
wistful shyness that perennially marks his t\-pe of comedw

—

KISMET— First
'X'HE

National

pool in which the beggar Hajj drowns bad old
J- Mansiir has now become an enormous
tank capable of
holding a dozen swimming maidens.
Elephants march
through the city's gates. Harem ladies loll in indolent ease.
Bagdad's streets seethe with activitv. It is breath-takingly
lovely.
And, of course, it is Otis Skinner's bow before the
microphone. He is, as ever, perfect as the charming rogue.
If you are one of those who demand realism of
your fdm
fare, this is not for you. Here fantasy runs rampant. If
you
miss a couple of lines, you'll lose the gist of it all.
Besides the master technician. Skinner, there is David
Manners, a grand caliph, and Loretta Young, the daughter
of the beggar.
Mary Duncan is seductive as the favorite
wife.
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He gets a lot of fun out of the shoe-store situations, and then
goes into his famous thrill stulT. When Hal begins hanging
from skyscrapers by his galluses, it's always the signal for
the customers to begin putting out their best brand of gasping.
Lloyd's suspense sequences probably haven't an equal
in the business.
For this one, Lloyd and his crowd of comedy constructors
have concocted a large mess of new gags, and plenty of the
old reliables, always good for howls, are trotted out.
Barbara Kent, that little peach, is again the object of his
shy ardors, and Robert McWade, Sr., and Lillian Leighton
are also noted in the troupe. Lloyd's second talkie, it seems
to us, is better than his first.

I

'

SAVES
The

YOUR PICTURE TIME AND MONEY

Best Pictures of the

Month

TOM SAWYER

FEET FIRST
JUST IMAGINE

CHECK AND DOUBLE CHECK
LAUGHTER

MOROCCO

KISMET
FOR A SAILOR
THE KID
FATHERS SON

WAY

BILLY

A LADYS MORALS
SUNNY
THE QUEEN OF SCANDAL

The Best Performances of the Month
Harold Lloyd in "Feet First"
Coogan in "Tom Sawyer"
Junior Durlkin in "Tom Sawyer"
EI Brendcl in "Just Imagine"
Otis Skinner in "Kismet"
Freeman Gosden in "Check and Double Check"
Charles Correll in "Check and Double Check"
Jackie

John Gilbert in "Way for a Sailor"
Fredric March in "Laughter"
Johnny Mack Brown in "Billy the Kid"
Marlene Dietrich in "Morocco"
Leon Janney in "Father's Son"
Grace Moore in "A Lady's Morals"
Marilyn Miller in "Sunny"
Evelyn Laye in "The Queen of Scandal
William Collier, Sr., in "Up the Rivet"
Casts of all photoplays reviewed will he found on page 142

CHECK AND DOUBLE CHECK—Radio Pictures

FIFTY

million Amos 'n' Andy fans are going to mob the
theaters to see their idols for the first time. And they
not be disappointed. Big, hulking Andy and browbeaten, but rebellious,. I )»()j, materialize on the screen without losing the quality that made them famous as voices.
In many ways, their first picture is a brilliant job. Situations
and dialogue are hilariously funny, and there are two or
three gags that are masterpieces.
You'll see the famous Fresh Air Taxi, the pompous Kiiigftsli, and a classic meeting of the Mystic Knights of the Sea.
True, Ruby Taylor and Madiimc Queen do not appear,
although they figure in the story. There's lots of Amos
(Freeman Gosden) and Andy (Charles Correll)! Sue Carol,
Irene Rich and others are in it. Great entertainment.
will

TOM SAWYER—Paramount
kids — from
COME on,show!

five to eighty-five!

Let's go to the

[litcher

For three years the countrv-'s youngsters have been missing many of the delights of the movies. The talkies, with
their stage conventions and their lack of action, have almost
lost the greatest audience of film fans.
Now Paramount
fires one of the first guns in the battle to bring back the
happy boys and girls of old. Gun? It's a barrage!
This great Mark Twain yarn has been brilliantly done.
Made into a whirlwind of real entertainment for everybody.
I-'or the part of Tain, Jackie Coogan comes back to make
his talkie debut.
They say he was paid 810,000 a week for
his summer's work
and we say he was worth it.
As his pal, IJiick Finn, young Junior Durkin is splendid.
With the amazing Mitzi Green playing Becky Thati her, we
have a trio who fight neck and neck for honors, but whose
joint work lights up the whole story of the children on the
banksof the Mississippi. Mary Jane Irving and Dick Winslow
are other youngsters who score. The seniors arc capitally
done by Clara IJlandick, Tully Marshall and Ethel Wales.
A corking picture. Director John Cromwell has given
the millions of picture-lovers a romantic and true screen
telling of one of the best-loved of all stories.

—

WAY FOR

A SAILOR— M-G-M

THIS

is a fast-moving maritime drama about three sailor
boys, Jack Gilbert being one of them, and Jim Tully and
Wallace Beery the other two.
The low-brow dialogue is so fitting for the characters that
it hardly offends, but noisy background in some instances
makes the voices indistinguishable. This is Gilbert's first
opportunity since the talking apparatus has been so nearly
perfected, and his voice shows great improvement. It is not
the Gilbert of " Flesh and the Devil," rather it's a man's
man, a hard-drinking sailor who takes his loves lightly.
Jim Tully doesn't act at all. That saves him. Wally
Beery gives his usual (lawless performance. Leila Hyams
is the beautiful blonde for whom Gilbert nearly gives up the

sea. Splendidly directed

by Sam Wood. Not a

dull

moment.

5J

Here's Your Monthly Shopping List!
^
LAUGHTER-

BILLY

Paraniount

THE KID-

M-G-M

—

AN

excellent picture of two young people in love
with a
millionaire husband chafing in the background.
Nancy
Carroll keeps on getting better every day, and Fredric March,
as the young composer who loves Nancy and laughter, does his
best work. Nice words, too, for Frank Morgan as the husband,

and

for splendid dialogue

rater.

See

by Donald Ogden Stewart.

A

first-

it.

JOHNNY MACK BROWN
/

gives the show of his life in this
free dramatization of a famous outlaw's adventures.
If you
it isn't history, we say who always wants history in a

say

He's grandly supported, and the picture's a pip, with
sweep of open-country action. Metro made this on wideIf you see the wide version, it's

theater?
its

screen film as well as standard.

more

thrilling.

^

1^
FATHER'S

MOROCCO'
Paramount

SON—

First National

THIS picture introduces Marlene Dietrich, Paramount's new
Germany, to the American screen. She's
Jeanne Eagels, but most like Marlene. A viyid,
fascinating woman, bound to stir up storms of talk.
Gary
Cooper, starred, is grand as a woman-chasing Foreign Legionnaire. And Director Von Sternberg introduced a thrilling new
talkie technique. Hot stuff, this. Don't miss.
sensation from

like

Garbo,

like

AN

—

artistic picture
but don't be frightened. It also will be
much beloved of audiences everywhere, for it's funny,
pathetic and tremendously human. Just the simple story of a
typical small boy whose dad finds it hard to understand him.
Hut his mother docs and what a picture! Actors? Lewis
Stone, Irene Rich, John Halliday, and amazing thirteen-yearold Leon Janney. A notable job.

—

^

^

A LADY'S

SUNNY—

M-G-M

First National

MORALS—

TNTRODUCING Grace Moore, young and beautiful prima
-Ldonna of the Metropolitan Opera, to pictures. And what a
voice! The story is based on incidents in the life of the famous
Jenny Lind, and Miss Moore sings several lovely numbers,
notably one written especially for the picture bv Carrie Jacobs
Bond. Reginald Denny is fine opposite the star. This will
surely please you.

H

WHO

said singles were through? A gem of a picture like
this makes us wonder.
The radiant personality of
Maril\n Miller smashes over this gay and tasteful film version
of tlie stage hit in which she starred. To rave about her dancing
would be to gild the lily.
E.xcellent support is given by
Lawrence Gray, Inez Courtney and Joe Donahue, brother of
thelate Jack. 'Swell!

The

First and Best Talkie Reviews!
LADY SURRENDERS—

A

THE
QUEEN OF

Utt iter sal

SCANDAL—
United Artists

ANOTHER musical

even if they do burst into melody
Evelyn Lave, a beauty from England
with a Broadway stopover, is charming, and John Boles is in
grand voice and looks. Louis Bromfield wrote the story.
Lilyan Tashman plays a bad beauty from Budapest, and Leon
at weird

hit,

moments.

Errol's accordion legs gather their laughs, as usual.
beautifully produced. Call it a sound success!

The

thing

is

M.VRIT.-M^ woes, handled subtly and with charm, fill the
best talkie Universal has made since "All Quiet on the
Western Front." From John Erskine's novel, "Sincerity." The
women in the case are well played by Genevieve Tobin and
Rose ITobart the men, by Conrad Nagel and Basil Rathbone.
An adroit piece of picture making, this. It is recommended
to the married folks as the talkies' domestic study-hour.

—

UP THE
RIVER—

THE SILVER

HORDE

Fox

Radio Pictures

JOHN FORD

has made anothei box-office picture, even with
the "prison life'' theme. This deals wUh the lighter side of
behind the gray walls and a constant stream of humor
relieves any situation about to become tense. Certainly, there
is an innocent victim and a prison break, but it's good stuff.
Claire Luce, Spencer Tracy, and William Collier, Sr., are grand.

life

You

will like this picture.

BE.'\CH'S
REX
phonoplay, and

red-corpuscled yarn becomes tingling
gives Evelyn Brent opportunity for a
One of the season's wallopingest
scenes is that wherein Evelyn, as the ex-loose lady, bawls out
Jean Arthur, holier-than-thou society deb.
Blanche Sweet
appears neatly in a wise-cracking role. First male honors go to
Wolheim, with Joel McCrea giving promise for luture.
blisteringly hot portrayal.

MOTHERS
CRY—

THE
VIRTUOUS
SIN—

First National

Paramount

A

BEST-SELLING novel has turned into a good motion
picture, chiefly through the superb acting of Dorothy
Peterson as the mother. Here is a beautiful story of a woman's
life from 1900 to the present day.
David Manners and Helen
Chandler are splendid as two of the children. Edward Woods,
the black sheep, has a tremendously effective prison scene, but
bad make-up mars

his characterization.

W

HEREIN sex and love get all tangled up in a mess of oldtime Russian intrigue and international affairs. Colorful,
and exciting at times, with a paradoxically happy unhappy
ending.
Walter Huston does another fine piece of acting in
the role of the general.
Kay F'rancis, the sleek, and Kenneth
MacKenna, the suave, keep pace with the tempo Huston sets.
[

Additional reviews on page 112

]
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The Motion Picture Public
awards the PHOTOPLAY
Magazine Gold Medal
to

Warner Brothers

for

the best picture of 1929

—

AGAIN

the motion picture public has said it with ballots and in no
uncertain ternisl
They have awarded " Disraeli " the Photoplay Gold Medal of Honor
as the best picture released during the year 1929.
In one of the most interesting and significant ballotings since Photoplay
instituted this famous award ten years ago, a talking picture starring a great
character actor of the legitimate stage is given this most coveted prize of the
film world.
\'erily, change has come upon the world of the photoplav.
This, the tenth award of the Medal, was destined to go for the first time to a
talking picture— legitimate offspring of the new art of the screen and the age-old
art of the theater.

This lent unusual interest to this year's balloting.
What is even more significant, the fans followed the great tradition that has
held sway in this voting during the past decade. Again the Medal goes to a
picture that glorifies true sentiment against spurious sentimentality genuine

—

romance against bathos.

"Disraeli," for all its dramatic clash and clang of a great Empire's power in
jeopardy, is primarily, and foremost, the story of a mighty Prime Minister's
love for his gentle helpmate. The romance of the aged Lord BcacoHsficId and his
lady forms the background, and is the spirit, of this excellent picture.
Note the list of the other nine winners of the Medal, printed on this page,
and you will see that honest sentiment, Siins slush, has been the motivating
force of all the great motion pictures which have been honored with the suffrages of the fans.

NOW
duced

as to the picture itself.

"Disraeli," directed by Alfred E. Green and proPictures, Inc., opened in New York

Hollywood by Warner Brothers
and was hailed
as an immediate success, both
artistically and commercially.
Its star, George Arliss, beloved veteran of the theater, had
in

in the fall of 1929

The romance
George

Arliss

of

and

"Disraeli"!
his wife, Flor-

ence Arliss, in a scene from the
Medal-winning picture. Mrs. Arplayed Disraeli's wife in the
phonoplay. It was the background

liss

of a lifetime of true romance that
gave this film the victory
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been a failure in silent films in
years past. In this picture, made
from one of his stage hits, he was
tremendously successful. After
running for four months at the
Warner Brothers Theater, New
York, "Disraeli" continued its
successful engagement at another house, visited by enormous
crowds.
"Disraeli" was named as one
of the best pictures of the month
in the December, 1929, issue of
PiidTiipiAY, and Mr. Arliss was
credited with one of the month's
fines! performances.
Mr. Arliss' career is too well
known to need extended comment. He has given his whole
life to the theater of his heart,
and for over twenty years, since
leaving London, he has been an
honored figure in the American
thcater.
Smce the success of
'Disraeli,
he has appeared on
the screen in " The Green God-

Alfred E. Green, director of "Disraeli." A young veteran of motion
pictures, Green began his film career in 1912

"0 ISRAELI
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Wtms.
dess" and "Old English," both Warner
Brothers pictures.

ALFRED

E. GREEN, the director,
has been connected with pictures
since 1912, when he began as an odd-job
boy in the old Selig studios. He directed
several of Mary Pickford's and Thomas
Meighan's starring pictures. In the last

two years he has made all three .Arliss
and ''The Alan from Blankley's,"
John Barrymore's uproarious e.xcursion
into phonoplay farce. This year he was
films

chosen, in the Film Daily's annual poll, as
the outstanding director of 1929. Now
he receives a second well-merited honor.
"Disraeli," the film, was adapted for
the screen by Julian Josephson from the
play by Louis Napoleon Parker.
Supporting !Mr. Arliss were Florence
Arliss, his wife; Joan Bennett, .'\nthony
Bushell, David Torrence, Ivan Simpson, Doris Lloyd, and others.

Margaret Alann appeared

for

a

brief

moment as Queen Victoria. This whitehaired woman was the leading figure in
the 1928 jNIedal winner,

"Four Sons."

Previous Winners

Mr. Arliss and Joan Bennett in a scene from "Disraeli." Miss Bennett
furnished the young (and secondary) love interest, teamed with
Anthony Bushell. "Disraeh" was another step in the rapid succession
of talkies that have given Joan distinction in Hollywood

1920

"Humoresque"
1921
"Tol'able David"

Thus

IVIiss

Mann

has the honor of being associated with two winners of this

award.

The new Medal-winner gave

"Beau Geste"

great impetus to the rapid fdm rise of Joan
Bennett, youngest daughter of Richard Bennett and now, at nineteen, one of
the most prominent and sought-after leading women in pictures.
"Disraeli" was, however, a lour dc force for Mr. Arliss who, oddly enough,
had a brief and unsuccessful lling at silent pictures a decade ago. Now, through
the magic of science, he emerges as one of the most successful and beloved
figures of the speaking screen.
Another noteworthy fact about the 1929 award is that the great army of
picture lovers who voted it agree with several hundred newspaper and magazine
critics of the country.
In a nationwide poll, conducted by Film Daily, these
ladies and gentlemen of the press unhesitatingly awarded the title of best
picture of the year to the Arliss film.
A word about the Medal itself. It is of solid gold, weighing 123J2 pennyweights, and is two and a half inches in diameter. It is designed anci executed
by Tiffany and Company of New York.

1927
"7th Heaven"

"T~NISRAELI" is in every way a worthy winner of
J^TiiE Photoplay Maoazink Gold Medal of Honor

1922

"Robin Hood"
1923

"The Covered Wagon"
1924

"Abraham Lincohi"
1925

"The Big Parade"
1926

1928
"Four Sons"

—

award,
year 1929. It

this cherished

for the

—

follows the royal line
it is truly a picture in the great tradition.
PiioTori.AY congratulates its producers, the Warner Brothers, Director
(Ireen, Mr. Arliss and the other names and talents concerned in the creation
of "Disraeli."
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Oh, What

A Gown /
68

A ND oh, what a girl is wearing it!
-^^Jeanotte Loft", the I'niversal crash,
wearing one of the gowns she'll adorn in
"The Boudoir Diplomat." Of blue tulle
over blue satin, with rhinestone ornaments.
What novel lines! Silver gloves, too.
By Andre-Mi

—

Men

50

PHOTOPLAY'S Editor
list

of half-hundred

guide picture destinies

To

essays

a

in

By

my

mind, the men who rule motion pictures are the
actually engaged in the creation, production and
them to the public in America.
In this list you will find no bankers, no censors, no
directors, and but four actors.
If we started to name the bankers who are financially interested in pictures and who e.\ert tremendous power in the selection of executives, the formation of fundamental policies and
financial direction, our list would be over-long.
And it would be almost impossible to estimate, with any degree of accuracy, the influence these men exert on production
the creation of pictures, in which the public is vitally interested.
No this list is not concerned with mere prime ministers who
pull strings in the shadow of the throne. It has to do with the
men in the front line trenches the men who make our pictures,
who are in a large manner responsible for what we see and hear.
Censors? Some few State censors exert a great deal of power,
but it is largely destructive. In no way do they rule the destinies of this great entertainment force.
The list of directors who have made good pictures would be
a long one. Moreover, they work under producing heads who
can praise or damn their creative ideas and efforts.

—

—

—

James R. Quirk

America

men

list
Charles Chaplin, Harold
Lloyd, Douglas Fairbanks and Conrad Nagel. The first three
are included because they are absolutely independent producers
whose pictures are both important and significant in the trend
of motion picture production. Xagel is on the list because he is
\ice President of the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and
Sciences and one of the most potent forces for amicable relations between the producer and the actor. In a large measure
he is the movie actors' Voice in all disputes between the manager and the player.
On the list are many names unfamiliar to the picture devotee,
and many of them are those of sales managers. The layman,
perhaps, is unaware of what tremendous influence is wielded by
the gentlemen who sell pictures to the thousands of exhibitors
throughout the country.

They have their fingers on the pulses of the public. They
know, with sureness, what the nation as a whole wants on its
They are the super-contact men between audiences
and producers, and as such, possess enormous influence in the
screens.

industry.

omissions from
may be noted. Thev are the
TWO
names
Thomas A. Edison and David Wark
this list

of

Griffith.

Edison invented the motion picture, but his interest has
ceased and he has no connection with the industry today.
Griffith, great pioneer, is a director

Hiram

S.

Brown

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer company.
Walter Wagner and Benjamin P. Schulberg are the active
producing heads of the Eastern and Western, studios of Paramount Publix, under the direction of Jesse L. Lasky.
H. M. Warner is the President of Warners Bros.; Albert
Warner, Nice-President and Treasurer, and J. L. Warner, \icePresident in charge of production. Samuel Morris is General
Manager, and Claude Ezell is the General Sales Manager.
Harley L. Clarke is the President of the Fox Film Corporation.

Winfield Sheehan

in direct charge of all production

is

company. James R. Grainger is the Sales
Manager.
William Fox has retired from the presidency of the firm which
bears his name and is now Chairman of the Advisory Comactivities of that

mittee.

Samuel Goldwyn is an independent producer.
Samuel L. Rothafel is the outstanding exhibitor

Howard Hughes

Earle W. Hammons
Will Hays

R. H. Cochrane

Dr. Herbert T.
Sam Kat:

Cecil B.

De

Mille

Felix Feist

William Fox
Samuel Goldwyn
James R. Grainger

of

America

today.

William Randolph Hearst

William C. De Mille
Ned E. Depinet
Walt Disney
George Eastman
Claude C. E:ell
Douglas Fairbanks

his pictures

troduction to the public.
Louis B. Mayer is \'ice-President and production head of the

Charles ChapUn
Harley L. Clarke

Harry Cohn

who makes

under the orders of producers.
George Eastman, head of the largest film raw stock company
in the world, is still actively interested in the quality of motion
picture photography, which is such a vital part of any picture.
Adolph Zukor, President of Paramount Publix, needs no in-

is

an independent producer.
f

Joe Brandt

ovies

men who

sale of

THERE are four actors on this

M

The

I';:

Howard Hughes
Kalmus

Joseph P. Kennedy
Sidney R. Kent
Carl Laemmle
Carl Laemmle,

Jr.

Lasky
William LeBaron
Al Lichtman
Harold Lloyd
Jesse L.

Louis B. Mayer
Sam E. Morris

Conrad Nagel

J.

PLE.ASE
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E. Otterson

S. L.

Rothafel

David Sarnoff
Joseph Schenck
Nicholas M. Schenck
Joseph 1. Schnitzer
B. P. Schulberg
Mack Sennett
Winfield Sheehan

Herman

Starr

Irving Thalberg

Walter Wanger
Albert

Warner

H. M. Warner
L. Warner
Adolph Zukor

J.

o'J
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Threatens

Garbo's
i

Throne
By
Katherinel^
Albert

Marlene Dietrich and
Gary Cooper in "Mofirst American made picture
rocco," her

•HEN

Wi

the

first

close-up of Marlene Dietrich
flashed upon the

screen at the Hollywood preview of "Morocco," a woman
sitting just in front of

''Why — w h >

,

it's

me said,
Greta

Garbo!"

A

few seats away
turned to her companion and
said, "Oh, who is that girl?

Rally 'round, you Garbo-

—

She's so like Garbo, only
only
she's prettier."
And thus an entire campaign
of publicity fell about the heads
of the Paramount staff.
For

weeks they've been sending

memos insisting that their new
German find, Marlene Dietrich,

never be mentioned in the

Maniacs!

Like

the battle

to see her.

sad cases of Mary Miles Minter, "the second Marv Pickford"
—Paul Mum, "the second Lon Chancv," and all'the various
'second \'alentinos." Rightly thev should be worried. Since,
so firmly implanted in the fan heart is Garbo, that
even the
suggestion that anybody else could be like her means
a fight
to the finish.
'I'he same woman who had believed,
at first glance that
Marlene was Garbo later said, when Dietrich appeared in
a

white sports coat and a beret pushed back

off her forehead.
to imitate Garbo!"
the fans will react, how thev will accept this
strange
glamorous girl who threatens Garbo's throne, remains
to

Oh, she's trying

How

depends upon just how much hvsteria Garbo has
that, take it from me, is a lot of hysteria.
a story in "Morocco" itself. Directed by the
little
genius. Von Sternberg, it introduces the new
technique for it
IS a silent picture with incidental
dialogue. Scene after scene
IS played without a sound.
When you've left the theater it is
It

And

is

on, and

flames upon the screen!

Paramount is fearful lest Marlene be killed, professionallv
by the Garbo comparison. Thev have still clearlv in mind the

There

or not,

It is

—

—

age to Gary's one.

Von

Sternberg, you see, believes that
Dietrich is the new sensation.
When he discovered her in Ger-

many

Because of the fact that she
talked about her baby during her first interview they declared
that she should have no more interviews, but when it
was
pomted out that this was the Garbo policv at another studio
they opened up their hearts and allowed members of the press

be seen.
inspired.

is

it

Marlene Dietrich's glamor

same breath with Garbo.

and

for you to remember
word has been spoken.
Gary Cooper's starring
picture
at least that is what
the title sheet tells you yet
Dietrich has two reels of footdifficult

that a

girl a

he said,

"Thank God,

you're not like -American ac-

You can make more
than three faces." He not only
tresses.

gave the picture to Marlene;
she took it.
risk of having all the Garbo fans bear down upon me
in a body, I must say that Dietrich has the same fatal allure
as the melancholy Swede, the same deeply vitalized, mysterious
quality, the same ability at that utter calm which bespeaks a
raging torrent beneath and yet
oh. I must say it. along with
the girl at the preview! she is prettier, she is fresher, she is,
somehow, more attractive. The loyal Garbo fans will rail
against her. They will hate her because they will be jealous of,
her and the sure steps she is taking to the Garbo mountain ofj

At the

—

—

silence.

What

is

this strange girl like, really?

that gives her the quality

What

does she posses

Garbo has? Whence does she come!

LIKE

Garbo on the screen, with that long face with the;
shadowed cheeks, that deep, throaty voice, Marlene is almostj
nothing like her physically in real life. Her face is round, heij

nose turns up, she smiles.

But emotionally she has much in common with Garbo. If
Oscar Wilde is right and "there is no mystery so great as]
misery" then Marlene Dietrich is mysterious. She is by farj
the most glamorous and enchanting woman who has come toj
Hollywood since the white llamc from Scandinavia arrived.
Humble she is, as a great astronomer who knows how littla
all his knowledge avails.
She is unhappy as a lyric poet.
During one of the coldest [ please turn to page 140
]
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this glittering,

glamorous German

Amount will be out a stick of
in the new "Morocco" picture
about her on the opposite page

girl isn't a

blue chips!

million-candle-power sensation, Para-

Glowing reports of Marlene

directed by Joseph

Dietrich's

work

Von Sternberg keep a-rolling in. Read

a

al

t

for her marriage to

Every fold and flounce

i

e's

Alan Crosland, the director.
is Hollywood designed.

We're sorry we haven't space to show you
the gorgeous clothes.

all

For instance, besides these,

there's a beaver-trimmed sports suit of beige lace

tweed into which

And

large gold dots

have been woven.

short ermine jacket, with elbow-length

a

cape edged

in

white

fox.

And

a blue

and

silver

metal moir^ evening wrap that reaches the ankles.

One

or

two models

Natalie's smart,

them

off.

But

all

are so unusual that only

sophisticated

type could carry

of them have ideas you can adapt.

Trousseau

In

between pictures and
might
few minutes
winks or the

Natalie

parties,

snatch

a

tor' forty

newest novel.

when

she'll

tangerine
gee,

That's
enjoy this

velvet

negli-

trimmed with beige
maribou

A

gown and

gloves de-

cidely different. Egg-shell
satin

with pleated black

chiffon panel ending in a
brief tram.
Black suede

gloves made on bands of
rhinestones
that
hook
above the elbow.
E)esigned by Earl Luick

A jacket frock that oozes
style

from every seam.

Gray crepe

Elizabeth,

with insets of purple
under each box pleat,
and cutaway, caped
jacket of matching purple.
Gray turban and
gloves

fholos by

Irving

Lippman

THE
Ruth

incomparable Chatterton and Paul Lukas in her
plays several characters in this, at various ages.

accent he whipped by the talkies,
across the page

is

having a skyrocketish

new "The Right to Love.''
who refused to let his

Lukas,
rise to

fame.

His story

is

just

'

<ukas

Masters

the

->

Microphone
B

A

y

M

a rq u

i s

Busby

FOREIGNER,

knowing not one word of English, when he
arrived in Hollywood, has conquered the talkies!
He has
learned to speak English fluently
with only the slightest and
most attractive accent.

—

Paul Lukas

is

a

star!

He is pla\-ing the leading role in "Ladies' Man."
That may not be amazing to the many fans who have been cheering
Hungarian ever since his appearance in the last cycle of
Negri films. But it is sensational, nevertheless.
He has achieved fame since, and not before, the talkie era.

for the polished

He
He
He

has kept his head.
has used it.
has become a naturalized American and refrained from belittling
the country whose wealth baited him from his own.
And the fans, without direction and assistance from press agents,
ballyhoos, producers, investment council, oracles or billboards, have

made him

a star.

Their recognition of his talents, their appreciation of his charm, has
resulted in the only conspicuous promotion of a foreign language actor
since

the

talkies.

Paul Lukas, under the most severe natural handicap, has made good.
The Lukas story is a simple one, but certainly eloquent and inspiring.
As a young man in Budapest, Lukas trained for the theater. He played
Hungarian repertory. When pictures first threatened the stage, he had
the vision to recognize their potentialities. He was not too proud to step
down and play bits.

MICHAEL

CURTIZ, now a Warner Brothers director, then directing
Hungarian films, gave him his first chance. While making a picture,
one of the principals one day failed to show up. Production would be
halted. \'aluable time would be lost. Lukas stepped up and tactfully e.\pressed the belief that he could play the role. Curtiz agreed to take the
chance. Lukas became prominent in films in Hungary and Germany.
In the gaudiest days of silent movies, scouts watched European studios
intently, eager for new faces to buy, new personalities to exploit. Lukas,
working quietly in Hungary, was spotted by a Paramount scout. Both
Jesse Lasky and B. P. Schulbcrg, of Paramount, watched his work before
offering the contract which was to bring him to America.
Traveling on an .American boat, eating steak all the way across because
it was the only English word he knew, Lukas finally arrived.
He was a
character actor— not a star. No delegation of oft'lcials met him down
the bay. No hoop-la colored his arrival.
He went to Hollywood. He made a strong impression in the last of
the Pola Negri pictures.
Suddenly, the talkies exploded the comfortable security of Hollywood's
foreign colony. Jannings, Baclanova, Pola herself, were toppled from the
heights.
They packed up their jewels and platinum set securities and

went home.
Lukas, at the time, was working in "The Wolf of Wall Street." It had
been intended for silent release. But the studio had to join the all-talking
parade. As Lukas couldn't speak English, another actor had to be called
to dub-in his voice. The result wasn't quite happy.
Lukas, who knew not more than a few words o: English, dropped out
of sight for seven months. The studio saw nothing of him. His friends
wondered where he was. But he hadn't gone please turn to page 140 J
[

Handsome
first

Paul, the

foreign actor to

whip the American
talkie situation, heads
full

tilt

for

stardom
65

n
New York

the

up with stars
and near-stars who have had a movie
fling and are now daring the footlights

NEW YORK

has become so cluttered with ex-movie
stars the street-cleaners are complaining about the
awful number of ermine-tails they are required to

sweep from Broadway every rosy dawning.
Trailing their inevitable ermine evening wraps, exuding the
inevitable odor of special blend musk and ambergris, the glittering sorority swoops down upon every first night, opens every
new supper club, views every new fashion showing, lunches on
the East Side, larkson the West Side. And it 'sail so jolly. What a
relief from Hollywood and the grind of being a picture star!
At least that's what they say when some chatter writer, hard
pressed on Monday morning for a hot celebrity to interview,
remembers that Miss Kissy Fadeout is around town.
Illusion is the business of a movie star, so they may be permitted to harbor a few of their own. But reality peeps through
the pretty tulle ruffle of pretense. New York wouldn't seem
quite so gay were Hollywood to insert one tiny notice in the
most obscure metropolitan agony column:
" Kissy,

come home.

All

is

forgiven.

Contract waits.
Movies."

Mama

Trains would be so crowded theexquisitcorchidsof the screen
would be riding in baggage cars with their orchidaceous griffons.

New
THE
Waning popularity.
stars

in

cluttered

is all

York are the stars on the outside.
Too many box-oti'ice flops. Overbuild-

There arc as many reasons why certain stars arc on the
outside as there are alibis to evade them.
Of course, many of

Who's that

exquisite blonde with the dashing Latin cavalier

down in the second row? \ilma! Yes, and it's Rod La Rocc|uc-.
Rod and X'ilma are to be co-starred this season in a Hungarian
comedy

—

one in which X'ilma's accent won't be grotesque.
\ilma's position in the movies became dubious with the dissolution of the Colman-Banky team.
Then talk. Then t heaccent.
Vilma's a stage star now.
And the smart brunette in the next row? Can that sophisticated looking young woman be the gamin Colleen Moore?
Sure enough.
She, too, is rehearsing a play for Broadway.
Colleen's divorce from the movies was long predicted, but

spectacular. With no stage training and little movie experience. Colleen skyrocketed to the top as a type. She was
the greatest box-oflicc star, the darling of the exhibitors, until
the advent of the Bow. Dethroned by Clara, Colleen nevertheless held her own and, under the shrewd managership of
husband John McCormick, commanded one of the biggest
salaries ever paid a film star.
She gamely tried to talk. First an Irish accent. Then a
French. But a Polynesian accent wouldn't have forestalled
what was in the cards. Miss Moore finished her contract with
First National.
Negotiations with other companies came to
Incompatibility stepped in. Colleen divorced her huszero.
band-manager. The movies divorced Colleen. She's harvesting experience on the legitimate stage.
still

ing.

them

WILL come

back.

But

at present they

work while they

wait.
" I

The most popular alibi is:
wanted some stage experience."
This one is pulled by stars who have landed jobs in legitimate,
vaudeville, road shows, and picture house presentations.
"Hollywood is terrible. It's killing to live there." This is
pulled by stars who went out to the Coast on six-month opcame back.
Hollywood stateness was getting me."
pulled by stars who haven't yet decided whether to sail
for Europe or open a miniature golf course.
.•\nd they all harbor a little secret yen to try a come-back as
they peep wistfully over the studio fence. One day many of
them will jump over again. But not just now.
Let's crash a Broadway first night. It must be a pretentious
one. Legitimate. Heavens, not movie!
tions, flopped,

"

I

This

COLLEEN and Mrginia Valli have taken a pent-house apart-

needed a change.

is

—

with a lease. Virginia is another decorative member
York's interesting ex-movie star colony.
Lina is going to dance
There's Lina Basquelte over there.
again. Convinced that sinister influences were at work against
her in Hollywood, depriving her of her child, thwarting her
career, Lina is back on the Broadway from which she started.
Her movie career was tragic. She'll begin all over again as the
dancing star of one of the most popular supper clubs. Harry
Richman's to be exact. He's a Clara Bow boy friend.
There's Dennis King. Why, it's hardly a year since he went
into the movies.
Back so soon! Never such a hoopla was
raised over a screen acquisition as Paramount optimistically
built for Dennis.
Thousands were spent to exploit a new
matinee idol.
Carloads of critics were imported from key
cities to attend the Broadway opening of "The N'agabond King.'
Raves were carefullv mixed and baked in Paramount's hottest

ment

of

New

Vilma

Banky

OuFside Lookin

In

anyhow.

B

Paul

Jarv'is

Hundreds of corks popped. 15ut so did Dennis!
the only King dethroned from the movies.
is back on Broadway.
.\nd a year ago
he was M-G-M's pet of song-and-dance films. Broadway hooted
when Charlie King went West to break into movies. Charlie
was no chicken. But when "The Broadway Melody" broke
loose, presenting a King who looked no older than Charles ex" Buddy" Rogers, the laugh was not on Charlie. He was aces
for a few months.
good-will ovens.

Dennis

isn't

Charlie, over there,

—

Then song-and-dance films went out. And song-and-dancc
with them. The King had had his day.

men

musical movies tossed plenty
over the
THE decline
See Bernice Claire over there? What a build-up
of

of stars

fence.

Mis.s

Claire got. First National was so convinced she was a potential box-oftice queen, they put her in straight drama, "Numbered Men," when the tide turned back from color and music.
But Bernice never quite clicked. Now she and Alexander Gray
are working out their contract in vaudeville, in the same act—
and the same boat.
Tom Patricola's back in vaudeville, too. He and El Brendcl
were snatched away from the halls at about the same time.
Brendel went over. Tom, whose specialty was eccentric songand-dancing, went over the fence.

She has the desire to do "artistic and worth while"
things in the theater, a la Eva Le GaUienne.
Dorothy, too, is turning to the stage, while husband James
Rennie sports a brand new First National contract to become
a movie star.
The big-eyed brunette in the next row? You remember
Lya de Putti, of " Variety." Ever\'body remembers " Variety "
and tries to forget Lya's disastrous career as an American star
under the guidance of American directors. Lya came to America with all the fanfare which attended the Negri advent. But
nothing happened. The fans said, " No, thank you," and Lya
was outside.
Yes, that's Greta Nissen. Greta is frank about her ambition
to crash the movies again. If Garbo, from Sweden, can speak
English and make good, Greta, from Norway, can try. She
has been in vaudeville and stage plays for two years. If some
producer doesn't give her a chance to come back, she'll be on

Broadway another year more.

LILLI.\N ROTH,

over there? You'd never believe that
Lillian was on the wrong side of the fence. They say it was
temperament and mama-management, but Lillian is just working out her contract in submerged roles like the ingenue lead of
"Animal Crackers." Then back to vaudeville. An ex-movie
star.

Olive Borden, sure enough! A vaudeville sketch for Olive.
Last year it looked as though she finally were going to make
good. Radio Pictures got Olive as a souvenir with FBO. They
tried ever>-thing, even dyeing her hair. But she was still Olive

Borden.

A

tepid box-office star.

Yes, the blonde in blue is Dorothy Mackaill. But you needn't
worry about Dorothy. A few weeks ago she was slated for the
discard. Her contract had expired.
Her fans had gone cold.
The Spanish looking gentleman over there is Paul Muni,
Then along came "The Office Wife." A box-office picture with
erstwhile Muni Weiscnfreund of the Yiddish .\rt Theater. He's
Dorothy Mackaill! New impetus! If First National didn't
back on Broadway for a dilTercnt reason.
Muni was let out
re-sign Dorothy, a competitor would.
So First National rebecause he was too young to be a character star and too good
signed, at more money, and with the sensational stipulation
to be a pretty-boy juvenile.
.\
that the star might have something
critics' actor.
The critics raved.
to say about her stories.
But the fans didn't want realism.
happens to our movie friends
The Mackaill case was unique in
They wanted romance. Over the
the movies. Never before has any
» » \\ hen contracts expire, talkies menfence went the distinguished Mr.
player landed solidly as a star with
ace or they are otherwise smitten hy fate?
Muni.
what was to have been the final
The girl with her hat down over
They j;o on the stage! Two years ago stage
picture!
her eyes, so timid about being recDorothy's contrasting experience
actors were hustling to Hollywood for the
ognized?
Why, our old friend
The box-office said
is eloquent.
infant talkies.
the big parade is
Lillian Gish. Lillian listened to the
"Yes"on Mackaill. It hadsaid"No"

^T 7H AT

Now

advice of her friend, Mary Pickford,
and tried a come-back. '"One

Romantic

was a poor
picture.
Miss Gish was presumed
to have "outgrown" the movies,
Night"

marching the other way. Favorites of the
silent days fill Broadway, hoping and
working for new success and popularity
in the theater.

on the others. The omnipotent fans
have given back to Broadway the
most glittering army of erstwhile
and almost-movie stars which ever
have ornamented the poor old stage.

Peerless

Huston/
Walter Huston as

Lincoln

in the

RELAX,
going
who

folks!

By Harriet Parsons

Abraham

new

talkie

There

^
"

Huston's talkie debut
"Gentlemen

isn't

to be another actor
with a Lincoln complex in
our midst. The last man
was chosen to portray the

Walter adds Abraham
Lincoln to his gallery

Great Emancipator on the screen
couldn't forget about it after the
picture was over.
For months he
appeared in public wearing the
famous stovepipe hat and shawl.

of the

in

Press"

family, but he sa\-s his father and
grandfather were natural born
actors and he thinks he inhcritcl
his love of the dramatic fi-ni
them.
When he was eighteen he
a theatrical company v,lii<
promptly went broke and left liii
<'

'

of great parts

.i<

:

•

ii

i

stranded.

He hooked

New York on

a ride iii"
a freight train and

But you won't see Walter Huston shambling along the boulevard with head bent, hoping people will think he looks like
Lincoln. For one thing he's too busy. As soon as he finished
making ",\braham Lincoln" for Griffith he had to start work on
"The X'irtuous Sin" for Paramount. That meant immersing
himself in a new characterization
forgetting Honest Abe.
Although Walter Huston was chosen from fifty men for the
honor of portra\ing the most beloved figure in American
history, he is not going to be "the Man Who Played Lincoln"
for the rest of his life.
To him the role was simply another

then and there began to battle his wav toward Broadwav. lUit
didn't hear about it for fifteen vears.
Those \ car?
he toured the vaudeville circuits in skits which he wrote hiniM If.
Only once during the years of struggle did he desert tin
theater.
A friend persuaded him that he would be a biiur
engineer than actor.
Four years of steam engineering cn:vinced Huston, however, that he knew more about his ov.
capabilities than his kind friends did. He went back to acting.
The success that has come to him in the last ten years proves
how right he was.

characterization in a long list of interesting characterizations
for stage and screen. He had no preconceived notions about
Lincoln, nor any lifelong ambition to play the part.

npHE

—

—

"You

see," he says, "I didn't try to walk like Lincoln
to
imitate the outward mannerisms which the history books tell
us he possessed. No. I tried to think like Lincoln, knowing
that if I captured the secret of the man's mental processes the
rest would follow.
I approached it the way I would approach
any characterization. I said to myself: 'What kind of man is
this? How does his mind
function? How would he
act in this situation
or
"
this one?'
Probably you've seen
Huston in " Gentlemen

—

of the Press" or "The
Lady Lies" or " The V"ir-

ginian." Any of the
three would have been
sufficient to establish him
among the foremost
ranks of talkie actors.
His position on the stage
has long been established.

Since
first

he

scored

New York

hit

his
in

O'Neill's "Desire^Undcr
the Elms" he has been
one of Broadway's favorite sons.

Acting has been his
ruling passion since his

Huston as the dastardly
Tra/npas

6S

in

"The Virginian"

boyhood days in Canada.
There were no professional actors in his

Broadway

ii

main thing about acting, he thinks, is to believe wliat
you're saying and doing. George M. Cohan once said to him:
Do that scene over and make me belic\ c
you. Your audience doesn't want to have to make an effort t>i
be convinced. Make it easy for them." Huston convinces his
audiences by convincing himself first.
But once in a while he gets a part that stumps him completely. He hasn't any idea what it's all about. In a case like
that the only thing to do,
says Huston, is to act all
over the place. The less
you understand about a
role the more you have
to act! That's what happened to him when he
played Eugene O'Neill's
"The Fountain" on the
stage. He acted like fury
but he still doesn't know
what it was all about!
When you really understand the psychology of
a character, however, all
you have to do is think
it
and the acting lakes
care of itself.
He feels that he un-

X

" I don't believe you.

—

derstands Abraham
Lincoln and conscfjuently that his charis a sincere

acterization

and true one.

Does he look
(

like
PLEASE TUR.v TO
PAGE 94
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Walter as General Platoff in
"The Virtuous Sin"

his next,

MOse really needed that
money. But he knew he
must help a brother in
distress

ate
A

THE

fact that the troupe
couldn't make expenses
was nothing new. In the
good old da\s, troupes

a

had a habit of flopping after the
first

few towns.

company

great star, of one

Mose

During that period
history, a

true short story of

of stage
invariably

Chicago in high spirits and
ended up in Waterloo, Iowa,
busted.
in low spirits
left

Jackson, and of a

loan that luck overpaid

—

The only difference in this
particular case being that the
" Princess Mar>- " troupe was stranded in Green Bay, Wisconsin.
The manager had called them all together to give out the
bad news. And it was particularly bad this time, because the
stage-hands had to be paid first they were members of the
Green Bay union. It would take all the money to pay them
off
and there'd be nothing left for the troupe.
Ten minutes after the announcement, four of the five men in
the troupe had started in the direction of the nearest saloon in
the hope of borrowing the fare back to Chicago. The fifth man went backstage where
he had made a few friends, lie had been a
stage-hand before he started acting and the
boys behind the scenes were always glad to

—

—

one

of their

own

tribe.

—

when "Mister" Chaney heard
the bad news, he headed backstage in search of Mose Jackson.
Mose was upset. He even sugmight collect his salary by show-

gested that " Mister" Chaney
ing the boss his union card; but second thought convinced Mose
that, although " Mister" Chaney had been a hand, he was now

The whole thing troubled him. Why should he be
paid his regular fifteen dollars and "Mister" Chaney get left?
Maybe he could help it was his dutv to help a brother hand
in distress.
Mose really needed all his pay himself to save
toward the shine parlor he wanted to buy but here was a
brother in trouble.
Chaney was at a loss to understand the
an actor.

As told

see

One of the hands, a big, strapping six-foot negro, had particutaken to him. This negro
had always hated actors, but
when he found one who carried
a "stage-hands' union card" he
was more than polite and friendly
even went so far as to call
him "Mister" Chaney. So,
larly

—

—

to

Walter Ramsey

colored man's generosity.
handed him a "five dolla'

—

Mose had

just

to

pay

bill for

yor fare back to Chicawga" and walked
away. The actor placed the money in his

69

—

Only

a

five-dollar loan

wallet, along with the union card,
together his few belongings.

and

left

— but

the theater to gather

was imperative that he get back to the Windy City immediately. The season for starting shows out on the road was
fast drawing to a close and he didn't like the prospect of a workIt

less

winter in bleak, unfriendly Chicago.

The

five-dollar bill

from the negro stage-hand covered train fare. Had he had to
or hike his way several days would have been lost. And
through the hand's generosity he landed with another troupe.

bum

next stranding point was Los Angeles, where
was not
THE
so easy
borrow
back
Chicago. Because he
it

to
go, he stayed.

fare

to

couldn't

Because there was no stage work, and because
he still wanted to be an actor and was sure that he would be a
good one, he took to pictures. During the next few months
he went rapidly ahead in this new profession and by the end
of a year he was eating regularly. There had been a great picture.
A great performance. A new genius had come to the screen.
,'\fter the money commenced to roll in regularly. Chancy
often thought of l\iose Jackson, back in Green Bay. The boy's
on the lot were surprised to hear the story of how a colored
stage-hand gave him the money that indirectly made it possible
for him to reach the Coast
and ultimately break into pictures
what you might call the turning point of a man's life on a
.

—

.

.

mere

five-dollar

"

bill.

All agreed that Mose should be repaid. Some of them suggested that Chaney return the exact amount he had received
others said that he should mail at least ten. But he wouldn't
hear of any such meager appreciation of his present good fortune. He wanted to send Mose a hundred dollars. Or at least
seventy-five. Hadn't Mose been the reason for his success?
But, in the end, he was talked out of sending more than fifty.
It might be bad for the boy to get so much money all at once.
The fifty was sent in a plain envelope that day.
Now and then during the weeks that followed, Chaney won

changed two

it

dered about Mose. What had the money meant to the colored
man? Less money than that had meant a lot to some folks—
one-tenth of the amount had spelled success for Chaney.
In due time Chancy earned himself considerably more money
and a vacation. Success brought the desire to re-visit old
stamping grounds.
He had an urge to see Green Bay— and
drop in on Mose Jackson. The town had changed little.' Even
the same old German doorman was on duty at the Gem Theater.
"It's been a long time since you was 'here," said the older
man. "How'd you happen to step in here?''
"Just came back to see if I could find that big colored boy
that was working as a stage-hand when I left. Is he here? "
" Well, no, he ain't here no more. About
two years after you
left Mose got a letter from somewhere with fift'v doUars
in it.
No name on the envelope, so he never knew who was giving
away their money.''
"Yes, yes, but what did he do with it?"

OH,

he run around wild all day showing ever'bodv his fifty
dollar bill— quite a novelty around here. Then along 'bout
nine o'clock that night I saw him and five other bovs out back
shootin' craps. Nothin' could seem to stop Mose that night.
Long 'bout ten-thirty I guess he had, oh, maybe seven, eight
hundred piled up in front of him.
"Yes go on then what?''
"Well, I can't stay after eleven-thirty— the old ladv wants
me home early nights, .^nd the next morning " the doorman
fumbled in his hip pocket and pulled out a dilapidated wallet—
"the next morning,'' he went on, "I see this.'' He handed
Chaney a dirty, creased newspaper clipping, which read:

—

—

—

Mose

Jackson, local negro stage-hand, was found dead in an
West Side about three o'clock this
He had been stabbed and robbed. Employees of
the Gem Theater, where the slain man worked, state that
Jackson had about S1,000 on his person when he left the theater.

alley near the docks on the

morning.

#
I

yi
Friend grieves for friend. Whenever Lon Chaney grabbed his make-up box, that was Sandy's signal to follow
to the studio. The other day, on its way to a museum, the box was left on the porch a moment and this

him

touching, unposed picture

70

lives

was the

result

ant

TK'

to

Be

a

Star:

By

Ma

r

g a r et
Here's

how

NOT to

be

Miss Stuart intimates that no little
girl ever got very far by
merely yearning at a
casting director, as this
a star!

Stuart

child is doing. Much
better to be a great
director's third cousin

by marriage!

MUCH

advice has been

written about how to get
into the movies.

But more important

You do? Well,

here's

the whole trick

than that, by far, is how to be a
good little movie star once you're
It is comparatively simple to
in.
become a movie star. I'll tell you,
But
in a minute, how it's done.
right here the good advice stops.
taught all the unimportant
school.
You're
It's like going to
things, like how to find the square root of 64 and that HjSO,

in

one easy lesson

is

the symbol for sulphuric acid, instead of the really vital aids

to life, such as how to live on fifty doUars a week and what to
say to the wife after you've been out all night.
The way to get into the movies is to be a relative of a producer, be discovered by a director, be a great foreign actress,
be a stage or operatic star, be an extra girl with a winning
smile, look like another movie star, be a football hero in Alabama or Southern California universities, a proptrty boy, a
caustic critic of the talkies, a studio script girl, a cigarette girl
at the Ambassador Hotel, or a small time actor who looks like
Aviators (lady or gentleman), baseball heroes,
a gangster.
golf champions, or prize fighters last only a few months.
Millionaires' daughters, endurance flyers, tree sitters, discus
throwers, channel swimmers, big game hunters, cowboys, acrobats, or newspaper columnists stand no chance whatever.
By no means be introduced to studio executives by anyone
less than the financial backer of a company, and under no circumstances should you accept letters to directors from editors,
exhibitors, generals, admirals, or men about town.
Now that you are in and the studio gatpman smiles as he
throws open the door to you every morning, memorize these
rules:

an enormous Spanish home in Beverly Hills, but de
you were much happier when you lived in a
simple cottage in your own home town,
tiet married and have a big wedding.
Ciet divorced and insist that you and your ex-husband are
si ill "just awfully good friends."

LIVE

in

clare that

Be democratic and speak to all
studio electricians and prop boys.
Get confidential with interviewers
and then ask them not to print
what you've told them. This gives
them the feeling that they have
confidential information about you,
which everybody

Become

else already has.
the best dressed woman

in pictures.
Become a Hollywood hostess and have very small and exclusive entertainments.
Speak to all the right people most cordially and give the
wrong people a friendly nod.
Have open house on Sunday afternoons.
Feel a sacred duty to your public.
Be a whoopee girl once, then suddenly reform and become

just a simple little

homebody.

intangible "feelings" about things.
Declare loudly that you never indulge in llollxwood gossip.
Be very unhappy and wonder what it's all about.

Have vague and

a great fuss over your current husband, wife, or boy
M/\KE
the whole world that
or girl friend in public and
tell

you're ideally suited to each other.
Have a great love for all the Finer Things of Life.
Be di.ssatisfied with your screen stories and long to do Something Rcallv Splendid.
"Tcht, tcht" over the failure or illness of any star and say
what a nice girl you always thought she was.

Boast of your humble b(?ginnings.
You must, however,
Scoff at anybody who is "upstage."
keep yourself exclusive.
Make a great point of keeping up with all your old friends.
Do not entertain royalty or Chinese actors.
There arc a great many more things that you might or
might not do but by the time you've mastered the above
do
> Du'll be so rich, so famous, so well beloved that you can
anything you choose and nobody will care.
The above rules have never failed.
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T^uld

So she took the $250,000! When
the microphone was not kind to
Corinne Griffith, she wisely accepted First National's offer for
the remainder of her term. Now
the Orchid Lady rests

For years Monte Blue had labored
Warner Brothers contract star
hard-working and careful with
his wages.
Not so long ago the
company bought the unexpired portion of his contract for $50,000
as a

—

your boss should walk up to you
SUPPOSE
and say:
"Lookahere,

You Quit

some morning

now!"

You know darned

well that the first thing you'd do, after
would be to phone the funny house and tell them
come with straight-jackets and things.
But, such things do happen!
Well, say _\ou, it must be a crazy business where the boss
pays somebody a houseful of money uol to work. You're right.
It's the movie business!
And just to show you how nutty it really is, nine times out
of ten the person who's being paid iwl to work considers
it
an insult. Imagine getting mad because somebodv wants to
give >ou a quarter of a million to do nothing!
You think I'm lying? Look at Corinne Griflith. She got
S2,'iO,000 not to make any more moving pictures
for First

coming

to,

to

National.

First

National paid

it

to her.

Warner Brothers

gave Monte Klue about S.^O.(«X) not to work for them any
more.
Jack Gilbert got mad when Metro-Cioldwvn-Maycr
offered him about a half million dollars to go away some
place
after "His Glorious Night" was finished.
The picture, that
is.
Jack told M-G-M to take their half million and soak it
in vinegar.
More about that, later.
But all that's getting ahead of the yarn bv a couple of
jumps. You see, this is all about the jolly
Hollywood pastime of contract-buying.
You've probably read about producers buying up So-and-So's contract.
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why

not say, "Attagirl, Billie"?

Maybe you wonder what

it means.
Well, briefly, it's like
or executive sees a great future for some
actor or actress on stage or screen.
"That's a big bet for us,"
he teUs himself, "so let's sign him up."
Bingo, a contract is drawn up and slapped down before the
supposed-to-be-star. When the latter sees figures like S5.000
a week, he signs his name so quick that it looks like a fastmotion film. Then he goes to Hollywood.
There he gets a test. Not infrequently, the putative star
flops like a wet towel. Sometimes they let him make a picture.
This is worse than flopping on the test, because when he flops
in a picture, strangers see it, and when he llops in a test, only
a few studio executives see it. Anyway, when and if he flops,
there is weeping and wailing in the saiula sumtoni of the Big
Bosses.
"Who signed this lemon?" everybody asks. The
outcome usually is: "Well, let's buy up his contract."

this:

give you a couple o' hundred thousand
dollars in cold cash if you'll quit working for me right
I'll

Dove's producers bought off
her contract, but it isn't liJtely that
the beauteous one is much perturbed. Now she's going to marry
a multi-multi-millionaire. And, so
Billie

Some producer

SO

the star-that-wasn't is sitting pretty. He's got a contract
which calls on the producer to pay him so much a week for
so long.
It's up to the producer to make it worth while for
the fellow to break the contract.
Usually, after parleying

—

back and forth, some sort of settlement is effected on anywhere from a twenty-five per cent basis up.
In other words, if the he-who-flopped holds a contract for
twenty-si.'c weeks at S.S.OOO a week, and accepts a fifty per
cent settlement to call the contract off, he gets S6.S, 000 cash.
The producer saves the other vS6.S,000,
plus the cost of producing pictures that
wouldn't have made money.
And that's what they call buying up

By Harry Lafig

Work

^.r

$250,000?

Corlnne Griffith did!
great

game

of

It's

part of the

all

contract-buying

in

filmland

—

Here are some examples and some
show that you never can tell what it's all about.
Take the strange case of Ina Claire, for instance.
The gorgeous blonde had long been one of the bright spots
of the speaking stage when the talkies began to churn Hollx-wood. The producers hustled to sign up the legitimate stars.
Pathe got Ina's name on the dotted line, and sat back feeling
happy about it. The contract said Ina was to do two pictures
in nine months, and if Pathe liked her, a third picture after
For the first, she was to get 875,000; for the second,
that.
somebody's contract.
sidelights to

$100,000.

If

a third, for that, then, $125,000.

INA made "The Awful Truth," as Picture No. 1, and drew
her 875,000. Then began the business of looking for the second

—

story.
Things didn't go right all sorts of things. When at
Pathe bought "Holida>-" for her, there wasn't really
enough left of the nine-months' contract period to make
"Holiday." One thing after another went wrong, and finally
they went into a huddle. When it was over, .Ann Harding
was cast for the lead in "Holiday'' and Ina Claire walked
last

free with 855,000 as her bit for settling the contract in cash.
Now, here's the funny aftermath. Pathe paid her 855,000

—

not to work and at once, Paramount began negotiations with
Ina. The negotiations dragged and dragged. Paramount unwilling to pay what Ina asked.
So Ina called the turn. She
went on the stage in Los .'\ngeles in Donald Ogden Stewart's
play, "Rebound,'' which he had been trying for months to
The opening night was one of those things
sell to the movies.
high-priced seats, all sorts of colored lights and arc lamps,
the big shots of movieland all there in their swell clothes.
The big shots, the critics, the public, all raved about "Re-

—

bound" and Ina

Claire.

On

the second day of the engagement. Paramount okayed
Ina's figures and signed her to a contract. She stars in "The
Royal Family." And the last laugh is Donald Ogden Stewart's.
"Rebound," which one producer after another had turned
down as no good for talkies, was bought by Pathe! fur
something in five figures, guesses running from 820,000 to
$50,000.

—

—

there's Corinne
who
THEN
beautiful — and that makes her a very,

Griffith,
is as sagacious as she is
very wise girl. Corinne
National's big bet in silents and was drawing down
about 87,500 a week, plus a percentage of the profits. When
the microphone broke into the studios, Corinne, like most
other stars, had quite a hard time adapting herself to it.
"Lilies of the Field" and "Back Pay" were not so hot.
Her
voice did not register one hundred per cent.
Corinne had a clause in her contract which provided that
she and her equally sagacious husband, Walter Morosco,
approve stories, directors and everxthing in ccmnection with
her pictures. She held out for stories of her own choice and
directors who she thought could help her with her voice.
Of course it was a futile battle.
Finally the First National executives said, "We've got to
do something. Let's offer Corinne a quarter of a million
to settle her contract, and that ma.\- bring her to terms."
Corinne snapped up that quarter of a million so fast it made
her head swim, .\fter ten years of hard work she was tired,
anyway, and she and Walter thought a quarter of a million
dollars was good pay for a vacation.
Corinne isn't one of those stars who are screen crazy,
and she may or may not come back.
In the meantime she is studying voice, in case she does get
something that suits her.
please turn to pace 130

was

I'lrst

[

|

A famous married

pair

which underwent some odd

contract-jugiling. jack Gilbert indignantly refused
to sell his million-dollar contract when "His Glori-

ous Night" failed, determined to make good in
talkies. Pathe bought up Ina Claire's contract for
$55,000— then she signed with Paramount to make
a very big picture
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Chang-e/

Leaping Lupe
may be a little
more ladylike
when strangers
are around, but
there's still the
same fire in the
Velez eye. Here

By

she

is

dressed

for a party, but

Barbara Lawto n

WHEN
\'elez

they told

me

that

had become a lady

no fancy duds
can hide the
hoyden

Lupe
I felt

if I just couldn't go on.
Better to learn that Ronald
Colman had turned hey-hey boy or that
Buster Keaton was cast in the title role of
"Hamlet" or even that Greta Garbo had
become a leading social light and attended
all wild parties.
For in the discreet and cultured town
that the once lusty Hollywood has become, Lupe had seemed to me the symbol
of all the wild excitement and breathless
glamour of the maddest community in
the world. If Lupe were now turning lady
on me, if she were suddenly lowering her
eyes at the mention of anything slightly
risqu6 or if she were bowing coldly and
politely to all her friends
then I knew
that I must buy myself a one way ticket
to Tibet. I might, there, find a little color
about a lama.
But, after seeing Lupe again, I've decided to remain in Hollywood. It's all a
big mistake.
Lupe has changed yes but she hasn't gone grand.
Lupe has been called temperamental. She is, but she is
never arbitrary or hard to handle. Because she has no idea of
the flight of time she would arrive on the set at any hour that
suited her were it not for her secretary, Helene Rupert. But
once she is at the studio she works hard and when she swears,
as she does freely, it is usually at herself.
For instance, when she "goes up" in her lines or makes a
wrong cross she runs to the side of the set, out of microphone
range, and says, "Dam' fool Lupe. Lupe bad girl. Lupe silly
idiot.
Dam' Lupe. Dam' dam' dam'!" But the vituperatives
are hurled, mind you, at herself and not at her director or leading man. She is genuinely annoyed with "dam' fool Lupe" and
nobody else. Afterwards she returns and is ready for another

as

—

The voluble Velez
here spikes rumor
that she's turned

yon, except that it isn't
empty, and she allowed

tame — she's

amusing the onlookers.

a

little

smarter, that's

—

—

tough two hours.
In the same way, she was misunderstood when she cut mad
capers on the sets. Lupe has a heart as big as the Grand Can-

n

all!

herself to

do whatever

popped into her head
because she t r u >
thought that she was
1

They laughed when she
pulled her skirts above
her head and flung herself into a wild dance,
.^nd nothing so delights
Lupe as to be laughed
at.

But Helene Rupert

explained to her one day that afterwards her audience spread
fantastic reports of her misbehavior.
Outwardly, Lupe has changed. She curbs her tongue with
people she doesn't know. To interviewers she talks in a dignified manner of her home, which she really loves, her dogs and
her work. She dresses better. Gone are the little short pleated
In her wardrobe
skirts and blouses cut almost to her waist.
hang gowns that any Park Avenue lady would be delighted to
own. In them, of course, Lupe does not look like a Park Avenue
lady, merely because she is too striking a type.
She does not bite Gary Cooper on the ear. She does not
shout out oaths when there are spectators. Lupe wears the
garments of a lady. Inside she is the same.
In her own words: "So dey say that now I am grand, yes?
Dam' fools. Dey do not know. Listen to me! In a church I
am a saint. In a public place I am a lady. In my own home I
am a devil. There! That is all. [ ple.\se turn to page 135
)
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ANY

person, with intel-

Lor ins

Screen's most popular

ligence, natural apti-

tude and the capacity
hard work, can be-

{or

come a competent actor!"

A bomb explodes under Hollywood's favorite pose. Lewis
Stone is talking, in that calm
voice you know so well. Its
calmness betrays no hint of the
sensational quality of the views
it

character player sets

some verbal TNT
under stars who pose/
off

gesture.

And that's a blow for those
"act before the camera as you
would in real life" theories.

expresses.

"You

don't need to feel the
roles you play, " it continues. "It
is better, as a matter of fact, if
you don't. How absurd to suppose that you can do a drunk
scene when you've had ten highballs. You need every bit of concentration and coordination you
have to do a scene well. You

must have a

clear mind.

If

more natural that way than if
1 had crossed my hand over my
body and made an awkward

" The acting business is largely
went on. "Little
things that you learn by years
and years of experience. And
then, of course, there is that very
important thing called timing.

tricks," Stone

You've heard the highbrows
it as tempo.
is really nothing more or
than rhythm and emphasis,

speak of

you

really feel a scene everything

"It
less

is

Suppose you become actually hysterical in a hysterical
situation.
are you going to
do the rest of your scenes and

exactly as

lost.

it

is

in

music.

K

matter of knowing when to pick

How

cues, how fast and
ly to talk and what

up

your day?"
blow for the "I feel every
emotion I give to the camera. I
actuaUy live my roles" affecta-

emphasize. That's
with practice.

finish

A

all

how

slow-

words to
it comes

—

WHEN

I'm given a script
I try to figure out what
character I'm playing would
do under given circumstances. I
go back over the years and try
to remember some gesture that
I've seen someone make that
might fit into the portrayal. It's

tion.

" Acting is never actually natural," Stone continues. "You
must act all the more to give the
effect of naturalness. The giving
of a perfectly natural performance is the ambition of every
player and rightly, too, but the
giving of these natural performances requires expert acting technique. Nothing that one does on
the stage or screen can be as it is
in real life. It simply looks that

tlic

by chance if I hit it right.
I do
sometimes I
don't. You never know until you
see it on the screen.
just

Sometimes

"But

—

there's a great trick in

being interested while you're
working or, rather, in making

—

way.

the audience think you're inter-

IFOR instance, have learned
»

to be ambidextrous.

1

You must be alert every
minute and watchful of every-

ested.

re-

member once I was doing a scene
in

which

I

glance over

had to

sit

thing that the other characters

and saying. Each
move must be a decisive one."

are doing

at a desk,

my mail, light a cigar

andpick up thephone. Myright
side was to the camera. To avoid

Stone regrets there are few
good schools for acting. .And
when I 'asked him about these
"natural born actresses," these

awkwardness and make these
gestures as simple and as unobtrusive as possible I struck the

match with my left hand and
picked up the receiver, also, with
that hand.
"Now, that was unnatural. I
am not left-handed nor was the
character I played, but it looked

emotional machines, these great

He's never given a bad performance!

At

Lewis Stone, the
least, the critics say so.
courtly gentleman of the screen, whose views
on acting will knock the mascara off some of
the prancing stars and expose the afifectation
that lies underneath

and untutored stars, he said,
" Hut how much greater they
would be if, plus fhis flair for
acting, plus the innate ability,
they also had techniquel"
And Lew Stone knows
I
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The Battle T\%
of

• i

r nil

TT
rlolmes

The boy who had to be best! Philhps Holmes wouldn't play any second fiddle,
no matter how tuneful. So he blundered through school days, bumping his head
against the slars, and when Hollywood gossiped about "that wild Holmes boy,"
he only grew wilder every hour. Suddenly he took a firm grip on himself. Now,
as a handsome and able young leading man, directors hand him their fattest
r61es. "That wild Holmes boy" has made good!
76

i

The World

vs.
How

Taylor Holmes'

boy fought Hollywood
gossip, the threat of

own
weakness, and won
mediocrity, his

confidence and the

beginnings

of

fame

had heard the stories about
EVERYBODY
youngPhil Holmes. Just swell stories they
were, too. ISIight be told on any old actor,
except the Holmes variety were more mad,

younger generation
intellectual trying to

more of the saddened
drown his troubles.

stuff,

One of the rewards of Phil Holmes' good fight. Young Phillips
wireand Helen Twelvetrees in a scene from "Her Man," Pathe's
haired fo.x terriers all over town, bringing them
phonoplay of the immortal "Frankie and Johnnie"
into the swankiest restaurants and then walking
out of those same restaurants without paying the
bills.
It was also added that he used to buy two or three autotions to him.
He was cock o' the school president of the stumobiles at a time and take them out separately to crack them
dent body.
up against the most convenient tree. He was quite mad, everyOne day the assistant French teacher saw him in town smokbody said, and loved a nose thumbing gesture at life above all
ing a cigarette when he should have been at study period. Phil
else.
knew that he had been seen so he went to the head French
Nobody could explain how Phil Holmes got this way. Certeacher, who was a friend of his, and said, " For God's sake, sec
tainly he had had things easy enough all his life. He, the son
the assistant and beg him not to report me. Don't you knowof Taylor Holmes, had everything. Five years at Trinity Colthat it will ruin me? Don't you know that I won't be anything
lege in England. The sort of looks that make you picture him
any more?"
playing the most picturesque and decorative roles. His is pure
The teacher promised he would see what could be done and
beauty, and much as he loathes the word there is no other way
Phil walked away just in time to observe the assistant French
of describing him.
teacher coming out of the head master's oHicc. He knew then
He had never been down and out, had never been forced to that it was too late and, in the head master's ollice, all his petty
beg for jobs, had never sutTered what people who have known
glories were stripped from him.
the pity and wonder of want have suffered.
When he first
came to Hollywood his was as bright a future, his was as beambrother is going to the same prep school. There is a gold
ing and entertaining a personality as you'd find. Why, then,
shield upon which is engraved the names of all the past presidid he make mad, foolish gestures?
dents of the student body. .'\ name other than Phil's is there.
It all dates back to quite a while ago.
Do you know people
These experiences assumed mammoth proportions to Phil.
w ho are miserable and discontented without any apparent reaIt appeared that he was in the grip of mediocrity, that he w-as
son? These are the sensitive souls of the world, of which Philalways to be just second best.
lips Holmes is one. .And slight gestures, little things, sometimes
And then, upon the completion of his education, came his
mean more to these people than all of the horrible and devastat- choice of a life work. He was afraid of the theatrical business
ing attacks that can be made upon an average life.
for he knew too much about it. He had seen too many failures.
Phil feared mediocrity above all else.
And, somehow, he
His father had introduced him to those pathetic failures who
seemed to be fated for it. He was graduated with the second
cling so desperately to the most glamorous profession in the
highest honors in school. There are those who would be content
world.
with saoiul highest honors. But Phil, young and idealistic,
But there was a strong strain of trouper spirit within him,
wanted to be first or not at all.
and he came to California under contract to Paramount.
There was a contest at school, a mechanical drawing contest.
.And suddenly he became one of the most talked about young
He might have won first prize except for the fact that he lost a men in town. Echoes of his wild exploits rang up and down the
boulevards.
couple of drawings and came out second. And there was also that little
He knew vaguely that he was making a mess of his life. Somehow he
thing that happened in prep school
didn't [please turn to page 96]
that assumed such gigantic propor-

The yarns pictured him carrying two

—

HIS

^^ DoloVeS Fo StCT
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ushing
By Marquis Busby
over that of Doug, Jr., and then had the work of art re-photographed. That was his proof. He needed no further identification to buy an expensive kit bag in a Hollywood shop. His
impersonation was exposed by a friend of the Fairbanks family

who

lived at the

same

hotel as the impostor.

The strangest aspect of the whole affair was that the fraud
looked no more like the genuine article than Will Rogers looks
like Gloria Swanson.
It did show that Hollywood clerks have
the trusting dispositions of si.x-year-old children, or, awful
thought, they don't go to the movies as regularly as they should.

AFTER being taken to

jail, the bogus Doug kept things interestingfortheotherinmates by going on a twelve-day hunger
When that didn"t seem to pack the proper punch he
revealed the fact that he had a glass eye. But jailers are notoriousl\- hard-hearted.
It takes more than a glass eye to make
one of those boys break down and sob.
One of the strangest experiences befell Mary Nolan, during
a recent vacation period. Wary was sitting in a New York

strike.

Tottie Fink leaves the

and

chickens

to

cows

conquer

the film world with her talent and young beauty

ONE

of the favorite concoctions of the scenarist has been
the little country schoolma'am who bu\-s a lot of swell
store clothes and knocks 'em dead at a tony summer
resort as Lottie Lollipop, thestageand screen star. Sometimes she returns to her old boy friend, the honest village bootlegger, but usually she marries Montmorency Vandergould, the
scion of millions, who loves her in spite of the April Fool's joke.
Some people actually believe these stories. Flocks of necktie
clerks and chambermaids have had a try at posing as films stars.
They have a grand time for a while, pass rubber checks, make
rash promises, and then wind up with a one-way ticket to the
local bastille. It has been said before that fact is stranger than
fiction.
Stranger, oh, yes, but without a happy ending.
The first person to represent himself as a star probably arrived on the scene at about the same time that there was such a
glittering personage as a movie star. These mi.sguided imitators

with delusioixs of grandeur
tions ever since.

have been doing heavy impersona-

movies can blame no one. They started the
THE
tunately they didn't copyright
Anybody can

idea.

it.

—

use

Unforit

that

wants to that is, if the prospect of three squares a day of bread
and water, and a chic prison stripe, is any incentive.
There have been enough impostors of this sort in the last ten
years to till a whole criminal library.
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., is the latest star to wake up one
morning with the realization that there was a spurious Doug,
Jr.,

writing checks for him.

And

right in the old

home town.

The

imitator was finally grabbed b>' the Hollywood t;cii(liirmcs
an expensive hotel, and transferred to a suite in the Hollywood hoosegow. The Hollywood hoosegow is i)r(>bal)ly the
most uncomfortable dwelling place in town,
which is taking in a lot of territory.
The false Doug had evolved an elaborate campaign. The first step was to find a photograph of
I Ih, siraled hy
in

the real

Doug.Sr.
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young Doug taken with

his father,

He superimposed his own photograi)h

Van Arsdale

Fame
America

is full

^•/^^

of folks

who impersonate

the fa-

mous ones — and sometimes

it

means

jail

when she

noticed a young girl sitting at a nearby table.
something strikingly familiar about her face. Mary
it any longer.
"Pardon me," she said, "but haven't I met you before?"
"I don't think so," replied the maiden, haughtil>'. "Perhaps
you have seen me on the screen. I am IMary Nolan."
Then Mary understood why the girl's face was so familiar.
She was a real-life double.
Mary <^as too good a sportsman to call the police. She
merely left her calling card, face down on the table. She didn't
even wait to watch the expression on the face of the other Mary
cafe

There

w;is

couldn't stand

But Tottie finds conquering a tough racket.
So Toto La Finque wins a beach, anyway, by
calling herself Alice White

Xolan when she turned the card over.
Bryant Washburn, several years ago,
had a similar experience in a Chicago
hotel.

Aiter registering, the clerk in-

formed him that therewas another Bryant
Washburn in the hotel. Bryant, being
from Hollywood, was suspicious instantly.
He knocked on the door of his namesake.
".\re you Bryant Washburn?" he asked.
"Yes," said the unsuspecting impersonator.
".\re you the real Bryant Washburn?"
"Yes, I'm the Brxant Washburn of the
screen."
"Well, well," said the real Bryant.
"Isn't that curious? So am I."

AS

in the case of Doug Fairbanks, Jr..
the likeness between the star and the
/ini[>ostor was slight.
Imitation may be the sincerest form of
ji'^
llattery,

but Ben Lyon wasn't e.\actly

tickled pink to find a collection of strange
bills from I'ifth .Avenue shops in his mail.

Hut the i^seudo Ben had an elegant time
buying haberdasher>' by the gross, stopone of New York's swankiest hostclries, and having "professional" photographs taken.
.At the same time the synthetic Ben
])ing at

Lyon was

also posing as the secrctar\' of

Richard Dix, running up some more fancy
bills.

Ben and

[ple.ase

turn to

p.age 129)

of Reginald Fortesque, the star with the exquisite nose, on
finding twenty imitators passing rubber

Imagine the horror

checks

in his

name!

"

Andre, Doris, Dave and
France, England and California chipped
and gave

keen quartet

this

him from Europe
THEY brought
He was
be a member

to play in French verto
of that hidden city, that
vast foreign colony that lives and works in Hollywood and
about whom the fans know almost nothing. This is the colony
within the colony, and consists of those fine German, French
and Spanish actors who make talkies in their native languages.
But they found that Andre Luguet who, it has been said, is
to the French drama what Maurice Chevalier is to French
musical comedy, could speak better English than \'ou, you, you
or even, I blush to admit, I.
Therefore, you will see Andre on the screen in English pictures just as soon as he is caught up on all the French versions
he is slated to do.
His knowledge of English came about in a strange way. His
parents hoped that he would be the first to break the long line
For, since the days of
of troupers who were his ancestors.
Napoleon, big and little Luguets, mothers, fathers, sisters,
brothers, have all dedicated their lives to the theater.
It was hoped that Andre would be the first business man
among them, but in educating him for such a career they inadvertently prepared him for American movies, for he was sent
to England, to Craven College in Kent, to study commercial
affairs.
There he learned the English of which he is master.
Andre did not like the studies. Troupers' blood flowed in
his veins. He was born for the foothghts, so he left school to
join a company in London. Later he starred in his own company at the Cciiicilic Fran(aisc. Director Jacques Feyder insisted that he come to Hollywood and play in the French verPie is now under a long-term
sion of "The Unholy Night.''
contract to M-G-M.
Luguet is the matinee idol type, with black eyes, brown hair.
sions.

in

to the talking screen

LLOYD appeared in seven flops in the London
DORIS
theaters during the season of 1924. There was some consolation — only a good actress could get seven jobs in one
season, whether the plays turned out or not.

Then one day she overheard a conversation about
were trying to settle on what matinee to

Two women

herself.

attend.

"There's that play with Doris Lloyd,"' began one of the
women. " She's nice. I like her, but poor thing, all her plays
have failed. "'

Nice English Girl

Makes Good

A French

Loan

the Talkies

80

to

That, decided Doris, was the most disconcerting thing that
could be said about an actress. She decided to get out of
London for a time. She would go to America, the land of opportunity and all that sort of thing. She had a sister in Hollywood, married to George K. Arthur, whom she could visit.
She arrived in Hollywood, where her bad luck gained momentum. After six years Lady Luck has deigned to smile, but
as yet she hasn't laughed out loud. However, picture audiences
have seen her give compelling performances. She was the weak
Mrs. Lane in "Old English," and she appeared with George
Arliss in " Disraeli. "' You will soon see her in a cockney role
in "Way for a Sailor" and in "Charley's Aunt."
Not one of those roles has given Doris the opportunity she
deserves, the chance to give the shining performances she has
contributed to the Los Angeles stage.
Doris was well in the vanguard of the English invasion of
Hollywood. She came in 1924, and burst on the local horizon
with a magnificent performance in support of Pauline Fredcrick in "Spring Cleaning." Joseph Schenck saw it, and gave
her the first opportunity with Norma Talmadge in "The Lady.
The camera loses much of Doris' charm. She has auburn
hair and gray eyes, and wears clothes beautifully.

\

"

"

"

F ranees
By C

a

I

York

Frances

Is

Now

Dee-lighted!

AN

eager-eyed young

ter

new

girl sat in

a little neighborhood thea-

and watched the unfolding of Maurice Chevalier's
When the film was
picture, "Playboy of Paris."

said, " I don't believe it's I.
The girl was Frances Dee, who played the lead in the
Chevalier film.
And yet seeing herself on the screen, knowing that she was
at last launched upon a film career, remembering that she is
to play opposite Charles Rogers in "Along Came Youth," was
not as important to her as the little thrills that had come to
her when she was first assigned this role. She said then, "It's
the small things that make you realize. My name on my chair,
That let me know more than anything that I
for instance.
was really Chevalier's leading woman. The fact itself, and all
that it means, was too big for me to comprehend.
Frances Dee held the lucky horseshoe. A Southern California girl who went to live in Chicago when she was seven;
attended the university there and came to California last year
on a vacation; got a tiny bit in a college picture; worked extra
only at two studios. Fox and Paramount; was put under contract by Paramount as a stock girl and suddenly, two weeks
later, fell into the place left vacant by Lillian Roth, when that
young trouper wasn't finished with another film in time to take
the part in " Playboy of Paris.
There are hundreds of pretty, fresh-looking nineteen-yearold girls in Hollywood. What was it about Frances that made
Chevalier take a second and a third look at her that day he
saw her lunching at the studio restaurant?
"Physically she is perfectly suited to the part," he said, "if
"
she can only act.
What, then, put her over? I believe it is because she has
something more than beauty. You can't look into that earnest
little face without knowing that behind those clear gray eyes

ended she

How
Be

Could David
Practical?

go up to David Manners' hilltop home and say hello!
LET'S
lie's a nice, young chap who tells you he hates to talk about
himself.

His real name, he confesses, is Rauff Acklom, and he was
born in Halifax. Then life grew very complicated and inconHe decided, as a kid, he wanted to be a sea captain,
sistent.
but later oii, he changed his mind and wanted to be a forester,
because he thought all foresters had to do was ride around
forests on horses all day long. So he matriculated at Toronto
College and found forestry was a lot of mathematics. So he
wasn't a forester.
He finished school and got a job carr>'ing a spear as a soldier
in a Greek play, and his parents thought he was headed for the
They thought he oughtn't to be an actor. David or
devil.
Rauf! tried to be practical and got a job helping sell snooty
It took him to London and
art goods, antiques and things.
he caught pneumonia and the doctor told him to get away from

—

—

there.

So he went to Arizona and became a cowboy guide. And
met Suzanne Bushnell, with whom he fell in love to the extent
of getting married.

They decided newlyweds should have a honeymoon, so he
got a job with a sugar company in Honolulu. Oh, yes in the
meantime, he had worked on the stage in New York in "Dancing Mothers," but after playing the role every night for fortyfive weeks, he decided the stage was too monotonous, so he
he never
quit it cold. And then about this job in Honolulu

is something deep and vital.
She stands out in a crowd simply because of herself and not
because of any spectacular gestures she might make. She is
a quiet, well-mannered child, with a great deal of natural

went

flash of

—

—

there.

He stopped in Hollywood on the way, and they caught him
and took a test of him for a part they wanted to fill in " Journey's
End." .And that's how it happened. He got the part, and he's
been in Hollywood ever since. And he likes it Ukes pictures,
that is, because it's not monotonous.
He likes dogs and H. G. Wells and Beryl Mercer and

—

travel.

there

intelligence.

And there is, within her, some deep well of emotion, for a
beauty crossed her face when she talked of a summer
spent in Kentucky and a youthful love with a tall, dark Southern lad named Jimmie, whom she [ireferred not to marry and
chance spoiling the charm of that romance.
Chevalier believes in her. The director believes in her. The
fans approved her when her picture was previewed. Excited
as she is over her good fortune, she is no meek sister.
Frances Dee will make the most of her break.
81
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Th e Champion
Director of Latvia,
etc., goes against
Lupe Velez in his

search for a Hollyjob, only to
find that she is nib-

wood

bling his ear!

But

hold! Gary Cooper
creeps up, six guns

unlimbered and
ready to blooie

e^reYcou

G

a vjenius,

By

Foreign Style

Robert Stevenson

But yes

!

You

!

!

are the

That gentleman had the

air of being exceedingly busy.
had a so important engagement.
here comes Mr. Lawrence Tibbett.
Good day, Mr. Tibbett! Will you favor us with a song?
That was exceedingly enchanting.
i half the set.
You have blown down \ my imported limousine.
^ Grauman's Chinese Theater.

regret e.\ceedingi\- that he

I

But

greatest director in Slavonia!

You want

a job

Holly-

in

vvood!

You no speak

English!

So!

see,

Were you

1

use this

\
'

See here!

gloriously goofy phrase book!

^ARDON
Who,

me, but

pray,
i

Good day,

)
j
'

is

is

1

T
I

this not the station of

this distinguished

.u
comprehendJ that
i_

•

'

'

am

No

the

doubt vou

Alas!

,,.^^

{

me

I

observe Mr. Lasky!
famous,?

How

is

Jlj;

Latvia.
^f

the premier enterprise

I

am

I

the

Champion Director

Hollywood.

'

Latvia.
Lithuania.
v Ksthonia.
to a contract.
\

little.

I am desolated!
To the foreigner alas! the subtleties of your tongue are a
closed book.

i

Universal

will assist

this delightful child?

j

) is

of

is

Good day, Mr. Lasky!

Paramount
Metro

Champion Director

Who

am enchanted to meet you, Miss Helen Kanel
Poo-poo-pah-doo?
Alas, I do not comprehend. I speak English but
Boop-a-doop?
I do not comprehend.
I

Prav excuse me.

i

I

Hollywood?

personage?

Mr. Schulberg!
Mr. Thalberg!
Mr. Sheehan!
Master Laemmle!

you might blow down
Mr. Schulberg.
Mr. Thalberg.
Mr. Sheehan.
Master Laemmle.

to sing again,

)

Then

P

of \ Lithuania.
^

No

doubt you

will assist

me

Esthonia.

to a contract.

Alas!

Mr. Lasky was evidently in the greatest
Lo! Here is Mr. Clive Brook.

Good day, milord Brook. Permit me
I also

am

very sporting.

[

of hurries.

to polish your monocle.

please turn to pace 90

]
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1

vou
loveliest

round the

in

to

cleansing,

Duchess of

.

j\Iarlhorou-:h says:

.

.

with I'f>nd*8 Cleansing Tissues, super*
they come in the new Parisian
absorbent
poarh color as well as whit.-. Xl. Pat cleansed
skin briskly with Pond's Freshener to ban-

move

—

Tin-

"Pond-

keeps my complexion exquisite"
The Marquise dc Polignac exclaims:
Charming
"I have got the Pond's habit!".
.

.

.

.

ish oiliness, tighten, lone.
Pond's Vanishin};
r

.

.

.

.

.

.

base, proleeti

Send lOf for Samplts ofPniul »
Four Delifihtful I'reiiaralions
ll-S K\TRA(rr COMPANY, Drpl. M

.

Mrs. Gifford Pinchol II
"easy, satisfactory, complete'
will
says: "Just the four steps faithfully followed every day
Your own experience
keep one's skin fresh and char"
Swift, simple, scientific. Pond's Method
will prove this
assures the pore-deep cleansing, the gentle bracing and toning,
that
the exquisite protection from wind and weather
.

1. Smooth on
Cream for pow-

.

Mrs. Cornelius Vanderbilt Jr. is "devoted to the
marvelous Two Creams, the exquisite Tissues, the invigoratLady Buchanan-Jardine finds Pond's Method
ing Tonic".
.

I. For pore-deep
amply apply Pond's Cold Cream

several tim.s a day, alwajs after exposure;
pat in wilh^ipward, outward strokes. 2. Re-

to beauty ... It is the four deli;;hlful
preparations that keep their skin

ways flower-like, radiant

yjlcp

POXD-S METHODS

be true: The
follow Pond's 4 stejts

will find this to

women

Ihcy liknlcJ..,

Q>can\j

and

^vo^ld
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TRAVEL

Di:CEMiiiiR,

i 1

iiludaon Slrcrt

.

.

.

N«" Vork

City

.

.

.

.

.

are essential to preserve the youth and beauty of your skin.

When

}0U write lo idTertlKem pleaw mention

Coprrlsht.
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1930.
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Company
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Now,

France,

too, in

The Lovely Stars keep
"Smooth skin a

girl's

greatest

in

their skin

charm

.

.

."

say 45 Hollywood directors
10NG

ago our own lovely Hollywood
how potent a charm
smooth skin can be and lon^ ago they
discovered how velvety smooth Lux
Toilet Soap keeps the skin!

V

stars discovered

—

The news spread

to

Broadway— and

the famous stage stars

became equally
enthusiastic about this delicate soap.

Now,

the European capitals, too,
the beautiful screen stars have adopted

their

unless her skin

is

own

luxurious bathrooms do they

it, but in their dressing rooms on
location as well. For this fragrant, white

use

For never were there so many
close-ups as in the new talking and singing pictures. And, as the great directors
of Hollywood discovered years ago, a
girl can never reach stardom on the screen
their skin.

cake

is

officials

all

the great film studios!

And, at the request of the Broadway
stage stars, it is in the dressing rooms of
legitimate theatres

simply perfect.

— 71

of the 74 in

all

New

over the country

York!

in

the soap which keeps their skin as exquisitely lovely as their American sisterstars'

the actresses are more than ever grateful
to the gentle care Lux Toilet Soap gives

— as

faultlessly

smooth

tor the all-

important close-up!

With the

talkies

sweeping the world.

Juliette Compton

The favorite beauty care
of 9 out o/lO lovely
Of

the

521

Exquisite skin,

stars

important Hollywood

tresses, including all stars,

511

voted to Lux Toilet Soap.

Not only

Isabel Jeans

ac-

are de-

all

these lovely stars

know, is the one essential charm every
girl must have to quicken pulses and win
hearts. You can keep _>'07<r skin charmingly smooth, just as they do. Order
several cakes and begin toenjoy it today.

—

in

Elissa Landi
English star

English star

English star

Luxury such as you have found only in
Erory idvertidcmont In

PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE

Is

mianntnsd.

fine

French soaps at f>W
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England,
exquisite with

in

Lux

85

Germany.

.

Soap

Toi/et

Olive Borden,

tiny Ratiio Pictures' star,

luxurious bathroom created for her
Hollywood. Not only at home, hut in
her dressing room on location she uses

in the
in

I,ux Toilet Soap, for

great
gives
ness

film

my

studios.

it is official in all

"Lux

Toilet

the

Soap

skin the special velvety smooth-

we mean hy

'studio skin','' she says.

tainly delighted with it."

and

$1.00 the

Photo by Hachrach, Hollywood

Whpn you

write to advKrtlsera please mention

PUOTOPLAT MAGAZINE.

cake— NOW

1

O^

!

.

with

Leonard
Hall
urbs in search of a city."
Why young men still insist on
becoming reporters when Fill Dorsay met the press during
her New York visit she kissed all the newspapermen, allowing
.

—

.

.

And

that she liked to kiss reporters.
slaves to duty, the press boys.

not a

man

flinched!

Just

Arthur Caesar, the rnanmountain whp writes scenarios when he gets any spare time
from cracking wise, has gone in for polo. He rec'entlv bought

"And

four "ponies."

.

.

.

they're great

little

polo horses," says

"except when they see a grocery wagon.
try to back into the shafts!"
-Arthur,

Then they

Animal Stuff

Dear Old Lady, trotting up to Good Old George
"Oh, Mr. Beery, may I shake your hand?
thought at first you were Mr. Bancroft! And
which are you— Wallace or Noah?"

—

A talkie director was trying to get an extra to wrestle
with a nice old roaring lion, says the iVew York Morning

I

Telegraph

Ode
To Mr. Rudy

"Don't be afraid," said the megaphone man.
"He's
tame— he's never tasted raw meat!"
all right," said the quaking extra.
"But how do
know he isn't curious?"

perfectly

"That's

Vallee, written by

Mr. Earl Abel, organist of the
Brooklyn, N. Y., Paramount Theater, and sung enthusiastically
to the tune of "The Vagabond Lover" by his admirers on the
occasion of Mr. Vallee's return from a barnstorming tour with his

I

Getting Personal

band.

—

Some men

are loved, then for gotten
There's one who luill not be that way.
Around Rudy Vallee
We'll always rally*
A nd give our welcome today!
For we are the vagabond lovers
In love with the crooner supreme

The Hollywood Merchants'

—

And we hope and we
He will ever stay

.\ssociation is going to line
Hollywood Boulevard with busts of famous film folk, the first
being one of Ann Harding, but it was always mv hunch that
the Boul' Hoir had plenty of busts on it at all times. ... If
you've been wondering where Betty "Peter Pan" Bronson is,
she's been appearing on the stage in San Francisco in a play
called "Little Orchid Annie."
Sick List— Jack Gilbert's
been in bed with the llu, and Janet Gaynor far from enjoyed a
case of laryngitis, which is very bad for the talkies.
.'
Lois
Moran wears no make-up on the street, or on her face, either.
The fall of a star: Lou Tellegen, once famous screen idol
and former husband of Gerry Farrar, tried out a play called
"Love Technique" this fall, 'but it folded long before' it ever
saw Broadway.
\\hat few know is that Jim Tully, the
big naughty author man and very tame actor, has an eighteen>ear-old son working in the cutting room at Universal.
If >ou want to run a picture house, keep away from Greece.
There the government tax is about fifty per cent of the admission price.
Early in the fall, a lit'tle over 12,000 picture
houses were wired for talkies. There were two talkie installations on the island of Iceland, and one on Malta.
Re.

pray

.

.

.

A)id croon us the songs of our dreams.'

.

.

(*Herc Mr. Abel evidently confuses, in
Vallee, with the equally famous Lehigh

Rudy

his

rhyming, Mr.
Kd. Note.)

\'allcy'

.

No Hard

Feelings

.

.

.

Pola Negri's airplane broke down flying from Brussels to
Krt/-!C/,v reports that Pola blamed the talkies!
Well,
the joke's on Mary Pickford! After going to all the trouble of
having her niece's handle changed from Mary to (iwynne, just
to avoid confusion, brother Jack ups and marries Aiarv Mulhern and now there's another Mary Pickford anyhoo.
One of the song writers now being deported in job lots from
Hollywood said he was glad to get out of the picture racket.
"Nobody knows how we suiTered," he remarks. "Writing
songs for Hollywood's three-note ingenues." .'\nd they used
to call the song writers "The Thundering Herd."
.'. You
can take this or leave it— the fact remains that there is a talkie
producer in London named Reginald Fogwell.
And have
you heard what Jimmy Gleason calls Los Angeles? "Six subParis.

.

.

—

.

.
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.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

member Maurice Tourneur, once famous Hollywood director?
Comes word from Paris that his first French talkie is sensational,
.

.

.

and the equal

Last

of the best of Hollywood's product.
ten tons of ice cream were given away at
Didn't cost the house a cent— the manu-

summer

Paramount

theaters.

facturer being tickled cerise just to have his product advertised
in the lobbies.
Joe Donahue, brother of the late lamented
Jack, is being groomed for straight comedies by First National.
He played Jack's comedy role in "Sunny," with Marilvn
Miller, for the screen.
Reported that the CharHe Farrell.

.

.

.

\'irginia X'alli

romance

is

.

.

chilled.

.
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The

Saline

way

to

THERE

Method

beauty
is

a

is

and

the natural

a tonic to

your system, a boon to health

health

sesame to beauty

Long have

—a

abroad,

physicians, here and

recommended

the saline waters

of the European spas. There they send

simple secret that should be your

own.

Its cost is trivial

plain, but its
It is

its

dress

No

rival to

it

is

is

restore their charm.

the efficient American

equivalent of the European spas.

It

it

By

helps your

gets at the trouble by

eliminating poisons and acidity. That

why

your cosmetics or to your

Rather

and

Oal Hepatica

complexion.

magic none can question.

Sal Hepatica.

their vigor

and fashionable patients
famous waters, to renew

clearing your bloodstream,

is

your familiar bottle of Sal Hepatica.

creams

and

and

their wealthy

to drink the

and beauty.
to

so

it is

good

is

for rheumatism, in-

digestion, colds, constipation, etc.
it

aids

Get a bottle of

augments them. So protect the

Sal Hepatica today.

one whole
you feel,
how your complexion improves. Send
the coupon for free booklet, "To Clarice in quest of her youth," which tells

Keep

texture of your skin with the choicer

internally clean for

week. See

creams and favorite treatments. But look
to Sal Hepatica for the glorious, glow-

ing health, the serene, unblemished
beauty that comes only through inter-

in detail

nal cleanliness.

how much

how

better

to follow the saline path

to exuberant health and beauty.

For Sal Hepatica sweeps clean the

sys-

•

tem of the poisons and the wastes that
dim your eye and cloud your cheek. It's

*

*

Bristol-Myers Co.. Dcpt. 0-120, 71 West St .N Y.
Kindly send mc the ftee booklet, "To CItrice in quest
of hef youth." which explains the many benefits of
Sal Hepatica.

tiame

|-]cpatica

5a.l
1

tnlte to tdTcrtlscre please mention

Stmt-

pnOTOPLAT MAOAZrNE.
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What Thev
The Hollywood

W

ore

social

season crashes open

here are four gowns
seen at the first
Mayfair party

Two

little girls out of
school and all dressed
for the first Mayfair
party at the Los Angeles Biltmore Hotel,
where 500 made merry.

up

Joan Bennett, left,
wears a tiered gown of
purple velvet, with a
spray of orchids. Bessie

Love's new and

charming party frock
of white ruffled

Party dresses are going to be
this season, if we can
by this gown worn by
Gloria Swanson at Hollywood's
first Mayfair party of the season.
Gloria's simply cut dress is a
mass of gleaming brilliants. The

is

satin

glittery

judge

gentleman to whom Gloria is
looking up so happily is Mr.
J. R. T. Ryan. Mr. Ryan, you'll
be pleased to note, is wearing
the conventional black

No Mayfair could
really get started without the presence of Mr.

and Mrs. Edmund
Lowe. The beauteous

Lilyan Tashman's
dress is covered with
sea-blue sequins, designed with a smart
peplum and worn without jewels.
Gentlemen please note the
plenteous pleats in Eddie's pants

—

Pictures 6y P &

88
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Xnis i^nristmas

Seventeen

just give

xxonestly, can

wotilun

t

ol

illv •
so siiiy

is

to

.

everyone

any girl vlio

love ijeventeen lor L,nristmas

And wuen you
teen

you tliink

>v^orry

89

tall in

— you simply can

t

love
l>e

-witii

Oeven-

nappy until you

it in race x owder too
ana even
your compact! In tact, 1 tliink tliose
tliree woulo oe a pertect L-uristmas gut.

nave

.

.

.

111

Cnristmas choppers

—

liere's lielp!

AJvice from Sue

Carol— June CoUyer— anj Alice White.
Tliese .l,ree l„ow -.vlial girls like. They know

the
and dislikes of the nation. And what is even more
important, they are typical normal girls themselves!
likes

They

tell you here that every girl adorer Seventeen.
Seventeen is the latest perfume hit. It was named
Seventeen hecausc it breathes Youth. It is an odor that
speaks to you of the dreams, the fancies, the April
ods of Sev

But perhaps you v-ant to give a more costly gift.
Sue Carol, June Collyer and Alice White tell you
what to do. Select several Seventeen toilet articles.

Or

if

you want a

Seventeen

little gift,

articles that cost hut

you may

50

select
cents each!

al

j

ackages are so gifty looking! They comhin, th,
smartness and colorful cha
woman's heart. The same m„li/ runs throt'igh all
'.
seventeen gives you an ensemble of toiletries
the
latest, smartest n
.

.

—

Study the

gift selections

of Miss Carol.

Miss Collyer.

and Miss White. Or make up your own groupings.
1 hen take your list to your nearest toilet goods counter.

Toilet

Water Talcum Powder

$1.25

50c

Compact

Dusting Powder
$1.00

$land$2
When

rou

trrlte to

adronlncrs picssc mention

Sachet

75c
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Rube Goldberg's
I

them away into the desert where
they hope they will be wiped out by a cyclone.
But they tolerated me because I had a knack
of making myself inconspicuous by posing as
generally send

of the figures on my modernistic lamps.
My pet sequence in the picture, "Soup to
Nuts, " was the opening shot. I was confident
that it would be a scream.
It showed a close-up of Xapoleon standing
in deep meditation while cannons roared, dense
clouds of smoke filled the air, and martial
music played. In the distance a terrific battle

one

was

raging.

AS

the full scene was revealed you were
startled to discover that Napoleon was not
Napoleon at all, but an obscure customer trying on a costume of the great general in Otto
Schmidt's costume shop.
The man had no pants on and was standing
around fuming and fretting while Schmidt was

another part of the shop looking for the
costume.
Vou saw that the cannon's roar was really
and a giant negro beating a
radiator
noisy
a
rug and the smoke was furnished by a pressing
machine. The battle scene in the background
in

rest of the

was a tapestry.

The chief supervisor viewed the sequence on
the screen the morning after it was taken and
conceived the brilliant idea that it would be
funnier if Napoleon's B. V. D.'s were spotted
with large polka dots. The director made the
whole scene over at great expense. .\t the
preview it was taken out altogether for some
reason or other mostly other. Vou, poor
movie fan, will never see it. The studio ash

—

Are You

cans are

COXTIXUED FROM PAGE 39

full of these pictorial

]

gems brewed

in

the heart's blood of inspired authors.
At another time, the supervisor in charge of
the picture was quite tickled over the fact that
he succeeded in hiring a ten-dollar e.xtra girl
The next day we took
for seven-and-a-half.
a soda fountain scene that was equipped with
about four hundred dollars' worth of nut sundaes and angel cake which were not used in
the story at all.
The people in the company had a private
picnic and I believe that some of the cast sent
the company their doctors' bills for stomachaches.
You can't follow the movie line of
reasoning.
"But," you answer, "how about
the reasoning of all the biggest business and
financial brains in the country who predicted
that this country was in for a long period of
prosperity just before the crash came? " You're

When you come
knows no
I

went

social or

some

to

to

analyze

it,

dumbness

commercial bounds.

Hollywood
had known in

of the parties in

and met many of the actors I
New York during their less opulent days. .Vs
soon as an actor signs a movie contract it is
an unwritten law that he buy a house with a
patio. A patio is a hall room with three orange
trees in it.
I watched some of these people
when they thought they were unobserved and
noticed a momentarj' shadow of wistfulness
flit

doors in the dimly lighted theater where all
pulses quicken with that first thrilling blast of
the overture.
In the vast enterprise of making pictures
where papicr-mSchi cities rise up at the beckoning of an idea there is no confusion. Nobody
seems to attach much importance to the thing
that astonished me most
the technical end of
the game. The director simply says, " Give me

—

a piece of the Third Avenue elevated and a
couple of blocks on East Eighty-third Street,''
and in a couple of daj'S he starts shooting. The
sets look more real than the originals.
Every
time I went back to my hotel room at night
I would look in the bed to see if Du Barry or
Ivan the Terrible were not hiding under the
covers.

Everything seemed

for five years,

stay here

till

Clara

Bow

marries

Harry Richman,
forever.

across their beach-tanned countenances.
to be longing for just one taste
and warm reality of their early

They seemed
of the grime
struggles.

They play tennis and talk continually about
the great outdoors. But their hearts are in-

A

—

Genius, Foreign Style?
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 82
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No

doubt you will assist me to a contract.
Hold! you have said enough.
It is indeed apparent that you are not the
Bishop of the Diocese.
But I will comfort myself with Mr. Mack
Sennett.

MACK SENNETT, permit me to taste
MR.
one of your excellent custard
pies.

How

you

i

a figure in

]

London

—

.

.

a

'

family.
I

cannot enter?

I

am

I

will

exceedingly desolated!
console myself with Mr. George Ban-

croft.

/

.

is

quite

Carrambo! there is Miss Garbo.
Tell me, Mr. Mack Sennett, why docs Miss
Garbo stand like that?
comprehend, she

is

disguised as a lamp-

post.

But hold! here comes Mr. Gary Cooper.
Hollywood is a not so wonderful
.Mas!
country.
I take

my

departure.

me my

Pass

ear!

"D UT

^

who is this other remarkable gentleman?
He has the air of being the Bishop of the

Diocese.
I

He

is

That is to evade the reporters.
But I am not a reporter.
I am the Champion Dir
Thank you,
Mr. Mack Sennett, be so good as to retain

—

not altogether the

Bishop of

the

.

I

am the Champion

No.
bring

|-L;
Latvia,
Director of { Liithuania.

(E:sthonia.

90

right foot.

for

I

my

foot.
is

insupportable.
leave Hollywood.

my

release

my

right foot, I shall

leave Hollywood immediately.
last you pay attention.
Thank you not at all. It was my favorite

At

day and one

for eve-

foot.

tree.

I

did not

My departure is irrevocable.
I take my exit at once.
This instant I leave Hollywood.
Goodbye!
Carrambo!

.Mas!

Of

you

»*

regret exceedingly that

family

,

so good as to pay attention. What you
now standing on was formerly my right

Be

I shall

is

am the Champion

my
are

TX THEN
two coronets, one

Latv

Director of { Lithiuania.
Esthonia.
( Esth

No doubt you will assist me to a contract.
Forgive me, dear Mr. Bancroft, but you are
standing on my right foot.
I repeat, Mr. Bancroft, you are standing on

This

ning wear.

Mr. Cecil B. De Mille.
Good day, Mr. B. De Mille.

I

.

your custard pies yourself.
I will now proceed to Pickfalr.
Be kind enough to provide me with

Diocese.

He

.

a dickey,
the Order of the Garter,

comprehend!

society,

Russian Grand Duke,
member of a noble but impoverished

) a

Good day, Mr. George Bancroft!

call it?

Just as Mother makes.
I am the Champion Dir
Thank you, Mr. Mack Sennett. one

I

a prop.

a marvelous experience and
•'- found
everybody pleasant and kind. When
they disagreed with me there was no personal
feeling
they either thought they were right or
were tr>'ing to protect their jobs. Everybody
connected with my picture was sincerely anxious to make it a success. There are thousands
of reasons why a picture is good or bad and no
one person can control the final result. If you
have a good story and good direction and good
acting the picture is apt to be a success. But
not always.
At the two previews of "Soup to Nuts" which
I attended the audience really laughed so loud
they could not hear many of the lines. The
laughs were a break for me. And they were a
break for the audience because they did not
have to hsten to half the dialogue I wrote.

sulTicient.

I shall

like

T REALLY had

right.

I

See here! I smoke the pipe.
I shoot also the fox damquick.
Dammit! Behold, I comprehend perfectly
the English.
But who is this entrancing female?
Is it not Miss Lupe Velez?
Good day, Miss Lupe Velez!
Pardon me, but you are biting my ear!
Certainly not.
I am entranced.
It is a nothing.
Hollywood is indeed a wonderful country.
I am enjoying myself exceedingly.

First Picture

relatives, not a

one

is

other foot.

Now

you are standing on the
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beauty experts

.

olive

and palm

insist

oils

keep that schoolgirl complexion

to

— 23,723* of
— agree on this one

Specialists in beauty culture

them,

tlie

world over

way

to

keep skin

lovely.

Tejero advises you: "Massage a fine lather
of Palmolive into the skin — so — rinse it off
tvith

refreshing clear icater—to icy-cold tem-

perature. There! that leaves the skin smooth,

fresh

and

lovely."

Evidence of that schoolgirl complexion is found over and over
agjin in the olive-linled, uarm
color of thf lovely Spanish senorila.

T^ONT

WtS9i -^1

\

I

I.
J*

-"^

v^|h»
TEJERO, whosebeaiitysahn
IS tisittd by many ofthemost
important ttamtn of Spain.
At riithl is shown thr facadt

ofTejiro'sestaiiUshmtnt,

B^
SEILER, of Geneva, Switzerland— who joins 2i.72^
beauty speeiaiists in recommending Palmolive.

J

think, just be-

nature

ciusc

so

is

kind to sunny Spain, that
the lovely Spanish senoritas
can afford to neglect their
complexions. Tejero, the

well-known Barcelona
beauty specialist, will

tell

you otherwise.

With

the Spaniard's fiery

indignant

PALMOLIVE RADIO HOUR
Broadcast every Wednesday
night -from 9:30 lo 10;}0p.m..
Eastern lime; 8;30 to 9:}0 p. m..
Central lime: 7;30 to8;30p. m..
Mountain tiicc; 6:30 to 7:30
p.m.. Pacific Coast time— over station
and 39 stations associated with The National Broad-

Company.

spirit,

he becomes

his smart clients don't follow

his advice.
"How dare you mistreat your
complexion," he storms, "when it is so easy

Treatment advised by 25, 725

You know the treatment
It

is

to

Before

oil soap.

Simply massage a fine lather of Palmolive
and warm water into the face and throat.
(Don't use hot water that is apt to redden
and irritate sensitive skin.) Rinse with warm
water, then colder and colder. Use that as a
basis for makeup. Never fail to observe this

—

P. S.
it

which he

all else

of this vegetable

specialists

they

is

Because Palmolive

—

soap, too.
irritation.

refers.

is

It

protects

sensitive skin

from

.^^

•by actual count

\\SJih

(24yirfdjJUy)Cjuo-n/ ,,^

^

lOc
Wbca you

write to adtcrtUera please mcniloa

so inexpensive

the natural choice of experts as a bath

empha-

stressed by 23,723 beauty specialists

the world over.

women are told to "keep
complexion" by the daily use

In 16 countries,
that schoolgirl

rule of cleanliness before retiring.

to use this twice-a-day treatment.'"

WEAF

casting

when

need of a pure soap and water for
foundation cleanliness. And every single one
of them considers Palmolive best.
size the
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A

NEW CREATION

BY

HOUBIGANT, PARIS..
EVENT THAT
IS AN

WOMEN

OF FASHION

EAGERLY AWAIT

AU MATIN — the
fumed

mood

of

.

.

.

.

perParis.

From $5 to $20 the flacon.

The Face Powder,

$1.50.

Eccnr adtrertlsement In

PnOTOPLAT MAO.^ZINE b

cuirutccd.
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[

Abraham Lincoln?

No. The actual physical
resemblance is slight. His rang}', rather stoopshouldered six feet of height, the deep, thoughtful furrows between his brows, the humorous
look at the comers of his large mouth and the
penetrating steadiness of his gaze are the only
points of similarity.
But with his mastery of make-up and power
of characterization those likenesses are sufficient.

nose turns up instead of down — but
HIS
make-up will take care of that.
a big man and he moves and speaks
slowly and rather deliberately.
As a result you attach importance to what he
says and does.
Even his smile is slow and deliberate and
very complete.
Yet there is nothing heavy or dull about the
man. He moves about a good deal while he is

He

is

talking.

CONTINUED FROM PAGE

(

much

of their time on the sea.
Walter and
Dick scrub the decks and polish up the brass
themselves.
Walter thinks his portholes always look
much shinier than Dick's, but admits jovially
that he may be prejudiced. He is serious, however, in his beUef that everj'one, no matter
what his profession, should do some measure
of manual labor every day.
He likes the outdoors and exercise but prefers exercise that really accomplishes something like building, or sandpapering, or pol-

—

—

ishing.

Golf, so often a busy man's only
tion, he finds too aimless.

form of exer-

T_TE likes California and has rented a house at

*

-'-Lake Hollywood near the .\rlens.
But he doesn't plan to buy or build a home

of his own.

He

doesn't

want

to be tied

down by such

possessions.

And when

he is telling a story or illustrating
a point he is apt to shove ash trays around,
draw diagrams in the air, or even get up and
act out a scene to show you what he means
not nervously or with sprightly enthusiasm
but with a kind of poised earnestness that
makes you listen to him calmly but intently.

him when he tells you that he
^ likes to work with his hands. They are strong
square hands, equal to any labor. He and the
Arlens Dick and Jobyna are his best friends
have bought a boat and spend
in Hollywood

"Y^OU

Huston

Peerless

believe

—

—

He knows

that he can alwaj's find a place to
live while he's out here and thinks it would be
fun to have a different house each time. He
expects to continue his stage work, but feels
that the talking picture is the greatest storytelling medium in the world.
Walter Huston became interested in the
talkies when he saw Warner Brothers' first experimental efforts those early shorts.
In
spite of their crudity he was intrigued by the
possibilities of talking pictures and immediately visualized himself in connection with the

—

new medium.

Right then and there, he says, he could
could see him-

picture himself in Hollywood
the movies.

—

all right
and his popugrowing by leaps and bounds. Yet
no youthful sheik no handsome leading

"LJTE'S in the movies,
*- -'•larity is

he's

—

—

man this forty-five-year-old actor with hair
graj-ing at the temples.
In "The Lady Lies"
he played the first so-called straight role of his
entire career.
And he claims even that was a characterization for him because it was the part of a gentleman, and he isn't a gentleman. (We disagree
with him there.) He insists that he had to
watch gentlemen to find out how they act just
as he has to study military men before he can
portray The General in "The Virtuous Sin."
That is his way of sajnng that every part is
really a character part and there is no such
thing as a "straight" role.

He is neither ashamed nor unduly fraternal
tells you that he has a twenty-threeyear-old son. He talks of his son's first book,
soon to be published, with the same intelligent
interest that he would show in anybody's son's
when he

first

book.

T_rE

characterizes the boy as a "highbrow
-'with his feet on the ground" and says "he
knows much more about what he wants and

'-

how

he's going to get

it

than

I

do."

But we don't believe that entirely, either
for Walter Huston not only knows what he
wants but, to a large extent, has gotten it.

Mrs. Jack Gilbert and her Paramount playmates at their daily toil. On "The Royal Family" set,
hard at rehearsal, you'U recognize Fredric March, Mary Brian and Ina Claire. The other gentleman in the foreground is Arnold Korff. Surrounding them are the innumerable actors, directors,
technicians, hangers-on and gadgets that infest a great sound studio
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bad weather, attack

In

COLDS

95

germs that cau se

the

SORE THROAT

and

f »fa.v^:

Listerine

used as a gargle

VO^

reduces mouth germs
When

you gargle with

Listerine,

strike a

the safe

blow

at

colds, sore throat

full strength

antiseptic,

you

germs that cause
and many other

troubles.

of the above

facts,

you

cannot question the
wisdom of using Listerine morning and night

mouth and

germs by the
millions in 15 seconds
the fastest
time science has been able to accu-

colds.

rately record.

ment, more frequently.

kills

—

Reduces germs 98%
and

on the

surface of the

in the saliva are actually

98% by
power

is

mouth

reduced

Such amazing killing
shown by exhaustive tests
it.

fections

throat

as a treat-

Every 2 hours
as a treatment

Colds usually develop
when body resistance is lowered by
bad weather, over-exposure, chills,

after the

methods employed at Johns
Hopkins and Yale University. To

fatigue or over-eating.

maintain this reduction at all times
frequent gargling is necessary. In view

extra attacking force to keep

Germs

easily

make headway. Nature then needs an
under control. That

—

Safe
healing to tissue
At

Gargle every
2 hours

is

every

two hours with undiluted Listerine. Every gardeath
of millions of diseaseproducing bacteria.

i

in-

incident to

And

urge the gargle

gle results in the

as a precaution against

For Listerine

Bacteria

Twice a day as
a precaution

them

why physicians

the

first

symptom

of cold or sore throat,
begin

using

Use

full

it

Listerine.

strength to

get full germicidal effect.

Remember,

Listerine

harmless

is

absolutely

—

non-poisonous, safe and pleasant to

and actually healing in effect.
Lambert Pharmacal Company, St.
Louis, Mo., U. S. A.
use,

the safe antiseptic

KILLS

200,000,000 GERMS
(fastest killing time accurately
When

you write to advrtl.^crs

;ilc:

illon

IN 15

recorded by science)
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The

[

He had been given such small
parts: what was the use, anyway? He felt he
not
even
was
second best!
seem

to care.

—

CONTIXUED FROM

and he chose to throw
away. And then, suddenly,
something happened.
He was mentioned for the juvenile role
everj'thing

'- -'-everything

in

"The Genius."

He wanted
It

felt

/ /

who

make something

of

told
his

He had

him that he could
almost too golden
So he stuck

to live everything

"We

He had

to

So he said to himself:

tered a room.

be a perfectly sane fellow. I'll stop
nonsense."
And he was amazed when nobody else believed him.
"But we can't trust you, Phil," the powers
"I'll

all this

at the studio said.
But so convinced

was he

in his

Almost immediately he was given the lead
"The Devil's HoUday," and such a charac-

terization as he gave!

Proof that

him

it

would be a grave error

to try

back.

•TTIE old trouper calls it a "tough part" for he
' had to make a dumb innocent boy convincing.

npHERE
beauty

•*-

a

it

is

something besides mere classic
Holmes' face, if you study

in Phil

bespeaks more than mere beauty.
He has the will to iight!
It was a siege against himself
a six months'

—

down!

siege.

Then came a chance

go to
"Sherlock Holmes."
to

New York

and

play in
He went, and, somehow, the cloud dropped

the studio people shrugged their shoul-

'•ders and said,
"Well, we knew something was bound to
happen. We knew he could never be de-

Man"!

away.
There he saw

know

pended on."

didn't

The next six months were the most depressing of Phillips Holmes' young life. His Jiffairs
registered zero.
He had the first impulse that everyone has
in a like situation.

trust Phil
fresh air.

.And he did!
Public and press accorded him the honor that
his due after the performance, and all the
old scores were settled.
Unless everj'bod\- is
wrong, this is one time that Phil won't he
merely second.
Unless some ugly miraclu
occurs Phil is destined to Uck the jin.\ of
mediocrity.
Because he seems to have tluu
kind of stuff in him.
Paramount thinks he's one of their best bt t?.
He is wanted by all of the wise directors in
Holl>-wood.
What a performance he gives in "Her

was

little.

He has, of course, the fair, curly hair, the
straight blue eyes and the Greek profile, but
he also has a chin, a straight, firm chin that

own mind

that he had changed that he begged for a
chance, and they promised him the part. On
the day the picture was supposed to begin he
was taken to the hospital with a nervous break-

A XD

He came back a new and determined young
man —a young man who had founa himself.

to hold

.\nd he had to see the eyes of his erstwhile gay friends turn from him when he en-

it.

Hollywood gossip is like that.
ready for whatever was in

elf.

He came back
store for him.

can't trust you,

Phil."

he could do

chievous

in

down.

the World

)

opportunities if he but would.
and faced the music.

hear again and again,

that part.

was good and he

P.iGE

vs.

He would run away.
.\nd he would have run, had it not been for
his mother who pleaded with him to stay and
face everything,

"LJE had

Holmes

Battle of Phil

his old school friends who
that in Hollywood "you couldn't

Holmes."

It

was

like

a breath of

There he met new people who hadn't heard
the stories of his mad antics and, somehow,
the ogre of Hollywood gossip seemed but a mis-

Milton

"LJE started life with everything and he was
persuaded to throw it all away. B u t
he didn't.
Instead he fought the good fight and won
the first round which, as any pug will tell you,
-* -*-aImost

the hardest!

is

Sills

Goodbye
Milton
THE
Kenyon, was one
love of

Sills for his wife, Doris
of pictures' most beauromances. After his recent lamented
death this poem he had written to her was
found among his effects.
And this poem without a title can well
stand as his farewell to his much-beloved
tiful

^K^

J^

wife.

Doris Kenyon

Milton

Sills

By Milton Sills
Death cannot end

Must

Though you and

And

all

things,

if

love denied

find fulfillment, as indeed
I

in the earth

it

Then hushed and

must.

Through

descend into the dust

commingle

side

No

by side

To some

far

heaven, where our love and

96

fields of deathless

trust

wind

asphodel, where blows

sharp wind of despair, and

we

Each other's hands again; and

Yet shall our frustrate ghosts triumph and ride

Anoint the bridegroom and the bride.

dreannlike shall our footsteps

all

shall find

our woes

Shall he forgot; our spirits sky-enshrined

While heart with crumbled heart climbs in the

rose.

. .

.

.

Life Savers . . . pure, china-hard .
delicious rings of refreshmiwt...
soothing to the throat . . . quieting
.

to the nerves

. . .

after eating .

after

smoking

• .

sweeten breath

. .

. .

aid digestion.

Six famous flavors... distinctive,
diflferent ... a 'holesome candy .

.

packed
a fragrant breath-mint
in the convenient roll form...
. . .

foil
handy for pocket or purse
wrapped to keep them ever- fresh
. . .

and

flavor-full

..

."Always

Good

Taste" everywhere.

And

the delicious candy drop LIFE
SAVERS. ..Orange,Lemon,Lime,and
like the fruit itself I
Grape
. . .

All

candy products having the

distinctive

shape of

life Savers

ore monufaclured by life Savers, Inc.

w?u* w'tLA

it^

y^

^^ill^t^^^
^^^
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MARGUERITE CHURCHILL* EL BRENDEL
TULLY MARSHALL

^
-

DAVID ROLLINS

TYRONE POWER

and 20,000 oMersL^4V„eVo»aL"cf

XOalbks

Tit AIL
Young

love and courage sweep

on

story of the winning of the West.

to

triumph in

this

tremendous

Twenty thousand pioneers

magnificent migration, vanquishing Indian, bear, bufialo, blizzard.
thrills

in a

New

await you in this, the most important picture ever produced.

They gave

a neiv

h

I

ri

WHY THEY COT THERE. ...SO QUICKLY

THAT'S

LITTLE

STORIES

OF FAST

SUCCESSES

JOAN CRAWFORD

NO. 5

Joan

is

America's "Dancing Daugh-

She danced through school.

ter."

She danced through

danced as an "extra".
to

She

college.
.

.

and danced

stardom. All in a few briefyears.

Just as another

GOLD,

young

waltzed through

star,

OLD

New

Eng-

land in barely two weeks. Skipped

down the East Coast in a few brief
months. Glided through the Middle-West before the end of the winter.

Won the whole country in little

more than

How

a year.

account for such success? Ask

Mother Nature. For she produced

OLD
GOLD its new taste-thrill
gave
OLD GOLD its famous throat-ease.
the better tobaccos that gave
.

.

.

Joan Crawfords and OLD GOLDS are
Nature's favorites

.

.

.

that's

why

they dance their way to the front.

"(•'ii'f livr
II

was

[iiirt

Dctniit

way

I

clulj.

Then

found

hoard of her

llic rest

.

cover ciiargc

(if (Ik;

iiif;lit

.

.

Iiiiv

Yiirk." \iK\n

to l\'iw

|)n)(liiccr

lyw

know

liiinil, tiolliiii!:

II

tiikcl

livr

in

:i

a IJma.l-

Next

licr.

— and you

On

recent picture,

ing Hrides,"

l{

is

Alarcli 23,

of the story
I
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Louise Fazenda's

Chriistmas

M enu
Fruit Cocktail

Roast Turkey with Dressing
New Peas
Mashed Potatoes
Artichokes

Fresh Vegetable Salad

HimmeJs Torte w-ith Fruit
Mince Pie
Prune Cake

Ice

Demi-Tasse

dinner
CHRISTMAS
Fazenda's home, and

a family function at Louise
usually served at three in the
Louise is married to Hal Wallis of Lirst
afternoon.
National Pictures, and her parents live with them.
Here is her holiday menu, which includes the proverbial
roast stuffed turkey and mince pie, but is distinguished by
the varietv of desserts which she serves for Christmas dinner.
With the salad course she serves small, toasted crackers,
is

is

and with the turkey course, Boston brown bread and home-

made biscuits. She doesn't serve soup at this meal, believing
that appetites shouldn't be dulled before the real reason for
the meal, the turkey, is brought on!
This is the way she prepares her turkey and the dressing
for it:
Slice

The cooked filling to be put between
made of 1 pint sour cream, brought to

large onions.

Drop

in a skillet in

which a

1

cup sugar, vanilla to

Prune Cake

Wi
>3
1

1} 2

\-2

5
si.K

the baked layers

is

which

is

a boil, to

lemon, i tablespoons flour and 2 egg yolks. Dot the filling with flecks of
top of cake.
sugar
over
Sprinkle powdered
raspberry jelly.

added

is

made from

cups sugar

cup butter
egg and 2 extra yolks
cups prunes, stewed and
chopped
teaspoon lemon extract
tablespoons sour cream

taste, juice of

1

the following:

IJ^ cups pastry flour
teaspoon soda
1
^'i teaspoon baking powder
}4 teaspoon salt
1
teaspoon cinnamon
teaspoon nutmeg
teaspoon cloves

little

chopped bacon has been fried, and brown the onions.
Soak one loaf (or more, if very large fowl is to be cooked)
Mi.\ wet brcatl with onions
of French bread in cold water.
Add sa-lt
in skillet so the bacon fat will flavor the bread.
Add four tablespoons of
desired.
if
sage
and
and pepper,
melted butter. Chop giblets, which have been cooked with
chopped celery. Mix thoroughly and stuff into turkey, sewing into the fowl.

Cover bird, without water, and let cook slowly for a short
Intime, allowing its own juice to form in roasting pan.
crease heat and cook for one hour in covered pan, then uncover and roast very slowly to brown fowl. Then cover and
reduce heat again, simmering about three hours for a tenpound bird. When vcrv tender, take the fowl from pan and
skim fat off the juice. Add flour, browning slowly over the

Cream sugar and butter, add eggs which have been beaten,
Sift all dry ingredients
add prunes, extract and cream.
Bake in layer cake tins
together, and add to first mixture.
about thirty minutes in moderate oven. Serve with whipped
cream.

CAROLYN" \AN

'

WYCK

Photoplay Mag.xzine
919 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago,

CooK
stars.

111.

a copy of Photoi'lavs Famous
Book, containing 150 favorite recipes of the

me

Please send

I

am

enclosing twenty-five cents.

.\dd hot water to required thickness.
has
is made from an old (Icrman recipe that
These are the
the I'azenda family for many years.
ingredients:
Rind of 1 lemon, cut up
34-lb. butter
4 cups flour
4 egg volks

fire.

Himmels Torte

been

in

Pinch of baking powder
4 tablespoons sugar
Mix, and pour evenlv into three greased tins. Haste each
Cover first and second layers
laver with beaten egg white.
with mixture of 1 cup powdered sugar, 1 cup chopped almonds
and a little cinnamon.

Be

sure 10 write name and address plainly.
You may send cither stamj>s or coin.
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He Keeps

Questions

^

Answers

1^^

Answer Man

the

She Leads

Busy
Avoid questions that call for undulj' long answers, such as synopses
of plays or casts. Do not inquire concerning religion, scenario writing,
or studio employment. Write on only one side of the paper.
Sign

Beacon, New York, where he was
born May 21, 1904. He is 6 feet tall,
weighs 160, and has brown hair and

As these take up much space and are not always of interest to others
than the inquirer, we treat such subjects in a different way from other
questions. For this kind of information, a stam^jed, addressed envelope
must be sent. Address all inquiries to Questions and .'Vnswers, Photo-

your

full

name and

play Mag.«ime. 221 W. S7th

.S

A

St.,

New York

appeared.

Will Rogers'

latest picture

^

among them "Tarn
"The Trial of Mary

few months ago she and her
George Gatley, became recon-

ciled.

Groucho, Harpo, Chico and Zcppo Marx
are really brothers. Their right names are
Julius, Arthur, Leonard and Herbert, respec-

j,\NE

,,,

WiNTON

,

Cohan, daughter of George M., and
Joel McCrea appear with him.

City.

Charleston, S. C.
s

i„„.i. ..
Angels."
Gumbel, broker.
^„ii>=
"Hell's

most recent work was in
Ti
:.j ..
is married
to Horace

ci,„
She :„

Clara Bow's latest picture is "No Limit."
Some of the scenes were taken in New York
and some of them in Hollywood. Norman
Foster, husband of Claudette Colbert, is
Clara's leading man.

is

"Lightnin'." Louise Dresser, Helen

Helen Chandler

has ash-blonde hair and blue-grey eyes. Married to Harry Bannister and has one small
daughter, Jane. On the stage Ann appeared
successful plays,
ish," "Stolen Fruit," and

Barbara Kent, George FawWilliam Orlamond, Marc McDermott and Marcelle Corday also

son,

H.\kding holds highest place among the
feminine stars this month. She was born in
Fort Sam Houston, Tex., the daughter of an
army ofiicial, who disowned her when she went
on the stage.
She is feet, 2; weighs 106 and

many

address.

cett,

Ann

Col.

Girls This

Geet.\ Garbo played the feminine lead opposite John Gilbert in
"Flesh and the DevU." Lars Han-

Casts and Addresses

blue eyes. Appeared on the stage for
five years prior to his movie debut.
He was married to Elizabeth Allen,
a non-professional, early in 1928.

Dugan."

the

All

Before As\ing Questions

Robert MoNTcoirEEv takes all
the hero honors this month. With
less than two years in pictures to his
credit, he has steadily climbed to
the top. His reward is the lead opposite Greta Garbo in " Inspiration,"
her third talkie. Bob is a native of

father,

^

Month

Read This

in

Ij

a native of

is

She

is

5 feet, 3;

weighs 102, and has blonde hair and blue-grey
gygg
She is married to Cyril Hume, novelist.
Her next picture will be "Dracula," with
David Manners and Bela Lugosi. Lugosi was
in the original stage play.

M.'^URiCE Chevalier's wife, Yvonne, played
opposite him in the French version of'"Piayboy of Paris."

Phillips Holmes, one of our most promisyoung actors, is the son of Taylor Hohnes,
famous stage and screen actor. Phillips is just
21 years old and hails from Grand Rapids,
Mich. He has appeared in many pictures,

"Fazil."
Greta Nissen
blonde leading lady.

among them, "Only the Brave,'Holiday," and "Her Man."

Applejack." Her next will be "The Royal
F'amily" with Ina Claire and Fredric March.

ing

"The

Devil's

Charles Farrell had the

Mary

Brian's

leading role in

was the beautiful

"Captain

latest picture is

lively.

Maureen O'Sullivan, who is rapidly advancing in pictures, is from Killiney, Ireland,
where she first saw light on May 17, 1911. She
is 5 feet, 4; weighs 114, and has dark brown
hair and blue eyes. Her latest picture is "Just
Imagine." She will also be seen with Charles
Farrell in "The Princess and the Plumber."

Hugh Trevor, whose real name is Hugh
Thomas, was born in Yonkers, New York,
He

October 28, 1903.

is

6

feet, 1;

and has dark brown hair and blue

weighs 174,
eyes.

His

latest picture

is

Queen's Husband.''

John Giluert appeared

mo"

and William's

in her

May

"Strangers

is

Kiss."

"Derelict.''

"The

Lloyd Hughes gave such a

"Moby Dick"

that he
His latest picture
He also appeared in "Big
and Claudia Dell.
in

now.

is

fine

performance

greatly in

demand

"Extravagance."
Boy" with Al Jolson
is

Douglas Fairbanks, Sr.'s latest
is "Reaching for the Moon.''
Bebe Daniels plays opposite him.

picture

Sally Eilers, now Mrs. Hoot Gibwas born in New York City, December 11, 1908. Critics gave her good
notices for her work in "Let Us Be
Gay," and "Dough Boys" with Buster
Keaton. Sally'snext will be "Reducing,"
with Marie Dressier and Polly Moran.
son,

102

own.

Elliott Nugent

Norma

ried to

They have two

is 29 years old and is marLee, stage and screen actress.
small daughters.

Esther Ralston,

after several months in
vaudeville, staged a comeback in the

for

Baxter.

the oldest of the three

William Boyd, the blond hero of movie
fame, will henceforth be known as "Bill"
Boyd. This will distinguish him from William
Boyd of stage fame, who is now in pictures.
Bill's latest picture is "The Painted Desert,''

ture,

in "St. El-

Fox back in 1923. Barbara
La Marr was his leading lady. Others
in the cast were Bessie Love, Lydia
Knott, Nigel de Brulier and Warner

Constance Bennett,

daughters of Richard Bennett, is a native New
Yorker. She is 25 years old, 5 feet, 4; weighs
102, and has blonde hair and blue eyes. Her
first marriage, when she was 16, to Chester
H. Morehead, was annulled. Later she married and divorced Phil Plant, a young millionaire.
Sister Joan, the youngest, is also wellknown to picture fans. Barbara, the other
sister, is Mrs. Morton Downey.
She is more
interested in her husband's career than she is

Ap-

peared for one summer in stock and also
worked as an insurance broker before entering
pictures in 1927.

Sue Carol has been celebrating birthdays
since October 30, 1908, and Norma Shearer
since .August 10, 1904. After the first of the
year. Norma will begin work on her new pic-

appearing opposite Lawrence
Tibbett in "The Southerner."
talkies,

pHOTOPLAY

is printing a list of
studio addresses and the stars
located at each one. Read it, on
page 118, before writing to this
department. In writing to the

stars for

photographs

PHOTOPLAY

advises you to enclose twenty-five
cents, to cover the cost of the picture and postage.

Greta Gardo was given her very
Photoplay article in the May, 1926,

first

issue.

.\

review of her

first

American

"The Torrent," also ran in
that issue.
Her first rotogravure picture appeared in the July, 1926, issue.
For back issues write to Photoplay,
picture,

919 No. Michigan Avenue, Chicago,
111.,

enclosing 25 cents for each copy.

Thomas Jackson played

the part of
the slow-speaking detective in "Broad-

way."
That was the same
portrayed in the stage version.

r6le

he

—

—

—
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HAVE GUIDED i>IE
TO THE MOST MARVELOUSLY CLEAR SKi^l
''YOUR liiTARS

99

imies-

-^fi£
TiamcAi

iStujrarti

came to me months ago, this
charming girl ... a little depressed.
"I've tried this cream and that. Whole
collections of them! 1 don't believe there's
anything anybody can do to make my skin
as clear and soft as it used to be!"

SHE

That was discouraging! But I asked,
tell you about Milkweed Cream and
my method that has brought new loveliness to many women, will you try it?"
"If I

me about

"I promise. Tell

"she

it,

said.

"First of all," I told her, "the clear,
soft skin is

always the skin kept immacuSo every night spread my

lately clean.

Milkweed Cream luxuriously over your
face

and neck.

Let

moments while the

remain for a few

it

delicate oils dip deep-

ly into the pores, cleansing
ties.

Remove

away impuri-

the cream with soft linen.

"Now apply a fresh

film of Cream. Pat
gently into your skin, stroking outward and upward, and observing the six
it

places starred

"You

on

my

mannequin.

see, there are special

gredients

in

toning in-

Milkweed Cream. These

penetrate into the clean, refreshed pores

and defend the skin against blemishes,
sallowness and the tiny lines which in
time become wrinkles. Will you try my
starred

way

to a clear, soft,

young skin?"

had a letter from her a few days ago.
Such an enthusiastic letter! Telling me
how clear and soft her skin is now that
I

LET

.^11

she uses Milkweed Cream regularly. "I
can't thank you enough!" she wrote.

Won't you follow

my

!»I*^^Eqil'V A

Oiilii

six stars to a truly

a lical/liu

'

write for a free copy of

my

HKIt SIX ST4US > it O I

.skin

rau

—

Tune in on my radio program, 'Through
The LookingGlass With Frances Ingram,"
Tuesdays, at 10:15 A.M., over WJZ and
Associated Stations. Or if you have any

why

l>

outward from

stroking itith fingertips,
center

and

the

and over

patting firmly all along the

then outward toward the ears, starling at
the middle of the chin.

palm of hand

my cream

mouth and

ir

C

Please send
a

mc

your free booklet,

"Why

Healthy Skin Can Stay Young." which

complete
guard the

Only

tells in

to care for the skin and to
six viul spots of youth.

detail

how

Sl.OO. »1.75

write 10 advertisers please mention

in rotary motion.

Mlliku)€J2cU CrGom

Frances Ingram, Dcpt. A-120
108 Washington Si., N. Y.

1

and

contours.

THE SHoiLDERS To have shoulders that
are blemnh-free and firmly smooth, cleanse
with Milkweed Cream and massage with

the

INGRAM'S

JO

movement at base of neck.

the ears

jaw

and sliding ihem upward over

When

from

a film of Milkweed
downward, ending with

lines are easily de-

feated by filming the fingertips with

ORES— SOc.

keep your throat

To prevent a sagging chin and
a lined neck, stroke with fingertips covered
uilh Milkweed from middle of chin toward

eyelids.

TOE yiovTn — Drooping

TII\T

THE NECK

If you would avoid aging crow's
feel, smooth Ingram's about the eyes, stroke
uilh a feather touch outward, beneath eyes

booklet?

— To

smooth gently

rotary

of your brow.

i')

uon>i(j

cover with

fiabbiness,

THE EYES

not

.Uaii

THE THROAT

THE FOREHEAD To piard agaimt lines
anJ urmklei here, apply Milkweed Cream,

alluring skin?

special problems of skin care,

%

IMIOTOI'LAY MAGAZINE.
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CONTINl-ED FROM PAGE 49
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Stars and Studios

,

Some

folks

have

all

the luck

!

Take

Bebe Daniels and Ben Lyon.

In-

stead of being torn apart by heartless producers after their wedding,
they're immediately co-starred in
"Ex-Mistress." And here they are,

on a grand location-honeymoon

as though if Serge and Mary really care,
they can have each other.
Poor Pola! Things happen to her and ihey
all open the tear ducts!

now

—

now
placed
AND
the same category with plumbing,
film acting is

in

—

She will spend the Christmas holidays
abroad and will then come back able to return to pictures.
Everybody is keeping his
fingers crossed and hoping this brave trouper
has done her turn of bad luck.
Two years with a broken hip. .\nd .\nna Q.
is still sunny!

painting, paper-hanging
and by a
film actor, at that.
Look at Alan
Hale's advertisement in a new casting directory:

JANNEY,
LEON
and drives

thirteen,

owns

a Rolls-Royce road-

ster.

ACTING DONE
REASONABLY

npHERE

is a clause in all stars' contracts
providing that if the star is unable to work
days at one time the
contract may be canceled. Such a clause is in
Dolores Del Rio's contract and for six weeks,
now, she has been too ill to begin work on
"The Dove." The other actors have been held
on salary and overhead has been slowly but
surely mounting.
.\t last it was decided that the picture
would be shelved temporarily. But United
wants Del Rio to do "The Dove," therefore
it will be started again in three months when,
they hope, Dolores will be well again.
Hecause of the thirty-day clause an entirely
new contract will have to be written before
the star can work at United .\rtists again.
Her illness began as an attack of ptomaine
poisoning, but she is now suffering from kidney
-*-

"DRO.^DWAY'S two

favorite singing comics
'-'came back to the main stem in the Hesh
the same week.

—

Al Jolson calmly accepted S20,0(X) and a cut
of the gross over S80,0(K)
if any
for a week
of
personal
appearances at the Capitol
Theater, New York.
.\nd Eddie Cantor did his stuff at the Broadway premiere of "Whoopee." Eddie, after
singing a song, launclicd into a spirited defense
of Hollywood, and pictures in general. But he
lopped it cutely 1)y saying, "Well, of course, if
anything goes wrong with my next picture,

—

I'll

—

you the truth!"

tell

A ND

Cantor

told

a gag

that

rolK-d

the

-*»^tuffed shirts in the aisles. Just lo illustrate the maturing, sophisticating Hollywood

for a period of thirty

trouble.

influence.

Eddie said he overheard one of his little
daughters talking with two neighbor girls
out on the front stoop of the Cantor mansion.
One of the youngsters said she thought she
might like a drink, and a glass of spirits was

appointed a guardian, the
THEY
other day, for the oldest actor

forthcoming.

egg-nogs.

The

first

child sniffed

marked.
The second took
said.

it.

"Scotch," she

movies

He

re-

"D Y the time you read this Anna Q. Nilsson
•'-'will be on her way to Sweden to visit her
She is, after all these months of
suffering, on her way to recovery.
parents.

H.

flirts

noue"

habit.

figure,

with his nurses.

the Parisian flash,

•'-'heroine of the latest story to crash
Ilellinger's column in the metropolis.

Mark
benefit

for

assimilated more than his
York's best, walked into the

who had

New

share of

room.
is

the

Mark

tells the story of his first meeting with
was in her dressing room during a
performance.
A well known stage

It

shown mascotting away

on carrying huge sums

T ILY D.VMITA,

Lily.

is

dear nine lives!

insisted

Great olace, Hollywood.

It

—

William

money.
formed the cigarette

He
He

"You're wrong," she

"It's rye."

was the little Cantor's turn.
"I'm sorry, girls," she said, "you're holh
wrong. It's gin and it's been cut."

zat naughty Fifi Dorsay, vivacious vamp of Fox, came to New York
for personal appearances, she brought
"Minoue" along as mascot. "Mi-

"Daddy" Taylor. The reasons:
"Daddy" demanded a kick in his
of

it.

— 103-year-old

When

in

"Listen, you," he yelled to Lily, "I'm crazy
about you and you know it!"
Damita yawned.
"So what should I do?" she asked.
The actor walked over to her.

"You'll return
[

my

love," the

ham

PLEASE TURN TO PAGE 106

yelled as
]
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They
established
stirrup-cup

AND
COOLER SMOKE
ihese

care-free,

always has

each

And

it

charming people

been

.

.

.

their lot to discover

new enjoyment

of their generation.

so they discovered Spud's cooler

smoke.

Their pleasure -trained senses

found that cooler smoke revolutionized
tobacco enjoyment

. . .

that

it

lifted old-

fashioned restraint from modern tobacco
appetites

. . .

keeping mouths and throats

forever moist-cool and comfortable.

Thus, they pioneered in Spud's cooler

smoke, and established

new freedom in old-fashioned

delightful

tobacco enjoyment.

MENTHOL-COOLED

When

The Axton

Company,

Inc.,

SPUD

rou write to tdtertlMts pletse mention

At

20 for 20c.

•«;,

PIIOTOPLAT MAGAZINE.

this generation's

better stands,

Fisher Tobacco

Louisville,

Kentucky.

CIOARETTES
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News!—Views !~ Gossip !—o/ Stars
(

though he were reciting the
"or else

"Or
"

—

]

what?" asked

/^NE

lines of a play,

of those embarrassing moments came
in the Blossom Room of the Hotel
Roosevelt the other night.
The master of
ceremonies was introducing the celebrities.
"-And now," he said, "I want to introduce
one of the most beautiful of the younger stars,
!Miss Dorothy Sebastian.
Take your bow,

else,"

Lily.

he cried dramatically,

"I'll kill

myself!"

Damita clapped her hands.
"Oh, that weel be fine," she murmured.
"Please do it right now, because Meestaire
is here, and he geeve some vary nice
publiceety!"

The

turned to the table where
Brown was dining with Sally Blane.
looked puzzled. The director looked
embarrassed.
The master of ceremonies was new, or he
wasn't up on his romances.
Clarence and
Dorothy don't go places together any more.
.•Vnd, as a matter of fact. Dorothy was away on
location at the time, anj^vay.

The

both directs and acts in Radio Pictures.
So he can see himself with the
director's eye while he's acting, he
has a trick arrangement of mirrors
into which he can glance occasionally
director

wants

— as the

PD\\TXA

Heading: "Oh, Well!"—
Roscoe "Fatty" ."Vrbuckle directs

his ex-wife,

Doris Deane, in a comedy two-reeler
Lina
Basquette, just divorced, opens a gown shoppe
and appears in the style show in a bridal
gown
Laura La Plante goes to Chicago
and recovers S7,000 worth of jewels and helps
the three men who took them get probation,
and .\ctor Douglas Gilmore says he'd like to
break the neck of the guy who stole the SI 25
.

location.

.

.

It's all very annoj-ing and embarrassing"to
Edwina, too and she thinks the studio
ought to pay for her defense against the wife's

—

.

suit
from his dressing room
Three
assistant directors with first-class records are
glad to get jobs as extras at S/.-SO a day on
Charlie
Chaplin's
picture
and Maurice
Chevalier signs in Paris for two weeks of stage
appearances at 820,000 a week
Bob
Armstrong and Jimmy Gleason who play
fighter-and-manager roles on the screen together are business partners in a Los .Angeles
suburban boxing arena, and Douglas Fairbanks captures first prize in the actors' division
of a Hollywood golf tournament
K year
ago Erich Maria Remarque said he would
never write another book after his ".\11 Quiet
on the Western Front" and Universal has just
bought his second book, entitled "Kamerad."
.

.

What

girl

BOOTH, the blonde beauty of
•'-'"Trader Horn." gets sued for S50,000
by the wife of Duncan Renaldo.
Mrs.
Renaldo says Edwina stole her hubby's love
while Renaldo and Edwina were in Africa on

it.

HOLLYWOODISH Observations Under the

.

spotlight

Clarence

LOWELL SHERMAN

to see that he's in character

Alabam'."

Uttle

Helling'

.

and Studios

^-'around

else

—or

CONTINUED FROlt PAGE 104

.

.

.

.

.

.

action.

"Pay

"Why

for it!" exploded a studio official.
should we pay for it? It's a very per-

sonal matter, isn't it? It's your affair, isn't it?
Not ours!"
"Well," counters the lovely Edwina, "in
the first place, it isn't really true. Nothing

happened.
".And

in

the

second place,

The Frank Fays

at home. Tough luck
struck recently. Frank came down
with appendicitis, and lovely Barbara
Stanwyck had a bad fall at the studio.
But both are on the mend, and Frank
has a new Warner contract, while
Babs is the pride and joy of the Columbia film factory

JUST

about the time the Shearer-Thalberg
heir arrived, King Vidor, the director, was
waiting for Irving Thalberg's decision on the
script for a new picture. .\n oflice boy breathbroke both pieces of news at once.
"Oh, Mr. Vidor," he said. "Mr. Thalberg
PIJ5.\SE TIR.\ TO r.\GE 108

lessly

I

it takes to get a Rolls-Royce to a desert location.
Paramount wanted the Rolls out in the wide sandy
spaces while making "Morocco," and it took a thousand-mule-power tractor and a sand sled to do the trick.
Stealing a ride on the sled is Marlene Dietrich, leading woman of the picture, while the chauffeur looks admiringly on. Why the Rolls on the sand, Heaven knows!

lOQ

wouldn't

it

have happened at all if you'd sent a chaperon
to .Africa with me, as I wished.
So I think you
ought to defend me."

.

]

.

!
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if

riease

me

fell

.

Jean Carroll's
Page on Hair Beauty

are born beautiful— but there are fewer of them than you'd
some woman who passes for a beauty— perhaps she has a

SOME women
Look

think!

at

good— or a nose that's far from classic. But she's taken
with what she's got. And you'll see that she always has one
thing— lovely hair. Maybe that wasn't so much either, to start with— who
knows? But she's worked on it until it's shining with life, sparkling with a
chin that isn't so
infinite pains

Why— a woman

it

reveals unsuspected radiance

"Now

and charm.

just lies flat"

it

Carroll:

C, Canada.

OF

course there
naturally lovely,

easiest to

.\nd be sure to massage the scalp regularly
each day that's important.

—

your hair used to be
you can bring

is!

If

it's

ten to one

back ihat life and fluffiness. The 6rst thing
to do is to go after the excess oil which
straightens your wave. Just as often as your
hair gets oily, even if you've shampooed it a
few days before, shampoo it again.

But use a shampoo

especially for oily hair.

I'd advise Packer's Pine

slightly astringent

and

Tar Shampoo;

will help to tighten

don't

"I

it

is

My

a

manent wave.

— G. B.. Boston,

Mass.

I

AM glad you wTote to me!

serious.

health,

IT is maddening, isn't it? But you have
made the right diagnosis; over-dryness causes
that condition which we call "full of electricity." You should use only a shampoo
especially made for dry hair. I'm sure if
you try Packer's Olive Oil Shampoo, you'll
find your hair silky and easier to manage after
the very first time. Packer's Olive Oil Shamis

a gentle vegetable

oil

soap and, in adneed to tell

dition, contains glycerine. I don't

a nurse about glycerine's softening quahties.
Between shampoos— the oil glands in your
scalp need to be waked up; and extra oil
should be supplied to them, until they are

working normally again. .-Vpply a few drops of

it's

up

For dandruff is
If you want to save your hair's
you mustn't lo.se a day in getting rid

of that dandruff.

generally

I've found that

pany, and even cause excessive dryness, as
well as excessive oiliness, but it's true.

The first thing to do, immediateK, is to
shampoo your hair with Packer's Tar Soap.
Doctors have been recommending it for years
as a help in doing away with dandruff, for
there's an ancient enmity between dan<lruff
germs and pine tar. Repeat your shampoos
every day for three days— after that, once
every three or four days till the dandruff
gives up the battle.

.\nd do massage your scalp every day
fully—and occasionally apply a little
sweet almonds, to your scalp (not to the
JE.VN*

oil glands. Don't be afraid of
washing your hair often enough to keep it
fluffy— every washing with Packer's Pine Tar
Shampoo is good for oily hair. ^\'hile your
hair is still damp, why not put in some waving conibs.^ With a little practice, you ought

LET

I'd

know

n
D

life.
I

of electricity"

hair

Packer's Olive Oil Shampoo (Dry Hoir)
Packer's Tor Soap (Dandruff)

Street.

all
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Carroll:

When

CARROLL

talks

(10^ for one; 25c for all threei

I am a nurse and you'd think
about what to do for my hair,
wouldn't you? I cannot seem to manage it. It
seems very dry. and simply won't stay in place.

Dear Miss

of

hair).

ME SEND YOU SAMPLES

stamps- 10<
full

oil

JEAN CARROLL. The Packer Mfg. Co., Inc.
Dept. 16-L 101 W. 3l9t St.. New York
Please send me your Packer Manual on the
Care of the Hair, and sample of the Packer
Shampoo I have checked;
a Packer's Pine Tar Shampoo (Oily Hair)

daily massage with a mild astringent lotion
will do wonders towards making your hair

"So

faith-

by Miss Carroll on
beauty every Tuesday morning.

Tune in— radio

to be able to give yourself a lovely, soft, inexpensive wave.
Then— between shampoos, massage your
scalp regularly. This is truly important; I'd
suggest that you part your hair and apply a
little bay rura directly to the .scalp. Regular

once more and sparkling with

isn't

it

known that dandruff may accom-

those relaxed

fluffy

do

to

hair tvas
Carroll: Please help me.
lovely golden blond; but since my last perI've found dandruff in it and now
I don't know
it's turning to a regular ash color.
hair is dry and it's getting brittle
what to do!
and lustreless.- Mrs. H. DeR., Brooklyn. N. Y.

Dear Miss

full

stands up straight.

poo

know what

Please help"

I'll

—

malt, B.

of sweet

My

of electricity. It sticks to my
fingers, and the comb, and my cap. and then

and

be ever so grateful if you
can give me any advice about my hair. It used
and now it has no life
to be so thick and pretty
and just lies flat. It's so oily I can't keep a marcel
in it— it straightens right out. And only a day or
two after I wash it. it looks as if it never saw a
shampoo. Isn't there anything I can do to make
H.. Esquiit look the way it used to?— Miss J.

Dear Miss

it's

who

belongs to hair like that can't
hundred
help being beautiful! And it's so easy to improve hair. Like a poor relation
—hair is so grateful for any attention it gets; and with simple regular care,
little lights.

almonds to your scalp. I've found
do with a medicine dropper.
Then get out your hair brush, and brush!

oil

for 1

sample; 2S< for

all 3).
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photograph album, after
" the good ol' days"?

LOOKS

all,

you who speak

as though Helen Kane's

little

of

court

over the S50.000 her cloak-and-suit
friend is alleged to have paid her back in
return for a loan didn't do her much good in
the talkie line.
Or maybe it's just because singing pictures
are bowing out rapidly.
Whatever the cause, I hear that Paramount
didn't take up its option on the little boop-aflutter

boy

Beauteous
Dove,

all

Billie

tweeds,

smiles and orchids,

back

from

month 's

holi-

gets
a

day

abroad.

When asked

if

was going

marry

to

she

Millionaire Howard
Hughes of "Hell's
Angels" fame, BUlie
remarked that the

New York

skyline

is wonderOur fingers are
crossed. Her divorce from Irvin

certainly

ful!

Willat isn't final yet

dooper.
Well, Helen can always boop-a-doop around
the theater. The folks like her.

J.\CK 0.\KIE

ver>' nearly was involved in an
unhappy mess in Toledo, Ohio, during his recent personal appearance tour.
.V Mrs. Marion Lowry. a young Toledo, Ohio,
sportswoman, was found dead with a self-inflicted bullet wound in her head. The previous
night she had been out on a party with Oakie
and various Toledo newspapermen.
The sensational newspapers tried their hard-

make capital of this unfortunate business.
But, Toledo's coroner held Jack entirely innocent in the matter even though Mrs. Lowry
made practically public the fact that she was
suffering from an unrequited crush on the
est to

actor.

Poor Jack, of course, came in for considerable criticism in this unhappy business. Sotiic
smart newspapermen went so far as to call him
"the sap from Toledo instead of "The Sap
from Syracuse." a picture in which he recently
appeared. This was another case of daily ncwsPLE.VSE TtRX TO P.ACE 1 10
'

1

me

told

like the

to tell

you

it's

a boy

—and

he doesn't

dialogue."

A PROJECTIONIST

fhe's
the
transfers the picture
your theater screen)
advertised in an English paper, stating his qualifications as follows:
"Married twenty years. Thor-

fellow

who

from the film

to

oughly used

C\V course,

it's

to talkies."

wonderful that

little

Kenyon

'^Sills, when he grows up, will be able to see
and hear his father.
The Kox people gave a complete print of
"The Sea Wolf," last film made by Milton
before his death, to Doris Kenyon Sills,
widow. Little Kenyon is still but a baby
when he grows up, he will have no memory
record of his father. But he will have the inSills

his

destructible record that is contained in those
reels of celluloid, his father's face, form, mannerisms, voice.
But, wonderful as that is, do you realize the
still greater wonder that such a privilege is not
alone for the baby children of movie stars, but
for any little one today, as well ?
Do you realize that your own baby can be
given such a record of yourself ?
or very
nearly such a record.
There arc home movie cameras. There are
these new rccord-your-voice machines.
With
the outlay of a very few dollars, you can put

—

away a living memory of yourself for your own
children, just as in the Sills case.
And isn't that better than the old family

108

When a picture of the Barrymore family like this comes along,
who can resist? Young Dolores Ethel Mae is taking a good
look at the birdie, while Jack and Mama Dolores are content
with a good look at baby

)
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NEW
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STYLE

GUM
CHEWING
PEPPERMINT FLAVOR
Only ten minutes every day and you

Jm

he giving your

will

lips

and teeth the

most inexpensive and perfect Beauty Treatment on record. That's
what

it

means

chewing
it

enjoy

to

gum

WKKiLEY'S

each day,

if

deliciously

only for

ten

and see for yourself how prettily

your

mouth

conies

to

new

and
your

style

what
lips

new

and

PEPPERMINT

minutes. Try
it

shapes

attraction

teeth.

Double Mint

delightful

—

Try

it's

flavored.
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a victim of a motion
am very glad that

for one,
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TF ever Lilyan Tashman decides to give up the
-'-movies she

can get a job modeling clothes at

tliey failed.

any smart establishment

TXriLL ROGERS, who calls himself the con^^ tact man between politics and art,

showed his winter frocks to the select of
His well trained mannequins slithered among the guests.
Then suddenly two
models appeared on the little stage at once.
One of them was Lil! And, what's more, she
was a swell mannequin and showed seven or

Howard
whooped it up for the boys and girls at the
opening of "The Big Trail." He announced
that he wanted to introduce Mayor Rolph of
San Francisco, having now become right handy
at introducing famous people, but that if, after
the introduction, any of the audience was
cheated it wasn't his fault.
"The Big Trail" was the first big opening of
what Hollywood laughingly calls "the winter
season. " Everybody shook the moth balls out
of ermine coats and top hats. Opinions varied
on the picture, itself, but the little old colony
was set agog again over the leading man, John
Wayne, who is like both Gary Cooper and
Charlie Farrell, combining the better features

in the world.

filmdora.

new

frocks.

It started as a gag. She complained that she
could model as well as the next one. Greer
dared her to do it. Eddie Lowe was none too
pleased about it but he came, anyhow, and
watched from a quiet corner.
".\nd the funny part," said Lilyan afterwards, "is that I've never had stage fright before an audience or a camera but I was scared
to death when I walked out in those clothes.
Believe me, a mannequin earns her money!"

of the two.

The kid is utterly natural and completely at
ease before the camera. He used to be " Duke "
Morrison of the U. S. C. football team.

"LJ'OLL\"\VOOD:
-* -'

of

For two years, a lanky chap by the name
SummerviUe, nicknamed Slim, hung around

thought he was darned lucky when he landed

Then he got a part

-^

wedding of piquant Marie Mos-

made

relatives

girls

who have been
than

closer

of

Since

Quiet," casting directors have
been caUing up a chap by the name of SummerviUe, nicknamed Slim, begging him to take a
fat part in this picture or that, and let's not
quibble o\-er the salary.
Slim has had one day off, between pictures,
since he finished work in "AU Quiet on the

Western Front.

X/TARY PICKFORD'S miniature goli course
'''has been the most popular in town, partly
because of the players and partly because of
the fact that fans foUow the celebs around to
get their autographs.
But "our Mary" is a business woman and
she's not going to have the course jinxed, so
•'•

she's issued orders that anybody interrupting
the players to ask for autographs will be
requested to leave the Unks.

AyfARIE BURKE,
>=>^nl

two

Italian,

French.

months.

German and
The casting

]LJ-OSPIT.VLIZ.\TION
then,

it

was at

-'

Bebe's wedding to Ben

-'Record:

Nick Stuart, doing a

Lyon

that Marie was
introduced to Dr. De

scene,

lire

starts

to

down

climb

a fire-escape
that it has
gotton so hot from the
real flames used in the
picture that both hands
are crisped nearly to the

Poorest.

and

"It was love at first
Marie explained

sight,"
later.

But the most interesting fact of the affair is

finds

bone, necessitating

many

this:

days' layoff.
Dolores Del Rio suf-

At Bebe's wedding, it
was Marie Mosquini

who caught

from previous attack of ptomaine
[)oisoning and producfers relapse

the bride's

bouquet as Bebe flung

it

to her bridesmaids.
And a few nights later,
at the wedding of Sally
Eilers and Hoot Gibson,
again it was Marie Mosquini who caught the
bride's bouquet.
The present venture is
Marie's second wedding;
Dr. De Forest's third.

tion

us

common

stands
too near steampipcs in a
boat engine room sequence and when the
pipes let loose, is severely
scalded.
Mona Rico's car collides with another and
she has to have X-ray
photos taken to see
whether or not she's
badly hurt. She isn't.
Janet Gaynor stays
home with tonsilitis, and
people at once begin to
whisper that she and the
I'lix people are bickering

folk.

The other night (hey

tion room at Pickfair
and can run any film

they choose.

no

is

Edmund Lowe

and more are
•^'•'•the most exclusive
Mary and Doug mingling

were seen at a preview
of "Those Three French
Girls" at one of the
neighborhood theaters.
It is most unusual for
Mr. and Mrs. Fairbanks,
since they have a perfectly equipped projec-

on "The Dove"

hold up for months.

\^ORE

with

iVlcelebrated English
comedienne, was in New
York recently on a visit
and was called up by a
casting agent of one of
the big companies.
Marie speaks English,

agent wanted her to
speak for Spanish pictures! She left for
England next day.

and Marie Mosquini
chummed around for

And

'

It's like that.

relatives

—

on the

"AU

Bcbe and
Marie. Bebe Daniels
usually are

in "All Quiet

Western Front.

T^HE

quini and Dr. Lee De
Forest, famous radio and
sound-apparatus inventor, is interesting for
several reasons.
In the first place, it

and small parts and

casting offices for bits
one.

Greer, HoUy^vood's dressmaker de

luxe,

eight of the

Studios

a7td

again.

No more stunts for Harold Lloyd? News is that Hal will make no more
acrobatic stuff, like this scene from his new comedy, "Feet First."
It
bruises and batters the comedian to the danger point, and Lloyd feels that
he's served long enough at such business for the sake of laughs

Jackie Coogan collects
a bad cold and a temperature of 103 at the boys'
school which he attends,
and stays at home until
he's better.
please
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YOU

OUU

lUITH

IMflinTY

CE

THIS "^WOOD"
Tag— tells

its

tomorrow;
the metal
It tells

exquisite

Symbol

inside a

you that the

that the

diamond

is

I

Mnos

BUY

[fl n

I

•

•

Ring — or on

style is as

new

as

genuine value; that

precious.

is

you, also, that you could find no

more

Ring— no lovelier design— no more hon-

orable value

.

.

whatever

.

for a gift or for

your

could be slipped over a

its

own

price

use.

fair finger

No

.

.

.

whether

smaner Ring

to keep

its

beauty

an courant with today's modes.
Let

"^WOOD"

Jewelry buying.

been

be your guide to certainty

A mark

known— from

of trustworthy value,

coast to coast

Write for the interesting

Diamonds are

2.

$50. 3. $175.

4.

$125.

5.

we will send you

Lament". With

it

ductions of the

ver}'

of your nearest

Wood

7.

$40.

The new Modemiste, $14.

.

to

80

years.

story "Lovers*
illustrated repro-

newest Ring styles— and name
Jeweler.

6.

Flower of Love

Symbol appear
ihcRinKandon
Tag. Look for it
w hen buying Jcw(.Iry. h guides you
1.) Ctrlainly of

Diamond Circlet, $150. 9. Five-Diamond Circlet, $25.
10. The Diamond Ring, $350,
and the Wedding Ring, $175
.to match. Other Wood diamond rings
Wedding Ring, $15.

— for

in

has

White gold diamond

all fine quality Brilliant Stones,

rings— 1. $87.50.

little

it

8.

Full

.

v.ilue,

$5000.

Paris. in-

spired style.

J.

R.

WOOD

& SONS, INC.,

PARIS, yl.MSTERDAM, CHICAGO,

WEDDISG RINGS

15

MAIDEN LANE, NEW YORK

BROOKLYN, AMERICAS LEADING DIAMOND HOUSE

DIAMOND RINGS
When

DIAMOND

CIRCLETS

you wrlle to adtcrtlners please menllon

WOOD

AND JEWELRY MAKERS

STONE RINGS

PIIOTOrLAT MAGAZINE.

SI

SIGNET RINGS

—

The Shadow
[

ALONG CAME YOUTH— Paramount
TELL, nobody sings. That's some help.
»» Charles Rogers wears a chef's cap and

"V\

perfect evening clothes (singly, of course) and
he smiles, which delights all the flappers. It
isn't a bad picture and some of it is funny. But
just another Charles Rogers' starring
it's
Frances Dee is a charming leading
vehicle.
woman and Stuart Erwin, the big silly, is
amusing as usual.

REMOTE CONTROL— M-G-M
BILLY

H.XIXES comes to us this time as a
radio announcer, and with Charles King as
station owner, Ukelele Ike as champion hog
caller, and John Miljan as expert villain and
radio clairvoyant, there certainly is a chance
for laughs. In fact, you can't miss them. Billy
deserves better stories.

ADIOS—First National

MIGHTY
is

this

versatile,

Stage

COXTIXUED FROM PAGE 55

1

Ian Keith makes the
Valmi believable and the
Compson, Mary Duncan and

trio

of Betty

Jeanette Loff

is

charming.

Robin

prototype of

—

A H, yes, we know you're all fed up on
-•'underworld stories. Well, all right but
before you take a solemn vow never to see one
again, do catch this one.
"Little Caesar" is
the latest and not far from the best of them,
thanks to the grand dirty work of Edward
Robinson, as lethal a gangster as ever wore
grease-paint.
Doug, Jr., takes second honors.

—

DERELICT—Paramount
'T'HE

first mate socks the hero with
-^ a
guess what
Oh, come now. you know
belaying pin.
And then the villain turns out to
be a swell guy. There isn't a single meanie in

villainous

—

!

like

eggs.
Lewis Ayres plays the lead.
Sets are gorgeous.
And yet, somehow, this
serio-comic Uttle yarn just misses being a great
picture.
Edward Robinson, as Cliarlii- Yoni,
i; worth the admission.
Entertaining enough.

DIVORCE AMONG FRIENDS—
Warners

TTHE

husband and wife quarrel. The hus* band and wife kiss and make up. The
husband and wife quarrel. The wife makes the
husband jealous. The husband makes the wife
jealous. There are a lot of movie gags. Heighho and a couple of hums!
Natalie Moorhead
wears stunning clothes. Irene Delroy doesn't

the great catastrophe of the
Titanic.
It's a credit to its British makers.
Brilliant direction by .\. E. Dupont, who made
"Variety," and nice playing by a cast headed
by Madeleine Carroll, Frank Dyall, Donald
Calthrop and John Stuart. English dialogue
may bore your ears, but it's a creditable job.

it.

HEADS UP—Paramount

END— Warners

RIVER'S

A

CUR WOOD'S

he-story lands on the screen
with the full flavor and tang of the Northwoods. It's the lusty tale of a Royal Northwest Mountie who believe it or not! does
Charles Bickford does fine
nol get his man.
work in a dual role, and there's some great trick
photography. Junior Coghlan's acting is fine.

—

—

and Marie Dressier and
spots,

hopelessly

Dorothy Jordan

is

so beautiful
Marjorie Rambeau are

It is gorgeous in
slapstick in others.
sensationally good.

some
But

HER WEDDING NIGHT— Paramount
ETTER

"D

study your Spanish.

You may

Hopwood

is

see this, regardless.

BARBER JOHN'S BOY— Warners
A

Now

classically

the

swimming

E.VTHER,

released from prison after scrv•*-ing eighteen years for murder, returns to
face his son. .\ dramatic story, well played by
Grant Mitchell, Phillips Holmes and an amazing galaxy of character actors, including George
Marion, Russell Simpson and Otis Harlan.
Not always convincing, due [to 'the synthetic
Southern accent assumed by the entire cast.

THE BOUDOIR DIPLOMAT— Universal
-*

'•most

is

what could have been one

of the

sophisticated drawingroom comedies ever screened. It has moments
that are delightful and subtly risqufi but
others that are dull. Even so, it is higher-thanbrilliantly

—

112

Nobody

beautiful

Ann

Monica

in the
in
district

new home

the picture. Big Boy Bancroft is the rough
and ready hero and William (Stage) Boyd, the
almost heavy. Anyhow, there's a grand fight

and a

lot of

storms at sea.

THE HOT HEIRESS— First National
T AUGH-CKAMMED picturization of the
'-'theory that the female

—

deadlier than the
it's
a
millionaire's
is

male especially when
daughter on the make for a poor but virile steel
riveter.
She gets her man and you get swell
entertainment.
Ben Lyon as the riveter is a
punch; Ona Munson .as the girl has what it
takes. Inez Courtney andTom Dugan are great.

SIT

TIGHT— Warners

A LTHOUGH
•^'•repeats on

T_TERE

guess who.'

pool of her

the Santa

a scream, but the picture
Clara is
fails to rise above the mediocre.
beautiful, and her fans may pack the houses to
farce

So deep!
but

Harding doing a few stunts

has turned out a crackerjack
'-'Western in this one. Not only is its direction and acting superior to the average picture
of this sort, but it really has a nice human
interest story that holds the spectator. Buck
plaj-s a troubadouring cowboy who works for a
fair ranch-owner, played by Marguerite de la
Motte. The cast does well. The kids will like it.

THE LOVE TRADER—
Tiffany Productions

ask

Mexico and two minutes later
may tell you that the reply
made you a married woman. Such is the beginning of Clara Bow's new farce. The Avery
•-'directions in
the interpreter

comedy picture,

"DUCK JONES

itself is

such grand actresses.

musical

SHADOW RANCH— Columbia

ST.VR." the tragic story written by
'—^Lorna Moon while she was dying of
and a
It was unneceslot of rough stuff thrown in.
tuberculosis, has been stupidly re-titled

yam

little

*-with the smiling Mr. Charles Ex-Budd\Rogers playing a gallant young coast-guardsman, Victor Moore and Helen Kane contributing laughs and things. The real news of the
whole matter is that in this picture the impeccable Mr. Rogers actually smokes a cigarette! Fie! .iX well-made singie that isn't good
enough to be outstanding.

MIN AND BILL—M-G-M

little

PLE.-\S.\NT

^

"T^.VRK

sary, since the

The only

Jiramie Hall is the husband.
bright spot is Lew Cody.

sing.

'•founded on

avenging

It's
gringo insults to his fellow-Spaniards.
sweet, colorful, and ofttimes thrilling, with a
romance woven in. Barthelmess doesn't hog
Ten to
all honors from a fine supporting cast.

one you'll

WEST— Universal

IS

HIS stars Lupe Velez. It was directed by
* Monta Bell. The play was as popular as
I

ATLANTIC— British International
A SHIPWRECK melodrama which must be

Barthelmess lad!

Hood,

'

ham and

LITTLE CAESAR— First National

Hardly done with "The Dawn Patrol," he
metamorphosed herein into an early Cali-

fornia

EAST

average entertainment.
fascinating Baron

Brown

THE
see

main reason why you must not fail to
this picture is that your old favorite,
Leatrice Joy, is a perfect blonde and more
Her speaking voice is
beautiful than ever.
Besides, there is Hawaiian locale,
delightful.
with plenty of seductive music and dancing.

THE CAT CREEPS— Universal
SHIVERS

and shudders and shakes! Here's
that gorgeous old nerve-wrecker, "The Cat
retitled and redone <i /;
It's easily one of the best mystery
ever screened, with a sinister efleclivc

and the Canary,"
talkie.
thrillers

much enhanced by
sound and extraordinary camera work.
Blanche Frederic! and Neil Hamilton lead .i

ness and an eeriness that's
perfect

great cast.

EXTRAVAGANCE—
this picture is full of laughs, it

much

of the business Joe E.
before, particularly the

has done
wrestling match. Winnie Lightner is a riot as
Dr. Nfill, and her methods of reducing are the
last word.
Brown is her "boob" assistant.
Don't miss it.

Tiffany Productions

A

PICTURE

.ibout a bachelor raising hell
with two married couples, wherein fashions
and p.assions are blended into a display that
will make audiences gasp for several reasons.
1 14
( PLEASE TUR.V TO PACE
1

'

H3
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STARS
The

greatest stars of the

talking picture screen

.,

the greatest van-

in

/

ety of big feature
|

attractions are pre-

sented under the

famous Pathe trade-

mar k.
CONSTANCE BENNETT
four superlative dramatic

In

presentations

A HOLIDAY" "IN DEEP"
"LAZY LADY" and" ADAM AND EVE".
"SIN TAKES

•

ANN HARDING
In

five artistic

super productions

TAKE THIS WOMAN"
"REBOUND" "THE GREATER LOVE"
and "ROAAANCE HARBOR".

"HOLIDAY"

BILL
In

"I

BOYD

four powerful melodramas

"BEYOND VICTORY" "RAWHIDE"
"THE LAST FRONTIER"and "NORTH
OF THE YUKON".
•

HELEN TWELVETREES
In

three splendid attractions

"HER AAAN"'THE PRICE OF A PARTY"
and "SWING HIGH". Also appearing in

"BEYOND VICTORY".

Tky^ikT^

y

PATHE
T'lIOTMT-I.AY

M

\<;

ikyk^ik
\ziNr:.

!
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The Shadow
[

LIKE nature's

own CLOW

Stage

COKTINtrED FROM PAGE 112

Some

THE STEEL HIGHWAY— Warners

will thrill at the gorgeous creations in fur
coats and what the well-dressed woman will
wear; others wiU be startled at the audacity
of inter-marital intrigue, punctuated with

"LTIGHLY

dramatic story of a chap who falls
•'• -'-in
love with his pal's wife. Nothing unusual about this yam except its railroad background.
It's fair entertainment, and Grant
Withers, Mary Astor and Regis Toomey do
fine work. There's some good comedy.

bullets.

FOLLOW THE LEADER—Paramount
"pD

W'i'XX, no howl in silent pictures, is a
•'-'scream in this, now that the talkies give us
his apologetic, squeaking voice.
It's a good
transcription of his former musical comedy hit.
He's

been

given

grand

support

TODA Y—Majestic
'

— Ginger

sensational films that are
ofiice.

is

TELLS

"WHAT MEN
WOMEN''

IN

^vigorous campaign

"Men no

longer beam with approval," says
world famous fashion magazine, "at the
sight of a schoolgirl complexion guiltless of
any make-up. On the contrary they may even
find it wan and dull. But there remains always the distinction between art and artifice,
and a patently artificial beauty leaves them
this

quite as cold. Avoid therefore lipsticks that
do not match one's natural coloring."
e

Tangee, the world's most famous lipstick,
leaves no greasy smear of glaring, flashy
color.

Tangee

is

entirely diflerent

International

from any

to

Richard Taltnadge Productions

natural coloring,

'J'LL show

that ol' Doug Fairbanks!" mut'tered Richard Talmadge, and made this.
a Western very-mcUo-drama.
Starring

It's

Talmadge's muscles, it raises 57 varieties of
hell and achieves excruciatingly high points of
comedy in the romantic scenes. There are
hundreds of horses and one covered wagon, and
whoever voice-doubles for Lupita Tovar sings
beautifully, anyway.

FOUND— Ralph

Cruze-Tiffany

— he

produce^
either pretty bum pictures or very darngood
ones, and this is one of the latter. Whimsically
sophisticated, it gallops along through an hourfui of gulTaws over the affairs of cuckold Boris
and his wife, to whom another man is always
another man. Not fair to pick any one of the
cast for top honors.

other lipstick. Magically it takes on color
after you apply it . . . and blends with your

own

girl

—

Pictures begin a
win audiences for

an extremist

poor

THE YANKEE DON—

SHE GOT WHAT SHE WANTED—
is

P.

King Productions

HE National Research

Council of Australia
-*- sponsored
this one and if you don't know all
about the private and professional life of the
aborigines it isn't their fault. Those old boys
could teach our local hoofers a thing or two.
If you like travel films you'll enjoy this one,
except for the spectacular ending that is so
improbable it reminds you of "Ingagi."
I

no matter what your
And Tangee never

individual complexion.

rubs off or looks

artificial

Tangee Lipstick, $1. Rouge Compact, 75^.
Creme Rouge.il. Face Poivder, to match the
natural skin tones, $1. Night Cream, cleanses
and nourishes, $1. Day Cream, protects the
skin, SI. Cosmetic, a new "mascara " will

not smart,

SEND

$1.

20c

FOR TANGEE BEAUTY SET

(Six items in miniature

and "The Art of Malcc-Up")

Tin; GroRGi; W. Luir Co., Deit. P.I 2
417 Fifth Avenue
Kew Yi>rk

Name.

When the talkies need a fog on the Pacific Ocean they don't wait for a
turn in the weather they just make one! Here's a speed boat, carrying
U. S. Navy smoke screen equipment, laying a ten-mile fog for George
Bancroft's new picture, "Derelict." The steamer carries the actors

—

and
Every «dtcrllsemcnt In

is

I
•*

English talkies with this well-made transcription of a stage play about a public school boy
who fell in lo\e with his headmaster's wife.
This picture has been well directed by Thomas
Bentley.
Madeleine Carroll, well known in
England, is one of the featured players.

TIM CRUZE

it

deal

British International

"DRITISH

and box-

captures the rich boy against
papa's opposition, and there isn't a great
more to be said. Myrna Loy, Jason
Robards, Nancy Welford, Dorothy' Phillips
and David Durand play the leading parts as
well as they can in a crude job. .\nd that's all
there is to be said at least here.

somewhat

The

YOUNG WOODLEY—

DISLIKE

sex

it in

Chesterfield

HE

'

record of the Colorado.\frican E.\-pedition, headed by Paul L. Hoetler,
the film also contains considerable laborator\'
and studio material. Some interesting animal
stufi. Imagine dramatizing dramatic Africa!

VOGUE

all hell,

although you know

THE JAZZ CINDERELLA—

an interesting and

result the voice of Africa is

dubiously heard.

yet.

spite of yourself,
partly, perhaps, because of the excellent acting
of Conrad Nagel and Catherine Dale Owen.

•*
•dramatic travelogue, it has been considerably pointed to give it "entertainment value,"

and as a

And

hokum, you are held by

AFRICA SPEAKS— Columbia
this

'HIS old melodramatic stage thriller has
•- been brought up to
date in one of those
I

Rogers, Stanley Smith, Lou Holtz, Bobby
Watson and others. Why must musicals be
going out, when some are like this ?

ALTHOUGH

]

full

PHOTOPLAY MAG.iZlXE U

studio equipment

guaranteed.
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Jbor this Kjirl—

No One Man!
It

.

Took a Dozen Men o/Different
Types to Entertain Her

—

.

.

yet She was supposed

and Sentence herself

to

Single out

,^a^

to

ONE 0/ them

LIFE

with

Him

McClelland Barclay's
study of

Penelope

Newbold
.

.

.

the fascinating

central character in

Rupert Hughes*
Novel of Modern Life

"No One Man"
"Nep"
hateful

man who will make her supremely, enduringly happy.

one of those charming, irritating, lovable,
young women of today whose goings-on make

is

first-page headlines

Does she shock you ? Yet she
titude of

and tabloid picture sensations.

She encourages many men

modern

girls.

You

the type of a mul-

is

Rupert Hughes'

will find

keen novel in Cosmopolitan.

in order to find the one

Don't miss the vivid early chapters in
Hearsts International
coinbinvd With

•

In the

same

issue begins

osmo

a refreshing novel of the

Mexican Border b>

Tom Gill

Now on Sale
A

CLASS MAGAZINE WITH
When

>ou write 10

M O

R

F.

atlrcrtlscrs iliasc

THAN
menllon

1,600.000

rHOTOPf-AY MAOAZl.NE.

C

1

K C

H L AT

1

O N

ii6
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A

JOHN

Qreater

GILB<^ERT

— as charming as

he was in "The Big
Parade.'^

— as exciting as he
was

in his biggest
never-tO'he-forgotten

^^

\^

:\^

hits!

Overnight he has become

a greater John Qilbert
of the Talkies by virtue of
his thrilling performance
in one of the big, he-man

dramas

of all time!
'

LEILA HYAMS
JIM TULLY

WALLACE

BEERY

eien better than he was as "Butch" in
"The Big House"

POLLY

MORAN

SAM WOOD
dirtctor

METRO-GOLDWYNCviry advtrllscmcne In

rilOTOrl.AY JIACAZINE

Is

su»rantc«L
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>VANTED!
by the
rnerican Puhlic^

TTKIII

X.

J^v,
,

!

KING
VIDOR'S

[Cli

Great Epic of
the Lawless

lohn

Mack Brown

|

Wallace Beery
Kay Johnson
Ka rl Dane

A FIGHTER TO THE END — A LOVER UNAFRAID!
A great motion picture has come to the theatres of the world.
A drama of love, power, revenge, greed King Vidor, who created
!

"The Big Parade," has brought to the talking screen this amazing
story based on the life of that notorious "bad man" of the lawless West — Billy the Kid. In this picture M-G-M has produced
for you themost thrilling frontier drama ever filmed! You'll want
to see the mighty Wallace Beery give one of the greatest performances of his career — equal to his masterful triumph in"The Big
House." Never before have you felt the power.the might and majesty of the Great West as you will experience it in "Billy the Kid."

When

lou wiHc to «drerlUcrs plca» mention

mOTOrLAT MAGAZINE.

Wes
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Addresses of the Stars
Hollywood,

In care of Samuel Goldwyn, 7210 Santa

Calif.

Monica Blvd.

Paramount Publix Studios
Richard .\rlen
Jean Arthur
William Austin
Oorge Bancroft

Eddie Cantor
Ronald Colman

Helen Kane
Jack Luden
Paul Lukas
Jeanette

MacDonald

Clara

Bow

Mao-

Marcia Manners

Brian

Fredric

March

Clive Brook

Nino Martini

Jack Buchanan

Cyril

Nancy Carroll
Paul Cavanagh
Rulh Chatterton

Four Marx Brothers
Moran and Mack

Maurice Chevalier
Claudette Colbert
June Collyer
Chester Conklin
Gary- Cooper
Frances Dee
MarleneDietridi

Frank Morgan
Barry Norton

Kay

Marion

Harry Green
Phillips

Marie Dressier
Cliff Edwards
Julia Faye
Greta Gar bo
John Gilbert
Gavin Gordon

Fay Wray

Fox Studios, 1401 N. Western Ave.
Frank Albertson
Robert Ames
Michael Bartlett
Warner Baxter

britfiG lashGs

coarso lashes

Rex

no mort^

Bell

••NOVTHEVINX
D O U B L €

TRCfiTmenT
Women

comiuanded this new product.
'"Can't we get an eyelash preparation
that ivon't make lashes brittle and stiff?",
they complained. "Ordinary mascaras
never give just the right effect."
Here is the answer: The
Liquid
Winx, utterly different from anything you
may have tried. Different — because it is
an eyelash preparation with a double

NEW

First,

it

beautifies lashes by

them a dark, enticing shadow. And
then— it actually softens lashes. Amazing
— but regular treatment with this new
Winx makes your lashes finer and silkier.
giving

This '"Double Treatment" idea at last
gives smart women what they want. Beautiful eyes— without fear of brittle lashes.

The new Winx comes
Liquid- which

in

two forms:

waterproof and easy to
in a chic silvery compact.
is

WINX
apply.

Cake—

Clifford

William Collier. Sr.
Joyce Compton
Fifi

Dorsay

Sharon Lynn
Maris
Frances McCoy
Kenneth MacKenna

Mona

Marguerite Churchill

Thomas

treatment.

Claire Luce

El Brendel

Victor McLaglen
Don Jose Mojica

Moran

Maureen O'Sullivan
Frank Richardson

Janet Gaynor
William Harrigan
Mitchell Harris

Will Rogers

Ted Healy
Althea Hcniy
Louise Huntington
Keating Sisters
Richard Keene
Jane Keith
J. M. Kerrigan

Milton

Everett Marshall

Compson

Robert Armstrong
Constance Bennett
William Boyd

Charley Chase
Mickey Daniels

Stan Laurel
Gertie Messinger

Dorothy Granger
Oliver Hardy

Our Gang
David Sharpe
Grady Sutton

Raymond Maurel
McCrta

Joel

Jack Mulhall

Roberta Robinson

Du

Lowell Sherman
Katya Sorina
Ned Sparks
Leni Stengel
Hugh Trevor
Bert Wheeler

Eddie Fov. Jr.
Roberta Gale
Ralf Harolde
Arthur Lake

LaRov

Ivan Lebedcff

Warner Bros.

Claudia Dell
Irene Delroy
Robert Elliott

Studios, 5842 Sunset Blvd.

J..hn Halliday
\A-an Janney

G

Lupe Velez
John Wray

Chester Morris

Douglas Fairbanks

Norma Talmadgc

Mary
Gloria

Frank

Marilyn Miller

Jr.

James Rennie

Louise Fazenda
Alexander Gray

Virginia Sale
Otis Skinner

Lawrence Gray

Arthur Stone

O. P. HegRie
Edward E. Horton

Loretta V'oung

— Cake

St.

Bert Lytell

Barbara Stanw>'ck
Johnnie Walker
In

Calif.

La Mirada Ave.

Faire, \2\2

Gower

St.

Lloyd Hughes. 616 Taft Bldg.
Harold Lloyd. 6640 Santa Monica Blvd.
Philippe De Lacy. 904 Guaranty Bldg.

Los Angeles,

Margaret Livingsto
Kmtj- advertisement

6.?57

Brown

PHOTOIM.AY MAGAZINE

Gilda Gray. 22 E. 60th St.. New York
William S. Hart. Horseshoe Ranch, Newhall, Calif.
Patsy Ruth Miller. 808 Crescent Drive, Beverly
Hills.

Is

Calif.

Jackie Coogan. 673 S. Oxford Ave.
Pal OMallev. I8.1> Taft Ave.
Herbert Rawlinson. 1735 Highland St.
Rulh Roland. 3828 Wilshifc Blvd.
Estcllc Taylor. 5254 Los Felir Blvd.

Aileen Pringlc
Dorothy Rcvicr

Jont-s

Virginia

Swanson

Joan Peers

Jack Holt
Ralph Incc

Ona Munson

Pickford

Columbia Studios, 1438 Gower
(rraves

McHugh

Bernice Claire

Robert Edcson
Douglas Fairbanks,

Hollywood,

Al Jolson

Sam Hardy

Calif.

First National Studios
Mary Astor
Li la Lqc
Harr>* Bannister
Lucien Liltlefield
Richard Barthelmess
J. Farrell MacDonald
Sidney Blackmer
David Manners

Kvalyn Knapp

loan Bennett
Charlts Chaplin
Dolores Del Rio

Murray

George Sidney

Jr.

Vivicnnc Segal
H. B. Warner
Barbara Weeks
Jack Whiting
Grant Withers

Frank Fay
James Hall

Charles

Sisters
Slira Summcrville

Burbank,

Laura Lee
Winnie Lightner
Lotti Loder
Ben Lyon
Marian Marsh
Marion Nixon
Walter Pidgcon

Monte Blue
Joe E. Brown

Joan Marsh

Mary Nolan

John Boles
Hoot Gibson
Jean Hersholt
Rose Hobarl
Barbara Kent
Jeanette Loff

Robert Woolsey

George Arliss
John Barrymore
Noah Beery

Universal City, Calif.
Universal Studios
Margaret Adan
Lew Avres

RolMTt Agnew.

Kinds: Liquid

Eddie Quillan
Helen Twelvetree8

Mary Kornman

United Artists Studios, 1041 N. Formosa
Ave.

Two

Ann Harding

St.

Ken Murray
Edna May Oliver

Bebe Daniels
Richard Dix

Buck

Ernest Torrence

Raquel Torres
June Walker
Roland Young

Harry Langdon

Rcnce Alacreadv

K.ili.h

Lewis Stone

Hal Roach Studios

Sills

Spencer Tracy
John Wayne
Marjorie White
Charles Winniger

Evelyn Brent
Sue Carol
Joseph Cawthori
June Clyde

William Collier,

Gus Shy
Lawrence Tibbett

Gleason

Hcnr\' Armetta

Rita

Duncan Renaldo
Gilbert Roland
Norma Shearer

James and Russell

David Rollins
Jillian Sand
Marie Saxon

Radio Pictures Studios, 780 Gower
-Amos and Andy
Dorothy Lee

Betty

L<utice Howell
George Huston
Leila Hyaras
Kay Johnson
Dorothy Jordan
Buster Keaton
Charles King
Arnold Korff
Harriett Lake
Gwen Lee

Pathe Studios

Harold Murray
George O'Brien
J.

John Garrick

Owen

Lucille Powers
Basil Rathbone

Goodie Montgomery
Lois

Louise Dresser
Charles Farrell
Noel Francis

Edward Nugent
EUiott Nugent
C. Nugent

J.

Catherine Dale
Anita Page

Hedda Hopper

Edmund Lowe

Moran

Ramon Novarro

William Haines

Joan Lawes
Dixie Lee

Humphrey Bogart

Polly

Catherine Moylan
Conrad Nagel

Man" Doran

Shilling

McCarthy

Robert Montgomery
Grace Moore

Lon Chaney
Joan Crawford
Marion Davies

Stanley Smith
Regis Toomey

Holmes

Ellen

John Miljan
ConchitaMontenegro

Lenore Bushman
Harry Carey

Roberto Rey
Bruce Rogers
Charles Rogers
Ginger Rogers
Lillian Roth
Charles Ruggles

Mitzi Green

Barbara Leonard
Bessie Love
Andre Luguet

Edwina Booth
John Mack Brown

Pereda
William Powell

Francis

Culver Cit>^, Calif.
Metro- Goldwyn •Mayer Studios
Wallace BeerjCharles Bickford

Ramon

Richard "Skeets"
Gallagher

LeRoy Mason

Lionel Barr\-more

Oliver
Pallette

Eugene

Stanley Fields
Norman Foster

Edwin Carewe Productions,

Tec-Art Studios
Roland Drew
Rita Carewe

Jack Oakie

Leon Errol
Stuart Erwin

Damita

Evelyn Laye

Maude

Rosiia Moreno

Guy

In care of the

Lily

miaranteed.
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Standard of Value
The

reaction of people accustomed to fine cars, to the success of the Cord

front-drive, is the

Just as

we

most

significant thing in the

predicted in 1924 that public

automobile world today.

demand would

manufacturers to follow Auburn's Straight Eight leadership
diction has been

demand soon
struction.

coming true for

six years

—

so

now we

force other

—which

pre-

predict public

will force builders of fine cars to adopt front-drive con-

The Cord, due

to its inherent exclusive advantages,

due to

its

extraordinarily fine construction and due to the experience of Cord owners,

among

today ranks supreme

advancements and value; a proven

fine cars in

product, definitely the leader in every way.

Car buyers who give

first

consideration to their personal safety, to their comfort en route, and to
ease of handling, have
stitute for the

SEDAN

$;tOiJ.->

no alternative but the Cord.

There

is

no sub-

advantages possible only with a front-drive car.

unouoiiAM

$.io<jr,

.

.

rAiinioLKT

$Kn

EquipmrrU other

.

.

imimoton

CORD
When

jou wrllc

lo ilrrrllsrra

$3295

ivicra k. h.

11.

auIm

Ihiin tttindarti. rxira

AUltUHN AllTOMOUILli COMPANY

•

ALUUHN. INDIANA

FRONT DRIVE
iiI.-.m-

menllon rilOTOIM.AY ^^Af:.^ZI^E.

.

I20

—

!
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Ten Years Ago
the late fall of 1920 the true-blue fans
all agog over the latest D. W. GrifEth
production.
It is the grand old tear squeezer, "Way Down
East," and Griffith fired it at his public in
twelve reels twice a day, at two dollars a
crack, with special orchestras playing one of
the first, if not the first, fuU-blown scores.
To this day addicts can remember the shiver>' theme that greeted every entrance of Lowell Sherman, the snaky villain who had his way
with poor, trampled Lillian Gish. J
The juvenile in the picture is young Dick
EartheLmess, and his partner in the film is a

different

.

.

—

—

PATTER
for Christmas
An excellent giver is the man or woman
who this year selects THE Velvetskin
Patter

Christmas gift. For this rebeauty aid is a composite of
the qualities you have always wanted to
embody in your remembrance. It is differsmart
practical
ent
and personal.
as a

markable

.

.

One is "Forty-Five Minutes from Broadway,'- and Critic Burns Mantle says that
Charlie simply won't be accepted as the pugilist
in this famous old George JI. Cohan play.
Burns points out that Ray, now being his
own producer, is making mistakes in picking
stories, and that his business anxiety shows in

little

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Lillian Walker, the
"Dimples"

iV,;''«r,'„if„7'i'ifi'"«ir

Meriden, Conn.

famous

of the old days.

De-

In

Urltaniiia St.. MerWcu, Cann.
Enclos«<! find check or money order for which

one VEL\ET.SKI.\

I'ATTEU

refund uilhin

:!(>

«itli priv-

.l»j».

AHernatine Ciirrent. S5.00.
for Direct t^urrcnl. »7..'iO
for free lleauly lluoklel only.
for

D Orchid,

QJade

Green,

^

No
~

name

—

.

.

He died
ficlionize

se\era! years ago.

"The Woman

in

also

make

new

into a story a

Bill

—

NOW

1920

ten years!

—Otis Skinner

is

SUte.

_.

—

our friends are doing this month
Tommy Meighan has just burst out in
"Civilian Clothes," with the beautiful Martha
Mansfield as his leading woman.
Corinne Grillith is doing one of her dual r6les
in

Hart takes

Brery adrcrtlMment In

off his

cowboy

plums

—

girl.

Claire's first picture

Men Want? "
Wheeler Oakman and

is

to be

Priscilla

"What Do

Dean

are ex-

So arc Conrad
Nagel and Ruth Helms.
Cal wonders why some feature director
doesn't raid Keystone and sign up Marie Prevost, Phyllis Haver and Harriet Hammond.
Well, several did, and the first two immediately
made good in something besides bathing suit
pecting a visit from the stork.

comedies.
It is

clothes and

rUUTQl'LAY MAGAZINE

of

Mary and Doug are about to start on a tour
of the world, shooting pictures en route.
Ixiis Weber, director, is introducing her new
" find "
one Claire Windsor, a beautiful blonde

"The Broadway Bubble."
Bill

making a movie
"Kismet."

had all his hair then—
^—"reached into the gossip bag and pulled out

Mantle turned out to be a true
prophet. This was the beginning of Charles
Ray's end.
The other Ray picture of the month is "The
Village Sleuth." This is more up his alley, as
he plays a village boy with a Nick Carter com-

WII.VT

—

/^AL YORK — he
these

plex.

a Primrose.

Name.

dealer's

.

met."

his acting.

CORPORATION'. 60

My

.

.

—

coNNErTiri'T telephone a electric;

Street and

.

Otis Skinner has just finished making
a talking picture of his greatest stage hit, "Kis-

cember, 1920, she was suing a gentleman named Hansen for divorce and
the fans hadn't even known she was
married

CORPORATION %

City

.

1930

(Division of Commercial Instrument Corp.)

Color vanted:

.

A NOTHER

CONNECTICUT

Mark X here D
Mark X here D
Mark X here D

.

his greatest stage triumph.

TELEPHONE & ELECTRIC

ilege of reliirii for

—

'*

ing a pleasure of the velvetskin i-aiter

Iilease senil

this

-'Special that brought staf,eand screen people
to Warren G. Harding's Marion front porch
during his campaign for the presidency.
Among the actors who went along to whoop
it up for the Republican ticket were Eugene
O'Brien, Lew Cody, Rubye de Remcr, Leo
Carrillo, Texas Guinan and Al Jolson.

and
Send the
coupon for an interesting new
beauty booklet.
Learn this new
method of mak-

(g)

.

XJTERE are some pictures taken on the Actors'

better shops

facial.

.

-'

stores.

your daily

—

•**-month.
And in the ro o section Carmel Myers, .\nn Forrest, Dorothy Dickson,
Clara Kimball Young, Charles Ray, Wallace
Reid, .-^gnes .\yres, Geraldine Farrar and a
pretty etching of Billie Burke, the original of
which hangs in Photoplay's New York offices
to this very day
Cecil De MUle tells a
Photoplay writer "What Marriage Means,"
and it makes the lead story of this month's issue
.\ nice little storj' on Irene Rich, who was
Will Rogers' leading lady in 1920, and still has
that honor ten years later. But lots of parts
happened in between
.\nd an interview
with David Powell, the handsome young Englishman who played opposite Mae Murray in

,

(non-metal)
that resists heat

sale at the

in between!

on the cover

is

—

dleisofanew ma-

For

NITA STEWART

And we

terial

electricity.

And what a busy decade was

A

Hart picture called "The Testing Block."
Sample Bill saying to Eva Novak "I've
!"
won you, and I'ma'goin' to marrj' you
.And durned if he up and didn't! On the
screen, anyway!

available in

Orchid, Jade Green, and Primrose, with
electrical cord to
match. The han-

and

Banky.

His House " a story in w-hich Mildred HarChaplin played the lead.
In the surrounding company were Ramsey
Wallace, Thomas Holding, Gareth Hughes and
George Fisher.

.

is

Rocque has gone on the
man.

—

1930 Rod La Rocque has gone on the stage,
to appear in a new play with his wife, Vilma

-^

.

The velvetskin Patter

apart!

— Rod La

ris

accomplishes pore-deep
cleansing
and tones elasticity into drooping facial muscles. Women, everywhere,
say a few minutes with it makes an exhilarating pleasure of the daily facial.
.

1920

-*-

several big pictures.

The Velvetskin Patter works in creams
and lotions

"The

stage, to be .\lice Brady's leading

nPHIS month we

.

in

screen mothers.

TTEN years

Broadway dancer named Mary Hay.

/'^H.\RLES R.\Y is going great guns at pres^—'ent this is 1920 and two of his pictures
are reviewed in this December issue.

applauded

is

Master Mind."
Norma Talmadge and Percy Marmont go
very dramatic in "The Branded Woman."
And this is the month of "Over the Hill,"
that film that bathed .\merica in tears and
made Mary Carr famous as the best-loved of

I

They were soon to marrj*. Creighton Hale
does well.
.\nd we all sit back on our haunches and say
what a great director this fellow Grifhth is.
Ten years later we are saying the same thing,
now that the old master has tamed the microphone and made "Lincoln."

Cradle of

'

Courage.
Lionel Barrymore

—

little

"The

plays a noble policeman in

INare

Engagingly

Photoplay

in

rumored that .\nn Forrest

play "Peter

Is luaranteed.

Pan"

in the

movies.

is

going to
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X
leai Amas
An Ideal
This

New De Luxe

Stars

i°h\

Combined

with

Edition of the

Photoplay

18 months

subscription to

PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE
Photoplay" represents the very

"Stars of the

i

fin-

est collection of beautiful art portraits of screen

celebrities

ever assembled

under one cover.

in Rotogravure of the Stars, and the
you want to know about them

250 Reproductions
facts

DO

feminine sKirs have married milhonjiies
ones foreign titles?
The color of Claudette Colhert's hair'
The name of the picture that maJe Clara Bow?
How much Loretta Young weighs?
Where Chcvaher was during the World War?
That Raquel Torres" type is unique on the screen?
What occupation engages Robert Montgomery's
leisure hours?
That Stan Laurel came to America as understudy
to Charlie Chaplin in a stage skit?
was once engaged to the grandson of the
v.'hich

Who

Wliy Will Rog.TS became a screen actor'
Buddy Rogers attended?
The real name of Lew Cody?
What star weighs exactly one hundred pounds'
How many times Alma Rubens has been m.irried'
How the Cilkies gave John Boles his big chance?
Where Bebe Daniels was born?
How old is Marie Dressier?
Whether Jcanettc MacDonaid has ever married?
^^'hich dramatic school

How Jack Oakie got his start?
Gilbert Roland's nationality?
Which

fair-haired star was disowned by her
That Buster Keaton was bom in a tent?

Kai:

The

KiXOW?

YOlJ

Which

;

of Irene Ricb's husband?

—

father'

—

The answers to these and hundreds of other questions just the information that
you and your friends want can he found in "Stars of the Photoplay."
Size of "Stars of the Photoplay." 7' 4 x lOli inches; individual portraits, Sj'j x
73'2 inches. A biographical sketch accompanies each portrait.
You can obtain this remarkable book with an 18 months subscription to Photoplay Magaane for only $4 00. "Stars of the Photoplay" sells regularly for $1.25;
an 18 months subscription to Photoplay $375. The regular price of the two combined is $5.00. You will, therefore, save $1 00 by taking advantage of this unusual
We recommend the combination offer, but if you want only "Stars of the
offer.
Photoplay," just send $1.25.
If you wish to send as a Christmas gift, insert the name of the person to whom
you wish it to go, on the coupon, and your own name on the extra line at the bottom
provided for this purpose, and we will send a Christmas card to the recipient notifying her oi her gitt.

Photoplay Magazine {Stars op the Photoplav)
919 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago, 111.

O

D

I'H

D

12-30

cash, for which send me
money order
check
Enclosed please find $
The New 1930 edition of "Stirs of the Photoplay" and enter my subscription to PilororUAV Magaiine
for 18 months elfecuve with the next issue.

D

(Special Rate: $4.00 U. S.

Q

The

New

C/i/rom

and possessions; $4.50 Cirudi; $5.00 Foreign.)

1930 "Stars of the Photoplay"

—now only

$1.25.

[n,.mel

«1icn you write to advertisers plciso mention rilOTOPI-AY

MAOAZIXE.

—
I
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Short Subjects
of the Month
"PDUCATIONAL

Grow

Eyelashes and Eye-

THE WILKINS MURDER

Days

like this in 30

—

—

discovery fringes the eyea with long, curling natural

—

PUPS

makes eyebrows lovely, silken lines. Read
what they say sworn to under oath before a notary

public.

From

Carlisle, Pa.

;

—

"I certainly

remark how long and

B"

240 W.

Jllle. Hcfflelinger,

am delighted . . people now
my eyelashes appear."

—

—

today.
Special IntroPrice
only JI.95

^P

^,^

^CL...^
/
J^^i^^ 7"^
*^

The

story idea

is

a good notion.

DON'T BITE YOUR WIFE

HELPING HAND

Sennctt- Educational

Paramount
Andy

the well known " Dutch '' comedian. It is just
long enough to get over ten minutes of laughs,
with a smash howl for the finish. Ward's work
is excellent, and he is supported by a nice ingenue in the person of Frances McHugh.

Clyde, the Sennett ace, is the leader
in this, playing a dentist who is set on having
his daughter marry young Lincoln Stcdman
for part of the picture, at least.
There are
some very amusing scenes in the dentist's
office, in which a deaf patient is involved.

BROKEN WEDDING BELLS

CRYING FOR THE CAROLINES

A clever little one-reeler starring Solly Ward,

state.

chci

So absurd it's funny. The time is 1932.
Pedestrians must get walking licenses, signal
before turning corners, and are equipped with
license plates and tail lights. Punch of the picture is a burlesque court scene in which a jay
walker is sentenced as a "desperate character."

for her typical "torch songs," Miss Etting has
been given a httle story about a dance hall girl.

-^/f

PHOTOS
ENLARGED

Warners- Vitaphone Variety

Variety

One of the very best of song shorts, made by
Ruth Etting, that excellent singer of musical
comedy and vaudeville fame. .\s a background

Later 45.00. Order
at low price.
'
'
Sent C. O. D.
Or If money accom.
panics order postage will be prepaid.
^•fllliiiiiiiililiiiii
iiiiiiiiiiiiiillllf
-Luclllo Young, 66-0 Lucille Young UlrtK., Chlcico,
- Send rao your new discovery for growing eveltishes
and^cyebrows.^ If not entirely satlsdod, I'll return

• St. Address.

THE JAY WALKER

ROSELAND

W anicrs-V itaphonc

30 days or your money refunded in full, I mean just
that
no quibble, no strings.

;<"ity

Tiixcdo-Educational
don't have to be in practice to laugh at
this.
Charlotte Greenwood, of the famous long
legs and funny faces, joins a women's club
whose motto is "A good deed, a good day.''
The fun starts when lanky Charlotte's deeds
and days go astray and get jumbled.

stitute their mutts, white mice and things for
the ritzy animals on exhibition.
This is one
of the Gang's best efforts in some time.

—

—

LOVE YOUR NEIGHBOR

PUPS

You

Remits Evident In One ^¥eek
In one week often in a day or so ,vou see the lashes
become more beautiful, like silken fringe! The darling
little upward curl shows itself and eyebrows become
sleek. It's the thrill of a lifetime—^when you have
lashes and brows as beautiful as any ever seen.
Remember I guarantee you satisfactory results in

NOW

IS

is

and

—

Our Gang's pictures are always good for several laughs, and this one is no exception. The
kids sneak into a high-toned pet show and sub-

My

NOW!

the second of Tiffany's monkey comeit is a very comical burlesque on all
pictures of .American pioneer times.
All the
familiar characters are here
the hero, the bad
man and the Redskins. The chimps are excellent actors, and the voice dubbing is neat.

.

silkv

ductory

This

dies,

Roach-M-G-M

St.,

From Naomi Otstot, 5437 Westminster Ave, W.
Philadelphia, Pa.; "I am greatly pleased.
eyebrows and lashes are beautiful now." Frances Raviart
of Jeanette, Pa. says: "Your Eyelash and Eyebrow
Beautifier is simply marvelous." Flora J. Corriveau,
Biddeford, Me., sa.v3 "With your Alcthod my eyelashes are growing long and luxurious."

——
Send

Tijfany

Educational
William J. Burns, the famous detective, has
gone to his case records for material for a series
of mystery shorts, of which this is the first.
Scenes are re-enacted on the screen, and Burns
describes the crime and its solution. It's mighty
interesting.
Give us more.

tOtOeo Women Prove It
—prove beyond a doubt that this astounding new
lashes

THE LITTLE COVERED WAGON

MYSTERY

—

—

se-

being released. The first is reviewed below.
chimp comedies seem to have caught on. The
second is now being shown, and is reviewed this month.

Marvelous new discovery! makes eyelashes and eyebrows actually grow! Now a3 Dever before you can
positively have long, curling, silken lashes and beautiful, wonderful eyebrows.
I say to you in plain English that no matter how scant
your eyelashes and brows, I will increase their length
and thickness in 30 days or not accept one penny.
No "ifs", "ands" or "maybes" you actually see
Startling results
or no pay! You be the judge.

Over

A new

Tiffany's

Grou/>
brows

one.

great detective does his stuff

now

is

Yes,

new

has thought up a

showing how a

*->ries of shorts

Darmour-Radio Pictures

Warners-Vita phone Variety

.\nother George K. Arthur-Karl Dane picture, and a scream.
The irrepressible Daphne
Pollard helps the boys, and the three keep the
laughs coming rapidly. Big Dane doesn't do
much talking, as his Swedish accent interferes

a distinct relief from the monotony
many short subjects. Paintings and drawings are animated, giving the effect of old
masters. This short is notable for the beauty
of the results obtained, as well as the novelty
of the thing.

somewhat.

This

is

of

But George and Daphne do enough

for three.

MICKEY'S MUSKETEERS

WEAK BUT WILLING

Darmour-Radio Pictures

Christie-Paramount
minutes of laughter, with Will King
and Dot Earlcy doing the heavy work. King

as whimsical a little comedy job as
month of talkie evenings. Mickey
(Himself) McGuire and the rest of his little
pals set out to re-enact the good old Round

This

I'.ightccn

plays a business

man who comes home

and hungry and attempts
900

UNITED PORTRAIT COMPANY

W. Lake

St.,

Depl. W-130,

Chicago,

III.

to

you'll see in a

tired

shake together a
is a

meal.
He has a tough time of it. This
salisfyingly funny comedy two-reeler.

Table activities of King .Arthur's time.
especially good comedy for children.

Educational

Fitzpatrick

number

in

James

Eitzpatrick's travel series, being a pictorial
through Japan. It includes some excepfamed Mt. Eujiyama. The accompanying synchronized talk
is also very good.
.\.

quickly
Proj^etlotifst

trip

tionally beautiful shots of the

Enry

advcrllsLnunt In riIOTOI'I..\Y SI.\G.\Z1XE

An

DON'T GIVE UP

THE ISLAND EMPIRE
.\n unusually interesting

is

Is

Buster " Beep Beep " Wtst gets a job as a
detective, but makes the serious error of mistaking the daughter of the district attorney for
a gangster's sweetie. This does Buster no good.
A fast moving two-reeler with Buster and his
dad contributing the fun.

euarantocd.
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Men Who

50

Rule

The Movies
1

CONTINUED FROM PACE 59

|

Will Hays is President of the Motion Picture
Producers and Distrilnitors of America, Inc.,
and needs no introduction.
Sidney R. Kent is the General Manager of
Paramount Publlx. Samuel Katz is President
of the PublLx Theaters Corporation.
Irving Thalberg is a producer for

Metro-

Goldwyn-Mayer.
Dr. Herbert T. Kalmus is President of
Technicolor, Inc.
David Sarnoff is President of the Radio Corporation of .\mcrica and is a great factor in the
affairs of Radio-Keith-Orpheum Theaters, of
S. Brown is President. Joseph I.
is in charge of all production for
Radio Pictures, and William Le Baron is Vice-

which Hiram
Schnitzer

President in charge of their studios.
Joseph Schenck is President and active producing head of United .\rtists.
Nicholas M. Schenck is President of Mctro-

Goldwyn-Mayer,
Loew's, Inc.

and

Inc.,

Felix Feist

is

President

Sales

of
of

Manager

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.
William Randolph Hearst is an independent
producer whose pictures are released through
Metro-Goldwyn Mayer.
Carl Laemmle is President of Univereal
Pictures. His son, Carl Laemmle, Jr., is active
production head, and R. H. Cochrane is VicePresident and directs the sales of that company.
Joe Brandt isPresident of Columbia Pictures
and Harry Cohn is production head of the

company.
Walt Disney is the creator and producer of
Mickey Mouse and other cartoons, and rates a
place in this list because he has brought this
phase of motion pictures to such a high point of
excellence.

W. Hammons

Earle

tional Pictures,

is President of Educawhich releases scores of short

subjects.

Joseph P. Kennedy

is

Chairman

of the

Board

of Pathe.

William De Mille is President of the
.Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences
and has become a great influence in the relations between all branches of the industry.
President of the Klectrical
J. F,. Otterson is
Research Products, Inc., a subsidiary of the
Western Electric Company, and a power in the

development of sound.
Al Lichtman is Sales Manager of United

STRONG MEN HAVE WEPT
.

.

and vonien have rumpled tueir

.

orand-new
tliinii.

linger waves

up a Cnristinas

trying to
gilt

ana

exciting and lestive

tliat s

comedies.

an independent producer

Cecil B. De Mille is
for Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.
So this list comes to an end.

On

it

are a

half-hundred men. They are all vital forces in
the motion picture world today true overlords of the screen.

—

Those
a

Who Won

share of the $5,000

pri:e

money

in

PHOTO-

You were

thinking ol something

— uselul yet not prosaic — nandsome

more elaborate

out not too expensive, iliese rare

new Dorotliy Gray

are

qualities

new
It

embodied

all

J-/orotny (jray

you present

one ot tnese,
(^and lor

you)

i<very

in

travel

tlic

ca.ses.

a lovely lady witu

lier entliusiasm lor it

Hat Box

which comes

!

Then

in live shades ot

lizard. It's light to

it Iiolcls

fifteen

Dorothy Gray prepmake-

up supply and a large mirror. Ihis

on

gracious answer-to-a-woman

Case. It

s

tlie

snug

little

made

ol black

perky

liat

You'll find these

box,

Cray

any number

preparations and cosmetics, all clev-

little

gifts sucli as

erly arranged so that they cannot

compacts

eleven Dorotliy

—

or trcak. $18.00.

Dorothy^ irray compacts
always flattering gifts. The new
aouhle compact ana lipstick, $4.50;

are

s-

prayer costs $55.00.

as

spill

baby

carry and com-

pact, yet so ingeniously devised that

well

liolds

at the

instinctively be-

woman

leatlier, sliaped like a

and

look

Jjeauty Case,

arations, including a complete

never w^aver.

'will

stow^s a loving pat

PLAY'S Cut Pu::le Contest will be announced in

as

Dorothy Gray
sets

and other pleasing

tri-

totk

Salons and
every

cases,

ot deliglitiiil

— packed singly and in

Latli sets,

volities,

new

at the

at

Dorothy Gray

leading shops in

city.

DOROTHY CRAY

the January, 1931, issue.

FIFTH AVENUE.

f.83
.

On sale

compact and L,ashique,

triple

pact ana rouge compact, $3.00.

liattering

Artists.

Herman Starr is President of First National,
and Ned E. Depinet is General Sales Manager.
Mack Sennett is an independent producer of

new

the

$4.25; the new single powder com-

CKicMO

•

Lo. A„,.I«

•

KEW YORK

S... Franci.co

A.l.mic City

Dec. 10,
O 1910
When you

write 10 •dvortlscra ploie mention

rllOTOPCAT MAOAZtNE.

D. C.
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These New Faces
Watch

Oil Treatment

for This

Each Month

JUNE WALKER

The Perfect

("War Nurse," M-G-M) is the latest stage star to be lured
by the talkies. June has been a darling of the theater
for some years.
Among her hits was the lead in "Gentlemen
Prefer Blondes," and in Belasco's "The Bachelor Father." She
to California

Shampoo
Brings You

is

the wife of Geoffrey Kerr, one of the stage's favorite

young

actors.

EDWARD WOODS

("Mothers Cry," First National) made a hit with the
Coast company of the noted prison play, "The Last Mile," and
he was in\'ited into pictures. A Los Angeles boy, he went to

New York
Broadway.
in his

home

four years ago and played

He had

many juvenOe

roles

on

previously begun his stage career in stock

town.

MIRIAM HOPKINS

("Fast and Loose," Paramount) is another pretty
blonde youngster who began her stage career in the chorus.
The little girl from Bainbridge, Ga., then made a determined
dash for speaking parts. She has played in "E.xcess Baggage,"

CHARM

"The Garden of Eden," and
much of her in talkies.

You

will like Val-N-Cha because of
what it actually does for your hair.
You'll think it a soap,
it is NOT!
You'll find this marvelous soapless
scalp cleanser an easy step to new

"Lysistrata."

Paramount expects

—

JOE

DONAHUE

Atk^^

natural beauty.

l^^\
T

g^ j«f

Reveal

I

Your

("Sunny," First National) is just ten years younger than
lamented brother, Jack, who was the star of "Sons o'
Guns," musical comedy hit. The Donahue boys were both born

his late

Boston, and for several years Joe has been acting as general
Marilyn Miller decided Joe was just the
lad for "Sunnv," so here he is!
'"

pinch-hitter for Jack.

DOROTHY PETERSON

(-Mother's Cry," First National) won this
coveted role in competition with dozens of famous HoUywood

Charm

She is blonde, of Swedish descent, a native of ^Minnesota,
and studied acting in Chicago. For several years Dorothy has been
well known as a Broadway leading woman, appearing in
"Dracula" and "Subway E.xpress."
actresses.

PERRY ASKAM

^

("Sweet Kitty BeUairs," Warners) is a Seattle, Wash., boy
in Coast productions of famous operettas such as
"The Desert Song," and "The New Moon." He is six feet,

who made good
•*

beam

two, and tips the

Ask your

druggist, beautician

or
— he may not have
but
until he can get
for you — don't
hesitate — Make your hair more
barber

it

"The Passing Show

^

>

-^

at

of 1921,"

185.

and

He made

his stage

since then has been

debut in
busy with

big singing roles on the stage.

it

beautiful now! Send direct to us.
nner Mniiufuclurliuj Co.,
iiuir BuildiiKj, DclroU, Mich.
iclo.ea please fiod i
111

luc postpaid
bollle Val-N-Cha
nIrMlniciu
11.00.
D bollle Val.N-Cha

LENI STENGEL

hi(jh

1

iiurc•

1

Hair T.

("Half shot at Sunrise," Radio Pictures)

is

the result of

Radio's search for a siren lady with an excellent soprano voice.
Miss Stengel has appeared in drama and operetta both here and
abroad.
She is an accomplished linguist, an excellent actress

Dcpt. p.3
)jou inatj

and

vc
v<r,jclablc
oil

a

remarkably beautiful

girl.

What more

does the screen

require?

1.00.

KtrM

MURRAY

("Leathernecklng," Radio Pictures)

peppier graduates.

Ken

is

one of vaudeville's

scored a sensational hit as comedian and

master of ceremonies in RKO vaudeville two or three years ago,
and since then has been a standby of the big time. His transfer
to Radio Pictures means he will play the same houses
from

—

the screen!

"The Original Hair ond Scalp
Vogctabh Oil Tnalmenl"
lit

In

rUOTOPL-lY M.VOAZINE

is

guarantetd.

.
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Who Is

Hollywood's
Social Leader?
I

It is
r

CONTINVI-l)

FROM

!•

\ol.

-U

I

impossible to name all those included on
Amon(,' them are:

lists.

Winston Churchill.
Lady Mountbattcn.
ISaron dc Rothschild.
I'rince Leopold of Pnissia.
Anita Loos.

Eileen Percy.
Bebe Daniels.

William Haines.

Harry Crocker.
Harry D'.\rrast.
Mary Pickford and Douglas Fairbanks.
King V'idor and Lleanor Boardman (they
were married at her home).
Charlie Chaplin.
Norma Shearer and Irving Thalberg.
Sadie Murray and her daughter, .Vnita.

The George K.

iVrthurs.

Gloria Swanson.
Julanne Johnston.
Colleen Moore, and many, many others.
Living but a few doors from Marion is Bebe
Daniels. It is impossible to say where Marion's

Morning-afta

and Bebe's begins, since the
people who attend a party at Marion's one
Bebe has
night will be at Bebe's the next.
open house every Sunday (a form of entertain-

lips. ..lovely as

clique leaves off

Hollywood) and buffet
supper parties followed by bridge. Here are
some who are invited:
Marie Mosquini, and
Mae Sunday, her close friends.
Constance Talmadge.
Buster Keaton and Natalie Talmadge.

ment most popular

in

the night before
Wear

STrufh!

YBRY

lipstick

Billy Haines.

morning finds your

Jimmy Shields.
Norma Talmadge.

lips soft,

Gilbert Roland.

orously young.

Peg Talmadge.
Lila Lee, and others.

And when you face

The list
who have
conference.

of celebrities included among those
visited Pickfair reads like a peace

your

It includes:

Lady Mountbatten.
The Spanish Duke of

lips

day, touch

the permanent flame

with

intoxicating

new

the

bed and

to

smooth, glam-

parfum of

—the

lipstick

YBRY. Then

the

adventures

.

.\lba

and

indeed

his party.

Sir .\uslen ChamVjcrlain.

that

Lord William .•Mlenby.
Duchess of Sutherland (now Lady Millicent
Lawes)
Mei-Lan-Fan, Chinese leading actor.
Lindbergh and .\nn Morrow.
Prince William of Sweden.
Prince George of England.

Featured
Tune

Johnny Mack Brown and his wife.
Harold Lloyd and Mildred Davis.
Charlie Chaplin.
Ivan Lebedefl.

PARFUM

Fay Wray and John Monk Saunders.
Dolores Del Rio, and many, many others.
Before John McCormick and Colleen Moore
were divorced their magnilicent home in BelAir was the scene of the gayest of tennis
matches, puppet shows and elaborate dinners.
Since the separation, Colleen had not given up
her social activities until she went to New \ork
to appear on the stage. Here are some of the
people who comprised her crowd:
Julanne Johnston.

B. P. Schulberg.
The Barney Glazers.
C. Gardner Sullivan.
John Considine.
Joan Bennett.

Carey Wilson.
The George FiLzmaurices.

for

in

in

besi shops and drug stores
on Ybry's Encho

WO R Every Monday Niohl

Lillian Gish.

Bebe Daniels and Ben Lyon.

ready

And YBRY never betrays— it's permanent.

The Crown Prince of Siam.
The Maurice Chevaliers.

Virginia Valli.
Laura La Plante and Bill Seiter.

you're

await every lovely creature!

1^

li

AMAZINGLY lOW FOR
A FRENCH CREATION
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Joe Schenck.

The Harold Lloyds.

The Samuel Goldwjms (Frances Howard) do
not entertain as much as they used to. Frances
is so busy with her husband, her home and her
baby that the couple go out very little now.
Billy Haines is a social light.
He not only
attends a lot of parties but recently he gave an
affair for which the decorations were thousands
and thousands of gardenias and orchids. Real

'

Charles Brabin and Theda Bara.

Mr. and Mrs. Ned Marin.
Merv>Ti LeRoy and Edna Murphy.
Mr. and Mrs. Mike Levy.
Mr. and Mrs. Al Rockett.
Gary Cooper.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry King.

Dorothy Mackaill.

ones! He and his pal, Jimmy Shields, make it
call upon their friends every Sunday afternoon. They go from open house to
open house, and they are always welcome

The Lawrence

wherever they go.

Jack Gilbert.
Corinne Griflith and Walter Morosco.

a practice to

Tibbetts.

The

There

is, beside these large groups, another
clique or. rather, a group of cliques, composed of
dignified, circumspect citizens who seldom have

any

sort of publicity

backbone

are the

Heal «'^'' Clear

on

These

their parties.

of the social order of Holly-

wood.

The

The Conrad Nagels often have at dinner:
Rod La Rocque and \'ilma Hanky.

XTOWyou can have clear, smooth and velvety
J-^ skin. Here is a proved way of stopping itching, eruptions, rashes and other skin irritations.

The moment

they appear simply apply pure,
cooling, hquid D. D. D. and see how quickly
the annoying blemishes disappear. This famous
prescription (the formula of Dr. D. D. Dennis)
bas a record of 30 years' success in bringing relief from all sorts of skin troubles including
various forms of eczema. Penetrates the skin,
soothing and healing the irritated tissues. Stops

any itching the instant ittouches theskin.
Clear, greaseless and stainless, dries up almost
immediately. Easy to use and positively safe.
Cleanses the skin perfectly, making it clear,
soft and healthy. Try D.D. D. on this guarantee: a 35c bottle will prove the merits ot
this famous antiseptic
or your money
back. At ail drug stores.

—

The Sidney Franklins.
The Fred Niblos (Enid Bennett").
Ruth Chatterton and Ralph Forbes.

Billy Haines.

The Harold Lloyd

estate provides a fund of
There are swimming, tennis,
barbecuing and games of all sorts. Only
ocasionally do the Lloyds entertain the film folk.
For the most part Los Angeles and Pasadena
society people are their guests. The same is true
golf,

I^eatrice Joy.

Tony Moreno and his wife. Daisy Danziger.
JNIr, and Mrs. Lawrence Tibbett.
Another charming and limited group con-

De Milles. .\mong those in the
however, who have been bidden
Lloyd estate are:
ilay Mc.\voy and her husband.
Mary and Doug.
The Maurice Chevaliers.
Jack Gilbert and Ina Claire.
Colleen Moore.

of the Cecil

film industry,

to the

sists of:

Mr. and Mrs. Watterson Rothacker.
Corinne Griffith and Walter Morosco.
Mr. and Mrs. Dick Barthelmess.
The Fred Niblos (Enid Bennett).
In these groups there is no thought

of a

social leader.

gracious Theda Bara, now Mrs. Charles
Brabin, is famous for charming parties and

The

Her closest
Mr. and Mrs. Earle .Anthony.

a marvelous cuisine.

friends are:

Julanne Johnston.
Carmelita Geraghty.
Charlie Chaplin is interested in tennis and
often has at his home on Sundays:
Dr. Reynolds, a famous brain specialist.

Lionel Barrymores.
Basil Rathbones.

Marion Davies.
Harry Crocker.
Harry D'Arrast.

Mr. and Mrs. Watterson Rothacker.
Doris Kenyon.
Perhaps one of the most cosmopolitan and

D.D.D.'

Georgia Hale.

The Sam Goldwyns.
The Irving Thalbergs.

fascinating groups is to be found at the home of
the .Arthur Hornblows. Mr. Hornblow is one
of the executives in the Samuel GoldwjTi comHe and his wife invariably attract
pany.
visiting lilcrali and their guest lists will include:

The Healing Skin Lotion

The Sidney Howards.
The Noel Cowards.
The Lonsdales.
Lilyan Tashman and Eddie Lowe.
The Glazers.
The King Vidors.
The Jack Gilberts (Ina Claire).
The Charlie McArthurs (Helen Hayes).
The Louis Bromfields.

Kay

Francis.

Ruth Chatterton and her husband, Ralph
Forbes, never entertain more than ten at
dinner, often less.
The guest of honor is
usually a visiting stage celebrity.
Among

Jack Gilbert and Ina Claire.

The King

Bainter.

Frances Starr.
Elsie Janis.

Ramon

How

to

Obtain

A

Better Looking

Nose

mprove Your Personal Appearance
liape of your nu
tilagc and flcsliy
inU painlessly, c
'.
The very fine

which only

my

Novarro.

Ronald Colnian.
Mr. and Mrs. Clive Brook.
Katherinc Cornell and Guthrie McClintic.

Herbert Swope.
William De Mille.
Jlona Maris,

The Clive Brooks entertain in a dignified
manner, usually those of the English colony.
Richard Di.x is a lone wolf.
He goes to

many

Norma Talmadge

LOWEST WHOLESALE PRICES
New

1G8 paires of radio barKains.
1931 Screen
Grid, all-electric. A. C. Seta in beautiful Consoles— also battery operated seta. Write today.

ALLIED RADIO CORPORATION

71t W.

UKC ST.

DCPT.

364

CHICAOO

also a rover.

Before she
separated from her husband, Joseph Schenck,
head of the United .-Vrtists, they gave great
is

home. Norma is welcome in
any group and is generally the life of the party.
She and Joe often meet at these affairs and are
parties at their

Melville Brown .are his intimate friends.
Lois Moran entertains informally at tea.
Her friends drop in. There are seldom any
women. The men included are:
Victor Fleming.

Howard Sheehan.
Eddie Grainger.
George O'Brien.

John Garrick.
Rex Bell, and others.
The younger players have a group all their
own. One of these cliques is headed by Sue
Carol and Nick Stuart. It includes:
Jean Harlow.

and Hoot Gibson.
Marian Nixon and her husband.
Dorothy Lee and Jimmy Fidler.
Joe Wagstaff and his wife.
Bobby Burns and his wife.
Vincent Barnett (who is, strangely enough,
Sally Eilers

the

In

PnoTOPLAY MAGAZINE

professional

of

Hollywood,

al-

Lola Lane.

Lew

.\yrcs.

Con Conrad and his wife.
The very young crowd that

indulges in steak
on the beach and dances are to be found at
the home of .Arthur Lake and his sister,
Florence. These are:
Mary Brian.
Billy Bakewell.

fries

Young Tom
l9

insulter

though a well-to-do man).

really the best of friends.
Every ndrertlscnumt

parties, beuus a different girl every time,
of his own. Hugh Trevor and

and has no group

The Louis Bromfields.
The Irving Berlins.
Lois Wilson.
The B. P. Schulbergs.
Blanche Bates.
Jack Gilbert and Ina Claire arc rovers.
You'll find them with various cliques. Jack's
closest men friends are. perhaps, Paul Bern,
Herman Mankiewicz, Benjamin Glazer and
Carey Wilson.

Vidors.

Mary and Doug.

their closest friends are:

Fay

Eric Pedleys.

entertainment.

Corinne Griffith and Walter Morosco.
Norma Shearer and Irving Thalberg.

The
The

Tashman and

Jack Gilbert and Ina Claire.
The George Fitzmaurices.
Cedric Gibbons and Dolores Del Rio.

Lois Wilson.

Itching Skin

closest friends of Lilyan

Eddie Lowe are:
Mr. and ISIrs. Lionel Barrymore.
The Hornblows.
Jack Barrymore and Dolores Costello.

guaranteed.

Ince.

i
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Nancy

Drexcl.
Hill Incc and his wife.
Krank Albcrtson.

/

Helen Cohan (George M.'s daughter).
David Rollins.
Charlie Katon (Mary's brotherl.
Out at Toluca Lake there is an informal
iHqiii- to be found at Dick .Vrlen's and Jobyna
Kalston's home. These people are:

IKi:

Bonner and

her

husband,

I'IKOI

II

UWS

TO

MILE STONES

Charlie Karrcll.

Walter Huston.
Triscilla

127

Dr.

Wolfan.

II

Mary Brian.
Buddy Rogers.
Gary and Lupc.
Charlie

Karrell's

best friend is Big Boy
is in love with Mary

Williams and Big Boy
Philbin.

Lupe entertains

informally.

!Most infor-

She invites people who can amuse her
and be amused.
The Mayfair Club dances held monthly at
the Biltraore attract all of these groups. There
you will find the high and low of Hollywood
mally.

Various social leaders entertain their
and often do not know the people
There has
sitting at the next table to them.
never been a Mayfair party that has not been
these
six
in
a
group:
attended by
Reginald Denny and his wife.
Eddie Cline and his wife.
Lonnie Dorsey and his wife.
There is a large and flourishing Hungarian
colony that surrounds Mike Curtiz and Bess
society.

own

(liquis

They

Meredyth.

arc:

Paul Lukas and his wife.
Victor Varconis.
Helene Lubitsch.
Hans Kraly.
Ernst Lubitsch.
Alexander Korda.
Leyla George.
Mr. and Mrs. Ernst Vadja.
Since the divorce of Helene and Ernst
Lubitsch they are invited singly. Bess never
asks both of them to the same party.
The Warner Baxters, who have three
homes, one in the Wilshire district, one at
Malibu and one in the mountains, entertain
visiting celebrities and people of the outside

The

social world.
nice set includes:

A

Doesn't that suggest Christmas

Joan Crawford and Doug, Jr.
Ann Harding and Harry Bannister.
Kay Hammond and Henry Weatherby.
The Leslie Howards.
The Ralph Blums (Carmc! ilyers).
Carmcl entertains a great deal and has a

Why

to you?
not present copies of Mile Stones
to each of your most intimate friends.'
They will cherish them and your

—

thoughtfulness.

Mile Stones is as chic as the latest
from the Rue de la Paix. A diary.'

.\ great many of the local
large following.
musicians are included in her lists.

styles

Yes. And such a diary. Beautiful, modish
bindings of exquisite leathers in dainty
ccjlors. A stout little golden lock and key
to keep curious eyes from reading what

At the famous Gleason home, where informality prevails, you'll find:
Bob .\rmstrong and his wife.
Zelma O'Neal and Anthony

The

Bushell.

is

.\rthur Caesars.

meant

Louise Dresser and Jack Gardner.

down

ZaSu

five

you only. Pages for jotting

those intimate events each day for

consecutive years. Memories of the
same day in each succeeding year appear
on the same page for interesting comparison. Pages for important happenings, for birthdays and anniversaries,
for addresses. If you prefer, you can buy

Pitts.

Natalie Moorhead.
Alan Crosland.

The Jack

for

Holts.

Marguerite Churchill.
Will Rogers has open house on Sundays.
His closest friends are the Fred Stone family
and Mr. and Mrs. Frank Borzage.

Jimmic Hall, Mcrna Kennedy, Virginia
and Buster West are often together.
Carlotta King, Sidney Russell, the John
Boles and Catherine Dale Owen are often to-

— treasure

In addition to Mile Stones in many
choice bindings. Standard Diaries offer
Annual Diaries equally as beautiful with
space for more lengthy notes. For the
business man there are handy and very
smart vest-pocket-size diaries; diaries
with maps; half-hour and quarter-hour
appointment books the choice is very
wide indeed, and the prices are surprisingly moderate.

—

If you should be unable to find Mile
Stones at your local siaiioner's, fill in
and send us the coupon below, together
with the correct amount for each book
ordered, and we will see that you

are promptly supplied. Our illustrated
booklet will also be sent on request.

Mile Stones with an appropriate quo-

THE STANDARD DIARY COMPANY

tation for each day of the year. All Mile

/)</;/.

Cherrill

Carlotta entertains many musicians.
Nancy Carroll has no particular group.
Harry Green is a good friend of hers and of her

Stones are de luxe diaries
chests of happy memories.

Di,

Jfi

HlaikMonc

.Si.,

(.imbridgt. M«S5.

.STAXIIAIIII IIIAItlKS

gether.

husband.

But the

People strike up
friendships with their working companions and

add them

cliques change.

to their

"To

your dealer or

THE STANDARD DIARY COMPANY,
26 Blackslonc

St.,

Oepl. D-1

Cambridge, Mass.

$3 (check) (money-order) for Mile Sloncs No. lrt*4 with
Thii i^ the book illuttnlcd above.
Green
Blue
(}) Send iUiutratcd booklet of the Standard Diary line.
(l) Enclosed

find

R05C.

lists.

Besides all these sets mentioned, there are
geographical cliques.
The Malibu
crowd, the Santa Monica crowd, the Beverly
Hills set and the Hollywood group.
iVnd that's another story.
certain

When you

write to adfertUen pleaae

meoUon PHOTOPLAT IIAQAZINE.

quoutioos

a
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No matter what
your AGE

Too Much Sex Appeal
[

CONTINUED FROM PACE 41

that I won't act right. Finally I got a break as
a script girl. But it was the same old storj'.
The directors' wives or girl friends would come
on the set and things would be made unpleasant for me.
" I don't know why this jinx has pursued me.
Lord knows. I've never tried to take a woman's

husband away from her, even if I were egoAnd I've
tistical enough to think I could.
never gone after a girl's boy friend, either.

No need
Nov/ to Have

Gray Hair
THIS
look young. The country wants youth.
is

the age of youtht People want to

Employers want youth. Society wants
youth. So nowyou seefewerand fewerpeople
with Gray Hair. Do you know the secret?
Hundreds of thousands of other people have

—

it — in a queerdiscovery of science
is as colorless as water
yet which
imparts color to Gray Hair! Its name is
Kolor-BakI Not asticky, messy, hard-to-use
preparation that might endanger your hair.
But a clean, safe, liquid that you simply
comb into your hair to make the gray go. It
acts so gradually that even yourf riends won't
realize that you are using anything. And it
leaves the beautiful sheen of the hair unchanged. No experimenting with Kolor-Bak
the one bottle does for Blonde, Black,
Brown, or Auburn. Be young looking againl
Get a bottle from any druggist or department store today and if Kolor-Bak doesn't
make you look 10 years younger your
money will be refunded any time you ask.

found

—

liquid that

—

KOLOR-BAK— Imparts

"CEX

appeal is great on the screen. They
'>^say I've got it. I don't know. The public
seems to think so, but off screen it is nothing
but a handicap. Vou can't use it in your busi''

ness.

You would think, watching the shadow-.\lice
upon the screen, that poised, flippant little
minx, that she was a tiny bundle of conceit.
Vet she has, as she says, a pitiful inferiority
comple.x. She is afraid of people, because she
has been hurt by them.
She had been photographed when she was a
script girl and had been given a contract at
First National, but for sLx months she did
nothing. .At last she got a small part in "The
Sea Tiger. '' In the secondary role she tucked
the picture under her arm and walked away
with it. The show men began to beg for more
of that cute little blonde girl.
They could not help making .\lice a star, but
she was always treated like a goofy kid. .And
She
.\lice took the only course she knew.
fought back. No director wanted to work with
The other girls in her pictures accused
her.
her of trying to steal their sweethearts. She
might have been a bit player for all the respect
she was accorded.

Oh,

Color to Gray Hair
[

^.J^CHAPE
'Vy./^'NOSE
and wompn

the ANITA
Adluster to linppcarance.

Money -back

KUarantee.

for

watched the door of the stage. Forty-five
minutes passed, and at last the lad returned,
this lime without the table, on the way to
the prop room.
Walsh called to him. "Do you mind letting
your hair grow?" he asked.

1228 Anita BIdg.

Newark, N.

eyes bulged!
Weeks passed.
J.

barbers.

.At last

And John shunned
he began to think that,

the
like

Walsh had forgotten about him. But the
director remembered the proD boy with the
Mi.x,

How I Got Rid of
Superfluous Hair
No

depilatories, waxes, pastes, liquids, electricity
razor. FREE Book, '"Getting Rid of Every
UKly. Superfluous Hair." explains my inexpensive.
Bimple. harmlesa. painless way used with succesa
by thoiisanda. Mailed in plain scaled envelope.
Also trial ofTer. Address Mile. Annette Lanzette,
109 West Austin Avenue, Dept. SGi Chicago.

— or

How Rashes Do Itch!
y
^
Bathe
uilh
CIITICITRA SOAP
fretly

Anoint

and

Follow

Priei! 2Sc. each. Siimple trrr.
Addresa: "Ontletira." Dapt 9B. Maldrn. Hati.

was made and John was handed the

wanted.
.And John Wayne, an absolutely inexperienced lad, plays the leading role, that of the
out-door, trail-hitting ISrcck Coleman.
He is shy, boyish, with that same appeal

made

of

whimsy than Charlie

has.

virility

Ji

mm

at the time, -Alice was making too
at the box-oflice to be released.

and

less

His hair, dark brown.
he doesn't go Hollywood he'll be a big
star some day.
He's got the stuff it takes.
He had never been in a saddle until a few
If

Every ndrortlscmoot In

PHOTOPL.W

much money

"T'M

crazy to get away from all this sex ap'-peal stuff," .Alice said. "I think that ever>-is tired of girls undressing in pictures all

body

the time, and I'm sure I'm tired of doing it. I
think it's ability now and not sex appeal that
counts. In business, and I know about both,
you can have the ability of a machine and if
you've got sex appeal the boss' wife won't let
you get very far, anyhow.
"But I don't want to be a star any more.
I'm wild to do a really good story- where I have
a good part. I've got the feeling that maybe,
if I had a decent chance, I might be able to
act.

"I'm going to try it, anyhow. And don't
let anybody tell you that the girl with sex
appeal gets along better than the one who
ever

hasn't any."

SI.VO.VZIXE

la

)

weeks before the picture began, and in one of
the scenes he went charging into a herd of
buffalo on a skittish horse. The hardships,
the dangers which the picture demanded meant
nothing to John Wayne.
Many a lad has been chosen. Many a one
has failed, but John has a better chance of
slaying simple and unaffected than the average.
Don't forget he has seen the other side. He's
been one of that legion behind the lights. He
knows what happens to stars with a grandeur
complex.
"I think," he said, earnestly, "that I've
got sense enough and that I've seen enough
of the other kind lo keep myself level-headed.
I've heard the prop men and electricians talk
about these people who go Hollywood. .And
I know that nobody, in Hollywood, can lead
If you don't act right around
a life apart.
the sets they catch on to you at once. .And
it doesn't pay."
He was not frightened of riding into a herd
of buffalo, nor of climbing over a steep precipice

He was frightened, like
clinging to a rope.
a little child in the dark, of his first scene.
"But Walsh was so great to me," he says.
"He helped me so much that I even got over
that pretty soon."
"'T'HF, Big Trail"

A

"The Covered Wagon"

is

of the talkies.

And John Wayne

is

its

most sensational

actor.

And he

His eyes are

grey.
.

conducted herself like a lady. She was happy,
pitifully happy, for the first time since she had
been a star.
But this did not stop the wives of some of the
studio moguls from objecting to Alice. \'et,

Charlie Farrcll a delight to fans.

Yet he has more energy and

irith

ll€>allni<

test

lead in the most important picture that Fox
has ever made, "The Big Trail." On this film
the company places high hopes. The company
traveled thousands of miles and spared no
expense or energy in getting the effects they

that

CUTICtlRA «I>T>IENT
Relief

interesting walk.

A

or Mar>' Pickford. I want her given the respect that is the just due of a lady and a star.
I've a very particular reason for this and I
trust I shall be obeyed.''
.Alice responded, like the fine little trouper
she is, to this new method. She dropped the
chip off her shoulder. She did not fight. She

for a Haircut!

no," said John, who had been in the
picture business long enough to know
about some of the maniacal requests that are
made.
"Then let it grow. I want to make a test
of you." .And the director left the boy standing there with his chin on his chest and his

FREE BOOKLET
"The Nose and Its Shape"
ANITA INSTITUTE
Send

At last a new director was assigned to her.
One morning before .\lice arrived on the set he
called the cast together and said, "During the
making of this picture I want every one of you
to treat .\lice White as if she were Greta Garbo

CONTIXL"ED FROM r.\GE 45

ER —

(o,st.

)

didn't

want

to be

an

actor.

That

the kind of men to watch out for. Remember the fellow that you coaxed to get into
He walked off with the
the poker game?
money, didn't he?
is

guaranteed.
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Four-Flushing
I

LopeVelez,

Fame

CONTINUED FROM PM.E 79

]

Richard started pursuit at the same time. Ben
got to him first. Here aKain the imposter bori'
little resemblance to the man he impersonated.
He was the son of a small town undertaker.
On promising to mend his ways and sin no more

Enrich your

beauty with

he escapeil the net of the law, and returned to
his

Western

village.

after that a Frank Lyon appeared
York, posing as a brother of Ben. He
specimen, and had no
down-at-the-heels
was a
hesitancy in saying that his brother was a bum,
refused
to help him out
and
him,
was jealous of
of the hard times. Frank told his story once
the
Tombs. Ben
up
in
wound
and
too often
visited him, gave him a lecture, and secured

Not long

in

New

really*natural

rouge"

his release.

ANfamous

.\licia

sister of the
received a lot of attention

White, posing as a

.'Mice,

Hollywood hotel. She paid her
and
bill with a check that bounced back in a hurry.
never
heard of that particular sister.
Alice had
One of the most famous male stars received
a New Jersey girl, thanknote
from
a touching
ing him for the marvelous time they had spent
together in Canada. It was dangerous business for the star, and, anj^vay, he was married.
He got a detective on the case immediately.
The detective discoxered that the girl had been
taken in by a city slicker, posing as the star.
The fake Canadian traveler was never found,
but a bad situation was avoided as far as the
star was concerned.
One of the most thoroughly disagreeable
service at a

ca,ses of

the kind ever to

come

to the attention

Hollywood police was the young girl who
calmly announced that she was the illegitimate
daughter of two of the screen's greatest stars.
The case was never aired in the newspapers,
but it received a lot of word of mouth publicity.
She was found to be insane, and escaped prosecution. There are so many entertainers on the

of

stage giving imitations of Al Jolson that
trouble was bound to develop sooner or later.
Much to his surprise, Al discovered that he
was listecl among the witnesses of the famous
"kip" Khinelander case, several years ago.
When published in the papers, the real A\ Jolson saw it and traveled to the scene of the trial.
Having nothing to do with the case whatsoever,
Jolson testified to clear himself.
At the testimony it was revealed that the

You can have color
which seems your own
.

.

Not

but do you?

.

mere

mind

faint tints,

you, but color as deep

and

No

you

rich as

desire.

great tragedy, you think, if
Possibly
itself?

rouge betrays

But

not.

sanctions

custom
and not because

that's because
it,

your fastidious desire approves.

what if beholders

Then

—especially men—might

actually say of you, "she has the most marvelous complexion," all unknowing that
you used rouge. Ah, that is a thought!

Always Complimented
PrecLsely this praise

the compliment

is

women who

use Princess Pat
alwaijs paid
rouge. Nor is it the impossible thing it
seems, judging by experience. You see
there is a curious oddity about the human
skin

—never before taken into account.

It

does not possess definite color. Just try to
name it. Actually the skin's tones are
neutral, a background! Too, the skin is
transparent.

When A' ah(rc gives you color,

she suffuses this neutral background from
u'ilhin!

My

Miami, Fla.
mother and father have been

about twenty years,
and, although they understand English and can speak it fairly well, they
can neither read nor write.
When silent films were in vogue,
my parents either had to take their
choice of sitting unintelligently
through a show, vainly trying to grasp
the meaning from the stars' actions,
or of being deprived entirely of the
only mode of entertainment their
meager means could afford.
And now come the talkies— truly
an oasis in my parents' barren desert
of enjoyment, bringing a little pleasure to their drab existence, making
life a little more bearable for these
in this country for

two poor, lonely old souls.
Mrs. S. Axelrod

How

Color

Comes

to Life

you put upon your
This is known
and guarded
in making Princess Pat
ngainst. There arc, in Princess Pat, neutral undertones that come to life instantly
Too, the
a.s they are warmed hy the skin.

Atiij

harsh,

flul,

color

face will clash, inci-Uahlij.

intense,

brilliant

—

Put rouge have transparency, so that they
do not blot out the skin tones. And so
you have the secret, the scientific reason.
Thus docs Princess Pat rouge give its marvelously life-like color. Thus does it harmonize with everj' skin individually. Thus

does your color seem actually to come from

a most remarkable and beauti-

hrithin. It is

ful effect.

Almond Base for the Skin
to crown the nchicvdncnt of true
natural color. Princess Pat rouge is made

And

with

its

own

exclusive base of precious al-

mond, to make it good for the skin, to help
keep pores fine and the skin soft and pliant.

No woman

living can help

wanting to try

—

these advantages one
that gives beauty hitherto impossible. Of
course, your favorite shop can show all

a rouge with

all

seven shades.
Priaooae P»t W~k End Sot u oSand
(coin). Only
ft limited tiroo lor Tms COOPCN and 26o
ono to a cuJitomer. Set cootAlns eopiiy a month'i* mipply
of almond b«»opowdfrBnd FlVEotbrrdoli«hUul Pnne«M
Pat prcparstiona. Packed in a bcauliluUy decxicated
Pleaao act promptly.
boudoir box

The very populmr
for

,

overtones of Princess

rincess Pat
CHICAGO,
(IN CA.SADA,

U. S. A.
93 CUCnCU STREET, TORONTO)

dpt, lOIW;
FtincoH Pat, 2709 8. Wdta St.. Chltaio.
Eadoaed End 24o (or wtiicb Mod ma tba Princcaa Pat

Week End 8«U
Princess Pat Lip

Rouge

.1

now sonsation— nothing

F..r It .I...,-, uliiit IK. otlicr lip rouitr Iiu.h ovit
d.,no.
l'rin..-,< l';.t. I.ip ItouRC colors thnt innulo
m.^.-t surfiic- c.f lii.« as well as out.-iile. You'll U.vo
Kccp.f lips soft and free of rhiip
tliifl ni-w biaulv.
1.

,s.

and dryness. Permanent. In ctuunclcd metal box.
1

adtfrlKi

>

lili-i

illon

rllOTOPL.VY

Stiect.

ntv and

>i.\g.\zinf:.
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See Sally O "Neil's
Kissproof Lips
Fever,'' "On With the Shou,"'
Sophomore,^' "Shotv of Shows."

in"Broadivay
*'

name of Al Jolson was a
"!Mammy" singer in small time

real witness using the

black face
\audeville.

imbibed too freely of bathtub gin and proceeded to shoot up an apartment house. The redhead has no brother.
During the days when Pola Negri was a Paramount star, a strange woman rushed up to
her on the lot.
She fell on Pola": neck, shedding a steady
stream of tears.
"I'm your long lost sister," she sobbed.
Ramon Xovarro is constantly embarrassed
by a "stray' brother that somehow or other no
member of his real family can remember. The
brother, and in this case they say he's the
image of Ramon, gets a job in a household and
then begins to appropriate family heirlooms.
Indignant ladies of the houses call Ramon and
want to know how come.

As an imitator of Jolson, he became known
by the name of the real star.
\\'hen the witness was called they could think
of the pla\-er only as .M Jolson.
So the bona
had to appear and tell the judge that
.U Jolson wasn't .\1 Jolson.

fide star

TUXE COLLYER
J Minneapolis who,

regar
—boasts Sallv 0"Neil, screen-famous for her
lovely lips. "Before I discovered Kissproof,
I always had to make up my lips after a few
minutes of acting. Now I use Kissproof
and my lips stay lovely no matter irhat I do!"
Kissproof has won 5,000,000 friends because it actually gives more lastingloveliness,
\^ ith Kissproof on your lips,public retouching becomes unnecessary. \on can go out
for an entire afternoon or evening, confident
that your lips will stay richly colored hour
after hour.

An Adorably Natural

Coloring

Kissproof will bring to your hps Nature's

own

rich coloring . . . alluring . . . lovable . .
natural. No greasy "lipsticky" look or feeL
Just lasting radiant color.

Put Kissproof on your lips before you go
out for the evening. \^ hen you return, let
their undimmed loveliness prove that Kissproof should be your lipsticK!
At any toilet counter in a variety of lovely
tints. Black and gold case, 50c; swivel
case, 75c.

TCiss proof

discovered
in

a double in

some way

or other,

had

a collection of her photographs.
She autographed them to all comers, and passed a few
worthless checks, .\fter a little tetc-a-tHe with
the police, she made the checks .good, and left
the business of being a screen scintillator to the
real June.
The Xew York offices of the iletro-Goldwynilayer publicity department were surprised to
receive a call from .\nita Page's fiance, the
nephew of .Adolph Zukor.
The young man came around to look at stills
from productions.
In fact, it seemed that he had a perfect passion for looking at photographs.
.After a little
_
.
checking with the studio, and the discovery that
Anita Page had never heard of her fiance, the
young man was lured back to look at a new
batch of stills.
He was confronted by the son of Adolph
Zukor, who explained that the Zukors didn't

And Ramon
durned

if

has
he knows.

locks were too good. He was scared awaj' before he had accon-.plished any actual damage,

One of the most amusing stories of the lot is
told on the late Lon Chaney, who was accused of impersonating himself.
Chaney made a brief stop in Chicago on his

way

to the Coast from Xew York.
He had
been told that the Chicago oflices of lletroGoldwyn-Mayer would pro\-ide him with a car
and a guide to take in the sights of the Windy
City.

From his hotel Chaney got the office on the
phone.
"This is Lon Chaney calling," he said truthfully enough.
"Oh, yeah?" said the voice on the other end
of the wire. "Well, this is both of the Siamese
twins."

Lon began

Xo Mnnto

—
Moderno, fashionnble

The latest

Pay

just the personal touch you seek!
ritiKa individually carved l)y
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boasted
"Me! I'm the only man who was ever paid
875,000 not to appear on the screen."
.\ funny angle is that Jessel had taken a
S.S.OOO lease on a Hollywood house. Fox paid
that off, too.
Billic Dove, the voluptuous, is another
beauty, besides Ina Claire, who is headed for
a comeback despite the fact that her contract

was bought

Addrr,,

For

a

good

XMAS

SUGGESTION
see page 147

for

CONTI.VfED FROM P.\GE 73

boy, who pulled the wise-crack about contract
l5uy-ups that's become famous. It was Vox
who signed Jessel when the talkie craze first
drove the producers nutty.
George's stuff,
grand on the stage, just didn't go over in
talkies.
The same old parley followed, and
when George walked out a free agent, he

off.
Billie was big money in
for First National, but as in other
she wasn't so good under the microphone.
She made four talkies. They were
fairly popular pictures, but not popular enough
in ratio to her S.i,000-a-wcck salary to make
her profitable. \\ hen the thing was straightened out, she and First National had settled
on about a fifty-fifty split for the rest of her
contract about six months and Billie was

and fume.

brother," continued the voice.
•-'"We get twelve calls from Lon Chaney
every day. Try a new gai
When the office found out that Lon Chaney
was really in Chicago, it offered to do anything
in way of amends, including shaving the eyebrows.

Would You Quit Work
Broadway ha-ha

to sputter

"T ISTEX,

a bit easier for these people, suffering
with delusions of grandeur, to announce that
they are a brother of so and so, than attempt
to be the star. It takes less acting ability, and
is easier on the nerves.
Amqng the hoaxes that have come to light
lately was a "brother" of Clara Bow. Brother
It is

Jcsscl, the

he's

manages

May JIc.\voy also had a "brother" arrive in
Holl>^vood while she was xisiting in Xew York.

.\nybody can announce that they are engaged to a star and get a nc« spaper break.
.Apparently nothing can be done about it.
Both Betty Bronsonandjetta Goudalhave been
surprised to read that they were engaged.
Betty's fiance was a Londoner, and jfetta's
athanced «as from Tennessee. Jetta had a
snappy answer for the reporters.
"I've never heard of the man, and I don't
know where Tennessee is."

was George

them that

The "brother'' thought he would occupy the
Mc.\voy manse during her absence, but the

good.

It

tell

self-adopted Xovarro always
to get aw ay.

need any new nephews.
This fiance business has always been pretty

(

to

The

$250,000?

|

completed "Hell's .Angels," was sending
her dozens of .American Beauty Roses, and
denying nothing.
So Billie will go to work for Mr. Hughes'
Caddo Pictures Company, and is studying
elocution and voice so she can give Howard's
microphones a worthy battle.
Monte Blue's contract was bought up. long
ago, by Warner Brothers, for about S.SO.OOO
cash, it's reported. Monte is young and rich.
just

He should worry. .Another case is
Norma Terris. Norma played the

that of
lead in
the stage, and sounded swell.
talkies were singles, and the
producers were signing up musical comedy
stars by the dozen.
Fox signed her. She came to Hollywood
and made one picture opposite J. Harold

"Show Boat" on
That was when

—

silents,

Murray

cases,

Everybody thought it was just a publicity
gag when her fiance came to Hollywood just
as the picture was released, and they were
"married in Hollywood."
Soon afterward,
Norma's contract was bought up by the Fox

—

—

free.

Did Billie sit back and wail? No. She had
her divorce from Irving Willat. the director,
and Millionaire Howard Hughes, who had
Brery «ilrerllsemcnt Id

rHOTorLAT MAGAZINE

in

"Married

in

Hollywood."

people, and she'll probably never make another
picture.
How much? "Plenty," is all anybody will tell you.
Lenore Ulric's contract was bought up, too.
Lenore is another stage star who hit bad
luck with stories and direction in pictures.
She just didn't get over with the fans in

la truarsniecd.
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"Frozen

Justice"

Anyway, Linorc

and "South Sea Rose."
back on the spcakin-'
is
So are tlie New York
it.

stage, and f,'la<i of
theatrical audiences.

With her is her husband, Sidney Blackmer,
is still under contract to I-irst National.
Blackmer, whose contract still has about six
months to run with Kirst National, was offered
about twenty-five per cent of his salary-tocome for his contract, it is rumored. But

who

Blackmer didn't want to

sell

out,

and

so,

first of the year, he will end his stage
engagements and go back to Hollywood to

come

linish his talkie job.

buy up contracts. There is substituted a process called
'Letting 'em die on the vine." This is usually
the procedure when an actor declines to be
bought out, and insists on sticking to his con
The producers shrug their shoulders
tract.
and pocket their loss. They go on paying the
actor his full salary but they don't give him
or her a single part to play. In other words,
the actor simply disappears from the screen

IN

some

THERE'S

cases, studios don't

—

—

and that's bad
for the term of his contract
business for actors. Because by the lime they're
free agents, they're no longer in demand, and
it's tough picking for them to tind work.
Carlolla King had it happen to her. Louis

Mayer heard her in "The Desert Song"
when the musical film craze was on, decided
she was great, and signed her. Tests weren't

MONEY
TODAY

ART

B.

so good; the cameras weren't kind to Carlotta.
She has never made a picture for M-G-_M.

IN

—

but drew her salary somewhere between S7?0
and $1,000 a week— until her one-year contract expired.
.\t Radio Pictures, Arthur Lake signed a
long-term contract. They thought they had a
big bet in Arthur for those adolescent roles.
Weakness" and didn't get
He did "She's

My

over so

Exhibitors said he wasn't good
So overtures were made to young
his contract. Hurt and indignant,

well.

box-oflke.

Lake

to sell
Arthur said

".\11

no.

Radio

said

right,"

Pictures.
And since then, .\rthur, though he draws
his salary, has not been on the screen.
Lottice Howell, who came from the New

York stage and made "In Gay Madrid" with

Ramon

Novarro,

is

another who

is

drawing

pay but making no pictures. So is Marcia
Aianners, the Paramount player who was

THIS

is

His

the day of the artist.

sought wherever design

skill is

and color are important factors in the sale of merchandise.
Furniture, rugs, wall hangings, household utensils, wearing apparel,
jewelry, art gifts, lamps, automobiles

—nearly everything

Drawings

for advertisements in newspapers, magazines, catalogs,

folders, posters, display cards

the modern

of

Art

magazine alone!

and many other media

a necessity in

is

modern

you like to draw, train this talent of yours and put

If

reward.

You

can learn drawing

have contributed exclusive
graduates

SEGAL, who was sigried by
_
Warner Brothers for musicals, hasn't been
making pictures during the most recent period
of her contract. Warners, by the way, learned

call for

Consider the number of drawings

artist.

at

home

to

?6000.00

Many leading artists
Many of our students and

in your spare time.

illustrated lessons to

now earn ^2500.00

skill

in this

in a field offering rich

work

to

it

the

business.

signed for musicals.

She is an American girl with a lovely
Europe-trained voice, who hasn't made a picture yet, although she's drawing her salary
on a one-year contract.

sold today

depends on design and color to attract the eye of the purchaser.

our courses.

a year,

some

a great deal more.

^JJM.'lEN'NE

a lesson. They're not signing stage stars for
any half-year or one-year terms any more.
They're signing them for one picture, with
an option to renew if they click. That's
saving the Messrs. Warner some cash.
Jack Gilbert snapped his finger at the contract-buying gag. .\s stated long ago herein,
he made "His Glorious Night" and the fans
were disappointed in his voice.
M-G-M, under contract to pay him $250,000
per picture for four pictures,

were

SEND FOR OUR FREE ART
It

brings out your sense of proportion, design and color.

If Jack's voice was as bad as that, the
million-dollar outlay would be sheer loss.
They offered him a half million, it is reported, to tear up the contract and release

books shown.

trating.

The book "Your Future"

"A Road

book you want and

MAIL

NOW.

Dep(. P, Federal Schooli Bldg., MinneapoIJi, Minn.
Please Jend me Free Art Teil and book I h.ve checked.

D

contract.

made

IT

FEDERAL SCHOOLS, INC.

brave and confident,
"ril show
on making pictures.
them!" he said, and held iM-G-M to the

Your

3 A

Fut,

Road

a pretty spot, because the conit

that

Na

pictures

actually be produced.

M-G-M
stay

couldn't just pay him and

let

him

Age

Occupclion.

idle.

So Jack went ahead.

drawing

to Better

FEDERAL SCHOOLS,

Jack, magnificently

tract

outlines possibilities in the field of

Things" describes magazine and newspaper illusthe
Each book shows examples of our students' work. Mark on the coupon

for advertising.

insisted

imperative

you

Just

them.

in

instructors will give

It costs you nothing.
frank advice as to your talent and probable chance of success.
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fill in the coupon below and we will send

terror-
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He was
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COLDS

ARE SERIOUS— DON'T /

NEGLECT THEM!
It is folly

cold

his voice handicap as you all know by now.
.\nd he'5 glad, and so is M-G-M.
There are other cases most of them not so
big-named as these you've been reading about.
There are dozens of playwrights, song-ivriters,
directors, technicians and others who were
signed on long-term contracts, who went to

—

click for

one reason or

finally bought off.
It cost the producers thousands
for nothing.
Thousands that might have been spent

making

in

—

movies, instead.
.\nd they holler about putt-putt golf courses
ruining business!
fine

to neglect a

when you

can so

or

easily give yourself the

protection that has won
millions of people to

Hart

Bill

I

Grove's Laxative

BROMO

QUININE.

Canyon a few years back, leaving death and destruction in its wake.
Once inside again, I had
first real chance
to observe what three or four years of what men
call hell had done to Bill Hart's face.
I wish
that all his fans and friends could see it as I
saw it then as they undoubtedly will soon.
first impression was of grayness
not
the gra>Tiess of age (I do not believe his hair
has turned appreciably), but the grayness of
stone, or the grayness that comes to desert
It was as though his tan had
sage in fall.
spent too many hours indoors; and yet I
could not help thinking that 1 liked it better
than the tan. Any sheik can cultivate a coat
of tan, but the gray that was in Bill Hart's
eyes is not so cheaply bought.
.\nd then, suddenly, he smiled at something
he was telling me, and a light broke over his
face like the light that comes to an .-\rizona
Bill Hart's smile has the
hillside in spring.
contagion of youth. It doesn't come often

my

My

More people use the^c tablets to brine cold and heail-

sche relief than all other
cold remedied combint-d.
30c at altdru(;gi3ts.

like

Grove

Laxative

BROMO
QUININE
Tablets

Idand
Money
paid I.
•••
D. Martin, Virginia, J200 for a single
copper cent. Mr. Manning. New York.
t2.50O for one silver dollar. Mrs. G. F.
Adams S740 for a few old coins. I want
all kinds of old coins, medals, bills, and
stamps. I pay big cash premiums.
WILL PAY J100
DIME
l.'W4 S. Mint; »50 for 1913 Liberty Head
NickeUnot buffalo) and hundreds of other
amazing prices for coins. Get in touch
with me. Send 4c for Large Illustrated
Coin Folder and further particulars. It may
ch profit
Wri
I

FOR
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1>IUM1SMATIC
3J6
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COMPANYFORTOF
WORTH. TTXAS

(UrfOt Rare Coui Exabluhment

m

U.

—

it

—

may come but

— but

once

—

it

is

irresistible.

T LOOKED

for the lines I

had

exp>ected to

but they weren't there. I looked for the
unmistakable signs that sorrow and bitterness
and resentment paint so ineradicably, but
they weren't there either. Instead, a sort of
softness had come into his look; an almost
philosophical benevolence. It spoke to me of
tolerance and understanding gained at a price
the price of
that few are capable of pa>'ing
patience that is willing to stand aside and
look upon the havoc wrought by troubles with
the certain knowledge that even the worst
-' find,

—

stamps

pOST YOURSELF! It paysl

youth

S.J

things end.
I understood this more fully when, for a very
moment, the name of .-Kdolph Zukor
slipped into our conversation. I had expected
a bitter attack upon the man whom Hollywood
believes to have been largely instrumental in
keeping him out of pictures for so many years.
I
had brought the name up carefully, at a
time when I might observe closely its effect.
In a measure, I had intended to surjjrise him
with it. But he only smiled. "Why, that's a
mistake," he answered my statement that perhaps Zukor had had something to do with the
breaking off of a recent contract he had signed
with Hal Roach to do talking pictures.

brief

'

T .ALW.WS liked Mr. Zukor, and Mr. Lasky,
-'• too.
I remember
I think they liked me.
with the keenest pleasure my early work at
Paramount.

Mr. Zukor was often

in

my office

at seven in the morning.

His cares were many,

and he was good enough

to say that he believed

my pictures were keeping Paramount

alive. In
he wrote me to that effect, several times
but something changed him later.
"Strange," he ruminated, "I always called
him Mr. Zukor. There was something about

fact,

KATIIERINE Mac DONALDS
|

LASH COSMETIC

him that demanded your respect."

=^^^

For

a

good

Xmas
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I turned the
channels of the
done. I do not
"dishing dirt";

conversation .again into the

Roach picture he was to have
like to do what is known as

but there were things I believed his friends ought to know. He showed
me signed contracts that had later b<?en denieti.
"Roach was strong for that picture," he
said, suddenly hardening.
"They killed it
God knows why. Someone wants to keep me
out of pictures, and took that metho<l of doing
But they can't do it forever!" The face I
it.
Brer; aUvertlseniont In

Coming Back

Is

CONTIN'LED FROM

Francisquita

The double action of
both a stimulating body
tonic and a laxative will
check your cold the
quick, comfortable

Dm.

Hollywood, who didn't
another, and who were

PHOTOrLAY M.VOAZINB

l>

51

P.M'.E

remembered from his pictures was suddenly
before me, mouth drawn and tightened.
"They can't do it forever! There must be
someone in Holl>'wood who knows that a
picture made by me would gross a milhon

They

dollars!

can't all be fools!"

T THOUGHT of the way " Tumbleweeds" had
• swept this countrj' like a prairie fire; I
thought of the

many

English, .\ustralian

demanding

to

letters I had read in
and Canadian trade papers
Bill Hart didn't make

know why

a talkie; I thought of the bulky fan mail he still
receives
and answers; I thought of the n'ay
faces lighted up whenever his name cropped

—

up

conversation of actors, directors and
writers about Holl>T\ood
and I came to the
conclusion that his estimate was conservative.
-A Western talking picture with Bill Hart, I
believe, would not gross a million dollars
it
would net that amount or more.
We had talked on pleasantly until it was
long past the time when I should have taken
my leave. .-Vs I rose to go, he went out for a
moment and reappeared, carrjdng some
pictures that had been made as a publicity
stunt for Lila Lee. Someone had thought of
photographing her with Bill Hart.
There
were about a dozen in all, and every one of
them excellent. I couldn't help remarking inanely that he photographed as well or better
than ever he had. It seemed to please him,
though why it should was hard to understand,
for it was the simple truth and he must have
in

—

—

known

He

it.

told

me

company had made

that the Fox

a short talking picture of him for their newsreel.
While he had talked, I had taken notice
Fifteen years of stage training

of his voice.

have given him an ability to use it as few talking picture players without like e.xpericnce can.
He was autographing a photograph for me
which had his pinto horse, Fritz, nibbling
sugar out of Lila Lee's hand. "The greatest
all-round horse that ever Uved," he has calletl
Fritz in his autobiography. "Easy to pick the
star," he wrote across it
and that should
answer the host of fans who have written to
the newspapers from lime to time to ask if
Fritz were dead.
He is very much alive, as I

—

testify, and as fat and frisky as ever.
I was at the door now, and the "breeze"
that opened the door was like the kick of a
horse's htxjf. Bill Hart's smile was with me as
I entered my car and drove down the hill
a wide, happy, healthy smile. It was not, I
felt very sure, the smile of a "whipped" man.
For if Bill Hart never made another picture,
he would still not be whipped. To be whipped,
one must acknowledge it and the Bill Hart I
met and talked with is very far from doing that.

can

—

A ND

now

I

have achieved the impossibli
what Bill Hart is doing today
tot

•''have

told

without

mentioning

his

wife,

his

boy,

his

any of his troubles.
I'm glad I
They are no longer important, at
least to Bill Hart fans.
The momentous matter, now, is to get Bill Hart back before the
camera. It would seem to be a good time for
old bitternesses to be swept away.
A great
Western character actor^the greatest, possibly, that either the American stage or American
divorce,
haven't.

—

produced has been kept too long
If there were wrongs, they should
not be beyond righting!
films have
in idleness.

(uaranleed.

—

"

"
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News! Views! Gossip! of
the doctor for:
Arthur Lake, who dislocated a shoulder
while surfboard riding; Wallace Beery, who got
laryngitis and couldn't talk for ten days; Marie
Dressier, ditto; Lucien Littlefield,

exterior

stopped. The usual curses ensued.
in the midst of them some
smart cracker called out, "What are
we picture people going to do in 1952
when the sky will be full of them?"
"That doesn't worry me," said
Alice White, who was doing the
scene.
"In 1952 I'll be in some
honest profession."

.

.

some

And

baseball on the beach
the producers, who had to hold up production until the actors got well again.
.

taking

airplane, the bane of
sound wagons, flew overhead
and an important scene had to be

the

who broke

arm playing

|

were
THEY
shots.
An

CALL
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JOAN CRAWFORD
fast

has never had
a hard and
diet.
She keeps
thin by giving up potatoes, bread and
butter.

133

BEAUTIFUL
SERVICEABLE

GIfTS
of leather

She has eaten none

of these for
years, yet every
orders five or six
pieces of raisin bread, picks the
raisins out and scorns the rest.

the

last

luncheon

three

AV.VUXT,

she

the Old Hollywood is iiol deail!—
There was a party. Minor moving picture
people and a bottle of drug store gin. " What'll
we do? " " Les have toggct practice.
So they got a gun. A nice shiny pistol. The
door knob was a fine target. Guests took turns
shooting at it. Ailer each shot, someone would
walk up and inspect the location of the hit.
This time, Douglas Kendall went up to sec.

POLLY MOR.\N
Beverly

opens swell new home

in

Hills.

One guest

is

her uncle, a

Moran from

Idaho,

where cattle are cattle and houses are places

bunk

to

in.

Uncle Moran, no sooner than he got in the
house, skidded on the polished floors.
"Hell!' he grunted, '"to think I'd live to see
the day when a Moran had polished hardwood
floors!

!

!"

there. Will

Hays!— the

spirit of

As he stooped

over, someone else took a shot.
Douglas right where you'd expect.
by, a car drove up to the Hollywood hospital and Kendall, listing to the South,
limped into the ward. With him was a fellow
It hit

By and

with a cap.

"Who," asked the attendant, "are you?"
"Me?" said the fellow with the cap. "Why,

—

npHE

John Barrymores pa, ma and baby
have gone maritime and piscatorial with a
vengeance. Maybe it was the "Moby Dick''
inlluence, but anyway, no sooner had John finished that picture than he up and otT on a fishing trip in the Barrymore yacht, "Infanta."
He landed a huge swordfish, and came back to
•*

port.

.\nd forthwith set out again in quest of a
colony of white seals he had been told about,
on Guadalupe Island, off the lower California
coast.

So the

sailors sing:

"Bye, Baby Bunting,
Daddy's gone a-hunting.

To get a
To wrap

little

his

white sealskin.

baby bunting

in.

Ten

to one, though, Dolores will be wearing
a white sealskin coat this winter.

TT'S

a wonder you don't go cercbellically
-•scrambled, trying to keep names and titles
and things straight, these days.
Only a little while ago, you got past the rush
"Hell's .\ngcls" and "Hell
of "hell" films
Harbor" and "Hell's Island," and all that.
Then along came the "holiday" series "Holiday " and " Death Takes a Holiday, " and " Sin
Takes a Holiday" and "Sinners' Holiday."
But now comes the newest mix-up M-G-M
shoots the old Dietrichstein play, "The Great

—

—

—

Lover" and I'athe makes ready to
Harding in "The Greater Love."

Why

star

Ann

—

I'm Lloyd Hamilton. Who are you?"
Kendall will be all right, but not sitting
for a while.

me

down

A ND so now we know what Ben Lyon thinks

—

-'•his life is worth S50 down, and SoO a week.
It seems a slightly cuckoo lad from Brooklyn
hitch-hiked his way to Hollywood with some
fantastic idea of forcing Ben Lyon to get
him into pictures. With a loaded pistol, the
Brooklyn boy hung around the gates of the
studio where Ben worked.
Jimmy Triantas, fifteen-year-old newsboy,
became suspicious and started a conversation
with the stranger, who admitted he was looking
for Lyon, and showed his gun.
Triantas at
once hurried into the studio and tipped Ben off.
Result: the boy was arrested and examined
and put where he won't menace movie stars.
And Ben paid Jimmy Triantas SiiO reward, and
promised to give him S.50 a week from now
until Triantas finishes college.
that Wallace Beery has an
•^-^unusually striking ring, which he always
wears, turning the setting under the hand,
when it would not look well in the picture?
Three grotesquely large, perfect diamonds,
of the same size, are set in a row. No, we don't
know who gave it to him.

TX TELL,

Jetta Goudal, stormy petrel of the
studios, is married. The exotic one is now
the wife of Harold Grieve, an interior decorator

**

not keep a card index?

MADEIV

"T^ID you know

PRODUCTS

FINE LEATHER

you give Christmas gifts which
will prove gifts to inspire piide?
Gifts immediately recognized as of
Will

outstanding quality?

The Meeker nome,

discreetly yet

unmistakably marked on the interior
tailoring of every
Instantly,

Meeker

product,
without explanation, tells

a story of quality, accepted

December

design, individuality

Birthdays

AMeeker gift for
December
December
December
December
December
December
December
December
December
December

— Grace Moore
8 —I'aul Cavanagh
9— Eddie Dowling
9— Douglas Eairbanks,
— Sally Eilers
— Victor McLaglen
— Gilbert Roland
— Norman Foster
13 — Lillian Roth
16— Clyde Cook
5

1

1

11
11

1,?

Jr.

December
December
December
December
December
December
December
December
December
WbeD you

16

— Barbara Kent

18— Mary

discriminating

.N'olan

— Ruth Chalterton
24— Howard Hughes
25— Marguerite Churchill
25— Helen Twelvelrees
27— Marlcne Dietrich
28— Lewis

.

style

Purse Per-

him, for her!

women, and

Fine

light-

At your

Department and better
Drug Store ond the Leather Goods

Jeweler's,

Shop.

THE MEEKER

CO., INC.

JOPLIN, MO.

Harlan
rllOTOrL.VT

billfolds,

bey coses, cigorelte coses and
ers for the exacting mon.

.\yres

nrilc to •dTCrtlscn piMsc menllon

.

leather handbags and underarms for

24

29— Otis

.

sonality.
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who used to go places with Julanne Johnston.
Jetta and Harold met while they were decorating Director Paul Bern's new house. Jetta

So many of my friends

do that sort of thing, and this community of interest brought the couple together.
likes to

in

pictures drink College Inn
Torricito Juice Cocktails.

—

So they were married and now they can
decorate their own spot, and when they get
tired of the effect, can do it all over again.
What a nice marriage!

They are so delicious!!
I keep several bottles on
ice at all times."-

A

INIONG

may take
Carmelita Geraghty and

the other weddings that

'•place this fall are

-'

Carey Wilson

;

Dove and Howard Hughes;
and Guinn "Big Boy" Williams;
Billie

Jlary Philbin
Helen Ferguson and Mr. Hargreaves, a Beverly
Hills banker.
And the signs are good for Lew Ayres and
Lola Lane.
No, we cannot give you pictures of them, as
}'et, for none of them will be photographed together at this writing.

The renowned
Bracer and
Appetizer

"DELIEVE

On sale at Drug Stores,

-'-'of

Fountain Grills and
all

it or not, in this enlightened land
ours, there are some people who don't

know Gary Cooper!

Food Shops

It

was while the Cooper company was on

location.
Late in the evening,
into an inn
and this, mind you,

—

Gary strolled
was in a town

that boasts several motion picture theaters
and asked the night clerk:

".Anything

The

left to eat?''
clerk peered o\'er his specs, gazed
all of Gary's length, and asked:

up

and down

"You

with the movie outfit that's working
hereabouts? If so, go on into the dinin' room,
they're saving supper for 'em.''
"Uh huh,'' grinned Gary, "I'm with the

COLLEGE
INN
TOMATO JUICE

piFTY Indians were brought from Oklahoma
to Hollywood to play in Radio Pictures'
"Cimarron."
One day, while a big camp-meeting scene was
being shot, using hundreds of e.xtras in one of
•*-

COCKTAIL

those old-time "gettin' religion" frenzies. Estelle Taylor was interested in the stolidity of

the Indian

'moles
How
A

to baniah

simple, eafe

ment— 16

)

them

home

treat-

years* euocess in

my

practice.
Moles (also Big
Growths) dry up and drop
off.
Write for free Booklet.

WM.

DAVIS, M. D^ 124-D Grove

PROFESSOR HENRY NIER

LEARN
AT ROME

IP

MicrtlKan Av<

^t.l^Vploll8

cuDini;.

IISS C. TULL.

NURSING
IN
WEEKS

6204

est,

smartest vanities. Mar-

1931

forn

$20

WInthrop,

to

»30

at their

DOUBLE COM-

black and gold
Contains compact
rouge and powder. 2.50
I

—

TRIPLE VANITY

in24 karat striped gold Finish with touches of vermilion and black. Compact
powder and rouge, indel-

design.

To

lend a distinguishing
accent to your ensemble,
choose these masterpieces
of cosmetic jewelry. As
accessories they complement each costume. As
gifts,
they compliment
both giver and recipient
...Beauty deserves these
creations of beauty!

1.
Dorothy has been with her mother
home in Connecticut while Rennie has
been making good out West.
They've been separated for long periods before, but this time friends say that there's a
real breach. This is a marriage that dates way
back to the days when the young folks met on
a D. W. Griffith picture set
and fell in love.

January

PACT,

193

ible lipstick.

'\V0 of the big boys are reported to be
* squabbling.
Fcod-bo.x information says that Mr. Samuel
Goldwyn and Mr. Florenz Ziegfeld are bickering bitterly as to who shall get the major
credit for the production of Eddie Cantor's
'

3.50

Helena Rubinstein's beauty -builders and cosmetic

Interviews, statements and publicity blares

the better shops or order

1931

TRIPLE

VANITY

I

"Whoopee."

creations are obtainable at
direct

have poured from their gilded

from

M.\C!AZINE

with Mr.

sheets.

When
we'll tell

niOTOrL.W

ottices,

Goldwyn reported leading, at this hour, by one
interview and two mimeographed publicity

holena rukinsteiu
8 East 57lh St., N. Y.

Ill

—

TS the Dorothy Gish- James Rennie marriage
-'on the skids, after all these years?
Signs point that way. Jim has a new fiveyear contract with First National, and is on a
European holiday until that studio reopens

striped.

powders, lipsticks created
Dy Helena Rubinstein,
and encased in smart modernistic containers of her

own

1931

then Ruggles finished his explanation
that the Indians are all oil-rich,
of the younger ones are university
educated.

and most

«-,

Chlcaso,

THE PERFECT GIFT

DOUBLE COMPACT

vellously Battering rouges,

And

to Estelle

IX

.M.iny

Cosmetic Jewelry
-

THE PERFECT POSSESSION
Thesearetheseason's new-

ing the rehearsal of the religious mania scene,
and say:
"Don't you think that's an excellent manifestation of mob psychology?"
"Yes," replied the other, "it would form a
perfect basis for an article on the subject. ''

465-C Post Slr..t

Ave., Woodbridge, N. J.

PRACTICAL
3601

—

REDUCE!

help you

men and women.

"I wonder if they speak English at all?" she
asked director Wesley Ruggles.
"Oh, yes," he explained; "they're
Just then, Estelle overheard one of the young
Indian women turn to another who was watch-

have come from Paris

Is

suorantced.

the country precincts are heard from,

you more.

)
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Lupe
I

— No Change

lipSIlM

FROM PACE 74

i;l)

Garce, he tell me, 'Lupe, you have never disgrace mc in public' I never will.
" I use to do very foolish things, before I met
house is
Garee. But I am still the same.
where I can do as I please, scream and yell and
dance and fall on the floor if I like. I am myChange? Ves,
self when I am in my home.
I change.

My

"T CH.WGE

for Garee and because I used to
fool because people thought I was

-• be dam'
funny when I was dam' fool.
' I lowve Garee so much that if he say to me,
'Lupe, I need your eyes,' I would take my two
thumbs like this and gouge them out and
give them to him. But I do not tell that to

—

—

everybody.
" I only tell that to my friends. With other
people I do not talk about Garee and how
much I lowve him.
"I cannot help but flirt, but I mean nothing
by it. Garee is jealous yes. I am glad he is

am

I
jealous.
jealous.
I

am
"

am

I

—

jealous, too.

I get

mad when

Garee he is very quiet.
sorry people do not understand when

I act myself.
learn.

But

hate not to be myself.

I

am

:i

i

ALONELY

guitar player (they're

usu;ill

pretty lonely) from Mexico met Lupe. ."^ln
opened her home to him and schooled him in
aggressive American ways.
Her sister and sister's husband live with her.
She has just given her mother a trip to California from ilexico.
.•\nd (for Lupe's sake I hope this doesn't get
around in canine circles) any homeless mongrel
dog that parks at loupe's back door will be accorded the treatment of a pedigreed Samoyed.
If you need either you may have Lupe's intense, almost stifling love or the contents of
her purse before you have asked.
If a new actor is cast in one of her pictures
she will spend hours of hers (and the company's) time rehearsing with him and trying to

make him

feel at ease.

But Lupe has learned
She has learned
Hollywood can be.
In that

changed.

my

.

local impresarios.

to

put on the act

Ik--

fore strangers.

"I am not the silly Lupe that came to
HoUyivood alone, with no money. But here
in

|

She found two kids, little girls twelvr
thirteen, who were excellent tap dancers. Lup
sIm
like<I them and thought they had talent.
immediately signed them under a personal m
tract to herself and booste<i them with all lii

I

" I learn that people laugh to your face and
say you are terrible behind your back. So, yes,
I

how

bitter the tongue of

way Lupe has changed.

But

in

no

other.

She remains the Lupe of the

Lupe of the mad

heart I will not change."

gestures, the

rolling eyes, the

Lupe

of the flam-

ing personality.

ANDan abundance

there in that stalwart little heart there
of kindliness and real

is

'V?

•

affection.

Like the elemental soul she is, Lupe has wild
enthusiasms and when Lupe harbors an enthusiasm she does things about it. If she sees
an actor whose work she likes she goes immediately to the front office and begs that the
actor be given a chance.

I

leu)

Joyeliness

"^OU may
in

take Lupe as you like her— a saint
a church, a lady in public places, a devil

in her

But

home.
Lupe is no grand lady at heart and Holly-

wood

INSTANTLY

home.

— thank God!—some of us are admitted

to her

safe for those of us
paprika on our mild salads.
is

who

itk ikese

O

brebarations

like a little

new, alluring beauty
HERE
Coryou. Enjoy «OH'-gain
is

it

instanthj with these easy-touse MaybeUine preparations.
it

Talking

Mail
doing wonders for this counTHE Air
New
Under the new service, a writer
is

in

try.

York can send a talkie manuscript to Hollywood and get it back in four days! Judge.

—

pretty
THE
friends regard

with what her family and
as "extraordinary talent"
has about one-tiftieth of the chance to become
a successful motion picture actress that she has
of becoming a successful poet, musician or
novelist. The screen of today demands the accomplished artist. The physically attractive
girl who could be moved through pantoniine by
an accomplished director is no longer of use.
Mary Pickford.
girl

—

fact.

A

was chatting with

his

pub-

lisher.

'By the way," asked the latter, "where did
you get the plot of your second novel?''

"From
was

the

the talkie
answer.

version of my
Liverpool

— The

first,"
(

Eng.

E.xpress.

A SURGEON

in our town says he could not
bear up under the gruelling strain of his
work if he couldn't drop in at a talkie now and
then and forget his problems for a time. Grace
E. Smith, PiioTOPLiVY reader.

—

GET

more kick out of appreciation from a
studio crew than I ever did from a Broadway
audience. These birds are hard-boiled, for a

I

When

When you do

you're good.

a scene as they

—Ann Harding.

like

it,

talkies have drawn toward uniformity
THE
the most ununiform and diverse tongue the

world has ever known.

There are scores of

dialects of English, some of
and bad. There are one or

them ver>' harsh
two methods of
speaking. It is toward such a happy medium
of speech that the studios of Hollywood are
aiming.

—Cecil B.

De

Mille, director.

AHE.AVY

sex part is the hardest thing to
play.
And the hardest line on stage or
screen to say convincingly is "I love you."
Screen actresses can learn so much about
themselves that they ought to be the most
fascinating women in the world. It's their own
Carol Lombard, screen
fault if they are not.
.

NOVELIST

Talkies

of

.

.

—

Mayhclline Eye Shadow will
intensify the color and impart
greater expression to your eyes.
Use Blue tor blue and gray eyes;
Brown for hazel and brown
eyes; Black for dark brown and
violet eyes. Green may be used
with eyes of all colors and is especially effective for evening

wear. Incased in an adorably
dainty gold-finished vanity-7 5c.

Mayhclline Eyelash Dark-

ener

will instantly

make your

lashes appear naturally dark,
long and luxuriant, and your
eyes larger and more brilliant.
Solid or waterproof liquid form.

Black or

Brown — 75c.

Mayhclline Eyebrow Pencil

— the new. clean, indestructible type,

willformandlineyourbrowsperfecily
in justan insam. Black orBrown, 3)c.
Ark fnr gfitiin* Mavhf/Hn« pr#|MiratioM«

actress.

NEARLY

all the theaters in Porto Rico are
equipped for talking pictures, and Porto
Ricans admire them very much. Hurrah for

the talkies! By hearing the .\merican music,
songs and dialogues we have learned more
English and have felt a greater sympathy for
that great .\merican nation. Jose .(Vntonio
Velazquez, Photoplay reader.

—

WOULD

not sign a contract in which I was
to be starred because I realize thoroughly
that I have not a strong enough personality to
Conrad Nagel, actor.
carry a picture.

I

—

you write to adrertLiers pleav mention PIIOTOPI.AY

MAQAZINC

Inslani lltaulifirrz for ikt Hyri

——

"
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'Red-Head" Bickford Speaks

Pin

I

Money
For Our
Readers
PHOTOPLAY
their
real

into

money by becoming
repre-

subscription

its

town or
in which

sentatives in the

community

:

T
not " he says. " They hand me a role
-•and say, 'You play this.' I say, 'The hell
So they call me temperamental. .Anyway, we rewrite it and do this and that to it,
and bye and bye I make the best of it and play
it, even though I think it's terrible.

now

spare time

"No," he lisps, "I've never ever theen or
heard of thith CharJeth Bickford. I'm not he,
my dear, I'm a corthet Lhalesthman. " So they
back away.
His idea of a good time " Aren't there miles
of beach, and miles of mountains? Don't get
the idea I'm a recluse. I've got a family— wife
and two kids and two dogs and a canary and
two cats. But when I go to dinner, I want to
go some place besides where they can't talk
about anything but pictures, studios and them-

—

AM

!

selves.

"Hollywood people are a little bit ridiculous.
They take themselves too seriously. .\\\ they

Bickford thinks just as much of Holly^vood
as he does of pictures, too.
"Matter of fact, I don't know Hollywood
except as a bystander. \\"hs,\. I have seen of
it I think is silly.
I've never been to one of

who go because they want

can see

is

doesn't

e.xist

Holl>nvood, and the rest of the world
for them.

DOX'T object

to them; I simply don't go
for the things they do, that's all.
Individually, there are swell people in Holl\^vood, but

these 'Hollywood parties.' "
He's never gone to one of these Holl>^vood
premieres, either.
" To me, they're nothing but a parade.
These

people

]

measles. When one approaches him he denies
violently that he's Charles Bickford.

I will.'

convert

to

and if he squawks they tell him he's a
temperamental so and so!"
Bickford thinks some day some official will
let him do something worth doing
he wants
to play Cyrano, or Danlon. or things like that.
'.\nd in the meantime," you ask him, "you're
marking time and doing what they give you to
do?"
"

offers its readers the

opportunity

COXTIXUED FROM PAGE 35

ability,

I

collectively, they're absurd.

Oh,

_"

understand how

I

thej' get that

way.

With success, they're surrounded by a swarm
of sycophants; yessed to death, in\-ited everj'-

to be seen.

They

get a kick out of parading up the line of
fan-atics and hearing them say, 'Goo, there's
Tillie Gedunk,' or whoever it is! And, 'Please,
kin I have yer autergraft?'"

where, besieged by autograph hunters; get
thousands of sappy fan letters no wonder they
get to think they're big shots. .\nd if I ever
get that way, I hope somebody shoots me!"

—

Bickford dodges autograph hunters like

they live.

You, as a reader of
Photoplay, will be
quick

realize
the
money-making possibilities this ofifer affords

Discipline

to

you.

[

COXTIXVED FROM

terribly true. The talkies had turned filmdom
upside down, and none of the old rules applied

Your

friends

—

in

— your
fact,

all

the homes in your community are prospective

—

subscribers for

PHOTO-

PLAY. Who, today, is
not interested in moving

—

pictures
the chief recreation of the American

public?

Be the first in your
community to take advantage of

this ofifer,

and

get started at once. The
coupon or a post card
will bring further de-

longer! Broadway, that had hitherto been
so far away, now stormed the very gates of
their

—

couldn't get a job. Nobody wanted her. ,-\nd
the black vision of that almost forgotten time
of poverty and drudgery and serving as a
waitress in cafeterias stared her in the face.
It was unthinkable. Better not to have had
success at all than, through no fault of her own,
to be thrown out of the heaven of a Beverly
Hills bungalow, pretty clothes, a car, money,
and back into the hell of a cheap rooming-house
and uncertain meals!
In the blackest of moods, with her rent overdue and the selling of her car the only feasible
solution to her immediate dithculties she ran
into Stafford one afternoon on Hollywood

Boulevard.
"Hello," he greeted her affably, "how have
you been? I haven't heard anything about
3'ou lately."

tails.

—

PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE,
Dcpt. Rl;- 12-30, 919 No. Michigan Ave,
Chicago, 111.
I am interested in your
fer 10 your readers. Send

"There hasn't been anything to hear," she
returned gloomily, "except
" and she broke
off.
"What did you e.xpect to hear?"
"Why, that you'd crashed the talkies and
and all kinds of things!"

moncv-makinc

me

ofthe details at

would have moved
'-'on. But he detained her. Changing his tone,
so that it held no trace of chaffing or irony, he
asked her to come to his place for tea. " Poor
kid " his voice seemed to say. " You're full of
troubles and worries, and what you need is
someone to tell them to."
Strange how girls are! This man who could
arouse antipathy in her quicker than anybody
in all the world could also soothe her quicker!
She had no intention of confiding in him when
!

In

rilOTOFL.VY M.\G.\ZINE

—

""T^ON'T do

Is

—

it,"

he cautioned her. "It's the
It's just as tough to
it is here
tougher for

-'-'longest way round.
get a job on Broadway as

—

you, I should say. You love mo\-ies, you want
to stay in movies, and this is the place of

movies!"
" Yes," she argued, " but

— 'stage experience,'

Don!"
"Stage experience be hanged!'' he exploded.
"I haven't had any stage experience, and I'm
going to direct talkies!"
"\tc you, Don? Who are you with? I
heard you weren't with Pinnacle'any more."
"I'm not with anybody. But I will be soon.
And so will you if you don't lose >-our nerve
and and run away. In the meantime, just
hang on and don't worry. You're a sure bet,
Netta.
You have talent and beauty and
youth. What you need is a manager, a good,
live-wire manager who doesn't let obstacles
stand in his way." In his vehemence, he got
up and paced the little sun-lighted patio. "I
could put you over, Netta. I believe in you.

—

—

Always did."
"

How

you put

CHE laughed bitterly, and

1

—

Hollywood,

dethroning stars and usurping
golden crowns. That's all one heard.
Broadway! Broadwaj! Stage experience!
In those other days a girl who had made
Netta's success was destined to go far. Now
the dreadful fact was borne in upon her more insistently day by day
she didn't count. She

4-4

she went. She hoped through him to hear of
some stray straw in the form of a job that she
might clutch at.
But before an hour had
passed, she had told him ever>'thing and her
decision to quit pictures and go to New York,
there somehow to get a job on Broadway and
ultimately
it would take years, perhaps
get
back into movies.

any

neighbors

P.ACE

could you?" she asked.

"How could

me over?"

He

returned to his chair, and for a space he
was silent.
"I don't know," he admitted
finally. "But, look here, Netta, if you stay on,
I'll manage you, and I'll bet anything you like
that I put you back in pictures and in a big
too.
How about it?"
"Why—yes—of course— it

—

way

you could," she

said.

" But," he stipulated, "you must agree to do
everything I want you to do. Everything. If
someone makes you an offer, you must turn

cuarantecd.

Photoi'i.av
decide against it, my
We'll draw up a contract if you
(ii-cision goes.
like, althouKli for my part your word is enough.
Will you give it to me?''
She hesitated. "I'd like to, Don— but I'm
broke."
" Ves," he said. " I was coming to that. This
For managing you,
is business, pure business.
(or getting you back in pictures, I'll expect ten
for
one year. In the
per cent of your salary
interim I will advance you what money you
need so that you can keep your house and your
because that's essential.
car and all that
Xetta Lynn is a success! We arc going to start
from that basis and go forward. Besides, you
know what Hollywood is! If they think you're
broke, it will be ten times as hard to get you a
decent contract than if they think you're well
That's common sense."
off.
" Ves, Don, but
" She was thinking of the

him over

to

mc.

—
—

—

money.

"But what?"
objection she raised he swept away.
she was glad when he demolished them.
hikiiii; money from him; he was
wasn't
She
merely advancing it to her as an investment.

E\'ERY
And

—

It

was business!

because he filled her with the enthusiasm and conviction that were his, she didn]t

And

stop to consider what profit there was in this
strange bargain for him. Or why indeed he was
doing it. She was on the brink of a dark chasm
and he was rescuing her! Her past remembrance of him with their quarrels and antip-

—

—

was blotted away.
athies
So the pact was made, and Xetta was happy
and hopeful as she hadn't been for months.
She saw herself as a star again. She even dared

dream that by some miracle she would play
Jinny in "White Roses." Tomorrow or the
day after or soon, at any rate, the phone would
ring and the head of some big company would
ask her to come to see him, or Don would come
with an arrangement already made!
The heart can sing so strong that in imagination our dreams are already come true!
But life isn't so. .\t least not in Hollywood.
to

.\lrnost at once. Netta received an offer from
Gerhardt Pictures, one of those small concerns
on Poverty Row. Don had nothing to do with
Gerhardt himself called her up and said
it.
that he was starting a picture the following
week and, while he couldn't give her the lead,
there was a part in it that she would like to

play.
"It's right up your alley," he said.
She told him she would talk to her

about
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Marion

Lee, of liroadway
fame, prefers the plain BOB.
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The modern

sculptured bobs do
wonders to bring out your personality. But like other present-day
modes of arranging the hair, they
it. That's why it's
so important nowadays to keep your
hair soft, lustrous, abundant. The
easiest and quickest way to give new
lustre and color to hair which has
begun to look dull and lifeless, is
with Danderine. And it makes the
hair softer, easier to arrange; holds

call attention to

it

in place.

Here's all you do. Each time you
use your brush just put a little Danderine on it. It removes the oily
film from your hair; brings out its
natural color; gives it more gloss
than brilliantine. 'Waves "set" with
it stay in longer; look much better.

Danderine dissolves the crust of
dandruff; puts the scalp in the pink
of condition. It stops falling hair.
small bottle is enough to show its

A

merits. Start

it

away.
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manager

know about

picture," he said. "It's no good for you.
In the first place, it's silent; secondly, they are
and you're not
starring Gertrude Olscn in it
going to play second to her! And furthermore,
Gerhardt can't afford to pay any real dough

—

anyway.

it

Danderine

it.

laughed
DON
that

on

Forget it!"

"Just as you say."
She had received a check from him in the
mail only that morning. It was not yet in the
bank. If he would let her work for Gerhardt,
she'd be able to give him the check back. It
was absurd and old-fashioneil of her, perhaps,
but there was something almost terrifying in
Still if he
the money-end of their bargain.

—

all right.
said "forget it"
Vet, a couple of weeks later,- Don accepted a
job to direct silent films for Inca Productions,
who were also on Poverty Row and of no better

repute than Gerhardt's outfit.
"Oh, it won't do me any harm," he said
when she argue<l the point with him. " I like
to keep busy— and it won't interfere with my
other plans."

"I like to keep busy too, Don."
Now
"Ves, but that's different, Xetta.
don't let us argue about it. I know best."
He brought her books to read books of
poems and plays to study and read aloud. He
engaged an Englishwoman— a Mrs. Ponsonby
who had been on the stage in London- to teach
her diction and elocution. .\nd many, many

—

1

i-iioTori..\Y m.m;.\zixk
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Hours

evenings he spent with her himself, talking
over plans, telling her of this, that, or the other
possibility that might break for her; or he'd
take her dancmg at the Cocoanut Grove to be
seen as pretty and as well-dressed as ever by all
tilmdom; or to a picture to keep up with the
latest talkie developments.
But nothing happened. The weeks grew
into months.
Spring came.
Hollywood
seethed with activity.
It wasn't the Hollywood of the spring before, but a new Hollywood, teeming with the alien influ.x from
Broadway. Already stars of last year were
being forgotten, and new stars stars from the
stage
were bom!
Don always had plans that failed. .\nd
with each successive failure, Netta's hopes
diminished and her confidence waned. Sometimes, she suspected, Don was discouraged too,
but he would never admit it. .\nd if, occasionally, she brought up the subject of money, he
would dismiss it laughingly or get annoyed.
"But that was our bargain, wasn't it? If
I'm not complaining, I don't see why you
should!"
"But it's been so long, Don and I owe you

COLD

neglect a
cold
that so often leads
—generally responds to
with the first application.

in chest or

throat-

to something serious
good old Musterole
Should be more effective if used once every hour for five hours.
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brings relief naturally. Musterole gets action
because it is a sc\eTit\f\c" counter-irritant"—
not just a salve— it penetrates and stimulates

blood circulation, helps to draw out infection

and pain.

Used by millions for 20 years.
doctors and nurses.

Recommended by

Keep Musterole handy— jars and

To Mothers— Musterole

is

tubes.

also

made

in milder form for babies and small
children. Ask for Children's Musterole.

''So you're going to quit! ' he said, covering
his anger with laughter. " Broke your word-

gone back on your bargain— quit
'"'
" she retorted, "if
"Yes,"
you want to put
'

—quit!"
"Well, I'm afraid you

that

"\\7TIAT

Netta.

Forget

".\nd maybe nothing will come of this
Did you read that little sketch I left
here the other day?"
"That thing ca'Ued 'Lily'? Yes, I read it."
"You don't think much of it?" He judged
that much from her tone.
"Xo, I don't," she confessed.
"Well, I want you to do it just the same."
"What do you mean do it?" she de-

—

manded.
"Play it," he told her. "We are going to do
it a week from tonight at the
'.\uthors Drama
Club,' and you're going to play the girl."
" The .\uthors Drama Club' "
She looked
at him, amazed. He was asking her to give up

it."

the sly, she went to see Gerhardt,
she heard was planning to do another
picture. He was offended by her treatment of
him before and curtly told her that when he
wanted her he would send for her.
But
evidently he noised it around, because Don

^^who

"Never mind what

it.

.And Don was furious. She tried to explain;
she spoke of the money agam; but that only
angrier.

"If you've lost confidence in me," he blazed

,

—

back."

He meant

to hurt her, she felt; and he did
.\nd even though, in the end,
she said that she was sorry for having gone to
Gerhardt and he said he was sorry for flying
into a temper, there remained a coolness between them that the events of the ensuing
weeks didn t tend to dissipate.
Netta wished fervently that she had never
listened to him but, instead, had carried out
her decision of going to New York. By hook or
pie system that i
one
only seven by crook she would have got herself a job on
easy
System can be the stage, and by now she might be in line for
ered at Home in your spare
a movie-job. Instead of which, she had wasted
her time. Wasted it utterly. .\nd worse than
INCREASE YOUR EARNINGS!
that, she was in debt, in debt to the extent of
thousands. Still worse, she was under a huge
(or "amazing slmplleity
obligation to Don Stafford
because business
TRULY LIGHTNING METHOD
or no business, she had taken his money month
Interesting booklet sent gratis without any obligation
after month and lived on it. On it
and hopes,
NU-WAY SHORTHAND SYSTEM
wild empty hopes that never came to fruition
FI.tironBlde.
Dept. 122
New Y
and never would
Then, when she had quit in spirit, but still
lacked that ounce of courage (if it was courage
she lacked) to quit in fact, she met Guy
Thorley, who was in Hollywood to recruit
movie talent for a chain of second-rate stock
this Neiv, Easy
theaters that he owned in the East. About her
acting ability he didn't know, but she was
beautiful enough for any stock audience, and
(uifnm'N
ntrcdftd
My new rrntli.-d so he offered her a job for four months as leading lady in his house at Bethlehem, Pa. The
IRACLE CREAM and apociol dovciupii^ i"salary was absurdly small but many of the
Broadway stars, he assured her untruthfully
had made their start under him.
of NANCV LF,E ^^RACL£ CHEA^M (in^'pUm
wr»pt--f) nnd
Netta accepted.
will includ.- my •projnl FigureftdvuiiUM o/tl.is bic offer— write AT ONCEI
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and that

will

'"/^hearse."
" The sooner the better," she agreed, unduly
grateful to the wizened little man for his rescue
of her.
For so, indeed, it seemed

She phoned Don at the studio and said she
had something very important to tell him.
And when he came she told him. She tried
to choose words that would make him underEvery odvcrtlsemenl

In
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for."

"Well, I won't," she repeated. "I won't
turn down Thorley's offer for this."
"Thoriey's offer!" he sneered.
"What
about me? Do you think you will ever be able
to pav back the money vou owe me out of liftv
dollars a week?"
"-\t least I'll be earning it
she defended
herself, "and not borrowing it!"
"Borrowing it! Don't make me laugh! You
didn't have any scruples about borrowing it all
these weeks! You lived in a fine house, and
had pretty clothes and a car and all the rest of
it, didn't you?
Well, you owe me something
even if you don't think you do. .And I want
you to play this sketch at the '.Authors Club'
because /'w going to direct it and I'm going to
have someone there to see it who may give mc a

at her, "and you want to quit, nobody's holding you!
But do it openly and not behind

A New Way

!

a four months' job in stock in order to play a
stupid ten-minute sketch at a club for one
night.
"I won't," she refused flat-footedly.
" Whatever for? "

^~^XCE, on

my

have

You've always got
me, Don, but nothing ever

'

it,

I

either!

—

made him

— because

other plans?

*'' plans for
of them."

—

" Forget

heard of

can't

comes

much!"

so

it

way

other plans for you."

—

—

DISTRESSING

stand her point of view, but evidently she
failed.

"
likes my work
" But you could get someone else to play
it
Don."
"I don't want anyone else. I wrote that
sketch even if you don't think it's any good.
I wrote it about you. It's you, and you're it."

job— if he

—

she gave in at last, "I'll play it."
she called up Mr.
him to postpone the
commencement of her contract. But he told
her that was quite impossible. If she didn't
want the job, there were lots of others who did!
"I'm sorry, then," she said, "but I'll have to
refuse it."
".\11 right,"

When Don had gone

Thorley and

tried to get

CHE

felt beaten and humiliated.
She didn't
blame Don for the stand he had taken.
he could get himself a talkie job by directing
the little sketch, of course he ought to. .Vnd
she ought to help him. She ought to want to
help him, even if it meant sacrificing herself.
She did, as he had said, owe him something. It
was the tone he had taken with her, the manner
in which he had reminded her of her debt, of
^" humiliating position, that hurt her so

'-'exactly
If

u; m

T

u

r

i

,

_

" '•''^^ ^^' ""J" ^=1""!
„
Ihere were two other actors in "Lily,"
Joe
Crooks, who played opposite Netta, and
Edna Underlee, an older woman. For seven
long evenings they rehearsed, under Don's first
attempt at stage-direction, and on the eighth
evening the performance was given.
.Sandwiched in between nine other numbers.
and acted in front of the invited audience that
filled the little auditorium of the club, "Lily"
received its modicum of polite applause.
The curtain fell, and Netta went back to one
of the improvised dressing-rooms to take off
her make-up and the cheap tenement-house
dress that Lily had worn. She felt that she had

guarnnlccd.

^y/^"'

.

—

—

:
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given a Rood performance, and the artist in her
was elated; it transcended, for a few moments,
the wei(;ht of unhappiness, and her gentian
eyes shone back at her from the mirror.
Then I.inda Ross, who was in the final number, a girl whom Netta knew only slightly,
came in, in a desperate hurry to get out of one
dress and into another. She was like a little
storm sweeping into the room. Netta ofTered
to help her, and Linda accepted with alacrity.
"It was a great break," she said, conversationally,
"Don Stafford signing up with
Pinnacle again, wasn't it?"
"Don with Pinnacle?"
"Sure— they signed him a week ago to do
'White Roses.' I got it straight from the boss'
secretary.
Say," shcstopped and laughed,
"don't tell me yoii didn't know!"

—

—

THERE was something about that laugh and

about that "you" that made the blood rush
into Netta's cheeks, made her suddenly angry.
Linda had dashed out.
Netta finished her own dressing, pondering
what Linda had told her. Linda's laughter
rang in her cars as an accompaniment to her
own thinking. It made her a little sick. She
had said she would meet Don and the others
Joe Crook and Edna for supper at Don's
place, but instead she slipped out through the
back entrance and went home.
She sat on the divan in the dark living-room
and let her mind travel over and over the same

—

Slowly, mercilessly, the truth
was pounded into her. That's why he had lied
to her, and tricked her into doing that ridiculous sketch! To make her stay. To keep her
She recollected the Gerhardt job
in bondage.
that he had made her refuse; other offers that
weren't good enough or big enough or some-

tortuous road.

139

—

" I'm going to New York
to work," she told
him. " I'm sorry you iimsled so much money
in me, and the investment didn't turn out as you
expected, but I'll pay you back. If it takes me
all my life, if I have to scrub lloors, I'll pay you
back every cent." Now that she had starte<l,
it was ea.sy to go on, and she didn't spare him.
And he listened, his mouth tight-pressed, his
gaunt cheeks pale. When she came to the end,
he said

384
TIMES EVERY

HOUR

" Ves? So that's what you think!''
"Of course. What else!"
"Just a Hollywood girl!" he said mockingly.

"Well,

let

me

tell

you something.

—

If

I'd

treated you like other men
Mattered you on
the set, told you how great you were
if, when
you were down and out, I'd made you a different kind of bargain, you'd be taking a very
different attitude now.
You'd respect me
and believe in me. Hut I was always a sap

men. oroerlmj

—

where you were concerned from the very
minute I laid my eyes on you.
"I'll tell you something else.
What Linda
Ross told you about Pinnacle signing me up a
week ago was true. They wanted to sign me,
but I wouldn't sign unless they took you to
play Jenny. That's why I made you stay
and play last night. The boss was out front
and and here's your contract." He took it
from his pocket and tossed it towards her.
".\nd you won't have to scrub floors to pay me
back
Good-bye."
The ne.xt moment Netta heard the door slam
and he was gone.
She glanced at the contract, at her bags, and
then, suddenly, too weak to stand, she sank
down on the divan. She tried to think, but her
mind wouldn't formulate thoughts. It was as
dead as her heart.

FLOWERS
BY WIRE

—

—
!

—

Look

She remembered how brutally he had spoken
owing
to her the other night about the money
him something, even if she didn't think she did!
" Vou lived in a fine house, and had pretty
clothes and a car and all the rest of it, didn't

—

He

"Don," she

in beside

him.

"What

some place? ''

vanishing.

tried the studio,
It wasn't until

—

said softly.

is

an interna-

which guaranteed the exchange
between cities of 1,403,211
flower-by-wire orders during

didn't answer.

She opened the door and got

but he wasn't there, either.
late afternoon, when the sun had gone down
and the amethyst light of the California dusk
was tinting the garden, that he came.
"Hello," he said cheerily, "what happened
after the show?" Then he
to you last night
saw her bags. He laughed shortly. "Going

She

F. T. D.

tional association of florists

can I say
what can I ever say or do to take back what I
thought what I said? You'll never forgive
me. will you?" She slipped her hand into his,
and they sat there, both very miserable.
The amethyst turned to purple; it grew dark.
And still they sat there, happy even in their
misery, and with the misery swiftly, swiftly

left.

The

sitting motionless at the wheel, staring out

"Don," she whispered.

In the morning, she phoned him at his house.

But he had already

flowers for Cliristmas.

in front of him.

you?"

D. "Mer-

bonded service when you send

she got up and moved to the
window. To her surprise she saw Don's car
still standing outside.
She hurried out and saw

^
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principals in the latest Hollywood Battle of the Century— the seventh
set of fisticuffs to take place in the movie colony in the past year. Left,
Ernst and Helene Lubitsch, photographed before their recent divorce.
Right, Hans Kraly, scenarist and fiance of Helene, who was smacked by
Ernst at Mary Pickford's benefit party when Lubitsch thought Kraly was
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back to Hungary. At the end of seven months
he reappeared, speaking fluent English, with

The

fans' response to this picture resulted

Paramount's decision to make him a leading
man. Lukas is grateful for his success, and
sensible in his attitude toward his first picture,
in

only the faintest accent.
"I wanted to become proficient in the language," he explained to gasping HoUjavood.
"I had bad luck with professional teachers, so
I found a young college man who agreed to be
with me constantly.
I took him to lunch,
every place I went. We talked nothing but
English. He corrected all my mistakes."
Simple? But how many foreign players have
stubbornly clung to their own set, talking
nothing but their own language!
U'hen English had been conquered, Lukas
didn't immediately land in starring roles. He
graciously accepted small parts and made
them conspicuous. He was the master criminal with Evelyn Brent in "Slightly Scarlet."
He was the German in "Young Eagles" with
Buddy Rogers. He stole that picture. He
made another hit in "Half Way to Heaven."
In "Anybody's Woman" with Ruth Chatterton and Clive Brook, he made the fans wish
that he had gotten the woman!

"Ladies'

Man."

It originally

had been bought

for

WiUiam

Powell, but the leading character, a gigolo,
amiable with fat old ladies for a purpose, was
considered unwise for the heroic Powell. Lukas
got it. He is not afraid of the role.
"When I played on the stage in Budapest,
we did not have to be so careful about always
being good and handsome. The star system

was unknown.

We

did the classics of

guages, playing
suited."

any

role to

all lan-

which we were best

Lukas' hobby is flWng. He has had fourteen
hours in the air alone.
He has taken out his citizenship papers. He
doesn't want to return to Hungary, even for a
vigit.
His pretty blonde wdfe, Daisy, went
home for a visit last year, but cut it short.
She, too, is perfectly content to be an Englishspeaking United States citizen.

She Threatens Garbo's Throne
'

CONTINUED FROJt

months the "Morocco" company went on location. .At the end of one day Marlene had to
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do a scene in which she walked across the
sands.
She was to walk a quarter of a mile
and a whistle was to tell her that the scene was
over. But somebody forgot to blow the whistle.
She walked on, for a mile, and then
fainted.

They found her and brought her back and
when she came to she was crying. The mascara
was

spoiling her

make-up.

She opened her

"Oh, I'm so sorry. I have another
cloze-up to do.'"It is not cloze-up," said Director Von Sternberg, "it is close-up. Say it properly!"
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it.

"Close-up."

memorize her

lines until she

comes on the

set.

Then Von Sternberg says them for her. She repeats after him and docs them exactly. She must
remember those lines, in good Enghsh, too,
translate them mentally into German and do
emotional work before tie camera. She speaks
with a decided accent away from the microphone.

on location, she was doing a scene
and her teeth chattered so she could not go on
with it. At last she said, "I know that I am
-Again,

nobody. I know I should ask for nothing, but
perhaps if I had a warm cup of coffee I could
then do my work."
There is no telephone in her dressing room.
She has not dared to ask for one.
She wanted to see Joan Crawford, one of her
screen crushes, and when she discovered that
they had the same manicurist she waited for
over an hour in the beauty shop one day when

South Cjirolioa Ave.
llie Boardwalk

«950
^

Marlene repeated

T70N STERNBERG will not allow her to use
^ an accent in films. Therefore she does not

J (iy

Joan had an appointment. Crawford did not
arrive and Marlene was broken hearted. Yet
when one of Joan's friends suggested that a
meeting might be arranged Marlene said, "Oh,
no, she would not want to see me. \\'hy should
she want to see a German girl who would only
gape at her beauty who would sit speechless
with wonder and awe? "
Marlene is miserable in this country except
when she works. When there is no work she
sits alone and reads or plays the radio.
And
thinks about her young husband, a director of

—

—

In
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German

]

and her baby, whom she adores.
two pictures of the child
Weekly the mother and
daughter exchange phonograph records
films,

She carries in her bag
in tiny silver frames.
little

of their voices.

Marlene is as lonely as all who seek and do
not find. Hollywood is too big for her. Its
people are too hearty. Parties, she does not
like, since the women
"dey talk of their
jewels only.
'See this bracelet?' Lhey say.
'\ friend he gave me that. This ring? See,
another friend he gave me that!' Dey talk of
such things. I would rather be alone and miserable than to talk of such things.
"I try to find with the women here warmth
and understanding. I do not. They talk of

—

their bracelets

not

and

know them

She would

their rings.
well enough."

Perhaps

I

do

a httle house right on the
Paramount lot where she could stay the whole
time and not make the trip from Beverly Hills
to the studio every day.
She goes to see pictures, not as a person who
is connected with them, but as a devout fan.
She wonders at the beauty and talent she sees

upon the

like

screen.

"The girls here," she says, " they are pleased
with themsehes. They think only of the good
things about themselves. Me I do not like
myself.
nose, it turns up at the end.
shoulders, they are too broad. Aly mouth, it
is too big.
I think always how bad I am.
I see
m>'self upon the screen. I wish I had not done
it so.
I am very bad, I think.
I ask Mr. Von
Sternberg if he will take the scene over again.
He will not. Von Sternberg he does not how
you say? do retakes."

My

—

—

HTHE sunshine saps her vitality.

My

—

Scientists call

her type "heliophobe." On rainy days or
deep fog, only, is she happy. " I could not
have my baby here with me," she says. "She
would not be well with so much sunshine."
She is the only foreign actress who has been
brought to Hollywood for English versions,
primarily, since the talkies began, but Von
Sternberg, like another director, with another
young actress, saw in that poignant, mobile
face some strange an<I wondrous beauty.
Music was to have been Marlene's life and,
while studying to be a violinist, she strained
-'•

in a

guaranteed.
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hand. They said she must not lift a bow
months. Then she went to Ma.x Keinirdt's school of drama.
She recited a little
ini
she
loved and he admitted her.
I'
From
ill re
she stepped to the stage, playing the
ling role in the German version of "Broadw.iy' and in several musical comedies. She
hi. small roles in pictures.
Usually she was a
r

li

I

six

ir

Lake Shore Drive Hotel

1.

1

I

I.

,

I

hard-boiled gal.
-he married then, and when her baby was
1. gave up
her career until Von Sternberg

;r.iv.

it

to

Germany

to direct

Jannings

in "'I'he

.\ngel." Her heart broke when she knew
she must leave her baby for six months.
.•^iuis going back to Europe for the child's
liitliday anil the Christmas hohdays.
She is beautiful, with a complexion so perfn t that you want to spend the next year in a
lji;iuty shop.
Her eyes are blue, her hair
riildish golden.
l.iiu-

lli.it

wonder what Garbo thinks,

I

U

i^

III

strange

woman

screen.

I

if she has seen
so emotionally like her, on
if she fears a rival.

wonder

Marlene says,

"When

I

work, when

I

am

do not think. I put on make-up. I see
actors with make-up on. I like to see
i.ices I know so well on the screen. I stare
ai people like a rude child for I think them so
beautiful.
I go on the set.
I work, work,
work. I love that.
I

'.

r

I

—

is

when

my

Fashionable

hHotel,

wooded

for thirteen miles of the

I am alone that I wish
oh,
baby, my home, for rain, for
good music, for people who who do not talk

"It

I wish for

I

Chicago's Most

Michigan Avenue, where the Drive
faces Lake Michigan, commanding

shopping, business, and theatre

-

fSsi

-

an

shore

noise and congestion yet within

—

about their bracelets and rings."

located just off North

Oak

Street,

unobstructed

view

turns east at

Away

line.

from the

minutes drive of the

five

districts.

Vrf.

IS ss

E@ s r

mF

<

-m
i

IT

'4£^^£^b^,

As

a hotel

it

is

complete

in

every detail, yet

remarkable degree the atmosphere of

a

it

has retained to a

distinguished home.

The Dinlng-Room, overlooking Lake Michigan, with an environment of elegance, formality, and classic dignity, is a striking

background

How
new

for fashionable

luncheons and smart dinners.

do you care for Rita LaRoy's
sports fur coat?

It's of

summer

Lake Shore Drive Hotel and Restaurant

ermine combined with white. Note
the scarf drawn tightly about the
neck, and the three-quarter length
sleeves with which gauntlets are worn

181

Lake Shore Drive, Chicago,
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Casts of Current Photoplays
Complete

for every picture

—

—

"-\DIOS" FrKST X.^TI0N--\L. From the story by
Lanier Bartlett and Virginia Stivers Bartlett. Screen
play by Bradley King. Directed bv Frank Llovd.
Tlie cast:
Francisco Delfino {El Puma). Richard
Barthelmess; David Hoivard, James Rennie; Rosila
Garcia. Mary .Astor; Dolores Delfino. Marian Nixon;
Pe!er Harkness. Fred Kohler; Lupe. Barbara Bedford;
Mariano Delfino. Robert Edeson; Juan. .Arthur
Stone; Concha, Mathiide Comont; Judge Travers,
Erville Alderson.

Frances Hvland and Phil Roseit
Directed by Phil Rosen. The cast: .4(i<:c Kendali,
Collyer; Fred Garlan, Lloyd Hughes; Jim
Hamilton, CKven Moore; Esther Hamilton, Dorothy
Christy; Harrison Morrell. Jameson Thomas; Mrs.
Kendall. Nella Walker; Billy. Robert Agnew; Sally
Gwen Lee; Helen. .Addie McPhail; Mary. Joan
Standing; Bridge Players, Martha Mattox, .Arthur
.Adele Buffington.

Hoj-t.

"FATHER'S SON"—FiBST N.^tional.— From
"Boy o' Mine" by Booth Tarkington.
Adapted by Hope Loring. Directed by William
Beaudine. The cast: Bill Emory, Leon Jannev; HC
Father, William Emory, Lewis Stone; His Molhi
Ruth Emory, Irene Rich; Dr. Franklin. John Hallid;
Vestibule Thompson. Robert Dandridge; His Fnt L
George Reed; The Bad Boy, Mickey Bennett; Dinakgi
nak^
Gertrude Ho-n-ard; Mrs. Stewart, Bertha Mann;
inn;
Chauffeur, Grover Liggon.

A

ALOXG CAME YOUTH"—PABAMOtJNT.-From

one sure way that never fails to remove dandruff completely, and that is to dissolve

Then

it.

ia

J-ou destroy it entirely.

To do

this,

just apply a little Liquid Arvon at night before
retiring; use enough to moisten the scalp and
rub it in gently with the finger tips.

By morning, most, if not all, of your dandruff
be gone, and two or three more applications
completely dissolve and entirely destroy
every single sign and trace of it, no matter how
much dandruff j-ou may have.
You will find, too, that all itching of the scalp
n-ill stop instantly and your hair n-ill be lustrous,
glossj-, silky and soft, and look and feel a hundred times better.
You can get Liquid Airon at any drug store,
will
will

and a four ounce bottle is all you -n-ill need.
This simple remedy has never been known to
fail.

Directed by

Corrigan and Norman McLeod. The cast: Larry
Brooks, Charles Rogers; Elinor Farringlon, Frances
.imbrose, Stuart Erwin; Euslacc, William
Lady Prunella, Evelyn Hall; Senor Carles, Leo
White; Senora Carles, Mathilde Comont; Sue Long,
Betty Boyd.

Dee;

you can
have the

VOICE
you want

100%
Improvement
Guaranteed
Send today for free Voice Book telling about amaziM New SILENT Method of Voice Training. Incre^o your
raaire. your tone cjaalities. Baiiisb haaitiDees aud hoarseness.
Learn to einK with orraUr *tu*. lOO o/ o impr-ayement iTuorattteed— or money back Write today for free booklet ooe ot
tbeffreatest buoklt-ts on yuice traioinif ever written.

—

Longden; Major Boldy. .Arthur Hardv; Tale Hughes,
D. A. Clarke-Smith; Mrs. Tale Hughes. Helen Have;
Belly Tale Hughes. Joan Barry; Dandy, Monty
Banks; Caplain, Sydney Lynn.

DANCINIr

;;°eU;Kprr^

the country, offers amazing money saving advantages. Garments delivered back to you scintillating
in refreshed, renewed glory— unconditional gurarantee
otsatlstactlon. En)oytheextrasmartnes80f thrift. . .
take advantage of quality cleaning that saves you

more than one-half on cleaning
S«tid (01 Irie buoklll

"Iln

Dom-Cliiney Cleaning

&

Dyeing

ol

Thrill" prlcl

Company

lilt

5fs/ouR-,

of

UP"— Paramount. —From the play

b]

John McGowan. Paul Gerard Smith, Richard Rodgel'
arid Lorenz Hart.
.Adapted by Jack Kirklant.
Directed by V'ictor Schertzinger.
The cast: Joel
Mason. Charles Rogers; Belly Trumbull. Helen Kane;
Skippy Dugan, Victor Moore; Mary Trumbull. Margaret Breen; Mrs. Martha Trumbull. Helen Carrini;ton; Rex Cutting. Gene Gowing; Georgie Martin. BiUy
Ta>'lor; Caplain Denny. Harrv Shannon; Larry M'hi.'e,
C. .Anthony Hughes; Captain Whitney. John H.imilton; Naval Officer, Stanley Jessup; Blake, Pn.-lon

I

Foster.

—

"HER WEDDING NIGHT"— PAR.oiorNT

From the story by .Avery Hopwood. .Adapt^ll by
Henry Myers. Directed bv Frank Tuttle. The c.ist:
Norma Martin, Clara Bow; Larry Charters, Ralpl
Forbes; Bertie Bird, Charlie Ruggles; Bob Talmadti
Skeets Gallagher; Gloria Marshall. Geneva Mitchel"
Lulu, Rosita Moreno; Eva, Natalie
Kingstoi.^
Smithers, Wilson Benge: Mrs. Marshall, Lillian

I

ElUott.

—

THE"—

The Doctor, George Irving.

Greta, Jeanette

"CAT CREEPS. THE --UN-n-EBS-^L.— From the
W illard. .Adapted by Gladys Lehman.

story by Jolin

b>- Rupert Julian.
The cast: .Annabelle
Wcil. Helen Twelvetrees; Paul. Raymond Hackett;
Charles Wilder, Neil Hamilton; Cici'ly, Lilyan Tashman; Dr. Patterson, Jean Hersholt; Hendricks, Montagu Love; Crosby, Lawrence Grant; Harry Blythe,
Theodore Von Eltz; Mam' Pleasant, Blanche Fred-

Directed

erici;

Susan, Elizabeth Patterson.

—

From the story by Bert Kalmer and
Ha^^^• Ruby. .Adapted by J. Walter Ruben. Directed
by Melville Brown. The cast: .Amos, Freeman F.
Gosden; Andy, Charles J. Correll; Jean Blair, Sue
Carol; Richard Williams, Charles Morion; Ralph
Craicford. Ralf Harolde; John Blair, Edward Martindel; Mrs. Blair. Irene Rich; £(i"nor Crawford, Rita

LaRoy;

Kingfish, Russell Powell.

"DERELICT"

Pab.vmount.

—From

the

ston-

by William Slavens McNutt and Grover Jone.i.
Directed by Rowland V. Lee. The cast Bill Rafferty.
:

George Bancroft; Helen Lorber, Jessie Royce Landis;
Jed Graves, William Bovd; Fin Thomson, Donald
-Stuart; Jameson. James Durkin; Travis, William

the story

Wade

Boteler.

"Two Time Marriage" by

" EAST ISJWEST "— U>m'EBSAL.— From the story
by Samuel Shipman and John B. Hymer. .Adapted
b>' Winnifred Eaton Reeve.
Directed by Monta
Bell.
The cast:W>'i« Toy, Lupe Velez; Billy Benson.
Lewis .A\Tes; Charlie Yang, Edward G. Robinson;
.Mrs. Benson. Mary Forbes; Lo Sang Kee. E. Allyn
Warren; -l/r. Benson, Henry Kolker; Hop Toy, Tetsue
Komai; Thomas, Edgar Norton; Dr, Fredricks,

Charles Middleton.

bills.

Eili3 Smjrtnirii

KivG Pboductions.—

Belmore; Potz, .Andre Beranger.

Screen play

Jack
Townlev. Adapted bv Harvey Thcw. Directed by
Roy Del Ruth. The cast: George, James Hall; Paul,
Lew Cody; Helen, Irene Delroy; Joan, Natalie Moorhead; Lawyer, Edward Alartindel; Maid, Margaret
Seddon.

In

P.

Loff; Ambassador from Monleverto,
Lawrence Grant; War Minister Krakawitz, Lionel

the play

"DIVORCEAMONG FRIENDS "—Wabxebs.—

l)orn<'lcjncy. the largest direct cleaning establishment

Ralph

"HOT HEIRESS.
First National
the story by Herbert Fields.
Directed by
Clarence Badger.
The cast: Juliette Hunler.
Munson; Hap Harrigan, Ben Lyon; Bill Dugan. T,im
Dugan; Oily, Walter Pidgeon; Margie, Inez Court n'\-;
Lola. Thelma Todd; Irene, Elise Bartlett: Mr.
Hunter. Holmes Herbert; Mrs. Hunler, Nella W alktr;

by Rudolph Lothar and Fritz Gottbj" Benjamin Glazer. Directed bv
Malcolm St. Clair. The cast: Helene, Betty Comjison; Baron Valmi, Ian Keith; Mona, Mary Duncan;

From

CLEANING BILLS

"HE.ADS

the storv

"BOUDOIR DIPLOM.AT, THE"—U.vi\'ersal.

From

wald.

Stack; Capl. Gregg.

On Your

"FOUND"

Sponsored by the National Research Council
Australia.

"BARBER JOHN'S BOY"—Wabners.—From

"CHECK AND DOUBLE CHECK" — Radio

Professionai

J.

Mary. Barbara Kent; Old Timer,
Alec B. Francis; Ship's Officer, Noah Young.
Lillian Leighton;

the stor>- by Ben .Ames Williams. Screen plav by
Joseph Jackson. Directed by .Allan D«-an. The cast:
"Barber John" Bollon, Grant Mitchell; Emily, Lucille
Powers; Michael Bollon, Phillips Holmes; Jim
McCord, George Marion; Rip Hendry, Otis Harlan;
Cal Bollon, Russell Simpson; Vint Glade, Dwight
Frye; Tom, Bill Banker.

Pictures.

%TAOETAP

"FEET FIRST"— PAB.iMotrsT.-From the stoii
.CIS
by John Grey. Alfred A. Cohn and Ch-de BruckmaJ
Continuity by Felix -Adler and Lex Neal. Directed I
Clyde Bruckman. The cast: Harold Horn
Uoyd; John Tanner, Robert McWade; Mrs. Tann

—

".ATL.ANTIC " British Intebnationai.. From
the play "The Berg" bv Ernest Raymond. Directed
by E. A. DuPont. The cast: John Root, Franklin
Dyall; Mrs. Rod, Ellaline Terris; Poynler, Donald
Calthrop; La;L-rence, John Stuart; Monica, Madeleine
Carroll; The Padre, Francis Lister; Lanchesler, John

by Walter Noble Burnes. Continuity by Wanda
Tuchock. Directed b>- King Vidor. The cast: Billy,
John Mack Brown; Carrell, Wallace Beer>-; Claire,
Kay Johnson; Swenson. Karl Dane; Titnslon. \\'yndham Standing; McSween, Russell Simpson; Mrs.
McSu-een. Blanche Frederici; Old Sluff. Roscoe Ates;
Bollinger, Warner P. Richmond; Donoimn, James
Marcus; Hatfield, Nelson McDowell; Brewer, Jack
Garble; Bullenforlh, John Beck; Santiago, Chris
Martin; Nicky Whoosiz, Marguerita Padula; Mrs.
Hatfield, Aggie Herring.

Now

d^.

I-lo\-d

.Austin;

"BILLY THE KID"— M-G-M.— From

.

HM

.African E.\pedition.

Way to End It

Sure

There

the story

Paul L. Hocfler and Walter A. Sutter for the Colorado

the story by George Marion. Jr.

this issue

June

•AFRICA SPEAKS"—Columbia.—Produced bv

DANDRUFF

reviewed in

" EXTR.A\'AGANCE " — Tiffany Pboductions.
—From the story by A. P. Younger. Continuity by
Brerr advertisement In

PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE U

From

Om

"JAZZ CINDERELLA. THE"—Chesterfield.
From the story by Edwin Johns.
—
by
-Adrian Johnson
.Adapt. J
and Scott Pembroke. Direct. ,i by
Scott Pembroke.
The cast: Mildred \an
Loy; Herbert Carter, Jason Robards; Patricii

Nancy Welford; Mrs. Consuelo Carter, Doroth
Piiillips; Danny Murray. Da\id Durand; Jun
Freddie Burke Frederick; Henry J/wrrfljl
Frank McGlynn; Ollie, Jim Burtis; Darrow, Geor^
Cowl; Epstein, Murray Smith; Fineman, Willia
Carter,

Strauss; Pierre, Roland Ray; Sylvia de Sprout, Jun
Gittleson; Virginia Hooker, Evelyn Hayes; iJaira
Bernie Lament.

"JUST IMAGINE"— Fox.— From the stcry
DeSylva. Brown and Henderson. Music by DcSylv
Brown and Henderson. Directed bv Da\id Butlel
The cast: Single O, El Brendel; LN-IS, Maurci
O'Sullivan; J-21, John Garrick; D-d, Marjorje Whitd
RT-)3, Frank -Albertson; Z-4. Hobart Boswortl
MT-3, Kenneth Thomson; X-IO, Wilfred Luc
B-J6, Mischa -Auer; .AK-44, Sidney De Gray; Coi^
mander. Joseph Girard; Looloo, Booboo, Joyzell
Loko, Boko, Ivan Linow.

"KISMET" — FiBST

Natiov.il.

—From

the

pli

by Edward Knoblock. --\dapted bv Howard Est
brook. Directed by John Francis Dillon. The
HajJ, Otis Skinner; Marsinah, Loretta Young; Calif
.Ihdallah, David Manners- IFaiir Mansur, Sidn^
Blackmer; Zeleekha, Mary Duncan; Jailer, Mont
Love; -tmrK. Ford Sterling; The Guide Nazir, The
dore Von Eltz; Imam Mahmud. John Sainpolj

Edmund Breese; Kafur, Noble Johnson; T"!
Muezzin, Richard Carlyle; Kaztm, John SheehaJ
Narjis, Blanche Frederici; Azof, Otto Hoffman; Tk
//o-oW. Will Walling; rA<C/iam(>fr(ai>i. Sidney Jr
Jawan,

'

Zayd,

Lorin Raker; Caplain of Ike Guards. Oliri
Francis; Miskah, Carol Wines; The Wazir. Ch-irlcs,
Clary.

"LADY

SURRENDERS.

A"—

U-N-nERSAL,-i
From the novel "Sincerity" by John Erskine. Co4
tinuity by Gladys Lehman.
Directed by John
"
Stahl.
The cast: Mary. Genevieve Tobii
Rose Hobart; Winthrop Beauvel. Conrad Nagel; C^
Vaudry, Basil Rathbone; Butler, Edgar Norl

guaranteed.

'

.

—

— ——

— —

—

.
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Sonia, Carmel Mvors; Lawlon, Franklin Pansborn;

Mn.

Lynchfidii, Vivian

Oakland; The Maid, Grace

LADY'S MORALS, A"—M-G-M.— From

Ihe

Hans Kraly and Claudine West. DirccU-d
by Sidnt'v Franklin. The cast: Jenny Lind. Grace
Moore; Paul Brandt, Reginald Denny; Barnum.
Wallace Beery; Olaf. Gus Shy; Josephine. Jobyna
Howland; Broughm. Gilbert Emery; Innkeeper,
story by

GeotKC F. Marion; Marelli, Paul Porcasi; Zergo,
Giovanni Martino; Innkeeper's Wi/e, Bodil Rosing;
Louise. Joan Standing; Selma, Ma\is Villiers; Rosalli.
Judith Vosselli.

"LAUGHTER"

Paramount.

— From

the story

H. D'.\bbadic D'.Vrrast and Douglas Doty.
Dialogue by Donald Ogdcn Stewart. Directed by H.
DAbbadie DArrast. The cast: Peggy Gibson, Nancy
Carroll; Paul Lockridge, Fredric March; C. Morlimer

by

Frank Morgan; Ralph Le Sainle, Glenn
Anders; Marjorie Gibson,^ Diane Ellis; Peart, OIlie
Burgoyne; Benham, Leonard Carey.
Cihson,

•QUEEN OF SCANDAL. THE"— United

—

Artists.
From the story by Louis Bromfield. .\dapted bv Sidney Howard. Directed bv Crtiorge Fitzmauricc. The cast: LiHi. Evelyn Laye; ^/i>*o. John Boles;
Olio. Leon Errcl; Frilzie, Lilyan Tashman; Janos,
Hugh Cameron; Liska, Marion Lord; Zagon, Lionel
Belmore; Papa Lorenc, George Bickel; Egan, Vincent
Barnett; Almady, Henry Victor.

LITTLE CAESAR •—First National.— From
the novel by \V. R. Burnett. Adapted by Francis
Exiwards Faragoh.
Directed bv Merv>'n LeRoy.
The cast: "Rico' Bandello, Edward G. Robinson; Joe
Massara, Douglas Fairbanks. Jr.; Olga Sirassof,

Glenda Farrell; The -Big Boy," Sidney Blackmer;
Police Sgl, Flaherty, Thomas lackson; Pete Montana,
Ralph Ince; 7"onv Passa. William Collier, Jr.; Arnie
Lorch, Maurice Bl.-ick; Sam Vellori, Stanley Fields;
Olero, George E. Stone.

LOVE TR.ADER, THE^^

Tiffany-

—

Produc-

From the story by Harold Sliumate. Directed
bv Joseph Henaberrv. The cast: Mariha Adams,
Leatriee Jo\'; Ponia, Roland Drew; Nelson, Chester
Cnnklin; Captain Adams, Henry B. Walthall; Louana,
Barbara Bedford; Captain Morton, Noah Beery;

tions.

Jones, Clarence Burton; Benson,

Wilham Welsh.

FOLLOW THE LEADER' — Paramount. —

plav bv William K. Wells, George White and
DeSvlva. Brown and Henderson. Screen play by
Directed by
Gertrude Purcell and Sid Silvers.
Norman Taurrg. The cast CnVA.v/s. Ed Wynn; Mary
Brennan. Ginger Rogers; Jimmie Moore, Stanley
Smith; Sam Plalz, Lou Holtz; Ma Brennan, Lida
Kane; Helen King, Ethel Merman; George ^yhilc,
Bobby Watson; R. C, Black, Donald Kirke; Bob
Sterling, William Halligan; Frilzie Devere. Holly Hall;
Tuo-Cun Terry, Preston Foster; Mickie, James C.

From the

:

Morton.

MIN

AND BILL'^- M-G-M.— From the story
'Dark Star^ by Lorna Moon. Adapted by Frances
Marion and Marion Jackson. Directed by George
The cast: Min. Marie Dressier; Bill, Wallace
Hill.
Beery; Nancy, Dorothy Jordan; Bella, Marjorie
Rambeau; Dick, Donald Dillaway; Croot, DeWitt
Jennings; Alec, Russell Hopton; Mr. Southard, Frank
McGlyn; Mrs, Southard, Gretta Gould.
•'

MOROCCO • — Paramount. — From

the play

'•Amy Jolly^' by Benno Vigny. Adapted by Jules
Furthman. Directed by Josef Von Sternberg. The
cast: Tom Brown, Gary Cooper; Amy Jolly, Marlene
Dietrich; LaBissiere, Adolphe Menjou; Adjutant
Haupt; Anna Dolores, Juliette
Ullrich
Caesar,
Compton; Corporal Taloche, Francis MacDonald; Co/.
Conti; Mme. Caesar, Eve
.Albert
Ouinnei-ieres,
Southern; Barralire, Michael Visaroff; Lo Tinio, Paul
Porcasi.

—

MOTHERS CRY"
the story by

Lenore
cast:
Arlie,

David

First National. From
Adapted by
Helen Grace Carlisle.
Directed by Hobart Henley. The
Williams,

Manners;

Dorothy

Beany.

Helen

Peterson;

Chandler;

Meredith Burrell.

"REMOTE

CO.'MTROL^— M-G-M.— From the
play by Clyde North, Albert C. Fuller and Jack T.
Nelson.
Adapted by Syhia Thalberg and Frank
Directed by Malcolm St. Clair and Nick
Butler.
Grinde.
The cast: William J. Brennan. William
Haines; Sam Ferguson. Charles King; Marion Ferguson. Marv Doran; Professor Kruser. John Miljan;
Polly. Poily Moran; Smedley. J. C. Nugent; Radio
Engineer. Edward Nugent; Chief of Police. Wilbur
Mack;

Blake. Al Smith; Williams. Frank Rjce; Joe.
Ernie .Adams; Curley. Slim Whitaker; Fatty, Robert

MacKenzic.

Blodgett,

James Donlan.

RIVERAS END^'

Warners.

SHADOW

Tom

—

From the story by George Ro.sener.
Directed by James Cruze. The cast: .Mahnyo. Betty
Eddie, Lee Tracy; Boris, Gaston Glass;
Dave, Alan Hale; Olga, Dorothy Christy; Dugan, Fred
Kelsey.

Compson;

THE ••—Radio

"SILVER HORDE,

Pictures.—

From the novel by Rex Beach. Screen i)lay by
Wallace Smith. Directed by George Archainbaud.
The ca.st: Cherry Malotte, Evelyn Brent; George Ball,
Louis Wolheim; Boyd Emerson, Joel McCrea; Eraser,
Raymond Hatton; Mildred Wayland. Jean Arthur;
Fred Marsh. Ga\-in Gordon; Queenie, Blanche Sweet;
Wayne Wayland, Purnell Pratt; Thomas HiUiard,
William Davidson; Svenson, Ivan Linow.

"SIT

TIGHT •

Warners.

— From

the stor>' by

Rex Tavlor. Adapted by Rex Taylor. Directed by
Lloyd Bacon. The cast: Winnie, Winnie Lightner;
Jojo, Joe E. Brown; Sally, Claudia Dell: Tom, Paul
Gregory; French Girl, Lotti Loder; Dunlap, Hobart
Bosworth; Olaf, Frank Hagney; Charley, Snitz
Edwards; Wrestling Trainer, Edward George.

••STEEL

HIGHWAY. THE^^-Warners.— From

Maude Fulton. Directed by William
cast: Bill, Grant Withers; Lily, Mary
Astor; Jack, Regis Toomey; Ed, James Cagney;
Haley, Fred Kohler; Pegleg, J. Farrell MacDonald;
Marie. Joan Blondell; Bixby. Walter Long.

the story bv

The

Wellman.

—

••
SUNNY •• First National. From the play by
Otto Harbach and Oscar Hammerstein II. Music by
Jerome Kern. Adapted by Humphrey Pearson and
Henry McCarty. Directed by William .A. Seiter.
The cast: Sunny. Marilyn Miller; Tom Warren. Lawrence Gray; Jim Deming, Joe Donahue; Wendell-

Wendell. Mackenzie Ward; Peters. O. P. Heggie;
"Weenu." Inez Courtney; Marcia Manners. Barbara
Bedford; Sue, Judith Vos-selli; Sam. Clyde Cook; The
Barker, Harry .Allen; First Officer, William Davidson;
Second Officer, Ben Hendricks, Jr.

—

"TOD.AV— M.vestic. From the story by
Abraham Schomer. .Adapted by Abraham S5choraer
and George Broadhurst. Directed by William Nigh.
The cast: Fred Warner, Conrad Nagel; Eve Warner,
Catherine Dale Owen; Emma Warner. Sarah Padden;
Henry li'ar^iCT-. John Maurice Sullivan; Marian
Judith

Garland.

Vosselli;

Swayne

Gordon;

Gregory.

William

Pierre,

Gloria
Bailey;

Santschi.

hcornj

Mrs. Farringdon. Julia
Vernon. Edna Marion;
Telka.

Robert Thornby;

—

—

From the
Paramount.
••TOM S.ANVYER'^
Adapted by Sam Mintz,
novel by Mark Twain.
WiUiam Slavens McNutt and Grover Jones. Directed
by John Cromwell. The cast: Tom Sawyer, Jackie
Coogan; Huckleberry Finn, Junior Durkin; Becky
Thatcher, Mitzi Green; Schoolmaster, Lucien Littlefield; Mug Poller, Tully Marshall; Aunt Polly, Clara
Blandick; .Mary, Mary Jane IrN-ing; Sid, Jackie
Searl; Joe Harper, Dick Winslow; Injun Joe, Charles
Stevens; The Minister, Charles Sellon.

"UP THE RIVER^^— Fox.— From

the .stcry by

The
Directed by Jolm Ford.
Spencer Tracy; Dannemora Dan.
Steve, Humphrey Bogart; Judy.
Claire Luce; Pop. William Collier, ST.;Jessuf. George
MacFarlane; Morris, Gavlord Pendleton; Edilh
LaVerne, Sharon Lynn; ^ophie, Noel Francis; Kit,
Goodee Montgomery; Slim, Rob<Tt Burns; Clem,
John Swor; The Warden, Robert E. O'Connor; Jean,
Joan •'Cherie" Lawes; Mrs. Massey, Louise Mackintosh; Dick Ihe Dip, Dick Deene; Happy the Tramp,
Johnnie Walker; Beauchamp, Pat Somerset; Whileley.
Wilbur Mack; Nash. Harvey Clark; Froshy. Morgan
Wallace; Mrs. Jordan. Ed>-the Chapman; Cynthia.
Althea Henly; May and June. Keating Sisters;
Deputy Warden, Joe Brown; Daisy Elmore, Carol
Wines; Minnie. Adele Windsor; Annie, Mildred
Maurine Watkins.
cast:

Louis,

St.

Warren Hymer;

sanely
its miscrirand your own .
simply and safely. Avoid cutting
and digging or the eavagc speed of
"minute" removers. Let Blue-jay,
the recognized 3-day treatment for
banishing corns, ease its torment*
and gently clear it away.

End

.

.

.

.

Pangs cease the instant Blue-jay
takes hold. You shop in comfort
lend to
, dance, walk, golf, or
,
business without pain to distract
you. Blue-jay shields the sore spot,
softens and destroys the corn's
structure, nurses the abused tissues
,

back to health.

Vincent.

"VIRTUOUS

SIN,

THE^'- Para-mount.- From

Adapted by Martin
story by Lajos Zilahy.
Brown. Directed bv Louis J. Gasnier and George
Cukor. The cast: General Gregori PlatoJT. Walter
Huston; ^Marya Ivanovna, Kay Francis; IJ. Victor

the

Kenneth MacKenna; Alexandra Siroganov.
Jcbyna Howland; Cattlain OrlojT. Paul Cavanagh; Ll.
Sablin,

Glinka. Eric Kalkhurst; Maj. Ivanog'. Oscar Apfel;
Cot. Nikitin. Gordon McLeod; Capt. Sobakin. Youcca
Troubetzkoy; Sentry. Victor Polel.

••WAY FOR A SAILOR^'- M-G-M.— From

the

Scenario by
by .Albert Richard Wetjen.
Laurence Stallings. W. L. River and Charles MacArthur. Directed bv Sam Wood. The cast: Jack.
Beery;
Joan, Liila
Tripod,
Wallace
Gilbert;
John
Hyams; Ginger, Jim Tully; PoUy, Polly Moran;

On or off in

ten seconds. Blue-jay is
pleasant, handy, balh-proof, positive in action. Follow with a Pro-

tect-O-Pad, Blue-jay's new comand the corn will
never come back. At all druggist's.
Blue-jay, 25 cents; Protect -O-Pads,

fort -[)artner,

35 cents.

story

Flossy, Doris Lloyd.

•YANKEE DON, THE^^ Richard Talm.adce
Productions. From the story by Madeline Allen.
Directed by Noel Mason. The cast: Dick Carsey,
Richard Talmadge; Juanita. Lupita Tovar; Tenny.
Gayne Whitman; Ilunfredo. Julian Rivero; The Don.
Sam Appel; Duenna. Alma Real; Barney, Victor
Stanford.

"YOUNG WOODLEV— British
al.

RANCH^'—Columbia.— From the
story by George M. Johnson. Continuity by Frank
Howard Clark. Directed by Louis King. The cast:
Sim Baldwin. Buck Jones; Ruth. Marguerite de la
Motte; Maggie Murphy, Kate Price; Tex, Ben Wilson;

TREAT that

Drew Demarest.

—

— From

the story
bv James Oliver Curwood. Adapted by Charles
ken>on. Directed by Michael Curtiz. The cast:
John Keith and Sergeanl Connislon, Charles Bickford;
Mirian, Evalyn Knapp; O Toole, J. Farrell MacDonald; Colonel .McDowell, David Torrence; Louise,
Za.Su Pitts; Mickey, Junior Coghlan; Martin, Walter

McGrail; Sholwell,

WHAT SHE WANTED •'—Cruse-

"SHE GOT
TlFFANV.

J. Coffee.

Mary Knight

Jenny, Evalvn Knapp; Danny. Edward Woods; Frank
Reginald
Williams. Pat O'.Malley; Karl .Muller.
Pasch; A/ary'i Mother. Claire McDowell; The Doctor.
Chas. Hill Mailes; Harl. Sidney Blackmer; Sadye.
Jean Bary; Danny as a boy, MarWn Jones; Beatty as a
child.

Dan
B.

Cunard.

by John Van
The cast: David Woodley, Frank I^wton; Laura
Simmons, Madeline Carroll; Mr. Simmom. Sam
Mr. Woodley. .Aubrey Mather;

I'ining. Billy

Milton; Mitner. Gerald Rawlin.son; Ainger, John
Teed; Cope, Tony Hallpenny.

niien you

irrlle to

adicnlsers please mention

CORN PLASTERS
PROTECT-O-PADS
LIQUID BLUE-JAY

Internation-

play by John Van Druten. Adapted
— From theDruten.
Directed by Thomas Bentley.

I-ivesey;

BLUE'JAY

rllOTOrL^T MAGAZINE.

BAUER & BLACK
DIVISION OK TlIK

Chicaga

,

,
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Snuggle Rug

^

for

Baby

Girls'
[

Problems

COXTIXUED FKOM PACE

your own shortcomings, and make apologies
tor them.
If they are so apparent you won't
have to point them out; and if they're not,
why call attention to them? Vou, perhaps,
think about yourself a great deal, and in time
that leads to under-valuation. But don't communicate that viewpoint to others. It's fatal
to popularity.
If you find yourself growing self-conscious,
jerk your thoughts away quickly and ask your
partner something about himself. .A. good way
to overcome shyness in oneself is to seek out
other bashful men and girls and try to put them
at ease. It wiU help to make you popular with
everyone, and will increase your confidence to
know you are doing the decent, kindly thing.
Be sure to be as nice to girls as to men. That
often leads to other party invitations.

18

Don't be

]

and supercilious toward
Say something kind about

critical

the other guests.

some

of them. If you particularly admire one
of the girb, tell someone who is apt to repeat
it to her.
People like to hear complimentary
things, especially if they have the ring of sincerity, and always have a warm spot for the

one who gives the compliment and the one who
repeats

it.

Don't be jealous, or at

Be

least,

grateful for little attentions

don't show

and

sort

is

not to be underrated.

Be a good

when occasion

For Baby's comfort and Mother's peace of mind. Zipped

cold and draughts.
Featured in pink. blue. tan. Nile and maize Kenwood
pure wool fabric and other fine materials with matching
satin trimming.
Popularly priced at leading department and infants'
wear stores. Send for circular and name of nearest store.

SNUGGLE RUG CO\rPANY
SEVENTH STREET

"An Address of

m^^^S^^
*^
/y ^^
XX^r

•

GOSHEN, IND.

Distinction"

Holiday"

^^'^® ^ ^^'"^
days for a visit to

"^ ^^"^

'i't^Jjr'r
''^

Chicago., for shopping
personal business

•

•

r/^^ and the Opera. Smart
in accommodations
^^^ egance
the operatic renditions
^^
r
of Henr>' Selinger and the
el-

.

.

.

Dralce Concert Ensemble
convenient accessibility
. .
theatres. .
to the Opera
stores and the Loop business

i

.

district. .add immeasurably
to the pleasure of those who
choose The Dr.\ke. Rales
begin at $5 a day. Permanent
Suites at Special Discounts.

4

HOTEL, en ICA CO
Under Blackstone Management

*/2
,

S«v«

,

Price

own

H-Rock Bottom
mli

ttritl.

Also

J'ortjihlpi

atandard ofBcs

KtrcOuoed

prti

SEND NO MONEY
^ictMd
„i>i.i

braod r
S«Dt on IM

Ilk.

International Typawriter Exch., m^"!!?:^

/'/^v

cm^

GUITAR

Mandolin 'Ukulele
r/ui

FREE BOOK

Sh(j«s the Waij to

Almost a year ago Mary Astor's husband, Kenneth Hawks, was

- Pleasure
Bigger Income

Populariti|
Send

fi>i'

Your

f%i&AOH

Coptj

Inc.

,

killed in

the air crash over the Pacific that took ten lives. Since then Mary has
film colony for her gallantry in
going on with her career. Recently she signed a term contract with Radio
Pictures. Here she's fishing between scenes while on location at Catalina
Island. Note the third finger of her left hand

become more and more beloved by the

Now

Erer}' •dcertls«inent In

PHOTOrLAT MAQ.\ZLNE

Is

listener

requires it.
adjust yourself to almost any crowd
for one evening, so don't sit back and act the

Vou can

safely into his Snuggle Rug, Baby is warm and comfy
—ready for crib, carriage or motor. And Mother is free
from worry for she knows he is securely protected from

241 N.

it.

courtesies.

Remember that a man likes a girl who can talk
well, but who lets him get in a few words, too.
There are many kinds of charm, and the quiet

Kturanteed.

j
I
1

—

a

Photoplay Magazine for Dixk.mukr,
because you think you arc too
for them or not (jood enough. Join in all
;imcs, even if you know you're a dub at
But
1, and laugh at your own mistakes.
make any more than you can help.
it's an informal party, offer to help your
ss serve it you know her well, but don't
as an e.xcusc to show oil your housewifely
to prospective husbands. Men sec through
>r, either

1

I

FOURTH PRIZE

'45

MARLBORO AMATEUR COPY CONTEST

IN

MissMarjorie

1

1

19.50

Dent Candee

I

'

4'^ Prize

sort of thing.
be the dependable sort of person who
vitcd to many parties because she can be
led on to make the other guests conifortand keep them interested. 'I'hen you
have to be "often a hostess, but never a
t
i!" And invitations to your own parties

..

(n't be turned

down

mdvcrtisenicnc

S

TO A
M ART WOMAN'S

ENSEMBLE

lightly, cither.

riii J.\ne:

not enough nowadays to wear a stunning frocR

is

It

Carroll's eyes droop ever so slightly
the outer corners, and she showed me how
lifts them cleverly with eyebrow pencil
For street use, the
re facing the cameras.
St smudge of eye shadow will be sufficient
:i\e the right effect.

Nancy
I

Kronen

(tTiinshtn^

with this

ly to

and

a distinctive nat...Il.acn

costume must be

entire
(>crfcct

minor accessory of tnc

cleverly blended

into

a

wbole.

L

That

:

U you feel that perfume influences your
moods and makes you feel gayer, use it as generously as gooil taste permits when you have
a "big date."

It's perfectly

proper to change

Sojjnisticatcs

tiert watch

magazines

cognize Marlboros

all,

tneir water-t>rooi,

proof and infection-proof

cigarette /or those
who can afford 20c

who takes care of her own
use between professional manifact that all the tools and materials

for the girl

Plain or Ivory Tipped

for the best.

cures. The
are so easily available, in one compact, dainty
case, is an incentive to keep nails shining and
smooth. Just a few minutes ever)' day, or

:

No

Utching

—

Amazingly simple with this new hair bnxsh
and its specially designed bristles, curved to

frombabyhood. She told meshc had toovercome
a sense of awkwardness and self-consciousness

fl

but she determined not to be deprived

the head.

fiufJv

of the pleasure and social contacts that dancing
would give her. She is a much sought-after
partner now, and you can be, too.

—cleanse

Use

it

Skin

to keep hair soft and

the scalp

—

prevent dandruff

stimulate circulation.

A

—

big value

Pyroloid.

in

What

Nile green, beige or coral
color for you?

Don't worrvlonKcr
inK Skin, fjandrufl.

Winnhe:
Ordei

underweight, Winnie, but

easily gain the live or si.x pounds that
bring your weight up to normal. If you
are not drinking much milk now, add a glass
or two every day to your diet. Milk makes a
nice mid-afternoon "pick-up." And eat more
vegetables served with cream sauce, cereals,

Difference in Price

Stop

only $2.00

forget your crippled leg in the delight of gliding
over a dance floor. One of the most graceful
dancers I know is a girl who has been crippled

trifle

We'll send C.O.D.
a hcMlc- of oioling.
-thisali-.dcpindahU-

you can
will

T/>e

WILCOX HAIR BRUSH
,

NO MONEY
MENTION

SEND

JUST

puddings, etc.

DEALERS NAME

Antta

lA CHRISTMAS GIFT

My

comhave their share in overcoming it.
plexion leaflet will give you more specific directions. .\ stamped, self-addressed envelope
with your request will bring it to you promptly.
As you say, the use of acne preparations is
helpful, but the cause must also be removed.
all

I

a.

«

£o
$1.00.

TT7

HH«»:«HMH!aa«K«HiKKwssiK»::««»s.:»:wia»:HaaHHHHKH"«HaHis«H

L.:
.^cne requires rigid, regular treatment, and

3 •c. 60c.

FOR SKIM IRRITATIONS

These colors should be becoming to you:
soft shades of green; most blues, particularly
the rich, vivid tints; deep orchid; gray; golden
brown; burnt-orange; tomato; black with color
touches, and white.

in extreme cases a physician should be consulted. Many girls of your age, however, have
mild cases of acne, and proper external care,
simple diet, drinking plenty of water, and
balanced periods of rest and outdoor exercise

and

grease-proof, saliva

qualities.

WAY

EASIEST
TO
GLORIOUS HAIR

An"XI01S:
Be glad your limp doesn't interfere with
dancing. By all means, take some lessons and

are a

ti{}s,

THE

every two or three days, does the trick. Maybe
you can drop a hint to Santa Claus to put one
in your stocking!

Vou

good

unfailing

MARLBORO

rake chances

cheap cigar etl€sT

Enjoy Marlboro—

a good invest-

nails, or for

first,

^ ney

banubags.

s

and newspapers.)

M'Xtk

kit is

above

(For other prire win-

.... tfhy

at

women

sanitary
taste, their clean,
I, iresn, absolutely

skin.

Mari.\n:
.V complete manicure

ment

cnic

to

—

on the

in

BELONG!

the other, as your fancy
pleases. That's just a question of preference.
Both Jean .\rthur and Sue Carol say that
they lind perfume stimulating, especially when
they are working on pictures. Most girls use
a scent of some kind if only a mild toilet
water, or a bit of sachet powder rubbed right

from one scent

IVORY TIPPED

why Marlboro's new

is

cigarettes travel

That Willi

Be Appreciated Throughout the Year |
12 months' subscription to PHOTOPLAY
USE THE COUPON ON PAGE 147

MAGAZTNE
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How

to Live
[

important players can perform this

fairly

High on $0

CONTINUED FROM
trick

successfully.

You'd better not try

it

ANOTHER

clever lady owns no jewelry of
her own yet every time you see her she
looks like a Tiffany window.
Diamonds, emeralds and rubies bristle from
her throat, wrists and fingers. How does she

manage

it?

Very simply.

When

she is going to a formal party she has
her maid ring up one of the local jewelers and
request that he send out several necklaces and
bracelets so that she may select one for herself.
She is much too busy, you see, to come into
the shop.
And because the lady is known to be rich the
jeweler hastens to comply with her request.
That evening she wears the gems and returns
them the ne.xt morning.
She is sorry that none suits her exactly.

6aMidtWau%

TF

you're a constant habitue of Hollywood
-••premieres you will notice that one blonde
young player always attends in a ravishing fur
coat.

Tireless energy, sparkling eyes, laughing
lips, rosy cheeks bring success and popularity. Free your system from poisons of constipation, the cause of dull eyes, sallow cheeks,

dragging feet. For 20 years men and women
have taken Dr. Edwards Olive Tablets
substitute for calomel. Non-habit-forming.
They help to eliminate the poisons without
bad after-effect. A compound of vegetable

—

known by their dive color.
They have given thousands glorious health.
Take nightly. At druggists, 15c, 30c and 60c.
ingredients,

^faiii«ii^lVE TABLETS

.^nd never the same wrap!
Ah, think you, she must be making a big
salary to afford so many.
But oi, thinks the fur dealer, that's my best

Year

people they'd be losing money to give a cut.
Some of the New York people, who are always given discounts in the old home town,
complain bitterly when they are refused this
simple courtesy.
Sometimes, of course, it is a case of give and
take.

New shops often give the players clothes in
exchange for the use of their pictures in the
windows and a tender inscription across the
photograph.
A certain comedian ate for one year at
the same restaurant and never paid a cent
for his food.

The proprietor knew that it was good business to have the player seen at his cafe and that
his presence drew the suckers in to dine, so the
player attended the eating place where he
could get free meals.

Many

restaurants let the players run up

bills.

Some

do not pay these bills
and the restaurant owners, knowing that upon
of the players

this patronage depends their success, cannot
press for their money.
You have seen how one may have cars, jewels, clothes and food without paying for them.
But there are servants, furniture and rent to
be considered. Hold on there are rackets for

—

A CERTAIN Hollywood writer has not paid
'* a dollar for rent in a year, yet he lives in a

coat.

She works her little racket in the same way
that the lady of the diamonds works hers.
Most of the stores employ professional shoppers whose duty it is to call upon the players
personally with their wares. The poor dears
are much too busy and too worn with their
strenuous duties at the studios to go to the
shops themselves.
\Vhen the shopper arrives the players discover that they just can't decide but they must
have the frocks left overnight.
The next morning they send them back with

lu.xurious home in Beverly Hills that boasts a
swimming pool, a tennis court and all the
other delights.
How does he do it?
Living with him is an elderly relative whn is
confined to a wheel chair.
The writer claims that the landlord cannot
evict a tenant if there is an invalid on the
premises.
And apparently the landlord can't, Ixcaiisc
the relative lives on.
Two little players, sisters, ordered some furniture especially made for them.
Because they were famous the shop de-

It is easier to pull this racket with wraps
than with dresses, since the stores keep a
pretty sharp lookout for this sort of thing and
discontinue their services to those caught in
the act of wearing unpaid for clothes.

manded no deposit.
The furniture was finished and delivered.
The players refused to pay.
The furniture was so bizarre that the shopkeeper knew he could sell it for very little if he
were to take it away from them, so he scttKil

A

T several stores professional discounts are
many of the shopkeepers feel
that as their trade depends so much on picture

-''given, but

B

a

1

that, too.

regrets.
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And now

for the sen'ants.

done

It's

like

A certain player looks at the ads for
She interviews the job
butlers.
hunters and, when she discovers that they have
before she makes them
California
in
worked
not
a proposition like this: She tells them that if
her
for three months for
for
work
will
they
nothinf! she will, at the end of that time, ({ivc
them e.xcellent references and, if they're new
at the game, they accept.
this.

maids and

In this
the time.
ing in

147

way

new

she keeps a staff of servants all
Of course, it's a little trouble breakhelp but it pays for itself at the end

A

of the year.

These are the most important rackets.
There is, of course, much petty Rraft.
Naturally, the Rfeat majority of players do
not indulge in these habits.
But there are
enough of them who do to make it fairly will

Chri^mas

GIFT
Twelve Thnes

organized.

THERE why

are

1

Tibbett
one."

costume

bandit

in

of

The end had come!
"Think of Tibbett in an
me,"

shirt singing to

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 6
singing

old-fashioned night-

snapped, slamming the

I

Now
ment

I

I

hear John Boles through the apart-

walls.
I.

H. LiiOH

why

don't see

I

the producers

let

—

V'ilma

come

alike.

C

go.

I like

Baton Rouge, La.
I had never heard a name that I would care
to give my baby girl (if ever I have one) till
" Di.xiana." She certainly shall be
I had seen
named that, in remembrance of Bebe and that
wonderful picture.

Mrs. Margret Smith

Seattle,

all its numbers?
saw Betty Compson in "Inside the
Lines." I had to look twice to be sure she was
there. I wish, all you dear ladies, that you'd

give the scale a chance to use

Tonight

I

get pleasingly

plump again!

Kay M.\tthews

Ashfork,

.\riz.

call Greta Garbo "the mystery womFor the money, I could be so mysterious
mother wouldn't recognize me.
There's no mystery about Garbo. She's just
a smart Swede who knows that the gullible

They

an."

my own

public loves

its

hokum

Jacksonville,

War

is

declared.

is

—

Mary Margaret Dalton
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M. Jane Schnvre

Picking a Queen
New

Christmas Subscription

COUPON

Orleans, La.

New

Orleans, I recently
lifelong resident of
viewed " Dixiana." The picture gives persons
.\

the

wrong impression as

to

the

manner

Year. S2.50.
ix:r

in

year.

Six monlhs, S1.25. Oinacla, W.OO
Foreign Couniries. 13.50 pir year.

Photoplay Magazine, Dept. 12-CS,

which the queen of the Mardi Gras is chosen.
It is customary for Rex, ruler of the Mardi
Gras, usually one of the richest and most
prominent business men of the city, to select
his queen from among the popular debutantes
AusTi.v C.

ever conceived
Satan,"
and wrote such a story as
and what super-madman ever directed such a
to get
audience
the
for
thing? It was necessary
as dizzy as the author and director in order

From

a

919 No. Michigan Ave., Chicago,
fn:

Moore

<

Man, Too!
New

"Madam

to enjoy the picture.

desire.

return coupon, attach a
Postal or Express Money Order
Belter hurry.
or a Check.

Kay Marlowk

madman

C.

you

When you

Southerner.
Mint juleps as served in "Dixiana" looked
like a bunch of alfalfa that might be served to
a horse.

Reading, Penna.
of

jjeriod

— Enclosed

(ind $.

of the season.

Page Mr. De Mille

What manner

whatever

Your name and Christmas greetings will appear on this card,
which will be sent either to you
or to the recipient of the gift.

Let's have less people like Buddy Rogers
and more like Jack Oakie.

And the remainder of
not spent in playing bridge.
the evening
Maurice should retire the continuance of a
prominent club depends upon it.
boils.

Christmas Card has been
provided, stating that Photoplay Magazine will be sent for
tic

Johnny Mack Brown, born and

I'la.

For the safety and peace of humanity, kindly
have Maurice Chevalier withdraw from the
screen. Every time my bridge club meets, it
develops into a movie discussion. There are
three Chevalier fans who do nothing but talk
and rave about "the dear boy." My blood

assured the keen-

enable you to send this gift
subscription in a correct and
most attractive way, an artis-

raised in the heart of the South, talking as
though he were a Yankee trying to imitate a

Raymond Grea\'es

Society Threatened

is

To

What have the motion picture producers
against the South? In all the recent attempts
to portray the Southland, particularly "Coquette" and "Dixiana," they have failed miserably.
These pictures have been the laughing slock
of Southerners. It is unpardonable to hear an

in large doses.

—

the most
illustrations and
reliable information about
pictures.
their
stars
and
the

Washington, D. C.

actor, such as

Mystery Solved

motion

welcome. Photoplay has
the brightest personality
most appealing
stories, the

Less Mint, Suh!

Wash.

every-

in

est

M. Ledittek

Instead of movie stars putting themselves
through rigorous torture by dieting— why not
•

month

the Marx Brothers came from Broadway,
saw "Animal
I
please send them back.
Crackers" and it was one of the most nonsensical pictures I have ever seen. Please give us
pictures in which women are respected and
treated courteously.
If

Pass the Potatoes

recipient.

when

interested

is

You know

pictures, the gift of a magazine that reveals the inside of
every
the art and industry

Chivalry

Libby, Mont.

In these days

one

Chai>m.\.\

absolute.
please the

is

will

it

accents.

Grace

it

month

She was marvelous in "A Lady to
Love." What if she has an accent? The world
would be awfully monotonous if we all talked

Hanky

Papa Approve?

Will

continue its presence
after month— long
after the holly and mistletoe
but its welare forgotten

does

Ponca City, Okla.

door.

a

scription to Photoplay
Magazine is such an ideal
Christmas gift. Not only

Especially Vilnia's?

to

several
sub-

reasons

Brickbats and Bouquets

York, N. Y.

noticed that Mary Brian in "The Kibitzer"
wore the same dress that Helen Kane wore in
"Pointed Heels." The producers must be very
saving.

RussEL Erb
Wbcu you

I

Larry Lvbarger
write to idTcrllscre please montloD

IMIOTOPLAY

Address
I

SIAGAZI.S'E.

Lstwtb of •ob»eripU«iil

III.

By

Studio Rambles

Ha r r

i e t

Pa r son s

In rambling around the

Metro studio, our
vagabond cameraman
caught this shot of
Polly Moran and Joan
Crawford in "Within
the Law." A great
dramatic part for our
Joan, and how she's
playing it!

quiet around the studios these days. But
PRETTY
scout around we may
something amusing.

if

we

find

Let's Ford our way out to Culver City and crash Pathe
and M-G-M. Joan Crawford's working today on "Within

stalks along after her.

"Cut." That's

takes approximately a minute!
flash on the screen.

It will

all.
The whole thing
be only a momentary

the Law." It's Joan's first heavily dramatic role in a long time.
She plays a master crook, and they say she tears into the part
in a manner that would do credit to Pauline Frederick.
Incidentally Joan looks like Frederick and admires her tremendously. We said admires
not imitates. That Crawford girl
doesn't have to imitate anyone.
Yep here's the set. We recognize it by the modern furni-

THERE'S

The art department surrounds Joan with an ultra-modern
background whenever possible. She's stunning clad in a flat fur

Another Hollywood Cinderella!
We're on an ocean liner. Seems to be a sea-going day. It's
an amusing scene in the dining salon. Connie sits alone at a
table.
Rathbone asks her to dance. Connie: "I'm surprised
that you remember me." Rathbone: "Of course, I remember
you." As he leads her onto the floor he whispers to the head
steward, "Find out the name of the lady I'm dancing with!"
Something goes wrong with the sound, and Director Paul
Stein calls for the sound engineer. An assistant tells him, " He's
gone to a funeral." "His own?" queries Stein, hopefully.

—

—

ture.

with a

jacket flaring at the hips. She's being quizzed
by a hard-boiled police inspector and getting the best of it.
That's Marie Prevost in the bright red lace negligee. She
back-chats the inspector, turns up her already tilted nose and
flounces off the set. And there's Bob Armstrong
he plays
another of Joan's band of crooks. Bob Montgomery's in it, too,
but he isn't working today. It's a swell cast we'U have to
see this one.
suit

little

—

—

LIKE

to go over on "The Passion Flower"' set? Charles
Bickford, Kay Johnson and Kay Francis are in it.
Phew! Thai's a long trek. They ought to provide baby
Austins or, at least, roller skates! Well, here we are. The set's
on a raised platform and we'll have to walk up that narrow
plank to get there. Look out! Ah, we're safe. Well, if it isn't
the Oakland ferry
as big as life and almost as real.
And
regular San Francisco weather, apparently
everyone has um-

—

—

and

raincoats.
A man with a hose is spraying the floor to make it look as if
it had been raining. Now he turns the stream on a girl in a blue
raincoat.
She stands patiently while he sprays her head and
shoulders. The willing sulTerer is Kay Johnson.
Over there, slouched in a chair, looking bored, as usual, is
brellas

Big Boy Bickford. His red thatch is the one bright spot in the
gray scene. Now they start a machine going which fills the
air

with synthetic fog.
last everything is ready.

At

camera man

Bickford heaves himself out of

"They're turning over," there's
a moment of hushed, expectant silence
then Director William
De Mille waves his hand and the scene comes to life. E.xtras
begin to hurry to and fro. Kay Johnson with bent head and
tragic face walks slowly down the platform and Bickford
his chair, the

calls

—

a company from Paramount on location at the
over at Pathe. It's probably the Chatterton unit.
On the way we drop in to take a peak at
Connie Bennett and Basil Rathbone.
They're working on
"Sin Takes a Holiday," an original story by a former script
before
girl.
They say she tried five years
she had a storj' accepted. This one was her first break and now all the studios

back

lot

Let's take a look.

are after her.

WE'D
they

better hustle if wc want to get to the back lot before
Into the Ford again and over a
stop shooting.
bumpy road. This is the place. There's a chain across the road
and the watchman looks at us dubiously before he lets us
through. What a strange scene.
We find ourselves amongst
the ghosts of a thousand pictures. .\11 around are the weatherbeaten remains of old sets.
Suddenly we come upon action. Beside a rustic brook in a
green pasture wc stumble upon a company in full swing.
They're shooting, and wc have to stand poised on a rickety
bridge, expecting to go through at any moment, until they're
if you ignore all the mechanical
finished. It's a pastoral scene
paraphernalia and the weary actors dozing in their chairs.
That sleeping figure completely smothered in a steamer rug
must be Chatterton. She can fall asleep at the drop of a hat,
and it takes four assistant directors to startle her awake.
Ruth and David Manners have just finished some tender
love scenes. The story's called "The Right to Love," and in it
Ruth gives three characterizations. She plays a young girl, the

—

same
Ruth

girl

grown middle-aged and her daughter.

feel

worse than a case of dual identity.

It's

Must make

we got here just in time to turn around and go back.
growing dark and everyone's anxious to get home.

Well,

She

from Mei^ York
Doston and M told Iter

to

fleiiw

coiiiplo.^ion secret

tills

Xot long ago
ill

:i

I fliw to

Boston

Sikorsky Aniphiliiaii

— my

Ifof

first

wrrc

ciglit of

—

strangers.

Hut Hying

is

oKy
still

so nr\\

wasn't long Ix-forc

it

were

all cliatliiig

aeross the narrow aisle

before

Jnst

we

reaehed

an<l I

was

terril)ly

and

i)leas<'d

she

knew who

surprised

to discover that
I

was. She

"Oh. Miss Chase, jilease
talk to you after we
land. I need your advice so
hadly ahout my coniiilexion."
,\fler we were on onr way
in from the airport, she told
me she'd had quite a persistent case of acne for over a
year. I asked her what she
had done for it and she .said,
"Oh, I've tried everything."
I found her "everything" was
all kinds of lotions and ointsaid,
let

<

me

nmay

Iion bp«-ii

I

<l

tlie sliin)

i>h.v-

xs

ripiitable pli.v.sician
tmlu rt'liai)Ie aiilliority for

tlieir

l.s

llio

.s<*ien-

advice upon tile care and
treatment of the .<!kln.
I have personally examlnwl the
signed aiminents from 7:< leadliuc
dermatoloKists of America who
have approved I ho com|><>sitlon
and cleansing action of Camay
Soap. I certify not only u> the
high standing of tlii'se physlclana.
Iiu t al.so to their approval, as slat<xl
tiflc

—

and IrcalmcMls in
everything hut the one
thing she ne<'ded.
S) I t.)ld h<-r thai tlu' only

these complexion articles.
.V few days ago the girl
wrote me her complexion had
cleared up wonderfully from

care a nornuiily healliiy skin
needs is thorough cleansing

the medical treatment. .\nd
tlial, on her dixlor's advice,

with such a gentle, mild so;ip

t

ments
fact,

Boston we exchanged cards

rare of

(tile

'I'lii'

like friends.

from me.

proptTl.v

ri'Kisl<Ti\l

sjiecial province.

\m-

An<IIlalk,il<|uiteal()ttollie
girl

til

wlio havt^ bwn licensed to
practice medicine and wlin have
a<lopt«i llie science of dermalol-

us in the cu

that

(i(Trii;iH»lc)^:ist

iilil.v

~

airplane ride. TIhtc

very
all

od routo

as C'ama.v.

Ami

that, for iiny

chronic condit ion such as hers,
the only jxTson ((uulified to
give her advice was a dermaa registere(l physitologist

—

who has spi-cialized
the care of the skin.

cian

This

girl

was so

my advice that
appointment

I

in

grateful for

of the (ierUKitologists

one

whom

I

had consulted ahout Canuiy
when I (irst slnrled prejjaring

nnd

Noap evpp had xueh modl.nl

fragrant

come

to

Camay care we've all
fe<'l

.so

M. U.

enthusiastic

And

Iniilinit

":l

Crlii-

ahont.

dcrnintoluKi'l'

/
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CaiUH.v were srlcrtcd l».v Dr.
Tusry »liii. for 10 yriiri. liao tirrn llic
c<lil<ir i>( Ihr oHiHiil journal of tlir drrii|i|irovc(l

i.iii'l

it

grand to know

that the one care that great

mal..l„ni-l^ o(

llio 1'Mil.Hl

Slalr..)

authorities prescribe for our

arranged an

for hiT with

in this adviTtiseniiiU.

he only care she was now giving her skin was the gentle,

complexions is the loveliest
and most exquisitely fragrant
that could possibly bedevised?

VafVf Vour World With
l^vellneiia — Is a free IxKiklii

with a<lvicc alniul skin care

from 73

leailinK

American derma-

Write to Helen Chase.
YV-120. .VKl Fifth Avenue,

IoIokLsLs.
I)i'l>t.

New York

City.
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